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PREFACE.

THISvolume, containing the equivalent of three volumes of the Edinburgh series of the Am'_-
NICF_EFATHERS,will be found a library somewhat complete m itself. The Apostolic Fathers
and those associated with them in the third generation, are here placed together in a handbook,
which, with the inestimable Scriptures, supphes a succinct autobiography of the Spouse of Christ
for the first two centuries. No Christian scholar has ever before possessed, in faithful versions of
such compact form, a supplement so essential to the right understanding of the New Testament
itself. It is a volume indispensable to all scholars, and to every library, private or public, in
this country.

The American Editor has performed the humble task of ushering these works into American
use, with scanty contribuuons of his own. Such was the understanding with the public : they
were to be presented with the Edinburgh series, free from appreciable colour or alloy. His duty
was (_) to give historic arrangement to the confused mass of the original series; (_) to supply,
in continuity, such brief introductory notices as might slightly popularize what was apparently
meant for scholars only, in the introductions of the translators ; (3) to supply a few deficiencies by
short notes and references ; (4) to add such references to Scripture, or to authors of general
repute, as might lend additional aid to students, without clogging or overlaying the comments
of the translators ; and (5) to note such corruptions of distortions of Patristic testimony as
have been circulated, in the spirit of the forged Decretals, by those who carry on the old impos-
ture by means essentially equivalent. Too long have they been allowed to speak to the popular
mind as if the Fathers were their own; while, to every candid reader, it must be evident that,
alike, the testimony, the arguments, and the silence of the Ante-Nicene writers confound all
attempts to identify the ecclesiastical estabhshment of "the Holy Roman Empire," with "the
Holy Catholic Church" of the ancient creeds.

In performing this task, under the pressure of a virtual obligation to issue the first volume in
the first month of the new year, the Editor has rehed upon the kindly aid of an able friend, as
typographical corrector of the Edinburgh sheets. It is only necessary to add, that he has
bracketed all his own notes, so as to assume the responsibility for them; but his introduc-
tions are so separated from those of the translators, that, after the first instance, he has
not thought it requisite to suffix his initials to these brief contributions. He regrets that the
most important volume of the series is necessarily the experimental one, and comes out under
disadvantages from which it may be expected that succeeding issues will be free. May the Lord
God of our Fathers bless the undertaking to all my fellow-Christians, and make good to them the
promise which was once felicitously chosen for the motto of a similar series of publications : "Yet
shall not thy teachers be removed into a comer any more, but thine eyes shall see thy teachers."

A. C. C.
JA_U^RY6, _885.
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vi PREFACE.

N.B. rathe following advertisement of the original editors will be useful here :--

THZ A_'E-NICENZ CHRIS'TIAN LtB_ItY is meant to comprise translations into English of all the extant
works of the Fathers down to the date of the first General Council held at Nice in A.D. 325. The sole pro-
visional exception is that of the more bulky writings of Origen. It is intended at present only to embrace in the
scheme the C_tr_ Ctl_m and the De Princip'is of that voluminous author; but the whole of his works will be
included should the undertaking prove successful.

The present volume has been translated by the Editors. 1 Their object has been to place the English reader
as nearly as possible on a footing of equality with those who are able to read the original. With this view they
have for the most part leaned towards literal exactness; and wherever any considerable departure from this has
been made, a ver/m_'_ rendering has been given at the foot of the page. Brief introductory notices have been
prefixed, and short notes inserted, to indicate varieties of reading, specify references, or elucidate any obscurity
which seemed to exist in the text.

EDINmUKGH_X_67.

t Thlsn_nt to thefi.,,stvolumeonlyof the o"nginal_'ies.



INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

[A,D. IOO--2OO.] TIlE APOSTOLICFATHERSare here understood as filling up the second century
of our era. Iren_eus, it is true, is rather of the sub-apostolic period ; but, as the disciple of
Polycarp, he ought not to be dissociated from that Father's company. We thus find ourselves con-

ducted, by this goodly fellowship of witnesses, from the times of the apostles to those of Tertullian,
from the martyrs of the second persecution to those of the sixth. Those were times of heroism,

not of words ; an age, not of winters, but of soldiers ; not of talkers, but of sufferers. Curiosity is
baffled, but faith and love are fed by these scanty relics of primitive antiquity. Yet may we well
be grateful for what we have. These writings come down to us as the earliest response of con-

verted nations to the testimony of Jestts. They are primary evidences of the Canon and the
credibility of the New Testament. Disappointment may be the first emotion of the student who

comes down from the mount where he has dwelt in the tabernacles of evangelists and apostles :
for these disciples are confessedly inferior to the masters; they speak with the voices of infirm

and fallible men, and not like the New-Testament writers, with the fiery tongues of the Holy
Ghost. Yet the thoughtful and loving spirit soon learns their exceeding value. For who does not
close the records of St. Luke with longings to get at least a glimpse of the further history of the
progress of the Gospel ? What of the Church when its founders were fallen asleep ? Was the

Good Shepherd "always" wath His little flock, according to His promise ? Was the Blessed Com-
forter felt in His presence amid the fires of persecution? Was the Spirit of Truth really able to
guide the faithful into all truth, and to keep them in the truth ?

And what had become of the disciples who were the first-fruits of the apostolic ministry?
St. Paul had said, "The same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others
also." How was this injunction realized? St. Peter's touching words come to mind, "I will

endeavour that ye may be able after my decease to have these things always in remembrance."
Was this endeavour successfully carried out ? To these natural and pious inquiries, the Apostolic

Fathers, though we have a few specimens only of their fidelity, give an emphatic reply. If the
cold-hearted and critical find no charm in the simple, childlike faith which they exhibit, ennobled
though it be by heroic devotion to the Master, we need not marvel. Such would probably object :

"They teach me nothing ; I do not relish their multiplied citations from Scripture." The answer

is, "If you are familiar with Scripture, you owe it largely to these primitive witnesses to its Canon
and its spirit. By their testimony we detect what is spurious, and we identify what is real. Is it
nothing to find that your Bible is their Bible, your faith their faith, your Saviour their Saviour, your
God their God ?" Let us reflect also, that, when copies of the entire Scriptures were rare and

costly, these citations were "words fitly spoken, w apples of gold in pictures of silver." We are
taught by them also that they obeyed the apostle's precept, "Let the word of Christ dwell in

you richly in all wisdom ; teaching and admonishing," etc. Thus they reflect the apostolic care
that men should be raised up able to teach others also.

vii



viii INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

Their very mistakes enable us to attach a higher value to the superiority of inspired writers.
They were not wiser than the naturalists of their day who taught them the history of the Phoenix
and other fables ; but nothing of this sort is found m Scripture. The Fathers are inferior in kind

as well as in degree ; yet their words are lingering echoes of those whose words were spoken "as
the Spirit gave them utterance." They are monuments of the power of the Gospel. They were

made out of such material as St. Paul describes when he says, "Such were some of you." But
for Christ, they would have been worshippers of personified Lust and Hate, and of every crime.

They would have lived for "bread and circus-shows." Yet to the contemporaries of a Juvenal
they taught the Decalogue and the Sermon on the Mount. Among such beasts in human form

they reared the sacred home ; they created the Christian family ; they gave new and holy mean-
ings to the names of wife and mother ; they imparted ideas unknown before of the dignity of
man as man ; they infused an atmosphere of benevolence and love ; they bestowed the elements
of liberty chastened by law; they sanctified human society by proclaiming the universal brother-

hood of redeemed man. As we read the Apostolic Fathers, we comprehend, in short, the mean-
ing of St. Paul when he said prophetically, what men were slow to believe, "The foolishness of
God is wiser than men ; and the weakness of God is stronger than men .... But God hath chosen

the foolish things of the world to confound the wise ; and God hath chosen the weak things of

the world to confound the things which are mighty ; and base things of the world, and things
which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things which are not, to bring to nought things
that are."

A. C. C.
D_Ct_MBER,x884.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO THE

FIRST EPISTLEOF CLEMENTTO THE CORINTHIANS.

CA.D.30--IOO.] CLEMENTwas probably a Gentile and a Roman. He seems to have been at
Philippi with St. Paul (A.D. 57) when that first-born of the Western churches was passing
through great trials of faith. There, with holy women and others, he ministered to the apostle
and to the saints. As this city was a Roman colony, we need not inquire how a Roman happened
to be there. He was possibly in some public service, and it is not improbable that he had visited
Corinth in those days. From the apostle, and his companion, St. Luke, he had no doubt learned
the use of the Septuagint, in which his knowledge of the Greek tongue soon rendered him an
adept. His copy of that version, however, does not always agree with the Received Text, as the
reader will perceive.

A co-presbyter with Linus and Cletns, he succeeded them in the government of the Roman
Church. I have reluctantly adopted the opinion that his Epistle was written near the close of his
life, and not just after the persecution of Nero. It is not improbable that Linus and Cletus both
perished in that fiery trial, and that Clement's immediate succession to their work and place occa-
sions the chronological difficulties of the period. After the. death of the apostles, for the Roman
imprisonment and martyrdom of St. Peter seem historical, Clement was the natural representa-
tive of St. Paul, and even of his companion, the "apostle of the circumcision ;" and naturally
he wrote the Epistle in the name of the local church, when brethren looked to them for advice.
St. John, no doubt, was still surviving at Patmos or in Ephesus ; but the Philippians, vchose inter-
course with Rome is attested by the visit of Epaphroditus, looked naturally to the surviving
friends of their great founder; nor was the aged apostle in the East equally accessible. All
roads pointed towards the Imperial City, and started from its Milliarium Aureum. But, though
Clement doubtless wrote the letter, he conceals his own name, and puts forth the brethren, who
seem to have met in council, and sent a brotherly delegation (Chap. lix.). The entire absence of
the spirit of Diotrephes (St. John, Ep. III. 9), and the close accordance of the Epistle, in humility
and meekness, with that of St. Peter (Ep. I, v. I-5), are noteworthy features. The whole will be
found animated with the loving and faithful spirit of St. Paul's dear Philippians, among whom the
writer had learned the Gospel.

Clement fell asleep, probably soon after he despatched his letter. It is the legacy of one who
reflects the apostolic age in all the beauty and evangelical truth which were the first-fruits of the
Spirit's presence with the Church. He shares with others the aureole of glory attributed by St.
Paul (Phil. iv.3) , "His name is in the Book of Life."

The plan of this publication does not permit the restoration, in this volume, of the recently
discovered portions of his work. It is the purpose of the editor to present this, however, with
other recently discovered relics of primitive antiquity, in a supplementary volume, should the

l



2 INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

undertaking meet with sufficient encouragement. The so-called second Epistle of Clement is now

known to be the work of another, and has been relegated to another place in this series.

The following is the INTRODUCTORYNOTICEof the original editors and translators, Drs. Roberts
and Donaldson :

THE first Episde, bearing the name of Clement, has been preserved to us in a single manu-
script only. Though very frequently referred to by ancient Christian writers, it remained un-

known to the scholars of Western Europe until happily discovered in the Alexandrian manuscript.
This _ts. of the Sacred Scriptures (known and generally referred to as'Codex A) was presented
in x628 by Cyril, Patriarch of Constantinople, to Charles I., and is now preserved in the British

Museum. Subjoined to the books of the New Testament contained in it, there are two writings
described as the Epistles of one Clement. Of these, that now before us is the first. It is

tolerably perfect, but there are many slight lacume, or gaps, in the Ms., and one whole leaf is
supposed to have been lost towards the close. These lacuna, however, so numerous in some

chapters, do not generally extend beyond a word or syllable, and can for the most part be easily
supphed.

Who the Clement was to whom these writings are ascribed, cannot with absolute certainty be
determined. The general opinion is, that he is the same as the person of that name referred to
by St. Paul (Phil. iv. 3). The writings themselves contain no statement as to their author. The

first, and by far the longer of them, simply purports to have been written in the name of the
Church at Rome to the Church at Corinth. But in the catalogue of contents prefixed to the MS.
they are both plainly attributed to one Clement ; and the judgment of most scholars is, that, in

regard to the first Epistle at least, this statement is correct, and that it is to be regarded as an
authentic production of the friend and fellow-worker of St. Paul. This behef may be traced to

an early period in the history of the Church. It is found in the writings of Eusebius (Hist. Eccl.,
iii. xS) , of Origen (Comm. in Joan., i. 29) , and others. The internal evidence also tends to

support this opinion. The doctrine, style, and manner of thought are all in accordance with it ;
so that, although, as has been said, positive certainty cannot be reached on the subject, we may
with great probability conclude that we have in this Epistle a composition of that Clement who

is known to us from Scripture as having been an associate of the great apostle.
The date of this Epistle has been the subject of considerable controversy. It is clear from

the writing itself that it was composed soon after some persecution (chap. i.) which the Roman

Church had endured ; and the only question is, whether we are to fix upon the persecution under

Nero or Domitian. If the former, the date will be about the year 68 ; if the latter, we must
place it towards the close of the first century or the beginning of the second. We possess no
external aid to the settlement of this question. The lists of early Roman bishops are in hopeless

confusion, some making Clement the immediate successor of St. Peter, others placing Linus, and
others still Linus and Anacletus, between him and the apostle. The internal evidence, again,

leaves the matter doubtful, though it has been strongly pressed on both sides. The probability
seems, on the whole, to be in favour of the Domitian period, so that the Epistle may be dated
about A.D. 97.

This Epistle was held in very great esteem by the early Church. The account given of it by
Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., iii. x6) is as follows : "There is one acknowledged Epistle of this Clement
(whom he has just identified with the friend of St. Paul), great and admirable, which he wrote

in the name of the Church of Rome to the Church at Corinth, sedition having then arisen in

the latter Church. We are aware that this Epistle has been publicly read in very many churches
both in old times, and also in our own day." The Epistle before us thus appears to have been
read in numerous churches, as being almost on a level with the canonical writings. And its place

in the Alexandrian MS., immediately after the inspired books, is in harmony w_th the position thus
assigned it m the primitive Church. There does indeed appear a great difference between it and
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the inspired writings in many respects, such as the fanciful use sometimes made of Old-Testament
statements, the fabulous storieswhich are accepted by its author, and the general diffuseness and
feebleness of style by which it is distinguished. But the high tone of evangelical truth which
pervades it, the simple and earnest appeals which it makes to the heart and conscience, and the
anxiety which its writer so constantly shows to promote the best interests of the Church of
Christ, still impart an undying charm to this precious relic of later apostolic times.

[-N.B.--A sufficient guide to the recent literature of the Clementine MSS.and discoveries may
be found in The Princetan Review, x877 , p. 3z5, also in Bishop Wordsworth's succinct but
learned Church Htstor), to the Council of Nzccea, p. 84. The invaluable edition of the Patres
Apostoh'ci, by Jacobson (Oxford, I84O), with a critical text and rich prolegomena and annota-
tions, cannot be dispensed with by any Patristic inquirer. A.C.C.]





THE FIRST EPISTLEOF CLEMENTTO THE CORINTHIANS:

CHAP. L _THE SALUTATION'. PRAISE OF THE but yielded obedience rather than extorted it,s
CORINTHIANSBEFORETHE BREAKINGFORTHOF and were more willing to give than to receive. 6
SCHISMAMONGTHEM. Content with the provision which God had made

THE Church of God which sojourns at Rome, for you, and carefully attending .to His words, ye
to the Church of God sojourning at Corinth, to were inwardly filled 7 with His doctrine, and His
them that are called and sanctified by the will sufferings were before your eyes. Thus a pro-
of God, through our Lord Jesus Christ : Grace found and abundant peace was given to you all,
unto you, and peace, from Almighty God through and ye had an insatiable desire for doing good,
Jesus Christ, be multiplied, while a full outpouring of the Holy Spirit was

Owing, dear brethren, to the sudden and suc- upon you all. Full of holy designs, ye did, with
cessive calamitous events which have happened true earnestness of mind and a godly confidence,
to ourselves, we feel that we have been somewhat stretch forth your hands to God Almighty, be-
tardy in turning our attention to the points re- seeching Him to be merciful unto you, if ye had
spectingwhich you consulted us; 2 and especially been guilty of any involuntary transgression.
to that shameful and detestable sedition, utterly Day and night ye were anxious for the whole
abhorrent to the elect of God, which a few rash brotherh°od,8 that the number of God's elect
and self-confident persons have kindled to such might be saved with mercy and a good con-
a pitch of frenzy, that your venerable and illus- science3 Ye were sincere and uncorrupted, and
trious name, worthy to be universally loved, has forgetful of injuries between one another. Every
suffered grievous injury.3 For who ever dwelt kind of faction and schism was abominable ix,
even for a short time among you, and did not your sight. Ye mourned over the transgressions
find your faith to be as fruitful of virtue as it was of your neighbours : their deficiencies you
firmly established ?4 Who did not admire the deemed your own. Ye never grudged any act
sobriety and moderation .of your godliness in of kindness, being "ready to every good work." *°
Christ? Who did not proclaim the magnificence Adorned by a thoroughly virtuous and religious
of your habitual hospitality ? And who did not life, ye did all things in the fear of God. The
rejoice over your perfect and well-grounded commandments and ordinances of the Lord were
knowledge ? For ye dxd all things without re- written upon the tablets of your hearts."
spect of persons, and walked m the command-
ments of God, being obedient to those who had CHAP.m.--THE SADSTATEOF THE CO_
the rule over you, and giving all fitting honour to CHURCH Arr_ SEDITION _OSE m IT FROMENVY AND EMULATION.

thepresbytersamong you. Ye enjoinedyoung
men to be of a sober and serious mind ; ye Every kind of honour and happiness *' was be-
instructed your wives to do all things with a stowed upon you, and then was fulfilled that
blameless, becoming, and pure conscience, loving which is written, "My beloved did eat and
their husbands as in duty bound; and ye taught drink, and was enlarged and became fat, and
them that, living in the rule of obedience, they kicked." ,3 Hence flowed emulation and envy,
should manage theirhousehold affairs becomingly, strife and sedition, persecution and disorder,
and be in every respect marked by discretion, war and captivity. So the worthless rose up

[against the honoured, those of no reputation
CHAP. H. w PRAISE OF THE CORINTHIANS CON- [

TtNUED. I s Eph.v, et: t Pet. v. 5.
+ Acts xx. 3_,.

Moreover, ye were all distmgmshed"" " by humil- l , _, , _,mbrtc,d it i, _,rbo,,_"t "[C_==t.__.[ t_
ity, and were in no respect puffed up with pride, I _,_,_'_-_,.2¢,_,'-"":_._wT.,-tu_:'_-od_,.p. ,'_'_.] '

[ t _'et. ii" I7" -- k ]m_lt
x In tl_ only known MS. of this Epistle, the title is thus given at ] 9 _ in the l__s., h_t_tmyet_t_x_t_Ik tlmLtw,_.a_h_

thed_,_. . . . . j_,r,w- ,:_,__ _* ,,_-_--- - ,--:, . .
• fNo_ the fact that tl_ C.o_thi_ _,k,d thL, of _ b,_hrea. ] n_,u,_..,,¢, mmi_mon, for n,.,,a_, .-_,.'..,.._-

the penonal friends of their apostle St. Patti. Element's own ham* [ *o Tit, m..,.
doesnot_pear inthisEplstie.] [ It.Prow.#}; . ..

4 Literally," did *mepr6w your all-vi_-mous and firm uut_." ,, _ xxx_. *S.



0 THE FIRST EPISTLE OF CLEMENT.

against such as were renowned, the foolish CHAP.v. h No LESSEVILSHAVEARISEN FRoM THE
against the wise, the young against those ad- SAmE SOURCEm THE MOSTeXCF._r TIMES. THE
vanced in years. For this reason righteousness MARTYRDOMOF PETER AND PAUL.

and peace are now far departed from you, inas- But not to dwell upon ancient examples, let
much as every one abandons the fear of God, us come to the most recent spiritual heroes."
and is become blind in His faith, _neither walks Let us take the noble examples furnished in our
in the ordinances of His appointment, nor acts own generation. Through envy and jealousy,
a part becoming a Christian,_ but walks after his the greatest and most righteous pillars [of the
own wicked lusts, resuming the practice of an Church] have been persecuted and put to
unrighteous and ungodly envy, by which death death.x, Let us set before our eyes the illustn-
itself entered into the world. 3 ous ,3 apostles. Peter, through unrighteous envy,
CiIAP. IV. _ MANYEVILS HAVEALREADYFLOWEDendured not one or two, but numerous labours ;

FROMTHIS SOURCEIN ANCIENTTIMES. and when he had at length suffered martyrdom,
departed to the place of glory due to him.

For thus it is written : "And it came to pass Owing to envy, Paul also obtained the reward of
after certain days, that Cain brought of the fruits patxent endurance, after being seven times
of the earth a sacrifice unto God ; and Abel also thrown into captivity, x4compelled 's to flee, and
brought of the firstlings of his sheep, and of the stoned. After preaching both in the east and
fat thereof. And God had respect to Abel and west, he gained the illustrious reputation due to
to his offerings, but Cain and his sacrifices He his faith, haying taught righteousness to the
did not regard. And Cain was deeply grieved, whole world, and come to the extreme limit of
and his countenance fell. And God said to the west, .6 and suffered martyrdom under the
Cain, Why art thou grieved, and why is thy prefects.xz Thus was he removed from the world,
countenance fallen? If thou offerest rightly, and went into the holy place, having proved
but dost not divide rightly, hast thou not sinned ? himself a striking example of patience.
Be at peace : thine offering returns to thyself, and
thou shatt again possess it. And Cain said to CHAP.VL_ CONTINUATION.SEVERALOTHER
Abel his brother, Let us go into the field. And MARTYRS.
it came to pass, while they were in the field,
that Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and To these men who spent their lives in the

practice of holiness, there is to be added a great
slew him." 4 Ye see, brethren, how envy and multitude of the elect, who, having through envy
jealousy led to the murder of a brother. Through
envy, also, our father Jacob fled from the face of endured many indigmtles and tortures, furnished
Esau his brother.S Envy made Joseph be per- us with a most excellent example. Through
secured unto death, and to come into bondage. 6 envy, those women, the Danmds _s and Dirc_e,
Envy compelled Moses to flee from the face of being persecuted, aft6r they had suffered terrible
Pharaoh king of Egypt, when he heard these and unspeakable torments, finished the course
words from his fellow-countryman, "Who made of their faith with stedfastness, z9and though weak
thee a judge or a ruler over us ? wilt thou kill in body, received a noble reward. Envy hasalienated wives from their husbands, and changed
me, as thou didst kill the Egyptian yester-
day?" 7 On account of envy, Aaron and Miriam that saying of our father Adam, "This is now

bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh." *°
had to make their abode without the camp. 8 Envy and strife have overthrown great cities
Envy brought down Dathan and Abiram alive to
Hades, through the sedition which they excited and rooted up mighty nations.
against God's servant Moses.9 Through envy,
David underwent the hatred not only of for- - L,terally,"those whohavebeenathletes."x2 Some fill up the lacueea here found in the MS.so as to read,
eiguers, but was also persecuted by Saul king of "ha .... toa ga.... _eath."

ts laterally, "good." [Themartyrdom of St. Peter is all that isIsrael-'° thus connected with his arrival in ome. His numerous labours
were restricted to the Ctrcumeamon.]

u Set_e_ imprisonments of St. Paul are not referred to in Scrip-

z It teems neceuasy to refer a/_e_ to God, in oplmeltmn to the turet.5 Archbishop Wake here reads "scourged " We have followedtmtlationgivenbyAbp.Wakeandothers,
s Litem|._, "Christ;" comp. a Cor. i. 2x, Eph. iv. _o. the most recent" crRtcs m filling up the mxmerous lac_n_ m tim
$ Wisd. il. a4- chapter.15
dt Gen. iv. _--8. The writer here, as always, follows the reading Some thmk Rom_, others Spa_, and others even Brdgaif_, to

of tlm Septuagint, which in this pumge both ahent and adds to the be here referred to. [See .note at end ] . .

Hebrew text. We have giveat the rendefiag approved b_r the hest t_'That is, under Tigel "fin.asund .Sabintm,m re% last _Ymtrof thecritics; butmmep_erto_to, asimourF._giishvermom,'tmto EmperorNcro. but some.think Helins and Polyc ms -r_rred _;
thee shall behis _teslre, and thou shalt ruleover him._ _.for_m andothers, both here and m the precedmg sentenco, regardtlleworo*
Imcient exp]anatlma of the imsaag% Iream_tm,Ad_. Ha,_., iv. xS, 3- as denoting simply the _,it_u'_ borne by Peter and Paul to the truth

S Gea. xtvii. 4x, etc. of the gospel before the rulers of the earth. .
Gen. xxx.vii, sa Some suppose these to have been the names of two eminent

t Er,. iL t4. female martyrs under Nero; .others regard the clause as an in_8 Num. _ t4tz $. [In OUt"¢_pla Of the _ptt_q_t _ is not tlon. [Many mgemous conjecture_, nug ht he cared; but see j
I_ktaed of JUmm.] mu's valuable note, Pa_: A#astol., voL i. p. 3o.j . .

I_Num xvl. a_b t9 Litet_ly," lmve reac.hed to the stedfast couras of faith._ Kiap xvaL 8, et_ so G,m. ii. _3.
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CI.LIIP.VlI.--AN" EXHORTATIONTO REPENTANCE..mouth of the Lord hath spoken these things. ''s

These things, beloved, we write unto you, not Desiring, therefore, that all His beloved should
merely to admonish you of your duty, but also be partakers of repentance, He has, by 1-Its
to remind ourselves. For we are struggling on almighty will, established [these declarations].
the same arena, and the same conflict is assigned CHAP. IX.-- EXAMPLESOF THE S_L'N'TS.
tO both of us. Wherefore let us give up vain and
fimifless cares, and approach to the glorious and Wherefore, let us yield obedience to His ex-
venerable rule of our holy calhng. Let us at- cellent and glorious will; and imploring His
tend to what is good, pleasing, and acceptable mercy and loving-kindness, while we forsake all
in the sight of Him who formed us. Let us fruitless labours,9 and strife, and envy, which
look stedfastly to the blood of Christ, and see leads to death, let us turn and have recourse to
how precious that blood is to God,' which, hav- His compassions. Let us stedfastly contem-
ing been shed for our salvation, has set the grace plate those who have perfectly ministered to His
of repentance before the whole world. Let us excellent glory. Let us take (for instance)
turn to every age that has passed, and learn Enoch, who, being found righteous in obedi-
that, from generation to generation, the lord ence, was translated, and death was never known
has granted a place of repentance to all such as to happen to him. '° Noah, being fom)d faithful,
would be converted unto Him. Noah preached preached regeneration to the world through nis

repentance, and as many as listened to him were ministry ; and the Lord saved by him the ani-
saved.* Jonah proclaimed destruction to the mals which, with one accord, entered into the
Ninevites ;3 but they, repenting of their sins, ark.
propitiated God by prayer, and obtained salva-- CHAP. X.--CONTINUATION OF THE ABOVE.
tion, although they were aliens [to the covenant] Abraham, styled "the friend," tt was found
of God. faithful, inasmuch as he rendered obedience to

the words of God. He, in the exercise of obe-
CHAP. VIII._ CONTINUATIONRESPECTINGREPENT- dience, went out from his own country, and from

ANCE. his kindred, and from his father's house, in order

The ministers of the grace of God have, by that, by forsaking a small territory, and a weak
the Holy Spirit, spoken of repentance ; and the family, and an insignificant house, he might in-
Lord of all things has himself declared with an herit the promises of God. For God said to
oath regarding it, " As I live, saith the Lord, I him, "Get thee out from thy country, and from
desire not the death of the sinner, but rather his thy kindred, and from thy father's house, into
repentance;" 4 axtdmg, moreover, this gracious the land which I shall show thee. And I will
declaration, "Repent, O house of Israel, of your make thee a great nation, and will bless thee,
iniquity.5 Say to the children of My people, and make thy name great, and thou shalt be
Though your sins reach from earth to heaven blessed. And I will bless them that bless thee,
and though they be redder 6 than scarlet, and and curse them that curse thee ; and in thee
blacker than sackcloth, yet if ye turn to Me with shall all the families of the earth be blessed." z,

your whole heart, and say, Father 1. I will listen And.,again,,, .°n his departing, from Lot, God said
to you, as to a holy 7 people." And in another to him, Lift up thine eyes, and look from the
place He speaks thus : "Wash you, and become place where thou now art, northward, and south-
clean; put away the wickedness of your souls ward, and eastward, and westward ; for all the
from before mine eyes ; cease from your evil land which thou seest, to thee will I give it, and
ways, and learn to do well ; seek out judgment, to thy seed for ever. And I will make thy seed
deliver the oppressed, judge the fatherless, and as the dust of the earth, [so that] if a man can
see that justice is done to the widow; and number the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed
come, mad let us reason together. He declares, also be numbered." xs And again [the Scrip-
Though your sins be like crimson, I will make ture] saith, "God brought forth Abram, and
them white as snow ; though they be like scar- spake unto him, look up now to heaven, and
let, I will whiten them like wool. And if ye be count the stars if thou be able to number them ;
willing and obey Me, ye shall eat the good of so shall thy seed be. And Abram believed God,
the land ; but if ye refuse, and will not hearken and it was counted to him for right_ousness. '' ,4
unto Me, the sword shall devour you, for the On account of his faith and hospitality, a son

s Ira, i t6-t_
z Some insert" Father." Some read _t,rm,o_. u, "vgfi'n talk."
* Gem vii.; z Pet. iii. _o; 2 Pet. il. S. t9oGen. v. _; E[eb. x_L5. Literally, "and his death was not
s Jom_h iii. fotmd."* ]Ealck,xxxlil, it, n ha. xlL S; s Chron. xx. 7; Judith viii. tg; Jmms iL *3-

Fatk. xviit- .3o, t* OGre.xli. t-3.
6 Comp. Isa. t. lB. ........... art -ttot_l z5 C'_m-xlli. t4"t6.
7 These wot_ am tt_ f°tmd i.n_'rlptule' _m_ei[n•m'gy q U Gen. xv. $, 6; Rom. iv. :_

_gain by Clan. Ak.x. (/",l'dag, t. to) as from E.tmlueL
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was given him in hisoldage; and intheexer-in God.6 Ye see,beloved,thattherewas not
elseof obedience,he offeredhim asa sacrificeonlyfaith,but prophecy,m thiswoman.
to God on one of the mountains which He
showedhim.' c_v. xiii._ AN EXHORTATION TO HUMILITY.

CHAP. XI._CONTINUATION. LOT. Let us therefore, brethren, be of humble
mind, laying aside all haughtiness, and pride,

On account of his hospitality and godliness, and foolishness, and angry feelings; and let us
Lot was saved out of Sodom when all the coun- act according to that which is written (for the
try round was punished by means of fire and Holy Spirit saath, "Let not the wise man glory
brimstone, the Lord thus making it manifest m his wisdom, neither let the mighty man glory
that He does not forsake those that hope in in his might, neither let the rich man glory in
Him, but gives up such as depart from Him to his riches ; but let him that glorieth glory in the
punishment and torture.* For Lot's wife, who Lord, in diligently seeking Him, and doing judg-
went forth with him, being of a different mind ment and righteousness" 7), being especially
from himself and not continuing in agreement mindful of the words of the Lord Jesus which
with him [as to the command which had been He spake, teaching us meekness and long-suffer-
given them],was made an example of, so as to ing. For thus He spoke: " Be ye merciful,
be a pillar of salt unto this day.s This was done that ye may obtain mercy ; forgive, that it may
that all might know that those who are of a be forgiven to you ; as ye do, so shall it be done
double mind, and who distrust the power of unto you; as ye judge, so shall ye be judged;
God, bnng down judgment on themselves,4 and as ye are kind, so shall kindness be shown to
become a sign to all succeeding generations, you ; with what measure ye mete, with the same
CHAP. XII._THE REWARDS OF FAITH AND HOS- it shall be measured to you. ''s By this precept

PITALIT¥.RAHAB. and by these rules let us stablish ourselves, that
we walk with all humility in obedience to His

On account of her faith and hospitality, Rahab holy words. For the holy word salth, "On whom
the harlot was saved. For when spies were sent shall I look, but on hnn that is meek and peace-
by Joshua, the son of Nun, to Jericho, the king able, and that trembleth at My words?" 9
of the country ascertained that they were come
to spy out their land, and sent men to seize CHAP.XlV.- WE SHOULDOBEYGODRATHERTHAN
them, in order that, when taket,, they might be THE ALYrHORS OF SEDITION.
put to death. But the hospitable Rahab receiv-
ing them, concealed them on the roof of her It is right and holy therefore, men and breth-
house unoer some stalks of flax. And when ren, rather to obey God than to follow those
the men sent by the king arrived and said, who, through pride and sedition, have become the
"There came men unto thee who are to spy out leaders of a detestable emulation. For we shall
our land ; bring them forth, for so the king corn- incur no slight injury, but rather great danger,
mands," she answered them, "The two men if we rashly yield ourselves to the inclinations
whom ye seek came unto me, but quickly de- of men who aim at exciting strife and tumults, so
patted again and are gone," thus not discovering as to draw us away from what is good. Let us
the spies to them. Then she said to the men, be kind one to another after the pattern of the
"I know assuredly that the Lord your God hath tender mercy and benignity of our Creator. For
given you this city, for the fear and dread of you it is written, "The kind-hearted shall inhabit the
have fallen on its inhabitants. When therefore land, and the gafiltless shall be left upon it, but

ye shall have taken it, keep ye me and the house transgressors shall be dest/oyed from off the face
of my father in safety." And they said to her, of it." '° And again [the Scripture] saith, "I
"It shall be as thou hast spoken to us. As saw the ungodly highly exalted, and lifted up
soon, therefore, as thou knowest that we are at like the cedars of Lebanon : I passed by, and,
hand, thou shalt gather all thy family under thy behold, he was not ; and I diligently sought his
roof, and they shall be preserved, but all that place, and could not find it. Preserve inno-
are found outside of thy dwelling shall perish." s cence, and look on equity : for there shall be a
Moreover, they gav_ her a sign to this effect, remnant to the peaceful man." ,i
that she should hang forth from her house a
scarlet thread. And thus they made it manifest 6 Othersof theFathersadoptthetmmc_gotlcal inmrprcmtimt,

e.g., Justin Mar, Dial c. Try#, n. ix1: Ittnzus, Adt,. H_r., iv.
that redemption should flow through the blood _o. [T_ ",,,boremutt_,-ofsymt,c,am,,_.._r thelaw mustbemore
of the Lord to all them that believe and hope thorougmy.e_ ffwewo_taao_a,t forsuch_ _is here al_lied to a poetical or rheamlcal figure.]

_'Jer ix. 23,24; x Cor. i.:_t, n. Cor. x t7.
l__tttL lot[. _; H_. xi. t_. 8 Coaap. MaR. vl. t:lt-tS, vii. 2; Lt_ vl.
t C_m. xi.v..; comp. a Pet. ii. 6-.9. ¢ Isa. Ixvi. _.

So Jomlflt., Am'l]?., i. it, 4; Imnmtu. Are. Haw'., iv. 3z. to Prov. ii. _,, _,.
4 _,"l:ttmomc a _ altdsign." tlPS,xxxvti. 3_37- "Remnant_ prc_bIy _ _ tt_the
s Joal_. it.; Heb. r,i. 3x. m*_¢_' or _rtcrt_ _ the rlghmou_
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CHAP.XV._WE MUST ADHERETO THOSE WHO of His sufferings openeth not His mouth. He
CULTIVATEPEACE,NOT TO THOSEWtlO MERELY/ was brought as a sheep to the slaughter, and as

PRETEND TO DO SO. a lamb beforehershearerisdumb, so He open-
Let us cleave,therefore,to thosewho culti-eth not His mouth. In His humiliationHis

ratepeacewithgodliness,and not to thosewho judgment was taken away ; who shalldeclare
hypocriticallyprofessto desireit. For [the His generation?forHis lifeistaken from the
Scripture]saithin a certainplace,"This peo- earth. For thetransgressionsof my peoplewas
plehonourethMe withtheirlips,but theirheartHe broughtdown todeath. And Iwillgivethe
isfar from Me."' And again: "They blesswicked forHis sepulchre,and the richforHis
with theirmouth,but cursewith theirheart."2 death,zbecauseHe did no iniquity,neitherwas
And againitsalth,"They lovedHim with theirguilefound in His mouth. And the Lord is
mouth,and liedto Him withtheirtongue; but pleasedtopurify.Himby stripes,s Ifye make 9
theirhear_was notrightwithHim, neitherwere an offeringforran,your soul shallsee a long-
they faithful in His covenant."_ "Let the de- lived seed. And the Lord is pleased to relieve
celtful lip_ become silent," 4 [and "let the Lord Him of the affliction of His soul, to show Him
destroy all the lying lips,s] and the boastful light, and to form Him with understanding, x° to
tongue of those who have said, Let us magnify justify the Just One who ministereth well to
our tongue; our lips are our own; who is lord many; and He Himself shall carry their sins.
over us? For the oppression of the poor, and On this account He shall inherit many, and
for the sighing of the needy, will I now arise, shall divide the spoil of the strong; because
smth the Lord: I will place him in safety ; I His soul was delivered to death, and He was
will deal confidently with h_m." 6 reckoned among the transgressors, and He bare

the sins of many, and for their sins was He de-
livered." x_ And again He saith, "I am a worm,

CHAP.XVI._ CHRISTASANEXAMPLEOF HUMILITY.and no man ; a reproach of men, and despised
For Christ is of those who are humble-minded, of the people. All that see Me have derided

and not of those who exalt themselves over His Me ; they have spoken with their lips ; they
flock. Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Sceptre of have wagged their head, [saying] He hoped in
the majesty of God, did not come in the pon,p God, let Him deliver Him, let Him save Him,
of pride or arrogance, although He might bace since He dehghteth in Him." x, Ye see, be-
done so, but in a lowly condition, as the Holy loved, what is the example which has been given
Spirit had declared regarding Him. For He us ; for if the Lord thus humbled Himself, what
says, "Lord, who hath believed our report, and shall we do who have through Him come under
to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed ? We the yoke of His grace ?
have declared [our message] m His presence :
He is, as it were, a child, and like a root in CHAP. XVIL_ THE SAINTSAS _PLES OF

HUMILITY.
thirsty ground; He has no form nor glory, yea,
we saw H_m, and He had no form nor comeh- Let us be imitators also of those who in goat-
hess ; but His form was without eminence, yea, skins and sheep-skins ,3 went about proclaiming
deficient in comparison with the [ordinary] the coming of Christ ; I mean Elijah, Elisha, and
form of men. He is a man exposed to stripes Ezekiel among the prophets, with those others to
and suffering, and acquainted with the endur- whom a like testimony is borne [in Scripture].
ance of grief: for His countenance was turned Abraham was specially honoured, and was called
away; He was despised, and not esteemed, the friend of God;yet he, earnestly regarding
He be-'us our iniquities, and is in sorrow for our the glory of God, humbly declared, " I am but
sakes; yet we supposed that [on His own ac- dust and ashes." ,4 Moreover, it is thus written
count] He was exposed to labour, and stripes, of Job, Job was a righteous man, and blame-
and affliction. But He was wounded for our less, truthful, God-fearing, and one that kept
transgressions, and bruised for our ink4uities, himself from all evil." ,s But bringing an aecu-
The chastisement of our peace was upon Him,
and by His stripes we were healed. All we, like _T_ _ of Co_=im, _ W H_ ,_d _,
sheep, have gone astray ; ['every] man has wan- hm th_ d,_ _ ¢_,,: "I winm tr_ _ _c_d,_ _H_ Npulchre, ind the rich on _t d Hm d_th"
dered in his own way ; and the Lord has deliv- *The mdinz or t_ as. ;- ,¢_ f_,n,_,." pur_, _ ¢m, m_
ered Him up for our sins, while He in the midst frommip_:' We_,_ _ themmda_ of ,luaim.9 Wou_ _, ' If He _ *,"

so Or, "fl/l Him with undes_md_g," U"_e'_ shoutd be mad
inste_ _ wJu_'_, M Grebe sunans.

s I_. xxlx. z3; Matt. xv. S, Mark vii. 6. sx IL_ llft, The _r wh_-ol_er_ how _ the _ of the

4 Ps. xxm. xS. x= Ps. _ 64.
s T'mmeworda wlt.hin brackets am not found ia fl_ _., lint hav_ s; Heb. xi..3T.

been imamcd from tl_ $¢ptuagtat by most ¢dao_ _'*C,_.n.gym._7.
6 I_. xi_ _-_. ss Jobi, x.
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sation against himself, he said, " No man is free The sacrifice [acceptable] to God is a bruised
from defilement, even if his life be but of one spirit ; a broken and a contrite heart God will
day." t Moses was called faithful in all God's not despise.""
howe ;2 and through his instrumentality, God
punished Egypt 3 with plagues and tortures. Yet CHAP.xnc. -- im'rATn_C THESEm_m_LEs, LETUS
he, though thus greatly honoured, did not adopt SEEK AFrER PEACE.
lofty language, but said, when the divine oracle Thus the humility and godly submission of so
came to him out of the bush, "Who am I, that great and illustrious men have rendered not only
Thou sendest me ? I am a man of a feeble us, but also all the generations before us, better ;
voice and a _low tongue." 4 And again he said, even as many as have received His oracles in
"I am but as the smoke of a pot." s fear and truth. Wherefore, having so many

great and glorious examples set before us let us. c ' .

CHAP. XVIII. m DAVID AS AN EXAMPLE OF HUMILrl_. turn again to the practice of that peace which
But what shall we say concerning David, to from the beginning was the mark set before

whom such testimony was borne, and of whom 6 us ; '_ and let us look stedfastly to the Father and
God said, " I have found a man after Mine own Creator of the universe, and cleave to His mighty
heart, David the son of Jesse ; and in everlast- and surpassingly great gifts and benefactaons of
ing mercy have I anointed him?" r Yet this peace. Let us contemplate Him with our
very man saith to God, "Have mercy on me, understanding, and look with the eyes of our
O Lord, according to Thy great mercy; and soul to His long-suffering will. Let us reflect
according to the multitude of Thy compassions, how free from wrath He is towards all His crea-
blot out my transgression. Wash me still more tion.
from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my
sin. For I acknowledge my iniquity, and my sin CHAP. XX.m THE VEACE AND HA_ONY or THE
is ever before me. Against Thee only have I u_rVE_E.
sinned, and done that which was evil in Thy sight ; The heavens, revolving under His govern-
that Thou mayest be justified in Thy sayings, ment, are subject to Him in peace. Day and
and mayest overcome when Thou s art judged, night run the course appointed by Him, in no
For, behold, I was conceived in transgressions, wise hindering each other. The sun and moon,
and in my sins did my mother conceive me. with the companies of the stars, roll on in har-
For, behold, Thou hast loved truth; the secret mony according to His command, within their
and hidden things of wisdom hast Thou shown prescribed limits, and without any deviation.
me. Thou shalt sprinkle me with hyssop, and The fl-aitful earth, according to Hxs will, brings
I shall be cleansed ; Thou shait wash me, and I forth food in abundance, at the proper seasons,
shall be whiter than snow. Thou shalt make me for man and beast and all the living beings upon
to hear joy and gladness ; my bones, which have it, never hesitating, nor changing any of the ordi-
been humbled, shall exult. Turn away Thy face nances which He has fixed. The unsearchable
from my sins, and blot out all mine iniquities, places of abysses, and the indescribable arrange-
Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a ments of the lower world, are restrained by the
right spirit within me.9 Cast me not away from same laws. The vast unmeasurable sea, gathered
Thy presence, and take not Thy Holy Spirit from together by His working into various basins,'3
me. Restore to me the joy of Thy salvation, never passes beyond the bounds placed around
and establish me by Thy governing Spirit. I it, but does as He has commanded. For He
will teach transgressors Thy ways, and the un- said, "Thus far shalt thou come, and thy waves
godly shall be converted unto Thee. Deliver shall be broken within thee." _4 The ocean, ira-
me from blood-guiltiness, _°O God, the God oI passible to man, and the worlds beyond it, are
my salvation : my tongue shall exult in Thy regulated by the same enactments of the Lord.
righteousness. O Lord, Thou shalt open my The seasons of spring, summer, autumn, and
mouth, and my lips shall show forth Thy praise, winter, peacefully give place to one another.
For if Thou hadst desired sacrifice, I would have The winds in their several quarters _s fulfil, at the
given it ; Thou wilt not delight in burnt-offerings, proper time, their service without hindrance.

The ever-flowing fountains, formed both for en-
z Jobziv 4.5.[_intl joyment and health, furnish without fail their
, Nm. _IL7; _rQb.al ,. breasts for the life of men. The very smallest:' Somefill up the /,_ums whichhereoccursin the us. by"Israel."
4 Ex.IILxx,iv.x_ .
SThis isnot foundin Scripture.[Theywornprol_blymt.lcm- t_ JAt_dly, " Becomingl_l_kers ot"manygreat andgloriousmat's version, Com_ l_. csix. 83,] IIt K Ii, 1-17.
6 Or. _ some radert" mwho _" deeds, let us retm_ to the mm c_ pucu dedivered tous from the be-
YP*,Ixxxlx.sx, sinninB."Comp.H_. xd.x.
*Or,"whmsThouj_l_-st." s._Or,u_ons."

_," inmyinvhud*." _'*Jobzxxvi_ xx.
so_1:_¢, "l_oods." ss Or," am_m."
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of living beings meet together in peace and con- dren, hearken unto Me ; I will teach you the fear
cord. .M1 these the great Creator and Lord of of the Lord. What man is he that desireth life,
all has appointed to exist in peace mad ha.r- and loveth to see good days? Keep thy tongue
mony ; while He does good to all, but most from evil, and thy lips from speaking guile. De-
abundantly to us who have fled for refuge to part from evil, and do good; seek peace, and
His compassions through Jesus Christ our Lord, pursue it. The eyes of the Lord are upon the
to whom be glory and majesty for ever and ever. righteous, and His ears are [open] unto their
Amen. prayers. The face of the Lord is against them

that do evil, to cut off the remembrance of
CHAP. XXI.- LET US OBEY GOD, AND NOT THE them from the earth. The righteous cried, and

AUTHORSOF SEDITION. the Lord heard him, and delivered him out of
Take heed, beloved, lest His many kindnesses all his troubles." 7 "Many are the stripes [ap-

lead to the condemnation of us all. [For thus pointed for] the wicked ; but mercy shall corn-
it must be] unless we walk worthy of Him, and pass those about who hope in the Lord." _
wxth one mind do those things which are good
and well-pleasing in His sight. For [the Scrip- CHAP. XXnL -- BE mYMBLE,AND BELIEVETHAT
ture] salth m a certain place, "The Spirit of the CHmST WILL COMEAt,AXle.
lord is a candle searching the secret parts of The all-merciful and beneficent Father has
the belly." ' Let us reflect how near He is, and bowels [of compassion] towards those that fear
that none of the thoughts or reasonings in which Him, and kindly and lovingly bestows His fa-
we engage are hid from Him. It is right, there- yours upon those who come to Him with a
fore, that we should not leave the post which simple mind. Wherefore let us not be double-
His will has assigned us. Let us rather offend minded; neither let our soul be lifted 9 up on
those men who are foolish, and inconsiderate, account of His exceedingly great and glorious
and lifted up, and who glory in the pride of gifts. Far .from us be that which is written,
their speech, than [offend] God. Let us rever- "Wretched are they who are of a double mind,
ence the Lord Jesus Chnst, whose blood was and of a doubting heart ; who say, These things
given for us ; let us esteem those who have we have heard even in the times of our fathers ;
the ml_ over us; 2 let us honour the aged 3 but, behold, we have grown old, and none of
among us ; let us train up the young men in the them has happened unto us." ,o Ye foolish
fear of God ; let us direct our wives to that ones! compare yourselves to a tree: take [for
which is good. Let them exhibit the lovely instance] the vine. First of all, it sheds its
habxt of purity [in all their conduct] ; let them leaves, then it buds, next it puts forth leaves,
show forth the sincere disposition of meekness ; and then it flowers ; after that comes the sour
let them make manifest the command which grape, and then follows the ripened fruit. Ye
they have of their tongue, by their manner + of perceive how in a little time the fruit of a tree
speaking; let them display their love, not by comes to maturity. Of a truth, soon and sud-
preferring s one to another, but by showing denly shall His will be accomplished, as the
equal affection to all that piously fear God. Scripture also bears witness, saying, "Speedily
Let your children be partakers of true Chris- will He come, and will not tarry ;" - and, "The
tlan training ; let them learn of how great avail Lord shall suddenly come to His temple, even
humility is with God -- how much the spirit of the Holy One, for whom ye look." '*
pure affection can prevail with Him--how ex-
cellent and great His fear is, and how it saves CHAP. XXr_.--GOD CONTIN-tJALLYSHOWS US IN
all those who walk in 6 it with a pure mind. NATURETHATTHERE WILLBE A RESURREC'rIONo
For He is a Searcher of the thoughts and de- Let us consider, beloved, how the Lord con-
sires [of the heart] : His breath is in us ; and tinually proves to us that there shall be a future
when He pleases, He will take it away. resurrection, of which He has rendered the Lord

Jesus Christ the first-fruits'3 by raising Him from
CHAP. xxn. --THESE EXHORTATIONSARE CON- the dead. Let us contemplate, beloved, the res-

vI]_EI) BY THE CHmSTIANVArrx-z,WINCH PRO- urrection which is at all times taking place. Day
CLAIMSTHE MISERYOF SINFULCONDUCT. and night declare to us a resurrection. The
Now the faith which is in Christ confirms all night sinks to sleep, and the day arises ; the

these [admonitions]. For He Himself by the day [again] departs, and the night comes on.
Holy Ghost thus addresses us. "Come, ye chil-

:' Ps. xx_v. tr-xT.
s Ps. zxxiL to.

" P_ .... ,7. , o:,uso_ _-r,- _.'dm+_....m_,mr +o_a". ....
_t Comp Heb. xiii xT: t Thess. v. z=, x+. to Some ttgax d these v_.ma sa mitrer.mint m___nat tmo_

otlmr# as deti,md from a fi.,s_a_of Jsr_s I u mms r'st. m. _ 4.s Or, "the pn_byters"
" Some or.re:l,*' by fl_ir sil,mc¢ " [' Hab i{. 31; Heb. z 37.

Comp. x Tim. v. :zx. . . Mal. ill .Some tr-_-L_-_ "who tu._ to Him. u Comp. t Car. xv. so; Col L iS.
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Let us behold the fruit, [of the earth], how the to Him who is faithful in His promises, and just
sowing of grain takes place. The sower' goes in His judgment,. He who has commanded us
forth, and cast, it into the ground ; and the seed not to lie, shall much more Himself not lie ; for
being thus scattered, though dry and naked when nothing is impossible with God, except to lie.7
it fell upon the earth, is gradually dissolved. Let His faith therefore be stirred up again within
Then out of it, dissolution the mighty power of us, and let us consider that all things are nigh
the providence of the Lord raises it up again, and unto Him. By the word of His might s He estab-
from one seed many arise and bring forth fruit, lished all things, and by His word He can over-

throw them. "Who shall say unto Him, What
CHAP. XXV._THE PHCENIXAN EMBLEMOF OUR hast thou done ? or, XVho shall resist the power

RF_URm_CrION. of His strength ?-9 When and as He pleases
Let us consider that wonderful sign [of the He will do all things, and none of the things

resurrection] which takes place in Eastern lands, determined by Him shall pass away. '° All things
that is, in Arabia and the countries round about, are open before Him, and nothing can be hidden
There is a certain bird which is called a phoenix, from His counsel. "The heavens" declare the
This is the only one of it, kind, and lives five glory of God, and the firmament showeth His
hundred years. And when the time of it, disso- handy-work. Day unto day uttereth speech, and
lution draws near that it must die, it builds itself night unto night showeth knowledge. And there
a nest of frankincense, and myrrh, and other are no words or speeches of which the voices are
spices, into which, when the time is fulfilled, not heard." '*
it enters and dies. But as the flesh decays a
certain kind of worm is produced, which, being CHAP.xxvnI. -- GOD SEES ALL THINGS: THERE-
nourished by the juices of the dead bird, brings FORE LET US AVOID"IRANSGRESSION.
forth feathers. Then, when it has acquired Since then all things are seen and heard [by
strength, it takes up that nest in which are the God], let us fear Him, and forsake those wicked
bones of its parent, and bearing these it passes works which proceed from evil desires, ,3 so that,
from the land of Arabia into Egypt, to the city through His mercy, we may be protected from
called Heliopohs. And, in open day, flying in the judgments to come. For whither can any of
the sight of all men, it places them on the altar us flee from His mighty hand ? Or what world
of the sun, and having done this, hastens back will receive any of those who run away from
to its former abode. The priests then inspect Him? For the Scripture saith in a certain place,
the registers of the dates, and find that it has "Whither shall I go, and where shall I be hid
returned exactly as the five hundredth year was from Thy presence ? If I ascend into heaven,
completed.* Thou art there ; ]f I go away even to the utter-

most parts of the earth, there is Thy right hand ;
CHAP. XXVI._WE SHALL RISE AGAIN, THEN, AS If I make my bed in the abyss, there is Thy

THE SCRIPTUREALSO TESTIFIES. Spirit." ,4 Whither, then, shall any one go, or
Do we then deem it any great and wonderful where shall he escape from Him who compre-

thing for the Maker of all things to raise up hends all things?
again those that have piously served Him in the
assurance of a good faith, when even by a bird CHAP.XXIX.--LET US ALSO DRAWNEAR TO GOD
He shows us the mightiness of His power to IN PURITYOF HE.ART.
fulfil HIS promise ? 3 For [the Scripture] saith Let us then draw near to Him with holiness of
in a certain place, "Thou shalt raise me up, and spirit, lifting up pure and undefiled hands unto
I shall confess unto Thee ; "4 and again, " I laid Him, loving our gracious and merciful Father,
me down, and slept; I awaked, because Thou who has made us partakers in the blessings of
art with me ; "s and again, Job says, "Thou His elect.'s For thus it is written, "When the
shalt raise up this flesh of mine, which has suf- Most High divided the nations, when He scat-
fared all these things." 6 tered ,6 the sons of Adam, He fixed the bounds

of the nations according to the number of the
CHAP. XXVII.- IN" THE HOPE OF THE RESURREC- angels of God. His people Jacob became the

TION, LET US CLEAVETO THE om_yrz2cr _D portion of the Lord, and Israel the lot of His
OMNISCIENT GOD.

Having then this hope, let our souls be bound
Comp. Ttt i 2: Heb. vl x8.Or, "maiesty."

9 Wisd xti. x_, xt. 22.t Comp Luke viii. _.
*'This fable x_spe_mg tl_ phmni,_ is raentlone_ by Herodotus (H. to Comp, Matt. xxiv. 33.

73) _dbyPliny (IVat. Hi*t., z.*), Jmd is mind as abort h./Tcr- st Lit,rally," If the heavt_s," _m.

s Li_rally," the mightiness Of Hm pmmitm." inable lusts of evll deeds,"
* I_. =tam'i; 7 or from _m_ apocr_lml book.
$ _ Ps. m. 6. t* [A_rally, " _'_ made us to _ a part of e.hmtlma."

Job xix. *S, _. t6 IAttrally, "*om_l abroad."
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inheritance." • And in another place [the Scrip- there was given to him the sceptre of the twelve
ture] saith, "Behold, the Lord tsketh unto Him- tribes of Israel.
self a nation out of the midst of the nations, as
a mantakesthe first-fruits of his threshing-floor; CHAP.xxxai.--wE ARE JUS_VtIa_ I¢OT BY OUR
and from that nation shall come forth the Most OWNWORKS,Bur Be FArm.
Holy., Whosoever will candidly consider each par-

ticular, will recognise the greatness of _ gifts
c_tAP, xxx.-- LET US DO THOSE THINCS a_IAT which were given by him." For from him _ have

pLEASE GOD, AND FLEE FROM THOSE HE HATES, ] sprung the priests and all the Levites who rain-
THATWE MAYBE BLESSED. ister at the altar of God. From him also [was
Seeing, therefore, that we are the portion of descended] our Lord Jesus Christ according to

the Holy One, let us do all those things which the flesh. '4 From him [arose] kings, princes,
pertain to holiness, avoiding nil evil-speaking, and rulers of the race of Judah. Nor are his
all abominable and impure embraces, together other tribes in small glory, inasmuch as Cod
with all drunkenness, seeking after change,3 all had promised, "Thy seed shall be as the stars of
abominable lusts, detestable adultery, and exe-heaven." ,s All these, therefore, were highly
crable pride. "For God," smth [the Scripture], honoured, and made great, not for their own
"resisteth the proud, but giveth grace to the sake, or for their own works, or for the right-
humble." 4 Let us cleave, then, to those to eousness which they wrought, but through the
whom grace has been given by God. Let us operation of His will. And we, too, being called
clothe ourselves with concord and humihty, ever by His will in Christ Jesus, are not justified by
exercising self-control, standing far off from all ourselves, nor by our own wisdom, or under-
whispering and evil-speaking, being justified by standing, or godliness, or works which we have
our works, and not our words. For [the Scrip- wrought in holiness of heart ; but by that faith
ture] saith, " He that speaketh much, shall also through which, from the beginning, Almighty
hear much in answer. And does he that is ready God has justified all men ; to whom be glory for
in speech deem himself righteous? Blessed is ever and ever. Amen.
he that is born of woman, who hveth but a short
time: be not given to much speaking." s Let CHAP. XXXIII. _ BUT LET US NOT GIVE UP THE

our praise be m God, and not of ourselves ; for PRACTICEOF GOODWORKSANDIX)gig. CODHIM-
God hateth those that commend themselves. SELF IS AN EXAMPLE TO US OF GOOD WORKS.

Let testmaony to our good deeds be borne by What shall we do, then, brethren? Shall we
others, as it was in the case of our righteous fore- become slothful in well-doing, and cease from
fathers. Boldness, and arrogance, and audacity the practice of love ? God forbid that any such
belong to those that are accursed of God ; but course should be followed by us I But rather
moderation, humility, and meekness to such as let us hasten with all energy and readiness of
are blessed by Him. mind to perform every good work. For the

Creator and Lord of all Himself rejoices in His
CHAP. XXXI.- LET US SEE BY WHAT MEANS WE works. For by H_s infinitely great power He

MAY"OBTAINTHE DIVINE BLESSING. established the heavens, and by His incompre-
Let us cleave then to His blessing, and con- henslble wisdom He adorned them. He also

sider what are the means 6 of possessing it. Let divided the earth from the water which sur-
us think 7over the things which have taken place rounds it, and fxed it upon the immoveable
from the beginning. For what reason was our foundation of His own will. The animals also
father Abraham blessed ? was it not because he which are upon it He commanded by His own
wrought righteousness and truth through froth? s word,6 into existence. So likewise, when He had
Isaac, with perfect confidence, as if knowing formed the sea, and the living creatures which
what was to happen,9 cheerfully yielded himself are in it, He enclosed them [within their proper
as a sacrifice. '° Jacob, through reason" of his bounds] by His own power. Above all,,7 with
brother, went forth with humility from his own His holy and undefiled hands He formed man,
land, and came to Laban and served him ; and the most excellent [of His creatures], and truly

great through the understanding given him_
the express likeness of His own image. For

t Deut xxxh 8, 9-
Formed avparently from Num xvlll 27 and _ Chron. xxxL t4.

Literally, the cl'osing wo'rds are, " the holy of holms." t_ The meaning is here v¢t_doubtful. Some trtmtlat¢, "the
3 Some translate, "youthful lusts." which were given to Jacob byHtm." i.e., God.
g Prov. ut 34, James iv. 6; x Pet. v. 5.
s Jobxi, z, 3. "rhetranslattontsdoubfful. _ButseeSeptuagmt.] t, MS.*drrf_v, rcferrmgtothegiftsIw©ha_efo|lowedtlmcme.nda-
6 laterally, "what are ttm ways of His blessing." tlon a6¢o_, adopted by most editors. Some refer the word to God,
7 Lnerally, "unrolL" and not _racob.
s Comp James i_. 2•. . . u Comp. Rom. ix. S:..
9 Some translate, " knowing what was to come. ts C_"n xxn xT,xxvm. ,_.

1o _cll. aXll. 16 01"__tCOl_tIl_tEtt_t
zt So Jacobton: Wotton reads,"tteemgfrom hlsbro,.mr" z7 Or, " in addmou to alL"
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thus says God: "Let us make man in Our standings [now] ; what then shall those things
image, and after Our likeness. So God made be which are prepared for such as wait for Him ?
man; male and female He created them."' The Creator and Father of all worlds/' the Most
Having thus finished all these things, He ap- Holy, alone knows their amount and their
proved them, and blessed them, and saad, "In- beauty. Let us therefore earnestly strive to be
crease and multiply." • We see,3 then, how all found in the number of those that wait for Him,
righteous mefl have been adorned with good in order that we may share in His promised
works, and how the I_rd Himself, adorning gifts. But h_ _', beloved, shall this be done?
Himself with His works, rejoiced. Having If our understanding be fixed by faith towards
therefore such an example, let us without delay God ; if we earnestly seek the things which are
accede to His will, and let us work the work of pleasing and acceptable to Him ; if we do the
righteousness with our whole strength, things which are in harmony with His blameless

will ; and if we follow the way of truth, castingCHAP. XXXIV.- GREAT IS THE REWARD OF G(_D
away from us all unrighteousness and iniquity,

WORKSWITH GOD. JOINED TOGETHERIN HAR- along with all covetousness, strife, evil practices,
MON1 r, LET US IMPLORE THAT REWARD FROM HIM. deceit, whmpering, and evil-speaking, all hatred
The good servant 4 receives the bread of his of God, pride and haughtiness, vmnglory and

labour with confidence ; the lazy a_d slothful ambition? 2 For they that do such things are
cannot look his employer in the face. It is hateful to God ; and not only they that do them,
requisite, therefore, that we be prompt in the but also those that take pleasure in them that
practice of well-doing ; for of Him are all do them. x3 For the Scripture saith, '° But to the
things. And thus He forewarns us: "Behold, sinner God said, Wherefore dust thou declare
the Lord [cometh], and HIS reward is before my statutes, and take my covenant into thy
His face, to render to every man according to mouth, seeing thou hatest mstruCtlOn, and cast-
his work." s He exhorts us, therefore, with our est my words behind thee ? When thou sawest
whole heart to attend to this, 6 that we be not a thief, thou consentedst with x4him, and didst
lazy or slothful in any good work. Let our make thy portion with adulterers. Thy mouth
boasting and our confidence be in Him. Let has abounded with wickedness, and thy tongue
us submit ourselves to His will. Let us consider contrived ,s deceit. Thou sittest, and speakest
the whole multitude of His angels, how they against thy brother ; thou slanderest 16thine own
stand ever ready to minister to His will. For mother's son. These things thou hast done,
the Scripture saith, "Ten thousand times ten and I kept silence; thou thoughtest, wicked
thousand stood around Him, and thousands of one, that I should be like to thyself. But I will
thousands ministered unto Him,7 and cried, reprove thee, and set thyself before thee. Con-
Holy, holy, holy, [is-] the Lord of Sabaoth ; the sider now these things, ye that forget God, lest
whole creation is full of His glory." s And let He tear you in pieces, like a lion, and there be
us therefore, conscientiously gathering together none to deliver. The sacrifice of praise will
in harmony, cry to Him earnestly, as with one glorify Me, and a way is there by which I will
mouth, that we may be made partakers of His show him the salvation of God." ,7
great and glorious promises. For [the Scrip-
ture] saith, "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, CHAP.XXXVI.--ALL BLESSINGSARE GIV_ TO I:S
neither have entered into the heart of man, the THROUGHCHRIST.
things which He hath prepared for them that This is the way, beloved, in which we find our
wait for Him." 9 Saviour, 's even Jesus Christ, the High Priest of

all our offerings, the defender and helper of our
CHAP. XXXV.-- [MMF2_SEIS THIS REWARD. HOW infirmity. By Him we look up to the heights of

SHALLWE OBTAINIT? heaven. By Him we behold, as in a glass, His
How blessed and wonderful, beloved, are the immaculate and most excellent visage. By Him

gifts of God I Life in immortality, splendour in are the eyes of our hearts opened. By Him our
righteousness, truth in perfect confidence, '° faith foolish and darkened understanding blossoms ,9
in assurance, self-control in holiness [ And all up anew towards His marvellous light. By Him
these fall under the cognizance of our under- the Lord has willed that we should taste of im-

I G_n. i. _l_, _o Ix Or, "of the agt_."
• Oen. L aS. ta The reading is doubtful: some have ,_¢tA_ev_o_, *+want of a
$ Or, "+let us co_der?* hospitable spuit." [So Jacobson.]
a Or, " labourer."
I Ira. xL to, txi .... : Re'*'.xxll. ttl. tt_ R°mrk_fy3,2"didst run with."
$ The text here teems to be mrrapt. Some tranalato+ "He Is Literally," didst weave."

•¢lnm us with all His heart to thls end_ that," etc. t6 Or, " layest a snare for"
f ]31m. vii. to. t7 Ps. I t_.a 3. The reader vn'll observe how the Septuagint rod

i_ " lowed by Clement differs from the Hebrew._C_+it_'9. t8 Literally. " that whmh saves urk"
So=a*uamlate,"inh'tmty." t9 Or,"_ets tobehokt."
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mortal knowledge, t "who, being the brightness !wants of the poor ; and let the poor man bless
of His majesty, is by so much greater than the God, because He hath given him one by whom
angels, as He hath by inheritance obtained a his need may be supplied. Let the wise man
more excellent name than they." 2 For it is thus display his wisdom, not by [mere] words, but
written, "Who maketh His angels spirits, and through good deeds. Let the humble not bear
His ministers a flame of fire." 3 But concerning testimony to himself, but leave witness to be
His Son 4 the Lord spoke thus : "Thou art my borne to him by another.*3 Let him that ispure
Son, to-day have I begotten Thee. Ask of Me, in the flesh not grow proud'4 of it, and boast,
and I will give Thee the heathen for Thine in- knowing that it was another who bestowed on
heritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth him the gift of continence. Let us consider,
for Thy possession." s And again He saith to then, brethren, of what matter we were made,--
Him, "Sit Thou at My right hand, until I make who and what manner of beings we came into
Thine enemies Thy footstool." 6 But who are the world, as it were out of a sepulchre, and
His enemies? All the wicked, and those who from utter darkness.'s He who made us and
set themselves to oppose the will of God.7 fashioned us, having prepared His bountiful gifts

for us before we were born, introduced us into

CHAP.XXXVlI.-- CHRIST IS OUR LEADER,Am) WE His world. Since, therefore, we receive all these
_Is sou)mRs, things from Him, we ought for everything to give

Him thanks; to whom bq glory for ever and
Let us then, men and brethren, with all energy ever. Amen.

act the part of soldiers, in accordance with His
holy commandments. Let us consider those CHAP. XXXIX. _THERE IS NO REASON FOR SEL_-

who serve under our generals, with what order, CONCEIT.
obedience, and submissiveness they perform the
things which are commanded them. All are not Foolish and inconsiderate men, who have
prefects, nor commanders of a thousand, nor of neither wisdom ,6 nor instruction, mock and
a hundred, nor of fifty, nor the like, but each deride us, being eager to exalt themselves in
one in his own rank performs the things coin- their own conceits. For what can a mbrtal man
manded by the king and the generals. The do? or what strength is there in one made out
great cannot subsist without the small, nor the of the dust? For it is written, "There was no
small without the great. There is a kind of shape before mine eyes, only I heard a sound,*7
mixture in all things, and thence arises mutual and a voice [saying], What then? Shall a man
advantage, s Let us take our body for an ex- be pure before the Lord ? or shall such an one
ample.9 The head is nothing without the feet, be ['counted] blameless in his deeds, seeing He
and the feet are nothing wathout the head ; yea, does not confide in His servants, and has
the very smallest members of our body are neces- charged ,5 even His angels with perversity? The
sary and useful to the whole body. But all heaven is not clean in His sight : how much less
work ,o harmoniously together, and are under one they that dwell in houses of clay, of which also
common rule _ for the preservauon of the whole we ourselves were made I He smote them as a
body. moth; and from morning even until evening

they endure not. Because they could furnish no
assistance to themselves, they perished. He

C_IAP. XXXVlII.-- LET THE MEMBERS OF THE breathed upon them, and they died, because
CHURCH SUBMIT THEMSELVES,AND NO ONE they had no wisdom. But call now, if any one
EXALTHIMSELFABOVEAN'OTHER. will answer thee, or if thou wilt look to any of
Let our whole body, then, be preserved in the holy angels; for wrath destroys the foolish

Christ Jesus; and let every one be subject to his man, and envy killeth him that is in error. I
neighbour, according to the special gift ,2 be- have seen the foolish taking root, but their habi-
stowed upon him. Let the strong not despise tation was presently consumed. Let their sons
the weak, and let the weak show respect unto be far from safety ; let them be despised ,9 before
the strong. Let the rich man provide for the the gates of those less than themselves, and

there shall be none to deliver. For what was

t Or," k_o_dgc of m_,milty." prepared for them, the righteous shall eat ; and
" Heb.i. 3,4- they shall not be delivered from evil." ao
3 Ps cir. 4" Heb. i. _,.
4 Some render. "to the Son."

Ps. ii. 7, 8_ Heb. i, 5. t3 Comp. ]h_v xxvli. _.Ps. cx. z ; Heb i. t 3. t4 The ms. m here slightly tom, and we am left to
Some read, "who oppose their own will to that ot God." ts Comp. Ps. cxxxix, zS.

¢ Literally t" in these-there is U_." _ Li_i'al_, "and silly and unbuttoned."l_er_, "a br_--_h.'°
9t C.or. xn. x2, etc.laterally, "all bttathe together." ts Or, "has perceived."
n Literally, "use maetmbjectum" t9 Some render, " they peritthedat the gatelk"
1.1Literally, "according at he has been plaoed in h_ ¢hatisre." _o Job iv. x6-xS, xv. 25, tv. zg--at, v. I-5.
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crow. XL.--Lg'r US PRESERVZm THE CHtraCH being fully assured by the resurrection of our
T_ ORDERAWOmTEDBY COD. Lord Jesus Christ, and established 6 in the word

These things therefore being manifest to us, of God, with full assurance of the Holy Ghost,
and since we look into the depths of the divine they went forth proclaiming that the kingdom of
knowledge, it behoves us to do all things in God was at hand. And thus preaching through

countries and cities, they appointed the first-frnits[their proper] order, which the Lord has com-
manded us to perform at stated times., He has 'of their labours], having first proved them by

the Spirit,7 to be bishops and deacons of thoseenjoined offerings [to be presented] and service
to be performed ['to Him], and that not thought- who should afterwards believe. Nor was this any
lessly or irregularly, but at the appointed times new thing, since indeed many ages before it was
and hours. Where and by whom He desires written concerning bishops and deacons. For
these things to be done, He Himself has fixed thus saith the Scripture in a certain place, "I
by His own supreme will, in order that all things will appoint their bishops s in righteousness, and
being piously done according to His good pleas- their deacons 9 in faith." _o
ure, may be acceptable unto Him? Those, CHAP.XLIIL_MOSF__.SOFOLDSTILLEDTHE CON-
therefore, who present their offerings at the ap- TF._VrZONWHICHAROSECONCERNINGTHEPRIESTLY
pointed times, are accepted and blessed; for DZONnV.
inasmuch as they follow the laws of the Lord,
they sin not. For his own peculiar services are And what wonder is it if those in Christ who
assigned to the high priest, and their own proper were entrusted with such a duty by God, ap-
place is prescribed to the priests, and their own pointed those ['ministers] before mentioned,
special ministrations devolve on the Levites. when the blessed Moses also, "a faithful servant
The layman is bound by the laws that pertain t6 in all his house," x, noted down in the sacred
laymen, books all the injunctions which were given him,and when the other prophets also followed him,
CHAP.XU.m Co_¢rmuA_O_cr THESAMESUBJECT.bearing witness with one consent to the ordi-

nances which he had appointed? For, when
Let every one of you, brethren, give thanks rivalry arose concerning the priesthood, and the

to God in his own order, living in all good con- tribes were contending among themselves as to
science, with becoming gravity, and not going which of them should be adorned with that Rio-
beyond the rule of the ministry.prescribed to rious title, he commanded the twelve princes of
him. Not in every place, brethren, are the daily the tribes to bring him their rods, each one be-
sacrifices offered, or the peace-offerings, or the ing inscribed with the name '2 of the tribe. And
sin-offerings and the trespass-offerings, but in he took them and bound them ['together], and
Jerusalem only. And even there they are not sealed them with the rings of the princes of the
offered in,any place, but only at the altar before tribes, and laid them up in the tabernacle of
the temple, that which is offered being first care- witness on the table of God. And having shut
fully examined by the high priest and the rain- the doors of the tabernacle, he sealed the keys,
isters already mentioned. Those, therefore, who as he had done the rods, and said to them, Men
do anything beyond that which is agreeable to and brethren, the tribe whose rod shall blossom
His will, are punished with death. Ye see,3 has God chosen to fulfil the office of the priest-
brethren, that the greater the knowledge that hood, and to minister unto Him. And when
has been vouchsafed to us, the greater also is the morning was come, he assembled all Israel,
the danger to which we are exposed, six hundred thousand men, and showed the

seals to the princes of the tribes, and opened
CHAP. XLII.--THE ORDER OF MINISTERq IN THE the tabernacle of witness, and brought forth the

CHURCH. rods. And the rod of Aaron was found not
The apostles have preached the Gospel to us only to have blossomed, but to bear fruzt upon

from 4 the Lord Jesus Christ ; Jesus Christ [has it.'3 What think ye, beloved ? Did not Moses
done so] from4 God. Christ therefore was sent know beforehand that this would happen ? Un-
forth by God, and the apostles by Christ. Both doubtedly he knew ; but he acted thus, that
these appointments,S then, were made in an there might be no sedition in Israel, and that
orderly way, according to the will of GOd.
Having therefore received their orders, and

6 Or, "confirmed by." . ..
Or, having tested them In spirit."

s Some join ,te¢& ,c_ _d_vv," at stated tlmes," _ the s Or, "overseers"
sentence. Ix Co¢. zvL z, =.] '_Or, " servants."

s laterally, 'cm His will." [Comp. Nora xv. z$, z6, G_k.] xo Zsa. Ix. XT,Sept. : but the text is here altered by _t T_.
s Or, "comider." [This clmpter has been cited to prove the LXX have" I will give thy rulers in peace, and thy overseers m

eadier date for thisEplst_e. But the reference to Jerusalem maybe rtghteousnes_"

• ,,_ pamat.] s_Yam._ii.xo:Heb.ill.s. wmtm " _ _ nine.4 Or,"_ thecom_ndo¢." LimPly,"every_ _ " a_ding "
s Litany, "both _ wen_doae." z5 S_ Num.
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the name of the true and only God might be against them. Exposed to such sufferings, they
glorified ; to whom be glory for ever and ever. endured them gloriously. For what shall we
Amen. say, brethren? Was Daniel 8 cast into the den

of lions by such as feared God ? Were Ananias,
cHAP. XtaV.- THE ORDn_A__CF_SOF THE APOSan._m,and Azarias, and Mishael shut up in a furnace 9

THAT THERE MIGHT BE NO CONTENTIONRE- of fire by those who observed '° the great and
SpECTING THE PRIESTLYOFFICE. glorious worship of the Most High? Far from
Our apostles also knew, through our Lord us be such a thought! Who, then, were they

Jesus Christ, and there would be strife on ac- that did such things? The hateful, and those
count of the office * of the episcopate. For this full of all wickedness, were roused to such a
reason, therefore, inasmuch as they had obtained pitch of fury, that they inflicted torture on those
a perfect fore-knowledge of this, they appointed who served God with a holy and blameless pur-
those [ministers] already mentioned, and after- pose [of heart], not knowing that the Most
wards gave instructions, 2 that when these should High is the Defender and Protector of all such
fall asleep, other approved men should succeed as w_th a pure conscience venerate _ His all-ex-
them in their ministry. We are of opinion, cellent name ; to whom be glory for ever and
therefore, that those appointed by them: or ever. Amen. But they who with confidence
afterwards by other eminent men, with the con- endured [these things] are now heirs of glory
sent of the whole Church, and who have blame- and honour, and have been exalted and made
lessty served the flock of Christ in a humble, illustrious ,2 by God m their memorial for ever
peaceable, and d,sinterested sp,rit, and have for and ever. Amen.
a long time possessed the good opinion of all,
cannot be justly dismissed from the ministry. CHAP.XLVl.-- LETUSeLF.AVETO THERIGHTEOUS:
For our sm will not be small, if we eject from YOURSTRIFEIS PERNICIOUS.
the episcopate 4 those who have blamelessly and Such examples, therefore, brethren, it is right
holily fulfilled its duties: Blessed are those that we should follow;_ since it is written,
presbyters who, having finished their course be- "Cleave to the holy, for those that cleave to
fore now, have obtained a fruitful and perfect them shall [themselves] be made holy." ,4 And
departure [from this world]; for they have no again, in another place, [the Scripture] saith,
fear lest any one deprive them of the place now "With a harmless man thou shalt prove ,s thy-
appointed them. But we see that ye have re- self harmless, and w_th an elect man thou shalt
moved some men of excellent behaviour from be elect, and with a perverse man thou shalt
the ministry, which they fulfilled blamelessly and show ,6 thyself perverse." ,7 Let us cleave, there-
with honour, fore, to the innocent and righteous, since these

are the elect of God. Why are there strifes,
CHAP. XLV.--IT IS THE PART OF THE WICKED and tumults, and dwisions, and schisms, and

TO VEX THE RIGHTEOUS. wars'S among you ? Have we not [all] one God
Ye are fond of contention, brethren, and full and one Christ? Is there not one Spirit of

of zeal about things which do not pertain to grace poured out upon us? And have we not
salvation. Look carefully into the Scriptures, one calling in Christ ? _9 Why do we divide and
which are the true utterances of the Holy Spirit. tear to p_eces the members of Christ, and raise
Observe 6 that nothing of an unjust or counter- up strife against our own body, and have reached
felt character is written in them. There 7 you such a height of madness as to forget that "we
will not find that the righteous were cast off by are members one of another? .... Remember
men who themselves were holy. The righteous the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, how 2' He
were indeed persecuted, but only by the wicked, said, "Woe to that man [by whom 2, offences
They were cast into prison, but only by the un- come] I It were better for him that he had
holy ; they were stoned, but only by transgress- never been born, than that he should cast a
ors ; they were slain, but only by the accursed, stumbling-block before one of my elect. Yea,
and such as had conceived an unrighteous envy it were better for him that a millstone shotfld be

x Literally r ,, oa account of the title of the oversight." Some $ Dan. yl. 16.
u_xlerstand this to mean, "m regard to the dignity of the eptsco- 9 Dan tiJ. zo.
pate;" and others raml?ly, "on account of the oversight." so LiterMly. "worshipped."

2 The meaning of this passage ts much controverted. Some ren- zz laterally, "serve."
tier," left a list of other approved persons, " while others translate the s2 Or, "_ up."
unusual word d_.t.*o_ which causes the diflleulty, by "testamentary 1 s3 latendl7, - To such examplea it is right thatv_ should cleave."
direction," and many others decca the text corrupt. We have g_ven [ u Not found ia Scripture.
Whet _ the S_n_t version of the text as u stands. [tromp. I ss laterally, "be."
the verfious of Wake, Chevather, and others.] I x6 Or, "thou wilt ovea_hn_r."

s i.e.,theft*ties, t 17 Ps_xvili._6. .
I8 ,,4 Or," overdghu" Or, war. . Comp. J_ zv. x.

70r,"For_" _ _t Tmsclausesswanti_inthetma.
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hung about [his neck_, and he should be sunk entered in and have directed their way in holi-
in the depths of the sea, than that he should ness and righteousness, doing all things without
cast a stumbling-block before one of my little disorder. Let a man be faithful: let him be
ones., Yourschism has subverted [the faith of] powerful in the utterance of knowledge ; let him
many, has discouraged many, has given rise to be wise in judging of words ; let him be pure
doubt in many, and has caused grief to us all. in all his deeds ; yet the more he seems to be
And still your sedition continueth, superior to others [in these respects], the m_re

humble-minded ought he to be, and to seek the
ct-xAP.XLVILm YOVR zEazl_rrDlscoP._IswoP_sEcommon good of all,and not merelyhisown

THAN THE FORMER WHICH TOOK PLACE IN THE advantage.
TIME,S OF PAUL

Take up the epistle of the blessed Apostle CHAP.XLIX._THE PRAISEOF LOVE.
Paul. What did he write to you at the time Let him who has love in Christ keep the corn-
when the Gospel first began to be preached ?2 mandments of Christ. Who can describe the
Truly, under the inspiration 3 of the Spirit, he [-blessed] bond of the love of God? What man
wrote to you concerning himself, and Cephas, is able to tell the excellence of its beauty, as it
and ApoUos,4because even then partiess had ought to be told ? The height to which love
been formed among you. But that inclination exalts is unspeakable. Love unites us to God.
for one above another entailed less guilt upon Love covers a multitude of sins.'' Love beareth
you, inasmuch as your partialities were then all things, is long-sufferingin all things. '2 There
shown towards apostles, already of high reputa- is nothing base, nothing arrogant in love. Love
tion, and towards a man whom they had up- admits of no schisms : love gives rise to no sedi-
proved. But now reflect who those are that have tions : love does all things in harmony. By love
perverted you, and lessened the renown of your have all the elect of God been made perfect ;
far-famed brotherly love. It is disgraceful, be- without love nothing is well-pleasing to God. In
loved, yea, highly disgraceful, and unworthy of love has the Lord taken us to Himself. On ac-
your Christian profession,6 that such a thing count of the Love he bore us, Jesus Christ our
should be heard of as that the most stedfast and Lord gave His blood for us by the will of God ;
ancient Church of the Corinthians should, on His flesh for our flesh, and His soul for our
account of one or two persons, engage in sedi- souls.'3
tion against its presbyters. And this rumour has
reachednot onlyus,but thosealsowho are CHAP.L.--LETITSPRAy TO BE THOUGHTWOR-

TIIY OF LOVE.
unconnected7withus; so that,throughyour
infatuation,thenameoftheLordisblasphemed, Yc see,beloved,how greatand wonderfula
whiledangerisalsobroughtuponyourselves, thingislove,andthatthereisno declaringits

perfection.Who isfittobefoundinit,except
CHAP.XLVIII._LET US RETURNTO THE PRAC-such as God has vouchsafed to render so? Let

"rICEOF BROTHERLYLOVE. uspray,therefore,andimploreofHismercy,that
Letus therefore,withallhaste,put an ends we may liveblamelessinlove,freefrom all

to this[stateofthings];and letusfalldown human partialitiesforone aboveanother.All
beforetheLord,and beseechHim withtears,thegenerationsfromAdam evenuntothisday
thatHe wouldmercifully9be reconciledto us,havepassedaway;butthosewho,throughthe
and restoreus to ourformerseemlyand holygraceofGod,havebeen made perfectjnlove,
practiceofbrotherlylove.For[suchconduct]now possessa placeamong thegodly,and shall
isthegateofrighteousness,whichissetopen bemademanifestattherevelation_4oftheking-
fortheattainmentoflife,asitiswritten,"Open doraofChrist.For itiswritten,"Enterinto
tome thegatesofrighteousness;Iwillgo inby thysecretchambersfora littletime,untilmy
them,andwillpraisetheLord: thisisthegate_wrathand furypassaway;and Iwillremember
oftheLord:therighteousshallenterinbyit.",oa propitious,sday,andwillraiseyou up outof
Although,therefore,many gateshavebeen setyourgraves.",6 Blessedarewe,beloved,ifwe
open,yetthisgateofrighteousnessisthatgatekeepthecommandmentsofGod intheharmony
inChristbywhichblessedarealltheythathave oflove;thatsothroughloveour sinsmay be

forgivenus. Foritiswritten,"Blessedarethey
' Comp. Matt. xviil. 6, xxvl. =4; Marklx. 4_ LukexviL _. whose transgressions are forgiven, and whose sins
, utmny,"in _ _ ofthe_L" [Co_p.l_ipp, are covered. Blessed is the man whose siniv.xs.]
4 Z COt. iiL x$, eta,
S Or, "h_l_ _r o_e above nother," xx James v. _o; x _ iv. S.
* Lilm*ally, "of conduct in Christ." z_ _mp. x Cor, xliL 4, etc.

Or,"*_fmmtm'i.e dmC._m'let x3 [Comp.Iren_s,v.t; almMadmt_,Ep, to_,_p, lx.]
- Litendly,"remove.I' "' _ Literally,"vlshaum1."

, u_,._, - _._a.- _ o,,., _o_."m I:_. carviiLzg, _ Ira. uvL _,
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the Lord will not impute to him, and in whose earnestly into the oracles of God. Call then
mouth there is no guile." x This blessedness these things to your remembrance. When Moses
cometh upon those who have been chosen by went up into the mount, and abode there, with
God through Jesus Christ our Lord ; to whom fasting and humiliation, forty days and forty
be glory for ever and ever. Amen. nights, the Lord said unto him, "Moses, Moses,

get thee down quickly from hence ; for thy peo-
CHAP. LI.--Lk_ THE I'ART.CKr__sIN STRIFEAC- fie whom thou didst bring out of the land ofKNOWLEDGE THEIR SINS.

iEgypt have committed iniquity. They have
Let us therefore implore forgiveness for all ispeedily departed from the way in which I corn-

those transgressions which through any [sug- rounded them to walk, and have made to them-
gestion] of the adversary we have committed, selves ynolten images." '° And the Lord said
And those who have been the leaders of sedition unto him, "I have spoken to thee once and
and disagreement ought to have respect * to the again, saying, I have seen this people, and, be-
common hope. For such as live in fear and love hold, it is a stiff-necked people : let Me destroy
would rather that they themselves than their them, and blot out their name from under
neighbours should be involved in suffering. And heaven ; and I will make thee a great and won-
they prefer to bear blame themselves, rather than derful nation, and one much more numerous than
that the concord which has been well and this." '' But Moses said, "Far be it from Thee,
piously 3 handed down to us should suffer. For Lord : pardon the sin of this people ; else blot
it is better that a mall should acknowledge his me also out of the book of the living." s, O mar-
transgressions than that he should harden his vellous ,3 love ! O insuperable perfection 1 The
heart, as the hearts of those were hardened who servant speaks freely to his Lord, and asks for-
stirred up sedition against Moses the servant of giveness for the people, or begs that he himself
God, and whose condemnation was made mani- might pensh ,4 along with them.
lest [unto all]. For they went down alive into
Hades, and death swallowed them up.4 Pharaoh CHAP. LIV. _ HE WHO IS FULL OF LOVE WILL INCL_

with his army and all the princes of Egypt, and EVERY LOSS,THAT PEACEMAYBE RESTOREDTO
the chariots with their riders, were sunk in the THE CHURCH.
depths of the Red Sea, and perished,S for no Who then among you is noble-minded ? who
other reason than that their foolish hearts were compassionate ? who full of love ? Let him de-
hardened, after so many signs and wonders had clare, "If on my account sedition and disagree-
been wrought in the land of Egypt by Moses the ment and schisms have arisen, I will depart, I
servant of God. will go away whithersoever ye desire, and I will

do whatever the majority zs commands ; only let
cHAP. Ln.- SUCH A COI_FESSlOI_IS PLEASlI_GTO the flock of Christ live on terms of peace with

coD. the presbyters set over it." He that acts thus
The Lord, brethren, stands in need of noth- shall procure to himself great glory in the Lord ;

ing ; and He desires nothing of any one, except and every place will welcome ts him. For "the
that confession be made to Him. For, says the[ earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof." s7
elect David, "I will confess unto the Lord ; and !These things they who live a godly life, that is
that will please Him more than a young bullock]never to be repented of, both have done and
that hath horns and hoofs. Let the poor see it, always will do.
and be glad." 6 And again he saith, "Offer z
unto God the sacrifice of praise, and pay thy ClCAP.LV.-- EXAMPLESOF SUCHLOVE.
VOWSunto the Most High. And call upon Me To bring forward some examples from among
in the day of thy trouble : I will deliver thee, the heathen : Many kings and princes, in times
and thou shalt glorify Me." s For "the sacrifice of pestilence, when they had been instructed by
of God Is a broken spirit." 9 an oracle, have given themselves up to death, in

order that by their own blood they might deliver
CHAP. LIII. _THE LOVE OF MOSES TOWARDS HIS their fellow-citizens [from destruction]. Many

PEOPLE. have gone forth from their own cities, that so
Ye understand, beloved, ye understand well sedition might be brought to an end within

the Sacred Scriptures, and )re have looked very
soFat. xxxli, 7, etc ; _tt. t_ za_etc.
st Eat. xxxd. 9, etc.

z Is. xxxii, x, 2 I s_ Eat. xxxli. 3,-

x3 Or, "'raight_". out"a Or, "look to " s4 Literally, "' Wit_.. .S Or, " nghteous_. _

I Ex,xlv. mouthoftheCoriathism_. It.tm_ _ran_t_guotea_
6 Ps. Ixix 3z, 3_. strength_ a conjectu_ mat ne _ nummy preterst_ _.anus mm
7 Or, "sacrifi_." I Cletttswhen first called to prem_.J

[ SOOr, "recetve."
s Ps. 1. t4, z:_ _ s7 Psc x.vav, x; x Cot. z. _, =S.9 Ps. IL sT.
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them. We know many among ourselves who power o of the sword. From the scourge of the
have given themselves up to bonds, in order that tongue will He hide thee, and thou shalt not
they might ransom others. Many, too, have fear when evil cometh. Thou shalt laugh'at the
surrendered themselves to slavery, that with the unrighteous and the wicked, and shalt not be
price _which they received for themselves, they afraid of the beasts of the field. For the wild
might provide food for others. Many women beasts shall be at peace with thee: then shalt
also, being strengthened by the grace of Cod, thou know that thy house shall be in peace, and
have performed numerous nmnly exploits. The the habitation of thy tabernacle shall not fail.1°
blessed Judith, when her city was besieged, Thou shalt know also that thy seed shall be
asked of the elders permission to go forth into great, and thy children like the grass of the
the camp of the strangers; and, exposing her- field. And thou shalt come to the grave like
self to danger, she went out for the love which ripened corn which is reaped in its season, or
she bare to her country and people then be- like a heap of the threshing-floor which is gath-
sieged ; and the Lord delivered Holofernes into ered together at the proper time." lZ Ye see,
the hands of a woman? Esther also, being per- beloved, that protection is afforded to those that
feet in faith, exposed herself to no less danger, are chastened of the Lord; for since God is
in order to deliver the twelve tribes of Israel good, He corrects us, that we may be admon-
from impending destruction. For with fasting ished by His holy chastisement.
and humiliation she entreated the everlasting
God, who seeth all things ; and He, perceiving CHAP.LVU.-- LETTHr_AUTHORSOFSEDITiO_SUB-
the humihty of her spirit, dehvered the people MITTHF._SELV_.
for whose sake she had encountered perils Ye therefore, who laid the foundation of this

sedition, submit yourselves to the presbyters,
CHAP. LVI. _ LET US ADMONISH AND CORRECT ONE and receive correction so as to repent, bending

ANOTHER. the knees of your hearts. Learn to be subject,
Let us then also pray for those who have laying aside the proud and arrogant self-confi-

fallen into any sin, that meekness and humility dence of your tongue. For it is better for you
may be given to them, so that they may submit, that ye should occupy _2a humble but honourable
not unto us, but to the will of God. For in this place in the flock of Christ, than that, being
way they shall secure a fruitful and perfect re- highly exalted, ye should be cast out from the
membrance from us, with sympathy for them, hope of His people23 For thus speaketh all-
both in our prayers to God, and our mentmn of virtuous Wisdom : ,4 ,, Behold, I will bring forth
them to the saints.4 Let us receive correction, to you the words of My Sprat, and I will teach
beloved, on account of which no one should you My speech. Since I called, and ye dld not
feel displeased. Those exhortations by which hear ; I held forth My words, and ye regarded
we admomsh one another are both good [in not, but set at naught My counsels, and yielded
themselves] and highly profitable, for they tend not at My reproofs ; therefore I too will laugh at
to unite s us to the will of God. For thus smth your destruction ; yea, I will rejoice when ruin
the holy Word : "The Lord hath severely chast- cometh upon you, and when sudden confusion
ened me, yet hath not given me over to death." 0 overtakes you, when overturning presents itself
" For whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and like a tempest, or when tribulatmn and oppres-
8courgeth every son whom He receiveth." 7 sion fall upon you. For it shall come to pass,
"The righteous," salth it, "shall chasten me in that when ye call upon Me, I will not hear you ;
mercy, and reprove me ; but let not the oil of the wicked shall seek Me, and they shall not
sinners make fat my head." s And again he ] find Me. For they hated wisdom, and did not
saith, "Blessed is the man whom the Lord re- choose the fear of the Lord ; nor would they
proveth, and reject not thou the warning of the listen to My counsels, but despised My reproofs.
Almighty. For He causes sorrow, and again Wherefore they shall eat the fruits of their own
restores [to gladness'] ; He woundeth, and His way, and they shall be filled with their own un-
hands make whole. He shall deliver thee in six godliness." . . . is
troubles, yea, in the seventh no evil shall touch
thee. In famine He shall rescue thee from 9 hte_lly,"h_d."

xo Literally, "err" or "sin."
ss ob v. xT-_.death, and in war He shall free thee from the! _, _'_erally,"tobefoundsmanandesleemed.
t3 Literally, "His hope." lit has been conjectured that 17,_rt_

[C,omp.lLiterallY,Ro_..xvi," and3s4,havlngandPhil.receivedii_ ] their prices, fed others." should be #Ta6,_dh_ and the reading, "out of the fold of his people. _
= ._udlth viii. 37 See Cheval/ier.l
S _ villi :viii. z4 Prov. L 2_'.-3z. [Ofim_ cited by this name in primitive writers, l
4 Litegtl_. ' theteshaltbetothemafnzidu| andl_t_t remem, zsJtmim (Pat. Young), who examined the MS before itwa_

branc_ _ c_apaasicsas both towards God and the samus." bound into its Im_ent form, statedchata whole leaf was heres Or, ' they umte." The next ktte_ that occur are ta-ev, which have been supposed to
6 Pa. cxviii, xS. indicate dwcw or _g_vrov. Doubtl_m some pa_ages quoted by the

Prov. iii. za; I'[eb. all 6. ancients from the _ of Clement, and net now found m it, c¢.
* h. cxll. _ curn_ in the pro'thinwhich h_ thus b_.,n toa.
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CEL4_P. LVIIL- BLF,,SSINGS SOUGHT FOR ALL THAT that they may the sooner announce to us the
CALLUI_ COD. peace and harmony we so earnestly desire and

May God, who seeth all things, and who is long for [among you], and that we may the
the Ruler of all spirits and the Lord of all flesh more quickly rejoice over the good order re-es-

who chose our Lord Jesus Christ and us tablished among you. The grace of our Lord
through Him to be a peculiar' people-- grant Jesus Christ be with you, and with all everywhere
to every soul that calleth upon His glorious and that are the called of God through Him, by
holy Name, faith, fear, peace, patience, long-suf- whom be to Him glory, honour, power, majesty,
fering, self-control, purity, and sobriety, to the and eternal dominion, 2 from everlasting to ever-
well-pleasing of His Name, through our High lasting.3 Amen.4
Priest and Protector, Jesus Christ, by whom be
to Him glory, and majesty, and power, and *Ute_aly,"anete_ath_o_."

3 Ltterally, "From the ages to the ages of agtm."
honour, both now and for evermore. Amen. * [NoteSt Oement'sfrequent doxologtes]

[N.B.--The language of Clement concerntrtg the Western

CHAP. LIX. -- THE CORINTHIANS ARE EXHORTED progress ot St. Paul (cap v.) is our earhest postr_rtpt to his Scripture
biography. It ts sufficient to refer the reader to the great weeks of

SPEEDILY TO SEND BACK WORD TPL_.T PEACE ConyheareandHowson, amtofMr Lewm, ontheLt/¢aredE_gsst&a

a_e St. Pasl. See more espectally the valuable note of Lewm (voL
HAS BEEN RESTORED. THE BENEDICTION. u.p. m_4) whmh takes notice of the opimoo of some learned men,

that the great Apostle of the Geottfes preached the Gospel m Britain,
Send back speedily to us in peace and with ThewholesobjectofSt.Paul'srelatlonswlthBriushChrtstiansm

joy these our messengers to you: Clatldius! treatedbywdlisms,mhisA_ttig'ttstseft*eCymry,vothlearmngand ra an attracttve manner, But the reader well find more ready

Ephebus and Valerius Bite, with Fortunatus : tohi_hand,r¢rh-_, themterestttlgnoteof Mr Lewin,onClandta
and Pudens (2 Ttm x 2t), in his L_/e a_d El_utlts e/St. Pttt_l.
vol. tt p. 392. Set also Paley's Hera Patdlltte, p 4o. London,

x Comp Ttt. tl x4. tS_o.]





INTRODUCTORY NOTE

1_o "l"lll

EPISTLEOF MATHETESTO DIOGNETUS.

[A.D. 130. ] TaE anonymous author of this Epistle gives himself the title (Mathetes) "a
disctple _of the Apostles," and I venture to adopt it as his name. It is about all we know of him,
and it serves a useful end. I place his letter here, as a sequel to the Clementine Epistle, for
several reasons, which I think scholars will approve: (l) It is full of the Pauline spirit, and

exhales the same pure and primitive fragrance which is characteristic of Clement. (_) No

theory as to its date very much conflicts with that which I adopt,and it is sustained by good
authorities. (3) But, as a specimen of the persuaslves against Gentilism which early Christians

employed in their intercourse with friends who adhered to heathenism, it admirably illustrates the
temper prescribed by St. Paul .(2 Tim. ii. 24), and not less the peculiar social relations of con-
verts to the Gospel with the more amiable and candid of their personal friends at this early

period.
Mathetes was possibly a catechumen of St. Paul or of one of the apostle's associates. I

assume that his correspondent was the tutor of M. Aurelius. Placed just here, it fills a lacuna in

the series,, and takes the place of the pseudo (second) Epistle of Clement, which is now relegated

to its proper place with the works falsely ascribed to St. Clement.
Altogether, the Epistle is a gem of purest ray ; and, while suggesting some difficulties as to

interpretation and exposition, it is practically clear as to argument and intent. Mathetes is,
perhaps, the first of the apologists.

Tiiz following is the original introductory notice of the learned editors and translators :

The following interesting and eloquent Epistle is anonymous, and we have no clue whatever
as to its author. For a considerable period after its publication in 1592, it was generally ascribed

to Justin Martyr. In recent times Otto has inserted it among the works of that writer,but
Semisch and others contend that it cannot possibly be his. In dealing with this question, we

depend entirely upon the internal evidence, no statement as to the authorship of the Epistle
having descended to us from antiquity. And it can scarcely be denied that the whole tone of the

Epistle, as well as special passages which it contains, points to some other writer than Justin.
Accordingly, Critics are now for the most part agreed that it is not his, and that it must be ascribed
to one who lived at a still earlier date in the history of the Church. Several internal argu-

ments have been brought forward in favour of this opinion. Supposing chap. xi. to be genuine,
it has been supported by the fact that the writer there styles himself "a disciple of the apostle."

But there is great suspicion that the two concluding chapters are spurious ; and even though
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admitted to be genuine, the expression quoted evidently admits of a different explanation from

that which implies the writer's personal acquaintance with the apostles: it might, indeed, be

adopted by one even at the present day. More weight is to be attached to those passages in
which the writer speaks of Christianity as still being a new thing in the world. Expressions to

this effect occur in several places (chap. i., ii., ix.), and seem to imply that the author lived very
little, if at all, after the apostolic age. There is certainly nothing in the epistle which is incon-

sistent with this opinion _ and we may therefore believe, that in this beautiful composition we

possess a genuine production of some apostolic man who lived not later than the beginning of the
second century.

The names of Clement of Rome and of Apollos have both been suggested as those of the

probable author. Such opinions, however, are pure fancies, which it is perhaps impossible to
refute, but which rest on nothing more than conjecture. Nor can a single word be said as to the

person named Diognetus, to whom the letter is addressed. We nmst be content to leave both
points m hopeless obscurity, and simply accept the Epistle as written by an earnest and intelli-

gent Christian to a sincere inquirer among the Gentiles, towards the close of the apostohc age.
It is much to be regretted that the text _s often so very doubtful. Only three Mss. of the

Epistle, all probably exhibiting the same original text, are known to exist ; and in not a few pas-

sages the readings are, in consequence, very defective and obscure. But notwithstanding this
drawback, and the difficulty of representing the full force and elegance of the original, this
Epistle, as now presented to the English reader, can hardly fail to excite both his deepest interest
and admiration.

[N.B.- Interesting speculations concerning this precious work may be seen in Bunsen's
Itt'ppolytus andhts Age, vol. 1. p. I88. The learned do not seem convinced by this author, but
I have adopted his suggestion as to Diognetus the tutor of M. Aurehus.]
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CHAP. I. _ OCCASIONOF THE EPISTLE. sumed by rust? Is not a sixth earthenware, in

Sr_cE I see thee, most excellent Diognetus, no degree more valuable than that which is
exceedingly desirous to learn the mode of wor- formed for the humblest purposes ? Are not all
shipping God prevalent among the Christians, these of corruptible matter? Are they not fab-
and inquiring very carefully and earnestly con- ricated by means of iron and fire ? Did not the
cerning them, what God they trust in, and what sculptor fashion one of them, the brazier a sec-
form of religion they observe, x so as all to look ond, the silversmith a third, and the potter a

fourth? Was not every one of them, before
down upon the world itself, and despise death, they were formed by the arts of these [workmen]
while they neither esteem those to be gods that into the shape of these [gods], each in its s ownare reckoned such by the Greeks, nor hold to
the superstition of the Jews ; and what is the way subject to change? Would not those things
affection which they chemsh among themselves ; which are now vessels, formed of the same ma-
and why, in fine, this new kind or practice [of I tenals, become like to such, if they met with the
piety] has only now entered into the world, z and same artificers ? Might not these, which are
not long ago ; I cordially welcome this thy de- now worshipped by you, again be made by men
sire, and I implore God, who enables us both to vessels similar to others ? Are they not all deal'?
speak and to hear, to grant to me so to speak, Are they not blind? Are they not without life?
that, above all, I may hear you have been edi- Are they not desmute of feeling? Are they not
fied,s and to you so to hear, that I who speak incapable of motion ? Are they not all liable to
may have no cause of regret for having done so. rot ? Are they not all corruptible ? These thingsce call gods ; these ye serve ; these ye worship ;

CHAP. II.- THE VANrI'Y OF IDOLS. and ye become altogether like to them. For

Come, then, after you have freed 4 yourself this reason ye hate the Christians, because they
from all prejudices possessing your mind, and do not deem these to be gods. But do not ye
laid aside what you have been accustomed to ¢ourselves, who now think and suppose [such to
as something apt to deceive s you, and being be gods], much more cast contempt upon them
made, as if from the beginning, a new man, inas- than they [the Christians do] ? Do ye not much
much as, according to your own confession, you more mock and insult them, when ye worship
are to be the hearer of a new [system of] doc- those that are made of stone and earthenware,
trine ; come and contemplate, not with your eyes without appointing any persons to guard them ;
only, but with your understanding, the substance but those made of silver and gold ye shut up by
and the form 6 of those whom ye declare and night, and appoint watchers to look after them
deem to be gods. Is not one of them a stone by day, lest they be stolen ? And by those gifts
similar to that on which we tread ? Is 7 not a which ye mean to present to them, do ye not, if
second brass, in no way superior to those vessels they are possessed of sense, rather punish ['than
which are constructed for our ordinary use? Is honour] them? But if, on the other hand, they
not a third wood, and that already rotten ? Is are destitute of sense, ye convict them of this
not a fourth silver, which needs a man to watch fact, while ye worship them with blood and the
it, lest it be stolen ? Is not a fifth iron, con-smoke of sacrifices. Let any one of you suffer

such indignities !9 Let any one of you endure

t ute,_, ,' trustingm ,am Cod,etc.,_ _k do,_" tO have such things done to himself ! But not a
s or, - u_." single human being will, unless compelled to it,
s S°me read"" tlmt Y°UbY hemrlngmaY be edified'"

Or, "puritC_L"
$ Literally "whmh it _g."
6 Literally_" of what mfl_ttmce, or of what form-" . . s The text is hete corrupt. S_md attempts _ emendation have
7 Some make th_ aridthe following clauses affarmative imltead °f [men raade, but vnthout any marked mmcen. • n

interm_w_t. 25
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endure such treatment, since he is endowed with be lawful ? And to speak falsely of God, as if
sense and reason. A stone, however, readily He forbade us to do what is good on the Sabbath-
bears it, seeing it is insensible. Certainly you days, w how is not this impious? And to glory
do not show [by your x conduct] that he ['your in the circumcision * of the flesh as a proof of
God] is possessed of sense. And as to the fact election, and as if, on account of it, they were
that Chri_ianq are not accustomed to serve such specially beloved by God, m how is it not-a sub-
gods, I might easily find many other things to ject of ridicule ? And as to their observing
say ; but if even what has been said does not months and days,S as if waiting upon 6 the stars
seem to any one sufficient, I deem it idle to say and the moon, and their distributing,7 according
anything further, to their own tendencies, the appointments of

God, and the vicissitudes of the seasons, some
CHAP.m. _ StWEnSvrllONS OF THE J_WS. for festivities, s and others for mourning, _ who

And next, I imagine that you are mbst desir- would deem this a part of divine worship, and
ous of hearing something on this point, that the not much rather a manifestation of folly ? I
Christians do not observe the same forms of suppose, then, you are sufficiently convinced
divine worship as do the Jews. The Jews, then, that the Christians properly abstain from the
if they abstain from the kind of service above vanity and error common ['to both Jews and
described, and deem it proper to worship one Gentiles], and from the busy-body spirit and
God as being Lord of all, [are right] ; but if vain boasting of the Jews ; but you must not
they offer Him worship in the way which we hope to learn the mystery of their peculiar mode
have described, they greatly err. For while the iof worshipping God from any mortal.
Gentiles, by offering such things to those that
are destitute of sense and hearing, furnish an CHAP.V.--THE MANNERSOF THE CHRISTIANS.
example of madness ; they, on the other hand, For the Christians are distinguished from other
by thinking to offer these things to God as if He men neither by country, nor language, nor the
needed them, might justly reckon it rather an icustoms which they observe. For they neither
act of folly than of divine worship. For He inhabit cities of their own, nor employ a pecul-
that made heaven and earth, and all that is there- iar form of speech, nor lead a life which is
in, and gives to us all the things of which we marked out by any singularity. The course of
stand in need, certainly requires none of those conduct which they follow has not been devised
things which He Himself bestows on such as by any speculation or deliberation of inquisitive
think of furnishing them to Him. But those men; nor do they, like some, proclaim them-
who imagine that, by means of blood, and the selves the advocates of any merely human
smoke of sacrifices and burnt-offerings, they doctrines. But, inhabiting Greek as well as bar-
offer sacrifices [acceptable] to Him, and that barian cities, according as the lot of each of
by such honours they show Him respect,--these, them has determined, and following the customs
by a supposing that they can give anything to of the natives in respect to clothing, food, and
Him who stands in need of nothing, appear to the rest of their ordinary conduct, they display
me in no respect to differ from those who studi- to us their wonderful and confessedly striking9
ously confer the same honour on things destitute method of life. They dwell in their own coun-
of sense, and which therefore are unable to en- tries, but simply as sojourners. As citizens, they
joy such honours, share in all things with others, and yet endure

all things as if foreigners. Every foreign land
CHAP. IV. _THE OTHER OBSERVANCES OF THE JEWS. is to them as their native country, and every

But as to their scrupulosity concerning meats, land of their birth as a land of strangers. They
and their superstition as respects the Sabbaths, marry, as do all ['others] ; they beget children ;
and their boasting about circumcision, and their but they do not destroy their offspring? ° They
fancies about fasting and the new moons, which

are uttedy ridiculous and unworthy of notice, _ 4 I_te_ly," l=_-_i_g."
I do not 3 think that you require to learn any- s com_ G.]. ,v....

6 This seems to refer to the pracfioe of the Jews m fixing the be-
thing from me. For, to accept some of those ginning of the day, and conseqtmntly of the Sabbath, from the mlng

things which have been formed by God for the of the =ar_ Theyusedto say, thatwhe, threestarsof moderat*
use of men as properly formed, and to reject whenmagnitudeonlyone,appeared'that¢layitwashadnotnight'yetdelmrted.whentwo, ItitthusWascametWthght,to Imtsand

others as useless and redundant, _ how can this (_oo,a_g to _.i_ ,,#_, (,-x._,_,) .,_konm_),thatw_-
soever engaged m work on the evemag of Fnday, the begmnlng Of
the Sabbath, after three stars of moderatosizewere_is_le, was held
to have stoned, and had to pre_tenta trespass-o_, and to on, ac-

t "I'he_x't_-n_mceT_,_dt}_ tmmm olmcure. The mean- cordmgt_thefancifulruledescn'bed.
ing seems to he, that by sprinkling their gods with blood, etc., they 7 Otto supphes the la¢_ which here occurs in the _s. so as to
ttmied to pt'ove that these were not poaeemled of sense, read _g.-a&.a_v.
. sThetextlshel_ev_'ydoubtful. We havc fonowed that adopted S The gxeat festivais of the Jews me here referred to _ the one

ey meet _ 9 Literally, "paradoxical."3 Otto..te#_onttL.aethmity,emltsthe,eSatlve,lmtthesense hand,andtheda_of _t on theother.
Imems m _ ns hmcnim_ xo Literally ,, cast away f0ettmeL_
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have a common table, but not a common bed.' the more in number." God has assigned them
They are in the flesh, but they do not live after this illustrious position, which it were unlawhl
the flesh? They pass their days on earth, but for them to forsake.
they are citizens of heaven.3 They obey the
prescribed laws, and at the same time surpass CHAP.W.--TaE Mamrm'ra_oN oF cng_'r.
the laws by their lives. They love all men, and For, as I said, this was no mere earthly invew
are persecuted by all They are unknown and tion which was delivered to them, nor is it a
condemned ; they are put to death, and restored mere human system of opinion, which they
to life.4 They are poor, yet make many rich ; s judge it right to preserve so carefully, nor has a
they are in lack of all things, and yet abound dispensation of mere human mysteries been corn-
in all; they are dishonoured, and yet in their mitted to them, but truly God Himself, who is
very dishonour are glorified. They are evil almighty, the Creator of all things, and invisible,
spoken of, and yet are justified; they are re- has sent from heaven, and placed among men,
riled, and bless ; 6 they are insulted, and repay [Him who is] the truth, and the holy and in-
the insult with honour; they do good, yet are comprehensible Word, and has firmly estab-
punished as evtl-doers. When punished, they lished Him in their hearts. He did not, as one
rejoice as if quickened into life; they are as- might have imagined, send to men any servant,
sailed by the Jews as foreigners, and are per- or, angel, or ruler, or any one of those who bear
secuted by the Greeks ; yet those who hate sway over earthly things, or one of those to
them are unable to assign any reason for their whom the government of things in the heavens
hatred, has been entrusted, but the very Creator and

Fashioner of all things--by whom He made
CHAP. VI. -- THE RELATION OF CHRISTIANS TO THE the heavens-- by whom he enclosed the sea

WORLD. within its proper hounds--whose ordinances '*
To sum up all in one word--what the soul all the stars'3 faithfully observe--from whom

is in the body, that are Chnstians in the world, the sun ,4 has received the measure of his daily
The soul is dispersed through all the members course to be observed'S--whom the moon obeys,
of the body, and Chnsttans are scattered through being commanded to shine in the night, and
all the cities of the world. The soul dwells in whom the stars also obey, following the moon
the body, yet is not of the body ; and Chris- in her course; by whom all things have been
tians dwell in the world, yet are not of the arranged, and placed within their proper limits,
world.7 The invisible soul is guarded by the and to whom all are subject--the heavens and
visible body, and Christians are known indeed the things that are therein, the earth and the
to be in the world, but their godhness remains things that are therein, the sea and the things
invisible. The flesh hates the soul, and wars that are therein--fire, air, and the abyss--the
against it,s though itself suffering no injury, be- things which are in the heights, the things which
cause it is prevented from enjoying pleasures; are in the depths, and the things which lie be-
the world also hates the Christtans, though m tween. This [messenger] He sent to them.
nowise injured, because they abjure pleasures. Was it then, as one ,6 might conceive, for the
The soul loves the flesh that hates it, and [loves purpose of exercising tyranny, or of inspiring
also] the members ; Christians likewise love fear and terror? By no means, but under the
those that hate them. The soul is imprisoned influence of clemency and meekness. As a king
in the body, yet preserves 9 that very body ; and sends his son, who is also a king, so sent He
Christians are confined in the world as in a Him ; as God ,7 He sent Him ; as to men He
prison, and. yet they are the preservers 9 of the sent Him ; as a Saviour He sent Him, and as
world. The immortal soul dwells in a mortal seeking to persuade, not to compel us; for rio-
tabernacle ; and Christians dwell as sojourners tence has no place in the character of God. As
in corruptible [bodies], looking for an ineorrup- calling us He sent Him, not as vengefully pur-
tible dwelling ,o in the heavens. The soul, when suing us ; as loving us He sent Him, not as
but ill-provided with food and drink, becomes judging us. For He will yet send Him to judge
better ; in like manner, the Christians, though us, and who shall endure His appearing ? '_ . , .
subjected day by day to pumshment, increase Do you not see them exposed to wild beasts,

x Otto omits" bed," which Is an emendauon, and glvt'S the sec- xl Or "though punched, incr_._ in ralmbcr daily,"
z2 Ltterally," myste '.nes;_'

onda Comp. 2 Cot- x. 3.'' common" the sense of tlRclean, z3 Literally, "elenm+,,_t_ h omitted m the IIS_. Iholdd3 Comp. Phil. iti 2o. It The word sun,' g " " , ralmalfe_
4 Comp. * Cor. vi. 9. be im_rted.

13LiterallT,"ha. szcei_,to o_rv*."
6 Comp. mCor iv. zi.

, .,,oh,,.....+,,+. il; +,,,s Comp. z Pet. ii *z.
•J Literally, "keeps together." if mot expnms_y quoted by Mathctea.J A _ _ _me

to Literally, *'mcon-uD" occ,ats in ihe
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that they may be persuaded to deny the Lord, He permitted us to be borne along by unruly

and yet not overcome ? Do you not see that impulses, being drawn away by the desire of
the more of them are punished, the greater pleasure and various lusts. This was not that

becomes the number of the rest? This does He at all delighted in our sins, but that He sim-
not seem to be the work of man: this is the ply endured them; nor that He approved the

power of God ; these are the evidences of His time of working iniquity which then was, but
manifestation, that He sought to form a mind conscious of

righteousness,9 so that being convinced in that
CHAP. VIII. _TI-IE MISERABLE STATE OF MEN BE- time of our unworthiness of attaining life through

FORE THE COMING OF THE WORD. our own works, it should now, through the kind-

For, who of men at all understood before ness of God, be vouchsafed to us; and having

His coming what God is ? Do you accept of made it manifest that in ourselves we were un-
the vain and silly doctrines of those who are able to enter into the kingdom of God, we might

deemed trustworthy philosophers? of whom through the power of God be made able. But
some said that fire was God, calling that God to when our wickedness had reached its height,

which they themselves were by and by to come ; and it had been clearly shown that its reward, '°
and some water ; and others some other of the punishment and death, was impending over us ;
elements formed by God. But if any one of and when the time had come which God had

these theories be worthy of approbation, every before appointed for mamfestmg His own kind-
one of the rest of created things might also be hess and power, how x_ the one love of God,

declared to be God. But such declarations are through exceeding regard for men, did not
simply the startling and erroneous utterances of regard us with hatred, nor thrust us away, nor
deceivers; _ and no man has either seen Him, remember our iniquity against us, but showed

or made Him known, 2 but He has revealed great long-suffering, and bore with us/2 He H_m-
Himself. And He has manifested Hm_self self took on Him the burden of our iniquities,

through faith, to which alone it is given to be- He gave His own Son as a ransom for us, the
hold God. For God, the Lord and Fashioner holy One for transgressors, the blameless One

of all things, who made all things, and assigned for the wicked, the righteous One for the un-
them their several positions, proved Himself not righteous, the incorruptible One for the corrupti-

merely a friend of mankind, but also long-suffer- ble, the immortal One for them that are mortal.

ing [in I-_s dealings with them.] Yea, He was For what other thing was capable of covering
always of such a character, and still is, and will our sins than His righteousness ? By what other
ever be, kind and good, and free from wrath, one was it possible that we, the wicked and un-
and true, and the only one who is [-absolutely] godly, could be justified, than by the only Son

good ; 3 and He formed in His mind a great and of God ? O sweet exchange ! O unsearchable

unspeakable conception, which He communi- operation T O benefits surpassing all expecta-
eated to His Son alone. As long, then, as He tion ! that the wickedness of many should be hid

held and preserved His own wise counsel in in a single righteous One, and that the righteous-
concealment, 4 He appeared to neglect us, and ness of One should justlfy many transgressors ! IS
to have no care over us. But after He revealed Having therefore convinced us in the former

and laid open, through His beloved Son, the time 14 that our nature was unable to attain to
things which had been prepared from the begin- life, and having now revealed the Savmur who is

ning, He conferred every blessing s all at once able to save even those things which it was [-for-
upon us, so that we should both share in His merly] impossible to save, by both these facts
benefits, and see and be active 6 [-in His set- He desired to lead us to trust in His kind-

vice]. Who of us would ever have expected hess, to esteem Him our Nourisher, Father,

these things? He was aware, then, of all things Teacher, Counsellor, Healer, our Wisdom, Light,
in His own mind, along with His Son, according Honour, Glory, Power, and Life, so that we
to the relation 7 subsisting between them. should not be anxious _s concerning clothing and

food.
CHAP. IX, _WHY THE SON WAS SENT SO LATE.

As long then as the former time s endured, 9 The readingandsenseate doubtful.
xo Both the text and renderingare here somewhatdoubtful,but

the sensewtn m an)"casebe muchthe same. . .
z Literally,"th¢_ thingsare themarve_anderror." n Many variauonshere occur m the way m whsch the lacuna
s Or, "known Him." of the MSS.is to he supphed. They do not,however,greatlyaffect
S Comp.Matt.xix. iT. themeaning. ,
4 Li_mlly, "in a m_qm_ry." x_ In the Ms.' saying" is here inserted,as if the wordshadbeen
S Literally,"all things." reg_xrdodas a quotationfromIsa lift.xx. ...
6 The _tse is here veryohecuce. We have followedthe _ of 3 [See Bossuet,whoquotes it as fromJustinMartyr(Tom. m.

Otto,who fills up the l_ma in the MS.as above.Othersnave, p. x_x). Sermonon the Clrcumcas_on.]
"to see. m_dto handleHim." 4 That is, beforeChristappeared

_'Literally,"economically." . - Is Comp. Matt. vt. _5,etc. [Mathetes,in a single sentence,ex-
g Otto_ fora h'l_ ¢oam_ between these two tm_s to Kom. poundsa raostpracticaltextwith compw.he.nsivevtews]

ill. at--a6,v. an, andGal.iv. 4. [Comp.Actaxvll. 3o.] --
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CHAP.X.--THE BLESSINGSTHATWILLFLOWFROM reason;3 but having been a disciple of the
VAn'_I. Apostles, I am become a teacher of the Gen-

If you also desire [to possess] this faith, you ales. I minister the things delivered to me to
hkewise shall recewe first of all the knowledge those that are disciples worthy of the truth.
of the Father.' For God has loved mankind, For who that is rightly taught and begotten by
on whose account He made the world, to whom the loving 4 Word, would not seek to learn accu-
He rendered subject all the things that are in rately the things which have been clearly shown
it,* to whom He gave reason and understanding. _by the Word to His disciples, to whom the
to whom alone He imparted the privilege of Word being manifested has revealed them,
looking upwards to Hunself, whom He formed lspeaking plainly [to them], not understood in-
after His own image, to whom He sent His _deed by the unbelieving, but conversing with the
only-begotten Son, to whom He has promised a i disciples, who, being esteemed faithful by Him,
kingdom in heaven, and will give it to those acquired a knowledge of the mysteries of the
who have loved Him. And when you have Father? For which 5reason He sent the Word,
attained this knowledge, with what joy do you that He might be manifested to the world ; and
flunk you will be filled ? Or, how will you love He, being despised by the people [of the Jews],
H ....... _ .... was, when preached by the Apostles, believed onun WhO has nrst so loveu you ,_nu lI yOU . , .

love Him, you will be an imitator of His kind- I by the Gentiles. 6 Th_s is He who was from the
_begmni , who appeared as if new, and washess. And do not wonder that a man may be- qg . .

..... an "mita*^r of _'od He can if he is' found old, and yet who is ever born afresh in
.......... • _ _- ._,_ the hearts of the saints This is He who, beingWllung. l_or it is not Dy ruuno over nls nelon- ) . •

from everlasting, is to-day called Z the Son;bours, or by seeking to hold the supremacy mer . .
those that are weaker, or by being rich, and lthr°ugh whom the Church is ennched, and
showing wolence towards those that are inferior, grace, w_dely spread, increases in the saints,
.... :_ _. _a ............ ,.. Ifurnishing understanding, revealing mys*eries,mat naPDlness l'u tt)ttxlu j llu[ t.o.ti i:tJiy L_nc i, V I . . . _.

-- " announcm times, re omm over the faithful,these things become an imitator of God. But ] g J g
t ............... ',giving s to those that seek, by whom the limitsnese mlngs _aonot at au consutute ralS majesty.,

of faith are not broken through, nor the boun-On the contrary he who takes upon hnnself the .
.... - ....... [danes set by the fathers passed over Then tlaeDuro.en oi DiS nelgnoour ; ne wno, In whatsoever " .

......... Ifear of the law is chanted, and the grace of therespect ne rnay De superior, is reacly to Denent I , . , _ ..... . ,
tro nets Is gnOWll, an(1 the lalth ot the os elsanother who is deficlent; he who, whatsoever P P g P

t.............. _ l is estabhshed, and the tradition of the Apostlesrungs ne nas recetveo _rom tma, oy OlStrlOutlne_ . . .
........... is preservea, ana tl_e grace ot the Church exults ;mese to me neefly, becomes a gofl to mose; ......
who receive [his benefitsl : he is an imitator of which grace 11you grieve not, you shall know
God. Then thou shalt see, while still on earth, i those things which the Word teaches, by whom
that God m the heavens rules over [the unl- He wills, and when He pleases. For whatever
verse] ; then thou shalt begin to speak the nays- things we are moved to utter by the will of the
terles of God ; then shalt thou both love and Word commanding us, we communicate to you
admire those that suffer pumshment because with paros, and from a love of the things that
they will not deny God; then shalt thou con- have been revealed to us.

demn the deceit and error of the world when CHAP"XlI.--THE IMPORTANCEOF KNOWI.EDGETO
thou shalt know what it 1s to live truly in heaven,
when thou shalt despise that which is here es- TRUESPIRrI_AL LIFE.
teemed to be death, when thou shalt fear what I When you have read and carefully listened to
is truly death, which is reserved for those who }these things, you shall know what God bestows
shall be condemned to the eternal fire, which on such as rightly love Him, being made [as ye
shall affhct those even to the end that are corn- are] a paradise of delight, presenting9 in your-

ho e who' selves a tree bearing all kinds of produce andmitted to it. Then shalt thou admire t s ] " "
for righteousness' sake endure the fire that is lflourishing well,, being adorned with various
but for a moment, and shalt count them happy frm.ts: For m th_s place ,o the tree of knowledge
when thou shalt know [the nature of] that fire. ana me tree ot me nave been planted ; but It

not the tree of knowledge that destroys_it
CHAP. XI. _THESE THINGS ARE WORTHY TO BE

KNOWN AND BELIEVED. 3 Somerender,"nordolrashb/l_ek.tope._.uadeothe_" ,
• Some propo_ to n_d, "and _commg a trmad to the Word.'

I do not speak of things strange to me, nor s It hasbeenprvpo_dto ¢omusctthiswiththe p rsecdlag _l-

do I aim at anything inconsistent with right t_m, _d r_d, "haw kno_ the _ ot th_ r, thct,*tt.,what purlm_ He scat the Wind."
|Coinp.z Tim. iii. _6.]

x Thus Otto _li_ the l_¢_e_; odm_ conjecture somnwhat 8 Or, "l(,:,_m." ,,
different supl_ements 9 Literally, "brlniOng fialth

s Sol_x_. Sylbur_tmmadOttoxmad,"mtl_eart_" I°Tl_ti_
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is disobedience that proves destructive. Nor edge with fear, and seeks after life, plants in
truly are those words without significance which hope, looking for fruit. Let your heart be your
are written, how God from the beginning planted wisdom; and let your life be true knowledge s
the tree of life in the midst of paradise, reveal- inwardly received. Bearing this tree and dis-
ing through knowledge the way to life,' and playing its fruit, thou shalt always gather 6 in
when those who were first formed did not use those things which are desired by God, which
this [knowledge] properly, they were, through the Serpent cannot reach, and to which decep-
the fraud of the Serpent, stripped naked? For tion does not approach ; nor is Eve then cot-
neither can life exist without knowledge, nor is rupted,¢ but is trusted as a virgin ; and salvation
knowledge secure without life. Wherefore both is manifested, and the Apostles are fiUed with
were planted close together. The Apostle, per- understanding, and the Passover s of the Lord
ceiving the force ['of this conjunction], and blam- advances, and the choirs9 are gathered together,
ing that knowledge which, without true doctrine, and are arranged in proper order, and the Word
is admitted to influence life? declares, " Knowl- rejoices in teaching the saints,--by whom the
edge puffeth up, but love edifieth." For he Father is glorified: to whom be glory for ever.
who thinks he knows anything without true Amen. '°
knowledge, and sucl_ as is witnessed to by life,
knows nothing, but is deceived by the Serpent, s Or,"true,,o_d,"or" _on."
as not 4loving life. But he who combines knowi- 6o,, - redp."

:' The meaning seems to he, that if the tree of true knowleh_eeand life he plantedwtthln you, you shall ¢ontmue free from blemts es
and sins.

t Literally, "revealin_ life." e [This looks hke a reference to the Apocalypse, Rev. v. 9., xlx.s Or, "deprived of it '
s L_teral!y " knowledge without the truth of a command ¢xer- 7., xx. 5-] . . _

ched to hf¢. See x C,or. wii. x. 9 [Here Btshop Wordsworth would read a:A_potp ¢XteSZk'eL v. 3r
4 The MS. is hem defective. Some read, "on account of the and refers to Sutcer (Lexmon) in veee _Af_po_.]

loveof ]zf¢." to [Note_ CIement-hke doxology]



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO THE

EPISTLEOF POLYCARPTO THE PHILIPPIANS.

[A.D. 65--IOO--t55. ] The Epistle of Polycarp is usually made a sort of preface to those of
Ignatius, for reasons which will be obvious to the reader. Yet he was born later, and lived to a
much later period. They seem to have been friends from the days of their common pupilage

under St. John; and there is nothing improbable in the conjecture of Usher, that he was the
"angel of the church in Smyrna," to whom the Master says, "Be thou faithful unto death, and I

will give thee a crown of life." His pupil Irenmus gives us one of the very few portraits of an
apostolic man which are to be found m antiquity, in a few sentences which are a picture: "I

could describe the very place in which the blessed Polycarp sat and taught; his going out and
coming in ; the whole tenor of his life ; his personal appearance ; how he would speak of the
conversations he had held with John and with others who had seen the Lord. How did he make
mention of their words and of whatever he had heard from them respecting the Lord." Thus he

unconsciously tantalizes our reverent curiosity. Alas! that such conversations were not written
for our learning. But there is a wise Providence in what is withheld, as well as in the inestimable
u'easures we have received.

Iren_eus will tell us more concerning him, his visit to Rome, his rebuke of Marcion, and inciden-

tal anecdotes, all which are instructive. The expression which he applied to Marcion is found in
this Epistle. Other facts of interest are found in the Martyrdom, which follows in these pages.

His death, in extreme old age under the first of the Antonines, has been variously dated ; but we
may accept the date we have given, as rendered probable by that of the Paschal question, which
he so lovingly settled with Anicetus, Bishop of Rome.

The Epistle to the Philippians is the more interesting as denoting the state of that beloved
church, the firstborn of European churches, and so greatly endeared to St. Paul. It abounds in

practical wisdom, and is rich in Scripture and Scriptural allusions. It reflects the spirit of St. John,
alike in its lamb-like and its aquiline features : he is as loving as the beloved disciple himself when
he speaks of Christ and his church, but "the son of thunder" is echoed in his rebukes of threat-

ened corruptions in faith and morals. Nothing can be more clear than his view of the doctrines

of grace ; but he writes like the disciple of St. John, though in perfect harmony with St. Paul's
hymn-like eulogy of Christian love.

The following is the original INTRODUCTORYNOTICE:--

Tax authenticity of the following Epistle can on no fair grounch be questioned. It is abtm.
dantlyestablishedby externaltestimony,and isalsosupportedby theinternalevidence. Iremm_

says (Adv. //a_r., ill 3) : "There is extant an Epistle of Polyca_ written to the Philippia_

most satisfactory, from which those that have a mind to do so may learlI the character of his
3t
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faith," etc. This passage is embodied by Eusebius in his Ecclesiasa'calHistary (iv. 14) ; and in
another place the same writer refers to the Epistle before us as an undoubted production of Poly-

carp (Hist. Eccl., iii. 36). Other ancient testimonies might easily be added, but are superfluous,
inasmuch as there is a general consent among scholars at the present day that we have in this
letter an authentic production of the renowned Bishop of Smyrna.

Of Polycarp's life little is known, but that little is highly interesting. Irenmus was his disciple,
and tells us that "Polycarp was instructed by the apostles, and was brought into contact with

many who had seen Christ" (Adv. Haer., iii. 3 ; Euseb. Hist. Eccl., iv. 14). There is also a very
graphic account given of Polycarp by Irenmus in his Epistle to Florinus, to which the reader is

referred. It has been preserved by Eusebius (HisL Eccl., v. 2o).
The Epistle before us is not perfect in any of the Greek Mss. which contain it. But the chap-

ters wanting in Greek are contained in an ancient Latin version. While there is no ground for
supposing, as some have done, that the whole Epistle is spurious, there seems considerable force

in the arguments by which many others have sought to prove chap. xiii. to be an interpolation.
The date of the Epistle cannot be satisfactorily determined. It depends on the conclusion

we reach as to some points, very difficult and obscure, connected with that account of the martyr-
dora of Polycarp which has come down to us. We shall not, however, probably be far wrong if

we fix it about the middle of the second century.
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POLYCARP, and the presbyters = with him, to blood will God require of those who do not be-
the Church of God sojourning at Philippi : lieve in Him.'3 But He who raised Him up from
Mercy to you, and peace from God Almighty, the dead will raise ,4 up us also, if we do His will,
and from the Lord Jesus Christ, our Saviour, be and walk in His commandments, and love what
multiplied. He loved, keeping ourselves from all unright-

eousness, covetousness, love of money, evil-
CHAP. I._PRAISE OF THE PHILIPPIANS. speaking, falsewitness; "not rendering evil for

I have greatly rejoiced with you in our Lord evil, or railing for railing," ,s or blow for blow, or
Jesus Christ, because ye have followed the ex- cursing for cursing, but being mindful of what
ample _ of true love [as displayed by God], and the Lord said in His teaching : "Judge not, that
have accompanied, as became you, those who ye be not judged ; z6 forgive, and it shall be for-
were bound m chains, the fitting ornaments of given unto you ; ,z be merciful, that ye may ob-
saints, and which are indeed the diadems of the tain mercy ;'s with what measure ye mete, it shall
true elect of God and our Lord; and because be measured to you again;'9 and once more,
the strong root of your froth, spoken of in days 4 ,, Blessed are the poor, and those that are perse-
long gone by, endureth even until now, and cuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs is the
bringeth forth fruit to our Lord Jesus Christ, who kingdom of God." _°
for our sins suffered even unto death, [but]
"whom God raised from the dead, having loosed CHAP. III. -- EXPRESSIONSOF PERSONALUlgWORTHI-
the bands of the grave." s "In whom, though Nr.ss.
now ye see Him not, ye believe, and believing, These things, brethren, I write to you con-
rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory ;" 6 cerning righteousness, not because I take any-
into which joy many desire to enter, knowing thing upon myself, but because ye have invited
that "by grace ye are saved, not of works," 7 me to do so. For neither I, nor any other such
but by the will of God through Jesus Christ. one, can come up to the wisdom 2, of the l:.lessed

and glorified Paul. He, when among you, ae-
CHAP. II.- AN EXHORTATIONTO VIRTUE. curately and stedfastly taught the word of truth

"Wherefore, girding up your loins," s ,, serve in the presence of those who were then alive.
the Lord in fear" 9 and truth, as those who have And when absent from you, he wrote you a let-
forsaken the vain, empty talk and error of the ter,2. which, if you carefully study, you will find
multitude, and "believed in Him who raised up to be the means of building you up in that faith
our Lord Jesus Christ from the dead, and gave which has been given you, and which, being
Him glory," ,o and a throne at His right hand. followed by hope, and preceded by love towards
To Him all things z, in heaven and on earth are God, and Christ, and our neighbour, "is the
subject. Him every spirit serves. He comes mother of us all." 23 For if any one be inwardly
as the Judge of the living and the dead2 _ His

t_ Or, "who do not obey him"
z4 Comp ..x.Cot. _. t4; 2 Cor. iv. x4; Rom. viii. zt.

t The tttle of this Eplsfle in most of the _ss. is, "The Epi_e of tst Pet. m. 9.
St. Polycarp, Btshop of Smyrna, and holy martyr, to the Phih_Mans." to Matt. vn. z.

a Or, "Polycarp,and those who vnth him are presbyters, z7 Math vl x*_t4; Lttke vl. 37.
3 Literally," ye have rcc_ved the patterns of true lovt." is Luke vi. 36.
4 Phil. i, S- t9 Matt. vti. _; Luke vi. 35.
S Acts it. _¢. IAt_eally, "having loo_d the pains off Hades." 2o Matt. v. 3, to; Luke vL _o.
6 x Pet. L 8. =t Comp. a Pt_ iiL z$. .

Eph.il. 8.9. _ _ formisg_,_/t butoneEpistlebInob_bly.nmmt[So,
even in _, "letters may be c]amr_ly u_ for a-"s_ letter, as' C&u.p.t Pet.i. zS; Eph.vl. z_s I'8.;;.it. we_ 'by the_tL" Buteven_ _might..pe_orSt.P_

to t let. i..t, _ _._j _ I_ Epm_ _ ,s;..._.me_m._.to "l?_a_:a
It Comp. x Pet. ill 22: Phil. il. to. uai_rmm ta3gtltmore my stt_ _ remTe_ to natal.
•- Com_Act,xvii.3t. _Co_. C._.iv. ,_.

33
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possessed of these graces, he bath fulfilled the feminate, nor abusers of themselves with man-
command of righteousness, since he that hath kind, shall inherit the kingdom of God," '¢ nor
love is far from all sin. those who do things inconsistent and unbecom-

ing. Wherefore, it is needful to abstain from all
CHAP. Iv.- VARIOUSEXHORTATIONS. these things, being subject to the presbyters and

"But the love of money is the root of all deacons, as unto God and Christ. The virgins
evils. ''x Knowing, therefore, that "aswe brought also must walk in a blameless and pure con-
nothing into the world, so we can carry nothing science.
out,"* let us arm ourselves with the armour of
righteousness ; 3 and let us teach, first of all, our- CHAP. Vi. D THE IXrrms OF Pp.y__mrrERs AND
selves to walk in the commandments of the Lord. OTHERS.

Next, [teach] your wives [to walk] in the faith And let the presbyters be compassionate and
given to them, and in love and purity tenderly merciful to all, bringing back those that wander,
loving their own husbands in all truth, and loving visiting all the sick, and not neglecting the widow,
all [others] equally in all chastity ; and to train the orphan, or the poor, but always "providing
up their children in the knowledge and fear of for that which is becoming in the sight of God and
God. Teach the widows to be discreet as re- man;"xs abstaining from all wrath, respect of per-
spects the faith of the Lord, praying continually 4 sons, and unjust judgment ; keeping far off from
for all, being far from all slandering, evil-speak- all covetousness, not quickly crediting [an evil re-
ing, false-witnessing, love of money, and every port] against any one, not severe in judgment, as
kind of evil ; knowing that they are the altar s knowing that we are all under a debt of sin. If
of God, that He clearly perceives all things, and then we entreat the Lord to forgive us, we ought
that nothing is hid from Him, neither reasonings, also ourselves to forgive ; ,6 for we are before the
nor reflections, nor any one of the secret things eyes of our Lord and God, and "we must all
of the heart, appear at the judgment-seat of Christ, and must

every one give an account of himself." _7 Let us
CHAP. V. t THE DUTIES OF DEACON'S, YOUTHS, AND then serve Him in fear, and with all reverence,

VIRGINS. even as He Himself has commanded us, and as
Knowing, then, that "God is not mocked," 6 the apostles who preached the Gospel unto us,

we ought to walk worthy of His commandment and the prophets who proclaimed beforehand
and glory. In like manner should the deacons the coming of the Lord [have alike taught us].
be blameless before the face of His righteous- Let us be zealous in the pursuit of that which is
ness, as being the servants of God and Christ, 7 good, keeping ourselves from causes of offence,
and not of men. They must not be slanderers, from false brethren, and from those who in hy-
double-tongued, s or lovers of money, but tern- pocrisy bear the name of the Lord, and draw
perate in all things, compassionate, industrious, away vain men into error.
walking according to the truth of the Lord, who
was the servant 9 of all. If we please Him in CHAP. VII.--AVOID THE DOCETJE,AND PERSEVERE
this present world, we shall receive also the future IN FASTINGASD pRAYER.
world, according as He has promised to us that "For whosoever does not confess that Jesus
He will raise us again from the dead, and that Christ has come in the flesh, is antichrist ;" '_ and
if we live ,o worthily of Him, "we shall also reign whosoever does not confess the testimony of the
together with Him," xx provided only we believe, cross,'9 is of the devil ; and whosoever perverts
In like manner, let the young men also be blame- the oracles of the Lord to his own lusts, and
less in all things, being especially careful to pre- says that there is neither a resurrection nor a
serve purity, mad keeping themselves in, as with judgment, he is the first-born of Satan? ° Where-
a bridle, from every kind of evil. For it is well fore, forsaking the vanity of many, and their
that they should be cut off from t_ the lusts that false doctrines, let us return to the word which
axe in the worM, since "every lust warreth against has been handed down to us from •' the begin-
the spirit ;" ,3 and "neither fornicators, nor el- ning ; "watching unto prayer," •2 and persever-

ing in fasting; beseeching in our supplications
t t Tim.vi. to. the all-seeing God "not to lead us into tempta-t x Tim. vi. 7,

Comp. Eph. vi. xz.
4 Comp. • "rhea. v. x7. tt ; Cot _. 9, _o.
S Some here re_, "altart." x5 Rom. xii. iT; 2 Cot. viii 3t.
6 Gal. vl. 7- , zb Matt yr. x:t-t 4.
7 Some tzad_ God in Chris." z7 Rom. my. xo-t_; • Cot v to.
• Comp. x Ttm. ill. 8. z* x John iv. _. ,, .
9 Com_ Matt. _t. mS t9 L_terally, ' the martyrdom of the cross, which _ render,

IZ_neat .,tt_[l_ refetrh_ to thewhole ooadttct; eomp. Phil. i. _7. "Hm sutTermgoft the ¢rosm"s ttm. n. t2. _ [Theotigmal, perha_,ofEusebins (Hi*t iv. cap. x¢). Itbe.
t_ Some read,/L_et_wv, eet,, "to erectile from." [So ChevaUlcr, came a ccm_mon-plac¢expnmion in the Church.]

btttnot Wake nor Jat_bmm. See the t_e ol"latter, ad/_.] 2x Comp Juc_ 3.
za z Pet. ii xt. _ z Pet. tv. 7.
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tion," ' as the Lord has said : "The spirit truly CRAP.Xl. m EXPRESSIONOF _ ON a_ OP
is willing, but the flesh is weak. ''2 v_,,s.

CHAP. VIII.- PERSEVERE IN HOPE AND PATIENCE. I am greatlygrievedforValens,who was once
a presbyteramong you,becausehe solittleun-

Let usthencontinuallypersevereinourhope, derstandsthe placethatwas givenhim [inthe
and the earnestof our righteousness,which isChurch]. I exhortyou, therefore,thatye ab-
JesusChrist,"who bore our sinsin His own stainfrom covctousness,'6and thatyebe chaste
body on the tree,"_"who did no sin,neitherand truthful."Abstain from every form ofwas guilefound in His mouth,"4 but endured .,,,,7

evu. For if a man cannot govern himself in
all things for us, that we might live in Him.S such matters, how shall he enjoin them on
Let us then be imitators of His patience ; and others ? If a man does not keep himself from
if we suffer 6 for His name's sake, let us glorify covetousness/6 he shall be defiled by idolatry,
Him3 For He has set us this example s in Him- and shall be judged as one of the heathen.
self, and we have believed that such is the case. But who of us are ignorant of the judgment of

CHAP.IX._ PATIENCEIN--TED. the Lord? "Do we not know thatthe saints
shalljudgetheworld?" ,sasPaulteaches.But

I exhortyou all,therefore,toyieldobedience I have neitherseennorheardofany such thing
totheword of rightcousncss,and tocxcrciseallamong you,in the midstof whom the blessed
patience,suchasyehave seen[set'[beforeyour Paullaboured,and who arecommended s9inthe

eyes,not onlyin the caseof the blessedIgna- beginningof hisEpistle.For he boastsof you
tius,and Zosimus,and Rufus,butalsoinothersinallthoseChurcheswhichalonethenknew the

among yourselves,and in Paul himself,and the Lord ; butwe ['ofSmyrna] had not yet known
restoftheapostles.['Thisdo] intheassuranceHim. Iam deeplygrieved,therefore,brethren,
thatallthesehave not run9 invain,but infaithforhim (Valens)and hiswife; to whom may
and righteousness,and thatthey arc Enow']in the I._rdgrant truerepentancel And be ye
theirdue placein the presenceof the Lord, thenmoderateinregardtothismatter,and "do
withwhom alsothey suffered.For theyloved not count such as enemies,"'°but callthem
not thispresentworld,but Him who died for back assufferingand strayingmembers, thatye
us,and for our sakeswas raisedagainby God may save your whole body. For by so acting
from thedead. ye shalledifyyourselves?_

CHAP. X. -- EXHORTATION" TO THE PRACTICE OF

VIRTUF_ ]o CHAP. xn. _ EXHORTATION TO VARIOUS GRACES.

Stand fast, therefore, in these things, and fol- For I trust that ye are well versed in the
low the example of the Lord, being firm and Sacred Scriptures, and that nothing is hid from
unchangeable in the faith, loving the brother- you ; but to me this privilege is not yet granted."
hood," and being attached to one another, joined It is declared then in these Scriptures, "Be ye
together in the truth, exhibiting the meekness of angry, and sin not," a3 and, "Let not the sun go
the Lord in your intercourse with one another, down upon your wrath."" Happy is he who
and despising no one. When you can do good, remembers as this, which I believe to be the case
defer it not, because "alms delivers from with you. But may the God and F_ttherof our
death." *_ Be all of you subject one to another, 'a Lord Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ Himself,
having your conduct blameless among the Gen- who is the Son of God, and our everlasting

tiles," _4 that ye may both receive praise for your jHigh Priest, build you up in faith and truth, and
good works, and the Lord may not be bias-in all meekness, gentleness, patience, long-suf-
phemed through you. But woe to him by whom feting, forbearance, and purity ; and may He
the name of the Lord is blasphemed ! ,s Teach, _bestow on you a lot and portion among His
therefore, sobriety to all, and manifest it also in saints, and on us with you, and on all that are
your own conduct, under heaven, who shall believe in our Lord

I Matt. vi, z3, xx_d. 4x. x6 Some think that #r.c_ti_c¢ on the part of Valens aud h_
aMatt, xxvi. 4z, Markxlv. 3& wlfelsmferredto [For many reamns l am glad the tmmdatom have
" z Pet. ti a4. preferred the reading rA_o_e,at. The nextWord, ckas#s,s'u_ffly_
4 s Pet. ii _. mbuk_ the e.mmpl_ of Valem. For _ I ,¢eumm no¢to coincide
s Comp. , John iv. 9- withJacoheon'$ comment.j
t Comp. Acts v. 4x; sPet.iv.z6, lfx The_ v aL

Some mad,"we slori_ Him." ss z Cor. v[a.
I Comp., Pet. ii. sz. s_ Some rmd_"named;" comp.Phil. i. 5.

Comp. Phi! ii. z6; C,al. il _t. se s The_. ill. z5

IoTh_ J_l the tvo _ _ ue pmae_vedo_v ina _ Comp. : Cot. xll. _.L_m. [SeeJacobsoa,_ ,, Tht,W_el, veryot_n_. So_,_'ylt_bl.b_: '.Bet
xs Comp. s Pet. ii. z7. m lmmm_ h m not _mmd umo me _olmmcu_ mm wm_ a _b
zs Tobit iv. so, xit. 9- Be ye angFy," etc.

t,t PL iv. S-
|_ Comp. s Pro. v, 5. _t E@_ iv. s6.s4 z Pet. ii. x_.
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Jesus Christ, and in His Father, who "raised are subjoined to this Epistle, and by them ye
Him from the dead.' Pray for all the saints, may be greatly profited ; for they treat of faith
a_iyforalso for kings/and potentates, and princes, and patience, and all things that tend to edifica-

those that persecute and hate you,3 and tion in our Lord. Any7 more certain infor-
for the enemies of the cross, that your fruit may marion you may have obtained respecting both
be manifest to all, and that ye may be perfectin Ignatius himself, and those that were s with him,
Him. have the goodness to make known 9 to us.

cm_. xm.-- coNcxmm_o _m _oN oF c_a,. xxv. m CONCUmON.

ZPmTLES. These things I have written to you by Cres-
Both you and Ignatius 4 wrote to me, that if cens, whom up to the present'° time I have

any one went Efrom this]into Syria, he should recommended unto you, and do now recom-
carry your letter s with him ; which request I mend. For he has acted blamelessly among us,
will attend to if I find a fitting opportunity, and I believe also among you. Moreover, ye
either personally, or through some other acting will hold his sister in esteem when she comes
for me, that your desire may be fulfilled. The to you. Be ye safe in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Epistles of Ignatius written by him 6 to us, and Grace be with you all." Amen.
all the rest [of his Epistles] which we have by .
us, we have sent to you, as you requested. They 7 Htmcoforth, to the end, we have only the Laun version.s The Latin versim_ reads "are," whtch has been corrected a_

above.
9 Polycarp was aware of the death of Ignatius (chap. ix.), but

s Gal. L z. was as yet apparently iKnorant of the circumstances attending it.
_t Comp, x Tim. ii. z. [Who can fro1-to be touched by these affectionate yet enurely calm
s Matt. v. 44 expre_toatt at to his martyt_ friend and brother.* Martyrdom was

,t _CcMn_.Ep. of Ignatius to Polycarp, chap. viii. the habitual end of Christ's soldiers, and Polycarp expected his own;$ Or, letters " hence his restrained and temperate words of mterest.J
6 Referenceis hare made to the two letters o¢ Ignatius, oae to to Some read, "in this present Epistle."

_carp hi__.e_!f,and the other to the church at SmyrmL tt Others read, "and in favour with all yours."



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

"l"o TI_

EPISTLECONCERNINGTHE MARTYRDOMOF POLYCARP.

I_rIXRNALevidence goes far to establish the credit which Eusebius lends to this specimen of the
martyrologies, certainly not the earliest if we accept that of Ignatius as genuine. As an encycli-
cal of one of" the seven churches" to another of the same Seven, and as bearing witness to their
aggregation with others into the unity of "the Holy and Catholic Church," it is a very interesting
wimess, not only to an article of the creed, but to the original meaning and acceptation of the
same. More than this, it is evidence of the strength of Christ perfected in human weakness ; and
thus it affords us an assurance of grace equal to our day in every time of need. When I see in
it, however, an example of what a noble army of martyrs, women and children included, suffered
in those days "for the testimony of Jesus," and in order to hand down the knowledge of the
Gospel to these boastful ages of our own, I confess myself edified by what I read, chiefly because
I am humbled and abashed in comparing what a Christian used to be, with what a Christian is, in
our times, even at his best estate.

That this Epistle has been interpolated can hardly be doubted, when we compare it with the
unvarnished specimen, in Eusebius. As for the "fragrant smell" that came from the fire, many
kinds of wood emit the like in burning; and, apart from Oriental warmth of colouring, there
seems nothing incredible in the narrative if we except "the dove" (chap. xvi.), which, however,
is probably a corrupt reading: as suggested by our translators. The blade was thrust into the
martyr's left side; and this, opening the heart, caused the outpouring of a flood, and not a mere
trickling. But, though Greek thus amended is a plausible conjecture, there seems to have been
nothing of the kind in the copy quoted by Eusebius. On the other hand, note the truly catholic
and scriptural testimony : "We love the martyrs, but the Son of God we worship : it is impossi-
ble for us to worship any other."

Bishop Jacobson assigns more than fifty pages to this martyrology, with a Latin version and
abundant notes. To these I must refer the student, who may wish to see this attractive history in
all the light of critical scholarship and, often, of admirable comment.

The following is the original ImXODUCrORVNermE :--

"I'nz following letter purports to have been written by the Church at Smyrna to the Church at
Philomelium, and through that Church to the whole Christian world, in order to give a succinct
account of the. circumstances attending the martyrdom of Polycarp. It is the earliest of all the
Martyria, and has generally been accounted both the most interesting and authentic. Not a few,
however, deem it interpolated in several passages, and some refer it to a much later date than the

zStun=aniz_=n_o=¢omdnn_===m_ Won_worth'sHi#_4_and#_tC_m_ _ ,¢me,p.3.zS,C.
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middle of the second century, to which it has been commonly ascribed. We cannot tell how

much it may owe to the writers (chap. xxii.) who successively transcribed it. Great part of it
has been engrossed by Eusebius in his E¢¢ksiastieal History (iv. I5) ; and it is instructive to
observe, that some of the most startling miraculous phenomena recorded in the text as it now

stands, have no place in the narrative as given by that early historian of the Church. Much
discussion has arisen respecting several particulars contained in this Martyrium ; but into these

disputes we do not enter, having it for our aim simply to present the reader with as faithful a
translation as possible of this very interesting monument of Christian antiquity.



THE ENCYCLICALEPISTLEOF THE CHURCHAT SMYRNA

CONCERNING THE MARTYRDOM OF THE HOLY POLYCARP,

THE Church of God which sojourns at Smyrna, those that stood by pitied and bewailed them.
to the Church of God sojourning in Philome- But they reached such a pitch of magnaninfity,
lium,' and to all the congregations _ of the Holy that not oneofthem let a sigh or a groan escape
and Catholic Church in every place: Mercy, them; thus proving to us all that those holy
peace, and love from God the Father, and our martyrs of Christ, at the very time when they
Lord Jesus Christ, be multiplied, suffered such torments, were absent from the

body, or rather, that the Lord then stood by
CHAP. I.- SUBJECT OF WHICH WE WRITE. them, and communed with them. And, looking

We.have written to you, brethren, as to what to the grace of Christ, they despised all the tor-
relates to the martyrs, and especially to the ments of this world, redeeming themselves from
blessed Polycarp, who put an end to the perse- eternal punishment by [the suffering of] a single
cution, having, as it were, set a seal upon it by hour. For this reason the fire of their savage
his martyrdom. For almost all the events that executioners appeared cool to them. For they
happened previously [to this one], took place kept before their view escape from that fire
that the Lord might show us from above a mar- which is eternal and never shall be quenched,
tyrdom becoming the Gospel. For he waited and looked forward with the eyes of their heart
to he delivered up, even as the Lord had done, to those good things which are laid up for such
that we also might become his followers, while as endure ; things "which ear hath not heard,
we look not merely at what concerns ourselves, nor eye seen, neither have entered into the
but have regard also to our neighbours. For it heart of man," s but were revealed by the Lord
is the part of a true and well-founded love, not to them, inasmuch as they were no longer men,
only to wish one's self to be saved, but also all but had already become angels. And, in like
the brethren, mariner, those who were condemned to the wild

beasts endured dreadful tortures, being stretched
CHAP. II.--THE WONDERFULCONSTANCYOF THE out upon beds full of spikes, and subjected to

MART_P.S. various other kinds of torments, in order that,
All the martyrdoms, then, were blessed and I if it were possible, the tyrant might, by their

noble which took place according to the will of lingering tortures, lead them to a denial ['of
God. For it becomes us who profess 3 greater j Christi.
piety than others, to ascribe the authority over
all things to God. And truly, 4 who can fail to CHAP. nx.--'mE CO_A_CY Or QE__mCUS.
admire their nobleness of mind, and their pa- THE DEATHOF I,OLVCAm,tS VFa_Dr_X_.
tience, with that love towards their Lord which For the devil did indeed invent many things
they displayed ?-- who, when they were so torn against them ; but thanks be to God, he could
with scourges, that the frame of their bodies, not prevail over all. For the most noble Get'-
even to the very inward veins and arteries, was manicus strengthened the timidity of others by
laid open, still patiently endured, while even his own patience, and fought heroically 6 with

the wild beasts. For, when the pro,'..omul
hu t Somere_d," Philadelphm,"butoninferiorauthority.Philome-sought to persuade him, and urged him I tomwasa cityofPhrygia.

* Thewordintheoriginalisw._i_,, fromwhichtheEn#i_
"parishes"i._denved.

Literally,"whoaremorepious." s xCot.ii. 9-
4 The accotmt now returns to the Hlustratio_ rid"tle staI_m_.nt 6 Or "fllugrlou$ly. n

made in the first w.nwac_ _ Gr, ' _-I to hlm."
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take pity upon his age, he attracted the wild special lot, being made a partaker of Christ,
beast towards himself, and provoked it, being and that they who betrayed him might undergo
desirous to escape all the more quickly from an the punishment of Judas himself.
unrighteous and impious world. But upon this
the whole multitude, marvelling at the nobility CHAP. VII.--POLYCARP IS FOUNDBYHISPURSUERS.
of mind displayed by the devout and godly His pursuers then, along with horsemen, and
race of Christians, I cried out, "Away with the taking the yoflth with them, went forth at sup-
Atheists ; let Polycarp be sought out l" per-time on the day of the preparation, S with

their usual weapons, as if going out against a
CHAP, IV. _ QUINTUSTHE APOSTATE. robber3 And being come about evening ['to

Now one named Quintus, a Phrygian, who the place where he was], they found him lying
was but lately come from Phrygia, when he down in the upper room of 7 a certain little
saw the wild beasts, became afraid. This was house, from which he might have escaped into
the man who forced himself and some others another place ; but he refused, saying, "The
to come forward voluntanly [for trial]. Him will of God s be done."9 So when he heard
the proconsul, after many entreaties, persuaded that they were come, he went down and spake
to swear and to offer sacrifice. Wherefore, with them. And as those that were present
brethren, we do not commend those who give marvelled at his age and constancy, some of
themselves up [-to suffering], seeing the Gospel them said. "Was so much effort '° made to cap-
does not teach so to do. 2 ture such a venerable man ?" ,i Immediately

then, in that very hour, he ordered that some-
CHAP.V. _THE DEPARTUREAND VISIONOF thing to eat and drink should be set before

POLYCARP. them, as much indeed as they cared for, while
But the most admirable Polycarp, when he he besought them to allow him an hour to pray

first heard [that he was sought for], was in no without disturbance. And on their giving him
measure disturbed, but resolved to continue in leave, he stood and prayed, being full of the
the city. However, in deference to the wish of grace of God, so that he could not cease ,2 for
many, he was persuaded to leave it. He de- two full hours, to the astonishment of them that
parted, therefore, to a country house not far dis- heard him, insomuch that many began to repent
tant from the city. There he stayed with a few that they had come forth against so godly and
[Lfriends], engaged in nothing else night and venerable an old man.

y than praying for all men, and for the
Churches throughout the world, according to his CHAr. VlIL -- I_OLVCARPIS BROUOHTLwro THE
USUal custom. And while he was praying, a vis- CITY.
ion presented itself to him three days before he Now, as soon as he had ceased praying, hay-
was taken ; and, behold, the pillow under his lng made mention of all that had at any time
head seemed to him on fire. Upon this, turn- come in contact with him, both small and great,
ing to those that were with him, he said to them illustrious and obscure, as well as the whole Cath-
prophetically, "I must be burnt alive." olic Church throughout the world, the time of his

departure having arrived, they set him upon an
CHAP. VI. _ POLYCARP IS BETRAYED BY A SER-

ass, and conducted him into the city, the day
YAm'. being that of the great Sabbath. And the Iren-

And when those who sought for him were at arch Herod, accompanied by his father Nicetes
hand, he departed to another dwelling, whither (both riding in a chariot x3), met him, and taking
his pursuers immediately came after him. And him up into the chariot, they seated themselves
when they found him not, they seized upon two beside him, and endeavoured to persuade him,
youths [that were there], one of whom, being saying, "What harm is there in saying, Lord
subjected to torture, confessed. It was thus C_ESal',x4 and in sacrificing, with the other cere-
impossible that he should continue hid, since monies observed on such occasions, and so make
those that betrayed him were of his own house- sure of safety?" But he at first gave them no
hold. The Irenarch _ then (whose ottiee is the answer ; and when they continued to urge him,
same as that of the Cleronomus4), by name
Herod, hastened to bring him into the stadium, s Thatis,on Friday.
[This all happened] that he might fulfil his 6 Comp.M.tt.x_i SS.7 Or, "in."

8 Some read "the Lord."
9 Corap. Matt vi to, Acts xxi x4.

t Litertdly_ "the nobletmss of the God-loving and God-feanng to Or, "diligence."xx Jacobson _ads," and [marvelling] that they had tiltedm greatrage of Chritttant."
a Comp. Matt. x. tr3. dihgence to capture," etc.
3 It was the duty of the Irenareh to apprehend all seditious t : Or, "be sdent."

troublera oftbe Imbhc peace, ta Jacobson deems these words an interpolation.
4 Some think that t_ maghtratt* bore this mmm that were x* Or. "C,amar is Lord," all the aSS. having _tt_ _ of

elected by lot. x_ as usually printed.
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he said,"1 shallnot do as you adviseme." So are ordainedof GodJ But as forJS_lese,I do
they,havingno hope of persuadinghim,began not deem them worthyofreceivingany account
tospeak bitteriwords unto him,and casthim fromme." s
withviolenceout ofthec_riot,"insomuchthat,
ingettingdown from thecarriage,he dislocatedCHAP.Xt.M NO _TS _VE ANY _ ON
hisleg3 [by the fall].But withoutbeing dis- I'OLYC_a'.
turbed/and as ifsufferingnothing,he went The proconsulthensaidtohim,"I havewild
eagerlyforwardwithallhaste,and was conducted beastsathand ; tothesewillI castthee,except
tothe stadium,where the tumultwas so great,thou repent." But he answered,"Call them
thattherewas no possibilityof beingheard, then,forwe are not accustomedto repentof

what is good in order to adopt that which is
CHAP. IX. _ POLYCARP REFUSES TO REVILE CHRIST. evil _ 9 and it is well for me to be changed from

Now, as Polycarp was entering into the sta- what is evil to what is righteous." '° But again
dlum, there came to him a voice from heaven, the proconsul said to him, "I will cause thee to
saying, "Be strong, and show thyself a man, O be consumed by fire, seeing thou despisest the
Polycarp ! " No one saw who it was that spoke wild beasts, if thou wilt not repent." But Poly-
to him ; but those of our brethren who were carp said, "Thou threatenest me with fire which
present heard the voice. And as he was brought burneth for an hour, and after a little is extin-
forward, the tumult became great when they guished, but art ignorant of the fire of the
heard that Polycarp was taken. And when he coming judgment and of eternal punishment,
came near, the proconsul asked him whether reserved for the ungodly. But why tarriest
he was Polycarp. On his confessing that he was, thou? Bring forth what thou wilt."

the proconsul] sought to persuade him to deny
Christ], saying, "Have respect to thy old age," CHAP. XU. m I"OLYCARPIS SENTENCEDTO _E

and other similar things, according to their cus- BU'RNED.
tom, [such as], " Swear by the fortune of C_esar; While he spoke these and many other like
repent, and say, Away with the Atheists." But things, he was filled with confidence and joy,
Polycarp, gazing with a stern countenance on all and his countenance was full of grace, so that
the multitude of the wicked heathen then in the not merely did it not fall as if troubled by the
stadium, and waving his hand towards them, things said to him, but, on the contrary, the
while with groans he looked up to heaven, said, proconsul was astonished, and sent his herald
" Away with the Atheists." s Then, the procon- to proclaim in the midst of the stadium thrice,
sul urging him, and saying, "Swear, and I will "Polycarp has confessed that he is a Christian."
set thee at liberty, reproach Christ ;" Polycarp This proclamation having been made by the
declared, "Eighty and six years have I served herald, the whole multitude both of the heathen
Him, and He never did me any injury : how then and Jews, who dwelt at Smyrna, cried out with
can I blaspheme my King and my Saviour?" uncontrollable fury, and in a loud voice, "This

is the teacher of Asia," the father of the Chris-
CHAP.X.- POLYCARPCONFESSESHIMSELFA CHRIS- tians, and the overthrower of our gods, he who

TIA_. has been teaching many not to sacrifice, or to
And when the proconsul yet again pressed worship the gods." Speaking thus, they cried

him, and said, "Swear by the fortune of C_sar," out, and besought Philip the Asiarch _* to let
he answered, "Since thou art vainly urgent that, loose a lion upon Polycarp. But Philip answered
as thou sayest, I should swear by the fortune of that it was not lawful for him to do so, seeing
C_esar, and pretendest not to know who and [the shows _3of wild beasts were already finished.
what I am, hear me declare with boldness, I am Then it seemed good to them to cry out with
a Christian. And if you wish to learn what the one consent, that Polycarp should be burnt
doctrines 6 of Christianity are, appoint me a day, alive. For thus it behooved the vision which
and thou shalt hear them." The proconsul re- was revealed to him in regard to his pillow to be
plied, "Persuade the people." But Polycarp fulfilled, when, seeing it on fire as he was pray-
said, "To thee I have thought it right to offer ing, he turned about and said prophetically to
an account [of my faith] ; for we are taught to the faithful that were with him," I must be burnt
give all due honour (which entails no injury upon alive."
ourselves) to the powers and authorities which

7 Comp. Rom. xiii. z_; Tit, iii. x.
i Or, "terrible." s Or, c, of my making any defence, to them." . .

Or, "cast him down" simply, the following wolds being, u . 9 L,terally:.'_ repent_cA from things better to thlagt wo*'Je m a
above, an interpolation, change tmpo_mJe to us.

3 Or, "sprained his ankle. _ to That is to leave this world for • betterz_ Some read," m_odliae_," but the above .*ena _4 Or "not turning back."

as wu deslred. J _nectod with me p._ m the _ ptovmca.
e Or," an account ef _ty." ! x_ Literally, "tl_ _ a/"dog_
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CHAP. XIIL_THE FUNERAL PILE IS ERECTED. CHAP, XV._ POLYCARP 1S NOT INJURED BY THE
FIRE.

This, then, was carried into effect with greater
speed than it was spoken, the multitudes imme- When he had pronounced this amen, and so
diately gathering together wood and fagots out finished his prayer, those who were appointed
of the shops and baths; the Jews especially, for the purpose kindled the fire. And as the
according to custom, eagerly assisting them in it. flame blazed forth in great fury,7 we, to whom it
And when the funeral pile was ready, Polycarp, was given to witness it, beheld a great miracle,
laying aside all his garments, and loosing his and have been preserved that we might report
girdle, sought also to take off his sandals,-- a to others what then took place. For the fire,
thing he was not accustomed to do, inasmuch shaping itself into the form of an arch, like the
as every one of the faithful was always eager sail of a ship when filled with the wind, encore-
who should first touch his skin. For, on ac- passed as by a circle the body of the martyr.
count of his holy hfe,' he was, even before his And he appeared within not like flesh which is
martyrdom, adorned _ with every kind of good. burnt, but as bread that is baked, or as gold and
Immediately then they surrounded him with silver glowing in a furnace. Moreover, we per-
those substances which had been prepared for ceived such a sweet odour [coming from the
the funeral pile. But when they were about also pile], as if frankincense or some such precious
to fix him with nails, he said, "Leave me as I spices had been smoking s there.
ant ; for He that giveth me strength to endure
the fire, will also enable me, without your secur- CHAP. XVL-- FOLYCARPIS PIERCEDBYA DAGGER.
ing me by nails, to remain without moving in At length, when those wicked men perceived
the pile." that his bcdy co_'ld not be consumed by the

fire, they commanded an executioner to go near
CHAP. XIV.- THE PRAYEROF POLYCARP. and pierce him through with a dagger. And on

They did not nail him then, but simply bound his doing this, there came forth a dove,9 and a
him. And he. placing his hands behind him, great quantity of blood, so that the fire was ex-
and being bound hke a distinguished ram tmguished; and all the .people wondered that
[taken] out of a great flock for sacrifice, and there should be such a difference between the
prepared to be an acceptable burnt-offering unto unbelievers and the elect, of whom this most
God, looked up to heaven, and said, "O Lord admirable Polycarp was one, having in our own
God Almighty, the Father of thy beloved and times been an apostolic and prophetic teacher,
blessed Son Jesus Christ, by whom we have re- and bishop of the Catholic Church which is in
ceived the knowledge of Thee, the God of angels Smyrna. For every word that went out of his
and powers, and of every creature, and of the mouth either has been or shall yet be accom-
whole race of the righteous who live before thee, phshed.
I give Thee thanks that Thou hast counted me
worthy of this day and this hour, that I should t CHAP. XVlI.-- THE CHRISTIANSAREREFUSEDPOLV-
have a part in the number of Thy martyrs, in I CARP'SBODY.
the cup3 of thy Christ, to the resurrection.of] But when the adversary of the race of the
eternal life, both of soul and bo_dy, through the /
incorruption [imparted] by the Holy Ghost. [righteous, the envious, malicious, and wicked one,perceived the impressive ,o nature of his martyr-
Among whom may I be accepted this. day, before Itdom, and [considered] the blameless life he had
Thee as a fat4 and acceptable sacrifice, accord- led from the beginning, and how he was now
ing as Thou, the ever-truthful s God, hast fore- crowned with the wreath of immortality, having
ordained, hast revealed beforehand to me, and beyond dispute received his reward, he did his
now hast fulfilled. Wherefore also I praise Thee utmost that not the least memorial of him should
for all things, I bless Thee, I glorify Thee, along be taken away by us, although many desired to
with the everlasting and heavenly Jesus Christ, do this, and to become possessors" of his holy
Thy beloved Son, with whom, to Thee, and the flesh. For this end he suggested it to Nicetes,
Holy Ghost, be glory both now and to all corn- the father of Herod and brother of Alce, to go
ing ages. Amen." 6 and entreat the governor not to give up his body

to be buried, "lest," said he, '" forsaking Him

t Literally, "good behaviour"
Some _.ink thts implies that Polyem'p't skin was bebeved to

ima_ess a miraculous efficacy. 7'Literally, *'it great flame shining forth."
Comp. Matt. xx. :,:t_z_rvl.3o; Mark x 38 s laterally, "breathing."

4 laterally, "in a fat. ' etc., [dr," m a rich"]. 9 Eusebms omits all mention of the da_e, and mm_ have thought
S Ltterally, "'the not false and m_ God" . . the text to be here corrupt. It has been pmlmeed to tend _r' dp_¢_

F_us_ms {tits,. Eccl., iv. zs) has preservea a gre_ port,on r_O_, " on the left hand stde," instead oftr_Ote'r_0_, "a dove."
to Literally, '* mess *'

of this Marwrium, but in a text ¢oemiderably differing _rom th_tt Tbe Greek, ._mteraU_ytranslated, is ,, aadto have fellowshmwtthwe have followed. Here, instead of "and," be has "m the Holy tt
Ghost.- his holy fitch."
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that was crucified, they begin to worship this CHAP. XX.--THIS _ XSTO aE _r,_
one." This he said at the suggestion and ur- xO THE BRm'mXT_.
gent persuasion of the Jews, who also watched
its, as we sought to take him out of the fire, be- Since, then, ye requested that we would at
ing ignorant of this, that it is neither possible for large make you acquainted with what really took
us ever to forsake Christ, who suffered for the iP lace, we have for the present sent you this
salvation of such as shall be saved throughout summary account through our brother Marcus.
the whole world (the blameless one for stoners _), When, therefore, ye have yourselves read this
nor to worship any other. For Him indeed, as Epistle,'° be pleased to send it to the brethren at
being the Son of God, we adore ; but the mar- a greater distance, that they also may glorify the
tyrs, as disciples and followers of the Lord, we Lord, who makes such choice of His own ser-
worthily love on account of their extraordinary : vants. To Him who is able to bring us all by
affection towards their own King and Master, of lHis grace and goodness" into his everlasting
whom may we also be made companions s and kingdom, through His only-begotten Son Jesus
fellow-disciples ! Christ, to Him be glory, and honour, aa_d power,

and majesty, for ever. Amen. Salute all the
CHAP.XVIII.-- THE BODYOF POLYCARPIS BURNED. saints. They that are with us salute you, and

Evarestus, who wrote this Epistle, with all his
The centurion then, seeing the strife excited house.

by the Jews, placed the body 4 in the midst of

the fire, and consumed it. Accordingly, we CHAP. XXI. _ THE DATE OF THE MARTYRDOM.
afterwards took up his bones, as being more
precious than the most exquisite jewels, and Now, the blessed Polycarp suffered martyr-
more purified s than gold, and deposited them in dora on the second day of the month Xanthicus
a fitting place, whither, being gathered together, just begun, '_ the seventh day before the Kalends
as opportunity is allowed us, with joy and reiol- of May, on the great Sabbath, at the eighth
cing, the Lord shall grant us to celebrate the hour.Z3 He was taken by Herod, Philip the
anniversary 6 of his martyrdom, both in memory Tralhan being high priest, '4 Stat,us Quadratus
of those who have already finished their course,7 being proconsul, but Jesus Christ being King
and for the exercising and preparation of those for ever, to whom be glory, honour, majesty, and
yet to walk in their steps, an everlasting throne, from generation to gener-

ation. Amen.
CHAP. XIX.- PRAISE OF THE MARTYR POLYCARP.

This, then, is the account of the blessed Poly- CHAP. XXXI._ SALUTATIOn.
carp, who, being the twelfth that was martyred We wish you, brethren, all happiness, while
in Smyrna (reckoning those also of Philadel- you walk according to the doctrine of the Gos-
phm), yet occupies a place of his own s in the pel of Jesus Christ ; with whom be glory to God
memory of all men, insomuch that he is every- the Father and the Holy Spirit, for the salvation
where spoken of by the heathen themselves, of His holy elect, after whose example ,s the
He was not merely an illustrious teacher, but also blessed Polycarp suffered, following in whose
a pre-eminent martyr, whose martyrdom all de- steps may we too be found in the kingdom of
sire to imitate, as having been altogether consts- Jesus Christ !

t6
tent with the Gospel of Christ. For, having These things Caius transcribed from the copy
through patience overcome the unjust governor, of Irenmus (who was a disciple of Polycaxp ),
and thus acquired the crown of immortality, he having himself been intimate with Irenmus.
now, with the apostles and all the righteous [in And I Socrates transcribed them at Corinth
heaven], rejoicingly glorifies God, even the from the copy of Caius. Grace be with you all.
Father, and blesses our Lord Jesus Christ, the And I again, Pmnius, wrote them from the
Saviour of our souls, the Governor of our bodies, previously written copy, having carefully searched
and the Shepherd of the Catholic Church through- into them, and the blessed Polycarp having
out the world.9

to Literally, " having learned these things."
It laterally, " gift."

t This clause is ommed by Eusebius" it was probably interpolated ta The translation is here very doubtful. Wake render, the words
by some transcriber, who had tn his mind x Pet it. xS.

tt_vbf i_r*ettt_r*ottt " oft]_ preatnt raonth." . .
2 Lit©rally, "unsurpassable " t3 Grtmt ob_unty hangs over the chrono_ ]tare tndi_tt_.
a Ltterany, " fellow-partakers." According to Usher, the Srnyrmeans • began the month Xanthicus
4 Or. "him." on the _Sth of March. But the teventh day before the Kadenda of
$ Or, "more tried."
6 Literally, " the birth-day." May lathe _sth of April Some, therefare, read 'A*rptAAtutv in_;t_td of
7 Literally, "been athletes "' Malwv. "l_e great Sabbath is that before the _. The" eighth
S laterally, '* is alone re.nemhered.'* hour" may correspond either to our S A.t/. Or a I,.M.
9 Several addttton_ are here made One Ms has t "and the all- t* Called before (chap, xii ) A_mr¢l*.

holy and life-giwng Sprat. " while the old Latin version leads, ' and is Litera|ly "according sm"
the Holy Spirit, by wham we knaw all things." _6 What followt Is, of course, no Fart of the ori_tal Ephglt.
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manifested them to me through a revelation, tLord Jesus Christ may also gather me along
even as I shall show in what follows. I have twith His elect into His heavenly kingdom, to
collected these things, when they had almost lwhom, with the Father and the Holy Spirit, be
faded away through the lapse of time, that the Iglory for ever and ever. Amen.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO TRIt

EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO THE EPHESIANS.

[A.D. 30--Io7.] Tax seductive myth which represents this Father as the little child whom the
Lord placed in the midst of his apostles (St. Matt. xviii. _) indicates at least the period when
he may be supposed to have been born. That he and Polycarp were fellow-disciples under St.

John, is a tradition by no means inconsistent with anything in the Epistles of either. His subse-
quent history is sufficiently indicated in the Epistles which follow.

Had not the plan of this series been so exclusively that of a mere revised reprint, the writings

of Ignatius themselves would have made me diffident as to the undertaking. It seems impossible
for any one to write upon the subject of these precious remains, without provoking controversy.
This publication is designed as an Etrenicon, and hence "few words are best," from one who

might be supposed incapable of an unbiassed opinion on most of the points which have been
raised in connection with these Epistles. I must content myself therefore, by referring the studi-

ous reader to the originals as edited by Bishop Jacobson, with a Latin version and copious annota-
tions. That revered and learned divine honoured me with his friendship ; and his precious edition
has been my frequent study, with theological students, almost ever since it appeared'in x84o. It

is by no means superannuated by the vigorous Igaatian literature which has since sprung up, and
to which reference will he made elsewhere. But I am content to leave the whole matter, without

comment, to the minds of Christians of whatever school and to their independent conclusions. It

is a great thing to present them in a single volume with the shorter and longer Epistles duly com-
pared, and with the Curetonian version besides. One luxury only I may claim, to relieve the

drudging task-work of a mere reviser. Surely I may point out some of the proverbial wisdom of
this great disciple, which has often stirred my soul, as with the trumpet heard by St. John in Pat-

mos. In him, indeed, the lions encountered a lion, one truly begotten of" the Lion of the tribe of
Judah." Take, then, as a specimen, these thrilling injunctions from his letter to Polycarp, to

whom he bequeathed his own spirit, and in whom he well knew the Church would recognize a sort
of survival of St. John himself. If the reader has any true perception of the rhythm and force

of the Greek language, let him learn by heart the originals of the following aphorisms :u
x. Find time to pray without ceasing.

2. Every wound is not healed with the same remedy.
3. The times demand thee, as pilots the haven.
4. The crown is immortality, t

5. Stand like a beaten anvil?
6. It is the part of a good athlete to be brui_d and to preva_

Does not tl_ me_ a pomt_l alluJio= to R_v. il. tot t l_d_ _ __.
45
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7. Consider the times : look for Him who is above time.

8. Slight not the menservants and the handmaids.
9. Let your stewardship define your work.

xo. A Christian is not his own master, but waits upon God.
Ignatius so delighted in his name Theophorus (sufficiently expounded in his own words to

Trajan or his official representative), that it is worth noting how deeply the early Christians felt
and believed in (2 Cot. VL I6) the indwelhng Spirit.

Ignatms has been censured for his language to the Romans, in which he seems to crave mar-
tyrdom. But he was already condemned, in law a dead man, and felt himself at liberty to glory
in his tribulations. Is it more than modern Christians often too lightly sing ?

"Let cares like a wild deluge come,
And storms of sorrow fall," etc.

SO the holy martyr adds, " Only let me attain unto Jesus Christ."
The Epistle to the Romans is utterly inconsistent with any conception on hm part, that Rome

was the see and residence of a bishop holding any other than fraternal relations with himself. It
is very noteworthy that it is devoid of expressions, elsewhere made emphatic,' which would have

been much insisted upon had they been found hereto. Think what use would have been made of

it, had the words whtch he addresses to the Smyrna_ans (cap. viii.) to strengthen their fidelity to
Polycarp, been found in this letter to the Romans, especially as m this letter we first find the

use of the phrase "Catholic Church" in patristic writings. He defines it as to be found "where

Jesus Christ is," words whtch certainly do not limit it to communion with a professed successor of
St. Peter.

The following is the original INTRODUCTORYNOTICE:

THE eplsfles ascribed to Ignatius have given rise to more controversy than any other docu-

ments connected with the primitive Church. As is evident to every reader on the very first glance
at these writing% they contain numerous statements which bear on points of ecclesiastical order

that have long divided the ChriStian world ; and a strong temptation has thus been felt to allow
some amount of prepossession to enter into the discussion of their authenticity or spuriousness.

At the same time, this question has furnished a noble field for the display of learning and acuteness,
and has, in the various forms under which it has been debated, given rise to not a few works of the

very highest ability and scholarship. We shall present such an outline of the controversy as may
enable the reader to understand its position at the present day.

There are, in all, fifteen Epistles which bear the name of Ignatius. These are the following:

One to the Virgin Mary, two to the Apostle John, one to Mary of Cassobel_, one to the Tarsians,
one to the Antiochians, one to Hero, a deacon of Antioch, one to the Philippians; one to the

Ephesians, one to the Magnesians, one to the Trallians, one to the Romans, one to the Philadel-
phians, one to the Smyrmeans, and one to Polycarp. The first three exist only in Latin : all the
re_t are extant also in Greek.

It is now the universal opinion of critics, that the first eight of these professedly Iguatian
letters are spurious. They bear in themselves indubitable proofs of being the production of a later
age than that in which Ignatius lived. Neither Eusebius nor Jerome makes the least reference to

them ; and they are now by common consent set aside as forgeries, which were at various dates,
and to serve special purposes, put forth under the name of the celebrated Bishop of Antioch.

But after the question has been thus simplified, it still remains sufficiently complex. Of the
_ven Epistles which are acknowledged by Eusebius (I-list. Eccl., iii. 36), we possess two Greek

recemions, a shorter and a longer. It is plain that one or other of these exhibits a corrupt text, and

• _ Tot/_t Trrdllaa.T,rap. _3. Muchmightha_ b_a ma_, had It beenfoundhere,outof the refemac_ta C_.nsttheHighPriest
(Phil_pla_, cap.9).
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scholars have for the most part agreed to accept the shorter form as representing the genuine letters
of Ignatius. This was the opinion generally acquiesced in, from the time when critical edition_

of these Epistles began to be issued, down to our own day. Criticism, indeed, fluctuaxed a good
deal as to which Epistles should be accepted and which rejected. Arehp. Usher (t644), Isaac

Vossius (i646), J. B. Cotelerius (t672), Dr. T. Smith (i7o9), and others, edited the writings
ascribed to Ignatius in forms differing very considerably as to the order in which they were
arranged, and the degree of authority assigned them, until at length, from about the beginning of
the eighteenth century, the seven Greek Epistles, of which a translation is here given, came to be
generally accepted in their shorter form as the genuine writings of Ignatius.

Before this date, however, there had not been wanting some who refused to acknowledge the
authenticity of these Epistles in either of the recensions in which they were then known to exist.

By far the most learned and elaborate work maintaining this position was that of DaiU_ (or Dal-
_us), published in t666. This drew forth in reply the celebrated Find#ice of Bishop Pearson,
which appeared in I672. It was generally supposed that this latter work had established on an

immoveable foundation the genuineness of the shorter form of the Ignatian Epistles ; and, as we

have stated above, this was the conclusion almost universally accepted down to our own day. The
only cons:derable exception to this concurrence was presented by Whiston, who laboured to main-

tain in his t%'min'z,e Chn'stianity Revived (I ? 11 ) the superior claims of the longer recension of
the Epistles, apparently influenced in doing so by the support which he thought they furnished to
the kind of Arianism which he had adopted.

But although the shorter form of the Ignatian letters had been generally accepted in preference
to the longer, there was still a pretty prevalent opinion among scholars, that even it could not be

regarded as absolutely free from interpolations, or as of undoubted authenticity. Thus said Lard-
ner, in his CrediMli O,of the Gospel [-]tstory (i743) : "I have carefully compared the two editions,
and am very well satisfied, upon that comparison, that the larger are an interpolation of the smaller,

and not the smaller an epitome or abridgment of the larger .... But whether the smaller them-

selves are the genuine writings of Ignatius,Bishop of Antioch, is a question that has been much

disputed, and has employed the pens of the ablest critics. And v;'hatever positiveness some may
have shown on either side, I must own I have found it a very difficult question."

This expression of uncertainty was repeated in substance by Jortin (t 75 i), Mosheim (1755),
Griesbach (I768), Rosenmtiller (t795) , Neander (i826), and many others; some going so far

as to deny that we have any authentic remains of Ignatius at all, while others, though admitting
the seven shorter letters as being probably his, yet strongly suspected that they were not free from
interpolation. Upon the whole, however, the shorter recension was, until recently, accepted with-
out much opposition, and chiefly in dependence on the work of Bishop Pearson above mentioned,

as exhibiting the genuine form of the Epistles of Ignatius.

But a totally different aspect was given to the question by the discovery of a Syriac version of
three of these Epistles among the MSS.procured from the monastery of St. Mary Deipara, in the

desert of Nitria, in Egypt. In the years I838 , t 839, and again in i842, Archdeacon Tattam visited
that monastery, and succeeded in obtaining for the English Government a vast number of ancient
Syriac manuscripts. On these being deposited in the British Museum, the late Dr. Cureton, who

then had charge of the Syriac department, discovered among them, first, the Epistle to Polycarp,
and then again, the same Epistle, with those to the Ephesians and to the Romans, in two other
volumes of manuscripts.

As the result of this discovery, Cureton published in t845 a work, entitled, The Ancient SyHa¢

Version of the E_istles of St. Ignatius to St. t_olycarp, the Ephesians, and the Romans, etc., in
which he argued that these Epistles represented more accurately than any formerly published what

Ignatius had actually written. This, of course, opened up the controversy afresh. While some
accepted the views of Cureton, others very strenuously opposed them. Among the former was
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the late Chev. Bunsen ; among the latter, an anonymous writer in the E._'s_ A'nn'e_, and Dr.
Hefele, in his third edition of the Apostolic tratl_ers. In reply to those who had controverted his
arguments, Cureton published his VindiciceIgnatianee in x846, and his Corpus lgnaa'anum in x849.
He begins his introduction to the last-named work with the following sentences : "Exactly three
centuries and a half intervened between the time when three Epistles in Latin, attributed to St.

Ignatius, first issued from the press, and the publication in 1845 of three letters in Syriac bearing
the name of the same apostolic writer. Very few years passed before the former were almost
universally regarded as false and spurious ; and it seems not improbable that scarcely a longer
period will elapse before the latter be almost as generally acknowledged and received as the only
true and genuine letters of the venerable Bishop of Antioch that have either come down to our
times, or were ever known in the earliest ages of the Christian Church."

Had the somewhat sanguine hope thus expressed been realized, it would have been unnecessary
for us to present to the English reader more than a translation of these three Syriac Epistles. But
the Ignatian controversy is not yet settled. There are still those who hold that the balance of
argument is in favour of the shorter Greek, as against these Syriac Epistles. They regard the
latter as an epitome of the former, and think the harshness which, according to them, exists in the
sequence of thoughts and sentences, clearly shows that this is the case. We have therefore given
all the forms of the Ignatian letters which have the least claim on our attention. I The reader may
judge, by comparison for himself, which of these is to be accepted as genuine, supposing him dis-
posed to admit the claims of any one of them. We content ourselves with laying the materials
for judgment before him, and with referring to the above-named works in which we find the whole
subject discussed.

As tothepersonalhistoryofIgnatius,almostnothingisknown. The principalsourceofin-
formationregardinghim isfoundintheaccountofhismartyrdom,towhichthereaderisreferred.

Polycarpalludestohim inhisEpistletothePhilippians(chap.ix.),andalsotohisletters(chap.
xiii.).Irenmusquotesa passagefromhisEpistleto theRomans (Adv.H_r.,v.28; Epist.ad
_om.,chap.iv.),without,however,naminghim. Origentwicereferstohim,firstinthepreface

tohisComm. on theSongofSolomon,wherehequotesapassagefromtheEpistleofIgnatiusto
theRomans,and againinhissixthhomilyon St.Luke,wherehequotesfromtheEpistletothe
Ephesians,bothtimesnamingtheauthor.Itisunnecessarytogivelaterreferences.

SupposingtheIcttersofIgnatiusand theaccountofhismartyrdomtobe authentic,we learn
fromthemthathevoluntarilypresentedhimselfbeforeTrajanatAntioch,theseatofhisbishopric,

when thatprincewason hisflrstexpeditionagainsttheParthiansandArmenians(A.D.XOT); and
on professinghimselfaChristian,wascondcmnedtothewildbeasts.Aftera longanddangerous
voyagehe cametoSmyrna,ofwhichPolycarpwasbishop,and thencewrotehisfourEpistlesto

theEphesians,theMagnesians,theTrallians,andtheRomans. From Smyrnahecame toTroas,
andtarryingthereafewdays,hewrotetothePhiladelphians,theSmyrn_ns,and Polycarp.He
thencame on toNcapolis,andpassedthroughthewholeof Macedonia.FindingashipatDyr-

rachiuminEpirusabouttosailintoItaly,heembarked,andcrossingtheAdriatic,wasbroughtto
Rome, wherehe perishedon the2othofDecemberlO7,or,assomethink,who denya twofold

expedition of Trajan against the Parthians, on the same day of the year A.D. xx6.

x _e _her F.plsde_be_ringthenmneo_"Zipm_uh._Ube foundln the AppendS; so that theEnlOkhrmdertmmeueg in thisvolmne
s_p_m c._zem oftlmllpm_ leu_n_



THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO THE EPHESIANS.

SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

Ignatius, who is also called Theopho- Ignatius, who is also called Theophorus, to the Church"
rus, to the Church which is at which is at Ephesus, in Asia, deservedly most hal_y ,
Ephesus, in Asia, deservedly most being blessed tn the greatness and fulness of God the -
happy, being blessed in the greatness Father, and predestinated before t._e beginning* of time,.
and fulness of God the Father, and that it shouM be always for an enduring and unckange-
_Oredesanated be[ore the beginning* able glory, being united" and elected through the true
of time, that tt shouM be atwars for passton by the will of God the Father, and of our Lord
an endumng and unchangeable glory, Jesus Christ our Saviour : Abundant happiness through
bemg united" and elected through Jesus Christ, and His undeflkdjoy.*
the true passion by the will of the
Father, and Jesus Christ, our God:
Abundant happiness through Jesus
Christ, and Hts undeflled grace.

CHAP. I. _ PRAISE OF THE EPHESIAI_.

I HAVE become acquainted with I HAVEbecome acquainted with your greatly-desired
your name, much-beloved in God, name in God, which ye have acquired by the habit of
which ye have acquired by the habit righteousness, according to the faith and love in Christ
of righteousness, according to the faith Jesus our Saviour. Being the followers 4 of the love of
and love m Jesus Christ our Saviour. God towards man, and surring up s yourselves by the blood
Being the followers ( of God, and stir- of Christ, you have perfectly accomplished the work
ring up s yourselves by the blood of which was beseeming to you. For, on hearing that I came
God, ye have perfectly accomplished bound from Syria for the sake of Christ, our common
the work which was beseeming to you. hope, trusting through your prayers to be permitted to
For, on hearing that I came bound fight with beasts at Rome, that so by martyrdom I may
from Syria for the common name and indeed become the disciple of Him "who gave Himself
hope, trusting through your prayers for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God," 6 [ye hastened
to be permitted to fight with beasts at to see me 7]. I have therefore received your whole mul-
Rome, that so by martyrdom I may titude in the name of God, through Onesimus, a man of
indeed become the disciple of Him inexpressible love? and who is your bishop, whom I pray
"who gave Himself for us, an offering you by Jesus Christ to love, and that you would all seek
and sacrifice to God," 6 lye hastened to be like him. Blessed be God, who has granted unto
to see me 7]. I received, therefore, 8 you, who are yourselves so excellent, to obtain such an
your whole multitude in the name of excellent bishop.
God, through Onesimus, a man of
inexpressible love, 9 and your bishop
in the flesh, whom I pray you by
Jesus Christ to love, and that you
would all seek to be like him. And

blessed be He who has granted unto
you, being worthy, to obtain such an
excellent bishop.

t Litcrally,"lmfonetlmagms." 2 .The_wordsmzyag_._whh-_lo_r',butarebetterapp]imitotheuchu_..h.'_ _ ,
s Son_ read, as m t_. shormr n_..us_on_ "gra_o" .( Limml,lyt "mmators; ":,cotap. Ep_ ,. z. . s Comp..m,um tam_,.s Tim. i. 6.
6Kph. v. 2. 7Thismwam.tmgmtl_C_'tek. sLiterany,' smcc_ withoatmry_ 9Or, _lybek, ved.',
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c_. n. mCONGI_TULATIONSAND ENTREArmS.

AS to my fellow-servant Burrhus, As to our fellow-servant Burrhus, your deacon in reg_,rl
your deacon in regard to God and to God and blessed in all things, I pray that he may con-
blessed in all things,' I beg that he tinue blameless for the honour of the Church, and of your
may continue longer, both for your most blessed bishop. Crocus also, worthy both of God
honour and that of your bishop. And and you, whom we have received as the manifestation 2of
Crocus also, worthy both of God and your love to us, hath in all things refreshed _ me, and
you, whom I have received as the "hath not been ashamed of my chain," 4 as the Father
manifestation 3 of your love, hath in of our Lord Jesus Christ will also refresh s him ; together
_ll things refreshed s me, as the Father with Onesimus, and Burrhus, and Euplus, and Fronto, by
of our Lord Jesus Christ shall also re- means of whom I have, as to love, beheld all of you.
fresh 3 him ; together with Onesimus, May I always have joy of you, if indeed I be worthy of
and Burrhus, and Euplus, and Fronto, it. It is therefore befitting that you should in every way
by m_us of whom, I have, as to love, glorify Jesus Christ, who hath glorified you, that by a
beheld all of you. May I always have unanimous obedience "ye may be perfectly joined to-
joy of you, if indeed I be worthy o! gether in the same mind and in the same judgment, and
it. It is therefore befitting that you may all speak the same thing concerning the same thing," 5
should in every way glorify Jesus and that, being subject to the bishop and the presbytery,
Chnst, who hath glorified you, that by )re may in all respect_ be sanctified.
a unanimous obedience "ye may be
perfectly joined together in the same
mind, and in the same judgment, and
may all speak the same thing concern-
ing the same thing," s and that, being
subject to the bishop and the preshy-
tery, ye may in all respects be sancti-
fied.

CHAP. HI.- EXHORTATIONS TO unriP.

I do not issue orders to you, as if I I do not issue orders to you, as if I were some great
were some great person. For though person. For though I am bound for His name, I am
I am bound for the name ['of Christ], not yet perfect in Jesus Christ. For now I begin to be a
I am not yet peifect in Jesus Christ. disciple, and I speak to you as my fellow-servants. For
For now I begin to be a disciple, and it was needful for me to have been admonished by you
I speak to you as fellow-disciples with in faith, exhortation, patience, and long-suffering. But
me. For it was needful for me to inasmuch as love suffers me not to be silent in regard to
have been stirred up by you in faith, you, I have therefore taken 6 upon me first to exhort you
exhortation, patience, and long-suffer- that ye would run together in accordance with the will of
ing. But inasmuch as love suffers me God. For even Jesus Christ does all things according to
not to be silent in regard to you, I the will of the Father, as He Himself declares in a cer-
have therefore taken 6 upon me first tain place, "I do always those things that please Him." 7
to exhort you that ye would all run Wherefore it behoves us also to live according to the will
together in accordance with the will of God in Christ, and to imitate Him as Paul did. For,
of God. For even Jesus Christ, our says he, "Be ye followers of me, even as I also am of
inseparable life, is the [manifested] Christ." s
will of the Father; as also bishops,
settled everywhere to the utmost
bounds _of the earth'], are so by the
will of Jesus Christ.

CHAP. IV. _ THE SAME _.

Wherefore it is fitting that )re should Wherefore it is fitting that ye also should run together
ran together in accordance with the in accordance with the will of the bishop who by God's
will of your bishop, which thing also appointment 9 rules over you. Which thing ye indeed of
ye do. For your justly renowned yourselves do, being instructed by the Spirit. For your
presbytery, worthy of God, is fitted as justly-renowned presbytery, being worthy of God, is fitted
exactly to the bishop as the strings as exactly to the bishop as the strings are to the harp.
are to the harp. Therefore in your Thus, being joined together in concord and harmonious

z Or,"you_rmombleseeddeacoainalldi_speru_m_mC, od." t Lherany, "pette_" s Comp, x.Co_, x_ xS, e_..
•4_sTim, Lx6. sxCor. Lzo, 6Comp. Phikm. S, 9, _Jolmvil/._. 'xCor. xi.x. gLiumdly,"accoc_u_C, od."
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concord and harmonious love, Jesus love, of which Jesus Christ is the Captain and Guardian,
Christ is sung. And do ye, man by do ye, man by man, become but one choir; so that,
man, become a choir, that being agreeing together in concord, and obtaining' a perfect
harmonious in love, and taking'up the unity with God, ye may indeed be one in harmonious
song of God in unison, ye may with feeling with God the Father, and His beloved Son Jesus
one voice sing to the Father through Christ our Imrd. For, says He, "Grant unto them, Holy
Jesus Christ, so that He may both Father, that as I and Thou are one, they also may be one
hear you, and perceive by your works in us." _ It is merefore profitable that you, being joined
that ye are indeed the members of together with God in an unblameable unity, should be the
His Son. It is profitable, therefore, followers of the example of Christ, of whom also ye are
that you should live in an unblameable members.
unity, that thus ye may always enjoy
communion with God.

CHAP. V.- THE PRAISE OF UNITY.

For if I in this brief space of time, For if I, in this brief space of time, have enjoyed such
have enjoyed such fellowship with fellowship with your bishop-- I mean not of a mere human,
your bishop -- I m_an not of a mere but of a spiritual nature -- how much more do I reckon you
human, but of a spiritual nature -- how happy, who so depend _ on him as the Church does on the
much more do I reckon you happy Lord Jesus, and the Lord does on God and His Father,
who are so joined to him as the Church that so all things may agree in unity ! Let no man de-
is to Jesus Christ, and as Jesus Christ ceive himself: if any one be not within the altar, he is
is to the Father, that so all thin_ may deprived of the bread of God. For if the prayer of one
agree in unity ! Let no man deceive or two possesses 4 such power that Christ stands in the
himself: if any one be not within the midst of them, how much more will the prayer of the bishop
altar, he is deprived of the bread of and of the whole Church, ascending up in harmon), to God,
God. For if the prayer of one or two prevail for the granting of all their petitions in Christ t
possesses 4 such power, how much He, therefore, that separates himself from such, and does
more that of the bishop and the whole not meet in the society where sacrifices 6 are offered, and
Church! He, therefore, that does with "the Church of the first-born whose names are
not assemble with the Church, ha_ written in heaven," is a wolf in sheep's clothing,7 while he
even s by this manifested his pride, presents a mild outward appearance. Do ye, beloved, be
and condemned himself. For it is careful to be subject to the bishop, and the presbyters and
written, "God resisteth the proud." 9 the deacons. For he that is subject to these is obe-
Let us be careful, then, not to set dient to Christ, who has appointed them ; but he that is
ourselves in opposition to the bishop, disobedient to these is disobedient to Christ Jesus. And
in order that we may be subject to "he that obeyeth not s the Son shall not see life, but
God. the wrath of God abideth on him." For he that yields

not obedience to his superiors is self-confident, quarrel-
some, and proud. But" God," says [the Scripture] "resist-
eth the proud, but giveth grace to the humble ;" 9 and,
"The proud have greatly transgressed." The I_rd also
says to the priests, "He that heareth you, heareth Me ; and
he that heareth Me, heareth the Father that sent Me. He
that despiseth you, despiseth Me ; and he that despiseth
Me, despiseth Him that sent Me."

CHAP, VL--HAVE RESPECT TO THE BISHOP AS TO CHRI.Tf HIMSELF.

Now the more any one sees the The more, therefore, you see the bishop silent, the more
bishop keeping silence, ,o the more do you reverence him. For we ought to receive every
ought he to revere him. For we one whom the Master of the house sends to be over His
ought to receive every one whom the household," as we would do Him that sent him. It is
Master of the house sends to be over manifest, therefore, that we should look upon the bishop
His household," as we would do Him even as we would look upon the Lord Himself, standing,
that sent him. It is manifest, there- as he does, before the Lord. For "it behoves the man
fore, that we should look upon the who looks carefully about him, and is active in his
bishop even as we would upon the business, to stand before kings, and not to stand before

' L_m_Iby," receiving a u,loatoGod inoaeaem." _ J.ohn,v_.,,.,_. .3Some mad,*'mixed up_.." . *...Ma_t._iit ,_

9 I_v. ill. 34; Jmm_ w. 6_ z l_t. v. $. ,,- "l_mtm, _ I_mag _'t_umn_ ._ _. M_. Zz_. SJ.
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Lord Himself. And indeed Ones- slothful men. ''I And indeed Onesimus himself greatly
imus himself greatly commends your commends your good order in God, that ye all live accord-
good order in God, that ye all live ac- ing to the truth, and that no sect 2 has any dwelling-place
cording to the truth, and that no sect 2 among you. Nor indeed do ye hearken to any one rather
has any dwelling-place among you. than to Jesus Christ, the true Shepherd andTeacher..A.nd
Nor, indeed, do ye hearken to any one ye are, as Paul wrote to you, "one body and one spirit, be-
rather than to Jesus Christ speaking cause ye have also been called in one hope of the faith.
in truth. Since also "there is one Lord, one faith, one baptism,

one God and Father of all, who is over all, and through
all, and in all." 4 Such, then, are ye, having been taught
by such instructors, Paul the Christ-bearer, and Timothy
the most faithful

CHAP. VIIo- BEWARE OF FALSE _CHERS.

For some are in the habit of carry- But some most worthless persons are in the habit of
ing about the name [of Jesus Christ] carrying about the name [of Jesus Christ] in wicked
in wicked guile, while yet they prac- guile, while yet they practise things unworthy of God,
rise things unworthy of God, whom and hold opinions contrary to the doctrine of Christ, to
ye must flee as ye would wild beasts, their own destruction, and that of those who give credit
For they are ravening dogs, who bite to them, whom you must avoid as ye would wild beasts.
secretly, against whom ye must be on For "the righteous man who avoids them is saved for
your guard, inasmuch as they are men ever ; but the destruction of the ungodly is sudden, and
who can scarcely be cured. There is a subject of rejoicing." s For "they are dumb dogs,
one Physician who is possessed both that cannot bark," 6 raving mad, and biting secretly,
of flesh and spirit ; both made and against whom ye must be on your guard, since they
not made ; God existing in flesh ; true labour under an incurable disease. But our Physician
life in death ; both of Mary and of is the only true God, the unbegotten and unapproach-
God ; first possible and then impossi- able, the Lord of alt, the Father and Begetter of the only-
ble,_7 even Jesus Christ our Lord. begotten Son. We have also as a Physician the Lord

our God, Jesus the Christ, the only-begotten Son and
Word, before time began, s but who afterwards became
also man, of Mary the virgin. For "the Word was made
flesh." 9 Being incorporeal, He was m the body ; being
impassible, He was in a passible body ; being immortal,
He was in a mortal body ; being life, He became subject
to corrupuon, that He might free our souls from death
and corrupuon, and heal them, and might restore them
to health, when they were dtseased with ungodliness and
wicked lusts.

CHAP. vnI. _ RENEWED PRAISE OF THE EPHESIANS.

Let not then any one deceive you, Let not then any one deceive you, as indeed ye are
as indeed ye are not deceived, inas- not deceived ; for ye are wholly devoted to God. For
much as ye are wholly devoted to when there is no evil desire within you, which might de-
God. For since there is no strife file and torment you, then do ye hve in accordance with
raging among you which might din- the will of God, and are [the servants] of Christ. Cast
tress you, ye are certainly living in ye out that which defiles ,o you, who are of the ,z most holy
accordance with God's will. I am Church of the Ephesiaus, which is so famous and cele-
far inferior to you, and require to brated throughout the world. They that are carnal can-
be sanctified by your Church of not do those things which are spiritual, nor they that are
Ephesus, so renowned throughout spiritual the things which are carnal ; even as faith can-
the world. They that are carnal not do the works of unbelief, nor unbelief the works of
cannot do those things which are faith. But ye, being full of the Holy Spirit, do nothing
spiritual, nor they that are spiritual according to the flesh, but all things according to the
the things which are carnal ; even Spirit. ge are complete in Christ Jesus, "who is the
as faith cannot do the works of un- Saviour of all men, specially of them that believe." 1_

I Prov. xxiL ag, after LX.X: a Or, "hen_sv." s x Eph. iv. 4. 4 gph. iv. S, 6, s Prov. x. _s. xl. 3. s _ Ivi. 1o.
YThrl clamm _ warning m me Greek, m_d has'been _pplied from the anclem Latla _m s Or. "[)el°re the agca" 9 Johni. 74.
zo It isdiffacuh to mm_m_q_in thwa_l_railatimaaal_; _mp. x Cot. iv. z3. xz Literal, "and the." xa z Tim. iv. zo.
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belief, nor unbelief the works of faith.
But even those things which ye do
according to the flesh are spiritual ;
for ye do all things in Jesus Christ.

CHAP. IX._YE HAVE OlVF_.NNO HEED TO FALSE TEACHER._q.

Nevertheless, I have heard of some Nevertheless, I have heard of some who have passed
who have passed on from this to you, in among you, holding the wicked doctrine of the strange
having false doctrine, whom ye did and evil spirit ; to whom ye did not allow entrance to
not suffer to sow among you, but sow their tares, but stopped your ears that ye might
stopped your ears, that )re might not not receive that error which was proclaimed by them, as
receive those things which were sown being persuaded that that spirit which deceives the peo-
by them, as being stones' of the tern- ple does not speak the things of Christ, but his own,
pie of the Father, prepared for the for he is a lying spirit. But the Holy Spirit does not
building of God the Father, and speak His own things, but those of Christ, and that not
drawn up on high by the instrument from himself, but from the Lord ; even as the Lord also
of Jesus Christ, which is the cross," announced to us the things th_.t He received from the
making use of the Holy Spirit as a Father. For, says He, "the word which ye hear is not
rope, while your faith was the means Mine, but the Father's, who sent Me." 3 And says He
by which you ascended, and your love of the Holy Spirit, "He shall not speak of Himself, but
the way which led up to God. Ye, whatsoever things He shall hear from Me." 4 And He
therefore, as well as all your fellow- says of Himself to the Father, "I have," says He, "glori-
travellers, are God-bearers, temple- fled Thee upon the earth ; I have finished the work which,
bearers, Christ-bearers, bearers of Thou gavest Me ; I have manifested Thy name to men." 5
holiness, adorned in all respects with And of the Holy Ghost, "He shall glorify Me, for He
the commandments of Jesus Christ, receives of Mine." 6 But the spirit of deceit preaches
in whom also I exult that I have himself, and speaks his own things, for he seeks to please
been thought worthy, by means of himself. He glorifies himself, for he is full of arrogance.
this Epistle, to converse and rejoice He is lying, fraudulent, soothing, flattering, treacherous,
with you, because with respect to rhapsodical, trifling, inharmomous, verbose, sordid, and
your Christian life 7 ye love nothing timorous. From his power Jesus Christ will deliver you,
but God only. who has founded you upon the rock, as being chosen

stones, well fitted for the divine edifice of the Father, and
who are raised up on hlgh by Christ, who was crucified
for you, making use of the Holy Spirit as a rope, and be-
ing borne up by faith, while exalted by love from earth to
heaven, walking in company with those that are undefiled.
For, says [the Scripture], " Blessed are the undefiled in
the way, who walk in the law of the Lord." s Now the
way is unerring, namely, Jesus Christ. For, says He, "I
am the way and the life." 9 And this way leads to the
Father. For "no man," says He, "cometh to the Father
but by Me." '° Blessed, then, are ye who are God-bearers,
spirit-bearers, temple-bearers, bearers of holiness, adorned
in all respects with the commandments of Jesus Christ,
being "a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar peo-
ple," x, on whose account I rejoice exceedingly, and have
had the privilege, by this Epistle, of conversing with "the
saints which are at Ephesus, the faithful in Christ Jesus." '_
I rejoice, therefore, over you, that ye do not give heed
to vanity, and love nothing according to the flesh, but
according to God.

CHAP. X. -- EXHORTATIONS TO PRAYER, HUMILITY, ETC.

And pray ye without ceasing in be- And pray ye without ceasing in behalf of other men ;
half of other men. For there is in for there is hope of the repentance, that they may attain
them hope of repentance that they to God. For "cannot he that falls arise again, and he

t Comp. t Pet. il. 5. m Comp. John xii. 3=. 3 John xiv. 2¢. * John xvi. x3. s John xvil. 4, 6. 6 John xvi. t,.
:rLiterally," acco/dlng to tl_ other lii_" e Ps. cxix. x. 9 John my. 6. to Joha zlv. 6. it z Pet. ii. 9. zJ Eph. L t.
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mayattain to God. See,*then, that that goes astray return? ''x Permit them, then, tobein-
they be instructed by your works, if structed by you. Be ye therefore the ministers of God,
in no other way. Be ye meek in and the mouth of Christ. For thus saith the Lord, "If
response to their wrath, humble in ye take forth the precious from the vile, ye shall be as
opposition to their boasting : to their my mouth." s Be ye humble in response to their wrath ;
blasphemies return 4 your prayers ; in oppose to their blasphemies your earnest prayers ; while
contrast to their error, be ye stedfast s they go astray, stand ye stedfast in the faith. Conquer ye
in the faith ; and for their cruelty, their harsh temper by gentleness, their passion by meek-
manifest your gentleness. While we hess. For "blessed are the meek;" 6 and Moses was
take care not to imitate their conduct., meek above all men ; 7 and David was exceeding meeLs
let us be found their brethren in all Wherefore Paul exhorts as follows : "The servant of the
true kindness ; and let us seek to be Lord must not strive, but be gentle towards all men, apt
followers of the Lord (who ever more to teach, patient, m meekness instructing those that op-
unjustly treated, more destitute, more pose themselves." 9 Do not seek to avenge yourselves on
condemned ?), that so no plant of the those that injure you, for says [the Scripture], "If I have
devil may be found in you, but ye may returned evil to those who returned evil to me." '° Let
remain in all holiness and sobriety in us make them brethren by our kindness. For say ye
Jesus Christ, both with respect to the to those that hate you, Ye are our brethren, that the
flesh and spirit, name of the Lord may be glorified. And let us imitate

the Lord, "who, when He was reviled, reviled not
again ; .... when He was crucified, He answered not ;
"when He suffered, He threatened not ;" '_ but prayed
for His enemies, "Father, forgive them ; they know not
what they do." ,3 If any one, the more he is injured, dis-
plays the more patience, blessed is he. If any one is
defrauded, if any one is despised, for the name of the
Lord, he truly is the servant of Christ. Take heed that
no plant of the devil be found among you, for such a
plant is bitter and salt. "Watch ye, and be ye sober," ,4
in Christ Jesus.

CHAP. Xl. _AN EXHORTATION TO FEAR GOD, ETC.

The last times are come upon us. The last times are come upon us. Let us therefore be
Let us therefore be of a reverent of a reverent spirit, and fear the long-suffenng of God,
spirit, and fear the long-suffering of lest we despise the riches of His goodness and forbear-
God, that it tend not to our condem- ance.'S For let us either fear the wrath to come, or let
nation. For let us either stand in us love the present joy in the life that now is ; and let
awe of the wrath to come, or show our present and true joy be only this, to be found in
regard for the grace which is at pres- Christ Jesus, that we may truly hve. Do not at any
ent displayed--one of two thmgs, time desire so much as even to breathe apart from Hun.
Only ['in one wayor another] let us For He is my hope ; He is my boast ; He is my never-
be found in Christ Jesus unto the true failing riches, on whose account I bear about with me
life. Apart from Him, let nothing these bonds from Syria to Rome, these spintual jewels,
attract'6 you, for whom I bear about in which may I be perfected through your prayers, and
these bonds, these spiritual jewels, by become a partaker of the suffenngs of Christ, and have
which may I arise through your pray- fellowship with Him in His death, His resurrection from
ers, of which I entreat I may always the dead, and His everlasting life.'7 May I attain to this,
be a partaker, that I may be found in so that I may be found in the lot of the Christians of
the lot of the Christians of Ephesus, Ephesus, who have always had intercourse with the apos-
who have always been of the same ties by the power of Jesus Christ, with Paul, and John,
mind with the apostles through the and Timothy the most faithful.
power of Jesus Christ.

CHAP. XIL -- PRAISE OF THE EPHESIANS.

I know both who I am, and to I know both who I am, and to whom I write. I am
whom I write. I am a condemned the very insignificant Ignatius, who have my lot with ,s
man, ye have been the objects of those who are exposed to danger and condemnation.

Iv Num. xll. 3. " " '
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mercy ; I am subject to danger, ye But ye have been the objects of mercy, and are estab-
are established in safety. Ye are the !ished. in Christ. I am one delivered over [to death],
persons through ' whom those pass but the least of all those that have been cut off for the
that are cut off for the sake of God. sake of Christ, "from the blood of righteous Abel"*
Ye are initiated into the mysteries of to the blood of Ignatius. Ye are initiated into the rays-
the Gospel with Paul, the holy, the teries of the Gospel with Paul, the holy, the martyred,
martyred, the deservedly most happy, inasmuch as he was "a chosen vessel ;" _ at whose feet
at whose feet 4 may I be found, when may I be found, and at the feet of the rest of the saints,
I shall attain to God ; who in all his when I shall attain to Jesus Christ, who is always mindful
Epistles makes mention of you in of you in Hts prayers.
Christ Jesus.

CHAP. XIII._ EXHORTATION TO MEET TOGETHER FREQUENTLy FOR THE WORSHIP OF GOD.

Take heed, then, often to come to- Take heed, then, often to come together to give thanks
gether to give thanks to God, and to God, and show forth His praise. For when ye come
show forth His praise. For when ye frequently together in the same place, the powers of
assemble frequently in the same place, Satan are destroyed, and his "fiery darts "6 urging to sin
the powers of Satan are destroyed, fall back ineffectual. For your concord and harmonious
and the destruction at which he aims 7 faith prove his destruction, and the torment of his assist-
is prevented by the unity of your faith, ants. Nothing is better than that peace which is accord.
Nothing is more precious than peace, ing to Christ, by which all war, both of a_rial and terres-
by which all war, both in heaven and trial spints, is brought to an end. "For we wrestle not
earth, s is brought to an end. against blood and flesh, but against principalities and

powers, and against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in heavenly places." 9

CUAP.XrV.--EXnORTATIONS TO FArrH AND LOVE.

None of these things is hid from Wherefore none of the devices of the devil shall be
you, if ye perfectly possess that faith hidden from you, if, like Paul, ye perfectly possess that
and love towards Christ Jesus _°which faith and love towards Christ zowhich are the beginning
are the beginning and the end of life. and the end of life. The beginning of life is faith, and
For the beginning is faith, and the end the end is love. And these two being inseparably con-
is love." Now these two, being in- nected together, do perfect the man of God; while all
separably connected together/2 are of other things which are requisite to a holy life follow after
God, while all other things which are them. No man making a profession of faith ought to
requisite for a holy life follow after sin, nor one possessed of love to hate his brother. For
them. No man [truly] making a pro- He that said," Thou shalt love the Lord thy God," z4 said
fession of faith sinneth ; ,3 nor does he also, "and thy neighbour as thyself." ,4 Those that pro-
that possesses love hate any one. The less themselves to be Christ's are known not only by what
tree is made manifest by its fruit ; ,s so they say, but by what they practise. "For the tree is
those that profess themselves to be known by its fruit." zs
Christians shall be recognised by their
conduct. For there is not now a de-
mand for mere profession, _6but that a
man be found continuing in the power
of faith to the end.

CHAP. XV._ EXHORTATION TO CO_ CHRIST BY SILENCE AS WELL AS SPEECH.

It is better for a man to be silent It is better for a man to be silent and be ['a Christian],
and be [a Christian], than to talk and than to talk and not to be one. "The kingdom of God
not to be one. It is good to teach, if is not in word, but in power." ,7 Men "believe with the
he who speaks also acts. There is heart, and confess with the mouth," the one "unto right-
then one Teacher, who spake and it eousness," the other " unto salvation." ,s It is good to
was done ; while even those things teach, if he who speaks also acts. For he who shall both
which He did in silence are worthy of "do and teach, the same shall be great in the kingdom." _9

t Lherally,'ye _re the pa_sa_,eof." 2 Matt. _iil. 35- _ Acts ix. zS. 4 Litendly,_,footsteps."
s Some _-mder," in every Ep_tlc." _ Eph. vl 't6. _'Li_ral_, "hbL de_'ucfion." s Li_erally ,*of)_. vzalym_d _rthly thia_

Eph. vi. is. zo s Tsm. l, z4. zs z Tim. i. $. z_ I.,itera_. "_ in uni_." zs _. _ John iiL _. s4 Luke z. zT,
U M._m.xil. 33. _ Limr.dly,,, them k not now dw work_d'_ '_ s_ s C,or. i_. _o. s_ Rom. x. so. s_ Ma_ v. sg.
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the Father. He who possesses the Our Lord and God, Jesus Christ, the Son of the riving
word of Jesus, is truly able to hear God, first did and then taught, as Luke testifies, "whose
even His very silence, that he may be praise is in the Gospel through all the Churches." ' There
perfect, and may both act as he speaks, is nothing which is hid from the Lord, but our very secrets
and be recognised by his silence, are near to Him. Let us therefore do all things as those
There is nothing which is hid from who have Him dwelling in us, that we may be His tern-
God, but our very secrets are near to pies," and He may be in us as God. Let Christ speak in
Him. Let us therefore do all things us, even as He did in Paul. Let the Holy Spirit teach
as those who have Him dwelling m us to speak the things of Christ in like manner as He did.
us, that we may be His temples, 2 and
He may be in us as our God, which
indeed He is, and will manifest Him-
self before our faces. Wherefore we
justly love Him.

CHAP. XVI. _ THE FATE OF FALSE TEACHERS.

Do not err, my brethren._ Those Do not err, my brethren.3 Those that corrupt families
that corrupt families shall not inherit shall not inherit the kingdom of God. 4 And if those that
the kingdom of God.4 If, then, those corrupt mere human families are condemned to death,
who do this as respects the flesh have how much more shall those suffer everlasting punishment
suffered death, how much more shall who endeavour to corrupt the Church of Christ, for which
this be the case with any one who the Lord Jesus, the only-begotten Son of God, endured
corrupts by w_cked doctrine the faith the cross, and submitted to death ! Whosoever, "being
of God, for which Jesus Christ was waxen fat," s and "become gross," sets at nought H_s
crucified 1 Such an one becoming doctrine, shall go into hell. In hke manner, every one
defiled [in this way], shall go away that has received from God the power of distinguishing,
into everlasting fire, and so shall every and yet follows an unskilful shepherd, and receives a false
one that hearkens unto him. opinion for the truth, shall be punished. "What com-

munion hath hght with darkness? or Christ with Belial?
Or what portion hath he that believeth with an infidel?
or the temple of God with idols? ,,6 And in like manner
say I, what communion hath truth with falsehood? or
righteousness with unrighteousness ? or true doctrine with
that which is false ?

CHAP. X'VII. _ BEWARE OF FALSE DOCTRINES.

For this end did the Lord suffer For this end did the Lord suffer the ointment to be
the ointment to be poured upon His poured upon Hxs head,7 that His Church might breathe
head,7 that He might breathe immor- forth immortality. For saith [the Scripture], "Thy name
tality into His Church. Be not ye is as ointment poured forth; therefore have the virgins
anointed with the bad odour of the loved Thee : they have drawn Thee ; at the odour of Thine
doctrine of the prince of this world ; ointments we will run after Thee." s Let no one be
let him not lead you away capuve anointed with the bad odour of the doctrine of [the prince
from the hfe which is set before you. of] tbas world ; let not the holy Church of God be led
And why are we not all prudent, since captive by his subtlety, as was the first woman.9 Why
we have received the knowledge of do we not, as gifted with reason, act wisely? When we
God, which is Jesus Christ ? Why do had received from Christ, and had grafted in us the faculty
we foolishly perish, not recognising of judging concerning God, why do we fall headlong into
the gift which the Lord has of a truth ignorance ? and why, through a careless neglect of ac-
sent to us ? knowledging the gift which we have recetved, do we fool-

ishly perish ?

CHAP. XVIII.--TIIE GLORY OF THE CROSS.

Let my spirit be counted as noth- The cross of Christ is indeed a stumbling-block to
ing xo for the sake of the cross, which those that do not believe, but to the believing it is salva-
is a stumbling-block ,, to those that do tiou and life eternal. "Where is the wise man? where
not believe, but to us salvation and the disputer?"" Where is the boasting of those who

* s Co_. viii xS. ' x Cot. vl. z9. 5 Comp. James i. *6. 4 z C.or. vi. 9, to, s Dmxt xxxiL zS. 6 2 Cot vL z4-*6.
Q.gmp. Johxii.?" t So,gofSol. i. 3,4. 9 l._terally,"befomfl_c_ges." xo _lr,_,_#,_,tmmdatm:l,,_fiz,g,*x Cot. iv. *3.

*z¢.m_X z Cot._,xS. '-z Cot.i._.
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life eternal. "Where is the wise are called mighty? For the Son of God, who was be-
man? where the disputer? ''t Where gotten before time began,* and established all things
is the boasting of those who are styled according to the will of the Father, He was conceived in
prudent ? For our God, Jesus Christ, the womb of Mary, according to the appointment of God,
was, according to the appointment _ of the seed of David, and by the Holy Ghost. For says
of God, conceived in the womb by [the Scripture'], "Behold, a virgin shall be with child,
Mary, of the seed of David, but by and shall bring forth a son, and He shall be called Ira-
the Holy Ghost. He was born and manuel." 4 He was born and was baptized by John, that
baptized, that by His passion He He might ratify the institution committed to that prophet.
might purify the water.

CHAP. XlX.- THREE C_LZBRATEDm_'T_RmS.

Now the virginity of Mary was hid- Now the virginity of Mary was hidden from the prince
den from the prince of this world, as of this world, as was also her offspring, and the death of
was also her offspring, and the death the Lord ; three mysteries of renown,S which were
of the Lord ; three mysteries of re- wrought in silence, but have been revealed to us. A star
nown,S which were wrought in silence shone forth in heaven above all that were before it, and
by 6 God. How, then, was He mani- its light was inexpressible, while its novelty struck men
fested to the world?7 A star shone with astonishment. And all the rest of the stars, with
forth in heaven above all the other the sun and moon, formed a chorus to this star. It far
stars, the light of which was inex- exceeded them all in brightness, and agitation was felt as
presslble, while its novelty struck men to whence this new spectacle ['proceeded]. Hence
with astonishment. And all the rest worldly wisdom became folly; conjuration was seen to
of the stars, with the sun and moon, be mere trifling ; and magic became utterly ridiculous.
formed a chorus to this star, and its Every law s of wickedness vamshed away ; the darkness
light was exceedingly great above of ignorance was dispersed ; and tyrannical authority was
them all. And there was agitation destroyed, God being manifested as a man, and man dis-
felt as to whence this new spectacle playing power as God. ]3ut neither was the former a
came, so unlike to everything else mere imagination,9 nor did the second imply a bare hu-
[in the heavens]. Hence every kind man]ty ; '° but the one was absolutely true, _' and the other
of magic was destroyed, and every an economical arrangement. '* Now that received a be-
bond of wickedness disappeared; ig- ginning which was perfected by God.'_ Henceforth all
norance was removed, and the old things were in a state of tumult, because He meditated
kingdom abolished, God Himself be- the abohtlon of death.
ing manifested in human form for the
renewal of eternal life. And now
that took a beginning which had been
prepared by God. Henceforth all
things were in a state of tumult, be-
cause He meditated the abolition of
death.

chin,, xx.- PROMISE or ak,_OTH_ CHAP. XX._ EXttORTATIO_ TO Sa'EDFASTg_ Am) tn_-rrY.

LETTER. Stand fast, brethren, in the faith of Jesus Christ, and in
If JesusChrist shall graciously per- His love, in His passion, and in His resurrection. Do ye

mit me through your prayers, and if all come together in common, and individually, 's through
it be His will, I shall, in a second lit- grace, in one faith of God the Father, and of Jesus
fie work which I will write to you, Christ His only-begotten Son, and "the first-born of
make further manifest to you [the na- every creature," ,6 but of the seed of David according to
ture of] the dispensation of which I the flesh, being under the guidance of the Comforter, in
have begun [to treat], with respect to obedience to the bishop and the presbytery with an undi-
the new man, Jesus Christ, in His vided mind, breaking one and the same bread, which is
faith and in His love, in His suffering the medicine of immortality, and the antidote which pre-
and in His resurrection. Especially vents us from dying, but a cleansing remedy driving away
[will I do this '4] if the Lord make evil, [which causes] that we should live in God through
known to me that ye come together Jesus Christ.

t tCor. i._. _ Ltterally,"beforetheage_. '° 30r,"economy,_or"dispensation. _ Comp. Col. L_$; .t Ttm, t:¢ -- ,
4 Isa. vfi. x4; Matt. t _3. s Ltterally,"ofnoise" 60r."in the silence of God"--dlvlt_e sttence, 7Literally, 'tottmagel
s Sonm read "bond." 9 Literally, '"opinion." 1o l,lterallyp "ba_tw.u " tt Literally. "truth." t2 Lite_lly, *' u eoc_aom¥.N

t3 Or, *'that _vhich was perfect received a beginning from Gad." t¢ 'l'he ptmcttmtioa and meaning arc hem d_.-btfi_.
u Literally, "by name." to Col. 1. zs.
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man by man in common through
_ace, individually/in one faith, and
m Jesus Christ, who was of the seed
of David according to the flesh, be-
ing both the Son of man and the Son
of Cod, so that ye obey the bishop
and the presbytery with an undivided
mind, breaking one and the same
bread, which is the medicine of im-
mortality, and the antidote to prevent
us from dying, but [which causes]
that we should live for ever in Jesus
Christ.

CHAP. XXL _ CONCLUSION.

My sotfl be for yours and theirs_ My soul be for yours and theirs 2 whom, for the hot-
whom, for the honour of God, ye our of God, ye have sent to Smyrna; whence also I
have sent to Smyrna; whence also I write to you, giving thanks to the Lord, and loving Poly-
write to you, giving thanks unto the carp even as I do you. Remember me, as Jesus Christ
Lord, and loving Polycarp even as I also remembers you, who is blessed for evermore. Pray
do you. Remember me, as Jesus ye for the Church of Antioch which is in Syria, whence I
Christ also remembered you. Pray axn led bound to Rome, being the last of the faithful that
ye for the Church which is in Syria, are there, who 3 yet have been thought worthy to carry
whence I am led bound to Rome, be- these chains to the honour of Cod. Fare ye well in God
ing the last of the faithful who are the Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ, our common hope,
there, even as I have been thought and in the Holy Ghost. Fare ye well. Amen. Grace
worthy to be chosen _ to show forth [be with you].5
the honour of God. Farewell in God
the Father, and in Jesus Christ, our
common hope.

t laterally, "by name." o Some render, " May I, in m_ turn, be the means of refreshing you and those," etc.
Some re_dj "¢vo.n as." 4 ]_,terally, "to bg found for. $ _ onut, "Grace LbewAthyou]."
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SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

IgnaKus, who is also called 2Xeopho- lgnafius, who is also called Theophorus, to the [ Church]
rus, to the [ Church] blessed in the blessed tn the grace of God the Father, in Jesus Chn'st
grace of Gad the Father, in Jesus our Saviour, m whom I salute the Church which ts at
Christ our Saviour, in whom ar Magnesia, near the M_eander, and wish it abundance
salute the Church which is at 21fag- of happiness in God the Father, and in Jesus Christ,
nesia, near the 21f6eander, and wish our Lord, in whom may you have abundance of ha#-
# abundance of happiness in God piness.
the Father, and m Jesus Christ.

char. I. E RFaSON OF WRIT_O THE _ISrLE.

HAvinG been informed of your HAVI_G been informed of your godly' love, so well-
godly' love, so well-ordered, I re- ordered, I rejoiced greatly, and determined to commune
joiced greatly, and determined to with you in the faith of Jesus Christ. For as one who
commune with you in the faith of has been thought worthy of a divine and desirable name,
Jesus Christ. For as one who has in those bonds which I bear about, I commend the
been thought worthy of the most hon- Churches, in which I pray for a union both of the flesh
ourable of all names,' in those bonds and spirit of Jesus Christ, "who is the Saviour of all men,
which I bear about, I commend the but specially of them that believe ; "3 by whose blood
Churches, in which I pray for a union ye were redeemed ; by whom ye have known God, or
both of the flesh and spirit of Jesus rather have been known by Him ; 4 in whom enduri_n_,
Christ, the constant source of our life, ye shall escape all the assaults of this world : for "He
and of faith and love, to which nothing is faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted above
is to be preferred, but especially of that which ye are able." 5
Jesus and the Father, in whom, if we
endure all the assaults of the prince
of this world, and escape them, we
shall enjoy God.

CHAP. II. _ I REJOICE IN' YOUR ME.qSENGER_.

Since, then, I have had the privi- Since, then, I have had the privilege of seeing you,
lege of seeing you, through Dumas through Dumas your most worthy 6 bishop, and through
your most worthy bishop, and through your worthy 6 presbyters Bassus and Apollonius, and
your worthy presbyters Bassus and through my fellow-servant the deacon Sotio, whose friend-
Apollonius, and through my fellow- ship may I ever enjoy,7 inasmuch as he, by the grace of
servant the deacon Sotio, wbose friend- God, is subject to the bishop and presbytery, in the law
ship may I ever enjoy, inasmuch as he of Jesus Christ, [I now write _ to you].
is subject to the bishop as to the grace
of God, and to the presbytery as to the
law of Jesus Christ, [I now write s to
you].

! Literally, "accordln_ to GotL_ t Literally _, of rite mmst God-becotehtff l_ltmej" referring eltlwr to the 8._don U_s, "
or to that a "martyr" ¢zr"'eonfelmor." a x Tim. iv. I_ 4 C0l_. Gal. iv. O: $ t Cot. L t3." e L tter_#, *.'w_t. hY M God:_

7 LitendIy, "whom may I enjoy." * The apodm_ is h_'e waauag ia the _'igtati, lint mm_t_'vkkatly I_ tu_piied m t_ae _n _
m above.
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CHAP. HI.--HONOUR YOUR YOUTHFUL BISHOP.

Now it becomes you also not to .Now it becomes you also not to despise the age of your
treat your bishop too familiarly on bishop, but to yield him all reverence, according to the
account of his youth,' but to yield him will of God the Father, as I have known even holy pres-
all reverence, having respect to 2 the byters do, not having regard to the manifest youth [of
power of God the Father, as I have their bishop], but to his knowledge in God ; inasmuch as
known even holy presbyters do, not "not the ancient are [necessarily] wise, nor do the aged
judging rashly, from the manifest understand prudence; but there is a spirit in men." 4
youthful appearance 3 [of their bishop], For Daniel the wise, at twelve years of age, became pos-
but as being themselves prudent in sessed of the divine Spirit, and convicted the elders, who
God, submitting to him, or rather not in vain carried their grey hairs, of being false accusers,
to him, but to the Father of Jesus and of lusting after the beauty of another man's wife.S
Christ, the bishop of us all. It is Samuel also, when he was but a little child, reproved Eli,
therefore fitting that you should, after who was ninety years old, for giving honour to his sons
no hypocritical fashion, obey [your rather than to God. 6 In like manner, Jeremiah also re-
bishop], in honour of Him who has ceived this message from God, "Say not, I am a child." 7
willed us [so to do], since he that Solomon too, and Josiah, [exemplified the same thing.]
does not so deceives not [by such The former, being made king at twelve years of age, gave
conduct] the bishop that is visible, that terrible and d_fficult judgment in the case of the two
but seeks to mock Him that is invisi- women concermng their children, s The latter, coming to
ble. And all such conduct has refer- the throne when eight years old? cast down the altars and
ence not to man, TM but to God, who temples [of the idols], and burned down the groves, for
knows all secrets, they were dedicated to demons, and not to God. And he

slew the false priests, as the corrupters and deceivers of
men, and not the worshippers of the Deity. Wherefore
youth is not to be despised when it is devoted to God.
But he is to be despised who is of a wicked mind, although
he be old, and full of wicked days." Timothy the Chnst-
bearer was young, but hear what his teacher writes to him :
" Let no nian despise thy youth, but be thou an example
of the believers in word and in conduct." ,2 It is becoming,
therefore, that ye also should be obedient to your bishop,
and contradict him in nothing ; for it is a fearful thing to
contradict any such person. For no one does ['by such
conduct] deceive him that is visible, but does [in reality]
seek to mock Him that is invisible, who, however, cannot
be mocked by any one. And every such act has respect
not to man, but to God. For God says to Samuel,
"They have not mocked thee, but Me."'s And Moses
declares, "For their murmuring is not against us, but
against the Lord God." _4 No one of those has, [in fact,]
remained unpumshed, who rose up against their superiors.
For Dathan and Abiram did not speak against the law,
but against Moses,'S and were cast down alive into Hades.
Korah also,,6 and the two hundred and fifty who conspired
with him against Aaron, were destroyed by fire. Absalom,
again,'7 who had slain his brother, became suspended on
a tree, and had his evil-designing heart thrust through
with darts. In like manner was Abeddadan *_beheaded
for the same reason. Uzziah,'9 when he presumed to
oppose the priests and the priesthood, was smitten with
leprosy. Saul also was dishonoured, 2° because he did not
_it for Samuel the high priest. It behoves you, there-
fore, also to reverence your superiors.

t Literally "to mm the agt of your bishop. _ 2 Literally t, according to " S Literally "youthful condition."
....... $ • _.

(Job_xxn. 8,9. J D_m xm (Apog.). 6 xS_'n m z. 7 Jer. t 7. z Km2gJi_m.z&
! st Kings xxl[. xxlii, to I.,itorally) " to flesh." xx Dan. xlit. 5_ (Apo¢.). z_ t Tim iv. x2.

t_ t Sam. viii. 7. t( Ex. xvl. 8. Is Num. xvl t. t6 Num xvi. 3z. t:, a Sam. xvili, t4.
tl _l_bo, ls rtt_trt_to/thlslt IKms,_tm _x. =I, t9 s Chron. x.xvi._. _o t _tr,_ xill. it.
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CHAP. IV,- SOME WICKEDLY ACT re'DEPENDENTLY OF THE BISHOP.

It is fitting, then, not only to be It is fitting, then, not only to be called Christians, but
called Christians, but to be so in real- to be so in reality. For it is not the being called so,
ity : as some indeed give one the title but the being really so, that renders a man blessed. To
of bishop, but do all things without those who indeed talk of the bishop, but do all things
him. Now such persons seem to me without him, will He who is the true and first Bishop,
to be not possessed of a good con- and the only High Priest by nature, declare, "Why call
science, seeing they are not stedfastly ye Me Lord, and do not the things which I say? ,,t For
gathered together according to the such persons seem to me not possessed of a good con-
commandment, science, but to be simply dissemblers and hypocrites.

CHAP. V.--DEATH IS THE FATE OF ALL SUCH.

Seeing, then, all things have an Seeing, then, all things have an end, and there is set
end, these two things are simulta- before us hfe upon our observance [of God's precepts'],
neously set before us -- death and but death as the result of disobedience, and every one,
hfe; and every one shall go unto hm according to the choice he makes, shall go to his own
own place. For as there are two place, let us flee from death, and make choice of life.
kinds of coins, the one of God, the For I remark, that two different characters are found
other of the world, and each of these among men--the one true coin, the other spurious.
has its special character stamped upon The truly devout man is the right kind of coin, stamped
it, ['so is it also here.] " The unbe- by God Himself. The ungodly man, again, m false coin,
liewng are of this world ; but the be- unlawful, spurious, counterfeit, wrought not by God, hut
heving have, in love, the character of by the devil. I do not mean to say that there are two
God the Father by Jesus Christ, by dlfferent human natures, but that there is one humanity,
whom, ff we are not in readiness sometimes belonging to God, and sometimes to the devil.
to die into His passion, s His hfe is If any one is truly religious, he is a man of God ; but if he
not m us. is irreligious, he _sa man of the devd, made such, not by

nature, but by his own choice. The unbelieving bear
the image of the prince of wickedness. -The believing
possess the image of their Prince, God the Father, and
Jesus Christ, through whom, if we are not in readiness to
die for the truth into His passion, a His life is not in us.

CHAP. Vl.- PRESERVE HAR,MOIq'/'.

Since therefore I have, in the per- Since therefore I have, in the persons before men-
sons before mentloned, beheld the tioned, beheld the whole multitude of you in faith and
whole multitude of you in falth and love, I exhort you to study to do all things with a divine
love, I exhort you to _tudy to do all harmony, 4 whde your bishop presides in the place of
things with a dlwne harmony, 4 whde God, and your presbyters in the place of the assembly
your bishop presides in the place of of the apostles, along wlth your deacons, who are most
God, and your presbyters in the place dear to me, and are entrusted with the ministry of Jesus
of the assembly of the apostles, along Christ. He, being begotten by the Father before the
with your deacons, who are most dear begmning of time,S was God the Word, the only-begotten
to me, and are entrusted with the Son, and remains the same for ever ; for "of His king-
ministry of J'esu_ Christ, who was with dora there shall be no end," 6 says Daniel the p1:ophet.
the Father before the beginning of Let us all therefore love one another in harmony, and let
time, s and in the end was revealed, no one look upon hm neighbour according to the flesh,
Do ye all then, imitating the same but in Christ Jesus. Let nothing exist among you which
dlvine conduct,7 pay respect to one may dlvlde you; but be ye united with your bishop,
another, and let no one look upon his being through hlm subject to God in Christ.
neighbour after the flesh, but do ye
continually love. each other in Jesus
Christ. Let nothing exist among you
that may divide you ; but be ye united
with your bishop, and those that pre-
side over you, as a type and evidence
of your immortahty, a

t Luke vi. 46 _ The apodosls is wanting in the original, and some prefer finding it re.the following sentence
a Or, "after the likeness of Hi_ passion " t I,iterally. "in harmony of GocL" s Literally, "' hefo_ the,a_."
b Dan. ii. 44, v_ z4, 27 7 Literally, " recelvmg the hke manrterso/"God." ItThe m_a,,,g ts here doab_tlL
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C_L_.Vm--DO NOTam'G wrraotrrTm_ B,SHOP AND PRESB_

As therefore the Lord did nothing As therefore the Lord does nothing without the Father,
without the Father, being united to for says He, "I can of mine own self do nothing," ' so
Him, neither by Himself nor by the do ye, neither presbyter, nor deacon, nor layman, do any-
apostles, so neither do ye anything thing without the bishop. Nor let anything appear corn-
without the bishop and presbyters, mendable to you which is destitute of his approval?
Neither endeavour that anything ap- For every such thing is sinthl, and opposed [to the will
pear reasonable and proper to your- of] God. Do ye all come together into the same place
selves apart ; but being come together for prayer. Let there be one common supphcation, one
into the same place, let there be one mind, one hope, with faith unblameable in Christ Jesus,
prayer, one supplication, one mind, than which nothing is more excellent. Do ye all, as one
one hope, in love and in joy undefiled, man, run together into the temple of God, as unto one
There is one Jesus Christ, than whom altar, to one Jesus Christ, the High Priest of the unbe-
nothing is more excellent. Do )re gotten God.
therefore all run together as into one
temple of God, as to one altar, as to
one Jesus Christ, who came forth from
one Father, and is with and has gone
to one.

CHAP. vm._CAtmON AG_S'r FALSEDOCTRINES.

Be not deceived with strange doc- Be not deceived with strange doctrines, "nor give
trines, nor with old fables, which are heed to fables and endless genealogies," 3 and thing_ in
unprofitable. For if we still live which the Jews make their boast. "Old things are
according to the Jewish law, we ac- passed away: behold, all things have become new." *
knowledge that we have not received For if we still live according to the Jewish law, and the
grace. For the divmest prophets circumcisLon of the flesh, we deny that we have received
lived according to Christ Jesus. On grace. For the divinest prophets lived according to
this account also they were perse- Jesus Christ. On this account also they were persecuted,
cured, being inspired by His grace to being inspired by grace to fully convince the unbehevmg
fully convince the unbelieving that that there is one God, the Almighty, who has manifested
there is one God, who has manifested Himself by Jesus Christ His Son, who is His Word, not
Him_lf by Jesus Christ His Son, who spoken, but essential. For He is not the voice of an
is His eternal Word, not proceeding articulate utterance, but a substance begotten by divine
forth from sdence,S and who in all power, who has in all things pleased Him that sent Him. 6
things pleased Him that sent Him.

CHAP. IX.- LET US LIVE WITH CHRIST.

If, therefore, those who were brought If, then, those who were conversant with the ancient
up in the ancient order of things7 Scrlptures came to newness of hope, expecting the com-
have come to the possession of a new s ing of Christ, as the Lord teaches us when He says, "II
hope, no longer observing the Sab- ye had beheved Moses, ye would have believed Me, for
bath, but living in the observance '° of he wrote of Me ; "9 and again, "Your father Abraham
the Lord's Day, on which also our rejoiced to see My day, and he saw it, and was glad ; for
life h_s sprung up again by Him and before Abraham was, I am ; .... how shall we be able to
by His death--whom some deny, by live without Him? The prophets were His servants,
which mystery we have obtained and foresaw Him by the Spirit, and waited for Him as
faith, _' and therefore endure, that we their Teacher, and expected Him as their Lord and
may be found the disciples of Jesus Saviour, saying, "He will come and save us." _3 Let us
Christ, our only Master _ how shall therefore no longer keep the Sabbath after the Jewish
we be able to live apart from Him, manner, and rejoice in days of idleness; for "he that
whose disciples the prophets them- does not work, let him not eat." .4 For say the [holy]
selves in the Spirit did wait for Him oracles, "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat thy
as their Teacher? And therefore He bread." ,s But let every one of you keep the Sabbath
whom they rightly waited for, being after a spiritual manner, rejoicing in meditation on the
come, raised them from the dead. '6 law, not in relaxation of the body, admiring the work-

t Johnv 3o. * Or,"cantrmT tohis judga'mnt- " a tTira i.¢. '_ 2 Cor v.t 7. s Some have arguc:d thattheGnarmc"_-pj,
,rileRe¢, is here r_rt_ to, _ have oan_,equently referred that thin ep_de could not have been written by Ign_tuk

6 ,_mae rcttdn_'rt_rarrtd " that.gave Him His/ty_os._sk, or su_:" _' Laterally, "re.old thin_ "' t Or, "newness of."
• John v. 46. to Or, ' according to." it John vm.._, _8. xa I..,iteraily, "we have receaved to believe, t3 Itm xx.w*'.4.

t4 tt The_ ill. xo. IS Gga. ill x9. ze Comp. Marl .xxvn. $a.
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manship of God, and not eating things prepared the day
before, nor using lukewarm drinks, and walking within a
prescribed space, nor finding delight in dancing and
plaudits which have no sense in them. Z And after the
observance of the Sabbath, let every friend of Christ
keep the Lord's Day as a festival, the resurrection-day,
the queen and chief of all the days [of the week].
Looking forward to this, the prophet declared, "To the
end, for the eighth day," 2on which our life both sprang
up again, and the victory over death was obtained in
Christ, whom the children of perdition, the enemies of
the Saviour, deny, "whose god is their belly, who mind
earthly things," _ who are " lovers of pleasure, and not
lovers of God, having a form of godliness, but denying
the power thereof." 4 These make merchandise of Christ,
corrupting His word, and giving up Jesus to sale : they
are corrupters of women, and covetous of other men's
possessions, swallowing up wealth s insatiably ; from whom
may ye be delivered by the mercy of God through our
Lord Jesus Christ !

CHAP. X.- BEwAm_.OF JUDAIZING.

Let us not, therefore, be insensible Let us not, therefore, be insensible to His kindness.
to His kindness. For were He to For were He to reward us according to our works, we
reward us according to our works, we should cease to be. For "if Thou, Lord, shalt mark
should cease to be. Therefore, hay- iniquities, 0 Lord, who shall stand ?" 6 Let us therefore
ing become His disciples, let us learn prove ourselves worthy of that name which we have
to live according to the principles of received. For whosoever is called by any other name
Christianity. 7 For whosoever is called besides this, he is not of God ; for he has not received
by any other name besides this, is not the prophecy which speaks thus concerning us : "The
of God. Lay aside, therefore, the people shall be called by a new name, which the Lord
evil, the old, the sour leaven, and be shall name them, and shall be a holy people." s This
ye changed into the new leaven, which was first fulfilled in Syria ; for "the disciples were called
is Jesus Christ. Be ye salted in Him, Christians at Antioch," 9 when Paul and Peter were lay-
lest any one among you should be ing the foundations of the Church. Lay aside, therefore,
corrupted, since by your savour ye the evil, the old, the corrupt leaven, x°and be ye changed
shall be convicted. It is absurd to into the new leaven of grace. Abide in Christ, that the
profess _2Christ Jesus, and to Judaize. stranger " may not have dominion over you. It is absurd
For Christianity did not embrace _3 to speak of Jesus Christ with the tongue, and to cherish
Judaism, but Judmsm Christianity, in the mind a Judaism which has now come to an end.
that so every tongue which believeth For where there is Christianity there cannot be Judaism.
might be gathered together to God. For Christ is one, in whom every nation that believes,

and every tongue that confesses, is gathered unto God.
And those that were of a stony heart have become the
children of Abraham, the friend of God; z4 and in his
seed all those have been blessed _s who were ordained to
eternal life ,6 in Christ.

CHAP. XL _ I WP.ITE THESE THINGS TO WARN" YOU.

These things [I address to you], These things [I address to you], my beloved, not that
my beloved, not that I know any of I know any of you to be in such a state ; _7 but, as less
you to be in such a state ; ,7 but, as than any of you, I desire to guard you beforehand, that
less than any of you, I desire to guard ye fall not upon the hooks of vain doctrine, but that you
you beforehand, that ye fall not upon may rather attain to a full assurance in Christ, who was
the hooks of vain doctrine, but that begotten by the Father before all ages, but was afterwards

z Refcttnce is here made to will-known Jewish o_motm and practlc_ w_th_espcct to the.,_bbath. The TaLm_..fi_ts _o cublm u the
slm_ lawful to.be travel.. Phdo(DeTherap)re,erstotbedancmg, etc. * Ps. yr. x t_ (mscnp.), 3 Ph.i|. nt. t8, x_. ..

4 2 Tim. tu 4 s Literally, "whtrlvools of wealth " * Ps cxxx. 3. :rLtterally, .ae2_.rding to Ch.r_uamty I_. lzn. 2, tL
9 Acts xi'a6 so z Cot. v. 7" st Or,,,enemy _ .t* Some tead,"to name" s3 Liteta_'," beheve into," me_emt_...
t4 Matt. ui 9: Isa xli. 8: Jamesii._. Somcn_d# children o/"Cmd, ftiem_ of Abraham." ,* Gen._atvut. z4. taAe._xm.41L
x7 Le.., _ to tl_ error of Judamng,
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ye attain to full assurance in regard to born of the Virgin Mary without any intercourse with
the birth, and passion, and resurrec- man. He also lived a holy life, and healed every kind of
tion which took place in the time of sickness and disease among the people, and wrought signs
the government of Pontius Pilate, be- and wonders for the benefit of men ; and to those who
hag truly and certainly accomplished had fallen into the error of polytheism He made known
by Jesus Christ, who is our hope,' the one and only true God, His Father, and underwent
from which may no one of you ever the passion, and endured the cross at the hands of the
be turned aside. Christ-killing Jews, under Pontius Pilate the governor and

Herod the king. He also died, and rose again, and as-
cended into the heavens to Him that sent Him, and is
sat down at His right hand, and shall come at the end of
the world, with His Father's glory, to judge the living
and the dead, and to render to every one according to
his works. 2 He who knows these things with a full assur-
ance, and believes them, is happy; even as ye are now
the lovers of God and of Christ, m the full assurance of
our hope, from which may no one of us a ever be turned
aside !

CHAP. XII. _ YE ARE SUPERIOR TO ME.

May I enjoy you in all respects, if May I enjoy you in all respects, if indeed I be worthy !
indeed I be worthy ! For though I For though 1 am bound, I am not worthy to be compared
am bound, I am not worthy to be to one of you that are at liberty. I know that ye are not
compared to any of you that are at puffed up, for ye have Jesus in yourselves. And all the
liberty. I know that ye are not puffed more when I commend you, I know that ye cherish mod-
up, for ye have Jesus Christ in your- esty 4 of spirit ; as it is written, "The righteous man is
selves. And all the more when I his own accuser ; " s and again, "Declare thou first thine
commend you, I know that ye cherish iniqumes, that thou mayest be justified ;" 6 and again,
modesty 4 of spirit ; as it is written, "When ye shall have done all things that are commanded
"The righteous man is his own ac- you, say, We are unprofitable servants ; " 7 ,, for that which
cuser." s is highly esteemed among men is abomination in the sight

of God." s For says [the Scripture], "God be merciful
to me a sinner." 9 Therefore those great ones, Abraham
and Job, '° styled themselves "dust and ashes .... before
God. And David says, "Who am I before Thee, O Lord,
that Thou hast glorified me h_therto ? .... And Moses, who
was "the meekest of all men," ,3 salth to God, "I am of
a feeble voice, and of a slow tongue." '* Be ye therefore
also of a humble spirit, that ye may be exalted ; for "he
that abaseth himself shall be exalted, and he that exalteth
himself shall be abased." _s

CHAP. XIII. _ BE ESTABLISHED IN FAITH AND UNITY.

Study, therefore, to be established Study, therefore, to be established in the doctrines of
in the doctrines of the Lord and the the Lord and the apostles, that so all things, whatsoever
apostles, that so all things, whatsoever ye do, may prosper, both in the flesh and spirit, in faith
ye do, may prosper both in the flesh and love, with your most admirable bishop, and the well-
and spirit ; in faith and love ; in the compacted ,6 spiritual crown of your presbytery, and the
Son, and in the Father, and in the deacons who are according to God. Be ye subject to
Spirit ; in the beginning and in the end ; the bishop, and to one another, as Christ to the Father,
with your most admirable bishop, and that there may be a unity according to God among you.
the well-compacted spiritual crown
of your presbytery, and the deacous
who are according to God. Be ye
subject to the bishop, and to one an-
other, as Jesus Christ to the Father,

t z Tim. i. z, I s Tim. tv. x" Nora. il. 6. s Stone reafl, "_ lvpu" t Literally, "are reverent." s Pray. x-vlit x7 (LXX).
• I_t. xlliL g6. _ Lu_ zvti. m. 8 L_ke zvl zS. 9 Luke xvtit. _1. m Some re_l, "Jacob.'" zx Gem xviu. s7; Job xxx. xg.

ls x China. xvll. t6. z_ Num. xii. 3- x,t Ex. iv. lo. u Luke xtv. xz. ,6 Literally, "well-wov_m."
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according to the flesh, and the apos-
tles to Christ, and to the Father, and
to the Spirit ; that so there may be a
union both fleshly and spiritual.

CHAP. XIV.--YOUR PRAYERS REQ_o

Knowing as I do that ye are full of Knowing as I do that ye are full of all good, I have but
God, I have but briefly exhorted you. briefly exhorted you m the love of Jesus Christ. Be
Be mindful of me in your prayers, mindful of me in your prayers, that I may attain to God ;
that I may attain to God ; and of the and of the Church which is in Syria, of whom I am not
Church which is in Syria, whence I worthy to be called bishop. For I stand in need of your
am not worthy to derive my name: united prayer in God, and of your love, that the Church
for I stand in need of your umted whmh m m Syria may be deemed worthy, by your good
prayer m God, and your love, that order, of being edified' in Christ.
the Church which is m Syria may be
deemed worthy of being refreshed *
by your Church.

CHAP. XV. -- SALUTATIONS.

The Ephesians from Smyrna The Ephesiansfrom Smyrna (whence I alsowriteto
(whenceI alsowritetoyou),who are you),who are hereforthegloryof God, as ye alsoarc,
hereforthe gloryof God, as ye also who haveinallthingsrefreshedme, saluteyou,as does
are,who have in allthingsrefreshed alsoPolycarp. The restof the Churches,inhonourof
me, saluteyou, alongwith Polycarp, JesusChrist,alsosaluteyou. Fare ye wellin harmony,
the bishopof the Smyrnmans. The ye who have obtainedthe inseparableSpirit,in Christ
restof the Churches,in honour of Jesus,by thewillofGod.
JesusChrist,alsosaluteyou. Fare ye
wellin the harmony of God, ye who
have obtainedthe inseparableSpirit,
who isJesusChrist.

z Literally," ofbeingfedasby a shepherd." • Lterally,"of beingsprinkledwlthdew "

[ N.B. -- In cap. tx , note 6, the refewncc Lsto the tttle of these two psalms, as rendered by the LXX. E:_ vb v_Ao*_tr_p,r_ b_6_.]
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SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

Ignaa'us, who is also called Theoph- Ignah'us, who is also called Theophorus, to the holy Church
orus, to the holy Church whtch is which is at Tralles, beloved by God the Father, and
at Tralles, in Asia, beloved of God, Jesus Christ, elect, and worthy of God, possessmg peace
the Father of Jesus Christ, elect, through the flesh and S_Oitutof Jesus Christ, who is our
and worthy of God, possessin_ peace hope, in Z'Its passion by the cross and death, and in His
through the flesh, and blood, and resurreca'on, which also I salute in its fulness, 2 and in
passion of Jesus Christ, who is our the apostolical character, 3 and wish abundance of
hope, through our rising again to ha20_tness.
I-lim,t which also I salute in its
fulness,* and in the a1_ostolical char-
acter,_ and wish abundance of hap-
piness.

cam,. I.--ACK_OWLE_:;_mCr OF a'rmm EXCE_2_CE.

I know that ye possess an unblame- I know that ye possess an unblameable and sincere
able and sincere mind in patience, and mind in patience, and that not only for present use? but
that not only in present practice,S but as a permanent possession, as Polybius your bishop has
according to inherent nature, as Po- shown me, who has come to Smyrna by the will of God
lybius your bishop has shown me, who the Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ, His Son, with the
has come to Smyrna by the will of God co-operation of the Spirit, and so sympathized in the joy
and Jesus Christ, and so sympathized which I, who am bound in Christ Jesus, possess, that I
in the joy which I, who am bound in beheld your whole multitude in Him. Having therefore
Christ Jesus, possess, that I beheld received through him the testimony of your good-will
your whole multitude in him. Having according to God, I gloried to find that you were the
therefore received through him the followers of Jesus Christ the Saviour.
testimony of your good-will, according
to God, I gloried to find you, as I
knew you were, the followers of God.

CHAP. l I. _ BE SUBJECT TO THE BISHOP, ETC.

For, since ye are subject to the Be ye subject to the bishop as to the Lord, for "he
bishop as to Jesus Christ, ye appear watches for your souls, as one that shall give account to
to me to live not after the manner of God." 6 Wherefore also, ye appear to me to live not after
men, but according to Jesus Christ, the manner of men, but according to Jesus Christ, who
who died for us, in order, by believing died for us, in order that, by believing in His death, ye
in His death, ye may escape from may by baptism be made partakers of His resurrection.
death. It is therefore necessary that, It is therefore necessary, whatsoever things ye do, to do
as ye indeed do, so without the bishop nothing without the bishop. And be ye subject also to
ye should do nothing, but should also the presbytery, as to the apostles of Jesus Christ, who is

2 Some render, "m rite resurtec6on whie.h is by Htw.." a ]Either, "tim whole momitmt_¢_"tlm Chub.h," or, "in tim fulmms of blMc;n__._
s Eathtr, "as n apostle(' or, '" in the apost_ic form." 4 laterally, "not for u_ t but for a ptmmatlon. _
S Lilmally," not accordins t0 u_, last ac_e_liug to nature." • Heb. xm. x7.
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be subject to the presbytery, as to the our hope, in whom, if we live, we shall be found in Him.
apostle of Jesus Christ, who is our It behoves you also, in every way, to please the deacons,
hope, in whom, if we live, we shall who are [ministers] of the mysteries of Christ Jesus; for
[at last] be found. It is fitting also they are not ministers of meat and drink, but servants of
that the deacons, as being [the rain- the Church of God. They are bound, therefore, to avoid
isters] of the mysteries of Jesus Christ, all grounds of accusation [against them], as they would a
should in every respect be pleasing to burning fire. Let them, then, prove themselves to be
all.' For they are not ministers of such.
meat and drink, but servants of the
Church of God. They are bound,
therefore, to avoid all grounds of
accusation [against them], as they
would do fire.

CHAP. III.- HONOUR THE DEACONS, etc.

In like manner, let all reverence the And do ye reverence them as Christ Jesus, of whose
deacons as an appointment 2 of Jesus place they are the keepers, even as the bishop is the rep-
Christ, and the bishop as Jesus Christ, resentatlve of the Father of all things, and the presbyters
who is the Son of the Father, and the are the sanhedrim of God, and assembly 3 of the apostles
presbytersasthe sanhedrimofGod, and of Chnst. Apart from these there is no elect Church, no
assembly of the apostle;. Apart from congregation of holy ones, no assembly of saints. I am
these, there is no Church.4 Concern- persuaded that ye also are of this opinion. For I have
ing all this, I am persuaded that ye received the manifestation s of your love, and still have it
are of the same opinion. For I have with me, in your bishop, whose very appearance is highly
received the manifestation s of your instructive, and his meekness of itself a power ; whom I
love, and still have it with me, in your imagine even the ungodly must reverence. Loving you
bishop, whose very appearance is as I do, I avoid writing in any severer strain to you, that
highly instructive, 6 and his meekness I may not seem harsh to any, or wanting [in tenderness].
of itself a power ; whom I imagine even I am indeed bound for the sake of Christ, but I am not
the ungodly must reverence, seeing yet worthy of Christ. But when I am perfected, perhaps
they are z also pleased that I do not I shall then become so. I do not issue orders like an
spare myself. But shall I, when per- apostle.
mltted to write on this point, reach
such a height of self-esteem, that
though being a condemned s man, I
should issue commands to you as if
I were an apostle ?

CHAP. IV, _ I HAVE NEED OF HUMILITY,

I have great knowledge in God, 9 But I measure myself, that I may not perish through
but I restrain myself, lest I should bo_Lsting: but it is good to glory in the Lord. '° And even
perish through boasting. For now it though I were established" in things pertaining to God,
is needful for me to be the more fear- yet then would it befit me to be the more fearful, and not
fill, and not give heed to those that give heed to those that vainly puff me up. For those that
puff me up. For they that speak to commend me scourge me. [I do indeed desire to
me [m the way of commendation] surfer'*],but I know notifI be worthy to do so. For the
scourge me. For I do indeed desire envy of the wicked one is not visible to many, but it wars
to suffer, but I know not if I be worthy against me. I therefore have need of meekness, by which
to do so. For this longing, though it the devil, the prince of this world, is brought to nought.
is not manifest to many, all the more
vehemently assails me. z3 I therefore
have need of meekness, by which the
prince of this world is brought to
nought.

z It is doubtful whether this exhortation it addressed to the dea_am_or people; whether the former are tn_.. in all rettpe_ to please the
latter, or the latter in all poi'ttts to be ldeased with the former, g Literally, "_m_t." The text, whlcb h faulty in the _/t_.s has
been amended as above by Smith _ Or. "conjunction." 4 Literally," no Church ts called," $ Or, "pattern,"

6 Lite_y. '*great _n_L" 7 _mme here follow a text similar to tlmt ol"the Ioag_ triton.

9 Literally, "I know many thin_ m God." t° 1[Cot. t 3t . Ix Or. "cott_tral_L IJ Omit_ m U_ MIL
t_ A diffe.rem turn altogether ts gnma to this lammg¢ in tbe krugerrecmmo_
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CHAP. V. _ I WILL NOT TEACH YOU PROFOUND _INF.S.

Am I not able to write to you of For might ' not I write to you things more full ofmystery ?
heavenly things ? But I fear to do so, But I fear to do so, lest I should inflict injury on you
lest I should inflict injury on you who who are but babes [in Christ]. Pardon me in this re-
are but babes [in Christ]. Pardon spect, lest, as not being able to receive their weighty ira-
me in this respect, lest, as not being port, 2 ye should be strangled by them. For even I, though
able to receive [such doctrines], ye Iambound[forChrist],andamabletounderstandheaven-
should be strangled by them. For ly things, the angehc orders, and the different sorts s of
even I, though I ambound [for Christ], angels and hosts, the distinctions between powers and do-
yet am not on that account able to un- minions, and the diversities between thrones and author-
derstand heavenly things, and the ities, the mightiness of the ._Eons, and the pre-eminence
place_ _of the angels, and their gather- of the cherubim and seraphim, the sublimity of the spirit,
ings under their respective princes, the kingdom of the Lord, and above all, the incomparable
things visible and invisible. Wtthout majesty of Almighty God m though I am acquainted with
reference to such abstruse subjects, I these things, yet am I not therefore by any means per-
am still but a learner [in other re- fect; nor am I such a disciple as Paul or Peter. For
spects s] ; for many things are wanting many things are yet wanting to me, that I may not fall
to us, that we come not short of God. short of God.

CHAP. VI. _ ABSTAE_ FROM THE POISON OF HERETICS.

I therefore, yet not I, but the love I therefore, yet not I, but the love of Jesus Christ, "en-
of Jesus Christ, entreat you that ye use treat you that ye all speak the same thing, and that there
Christian nourishment only, and ab- be no divisions among you ; but that ye be perfectly joined
stain from herbage of a dlfferent kind ; together in the same mind, and in the same judgment." 6
I mean heresy. For those 7 [that are For there are some vain talkers s and decelvers, not
given to this] mix _ up Jesus Christ Christians, but Christ-betrayers, 9 bearing about the name
with their own polson, speaking things of Christ in decelt, and "corrupting the word .... of the
which are unworthy of credit, hke Gospel ; while they intermix the poison of their deceit with
those who admimster a deadly drug m their persuasive talk, _ as if they mingled aconite wlth
sweet wine, which he who is ignorant sweet wine, that so he who drinks, being decelved in his
of does greedily ,s take, with a fatal taste by the very great sweetness of the draught, may
pleasure, _4leading to his own death, incaut10usly meet with his death. One of the ancients

g_ves us this advice, "Let no man be called good who
mixes good with evil." _s For they speak of Christ,
not that they may preach Christ, but that they may re-
ject Chrlst ; and they speak _6of the law, not that they
may estabhsh the law, but that they may proclaim things
contrary to it. For they alienate Christ from the Father,
and the law from Christ. They also calumniate His be-
ing born of the Virgin; they are ashamed of His cross ;
they deny His passion; and they do not beheve His resur-
rect10n. They introduce God as a Being unknown;
they suppose Christ to be unbegotten; and as to the
Spirit, they do not admit that He exlsts. Some of them
say that the Son is a mere man, and that the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit are but the same person, and that the
creation is the work of God, not by Christ, but by some
other strange power.

CHAP. VII. _ THE SAME CONTINUED.

Be on your guard, therefore, ag'ainst Be on your guard, therefore, against such persons, that
such persons. And this will be the ye admit not of a snare for your own souls. And act so
case with you if you are not puffed that your life shall be without offence to all men, lest ye
up, and continue in intimate union become as "a snare upon a watch-tower, and as a net
with ,7 Jesus Christ our God, and the which is spread out." ,s For "he that does not heal him-

x _Bot,X_tt_v apparently by mistake for _t,w_'_l,. I Literally, "their force." s Or, "varieties of." 4 Or, " stations "
s Literally, "passing by this; " but both text and meanlng,are very doubtful, e 7 Cot. i. _o . 7 The elhpsis in the orlgraal is hera

very vanou_y supphed, s Ttt. i. xo. * Literal!_," Christ-sellers." :o 2 Cot n. aT. xx Literally, "interweave."
=t IatemUy, "sweet address." 13 Or," t_veefly.' It The construction m here difftcult and doubtful. Is A_$t. Con_titu_, vl. x3.
at_Supplle_ from the old Latin ve.r_on. 1_ Literally, "unseparated from," xa Hos. v. x.
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bishop, and the enactments of the self in his own works, is the brother of him that destroys
apostles. He that is within the altar himself." _ If, therefore, ye also put away conceit, afro-
is pure, but _ he that is without is not gance, disdain, and haughtiness, it will be your privilege
pure ; that is, he who does anything to be inseparably united to God, for "He is nigh unto
apart from the bishop, and presbytery, those that fear Him."3 And says He, "Upon whom
and deacons,* such a man is not pure will I look, but upon him that is humble and quiet, and
in his conscience, that trembles at nay words ?" s And do ye also reverence

your bishop as Christ Himself. according as the blessed
apostles have enjoined you. He that is within the altar
is pure, wherefore also he is obedient to the bishop and
presbyters : but he that is without is one that does any-
thing apart from the bishop, the presbyters, and the
deacons. Such a person is defiled in his conscience, and
is worse than an infidel. For what is the bishop but one
who beyond all others possesses all power and authority,
so far as it is possible for a man to possess it, who accord-
ing to his ability has been made an imitator of the Christ
of God? 6 And what is the presbytery but a sacred
assembly, the counsellors and assessors of the bishop?
And what are the deacons but imitators of the angelic"
powers,7 fulfilling a pure and blameless ministry unto him,
as the holy Stephen did to the blessed James, Timothy
and Linus to Paul, Anencletus and Clement to Peter?
He, therefore, that will not yield obedience to such,
must needs be one utterly without God, an impious man
who despises Christ, and depreciates His appointments.

CHAP, VIII._ BE ON YOUR GUARD AGAINST THE SNARES OF THE DEVIL.

Not thatI know thereisanything Now Iwritethesethingsunto you,not thatI know
of thlskind among you; but I put thereare any such personsamong you ; nay,indeed I
you on yollrguard, inasmuch as I hope thatGod willneverpermitany suchreporttoreach
love you greatly,and foreseethe my ears,He "who sparednot His Son for the sakeof
snaresofthedevil.Wherefore,cloth- His holy Church."s But foreseeingthe snaresof the
ing''yourselveswithmeekness,be ye wickedone,I arm you beforehandby my admonitions,
renewed,2infaith,thatisthefleshof asmy belovedand falthfulchildreninChrist,furnishing
the Lord, and in love,that is the you with the means of protection9againstthe deadly
blood of Jesus Christ.Let no one diseaseof unruly"men, by which do ye fleefrom the
ofyou cherishany grudgeagainsthls dlsease'° [referredto] by the good-willof Christour
neighbour. Give no occasion to the Lord. Do ye therefore, clothing" yourselves with meek-
Gentiles, lest by means of a few fool- ness, become the imitators of His sufferings, and of His
ish men the whole multitude [of those love, wherewith ,3 He loved us when He gave Himself a
that believe] m God be evil spoken ransom _4for us, tha_ He might cleanse us by His blood
of. For, "Woe to him by whose from our old ungodliness, and bestow life on us when we
vanity my name is blasphemed among were almost on the point of perishing through the de-
any." ,7 pravity that was in us. Let no one of you, therefore,

cherish any grudge against his neighbour. For says our
Lord, "Forgive, and it shall be forgiven unto you." ,s
Give no occasion to the Gentiles, lest "by means of a
few foolish men the word and doctrine [of Christ] be
blasphemed." ,6 For says the prophet, as in the person
of God, "Woe to him by whom my name is blasphemed
among the Gentiles." ,7

CHAP. IX. _REFERENCE TO THE HISTORY OF CHRIST.

Stop your ears, therefore, when any Stop your ears, therefore, when any one speaks to you
one speaks to you at variance with ,s at variance with ,s Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who was

z Prov. xvlii. 9 (LXX.). s This claur_ is inserted from the ancient Latin version. $ l_lxxxv. 9A 4 The _xt _ "_.'.
s Is_. lxvi. 2 6 Some render, "'being a res_m_bl_nc_ ,.a_.orchng to the power of .Christ . _' _,om¢ _d, ' tmLm(ors of ,,nn_j

miras-_erlngto the Mshop, as Christ to the Father." 8 Rom. vm. 3_. 9 Lkterally, "making,you dnnk beforehand..wlm¢w_ll pr-_-rve you.
Io Or "from which du_=tse." zx Lherally," taklng up." z2 Or," rcnewyour,_etve_' x3 Comp. Eph. u. 4.
_ Comp. t TL'n. il. 6. ts Mat_, w. z4. 1o z Tim. _i. z; q-'ikIt, 5. z7 la_. In. 5. xl LJteraily, "apart from."
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Jesus Christ, who was descended from descended from David, and was also of Mary ; who was
David, and was also of Mary; who truly begotten of God and of the Virgin, but not after
was truly horn, and did eat and drink, the same manner. For indeed God and man are not the
He was truly persecuted under Pon- same. He truly assumed a body ; for "the Word was
flus Pilate; He was truly crucified, made flesh, ''_ and lived upon earth without sin. For
and [truly] died, in the sight of be- says He, "Which of you convicteth me of sin?" _ He
ings in heaven, and on earth, and did in reality both eat and drink. He was crucified and
under the earth. He was also truly died under Pontius Pilate. He really, and not merely in
raised from the dead, His Father appearance, was crucified, and died, in the sight of be-
quickening Him, even as after the ings in heaven, and on earth, and under the earth. By
same manner His Father will so raise those in heaven I mean such as are possessed of incor-
up us who believe in Him by Christ poreal natures ; by those on earth, the Jews and Romans,
Jesus, apart from whom we do not and such persons as were present at that time when the
possess the true life. Lord was crucified ; and by those under the earth, the mul-

titude that arose along with the Lord. For says the
Scripture, "Many bodies of the saints that slept arose,"
their graves being opened. He descended, indeed, into
Hades alone, but He arose accompanied by a multitude ;
and rent asunder that means 4 of separation which had
existed from the beginning of the world, and ca.st down
its partition-wall. He also rose again in three days, the
Father raising Him up ; and after spending forty days
with the apostles, He was received up to the Father, and
"sat down at His right hand, expecting till His enemies
are placed under His feet." s On the day of the prepa-
ration, then, at the third hour, He received the sentence
from Pilate, the Father permitting that to happen ; at the
sixth hour He was crucified ; at the ninth hour He gave
up the ghost ; and before sunset He was buried. 6 Dur-
ing the Sabbath He continued under the earth in the tomb
in which Joseph of Arimathma had laid Him. At the
dawning ot the Lord's day He arose from the dead, ac-
cording to what was spoken by Himself, "As Jonah was
three days and three nights in the whale's belly, so shall
the Son of man also be three days and three nights in
the heart of the earth." z The day of the preparation,
then, comprises the passion ; the Sabbath embraces the
burial ; the Lord's Day contains the resurrection.

CHAP. X.--THE REALITY OF CHRIST'S PASSION.

But if, as some that are without But if, as some that are without God, that is, the un-
God, that is, the unbelieving, say, that believing, say, He became man in appearance [only],
He only seemed to suffer (they them- that He did not in reality take unto Him a body, that
selves only seeming to exist), then He died in appearance [merely], and did not in very
why am I in bonds ? Why do I long deed suffer, then for what reason am I now m bonds,
to be exposed to s the wild beasts ? and long to be exposed to s the wild beasts ? In such a
Do I therefore die in vain ? 9 Am I case, I die in vain, and am guilty of falsehood '° against
not then guilty of falsehood ,o against the cross of the Lord. Then also does the prophet in
[the cross of] the Lord? vain declare, "They shall look on Him whom they have

pierced, and mourn over themselves as over one be-
loved." " These men, therefore, are not less unbelievers
than were those that crucified Him. But as for me, I do
not place my hopes in one who died for me in appear-
ance, but in reality. For that which is false is quite
abhorrent to the truth. Mary then did truly conceive a

* John L *4. • John viu. 46. 3 Matt. xxviL 5_. .'* .Literally, "beds," or" fence:" J Heb. x. t_, *3-
s Some read, "He was taken downfrom the cross_and laid m a new tomb.". 7 Matt. xn __o. s I:am+ral_,"' _ fight with."
9 Some_a__dthis and the followl_ _ afl_rmallvely, instead of[nte_tlvely. _o The ..lt_mg Is, that _" they spokethe truth

concerning the phantmmml charac_r of Christ's dc_uh, then Ignatius was gmlty of a p_cuca] falsehood m suffering for what was false.
n Zcch. xil xo.
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body which had God inhabiting it. And God the Word
was truly born of the Virgin, having clothed Himself with
a body of like passions with our own. He who forms all
men in the womb, was Himself really in the womb, and
made for Himself a body of the seed of the Virgin, but
without any intercourse of man. He was carried in the
womb, even as we are, for the usual period of time ; and
was really born, as we also are ; and was in reality nour-
ished with milk, and partook of common meat and drink,
even as we do. And when He had lived among men for
thirty years, He was baptized by John, really and not in
appearance; and when He had preached the Gospel
three years, and done signs and wonders, He who was
Himself the Judge was judged by the Jews, falsely so
called, and by Pilate the governor ; was scourged, was
smitten on the cheek, was spit upon ; He wore a crown
of thorns and a purple robe ; He was condemned : He
was crucified in reality, and not in appearance, not in -
imaginauon, not in deceit. He really died, and was.
buried, and rose from the dead, even as He prayed in a
certain place, saying, "But do Thou, O Lord, raise me
up again, and I shall recompense them. ''x And the
Father, who always hears Him, z answered and said,
"Arise, O God, and judge the earth; for Thou shalt
receive all the heathen for Thine inheritance." 3 The
Father, therefore, who raised Him up, will also raise us up
through Him, apart from whom no one will attain to true
life. For says He, "I am the life ; he that believeth in
me, even though he die, shall live : and every one that
liveth and believeth in me, even though he die, shall live
for ever." 4 Do ye therefore flee from these ungodly
heresies; for they are the inventions of the devil, that
serpent who was the author of evil, and who by means of
the woman deceived Adam, the father of our race.

CHAP. XI. _AYOID THE DEADLY ERRORS OF THE DOCET2E.

Flee, therefore, those evil offshoots Do ye also avold those wicked offshoots of his, s Simon
[of Satan], which produce death- his firstborn son, and Menander, and Basilides, and all
bearing fruit, whereof if any one his wicked mob of followers,6 the worshippers of a man,
tastes, he instantly dies. For these whom also the prophet Jeremiah pronounces accursed._
men are not the planting of the Father. Flee also the impure Nicolaltanes, falsely so called, s who
For if they were, they would appear are lovers of pleasure, and given to calumnious speeches.
as branches of the cross, and their Avoid also the children of the evil one, Theodotus and
fruit would be incorruptible. By it9 Cleobulus, who produce death-bearing fruit, whereof if
He calls you through His passion, as any one tastes, he instantly dies, and that not a mere
being His members. The head, them- temporary death, but one that shall endure for ever.
fore, cannot be born by itself, without These men are not the planting of the Father, but are
its members ; God, who is [the Sav- an accursed brood. And says the Lord, "Let everyplant
iour] Himself, having promised their which my heavenly Father has not planted be rooted
union. '° up." ,x For if they had been branches of the Father,

they would not have been "enemies of the cross of
Christ," ,2 but rather of those who "killed the Lord
of glory." ,3 But now, by denying the cross, and being
ashamed of the passion, they cover the transgression of
the Jews, those fighters against God, those murderers
of the Lord ; for it were too little to style them merely

Ps. xlL 70. s Comp. John xi. 4_. s I:_ Ixa:xiL $. • John xl, sS, g6. s i.¢._Sataa's. 6 LiterallT, ,; loud, co.?._ nohe."

foaa¢_ a¢ tiffs ,¢hod o¢ l_rctc.a. 9 Le., tlw crmi. zo l_oth t_x and aauaaag am Im_ doub_L z lgam x,. _. ran. aJ, zn.
u a Cot. ii. S.
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murderers of the prophets. But Christ invites you to
[share in] His immortality, by His passion and resurrec-
tion, inasmuch as ye are His members.

CHAP. XII.- colcrlmm rs tmrrv Am) LOVZ.

I salute you from Smyrna, together I salute you from Smyrna, together with the Churches
with the Churches of God which are of God which are with me, whose rulers have refreshed
with me, who have refreshed me in all me in every respect, both in the flesh and in "the spirit.
things, both in the flesh and in the My bonds, which I carry about with me for the sake of
spirit. My bonds, which I carry about Jesus Christ (praying that I may attain to God), exhort
with me for the sake of Jesus Christ you. Continue in harmony among yourselves, and in
(praying that I may attain to God), supplication ; for it becomes every one of you, and espe-
exhort you. Continue in harmony cially the presbyters, to refresh the bishop, to the
among yourselves, and in prayer with honour of the Father, and to the honour of Jesus Christ
one another ; for it becomes every and of the apostles. I entreat you in love to hear me,
one of you, and especially the presby- that I may not, by having thus written, be a testimony
ters, to refresh the bishop, to the hon- against you. And do ye also pray for me, who have need
our of the Father, of Jesus Christ, of your love, along with the mercy of God, that I may
and of the apostles. I entreat you in be thought worthy to attain the lot for which I am now
love to hear me, that I may not, by designed, and that I may not be found reprobate.
having written, be a testimony against
you. And do ye also pray for me,
who have need of your love, along
with the mercy of God, that I may
be worthy of the lot for which I am
destined, and that I may not be found
reprobate.

CHAP. xm. -- CONCLUSION.

The love of the Smymmans and The love of the Smyrnmans and Ephesians salutes you.
Ephesians salutes you. Remember Remember our Church which Js m Syria, from which I
in your prayers the Church which is am not worthy to receive my appellation, being the last x
in Syria, from which also I am not of those of that place. Fare ye well in the Lord Jesus
worthy to receive my appellation, Christ, while ye continue subject to the bishop, and in
being the last ' of them. Fare ye like manner to the presbyters and to the deacons. And
well m Jesus Christ, while ye continue do ye, every man, love one another with an undivided
subject to the bishop, as to the corn- heart. My spirit salutes you, 2 not only now, but also
mand [of God], and in like manner when I shall have attained to God ; for I am as yet ex-
to the presbytery. And do ye, every posed to danger. But the Father of Jesus Christ is faith-
man, love one another with an un- ful to fulfil both mine and your petitions : in whom may
divided heart. Let my spint be sanc- we be found without spot. May I have joy of you in the
tiffed" by yours, not only now, but Lord.
also when I shall attain to God. For
I am as yet exposed to danger. But
the Father is faithful in Jesus Christ
to fiflfil both mine and your petitions :
in whom may ye be found unblame-
able.

z i.e., the least, a The shorter recension reads kyvi_'rr¢, and the longer also h©ltatcs b¢tw_n thin and &clrai_o'_tt. With the lommr
reading the nmamng is very obscure: it has b¢cn corrected as above to 6.7J,,_/_'0_.
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SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

lgnaKus, who is also called Yheopho- lgnaKus, who is also called Theophorus, to the Church
rus, to the Church which has oh- which has obtained mero, , through the majes O, o/the "
rained mercy, through the majesty Most High God the Father, and o/Jesus Christ, His
o/the Most High Father, and re- only-begotten Son ; the Church which is sancttfled and
sus Chmst, Hzs only-begonen Son ; enlightened by the will of God, who formed all things
the Church which is beloved and that are according to the faith and love of Jesus Christ
enlightened by the will of titre ourGodandSaviour;theChurchwhichpresidesintke
that willeth all things which are ac- place of the region of the Romans, and which is worthy
cordtng to the love of Jesus Christ of God, worth), o/honour, worthy o/the htghest haplY"
our God, whzch also presides in ness, worthy o/praise, worthy o/credit,' worthy o/be-
the place of the region of the t?o- ing deemed holy,2 and wMch presides oz,er love, is named
roans, worthy o/ God, worthy of from Christ, and/ram the Father, and is possessed o/
honour, worth), of the htghest hap- the Spirit, whtch I also salute tn the name of Almighty
pmess, worthy o/praise, worthy of God, and o/Jesus Christ His Son : to those who are
obtaining her every desire, worthy united, both according to the flesh and spin't, to every
of betng deemed holy, = and which one of His commandments, who are filled inwparably
_resides over love, is named from with all the grace of God, and are purified from every
Christ, and from the Father, which strange taint, [1 wish] abundance a/ happiness un-
I also sahtte in the name of Jesus blameably, in God, even the Father, and our Zord
Christ, the Son of the Father: to Jesus Chmst.
those who are united, both accord-
ing to the flesh and spirit, to every
one of tits commandments; who
are filled inseparably with the grace
of God t and are purified from every
strange taint, [Iwish] abundance
of happmess unblameably, in Jesus
Chrtst our Gad.

CHAP. I.--AS A PRISON'ER_ I HOPE TO SEE YOU.

THROUGH prayer* to God I have THROUGHprayer to God I have obtained the privilege of
obtained the privilege'of seeing your seeing your most worthy faees,¢ even as I earnestly begged
most worthy faces,¢ and have even s might be granted me ; for as a prisoner in Christ Jesus I
been granted more than I requested ; hope to salute you, if indeed it be the will [of God] that
for I hope as a prisoner in Christ I be thought worthy of attaining unto the end. For the
Jesus to salute you, if indeed it be beginning has been well ordered, if I may obtain grace
the will of God that I be thought to cling to 6 my lot without hindrance unto the end. For
worthy of attaining unto the end. I am afraid of your love, 7 lest it should do me an injury.
For the beginning has been well or- For it is easy for you to accomplish what you please;

Z Or as m tl_ shorter recension. = Or. "won't holy." _l_ tlttlt4,*"slnct l have," I_t_ng OUtthe folla,aklg" for," _ fitt_tt_ the
apodomstn"lhopeto_xluteyou" * Literally,"worthyofGod." s Someread,"whiehlmtmhd_ttmdtodo." 6 Idmrally,_"toN_l,_"

_' H¢ probably refers hcf, and in what follows, to the matmtle_ which _ ttarmmtprayers in hi_, tmhalf tmtdat hart with
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de.red, if I may obtain grace to cling but it is difficult for me to attain to God, if ye do not
to ' my lot without hindrance unto spare me," under the pretence of caxnal affection.
the end. For I am afraid of your
love,a lest it should do me an injury.
For it is easy for you to accomplish
what you please ; but it is difficult for
me to attain to God, ff ye spare me.

CHAP. n. _ DO NOT SAVE ME FROM MARTYRDOM.

For it is not my desire to act For it is not my desire that ye should please men, but
towards you as a man-pleaser, 4 but God, even as also ye do please Him. For neither shall
as pleasing God, even as also ye I ever hereafter have such an opportunity of attaining to
please Him. For neither shall I ever God ; nor will ye, if ye shall now be silent, ever be en-
have such Eanother'l opportunity of titled to s the honour of a better work. For if ye are
attaining to God; nor will ye, if ye silent concerning me, I shail become God's; but if ye
shall now be silent, ever be entitled show your love to my flesh, I shall again have to run my
to s the honour of a better work. race. Pray, then, do not seek to confer any greater
For if ye are silent concerning me, I favour upon me than that I be sacrificed to God, while
shall become God's ; but if you show the altar is stdl prepared ; that, being gathered together
your love to my flesh, I shall again in love, ye may sing praise to the Father, through Christ
have to run my race. Pray, then, do Jesus, that God has deemed me, the bishop of Syria,
not seek to confer any greater favour worthy to be sent for 6 from the east unto the west, and
upon me than that I be sacrificed to to become a martyr 7 in behalf of His own precious s suf-
God while the altar is still prepared ; ferings, so as to pass from the world to God, that I may
that, being gathered together in love, rise again unto Him.
ye may sing praise to the Father,
through Christ Jesus, that God has
deemed me, the bishop of Syria,
worthy to be sent for 6 from the
east unto the west. It is good to
set from the world unto God, that I
may rise again to Him.

CHAP. HI.- PRAY RATHER THAT I MAY ATrAIN TO MARTYRDOM.

Ye have never envied any one ; ye Ye have never envied any one ; ye have taught others.
have taught others. Now I desire Now I desire that those things may be confirmed [by
that those things may be confirmed your conduct], which in your instructions ye enjoin Lon
Eby your conduct], which in your others-]. Only request in my behalf both inward and
instructions ye enjoin [-on others], outward strength, that I may not only speak, but ['truly']
Only request in my behalf both in- will, so that I may not merely be called a Christian, but
ward and outward strength, that I really found to be one. For if I be truly found Ea
may not only speak, but Etruly] will ; Christian'], I may also be called one, and be then deemed
and that I may not merely be called faithful, when I shall no longer appear to the world.
a Christian, but really be found to Nothing visible is eternal. "For the things which are
be one. For ff I be truly found ['a seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are
Christian-], I may also be called one, eternal. '° The Christian is not the result _' of persuasion,
and be then deemed faithful, when I but of power.'3 When he is hated by the world, he is
shall no longer appear to the world, beloved of God. For says [-the Scripture], "If ye were
Nothing visible is eternal.9 "For the of this world, the world would love its own ; but now ye
things which are seen are temporal, are not of the world, but I have chosen you out of it :
but the things which are not seen continue in fellowship with me." ,4
are eternal." '° For our God, Jesus
Christ, now that He is with" the
Father, is all the more revealed [in

follow_ m tJ_ influm_czwhich their earnest prayers m his behalf mLght have w,th God 4 Soma transla_ as m longer n_c_on, but

I_Cor. iV.,8. Th_quomuouwnot_unamtt_eoaa_uver_mol_sm_a'_rreccnswn. -*_r. _ _._ur_ .--_
_ Tl_ _anins _she_ cloubdul, w John xv. ,_.
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His glory]. Christianity is not a thing'
of silence only, but also of [manifest]
greatness.

CHAP. IV.--ALLOW ME TO FALL A PREY TO THE _ BEASTS.

I write to the Churches, and ira- I write to all the Churches, and impress on them all,
press on them all, that I shall willingly that I shall willingly die for God, unless ye hinder me.
die for God, unless ye hinder me. I I beseech of you not to show an unseasonable good-
beseech of you not to show an unsea- will towards me. Suffer me to become food for the wild
sonable good-will towards me. Suffer beasts, through whose instrumentality it will be granted
me to become food for the wild beasts, me to attain to God. I am the wheat of God, and am
through whose mstrumentahty it will ground by the teeth of the wild beasts, that I may be
be granted me to attain to God. I found the pure bread of God. Rather entice the wild
am the wheat of God, and let me beasts, that they may become my tomb, and may leave
be ground by the teeth of the wild nothing of my body ; so that when I have fallen asleep
beasts, that I may be found the pure [in death'], I may not be found troublesome to any one.
bread of Christ. Rather enuce the Then shall I be a true dismple of Jesus Christ, when
wild beasts, that they may become the world shall not see so much as my body. Entreat the
my tomb, and may leave nothing of Lord for me, that by these instruments* I may be found.
my body ; so that when I have fallen a sacrifice to God. I do not, as Peter and Paul, issue
asleep [m death], I may be no trouble commandments unto you. They were apostles of Jesus
to any one. Then shall I truly be a Christ, but I am the very least [of believers] : they were
disciple of Christ, when the world free,_ as the servants of God; while I am, even until
shall not see so much as my body. now, a sen, ant. But when I suffer, I shall be the freed-
Entreat Christ for me, that by these man of Jesus Christ, and shall rise again emancipated in
instruments _ I may be found a sacri- Him. And now, being in bonds for Him, I learn not to
rice [-to God]. I do not, as Peter desire anyttung worldly or vain.
and Paul, issue commandments unto
you. They were apostles; I am but
a condemned man: they were free,3
while I am, even until now, a servant.
But when I suffer, I shall be the freed-
man of Jesus, and shall rise again
emancipated in Him. And now, be-
ing a prisoner, I learn not to desire
anything worldly or vain.

CHAP. v.--I D_m_ TO Din.

From Syria even unto Rome I fight From Syria even unto Rome I fight with beasts,4 both
with beasts, 4 both by land and sea, by land and sea, both by night and day, being bound to
both by mght and day, being bound ten leopards, I mean a band of soldiers, who, even when
to ten leopards, I mean a band of they receive benefits,_ show themselves all the worse.
soldiers,-who, even when they receive But I am the more instructed by their injuries [to act as
benefits,_ show themselves all the a disciple of Christ] ; "yet am I not thereby justiSed." _
worse. But I am the more instructed May I enjoy the wild beasts that are prepared for me ;
by their injuries [to act as a disciple and I pray that they may be found eager to rush upon
of Chnst]; "yet am I not thereby me, which also I will entice to devour me speedily, and
justified." 6 May I enjoy the wild not deal with me as with some, whom, out of fear, they
beasts that are prepared for me ; and have not touched. But if they be unwilling to a_ail me,
I pray they may be found eager to I will compel them to do so. Pardon me [in this] : I
rush upon me, which also I will entice know what is for my benefit. Now I begin to be a dis-
to devour me speedily, and not deal ciple, and have 7 no desire after anything visible or invisi-
with me as with some, whom, out of ble, that I may attain to Jesus Christ. Let fire and the
fear, they have not touched. But if cross ; let the crowds of wild beasts ; let brealdngs, tear.
they be unwilling to assail me, I will ings, and separations of bones ; let cutting off of mere-
compel them to do so. Pardon me bers; let bruising to pieces of the whole body ; and let

-, ",
6 I _r. Iv. 4, 7 In the shor_r r_u_on there i8 _, _d in tha lon_ _&_e'_] hen_ _ vn_ _ _ _ _ _

hti_ i_lW_ ra_t,__rtaha.
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[in this] : I know what is for my the very torment of the devil come upon me : only let
benefit. Now I begin to be a disci- me attain to Jesus Christ.
ple. And let no one, of things visi-
ble or invisible, envy' me that I
should attain to Jesus Christ. Let
fire and the cross ; let the crowds of
wild beasts; let tearings, 2 breakings,
and dislocations of bones ; let cutting
off of members ; let shatterings of the
whole body ; and let all the dreadful 3
torments of the devil come upon me :
only let me attain to Jesus Christ.

CHAP. VI. _BY DEATH I SHALL ATTAIN TRUE LIFE.

All the pleasures of the world, and All the ends of the world, and all the kingdoms of this
all the kingdoms of this earth, 4 shall earth, 4 shall profit me nothing. It is better for me to die
profit me nothing. It is better for for the sake of Jesus Christ, than to reign over all the
me to die in behalf of S Jesus Christ, ends of the earth. "For what is a man profited, if he
than to reign over all the ends of the gain the whole world, but lose his own soul ?" I long
earth. "For what shall a man be after the Lord, the Son of the true God and Father, even
profited, if he gain the whole world, Jesus Christ. Him I seek, who died for us and rose
but lose his own soul? ''6 Him I again. Pardon me, brethren: do not hinder me in
seek, who died for us : Him I desire, attaining to life ; for Jesus is the life of believers. Do
who rose again for our sake. This is not wish to keep me in a state of death/for hfe without
the gain which is laid up for me. Christ is death. While I desire to belong to God, do
Pardon me, brethren : do not hinder not ye give me over to the world. Suffer me to obtain
me from living, do not wish to keep pure light : when I have gone thither, I shall indeed be
me in astateof death;TandwhileI a man of God. Permit me to be an imitator of the
desire to belong to God, do not ye passion of Christ, my God. If any one has Him within
give me over to the world. Suffer himself, let him consider what I desire, and let him have
me to obtain pure light : when I have sympathy with me, as knowing how I am straitened.
gone thither, I shall indeed be a marx
of God. Pernm me to be an imitator
of the passion of my God. If any
one has Him within himself, let him
consider what I desire, and let him
have sympathy with me, as knowing
how I am straitened.

CHAP. VII.--RV_.Ao_ONor DESlRr_C TO Din.

The prince of this world would fain The prince of this world would fain carry me away,
carry me away, and corrupt my dispo- and corrupt my disposition towards God. Let none of
sition towards God. Let none of you, you, therefore, who are [in I_ome-] help him ; rather be
therefore, who are [in Rome] help ye on my side, that is, on the side of God. Do not
him ; rather be ye on my side, that speak of Jesus Christ, and yet prefer this world to Him.
is, on the side of God. Do not speak Let not envy find a dwelling-place among you ; nor even
of Jesus Christ, and yet set your de- should I, when present with you, exhort you to it, be ye
sires on the world. Let not envy persuaded, but rather give credit to those thing_ which I
find a dwelling-place among you ; nor now write to you. For though I am alive while I write
even should I, when present with you, to you, yet I am eager to die for the sake of Christ. My
exhort you to it, be ye persuaded to love s has been crucified, and there is no fire in me that
listen to me, but rather give credit to loves anything ; but there is living water springing up in
those things which I now write to you. me, 9and which says to me inwardly, Come to the Father.
For though I am alive while I write to I have no delight in corruptible food, nor in the pleasures
you, yet I am eager to die. My love s of this life. I desire the bread of God, the heavenly
has been crucified, and there is no bread, the bread of life, which is the flesh of Jesus Christ,

t In the shorter reeens'mn there is ¢_X_, and in the longer ¢_,,,t,; hence _ varletyof req,dering..hut the translation i_.by no m_,_certain, t Son_ deem this and the following word spurious. _ Literally "evil." s. Lttermty_ ¢' to.to age. Llterany, ' into.
6 _fattt xvl. 26. Some omit this quotation. 7 Literally, "to che" 8 Some understand by loz_ m tt_ pauagc, CkrJ*t lttma¢_;

others rtgard it as referring to lks uaturwd desist* q/t/*e/*tart. 9 Comp, John iv. t4.
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fire in me desiring to be fed ;' but the Son of God, who became afterwards of the seed of
there is within me a water that liveth David and Abraham ; and I desire the drink, namely His
and speaketh, 2 saying to me inwardly, blood, which is incorruptible love and eternal life.
Come to the Father. I have no de-
light in corruptible food, nor in the
pleasures of this life. I desire the
bread of God, the heavenly bread,
the bread of hfe, which is the flesh of
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who
became afterwards of the seed of
David and Abraham; and I desire
the drink of God, namely His blood,
which is incorruptible love and eter-
nal life.

CHAP. VIII. _ BE YE FAVOURABLE TO ME.

I no longer wish to live after the I no longer wish to live after the manner of men, and
manner of men, and my demre shall my desire shall be fulfilled if ye consent. "I am cruci-
be fulfilled if ye consent. Be ye will- fled with Christ : nevertheless I live ; yet no longer I,
ing, then, that ye also may have your since Christ liveth in me." 3 I entreat you in this brief
demres fulfilled. I entreat you m letter: do not refuse me ; believe me that I love Jesus,
fins bnef letter ; do ye give credit to who was delivered [to death] for my sake. "What shall
me. Jesus Christ will reveal these I render to the Lord for all His benefits towards me ?" 4
things to you, [so that ye shall know] Now God, even the Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ,
that I speak truly. He s is the mouth shall reveal these things to you, [so that ye shall know]
altogether free from falsehood, by that I speak truly. And do ye pray along with me, that
which the Father has truly spoken. I may attain my aim in the Holy Spirit. I have not writ-
Pray ye for me, that I may attain ten to you according to the flesh, but according to the
[the object of my demre]. I have will of God. If I shall suffer, ye have loved me ; but if
not written to you according to the I am rejected, ye have hated me.
flesh, but according to the will of God.
If I shall suffer, ye have wished [well]
to me ; but if I am rejected, ye have
hated me.

CHAP. IX.- PRAY FOR THE CHURCH IN SYRIA.

Remember in your prayers the Remember in your prayers the Church which is in
Church m Syria, which now has God Syria, which, instead of me, has now for its shepherd the
for its shepherd, instead of me. Lord, who says, "I am the good Shepherd." And He
Jesus Christ alone will oversee it, and alone will oversee it, as well as your love towards Him.
your love [wfll also regard it]. But But as for me, I am ashamed to be counted one of them ;
as for me, I am ashamed to be for I am not worthy, as being the very last of them, and
counted one of them ; for indeed I one born out of due time. But I have obtained mercy to
am not worthy, as being the very last be somebody, if I shall attain to God. My spirit salutes
of them, and one born out of due you, and the love of the Churches which have received
time. 6 But I have obtained mercy to me in the name of Jesus Christ, and not as a mere passer-
be somebody, if I shall attain to God. by. For even those Churches which were not near to me
My spirit salutes you, and the love of in the way, have brought me forward, city by city.
the Churches that have received me
in the name of Jesus Christ, and not
as a mere passer-by. For even those
Churches which were not 7 near to me

in the way, I mean according to the
flesh, s have gone before me,9 city by
city, [to meet me.]

t Literally. "deslnng material." * The text and meaning are here doubtt'uL We have fol|owcd Hefele_ who un_ n_* by _ _ter
tAe Holy S_zrtt, and refers to John vii. 38. 3 Gal. it. _ 4 Ps cxvt, x2, _ Some refer this to Ignatatts hlm_lfi

6 Comp. zCor xv 8, 9 7 Some refer thts to the jurischction of Ignauus. s Le.p the outward road he had to travt.L
9 Or, "have sent me f6rwaxd, " comp. Ttt. m. z 3.
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CHAP. X. -- CONCLUSION.

Now I write these things to you Now I write these things to you from Smyrna by the
from Smyrna by the Ephesians, who Ephesians, who are deservedly most happy. There is
are deservedly most happy. There is also with me, along with many others, Crocus, one dearly
also with me, along with many others, beloved by me.' As to those who have gone before me
Crocus, one dearly beloved by me.' from Syria to Rome for the glory of God, I believe that
As to those who have gone before me you are acqumnted with them ; to whom, Cthen,] do ye
from Syria to Rome for the glory of make known that I am at hand. For they are all worthy,
God, I believe that you are acquainted both of God and of you ; and it is becoming that you
with them ; to whom, [then,] do ye should refresh them in all things. I have written these
make known that I am at lmnd. For things unto you on the day before the ninth of the
they are all worthy, both of God and Kalends of September. Fare ye well to the end, in the
of you ; and it is becoming that you patience of Jesus Christ.
should refresh them in all things. I
have written these things unto you, on
the day before the ninth of the Kal-
ends of September (that 3 is, on the
twenty-third day of August). Fare
ye well to the end, in the patience of
Jesus Christ. Amen.

I latcrally, " the name d*sir_ to me." s This chuse is evidently an cxplanato,'y gloss which has crept into the text.
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SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

IgnaKus, who is also calkd Theopho- IgnaKus, who is also called Theophorus, to the CAurcb of
rus, to the Church of God the God the Father, and of the Zard Jesus Christ, wMck
Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ, is at Philadelphia, which has obtained mercy through
which is at Philadelphia, in Asia, love, and is established in the harmony of Gad, and
which has obtained mercy, and is rejoiceth unceasingly,' in the passt'an of our Lord Jesus,
established in the harmon), of God, and is filled with all mercy through His resurrection ;
and rejoiceth unceasingly * in the which I salute in the blood of Jesus Chlfst, who is our
passion of our Lord, and is filled eternal and enduring jay, especially to those who are in
with all mer O, through his resur- unity with the bishop, and the presbyters, and the dea-
rection ; which 1salute in the blood cons, who have been appointed by the will of God the
of Jesus Christ, who is our eternal t_ather, through the Lord Jesus CAm'st, who, according
and endurtng joy, especially if to His own will, has firmly established His Church
[men] are in unity with the bishop, upon a rock, by a spiritual building, not made with
the presbyters , and the deacons, who hands, against which the winds and the floods have
have been appointed according ta beaten, yet have not been able to overthrow it: _ yea,
the mind of Jesus Christ, whom He and may spiritual wickedness never be able to do so, but
has established in securtty, after His be thoroughly weakened by the power of Jesus Christ
own will, and _y His Holy Spirit. our Lord.

CHAP. L _ PRAISE OF THE BISHOP.

Wmcn bishop,s I know, obtained HAvr_rG beheld your bishop, I know that he was not
the ministry which pertains to the selected to undertake the ministry which pertains to the
common [weal], not of himself, neither common [weal], either by himself or by men,4 or out of
by men, 4 nor through vainglory, but vainglory, but by the love of Jesus Christ, and of God
by the love of God the Father, and the Father, who raised Him from the dead ; at whose
the Lord Jesus Christ ; at whose meekness I am struck with admiration, and who by His
meekness I am struck with admiration, silence is able to accomplish more than they who talk a
and who by his silence is able to ae- great deal. For he is in harmony with the command-
eomplish more than those who vainly ments and ordinances of the Lord, even as the strings
talk. For he is in harmony with the are with the harp, and is no less blameless than was
commandments ['of God], even as Zacharias the priest.S Wherefore my soul declares his
the harp is with its strings. Where- mind towards God a happy one, knowing it to be virtuous
fore my soul declares his mind to- and perfect, and that his stability as well as freedom from
wards God a happy one, knowing it to all anger is after the example of the infinite meekness of
be virtuous and perfect, and that his the living God.
stability as well as freedom from all
anger is after the example of the in-
finite 6 meekness of the living God.

CHAP. II. _ MAINTAIN I.PN'ION WITH THE BISHOP.

Wherefore, as children of light and Wherefore, as children of light and truth, avoid the
truth, flee from division and wicked dividing of your unity, and the wicked doctrine of the

t Or,"imeparably." *Comp. Mam_fi._S. s ThelfishoOl_reviou_ytefemxlto.4 C__._.C, al.Lt, s latkel.6. • l.,i_fl_/, '°-n"
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doctrines; but where the shepherd is, heretics, from whom "a defiling influence has gone forth
there do ye as sheep follow. For into all the earth."' But where the shepherd is, there
there are many wolves that appear do ye as sheep follow. For there are many wolves in
worthy of credit, who, by means of a sheep's clothing, 2who, by means of a pernicious pleasure,
pernicious pleasure, carry captive s carry captive 3 those that are running towards God ; but
those that are running towards God ; in your unity they shall have no place.
but in your unity they shall have no
place.

CHAP. HI. _AVOID SCHISMATICS.

Keep yourselves from those evil Keep yourselves, then, from those evil plants which
plants which Jesus Christ does not Jesus Christ does not tend, but that wild beast, the de-
tend, because they are not the plant- stroyer of men, because they are not the planting of
ing of the Father. Not that I have the Father, but the seed of the wicked one. Not that I
found any division among you, but have found any division among you do I write these
exceeding purity. For as many as things ; but I arm you beforehand, as the children of
are of God and of Jesus Christ are God. For as many as are of Christ are also with the
also with the bishop. And as many bishop ; but as many as fall away from him, and embrace
as shall, in the exercise of repentance, communion with the accursed, these shall be cut off along
return into the unity of the Church, with them. For they are not Christ's husbandry, but the
these, too, shall belong to God, that seed of the enemy, from whom may you ever be delivered
they may live according to Jesus by the prayers of the shepherd, that most faithful and
Christ. Do not err, my brethren, gentle shepherd who presides over you. I therefore ex-
If any man follows him that makes a hort you in the Lord to recetve w_th all tenderness those
schism in the Church, he shall not that repent and return to the umty of the Church, that
inherit the kingdom of God. If any through your kindness and forbearance they may recover 4
one walks according to a strange s opin- themselves out of the snare of the devil, and becoming wor-
ion, he agrees not with the passion thy of Jesus Christ, may obtain eternal salvation in the
[of Christ]. kingdom of Christ. Brethren, be not deceived. If any

man follows him that separates from the truth, he shall not
inherit the kingdom of God ; and if any man does not
stand aloof from the preacher of falsehood, he shall be
condemned to hell. For it is obligatory neithec to sepa-
rate from the godly, nor to associate with the ungodly.
If any one walks according to a strange s opinion, he is
not of Christ, nor a partaker of His passion ; but is a fox,6
a destroyer of the vineyard of Christ. Have no fellow-
ship 7 with such a man, lest ye perish along with him, even
should he be thy father, thy son, thy brother, or a mem-
ber of thy family. For says [the Scripture], "Throe eye
shall not spare him." s You ought therefore to " hate
those that hate God, and to waste away [-with grief] on
account of His enemies. ''9 I do not mean that you
should beat them or persecute them, as do the Gentiles
"that know not the Lord and God ;" '° but that you
should regard them as your enemies, and separate your-
selves from them, while yet you admonish them, and ex-
hort them to repentance, if it may be they will hear, if it
may be they will submit themselves. For our God is a
lover of mankind, and "will have all men to be saved,
and to come to the knowledge of the truth." ,z Where-
fore " He makes His sun to rise upon the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust ; ....
of whose kindness the Lord, wishing us also to be imita-
tors, says, "Be ye perfect, even as also your Father that
is in heaven is perfect." u

_ Jet. xxlli, zS. a C._ap. Matt. vli. I$. _ C.emp. a Thn. ill. 6. 4 _ Tim. it. a6 s i e., herettcal. 6Comp Song of Sol. ti. _5
7 _..omp. z C._r. v. zx. t Deut. xiii. 6, 8. 9 P_ cxlx. ax. Io x Thess. iv. S. _x z Tmx ix. 4. x'* Matt. v. 45. x3 Matt. v 48.
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CHAP. IV.- HAVE BUT ONE EUCHARIST, ETC.

Take ye heed, then, to have but I have confidence of you in the Lord, that ye will be
one Euchanst. For there is one of no other mind. Wherefore I write boldly to your love,
flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ, and which is worthy of God, and exhort you to have but one
one cup to [show forth '-I the unity of faith, and one [kind of] preaching, and one EucharisL
His blood ; one altar ; as there is one For there is one flesh of the Lord Jesus Christ ; and His
bishop, along with the presbytery and blood which was shed for us is one ; one loaf also is broken
deacons, nay fellow-servants : that so, to all [the communicants], and one cup is distributed
whatsoever ye do, ye may do it ac- among them all: there is but one altar for the whole
cording to [the will of] God. Church, and one bishop, with the presbytery and deacons,

my fellow-servants. Since, also, there is but one unbe-
gotten Being, God, even the Father; and one only-be-
gotten Son, God, the Word and man ; and one Comforter,
the Spirit of truth ; and also one preaching, and one faith,
and one baptism ; 2and one Church which the holy apos-
tles established from one end of the earth to the other by
the blood of Christ, and by their own sweat and toil ; it
behoves you also, therefore, as "a peculiar people, and a
holy nation, ''3 to perform all things with harmony in
Christ. Wives, be ye subject to your husbands in the
fear of God ; 4 and ye virgins, to Christ in purity, not
counting marriage an abomination, but desiring that which
is better, not for the reproach of wedlock, but for the
sake of meditating on the law. Children, obey your par-
ents, and have an affection for them, as workers together
with God for your birth [into the world]. Servants, be
subject to your masters m God, that ye may be the freed-
men of Chnst.S Husbands, love your wives, as fellow-
servants of God, as your own body, as the partners of
your life, and your co-adjutors in the procreation of
children. Virgins, have Christ alone before your eyes,
and His Father m your prayers, being enlightened by the
Spirit. May I have pleasure in your purity, as that of
Ehjah, or as of Joshua the son of Nun, as of Melchizedek,
or as of Elisha, as of Jeremiah, or as of John the Baptist,
as of the beloved disciple, as of Timothy, as of Titus, as
of Evodius, as of Clement, who departed this life in [per-
fect] chastity. 6 Not, however, that I blame the other
blessed [saints] because they entered into the married
state, of which I have just spoken.7 For I pray that,
being found worthy of God, I may be found at their feet
in the kingdom, as at the feet of Abraham, and Isaac,
and Jacob; as of Joseph, and Isaiah, and the rest of
the prophets ; as of Peter, and Paul, and the rest of the
apostles, that were roamed men. For they entered into
these marriages not for the sake of appetite, but out of
regard for the propagation of mankind. Fathers, "bring
up your children in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord;" _ and teach them the holy Scriptures, and also
trades, that they may not indulge in idleness. Now [the
Scripture] says, " A righteous father educates Ehis chil-
dren] well; his heart shall rejoice in a wise son."9
Masters, be gentle towards your servants, as holy Job has
taught you ; '° for there is one nature, and one family of
mankind. For "in Christ there is neither bond nor
free."" Let governors be obedient to Cmsar ; soldiers to
those that command them ; deacons to the presbyters, as

t L,terally " into " 2 Eph iv. 5- 3 Tit. it. t4; x Pet ii 9- A Eph v. 2_. s x C_r. vii. _2.
6 • ' " " -"l here _.a.,_ a pre_._lent optmorl among the anclcrlt Chnstmn writer% that all thes_ holy men lived a hfe of [¢h_t¢] ¢©|ibzcy.
:70r,"tt mnot b_caus¢, etc., that I hay© memtlotmd th_s¢." s EpIL vh4. 9 Prov. x.xm. a 4. xo JobxA_a. x3, z$, It Ga|. ill 2S.
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to high-priests ; the presbyters, and deacons, and the rest
of the clergy, together with all the people, and the
soldiers, and the governors, and Caesar [himselfJ, to the
bishop ; the bishop to Christ, even as Christ to the Father.
And thus unity is preserved throughout. Let not the
widows be wanderers about, nor fond of dainties, nor
gadders fromhouse to house ; but let them be like Judith,
noted for her seriousness ; and like Anna, eminent for her
sobriety. I do not ordain these things as an apostle : for
"who am I, or what is my father's house," xthat I should
pretend to be equal in honour to them? But as your
"fellow-soldier," 2 I hold the position of one who [simply]
admonishes you.

CHAP.V.--PP.AYFOg ME.

My brethren,Iam greatlyenlarged My brethren,Iam greatlyenlargedinlovingyou;and
inlovingyou;and rejoicingexceed- rejoicingexceedingly[-overyou],I seektosecureyour
ingly['overyou],I seekto secure safety.YetitisnotI,butthe LordJesusthroughme ;
yoursafety.YetitisnotI,butJesus forwhose sakebeingbound,I fearthemore,forI am
Christ,forwhosesakebeingboundI notyetperfect.ButyourprayertoGod shallmake me
fear the more, inasmuch as I am not perfect, that I may attain that to which I have been called,
yet perfect. But your prayer to God while I flee to the Gospel as to the flesh of Jesus Christ,
shall make me perfect, that I may and to the apostles as the presbytery of the Church. I
attain to that portion which through do also love the prophets as those who announced Christ,
mercy has been allotted me, while I and as being partakers of the same Spirit with the apostles.
flee to the Gospel as to the flesh of For as the false prophets and the false apostles drew [to
Jesus, and to the apostles as to the themselves] one and the same wicked, deceitful, and se-
presbytery of the Church. And let ducing _ spirit ; so also did the prophets and the apostles
us also love the prophets, because they receive from God, through Jesus Christ, one and the same
too have proclaimed the Gospel, 4 and Holy Spirit, who is good, and sovereign,_ and true, and
placed their hope in Him,S and waited the Author of [saving] knowledge.7 For there is one
for Him ; in whom also believing, they God of the Old and New Testament, "one Mediator be-
were saved, through union to Jesus tween God and men," for the creation of both intelligent
Christ, being holy men, worthy of and sensitive beings, and in order to exercise a beneficial
love and admiration, having had wit- and suitable providence [over them]. There is also one
hess borne to them by Jesus Christ, Comforter, who displayed _ His power in Moses. and the
and being reckoned along with [us] prophets, and apostles. All the saints, therefore, were
in the Gospel of the common hope. saved by Christ, hoping in Him, and wa_ting for Him ;

and they obtained through Hnn salvation, being holy
ones, worthy of love and admiration, having testimony
borne to them by Jesus Christ, in the Gospel of our com-
mon hope.

CHAP.W.--DO tccrr XCCgPTNDAmM.

But if any one preach the Jewish If any one preaches the one God of the law and the
law 9 unto you, listen not to him. For prophets, but denies Christ to be the Son of God, he is a
it is better t_o hearken to Christian hat, even as also is his father the devil, '° and _s a Jew
doctrine from a man who has been falsely so called, being possessed of'* mere carnal clrcum-
circumcised, than to Judaism from cision. If any one confesses Christ Jesus the Lord, but
one uncircumcised. But if either of denies the God of the law and of the prophet,, saying
such persons do not speak concerning that the Father of Christ is not the Maker of heaven and
Jesus Christ, they are m my judgment earth, he has not continued in the truth any more than
but as monuments and sepulchres of his father the devil, '° and is a disciple of Simon Magus,
the deaxt, upon which are written only not of the Holy Spirit. If any one says there is one God,
the names of men. Flee therefore the and also confesses Christ Jesus, but thinks the I_Jrd to be
wicked devices and snares of the prince a mere man, and not the only-begotten ,2 God, and Wis-

t t Sam. xvlll, iS: * :_am. vii. x8. t Phil. ti 25. _ Literally, "people-decelvt ,I_. _ * Literally, "have proclaimed tn vefe_
to the GospeL" s In Chest. 6 Cornp. Ps It la (LXX.) 7 Ltteral|y," teaching" s Or, "wrought.'" 9 Liter.ally, "Jud.usm."

|o Comp. jolmviit. ¢¢. u L_ttrally."bcneath. z._ Comp the yearling sanctmnettbythcam:imatauthorities, John t. x3.
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of this world, lest at any time being dom, and the Word of God, and deems Him to consist
conquered' by his artifices,2 ye grow merely of a soul and body, such an one is a serpent, that
weak in your love. But be ye all preaches deceit and error for the destruction of men.
joined together 3 with an undivided And such a man is poor in understanding, even as by
heart. And I thank my God that I name he is an Ebionite.4 If any one confesses the truths
have a good conscience in respect to mentioned,5 but calls lawful wedlock, and the procreation
you, and that no cne has it in his of children, destruction and pollution, or deems certain
power to boast, either privately or kinds of food abominable, such an one has the apostate
publicly, that I have burdened 6 any dragon dwelling within him. If any one confesses the
one either in much or in little. And Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and praises
I wish for all among whom I have the creation, but calls the incarnation merely an appear-
spoken, that they may not possess that ance, and is ashamed of the passion, such an one has
for a testimony against them. denied the faith, not less than the Jews who killed Christ.

If any one confesses these things, and that God the Word
did dwell in a human body, being within it as the Word, .
even as the soul also is in the body, because it was God
that inhabited it, and not a human soul, but affirms that
unlawful unions are a good thing, and places the highest :
happiness 7 in pleasure, as does the man who is falsely
called a Nicolaitan, this person can neither be a lover of
God, nor a lover of Christ, but is a corrupter of his own
flesh, and therefore void of the Holy Spirit, and a stranger
to Christ. All such persons are but monuments and
sepulchres of the dead, upon which are written only the
names of dead men. Flee, therefore, the wicked devices
and snares of the spirit which now worketh m the children
of this world,s lest at any time being overcome,' ye grow
weak in your love. But be ye all joined together _ with
an undivided heart and a willing mind, "being of one ac-
cord and of one judgment," 9 being always of the same
opimon about the same things, both when you are at ease
and in danger, both in sorrow and in joy. I thank God,
through Jesus Christ, that I have a good conscience m
respect to you, and that no one has it in his power to
boast, either privately or publicly, that I have burdened
any one rather m much or in little. And I wish for all
among whom I have spoken, that they may not possess
that for a testimony against thera.

char. vrt.--I HAVXEXHORTED"¢OUTOuNrrv.

For though some would have de- For though some would have deceived me according
ceived me according to the flesh, yet to the flesh, yet my spirit is not deceived ; for I have
the Spirit, as being from God, is not received it from God. For it knows both whence it
deceived. For it knows both whence comes and wh_ther it goes, and detec_ the secrets [of
it comes and whither it goes,'° and the heart]. For when I was among you, I cried, I
detects the secrets [of the heart], spoke with a loud voice_the word is not mine, but
For, when I was among you, I cried, God's _ Give heed to the bishoi_, and to the presbytery
I spoke with a loud voice: Give heed and deacons. But if ye suspect that I slgake thus, as
to the bishop, and to the presbytery having learned beforehand the division caused by some
and deacons. Now, some suspected among you, He is my witness, for whose sake I am in
me of having spoken thus, as knowing bonds, that I learned nothing of it from the mouth of
beforehand the division caused by any man. But the Spirit made an announcement to me,
some among you. H But He is my saying as follows: Do nothing without the bishop ; keep
witness, for whose sake I am in bonds, your bodi/.'s '_ as the temples of God ; lo_'e unity ; avoid
that I got no intelligence from any divisions ; be ye followers of Paul, and of the rest of the
man.u But the Spirit proclaimed apostles, even as they also were of Christ.
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these words : Do nothing without the
bishop ; keep your bodies' as the
temples of God ; • love unity ; avoid
divisions; be the followers of Jesus
Christ, even as He is of His Father.

CHAP.vm.--_E SAMZCO_D.

I therefore did what belonged to I therefore did what belonged to me, as a man devoted
me, as a man devoted to3 unity, to unity ; adding this also, that where there is diversity
For where there is division and wrath, of judgment, and wrath, and hatred, God does not
God doth not dwell. To all them dwell. To all them that repent, God grants forgiveness,
th_tt repent, the Lord grants forgive- if they with one consent return to the unity of Christ, and
ness, if they turn in penitence to the communion with the bishop. 4 I trust to the grace of
unity of God, and to communion Jesus Christ, that He will free you from every bond of
with the bishop? I trust ['as to you] wickedness, s I therefore exhort you that ye do nothing
in the grace of Jesus Christ, who shall out of strife, 6 but according to the doctrine of Christ.
free you from ever), bond. And Iex- For I have heard some saying, If I do not find the Gos-
hort you to do nothing out of strife, pel in the archives, I will not believe it. To such persons
but according to the doctrine of Christ. I say that my archives are Jesus Christ, to disobey whom
When I heard some saying, If I do is mamfest destruction. My authentic archives are His
not find it in the ancient 7 Scriptures, cross, and death, and resurrection, and the faith which
I will not believe the Gospel ; on my bears on these things, by which I desire, through your
saying to them, It is written, they prayers, to be justffied. He who disbelieves the Gospel
answered me, That remains to be disbelieves everything along w_th it. For the archwes
proved. But to me Jesus Christ is ought not to be preferred to the Sprat.9 "It is hard to
in the place of all that is ancient : kick against the pricks ;" _o it is hard to disbelieve Christ ;
His cross, and death, and resurrection, it is hard to reject the preaching of the apostles.
and the faith _ which is by Him, are
undefiled monuments of antiquity ;
by whmh I desire, through your
prayers, to be justified.

CHAP. IX.--THE OLD TESTAMENT IS GOOD: THE NEW TESTAMENT IS }3E'FrER.

The priests" indeed are good, but The priests" indeed, and the ministers of the word,
the High Priest is better; to whom are good; but the High Priest is better, to whom the
the holy of holies has been com- holy of holies has been committed, and who alone has
mitted, and who alone has been been entrusted with the secrets of God. The ministering
trusted with the secrets of God. He powers of God are good. The Comforter is holy, and
is the door of the Father, by which the Word is holy, the Son of the Father, by whom He
enter in Abraham, and Isaac, and made all things, and exercises a providence over them all.
Jacob, and the prophets, and the This is the Way ,2 which leads to the Father, the Rock,'3
apostles, and the Church. All these the Defence,'4 the Key, the Shepherd, 's the Sacrifice, the
have for their object the attaining to Door ,6 of knowledge, through which have entered Abra-
the unity of God. But the Gospel ham, and I_aac, and Jacob, Moses and all the company
I_ossesses something transcendent of the prophets, and these pillars of the world, the apos-

above the former dispensation], viz., tles, and the spouse of Christ, on whose account He
the appearance of our Lord Jesus poured out His own blood, as her marriage portion, that
Christ, His passion and resurrection. He might redeem her. All these things tend towards
For the beloved prophets announced the unity of the one and only true God. But the Gospel
Him,'r but the Gospel is the perfec- possesses something transcendent ['above the former dis-
tion of immortality. 's All these things pensation], viz., the appearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ,
are good together, if ye believe in His passion, and the resurrection itself. For those things
love. which the prophets announced, saying, "Until He come

for whom it is reserved, and He shall be the expectation

t Literally, "your flesh." 2 Comp. x Cor, iiL_6, vl. r 9. 3 Literally/"prepared for."" Ltttral|y, "to the assembly of the bishop " Comp. Isa. lvha. 6. Phil ti 3.
:' The meaning here ts very doubtful.. Some read iv vo_ J.pX_o_s, as translated above, others prefer Jv vo_ _pXe;OL_,as in d_ longer

a_asmn, 8 Le., the system of Chrtsttan daetnne. 9 Or, " the archives of the Sptrtt are not exposed to all." lo Acts xxvt. z,t.
tl i.e., the Jewish prmsts, z_ John xlv, 6. t3 t Cor. x. 4, :4 Ltterally," the hedge." t$ John x. st. t6 Jolmx. 9.
17 Literally, "' proclaimed as to him." s| The meaning is dot_ffuL Comp. • Tim. L to.
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of the Gentiles,"' have been fulfilled in the Gospel, [our
Lord saying,] " Go ye and teach all n_fions, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost. ''* All then are good together, the law,
the prophets, the apostles, the whole company [of others]
that have believed through them: only if we love one
another.

CHAP. X. -- CONGRATULATE THE INHABITANTS OF ANTIOCH ON THE CLOSE OF THE PERSECUTION.

Since, according to your prayers, Since, according to your prayers, and the compassion
and the compassion which ye feel in which ye feel in Christ Jesus, it is reported to me that
Christ Jesus, it is reported to me that the Church which is at Antioch in Syria possesses peace,
the Church which is at Antioch in it will become you, as a Church of God, to elect a bishop
Syria possesses peace, it will become to act as the ambassador of Cod [for you] to [the breth-
you, as a Church of God, to elect a ren] there, that it may he granted them to meet together,
deacon to act as the ambassador of and to glorify the name of God. Blessed is he in Christ
God [for you] to [the brethren there], Jesus, who shall be deemed worthy of such a ministry ;
that he may rejoice along with them and if ye be zealous [in this matter], ye shall receive :
when they are met together, and glo- glory in Christ. And if ye are willing, it is not altogether -
nfy the name [of God] Blessed is beyond your power to do this, for the sake of 3 God ; as
he in Jesus Christ, who shall be also the nearest Churches have sent, in some cases
deemed worthy of such a ministry; bishops, and in others presbyters and deacons.
and ye too shall be glorified. And if
ye are wilhng, it is not beyond your
power to do this, for the sake3 of
God; as also the nearest Churches
have sent, in some cases bishops, and
m others presbyters and deacons.

CHAP. XI. -- THANKS AND SALUTATION'.

Now, as to Philo the deacon, of Now, as to Philo the deacon, a man of Cilicia, of high
Cihcm, a man of reputation, who still reputation, who still mimsters to me in the word of God,
ministers to me in the word of God, along with Gaius and Agathopus, an elect man, who has
along with Rheus Agathopus, an elect followed me from Syria, not regarding 4 his life,-- these
man, who has followed me from Syria, also bear testimony in your behalf. And I myself give
not regarding 4 his life, -- these bear thanks to God for you, because ye have received them :
witness in your behalf; and I myself and the Lord will also receive you. But may those that
give thanks to God for you, that ye dishonoured them be forgiven through the grace of Jesus
have received them, even as the Lord Christ, " who wisheth not the death of the sinner, but his
you. But may those that dishonoured repentance." s The love of the brethren at Troas salutes
them be forgiven through the grace you; whence also I write to you by Burrhus, 6 who was
of Jesus Christ ! The love of the sent along with me by the Ephesians and Smyrnmans, to
brethren at Troas salutes you ; whence show their respect : 7 whom the Lord Jesus Christ will re-
also I write to you by Burrhus, who quite, in whom they hope, in flesh, and soul, and spirit,
was sent along with me by the Ephe- and faith, and love, and concord. Fare ye well in the
sians and Smyrnamns, to show their Lord Jesus Christ, our common hope, in the Holy Ghost.
respectJ May the Lord Jesus Christ
honour them, in whom they hope, in
flesh, and soul, and faith, and love,
and concord ! Fare )re well in Christ
Jesus, our common hope.

s C.en. xhx. _o. 2 Matt. xxvltt, t9. 3 Limrally, "for the name of" 4 Litc*ral]y_**bidding farew©llto."
# Comp. F..zek. xvliL a3, 32, T_u_ ZX; ffiP_. ui 9. b The Ms. has" Burgus.'* :Or,"forthcsakeofboomsr."
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SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

Ignatius, who is also called 2"heophoo Ignatius, who is also called Theophorus, to the Church of
rus, to the C._urch of God the Father, God the most high Father, and His beloved Son Jesus
and of the _)eloved Jesus Christ, Christ, which has through mercy obtained every kind of
which has through mercy obtained gift, which is filled wtth faithand love, and is defictent
every kind of gift, which is filled in no gTft, most worthy of God, and adorned with boll-
with faith and love, and is deficient hess: ' tlw Church which is at Smyrna, in Asia, wishes
in no gift, most worthy of God, and abundance of happiness, through the immaculate Spirit
adorned with holiness: * the Church and word of God.
which is at Smyrna, in Asia, wishes
abundance of happiness, through
the immaculate Spirit and word of
God.

CHAP. I.--a'nm¢_ TO GOD FOR votm FArm.

I OSOmVY God, even Jesus Christ, I GSOVaW the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
who has given you such wisdom. For who by Him has given you such wisdom. For I have
I have observed that ye are perfected observed that ye are perfected in an immoveable faith,
in an immoveable faith, as if ye were as if ye were nailed to the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,
nailed to the cross of our Lord Jesus both in the flesh and in the spirit, and are established in
Christ, both in the flesh and in the love through the blood of Christ, being fully persuaded,
spirit, and are established in love in very truth, with respect to our Lord Jesus Christ, that
through the blood of Christ, being He was the Son of God, "the first-born of every crea-
fully persuaded with respect to our ture," *God the Word, the only-begotten Son, and was of
Lord, that He was truly of the seed the seed of David according to the flesh/ by the Virgin
of David according to the flesh,3 and Mary ; was baptized by John, that all righteousness
the Son of God according to the will might be fulfilled s by Him ; that He lived a life of holi-
and power 4 of God ; that He was ness" without sin, and was truly, under Pontius Pilate and
truly born of a virgin, was baptized Herod the tetrareh, nailed [to the cross] for us in His
by John, in order that all righteous- flesh. From whom we also derive our being, 6 from His
hess might be fulfilled s by Him ; and divinely-blessed passion, that He might set up a standard
was truly, under Pontius Pilate and for the ages, through His resurrection, to all His holy and
Herod the tetraxch, nailed [to the faithful [followers], whether among Jews or Gentiles, in
cross] for us in His flesh. Of this the one body of His Church.
fruit 7we are by His divinely-blessed
passion, that He might set up a stand-
ard _ for all ages, through His resur-
rection, to all His holy and faithful
[followers], whether among Jews or
Gentiles, m the one body of His
Church.

It IAterttll_, '¢ holy.bearlng." t Col. i. s$. 3 Row. i. 3- * _ h quoting this 1_, reads." the Godhead and power."
$ Math i_k iS. 6 l.,tt_,_l]f.,._alr_ r" 7 L_.jtbc:clrot_*'_"be_l_tf_ofClgw,d,#_t, Aatt_r¢. I l_tt,V._,XEtX. S2.
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CHAP.IL _CHR1ST'S TRU]ZPASSION.

Now, He suffered all these things Now, He suffered all these things for us; and He
for our sakes, that we might be saved, suffered them really, and not in appearance only, even as
And He suffered truly, even as also also He truly rose again. But not, as some of the unbe-
He truly raised up Himself, not, as lievers, who are ashamed of the formation of man, and
certain unbelievers maintain, that He the cross, and death itself, affirm, that in appearance
only seemed to suffer, as they them- only, and not in truth, He took a body of the Virgin,
selves only seem to be [Christians-]. and suffered only in appearance, forgetting, as they do,
Aud as they believe, so shall it hap- Him who said, "The Word was made flesh ; ,,z and
pen unto them, when they shall be again, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I will
divested of their bodies, and be mere raise it up ;" • and once more, "If I be lifted up from
evil spirits.s the earth, I will draw all men unto Me." 4 The Word

therefore did dwell in flesh, for "Wisdom built herself an
house." s The Word raised up again His own temple
on the third day, when it had been destroyed by the
Jews fighting against Christ. The Word, when His flesh
was lifted up, after the manner of the brazen serpent in
the wilderness, drew all men to Himself for their eternal
salvation. 6

CHAP.IH._CHRIST WASPOSSESSEDOFA BODYAFTERHIS _CTION.

For I know that after His resurrec- And I know that He was possessed of a body not only
tion also He was still possessed of in His being born and crucified, but I also know that He
flesh, 7 and I believe that He is so was so after H,s resurrection, and believe that He is so
now. When, for instance, He came now. When, for instance, He came to those who were
to those who were with Peter, He with Peter, He said to them, "Lay hold, handle Me, and
said to them, "Lay hold, handle Me, see that I am not an incorporeal spirit." s "For a spirit
and see that I am not an incorporeal hath not flesh and bones, as ye see Me have." 9 And
spirit." s And immediately they He says to Thomas, "Reach hither thy finger into the
touched Him, and believed, being print of the nails, and reach hither thy hand, and thrust
convinced both by His flesh and it into My side ; .... and immediately they believed that
spirit. For this cause also they de- He was Christ. Wherefore Thomas also says to Him,
spised death, and were found its con- "My Lord, and my God." " And on this account also
querors. TM And after his resurrection did they despise death, for it were too little to say, indig-
He did eat and drink with them, as nities and stripes. Nor was this all ; but also after He
being possessed of flesh, although had shown Himself to them, that He had risen indeed,
spiritually He was united to the and not in appearance only, He both ate and drank with
Father. them during forty entire days. And thus was He, with

the flesh, received up in their sight unto Him that sent
Him, being with that same flesh to come again, accom-
pained by glory and power. For, say the [holy] oracles,
"This same Jesus, who is taken up from you into heaven,
shall so come, in like manner as ye have seen Him go
unto heaven." _3 But if they say that He will come at
the end of the world without a body, how shall those
"see Him that pierced Him," ,4 and when they recognise
Him," mourn for themselves ?" _s For incorporeal beings
have neither form nor figure, nor the aspect ,6 of an ani-
mal possessed of shape, because their nature is in itself
simple.

CHAP.IV._ BEWAREOF THESEHERETICS.

I give you these instructions, be- I give you these instructions, beloved, assured that ye
loved, assured that ye also hold the also hold the same opinions Cas I do']. But I guard you
same opinions [as I do]. But I beforehand from these beasts in the shape of men, from

z John i. z4. s John ft. _9. 30r,"lm¢,_$ tlmt they arc pl_m_ amddislxdicll," aslome l_-nder, _ tl_ mbove _ pre[e_.ble.
4 John,_ 3s. • l_,v. ix.:. 6N_ xxL9. Johni_ _4. _ l_endl,/," in_ Se,h.". ' Li_._!Iy,"dmo.." _ to

_Je_me,th/squota_onisfromtheGoq_,_dmNam_Bnes.Coml_Lnkexxiv._. tl_l_x_v..$9, z°J¢mnxx,r/.
_ Johnzx. _ z_ Literally,"_ a._- u A,_ Lzz. z4Rev.,- I- zs_ _ xo. zeOr,"am-k,"
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guard you beforehand from those whom you must not only turn away, but even flee from
beasts in the shape of men, whom them. Only you must pray for them, if by any means
you must not only not receive, but, if it they may be brought to repentance. For if the Lord
be possible, not even meet with ; only were in the body in appearance only, and were crucified
you must pray to God for them, if by in appearance only, then am I also bound in appearance
any means they may be brought to only. And why have I also surrendered myself to death,
repentance, which, however, will be to fire, to the sword, to the wild beasts ? But, [in fact,]
very difficult. Yet Jesus Christ, who I endure all things for Christ, not in appearance only,
is our true life, has the power of [ef- but in reality, that I may suffer together with Him, while
fecting.] this. But if these things He Himself inwardly strengthens me; for of myself I
were <lone by our Lord only in ap- have no such ability.
pearance, then am I also only in ap-
pearance bound. And why have I
also surrendered myself to death, to
fire, to the sword, to the wild beasts ?
But,[in fact,] he who is near to the
sword is near to God; he that is
among the wild beast_ is in company
with God ; provided only he be so m
the name of Jesus Christ. I undergo
all these things that I may suffer to-
gether with Him, ' He who became a
perfect man inwardly strengthening
me ?

CHAP. V. _THEIR DANGEROUSERRORS.

Some ignorantly 3 deny Hnn, or Some have ignorantly denied Him, and advocate false-
rather have been denied by Him, hood rather than the truth. These persons neither have
being the advocates of death rather the prophecies persuaded, nor the law of Mose_, nor the
than of the truth. These persons Gospel even to this day, nor the sufferings we have in-
neither have the prophets persuaded, dlvldually endured. For they think also the same thing
nor the law of Moses, nor the Gospel regarding us. For what does it profit, if any one corn-
even to this day, nor the sufferings mends me, but blasphemes my Lord, not owning Him
we have individually endured. For to be God incarnate? s He that does not confess this,
they think also the same thing regard- has in fact altogether denied Him, being enveloped in
ing us.* For what does any one death. I have not, however, thought good to write the
profit me, if he commends me, but names of such persons, inasmuch as they are unbelievers ;
blasphemes my Lord, not confessing and far be it from me to make any mention of them,
that He was [truly] possessed of a unul they repent.
body?5 But he who does not ac-
knowledge this, has in fact altogether
denied Him, being enveloped in
death. 6 I have not, however,
thought good to write the names of
such persons, 'inasmuch as they are
unbelievers. Yea, far be it from me
to make any mention of them, until
they repent and return to [a true be-
lief in] Christ's passion, which is our
resurrection.

CHAP. VI._UNBELIEVERS IN THE BIXR)DOF CHRISTSHALL BE CON'DEMNED.

Let no man deceive himself. Both Let no man deceive himself. Unless he believes that
the things which are in heaven, and Christ Jesus has lived in the flesh, and shall confess Hxs
the glorious angels, 2 and rulers, both cross and passion, and the blood which He shed for the
visible and invisible, if they believe salvation of the world, he shall not obtain eternal life,
not in the blood of Christ, shall, in whether he be a king, or a priest, or a ruler, or a private

xcomp.Rorarill. t7. a Comp.Phil.iv.t3. a Or," foolishly." 4 ie., AstheyimmglneChristtohavcsuffezedmalyinaplmar"
ante,sothey_|_"vethatwesuffermvain. $L_tcral_t"a flm_earer," @Litm-..lly,"a dea_."
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consequence, incur condemnation2 person, a master or a servant, a man or a woman. "He
"He that is able to receive it, let him that is able to receive it, let him receive it." * Let no
receive it."* Let not [high] place man's place, or dignity, or riches, puff him up; and let
puff any one up: for that which is no man's low condition or poverty abase him. For the
worth all is 3 faith and love, to which chief points are faith towards God, hope towards Christ,
nothing is to be preferred. But con- the enjoyment of those good things for which we look,
sider those who are of a different and love towards God and our neighbour. For, "Thou
opinion with respect to the grace of shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and thy
Christ which has come unto us, how neighbour as thyselfi" ' And the Lord says, "' This is
opposed they are to the will of God. life eternal, to know the only true God, and Jesus Christ
They have no regard for love; no whom He has sent." s And again, "A new command-
care for the widow, or the orphan, or men, give I unto you, that ye love one another. On
the oppressed; of the bond, or of the these two commandments hang all the law and the
free ; of the hungry, or of the thirsty, prophets." 6 Do ye, therefore, notice those who preach

other doctrines, how they affirm that the Father of Christ
cannot be known, and how they exhibit enmity and de-
ceit in their dealings with one another. They have no
regard for love ; they despise the good things we expect
hereafter ; they regard present things as if they were
durable ; they ridicule hnn that is in affliction ; they laugh _
at him that is in bonds.

CHAP. VII.- LET US STAND ALOOF FROM SUCH HERETICS.

They abstain from the Eucharist They are ashamed of the cross ; they mock at the
and from prayer, 7 because they con- passion ; they make a jest of the resurrection. They are
less not the Eucharist to be the flesh the offspring of that spirit who is the author of all evil,
of our Saviour Jesus Christ, which who led Adam, s by means of his wife, to transgress the
suffered for our sins, and which the commandment, who slew Abel by the hands of Cain, who
Father, of His goodness, raised up fought against Job, who was the accuser of Joshua 9 the
again. Those, therefore, who speak son of Josedech, who sought to "sift the faith .... of the
against this gift of God, incur death i, apostles, who stirred up the multitude of the Jews against
in the midst of their disputes. But it the Lord, who also now "worketh in the children of dis-
were better for them to treat it with obedience ; "'* from whom the Lord Jesus Christ will de-
respect/3 that they also might rise liver us, who prayed that the faith of the apostles might
again. It is fitting, therefore, that ye not fall, '4 not because He was not able of Himself to pre-
should keep aloof from such persons, serve it, but because He rejoiced in the pre-eminence of
and not to speak ofxs them either in the Father. It is fitting, therefore, that ye should keep
private or in public, but to give heed aloof from such persons, and neither in private nor in
to the prophets, and above all, to the public to talk with ,5 them ; but to give heed to the law,
Gospel, in which the passion [of and the prophets, and to those who have preached to you
Christ I has been revealed to us, and the word of salvation. But flee from all abominable here-
the resurrectionhasbeenfullyproved. '6 rues, and those that cause schisms, as the beginning of
But avoid all divisions, as the begin- evils.
nmg of evils.

CHAP. VllI. _ LET NOTHING BE DON'E WITHOUT THE BISHOP.

See that ye all follow the bishop, See that ye all follow the bishop, even as Christ Jesus
even as Jesus Christ does the Father, does the Father, and the presbytery as ye would the apos-
and the presbytery as ye would the ties. Do ye also reverence the deacons, as those that
apostles ; and reverence the deacons, carry out [through their office] the appointment of God.
as being the institution x7 of God. Let no man do anything connected with the Church with-
Let no man do anything connected out the bishop. Let that be deemed a proper is Eucharist,

with the Church without the bishop, which is [administered] either by the bishop, or by one
Let that be deemed a proper ,s Eu- to whom he has entrusted it. Wherever the bishop shall
charist, which is [administered] either appear, there let the multitude [of the people] also be ;

t Literany, *,judgment i_ to them. ,o 2 Matt x,.x, t2 3 Limrally,- the wholeis. '° 4 Deut. vi. 5. S John xvil. 3 t.
• John xiii. 34; blast, xxit. 40. T Theodoret, m quodng this _, reads try#,, "offering "
It Literally, "drove Adam out of." 9 Zech, in L to Luke xxu. 3x. tt Literally, "die disputing." ta Eplk ii.

t3 Literally," to love." Some think there m a reference to the a_tp_, or leo¢-feaat*. Is, Luke xxn 3a.
t* Theread_gtt_r_inthe_n_and_t_inthe_ther_th_ughthe_attermeanmgtmcamspreferab_e_ Motttofthellss. ol'thelong_

rece_ read w,p,, as in the shorter. 16 laterally," perfected." x7 Or, "commm_" te Or," firm."
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by the bishop, or by one to whom he even as where Christ is, there does all the heavenly host
has entrusted it. Whereverthebishop stand by, waiting upon Him as the Chief Captain of
shall appear, there let the multitude the Lord's might, and the Governor of every intelligent
[of the people] also be ; even as, nature. It is not lawful without the bishop either to
wherever Jesus Christ is, there is the baptize, or to offer, or to present sacrifice, or to cele-
Catholic Church. It is not lawful brute a love-feast. _ But that which seems good to him,
without the bishop either to baptize is also well-pleasing to God, that everything ye do may
or to celebrate a love-feast ; but what- be secure and valid.
soever he shall approve of, that is also
pleasing to God, so that everything
that is done may be secure and valid.=

CHAP. IX._ HONOUR THE BISHOP.

Moreover7 it is in accordance with Moreover, it is in accordance with reason that we
reason that we should return to sober- shonld return to soberness ['of conduct], and, while yet
ness Eof conduct], and, while yet we we have opportunity, exercise repentance towards God.
have opportunity, exercise repentance For "in Hades there is no one who can confess his sins." 4
towards God. It is well to reverence s For "behold the man, and his work is before him." 6
both God and the bishop. He who And [.the Scripture saith'], "My son, honour thou God
honours the bishop has been honoured and the king." 7 And say I, Honour thou God indeed,
by God ; he who does anything with- as the Author and Lord of all things, but the bishop as
out the knowledge of the b:shop, does the high-priest, who bears the image of God-- of God,
t_.n reality] serve the devil. Let all inasmuch as he is a ruler, and of Christ, in his capacity

ings, then, abound to you through of a priest, After Him, we must also honour the king.
grace, for ye are worthy. Ye have For there is no one superior to God, or even like to
refreshed me in aU things, and Jesus Him, among all the beings that exist. Nor is there any
Christ Eshall refresh] you. ¥e have one in the Church greater than the bishop, who ministers
loved me when absent as well as when as a ptnest to God for the salvation of the whole world.
present. May God recompense you, Nor, again, is there any one among rulers to be compared
for whose sake, while ye endure all with the king, who secures peace and good order to those
things, ye shaU attain unto Him. over whom he rules. He who honours the bishop shall

be honoured by God, even as he that dishonours him
shall be punished by God. For if he that rises up against
kings is justly held worthy of punishment, inasmuch as be
dissolves public order, of how much sorer punishment,
suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, s who presumes
to do anything without the bishop, thus both destroying
the _Church's] unity, and throwing its order into con-
fusion? For the pnesthood is the very highest point of all
good things among men, against which whosoever is maxi
enough to strive, dishonours not man, but God, and Christ
Jesus, the First-born, and the only High Priest, by nature.
of the Father. Let all things therefore be done by you
with good order in Christ. Let the laity be subject to the
deacons; the deacons to the presbyters ; the presbyters
to the bishop ; the bishop to Christ, even as He is to the
Father. As ye, brethren, have refreshed me, so will Jesus
Christ refresh you. Ye have loved me when absent, as
well as when present. God will recompense you, for
whose sake ye have shown such kindness towards His
prisoner. For even if I am not worthy of it, yet your
zeal Eto help me] is an admirable 9 thing. For "he who
honours a prophet in the name of a prophet, shall receive
a prophet's reward." '° It is manifest also, that he who
honours a prisoner of Jesus Christ shall receive the re-
ward of the martyrs.

z Some n_er the wordsto the Loni's Su_l_. = Or, "f_'m." _ Or, "fltadly." .A 4 Ps. vi. S. 5 Iat¢rally,"to kaow."* ha. IxiLx:*. 7 l_'u,v,x=iv..x. C.omp._ x..9. _ Or,"lgm_-" -- M,a=.x. _.
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cl_a,, x.--xcr_o_ OF _zm ra_0Nms.

Ye have done well in receiving Philo Ye have done well in receiving Philo, and Gxius, and
and Rheus Agathopus as servants' of Agathopus, who, being the servants _ of Christ, have fol-
Christ our God, who have followed lowed me for the sake of God, and who greatly bless the
me for the sake of Cod, and who give Lord in your behalf, because ye have in every way re-
thanks to the Lord in your behalf, freshed them. None of those things which ye have done
because ye have in every way re- to them shall be passed by without being reckoned unto
freshed them. None of these things you. "The Lord grant" to you "that ye may find
shall be lost to you. May my spirit mercy of the Lord in that day l" • May my spirit be for
be for you, 3 and my bonds, which ye you,* and my bonds, which ye have not despised or been
have not despised or been ashamed ashamed of. Wherefore, neither shall Jesus Christ, our
of; nor shall Jesus Christ, our perfect perfect hope, be ashamed of you.
hope, be ashamed of you.

CHAP. XI. _ REQUES_ TO THEM TO SEND A MESSENGER TO ANTIOCH.

Your prayer has reached to the Your prayers have reached to the Church of Antioch,
Church which is at Antioch in Syria. and it is at peace. Coming from that place bound, I
Coming from that place bound _ath salute all ; I who am not worthy to be styled from thence,
chains, most acceptable to God,4 I inasmuch as I am the least of them. Nevertheless, ac-
salute all ; I who am not worthy to cording to the will of God, I have been thought worthy
be styled from thence, inasmuch as I [of this honour], not that I have any sense s ['of having
am the least of them. Nevertheless, deserved it], but by the grace of God, which I wish may
according to the will of God, I have be perfectly given to me, that through your prayers I
been thought worthy ['of this honour], may attain to God. In order, therefore, that your work
not that I have any sense s [of hay- may be complete both on earth and in heaven, it is fitting
ing deserved it], but by the grace of that, for the honour of God, your Church should elect
God, which I wish may be perfectly some worthy delegate ; 6 so that he, journeying into Syria,
given to me, that through your prayers may congratulate them that they are ['now] at peace,
I may attain to God. In order, there- and are restored to their proper greatness, and that their
fore, that your work may be complete proper constitution s has been re-established among them.
both on earth and in heaven, it is fit- What appears to me proper to be done is this, that you
ting that. for the honour of God, your should send some one of your number with an epistle, so
Church should elect some worthy dele- that, in company with them, he may rejoice over the
gate ;6 so that he, journeying into tranquillity which, according to the will of God, they
Syria, may congratulate them that have obtained, and because that, through your prayers, I
they are ['now] at peace, and are re- have secured Christ as a safe harbour. - As persons who
stored to z their proper greatness, and are perfect, ye should also aim at _o those things which
that their proper constitution s has are perfect. For when ye are desirous to do well, God
been re-established among them. It is also ready to assist you.
seems then to me a becoming thing,
that you should send some one of
your number with an epistle, so that,
in company with them, he may re-
joice 9 over the tranquillity which, ac-
cording to the will of God, they have
obtained, and because that, through
your prayers, they have now reached
the harbour. As persons who are
perfect, ye should also aim at ,o those
things which are perfect. For when
ye are desirous to do well, God is
also ready to assist you.

Cg_AP.xn.-- SAuYrA_oYS.

The love of the brethren at Troas The love of your brethren at Troas mlutes you;
salutes you ; whence also I write to whence also I write to you by Burgus, whom ye sent with

x Or, "tieacons." _ • Tim. i. xS. _ Comp. Epistle of Ignatms to Ephcsums, chap. xxi. : to Polycarp, chap ii. vL
4 Literally, " most beconung of God" 50r,"from any conscience " 6 Literally, "God-ambamador." 70r,*¢llmv¢ nmzlvt_ "
• Literally, "body." • Laterally, "m*q #orify with th=_" so Or, "flfink oC"
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you by Burrhus, whom ye sent with me, together with the Ephesians, your brethren, and who
me, together with the Ephesians, your has in all things refreshed me. And I would that all may
brethren, and who has in all things imitate him, as being a pattern of a minister of God.
refreshed me. And I would that all The grace of the Lord will reward him in all things. I
n-my imitate him, as being a pattern salute your most worthy bishop Polycarp, and your vener-
of a minister' of God. Grace will able presbytery, and your Christ-beanng deacons, my
reward him in all things. I salute fellow-servants, and all of you individually, "as well as
your most worthy • bishop, and your generally, in the name of Christ Jesus, and in His flesh
very venerable s presbytery, and your and blood, in His passion and resurrection, both corporea[
deacons, my fellow-servants, and all and spiritual, in union with God and you. Grace, mercy,
of you individually, as well as gener- peace, and patience, be with you in Christ for evermore !
ally, in the name of Jesus Christ, and
in His flesh and blood, m His passion
and resurrection, both corporeal and
spiritual, in union with God and you.*
Grace, mercy, peace, and patience,
be with you for evermore I

CONCLUSION.

I _lute the families of my brethren, I salute the families of my brethren, with their wives
with their wives and children, and the and children, and those that are ever virgins, and the
virgins who are called wldows.S Be widows. Be ye strong, I pray, in the power of the Holy
ye strong, I pray, in the power of the Ghost. Philo, nay fellow-servant, who is with me, greets
Holy Ghost. Philo, who is with me, you. I salute the house of Tavias, and pray that it may
greets you. I salute the house of be confirmed in faith and love, both corporeal and spirit-
Tavias, and pray that it may be con- ual. I salute Alce, my well-beloved, 6 and the incom-
firmed in faith and love, both corpo- parable Daphnus, and Eutecnus, and all by name. Fare
real and spiritual. I salute Alce, my ye well m the grace of God, and of our Lord Jesus
well-beloved, 6 and the incomparable Christ, being filled with the Holy Spirit, and divine and
Daphnus, and Eutecnus, and all by sacred wisdom.
name. Fare ye well in the grace of
God.

I Or, "the ministry " 2 Ltterally, "worth_, of God." 3 Literally, "most becoming of God "
d, Ltterally, " m the umon of God and of you. ' .s The deaconesses seem to ha_e been called 'widows.
6 Laterally, "the name dealr_d of me."



THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO POLYCARP.

SHORTER AND LONGER VERSIONS.

Igna_'us, who is also called Theopho- IgnaKus, bishop of AnKoch, and a witness for Jesus
tT_s, to _Polycarp, Bishop of the Christ, to Polycarp, Btshoik of the Church of the Smyr-
Church of the Smyrnceans, or n_eans, or rather, who has, as his own bishop, God the
rather, who has, as his own bzshop, Father, and Jesus Christ: [wishes] abundance of
God the Father, and the Zord happtness.

Jesus Christ: [wishes] abundance
of ha::iness.

CHAP. I. -- COMMENDATION AND EXHORTATION,

HAVLWG obtainedgood proof that HAVING obtainedgood proofthatthy mind isfixedin
thymind isfixedinGod as upon an God as upon an immoveable rock,I loudlyglorify[His
nnmoveab]e rock, I loudly glorify name] that1 have been thoughtworthy to behold thy
[His name] thatI havebeen thought blamelessface,_which may I ever enjoyinGod [ I en-
worthy [to behold] thy blameless treatthee,by the gracewith which thou artclothed,to
face/ whlch may I ever enjoy in pressforwardin thycourse,and toexhortallthatthey
God ! I entreatthee,by the grace may be saved. Maintainthypositionwithallcare,both
withwhich thou artclothed,topress inthe fleshand spirit.Have a regardtopreserveunity,
forwardm thycourse,and to exhort thanwhich nothingisbetter.Bear whh all,even as the
allthattheymay be saved. Maintain Lord doeswith thee. Support•allinlove,as alsothou
thypositionwlthallcare,both m the doest. Give thyselftoprayerwithoutceasing3 Implore
fleshand spirit.Have a regardto additionalunderstandingtowhat thou alreadyhast. Be
preserve umty, than which nothing is watchful, possessing a sleepless spirit. Speak to every
better. Bear with all, even as the man separately, as God enables thee: Bear the infirmi-
Lord does with thee. Support _ all ties of all, as being a perfect athlete [in the Christian
m love, as also thou doest. Give thy- hfe], even as does the Lord of all. For says [the Scrip-
self to prayer without ceasing: Ira- ture], "He Himself took our infirmities, and bare our
plore addmonal understanding to what sicknesses." s Where the labour is great, the gain is all
thou already hast. Be watchful, pos- the more.
sessmg a sleepless spirit. Speak to
every man separately, as God enables
thee: Bear the infirmities of all, as
being a perfect athlete [m the Chris-
tian life]: where the labour is great,
the gain is all the more.

CHAP, IL _ EXI'IORTATIO.'_.

If thou lovest the good disciples, If thou lovest the good disciples, no thanks are due
no thanks are due to thee on that to thee on that account ; but rather seek by meekness to
account; but rather seek by meek- subdue the more troublesome. Every kind of wound
ness to subdue the more troublesome, is not healed with the same plaster. Mitigate violent
Every kind of wound is not healed attacks [of disease] by gentle applications. _ Be in all
with the same plaster. Mitigate vio- things "wise as a serpent, and harmless always as a

z ie,, to make pemmal acquaintance with one esteemed so highly. * Or."mlcnue" 3 _p z T_u.v. 17,
• Some read, "according to thy practice." ._ Matt. v_ x?. 6 Liicr_y_ "parox_ms by _abroca_,"
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lent attacks [of disease] by gentle dove."* For this purpose thou art composed of both
applications.' Be in all things "wise soul and body, art both fleshly and spiritual, that thou
as a serpent, and harmless as a mayest correct those [evils] that present themselves vial-
dove." a For this purpose thou art bly before thee ; and as respects those that are not seen,
composed of both flesh and spirit, mayest pray that these should be revealed to thee, so
that thou mayest deal tenderly 3 with that thou mayest be wanting in nothing, but mayest
those ['evils] that present themselves abound in every gift. The times call upon thee to pray.
visibly before thee. And as respects For as the wind aids the pilot of a ship, and as havens
those that are not seen,4 pray that are advantageous for safety to a tempest-tossed vessel, so
[GOdJ would reveal them unto thee, is also prayer to thee, in order that thou mayest attain
in oraer that thou mayest be wanting to God. Be sober as an athlete of God, whose will is
in nothing, but mayest abound in immortality and eternal life ; of which thou art also per-
every gift. The times call for thee, suaded. In all things may my soul be for thine,S and my
as pilots do for the winds, and as one bonds also, wbach thou hast loved.
tossed with tempest seeks for the
haven, so that both thou [and those
under thy care] may attain to God.
Be sober as an athlete of God: the

prize set before thee is immortality
and eternal life, of which thou art also
persuaded. In all things may my
soul be for thine,S and my bonds also,
which thou hast loved.

cHAP.m.- _.XHORTATIO_.

let not those who seem worthy of Let not those who seem worthy of credit, but teach
credit, but teach strange doctrines, 6 strange doctrines, 6 fill thee with apprehension. Stand
fill thee with apprehension. Stand firm, as does an anvil which is beaten. It is the part of a
firm, as does an anvil which is beaten, noble 7 athlete to be wounded, and yet to conquer. And
It is the part of a noble 2 athlete to be especially we ought to bear all things for the sake of God,
wounded, and yet to conquer. And that He also may bear with us, and bring us into His
especially, we ought to bear all things kingdom. Add more and more to thy diligence ; run
for the sake of God, that He also may thy race with increasing energy ; weigh carefully the times.
bear with us. Be ever becomingmore Whilst thou art here, be a conqueror; for here is the
zealous than what thou art. Weigh course, and there are the crowns. Look for Christ, the
carefully the times. Look for Him Son of God ; who was before time, yet appeared in time ;
who is above all time, eternal and who was invisible by nature, yet visible in the flesh ; who
invisible, yet who became visible for was impalpable, and could not be touched, as being with-
our sakes; impalpable and impassible, out a body, but for our sakes became such, might be
yet who became passible on our ac- touched and handled in the body ; who was impassible as
count ; and who in every kind of way God, but became passible for our sakes as man ; and who
suffered for our sakes, in every kind of way suffered for our sakes.

CHAP. IV. -- EXHORTATIONS.

Let not widows be neglected. Be Let not the widows be neglected. Be thou, after the
thou, after the Lord, their protector s Lord, their protector and friend. Let nothing be done
and friend. Let nothing be done without thy consent ; neither do thou anything without
without thy consent ; neither do thou the approval of God, which indeed thou doest not. Be
anything without the approval of God, thou stedfast. Let your assembling together be of fre-
which indeed thou dost not, inas- quent9 occurrence: seek after all by name. t° Do not
much as thou art stedfast. Let your despise either male or female slaves, yet neither let them
assembling together be of frequent9 be puffed up with conceit, but rather let them submit
occurrence : seek after all by name. t° themselves" the more, for the glory of God, that they may
Do not despise either male or female obtain from God a better liberty. Let them not wish
slaves, yet neither let them be puffed to be set free [from slavery] at the public expense, that
up with conceit, but rather let them they be not found slaves to their own desires.

t Lheralb].'* paroxys__msby embrocations " _ Matt x. t6. $ Literally, "flatter.*' 4 Some refer thts to the mysteries off God
others to things yet future, s Comp. Epistle of Ignatius to the Epheslans, chap xxt , etc. e Comp. t Tim. t. 3, w. 3.

7 l..it_rally," great." 8 The word in the ori_'inal ($_ov.rt0-_) denotes one who t,_t._ka or ea_'¢a for another. . . ..
9.Sotoe i_-ffertl'mwords to more/requeHt mteut_., and othtrtt to these meetto_ hemg more nutn¢:ou_; no e.otoplntlon m z_.oltr,r.anly

impli_l, zo i.e., _o as to brtog tli_a out m the ptlbli¢ mmmnbiy. It Or_" act tim part of slavem
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submit themselves" the more, for the
gloryof God, that they may obtain
fromGod a betterhbcrty. Let them
not long to be set free [from slavery]
at the public expense, that they be
not found slaves to their own desires.

CHAP. V. _ THE DUTIES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES.

Flee evil arts ; but all the more Flee evil arts ; but all the more discourse in public re.
discourse in public regarding them? garding them. Speak to my sisters, that they love the
Speak to my sisters, that they love the Lord, and be satisfied with their husbands both in the
Lord, and be satisfied with their hus- flesh and spirit. In like manner also, exhort ray brethren,
bands both in the flesh and spirit. In in the name of Jesus Christ, that they love their wives,
like manner also, exhort my brethren, even as the Lord the Church. If any one can continue
in the name of Jesus Christ, that they in a state of purity,4 to the honour of the flesh of the
love their wives, even as the Lord the Lord, let him so remain without boasting. If he shall
Church.3 If any one can continue boast, he is undone ; and if he seeks to be more promi-
in a state of purity, 4 to the honour nent 6 than the bishop, he is ruined. But it becomes both
of Him who is Lord of the flesh,S let men and women who marry, to form their union with the
him so remain without boasting. If approval of the bishop, that their marriage may be ac-
he begins to boast, he is undone ; and cording to the Lord, and not after their own lust. Let
if he reckon himself greater than the all things be done to the honour of GodJ
bishop, he is ruined. But it becomes
both men and women who marry, to
form their umon with the approval of
the bishop, that their marrmge may be
according to God, and not after their
own lust. Let all things be done to
the honour of God.7

CHAP. VI. _THE DUTIES OF THE CHRlb-'TIAN FLOCK.

Give yes heed to the bishop, that Give yes heed to the bishop, that God also may give
God also may give heed to you. My heed to you. My soul be for theirs 9 that are submissive
soul be for theirs 9 that are submissive to the bishop, to the presbytery, and to the deacons :
to the bishop, to the presbyters, and may I have my portion with them from God ! Labour
to the deacon_, and may my portion together with one another ; strive in company together;
be along with them in God ! Labour run together ; suffer together ; sleep together ; and awake
together with one another ; strive in together, as the stewards, and associates, '° and servants of
company together; run together ; suf- God. Please ye Him under whom ye fight, and from
fer together ; sleep together ; and whom ye shall receive your wages. Let none of you be
awake together, as the stewards, and found a deserter. Let your baptism endure as your arms;
associates, *° and servants of God. your faith as your helmet ; your love as your spear ; your
Please ye Him under whom ye fight, patience as a complete panoply. Let your works be the
and from whom ye receive your wages, charge assigned to you, that you may obtain for them a
Let none of you be found a deserter, most worthy" recompense. Be long-suffering, therefore,
Let your baptism endure as your with one another, in meekness, and God shall be so with
arms ; your faith as your helmet ; you. May I have joy of you for ever 1,3
your love as your spear; your pa-
tience as a complete panoply. Let
your works be the charge x_ assigned
to you, that ye may receive a worthy
recompense. Be long-suffering, there-
fore, with one another, in meekness,
as God is towards you. May I have
joy of you for ever 1*s

z Or,"act the part of slaves." I Some insert _t_, and mnder.'rather do not even speak of them." _ Eph..t, lt$,
i e, in cehbacy. 5 Some _ender, "to the honour of the flesh ¢ff the Lord," as in the longer rece_ion.

6 Literally, " if he be known beymuJ the bithop " 7 Comp. tCor. z._t. $ Ai thlo _t|e, though _t to the bi_ljb wlat mmat
to be read to the peopie, Iganuus here d,rectl)_addreq_es them 9 C.omp. clmp. ii, etc. zo Or, " _e_ort."

ix Literally. "worthy of God _ ' : A mlhtary refcz'ext¢_,limply impiylag the idea o( faklff_ cKort_ tOfi,lZZ,q_Z'_ltqZ,z'd,
z3 C_rLp. ll_mi' Epistle to _ Ep_-% chap
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CHAP. VII. _ REQUEST THAT POLYCARP WOULD SF_ND A MESSENGER TO ANTIOCH.

Seeing that the Church which is at Seeing that the Church which is at Antioch in Syria is,
Antioch in Syria is, as report has in- as report has informed me, at peace, through your prayers,
formed me, at peace, through your I also am the more encouraged, resting without anxiety
prayers, I also am the more encour- in God, _ if indeed by means of suffering I may attain to
aged, resting without anxiety in _d, _ God, so that, through your prayers, I may be found a dis-
if indeed by means of suffering I may ciple [of Christ]. It is fitting, O Polyearp, most blessed
attain to God, so that, through your in God, to assemble a very solemn 3 council, and to elect
prayers, I may be found a disciple [of one whom you greatly love, and know to be a man of
Christi.2 It is fitting, O Polycarp, most activity, who may be designated the messenger of God ;,
blessed in God, to assemble a very sol- and to bestow on him the honour of going into Syria, so
emn 3 council, and to elect one whom that, going into Syria, he may glorify your ever active love
you greatly love, and know to be a man to the praise of God. A Christian has not power over
of activity, who may be designated the himself, hut must always be ready for 5 the service of
messenger of God ; 4 and to bestow on God. Now, this work is both God's and yours, when ye
him this honour that he may go into shall have completed it. For I trust that, through grace,
Syria, and glorify your ever active love ye are prepared for every good work pertaining to God.
to the praise of Christ. A Christian Knowing your energetic love of the truth, I have exhorted
has not power over himself, but must you by this brief Epistle.
alwaysbe ready for s the service of God.
Now, this work is both God's and yours,
when ye shall have completed it to His
glory. 6 For I trust that, through grace,
ye are prepared for every good work
pertaining to God. Knowing, therefore,
your energetic love of the truth, I have
exhorted you by this brief Epistle.

CHAP.viii.- LET OTHER CHURCHES ALSO SEND TO ANTIOCH.

Inasmuch as I have not been able Inasmuch, therefore, as I have not been able to write
to write to all the Churches, because to all Churches, because I must suddenly sail from Troas
I must suddenly sail from Troas to to Neapolis, as the will 7 [of the emperor] enjoins, [I beg
Neapolis, as the will7 [of the emperor] that] thou, as being acquainted with the purposes of
enjoins,[I beg that] thou, as being God, wilt write to the adjacent Churches, that they also
acquainted with the purpose s of God, may act in hke manner, such as are able to do so sending
wilt write to the adjacent Churches, messengers, and the others transmitting letters through
that they also may act in like manner, those persons who are sent by thee, that thou mayest be
such as are able to do so sending glorified by a work " which shall be remembered for ever,
messengers,9 and the others transmit- as indeed thou art worthy to be. I salute all by name,
ring letters through those persons who and in particular the wife of Epitropus, with all her house
are sent by thee, that thou ,o mayest be and children. I salute Attains, my beloved. I salute
glorified by a workX*which shall be re- him who shall be deemed worthy to go [from you] into
membered for ever, as indeed thou art Syria. Grace shall be with him for ever, and with Poly-
worthy to be. I salute all by name, carp that sends him. I pray for your happiness for ever
and in particular the wife of Epitropus, in our God, Jesus Christ, by whom continue ye in the
with all her house and children. I unity and under the protection of God. I salute Alce,
salute Attalus, my beloved. I salute my dearly beloved.'3 Amen. Grace [be with you]. Fare
him who shall be deemed worthy to ye well in the I_rd.

o [from you] into Syria. Grace shall
e with him for ever, and with Poly-

carp that sends him. I pray for your
happiness for ever in our God, Jesus
Christ, by whom continue ye in the
unity and under the protection of
GOd._= I salute Atce, my dearly be-
loved, u Fare ye well in the Lord.

Literally, " in freedom from care of C_xl." i Some read, "in the resurrectlon " 3 Literany," mo_t befitting God."
4 Literally. "God-runner." $ Literally," at leisure for." 6 Literally "to Htm " ? Some suppose the reference to be to the soldiers,

or perhaps to God Him_lf e Or, "as pps_essed of the judgment." 9 Laterally, "men on foot ' to S_me have the p|ttral _' ye" here.
it I.,ttcrally, "an ©ternal work." t_ Some propose to _'e.ad_";rod of the bishop," t_ I.,itea_lyt ,, name tier,ned by me..,,



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO THE

SYRIACVERSIONOF THE IGNATIANEPISTLES.

When the Syriac version of the Ignatian Epistles was introduced to the English world in

1845, by Mr. Cureton, the greatest satisfaction was expressed by many, who thought the inveterate
controversy about to be settled. Lord Russell made the learned divine a canon of Westminster
Abbey, and the cmtmal Chevalier Bunsen, committed himself as its patron. To the credit of the

learned, in general, the work was gratefully recewed, and studied with scientific conscientiousness
by Lightfoot and others. The literature of this period is valuable ; and the result is decisive as to
the Curetonian versions at least, which are fragmentary and abridged, and yet they are a valuable

contribution to the study of the whole .case.
The following is the original IWrRODUCTORVNOTICE:-

Some account of the discovery of the Syriac version of the Ignatian Epistles has been

already given. We have simply to add here a brief description of the rass. from which the
Syriac text has been printed. That which is named a by Cureton, contains only the Epistle to
Polycarp, and exhibits the text of that Epistle which, after him, we have followed. He fixes its

age somewhere in the first half of the sixth century, or 't_fore the year 55 o. The second MS.,
which Cureton refers to as fl, is assigned by him to the seventh or eighth century. It contains

the three Epistles of Ignatius, and furnishes the text here followed in the Epistles to the Ephe-
sians and Romans. The third Ms., which Cureton quotes as 7, has no date, but, as he tells us,
"belonged to the collection acquired by Moses of Nislhis in A.D. 93 I, and was written apparently
about three or four centuries earlier." It contains the three Epistles to Polycarp, the Ephesians,

and the Romans. The text of all these rass. is in several passages manifestly corrupt, and the

translators appear at times to have mistaken the meaning of the Greek original.
[N.B.--Bunsen is forced to allow the fact that the discovery of the lost work of Hippolytus

"throws new light on an obscure point of the Ignatian controversy," i.e., the Sige in the Epistle

to the Magnesians (cap. viii.) ; but his treatment of the matter is unworthy of a candid scholar.]

x See the extraorddnary passage and note in has Htp#lylus, vol L p $8, ©tc,
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THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO POLYCARP.'

]g_aKus, who is [also called] Theophorus, to entice s those things which are visible before flay .
Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, or rather, who face, and mayest ask. as to those which are con-
has as his own btshop God the Father, andour cealed from thee, that they [too] may be re-
Lord Jesus Christ: [wishes] abundance of vealed to thee, in order that thou be deficient in
happiness, nothing, and mayest abound in all gifts. The "

cr_AP. ,. time demands, even as a pilot does a ship, and
as one who stands exposed to the tempest does a

BECAUSEthy mind is acceptable to me, inas- haven, that thou shouldst be worthy of God. Be
mucl_ as it is established in God, as on a rock thou watchful as an athlete of God. That which
which is _mmoveable, I glorify God the more ex- is promised to us is life eternal, which cannot be
ceedingty that I have been counted worthy of corrupted, of which things thou art also per-
[seeing] thy face, which I longed after in God. suaded. In everything I will be instead 6of thy
Now I beseech thee, by the grace with which soul, and my bonds which thou hast loved.
thou art clothed, to add [speed] to thy course,
and that thou ever pray for all men that they c_P. m.
may be saved, and that thou demand 2 things
which are befitting, with all assiduity both of the Let not those who seem to be somewhat, and
flesh and spirit. Be studious of unity, than teach strange doctrines, strike thee with appre-
which nothing is more precious. Bear with all hension ; but stand thou in the truth, as an ath-
men, even as our Lord beareth with thee. Show lete 7who is smitten, for it is [the part] of a great
patience s with all men in love, as [indeed] thou athlete to be smitten, and [yet] conquer. More
doest. Be stedfast in prayer. Ask for more especially is it fitting that we should bear every-
understanding than that which thou [already] thing for Che sake of God, that He also may
hast. Be watchful, as possessing a spirit which bear us. Be [still] more diligent than thou yet
sleepeth not. Speak with every man according art. Be discerning of the times. Look for Him
to the will of God. Bear the infirmities of all that is above the times, Him who has no times,
men as a perfect athlete ; for where the labour is Him who is invisible, Him who for our sakes be-

came visible, Him who is impalpable, Him who
great, the gam is also great, is impassible, Him who for our sakes suffered,

CHAP. n. Him who endured everything in every form for
our sakes.

If thou lovest the good disciples only, thou ca_a,, iv.
hast no grace; [but] rather subdue those that
are evil by gentleness. All [sorts of] wounds Let not the widows be overlooked; on ae-
are not healed by the same medacine. Mitigate count of s our Lord be thou their guardian, and
[the pain of] cutting_ by tenderness." Be wise let nothing be done without thy will ; also do
as the serpent in everything, and innocent, with thou nothing without the will of God, as indeed
respect to those things which are requisite, even thou doest not. Stand rightly. Let there be
as the dove. For this reason thou art [com- frequent 9 assemblies : ask every man ['to thernJ
posed] of both flesh and spirit, that thou mayest by his name. Despise not slaves, either male ot

i female ; but neither let them be contemptuous,
z The in_puon var_ in each of the three Syrlae M_S.,being i, [ but let them labour the more as for the glory of

the first," The F4_tle of my lord Zgnatitts.theblshop," in the f_cond [
_' The Eplsfle of Ignatius; " and m the thud," The Ephttlc of lgnatttt I
bishopd Antioch.- 1 5Or, - fhttt_,"_.bablymeaningto"dealicntlywith."

* For" vindicate thy place" in the Greek. [ 6 Thul the _ _ aa.'ri#_Xov in the Greek.
s Literally, °' draw out thy sprat." J _ The Greek has _[,, "an mrqhi.'*

,t Cm_-ton ohaerves, as mac alternative here, that "the Syrtan ] _ The Greek hB _i, "_,r."t_,_,or _ to have read _¢_*,i4[*,qt,a for ,r_u_¢_." I Or," constant," "n_pdm,'."
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IOO EPISTLE OF IGNATIUS TO POLYCARP.

God, that they may be counted worthy of a more those who are subject to the bishop, and the
precious freedom, which is of God. Let them presbyters, and the deacons; with them may I
not desire to be set free out of the common have a portion in the presence of God! Labour
[fund], lest they be found the slaves of lust. together with one another, act as athletes s to-

gether, run together, suffer together, sleep to-
c_v. v. gether, rise together. As stewards of God, and

Flee wicked arts ; but all the more discourse iof His household? and His servants, please Him
tegaxding them. Speak to my sisters, that they and serve Him, that ye may receive from Him the
love in our Lord, and that their husbands be wages [promised]. I_t none of you be rebel
sufficient for them in the flesh and spirit. Then, lious. Let your baptism be to you as armour,
again, charge my brethren in the name of our and faith as a spear, and love as a helmet, and
Lord Jesus Christ, that they love their wives, as patience as a panoply. Let your treasures be
our Lord His Church. If any man is able in your good works, that ye may receive the gift of
power to continue in purity,' to the honour of God, as is just. Let your spirit be long-suffering
the flesh of our Lord, let him continue so with- towards each other with meekness, even as God
out boasting ; if he boasts, he is undone ; if he [is] toward you. As for me, I rejoice in you at
become known apart from the bishop, he has all times.
destroyed himself? It is becoming, therefore, c_[nv, vn.
to men and women who marry, that they marry

The Christian has not power over himself, butwith the counsel of the bishop, that the marriage
may be in our Lord, and not in lust. Let every- is [ever] ready to be subject to God:
thing, therefore, be [done] for the honour of GOd. CHAP, VIII.

city. Vl. I salute him who is reckoned worthy to .go to

Look ye to the bishop, that God also may Antioch in my stead, as I commanded thee:
look upon you. I will be instead of the souls of

3 Literally, "make the contest,"
4 Ltterally, " sons of His house "

t i.e, "in celibacy." s These are the only parts of chaps vii. and w. in the Greek
a Or," corrupted himself." that are represented m the Syrtac.



THE SECONDEPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO THE EPHESIANS:

lgna_us, who is [also calka rj Theophorus, to the be silent in regard to you, on this account I
Church which is blessed in thegreatntss of God have been forward to entreat of you that )re
the Father, and perfected ; to her who was would be diligent in the will of God.
selected 2from eterniO,, that she might be at all
tt'mes for gloty, which abtdeth, and is unchange- CHAP. VIII.$

able, andis perfected and chosen in the purpose For, so long as there is not implanted in you
of truth by the will af the Father of Jesus Chrtst any one lust which is able to torment you, be-
our Gad; to her who is worthy of happiness ," hold, ye live in God. I rejoice in you, and offer
goher who is at Ephesus, tn Jesus ChrtsL :'njoy supplication 9 on account of you, Ephesians, a
which ts unblameable : [wishes] abundance af Church which is renowned in all ages. For
happiness, those who are carnal are not able to do spiritual

cI-_V. I. things, nor those that are spiritual carnal things ;
INASMUCHas your name. which is greatly be- in like manner as neither can faith [do] those

loved, is acceptable to me in God, [your name] things which are foreign to faith, nor want of
which ye have acquired by nature, through a faith [do] what belongs to faith. For those
right and just will, and also by the faith and love things which ye have done in the flesh, even
of Jesus Christ our Saviour, and ye are imitators these are spiritual, because ye have done every-
of God, and are fervent m the blood of God, and thing in Jesus Christ.
have speedily completed a work congenial to you ;
[for] when ye heard that I was bound,s so as to CHAP. IX.
be able to do nothing for the sake of the corn- And ye are prepared for the building of God
mon name and hope (and I hope, through your the Father, and ye are raised up on high by the
prayers, that I may be devoured by beasts at instrument of Jesus Christ, which is the cross ;
Rome, so that by means of this of which I have and ye are drawn by the rope, which is the Holy
been accounted worthy, I may be endowed with Spirit ; and your pulley is your faith, and your
strength to be a disciple of God), ye were dili- love is the way which leadeth up on high to
gent to come and see me. Seeing, then, that God.
we have become acquainted with your multitude 4 COAl".X.
in the name of God, by Onesimus, who is your
bishop, in love which is unutterable, whom I Pray for all men ; for there is hope of repent-
pray that ye love in Jesus Christ our Lord, and ance for them, that they may be counted wor-
that all of you imitate his example,S for blessed thy of God. By your works especially let them

be instructed. Against their harsh words be ye
is He WhO has given you such a bishop, even as conciliatory, by meekness of mind and gentle-ye deserve [to have].6

ness. Against their blasphemies do ye give your-
CHAP. m.7 selves to prayer ; and against their error be ye

armed with faith. Against their fierceness be ye
But inasmuch as love does not permit me to peaceful and quiet, and be ye not astounded by
s Another iuscrtption iJb " Epistle the Second, which is to the them.' Let us, then, be imitators of our Lord in

_h_,." meekness, and strive who shall more especially
z Ltterally, '_ separated."
J late_ly," b_,,a r_ actlon_" be injured, and oppressed, and defrauded.
a Cureton renders, "have _ceived your abundance," probably

referring the words to glfL_ _ent b_, the Ephestans to Ignatius.
s Literally, "' be m hts image.' I Chaps. tv. v. vi. viL o( the Greek are totally omitted ha the
• There as no Apodosis, unless it he found m what follows Synac.

The fnllowmg clause ts the whoic of chap. ,ti. m the G_eek 9 Thus Curetno ren&ra the words, _fer. ring in confirmatt_ to the
whlch ut t_p_cated m the Syriac. Peablto versiea o( Phil i. 4, bat the meamng m doub6uL
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io2 EPISTLE OF IGNATIUS TO THE EPHESIANS.

CHAP. XIV, x CHAP, XIX.

The work is not of promise, 2 unless a man be There was concealed from the ruler of this
found in the power of faith, even to the end. world the virginity of Mary and the birth of our

I_rd, and the three renowned mysteries 4 which
CHAP.XV. were done in the tranquillity of God from the

star. And here, at the manifestation of the Son,
It is better that a man should be silent while magic began to be destroyed, and all bonds

he is something, than that he should be talking
when he is not ; that by those things which he were loosed ; and the ancient kingdom and theerror of evil was destroyed. Henceforward all
speaks he should act, and by those things of things were moved together, and the destruction
which he is silent he should be known, of death was devised, and there was the com-

mencement of that which was perfected in God.s
CHAP. XVIIl._

.... 4 Literally, " the my,_tenes of the shout." The meaning is here
My sprat bows m adoration to the cross, confusedandobscure.SeetheGreek

which is a stumbling-block to those who do not sy_ aps .... d ..... f theGreekare altogetherwantangm the
believe, but is to you for salvation and eternal IN B.--_ spuriousEplstletoPhilipi_an.%cap..4,i=y',y. Tl?_s
1.e j concealment from _atan o! the mystery ol me incarnation Is the expla-

llle. natron, according to the Fathers. othis tempting the Messiah, and
prompting His crucifixion. Also, Christ the more profoundly humbled

[ htmself," ne subttlia tile diabols aculus ma_tum hac#tetatza depre-
t Chaps. xi xil. xiii of the Greek are totally wanting in the _henderet sacrament,re" (St. Bernard opp. h. t944)° Bernard also

Syrlac, and only these few words of chaps, xiv. and xv. are repre- ] uses thh opinion very smkingly (opp tt t953) m one of his sermons,
sented ] suppo';mg that Satan discovered the _cret too late for hts own pur-

a The meamng r,cems to be that mere profession, without con- I pose, andtheu prompted the outcry, Came da_enfra_ the crass, to
tinuous practlcot is nothing. ] defeat the triumph of the second Adam (Comp. St. Mark i a4 and St.

3 Chaps. rri. _ xviL of the Greek arc totally wanting m the ] Luke iv 34 where, after the first defeat of the tempter, thts demon
Syriac. - - [ suspects the'second Adam, and tries to extort the secret).]



THE THIRD EPISTLEOF THE SAMEST. IGNATIUS.'

Ignatius, who is ]also called] Theophorus, to the I CHAr. In.
Church which has received grace through the] Ye have never envied anv man Ye have

"o" " " --- -greatness of the Father Most tttgh ; to herwho[tauuh t others Only nrav ve for stren_h to be
presideth in the place of the regwn of the Ro- • ° " : "" " " - -'-_"-- --• I gwen to me from wlthm and from without, that
marts, who ts worth), of God, and worth), of l I may not only speak, but also may be willing,
ltfe, and happmess, and pratse, and reraera- and that I may not merely be called a Christian,
brance, and is worthy of prosperity, and pre- but also may be found to be [one] ; for if I am
sideth in love, and is perfected in the law of ifound to be [so], I may then also be called [so].
Christ unblameable: ]wishes] abundance °./'Then [indeed] shall I be faithful, when I am no

peace, longer seen in the world. For there is nothing
CHAP. I. ]visible that is good. The work is not [a mat-

FROM of old have I prayed to God, that I ter 3] of persuasion ; but Christianity is great
might be counted worthy to behold your faces when the world hateth it.
which are worthy of God: now, therefore, be-
ing bound in Jesus Christ, I hope to meet you CHAP. IV.
and salute you, if it be the will [of God] that I I write to all the Churches, and declare to all
should be accounted worthy to the end. For men, that I wilhngly die for the sake of God, if so
the beginning is well arranged, if I be counted be that ye hinder me not. I entreat of you not
worthy to attain to the end, that I may receive to be [affected] towards me with a love which
my portion, without hindrance, through suffer- is unseasonable. Leave me to become [the
ing. For I am in fear of your love, lest it prey of] the beasts, that by their means I may
should injure me. As to you, indeed, it is easy ibe accounted worthy of God. I am the wheat
for you to do whatsoever ye wish ; but as to me, of God, and by the teeth of the beasts I shall
it is difficult for me to be accounted worthy of be gTound,4 that I may be found the pure bread
God, if indeed ye spare me not. of God. Provoke ye greatly s the wild beasts,

that they may be for me a grave, and may leave
CHAP. n. nothing of my body, in order that, when I have

For there is no other time such as this, that I fallen asleep, I may not be a burden upon any
should be accounted worthy of God; neither one. Then shall I be in truth a disciple of
will ye, if ye be silent, [ever] be found in a bet- Jesus Christ, when the world seeth not even my
ter work than this. If ye let me alone, I shall body. Entreat of our Lord in my behalf, that
be the word of God ; but if ye love my flesh, i through these instruments I may be found a sac-
again am I [-9nly] to myself a voice. Ye can- rifice to GOd. I do not, like Peter and Paul,
not give me anything more precious than this, issue orders unto you. They are 6 apostles, but
that I should be sacrificed to God, while the I am one condemned; they indeed are free,
altar is ready ; that ye may be in one concord but I am a slave, even until now. But if I suf-
in love, and may praise God the Father through ]fer, I shall be the freed-man of Jesus Christ,
Jesus Christ our Lord, because He has deemed and I shall rise in Him from the dead, free.
a bishop worthy to be God's, having called him And now being in bonds, I learn to desire noth-
from the east to the west. It is good that Iing.
should set from the world in God, that I may
rise in Him to life? _Themcaningt_probablysimilartoth_cxplcMcdiu e.hap,my

o_"the Epistle to the Ephesians.
,I laterally, " I am ground."

t /motl_cr m_nption w, "Th_ Thtrd E_. _ s laterally, "with provoking, provoke."
ffi_y," in lif_." _ Literally,"th_ whom_._
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IO 4 EPISTLE OF IGNATIUS TO THE ROMANS.

CHAP. V. flesh of Jesus Christ; and I seek His blood, a
drink which is love incorruptible.

From Syria, and even unto Rome, I am cast
among wild beasts, by sea and by land, by night CHAP. IX.7
and by day, being bound between ten leopards,
which are the band of soldiers, who, even when My spirit saluteth you, and the love of the
I do good to them, all the more do evil unto Churches which received me as the name of
me. I, however, am the rather instructed by Jesus Christ ; for those also who were near to
their injurious treatment;' but not on this ac- [my] way in the flesh, preceded me in every
count am I justified to myself. I rejoice in the city.

beasts which are prepared for me, and I pray s [Now therefore, being about to arrive shortlythat they may in haste be found for me ; and I
will provoke them speedily to devour me, and in Rome, I know many things in God; but I
not be as those which are afraid of some other keep myself within measure, that I may not per-
men,* and will not approach them : even should ish through boasting : for now it is needful for

me to fear the more, and not pay regard to
they not be willing to approach me, I will go
with violence against them. Know me from those who puff me up. For they who say such
myself what is expedient for me. s Let no one 4 things to me scourge me ; for I desire to suffer,
envy me of those things which are seen and but I do not know if I am worthy. For zeal is
which are not seen, that I should be accounted not visible to many, but with me it has war. I

have need, therefore, of meekness, by which the
worthy of Jesus Christ. Fire, and the cross,
and the beasts that are prepared, cutting off of prince of this world is destroyed. I am able to
the limbs, and scattering of the bones, and write to you of heavenly things, but I fear lest I
crushing of the whole body, harsh torments of should do you an injury. Know me from my-

self. For I am cautious lest ye should not bethe devil--let these come upon me, but s only
let me be accounted worthy of Jesus Christ. able to receive [such knowledge], and should be

perplexed. For even I, not because I am in
CHAP.VL bonds, and am able to know heavenly things,

and the places of angels, and the stations of the
The pains of the birth stand over against me. 6 powers that are seen and that are not seen, am

on this account a disciple ; for I am far short of
CHAP. VIL the perfection which is worthy of God.] Be ye

And my love is crucified, and there is no fire perfectly strong 9 in the patience of Jesus Christ
in me for another love. I do not desire the our God.
food of corruption, neither the lusts of this
world. I seek the bread of God, which is the I Here end the three Epistles of Ignatius, bishop

and martyr.
I Laterally, "by their injury."

Laterally, "and not as that which ts afraid of some other men." 7 Chap. vm. of the Greek xs entarely omitted m the S_rtac.
SO Cureton translates, but remarks that the passage ts evadentiy cor- s The following vassage ts not found m thin Eptstle m the Greek_- . . g
rupt. The reference plainly as to the fact that the beasts someumes receosaon% but forms, an substance, chaps, av and v of the Epa tie
refused to attack their antended victaras, See the case of Blandma, to the Tralhans. Daverse vaews are held by cntacs as to ltq proper

place, according to the degree of authority they ascnhe to the _ynac
versaon Cureton mamtams that this passage has been transferred by

as reported by Eusebms (H:st. Eccl, v. x).
Cureton renders mterrogattvely, "What is expedient for me ?"

and remarks that "the meamng of the Synac appears to be, ' I the forger of *.he Epastlc to the Tralhans, "to give a fair colour to the

crave your mdalgence to leave the knowledge of what ts expedient fabncauon by introducing a part of the genuine wrmng of lgnauus, "
for me to my own con_xence.'" whale Hefele asserts that tt ts bound by the "closest connection "' to

4 Laterally, "' nothing" he preceding chapter an the Epistle to the Tralhans.
s Literally, "and." . 9 Or, as an the Greek, " Fate ye well, to the end "

[N.B. --The aphoristic genius of Ignatms seems to be felt by his
s The Latin verstou translates the Greek here, "He adds g'am to _yrmu abbreviator, who reduces whole chapters to mere rnaxlrn_]me.. '*



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

•to Tlllg

SPURIOUSEPISTLESOF IGNATIUS.

To the following introductory note of the translators nothing need be prefixed, except a

grateful acknowledgment of the value of their labours and of their good judgment in giving
us even these spurious writings for purposes of comparison. They have thus placed the mate-
rials for a complete understanding of the whole subject, before students who have a mind to subject
it to a thorough and candid examination.

The following is the original I_rrRODUCTORYNormE :--

WE formerly stated that eight out of the fifteen Epistles bearing the name of Ignatius are now

universally admitted to be spurious. None of them are quoted or referred to by any ancient
writer previous to the sixth century. The style, moreover, in which they are written, so differ-
ent from that of the other Ignatian letters, and allusions which they contain [o heresies and

ecclesiastical arrangements of a nuch later date than that of their professed author, render it

perfectly certain that they are not the authentic production of the illustrious bishop of Antioch.
We cannot tell when or by whom these Epistles were fabricated. They have been thought

to betray the same hand as the longer and interpolated form of the seven Epistles which are
generally regarded as genuine. And some have conceived that the writer who gave forth to the

world the "Apostolic Constitutions" under the name of Clement, was probably the author of
these letters falsely ascribed to Ignatius, as well as of the longer recension of the seven Epistles
which are mentioned by Eusebius.

It was a considerable time before editors in modem times began to discriminate between

the true and the false in the writings attributed to Ignatius. The letters first published under
his name were those three which exist only in Latin. These came forth in I495 at Paris, be-

mg appended to a life of Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury. Some three years later, eleven
Epistles, comprising those mentioned by Eusebius, and four others, were published in Latin,

and passed through four or five editions. In 1536 , the whole of the professedly Ignatian letters
were published at Cologne in a latin version ; and this collection also passed through several

editions. It was not till _557 that the Ignatian Epistles appeared for the first time in Greek at
Dillingen. After this date many editions came forth, in which the probably genuine were still
mixed up with the certainly spurious, the three Latin letters, only being rejected as destitute of

authority. Vedelius of Geneva first made the distinction which is now universally accepted, in
an edition of these Epistles which he published in t623; and he was followed by Archbishop
Usher and others, who entered more fully into that critical examination of thes_ writings which

has been continued down even to our own day.
The reader will have no difficulty in detecting the internal grounds on which these eight letters
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are set aside as spurious. The difference of style from the other Ignatian writings will strike

him even in perusing the English version which we have given, while it is of course much more
marked in the original. And other decisive proofs present themselves in every one of the

Epistles. In that to the Tarsians there is found a plain allusion to the Sabellian heresy, which
did not arise till after the middle of the third century. In the Epistle to the Antiochians
there is an enumeration of various Church officers, who were certainly unknown at the period

when Ignatius lived. The Epistle to Hero plainly alludes to Manich_ errors, and could
not therefore have been written before the third century. There are equally decisive proofs of
spuriousness to be found in the Epistle to the Philippians, such as the references it contains to

the Patripassian heresy originated by Praxeas in the latter part of the second century, and the
ecclesiastical feasts, etc., of which it makes mention. The letter to Maria Cassobohta is of a

very peculiar style, utterly alien from that of the other Epistles ascribed to Ignatius. And it is
sufficient simply to glance at the short Epistles to St. John and the Virgin Mary, in order to see

that they carry the stamp of imposture on their front ; and, indeed, no sooner were they pub-
lished than by almost universal consent they were rejected.

But though the additional Ignatian letters here given are confessedly spurious, we have

thought it not improper to present them to the Enghsh reader in an appendix to our first vol-
ume.* We have done so, because they have been so closely connected with the name of the
bishop of Antioch, and also because they are in themselves not destitute of interest. We have,

moreover, the satisfaction of thus placing for the first time within the reach of one acquainted only
with our language, all the materials that have entered into the protracted agitation of the

famous Ignatian controversy.

t [Spurloul writings, if they can be traced to antiquity, are always useful. Sornet.mes they are evidence of facts, always of opinions,
ideam and fancies of their date; and often they enable us to identify the ongln of corruptions. Even interpolattons prove what later
partha_ would be glad to find, if they could, m early writers. They bear unwdling tes_mony to the absence of gem4t_e evtdance
in favour of their a_su_apttom.]
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Ignatius, who is also called Tkeophorus. to the A swarm of such evils has burst in upon usY
Church which is at Tarsus, saved tn Chrtst, But ye have not "given place by subjection to
worthy of praise, worth), of remembrance, and them, no, not for one hour." s For ye are the
worthy of love : Mercy and peace from God fellow-citizens as well as the disciples of Paul, :
the Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ, be ever who "fully preached the Gospel from Jerusalem, .
multiplied, and round about unto Illyrieum," 9 and bare

about "the marks of Christ" in his flesh.'*
CHAP. L -- HIS OWN SUFFERINGS : EXHORTATION

TO STEDFASTNESS. CHAP. IIL- THE TRUE DOCTRINE RESPECTING

FROMSyria even unto Rome I fight with beasts : CHRr_T.
not that I am devoured by brute beasts, for these, Mindful of him, do ye by all means know that
as ye know, by the wdl of God, spared Daniel, Jesus the Lord was truly born of Mary, being
but by beasts in the shape of men, in whom the made of a woman ; and was as truly crucified.
merciless wild beast himself lies hid, and pricks For, says he, "God forbid that I should glory,
and wounds me day by day. But none of these save in the cross of the Lord Jesus." '_ And He
hardships " move me, neither count I my hfe really suffered, and died, and rose again. For

11 "dear unto myself," _ in such a way as to love it says [Pa I], If Christ should become passible,
better than the Lord. Wherefore I am prepared and should be the first to rise again from the
for [encountering] fire, wild beasts, the sword, dead."" And again, "In that He died, He died
or the cross, so that only I may see Christ my unto sin once : but in that He liveth, He liveth
Saviour and God, who dmd for me. I therefore, unto God." ,3 Otherwise, what advantage would
the prisoner of Christ, who am driven along by there be in [becoming subject to] bonds, if
land and sea, exhort you: "stand fast in the Christ has'notdied? what advantage in patience?
faith, ''_ and be ye stedfast, "for the just shall what advantage in [enduring] stripes? And
hve by faith ; " 3 be ye unwavering, for "the why such facts as the following : Peter was cru-
Lord causes those to dwell in a house who are cified ; Paul and James were slain with the sword ;
of one and the same character." 4 John was banished to Patmos; Stephen wa_

stoned to death by the Jews who killed the
CHAP. n, -- CAtrrloNs AGAINSTFALSEDOCTRINE. told? But, [ in truth,] none of these sufferings

I have learned that certain of the ministers of were in vain ; for the /._rd was really, rucified
Satan have wished to disturb you, some of them by the ungodly.
asserting that Jesus was born [only s] in appear-
ance, was crucified in appearance, and died in C_ZAP.Iv.--CONTINUATION.
appearance; others that He is not the Son of And [know ye, moreover], that He who was
the Creator, and others that He is Himself God born of a woman was the Son of God, and He
over all. 6 Others, again, hold that He is a mere that was crucified was "the first-born of every
man, and others that this flesh is not to rise again, creature," ,4and God the Word, who also ereated
so that our proper course is to live and partake all things. For says the apostle, "There is one
of a life of pleasure, for that this is the chief God, the Father, of whom are all things ; and
good to beings who are in a little while to perish .....I 7 The tnumdafion_ nero_lla_tlmt ¢IOttDUu;.
........... [ 8 Cal. i,.

' Acts xx. 24. [ 9 Rom. xw. rg,
x Cor xv,. '3. I to Ca!. vL x7.

a I'Lab.6. 4; Gal. il, rr. I " Gin. vt r 4. . ..... ,___J _ _,__,__t_
4 Ps, lxvaii. 7 (after the LXX.). ] . xa Actt xxvt. a3 tsemewnat inaccurately nmo_nm m r.,n&amvl_
s Some omit thls | _o_j). .$ That Is,as appears afterwards from chaI_,v., so at to have no [ 3 Rom. vL to.

per_nahty dtsfinct from the Father. I 14 Cot. t z$.
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• )' 1
one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, for His works. Before the w3rld did He found
And again, "For there is one God, and one Medi- Me, and before all the hdls did He beget Me." ,s
ator between God and man, the man Chmt
Jesus ; "• and, "By Him were all things created cHar. vii. -- CONTm-UATION.
that are in heaven, and on earth, visible and in- And that our bodies are to rise again, He
visible ; and He is before all things, and by Him shows when He says, "Verily I say unto you,
all things consist." 3 that the hour cometh, in the which all that are

m the graves shall hear the voice of the Son of
CHAP. V.-- REFUTATIONOF THE PREVIOUSLYMEN- God ; and they that hear shall live." I_ And

TIONED ERRORS. [says] the apostle, "For this corruptible must
And that He Himself is not God over all, and !put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on

the Father, but His Son, He [shows when He] immortahty." 17 And that we must live soberly
says, "I ascend unto my Father and your Father, and righteously, he [shows when he] says again,
and to my God and your God." * And again, !"Be not deceived : neither adulterers, nor effem-
"When all things shall be subdued unto Him, mate persons, nor abt_sers of themselves with
then shall He also Himself be subject unto Him mankind, nor fornicators, nor revilers, nor drunk-
that put all things under Him, that God may be ards, nor thieves, can inherit the kingdom of
all in all." s Wherefore it is one [Person] who God." ,s And again, "If the dead rise not, then
put all things under, and who is all in all, and is not Christ raised ; our preaching therefore is
another [Person] to whom they were subdued, vain, and your faith is also vain : ye are yet in
who also Himself, along with all other things, your sins. Then they also that are fallen asleep
becomes subject [to the former], in Christ have perished. If in this life only we

have hope in Christ. we are of all men most
CHAP. VL- CONTINUATION. miserable. If the dead rise not, let us eat and

Nor is He a mere man, by whom and in whom drink, for to-morrow we die." ,9 But if such be
all things were made ; for "all things were made our condmon and feelings, wherein shall we differ
by Him." 6 "When He made the heaven, I from asses and dogs, who have no care about the
was present with Him ; and I was there with future, but think only of eating, and of indul-
Him, forming [the world along with Him], and ging 2° such appetites as follow after eating? For
He rejoiced in me daffy." 7 And how could a they are unacquainted with any intelligence
mere man be addressed in such words as these moving within them.
"Sit Thou at My right hand?"s And how,
again, could such an one declare: "Before CHAP. VIII.-- EXHORTATIONSTO HOLINESSAND
Abraham was, I am ?" 9 And, "Glorify Me with GOODORDER.
Thy glory which I had before the world was ? .... May I have joy of you in the Lord 1 Be ye
What man could ever say, "I came down from sober. Lay aside, every one of you, all nmhce
heaven, not to do Mine own will, but the will of and beast-hke fury, evil-speaking, calumny,
Him that sent Me?" ,, And of what man could filthy speaking, ribaldry, whispering, arrogance,
it be said, "He was the true Light, whmh light- drunkenness, lust, avarice, vainglory, envy, and
eth every man that cometh into the world : He everything akin to these. "But put ye on the
was in the world, and the world was made by Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for
Him, and the world knew Him not. He came the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof." 2_ Ye pres-
unto His own, and His own received Him not ?" 12 byters, be subject to the bishop; ye deacons, to
How could such a one be a mere man, receiving the presbyters ; and ye, the people, to the pres-
the beginning of His existence from Mary, and byters and the deacons. Let my soul be for
not rather God the Word, and the only-begotten theirs who preserve this good order ; and may
Son ? For "in the beginning was the Word, and ! the Lord be with them continually l
the Word was with God,'3 and the Word was
God."'4 And in another place, ""The Lord ere- CHAr. IX._ EXHORTATIONSTO THE DISCHARGEor V,_LATIVEDm'I_.
ated Me, the beginning of H_s ways, for His ways, !

Ye husbands, love your wives ; and ye wives,
, c_.,au. 6. your husbands. Ye children, reverence your

, t Tim._. s. parents. Ye parents, bnng up your children
s CoL/, t6, x7.
( J,_,a. t7. in the nurture and admonition of the Lord." *_
s x Cot. Iv. _8.
6 _ohn i. _. xs Prov. vnL 2_, 23, _.
7 rmv. _n. aT, 30. t6 John v. _5, _8
s Ps. ¢x. l. t7 x {:or. xv 53-

John wh. 58. Is t Cot. vt 9.John xvn. 5. t9 t C.or. xv t3, z4, iT, iS, t9, 3_
tt John vi. 38. _,o laterally, "coming al_ to the appettte of thorm things after
ta Joint i 9, tO, tz. eating." ']'he text Is doubtful.
13 Johzl i.I. at Rom xid x4.

Some inert here John i, 3- _ Eph. vi. 4.
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Honour those [who continue] in virginity, as may attain to Jesus. I commend unto you the
the priestesses of Christ ; and the widows [that Church which is at Antioch. The Churches of
persevere-] in gravity of behaviour, as the altar Philippi,' whence also I ,_rite to you, salute you.
of God. Ye servants, wait upon your masters Philo, your deacon, to whom also I give thanks
with [respectful-] fear. Ye masters, issue orders as one who has zealously ministered to me in
to your servants with tenderness. Let no one all things, salutes you. Agathopus, the deacon
among you be idle; for idleness is the mother from Syria, who follows me in Christ, salutes
of want. I do not enjoin these things as being a you. "Salute ye one another with a holy
person of any consequence, although I am in kiss. ''2 I salute you all, both male and female,
bonds Efor Christ-] ; but as a brother, I put you who are in Christ. Pare ye well in body, and
in mind of them. The Lord be with you I soul, and in one Spirit ; and do not ye forget

me. The Lord be with you !
CHAP. X. -- SALUTATIONS.

L*teral|y, "of the Pbahppmns."
May I enjoy your prayers ! Pray ye that I. __Pet v _4.
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IgnaKus, who is also called Theophorus, to]the Lord raise up unto you of your brethren,the Church sojourning in S)ria, which has hke unto me."9
obtained mercy from God, and been elected by
Chn'st, and whtch first 'recetved the name oy CHAP. IIL- THE SAMECONTINUED.
Christ, [wishes] happiness in God the lather The prophets also, when they speak as in the
and the Zordfesus Christ. person of God, [saymg,] " l am God, the first

[-of beings], and I am also the last, '° and besides
CHAP.L--CAUTIONS AGAINSTERROR. Me there is no God," 1_concerning the Father

THE Lord has rendered my bonds light and of the universe, do also speak of our Lord Jesus
easy since I learnt that you are in peace, and Chnst. "A Son," they say, has been gnven to
that you live in all harmony both of the flesh us, on whose shoulder the government xs from
and spirit. "I therefore, the prisoner of the above; and His name _s called the Angel of
Lord, a beseech you, that ye walk worthy of the great counsel, Wonderful, Counsellor, the strong
vocation wherewith ye are called," 3 guarding and nnghty God." ,2 And concerning His in-
against those heresies of the wicked one which carnation, " Behold, a virgin shall be with Child,
have broken in upon us, to the deceiving and and shall bring forth a Son, and they shall call
destruction of those that accept of them ; but his name Immanuel." i3 And concerning the pas-
that ye give heed to the doctrine of the apostles, s_on, "He was led as a sheep to the slaughter ;
and believe both the law and the prophets : that and as a lamb before her shearers is dumb,
ye reject every Jewish and Gentile error, and I also was an Innocent lamb led to be sacri-
neither introduce a multiplicity of gods, nor yet riced." ,4
deny Christ under the pretence of ['maintaining] cHAP. iV. -- CO,'¢rINUATION.
the unity of God. The Evangelists, too, when they declared that

!the one Father was " the only true God," ,s d_d
CHAP. II.- THE TRUE DOCTRINE RESPECTING GOD not omit what concerned our Lord, but wrote :

_D CHRIST. "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
For Moses, the fmthful servant of God, when was with God, and the Word was God. The

he said, "The Lord thy God is one Lord," 4and same was in the beginning with God. All things
thus proclaimed that there was only one God, were made by Him, and without Him was not
did yet forthwith confess also our Lord when he anything made that was made." ,6 And con-
said, "The Lord rained upon Sodom and Go- cerning the incarnat|on : "The Word," says [the
morrah fire and brimstone from the Lord."s Scripture], "became flesh, and dwelt among
And again, "And God 6 said, Let Us make man us" ,7 And again : "The book of the genera-
after our image : and so God made man, after tmn of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of
the image of God made He him." 7 And further. Abraham." ,s And those very apostles, who said
"In the image of God made He man." s And "that there is one GOd,"'9 said also that "there
that [the Son of God] was to be made man,
[Moses shows when] he says, "A prophet shall ,9or_ut. _,il ,s. Aas i...... i 37.laterally, "a_ter these things."

xx Isa xhv 6.

x Comp. Acts xi _5. x-, Isa. sx. 6.
* IA_mlly, "m the Lord." x_ I._ ,hi. x4, Matt i. 23.
s Eph. iv. s. z,_ Isa liii 7' Jcr xl. x9
* I_m. vi. 4; Mark xil. _. xs John xviL 3-

X6John i Ls G*m. xix. _4
_' The us. has "Lord." t7 .Johni. x4.

18 Matt i LG*m. L _, aT.
| G_v._,ix. 6. z9 xC.or vm, 4,6, Gal lh 2o.

|Io
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is one Mediator between God and men."' Be ye followers of me2 2 My soul be for yours,
Nor were they ashamed of the incaxnation and when I attain toJesus. Remember my bonds.'_
the passion. For what says [one] ? "The man
Christ Jesus, who gave Himself"= for the life CHAP. wn.--EXHORTATIOgS TO THE gRES_
and salvation of the world. Am) o'mzRs.

Ye presbyters, "feed the flock which is among
CIlia'. V.--DEmmctATXON OF FALSET_CHERS. you," '4 till God shall show who is to hold the rule

Whosoever, therefore, declares that there is over you. For "I am now ready to be offered," ,s
but one God. only so as to take away the divinity that I "may win Christ." 16 Let the deacons
of Christ, is a devil,3 and an enemy of all right- know of what dignity they are, and let them study
eousness. He also that confesseth Christ, yet to be blameless, that they may be the followers
not as the Son of the Maker of the world, but of Christ. Let the people be subject to the pres-
of some other unknown* being, different from byters and the deacons. Let the virgins know to
Him whom the law and the prophets have pro- whom they have consecrated themselves.
claimed, this man is an instrument of the devil.
And he that rejects the incarnation, and is CHAP.IX.--VUamES OF mrS_NnS, wives, PARENTS,
ashamed of the cross for which I am in bonds, A.'qI>CHILDRm¢.
this man is antichrist: Moreover, he who affirms Let the husbands love their wives, remember-
Christ to be a mere man is accursed, according ing that, at the creation, one woman, and not
to the [declaration of the] prophet, 6 since he many, was given to one man. Let the wives
puts not his trust in God, but in man. Where- honour their husbands, as their own flesh ; and
fore also he is unfruitful, like the wild myrtle-tree, let them not presume to address them by their

names:7 Let them also be chaste, reckoning
CHAP.VI.-- RENEWEDCAUTIONS. their husbands as their only partners, to whom

These things I write to you, thou new olive- indeed they have been united according to the
tree of Christ, not that I am aware you hold will of God. Ye parents, impart a holy training
any such opinions, but that I may put you on to your children. Ye children, " honour your
your guard, as a father does his children. Be- parents, that it may be well with you." ,s
ware, therefore, of those that hasten to work
mischief, those "enemies of the cross of Christ, CHAP. x. -- DUTIESOF MASTERSAND SERVAh'_.
whose end is destruction, whose glory is in their Ye masters, do not treat your servants with
shame." 7 Beware of those "dumb dvgs," those haughtiness, but imitate patient Job, who de-
traihng serpents, those scaly s dragons, those asps, clares, "I did not despise _9the cause 2oof my
and basilisks, and scorpions. For these are man-servant, or of my maid-servant, when they
subtle wolves, 9 and apes that mimic the appear- contended with me. For what in that case shall
ance of men. I do when the lord makes an inquisition regard-

ing me ? .... And you know what follows. Ye
CHAP.VII. _ EXHORTATIONTO CONSISTENCYOF servants, do not provoke your masters to anger

CONDUCT. in anything, lest ye become the authors of in-
Ye have been the disciples of Paul and Peter ; curable mischiefs to yourselves.

do not lose what was committed to your trust.
Keep inremembrance Euodias,'°your deservedly- CHAP. Xl.--INCULCA'HON OF VARIOUS MORAL

blessed-pastor, into whose hands the government ImTmS.
over you was first entrusted by the apostles. Let no one addicted to idleness eat, z_ lest he
Let us not bring disgrace upon opr Father. Let become a wanderer about, and a whoremonger.
us prove ourselves His true-born children, and Let drunkenness, anger, envy, reviling, clamour,
not bastards. Ye know after what manner I and blasphemy "be not so much as named
have acted among you. The things which, when among you." _3 let not the widows live a life
present, I spoke to you, these same, when absent, of pleasure, lest they wax wanton against the
I now write to you. "If any man love not word." Be subject to Caesar in everything in
the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be Anathema." i_ which subjection implies no ['spiritual] danger.

I Eph. iv. 5, 6; x Tim. ii.5. I± Comp, t Cot iv x6,
a x Tim li. 5 Is Comp CoL iv. i8,
3 Comp John vi. 70. Some read, "the son of the devil, n a4 z Pet v a.
4 Or. "that cannot be known." ts _ Tim iv. 6.
s Comp. I John u. 22, Iv. 3; a John 7- tb Phil. tit 8.
6 Jer, xvii. 5. t7 Comp. t Pet. ill 6.

7Phd.lii.,s,,9. _s .Ephvi.,, . . .S The text is be_ doubtful. 9 laterally, 'c3ff I did deqm_ _

Iateralht 2"fox-like thoes," lynxes being perhaps intended, ao Or, "judgment."Some t_|ak that this is the sameperson as the Euodias referred *l Job xxxt. ,3, x4.
to by St. Paul, Phi|. iv. 2; but, as appears from the Greek (vet. 3, _ _omp. a _ iil. zo.
_rtue_t), the two persons there meuuoncd were _mex. =3 Enh v. 3.

Zl XCot. xvL _ta. t4 X'_tm. v. u, It.
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Provoke not those that rule over you to wrath, Crl_. XIII.-- SALUTATIONSCONTINUED.
that you may give no occasion against yourselves
to those that seek for it. But as to the practice I salute Cassian and his partner in life, and
of magic, or the impure love of boys, or tour- their very dear children. Polycarp, that most
der, it is superfluous to write to you, since such worthy bishop, who is also deeply interested in
vices are forbidden to be committed even by you, salutes you;and to him I have commended
the Gentiles. I do not issue commands on you in the Lord. The whole Church of the
these points as if I were an apostle; but, as Smyrn_eans, indeed, is mindful of you in their
your fellow-servant, I put you in mind of them. prayers in the Lord. Onesimus, the pastor of

the Ephesians, salutes you. Damas,5 the bishop
Ctt_. yaI. N SALUTXTIONS. of Magnesia, salutes you. Polybius, bishop of

I salute the holy presbytery. I salute the the Trallians, salutes you. Phdo and Agatho-
sacred deacons, and that person most dear to pus, the deacons, my companions, salute you,
me,' whom may I behold, through the Holy "Salute one another with a holy kiss." 6
Spirit, occupying my place when I shall attain
to Christ. My soul be in place of his. I salute CHAP. XJV.-- COr_CLUSION.

the sub-deacons, the readers, the singers, the I write this letter to you from Philippi. May
doorkeepers, the labourers, a the exorcists, the He who is alone unbegotten, keep you stedfast
confessors._ I salute the keepers of the holy both in the spirit and in the flesh, through Him
gates, the deaconesses in Christ. I salute the who was begotten before time 7 began! And
virgins betrothed to Christ, of whom may I may I behold you in the kingdom of Christ ! I
have joy in the Lord Jesus? I salute the peo- salute him who is to bear rule over you in my
pie of the Lord, from the smallest to the great- stead : may I have joy of him in the Lord !
est, and all my sisters in the Lord. Fare ye well in God, and in Christ, being en-

t Literally, "the name destrable to me," referring to Hem the lightened by the Holy Spirit.
deacon

s A class of persons connected with the Church, whose duty _t
was to bury the bodies of the martyrs and others, s Or, as _orne read, "Demas."

s Such as voluntartly confessed Christ before Gentde rulers. 6 2 Cor xni. z2.
4 Some instil here a clause refernng to _v_dau,_. 7 Laterally. " beforeages."
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A DEACON OF ANTIOCH.

Ignaa'us, who is also called Theaphorus, to Hero, please him who hath chosen him to be a soldier ;
the deacon af Christ, and the servant of God, and if a man also strive for masteries, yet is he
a man hanoured by God, and most dearly not crowned except he stnve lawfully." i_ I that
laved as well as esteemed, who carries Christ am in bonds p.ray that my soul may be in place
and the Spiritwithin him, andwho is mine own of yours.
son in faith and love: Grace, mercy, and peace
from Almighty God, and from Chrtst fesus our CHAP. It. -- CAtrrlONsACAI_Sl"FALSETEACHERS.
Lord. His only-begotten Son, "who gave Him- Every one that teaches anything beyond what
self for our sins, that He might deliver us from is commanded, though he be [deemed] worthy
the present evd worhl, " x andjOreserve us unto of credit, though he be in the habit of fasting,
His heavenly kingdom, though he live in continence, though he work

miracles, though he have the gift of prophecy,
CHAP. I.- EXHORTATIONSTO EARNESTNESSAND let him be in thy sight as a wolf in sheep's

MODERATION. clothing/* labouring for the destruction of the
I EXHORTthee in God, that thou add [speed] sheep. If any one denies the cross, and is

to thy course, and that thou vindicate thy diga_tty, ashamed of the passion, let him be to thee &s
Have a care to preserve concord with the saints, the adversary himself. "Though he gives all his
Bear [the burdens of] the weak, that "thou goods to feed the poor, though he remove moun-
mayest fulfil the law of Christ." 2 Devote _ thy- tains, though he give his body to be burned," 13
self to fasting and prayer, but not beyond meas- let him be regarded by thee as abominable. If
ure, lest thou destroy thyself 4 thereby. Do not any one makes light of the law or the prophets,
altogether abstain from wine and flesh, for these which Christ fulfilled at His coming, let him be
things are not to be viewed with abhorrence, to thee as antichrist. If any one says that the
since [the Scripture] saith, "Ye shall eat the Lord is a mere man, he is a Jew, a murderer of
good things of the earth." s .4aad again, "Ye Christ.
shall eat flesh even as herbs. ''° And again,
"Wine maketh glad the heart of man, and oil CHAP. III.- EXHORTATIONSAS TO ECCLF__I/_-
exhilarates, and bread strengthens him." z But TICALDUTIES.
all are to be used with moderation, as being the "Honour widows that are widows indeed." x4
gifts of God. " For who shall eat or who shall Be the friend of orphans ; for God is "the Father
drink without Him ? For if anything be beauti- of the fatherless, and the Judge of the widows." Is
ful, it is His ; and if anything be good, it is His. ''8 Do nothing without the bishops ; for they are
Give attention to reading, 9 that thou mayest not priests, and thou a servant of the priests. They
only thyseff know the laws, but mayest also ex- baptize, offer sacrifice, 16ordain, and lay on hands ;
plain them to others, as the earnest servant _° but thou mlmsterest to them, as the holy Stephen
of God. "No man that warreth entangleth
himself with the affairs of this life, that he may x_, Tim.a. 4.t2 Comp. Matt. vii. xS.

x3 x Cor. xm. 2.
x Gal. i. 4. t4 t Tim. v 3-
2 Gal. vi. 2. xs Ps. lxvth. 5-
3 Literally, "have leisure for." x6 The term iepo_._oJ, which we have trmxsl._ as above, is one
4 Literally, "cast thyself down." whose signification ts disputed It occurs onoe m the New Tet.ta-

lsa. i. x9. ment (Rom. xv. t6) where It is translated in our English versionGen. ix. 3. simply "ministering." Etymologically, it means "to act asa prkmt,"
7 Ps cir. xS. and we have in our translatiou followed Hesychius (Cent. iv.), who
s Eccles. ii 2_ (after LXX.), Zech. ix. t7. explains it as meaning "to offer sacrifice " [The whole passage in
9 Comp t. Tim. iv. x_. the Epistle to the Romans, where this word oc.ctirbmay be compared

to IateraUy, "' athlete.' (ongmal Greek) with MaL t. xx, Heb. v. _, etc.]
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did at Jerusalem to James and the presbyters, world, but in the Lord. I exhort Hero, my son;
Do not neglect the sacred meetings ' [of the "but let him that glorieth, glory in the Lord." s
saints] ; imluire after every one by name. "Let May I have joy of thee, my dear son, whose
no man despise thy youth, but be thou an ex- guardian may He be who is the only unbegotten
ample to the believers, both in word and con- God, and the Lord Jesus Christ ! Do not be-
duct." * lieve all persons, do not place confidence in all ;

nor let any man get the better of thee by flattery.
o_v. iv. -- sva_VAlCrsAND WOMn_ ARE NOT TO For many are the ministers of Satan ; and "he

BE DESVlSED. that is hasty to believe is light of heart." 9
Be not ashamed of servants, for we possess the

same nature in common with them. Do not CHAP. VII.- SOLEMN CHARGETO HERO,

hold women in abomination, for they have given FUTUREmSHOPOr ANTIOCH.
thee birth, and brought thee up. It is fitting, Keep God in remembrance, and thou shalt
therefore, to love those that were the authors of never sin. Be not double-minded ,o in thy
our birth (but only in the Lord), inasmuch as a prayers ; for blessed is he who doubteth not. For
man can produce no children without a woman. I believe in the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ,
It is right, therefore, that we should honour those and in H_s only-begotten Son, that God will show
who have had a part in giving us birth. "Neither me, Hero, upon my throne. Add speed, there-
is the man without the woman, nor the woman fore," to thy course. I charge thee before the
without the man," 3 except in the case of those God of the universe, and before Christ, and in
who were first formed. For the body of Adam the presence of the Holy Spirit, and of the
was made out of the four elements, and that of ministering ranks ['of angels], keep in safety that
Eve out of the side of Adam. And, indeed, the :deposit which I and Christ have committed to
altogether peculiar birth of the Lord was of a thee, and do not judge thyself unworthy of those
virgin alone. [This took place] not as if the law- things which have been shown by God [to me]
ful union [of man and wife] were abominable, concerning thee. I hand over to thee the Church
but such a kind of birth was fitting to God. For of Antioch. I have commended you to Polycarp
it became the Creator not to make use of them the Lord Jesus Christ.
ordinary method of generauon, but of one that
was singmlar and strange, as being the Creator. CHAP. VIII._ SALUTATIONS.

The bishops, Onesimus, Bitus, Damas, Polyb-
CHAP. g. -- VARIOUSRELATIVEDUTIES. iUS, and all they of Philippi (whence also I

Flee fromhaughtfiaess, "for the Lord resisteth have written to thee), salute thee in Christ.
the proud." 4 Abhor falsehood, for says [the Salute the presbytery worthy of God : salute my
Scripture], "Thou shalt destroy all them that holy fellow-deacons, of whom may I have joy
speak lies." s Guard against envy, for its author in Christ, both in the flesh and in the sprat.
is the devil, and his successor Cam, who envied Salute the people of the Lord, from the smallest
his brother, and out of envy comnntted murder, to the greatest, every one by name; whom I
Exhort nay sisters to love God, and be content commit to thee as Moses did [the Israelites] to
with their own husbands only. In like manner, Joshua, who was their leader after him. And
exhort nay brethren also to be content with thezr do not reckon thxs which I have said presump-
own wives. Watch over the virgins, as the tuous on my part ; for although we are not such
preciou_ treasures of Christ. Be long-suffering, 6 as they were, yet we at least pray that we may
that thou mayest be great in wisdom. Do not be so, since indeed we are the children of Abra-
neglect the poor, in so far as thou art prosperous, ham. Be strong, therefore, O Hero, hke a hero,
For" by alms and fidelity sins are purged away." z and like a man. For from henceforth thou shalt

lead '2 in and out the people of the Lord that
CHAP. VI_ EXHORTATIONSTO PURITY AND are in Antioch, and so "the congregation of the

CAtrrIoN. Lord shall not be as sheep which have no shep-
Keep thyself pure as the habitation of God. herd." ,3

Thoo art the temple of Christ. Thou art the in-
strument of the Spirit. Thou knowest in what way CHAP. IX.-- CONCLUDINGSALUTATIONSAND IN-
I have brought thee up. Though I am the least STRUCTIONS.
of men, do thou seek to follow me, be thou an Salute Cassian, my host, and his most serious-
imitator of my conduct. I do not glory in the minded partner in life, and their very dear chil-

x S_, rally, a._,cmblies for the c.cAebraaon of the Lord's Supper.
a x rim. tv. za. s _ Cot i. _x, • Cor. x. 17 .

Ecdtls. xlx- 4'
3 I Cor, xi. xx. 9 Contp. Jas i 6, 8
4 Jas. iv. 6, a Pet. v, 5. ao Comp Ept_tk to the Antiochlaas, chap.
-_ Ps. v. 6. It_ Comp. l'eut, xxxt 7, 23-
6 Prov xtv. -9.
7 Pmv. xv. _7 (afU.r LXX : x_i. 6 m 'l:.ngh.,h _l_u) tJ Nmn x.xvu L7.
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dren, to whom may "God grant that they find distinguished both for gravity and erudition, as
mercy of the Lord in that day,"' on account of also" the Church which is in her house." * May
their ministrations to us, whom also I commend my soul be in place of hers: she is the very
to thee in Christ. Salute by name all the faithful pattern of pious women. May the Father of
in Christ that are at Laodicea. Do not neglect Christ, by His only-begotten Son, preserve thee
those at Tarsus, but look after them steadily, in good health, and of high repute in all things,
confirming them in the Gospel. I salute in the to a very old age, for the benefit of the Church
Lord, Marls the bishop of Neapolis, near Arm- of God ! Farewell in the Lord, and pray thou
zarbus. Salute thou also Mary my daughter, that I may be perfected.

x 2T_x. xS. i C,,,oLiv. x$.



THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO THE PHILIPPIANS.

IgnaKus, who is also called Theophorus, to the begotten Son," saith [the Scripture], "who is in
Church of God which is at Philippi, which the bosom of the Father."" And again, "One
has obtained mercy in faith, andpattence, and Lord Jesus Christ." ,2 And in another place,
love unfeigned: Mercy and peace from God "What is His name, or what His Son's name,
theFather, and the Zord Jesus Christ, "who thatwe may know?"'s And there is also one
is the Saviour of all men, s_ectally of them that Paraclete. 14 For "there is also," saith [the Scrip-
believe." x ture], "one Spint," ,s since "we have been called

in one hope of our calling." 16 And again, "We
CX-_.P.I.--RV_SON FOR w_r_c THE EV_rLE. have drunk of one Spirit," xswith what follows.
BEING mindful of your love and of your zeal And it is manifest that all these gifts [possessed

in Christ, which ye have manifested towards us, by believers] "worketh one and the self-same
we thought it fitting to write to you, who display Spirit." ,7 There are not then either three Fa-
such a godly and spiritual love to the brethren, 2 thers, 's or three Sons, or three Paracletes, but
to put you in remembrance of your Christian one Father, and one Son, and one Paraclete.
course,3 "that ye all speak the same thing, being Wherefore also the Lord, when He sent forth the
of one mind, thinking the same thing, and walk- apostles to make disciples of all nations, com-
ing by the same rule of faith," 4 as Paul ad- manded them to "baptme in the name of the
rnonished you. For if there is one God of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," ,9
universe, the Father of Christ, "of whom are not unto one [person] having three names, nor
all things ; "s and one Lord Jesus Christ, our into three [persons] who became incarnate, but
[Lord], "by whom are all things ; "s and also into three possessed of equal honour.
one Holy Spirit, who wrought 6 in Moses, and in
the prophets and apostles ; and also one baptism, CHAr. In. -- crI_sr WAS aa_ULYBOmL _',m DIF_a),
which is administered that we should have fellow- zrc.
ship with the death of the Lord ; 7 and also one For there is but One that became incarnate,
elect Church ; there ought likewise to be but and that neither the Father nor the Paraclete,
one faith in respect to Christ. For "there is tbut the Son only, [who became so] not in ap-
one Lord, one faith, one baptism ; one God and Ipearance or imagination, but in reality. For
Father of all, who is through all, and in all." _ "the Word became flesh." ,o For "Wisdom

builded for herself a house." _* And God the

CHAP.II._UNITV OF THE THREEDIVINE PERSONS.Word was born as man, wLth a body, of the Vir-
There is then one God and Father, and not lgin, without any intercourse of man. For [it is

two or three ; One who is ; and there is no other written], "A virgin shall conceive in her womb,
besides. Him, the only true [God]. For "the and bring forth a son." _ He was then truly
Lord thy God," saith [the Scripture], "is one born, truly grew up, truly ate and drank, was
Lord."0 And again, "Hath not one God created truly crucified, and died, and rose again. He
us? Havewenot allone Father? .... And there who believes these things, as they really were,
is also one Son, GOd the Word. For "the only-

tz John i. ,8.
Z Z_rilu. iv. xo. la x CoT.VIii. 6.
s Lhenally. "to your brother-lovlng spiritual love according to x3 Prov xxx 4-

God." u i.e, "Advocate" or" Comforter; " ¢omp. John xav. z6.

Literally, "coursein Christ." x_ Eph. iv. 4.4 z Cot. t xo; Phil. ii 2, fii x6. x Cot. xll. z3.
s z Cot. vlli 6. t7 z Cor.xil. xz.
6 x Cor. xii. xx. zs Comp. Athanasian Creed.

Literally, "which is given unto the death of the Lord." z9 Matt. xxvth, x9.
s Eph iv. $. ao John i. x4.
9 Detlt. vi, 4; Mark xli. _9. 2_ Prov. ix x.

to Mal. il. xo. _ Isa. vii. x4,
I16
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and as they really took place, is blessed. He of a soul and body only, why dost thou mutilate
who believeth them not is no less accursed than and explain away His being born with the corn-
those who crucified the Lord. For the prince mon nature of humanity? Why dost thou call
of this world rejoiceth when any one denies the the passion a mere appearance, as if it were any
cross, since he knows that the confession of strange thing happeningto a Emere] man? And
the cross is his own destruction. For that is why dost thou reckon the death of a mortal to
the trophy which has been rinsed up against his be simply an imaginary death? But if, ['on the
power, which when he sees, he shudders, and other hand,] He is both God and man, then why
when he hears of, is afraid, dost thou call it unlawful to style Him "the

Lord of glory," 7who is by nature unchangeable ?
CHAP.IV.- THE MALIGNITYAND FOLLYOF SATAN. Why dost thou say that it is unlawful to declare

And indeed, before the cross was erected, he of the Lawgiver who possesses a human soul,
(Satan) was eager that it should be so ; and he "The Word was made flesh, ''a and was a per-
"wrought" [-for this end] "in the children of dis- feet man, and not merely one dwelling in a man?
obedience." ' He wrought in Judas, in the But how came this magmlan into existence, who
Pharisees, in the Sadducees, in the old, in the of old formed all nature that can be appre-
young, and in the priests. But when it was just hended elther by the senses or intellect, accord-
about to be erected, he was troubled, and in- ing to the will of the Father ; and, when He
fused repentance into the traitor, and pointed became incarnate, healed every kind of disease
him to a rope to hang himself with, and taught and infirmity}9
hlm [.to d_e by] strangulation. He terrified also
the silly woman, disturbing her by dreams ; and CHAP. VI._ CONTINUATION.
he, who had tried every means to have the cross And how can He be but God, who raises up
prepared, now endeavoured to put a stop to its the dead, sends away the lame sound of limb,
erection ; 2not that he was influenced by repent- cleanses the lepers, restores sight to the blind,
ance on account of the greatness of his crime and either increases or transmutes existing sub-
(for in that case he would not be utterly de- stances, as the five loaves and the two fishes, and
prayed), but because he perceived his own de- the water which became wine, aa_dwho puts to
struction [.to be at hand]. For the cross of flight thy whole host by a mere word ? And why
Christ was the beginning of his condemnation dost thou abuse the nature of the Virgin, and
the beginning of his death, the beginning of his style her members disgraceful, since thou didst
destruction. Wherefore, also, he works in some of old display such in public processions/° and
that they should deny the cross, be ashamed of d_dst order them to be exhibited naked, males
the passion, call the death an appearance, muti- in the sight of females, and females to stir up
late and explain away the birth of the V_rgin, and the unbridled lust of males ? But now these are
calumniate the [human] nature 3 itself as being reckoned by thee disgraceful, and thou pretend-
abominable. He fights along with the Jews to a est to be full of modesty, thou spirit of fornication,
denial of the cross, and with the Gentiles to the not knowing that then only anything becomes
calumniating of Mary/who are heretical in hold- disgraceful when it is polluted by wickedness.
ing that Christ possessed a mere phantasmal But when sin is not present, none of the things
body.S For the leader of all wickedness assumes that have been created are shameful, none of
manifold 6 forms, beguiler of men as he is, incon- them evil, but all very good. But inasmuch as
sistent, and even contradicting himself, project- thou art blind, thou revilest these things.
ing one course and then following another. For CHAP.Vli.m CONTINUATION: mCO_StST_CY OF
he is wise to do evil, but as to what good may SATAN.
be he is totally ignorant. And indeed he is full l
of ignorance, on account of his voluntary want of And how, again, does Christ not at all appear
reason : for how can he be deemed anything to thee to be of the Virgin, but to be God over
else who does not perceive reason when it hes all," and the Almighty? Say, then, who rentHim? Who was Lord over Him? And whose
at his very feet ? will did He obey ? And what laws did He fulfil,

CHAP.V. -- APOSTROPHETO SATAN. since He was subject neither to the will nor

For if the Lord were a mere man, possessed power of any one ? And while you deny that
Christwas born,'_you affirmthattheunbegoiten
was begotten,and thatHe who had no begin-t Eph. ii. _.

[Thus is the idea worked out by St. Bernard. See my note
(au/,ra) suffixed to the Syrlac Eptsfle to Ephemans.]

s The various GnosUc sects are here referred to, who held that :' t Cor. Ii 8
matter was essentially evd, and therefore dented the reahty of our 8 John i: x4. .

4. The MS. h_ #za'y(la¢, " of'magic; " we have followed the emen- tt
dation proposed by Faber

s Literally, " heretical in re_;pect to phant_.sy." Comp. E_le to the Ta .rstans, ¢ha_.fi: ..........
6 Literally, _.s" varlou_," or" manifold." t tz I.aterallyj " and taxxng away Uhrutt lrom mnng vm-a.
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ning was nailed to the cross, by whose pennis- and the nourishment by means of milk con-
sion I am unable to say. But thy changeable temptible:S these things appeared to thee un-
tacti_ do not escape me, nor am I ignorant that worthy of God. Again, thou didst behold a man
thou art wont to walk with slanting and uncer- who remained forty days and nights without
taln ' steps. And thou art ignorant who really was tasting human food, along with ministering an-
born, thou who pretendest to know everything, gels at whose presence thou didst shudder, when

first of all thou hadst seen Him baptized as aCHAP. VIII.--CONTINUATION : IGNORANCE OF SATAN. common man, and knewest not the reason there-
For many things are unknown 2 to thee ; [such of. But after His [lengthened] fast thou didst

as the following]: the virginity of Mary; the again assume thy wonted audacity, and didst
wonderful birth ; Who it was that became incar- tempt Him when hungry, as if He had been an
nate ; the star which guided those who were in ordinary man, not knowing who He was. For
the east ; the Magi who presented gifts : the salu- thou saidst, "If thou be the Son of God, com-
ration of the archangel to the Virgin; the mand that these stones be made bread. ''6 Now,
mm_ellous conception of her that was betrothed ; this expression, "If thou be the Son," is an indi-
the announcement of the boy-forerunner re- cation of ignorance. For if thou hadst possessed
specting the son of the Virgin, and his leaping real knowledge, thou wouldst have understood
in the womb on account of what was foreseen ; that the Creator can with equal ease both create
the songs of the angels over Him that was born ; what does not exist, and change that which al-
the glad tidings announced to the shepherds ; the ready has a being. And thou temptedst by means
fear of Herod lest his kingdom should be of hunger 7 Him who nourisheth all that require
taken from him ; the command to slay the in- food. And thou temptedst the very "Lord of
rants ; the removal into Egypt, and the return glory," s forgetting in thy malevolence that" man
from that country to the same region ; the infant shall not live by bread alone, but by every word
swaddling-bands ; the human regzstration; the that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
nourishing by means of milk ; the name of For if thou hadst known that He was the Son of
father given to Him who did not beget; the God, thou wouldst also have understo6d that He
manger because there was not room [elsewhere] ; who had kept his 9 body from feeling any want for
no human preparation [for the Child]; the forty days and as many nights, could have also
gradual growth, human speech, hunger, thirst, done the same for ever. Why, then, does He
journeyings, weariness ; the offering of sacrifices, sufferhunger ? In order to prove that He had
and then also circumcision, baptism ; the voice assumed a body subject to the same feelings as
of God over Him that was baptized, as to who those of ordinary men. By the first fact He
He was and whence [He had come] ; the testi- showed that He was God, and by the second
mony of the Spirit and the Father from above ; that He was also man.
the voice of John the prophet when it signified the
passion by the appellation of "the Lamb;" CHAP.X.--COI,mIqUATtON:AUDAcrrvOF SATAN.
the performance of divers miracles, manifold Darestthou, then, who didst fall" as lightning ....
healings; the rebuke of the Lord ruling both from the very highest glory, to say to the Lord,
the sea and the winds; evil spirits expelled; "Cast thyself down from hence " [to Him] to
thou thyself subjected to torture, and, when af- whom the things that are not are reckoned as if
flicted by the power of Him who had been they were,t" and to provoke to a display of vain-
manifested, not having it in thy power todoany- glory Him that was free from all ostentation?
thing. And didst thou pretend to read in Scripture con-

cerning Him: "For He hath given His angels
CHAP. IX. -- CONTINTdATION : IGNORANCE OF SATAN. charge concerning Thee, and in their hands they

Seeing these things, thou wast in utter per- shall bear Thee up, lest thou shouldest dash Thy
plexity._ And thou wast ignorant that it was a foot against a stone ?" ,3 At the same time thou
virgin that should bring forth ; but the angels' didst pretend to be ignorant of the rest, furtively
song of praise struck thee with astonishment, as concealing what [the Scripture] predicted con-
well as the adoration of the Magi, and the ap- cerning thee and thy servants : '"Thou shah tread
pearanee of the star. Thou didst revert to thy upon the adder and the basilisk ; the lion and
state of [wilful] ignorance, because all the cir- the dragon shalt thou trample under foot." '+
c1_mstanees seemed to thee trifling ; 4 for thou
didst deem the swaddling-bands, the circumcision, s Lit,tory,- _t."t_ Matt. iv. 3-

:rOr, "the he.]ly."
It z Cor. li 8.

t Literally , - double " * ,Some insert, "corrulm'ble."
a According to many of the Fathers, Satan was in great ignorance ,o Luke x. s8.

tO st multitude of points connected with Christ. [Ste my note at tz Matt. tv 6.
end of the Syr;atcEpistle to Epheman% xt:pr,+.| t_ Comp, Rom. iv. t 7.

3 Literal|y, "thou wast dizzy in the head." ta Matt tv. 6.
4 Litend|y_ +*on acccamt of the paltry things." z4. Ps. xci. 13-
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CHAP. XI. -- CONTINUATION: AUDACITYOF SATAN. my of God ; I acknowledge His pre-eminence ;
If, therefore, thou art trodden down under I know the Father, who is the author of my

the feet of the Lord, how dost thou tempt Him generation.

that cannot be tempted, forgetting that precept cHaP. XlII.--VAmOUS EXHORTATIONSAND DIR_'_
of the lawgiver, "Thou shall not tempt the Lord "lIONS.
thy God? ''_ Yea, thou even darest, most ac-
cursed one, to appropriate the works of God to These things, brethren, out of the affection
thyself, and to declare that the dominion over which I entertain for you, I have felt compelled
these was delivered to thee. = And thou dost to write, exhomng you with a view to the glory
set forth thine own fall as an example to the of God, not as if I were a person of any conse-
Lord, and dost promise to give Him what is quence, but simply as a brother. Be ye subject
really His own, if He would fall down and wor- to the bishop, to the presbyters, and to the dea-
ship thee.3 And how didst thou not shudder, cons. Love one another in the Lord, as being
O thou spirit more wicked through thy malevo- the images of God. Take heed, ye husbands,
lence than all other wicked spirits, to utter such that ye love your wives as your own members.
words against the Lord ? Through thine appe- Ye wives also, love your husbands, as being one
ttte 4 was thou overcome, and through thy vain- with them in virtue of your union. If any one
glory wast thou brought to dishonour : through lives in chastity or continence, let him not be
avarice and ambition dost thou [now] draw on lifted up, lest he lose his reward. Do not lightly
[others] to ungodliness. Thou, O Behal, dragon, esteem the t_stivals. Despise not the period of
apostate, crooked serpent, rebel against God, out- forty days, for it comprises an imitation of the
cast from Christ, alien from the Holy Spirit. exile conduct of the Lord. After the week of the
from the ranks of the angels, reviler of the laws passion, do not neglect to last on the fourth and
of God, enemy of all that is lawful, who didst sixth days, distributing at the same time of thine
rise up against the first-formed of men, and abundance to the poor. If any one fasts on the
d,.dst drive forth [from obedience to] the corn- Lord's Day or on the Sabbath, except on the
mandment [of God] those who had m no re- paschal Sabbath only, he is a murderer of Christ.
spect injured thee ; thou who didst raise up CHAP.XlV._ FAREWELLSAND CAUTIONS.
against Abel the murderous Cain;thou who
d,dst take arms against Job : dost thou say to the Let your prayers be extended to the Church
Lord," If Thou wilt fall down and worship me ?" of Antioch, whence also I as a pr,soner am being
Oh what audacity! Oh what madness! Thou led to Rome. I salute the holy bishop Poly-
runaway slave, thou incorrigible 5slave, dost thou carp ; I salute the holy bishop Vitalius, and the
rebel against the good Lord ? Dost thou say to sacred presbytery, and nay fellow-servants the
so great a Lord, the God of all that either the deacons ; m whose stead may my soul be found.
mind or the senses can percewe, " If Thou wilt Once more I bid farewell to the bishop, and
fail clown and worship me ?" to the presbyters in the Lord. If any one

celebrates the passover along with the Jews, or
CHAP. XlI. _ THE MEEK REPLY OF CHRIST, receives the emblems of their feast, he is a

But the Lord is long-suffering, and doe_ not partaker with those that killed the Lord and
His apostles.reduce to nothing him who in Ins xgnorance

dares [to utter] such words, but meekly rephcs, chap. xv. _SALUTATIONS. CONCLUSION.
" Get thee hence, Satan. ''6 He does not say,
"Get thee behind Are," for it is not possible that Philo and Agathopus the deacons salute you.
he should be converted, but, "Begone, Satan," I salute the company of virgins, and the order
to the course which thou hast chosen. "Begone" of widows ; of whom may I have joy ! I salute
to those things to which, through thy malevo- the people of the Lord, from the least unto the
]ence, thou hast been called. For I know Who greatest. I have sent you this letter through
I am, and by Whom I have been sent, and Euphanius the reader, a man honoured of Croci,
Whom it behoves Me to worship. For "thou and very faithfifl, happening to meet with him at
sha/t worship the Lord thy God, and Him only Rhegium, just as he was going on board ship.
shalt thou serve." 7 I know the one [God] ; I am Remember my bonds, s that I may be made
acquamted with the only [Lord] from whom perfect in Christ. Fare ye well in the flesh, the
thou hast become an apostate. I am not an ene- soul, and the spirit, while ye think of things per-

fect, and turn )'ourselves away from the workers
, _ut ,,L_6. of iniquity, who corrupt the word of truth, and
2 Luk.... 6 are strengthened inwardly by the grace of.our
3 Matt iv 9-
, o_, "_ny" Lord Jesus Christ.
s Or, " that always needs whipping, _
6 Matt. tv to.

7 Matt. =v to, Deut. yr. t3. S Comp. CoL iv. I8.



THE EPISTLEOF MARIATHE PROSELYTETO IGNATIUS.

MARY OF CASSOBEL/E t TO IGNATIUS.

Maria, a proselyte of/esus Christ, to IgnaEus as young men to the priesthood.9 Now, call
Theaphorus, mvstblessedbisho? of theapostahc thou into exercise _o thy thoughts through the
Church whtch ts atAntiach, bdovedin God the Sptrit that God has given to thee by Christ, and
Father, and Jesus: Hap2oiness andsafety. IVe thou wilt remember 1, that Samuel, while yet a
all 2 begfor thee/oy and health in H,m. little child, was called a seer, and was reckoned in

the company of the prophets, that he reproved'the
CHAP. I. _ OCCASIONOF THE EPISTLE. aged Eh for transgresmon, since he had honoured

Since Christ has, to our wonder,S been made his infatuated sons above God the author of all
known among us to be the Son of the living God, things, and had allowed them to go unpunished,
and to have become man in these last times by when they turned the office of the priesthood into
means of the Virgin Mary,4 of the seed of David ridicule, and acted violently towards thy people.
and Abraham, according to the announcements
previously made regarding Him and through c_a,. III._EXAMPLES OFYOUTHFULDEVOTEDNESS.
Him by the company of the prophets, we there- Moreover, the wise Daniel, while he was a
fore beseech and entreat that, by thy wisdom, young man, passed judgment on certain vigorous
Marts our friend, bishop of our native Neapolis,5 old men, '2 showing them that they were aban-
which is near Zarbus, 6 and Eulogius, and Sobelus doned wretches, and not [worthy to be reck-
the presbyter, be sent to us, that we be not des- oned] elders, and that, though Jews by extraction,
titute of such as preside over the divine word ; they were Canaanites in practice. And Jeremiah,
as Moses also says, "Let the Lord God look out when on account of his youth he declined the
a man who shall guide this people, and the con- office of a prophet entrusted to him by God,
gregation of the Lord shall not be as sheep was addressed in these words : "Say not, I am a
which have no shepherd." 7 youth ; for thou shah go to all those to whom I

send thee, and thou shalt speak according to all
CHAP. II.--YOUTH MAY BE ALLIED WITH PIETY that l command thee ; because l am with thee. ''_3

AND DISCRETION. And the wise Solomon, when only in the twelfth
But as to those whom we have named being year of his age/4 hadwisdom to decide the impor-

young men, do not, thou blessed one, have any tant question concerning the children of the two
apprehension. For I would have you know that women/5 when it was unknown to whom these
they are wise about the flesh, and are insensible respectively belonged ; so that the whole people
to its passions, they themselves glowing with all were astonished at such wisdom in a child, and
the glory of a hoary head through their own s venerated him as being not a mere youth, but a
intrinsic merits, and though but recently called full-grown man. And he solved the hard ques-

tions of the queen of the Ethiopians, which had
t Nothing can be said with certainty as to the place here referred profit in them as the streams of the Nile [have

to. Some have conceived that the ordinary reading, Mama Casse- fertility], in such a manner that that woman,beHta) ts incorrect, and that it should be changed to Maria Casta-
bal_tia, supposmgthe reference to be to Castabala, a v, ell-known city
of Cilmia But this and other proposed emendauons rest upon mere
eonj_tmt. 9 Literally, " in recent newness of prmsthood."Literally, "call up "

a Some propose to read, "always " it Ltterally, "know "
3 Or, "wonderfully." xz 'The ancient Latin version translates _,v.o',tdpov'rtt_: "cruel old

( The I_$. has) "and," men," whmh perhaps stats the reference better.

s The ms. has 'FI_t_AA_'_t¢, which Vo._ius and others deem a mis- l_ Jer. l 7- smular statements to those here made ist]e to thetake for _lu._Sa*r_% as translated above. 14 Comp for " . ,Ep"
6 The same as Azarbus (comp Eptst. to Hero, chap. tx.). Magrtestans flonger ), chap tit. •
:' Num. xxvll, t6, x7. ts LiteraU_,, " understood the great question of the ignorance ol
s laterally, " in themselves." the women r_spectmg their children."
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EPISTLE OF MARIA THE PROSELYTE TO IGNATIUS. I2x

though herself so wise, was beyond measure as- says in a certain place, "I was small among my
tonished.' brethren, and the youngest in the house of

my father." 4
CHAP. IV. _ THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED.

Josiah also, beloved of God, when as yet he CHAP. V.--EXPRF._IOI_ OF RESPECTFOR IGNA-
could scarcely speak articulately, convicts those TIUS.
who were possessed of a wicked spint as being But time would fail me if I should endeavour
false in their speech, and deceivers of the people, to enumerate s all those that pleased God in their
He also reveals the deceit of the demons, and youth, having been entrusted by God with either
openly exposes those that are no gods ; yea, the prophetical, the priestly, or the kingly office.
while yet an Infant he slays their priests, and And those which have been mentioned may suf-
overturns their altars, and defiles the place where rice, by way of bringing the subject to thy re-
sacrifices were offered with dead bodies, and membrance. But I entreat thee not to reckon
throws down the temples, and cuts down the me presumptuous or ostentatious [in writing as
groves, and breaks in pieces the pillars, and I have done]. For I have set forfl_ these state-
breaks open the tombs of the ungodly, that not ments, not as instructing thee, but simply as
a relic of the wicked might any longer exist. 2 suggesting the matter to the remembrance of my
To such an extent did he display zeal in the father in God. For I know my own place, 6 and
cause of godliness, and prove himself a punisher do not compare myself with such as you. I sa-
of the ungodly, while he as yet faltered in speech lute thy holy clergy, and thy Christ-loving people
like a child. David, too, who was at once a who are ruled under thy care as their pastor.
prophet and a king, and the root of our Saviour All the faithful with us salute thee. Pray, blessed
according to the flesh, while yet a youth is shepherd, that I may be in health as respects
anointed by Samuel to be king.3 For he himself God.

t Ltterally, "out of herselL" 4 Ps. cl t (m the Septuagint; not found at all tn Hebrew).
2 Kings xxh. xxlu s Ltterally "to trace u_.

3 x Sam. xvL 6 J..atera|ly_ ' measure or" bruits."



THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO MARYAT NEAPOLIS,NEAR
ZARBUS.

1gnaEus, who is also called Theophorus, to her Iworthy [to be compared] with the glory which
who has obtained mercy through the grace af shall be revealed in us." 4
the most high God the Father, and Jesus
Christ the Lard, who dwd for us, to Mary, my CHAP.III.-- HE HADCOMPLIEDWITHHER REQ_.
daughter, most faidtful, worthy of Gad, and I have gladly acted as requested in thy letter,S
bea_qnLq Christ [in her heart], wishes abun- having no doubt respecting those persons whom
dance of happiness in God. thou didst prove to be men of worth. For I am

sure that thou barest testimony to them in the
CHAP.L _ ACKNOWLEDGMENTOF HER EXCELLENCEexercise of a godly judgment, 6 and not through

AND WISDOM. the influence of carnal favour. And thy numer-
SIGHTindeed is better than writing, inasmuch ous quotations of Scripture passages exceedingly

as, being one' of the company of the senses, it delighted me, which, when I had read, I had no
not only, by communicating proofs of friendship, longer a single doubtful thought respecting the
honours him who receives them, but also, by matter. For I did not hold that those things
those which it in turn receives, enriches the were simply to be glanced over by my eyes, of
desire for better things. But the second bar-iwhich I had received from thee such an incon-
bour of refuge, as the phrase runs, is the prac- trovertible demonstration. May I be in place
tice of writing, which we have received, as a iof thy soul, because thou lovest Jesus, the Son
convenient haven, by thy faith, from so great a of the living God. Wherefore also He Himself
distance, seeing that by means of a letter we Isays to thee, "I love them that love Me ; and
have learned the excellence that is in thee. For those that seek Me shall find peace." 7
the souls of the good, O thou wisest 2 of women I
resemble fountains of the purest water ; for they CHAP. IV._ COMMENDATIONAND EXHORTATION'.
allure by their beauty passers-by to drank of Now it occurs to me to mention, that' the
them, even though these should not be thirsty. Ireport is true which I heard of thee whilst thou
And thy intelligence invites us, as by a word of wast at Rome with the blessed father _ Linus,
command, to participate in those divine draughts whom the deservedly-blessed Clement, a hearer
which gush forth so abundantly in thy soul. of Peter and Paul, has now succeeded. And by

this time thou hast added a hundred-fold to thy
CHAP. II.- HIS OWN com_rr]oI_, reputation ; and may thou, O woman ! still fur-

:But I, O thou blessed woman, not being now ither increase it. I greatly desired to come unto
so much my own master as in the power of you, that I might have rest with you ; but " the
others, am driven along by the varying wills of way of man is not in himself." 9 For the mill-
many adversaries,3 being in one sense in exile, itary guard Eunder which I am kept] hinders my
in another in prison, and in a third in bonds, purpose, and does not permit me to go further.
But I pay no regard to these things. Yea, by Nor indeed, in the state I am now in, can I
the injuries inflicted on me through them, I ac- either do or suffer anything. Wherefore deem-
quire all the more the character of a disciple, ing the practice of writing the second resource
that I may attain to Jesus Christ. May I enjoy
the torments which are prepared for me, seeing 4 Ram._i, ts.

$ Ltterall_ "I havegladly fulfilled the things commanded by theethat "the sufferings of this present time are not mthelett_,.
6 Literally, "by a judgment of God."

t Literally, " a Imrt" 7 Pray. vm. x7 (loosely quoted from LXX.).
tt Literally," all-wi_ " e The original ts *t-;try.,]common to prlmitave bishops.]
3 Literally, *'by the many wilL_of the adversarie._." 9 Jet. x. a3.
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EPISTLE OF IGNATIUS TO MARY AT NEAPOLIS. I2 3

of friends for their mutual encouragement, I sa- other points, seeing that thou art perfect in every
lute thy sacred soul, beseeching of thee to add good work and word, and able also to exhort
still further to thy vigour. For our present others in Christ. Salute all that are hke-minded
labour is but little, while the reward which is with thyself, and who hold fast to their salvation
expected is great, in Christ. The presbyters and deacons, and

above all the holy Hero, salute thee. Cassian
CHAP.V. _ SALUTATIONSAND GOODWISHES. my host salutes thee, as well as my sister, his
Avoid those that deny the passion of Christ, wife, and their very dear children. May the

and His birth according to the flesh : and there Lord sanctify thee for evermore in the enjoyment
are many at present who suffer under this disease, both of bodily and spiritual health, and may I
But it would be absurd to admonish thee on see thee in Christ obtaining the crown !



THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO ST. JOHN THE APOSTLE.

IgnaKus, and the brethren who are with him, to sistance. Moreover, she shines forth gloriously
John the holy presbyter, as contending in the fight of faith against the

WE are deeply grieved at thy delay in strength- pernicious conflicts of vicious _ principles or
ening us by thy addresses and consolations. If conduct. She is the lady of our new religionand repentance, 2 and the handmaid among the
thy absence be prolonged, it will disappoint faithful of all works of piety. She is indeed
many of us. Hasten then to come, for we be- devoted to the humble, and she humbles herself
lieve that it is expedient. There are also many more devotedly than the devoted, and is won-
of our women here, who are desirous to see derfully magnified by all, while at the same ttme
Mary ['the mother] of Jesus, and wish day by she suffers detraction from the Scribes and
day to run off from us to you, that they may Pharisees. Besides these points, many relate to
meet with her, and touch those breasts of hers us numerous other things regarding her. We
which nourished the Lord Jesus, and may inquire do not, however, go so far as to believe all m
of her respecting some rather secret matters.
But Salome also, [-the daughter of Anna,] whom every particular ; nor do we mention such to
thou lovest, who stayed with her five months at thee. But, as we are informed by those whoare worthy of credit, there is in Mary the mother
Jerusalem, and some other well-known persons, of Jesus an angelic purity of nature allied wtth
relate that she is full of all graces and all virtues, the tmture of humanity.3 And such reports as
after the manner of a virgin, fruitful in virtue
and grace. And, as they report, she is cheerful these have greatly excited our emotions, andurge us eagerly to demre a sight of this (if it be
in persecutions and afflictions, free from tour- lawful so to speak) heavenly prodigy and most
touring in the midst of penury and want, grate-
ful to those that injure her, and rejoices when sacred marvel. But do thou in haste comply
exposed to troubles : she sympathizes with the with this our desire ; and fare thou well. Amen.
wretched and the afflicted as sharing in their , Literally."of ..... "2 Some MSS. and edmons ._em with propriety to omtt this word

afflictions, and is not slow to come to their as- s Ltterally,"anatureofangehcpuntytsalhedtohuman nature."

ta4



A SECONDEPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO ST. JOHN.

His friend _ Ignatius to John the holy manner [I desire to see]the venerable James,
presbyter, who is surnamed Just, whom they relate to be

Ir th wil" 've me leave I desire to -- u- Ivery like Christ Jesus in appearance,4 in life,
• . ou t gay "he faithful" saints_who_[and in method of conduct, as if he were a twin-to jerusalem, ano see t , . . .

.......... her whom ' Brother ot me same womb They say that, if Iare mere, esDeclauv lvl.arv tBe mot ,
.... _'- J "" ---'_of admiration and of [see him, I see also Jesus Himself, as to all themey report to Be an object _ .
............ "oice to Ileatures anct aspect of His body Moreover,anecuon to ate. for wno womb not rej . . "

.................. I [I desire to see.I the other mints, both male and
oenmo ana to aaoress her wno Bore me true T
.... 3 " rovided he is a Ifemale Alas why do I delay? Why am Iloci irom ner own womB, p I. • " ";_ ;" -5 " "'_ " -...... Kept BaCK _lntl teacher, DlO. me nasten Ltofriend of our faith and reh_,on? And m hke/
.......................... ° - __ [ fulfil my wish'], and fare thou well. Amen.

x Literally, "his own." I ....
2 Some omst this word I

3 L,teralty,"of herself" S ..... d, insteadof"dese,'"ds;a-[ _ Or,_:f_ac__a'_.Somcomttthewo_d.rum," whenme translauon wdl be, "the true _oa m gods. ur,



THE EPISTLEOF IGNATIUSTO THE VIRGINMARY.

Her )¢riend t 2rg_a_us to #_e Chris#3earinff REPLY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN TO THIS
zl,[ary. LETTER.

THOU oughtest to have comforted and con- The lo_,ly handmaid of Christ Jesus to ]gna-
soled me who am a neophyte, and a disciple of ttus, her belavedfellow-disctple.
thy [beloved] John. For I have heard things THE things which thou hast heard and learned
wonderful to tell respecting thy [son] Jesus, and from John concerning Jesus are true. Believe
I am astonished by such a report. But I desire them, cling to them, and hold fast the profession
with my whole heart to obtain information con- of that Christianity which thou hast embraced,
cerning the thin_ which I have heard from thee, and conform thy habits and life to thy profes-
who wast always intimate and allied with Him, sion. Now I will come in company with John
and who wast acquainted with [all] His secrets, to visit thee, and those that are with thee.
I have also written to thee at another time, and Stand fast in the faith, 2 and show thyself a man ;
have asked thee concerning the same things, nor let the fierceness of persecution move thee,
Fare thou well ; and let the neophytes who are but let thy spirit be strong and rejoice in God
with me be comforted of thee, and by thee, and thy Saviour.S Amen.
in thee. Amen.

2 t Cor xvl. t_..
t Literally, "her own," [Mary is here called y,/_ror6_e_ and :5 Luke _. 47.

sm¢_o_o_, whichsugs,estss Ne_torianforl_.ry.]
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

THII

MARTYRDOM OF IGNATIUS.

THE learned dissertation of Pearson, on the difficulties of reconciling the supposed year of

the martyrdom with the history of Trajan, etc., is given entire in Jacobson (vol. ii. p. 524), against
the decision of Usher for A.D. xo7. Pearson accepts A.D. xi6. Consult also the preface of

Dr. Thomas Smith,' in the _me work (p. 518), on the text of the original and of the Latin
versions, and on the credibility of the narrative. Our learned translators seem to think the text

they have used, to be without interpolation. If the simple-minded faithful of those days, so near
the age of miracles, appear to us, m some degree, enthusiasts, let us remember the vision of Col.

Gardiner, accredited by Doddridge, Lord Lyttleton's vision (see Boswell, anna x784, chap. xi.),
accepted by Johnson and his contemporaries, and the interesting narrative of the pious Mr.
Tennent of New Jersey, attested by so many excellent and intelligent persons, almost of our own
times.

The following is the INTRODUCTORYNOTICEof the translators : m

THE following account of the martyrdom of Ignatius' professes, in several passages, to have

been written by those who accompanied him on his voyage to Rome, and were present on the
occasion of his death (chaps. v. vi. vii.). And if the genuineness of this narrative, as well as of

the Ignatian Epistles, be admitted, there can be little doubt that the persons in question were
Philo and Agathopus, with Crocus perhaps, all of whom are mentioned by Ignatius (Epist. to
Srnyr., chap. x. ; to Philad., chap. xi. ; to Ram., chap. x.) as having attended him on that journey

to Rome which resulted in his martyrdom. But doubts have been started, by Daill_ and others,
as to the date and authorship of this account. Some of these rest upon internal considerations,

but the weightiest objection is found in the fact that no reference to this narrative is to be traced
during the first six centuries of our era. 2 This is certainly a very suspicious circumstance, and

may well give rise to some hesitation in ascribing the authorship to the immediate companions and
friends of Ignatius. On the other hand, however, this account of the death of Ignatius is in
perfect harmony with the particulars recounted by Eusebius and Chrysostom regarding him_. Its

comparative simplicity, too, is greatly in its favour. It makes no reference to the legends which
by and by connected themselves with the name of Ignatius. As is well known, he came in course
of time to be identified with the child whom Christ (Matt. xviii. 2) set before His disciples as a

pattern of humility. It was said that the Saviour took him up in His arms, and that hence Ignatius

t He pubhsh_l an edltum of lgnatiu_ Oxford, t_9.

z [A most remarkable _,tate_nent. " References" may surely be traced, at least in Eusebiu$ (fit. 36} and lremetm ( Ad_. Hwre,_

v. 28), ff not in Jerome, etc. But the sermon of St. Chryso_a_m (Opp. ii., 59J) _ ot,,_4,_ ra parts, a paraphrase J
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128 INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

derived his name of Theopharus; xthat is, according to the explanation which this legend gives of
the word, one carriedby God. But in chap. ii. of the following narrative we find the term explained
to mean, "one who has Christ in his breast ;" and this simple explanation, with the entire silence
preserved as to the marvels afterwards connected with the name of Ignatius, is certainly a strong
argument in favour of the early date and probable genuineness of the account. Some critics,
such as Usher and Grabe, have reckoned the latter part of the narrative spurious, while accepting
the former ; but there appears to be a umty about it which requires us either to accept it in toto,
or to reject it altogether?

t [See on this matter Jacobson's note (vol ii. p. 262), and reference to Pearson ( Vim/. )'gnat., part il. cap. t2). The false accentuation
(O_60o_) occurs m some coptes to support the myth of the child Ignatius as the God.borne instead of the God-beartng'; Le., earned by
Christ, instead of carrying the Spirtt of Chrtst within.]

2 [But _ the note m Jacob_on, vol. u. p. 557.]



THE MARTYRDOMOF IGNATIUS.

CHAP.I. -- DESIRE OF IGNATIUSFOR MARTYRDOM.all who were living godly lives either to sacrifice
[to idols] or die. Wherefore the noble soldier

WHEN Trajan, not long since, I succeeded to of Christ [Ignatius], being in fe_ for the Churchthe empire of the Romans, Ignatius, the disciple
of John the apostle, a man in all respects of an of the Antiochians, was, in accordance with his
apostolic character, governed the Church of the own desire, brought before Trajan, who was at
Antiochians with great care, having with difficulty that time staying at Antioch, but was in haste
escaped the former storms of the many persecu- [to set forth] against Armenia and the Parthians.
t]ons under Domitian, inasmuch as, like a good And when he was set before the emperor Trajan,
pilot, by the helm of prayer and fasting, by the [that prince] said unto him, "Who art thou,

wicked wretch, s who settest 9 thyself to transgressearnestness of his teaching, and by his [constant _]
spiritual labour, he resisted the flood that rolled our commands, and persuadest others to do the
against him, fearing [only] lest he should lose same, so that they should miserably perish?"
any of those who were deficient in courage, or Ignatius replied, "No one ought to call Theoph-
apt to suffer from their simpliclty.S Wherefore orus _owicked ; for all evil spirits" have departed
he rejoiced over the tranquil state of the Church, from the servants of God. But if, because I
when the persecution ceased for a little time, but am an enemy to these [spirits], you call me
was grieved as to himself, that he had not yet wicked in respect to them, I quite agree with
attained to a true love to Christ, nor reached the you ; for inasmuch as I have Christ the King of
perfect rank of a disciple. For he inwardly re- heaven [within me], I destroy all the devices
flected, that the confession which is made by of these [evil spirits]." Trajan answered, "And
martyrdom, would bring him into a yet more who is .Theophorus?" Ignatius replied, "He
intimate relation to the Lord. Wherefore, con- who has Christ within his breast." Trajan said,
tinuing a few years longer with the Church, and, "Do _ee not then seem to youtto have the gods
like a divine lamp, enlightening every one's un- in our mind, whose assistance we enjoy in fight-
derstanding by his expositions of the [Holy (] ing against our enemms?" Ignatius answered,"Thou art in error when thou callest the dmmons
Scriptures, he [at length] attained the object of of the nations gods. For there is but one God,
his desire, who made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and
CHAP. II.--IGNATIUS IS CONDEMNEDBY TRAJAN. all that are in them ; and one Jesus Christ, the

For Trajan, in the ninth s year of his reign, only-begotten Son of God, whose kingdom may
being lifted up [with pride], after the victory he I enjoy." Trajan said, "Do you mean Him who
had gained over the Scythians and Dacians, and was crucified under Pontius Pilate ?" Ignatius
many other nations, and thinking that the reli- rephed, "I mean Him who crucified my sin,
gious body of the Christians were yet wanting to w_th him who was the inventor of it, .2 and who
complete the subjugation of all things to himself, has condemned [and cast down] all the deceit
and [thereupon] threatening them with persecu- and malice of the devil under the feet of those
tion unless they should agree to 6 worship din- who carry Him in their heart." Trajan said a
mons, as did all other nations, thus compelled 7 "Dost thou then carry within thee Him that wa_

crucified ?" Ignatius replied, "Truly so ; for it
, Theate ofTrajan'........... ^ v. 98. is written, ' I will dwell in them, and walk in
2 The text here i¢, somewhat doubtful.
3 Literally, "any of the faint-hearted and more guileless."
4 "1his word ts of doubtful aut_honty. S Literally) _ ev|l<kemon,"

s The numeral ,s uncertain In the old Latin versio_ we find sgoLiterally, "art tealoua.""thefourth)"whtch Gmhe has corrected into the nineteenth The Or,"onewhoearfiesGed."
chmoe bes between " mnth" and "mneteenth," 1.©.. ^.D Io7 or 1z6. It Literally. "the daemons."

6 Literally, "would choose to submit to " tz The Latin version reads, "Him who bore my t_n, with its ia-
_' Some read, "fear comp_lb'd:" ventor, upon the cross. _
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13o THE MARTYRDOM OF IGNATIUS.

them.'" * Then Trajan pronounced sentence l pense to the Churches, who came to meet him
as follows : "We command that Ignatius, who through their rulers, sending 9 letters of thanks-
affirms that he carries about within him Him giving to them, which dropped spiritual grace,
that was crucified, be bound by soldiers, and along with prayer and exhortation. Wherefore,
carried to the great [city] Rome, there to be seeing all men so kindly affected towards him,
devoured by the beasts, for the gratification of and fearing lest the love of the brotherhood
the people." When the holy martyr heard this should hinder his zeal towards the Lord, '° while
sentence, he cried out with joy, "I thank thee, a fair door of suffering martrydom was opened
0 Lord, that Thou hast vouchsafed to honour me to him, he wrote to the Church of the Romans
with a perfect love towards Thee, and hast made the Epistle which is here subjoined.
me to be bound with iron chains, like 2 Thy (See the Epistle as formerly given.)
Apostle Paul." Having spoken thus, he then,
with delight, clasped the chains about him ; and CHAP. V. _ IGNATIUSIS BROUGHTTO ROME.
when he had first prayed for the Church, and Having therefore, by means of this Epistle,
commended it with tears to the lord, he was settled," as he wished, those of the brethren at
hurried away by the savage 3 cruelty of the sol- Rome who were unwilling [for his martyrdom] ;
diers, like a distinguished ram, 4 the leader of a and setting sail from Smyrna (for Chnstophorus
goodly flock, that he might be carried to Rome was pressed by the soldiers to hasten to the pub-
there to furmsh food to the bloodthirsty beasts, hc spectacles in the mighty [city] Rome, that,

being given up to the wild beasts in the sight
CHAP.III._IGNATIUS SAILSTO SMYRNA. of the Roman people, he might attain to the

Wherefore, with great alacrity and joy, through crown for which he strove), he [next] landed
his desire to suffer, he came down from Antioch at Troas. Then, going on from that place to
to Seleucia, from which place he set sail. And Neapolis, he went [on foot] by Philippi through
after a great deal of suffering he came to Smyrna, and on to that part of Epirus which
where he disembarked with great joy, and has- is near Eptdamnus ; and finding a ship in one
tuned to see the holy Polycarp, [formerly] his of the seaports, he sailed over the Adriatic Sea,
fellow-disciple, and [now] bishop of Smyrna. and entering from it on the Tyrrhene, he pas,ed
For they had both, in old times, been disciples by the various islands and cities, until, when
of St. John the Apostle. Being then brought to Puteoli came in sight, he was eager there to did-
him, and having communicated to him some embark, havmg a desire to tread m the footsteps
spiritual gifts, and glorying in his bonds, he en- of the Apostle Paul. 'z But a violent wind arising
treated of him to labour s along with him for the did not suffer him to do so, the ship being driven
fulfilment of his desire ; earnestly indeed asking rapidly forwards ; ,3 and, simply expressing his
this of the whole Church (for the cities and delight ,4 over the love of the brethren in that
Churches of Asia had welcomed 6 the holy man place, he sailed by. Wherefore, continuing to
through their bishops, and presbyters, and dea- enjoy fa;.r winds, we were reluctantly hurried oa
cons, all hastening to meet him, if by any means in one day antl a night, mourning [as we didJ
they might receive from him some 7 spiritual over the coming departure from us of this right-
gift), but above all, the holy Polycarp, that. by eous man. But to him this happened just ab he
means of the wild beasts, he soon disappearing wished, since he was in haste as soon as possible
from this world, might be manifested before the to leave this world, that he might attain to the

lord whom he loved. Sailing then into the
face of Christ. Roman harbour, and the unhallowed sport_ be-

CHAP. IV._ IGNATIUSWRITESTO THE CHURCHES.ing just about to close, the soldiers began to be

And these things he thus spake, and thus tes- annoyed at our slowness, but the bishop rejoi-
tiffed, extending his love to Christ so far as one clngly yielded to their urgency.
who was about to s secure heaven through his

good confession, and the earnestness of those CHAP.VL_IGNATIUS IS DEVOUREDBYTHE BEASTSAT ROME.

who joined their prayers to his in regard to his
[approaching] conflict; and to give a recom- They pushed forth therefore from the placewhich is called Portus ; ,s and (the ,6 fame of all

t, cur._i.z6. relating to the holy martyr being already spread
Literally, "with."

3 Or, "beam-llke." " " _ " tim 9 The punctuation and construction are here doubtful.
4 [Better, "like the noble leader," etc.: remitting Kptov to to Or "'should prevent him from hastening to the Lord."

margin, as an ignoble word to English ears ] _ • tt Or'," corrected."
$ it is doubtiul ff this clause should be tel'erred to _'owcarp- t., Cutup Acts xxvid, x3, x4. ,,
6 Or, "received " x._Literally, " the ship [_emg driven onwards from the stern.
7 laterally 2 "a portion of.'_, - re the t4 LtteraUy, "deolarlng happy." .
' The Latinversionhas, that he was to [But compare . ] ,s [Of whlch we shall learn more when we come.to .I-lippo___

r'_ Epistle to the Romans (cap. 5), "yet am t not trtereuy |
_,"-- a double I_¢ereuce to St. Paul's doctrlne, x Cor_tv_ 4zat_ [ T_tJa_] had just improved the work of Claudius at tins tmven, nea
_,. 3. s_ ,_o h,_q_,_ (Se_,., P,o........ 7J- _P-- 10q_ _ly,"fo_"
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_broad) we met the brethren full of fear and were left, which were conveyed to Antioch and
joy ; rejoicing indeed because they were thought wrappeds in linen, as an inestimable treasure
worthy to meet with Theophorus, but struck left to the holy Church by the grace which was
with fear because so eminent a man was being in the martyr.
led to death. Now he enjoined some to keep
silence who, in their fervent zeal, were saying _ CHAP.vn. -- IGNATILrS.aPPEARSINAVISION
that they would appease the people, so that ms DF_TH.
they should not demand the destruction of this
just one. He being immediately aware of this Now these things took place on the thirteenth
through the SpiritJ and having saluted them all, day before the Kalends of January, that is, on
and begged of them to show a true affection the twentieth of December,9 Sum and Senecio
towards him, and having dwelt [on this point] being then the consuls of the Romans for the
at greater length than in his Epistle? and hay- second time. Having ourselves been eye-wit-
ing persuaded them not to envy him hastening nesses of these things, and having spent the
to the Lord, he then, after he had, with all the whole night in tears within the house, and hay-
brethren kneeling [beside him], entreated the ing entreated the Lord, with bended knees and
Son of God in behalf of the Churches, that a much prayer, that He would give us weak men
stop might be put to the persecution, and that full assurance respecting the things which were
mutual love might continue among the brethren, done, '° it came to pass, on our falling into a brief
was led with all haste into the amphitheatre, slumber, that some of us saw the blessed Igna-
Then, being immediately thrown in, according tins suddenly standing by us and embracing us,
to the command of C_esargiven some time ago, while others beheld him again praying for us,
the pubhc spectacles being just about to close and others still saw him dropping with sweat, as
(for it was then a solemn day, as they deemed if he had just come from his great labour, and
it, being that which is called the thirteenth* in standing by the Lord. When, therefore, we
the Roman tongue, on which the people were had with great joy witnessed these things, and
wont to assemble in more than ordinary num- had compared our several visions" together, we
bersS), he was thus cast to the wild beasts close sang praise to God, the giver of all good things,
beside the temple, 6 that so by them the desire and expressed our sense of the happiness of the
of the holy martyr Ignatius should be fulfilled, holy [martyr] ; and now we have made known
according to that which is written, "The desire to you both the day and the time [when these
of the righteous is acceptable 7 ['to God]," to things happened], that, assembling ourselves
the effect that he might not be troublesome to together according to the time of his martyr-
any of the brethren by the gathering of his re- dom, we may have fellowship with the champion
mains, even as he had in his Epistle expressed and noble martyr of Christ, who trode under
a wish beforehand that so his end might be. foot the devil, and perfected the course which,
For only the harder portions of his holy remains out of love to Christ, he had desired, in Christ

Jesus our Lord ; by whom, and with whom, be
x Literally,"boiling,andsaying." glory and power to the Father, with the Holy

Or, "m spint." Spirit, for evernlore l Amen.s i ¢., in his Episde to the Romans.
4 The Saturnaha were then celebrated.
s Ltterally, '"they came together zealously." 8 Or, "deposited." .
6 "].3a¢amphitheatre itself was sacred to several of the gods. 9 [The Greeks celebrate this martyrdom, to this d_, on the

[But(raO£_vw_)theongmalmdmatesthecella, orshrlne, mthe tleth d_"December.] . .
centre of the amphitheatre where the unage of Pluto was ¢xhtbtted. to To the effect, viz, that the martyrdom of Ignatius I_t

A 71_11n cross, until the late excavatmns, marked the very spot.] acceptable to GodPtov. x. a4. xx Litcrally," the vislo_ of the dreams."





: INTRODUCTORY NOTE
TO Tills

EPISTLE OF BARNABAS.

[A.D. IOO.] The writer of this Epistle is supposed to have been an Alexandrian Jew of the
: times of Trajan and Hadrian. He was a layman ; but possibly he bore the name of "Barnabas,"

and so has been confounded with his holy and apostolic name-sire, tt is more probable that the

._ Epistle, being anonymous, was attributed to St. Barnabas, by those who supposed that apostle to
be the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and who discovered similarities in the plan and pur-
pose of the two works. It is with great reluctance that I yield to modern scholars, in dismissing
the ingenious and temperate argument of Archbishop Wake ' for the apostolic origin of this trea-

tise. The learned Lardner = shares his convictions ; and the very interesting and ingenious views

of Jones 3 never appeared to me satisfactory, weighed with preponderating arguments, on the other
side.4

The Maccabman spirit of the Jews never burned more furiously than after the destruction of

'_ Jerusalem, and while it was kindling the conflagration that broke out under Barchochebas, and
blazed so terribly in the insurrection against Hadrian.S It is not credible that the Jewish Chris-

tians at Alexandria and elsewhere were able to emancipate themselves from their national spirit ;
., and accordingly the old Judaizing, which St. Paul had anathematized and confuted, would assert

itself again. If such was the occasion of this Epistle, as I venture to suppose, a higher character

must be ascribed to it than could otherwise be claimed. This accounts, also, for the degree of
favour with which it was accepted by the primitive faithful.

It is interesting as a specimen of their conflicts with a persistent Judaism which St. Paul had
defeated and anathematized, but which was ever cropping out among believers originally of the

Hebrews. 6 Their own habits of allegorizing, and their Oriental tastes, must be borne in mind, if
we are readily disgusted with our author's fancies and refinements. St. Paul himself pays a prac-
tical tribute to their modes of thought, in his Epistle to the Galatians (iv. 24). This is the ad

hominem form of rhetoric, familiar to all speakers, which laid even the apostle open to the slander
of enemies (2 Cor. xii. i6),--that he was "crafty," and caught men with guile. It is interesting

to note the more Occidental spirit of Cyprian, as compared with our author, when he also con-
tends with Judaism. Doubtless we have in the pseudo-Barnabas something of that oetonomy which

Discourse (p. x48) to his Ge_ui,_ Ep_tlcs of tat Apa:tallcal Fatkera. Philadelphia, xS46.

s Works, il. 25o, no_e; mad iv. x_S.

s Ou the Canon, voL ii. p. 43x.

s To _ who may adhe_ to the older opinion, let me commend the eloquent and in_'ucti_ chapter (xxiil.) in Farrar's L_ft #f

St. Paul.

s 1-L_hima's pu_,Ims¢ to rebuild tbelr city m_..ms to be polnted at in chap. x'vL

6 M. Rmlan may b¢ read wxth paln, and yet wxth profi_ m mucla tlmt Ills Gallio.lpltlt sulwmm _ _ _ C_ v., St. ]Ps_

Pans,a_.
zjJ
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is always capable of abuse, and which was destined too soon to overleap the bounds of its moral
limitations.

It is to be observed that this writer sometimes speaks as a Gentile, a fact which some have

found it difficult to account for, on the supposition that he was a Hebrew, if not a Levite as well.
But so, also, St. Paul sometimes speaks as a Roman, and sometimes as a Jew ; and, owing to the

mixed character of the early Church, he writes to the Romans (iv. l) as if they were all Israelites,
and again to the same Church (Rom. xi. i3) as if they were all Gentiles. So this writer some-

times identifies himself with Jewish thought as a son of Abraham, and again speaks from the
Christian position as if he were a Gentile, thus identifying himself with the catholicity of the
Church.

But the subject thus opened is vast ; and "the Epistle of Barnabas," so called, stiU awaits a
critical editor, who at the same time shall be a competent expositor. Nobody can answer these

requisitions, who is unable, for this purpose, to be a Christian of the days of Trajan.
But it will be observed that this version has great advantages over any of its predecessors, and

is a valuable acquisition to the student. The learned translators have had before them the entire
Greek text of the fourth century, disfigured it is true by corruptions, but still very precious, the

rather as they have been able to compare it with the text of Hilgenfeld. Their editorial notes
are sufficient for our own plan ; and little has been left for me to do, according to the scheme of
this publication, save to revise the "copy" for printing. I am glad to presume no further into

_uch a labyrinth, concerning which the learned and careful Wake modestly professes, "I have
endeavoured to attain to the sense of my author, and to make him as plain and easy as I was

able. If in anything I have chanced to mistake him, I have only this to say for myself: that he
must be better acquainted with the road than I pretend to be, who will undertake to travel so

long a journey in the dark and never to miss his way."
The following is the original IN'Ia_ODUOrORYNOTICE: m

NOTHINGcertain is known as to the author of the following Epistle. The writer's name is Bar-

nabas, but scarcely any scholars now ascribe it to the illustrious friend and companion of St. Paul.
External and internal evidence here come into direct collision. The ancient writers who refer to

this Epistle unanimously attribute it to Barnabas the Levite, of Cyprus, who held such an hon-

ourable place in the infant Church. Clement of Alexandria does so again and again (Strata., ii.

6, ii. 7, etc.). Origen describes it as "a Catholic Epistle" (ConL Cds., i. 63), and seems to rank
it among the Sacred Scriptures (Comm. in Ram., i. 24). Other statements have been quoted
from the fathers, to show that they held this to be an authentic production of the apostolic Bar-

nabas ; and certainly no other name is ever hinted at in Christian antiquity as that of the writer.
But notwithstanding this, the internal evidence is now generally regarded as conclusive against

this opinion. On perusing the Epistle, the reader will be in circumstances to judge of this matter
for himself. He will be led to consider whether the spirit and tone of the writing, as so decidedly

opposed to all respect for Judaism--the numerous inaccuracies which it contains with r_pect to
Mosaic enactments and observances--the absurd and trifling interpretations of Scripture which

it suggests m and the many silly vaunts of superior knowledge in which its writer indulges m can
possibly comport with its ascription to the fellow-labourer of St. Paul. When it is remembered

that no one ascribes the Epistle to the apostolic Barnabas till the times of Clement of Alexandria,
and that it is ranked by Eusebius among the "spurious" writings, which, however much known

and read in the Church, were never regarded as authoritative, htfle doubt can remain that the
external evidence is of itself weak, and should not make us hesitate for a moment in refusing to

ascribe this writing to Barnabas the Apostle.

The date, object, and intended reader_ of the Epistle can only be doubtfully inferred from
some statements which it contains. It was clearly written after the destruction of Jerusalem,
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since reference is made to that event (chap. xvi.), but how long after is matter of much dispute.
The general opinion is, that its date is not later than the middle of the second century, and that
it cannot be placed earlier than some twenty or thirty years before. In" point of style, both as
respects thought and expression, a very low place must be assigned it. We know nothing certain
of the region in which the author lived, or where the first readers were to be found. The inten-
tion of the writer, as he himself states (chap. i.), was "to perfect the knowledge" of those to
whom he wrote. Hilgenfeld, who has devoted much attention to this Epistle, holds that "it was
written at the close of the first century by a Gentile Christian of the school of Alexandria, with
the view of winning back, or guarding from a Judaic form of Christianity, those Christians belong-
ing to the same class as himself."

Until the recent discovery of the Codex Sinaiticus by Tischendorf, the first four and a half
chapters were known only in an ancient Latin version. The whole Greek text is now happily
recovered, though it is in many places very corrupt. We have compared its readings throughot/t,
and noted the principal variations from the text represented m our version. We have also made
frequent reference to the text adopted by Hilgenfeld in his recent edition of the Epistle (Lipsi_,
T. O. Weigel, I866).
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CHAP. I. -- AFTER THE SALUTATION,THE WRITER then, are three : 9 the hope of life, the beginning
DECLARESTHAT HE WOULD COMMUNICATETO and the completion of it. For the Lord hath
HIS BRETHRENSOMETHINGOF THAT WHICH HE made known to us by the prophets both the
HAD HIMSELFRECEIVED. things which are past and present, giving us alsb

ALL hail, ye sons and daughters, in the name the first-fruits of the kuowledge _o of things to
come, which things as we see accomplished, one

of our Locd 2 Jesus Christ, who loved us in by one, we ought with the greater richness ofpeace.
Seeing that the divine fruits 3 of righteousness faith " and elevation of spirit to draw near to

abound among you, I rejoice exceedingly and Him with reverence. '_ I then, not as your
aoove measure in your happy and honoured teacher, but as one of yourselves, will set forth
spirits, because ye have with such effect received a few things by which in present circumstances
the engrafted 4 spiritual gift. Wherefore also Iye may be rendered the more joyful.
inwardly rejoice the more, hoping to be saveR, CHAP. XI.mTrtE JEWlSH SACRIFICESARE NOW
because I truly perceive in you the Spirit poured ABOLISHED.
forth from the rich Lord 5 of love. Your greatly
desired appearance has thus filled me with aston- Since, therefore, the days are evil, and Satan ,3
ishment over you. 6 I am therefore pursuaded of possesses the power of this world, we ought to
this, and fully convinced in my own mind, that give heed to ourselves, and diligently inquire
since I began to speak among you I understand into the ordinances of the Lord. Fear and
many things, because the Lord hath accompanied patience, then, are helpers of our faith ; and
me in the way of righteousness. I am also on long-suffering and continence are things which
this account bound 7 by the strictest obligation fight on our side. While these remain pure in
to love you above my own soul, because great what respects the Lord, Wisdom, Understanding,
are the faith and love dwelling in you, while you Science, and Knowledge rejoice along with
hope for the life which He has promised: Con- them't4 For He hath revealed to us by all the
sidering this, therefore, that if I should take the prophets that He needs neither sacrifices, nor
trouble to communicate to you some portio/a of burnt-offerings, nor oblations_ saying thus, "What
what I have myself received, it will prove to me is the multitude of your sacrifices unto Me, saith
a sufficient reward that I minister to such spirits, the Lord ? I am full of burnt-offerings, and de-
I have hastened briefly to write unto you, in sire not the fat of lambs, and the blood of bulls
order that, along with your faith, ye might have and goats, not when ye come to appear before
perfect knowledge. The doctrines of the Lord,

.9 The Greek is hem tot_ un_..telliglble: it seems impuulble
either to punctuate or construe It. We may attempt to t_-_resent st

t The Codex Sinahicus has simply "Epistle of Barnabas" for as follows: "'/'he doctrines of the Lord, then, are three: Life, Falth_
title; Dressel glves, " Epmtle of Barnabas the Apostle," from the and Hope.our beginning _ end; _ Rig_ 1 the be_£nnlng
Vaucan _ts, of the latin text. . and tim end of judgntent: _ antt joy ana tl_ "1-.e_Runtmyot grog-"

= The Cod. Sin. has simply, "the Lord." hess for works of righteoumm_ m We have followed the anctetst Lattln
a Ltterally," the judgments of God being great and rich towards text, which Hilgenfald also IldOl_, though Weitzkkor mad othtm_

_ou: "but, as Hefele remarksj _u_aket_a seems here to have the mean- prefer the Gn_k. ,,
mgofriigA_eausntsa, asinRom, v. xS. xolmteml of "knowledge" (yu,_e,_), Cad. Sh. lm talae"

*Thts appears to be the meaning of the Greek, and is con- {-00¢_).

firmed by the ancient latin vorston. Hilgenfeld/however, following d;.,Literally, "we ought more richly and loftily to aplml_h HisCod. Sm, reads "thus," instead of "because,' and separams the
clauses x= Instead of " to Him with fear," the reading of Cod. Sin., the

s The Latin reads," a spirit infused into you from the honourable Latin h:m," to His altar," which Hilgenfeld adopts,
fountam of God." t3 The Latin text is literally, "the advet_ry;' the Greek .h_;,

6 Thls sentence is entlrely omitted in the Latin. "and he that worketh_ power;" HJlgenfekl t_a_, '-he
7 The Latin text is here quite different, and ,_.. ms evulendy cor- that worketh against," _ idea eapre_, above being intended

rupt. We have followed the Cod Sin., as does Hilgeafeld. t4 Or, "wh2__ .thee thmp conUn..ue._theJe which reapect the Lord
s Literally, "m the hope of His life." rejoice in pumy along w_h them--Wisdom," etc.

t37
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Me : for who hath required these things at your shall hear thee ; whilst thou art yet speaking, He
hands ? Tread no more My courts, not though ]shall say, Behold, I am with thee ; if thou take
ye bring with you fine flour. Incense is a vain [ away from thee the chain [binding others], and
abomination unto Me, and your new moons and the stretching forth of the hands s [to swear
sabbaths I cannot endure."' He has therefore falsely], and words of murmuring, and give
abolished these things, that the new law of our cheerfully thy bread to the hungry, and show
Lord Jesus Christ, which is without the yoke of compassion to the soul that has been humbled." 9
necessity, might have a human oblation.* And To this end, therefore, brethren, He is long-
again He says to them, "Did I command your suffering, foreseeing how the people whom He
fathers, when they went out from the land of ihas prepared shall with guilelessness believe in
Egypt, to offer unto Me burnt-offerings and sac- His Beloved. For He revealed all these things
rifices ? But this rather I commanded them, Let to us beforehand, that we should not rush for-
no one of you cherish any evil in his heart against ward as rash acceptors of their laws. '°
his neighbour, and love not an oath of falsehood." 3
We ought therefore, being possessed of under- CHAP. IV.-- ANTICHRISTIS AT HAND: LET US
standing, to perceive the gracious intention of our THEREFOREAVOIDJEWISHERRORS.
Father ; for He speaks to us, desirous that we, It therefore behoves us, who inquire much
not 4 going astray like them, should ask how we concerning events at hand," to search diligently
may approach Him. To us, then, He declares, Lnto those things which are able to save us. Let

A sacrifice [pleasing] to God is a broken spirit ; us then utterly flee from all the works of iniquity,
a smell of sweet savour to the Lord is a heart lest these should take hold of us ; and let us
that glorifieth Him that made it." s We ought hate the error of the present time, that we may set
therefore, brethren, carefully to inquire concern- our love on the world to come : let us not give
ing our salvation, lest the wicked one, having loose reins to our soul, that it should have power
made his entrance by deceit, should hurl 6 us to run with sinners and the wicked, lest we be-
forth flom our [true] life. come like them. The final stumbling-block (or

source of danger) approaches, concerning which
CHAP. nl.--THE FASTSOF THE JEWS ARE NOT it is written, as Enoch ,2 says, "For for this end

TRUE FASTS,NOR ACCEPTABLETO GOD. the Lord has cut short the times and the days,
He says then to them again concerning these that His Beloved may hasten ; and He will come

things, "Why do ye fast to Me as on this day, to the inheritance." And the prophet also speaks
saith the Lord, that your voice should be heard thus : "Ten kingdoms shall reign upon the earth,
with a cry ? I have not chosen this fast, saith and a little king shall rise up after them, who
the Lord, that a man should humble his soul. shall subdue under one three of the kings. _3 In
Nor, though ye bend your neck like a ring, and like manner Daniel says concerning the same,
put upon you sackcloth and ashes, will ye call it "And I beheld the fourth beast, wicked and
an acceptable fast." r To us He saith, "Behold, powerful, and more savage than all the beasts of
this is the fast that I have chosen, saith the Lord, the earth, and how from it sprang up ten horns,
not that a man should humble his soul, but that and out of them a little budding horn, and how
he should loose every band of iniquity, untie the it subdued under one three of the great horns." ,4
fastenings of harsh agreements, restore to liberty Ye ought therefore to understand. And this also
them that are bruised, tear in pieces every unjust I further beg of you, as being one of you, and
engagement, feed the hungry with thy bread, loving you both individually and collectively
clothe the naked when thou seest him, bring the more than my own soul, to take heed now to
homcless into flay house, not despise the humble _ourselves, and not to be like some, adding
if thou behold him, and not [turn away] from largely to your sins, and saying, "The covenant
the members of thine own family. Then shall is both theirs and ours." ,s But they thus finally
thy dawn break forth, and thy healing shall lost it, after Moses had already received it. For
quickly spring up, and righteousness shall go the Scripture saith, "And Moses was fasting in
forth before thee, and the glory of God shall en-
compass thee ; and then thou shalt call, and God 8TheoriginalhereisX,t_.mt,htv,fromthe LXX. Hefelere-

marks, that tt may refer to the stretching forth of the hafids_ either
to swear falsely, or to mock and inmdt one's neighbour.

9 Isa. Ivtfi 6-1o.

t Iea. L x1-x4, from the Sept._ as is the case throughout. We to The Greek is here tmmteIliglble: the Latin has, "that we
have gtv_a the quotation as it .caMs in Cod. Sin. should not rush on, as if p_lytes to their law"

* Thus in the Latin The Greek reads, "might not have a man- t_ Or it might be rendered, "things p_L" Cote.letltts Ieadsp
made oblation." The Latin text seems prefer*hie, implying that, m- "de his insrantibus."
tread of the outward sacrifices of the law, there is now req_ a t* The Latin reads '* Daniel" instead of " Enoch;" comp. Dan.

_tion of mas Aimse_. Hilgenfeld f0110ws the Ott¢k. Ix. a4--* 7.
a Jer. vti. _t_-" Zech. vui. x7. . 13 ])an. vii. a4, very loosely quoted.
4 So the Greek. Hilgenfold, with the Latin, mints *' not." 14 Dan. vh 7, 8, also very inaccurately cited.
S Pet. IL x9. "l_ae.re m nothing in Scrlptum corn:sp0admg to the _ We here follow the Latin text in p_'-ference to the Greek, which

last clause, reads merely, '* the covenant is ours." What follows seems to _tow
e Literal|_) "sling us out." the co_ of the Latin, as the author prot_e_ to deny that the
Y Is*, Ivhl. 4, S Jewb had any further interest in the protmacs.
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the mount forty days and forty nights, and re- saying], as it is written, "Many are called, but
ceived the covenant from the Lord, tables of few are chosen." s
stone written with the finger of the hand of the
Lord ;" ' but turning away to idols, they lost it. CHAP.V.-- THENEWC_V_Agr, FOUm_EDON1'HE
For the Lord speaks thus to Moses: "Moses, S_FEgrNc.s OF CHIns-r,Ixm_s TO OURSALVA-
go down quickly ; for the people whom thou l aao_¢,Btrr TOTHEJmVS' _m'rRoCnON.
hast brought out of the land of Egypt have! For to this end the Lord endured to deliver
transgressed. ''2 And Moses understood [the up His flesh to corruption, that we might be
meaning of God], and cast the two tables out sanctified through the remission of sins, which is
of his hands ; and their covenant was broken, in effected by His blood of sprinkling. For it is
order that the covenant of the beloved Jesus written concerning Him, partly with reference
might be sealed upon our heart, in the hope to Israel, and partly to us ; and [the Scripture]
which flows from believing in Him.3 Now, be- saith thus : "He was wounded for our trans-
mg desirous to write many things to you, not as gressions, and bruised for our iniquities : with
your teacher, but as becometh one who loves His stripes we are healed. He was brought as
you, I have taken care not to fail to write a sheep to the slaughter, and as a lamb which is
to you from what I myself possess, with a view dumb before its shearer." 9 Therefore we ought
to your purification. 4 We take earnest s heed to be deeply grateful to the Lord, because He
in these last days ; for the whole [past] time of has both made known to us things that are past,
your faith will profit you nothing, unless now and hath given us wisdom concerning things

• in this wicked time we also withstand coming present, and hath not left us without understand-
sources of danger, as becometh the sons of GOd. ing in regard to things which are to come.
That the Black One 6 may find no means of en- Now, the Scripture saith, "Not unjustly are
trance, let us flee from every vamty, let us utterly nets spread out for birds." so This means that
hate the works of the way of wickedness. Do the man perishes justly, who, having a knowl-
not, by retiring apart, live a sohtary life, as if edge of the way of righteousness, rushes off into
you were already [fully] justified ; but coming the way of darkness. And further, my brethren :
together m one place, make comnqon mqmry if the Lord endured to suffer for our soul, He
concerning what tends to your general welfare, being Lord of all the world, to whom God said
For the Scripture saith, "Woe to them who are at the foundation of the world, "Let us make
wise to themselves, and prudent in their own man after our image, and after our likeness,""

_eghat p;ffe tL_tteU;lbto ?'_? l_smimnud_d:
al let us[ understand how it was that He endured to suffer

c s in us at the hand of men. The prophets, having ob-
lies, let us meditate upon the fear of God, and rained grace from Him, prophesied concerning
let us keep His commandments, that we may Him. And He (since it behoved Him to ap-

! rejoice m His ordinances. The Lord will judge pear in flesh), that He might abolish death, and
the world without respect of persons. Each will reveal the resurrection from the dead, endured
receive as he has done : ff he is righteous, his [what and as He d|d], in order that He might
righteousness will precede him ; if he is wicked fulfill the promise made unto the fathers, and
the reward of wickedness is before him. Take by preparing a new people for Himself, might
heed, lest resting at our ease, as those who are show, while He dwelt on earth, that He, when
the called [of God-], we should fall asleep in He has raised mankind, will also judge them.
our sins, and the wicked prince, acquiring power Moreover, teaching Israel, and doing so great
over us, should thrust us away from the kingdom miracles and signs, He preached [the truth] to
of the Lord. And all the more attend to this, him, and greatly loved him. But when He
my brethren, when ye reflect and behold, that chose His own apostles who where to preach
after so great signs and wonders were wronght His Gospel, [He did so from among those]
in Israel, they were thus [at length] abandoned, who were sinners above all sin, that He might
Let us beware lest we be found [fulfilling that show He came "not to call the righteous, but

sinners to repentance." '= Then He manifested
, _ .... i _s.... i, _s. i Himself to be the Son of God. For if He had
z Ex. xxxii._; Deut. ix x_.
n laterally,' m hopeofHisfaith." not come in the flesh, how could men have been
, TheO,_kis_ .... ncct_d _._Ui_'ole:and*_t_ L,_ saved by I_holding Him ?_s Since looking uponormts the clause, our translation is merely conjectural. Hflgenfekl's

text, if we give a somewhat peculiar meamngto _gA_tr_v, nmy be
translated: "butasttmhecommgmonewhO Iovesyounottofatlm e AncntactquotationfromMatL_t. tSor _Lyd.t__ Itisworfl_
giving you what we have, I, though the very off_zom:ing of you, have of nottc_ that thin ts the fult example m the wntl_gs Ofthe Fatlmrs of
been eager to write to yott." , _ a citatton from am] bt_9.kof _ New Tetttamettt, preceded by the

s So the Cod. Sin. Hilgenfeld rtads, wtth the Latin, "tet us authorttatlve formu_" ttm wnttm."
take '" 9 Ira. lib. 5, 7-

6 The I_ heredclmrtsettttrely from the Greek text, and quotes xo Prov. i. x7, ftmn the LXX., which lure *tG_lmn the meanin_
as a ,raying of "'the Son of God "the following precept, nowhere to he xx Gen. L 26.
foundin the New Testament: "Letus resL,R all iniquity, alKlhold tt i_ Matt ix t_; Markli. iT; Luhev 32.
m hatred." Hilgenfeld joins thas clause to the fortm:r s_ntcatx, u The Cod 8hi. tcadJ, "' math¢r would men have 'b_.a savtd by

7 lsa. V at. _-eing Him. _
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the sun which is to cease to exist, and is the the prophet? "The assemblyof thewicked sur-
work of His hands, their eyes are not able to rounded me ; they encompassed me as bees do
bear his rays. The Son of God therefore came a honeycomb," x6 and "upon my garment they
in the flesh with this view, that He might bring cast lots." ,7 Since, therefore, He was about to
to a head the sum of their sins who had perse- be manifested and to suffer in the flesh, His suf-
cuted His prophets' to the death. For this feting was foreshown. For the prophet speaks
purpose, then, He endured. For God saith, against Israel, "Woe to their soul, because they
"The stroke of his flesh is from them ;" 2 and 3 have counselled an evil counsel against them-
"when I shall smite the Shepherd, then the selves, 's saying, Let us bind the just one, because
sheep of the flock shall be scattered." 4 He he is displeasing to us." x9 And Moses also says
himself willed thus to suffer, for it was necessary to them, _° "Behold these things, saith the Lord
that He should suffer on the tree. For says he God : Enter into the good land which the Lord
who prophesies regarding Him, "Spare my soul sware [to give] to Abraham, and Isaac, and
from the sword, s fasten my flesh with nails ; for Jacob, and inherit ye it, a land flowing with
the assemblies of the wicked have risen up milk and honey." 2x What, then, says Knowl-
against me. ''6 And again he says, "Behold, I edge? 22 Learn: "Trust," she says, "in Him
have given my back to scourges, and my cheeks who is to be manifested to you in the flesh
to strokes, and I have set my countenance as a that is, Jesus." For man is earth in a suffering
firm rock." 7 state, for the formation of Adam was from the

face of the earth. What, then, meaneth this:
CHAP. VI. _ THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST, AND THE , into the good land, a land flowing with milk and

NEW COVENANT, WERE ANNOUNCEDBY THE honey ?" Blessed be our Lord, who has placed
PROPHETS. in us wisdom and understanding of secret things.
When, therefore, He has fulfilled the corn- For the prophet says, "Who shall understand

mandment, what saith He ? "Who is he that the parable of the Lord, except him who is wise
will contend with Me ? let him oppose Me : or and prudent, and who loves his Lord ?" 23 Since,
who is he that will enter into judgment with therefore, having renewed us by the remission of
Me ? let him draw near to the servant of the our sins, He hath made us after another pattern,
Lord." s "Woe unto you, for ye shall all wax [it is His purpose] that we should possess the
old, like a garment, and the moth shall eat you soul of children, inasmuch as He has created us
up." 9 And again the prophet says, "Since ,o as anew by His Spirit. 2. For the Scripture says
a mighty stone He is laid for crushing, behold concerning us, while He speaks to the Son,
I cast down for the foundations of Zion a "Let Us make man after Our image, and after
stone, precious, elect, a corner-stone, honoura- Our likeness, and let them have dominion over
ble." Next, what says He? "And he who the beasts of the earth, and the fowls of heaven,
shall trust" in it shall live for ever." Is our and the fishes of the sea." 2s And the Lord said,
hope, then, upon a stone? Far from it. But on beholding the fair creature .6 man, " Increase,
[the language is used] inasmuch as He laid his and multiply, and replenish the earth."*7 These
flesh [as a foundation] with power; for He says, things [were spoken] to the Son Again, I will
"And He placed me as a firm rock." '* And show thee how, in respect to us, *s He has accom-
the prophet says again, "The stone which the phshed a second fashioning m these last days.
builders rejected, the same has become the The Lord says, " Behold, I will make ,9 the last
head of the corner." ,3 And again he says, like the first." 3o In reference to this, then, the
"This is the great and wonderful day which prophet proclaimed, "Enter ye into the land
the Lord hath made. x4 I write the more simply

unto you, that ye may understand. I am the off- ,6 Ps. x_U _7,e_i,_ _.
scouring of your love.'S What, then, again says ,, Ps xxii x9,

z8 Isa. m. 9
19 W|sd. 11 x2 This apocryphal book ts thus quoted as Scnpture,

t Cod. Sin. has, "their prophets," but the corrector has changed and lntertwm_d with it.
It as above ._oCod. Sm reads_ "What says the other prophet Moses unto

a A very loose reference to Isa. hu. 8 them'_"
_ Cod.Sin. omits " and," and reads, " when they smite thetr own 2x Ex xxmll x; Lev xx. 7.4

Ithe_herd,thmr the sheep of the pasture shall be scattered and fail." 22 The ongqnal word ts "'Ghosts," the knowledge pecuhar toZ_h xui. ?. advanced Chrtsuans, by which they understand the mysteries of
$ Cod. Sin. inserts" and " Scripture.
b These are inaccuxate and confused quotations from Ps. xxii. 2x, 2_ Not found in Scripture. Comp Isa xl _3;Prov I 6 Hd-

tt7_and cxix. I2o. genfold, however, changes the usual punctuation, whmh places a
Is& 1.6, 7. colon after prophet, and reads, "For the prophet speaketh the para-

• Isa. L 8 ble of the Lord. Who shall understand," etc.
9 Isa. ! 9. . 24 The Greek Is here ver_elhptmal and _: " His Spirit" ts
zo The [Atln omits" since," but it is found in all the Greek lass. inserted above, from the Latin.
st Cod. Sin. has" believe." lsa. viii. s4, x_diJ, t6. 25 Cmn i 76.

t_Is_ I. 7- _ Cod. Sin. has *' our fair formation."1%.¢xvlii. a*. ,z Gen t 28.
_¢ P_ cxviii, a4. as Cod. Sin. inserts "the Lord says."
sS Comp. x C,or. iv. _3. Tim meaning Is, "My love to you is so 29 Cod. Sin has "_ make"

great, that I am ready to be or to do all things for you." _o Not m Scripture, hut comp. Matt. xx x6, and 2 C.or. v. x7.
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flowing with milk and honey, and have domin- for our sins the vessel of the Spirit, in order
ion over it."' Behold, therefore, we have been that the type established in Isaac when he was
refashioned, as again He says in another prophet, offered upon the altar might be fully aceom-
- Behold, saith the Lord, I will take away from plished. What, then, says He in the prophet ?
these, that is, from those whom the Spirit of the "And let them eat of the goat which is offered,
Lord foresaw, their stony hearts, and I will put with fasting, for all their sins." '_ Attend care-
hearts of flesh within them, ''2 because He3 fully: "And let all the priests alone eat the
was to be manifested in flesh, and to sojourn inwards, unwashed with vinegar." Wherefore?
among us. For, my brethren, the habitation of Because to me, who am to offer my flesh for
our heart is a holy temple to the Lord.* For the sins of my new people, ye are to give gall
again saith the Lord, "And wherewith shall I with vinegar to drink: eat ye alone, while the
appear before the Lord my God, and be glori- people fast and mourn in sackcloth and ashes.
fled ?" s He says, 6 "I will confess to thee in [These things were done] that He might show
the Church in the midst 7 of mybrethren; and I that it was necessary for Him to suffer for
will praise thee in the midst of the assembly of them. .4 How, 's then, ran the commandment?
the saints." 8 We, then, are they whom He has Give your attention. Take two goats of goodly
led into the good land. What, then, mean the aspect, and similar to each other, and offer
milk and honey ? This, that as the infant is them. And let the priest take one as a burnt-
kept alive first by honey, and then by milk, so offering for sins. '6 And what should they do
also we, being qmckened and kept alwe by the with the other? "Accursed," says He, "is the
froth of the promise and by the word, shall live one." Mark how the type of Jesus ,7 now comes
ruling over the earth. But He said above,9" Let out. "And all of you spit upon it, and pierce
them increase, and rule over the fishes." ,o Who it, and encircle its head with scarlet wool, and
then is able to govern the beasts, or the fishes, or thus let it be driven into the wilderness." And
the fowls of heaven ? For we ought to perceive when all this has been done, he who bears the
that to govern nnplies authority, so that one goat brings it into the desert, and takes the
should command and rule. If, therefore, this wool off from it, and places that upon a shrub
does not exist at present, yet still He has prom- which is called Raclda, '_ of which also we are
ised it to us. When? When we ourselves also accustomed to eat the fruits ,9 when we find

have been made perfect [so as] to become heirs them in the field. Of this _okind of shrub alone
of the covenant of the Lord." the frui(s are sweet. Why then, again, is this?

Gwe good heed. [You see] "one upon the
CHAP. vii.- FASTING,AND THE COATSEh'T awaY, altar, and the other accursed ;" and why [doWERE TYPES OF CHRIST.

you behold] the one that is accursed crowned ?
Understand, then, ye children of gladness, Because they shall see Him then in that day

that the good Lord has foreshown all things to having a scarlet robe about his body down to
us, that we might know to whom we ought for his feet ; and they shall say, Is not this He
everything to render thanksgiving and praise, whom we once despised, and pierced, and
If therefore the Son of God, who is Lord [of mocked, and crucified? Truly this is*' He who
all things], and who will judge the living and then declared Himself to be the Son of God.
the dead, suffered, that His stroke might give For how like is He to Him! ** With a wew
us hfe, let us beheve that the Son of God could to this, [He required] the goats to be of goodly
not have suffered except for our sakes. More- aspect, and similar, mat, when they see Him
over, when fixed to the cross, He had given then coming, they may be amazed by the like-
Him to drink vinegar and gall. Hearken how ness of the goat. Behold, then, .3 the type of
the priests of the people _ gave previous indica- Jesus who was to suffer. But why is it that they
tions of thin. His commandment having been

t3 Not to be found in Scn_,ture, as is the case also with what fol-
written, the Lord enjoined, that whosoever did lows. Hef_leremarks,that ' certainfalsetraditionsrespeetlng the
not keep the fast should be put to death, be- J_sh rites seem tohaveprevmledamongthe Chrtsttarmof tim

second century, of which Barnabas here adovts some, as do J_tln
cause He also Himself was to offer in sacrifice (m,,t;._. T,7,. 40) and Tertullian(adv. 3rud.x4; adv. Marc.

_" L)'cod. sin h_ "by them"
x Ex xxxtii 3 ts Cod. Sin. reads, " what commanded He?"
2 Ezek XL x9, xxxw. _6. z6 Cod Sin. reads, "one as a burnt-offering, and one for sins."
3 Cod. Sm inserts "Hlm_lf, " eomp. John L x4. t7 Cod. Sin. reads, "type of God," but tt has been corrected to
4 Comp. Eph. u. 2x. Jesus."
s Comp. Ps. xlit 2. ts In Cod. Sin. w¢ find" RaclwL" The orthogr_hy is doubtftd,
6 Cod Sin. omtts" He says." but there is httle que'_tton that a kind Ofbrnmble-bush is intg_tdm:L
r Cod. Sin. omits" m the midst." t9 Thus the Latin interprets; others rnnder "shoots."
s Ps xxii 23; Heh. ft. iz. _ Cod. Sin. has "thtm" instead of" this."
9 Cod Sin. has "But we said above." 2t Literally, "was." .

to Gen i 28. z_ The text is here m great confus_a, .though the tmmningls
tt These are specimens of the "Gnosas," or faeulW ofbrlnglng out plain Dressel reads, " For how are they ahke, and why [does l'_

the hidden sptntual meanm_ of Scrtpture referred to before. Many enjoin] that the goats should he good and alikeT" Th_ (.2xL Sin.
more such interpretatmns follow, re.ads, " How ts He like Hires For thts that," ¢t¢,

ta Cod Sin. reads "temple," which is adopted hy HilgenfckL a3 Cod. Sin here inserts "the goat."
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place the wool in the midst of thorns ? It is a The Lord saith in the prophet, "In the hearing
of Jesus set before the view of the Church. of the ear they obeyed me." _o And again He

ey' place the wool among thorns], that saith, "By hearing, those shall hear who are afar
any one who wishes to bear it away may find it off; they shall know what I have done." _' And,
necessary to suffer much, because the thorn is" Be ye circumcised in your hearts, saith the
formidable, and thus obtain it only as the result Lord." ,2 And again He says, "Hear, O Israel,
of sutfedng. Thus also, says He, "Those who for these things saith the Lord thy God." u And
wish to behold Me, and lay hold of My king- once more the Spirit of the I_rd proclaims,
dom, must through tribulation and suffering ob- "Who is he that wishes to live for ever? By
tain Me." * hearing let him hear the voice of my servant." ,4

And again He saith, "Hear, O heaven, and give
CHAP. VIII. _THE RED HEIFER A TYPE OF CHRIST.

ear, O earth, for God ,s hath spoken." ,6 These
Now what do you suppose this to be a type are in proof. ,7 And again He saith, "Hear the

of, that a command was given to Israel, that word of the Lord, ye rulers of this people." ,s
men of the greatest wickedness 3 should offer a And again He saith, "Hear, ye children, the
heifer, and slay and bum it, and that then boys voice of one crying in the wilderness." ,9 There-
should take the ashes, and put these into vessels, fore He hath circumcised our ears, that we
and bind round a stick 4 purple wool along with might hear His word and believe, for the cir-
hyssop, and that thus the boys should sprinkle cumcision in which they trusted is abolished. 2°
the people, one by one, in order that they might For He declared that circumcision was not of
be purified from their sins ? Consider how He the flesh, but they transgressed because an evil
speaks to you with simphclty. The calfs is angel deluded them. 2' He saith to them,
Jesus : the sinful men offering it are those who "These things saith the Lord your God" --
led Him to the slaughter. But now the men are (here = I find a new*3 commandment) _"Sow
no longer' guilty, are no longer regarded as sin- not among thorns, but circumcise yourselves to
nets. 6 And the boys that sprinkle are those that the Lord." ,4 And why speaks He thus : "Cir-
have proclaimed to us the remission of sins and cumcise the stubbornness of your heart, and
purification of heart. To these He gave author- harden not your neck ?"'5 And again : "Behold,
Sty to preach the Gospel, being twelve in number, saith the Lord, all the nations are uncircumcised ,6
corresponding to the twelve tribes 7 of Israel. in the flesh, but this people are uncircumcised
But why are there three boys that sprintde ? To in heart." 27 But thou wilt say, "Yea, verily the
correspond s to Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, people are circumcised for a seal." But so also
because these were great with God. And why is every Syrian and Arab, and all the priests of
was the wool [placed] upon the wood ? Be- idols : are these then also within the bond of His
cause by wood Jesus holds His kingdom, so covenant? *s Yea, the Egyptians also practise
that [through the cross] those believing on Him circumcision. Learn then, my children, con-
shall hve for ever. But why was hyssop joined cerning all things richly,*9 that Abraham, the
with the wool ? Because in His kingdom the first who enjoined circumcision, looking forward
days will be evil and polluted in which we shall in spirit to Jesus, practised that rite, having re-
be saved, [and] because he who suffers in body ceived the mysteries 3oof the three letters. For
is cured through the cleansing 9 efficacy of hys- [ the Scripture ] saith, "And Abraham circum-
sop. And on this account the things which
stand thus are clear to us, but obscure to them, 't_Ps.xviii...¢4Isa. xxxttt, x3.

because they did not hear the voice of the Lord. ,* ]e_. ,_.*
13 er vii 2.
t4 _s xxxlv, xx-x 3 The first clause of this sentence is wanting

CHAP. IX.--THE SPIRITUAL MEANING OF CIRCUM- in Cod Sin.

CIS1ON, ,s Cod Sm has" Lord."
xr, l_a. i. a

He speaks moreover concerning our ears, how ,7 in proof of the spiritual meaningof ci_umcislon;but Hilgen-feld joins the words to the preceding sentencr..
He hath circumcised both them and our heart. ,s i_a......

19 Cod Sin. rca_s,_' Itis the voice," corrected, however, as above.
•o Cod. Sin. has, *' that we might hear the word, and not only he-

.t Cod. Sin. reads," for as he who . . . so, says he," etc. heve,'plamly a corrupt text.
s Comp. Acts xlv. *a. *t Cod. Sin., at first hand, has "slew them," but is corrected as
5 laterally, "men in whom fins are perfect." Of this, and much above

more that follows, no menuon is made in Scripture 22 The meaning ts here very obscure, but the above rendenng and
,t Cod. Sin. has '" upon t_acks," and adds, " Behold again the type punctuation seem preferable to any other.

of the crms, both the t_arlet wool and the hyssop,"-- adopted by is Cod. Sm.,wlth several other Mss.,leavesout"new."

Hd_nfeld. _ Jer. iv. 3 Cod. Sin. has "God" instead of" Lord."
Cod. Sitt. hast,"thelawtsChristJesus_"correetedtothealxlve _ Deut x x6
The Greek text ts,"then no kruger[sinful] men, no longer the _, Thzs contrast seems tO be nmrkod in the original. Cod. Sin.

glory _sinners," which _t defends and Hdseafold adopts, but has, " Behold, re_ezve again."
winch is surely corrupt. 27 er. ix. 25,

7 Literall]r, " in witness of the tribes." _ {_resscland Hdgenfeld read, "their covenant," as does
e - In witness of" Sin. ; we have followed Hefele.

9 Thus the sense mmms to require, and thus Dressel translates, _ Cod Sin. has "children of love ," owattmg" nchly," and w.se_-
thmtgh it m diflkult to extract such a meaning from the Greek ing tt before **looking forward.'
text. _ law.rolly, "' doctrines."
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cised ten, and eight, and three hundred men of others, proving themselves pests [to all] by
of his household."* What, then, was the knowl- their wickedness. "And thou shalt not eat," he
edge given to him in this? Learn the eighteen says, "the lamprey, or the polypns, or the cuttle-
first, and then the three hundred. 2 The ten fish." He means, "Thou shalt not join thyself
and the eight are thus denoted--Ten by I, and or be like to such men as are ungodly to the
Eight by H. _ You have [-the initials of the end, and axe condemned zz to death." In like
name of] Jesus. And because 4 the cross was manner as those fishes, above accursed, float in
to express the grace [-of our redemption] by the the deep, not swimming [-on the surface] like
letter T, he says also, "Three Hundred." He the rest, but make their abode in the mud which
signifies, therefore, Jesus by two letters, and the lies at the bouom. Moreover, "Thou shalt
cross by one. He knows this, who has put not," he says, "eat the hare." Wherefore?
within us the engrafted S gift of His doctrine. "Thou shalt not be a corrupter of boys, nor
No one has been admitted by me to a more like unto such." _2 Because the hare multiplies,
excellent piece of knowledge 6 than this, but I year by year, the places of its conception ; for
know that ye axe worthy, as many years as it lives so many ,3 it has.

Moreover, "Thou shah not eat the hyena?'
CHAP.X.- SPIRITUALSIGNIFICANCEOF THE PRE- He means, "Thou shalt not be an adulterer,

CEFrS OF MOSESRESPECTINGDIFFF..RE-N_KINDS nor a corrupter, nor be like to them that arg
OF FOOt). such." Wherefore? Because that animal a_-
Now, wherefore did Moses say, "Thou shalt nually changes its sex, and is at one time male,

not eat the swine, nor the eagle, nor the hawk, and at another female. Moreover, he has rightly
nor the raven, nor any fish which is not possessed detested the weasel. For he means, "Thou
of scales ? "7 He embraced three doctrines in shalt not be like to those whom we hear of as
his mind [-in doing so]. Moreover, the Lord committing wickedness with the mouth, I4 on ac-
saith to them in Deuteronomy, "And I will es- count of their uncleanness ; nor shalt thou be
tablish my ordinances among this people." _ Is joined to those impure women who commit ini-
there then not a command of God that they [quity with the mouth. For this animal conceives
should not eat [-these things] ? There is, but by the mouth." Moses then issued ,s three doe-
Moses spoke with a spiritual reference.9 For trines concerning meats with a spiritual signifi-
this reason he named the swine, as much as to cance; but they received them according to
say, "Thou shalt not join thyself to men who fleshly desire, as if he had merely spoken of
resemble swine." For when they live in pleas- [literal] meats. David, however, comprehends
ure, they forget tbeir Lord ; but when they come the knowledge of the three doctnnes, and speaks
to want, they acknowledge the Lord. And [m in like manner : "Blessed is the man who hath
hke manner] the swine, when it has eaten, does not walked in the counsel of the ungodly," '_
not recognize its master; but when hungry it even as the fishes [-referred to] go in darkness
cries out, and on receiving food is quiet again, to the'depths [of the sea]; "and hath not
"Neither shalt thou eat," says he "the eagle, stood in the way of sinners," even as those who
nor the hawk, nor the kite, nor the raven." profess to fear the Lord, but go astray like swine ;
"Thou shalt not join thyself," he means, "to "and hath not sat in the seat of scorners," t7 even
such men as know not how to procure food for as those birds that lie in wait for prey. Take a
themselves by labour and sweat, but seize on full and firm grasp of this spiritual ,s knowledge.
that of others in their iniquity, and althoagh But Moses says still further, "Ire shah eat every
wearing an aspect of simplicity, are on the watch animal that is cloven-footed and ruminant."
to plunder others." xo So these birds, while they What does he mean ? [-The ruminant animal
sit idle, require how they may devour the flesh denotes him] who, on receiving food, recognizes

Him that nourishes him, and being satisfied
I NotfoundinScripture:butcomp.Gcn.xvli.26,:27,xiv.x4" by Him, _9 is visibly made glad. Well spake
2 Cod. S...... rts, '" and then making a pause." [-Mos_], having respect to the comrmxndment.
s Thls sentence ns altogether omitted by inadvertenc_ in Cod. Sin.
4 Some _s_. here read, "and further:" the above ts the reachnZ

in Cod. Sin., mad n_ also that of Hefele. zt Cod Sin. has, "condemned already. _
s Thtslsrendered m the Latin "the more profound gift," re- I-' Dresse.] has a note upon thht passage, in which he roferm the

ferrlng, as it does, to the Gnasis of _e imttated. The same word m _ we have rendered." corrupters of boys," to tho-_ who by their
dtssolute hves waste their fortunes, and so entail destrucuon on theirused m chap, i,

6 Laterally, "has learned a more germane (or genuine) word children; but thts does not appear sausfactory. Comp. Clenk Aler,
from me," hemg an idle vaunt on account of the ,ngentuty in inter- Pa_da_ ii. to.
pretm_Scnpture he hasju._t displayed, t3 Wchavele_vpthrat_tmtranslated. [Cavitles, i.e. ofcon_].

Cod Sin. has "portion," corrected, however, as above. See t4 Cod. Sin. ha& "with the body through unele_n-eas, _ and ¢a
Lcv. XL and Deut. xiv. again in the last clause.

8 Deut iv. i. t5 Cod Sin inter, s, "having tecelved. _

9 lateral]y, " _ sprat." t6 P_i L L *
to C,xl. Sin. inserts "and gaze about for some way of escape on 17 LiteraUy,'of theft n , _ .

acCOUnt of their geeechne_,even as these btrdsalone do not procure ts Cod. Sm. reads "perfectly'* imtead of 'peHect," as c:to mint
food for themselves (by labour), but sitting ,die, ,leek to devour the Mss.; but, _g to _l, we should read, "have a petfee.t
•flesh of other." The text as above seems p_rablc: Hdgenfeld, knowledge concerning the food." Hdgenfeld _ the Greek.
however, follows the Greek. t9 Or, "resting utxm Ham."
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What, then, does he mean ? That we ought to the ungodly, not so, but even as chaff, which the
join ourselves to those that fear the Lord, those wind sweeps away from the face of the earth.
who meditate in their heart on the command- Therefore the ungodly shall not stand in judg-
meat which they have received, those who both ment, nor sinners in the counsel of the just ; for
utter the judgments of the Lord and observe the Lord knoweth the way of the righteous, but

• ,, 15them, those who know that meditation is a work the way of the ungodly shall perish. Mark
of gladness, and who ruminate _ upon the word how He has described at once both the water and
of the Lord. But what means the cloven- the cross. For these words imply, Blessed are
footed? That the righteous man also walks in they who, placing their trust in the cross, have
this world, yet looks forward to the holy state 2 gone down into the water ; for, says He, they
[to come]. Behold how well Moses legislated, shall receive their reward in due time : then He
But how was it possible for them to understand declares, I will recompense them. But now
or comprehend these things? We then, rightly He saith, t4 "Their leaves shall not fade." This
understanding his commandments,3 explain them meaneth, that every word which proceedeth out
as the Lord intended. For this purpose He cir- of your mouth in faith and love shall tend to
cumcised our ears and our hearts, that we might bring conversion and hope to many. Again,
understand these things, another prophet saith, "And the land of Jacob

shall be extolled above every land." ,s This
CHAP. XI. _ BAPTISMAND THE CROSSPREFIGUREDmeaneth the vessel of His Spirit, which He shall

1N THE OLD TESTAMENT. glorify. Further, what says He ? "And there
Let us further inquire whether the Lord took iwas a river flowing on the right, and from it

any care to foreshadow the water [of baptism] arose beautiful trees ; and whosoever shall eat
and the cross. Concerning the water, indeed, of them shall live for ever." ,6 This meaneth,'7
it is written, in reference to the Israelites, that that we indeed descend into the water full of
they should not receive that baptism which leads i sins and defilement, but come up, bearing fruit
to the remission of sins, but should procure * in our heart, having the fear [of God] and trust
another for themselves. The prophet therefore in Jesus in our spirit. "And whosoever shall
declares, "Be astonished, O heaven, and let the eat of these shall hve for ever." This meaneth :
earth tremble s at this, because this people hath Whosoever, He declares, shall hear thee speak-
committed two great evils : they have forsaken ing, and believe, shall live for ever.
Me, a living fountain, and have hewn out for
themselves broken cisterns. 6 Is my holy hill CHAP. XlL--THE CROSSOF CHRIST FREQUENTLY
Zion a desolate rock? For ye shall be as the ANNOUNCEDIN THE OLD TESI'AMENT.
fledglings of a bird, which fly away when the In like manner He points to the cross of Christ
nest is removed." 7 And again saith the prophet, in another prophet, who satth, ts "And when shall
"I will go before thee and make level the moun- these things be accomplished ? And the Lord
tains, and will break the brazen gates, and bruise j saith, When a tree shall be bent down, and again
in pieces the iron bars ; and I will give thee the arise, and when blood shall flow out of wood." ,9
secret, s hidden, invisible treasures, that they Here again you have an intimation concerning
may know that I am the Lord God."9 Andthe cross, and Him who should be crucified.
"He shall dwell in a lofty cave of the strong Yet again He speaks of this _° in Moses, when
rock." _° Furthermore, what saith He in refer- Israel was attacked by strangers. And that He
ence to the Son? "His water is sure ; _' ye shall might remind them, when assailed, that it was
see the King in His glory, and your soul shall on account of their sins they were delivered to
meditate on the fear of the Lord." _2 And again death, the Spirit speaks to the heart of Moses,
He saith in another prophet, "The man who that he should make a figure of the cross, 2' and
doeth these things shall be like a tree planted of Him about to suffer thereon ; for unless they
by the courses of waters, which shall yield its put their trust in Him, they shall be overcome
fruit in due season ; and his leaf shall not fade, for ever. Moses therefore placed one weapon
and all that he doeth shall prosper. Not so are above another in the midst of the hill, "2 and

la Ps. L _--6.has14 Cod _m , "what raeaaeth?"
t Cod. Sin. here has the slttgular, "_ who tul_mttl_. ') as Zeph. iti. xg.
t Literally, "holy age" 16 Eaek. xlvn z2.
3 C.Od.Sin inserts again, "tightly." x70mtttod m Cod. Sin.
a Literally, "should build " _s Cod Sm. refers this to God, and not to the prophet.
5 C_d. Sia. has) "omafine still more)" corrected to '*tremble still t9 From some unknown apocryphal book. Hdgenfeld compares

mort," Hab iL H
6 Cod. Sin. has,." have dug a pit of death." See Jer. ii x2) t3. ao Cod. Sin reads, "He speaks to Moses."
T Comp. II xvt. t, z. st Cod. Sin onots " and."
ItLiterally, "dark." _ Sin. has, "of darkffess. _ a_ Cod. Sin. reads *ruyg_¢, whmh must here be translated "heap"
9 lSa. gig. as 3 c

IO |Sa. xxxili, t6. Cod. Sin. has, ' thou shalt dwell " or "mass•" According to Hdgenfeld, however, _7"r_t_ i_ here eqmva-
n Cod. _ entirely omits the questioll given above, and joilm lent to *rv3,_tetXt_t, " a fight." "lqae meaning would then be, that

•*the water is sure "to the former sentence. "Moses piled weapon upon weapon m the midst of the battle," ro-
te _ xxxiii, x6-xS, stead of "lull" (tr)ly_), as aL'ove.
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standing upon it, so as to be higher than all the manifested, both by type and in the flesh,,s is
people, he stretched forth his hands, z and thus not the Son of man, but the Son of God. Since,
again Israel acquired the mastery. But when therefore, they were to say that Christ was the
again he let down his hands, they were again son ,6 of David, fearing and understanding the
destroyed. For what reason ? That they might error of the wicked, he saith, "The l._rd said
know that they could not be saved unless they unto my Lord, Sit at My right hand, until I
put their trust in Him? And in another prophet make Thine enemies Thy footstool." ,7 And
He declares, "All day long I have stretched again, thus saith Isaiah, "The Lord said to
forth My hands to an unbelieving people, and one Christ, x8 my Lord, whose right hand I have
that gainsays My righteous way." 3 And again holden,_9 that the nations should yield obedience
Moses makes a type of Jesus, [signifymg'] that before Him ; and I will break in pieces the
it was necessary for Him to suffer, [and also'[ strength of kings." 2o Behold how David calleth
that He would be the author of life 4 [to others], Him Lord and the Son of God.
whom they believed to have destroyed on the
cross s when Israel was falling. For since trans- CHAP. XtIl. --CrXRXSTIA_rS,Xm) NOT JEWS, THE
gression was committed by Eve through means HEms OF TttE COVF_A_rr.
of the serpent, [the Lord'[ brought it to pass But let us see if this people s, is the heir, or
that every [kind of] serpents bit them, and they the former, and if the covenant belongs to us
d_ed,6 that He might convince them, that on ac- or to them. Hear ye now what the Scripture
count of their transgression they were given over saith concerning the people. Isaac prayed for
to the straits of death. Moreover Moses, when Rebecca his wife, because she was barren ; and
he commanded, "Ye shall not have any graven she conceived? 2 Furthermore also, Rebecca went
or molten [linage'[ for your God," 7 did so that forth to inquire of the Lord ; and the Lord said
he might reveal a type of Jesus. Moses then to her, "Two nations are in thy womb, and two
makes a brazen serpent, and places it upon peoples in thy belly ; and the one people shall
a beam, 8 and by proclamation assembles the surpass the other, and the elder shall serve the
people. When, therefore, they were come to- younger." s3 You ought to understand who was
gether, they besought Moses that he would offer Isaac, who Rebecca, and concerning what per-
sacrafice 9 in their behalf, and pray for their re- sons He declared that th2s people should be
covery. And Moses spake unto them, saying, greater than that. And in another prophecy
"When any one of you is bitten, let him come Jacob speaks more clearly to his son Joseph,
to the serpent placed on the pole ; and let him saying, "Behold, the Lord hath not deprived
hope and believe, that even though dead, it is me of thy presence ; bring thy sons to me, that
able to give him life, and immediately he shall I may bless them." 24 And he brought Manasseh
be restored." ,o And they dtd so. Thou hast and Ephraim, desiring that Manasseh =s should
in this also [an indication of'[ the glory of be blessed, because he was the elder. With
Jesus; for in Him and to Him are all things? _ this view Joseph led him to the right hand of
What, again, says Moses to Jesus (Joshua) the his father Jacob. But Jacob saw in spirit the
son of Nave, when he gave him ,2 this name, as type of the people to arise afterwards. And
being a prophet, with this view only, that all the what says [the Scripture] ? And Jacob changed
people might hear that the Father would reveal the direction of hxs hands, and laid his right
all thmgs concerning His Son Jesus to the son ,3 hand upon the head of Ephraim, the second
of Nave? This name then being given him and younger, and blessed him. And Joseph
when he sent him to spy out the land, he said, said to Jacob, "Transfer thy right hand to the
"Take a book into thy hands, and write what head of Manasseh, _5for he is my first-bomson." s6
the Lord declares, that the Son of God will in And Jacob said, " I know it, my son, I know it ;
the last days cut off from the roots all the house but the elder shall serve the younger : yet he also
of Amalek." ,4 Behold again : Jesus who was shall be blessed." 27 Ye see on whom he laid s_

[his hands], that this people should be first, and
z Thus standing in the form of a cross.
2 Or, as some read, "m the cross." zs Comp. x Tim, ill x6.
3 lsa Ixv 2 z6 That _ racily human: a reference is supposed to the
4 Cod. Sin. has, "and He shall make him alive." aires.
S Literally," the sign." Ir Ps. cx. x: Matt. xxii. 43-45.
6 Comp. Num. xxt. 6"9; John lit. x4-xS. Is Cod. Sm. corrects "to Cyrus," as LXX.
7 Deut. xxviL x5. Cod. Sin. reads, "molten or graven." 19 Cod. Sin. has, "he has taken hold."
u Instead of dv_o_q_, "on a l_un," COd Sin. with othe, Mss. has =o Isa. xlv. x.

_td_,_, - manifestly," whtch is adopted by Hdgenfel,t 2x That is," Christians."
s Cod. Sin. simply reads," offer supplicauon." =s Gen. xxv. _x.
to Nur_ xxl. 9- 23 Gen. xxv. _3-
tz Comp. Col. i. x6. _t Ge_. xlvlli, xI, 9-
x._Cod Sin" has theimperanv¢'"Put °n him;" but it is connected zs Cod. Sin. reads each ttme" Ephraim,n by a amaifea mi_atke,

as above, instead of Manasseh.
x_ Cod Sin. closes the sentence with yeses, and hx_rt_, "Moses an Gen xlvm. x8.

said therefore to Jesus." 27 G©a. xlvih, x9.
_4 Ex. xvii. x4. _ Or, "of whoht he wilkd."
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heir of the covenant. If then, still further, the hold Thy hand, and will strengthen Thee ; and
same thing was intimated through Abraham, we I have given Thee for a covenant to the people,
reach the perfection of our knowledge. What, for a light to the nations, to open the eyes of the
then, says He to Abraham ? "Because thou blind, and to bring forth from fetters them that
hast believed,' it is imputed to thee for right- are bound, and those that sit in darkness out of
eousness : behold, I have made thee the father the prison-house." '_ Ye perceive,'3 then, whence
of those nations who believe in the Lord while we have been redeemed. And again, the prophet
in I'a state of] uncircumcision." _ says, "Behold, I have appointed Thee as a light

to the nations, that Thou mightest be for salva-
CHAP. xre.--znE LOrD HATHGWZS US THE TZS- tion even to the ends of the earth, saith the Lord

TAMmrr WINCHMOSESRF_CErVVDAND BROX_ God that redeemeth thee."" And again, the
Yes [it is even so] ; but let us inquire if the prophet saith, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon

Lord has really given that testament which He me ; because He hath anointed me to preach
swore to the fathers that He would give 3 to the the Gospel to the humble : He hath sent me to
people. He did give it ; but they were not heal the broken-hearted, to proclaim deliverance
worthy to receive it, on account of their sins. to the captives, and recovery of sight to the
For the prophet declares, "And Moses was fast- blind ; to announce the acceptable year of the
ing forty days and forty nights on Mount Sinai, Lord, and the day of recompense ; to comfort
that he might receive the testament of the Lord all that mourn." ,s
for the people." 4 And he received from the
Lord s two tables, written in the spirit by the CHAP. XV.--THE FALSEA_D THE TRim SABBATH.
finger of the hand of the Lord. And Moses Further, ,6 also, it is written concerning the
having received them, carried them down to give Sabbath in the Decalogue which [the Lord-]
to the people. And the Lord said to Moses, spoke, face to face, to Moses on Mount Siual,
"Moses, Moses, go down quickly ; for thy peo- "And sanctify ye the Sabbath of the Lord with
ple hath sinned, whom thou didst bring out of clean hands and a pure heart." ,7 And He says
the land of Egypt." 6 And Moses understood in another place, "If my sons keep the Sabbath,
that they had again 7 made molten images ; and then will I cause my mercy to rest upon them. '''s
he threw the tables out of his hands, and the The Sabbath is mentioned at the beginning of
tables of the testament of the Lord were broken, the creation [thus] : "And God made in six
Moses then received it, but they proved them- days the works of His hands, and made an end
selves unworthy. Learn now how we have re- on the seventh day, and rested on it, and sancti-
ceived it. Moses, as a servant, s received it ; but fled it." ,9 Attend, my chddren, to the meaning
the Lord himself, having suffered in our behalf, of this expression, "He finished in six days."
hath glven it to us, that we should be the people This implieth that the Lord will finish all things
of inheritance. But He was manifested, in order in six thousand years, for a day is 2owith Him a
that they might be perfected m their iniquities, thousand years. And He Himself testifieth, z,
and that we, being constituted heirs through saying, "Behold, to-day 2_will be as a thousand
Him,9 might receive the testament of the Lord years." 23 Therefore, my children, in six days,
Jesus, who was prepared for this end, that by that is, in six thousand years, all things will be
His personal manifestation, redeeming our hearts finished. "And He rested on the seventh day."
(which were already wasted by death, and given This meaneth : when His Son, coming [-again],
over to the iniquity of error) from darkness, He shall destroy the time of the wicked man, 24and
might by His word enter into a covenant with judge the ungodly, and change the sun, and the
us. For it is written how the Father, about to moon, _s and the stars, then shall He truly rest
redeem ,o us from darkness, commanded Him on the seventh day. Moreover, He says, "Thou
to prepare" a holy people for Himself. The shalt sanctify it with pure hands and a pure
prophet therefore declares, "I, the Lord Thy heart." If, therefore, any one can now sanctify
God, have called Thee in righteousness, and will

t Cod. Sin. h_, "when alone hehevmg," and is followed by Hil- , "we know."
genfekl to this effect: "What, then, says He to Abraham when, 4 lsa. xlix. 6. The text of Cod Sin., and of the other ]_ss, ts
_lone believing, he was placed in righteousness? Behold," etc. here in great confusion: we have followed that given by Hef¢l¢.

_t C__o. xv. 6, xvit. 5; comp. Rom. iv. _. ts Isa. lxi x, _t.
s Cod. Sm. absurdly repeats "to give. x6 Cod. Sin. reads" because," but this is corrected to" moreover."
4 Ex. xxiv, T8. t;' Ex. xx. 8, Deut. v. x2.

s Eat. xxxi. iS. xa _r. xvii. _t, _.
6 Ex. xxxiL 7; De_.in. tit. t9 t_,en, ti. ±. xne Hebrew t_xt ishere fonowed, the Septuagint
_' Cod. Sm reads, "for themselves." reading" sixth " instead of "seventh."
s Comp. Heb. iii _. . . . =o Cod. Sin. reads "signifies."
9 Cod. Sin. and other uss. read, "throug_ t-tim woo inherited." _t Cod Sin adds, "to me."

to Cod. Sin. refors thls to Christ. _ C(xl. Sin. rear"The day of the Lord s]mll be as a thousand
ii

Cod. Sin. reads, "be preIk_r_.'d." Hilgenfizld follows Cod. Sin. years."
so far, and reads, " For It is written how the Father commanded Him a3 Ps. xc. 4; 2 Pet. ill 8.
who was to redeem us from darkness (ttbT_ -- &_fO_,itt_wo_) to pre- 24 Cod. Sm seems properl_r to omit "of the wicked man."
pare a holy people for Htmaelf.'" _ Cod. Sin. places stars before ttwo_.
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the day which God hath sanctified, except he is will deliver up the sheep of His pasture, and
pure in heart in all things,' we are deceived? their sheep-fold and tower, to destruction." ,4
Behold, therefore : 3 certainly then one properly And it so happened as the Lord had spoken.
resting sanctifies it, when we ourselves, having Let us inquire, then, if there still is a temple of
received the promise, wickedness no longer ex- God. There is _where. He himself declared
isting, and all things having been made new by He would make and finish it. For it is written,
the Lord, shall be able to work righteousness.4 "And it shall come to pass, when the week is
Then we shall be able to sanctify it, having been completed, the temple of God shall be built in
first sanctified ourselves.s Further, He says to glory in the name of the Lord." ts I find, there-
them, "Your new moons and your Sabbaths I fore, that a temple does exist, learn, then, how
cannot endure." 6 Ye perceive how He speaks : it shall be built in the name of the Lord. Before
Your present Sabbaths are not acceptable to Me, we believed in God, the habitation of our heart
but that is which I have made, [namely this,] was corrupt and weak, as being indeed like a
when, giving rest to all things, I shall make a temple made with hands. For it was full of
beginning of the eighth day, that is, a beginning idolatry, and was a habitation of demons, through
of another world. Wherefore, also, we keep the our doing such things as were opposed to [.the
eighth daywith joyfulness, the day also on which will of] God. But it shall be built, observe ye,
Jesus rose again from the dead.7 And _ when in the name of the Lord, in order that the tern-
He had manifested Himself, He ascended into ple of the Lord may be built in glory. How?
the heavens. Learn [as follows']. Having received the for-

giveness of sins, and placed our trust in the name
CHAP. XVI. _ THE SPIRITUAL TEMPLE OF GOD. of the Lord, we have become new creatures,
Moreover, I will also tell you concerning the formed again from the beginning. Wherefore

temple, how the wretched [Jews], wandering in in our habitation God truly dwells in us. How ?
error, trusted not in God Himself, but in the His word of faith; His calling ,6 of promise ;
temple, as being the house of God. For almost the wisdom of the statutes ; the commands of
after the manner of the Gentiles they worshipped the doctrine ; He himself prophesying in us ;
Him in the temple.9 But learn how the Lord He himself dwelling in us L opening to us who
speaks, when abolishing it : "Who hath meted were enslaved by death the doors of the temple,
out heaven with a span, and the earth with his that is, the mouth ; and by giving us repentance
palm ? Have not I ?" to ,, Thus saith the Lord, introduced us into the incorruptible temple.,7 He
Heaven is My throne, and the earth My foot- then, who wishes to be saved, looks not to man, 'a
stool : what kind of house will ye build to Me, but to Him who dwelleth in him, and speaketh
orwhat is the place of Myrest? ''tt Ye per- inhim, amazedat never having either heard him
ceive that their hope is vain. Moreover, He utter such words with his mouth, nor himself
again says, "Behold, they who have cast down having ever desired to hear them.,a This is the
this temple, even they shall build it up again." " spiritual" temple built for the Lord.
It has so happened.'3 For through their going to
war, it was destroyed by their enemies ; and now CHAP.XVIL_ CONCLUSION'OF THE FIRST PARTOF
they, as the servants of their enemies, shall re- THE EPlSrLZ.
build it. Again, it was revealed that the city As far as was possible, and could be done
and the temple and the people of Israel were to with perspicuity, I cherish the hope that, accord-
be given up. For the Scripture saith, "And it ing to my desire, I have omitted none _° of those
shall come to pass in the last days, that the Lord things at present "['demanding consideration],

which bear upon your salvation. For if I should
t Cod.Si_._ad_', _in," b_ti__orre_-das ,hove write to you about things future, _' ye would not± The meaning is, " If the Sabbaths of the Jews were the true

Sabbath, we should have been deceived by God, who demands pure understand, because such knowledge is hid in

hands and a purebeaR."-- HXVXLX. • parables. These thingsthen are so.Cod. Sin. has. " But if not." Hilgenfeld's text of thin confused
passage reads as follows: "Who then can sancufy the day which God
has sanctified, except the matt who i_ of a puru heart _' We are de.-
ceaved (or nustaken) in all things. Behold, tbarefo_," ete: . 14 Comp. Isa. v., Jet. xxv.; but d_ words do not occur in Scalp,

, .c_..si_. re._, :' _-_i_s _ig.ht,._. _al _n_tt_ it, h.,.mg m_.
heen _ust,fmd, and received the pmnuse, mtq,m _W_no longer extmng, ts Dan. ix. =4-_7; Hags. ii. to.
mlt all things having been ma(_ new by the Lord. t6 Cod. Sin. reads, "the calhng."

s Cod. Sin. read/, "Shall we not then?" x7 Cod. Sin. gives the clauses of this semenoe _,u-atdy, each

tJ.I,_B_as here °ce_x _ng a hue"beam _-stimoay to the observance of the Lo_s _ Thetm,therosawho isengagedinpreschlngtimOOsp_
in early times."-- H_. v) Such ;ffithe punctuation adopted by Hefele, Drasml, imd Hil.

Da_ We here follow the Imnctuation of I)res_l:. H.efele plac_ only a gcofeld.
comma between the dausea, and ine|ineu to think that the vnaterm_- _o Cod.Sin. n_ls, "my soul hopes that it has not omitted any.
phes that the asceaslma o/Christ took place on the first dayot the
• _k. rhine"Cod.Sin.,"abo, t thi,_ p,_-.t or naufe." Hilg_rs text

9 That is," they worshiped the tempieimm:ad (d"Him." of this V.u,sage m as follow,: "My ,fiod and soul holx_ that, accord-
to lsa. xL 1a. mg to my _d_re, ! have omlttcdnon¢ of the thml_"that pertain to
tz L.ga.IxvL L s:_[vatum. For if I should write to you aboat things presm_ or

Camp. Isa. xlix. t7 (Sapt.). future," etc. H_._le gives the text as above, artd unden/tam_ the
u Cod. Si,. otmt_ tl_ _;-- tobe," poa_ l_ring tm thep_t arg.mmg"
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CHAP. XWU. -- SECOND PART OF THE EPmTLE. neighbour's,norshaltthoube avaricious.Thou
TttZ TWO WAYS. shalt not be joined in soul with the haughty, but

But let us now pass to another sort of knowl- thou shalt be reckoned with the righteous and
edge and doctrine. There are two ways of do<:- lowly. Receive thou as good things the trials '_
trine and authority, the one of light, and the which come upon thee.u Thou shalt not be of
other of darkness. But there is a great differ- double mind or of double tongue,'4 for a double
ence between these two ways. For over one tongue is a snare of death. Thou shalt be sub-
are stationed the light-bringing angels of God, ject ,s to the Lord, and to [other] masters as the
but over the other the angels t of Satan. And image of God, with modesty and fear. Thou
He indeed (i.e., God) is Lord for ever and shalt not issue orders with bitterness to thy maid-
ever, but he (i.e., Satan) is prince of the time s servant or thy man-servant, who trust in the same
of iniquity. [God ,6], lest thou shouldst not ,7 reverence that

God who is above both; for He came to call
CHAP. XlX. _THE WAY OF LIGHT. men not according to their outward appearance, _s

but according as the Spirit had prepared them.x9The way of light, then, is as follows. If any
one desires to travel to the appointed place, he Thou shalt communicate in all things with thy
must be zealous in his works. The knowledge, neighbour ; thou shalt not call _° things thine
therefore, which is given to us for the purpose of own ; for if ye are partakers in common of
walking in this way, is the following. Thou things which are incorruptible, s' how much more
shah love Him that created thee : s thou shalt [should you be] of those things which are cor-
glorify Him that redeemed thee from death, rup tible!*2 Thou shalt not be hasty with thy
Thou shah be simple in heart, and rich in spirit, tongue, for the mouth is a snare of death. As
Thou shalt not join thyself to those who walk in far as possible, thou shalt be pure in thy soul.
the way of death. Thou shah hate doing what Do not be ready to stretch forth thy hands to
is unpleasing to GOd : thou shah hate all hypoc- take, whilst thou contractest them to give.
risy. Thou shalt not forsake the commandments Thou shalt love, as the apple of thine eye, every
of the Lord. Thou shalt not exalt thyself, but one that speaketh to thee the word of the Lord.
shalt be of a lowly ntind.+ Thou shalt not take Thou shalt remember the day of judgment,
glory to thyself. Thou shalt not take evil coun- night and day. Thou shalt seek out every day
sel against thy neighbour. Thou shalt not allow the faces of the saints, s3 either by word examin-
over-boldness to enter into thy souLS Thou ing them, and going to exhort them, and medi-
shalt not commit fornication : thou shalt not taring how to save a soul by the word, 24or by
commit adultery : thou shalt not be a cornlpter thy hands thou shalt labour for the redemption
of youth. Thou shalt not let the word of God of thy sins. Thou shalt not hesitate to give,
issue from thy lips with any kind of impurity. 6 nor murmur when thou givest. "Give to every
Thou shalt not accept persons when thou reprov- one that asketh thee," _s and thou shalt know
est any one for transgression. Thou shalt be who is the good Recompenser of the reward.
meek : thou shMt be peaceable. Thou shalt Thou shalt preserve what thou hast received [in
tremble at the words which thou hearest.7 charge], neither adding to it nor taking from it.

Thou shalt not be mindful of evil against thy To the last thou shalt hate the wicked 26 lone].27
brother. Thou shalt not be of doubtful mind s Thou shalt judge righteously. Thou shalt not

as to whether a thing shall be or not. Thou make a schism, but thou shalt pacify those that
shalt not take the name 9 of the Lord in vain. contend by bringing them together. Thou shalt

Thou shalt love day neighbour more than thine i
ts - Difficulties," or " troubles "

own soul. _° Thou. shalt not slay the child by t3 Cod. Sin. adds, "knowin_ that without God nothing happens."
procuring abortion ; nor, again, shalt thou destroy _, Cod Sin. has '° talkative, and om,ts the following clause.

it after it is born. Thou shalt not withdraw thy ,s Cod.Sin.has "Thou shahbesubject(b=ov'a_--untouchedby the eorrector) to masters as a type of God.
hand from thy son, or from thy daughter, but from _bI_ma incod. sin.
their infancy thou shalt teach them the fear of _8"Comp.C°d"Sm.Eph.has,vl."theyo.shouldnoL"
the LordJ _ Thou shalt not covet what is thy ,9 Comp.Rom.v,a. s9,3o.#0 Cod Sin. has, " and not call"

2t Cod. Sin. has, "in that which is incorruptible. _
tm COd Sin. has, "in things that art subject to death," but is cor-

x Comp. t, C,or. xii. 7- rected as above.
s Cod. Sin. reads, "of the present time of iniqui_." u g_ Or, "the persons of the saints." COd. Sin. omits this clause,
s Cod. Sin. inserts, _'Thou shah fear Him that formed thee. but ,t is added by a currector.
4 C.od.Sin. adds_ "in all things." u The text m here confused in all the editions; we have followed
$ Iaterally, +'shalt not give insolence to thy soul." that of Dressel. Cod+ Sin. ts defecttve. Hilgenfeld's text reads,
• - That is, while proclaiming the Gospel, thou shalt not in any "Thou shah seek out every day the faces of the saints, eRher labour-

way he of corrupt morals."-- Hssl_t.g+ I ing by word and going to exhort them, and meditating to save a soul
IJnk ixvl. a. All the pltoedm.__gclamms are given in Cod. Sin. in i by the word, or by tby hands thou shalt labottr for the rede.mptton of

dlstluct lines, thy sins "-- almost tdantical with that given above.
s Comp. James i. 8. ss Cod. Sin. omits this quotation from Matt. v. 4a or Luke vi. 3o,
9 Cod. Sin. has "thN rtarm:,"bat this is corrected as ldmve, but it is added by a cort_ctor.

Io Cod. Sin. corrects to "as thine owu soul. _ ms Cod Sin. has, "hate evd."
1' Cod. Sin. hasj "of _od." I a_ C,od. Sin- inserts "and-"
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confess thy sins. Thou shalt not go to prayer of God; but he who chooseth other things_
with an evil conscience. This is the way of shall be destroyed with his works. On this
light.' account there will be a resurrection,s on this

account a retribution. I beseech you who are
CHAP. XX. _ THE WAY OF DARKNESS. superiors, if you will receive any counsel of my

But the way of darkness* is crooked, and full good-will, have among yourselves those to whom
of cursing; for it is the way of eternal s death you may show kindness : do not forsake them.
with punishment, in which way are the things For the day is at hand on which all things shall
that destroy the soul, viz., idolatry, over-con- perish with the evil [one]. The Lord is near,
fidence, the arrogance of power, hypocrisy, land His reward. Again, and yet again, I be-
double-heartedness, adultery, murder, rapine, seech you : be good lawgivers9 to one another;
haughtiness, transgTession,4deceit, malice, self- continue faithful counsellors of one another;
sufficiency, poisoning, magic, avarice,S want of take away from among you all hylx_risy. And
the fear of God. [In this way, too,] are those may God, who ruleth over all the world, give to
who persecute the good, those who hate Wath, you wisdom, intelhgence, understanding, knowl-
those who love falsehood, those who know not edge of His judgments, '° with patience. And"
the reward of righteousness, those who cleave be ye ,x taught of God, inquiring diligently what
not to that which is good, those who attend not the Lord asks from you ; and do it that ye may:
with just judgment to the widow and orphan, ibe safe in the day of judgment. 'a And if you,
those who watch not to the fear of God, [but have any remembrance of what is good, be
inchne] to wickedness, from whom meekness mindful of me, meditating on these things, in
and patience are far off; persons who love vanity, order that both my desire and watchfulness may
follow after a reward, pity not the needy, labour result in some good. I beseech you, entreating
not in aid of him who is overcome with toil ; this as a favour. While yet you are in this fair
who are prone to ewl-speaking, who know not vessel/S do not fail in any one of those things,'*
Hhn that made them, who are murderers of but unceasingly seek after them, and fulfil every
children, destroyers of the workmanship of God ; commandment ; for these things are worthy.'S
who turn away him that is in want, who oppress Wherefore I have been the. more earnest to
the aflhcted, who are advocates of the rich, who write to you, as my ability served,'6 that I might
are unjust judges of the poor, and who are in cheer you. Farewell, ye children of love and
every respect transgressors. _eace. The Lord of glory and of all grace be

with your spirit. Amen.Iz
CHAP. XXI. -- CONCLUSION.

7 The things condemned in the _revious chapter,It is well, therefore,6 that he who has learned . CodSin.has"resurrections.' butiscorsetedas above.
the judgments of the Lord, as many as have 9 cod.sin.has,"hwgiver_,ofgoodturnS,."to Cod Sin. omits the preposition
been written, should walk in them. For he who ,, CodS,a.ore,isth,_.
keepeth these shall be glorified in the kingdom ,_ cod.s.... ads," thatyemayhefoundmthedalrofjudgmeat,"which Hilgenfeld adopts.

t_ Literally, "'While yet the good vessel is wnh you," i.e., as long
as you are m the body.

i Cod. Sin. omits this clause' it is inserted by a corrector. 1, Cod. Sin reads, " fail not in any one of yourselvea/' which is
2 Literally, " of the Black One " adopted by Hdgenfeld.
a Cod Sin. joins "eternal " with Tray, instead of dragS, is Corrected m Cod Sin to, "it is worthy."
,t Cod Sm reads" transgressions." t6 Cod. Sin. omits this clause, but it is inserted by tlm corrector.
s Cod Sm omits "magic avarice." z7 Cod. Sm omits "Amen," and adds at the close_ "E_ti¢ of
_'Cod. Sin. omits "therefore.' Baraaba._"





INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO Tit'_

FRAGMENTS OF PAPIAS.

[A.D. 70---I55"] IT seems unjust to the holy man of whose comparatively large contributions to
early Christian literature such mere relics have been preserved, to set them forth in these ver-
sions, unaccompanied by the copious annotations of Dr. Routh. If even such crumbs from his

table are not by any means without a practical value, with reference to the Canon and other
matters, we may well credit the testimony (though disputed) of Eusebius, that he was a learned
man, and well versed in the Holy Scripture. i All who name poor Papias are sure to do so with

the apologetic qualification of that historian, that he was of slender capacity. Nobody who attrib-
utes to him the millenarian fancies, of which he was but a narrator, msif these were the characteris-

tics rather than the blemishes of his works, can fail to accept this estimate of our author. But more

may be said when we come to the great name of Iren_eus, who seems to make himself responsible
for them. 2

Papias has the credit of association with Polycarp, in the friendship of St. John himself, and of
"others who had seen the Lord." He is said to have been bishop of Hierapolis, in Phrygia, and

to have died about the same time that Polycarp suffered ; but even this is questioned. So little
do we know of one whose lost books, could they be recovered, might reverse the received judgment,

and establish his claim to the disputed tribute which makes him, like Apollos, "an eloquent man,

and mighty in the Scriptures."
The following is the original INTRODUCTORYNONCE :m

THE principal information in regard to Papias is given in the extracts made among the frag-
ments from the works of Iren_eus and Eusebius. He was bishop of the Church in Hierapolis, a

city of Phrygia, in the first half of the second century. Later writers affirm that he suffered mar-
tyrdom about n.v. x63 ; some saying that Rome, others that Pergamus, was the scene of his
death.

He was a hearer of the Apostle John, and was on terms of intimate intercourse with many
who had known the Lord and His apostles. From these he gathered the floating traditions in

regard to the sayings of our Lord, and wove them into a production divided into five lx_oks. This
work does not seem to have been confined to an exposition of the sayings of Christ, but to have
contained much historical information.

x _ Lardner, ii. p. 1,9.
2 AKaix_t Hffaies, book v. chap. xxxiii. See the pn_lent note of Canon Robert_a (H_a_v af g_ Ch_'ial. C_ur¢_, v_. L p. zz6).

lSx
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Eusebius ' speaks of Papias as a man most learned in all things, and well acquainted with the
Scriptures. In another passage * he describes him as of small capacity. The fragments of Papias
are translated from the text given in Routh's Reh'cui_ Sacree, voL i.

t ltiat. EccL, _i. 3_
s Ibid.

[Wimrt tl_ f,..o,,,_ with _ ann___ "_,__* and eaucldafiom _1 forty-four mg_.]



FRAGMENTSOF PAPIAS.

I. byter ohn, the. J. disciples of the Lord, say. For
FROMTHE EXPOSITIONOF THE ORACLESOF THE I lmaganed that what was to be got from books

LORD.' WaSnot so profitable to me as what came from
the living and abiding voice.

[THE writings of Papias in common circulation
are five in number, and these are called an Ex- II._

position of the Oracles of the Lord. Irenams [The early Christians] called those who prae-
makes mention of these as the only works writ- lised a godly gutlelessness, s children, [as is stated
ten by him, in the following words : "Now by Papias in the first book of the Lord's Exposi-
testimony is borne to these things in writing by tions, and by Clemem Alexandrinus in his
Papias, an ancient man, who was a hearer of Pcedagogue.]
John, and a friend of Polycarp, in the fourth 111.9
of his books ; for five books were composed by
him." Thus wrote Irenmus. Moreover, Papias Judas walked about in this world a sad ,o ex-
himself, in the introduction to his books, makes ample of impiety ; for his body having swollen
it manifest that he was not himself a hearer and to such an extent that he could not pass where
eye-witness of the holy apostles ; but he tells us a chariot could pass easily, he was crushed by
that he received the truths of our religion • from the chariot, so that his bowels gushed out. t*
those who were aquainted with them [the apos-
tles] in the following words :] IV'iS

But I shall not be unwilling to put down, [As the elders who saw John the disciple of
along with my interpretations, 3 whatsoever in- the Lord remembered that they had heard from
structions I received with care at any time from him how the Lord taught in regard to those
the eiders, and stored up with care in my mem- times, and said] : "The days will come in which
ory, assuring you at the same time of their truth, vines shall grow, having each ten thousand
For I did not, like the multitude, take pleasure branches, and in each branch ten thousand twigs,
in those who spoke much, but in those who and in each true twig ten thousand shoots, and
taught the truth ; nor in those who related in every one of the shoots ten thousand clusters,
strange commandments, 4 but in those who re- and on every one of the clusters t_n thousand
hearsed the commandments given by the Lord grapes, and every grape when pressed will give
to faith,s and proceeding from truth itself. If, five-and-twenty metretes of wine. And when
then, any one who had attended on the elders any one of the saints shall lay hold of a cluster,
came, I asked minutely after their sayings,- another shall cry out, ' I am a better cluster,
what Andrew or Peter said, or what was said by take me ; bless the Lord through me.' In like
Philip, or by Thomas, or by James, or by John, manner, [He said] that a grain of wheat would
or by Matthew, or by any other of the Lord's

7 Thts fragment is found m the ._¢$w/ia of Maxlmms on the worlm
disciples : which things 6 Aristion and the pres- ofI_ony,lnstheA_o_ite

s Literally," a gu_le_ssnsas according to t?.o(L"
t Thts fragment Is found in Eusebius, Ht*t. Ecd, fit. 39. 9 Thts fragnmnt is found m _us.
a Limrally, "the tlfiugs of faith." to Laterally," great."
3 Papias states that he will give an exact account of what the xt Ltterally. "were emptied out." .'IT_.phylact, _ qtle_

elders said; and that, in addition to thin, he will accompany this ac- this passage, adds other iku'tlculars, ms if they were derived from
Countwith an explanatton of the meanins[ and import of the statements. Papias. [ But see Routh, i pp. 26, =7-] He says that Judu's eyes

4 Literally, °"commandments helongmg to others," and therefore were so swollen that they could not see the light; that they were
str_nsg_er.and novel to the followers of Christ sunk that they could not he seen t even by the optical _ts ofGtv,_ to faltk has been variously understood. Either not phy"uc_, and that the rest of his b6dy was covered with rim-
stated fit direct language, but hke parables given in fi_u_, so that nine. and worms. He further states, that Fie died in a solitary spot,
onlythe faithful could understand; or entrusted to falth, that is, to which was left desolate until his time; and no one could pass the
those who were possessed of faith, the faithful. _ without stopping up his nose with his hands.

6Brkicktht_g_:thisisurmaliytmnslated,,whatAtistlonaa d x From Irenzus, Ha_r,v. 32. [Hearea_, at second-baud, and
John say;" and the translation m admmsible. But the words _ handed about among many, amounts to nothtl,g as ¢.'vi_tt_. Not_
naturally mean, that John and Aristton, even at the time ol his i the reports of sermons, aL_o.as they appear m our daily Jcmnmls.
wridag, were telhag him some of the sayings of the Lord. [ Whose reputation can survtv¢ if such be credited ? ]

a53
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produce ten thousand ears, and that every ear destroyed is death." s For in the times of the
would have ten thousand grains, and every grain kingdom the just man who is on the earth shall
would yield ten pounds of clear, pure, fine flour ; forget to die. "But when He saith all things
and that apples, and seeds, and grass would are put under Him, it is manifest that He is
produce in similar proportions; and that all ani- excepted which did put all things under Him.
reals, feeding then only on the productions of And when all things shall be subdued unto
the earth, would become peaceable and harmo- Him, then shall the Son also Himself be subject
nious, and be in perfect subjection to man." x unto Him that put all things under Him, that
[Testimony is borne to these things m writing God may be all in all." 9
by Papias, an ancient man, who was a hearer
of John and a friend of Polycarp, in the fourth of vI"°
his books; for five books were composed by [Papias, who is now mentioned by us, affirms
him. And he added, saying, "Now these! that he received the sayings of the apostles from
things are credible to believers. And Judas those who accompanied them, and he moreover
the traitor," says he, "not believing, and ask- asserts that he heard in person Aristion and the
ing,' How shall such growths be accomplished presbyter John. _' Accordmgly he mentions them
by the Lord ?' the Lord said, 'They shall see frequently by name, and in his writings gives
who shall come to them.' These, then, are the their traditions. Our notice of these circum-
times mentioned by the prophet Isaiah : ' And stances may not be without its use. It may also
the wolf shall lie down with the lamb,' etc. be worth while to add to the statements of
(Isa. xi. 6 ff.)."] Papias already given, other passages of his in

which he relates some miraculous deeds, statingV.*
that he acquired the knowledge of them from

As the presbyters say, then 3 those who are tradition. The residence of the Apostle Philip
deemed worthy of an abode in heaven shall go!with his daughters in Hierapolis has been men-
there, others shall enjoy the delights of Paradise, tioned above. We must now point out how
and others shall possess the splendour of the Paplas, who lived at the same time, relates that
city ; 4 for everywhere the Saviour will be seen, he had received a wonderful narrative from the
according as they shall be worthy who see Him. daughters of Philip. For he relates that a dead
But that there is this distinction between the man was raised to life in his day. '* He also men-
habitation of those who produce an hundred- tions another miracle relating to Justus, surnamed
fold, and that of those who produce sixty-fold, Barsabas, how he swallowed a deadly poison, and
and that of those who produce thirty-fold ; for the received no harm, on account of the grace of
first will be taken up into the heavens, the sec- the Lord. The same person, moreover, has set
ond class will dwell in Paradise, and the last will down other things as coming to him from unwrit-
inhabit the city ; and that on this account the ten tradition, amongst these some strange para-
Lord said, "In my Father's house are many bles and instrnctions of the Saviour, and some
mansions:"s for all things belong to God, who otherthingsofa more fabulousnature.'3 Amongst
supplies all with a suitable dwelling-place, even these he says that there will be a millennmm
as His word says, that a share is given to all by after the resurrection from the dead, when the
the Father, 6 according as each one is or shall be personal reign of Christ will be established on
worthy. And this is the couch 7 in which they this earth. He moreover hands down, in his own
shall recline who feast, being invited to the wed- writing, other narratives given by the previously
ding. The presbyters, the disciples of the mentioned Aristion of the Lord's sayings, and
apostles, say that this is the gradation and ar- the traditions of the presbyter John. For infor-
rangement of those who are saved, and that they _nation on these points, we can merely refer our
advance through steps of this nature ; and that, readers to the books themselves ; but now, to the
moreover, they ascend through the Spirit to the extracts already made, we shall add, as being a
Son, and through the Son to the Father; and matter of primary importance, a tradition re-
that in due time the Son will yield up His work garding Mark who wrote the Gospel, which he
to the Father, even as it is said by the apostle, [Paplas] has given in the following words] : And
"For He must reign till He hath put all enemies the presbyter said this. Mark having become the
under His feet. The last enemy that shall be

I_ t Cor xv. 25, 26

9 z Cot xv. 27, 28
t [See Grabe, a,#t_d Routh, t. a 9 ] to From Eusebius,/dist. Eccl., ill. 39.
m Thlg fragment is found m lrenmus, H_,v. 361 but it isamere tx [A oertam presbyter, of whom see.4/Mst Caustituthrns, vii. 46,

that the tmymg of the presbyters is taken from the work of where-he is stud to have been ordained by St John, the Evangelist ]
lmpltm, t., - In his day" may mean "m the days of Papia%" or " m the

In the future state days of Phihp " As the narr'ltlve came from the datlghter_ o[

4 The new Jerusalem on earth. PMhp, it is more likely that Phthp's days are meant.
s John xiv. a. t3 [Again, note the r_uphcated hearsay Not even Irentml%
6 COmltmntators _im_ that the refetemce here is to Matt. xx. a3. much less Eu_ebins, should be accepted, otherwi_ than as retat|tag
7 Matt. xxii. to. vague reports ]
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interpreter of Peter, wrotedown accurately what- (Revelation), we deem it superfluous to add
soever he remembered. It was not, however, in another word ; for the blessed Gregory Theolo-
exact order that he related the sayings or deeds gus and Cyril, and even men of still older date,
of Christ. For he neither heard the Lord nor Papias, Iren_eus, Methodius, and Hippolytus,
accompanied Him. But afterwards, as I said, bore entirely satisfactory testimony to it.
he accompanied Peter, who accommodated his
instructions to the necessities [of his hearers], IX-s

but with no intention of giving a regular narrative Taking occasion from Papias of Hierapolis,
of the Lord's sayings. Wherefore Mark made no the illustrious, a disciple of the apostle who
mistake in thus writing some things as he remem- leaned on the bosom of Christ, and Clemens,
bered them. For of one thing he took especial and Pantmnus the priest of [the Church] of the
care, not to omit anything he had heard, and Alexandrians, and the wise Ammonius, the an-
not to put anything fictitious into the statements, cient and first expositors, who agreed with each
[This is what is related by Paplas regarding other, who understood the work of the six days
Mark ; but with regard to Matthew he has made as referring to Christ and the whole Church.
the following statements ] : Matthew put together
the oracles [of the Lord] in the Hebrew tan- X.6
guage, and each one interpreted them as best
he could. [-The same person uses proofs from (x.) Mary the mother of the Lord; (2.)
the First Epistle of John, and from the Epistle Mary the wife of Cleophas or Alphmus, who was
of Peter in like manner. And he also gives an- the mother of James the bishop and apostle,
other story of a woman' who was accused of and of Simon and Thaddeus, and of one Joseph ;
many sins before the Lord, which is to be found (3.) Mary Salome, wife of Zebedee, mother of
m the Gospel according to the Hebrews.] John the evangehst and James ; (4-) Mary Mag-dalene. These four are found in the Gospel.

vii" James and Judas and Joseph were sons of an
aunt (2) of the Lord's. James also and John

Papias thus speaks, word for word: To some were sons of another aunt (3) of the Lord's.
of them ['angels] He gave domimon over the Mary (2), mother of James the Less and Joseph,
arrangement of the world, and He commissioned wife of Alph_eus was the sister of Mary the mother
them to exercise their dominion well. And he of the Lord, whom John names of Cleophas,
says, immediately after this : but it happened either from her father or from the family of the
that their arrangement came to nothing: clan, or for some other reason. Mary Salome

(3) is called Salome either from her husband
viii.* or her village. Some affirm that she is the same

With regard to the inspiration of the book as Mary of Cleophas, because she had two
husbands.

x Rufinus supposes this _tory to be the same as that now found m

thelext_srece2oguaofJohn'sGospel, vin x-xx,-- the woman taken s "rhts fragment, or rather reference, is taken from Atlastasins
in adultery Smaita.. Routh gives) as another fragment) the repetition of the

z This extract is made from Andreas Cmsarteasis, [Bishop of same statement by Anastastus
Cmsarea m Cappadocia ctrctter, A D 5oo . 6 This fragment was found by Grabe in a Ms of the Bodlelan

z That is, that government of the wor d s affairs was a failure. Library, with the inscription on the margin, " Papia." Westcott
states that it forms part of a dictionary wr, ttcn by"a medtmvai

An ancient writer takes *a_,¢ to mean the arraying of the evd an- Paptas. [He seems to have added the words, "Maria is called
gels in battle against God lllumtnatrtx, or Star oft/_e Sea," etc, a middle-age device.] The

* This also is taken from Andreas Ca:sariensm. [See Lardner, &cttonary exasta in Ms. both at Oxford and Cambridge."vol.v. 77.]
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO THE

FIRST APOLOGYOF JUSTINMARTYR.

[A.D. 1io-I65. ] JUSTINwas a Gentile, but born in Samaria, near Jacob's well. He must have
been well educated : he had travelled extensively, and he seems to have been a person enjoying at
least a competence. After trying all other systems, his elevated tastes and refined perceptions made

him a disciple of Socrates and Plato. So he climbed towards Christ. As he himself narrates the
story of his conversion, it need not be anticipated here. What Plato was feeling after, he found in

Jesus of Nazareth. The conversion of such a man marks a new era in the gospel history. The sub-
apostohc age begins with the first Christian author,- the founder of theological literature. It
introduced to mankind, as the mother of true philosophy, the despised teaching of those Galileans

to whom their Master had said, "Ye are the hght of the world."
And this is the epoch which forced this great truth upon the attention of contemplative minds.

It was more than a hundred years since the angels had sung "Good-will to men ;" and that song

had now been heard for successive generations, breaking forth from the lips of sufferers on the
cross, among lions, and amid blazing faggots. Here was a nobler Stoicism that needed interpreta-

tion. Not only choice spints, despising the herd and boasting of a loftier intellectual sphere,
were its professors; but thousands of men, women, and children, withdrawing themselves not

at all from the ordinary and humble lot of the people, were inspired by it to hve and die heroi-
cally and sublimely, -- exhibiting a superiority to revenge and hate entirely unaccountable, praying

for their enemies, and seeking to glorify their God by love to their fellow-men.
And in spite of Gallios and Neros alike, the gospel was dispelling the gross darkness. Of

this, Pliny's letter to Trajan is decisive evidence. Even in Seneca we detect reflections of the day-
break. Plutarch writes as never a Gentile could have written until now. Plato is practically sur-

passed by him m his thoughts upon the " delays, of the Divine Justice." Hadrian's address to

his soul, in his dying moments, is a tribute to the new ideas which had been sown in the popular
mind. And now the Antonines, impelled by something in the age, came forward to reign as

"philosophers." At this moment, Justin Martyr confronts them like a Daniel. The "little stone"
smites the imperial image in the face, not yet "in the toes." He tells the professional philoso-
phers on a throne how false and hollow is all wisdom that is not meant for all humanity, and that

is not capable of leavening the masses. He exposes the impotency of even Socratic philosophy :
he shows, in contrast, the force that works in the words of Jesus ; he points out their regenerating

power. It is the mission of Justin to be a star in the West, leading its Wise Men to the cradle
of Bethlehem.

z See Amyot's translatton, and a more modem _ by De Malstre (O_vrcs, vol. h. Paris, z833). An edition of TlJe DrlayJ _the

original, with notes by Profcm.or H.ackett) has appeared m America (At,dover, ctr¢., t842), and m praised by "[ayler Lewis.
_59
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The writingsofJustinaredeficientincharmsofstyle;and,forus,thereissomethingthereverse

ofattractiveinthe formsofthoughtwhich he had learnedfrom thephilosophers.'IfPlatohad

leftusnothingbut theTim_eus,a Renan would doubtlesshave reproachedhim as of feeblein-

tellectual power. So a dancing-master might criticise the movements of an athlete, or the writhings
of St. Sebastian shot with arrows. The practical wisdom of Justin using the rhetoric of his times,

and discomfiting false philosophy with its own weapons, is not appreciated by the fastidious
Parisian. But the manly and heroic pleadings of the man, for a despised people with whom he

had boldly identified himself; the intrepidity with which he defends them before despots, whose mere
caprice might punish him with death ; above all, the undaunted spirit with which he exposes the

shame and absurdity of their inveterate superstition and reproaches the memory of Hadrian whom
Antoninus had deified, as he had deified Antinous of loathsome history, -- these are characteristics

which every instinct of the unvitiated soul delights to honour. Justin cannot be refuted by a
sneer.

He wore his philosopher's gown after his conversion, as a token that he had attained the only
true philosophy. And seeing, that, after the conflicts and tests of ages, it is the only philosophy
that lasts and lives and triumphs, its discoverer deserves the homage of mankind. Of the philo-

sophic gown we shall hear again when we come to Tertullian?
The residue of Justin's history may be found in "The Martyrdom" and other pages soon to

follow, as well as in the following INTRODUCTORYNOTE of the able translators, Messrs. Dods and
Reith :

JosTrU MARTYRwas born in Flavia Neapolis, a city of Samaria, the modern Nablous. The
date of his birth is uncertain, but may be fixed about A,D. II 4. His father and grandfather were
probably of Roman origin. Before his conversion to Christianity he studied in the schools of

the philosophers, searching after some knowledge which should satisfy the cravings of his soul.
At last he became acquainted with Christianity, being at once impressed with the extraordinary

fearlessness which the Christians displayed in the presence of death, and with the grandeur,

stability, and truth of the teachings of the Old Testament. From this time he acted as an
evangelist, taking every opportunity to proclaim the gospel as the only safe and certain philo-

sophy, the only way to salvation. It is probable that he travelled much. We know that he was
some time in Ephesus, and he must have lived for a considerable period in Rome. Probably he
settled in Rome as a Christian teacher. While he was there, the philosophers, especially the

Cynics, plotted against him, and he sealed his testimony to the truth by martyrdom.

The principal facts of Justin's life are gathered from his own writings. There is little clue to
dates. It is agreed on all hands that he lived in the reign of Antoninus Plus, and the testimony
of Eusebins and most credible historians renders it nearly certain that he suffered martyrdom in

the reign of Marcus Aurelius. The Chronicon t'aschale gives as the date x65 A.D.

The writings of Justin Martyr are among the most important that have come down to us from
the second century. He was not the first that wrote an Apology in behalf of the Christians, but

his Apologies are the earliest extant. They are characterized by intense Christian fervour, and

they give us an insight into the relations existing between heathens and Christians in those days.
His other principal writing, the Dialogue with Trypbo, is the first elaborate exposition of the

reasons for regarding Christ as the Messiah of the Old Testament, and the first systematic attempt
to exhibit the false position of the Jews in regard to Christianity.

Many of Justin's writings have perished. Those works which have come to us bearing his
name have been divided into three classes.

t He quot_ la_tto'i refenmce, e.g., to the X.; but the Orientals delighted in tme.hcontmilm. Compare the Hebrew critics on the _ (m
Gen. i. 4),tat which tee Nordlmlmer, Gra_., voLi. p. 7, New York, xS38.

s It survives m tlm # of Christendom -- Gtee,k, Latin, Anglican, Lutlmraa, etc. --to this day, ill rJightly diffcttnt
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The first class embraces those which are unquestionably genuine, viz. the two Apologies, and
the Dialogue with Trypho. Some critics have urged objections against Justin's authorship of the

Dialogue ; but the objections are regarded now as possessing no weight.
The second class consists of those works which are regarded by some critics as Justin's, and

by others as not his. They are : r. An Address to the Greeks ; 2. A Hortatory Address to the
Greeks ; 3. On the Sole Government of God ; 4. An Epistle to Diognetus ; 5. Fragments from
a work on the Resurrection; 6. And other Fragments. Whatever difficulty there may be in

settling the authorship of these treatises, there is but one opinion as to their earliness. The latest
of them, in all probability, was not written later than the third century.

The third class consists of those that are unquestionably not the works of Justin. These are :

x. A'n Exposition of the True Faith; _. Replies to the Orthodox; 3. Christian Questions to
Gentiles; 4. Gentile Questions to Christians ; 5. Epistle to Zenas and Serenus ; and 6. A Refu-
tartan of certain Doctrines of Aristotle. There is no clue to the date of the two last. There can

be no doubt that the others were written after the Council of Nicaea, though, immediately after
the Reformation, Calvin and others appealed to the first as a genuine writing of Justin's.

There is a curious question connected with the Apologies of Justin which have come down to
us. Eusebius mentions two Apologies,- one written in the reign of Antoninus Pius, the other

in the reign of Marcus Aurelius. Critics have disputed much whether we have these two Apolo-

gies in those now extant. Some have maintained, that what is now called the Second Apology
was the preface of the first, and that the second is lost. Others have tried to show, that the so-
called Second Apology is the continuation of the first, and that the second is lost. Others have

supposed that the two Apologies which we have are Justin's two Apologies, but that Eusebius was
wrong in affirming that the second was addressed to Marcus Aurelius ; and others maintain, that
we have in our two Apologies the two Apologies mentioned by Eusebius, and that our first is his
first, and our second his second.





THE FIRSTAPOLOGYOF JUSTIN.

CHAP. I._ADDRESS. gated, and that, if these be substantiated, they
To the Emperor Titus 2'Elius Adrianus Anto- be punished as they deserve ; [or rather, indeed,

ninus Plus Augustus Cmsar, and to his son we ourselves will punish them.] 2 But if no one
Verissimus the Philosopher, and to Lucius the can convict us of anything, true reason forbids
Philosopher, the natural son of Cmsar, and the you, for the sake of a wicked rumour, to wrong

blameless men, and indeed rather yourselves,adopted son of Plus, a lover of learning, and to
the sacred Senate, with the whole People of the who think fit to direct affairs, not by judgment,
Romans, I, Justin, the son of Priscus and grand- but by passion. And every sober-minded per-
son of Bacchms, natives of Flavla Neapolis in son will declare this to be the only fair and
Palestine, present this address and petmon in be- equitable adjustment, namely, that the subjects
half of those of all nations who are unjustly hated render an unexceptional account of their own
and wantonly abused, myself being one of them. life and doctrine ; and that, ola the other hand,

the rulers should give their decision in obe-
CHAP. II.-- JUSTICE DEMANDED. dience, not to violence and tyranny, but to piety

Reason directs those who are truly pious and and philosophy. For thus would both rulers
philosophical to honour and love only what is and ruled reap benefit. For even one of the
true, declining to follow traditional opinions/ if ancients somewhere said, "Unless both rulers
these be worthless. For not only does sound and ruled phdosophme, it is impossible to make
reason direct us to refuse the guidance of those states blessed." 3 It is our task, therefore, to
who did or taught anything wrong, but it is in- afford to all an opportunity of inspecting our life
cumbent on the lover of truth, by all means, and and teachings, lest, on account of those who are
if death be threatened, even before his own life, accustomed to be ignorant of our affairs, we
to choose to do and say what is right. Do you, should incur the penalty due to them for mental
then, since ye are called pious and philosophers, blindness ; 4 and it is your business, when you
guardians of justice and lovers of learmng, give hear us, to be found, as reason demands, good
good heed, and hearken to my address ; and if judges. For if, when ye have learned the truth,
ye are indeed such, it will be manifested. For you do not what is just, you will be before God
we have come, not to flatter you by this writing, without excuse.
nor please you by our address, but to beg that CHAP. W. --CHRISTIANS UNJUS_rLYCONDEMNED
you pass judg-rnent, after an accurate and search- FOR THEIR MERENAME.
mg investigation, not flattered by prejudice or
by a desire of pleasing superstitious men, nor By the mere application of a name, nothing is
induced by irrational impulse or evil rumours decided, either good or evil, apart from the ac-
which have long been prevalent, to give a decis- tions implied in the name; and indeed, so far
ion which will prove to be against yourselves, at least as one may judge from the name we are
For as for us, we reckon that no evil can be accused of, we are most excellent people.S But

done us, unless we be convicted as evil-doers, • Thirlbyregardedthe clausein bracketsas an interpol_:
or be proved to be wicked men ; and you, T_re _ comu_erablevarmtyof opinionas to theexact meamngof

you can kill, but not hurt us. the words amongst those who regard them as genuine.a Plat. R,'tk, v x8.
• That is to my, if the Chri_tian_ rtfum_d or neglected to mak¢

CHAP. IlL -- CLAIM OF JUDICIAL INVESTIGATION. their real opinions and practices known, they would share the guilt of
those whom the_/,thus kept m darkrm_.

But lest anyone think that this is an unrea- s Jtmtinavaflshlm_[fhereofthcsimihritymttonndoftlmwordl
_ (Christ) _ _ (good, wot3hy, excelhmt). "t-'he

sonable and reckless utterance, we demand that am these words is kept up throughout tats poragrap.n, aim ¢an npt
the charges against the Christians be investi- he alway, repr_enmd to the English reader [But Justin _ tnereW

quoung and truing, ad Aamqn¢_, the popalar blund_ of v_,mh Sneto-
_' nms (Lffe of_ Claudius, cap 25) gtveS us an example t mtput_t¢o

laterally, "the olmaons of the ancients." CArafe." It will be ob_rred again m oth¢_ oftlmm Fathe_ .t
_63
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as we do not think it just to beg to be acquitted on were struck with terror ; and being carried away
account of the name, if we be convicted as evil- by fear, and not knowing that these were de-
doers, so, on the other hand, if we be found to mons, they called them gods, and gave to each
have committed no offence, either in the matter the name which each of the demons chose for
of thus naming ourselves, or of our conduct as himself.' And when Socrates endeavoured, by
citizens, it is your part very earnestly to guard true reason and examination, to bring these
against incurring just punishment, by unjustly things to light, and deliver men from the de-
punishing those who are not convicted. For moils, then the demons themselves, by means of
from a name neither praise nor punishment men who rejoiced in iniquity, compassed his
could reasonably spring, unless something excel- death, as an atheist and a profane person, on the
lent or base in action be proved. And those charge that" he was introducing new divinities ;"
among yourselves who are accused you do not and in our case they display a similar activity.
punish before they are convicted ; but in our For not only among the Greeks did reason
case you receive the name as proof ag,'finst us, (Logos) prevail to condemn these things through
and this although, so far as the name goes, you Socrates, but also among the Barbarians were
ought rather to punish our accusers. For we are they condemned by Reason (or the Word, the
accused of being Christians, and to hate what L_gos) Himself, who took shape, and became
is excellent (Chrestian) is unjust. Again, if any nian, and was called Jesus Christ ; and in obe-
of the accused deny the name, and say that he dience to Him, we not only deny that they who
is not a Christian, you acquit him, as having no did such things as these are gods, 2 but assert
evidence against him as a wrong-doer ; but if that they are wicked and impious demons, 2whose
any one acknowledge that he is a Christian, you actions will not bear comparison with those even
punish him on account of this acknowledgment, of men desirous of virtue.
Justice requires that you inquire into the life
both of him who confesses and of him who de- CHAP. VI. --CHARGE OF ATHEISMREFUTED.

hies, that by his deeds it may be apparent what Hence are we called atheists. And we con-
kind of man each is. For as some who have fess that we are atheists, so far as gods of this
been taught by the Master, Christ, not to deny sort are concerned, but not with respect to the
Him, give encouragement to others when they most true God, the Father of righteousness and
axe put to the question, so m all probability do temperance and the other virtues, who is free
those who lead wicked lives give occasion to from all impurity. But both Him, and the Son
those who, without consideration, take upon (who came forth from Him and taught us these
them to accuse all the Christians of impiety and things, and the host of the other good angels
wickedness. And this also is not right. For of who follow and are made hke to Him),3 and the
philosophy, too, some assume the name and the prophetic Sprat, we worship and adore, knowing
garb who do nothing worthy of their profession ; them in reason and truth, and declaring without
and you are well aware, that those of the an- grudging to every one who wishes to learn, as we
cients whose opinions and teachings were quite have been taught.
diverse, are yet all called by the one name of
philosophers. And of these some taught athe- CHAP. VlI.- EACH CHRISTIANMUST BE TRIED BYHIS OWN LIFE.
ism ; and the poets who have flourished among
you raise a laugh out of the uncleanness of Jupi- But some one will say, Some have ere now
ter with his own children. And those who now been arrested and convicted as evil-doers. For
adopt such instruction are not restrained by you ;
but, on the contrary, you bestow prizes and hon- , [,. Cor x. _o. Milton'sadmirableeconomyin workingth,*

truth into his great poem (t ._78)affords a subhme expositmn of the
ours upon those who euphoniously result the gods. _,d of theFatherson theonganofmythologtes]

a The word Sa(_v means m Greek a god, but the Christians
CHAP. V. -- CHRISTIANS CHARGED WITH ATHEISM. u.¢_l the word to s_nify an evd sprat. Jnsun uses the same word

here for god and demon. The conneotion which Jusun and other

Why, then, should this be ? In our case, who Christian writers supposed to exist between evtl sprats and thegods of the heathens will he apparent from Justin's own statements
pledge ourselves to do no wickedness, nor to The word $_._0_o¢, devd, is not applied to these demons. There _s

but one devil, bat re.any demons.hold these atheistic opinions, you do not ex- s Thisis the hte/al and obvious translation of Justin's words
amine the charges made against us ; but, yielding But from c. '3, x6, and 6,, it is evident that he did not desire to meal-

to unreasoning passion, and to the instigation _te the worship of angels We are tlmrefore driven to adopt another

of evil demons, you punish us without con- ! translation of this passage, even though ,t be somewhat harshns, va_dTw°

sideration or judgment. For the truth shall be I_pstof,"

spoken ; since of old these evil demons, effecting !
apparitions of themselves, both defiled women:
and corrupted boys, and showed such fearful ! us abod thesething*,and abontthehost ofthe otherswi,oHim, v_. the good angels." [I have ventured to insert parenthetic

sights to men, that those who did not use their ma,k_in the te,_ an o_ions a_ sirapl.... rce to suggest _n_
reason in judging of the actions that were done, i verymanifeStinganiousintentexcgesls,°fthe author.huttheGrabe'ssimptestn°tel*best.Jr"/ocgarbs
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you condemn many, many a time, after inquiring have formed and set in shrines and called gods ;
into the life of each of the accused severally, since we see that these are soulless and dead,
but not on account of those of whom we have and have not the form of God (for we do not
been speaking -_ And this we acknowledge, that consider that God has such a form as some say
as among the Greeks those who teach such theo- that they imitate to His honour), but have the
ties as please themselves are all called by the names and forms of those wicked demons which
one name "Philosopher," though their doctrines have appeared. For why need we tell you who
be diverse, so also among the Barbarians this already know, into what forms the craftsmen,s
name on which accusations are accumulated is carving and cutting, casting and hammering,
the common property of those who are and fashion the materials ? And often out of vessels
those who seem wise. For all are called Chris- of dishonour, by merely changing the form, and
fians. Wherefore we demand that the deeds of making an image of the requisite shape, they
all those who are accused to you be judged, in make what they call a god ; which we consider
order that each one who is convicted may be not only senseless, but to be even insulting to
punished as an evil-doer, and not as a Christian ; God, who, having ineffable glory and form, thus
and if it is clear that any one is blameless, that gets His name attached to things that are cor-
he may be acqmtted, since by the mere fact of ruptible, and require constant service. And that
his being a Christian he does no wrong.* For we the artificers of these are both intemperate, and,
will not require that you punish, our accusers ; 3 not to enter into particulars, are practised in
they being sufficiently punished by their present every vice, you very well know ; even their own
wickedness and ignorance of what is right, girls who work along with them they corrupt.

What infatuation ! that dissolute men should be

CHAP.VIII._ CHRISTIANSCONFESSTHEIRFAn'H IN said to fashion and make gods for your worship,
COD. and that you should appoint such men the guard-

And reckon ye that it is for your sakes we ians of the temples where they are enshrined ;
have been saying these things ; ior it is in our not recognising that it is unlawful even to think
power, when we are examined, to deny that we or say that men are the guardians of gods.
are Christians ; but we would not live by telling
a lie. For, impelled by the desire of the eternal CHAP.X. _ HOW GODlS TO BE SERVED.
and pure hfe, we seek the abode that is with But we have received by tradition that God
God, the Father and Creator of all, and hasten does not need the material offerings which men
to confess our faith, persuaded and convinced can gave, seemg, indeed, that He Himself is the
as we are that they who have proved to God 4 provider of all things. And we have been
by their works that they followed Him, and taught, and are convinced, and do believe, that
loved to abide with Him where there is no sin He accepts those only who imitate the excel-
to cause disturbance, can obtain these things, lences which reside in Him, temperance, and
This, then, to speak shortly, is what we expect justice, and philanthropy, and as many virtues
and have learned from Christ, and*teach. And as are peculiar to a God who is called by no
Plato, in like manner, used to say that Rhada- proper name. And we have been taught that
manthus and Minos would punish the wicked He in the beginning did of His goodness, for
who came before them ; and we say that the man's sake, create all things out of unformed
same thing will be done, but at the hand of matter ; and if men by their works show them-
Christ, and upon the wicked in the same bodies selves worthy of this His design, they are deemed
united again to their spirits which are now to worthy, and so we have received--of reigning
undergo everlasting punishment; and not only, in company with Him, being delivered from
a.s Plato said, for a period of a thousand years, corruption and suffering. For as in the begin-
And if any one say that this is incredible or ning He created us when we were not, so do we
impossible, this error of ours is one which con- consider that, in like manner, those who choose
cerns ourselves only, and no other person, so what is pleasing to Him are, on account of their
long as you cannot convict us of doing any choice, deemed worthy of incorruption and of
harm. fellowship with Him. For the coming into be-

CHAP.IX. _ FOLLYOF IDOL WORSHIP. ing at first was not in our own power ; and in
order that we may follow those things which

And neither do we honour with many sacri- please Him, choosing them by means of the
rices and garlands of flowers such deities as men rational faculties He has Himself endowed us

t t.e, according to Otto, "not on account of the smcere Chris. with, He both persuades us and leads us to faith.
tans of whom we have been speaking." Accordmg to Trollope, And we think it for the advantage of all men

ttoned."'not on account of (or at the instigation of) the demons before men- that they are not restrained from learning these
a Or, '*as a Chrlsuan wtm has done no wrong."
* Compare the Rescript of Adrian appended to thts Apology.
,t Laterally, "persuaded God." 5 lisa. xliv. 9--'ao, Jet. x. 3.]
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things, but are even urged thereto. For the able. But if you also, like the foolish, prefer
restraint which human laws could not effect custom to truth, do what you have power to do.
the Word, inasmuch as He is divine, would have But just so much power have rulers who esteem
effected, had not the wicked demons, taking as opinion more than truth, as robbers have in a
their ally the lust of wickedness which is in desert. And that you will not succeed is de-
every man, and which draws variously to all dared by the Word, than whom, after God who
manner of vice, scattered many false and pro- begat Him, we know there is no ruler more
lane accusations, none of which attach to us. kingly and just. For as all shrink from succeed-

ing to the poverty or sufferings or obscurity of
CHAP.XI. _ WHATKINGDOMCHRISTIANSLOOKFOR. their fathers, so whatever the Word forbids us to

And when you hear that we look for a king- choose, the sensible man will not choose. That
dora, you suppose, without making any inquiry, all these things should come to pass, I say, our
that we speak of a human kingdom ; whereas Teacher foretold, He who is both Son and Apos-
we speak of that which is with God, as appears tie of God the Father of all and the Ruler, Jesus
also from the confession of their faith made by Christ ; from whom also we have the name of
those who are charged with being Christians, Christians. Whence we becbme more assured
though they know that death is the punishment of all the things He taught us, since whatever
awarded to him who so confesses. For if we He beforehand foretold should come to pass, is
looked for a human kingdom, we should also seen in fact coming to pass ; and this is the
deny our Christ, that we might not be slain ; and work of God, to tell of a thing before it hap-
we should strive to escape detection, that we pens, and as it was foretold so to show it happen-
might obtain what we expect. But since our rag. It were possible to pause here and add no
thoughts are not fixed on the present, we are more, reckoning that we demand what is just
not concerned when men cut us off; since also and true ; but because we are well aware that it
death is a debt which must at all events be paid. is not easy suddenly to change a mind possessed

by ignorance, we intend to add a few things, for
CHAP.XlI.-- CHRISTIANSLIVEASUNDERGOD'S EYE. the sake of persuading those who love the truth,

And more than all other men are we your knowing that It is not impossible to put ignorance
helpers and allies in promoting peace, seeing to flight by presenting the truth.
that we hold this view, that it is alike impossible
for the wicked, the covetous, the conspirator, CHAP.XlII.- CHRISTIANSSERVEGOD RATIONALLY.
and for the virtuous, to escape the notice of God, What sober-minded man, then, will not ac-
and that each man goes to everlasting punish- knowledge that we are not atheists, worshipping
ment or salvation according to the value of his as we do the Maker of this umverse, and declar-
actions. For if all men knew this, no one iing, as we have been taught, that He has no need
would choose wickedness even for a httle, know- of streams of blood and libations and incense ;
ing that he goes to the everlasting punishment whom we praise to the utmost of our power by
of fire ; but would by all means restrain himself, the exercise- of prayer and thanksgiving for all
and adorn himself with virtue, that he might ob- things wherewith we are supphed, as we have
rain the good gifts of God, and escape the pun- been taught that the only honour that is worthy
lshments. For those who, on account of the of Him is not to consume by fire what He has
taws and punishments you impose, endeavour to brought into being for our sustenance, but to use
escape detectmn when they offend (and they it for ourselves and those who need, and with
offend, too, under the impression that it is quite gratitude to Him to offer thanks by Invocations
po_ible to escape your detection, since you are and hymns ' for our creation, and for all the means
but men), those persons, if they learned and of health, and for the various qualities of the
were convinced that nothing, whether actually different kinds of things, and for the changes of
done or only intended, can escape the knowledge the seasons ; and to present before Him peti-
of God, would by all means live decently on ac- tions for our existing again in incorruptlon
count of the penalties threatened, as even you through faith in Him. Our teacher of these
yourselves will admit. But you seem to fear lest things is Jesus Christ, who also was born for this
all men become righteous, and you no longer purpose, and was crucified under Pontius Pilate,
have any to punish. Such would be the concern procurator of Judea, in the times of Tiberius
of public executioners, but not of good princes. Cmsar ; and that we reasonably worship Him,
But, as we before said, we are persuaded that having learned that He is the Son of the true
these things are prompted by evil spirits, who
demand sacrifices and service even from those

pre- t sro_tr&¢x_ _m, ov¢. "Grabe, and it should seem correctly, tun-who live unreasonably ; but as for you, we a_rst_a__o_, to be _d,,,, .*,_:r,r,.... H_ a_ _m_k_,
sume that you who aim at [a reputation for] thatthetSg.,o,were ettherp_msof'Dawd, or som¢ of th(me psalms

and songs made by the prtmtttve Ch_ wlac.h a._ ment_ned m
piety and philosophy wilt do nothing unreason- E,_bi_, _. E., _._S."--T_mo_
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God Himself, and holding Him in the second to be east into everlasting fire." And, "Who-
place, and the prophetic Spirit in the third, we soever shall marry her that is divorced from
will prove. For they proclaim our madness to another husband, committeth adultery." 4 And,
consist in this, that we give to a crucified man a "There are some who have been made eunuchs

place second to the unchangeable and eternal of men, and some who were born eunuchs, and
God, the Creator of all ; for they do not discern some who have made themselves eunuchs for the
the mystery that is herein, to which, as we make kingdom of heaven's sake ; but all cannot re-
it plain to you, we pray you to give heed. ceive this saying." s So that all who, by human

law, are twice married, 6 are in the eye of our
cHAP. XIV._THE DEMONS MISREPRESENTCHRIS- Master sinners, and those who look upon a

TIAN DOCTRINE. woman to lust after her. For not only he who
For we forewarn you to be on your guard, lest in act commits adultery is rejected by Him, but

those demons whom we have been accusing] also he who desires to commit adultery : since
should deceive you, and quite divert you from not only our works, but also our thoughts, are
reading and understanding what we say. For]open before God. And many, both men and
they strive to hold you their slaves and servants ; women, who have been Christ's disciples from
and sometimes by appearances in dreams, and childhood, remain pure at the age of sixty or
sometimes by magical impositions, they subdue seventy years ; and I boast that I could produce
all who make no strong opposing effort for their such from every race of men. For what shall I
own salvation. And thus do we also, since our say, too, of the countless multitude of those who
persuasion by the Word, stand aloof from them have reformed intemperate habits, and learned
(i.e., the demons), and follow the only unbegot- these things ? For Christ called not the just nor
ten God through His Son--we who formerly de- the chaste to repentance, but the ungodly, and
lighted in fornication, but now embrace chastity! the licentious, and the unjust ; His words being,
alone ; we who formerly used magical arts, dedi- "I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to
eate ourselves to the good and unbegotten God ; repentance." 7 For the heavenly Father desires
we who valued above all things the acqmsition of rather the repentance than the punishment of
wealth and possessions, now bring what we have the sinner. And of our love to all, He taught
into a common stock, and commumcate to every thus : "If ye love them that love you, what new
one in need ; we who hated and destroyed one thing do ye ? for even fornicators do this. But
another, and on account of their different man- I say unto you, Pray for your enemies, and love
ners would not live ' with men of a different them that hate you, and bless them that curse
tribe, now, since the coming of Christ, live famil- you, and pray for them that despitefully use
iarly with them, and pray for our enemies, and you." 8 And that we should communicate to the
endeavour to persuade those who hate us unjustly needy, and do nothing for glory, He said, "Give
to hve comformably to the good precepts of to him that asketh, and from him that would
Christ, to the end that they may become par- borrow turn not away ; for if )re lend to them of
takers with us of the same joyful hope of a re- whom ye hope to receive, what new thing do ye ?
ward from God the ruler of all. But lest we even the pubhcans do this. Lay not up for
should seem to be reasoning sophistically, we yourselves treasure upon earth, where moth and
consider it right,-before giving you the prom- rust doth corrupt, and where robbers break
ised 2 explanation, to cite a few precepts given through ; but lay up for yourselves treasure in
by Christ Himself. And be it yours, as powerful heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth cot-
rulers, to inquire whether we have been taught rupt. For what is a man profited, if he shall
and do teach these things truly. Brief and con- gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?
cise utterances fell from Him, for He was no or what shall a man give in exchange for it?
sophist, but His word was the power of God. Lay up treasure, therefore, in heaven, where

neither moth nor rust doth corrupt." 9 And,
CHAP. XVo_ WHAT CHRIST HIMSELFTAUGHT. "Be ye kind and merciful, as your Father also is
Concerning chastity, He uttered such senti- kind and merciful, and maketh His sun to rise

ments as these:3 "Whosoever looketh upon a on sinners, and the righteous,'and the wicked.
woman to lust after her, hath committed adul-
tery with her already in his heart before God." _M,tLv._8,29,3,.
And, "If thy right eye offend thee, cut it out ; s M_. _ix.x2.

6 &_ *ro_o_m,o_, lit. contracting a double marriage.. Of
for it is better for thee to enter into the kingdom do,b_ _ _ ,re _ ki.ncls: thetim, .marriage witha
of heaven with one eye, than, having two eyes, s_o.d wif_whi_ the _nt _ _ .l,_ and ,_o_w_d ,, • h,,¢_wife, or bigamy, the second, marnage wlth a sec_d wife aher oh.

vorce from the first, and third, marriage with a mmond wife a/_er the
death of the fitst. Itis thought that Jumahcrere_tttotlmucomlt Literally, "would not use the same hearth or fire."

2 See the end of chap. xh case.
--3 The reader will notice that Justin quotes from memory, so that Ir

_re are some shght di_repancies between the words of Jesus as s Matt ix t3.
Matt. v. 4_ 44. Luke vl. _8.

reclted, and the same sayings as recordedin our Cmslm_ 9 Luke vi. 3o, 34, Matt. vi xg, xvi. af, vi._o.
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Take no thought what ye shall eat, or what ye Christ ; for not those who make profession, hut
shall put on : are ye not better than the birds and those who do the works, shall be saved, accord-
the beasts? And God feedeth them. Take no ing to His word : "Not every one who saith to
thought, therefore, what ye shall eat, or what ye Me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
shall put on ; for your heavenly Father knoweth heaven, but he that doeth the will of My Father
that ye have need of these things. But seek ye which is in heaven. For whosoever heareth Me,
the kingdom of heaven, and all these things and doeth My sayings, heareth Him that sent
shall be added unto you. For where his treasure Me. And many will say unto Me, Lord, Lord,
is, there also is the mind of a man." _ And, have we not eaten and drunk in Thy name, and
"Do not these things to be seen of men ; other- done wonders ? And then will I say unto them,
wise ye have no reward from your Father which Depart from Me, ye workers of iniquity. Then
is in heaven. ''2 shall there be wailing and gnashing of teeth,

when the righteous shall shine as the sun, and
CHAP. XVL--CONCERmNG PATIENCEAND SWEAR-ithe wicked are sent into everlasting fire. For

raG. ]many shall come in My name, clothed outwardly
And concerning our being patient of injuries, in sheep's clothing, but mwardly being ravening

and ready to serve all, and free from anger, this wolves. By their works ye shall know them.
is what He said : "To him that smiteth thee on And every tree that bringeth not forth good
the one cheek, offer also the other ; and him that fruit, is hewn down and cast into the fire." _
taketh away thy cloak or coat, forbid not. And And as to those who are not living pursuant to
whosoever shall be angry, is in danger of the these His teachings, and are Christians only in
fire. And every one that compelleth thee to go name, we demand that all such be punished by
with him a mile, follow him two. And let your you.
good works shine before men, that they, seeing
them, may glorify your Father which is in CHAP.XVII.-- CHRISTTAUGHTCIVILOBEDIENCE.
heaven." 3 For we ought not to strive ; neither And everywhere we, more readily than all
has He desired us to be imitators of wicked men, endeavour to pay to those appointed by
men, but He has exhorted us to lead all men, you the taxes both ordinary and extraordinary,9
by patience and gentleness, from shame and the as we have been taught by Him ; for at that
love of evil. And this indeed is proved in the time some came to Him and asked Him, if one
case of many who once were of your way of ought to pay tribute to Caesar ; and He an-
thinking, but have changed their violent and swered, "Tell Me, whose image does the coin
tyrannical disposition, being overcome either by bear ?" And they said, "Caesar's." And agoan
the constancy which they have witnessed in their He answered them, "Render therefore to Caesar
neighbours' lives,4 or by the extraordinary forbear- the things that are Caesar's, and to God the
mace they have observed in their fellow-travellers things that are God's." ,o Whence to God alone
when defrauded, or by the honesty of those with we render worship, but in other things we gladly
whom they have transacted business, serve you, acknowledging you as kings and

And with regard to our not swearing at all, and rulers of men, and praying that with your kingly
always speaking the truth, He enjoined as fol- power you be found to possess also sound judg-
lows : "Swear not at all ; but let your yea be meat. But if you pay no regard to our prayer_
yea, and your nay, nay; for whatsoever is more and frank explanations, we shall suffer no loss,
than these cometh of evil. ''s And that weought since we believe (or rather, indeed, are per-
to worship God alone, He thus persuaded us: suaded) that every man will suffer punishment in
"The greatest commandment is, Thou shalt wor- eternal fire according to the merit of his deed,
ship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou and will render account according to the power
serve, with all thy heart, and with all thy strength, he has received from God, as Christ intimated
the Lord God that made thee." 6 And when a when He said, "To whom God has given more,
certain man came to Him and said, "Good of him shall more be required." ,i
Master," He answered and said, "There is none
good but God only, who made all things.'7 CHAP. xvm. -- ]'ROOF OF I_MORTALrrY _ THE
And let those who are not found living as He RESU_mN.
taught, be understood to be no Christians, even For reflect upon the end of each of the pre-
though they profess with the lip the precepts of ceding kings, how they died the death common

to all, which, if it issued in insensibility, would

z Imke vi. $6: Matt. v. 45, vl. 25, *6, 33, st.
t Matt. vi.t. 8 Matt. vil. or,pete.; latkextii 26: Matt xlii. 4.2,'trll. tS, x6, ,9.
3 Luke vi. _0; Matt. vi. 22, 4.I, x6. 9 _6po_ Jrm6_o_Ni¢. The former is the annual m'lmte; the
4 i e., Christen neighbours, latter, any occ__aal assessment. See Otto's Not©, and Tht_d. m.
$ Matt. v. 34, tel.
6 Mark xii. 3o- x9"1oMatt. xxil. t7_ xg, _, st.
7 Matt. _{,,.6, z7. zt Luke xiL 48.
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be a godsend ' to all the wicked. But since will dare to deny ['that such a statement would
sensation remains to all who have ever lived, surpass belief]. In the same way, then, you are
and eternal punishment is laid up (i.e., for the now incredulous because you have never seen a
wicked), see that ye neglect not to be convinced, dead man rise again. But as at first you would
and to hold as your belief, that these things are not have believed it possible that such persons
true. For let even necromancy, and the divina- could be produced from the small drop, and yet
tions you practise by immaculate children, 2 and now you see them thus produced, so also judge
the evoking of departed human souls,3 and those ye that it is not impossible that the bodies of
who are called among the magi, Dreanl-senders men, after they have been dissolved, and like
and Assistant-spirits (Familiars),¢ and all that seeds resolved into earth, should in God's ap-
is done by those who are skilled in such matters pointed time rise again and put on incorrupt.ion.

let these persuade you that even after death For what power worthy of God those imagine
souls are in a state of sensation ; and those who who say, that each thing returns to that from
are seized and cast about by the spirits of the which it was produced, and t.hat beyond this not
dead, whom all call dmmoniacs or madmen;S even God Himself can do anything, we are an-
and what you repute as oracles, both of Amphd- able to conceive ; but this we see clearly, that
ochus, Dodana, Pytho, and as many other such they would not have believed it possible that
as exist; and the opinions of your authors, they could have become such and produced from
Empedocles and Pythagoras, Plato and Socrates, such materials, as they now see both themselves
and the pit of Homer, 6 and the descent of and the whole world to be. And that it is better
Ulysses to inspect these things, and all that has to believe even what is impossible to our own
been uttered of a like kind. Such favour as nature and to men, than to be unbelieving like
you grant to these, grant also to us, who not less the rest of the world, we have learned ; for we
but more firmly than they believe in God ; since know that our Master Jesus Christ said, that
we expect to receive again our own bodies, "what is impossible with men is possible with
though they be dead and cast into the earth, for God," 7 and, "Fear not them that kill you, and
we maintain that with God nothing is impossible, after that can do no more ; but fear Him who

after death is able to cast both soul and body
CHAP. XIX._THE RESURRECTIONPOSSIBLE. into hell. ''s And hell is a place where those

And to any thoughtful person would anything are to be punished who have lived wickedly, and
appear more incredible, than, if we were not in who do not believe that those things which God
the body, and some one were to say that it was has taught us by Christ will come to pass.
possible that from a small drop of human seed
bones and sinews and flesh be formed into a CHAP. XK.-- HEATHENANALOGIESTO CHRISTIAN
shape such as we see ? For let this now be said Ix_rRi_CE"
hypothetically : if you yourselves were not such And the Sibyl 9 and Hystaspes said that there
as you now are, and born of such parents ['and should be a dissolution by God of things corrupt-
causes], and one were to show you human seed ible. And the philosophers called Stoics teach
and a pmture of a man, and were to say with that even God Himself shall be resolved into
confidence that from such a substance such a fire, and they say that the world is to be formed
being could be produced, would you believe be- anew by this revolution ; but we understand that
fore you saw the actual production? No one God, the Creator of all things, is superior to the

things that are to be changed. If, therefore, on
x _pv-mov, a piece of unlooked-for luck, Hermes being the re- some points we teach the same things as the

lmted giver of such gifts: _id. Lidden and Scott's Lex.; see Mso the
Schehast, quoted by Stallbaum m Plato's Phaed, p go7, on a passage poets and philosophers whom you honour, and
mugularly analogous to this.

2 Boys and gtrls, or even children prematurely taken from the on other points are fuller and more divine in our
womb, were slaughtered, and thetr entrails respected, m the behef teaching, and if we alone afford proof of what we
that the souls of the vtcttms (being sull conscious, as Justin is argu-
ing) would reveal tlungs h,dden and future. Instance* are abun- assert, why are we unjustly hated more than all
dandy cited by Otto and Trollope.

s_l'hls form of sprat-rapping was familiar to the ancients, and others? For while we say that all things have
Justin again (Dial. c. Try_k.,c .... ) uses theinvocationof Samuel been produced and arranged into a world by
by the witch of Eagloras a proof of the tmmortality of the soul God, we shall seem to utter the doctrine of4 Valesius (on Euseb. H. E. iv. 7) states that the magi had two
lands of famihars: the first, w_ were sent to tusplre men with
dreams which nught give them inumadons of things future; and the
second, who were sent to watch over men, and trrotect them from 7 Matt. xix. =6.
d_esses and lnt_ortmu_. The first, he soys, they called (as here) s Matt. x 28.
_,Omre_tro_, and tim second trapd_pov¢. * The SibylKne Otaclas are now gzM.mlly rep_., tm.heatha.

$ Justin is not the only author m ancient or recent times who has fragments largely mmr_olated.by un_..roputous men.me.ring the ._
eaasstfddmmomiacsand maniee*togcther; nelther does he standalone ages of thtChurch. For an mtet_ttng ace.tarot ot umse
.among the ancients in the ol_mon that _ were _ b__ perplexing docunumta, see Button's Lecturee on .._# _cleaastic.al
the spirits of departed mon. References wdl.be foutm m t.r_loj_ s Hutory of eke First Tkree Cottsrle=, LecL xvfi. The pt_aectet

of Hystasp_ were also com.m_.ly _ to_ g_-nu_ by the early
note. [Seethismattermmcful]ylUustratedmKaye's_tu*tiu_ar- Christians [Fam(onthcSlbylsan¢IJur, tinl_.)_a_,_.te_t:t.rr, t_. xos-nt.]

6 K_. the Odysuy, book xi. line 2S, where Ulysses ".md_cn'b_i tatlaaee, pp. 6S and 8o. _11fiswork ts = mo_t amrnoa a_a mvenaram
at digging a pit or trench with h_s sword, and pommg i__l__L_ m t_eeaam_ m the form of miO*mm an Cal_. Batm_ Gelm_a,
tinter to colle_.-tarotmd h_m the souh of the 6tin,4 Z663.]
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Plato ; and while we say that there will be a and those many women whom he had violated,
burning up of all, we shall seem to utter the and that his sons did like actions. But, as we
doctrine of the Stoics : and while we affirm that said above, wicked devils perpetrated these
the souls of the wicked, being endowed with things. And we have learned that those only
sensation even after death, are punished, and are deified who have lived near to God in hoh-
that those of the good being delivered from ness and virtue ; and we believe that those who
punishment spend a blessed existence, we shall live wickedly and do not repent are punished in
seem to say the same things as the poets and everlasting fire.
philosopher_ ; and while we maintain that men
ought not to worship the works of their hands, CHAP. xxIx.- ANAIXX3mSTO THE sONSmP or
we say the very things which have been said by] CHRIST.
the comic poet Menander, and other similar Moreover, the Son of God called Jesus, even
writers, for they have declared that the workman if only a man by ordinary generation, yet, on
is greater than the work. account of His wisdom, is worthy to be called

the Son of God; for all writers call God the
CHAP. XXa.m,_ALOGmS TO THE HISTORY OF Father of men and gods. And if we assert that

CHRIST. the Word of God was born of God in a pecuhar
And when we say also that the Word, who is manner, different from ordinary generation, let

the first-birth ' of God, was produced without this, as said above, be no extraordinary thing to
sexual union, and that He, Jesus Christ, our you, who say that Mercury is the angelic word
Teacher, was crucified and died, and rose again, of God. But if any one objects that He was
and ascended into heaven, we propound nothing crucified, in this also He is on a par with those
different from what you believe regarding those reputed sons of Jupiter of yours, who suffered as
whom you esteem sons of Jupiter. For you we have now enumerated. For their sufferings
know how many sons your esteemed writers at death are recorded to have been not all alike,
ascribed to Jupiter: Mercury, the interpreting but diverse ; so that not even bv the pecuhanty
word and teacher of all ; ./Esculapms, who, though of His sufferings does He seem'to be inferior to
he was a great physician, was struck by a thunder- them ; but, on the contrary, as we promised m
bolt, and so ascended to heaven ; and Bacchus the preceding part of ttus discourse, we will now
too, after he had been tom limb from limb ; and prove Him superior-- or rather have already
Hercules, when he had committed himself to the proved Him to be so--for the superior is re-
flames to escape his toils ; and the sons of Leda, vealed by His actions. And if we even affirm
and Dioscuri ; and Perseus, son of Danae ; and that He was born of a virgin, accept this in corn-
Bellerophon, who, though sprung from mortals, mon with what you accept of Perseus. And in
rose to heaven on the horse Pegasus. For what that we say that He made whole the lame, the
shall I say of Ariadne, and those who, like her, paralytic, and those born blind, we seem to say
have been declared to be set among the stars? what is very similar to .the deeds said to have
And what of the emperors who die among your- been done by JEsculapias.
selves, whom you deem worthy of deification,
and in whose behalf you produce some one who CHAp. xxnl. _ THE ARGUMENT.
swears he has seen the burning Caesar rise to And that this may now become evident to
heaven from the funeral pyre? And what kind you-- (firstly3) that whatever we assert in con-
of deeds are recorded of each of these reputed formity with what has been taught us by Christ,
sons of Jupiter, it is needless to tell to those who and by the prophets who preceded Him, are
already know. This only shall be said, that they alone true, and are older than all the writers
are written for the advantage and encouragement _ who have existed ; that we claim to be acknowl-
of youthful scholars; for all reckon it an honour- edged, not because we say the same things as
able thing to imitate the gods. But far be such these writers said, but because we say true
a thought concerning the gods from every well- things: and (secondly) that Jesus Christ is the
conditioned soul, as to believe that Jupiter him- only proper Son who has been begotten by God,
self, the governor and creator of all things, was being His Word and first-begotten, and power ;
both a parricide and the son of a parricide, and and, becoming man according to His will, He
if, at being overcome by the love of base and
shameful pleasures, he came in to Ganymede _ The Benedictine editor, Maranus, Otto, and Trollope, here note

that Justin m this chapter promises to make good three distinct posl-
t3ons: xst, That Christian doctrines alone are true, and ate to be re-
ceived, _ot on account of thetr resemblance to the sentiments of poets

I i,e., flint-hewn, or philosophers, but on the,r own accoimt; 2d, that Jesus Christ ts
*&aipe0iv_wpe¢ _. The lrony here ia so ohvious as to the incamate Son of God, andourteacher;3d, thatheforeHlsincar"

rmtke the _ eead_ (&u_o_l, a_ ir_.'r_._r_v_ corruption natron, the demons, having some knowledge of what He would ac-
Imo aetmtvatma) _. Into pre_rs the reading adopted comphsh, enabled the heathen poets and priests m some points to
above. Trollope, on the other hand, inchnes to the latter reading, anucipate, though roa distorted form, the facts of the mcaroauon.
malnlyou the soore of the formerexptessmnsheing unusual See his The first he establishes m chap. xxiv-xxtx.; the bec.ond m chap.
vet-ygeuslh_e note *'_/_:. xxx.--fiti.; and the third m chap hv. et sq.
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taught us these things for the conversion and this account3 that her son Achilles should de-
restoration of the human race : and (thirdly) stroy many of the Greeks because of his conch-
that before He became a man among men, bine Briseis. Those who believe these things
some, influenced by the demons before men- we pity, and those who invented them we know
t_oned, related beforehand, through the instru- to be devils.
mentality of the poets, those circumstances as
having really happened, which, having fictitiously CHAP. XXVL _ MAGICIANS NOT TRUSTF..D BY CHRIS-

devised, they narrated, in the sanae manner as T_rCS.
they have caused to be fabricated the scandal- And, thirdly, because after Christ's ascension
ous reports against us of infamous and impious into heaven the devils put forward certain men
actions,' of which there is neither witness nor who said that they themselves were gods; and
proof--we shall bring forward the following they were not only not persecuted by you, but
proof, even deemed worthy of honours. There was a

Samasatan, Simon, a native of the village called
CHAP. XXIV. _ VARIETIES OF HEATHEN WORSHIP. Gltto, who in the reign of Claudius Cmsar, and

In the first place [we furnish proof], because, in your royal city of Rome, did mighty acts of
though we say things similar to what the Greeks magic, by virtue of the art of the devils operat-
say, we only are hated on account of the name ing in h_m. He was considered a god, and as
of Christ, and though we do no wrong, are put a god was honoured by you with a statue, which
to death as sinners ; other men in other places statue was erected on the river Tiber, between
worshipping trees and rivers, and mice and cats the two bridges, and bore this inscription, in the
and crocodiles, and many Irrational ammals, language of Rome :-

Nor are the same animals esteemed by all ; but "Simoni Deo Sancto," *
m one place one is worshipped, and another in "To Simon the holy God."

another, so that all are profane in the judgment And almost all the Samaritans, and a few even
of one another, ou account of their not worship- of other nations, worship him, and acknowledge
ping the same objects. And this is the sole ac- him as the first god ; and a woman, Helena, who
cusatxon you bnng against us, that we do not went about with him at that time, and had for-
reverence the same gods as you do, nor offer to merly been a prostitute, they say is the first idea
the dead hbations and the savour of fat, and generated by him. And a man, Meander, also
crowns for their statues, 2 and sacrffices. For a Samaritan, of the town Capparetxea, a disciple
you very well know that the same animals are of Simon, and respired by devils, we know to
w_th some esteemed gods, with others wild have deceived many while he was in Antioch by
beasts, and with others sacrificial victims, his magical art. He persuaded those who ad-
CHAP.XXV._ FALSEGODS ABANDONEDBY CHRIS- hered to him that they should never die, and

TIANS. even now there are some living who hold this
opinion of his. And there is Marclon, a man of

And, secondly, because we--who, out of Pontus, who is even at this day alive, and teach-
every race of men, used to worship Bacchus the ing hm dxsciples to believe In some other god
son of Semele, and Apollo the son of Latona greater than the Creator. And he, by the aid
(who in their loves with men did such things as of the devils, has caused many of every nation
it is shameful even to mention), and Proserpine to speak blasphemies, and to deny that God is
and Venus (who were maddened with love of the maker of this universe, and to assert that
Adonis, and whose mysteries also you cele- some other being, greater than He, has done
brate), or _Esculapius, or some one or other of greater works. All who take their opinions from
those who are called gods- have now, through these men, are, as we before .said, s called Chris-
Jesus Christ, learned to despise these, though tians ; just as also those who do not agree with
we be threatened with death for it, and have
dedicated ourselves to the unbegotten and im-

a i e., on account of the auistanee gained for him by Thetis, and
passible God; of whom we are persuaded that m returnforit.
never was he goaded by lust of Antiope, or such • It ts verygenerallysupposedthatJustinwasmistakeninunder-standing this iv"have been a statue ere_,ed to Sirram Magus. This
other women, or of Ganymede, nor was rescued suppo_tlon rests on the fact that tn the year x574 there was dug up

m the island of the Tiber a fragment of marble, with the in_nptioa
by that hundred-handed grant whose aid was ,, s_o_i sa,_o r_o,- etc., bmngprobablythe ha_ of a ssssssssst_.
obtained through Thetis, nor was anxious on e,_t_ totheSabinedeitySemoSancus.Thismscrtpttmt.Jastin ts

supposed to have mistaken for the one be loves above This has
always seemed to us very slight evidence on whmh to _ m pre-
cise a statement as Justin here makes; a statement which he would

t We have here followed the reading and rendering of Trollope. scarcely have hazarded m an apolo_, add_.m_l to R_. whe_.
lBut see reading of Langus, and Grahe's note, m the edition already every _ had the means of _certatm_ sis _mcumcy. ll_ as ts
eared,x. 46 ] supl_a_l, he made a mistake, it must have been at once exposed, and

have done. See. Burtax'g Bampta_t Ltctxrts_ p. 374, [See Note
Sainaa_us reads _v #a¢_.i, and quotes Martial, Suglgt'a at#feint in Grabe O- 5x), and ahto lni_, at _d.]

roaa crlszt6_ts. Translate, "'patch-work garlands." l s See chap. vh.
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the philosophers in their doctrines, have yet in is His regard for the human race. For He fore-
common with them the name of philosophers knows that some are to be saved by repentance,
given to them. And whether they perpetrate some even that .are perhaps not yet born.4 in
those fabulous and shameful deeds' -- the up- the beginning He made the human race with the
setting of the lamp, and promiscuous intercourse, power of thought and of choosing the truth and
and eating human flesh-- we know not ; but we doing right, so that all men are without excuse
do know that they are neither persecuted nor before God ; for they have been born rational
put to death by you, at least on account of their and contemplative. And if any one disbelieves
opinions. But I have a treatise against all the that God cares for these things,S he will thereby
heresies that have existed already composed, either insinuate that God does not exist, or he
which, if you wish to read it, I will give you. will assert that though He exists He delights in

vice, or exists like a stone, and that neither
CHAP. XXVII.-- GUILTOF EXPOSINGCHILDREN. virtue nor vice are anything, but only in the
But as for us, we have been taught that to ex- opinion of men these things are reckoned good

pose newly-born children is the part of wicked or evil. And this is the greatest profanity and
men; and this we have been taught lest we wickedness.
should do any one an injury, and lest we should
sin against God, first, because we see that almost c_L_.P.XXlX.-- CONTINENCEOF CHRISTIANS.
all so exposed (not only the girls, but also the And again [we fear to expose children], lest
males) are brought up to prostitution. And as some of them be not picked up, but die, and we
the ancients are said to have reared herds of _ecome murderers. But whether we marry, it Is
oxen, or goats, or sheep, or grazing horses, so now only that we may bring up children ; or whether
we see you rear children only for this shameful we decline marriage, we live continently. And
use ; and for this pollution a multitude of females that you may understand that promiscuous inter-
and hermaphrodites, and those who commit un- course is not one of our mysteries, one of our
mentionable iniquities, are found in every nation, number a short tmae ago presented to Fehx the
And you receive the hire of these, and duty and governor in Alexandria a petition, craving that
taxes from them, whom you ought to extermi- permission might be given to a surgeon to make
hate from your realm. And any one who uses aim an eunuch. For the surgeons there said that
such persons, besides the godless and infamous they were forbidden to do this without the permis-
and impure intercourse, may possibly be having sion of the governor. And when Fehx absolutely
intercourse with has own child, or relative, or refused to sign such a permission, the youth re-
brother. And there are some who prostitute mained single, and was satisfied wath his own
even their own children and wives, and some are approving conscience, and the approval of those
openly mutilated for the purpose of sodomy ; who thought as he did. And it is not out of
and they refer these mysteries to the mother of place, we think, to mention here Antinous, who
the gods, and along with each of those whom was alive but lately, and whom all were prompt,
you esteem gods there is painted a serpent, 2 a through fear, to worship as a god, though they
great symbol and mystery. Indeed, the things 3 knew both who he was and what was his origin. _
which you do openly and with applause, as if
the divinelightwere overturned and extin- CHAP.XXX.--WAS CHRISTNOT A MAGICIAN. _

guished,theseyou laytoourcharge; which,in But iestanyone shouldmeet uswiththeques-
truth,does no harm touswho shnnk from doing tion,Whvt shouldpreventthatHe whom we call
any suchthings,but onlyto thosewho do them Christ,being a man born of men, performed
and bearfalsewitnessagainstus. what wc callHis mightyworks by magicalart,

and by thisappearedtobe theSon of God ? we
CHAP. XXVIII. _ GOD'S CARE FOR MEN, will now offer proof, not trusting mere assertions,

For among us the prince of the wicked spirits but being of necessity persuaded by those who
is called the serpent, and Satan, and the devil, as prophesied [of Him] before these things came
you can learn by looking into our writings. And to pass, for with our own eyes we behold things
that he would be sent into the fire with his host, that have happened and are happening just as
and the men who foIIow him, and would be pun-

4 LRerally," For He foreknows some about to Ix: saved by repent-
ished for an endlessduration,Christforetold,anew,_,dSOme,oryetp_psbo_" ..
For the reason why God has delayed to do this, s Thosethingswhichconcernthesalvationof man;so Trollope

and the other interpreters, except Otto who reads ¢ot;¢_v maSCu-
hue, and understands tt of the men first'spoken of. [See plato (De

x Which were commonly charged against the Chrlstlans . Legibus, opp tx p. 08, Bipont. x786) and the valuable edmon of
s Thlrlby remarks that the serpent was the symbol spectally of Book X by Profec, sor Tayler _ts (p. 5_ etc.), New York, xg4_sJ

eternity, of power, and of wisdom, and that there wa.s scarcely any s For a sufficient account of the Infamous htstor_" here allu_:u to
&vine attribute to wMch the heathen did not find some hkeness m and the extravagant grief of Hadrian, and the servtht_ of the people,
this animal. See also Hardwtck's C/_rlst and otker Masters, vol. see Smtth's Dt6ttouary of B*ogra#hy : " Antinous. ' [Note, "'al!
i1. 146 (_d ed.). were prompt, tkronyfk )rear," etc. "Thus we may measure tM defia.n_

;ntreptdtty of thts stanging .,_treasm add_ to the "phdosophets,
[Note how he retaliates upon the calumny (cap. xxvi.) of the with whose sounding titles this Apology hegu_.]*' upsetting of the lamp."]
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they were predicted ; and this will, we think, spoke in these very words:" The sceptre shall
appear even to you the strongest and truest evi- not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from be-
dence, tween his feet, until He come for whom it is

reserved ; and He shall be the desire of the ha-
cHAP. XXXI. _ OF THE HEBREW PROPHETS. [JOltS, binding His foal to the vine, washing His

There were, then, among the Jews certain men robe in the blood of the grape." * It is yours to
who were prophets of God, through whom the make accurate inquiry, and ascertain up to whose
prophetic Spirit published beforehand things that time the Jews had a lawgiver and king of their
were to come to pass, ere ever they happened, own. Up to the time of Jesus Christ, who taught
And their prophecies, as they were spoken and us, and interpreted the prophecies which were
when they were uttered, the kings who happened not yet understood, [they had a lawgiver] as was
to be reigning among the Jews at the several foretold by the holy and divine Spirit of prophecy
umes carefully preserved In their possession, through Moses, "that a ruler would not fail the
when they had been arranged in books by Jews until He should come for whom the king-
the prophets themselves in their own Hebrew dom was reserved " (for Judah was the forefather
language. And when Ptolemy king of Egypt of the Jews, from whom also they have their
formed a library, and endeavoured to collect the name of Jews) _ and after He (i.e., Chnst) ap-
wmings of all men, he heard also of these proph- peared, you began to rule the Jews, and gained
ets, and sent to Herod, who was at that time possession of all their territory. And the proph-
king of the Jews,' requesting that the books ecy, "He shall be the expectation of the nations,"
of the prophets be sent to him. And Herod the signified that there would be some of all nations
king did indeed send them, written, as they were, who should look for Him to come again. And
m the foresaid Hebrew language. And when this indeed you can see for yourselves, and be
thexr contents were found to be unintelligible to convinced of by fact. For of all races of men
the Egyptians, he again sent and requested that there are some who look for Him who was cruci-
men be commissioned to translate them into the fled in Jud_,.a, and after whose crucifixion the
Greek language. And when this was done, the land was straightway surrendered to you as spoil
books remained with the Egyptians, where they of war. And the prgphecy , "binding His foal
are until now. They are also m the possession to the vine, and washing His robe in the blood of
of all Jews throughout the world ; but they, the grape," was a mgnificant symbol of the things
though they read, do not understand what is said that were to happen to Christ, and of what
but count us foes and enemies ; and, like your- He was to do. For the foal of an ass stood
selves, they kill and punish us whenever they bound to a vine at the entrance of a village, and
have the power, as you can well believe. For He ordered His acquaintances to bring it to Him
m the Jewish war which lately raged, Barcho- then ; and when it was brought, He mounted and
chebas, the leader of the revolt of the Jews, sat upon it, and entered Jerusalem, where was
gave orders that Christians alone should be led the vas_ temple of the Jews which was afterwards
to cruel punishments, unless _hey would deny destroyed by you. And after this He was cruci-
Jesus Chnst and utter blasphemy. In these fled, that the rest of the prophecy might be ful-
books, then, of the prophets we found Jesus our filled. For this "washing His robe in the blood
Christ foretold as coming, born of a virgin, grow- of the grape" was predictive of the passion He
ing up t _ man's estate, and healing every disease was to endure, cleansing by His blood those
and every sickness, and rinsing the dead, and who believe on Him. For what is called by the
being hated, and unrecognised, and crucified, Divine Spirit through the prophet "His robe,"
and dying, and rising again, and ascending into are those men who believe in Him in whom
heaven, and being, and being called, the Son of abideth the seed 3 of God, the Word. And what
God. We find it also predicted that certain per- is spoken of as "the blood of the grape," signi-
sons should be sent by Him into every nation ties that He who should appear would have blood,
to pubhsh these things, and that rather among though not of the seed of man, but of the power
the Gentiles [than among the Jews] men should of God. And the first power after God the
believe on Him. And He was predicted before Father and Lord of all is the Word, who is also
He appeared, first 5ooo years before, and again the Son ; and of Him we will, in what follows,
3ooo, then 2ooo, then iooo, and yet again 8oo ; relate how He took flesh and became maa. For
for in the succession of generations prophets as man did not make the blood of the vine, but
after prophets arose. God, so it was hereby intimated that the blood

should not be of human seed, but of divine
CHAP. XXXII. -- CHRIST PREDICTED BY MOSES.

Moses then, who was the first of the prophets, * c,e,.xtlx.to.
3 Grabcwouldh_e¢read,not_rrp_**_batf_a, tl_spirit:but

the Bcm_m_, Otto, _ Trollol_ an _ that no ch_mp _I Some attribute *hl. blunder in chronology to Jusun, otlmrs to his
tranScnbers: tt was _ the high priest to whom Ptolemy applied, made.
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power, as we have said above. And Isaiah, (Saviour)intheGreektongue. Wherefore, too,
another prophet, foretelling the same things in the angel said to the virgin, "Thou shalt call His
other words, spoke thus : "A star shall rise out name Jesus, for He shall save His people from
of Jacob, and a flower shall spring from the root their sins." And that the prophets are inspired 4
of Jesse ; and His arm shall the nations txust." ' by no other than the Divine Word, even you, as
And a star of light has arisen, and a flower has I fancy, will grant.
sprung from the root of Jesse--this Christ.
For by the power of God He was conceived by CHAP. XXX_.-- PLACEOF CHmSr's BroTH FOR_-
a virgin of the seed of Jacob, who was the father TOLD.
of Judah, who, as we have shown, was the father And hear what part of earth He was to be
of the Jews ; and Jesse was His forefather ac- born in, as another prophet, Micah, foretold. He
cording to the oracle, and He was the son of spoke thus: "And thou, Bethlehem, the land
Jacob and Judah according to lineal descent, of Judah, art not the least among the princes of

, ]Judah ; for out of thee shall come forth a Gov-
CHAP. xxxm. -- MANNER OF CHmSTS BroTH ] ernor, who shall feed My people." s Now there

PREDIC-'r_. [is a village in the land of the Jews, thirty-five
And hear again how Isaiah in express words/stadia from Jerusalem, in which Jesus Chnst

foretold that He should be born of a virgin ; for [was born, as you can ascertain also from the
he spoke thus : "Behold, a virgin shall conceive, [ registers of the taxing made under Cyrenms,
and bring forth a son, and they shall say for His [your first procurator in Judaea.
name, ' God with us.' "* For things which were
incredible and seemed impossible with men, CHAP. XXXV.- OTHER FULFILLEDPROPHECIES.
these God predicted by the Spirit of prophecy And how Christ after He was born was to es-
as about to come to pass, in order that, when cape the notice of other men until He grew to
they came to pass, there might be no unbehef, man's estate, whmh also came to pass, hear
but faith, because of their prediction. But lest what was foretold regarding this. There are the
some, not understanding the prophecy now following predictions : 6__ ,, Unto us a child is
cited, should charge us with the very things we born, and unto us a young man is given, and
have been laying to the charge of the poets who the government shall be upon His shoulders ;" 7
say that Jupiter went in to women through lust, which is mgn,ficant of the power of the cross,
let us try to explain the words. This, then," Be- for to it, when He was crucified, He applied
hold, a virgin shall conceive," signifies that a His shoulders, as shall be more clearly made
virgin should conceive without intercourse. For out in the ensuing discourse. And again the
if she had had intercourse with any one what- same prophet Isaiah, being respired by the pro-
ever, she was no longer a virgin ; but the power phetic Sprat, said," I have spread out my hands
of God having come upon the virgin, over- to a dmobedient and gainsaying people, to those
shadowed her, and caused her while yet a virgin who walk m a way that is not good. They now
to conceive. And the angel of God who was ask of me judgment, and dare to draw near
sent to the same virgin at that time brought her to God. ''_ And again in other words, through
good news, saying, "Behold, thou shalt conceive another prophet, He says, "They pierced My
of the Holy Ghost, and shalt bear a Son, and hands and My feet, and for My vesture they
He shall be called the Son of the Highest, and cast lots." 9 And indeed David, the king an_t
thou shalt call His name Jesus ; for He shal: prophet, who uttered these things, suffered none
save His people from their sins," 3 -- as they of them; but Jesus Chnst stretched forth H_
who have recorded all that concerns our Saviour hands, being crucified by the Jews speaking
Jesus Christ have taught, whom we beheved, against Him, and denying that He was the Christ
since by Isaiah also, whom we have now ad- And as the prophet spoke, they tormented Him,
duced, the Spirit of prophecy declared that He and set Him on the judgment-seat, and _md,
should be born as we intimated before. It m Judge us. And the expression, "They pierced
wrong, therefore, to understand the Spirit and my hands and my feet," was used in reference
the power of God as anything else than the to the nails of the cross which were fixed in
Word, who is also the ftrst-bom of God, as the His hands and feet. And after He was crucl-
foresaid prophet Moses declared ; and it was fled they cast lots upon His vesture, and they
this which, when it came upon the virgin[ ........
and overshadowed her, caused her to conceive, .' _,_o_,_-%, ht, a,e,b?,_.eb,y*,god=-a _o_d._.a o_ t_,_

+ . . - _ . __ _ _ ] WUOwere supposed to De WhOlly imcler the lnHuence ol a clelty.

notoy intercourse,DUt Dy power. Ano thename sMicahv *.
Tesus .,_ .t._ vJr__.__ I__ ___ __ ,_ , [ 6 These prcdictions have so httle reference to the povat Justin m-j m ul¢ ncu_w l_ul C means _ _,a eg_l_, ttrr_p tends to make out, that some editors have supposed that a p g

.... has hew been lost. Others think the irrelevancy an insuffic_nt
• . • gsound for such a supposition. [See below, cap. xl. l
- _m. _... x. I 7 I_ix. 6.

_ I_ .v_.z4. l ' I_. L_v.2.lviii.,.Ia_mL _; lt_ i. m_ l 9IMuii.x6.
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that crucified Him parted it among them. And away with ; nor, if ye come to be seen of Me,
that these things did happen, you can ascertain will I hear you : your hands are full of blood ;
from the Acts of Pontius Pilate. x And we will and if ye bring fine flour, incense, it is abomina-
cite the prophetic utterances of another prophet, tion unto Me : the fat of lambs and the blood of
Zephaniah, 2 to the effect that He was foretold bulls I do not desire. For who hath required
expressly as to sit upon the foal of an ass and to this at your hands ? But loose every bond of
enter Jerusalem. The words are these : "Rejoice wickedness, tear asunder the tight knots of vio-
greatly, O daughter of Zion ; shout, O daughter of lent contracts, cover the houseless and naked,
Jerusalem : behold, thy King cometh unto thee ; deal thy bread to the hungry." 6 What kind of
lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt thin_ are taught through the prophets from ['the
the foal of an ass." 3 person of] God, you can now perceive.

cHAP. XXXVI. _ DIFFERENT MODES OF PROPHECY. CHAP. XXXVlIL _ I.TI'rERANCES OF THE SON'.

But when you bear the utterances of the And when the Spirit of prophecy speaks from
prophets spoken as it were personally, you must the person of Christ, the utterances are of this
not suppose that they are spoken by the inspired sort : "I have spread out My hands to x disobe-
themselves, but by the Divine Word who moves dient and gainsaying people, to those who walk
them. For sometimes He declares things that in a way that is not good." 7 And again : " I
are to come to pass, in the manner of one who gave My back to the scourges, and My cheeks
foretells the future; sometimes He speaks as to the buffetings ; I turned not away My face
from the person of God the Lord and Father of from the shame of splttings ; and the Lord was
all; sometimes as from the person of Christ; My helper: therefore was I not confounded:
sometimes as from the person of the people an- but I set My face as a firm rock ; and I knew
swermg the Lord or His Father, just as you can that I should not be ashamed, for He is near
see even in your own writers, one man being the that justifieth Me." s And again, when He says,
writer of the whole, but introducing the persons "They cast lots upon My vesture, and pierced
who converse. And this the Jews who possessed My hands and My feet. And I lay down and
the books of the prophets did not understand, slept, and rose again, because the Lord sustained
and therefore did not recognise Christ even when Me." 9 And again, when He says, "They spake
He came, but even hate us who bay that He has with their lips, they wagged the head, saying,
come. and who prove that, as was predicted, He Let Him deliver Himself. .... And that all these
was crucified by them. things happened to Christ at the hands of the

Jews, you can ascertain. For when He was Cru-
CHAP.XXXVII.- UT'FERANCESOF THE FATHER. cified, they did shoot out the lip, and wagged
And that this too may be clear to you, there their heads, saying, " Let Him who raised the

were spoken from the person of the Father, dead save Himself." "
through Isaiah the prophet, the following words :
"The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his CHAP. XXXIX._DIRECT PREDICTIONSBY THE
master's crib ; but Israel doth not know, and SPIRIT.
My people hath not understood. Woe, sinful And when the Spirit of prophecy speaks as
nation, a people full of sins, a wicked seed, chil- predicting things that are to come to pass, He
dren that are transgressors, ye have forsaken the speaks in this way : "For out of Zion shall go
Lord." 4 And again elsewhere, when the same forth the law, and the word of the Lord from
prophet speaks in like manner from the person Jerusalem. And He shall judge among the na-
of the Father, "What is the house that ye will tions, and shall rebuke many people ; and they
build for Me ? saith the Lord. The heaven is My shall beat their swords into ploughshares, and
throne, and the earth is My footstool." s And their spears into pruning-hooks: nation shall not
again, in another place, "Your new moons and lift up sword against nation, neither shall they.
your sabbaths My soul hateth ; and the great day learn war any more." ,2 And that it did so come
of the fast and of ceasing from labour I cannot to pass, we can convince you. For from Jeru-

salem there went out into the world, men, twelve
t &t_t,. These Acts of Pontius Pilate, or regular accounts of in number, and these illiterate, of no ability in

his procedure sent by Pilate to the Emperor Ttbertu% are _upposed

to have been destroyed at an early period, possibly m consequence speaking : but by the power of God they pro-
of the unanswerable appeals whmh the Christians constandy made to claimed to every race of men that they were sent
thetlL "l-'here eXL_ts a forgery In imitation of these Acts. See Trol-
lope.
2 The reader wdl notice that these are not the word_ of Zephanlah,

t of Zecharlah (ix. 9), to whom also Justin himself refersthem m the _, Isa i t4, xvliL 6.
ial. Trypk , c. 53 [Might he corrected in the text, therefore, as 7 lsa lxv. u.

aclericalshpof thepen ] 8 Isa. I 6.
$ _h. Lg.9. 9 Ps, xxlL iS, iii. 5.

the4LI3_ i. 3. Thisquotatioavariesonlyia onewordfromthatof toPs xx_t.7,tl Com_.. Matt. x.xvll. 39,
_; Isa, L,cvL 2. zz Isa. ii. _
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by Christ to teach to all the word of God ; and ] which the wind driveth away from the face of
we who formerly used to murder one another do I the earth. Therefore the ungodly shall not stand
not only now refrain from making war upon our t in the judgment, nor sinners in the council of
enemies, but also, that we may not lie nor de- I the righteous. For the I_rd knoweth the way
ceive our examiners, willingly die confessing I of the righteous; but the way of the ungodly
Christ. For that saying, "The tongue has sworn, ishall perish. Why do the heathen rage, and the
but the mind is unsworn," xmight be imitated people imagine new things? The kings of the
by us it/this matter. But if the soldiers enrolled earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel
by you, and who have taken the military oath, together, against the Lord, and against His
prefer their allegiance to their own life, and par- Anointed, saying, Let us break their bands asun-
ents, and country, and all kindred, though you der, and cast their yoke from us. He .that dwell-
can offer them nothing incorruptible, it were eth in the heavens shall laugh at them, and the
verily ridiculous if we, who earnestly long for Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall He
incorruption, should not endure all things, in speak to them in His wrath, and vex them in
order to obtain what we desire from Him who is His sore displeasure. Yet have I been set by
able to grant it. Him a King on Zion His holy hill, declaring the

idecree of the Lord. The Lord said to Me,
CHAP.XL. _ CHRIS_'S ADVENTFORE-'tOLD. Thou art My Son; this day have I begotten

And hear how it was foretold concerning those Thee. Ask of Me, and I shall give Thee the
who published His doctrine and proclaimed heathen for Thine inheritance, and the uttermost
His appearance, the above-mentioned prophet parts of the earth as Thy possession. Thou
and king speaking thus by the Spirit of prophecy : shalt herd them with a rod of iron ; as the yes-
" Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto sels of a potter shalt Thou dash them in pieces.
night showeth knowledge. There is no speech Be wise now, therefore, O ye kings; be in-
nor language where their voice is not heard, structed, all ye judges of the earth. Serve the
Their voice has gone out into all the earth, and Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
their words to the ends of the world. In the Embrace instruction, lest at any time the Lord
sun hath He set His tabernacle, and he as a be angry, and ye perish from the right way, when
bridegroom going out of his chamber shall re- His wrath has been suddenly kindled. Blessed
joice as a giant to run his course." 2 And we are all they that put their trust in Him." s
have thought it right and relevant to mention
so_e other prophetic utterances of David be- CHAP. XLI._ THE CRUCIFIXIONPREDICTED.
sides these ; from which you may learn how the And again, in another prophecy, the Spirit of
Spirit of prophecy exhorts men to live, and how prophecy, through the same David, intimated
He foretold the conspiracy which was formed that Christ, after He had been crucified, should
against Christ by Herod the king of the Jews, and reign, and spoke as follows : "Sing to the Lord,
the Jews themselves, and Pilate, who was your all the earth, and day by day declare His salva-
governor among them, with his soldiers; and tion. For great is the Lord, and greatly to be
how He should be believed on by men of every praised, to be feared above all the gods. For
race ; and how God calls Him His Son, and has all the gods of the nations are idols of devils ;
declared that He will subdue all His enemies but God made the heavens. Glory and praise
under Him ; and how the devils, as much as are before His face, strength and glorying are in
they can, strive to escape the power of God the the habitation of His holiness. Give Glory to
Father and Lord of all, and the power of Christ the Lord, the Father everlasting. Receive grace,
Himself; and how God calls all to repentance and enter His presence, and worship in His holy
before the day of judgment comes. These things icourts. Let all the earth fear before His face ;
were uttered thus : "Blessed is the man who let it be established, and not shaken. Let them
hath not walked in the counsel of the ungodly, irejoice among the nations. The Lord hath
_or stood in the way of sinners, nor sat in the ]reigned from the tree." 4
seat of the scornful : but his delight is in the law
of the lord; and in His law will he meditate CHAP.XLII.-- PROPHECYUStNG THE PA_r TElCSE.
day and night. And lie shall be like a tree But when the Spirit of prophecy speaks of
planted by the rivers of waters, which shall give things that are about to come to pass as if they
his fruit in his season ; and his leaf shall not had already taken place,--as may be observed
wither, and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper, even in the passages already cited by me, -- that
The ungodly are not so, but are like the chaff

3 1%.L ii.
s Eurlp.,//t'_t, 608. 4 Ps. xcvi. t, etc. This last datum, which is not extant in our
t Pit. x'ix. at,etc, [Note how J. e_cuses himself for the apparent copies, either of the LXX. or of the Hebrew, Juson charged the J_v_

irrelevancy of tomeof hls cltatimm (cap. xxxv., note), thtmgh quite with erasing. See Dr'a/. Try#_., c. 73- [Concerning the eaghtee
in the manner of Plato himself. These Scriptures were of novel _n- Jewish alteraOovat see Pear*m_ m_ t/re Crttd_ art. iv. p. 335-
tctt_ amlh, was_imu_ti_gImreadersto studytheScl_u_inL] F-_L_ton, t&_t.]
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this circumstance may afford no excuse to read- end ; 2 nor, if he were evil, would he be worthy
ers Efor misinterpreting them], we wilt make of punLshment, not being evil of himself, but
even this also quite plain. The things which He being able to be nothing else than what he was
absolutely knows will take place, He predicts as made.
if already they had taken place. And that the
utterances must be thus received, you will per- CHAP. XlaV.--NOT NVLLIFmD_Y FROPHXCV.
ceive, if you give your attention to them. The And the holy Spirit of prophecy taught us this,
words cited above, David uttered xSOO' years telling us by Moses that God spoke thus to the
before Christ became a man.and was crucified ; man first created : "Behold, before thy face are
and no one of those who lived before Him, nor good and evil : choose the good." 3 And again,
yet of His contemporaries, afforded joy to the by the other prophet Isaiah, that the following
Gentiles by being crucified. But our Jesus utterance was made as if from God the Father
Christ, being crucxfied and dead, rose again, and and Lord of all : "Wash you, make you clean;
having ascended to heaven, reigned ; and by put away evils from your souls ; learn to do well ;
those things which were published m His name judge the orphan, and plead for the widow : and
among all nations by the apostles, there is joy come and let us reason together, saith the Lord :
afforded to those who expect the immortality And if your sins be as scarlet, I will make them
promised by Him. white as wool ; and if they be red like as crimson,

I will make them white as snow. And if ye _be
CHAP.XLIII._ RESPONSIBILITY"ASSERTED. willing and obey Me, ye shall eat the good of the

But lest some suppose, from what has been land ; but if ye do not obey Me, the sword shall
said by us, that we say that whatever happens, devour you : for the mouth of the Lord hath
happens by a fatal necessity, because it is fore- spoken it." 4 And that expression, "The sword
told as known beforehand, this too we explain, shall devour you," does not mean that the dis-
We have lea:'aed from the prophets, and we hold obedient shall be slain by the sword, but the
it to be true, that punishments, and chastisements, sword of God is fire, of which they who choose
and good rewards, are rendered according to the to do wickedly become the fuel. Wherefore He
mere of each man's actions. Since if _t be not says, "The sword shall devour you: for the
so, but all things happen by fat_, neither is any- mouth of the Lord hath spoken it." And if He
thing at all in our own power. For if it be fated had spoken concerning a sword that cuts and at
that this man, e.g., be good, and this other evil, once despatches, He would not have said, shall
neither is the former meritorious nor the latter devour. And so, too, Plato, when he says, "The
to be blamed. And again, unless the human iblame ishis who chooses, andGod is blameless," s
race.have the power of avoiding evil and choosing took thi_ from the prophet Moses and uttered it.
good by free choice, they are not accountable For Moses is more ancient than all the Greek
for their actions, of whatever kind they be. writers. And whatever both philosophers and

• But that it i_ by free choice they both walk poets have said concerning the immortality of the
uprightly and stumble, we thus demonstrate, soul, or punishments after death, or contemplation
We see the same man making a transition to op- of things heavenly, or doctrines of the like kind,
pome things. Now, if it had been fated that he [they have received such suggestions from the
were to be either good or bad, he could never prophets as have enabled them to understand
have been capable of both the opposites, nor of and interpret these things. And hence there
so many transitions. But not even would some seem to be seeds of truth among all men ; but
be good and others bad, since we thus make fate they are charged with not accurately understand-
the cause of evil, and exhibit her as acting in ing [the truth] when they assert contradictories

: opposition to herself; or that which has been So that what we say about future events bein_
already stated would seem to be true, that neither foretold, we do not say it as if they came about
virtue nor vice is anything, but that things are by a fatal necessity; but God foreknowing all
oiily reckoned good or evil by opinion ; which, that shall be done by all men, and it being His
as the true word shows, is the greatest impiety decree that the future actions of men shall all be
and wickedness. But this we assert is inevitable, recompensed according to their several value,
fate, that they who choose the good have worthy He foretells by the Spirit of prophecy that He
rewards, and they who choose the opposite have will bestow meet rewards according to the merit
their merited awards. For not like other things, of the actions done, always urging the human
as trees and quadrupeds, which cannot act by

choice, did God make man : forneither would hei s O_,,but_remadeso._ The,,omsa,_,O_,_ro_,t_
be "worthy of reward or praise did he not of h_m- andthem_,,-g ofJmtmts sulficmatly_.
be . iIf choose the good, but were created for this 3 neut.x_. zs, _9.4 Isa. i. x6. etc.

s plato, Pep. x. [On thzs nmmrkable passage refer to _ Note
_.t A chrono|ogmal error, whether of the copyist oz (ff Justin him- above. S¢¢. also, bnllmnt note of the tophist De Mmstte, (2tut_'a_
sCR_ be:k_owtL ' It. p. Io 5, Ed. Partb, 1853 ]
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race to effort and recollection, showing that He He taught ; and should cry out against us as
cares and provides for men. But by the agency though all men who were born before Him were
of the devils death has been decreed against irresponsible--let us anticipate and solve the
those who read the books of Hystaspes, or of difficulty. We have been taught that Christ is
the Sibyl,' or of the prophets, that through fear the first-born of God, and we have declared
they may prevent men who read them from re- above that He is the Word of whom every race
ceiving the knowledge of the good, and may of men were partakers; and those who lived
retain them in slavery to themselves ; which, how- reasonably s are Christians, even though they
ever, they could not always effect. For not only have been thought atheists ; as, among the
do we fearlessly read them, but, as you see, bring Greeks, Socrates and Heraclitus, and men like
them for your inspecuon, knowing that their con- them ; and among the barbarians, Abraham,
tents will be pleasing to all. And if we persuade and Ananias, and Azarias, and Misael, and Elias,
even a few, our gain will be very great ; for, as and many others whose actions and names we now
good husbandmen, we shall receive the reward decline to recount, because we know it would be
from the Master. tedious. So that even they who lived before

Christ, and lived without reason, were wicked
CHAP.XLV.m CHRIST'S S_SION IN HEAVEN and hostile to Christ, and slew those who hved

FORETOLD. reasonably. But who, through the power of the
And that God the Father of all would bring Word, according to the will of God the Father

Christ to heaven after He had raised Him from and Lord of all, He was born of a virgin as a
the dead, and would keep Him there 2 until He man, and was named Jesus, and was crucified,
has subdued His enemies the devils, and until and died, and rose again, and ascended into
the number of those who are foreknown by Him heaven, an intelhgent man will be able to com-
as good and virtuous is complete, on whose ac- prehend from what has been already so largely
count He has still delayed the consummation-- said. And we, since the proof of this subject is
hear what was said by the prophet David. These less needful now, will pass for the present to the
are his words : "The Lord said unto My Lord, proof of those things which are urgent.
Sit Thou at My right hand, until I make Thine
enemies Thy footstool. The Lord shall send to CHAP. XLVII.-- DESOLATIONOF JUD.,_.AFORETOLD.
Thee the rod of power out of lerusalem ; and rule That the land of the Jews, then, was to be laid
Thou in the midst of Throe enemies. With Thee waste, hear what was said by the Spirit of proph-
is the government in the day of Thy power, in the ecy. And the words were spoken as if from the
beauties of Thy saints : from the womb of morn- person of the people wondermg at what had hap-
ing 3 have I begotten Thee." 4 That which he pened. They are these : "Slon is a wilderness,
says, "He shall send to Thee the rod of power Jerusalem a desolation. The house of our sanc-
out of Jerusalem," is predictive of the mighty tuary has become a curse, and the glory which
word, which His apostles, going forth from Jeru- our fathers blessed is burned up with fire, and
salem, preached everywhere ; and though death all its glorious things are laid waste : and Thou
is decreed against those who teach or at all con- refrainest Thyself at these things, and hast held
fess the name of Christ, we everywhere both em- Thy peace, and hast humbled us very sore." 6
brace and teach it. And if you also read these And ye are convinced that Jerusalem has been
words in a hostile spirit, ye can do no more, as laid waste, as was predmted. And concerning
I said before, than kill us ; which indeed does its desolation, and that no one should be per-
no harm to us, but to you and all who unjustly mitted to inhabit it, there was the following
hate us, and do not repent, brings eternal punish- _rophecy by Isaiah : "Their land is desolate,
ment by fire. their enemies consume it before them, and none

of them shall dwell therein."7 And that it is

CHAP. XLVL--THE WORD IN THE WORLDBEFOREguarded by you lest any one dwell in it, and
CHRIST. that death is decreed against a Jew apprehended

But lest some should, without reason, and for entering it, you know very well s
the perversion of what we teach, maintain that
we say that Christ was born one hundred and CHAP. XLVIII._CHRIST'S WORKAND DEATHFORE-
fifty years ago under Cyrenius, and subsequently, TOLl).
in the time of Pontius Pilate, taught what we say And that it was predicted that our Christ

3 _¢dt dXo'_v, "with reason," or" the Word." [This remarkable
t [On tim Orphlea sad Sibyllina, see Bull, Works, vol. vi. pp. passage on the salvabthty and accountabdity of the heathen is note-

agx-ag8 ] worthy'. See, on St Matt. xxv. 32, Morsels ef Crtlictsm by the
2 So 'rhirlby, Otto, and Trollope seem .all to understand the word eccentric but thoughtful Ed. King, p. 34x. London_ x788 ]

Jrard_ietv; yet It seems worth ccatsidenng whether Justin has not 6 Isa. Ixiv. zo-xa.
borrowed both the sense and the word from • Thess. u. 6, 7- 7 Isa i. 7-

3 Or, "before the morning star " s lad ltami_,dm, referring to the cruel decree of I'_, which
4 Ps. ¢.x. l, etc the philosophic Antomnes dad not annul.]
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should heal all diseases and raise the dead, hear "Because they delivered His soul unto death,
what was said. There are these words: "At and He was numbered with the transgressors,
His coming the lame shall leap as an hart, and He has borne the sin of many, and shall make
the tongue of the stammerer shall be clear speak- intercession for the transgressors. For, behold,
rag: the blind shall see, and the lepers shall be My Servant shall deal prudently, and shall be
cleansed ; and the dead shall rise, and walk exalted, and shall be greatly extolled. As many
about."' And that He did those things, you were astonished at Thee, so marred shall Thy
can learn from the Acts of Pontius Pilate. And form be before men, and so hidden from them
how it was predicted by the Spirit of prophecy Thy glory; so shall many nations wonder, and
that He and those who hoped in Him should be the kings shall shut their mouths at Him. For
slam, hear what was sa_d by Isaiah. These are they to whom it was not told concerning Him,
the words: "Behold now the mghteous perish- and they who have not heard, shall understand.
eth, and no man layeth it to heart ; and just O Lord, who hath believed our report ? and to
men are taken away, and no man considereth, whom is the arm of the Lord revealed ? We
From the presence of wickedness is the righteous have declared before Him as a child, as a root
man taken, an.d his burial shall be in peace : he in a dry ground. He had no form, nor glory ;
is taken from our m_dst." 2 and we saw H_m, and there was no form nor

comehness : but His form was dishonoured and
c_. XLIX.--mS REJECTIONBYTHE JEWS tORE- marred more than the sons of men. A man

TOLO. under the stroke, and knowing how to bear
And again, how it was said by the same Isaiah, infirmity, because His face was turned away :

that the Gentile nations who were not looking He was despised, and of no reputation. It is
for Him should worship Him, but the Jews who He who bears our sins, and is afflicted for us ;
always expected H_m should not recogmze Him yet we did esteem Him snfitten, stricken, and
when He came. And the words are spoken as afflicted. But He was wounded for our trans-
from the person of Christ ; and they are these : gressions, He was bnnsed for our iniquities, the
"I was manifest to them that asked not for Me ; chastisement of peace was upon Him, by His
I was found of them that sought Me not : I said, stripes we are healed. All we, hke sheep, have
Behold Me, to a nat_on that called not on My gone astray ; every man has wandered in his own
name. I spread out My hands to a disobedient way. And He delivered Him for our sins ; and
and gainsaying people, to those who walked m He opened not H_s mouth for all His affhction.
a way that is not good, but follow after their own He was brought as a sheep to the slaughter, and
sins; a people that provoketh Me to anger to as a lamb before h_s shearer is dumb, so He
My face " 3 For the Jews having the prophecies, ]openeth not His mouth. In His humiliation,
and being always in expectauon of the Christ to iHis judgment was taken away." 5 Accordingly,
come, did not recoga_se Hnn; and not only so, after He was crucified, even all His acquaint-
but even treated Him shamefnlly. But the Gen- ances forsook Hml, having denied Him ; and
tiles, who had never heard anything about Christ, afterwards, when He had risen from the dead
until the apostles set out from Jerusalem and and appeared to them, and had taught them to
preached concerning Him, and gave them the read the prophecies in which all these things were
prophecies, were filled with joy and faith, and cast iforetold as coming to pass, and when they had
away their idols, and dedicated themselves to the iseen Him ascending into heaven, and had be-
Unbegotten God through Christ. And that it lieved, and had received power sent thence by
was foreknown that these infamous things should H_m upon them, and went to every race of men,
be uttered against those who confessed Christ, they taught these things, and were called apostles.
and that those who slandered Him, and said
that it was well to preserve the ancient customs, CHAP. LL--THE MAJESTYOF CHRIST.
should be miserable, hear what was briefly said And that the Spirit of prophecy might signify
by Isaiah ; it is this: "Woe unto them that call to us that He who suffers these things has an
sweet bitter, and bitter sweet." 4 ineffable origin, and rules His enemies, He spake

thus: His generation who shall declare ? be-
CHAP. L.-- mS m_ILIAlnOn PREDICTED. cause His life is cut off from the earth : for their

But that, having become man for our sakes, transgressions He comes to death. And I will
He endured to suffer and to be dishonoured, and gave the wicked for His burial, and the rich for
that He shall come again with glory, hear the His dealh ; because He did no violence, neither
prophecies which relate to this ; they are these : was any deceit in His mouth. And the Lord is

pleased to cleanse Him from the stripe. If He
, l ..... 6. be given for sin, your soul shall see His seed
2 ]sa IwL
•_ lsa lxv _-3-
4. Isa v. 2.0. -.*lsa. In 13-15, hu. I-8.
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prolonged in days. And the Lord is pleased to the people of the Jews shall say and do, when
deliver His soul from grief, to show Him light, they see Him coming in glory, has been thus
and to form Him with knowledge, to justify the predicted by Zechariah the prophet : "I will
righteous who richly serveth many. And He command the four winds to gather the scattered
shall bear our iniquities. Therefore He shall children; I will command the north wind to
inherit many, and He _hall divide the spoil of bring them, and the south wind, that it keep not
the strong; because His soul was delivered to back. And then in Jerusalem there shall be
death : and He was numbered with the trans- great lamentation, not the lamentation of mouths
gressors; and He bare the sins of many, and or of lips, but the lamentation of the heart ; and
He was delivered up for their transgressions."' they shall rend not their garments, but their
Hear, too, how He was to ascend into heaven hearts. Tribe by tribe they shall mourn, and
according to prophecy. It was thus spoken: then they shall look on Him whom they have
"Lift up the gates of heaven ; be ye opened, pierced ; and they shall say, Why, O Lord, hast
that the King of glory may come in. Who is this Thou made us to err from Thy way? The glory
King of glory? The Lord, strong and mighty." 2 which our fathers blessed, has for us been turned
And how also He should come again out ofl into shame." 7
heaven with glory, hear what was spoken in refer-
ence to this by the prophet Jeremiah. 3 His CHAP. LIII._SUMMARY OF THE PROPHECIES.
words are: "Behold, as the Son of man He! Though we could bring forward many other
cometh in the clouds of heaven, and His angels prophecies, we forbear, judging these sufficient
with Him." 4 for the persuasion of those who have ears to hear

and understand ; and considenng also that those
CHAP. LII.--CERTAIN FULFILMENT OF PROPHECY.

persons are able to scc that wc do not make
Since, then, we prove that all things which mere assertions without being able to produce

have already happened had been predicted by proof, hke those fables that are told of the so-
the prophets before they came to pass, we must called sons of Jupiter. For with what reason
necessarily believe also that those thing_ which should we believe of a crucified man that He is
are in like manner predicted, but are yet to come the first-born of the unbcgottcn God, and Him-
to pass, shall certainly happen. For as the things selfwtll pass judgment on the whole human race,
wiuch have already taken place came to pass unless we had found testimonies concerning Him
when foretold, and even though unknown, so )ublished before He came and was born as man,
shall the things that remain, even though they md unless we saw that things had happened ac-
be unknown and disbelieved, yet come to pass. "ordmgiy--the devastation of the land of the
For the prophets have proclaimed two advents Jews, and men of every race persuaded by His
of His: the one, that which is already past, teaching through the apostles, and rejecting
when He came as a dtbhonoured and suffering their old habits, in which, being deceived, they
Man ; but the second, when, according to proph- had had their conversation ; yea, seeing ourselves
ecy, He shall come from heaven with glory, ac- too, and knowing that the Christians from among
companied by His angelic host, when also He / the Gentiles arc both more numerous and more
shall raise the bodies of all men who have lived, I true than those from among the Jews and Samar-
and shall clothe those of the worthy with immor- ] itans ? For all the other human races are called
tality, and shall send those of the wicked, endued IGentiles by the Spirit of prophecy ; but the Jew-
with eternal sensibility, into everlasting fire with [ ish and Samaritan races are called the tribe of
the wicked dewls. And that these things also Israel, and the house of Jacob. And the prophecy
have been foretold as yet to be, we will prov.c. [in which it was predicted that there should bc
By Ezekiel the prophet it was said : "Joint shall ]more believers from the Gentiles than from the

be joined to joint, and bone to bone, and flesh iJews and Samaritans, we will produce : it ranshall grow again ; and every knee shall bow to i thus : "Rejoice, O barren, thou that dost not
the Lord, and every tongue shall confess Him." s bear ; break forth and shout, thou that dost not
And in what kind of sensation and punishment travail, because many more are the children of
the wicked are to be, hear from what was said the desolate than of her that hath an husband." s
in like manner with reference to this ; it is as For all the Gentiles were "desolate" of the true
follows : "Their worm shall not rest, and their God, serving the works of their hands ; but the
fire shall not be quenched;" 6 and then shall Jews and Samaritans, having the word of God
they repent, when it profits them not. And what delivered to them by the prophets, and always

expecting the Christ, did not recognise Him
*I*a liii 8-x.. iwhen He came, except some few, of whom the
, w, ,_,i_.7. Spirit of prophecy by Isaiah had predicted that-_ Tht_ prophecy occur_ not in Jerenuah, but ia Dan. viL 13.
4 Dan. vii 't3.
s F_ek. x_xvh. 7, 8; Isa. glv. _4, 7 Zech. xit. 3-_4, Isa, bmx. x7, lxxv. XL
6 lea. lxvt. a¢, a l_t hv _..
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they should be saved. He spoke as from their vine, and they number wine 4 [or, the ass] among
person : "Except the Lord had left us a seed, we his mysteries ; and they taught that, having been

ould have been as Sodom and Gomorrah." x torn in pieces, he ascended into heaven. And
For Sodom and Gomorrah are related by Moses because in the prophecy of Moses it had not
to have been cities of ungodly men, which God been expressly intimated whether He who was
burned with fire and brimstone, and overthrew, to come was the Son of God, and whether
no one of their inhabitants being saved except He would, riding on the foal, remain on earth
a certain stranger, a Chaldman by birth, whose or ascend into heaven, and because the name of
name was Lot ; with whom also his daughters "foal " could mean either the foal of an ass or
were rescued. And those who care may yet see the foal of a horse, they, not knowing whether
their whole country desolate and burned, and He who was foretold would bring the foal of an
remaining barren. And to show how those from ass or of a horse as the sign of His coming, nor
among the Gentiles were foretold as more true whether He was the Son of God, as we said
and more believing, we will cite what was said above, or of man, gave out that Bellerophon, a
by Isaiah 2 the prophet ; for he spoke as follows : man born of man, himself ascended to heaven
" Israel is uncircumcised in heart, but the Gen- on his horse Pegasus. And when they heard it
tiles are uncircumcised in the flesh." So many said by the other prophet Isaiah, that He should
things therefore, as these, when they are seen be born of a virgin, and by His own means as-
with the eye, are enough to produce conviction cend into heaven, they pretended that Perseus
and belief in those who embrace the truth, and was spoken of. And when they knew what was
are not bigoted in their opinions, nor are gov- said, as has been cited above, in the prophecies
emed by their passions, written aforetime, "Strong as a giant to run his

course," s they said that Hercules was strong,
CHAP. LIV.- ORIGIN OF HEATHENMYTHOLOGY. and had journeyed over the whole earth. And

But those who hand down the myths which the when, again, they learned that it had been fore-
poets have made, adduce no proof to the youths told that He should heal every sickness, and
who learn them ; and we proceed to demon- raise the dead, they produced 2Esculapins.
strate that they have been uttered by the influ-
ence of the wicked demons, to deceive and lead CHAP. LV.--SYMBOLS OF THE CROSS.
astray the human race. For having heard it But in no instance, not even in any of those
proclaimed through the prophets that the Christ called sons of Jupiter, did they imitate the be-
was to come, and that the ungodly among men ing crucified ; for it was not understood by them,
were to be punished by fire, they put forward all the things said of it having been put symboli-
many to be called sons of Jupiter, under the cally. And this, as the prophet foretold, is the
impression that they would be able to produce in greatest symbol of His power and rule ; as is also
men the idea that the thin_ which were said proved by the things which fall under our obser-
with regard to Christ were mere marvellous tales, vation. _ For consider all the things in the world,
hke the thmgswhich were said by the poets. And whether without this form they could be admin-
these things were said both among the Greeks istered or have any community. For the sea is
and among all nations where they ['the de- not traversed except that trophy which is called
mons] heard the prophets foretelling that Christ a sail abide safe in the ship ; and the earth is
would specially be believed in ; but that in not ploughed without it : diggers and mechanics
hearing what was said by the prophets they do not their work, except wxth tools which have
did not accurately understand it, but imitated this shape. And the human form differs from
what was said of our Christ, like men who are in that of the irrational animals in nothing else than
error, we will make plain. The prophet Moses in its being erect and having the hands extended,
then, was, as we have already said, older than and having on the face extending from the fore-
all writers ; and by him, as we have also said be- head what is called the nose, through which
fore, it was thus predicted : "There shall not there is respiration for the living creature ; and
fail a prince from Judah, nor a lawgiver from this shows no other form than that of the _._,
between his feet, until He come for whom it is And so it was said by the prophet, "The breatta
reserved ; and He shall be the desire of the Gen- before our face is the Lord Christ," 6 And the
tiles, binding His foal to the vine, washing His power of this form is shown by your own sym-

:°b e/_mth_y, blw°t_edn°fthth; hgre_rt_ "thes £e d_eitiLScbols °n what are called '' vexiua" [_banners]ando

words, said that Bacchus was the son of Jupiter, _._*I,;_:_ t_,_;t,_;ib(:_,_i): _t_J.m_t_'_
and gave out that he was the discoverer of the h_,_t,o,: a.a this_i_a _'a_,o,_ b_Ora_ a,_ a'm,t_, and

adopted by Otto and l'_llOl_ It may be added, that _lgti@ot,_*
ht much morn imitable to _rev than to ob,ow,x I_a.i 0

Tim following word_ are fotmd, not in Ismah, but in Jet. ix. 26. s Ps _t.x. 5.
a Gem xlix. to. 6 From L_m. iv. _o (Sept.).
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trophies, with which all your state possessions axe want. But if they believe that there is nothing
made, using these as the insignia of your power after death, but declare that those who die pass
and government, even though you do so unwit- into insensibility, then they become our benefac-
tingly.' And with this form you consecrate the ,ors when they set us free from sufferings and
images of your emperors when they die, and you necessities of this life, and prove themselves to
name them gods by inscriptions. Since, there- be wicked, and inhuman, and bigoted. For they
fore, we have urged you both by reason and by kill us with no intention of delivering us, but
an evident form, and to the utmost of our ability, cut us off that we may be deprived of life and
we know that now we are blameless even though pleasure.
you disbelieve; for our part is done and fin-
ished. CHAP. LVZn.- AND RMSE UP HERETICS.

And, as we said before, the devils put forward
CHAP. LVI._THE DEMONSSTILL MISLEADMEN. Marcion of Pontus, who is even now teaching

But the evil spirits were not satisfied with say- men to deny that God is the maker of all things
ing, before Christ's appearance, that those who in heaven and on earth, and that the Christ pre-
were said to be sons of Jupiter were born of dicted by the prophets is His Son, and preaches
him ; but after He had appeared and been born another god besides the Creator of all, and hke-
among men, and when they learned how He had wise another son. And this man many have
been foretold by the prophets, and knew that believed, as if he alone knew the truth, and
He should be believed on and looked for by laugh at us, though they have no proof of what
every nation, they again, as was said above, put they say, but are carried away irrationally as
forward other men, the Samaritans Simon and lambs by a wolf, and become the prey of atheis-
Menander, who did many mighty works by magic, tical doctrines, and of devils. For they who are
and deceived many, and still keep them de- called devils attempt nothing else than to seduce
ceived. For even among yourselves, as we said men from God who made them, and from Christ
before, 2 Simon was in the royal city Rome in His first-begotten; and those who are unable to
the reign of Claudius Cmsar, and so greatly raise themselves above the earth they have riveted,
astonished the sacred senate and people of the and do now rivet, to things earthly, and to the
Romans, that he was considered a god, and works of their own hands; but those who de-
honoured, like the others whom you honour as vote themselves to the contemplation of things
gods, with a statue. Wherefore we pray that the divine, they secretly beat back ; and if they have
sacred senate and your people may, along with not a wise sober-mindedness, and a pure and
yourselves, be arbiters of this our memorial, in )assionless life, they drive them into godless-
order that if any one be entangled by that man's hess.
doctrines, he may learn the truth, and so be able
to escape error; and as for the statue, if you c[tm,. LIX.-- PLATO'SOBLIGATIONTO MOSES.

#ease, destroy it. And that you may learn that it was from our
teachers--we mean the account given through

CHAP.LVII.--AND CAUSEPERSECUTION. the prophets--that Plato borrowed his state-
Nor can the devils persuade men that there men, that God, having altered matter which was

will be no conflagration for the punishment of shapeless, made the world, hear the very words
the wicked ; as they were unable to effect that spoken through Moses, who, ms above shown,
Christ should be hidden after He came. But was the first prophet, and of greater antiquity
this only can they effect, that they who live irra-I than the Greek writers ; and through whom the
tionally, and were brought up licentiously m Spirit of prophecy, mgnifying how and from what
wicked customs, and are prejudiced in their materials God at first formed the world, spake
own opinions, should kill and hate us ; whom thus : "In the beginning God created the heaven
we not only do not hate, but, as is proved, pity and the earth. And the earth was invisible and
and endeavour to lead to repentance. For we unfurnished, and darkness was upon the face of
do not fear death, since it is acknowledged we the deep ; and the Spirit of God moved over
must surely die ; and there is nothing new, but the waters. And God said, Let there be light ;
all things continue the same in this administra-i and it was so." So that both Plato and they
tion of things ; and if satiety overtakes those who who agree with him, and we ourselves, have
enjoy even one year of these things, they ought learned, and you also can be convinced, that by
to give heed to our doctrines, that they may ]the word of God the whole world was made out
live eternally free both from suffering and from of the substance spoken of before by Moses.

And that which the poets call Erebus, we know
t [The Ork'nudsdelight in such _finernents, but the* _candal of]was spoken of formerly by Moses.3

the cro_" led the eady ChrL_tians thus to _tort upon the heathen; [

and the La/_'zt _ may have been tile frtllt of this very $uggestlou,] _ _ --
LSec cap. xxvi abovo_ and note p z87, bclow.] Comp_ I_t. xxxu 22.
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CHAP. IX. -- PLATO'S DOCTRINE OF THE CROSS. making. As many as are persuadedand believe

And the physiologicaldiscussion'concerningthatwhat we teachand sayistrue,and under-
theSon of God in the Timceusof Plato,where taketobeabletoliveaccordingly,areinstructed

hc says,"Hc placedhim crosswise*in the uni- toprayand to entreatGod with fasting,forthe
remissionof theirsinsthatare past,we praying

verse,"hc borrowed inlikemanner from Moses ; and fastingwiththem. Then theyare broughtforinthewritingsof Moses itisrelatedhow at
thattime,when the Israchteswent outof Egypt by uswhere thereiswater,and are regenerated
and were in the wilderness,they fellin with inthesame manner inwhichwc were ourselves

regenerated.For, in the name of God, the
poisonousbeasts,bothvipersand asps,and every
kind of serpent,which slew the people; and Fatherand Lord of the universe,and ofour
thatMoses,by the inspirationand influenceof SaviourJesusChrist,and of the Holy Spirit,
God, tookbrass,and made itintothe figureof theythen receivethewashingwithwater. For
a cross,and set itin the holy tabernacle,and Christalsosaid,"Except ye be born again,ye
saidto the people,"If yc look to thisfigure,shallnot enterintothe kingdom of heaven."6
and behcve,ye shallbe saved thereby."3 And Now, thatitisimpossibleforthosewho have
when thiswas done,itisrecordedthatthe scr-once been born to enterinto theirmothers'

pcnts died,and itis handed down that the wombs, ismanifestto all.And how thosewho
peoplethusescapeddeath. Which thingsPlato havesinnedand repentshallescapetheirsins,
reading,and not accuratelyunderstanding,and isdeclaredby Esaiasthe prophet,as I wrote
not apprehendingthatitwas the figureofthc above;7 hethusspeaks: "Wash you,make you
cross,but takingitto be a placingcrosswise,clean; put away the evilof your doingsfrom
hesaidthatthe power nexttothcfirstGod was your souls; learnto do well;judge the father-

placedcrosswisein the universe. And as to less,and plead forthe widow: and come and
hisspeakingof a third,he did thisbecausehe letus reason together,saiththe Lord. And
read,aswe saidabove,thatwhich was spoken thoughyoursinsbe asscarlet,Iwillmake them
by Moses,"thatthe Spiritof God moved over whitelikewool; and thoughtheybe ascrimson,
thewaters." For he glvcsthe second placeto I willmake them whiteassnow. But ifyc re-
theLogos which iswith God, who he saidwas fuseand rebel,thesword shalldevouryou : for
placedcrosswiseinthe universe; and the thirdthemouth of theLord hathspokenit."s
placeto the Splritwho was saidto bc borne And forthis[rite]we have learnedfrom the
upon thewater,saying,"And the thirdaround apostlesthisreason. Sinceatour birthwe were
thethird."4 And hearhow theSpiritof proph- bornwithoutour own knowledge or choice,by

ecysigmfiedthroughMoses thatthereshouldbc our parentscoming together,and were brought
a conflagratmn.He spoke thus: "Everlastingup inbad habitsand wicked training; in order
fireshalldescend,and shalldevour to the pit thatwc may not remainthechildrenofnecessity
beneath."5 Itisnot,then,thatwc holdthesame and of ignorance,but may become the children
opmlonsasothers,butthatallspeakinimitationofchoiceand knowledge,and may obtaininthe
of ours. Among us thesethingscan be heard watertheremissionof sinsformerlycommitted,
and learnedfrom personswho do noteven know thereispronouncedoverhim who choosestobe
theformsoftheletters,who areuneducatedand born again,and has repented of hissins,thename of God the Fatherand Lord of the uni-
barbarousin speech,though wise and believing
inmind ; some, indeed,even maimed and de- verse; hewho leadstothelaverthepersonthat
privcdofeyesight; sothatyou may understandistobc washed callinghim by thisnarncalone.
thatthesethingsare not the effectof human For no one can utterthe name of the ineffable
wisdom,but areutteredby thepower of God. God ; and ifany one daretosaythatthereisa

name, hc raveswith a hopelessmadness. And
CHAP. LXI.- OHRISTIANBAPTISM. this washing is called illumination, because they

I will also relate the manner in which we who learn these things are illuminated in their
dedicated ourselves to God when we had been understandings. And in the name of Jesus

made new through Christ ; lest, if we omit this, Christ, who was crucified under Pontius Pilate,
and in the name of the Holy Ghost, who through

we seem to be unfair in the explanation we are the prophets foretold all things about Jesus, he
who is illuminated is washed.

t Literally, " that wluch is treated physiologically."

a He tmprassed him as a X,aaua, I e, In the form of the letter X CHAP. LXH. -- ITS IMITATION BY DEMONS.
UpOn the umverse " Plato m speaking of the soul of the universe

[T..... Opp. vol.tx p 3z4 And.... teofl_,g,__p37)o, And the devils,indeed,having heard thisp. xx3 of_rahe' Here crops out the Platomc philosopherspeazlng

afterthefash_ofh_co,tempo_d_,_rh_mto_o,c_ h_ washing publishedby the prophet,instigated
Sovereign. See Professor Jowett's Introductton to the Tim.au$_ which
will atd the students,]

Num. xxi 8 6 John ill 5.

4 _ r#_'a tr_ _V _'#TOV. 7 Chap. xliv.$ xxxil. _. B Isa. i x6-'_o.
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those who enter their temples, and are about to from the same writings ; for it is impossible to
approach them with libations and burnt-offerings, relate the whole here. But so much is written
also to sprinkle themselves ; and they cause them for the sake of proving that Jesus the Christ is
also to wash themselves entirely, as they depart the Son of God and His Apostle, being of old
[from the sacrifice], before they enter into the the Word, and appearing sometimes in the form
shrines in which their images are set. And the of fire, and sometimes in the likeness of angels ;
command, too, given by the priests to those who but now, by the will of God, having become
enter and worship in the temples, that they take man for the human race, He endured all the
off their shoes, the devils, learning what hap- sufferings which the devils instigated the sense-
pened to the above-mentioned prophet Moses, less Jews to inflict upon Him ; who, though they
have given in imitation of these things. For at have it expressly affirmed in the writings of
that juncture, when Moses was ordered to go Moses, "And the angel of God spake to Moses
down into Egypt and lead out the people of the in a flame of fire in a bush, and said, I am that
Israelites who were there, and while he was tend- I am, the God of Abraham, and the God of
ing the flocks of his maternal uncle' in the land Isaac, and the God of Jacob," yet maintain that
of Arabia, our Christ conversed with him under He who said this was the Father and Creator of
the appearance of fire from a bush, and said, the universe. Whence also the Spirit of proph-
"Put off thy shoes, and draw near and hear." ecy rebukes them, and says, "Israel doth not
And he, when he had put off his shoes and drawn know Me, my people have not understood Me." 6
near, heard that he was to go down into Egypt And again, Jesus, as we have already shown, while
and lead out the people of the Israelites there ; He was with them, said, "No one knoweth the
and he received mighty power from Christ, who Father, but the Son ; nor the SOn but the Father,
spoke to him in the appearance of fire, and and those to whom the Son will reveal Him." 7
went down and led out the people, having done The Jews, accordingly, being throughout of
great and marvellous things ; which, if you desire opinion that it was the Father of the universe
to know, you will learn them accurately from his who spake to Moses, though He who spake to
writings, him was indeed the Son of God, who is called

both Angel and Apostle, are justly charged, both
cI_P. LXlIL-- HOW COO APPEAREDTO MOSES. by the Spirit of prophecy and by Christ Himself,
And all the Jews even now teach that the with knowing neither the Father nor the Son.

nameless God spake to Moses ; whence the For they who affirm that the Son is the Father,
Spirit of prophecy, accusing them by Isaiah are proved neither to have become acquainted
the prophet mentioned above, said "The ox with the Father, nor to know that the Father of
knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib ; the universe has a Son ; who also, being the
but Israel doth not know Me, and My people do first-begotten Word of God, is even God. And
not understand."* And Jesus the Christ, be- of old He appeared in the shape of fire and in
cause the Jews knew not what the Father was, the likeness of an angel to Moses and to the
and what the Son, in like manner accused them ; other prophets; but now in the times of your
and Himself said, "No one knoweth the Father, reign, 8 having, as we before said, become Man
but the Son ; nor the Son, but the Father, and by a virgin, according to the counsel of the
they to whom the Son revealeth Him." 3 Now Father, for the salvation of those who believe on
the Word of God is His Son, as we have before Him, He endured both to be set at nought and
said. And He is called Angel and Apostle ; for to suffer, that by dying and rising again He
He declares whatever we ought to know, and is might conquer death. And that which was said
sent forth to declare whatever is revealed ; as out of the bush to Moses, "I am that I" am, the
our Lord Himself says, "' He that heareth Me, God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and
heareth Him that sent Me." 4 From the writ- the God of Jacob, and the Cod of your fathers," 9
ings of Moses also this will be manifest; for this signified that they, even though dead, are
thus it is written in them, "And the Angel of yet in existence, and are men belonging to Christ
God spake to Moses, in a flame of fire out of Himself. For they were the first of all men to
the bush, and said, I am that I am, the God busy themselves in the search after GOd; Abra-
of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of ham being the father of Isaac., and Isaac of
Jacob, the Cod of thy fathers; go down into Jacob, as Moses wrote.

Egypt, and bring forth My people." s And if CHAP. I.XIV.-- FURTHER MISREPRI_E.NTATIONSOF
yOU wish to learn what follows, you can do so THE TRUTH.

t Thirlby eonjecturtm that Justin here coafused in his mind the From what has been already said, you can
leimm_ of Mo_t and Jacob.

a lla. L 3. _ lsa. i. 3.
s Matt.xi,27, _'Matt.xL 27.
4 l_kex tr. 8 [Rather, " of 3,our_']
s Ex. ill. 6. 9 Ex. _t. 6.
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understand how the devils, in imitation of what by us deacons give to each of those present to
was said by Moses, asserted that Proserpine was partake of the bread and wine mixed with water
the daughter of Jupiter, and instigated the peo- over which the thanksgiving was pronounced,
pie to set up an image of her under the name and to those who are absent they carry away a
of Kore [Cora, i.e., the maiden or daughter] at portion.
the spring-heads. For, as we wrote above,'
Moses said, "In the beginning God made the CHAP. LXW.--OF THE Euca_aUST.
heaven and the earth. And the earth was .with- And this food is called among t_s E_xapm, r/a s
out form and unfurnished : and the Spirit of [the Eucharist], of which no one is allowed to
God moved upon the face of the waters." In partake but the man who believes that the things
imitation, therefore, of what is here said of the which we teach are true, and who has been
Spirit of God moving on the waters, they said washed with the washing that is for the remis-
that Proserpine [or Coral was the daughter of sion of sins, and unto regeneration, and who is so
Jupiter? And in like manner also they craftily living as Christ has enjoined. For not as corn-
feigned that Minerva was the daughter of Jupiter, mon bread and common drink do we receive
not by sexual union, but, knowing that God con- these ; but in like manner as Jesus Christ out
ceived and made the world by the Word, they Saviour, having been made flesh by the Word
say that Minerva is the first conception [_vvota] ; of God, had both flesh and blood for our salva-
which we consider to be very absurd, bringing tion, so likewise have we been taught that the
forward the form of the conception in a female food which is blessed by the prayer of His word,
shape. And in like manner the actions of those and from which our blood and flesh by transmu-
others who are called sons of Jupiter sufficiently tation are nourished, is the flesh and blood of
condemn them. that Jesus who was made flesh. 6 For the apos-

tles, in the memoirs composed by them, which
CHAP.LXV._ADMINISTRATIONOF THE SACRAMENTS.are called Gospels, have thus delivered unto us

But we, after we have thus washed him who what was enjoined upon them ; that Jesus took
has been convinced and has assented to our bread, and when He had given thanks, said,
teaching, bring him to the place where those "This do ye in remembrance of Me0r this is My
who are called brethren are assembled, in order body ;" and that, after the same manner, hay-
that we may offer hearty prayers in common for ing taken the cup and given thanks, He said,
ourselves and for the baptized [illuminated] per- "This is My blood ;" and gave it to them alone.
son, and for all others in every place, that we Which the wicked devils have imitated in the
may be counted worthy, now that we have learned mysteries of Mithras, commanding the same
the truth, by our works also to be found good thing to be done. For, that bread and a cup of
citizens and keepers of the commandments, so water are placed with certain incantations in the
that we may be saved wath an everlasting saiva- mystic rites of one who is being initiated, you
tlon. Having ended the prayers, we salute one either'know or can learn.
another with a kiss. 3 There is then brought to CHAP. LXVII. _WEEKLY WORSHIP OF THE CHRIS-

the president of the brethren 4 bread and a cup TIAI_S.
of wine mixed with water ; and he taking them,
gives praise and glory to the Father of the uni- And we afterwards continually remind each
verse, through the name of the S_n and of the other of these things. And the wealthy among
Holy Ghost, and offers thanks at considerable us help the needy; and we always keep to-
length for our being counted worthy to receive gether ; and for all things wherewith we are sup-
these things at His hands. And when he has plied, we bless the Maker of all through His Son
concluded the prayers and thanksgivings, all the
people present express their assent by saying s Lherally,thanksgiving._-eMatt.xx_. 27.

6 Thin pas .s_e us darned alike L_ Calvmmts, Lutherans, and
Amen. This word Amen answers in the Hebrew Rormamsts: and, indeed, the language m so inex.s_ that each pat2ty

language to 7&o_ro ['so be it]. And when the m_y#a_my _,nt_,n t_t the,_o_ op_o,, adw*_d _ _.I But the same might he s_ud of the words of our _ h_f; and, If
president has given thanks, and all the people _ch wid_ty_=t_ Cha_a_._canalladoptthk _ whocan

be sorry*] The expre,t_m, "the prayer of He; _votxt_" or of the
lmve expressed their assent, those who are called ,,o_ weha_ f,om H,m,seemsto s,_,_ t_ prayer r._o,m_d

over the elements, in imitation of our Lo_l's thanksl_ving 1_-4om
breaking the bread, l 1 must dissent from the Ol_.mon that the lan-

x Chap lix. guage is." inexact: " he expre._ea him_lf natur__ly as _ who be-
a And therefore eausod her to prm_ide over the waters, as above, liew_s it ts bread, but yet not "commem bread." SO Gelammt, Bnd_p
s The kms of chanty, the ktss of peace, or "the peace" (/7 of Rome (Av 49o.), "By the sacraments we are made panathent

e_v_), was enjoined by the Apostle Paul in his Ep_les to the Cor- of the thvine nature, and yet the substance and natare of bread and
inthtans, Thessalonians, and Romans, and thence passed into a corn- wine do not c_tso to he in them," etc, (See the ori_ant in /I._tg-
mon Christian usage. It was continued m the Western ChurCh, under kam', ,4 utiquttte$, book xv cap. 5- See Chrym_., Epcst. ad.
regulations to prevent its abuse, tmul the thirteenth century. Stanley C_*arium, tom. ill. p. 753- Ed. Mtgne.) Tho_ deum_ to pur_e
remarks (CarintAtans, i. 4t4), " It is still continued in the worship this inqutry wilt find the Patriot authorities in Ht_lorsa Transub-
of the Coptic Church." *ta_.tio_is Pa/ml_, ele.. r Edtdit F. Meyrick r Oxford. 1858. "rho

4 _-_ t_ar_rrt _'_v &_eA_7_,. This exp_mtloa may quite le_.ti- famous tractate o_ Rau-anto (A D 84o_ wasl_blished at Ox/ord, 18_1_
mately be Ura_,d___te_," to that one of the brethren who was presld- wtth the b.mnil_ of/_lt'r_e (A.D. 96O) m a c_:ap edltion.]
rag." 7 Luke xxu. t 9.
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Jesns Christ, and through the Holy Ghost. And Adrian's epistle, that you may know that we are
on the day called Sunday,' all who live in cities speaking truly about this. And the following is
or in the country gather together to one place, the copy :
and the memoirs of the apostles or the writings
of the prophets are read, as long as time per- EPISTLE OF ADRIAN, IN BEHALF OF THE
mils; then, when the reader has ceased, the CHRISTIANS.
president verbally instructs, and exhorts to the I have received the letter addressed to me by
imitation of these good things. Then we all your predecessor Serenius Granianus, a most
rise together and pray, and, as we before said, illustrious man; and this communication I am
when our prayer is ended_ bread and wine and unwilling to pass over in silence, lest innocent
water are brought, and the president in like man- persons be disturbed, and occasion be given to
her offers prayers and thanksgivings, according the informers for practising villany. Accord-
to his ability, 2 and the people assent, saying ingly, if the inhabitants of your province will so
Amen ; and there is a distribution to each, and far sustain this petition of theirs as to accuse the
a participation of that over which thanks have Christians in some court of law, I do not pro-
been given,_ and to those who are absent a por- hibit them from doing so. But I will not suffer
tion is sent by the deacons. And they who are them to make use of mere entreaties and out-
well to do, and willing, give what each thinks cries. For it is far more just, if any one desires
fit ; and what is collected is deposited with the to make an accusation, that you give judgment
president, who succours the orphans and widows, upon it. If, therefore, any one makes the accu-
and those who, through sickness or any other sation, and furnishes proof that the said men do
cause, are in want, and those who are in bonds, anything contrary to the laws, you shall adjudge
and the strangers sojourning among us, and in a punishments in proportion to the offences. And
word takes care of all who are m need. But this, by Hercules, you shall give special heed to,
Sunday is the day on which we all hold our that if any man shall, through mere calumny,
common assembly, because it is the first day on bring an accusation against any of these persons,
which God, having wrought a change in the you shall award to him more severe punishments
darkness and matter, made the world ; and in proportion to his wickedness.
Jesus Christ our Saviour on the same day rose
from the dead. For He was crucified on the EPISTLE OF ANTONINUS TO THE COMMON
day before that of Saturn (Saturday) ; and on ASSEMBLYOF ASIA:
the day after that of Saturn, which is the day of The Emperor C_esar Titus .,Elius Adrianus
the Sun, hawng appeared to His apostles and dis- Antoninus Augustus Pros, Supreme Pontiff, in the
ciples, He taught them these things, whichwe have ififteenth year of his tribuneship, Consul for the
submitted to you also for your consideration, third time, Father of the fatherland, to the Com-

mon Assembly of Asia, greeting : I should have
CHAP.LxvIn. -- CONCLUSION. thought that the gods themselves would see to it

And if these things seem to you to be reason- that such offenders should not escape. For if
able and true, honour them ; but if they seem they had the power, they themselves would much
nonsensical, despise them as nonsense, and do rather pumsh those who refuse to worship them :
not decree death against those who have done but _t is you who bring trouble on these persons,
no wrong, as you would against enemies. For and accuse as the opinion of atheists that which
we forewarn you, that you shall not escape the they hold, and lay to their charge certain other
coming judgment of God, if you continue in things which we are unable to prove. But it
your injustice ; and we ourselves will invite you would be advantageous to them that they should
to do that which is pleasing to God. And be thought to die for that of which they are ac-
though from the letter of the greatest and most cused, and they conquer you by being lavish of
illustrious Emperor Adrian, your father, we could their hves rather than yield that obedience which
demand that you order judgment to be given as you require of them. And regarding the earth-
we have desired, yet we have made this appeal quakes which have already happened and are
and explanation, not on the ground of Adrian's now occurring, it is not seemly that you remind
decision, but because we know that what we ask us of them, losing heart whenever they occur,
is just. And we have subjoined the copy of and thus set your conduct in contrast with that

of these men ; for they have much greater confi-
z .rl_ _o_ "lt_.o_, ,_e,to_v'ri. '6_t_. J
• _ am, et_,¢ abed, -- a phrase over which there has been much ! dence towards God than you yourselves have.

ContentiOn, hut which 'seems to admR of no other meaning than that And you, indeed, seem at such times to ignore
given above. [No need of any " contention." Langus renders, Pro
_teiltsud, and Grabe illustrates by reference tn Alms,. Con_t., hb the gods, and you neglect the temples, and make
Till. Cap xa Our own learned translators render the same phrase
(cap. xin., above) " to the utmost of our power." .Some say this fa-
vours extemporary prayers, and others object. Oh_ what matter 4 Addressed to Mmucius Fundanus. [Generally ere&ted as
esther way ? We allsing hymn_s, '" according to our abthty."l go, aurae. ]

30r_ of the eucharLstlc elements. 5 LRegarded as spurious.]
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no recognition of the worship of God. And science. For having cast themselves on the
hence you are jealous of those who do serve Hma, ground, they prayed not only for me, but also
and persecute them to the death. Concerning for the whole army as it stood, that they might
such persons, some others also of the governors be delivered from the present thirst and famine.
of provinces wrote to my most divine father ; to For during five days we had got no water, be-
whom he replied that they should not at all dis- cause there was none ; for we were in the heart
turb such persons, unless they were found to be of Germany, and in the enemy's territory. And
attempting anything against the Roman govern- simultaneously with their casting themselves on
ment. And to myself many have sent intima- the ground, and praying to God (a God of whom
uons regarding such persons, to whom I also I am ignorant), water poured from heaven, upon
replied m pursuance of my father's judgment, us most refreshingly cool, but upon the enemies
But if any one has a matter to bring against any of Rome a withering 3hail. And immediately we
person of this class, merely as such a person,' let recognised the presence of God following on the
the accused be acquitted of the charge, even prayer--a God unconquerable and indestruc-
though he should be found to be such an one ; tible. Founding upon this, then, let us pardon
but let the accuser he amenable to justice, such as are Chnstians, lest they pray for and

obtain such a weapon against ourselves. And I
EPISTLE OF MARCUS AURELIUS TO THE counsel that no such person be accused on the

SENATE, IN WHICH HE TESTIFIES THAT ground of his being a Christian. But if any one
THE CHRISTIANS WERE THE CAUSE OF be found laying to the charge of a Christian that
HIS VICTORY. * he is a Christian, I desire that it be made mani-
The Emperor C_esar Marcus Aurelius Antoni- fest that he who is accused as a Christian, and

nus, Germanicus, Parthicus, Sarmaticus, to the acknowledges that he is one, is accused of nothing
People of Rome, and to the sacred Senate, else than only this, that he ]s a Christian ; but
greeting : I explained to you my grand design, that he who arraigns him be burned alive. And
and what advantages I gained on the confines of I further desire, that he who is entrusted with the
Germany, with much labour and suffering, in government of the province shall not compel
consequence of the circumstance that I was sur- the Chnstian, who confesses and certifies such a
rounded by the enemy ; I myself being shut up matter, to retract ; neither shall he commit him.
m Carnuntum by seventy-four cohorts, nine miles And I desire that these things be confirmed by
off. And the enemy being at hand, the scouts a decree of the Senate. And I command this
pointed out to us, and our general Pompeianus my edict to be published in the Forum of Trajan,
showed us that there was close on us a mass of a in order that it may be read. The prefect Vi-
mixed multitude of 977,0oo men, which indeed trasius Pollio will see that xt be transmitted to all
we saw ; and I was shut up by this vast host, the provinces round about, and that no one who
having with me only a battalion composed of the wishes 1;o make use of or to possess it be hin-
first, tenth, double and marine legions. Having dered from obtaining a copy from the document
thenexamined my own position, andmyhost, with I now publish.
respect to the vast mass of barbarians mad of
the enemy, I quickly betook myself to prayer to 3ute,_ny, "_cn,"

[Note z. (See capp xxvt. and Ivl.)
the gods of my country. But being disregarded In x85t I recogntsed thh stone m the Vatican, and rend it with
by them, I summoned those who among us go emotton. I COFaedit, asfollows:

by the name of Christians. And having made "SEMOms^Nco
inquiry, I discovered a great number and vast DKoF_D_OS^CRVM
host of them, and raged against them, which was S_x.PoM_I_ S. P. F. COL.Mt_*t^lcv*.
by no means becoming ; for afterwards I learned QUINQUENN^LI$ DscuRBIDKNTALISDONUMDICD1T."The explanatton *s posstbly thts. Simon Magus was actually recog-

their power. Wherefore they began the battle, n,_-d,_ the CodV,,,,, justas Barnabasand Paulwere supposedto
be Zeus and Hermes (Acts xtv. t_.), and were offe.red dtvme honours

not by preparing weapons, nor arms, nor bugles ; accordingly. Or the Samaritans may so have reformed Justin on

for such preparation is hateful to them, on ac- their tmderstandmg of thts mscnptton, and wtth pnd_ in the succcN
ofthetr countryman (Acts viii. to), whom they had recogm_d" as the

count of the God they bear about in their con- _reatpowerof Ood." SeeOrtai (No.x86o),I,uc., vol._.337.
science. Therefore it is probable that those Not_n. (TheThunderingLegion.)
W h _ _._ _t._" ,_ 1._.._ t'_l _o The bas-relief on the column of Antonme, m Rome, is a ve_

t,om we su ose t.o _ attlclSt_ t_av_ _ a._ but an answer to cr ts not aPP ,triklng complement of the story, pray ".

their ruling power entrenched in their con- _,r=le I simplytranscribefrom the AmericanTrandauonof
Alzog's Unn,tr*al Chute& History the references there given to
the Ltgio Falmt_atrtx : ""Tertull., ApoL, cap. 5; Ad Seap., capri.4;

_. x That xs, if any one accuses a Christian merely on the ground of] Etmeb _.v 5, .C_re_. Nyss,,O_,, tx m Martyr.; Or_._ v n..tS: Dio.
nt* bemgaChrtsttan. . ICass .._ptt.: Atpn_lm., no. ,xxl. cap. 8, JUt. t.apttoL m ._zrc.

• [Spurious, nodoubt but the hterature oftbe subject Is very rich. I Antomn., cap. a4..I
See text and notes, Milman's Giblet, vol. h. 46.]



THE SECONDAPOLOGYOF JUSTIN

FOR THE CHRISTIANS.

ADDRESSED TO THE ROMAN SENATE.

CHAP. I. _INTRODUCTION'. husband likewise to be temperate, citing the

Ro_, the things which have recently' teaching of Christ, and assuring him that there
happened in your city under Urbicus, • and the shall be punishment in eternal fire infhcted
things which are likewise being everywhere upon those who do not live temperately and
unreasonably done by the governors, have conformably to right reason. But he, continu-
compelled me to frame this composition for ing in the same excesses, alienated his wife from
your sakes, who are men of like passions, and him by his actions. For she, considering it

wicked to live any longer as a wife with a hus-brethren, though ye know it not, and though ye
be unwilling to acknowledge it on account of band who sought m every way means of indul-
your glorying in what you esteem dignities.3 ging in pleasure contrary to the law of nature,
For everywhere, whoever is corrected by father, and in violation of what is right, wished to be
or neighbour, or child, or friend, or brother, or divorced from him. And when she was over-
husband, or wife, for a fault, for being hard persuaded by her friends, who advised her still
to move, for loving pleasure and being hard to to continue with him, in the idea that some
urge to what is right (except those who have time or other her husband might give hope of
been persuaded that the unjust and intemperate amendment, she did violence to her own feeling
shall be punished in eternal fire, but that the and remained with him. But when her hus-
virtuous and those who lived'like Christ shall band had gone into Alexandria, and was reported
dwell with God in a state that is free from suf- to be conducting himself worse than ever, she
fering,- we mean, those who have become n that she might not, by continuing in matri-

monial connection with him, and by shanng hisChristians), and the evil demons, who hate us,
and who keep such men as these subject to table and his bed, become a partaker also in his
themselves, and serving them in the capacity of wickednesses and impieties-- gave him what you
judges, incite them, as rulers actuated by evil call a bill of dworce,5 and was separated from
spirits, to put us to death. But that the cause him. But this noble husband of hers,--while
of all that has taken place under Urbicus may he ought to have been rejoicing that those actions
become quite plain to you, I will relate what has which formerly she unhesitatingly committed
been done. with the servants and hirehngs, when she de-

hghted in drunkenness and every vice, she had
CHAP. n. m URmcus COreDr.MNSTHE CHRtSTIAWSnow given up, and desired that he too should

TO Dm.TH. give up the same,--when she had gone from

A certain woman lived with an intemperate 4 him without his desire, brought an accusation
husband ; she herself, too, having formerly been] against her, affirming that she was a Christian.
intemperate. But when she came to the knowt- And she presented a paper to thee, the Era-
edge of the teachings of Christ she became P er°r,6 requesting that first she be permitted to
sober-minded, and endeavoured to persuade her arrange her affairs, and afterwards to make her

defence against the accusation, when her affairs
t Literally, "both ye_erday and the day before." were set in order. And this you granted. And
s [See Grabe's note on the coll_ecture of Valesius that this pre-

fect was l._llit_ Urbtcus, the hL_touan (vol i p. x. and notes,.p, x).l
[He has addressed them as " Romans," because in thts they $ _a,a'oj&er, 1.e , " repudium," a bttl of tepudmtion.

gloried together, --emperor, senate, _ldiers, and careens.] s [Rather, "to thee, autocrat " a very bold apostrophe, like that
4 &t_i_-a/_vrL,which word includes unc.hasttry, as wen as the of Huss to the Emperor Sigismund, whtch crtmsoned his forehead with

othe_ form oflntemperance. [As wc say, dissolute.] a blush of shame ]
188
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her ¢uandam husband, since he was now no does not understand, saying that the Christians
longer able to prosecute her, directed his as- are atheists and impious, and doing so to win
saults against a man, Ptolem_eus, whom Urbicus favour with the deluded mob, and to please
punished, and who had been her teacher in the them. For if he assails us without having read
Christian doctrines. And this he did in the the teachings of Christ, he is thoroughly de-
following way. He persuaded a centurion-- praved, and far worse than the illiterate, who
who had cast Ptolem_eus into prison, and who often refrain from discussing or bearing false
was friendly to himself--to take Ptolem_eus witness about matters they do not understand.
and interrogate him on this sole point : whether Or, if he has read them and does not understand
he were a Christian ? And Ptolemmus, being a the majesty that is in them, or, understanding it,
lover of truth, and not of a deceitful or false acts thus that he may not be suspected of being
disposition, when he confessed himself to be a Jsuch [a Christian], he is far more base and
Christian, was bound by the centurion, and for thoroughly depraved, being conquered by illib-
a long time punished m the prison. And, at eral and unreasonable opinion and fear. For I
last, when the man i came to Urbicus, he was would have you to know that I proposed to him
asked this one question only : whether he was a certain questions on this subject, and interro-
Christian? And again, being conscious of his gated him, and found most convincingly that
duty, and the nobility of it through the teaching he, in truth, knows nothing. And to prove that
of Christ, he confessed his discipleship in the I speak the truth, I am ready, if these disputa-
divine virtue. For he who denies anything, tions have not been reported to you, to conduct
either denies it because he condemns the thing them again in your presence. And this would
itself, or he shrinks from confession because he be an act worthy of a prince. But if my ques-
is conscious of his own unworthiness or aliena- tions and his answers have been made known to
tion from it ; neither of which cases is that of you, you are already aware that he is acquainted
the true Christian. And when Urbicus ordered with none of our matters ; or, if he is acquainted
him to be led away to punishment, one Lucius, iwith them, but, through fear of those who might
who was also himself a Christian, seeing the !hear him, does not dare to speak out, like Soc-
unreasonable judgment that had thus been given, rates, he proves himself, as I said before, no
sa_d to Urbicus : "What is the ground of this philosopher, but an opionative man ;4 at least he
judgment ? Why have you punished this man, does not regard that Socratic and most admi-
not as an adulterer, nor fornicator, nor murderer, table saying : "But a man must in no wise be
nor thief, nor robber, nor convicted of any crime honoured before the truth." s But it is impos-
at all, but who has only confessed that he is sible for a Cynic, who makes indifference his
called by the name of Christian ? This judg- end, to know any good but indifference.
ment of yours, 0 Urbicus, does not become the
Emperor Pius, nor the philosopher, the son of CHAP.rV.nWHV THE CHRXSTtA_ DO NOT
C_esar, nor the sacred senate. ''_ And he said THF_g,S_J.VES.
nothing else in answer to Lucius than this : "You But lest some one say to us, "Go then all of
also seem to me to be such an one." And when you and kill yourselves, and pass even now to
Lucius answered, "Most certainly I am," he God, and do not trouble us," I will tell you why
again ordered him also to be led away. And we do not so, but why, when examined, we fear-
he professed his thanks, knowing that he was lessly confess. We have been taught that God
dehvered from such wicked rulers, and was go- did not make the world aimlessly, but for the
ing to the Father and King of the heavens, sake of the human race ; and we have before
And still a third having come forward, was con- stated that He takes pleasure in those who imi-
demned to be punished, tate His properties, and is displeased with those

that embrace what is worthless either in word or
cHnP. m.--jusrn_ accuses CRV_SCE_Sor icNo- deed. If, then, we all kill ourselves, we shall

RANTPREJUDICEAGAINSTTHE CHRLSTIANS. become the cause, as far as in us lies, why no
I too, therefore, expect to be plotted against one should be born, or instructed in the divine

and fixed to the stake, by some of those I have doctrines, or even why the human race should
named, or perhaps by Crescens, that lover of not exist ; and we shall, if we so act, be ourselves
bravado and boasting;3 for the man is not acting in opposition to the will of God. But
worthy of the name of philosopher who publicly when we axe examined, we make no denial, be-
bears witness against us in matters which he 1cause we are not conscious of any evil, but count

_ _ lit impious not to speak the truth in all things,
, i_., ..v_k-m_. . [which also we know is pleasing to God, and be-. vn tins passage, see Donaldson's Critlcal Hiatory, etc., voL [

u P. 79- . ,
Wools resembling "philosopher" m sound, vtz _Ao_6C$ov E_ [

_Xoxo_l_o. [Thts lmssage is found elsewhere. Secnote, cap. vhi.,[ 44_Od_o_oc, wl_ch may mean a lover of _.
m the text p_rred by Grabe.1 I s See Plato, R¢_., p. _95.
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cause we are also now very desirous to deliver as man and Saviour, has also significance. For
you from an unjust prejudice. He was made man also, as we before said, hav-

ing been conceived according to the will of God
CHAP. V.- HOW T_E ANOELSTRANSGRmSED. the Father, for the sake of beheving men, and
But if this idea take possession of some one, for the destruction of the demons. And now

tlmt if we acknowledge God as our helper, we you can learn this from what is under your
should not, as we say, be oppressed and perse- iown observation. For numberless demoniacs
cuted by the wicked; this, too, I will solve, i throughout the whole world, and in your city,
God, when He had made the whole world, and many of our Christian men exorcising them in
subjected things earthly to man, and arranged the name of Jesus Christ, who was cruofied
the heavenly elements for the increase of fruits under Pontius Pilate, have healed and do heal,
and rotation of the seasons, and appointed th_s rendering helpless and driving the possessing
divine law--for these things also He evidently devils out of the men, though they could not
made for man--committed the care of men be cured by all the other exorcists, and those
and of all thmgs under heaven to angels whom who used incantations and drugs.
He appointed over them. But the angels trans-
gressed this appointment, and were captivated CHAP. WL _THE WORLD PRESERVEDFOR THE
by love of women, and begat children who are SAKE OF CHRIS'hANS. MA_'S RESPONStBmrrv.
those that are called demons ; and besides, they Wherefore God delays causing the confusion
afterwards subdued the human race to them- and destruction of the whole world, by whlch
selves, partly by magical writings, and partly by! the wicked angels and demons and men shall
fears and the punishments they occasioned, and cease to exmt, because of the seed of the Chris-
partly by teaching them to offer sacrifices, and tians, who know that they are the cause of pres-
incense, and libations, of which things they ervatlon in nature.' Since, if it were not so,
stood in need after they were enslaved by lust- it would not have been possible for you to do
ful passions ; and among men they sowed mur- these things, and to be impelled by evil spirits ;
ders, wars, adulteries, intemperate deeds, and but the fire of judgment would descend and
all wickedness. Whence also the poets and utterly dissolve all things, even as formerly the
mythologists, not knowing that it was the angels flood left no one but him only with his family
and those demons who had been begotten by who is byns called Noah, and by you Deucahon,
them that did these things to men, and women, from whom again such vast numbers have sprang,
and cities, and nations, which they related, as- some of them evil and others good. For so we
cribed them to god himself, and to those who say that there wil] be the conflagration, but not
were accounted to be his very offspring, and as the Stoics, according to their doctrine of all
to the offspring of those who were called his things being changed into one another, which
brothers, Neptune and Pluto, and to the chil-seems most degrading. But neither do we affirm
dren again of these their offspring. For what-that it is by fate that men do what they do, or
ever name each of the angels had given to suffer what they suffer, but that each man by
himself and his children, by that name they free choice acts rightly or sins ; and that it is by
called them. the influence of the wicked demons that earnest

i men, such as Socrates and the like, suffer perse-
CHAP. Vl._ NAMES OF GOD AND OF CHRIST, THEIR cutionand are in bonds,whileSardanapalus,

MEANING AND POWER. Epicurus,and the like,seem to be blessedin
But to the Fatherof all,who isunbegotten,abundance and glory.The Stoics,not obscrv-

thereisno name given. For by whatevername mg this,maintainedthatallthingstake place
He be called,He has as His elderthe person accordingto the necessityof fate. But since
who gives Him the name. But thesewords, God inthe beginningmade the race of angels
Father,and God, and Creator,and Lord, and and men with free-will,theywilljustlysufferin
Master,arenot names,but appellationsderivedeternalfirethe punishmentofwhateversinsthey
from His good deeds and functions.And His have committed. And thisisthe natureof all
Son,who aloneisproperlycalledSon,theWord, thatismade, to be capableof viceand virtue.
who alsowas with Him and was begottenbeforeFor neitherwould any of them be praiseworthy
theworks,when atfirstHe createdand arrangedunlesstherewere power to turntoboth [-virtue
allthingsby Him, iscalledChrist,inrcfercnceto and vlce-].And thisalso is shown by those
His beinganointedand God'sorderingallthingsmen everywherewho have made laws and phi-
throughHim ; thisname itselfalsocontaininglosophizedaccordingto rightreason,by thelr
an unknown significance; as also the appclla-prescribingtodo some thingsand refrainfrom
tion"God "is not a name, but an opinionirn-others. Even the Stoicphilosophers,in thclr

plantedinthenatureof men ofa thingthatcan xI_,,_ Dr _uUi_o,',_,dc,.gof,_ ,_,_-_
hardly be explained. But "Jesus," His name _to_di_o_to_s_.d_.d_a.s
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doctrine of morals, steadily honour the same self, they who agTee with them are not unjust.
things, so that it is evident that they are not And if one object that the laws of men are di-
very felicitous in what they say about principles verse, and say that with some, one thing is con-
and incorporeal things. For if they say that sidered good, another evil, while with others
human actions come to pass by fate, they will what seemed bad to the former is esteemed good,
maintain either that God is nothing else than and what seemed good is esteemed bad, let him
the things which are ever turning, and altering, listen to what we say to this. We know that the
and dissolving into the same things, and wall wicked angels appointed laws conformable to
appear to have had a comprehension only of their own wackedness, in which the men who are
things that are destructible, and to have looked like them delight ; and the right Reason,_ when
on God Himself as emerging both in part and He came, proved that not all opinions nor all
in whole in every wickedness ;t or that neither doctrines are good, but that some are evil, while
vice nor virtue is anything; which is contrary to others are good. Wherefore, I will declare the
every sound idea, reason, and sense, same and similar things to such men as these,

and, if need be, they shall be spoken of more
CHAP. VIII.- ALL HAVE BEEN HATED IN WHOM at large. But at present I return to the subject.THE WORD HAS DWELT.

And those of the Stoic school--since, so fal CHAP. X.--CHRIST COMPAREDWITHSOCRATES.
as their moral teaching went, they were admira- Our doctrines, then, appear to be greater than
ble, as were also the poets in some particulars, all human teaching; because Christ, who ap-
on account of the seed of reason [the Logos] peared for our sakes, became the whole rational
implanted in every race of men--were, we being, both body, and reason, and soul. For
know, hated and put to death,-- Heraclitus for whatever either lawgivers or philosophers uttered
instance, and, among those of our own time, well, they elaborated by finding and contem-
Musonius and others. For, as we intimated, plating some part of the Word. But since they
the devils have always effected, that all those did not know the whole of the Word, which is
who anyhow live a reasonable and earnest life, Christ, they often contradicted themselves. And
and shun vice, be hated. And it is nothing won- those who by human birth were more ancient
defful ; if the devils are proved to cause those than Christ, when they attempted to consider
to be much worse hated who hve not according and prove things by reason, were brought before
to a part only of the word thffused [among men], the tribunals as impious persons and busybodies.
but by the knowledge and contemplation of the And Socrates, who was more zealous in this direc-
whole Word, which is Christ. And they, having tion than all of them, wasaccusedoftheverysame
been shut up m eternal fire, shall suffer their crimes as ourselves. For they said that he was
just punishment and penalty. For if they are introducing new divinities, and did not consider
even now overthrown by men through the name those to be gods whom the state recognised.
of Jesus Christ, this is an intimation of the pun- But he cast out from the state both Homer 4 and
ishment in eternal fire which is to be inflicted the rest of the poets, and taught men to reject
on themselves and those who serve them. For the wicked demons and those who did the things
thus did both all the prophets foretell, and our which the poets related ; and he exhorted them
own teacher Jesus teach. 2 to become acqumnted with the God who was to

them unknown, by means of the investigation of
CHAP.IX. -- ETERNALPUNISHMENTNOT A MERE reason, saying, "That it is neither easy to find the

THREAT. Father and Maker of all, nor, having found Him,
And that no one may say what is said by those is it safe to declare Him to all." s But these

who are deemed philosophers, that our assertions things our Christ did through His own power.
that the wicked are punished in eternal fire are For no one trusted in Socrates so as to die for
big words and bugbears, and that we wish men this doctrine, but in Christ, who was partially
to live virtuously through fear, and not because known even by Socrates (for He was and is the
such a life is good and pleasant ; I will briefly Word who is in every man, and who foretold the
reply to this, that if this be not so, God does things that were to come to pass both through
not exist ; or, if He exists, He cares not for men, the prophets and in His own person when He
and neither virtue nor vice is anything, and, as was made of like passions, and taught these
we said before, lawgivers unjustly punish those things), not only philosophers and scholars be-
who transgress good commandments. But since lieved, but also artisans and people entirely un-
these are not unjust, and their Father teaches educated, despising both glory, and fear, and
them by the word to do the same things as Him-

3 These words can be tak_ of the Logos as well as d the dght
tea._on chffusedamong men by Him

t Literally, "becoming (3,tv6ue_ov) both through the parts and * Plato, Re#, x c i p 595
throuk-hthe whole in every wmkedness S Plat., Tama_ws, p. _8, C. (but "possible," and not "_safe," is

2 [Here, in Grahe% text, comes m the passage about Cre._cens.] the word used by Plato).
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death ; since He is a power of the ineffable sensual or intemperate man, or who that counts
Father, and not the mere instrument of human it good to feast on human flesh, 4 could welcome
reason.' death that he might be deprived of his enjoy.

ments, and would not rather continue always the
cu_. xI. w How CHmSTIAI_ VIEW DZATm present life, and attempt to escape the observa-

But neither should we be put to death, nor tion of the rulers; and much less would he
would wicked men and devils be more powerful denounce himself when the consequence would
than we, were not death a debt due by every be death ? This also the wicked demons have
man that is born. Wherefore we give thanks now caused to be done by evil men. For having
when we pay this debt. And we judge it right put some to death on account of the accusations
and opportune to tell here, for the sake of Cres- falsely brought against us, they also dragged to
ceils and those who rave as he does, what is re- the torture our domestics, either children or weak
Lated by Xenophon. Hercules, says Xen@hon, women, and by dreadful torments forced them
coming to a place where three ways met, found to admit those fabulous actions which they them-
Virtue and Vice, who appeared to him in the selves openly perpetrate ; about which we are
form of women : Vice, in a luxurious dress, and the less concerned, because none of these actions
with a seductive expression rendered blooming are really ours, and we have the unbegotten and
by such ornaments, and her eyes of a quickly ineffable God as witness both of our thoughts
melting tenderness, = said to Hercules that if he and deeds. For why did we not even publicly
would follow her, she would always enable him profess that these were the things which we es-
to pass his life in pleasure and adorned with the teemed good, and prove that these are the
most graceful ornaments, such as were then upon divine philosophy, saying that the mysteries of
her own person ; and Virtue, who was of squalid Saturn are performed when we slay a man, and
look and dress, said, But if you obey me, you that when we drink our fill of blood, as it is said
shall adorn yourself not with ornament nor we do, we are doing what you do before that
beauty that passes away and nerishes, but with Jidol you honour, and on which you sprinkle the• . t- I

everlasting and precious graces. And we are blood not only of irrational animals, but also of
persuaded that every one who flees those things I men, making a libation of the blood of the slain
that seem to be good, and follows hard aftel by the hand of the most illustrious and noble
what are reckoned difficult and strange, enters man among you ? And imitating Jupiter and
into blessedness. For Vice, when by imitation the other gods in sodomy and shameless inter-
of what is incorruptible (for what is really in-]course with woman, might we not bring as our
corruptible she neither has nor can produce) apology the writings of Epicurus and the poets ?
she has thrown around her own actions, as a dis- ! But because we persuade men to avoid such in-
guise, the properties of Virtue, and qualities struction, and all who practise them and imitate
which are really excellent, leads captive earthly- such examples, as now in this discourse we have
minded men, attaching to Virtue her own evil striven to persuade you, we are assailed in every
properties. But those who understood the ex- kind of way. But we are not concerned, since
cellences which belong to that which is real, are we know that God is a just observer of all. But
also uncorrupt in virtue. And this every sensible would that even now some one would mount a
person ought to think both of Christians and of lofty rostrum, and shout with a loud voice,s "Be
the athletes, and of those who did what the poets ashamed, be ashamed, ye who charge the guilt-
relate of the so-called gods, concluding as much less with those deeds which yourselves openly
from our contempt of death, even when it could commit, and ascribe things which apply to your-
be escaped.3 selves and to your gods to those who have not

even the slightest sympathy with them. Be ye
CHAP.Xm--CHmmag_ PROVED Im_ BY converted ; become wise."

THEIR CONTEMPT OF DEATH.

For I myself, too, when I was delighting in C_IAP.xm.--I_ow TH_ WORD HAS nEEI_ IN ALL
the doctrines of PLato, and heard the Christians MEN.
slandered, and saw them fearless of death, and For I myself, when I discovered the wicked
of all other things which are counted fearful, disguise which the evil spirits had thrown around
perceived that it was impossible that they could the divine doctrines of the Christians, to turn
be living in wickedness and pleasure. For what aside others from joining them, laughed both at

those who framed these falsehoods, and at the

t [Cermlnly the author of this Chalet, and ochers ilke it, cannot disguise itself, and at popular opinion ; and I
_=_i d =f_m,=_.j confess that I tyoth boast and with all my strength
= Another reading in _r_ v'_ _4_tL¢, _ferring to the eye5 .of the

beholder:and whichmay he renckred,"speedilyfascinatingto
the s_ht." 4 Alluding to the common accusation agatn._t the Chrlstlans. tl_

S LimraUy," with a tragic voice." _ the loud vmce mwhmh
3 K_ 4Ntmfo_ _u,d'cov may also b¢ remlered, "_ of dc.at_ Gtt_k tragedies were ]mclted through the ma.gk [.#trso_aJ.*mlJicl_ mm_a flee from."
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strive to be found a Christian ; not because the punishment ; that so these things may be pub-
teachings of Plato are differen, from those of lished to men, because it is in the nature of man
Christ, but because they are not in all respects to know good and evil ; and by their condemning
similar, as neither are those of the others, Stoics, us, whom they do not understand, for actions
and poets, and historians. For each man spoke which they say are wicked, and by delighting in
well in proportion to the share he had of the the gods who did such things, and even now re-
spermatic word,' seeing what was related to it. quire similar actions from men, and by inflicting
But they who contradict themselves on the more on us death or bonds or some other such pan-
important points appear not to have possessed ishment, as if we were guilty of these things, they
the heavenly _ wisdom, and the knowledge which condemn themselves, so that there is no need of
cannot be spoken against. Whatever things were other judges.
rightly said among all men, are the property of us
Christians. For next to God, we worship and CltAp. xv. -- CONCLUSION'.
love the Word who is from the unbegotten and And I despised the wicked and deceitful doc-
ineffable God, since also He became man for trine of Simon 3 of my own nation. And if you
our sakes, that, becoming a partaker of our suf- give this book your authority, we will expose him
ferings, He might also bring us healing. For beforeall, that, ifpossible, they may be converted.
all the writers were able to see realities darkly For this end alone did we compose this treatise.
through the sowing of the implanted word that And our doctrines are not shameful, accordhag
was in them. For the seed and imitation ira- to a sober judgment, but are indeed more lofty
parted according to capacity is one thing, and than all human philosophy ; and if not so, they
quite another is the thing itself, of which there are at least unlike the doctrines of the Sotadists,
is the participation and imitation according to and Philmnidians, and Dancers, and Epicureans,
the grace which is from Him. and such other teachings of the poets, which all

are allowed to acquaint themselves with, both as
CHAP. XIV. _JUSTIN PRAYS THAT THIS APPEAL BE acted and as written. And henceforth we shall

P_SLISlmD. be silent, having done as much as we could, and
And we therefore pray you to publish this little having added the prayer that all men everywhere

book, appending what you think right, that our may be counted worthy of the truth. And would
opinions may be known to others, and that these that you also, in a manner becoming piety and phi-
persons may have a fair chance of being freed losophy,4 would for your own sakes judge justly 1
from erroneous notions and ignorance of good,
who by their own fault are become subject to 3 [SimonMag_maF,tmarsm,he onewithwhomJutatlais pt'ttmctly

familiar, and hence we arc not to conclude rashly that he bluader_l

u to the ¢hvine honours mmterod to him _ the Sabltm God.]t The word dtsseminated among men. [St. James i. at .] 4 [Another apostrophe, and a home thratt for" Plus the phA ___
Literally, dimly seen at a d_,,_,_., pher'r and emperor.]



DIALOGUEOF JUSTIN,PHILOSOPHERAND MARTYR,
WITH

TRYPHO, A JEW.

,CHAP. I. -- m'IXOOUCTIO_. "And in what," said I, "would you be profited

WHILE I was going about one morning in the by philosophy so much as by your own lawgiver
walks of the Xystus,' a certain man, with others and the prophets?"
in his company, having met me, and said," Hail, " Why not ?" he replied. "Do not the phl-
0 philosopher !" And immediately after say- losophers turn every discourse on God? and do
ing this, he turned round and walked along with not questions continually arise to them about
me ; his friends likewise followed him. And I in His unity and providence ? Is not this truly the
turn having addressed him, said, "What is there duty of philosophy, to investigate the Deity?"
important?" "Assuredly," said I, "so we too have believed.

And he replied, "I was instructed," says he, But the most 6 have not taken thought of this,
"by Corinthus the Socratic in Argos, that I whether there be one or more gods, and whether
ought not to despise or treat with indifference they have a regard for each one of us or no, az
those who array themselves in this dress, * but to if this knowledge contributed nothing to our hap-
show them all kindness, and to associate with piness ; nay, they moreover attempt to persuade
them, as perhaps some advantage would spring us that God takes care of the universe with it_
from the intercourse either to some such man genera and species, but not of me and you, and

or to myself. It is good, moreover, for both, if each individually, since othenvise we would surely
either the one or the other be benefited. On not need to pray to Him night and day. But it

is not difficult to understand the upshot of this ;this account, therefore, whenever I see any one
in such costume, I gladly approach him, and now, for fearlessness and license in speaking result to
for the same reason, have I willingly accosted such as maintain these opinions, doing and say-
you ; and these accompany me, in the expecta- ing whatever they choose, neither dreading pun-
tion of hearing for themselves something profit- ishment nor hoping for any benefit from God.
able from you." For how could they ? They affirm that the same

"But who are you, most excellent man?" things shall always happen;and, further, that I
So I replied to him in jest.3 and you shall again live in like manner, having

Then he told me frankly both his name and become neither better men nor worse. But there
his family. "Trypho," says he, " I am called ; are some others,7 who, having supposed the soul
and I am a Hebrew of the circumcision? and to be immortal and immaterial, believe that
having escaped from the war s lately carried on though they have committed evil they wall not
there, I am spending my days in Greece, and suffer punishment (for that which is immaterial
chiefly at Corinth." is insensible), and that the soul, in consequence

of its immortality, needs nothing from God."

t a'msXystu_,on theautho,ltyor_us_b.(iv. iS),w_ at Zphe- And he, smiling gently, said, "Tell us your
sus. The_, Philo_rattm mOons, Appolomtm was wont to have opinion of these matters, and what idea you en-
dislmtadons. -- OTTO.

, z_,_. 6,. ,,). "jasti,, i_ p_haes g_,, p_,_t t_ terrain respecting God, and what your philosophy
orGo_" is."

3 In iem, tto doubt, because quoting a llne from Homer, 1"1.,vi. 123.

,*[i.e., "A Hebrew of the Hebrews" (phil. m. 8).] 6 The opinions of Stoit.s. --0T_.
| The war imsfgamd by Bar Co'ha. _ The Platonis_
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cHAP. n.--JUS_H DF.SCRmgS Hm SrUDmS IN Having commended many of these branches of

Pmu_soPxv. learning, and telling me that they were necessary,
,, ............ ._ T ,, ,_ _ __ _he dismissed me when I confessed to him myJ[Wnl Jell you, sa_u x, what seems w me ; [. . . ......

" -hiloso-h"is in fact the--cutest-^ssession l}gnomnce. _,ccommgly t toot: zt rather impa-mrp i, y , , s, pu , . . .
J .... _........ _.1o _._c_.o p_._ ....... _.^_ :. lUently, as was to be expected when I failed m

anL][ lll_.J_ ll_la_t.gto.LFtv._ L/_.gL/X_. _..l,_ttg, CU I'VllW_.3111 It. | __

• " nd alone commends us and "hes ar _my aope, the more so because I deemed the manleaas us a ; _ e e I ,_ , ....
• i naa some Knowleage ; but retlecting again on thetruly holy men who have bestowed attentton on ...........

..: _ _,__. __:,__ __. -_ _ ........ _ space ot tlme aunng wnlch I woula have toDnllOsOpny. *vuat puuosopny IS, nowcv_r, auu, ........

the reason why it has been sent down to men, nnger over mose orancnes ot ie.ammg, 1 was not
have escaped _he observation of most; for there able to endure longer procrastmatmn. In my
would be neither Platonists, nor Stoics, nor Peri- helpless condition it occurred to me to have a

patetics, nor Theoretics, _ nor Pythagoreans, this meeting with the Platonism, for their fame was
knowledge being one.s I wish to tell you why great. I thereupon spent as much of my time as
it has become many-headed. It has happened possible with one who had lately settled in our
that those who first handled it ['i.e., philosophy], c}ty?--a sagacious man, holding a high position
and who were therefore esteemed illustrious men, among the Platonists,_and I progressed, and
were succeeded by those who made no inve._ti- made the greatest improvements da_ly. And the
gauons concerning truth, but only admired the perception ofimmateria_ things quite overpowered
perseverance and self-discipline of the former, me, and the contemplation of ideas furnished my
as well as the novelty of the doctrines ; and each mind with wings,S so that in a httle while I sup-
thought that to be true which he learned from posed that I had become wise; anti such was
h_s teacher : then, moreover, those latter persons my stupidity, I expected forthwith to look upon
handed down to chert successors such things, God, for this is the end of Plato's philosophy.
and others similar to them ; and this system was cuAP. IlL _ JUSTIN NARRATESTHE MANNEROF HIS
called by the name of him who was styled the CO_¢VERSIO_.

father of the doctrine. Being at first desirous of "And while I was thus disposed, when I wished
personally conversing with one of these men, I at one period to be filled with great quietness,
surrendered myself to a certain Stoic ; and hay- and to shun the path of men, I used to go into
ing spent a considerable time with him, when I a certain field not far from the sea. And when
had not acquired any further knowledge of God I was near that spot one day, which having
(for he did not know himself, and said such reached I purposed to be by myself, a certain old
instruction was unnecessary), I left him and man, by no means contemptible in appearance,
betook myself to another, who was called a Peri- exhibiting meek and venerable manners, followed
patetic, and as ]ze fancied, shrewd. And this me at a little distance. And when I turned
man, after having entertained me for the first round to him, having halted, I fixed my eyes
few days, requested me to settle the fee, in order rather .keenly on him.
that our intercourse might not be unprofitable. "And he said, ' Do you know me ?'
Him, too, for this reason I abandoned, believing "I replied in the negative.
him to be no philosopher at all. But when my "' Why, then,' said he to me, ' do you so look
soul was eagerly desirous to hear the peculiar at me ?'
and choice philosophy, I came to a Pythagorean .... I am astonished,' I said, ' because you have
very celebrated _ a man who thought much of chanced to be in my company in the same place ;
his own wisdom. And then, when I had an in- for I had not expected to see any man here.'
terview with him, willing to become his hearer "And he says to me, ' I am concerned about
and disciple, he said, ' What then ? Are you ac- some of my household. These are gone away
quainted w_th music, astronomy, and geometry ? from me ; and therefore have I come to make
I)o you expect to perceive any of those things personal search for them, if, perhaps, they shall
which conduce to a happy life, if you have not make their appearance somewhere. But why are
been first informed on those points which wean you here ?' said he to me.
the soul from sensible objects, and render it fitted "' I delight,' said I, ' in such walks, where my
for objects which appertain to the mind, so that attention is not distracted, for converse with my-
it can contemplate that which is honourable in its self is uninterrupted ; and such places are most
essence and that which is good in its essence ?' fit for philology.' 6

,, z _ some omit, and put &'l; of p_. ci. in this cl., reading so: "' Are you, then, a philologian,' 7 said he, ' but
Phdosophy is the L_test possession,and most hoaourabk:, and

a Maranus thinks that those who are different from the masters of !; Narrating hi_ p_ m the _udy of Platom¢ philmiophy, he

practical phdoaophy are called T&eortttcs. I do not know whether ele_ltly employs thts trtte phnum of Plato's. _O'r'ro.they maybe better designated Sceptics or Pyrrhonist$. --OTTo. Philology, uttedhere to denote the exercise of the _'tam.
s Ju[tan, Orat. vi.,says. "Letnoonedlwdeourphilom_phymto 7 Phdology, um:d here to denote the exertase of z/te_cA. Thetwo.

many parts or Gutit into many parts, and especially let htm not make fold tam of A6_Io¢--araHa and r_tio-- ought to be kept in view. "rile
maay out _ : for a_ t_ruthts ol_e, so also ts pIulmmphy." okl man trees tt ia the former, Juatm m the latter, _
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no lover of deeds or of truth ? and do you not "' "Certainly not,' I said.
aim at being a practical man so much as being a "' How then,' he said, "should the philoso.
sophist?' phe_ judge correctly about God, or speak any

"' What greater work,' said I, ' could one ac- truth, when they have no knowledge of Hil_.
complish than this, to show the reason which having neither seen Him at any time, nor heard
governs all, and having laid hold of it, and being Him ?'
mounted upon it, to look down on the errors of "' But, father,' said I, ' the Deity cannot be
others, and their pursuits? But without philos- seen merely by the eyes, as other living beings
ophy and right mason, prudence would not be can, but is discernible to the mind alone, as
present to any man. Wherefore it is necessary Plato says ; and I believe him.'
for every man to philosophize, and to esteem this
the greatest and most honourable work; but CHAP. iv.--THE SOUL OF ITSELF CANNOT SEE
other things only of second-rate or third-rate COD.
importance, though, indeed, if they be made to "' Is there then,' says he, ' such and so great
depend on philosophy, they are of moderate power in our mind ? Or can a man not perceive
value, and worthy of acceptance ; but deprived by sense sooner? Will the mind of man see
of it, and not accompanying it, they are vulgar God at any time, if it is uninstructed by the
and coarse to those who pursue them.' Holy Spirit?'

" ' Does philosophy, then, make happiness ? "' Plato indeed says,' replied I, ' that the
said he, interrupting, mind's eye is of such a nature, and has been

"' Assuredly,' I said, ' and it alone.' given for this end, that we may see that very
"'What, then, is philosophy?' he says ; ' and Being when the mind is pure itself, who is the

what is happiness? Pray tell me, unless some- cause of all discerned by the mind, having no
thing hinders you from saying.' colour, no form, no greatness--nothmg, indeed,

"'Philosophy, then,' said I, 'is the knowledge which the bodily eye looks upon; but It _
of that which really exists, and a clear perception something of this sort, he goes on to say, that
of the truth ; and happiness is the reward of is beyond all essence, unutterable and inexphca-
such knowledge and wisdom.' ble, but alone honourable and good, coming sud-

"' But what do you call God?' said he. denly into souls well-dlsposmoned, on account
"' That which always maintains the same na- of their affinity to and desire of seeing Him.'

ture, and in the same manner, and is the cause "' What affinity, then,' replied he, ' is there
of all other things--that, indeed, is God.' So between us and God? Is the soul also d_vme
I answered him ; and he listened to me with and immortal, and a part of that very regal
pleasure, and thus again interrogated me :-- mind ? And even as that sees God, so also is

"' Is not knowledge a term common to differ- it attainable by us to conceive of the Deity m
ent matters ? For in arts of all kinds, he who our mind, and thence to become happy ?'
knows any one of them is called a skilful man, "' Assuredly,' I said.
in the art of generalship, or of ruling, or of heal- "' And do all the souls of all living beings
ing equally. But in divine and human affairs it comprehend Him ?' he asked ; ' or are the souls
is not so. Is there a knowledge which affords of men of one kind and the souls of horses and
understanding of human and divine things, and of asses of another kind ?'
then a thorough acquaintance with the divinity "' No ; but the souls which are in all are
and the righteousness of them?' similar,' I answered.

"' Assuredly,' I replied. "' Then,' says he, ' shall both horses and asses
"'What, then? Is it in the same way we see, or have they seen at some tune or other,

know man and God, as we know music, and God?'
arithmetic, and astronomy, or any other similar "' No,' I said ; ' for the majority of men will
branch?' not, saving such as shall live justly, purified by

"' By no means,' I replied, righteousness, and by every other virtue.'
"' You have not answered me correctly, then,' "' It is not, therefore,' said he, 'on account

he said ; ' for some [branches of knowledge] of his alfmity, that a man sees God, nor because
come to us by learning, or by some employment, he has a mind, but because he is temperate and
while of others we have knowledge by sight, righteous?'
Now, if one were to tell. you that there exists in "' Yes,' said I ; ' and because he has that
India an animal with a nature unlike all others, ! whereby he perceives God.'
but of such and such a kind, multiform and "' What then ? Do goats or sheep injure any
various, you would not know it before you saw one ?'
it ; but neither would you be competent to give "' No one in any respect,' I said.
any account of it, unless you should hear from " Therefore these animals will see [God]
one who had seen it.' according to your account,' says he.
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,, ' No ; for their body being of such a nature, "' You are right ; for what reason has one for
is an obstacle to them.' supposing that a body so solid, possessing resist-

"He rejoined,' If these animals could assume ance, composite, changeable, decaying, and re-
speech, be well assured that they would with hewed every day, has not arisen from some cause ?
greater reason ridicule our body ; but let us now But if the world is begotten, souls also are neces-
dismiss this subject, and let it be conceded to sarily begotten ; and perhaps at one time they
you as you say. Tell me, however, this : Does were not in existence, for they were made on
the soul see [God] so long as it is m the body, account of men and other living creatures, if you

or after it has been removed from it ?' is will say that they have been begotten wholly"' So long as it is in the form of a man, it apart, and not along with their respective bodies.'
possible for it,' I continue, ' to attain to this by "' This seems to be correct.'
means of the mind ; but especially when it has "' They are not, then, immortal ?'
been set free from the body, and being apart by "' No ; since the world has appeared to us to
itself, it gets possession of that which it was[be begotten.'
wont continually and wholly to love.' "' But I do not say, indeed, that all souls die ;

"' Does it remember this, then ['the sight of for that were truly a piece of good fortune to
God], when it is again in the man ?' the evil. What then ? The souls of the pious

"' It does'not appear to me so,' I said. remain in a better place, while those of the un-
"' What, then, is the advantage to those who just and wicked are in a worse, waiting for the

have seen [God] ? or what has he who has seen time of judgment. Thus some which have ap-
more than he who has not seen, unless he re- peared worthy of God never die; but others
member this fact, that he has seen ?' are punished so long as God wills them to exist

"' I cannot tell,' I answered, and to be punished.'
"' And what do those suffer who are judged "' Is what you say, then, of a like nature with

to be unworthy of this spectacle ? ' said he. that which Plato m Timceus hints about the
"' They are imprisoned in the bodies of cer- world, when he says that it is indeed subject to

tain wild beasts, and this is their punishment.' decay, inasmuch as it has been created, but that
"' Do they know, then, that it is for this rea- it will neither be dissolved nor meet with the

son they are in such forms, and that they have fate of death on account of the will of God ?
committed some sin?' Does it seem to you the very same can be said

"' I do not think so.' of the soul, and generally of all things? For
"'Then these reap no advantage from their those things which exist after' God, or shall at

punishment, as it seems : moreover, I would say any time exist, 2 these have the nature of decay,
that they are not punished unless they are con- and are such as may be blotted out and cease
scious of the punishment.' to exist ; for God alone is unbegotten and incor-

"' No indeed.' ruptible, and therefore He is God, but all other
"' Therefore souls neither see God nor trans- things after Him are created and corruptible.

migrate into other bodies ; for they would know For this reason souls both die and are punished :
that so they are punished, and they would be since, if they were unbegotten, they would nei-
afraid to commit even the most trivia sin after- ther sin, nor be filled with folly, nor be cowardly,
wards. But that they can perceive that God and again ferocious ; nor would they willingly
exists, and that righteousness and piety are hon- transform into swine, and serpents, and dogs ;
ourable, I also quite agree with you,' said he. and it would not indeed be just to compel them,

"' You are fight,' I replied, if they be unbegotten. For that which is unbe-
gotten is similar to, equal to, and the same with
that which is unbegotten ; and neither in powerCHAP. V._THw SOVLIS NOT IN rrsown _AUXmE
nor inhonour shouldthe one be preferredtoIMMOR'rAL.
the other, and hence there are not many things

"'These philosophers know nothing, then, which are unbegotten: for if there were some
about these things ; for they cannot tell what a difference between them, you would not discover
soul is.' the cause of the difference, though you searched

"' It does not appear so.' for it ; but after letting the mind ever wander to
"' Nor ought it to be called immortal ; for if infinity, you would at length, wearied" out, take

it is immortal, it is plainly unbegotten.' your stand on one Unbegotten, and say that this
"' It is both unbegotten and immortal, accord- is the Cause of all. Did such escape the obser-

ing to some who are styled Platonists.' ration of Plato and Pythagoras, those wise men,'
"" Do you say that the world is also unbegot-

ten?' t ,,Be_ide.-
"'Some say so. I do not, however, agree _o_o_y_: Iftl_ old .man imgins to sp_k here, then _Xe_ mumbe read tor ;Xetv, The recetved text .makes tt a_$mar that Jttttm co_

with them.' tlm_ a quotation,orth*mbma,a orit,_rk_
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I said, ' who have been as a wall and fortress [sent] by Him : which, indeed, the false proph.
of philosophy to us?' ets, who are filled with the lying unclean spirit,

neither have done nor do, but venture to work
CHAP. VI. _ THESE THINGS WERE UNKNOWN TO certain wonderful deeds for the purpose of aSton-

PLATOAND OTHER PHILO_PHERS. ishing men, and glorify the spirits and demons
"' It makes no matter to me,' said he, ' whether of error. But pray that, above all things, the

Plato or Pythagoras, or, m short, any other man, gates of light may be opened to you ; for these
held such opinions. For the truth is so ; and things cannot be perceived or understood by all,
you would perceive it from this. The soul as- but only by the man to whom God and Hm
suredly is or has hfe. If, then, it is life, it would Christ have imparted wisdom.'
cause something else, and not itself, to live, even
as motion would move something else than itself. CHAP.Vlll. -- JUSTINBYHIS COLLOQUYIS KINDLED
Now, that the soul lives, no one would deny. WITH LOVETO CHRIST.
But if it lives, it hves not as being life, but as the "When he had spoken these and many other
partaker of life, but that which partakes of any- things, which there is no time for mentioning at
thing, is dxfferent from that of which it does present, he went away, bidding me attend to
partake. Now the soul partakes of life, since them ; and I have not seen him since. But
God wills it to live. Thus, then, it will not even straightway a flame was kindled in my soul ;
partake [of life] when God does not will it to and a love of the prophets, and of those men
live. For to live is not its attribute, as it is who are friends of Christ, possessed me; and
God's; but as a man does not live always, and whilst revolving his words in my mind, I found
the soul is not for ever conjoined with the body, this philosophy alone to be safe and profitable.
since, whenever this harmony must be broken Thus, and for this reason, I am a philosopher.
up, the soul leaves the body, and the man ex- Moreover, I would wish that all, making a reso-
ists no longer ; even so, whenever the soul must lutlon similar to my own, do not keep themselves
cease to exist, the spirit of hfe is removed from away from the words of the Saviour. For they
it, and there is no more soul, but it goes back to possess a terrible power in themselves, and are
the place from whence it was taken.' sufficient to inspire those who turn aside from

the path of rectitude with awe ; while the sweet-
CHAP. VII. _ THE KNOWLEDGE OF TRUTH TO BE est rest is afforded those who make a diligent

SOUGHTFROMTHE PROPHETSALONE. practice of them. If, then, you have any con-
"' Should any one, then, employ a teacher?' cern for yourself, and if you are eagerly looking

I say, ' or whence may any one be helped, if not for salvation, and ff you believe in God, you may
even in them there is truth ?' -- since you are not indifferent to the matter ' --

"' There existed, long before this time, certain become acquainted with the Christ of God, and,
men more ancmnt than all those who are es- after being initiated,: live a happy life."
teemed philosophers, both righteous and beloved When I had stud this, my beloved friends S
by God, who spoke by the Divine Spirit, and those who were with T_pho laughed; but he,
foretold events which would take place, and smiling, says, "I approve of your other remarks,
which are now taking place. They are called and admire the eagerness with which you study
prophets. These alone both saw and announced divine things ; but it were better for you still to
the truth to men, neither reverencing nor fear- abide in the philosophy of Plato, or of some
ing any man, not influenced by a desire for glory, other man, cultivating endurance, self-control,
but speaking those things alone which they saw and moderation, rather than be deceived by false
and which they heard, being filled with the Holy words, and follow the opinions of men of no
Spirit. Their writings are still extant, and he reputation. For if you remain in that mode of
who has read them is very much helped in his philosophy, and live blamelessly, a hope of a
knowledge of the beginning and end of things, better destiny were left to you ; but when you
and of those matters which the philosopher have forsaken God, and reposed confidence in
ought to know, provided he has believed them. man, what safety still awaits you ? If, then, you
For they did not use demonstration in their are willing to listen to me (for I have already
treatises, seeing that they were witnesses to the considered you a friend), first be circumcised,
truth abo_e all demonstration, and worthy of be- then observe what ordinances have been enacted
lief; and those events whxch have happened, with respect to the Sabbath, and the feasts, and
and those which are happening, compel you to
assent to the utterances made by them, although, , According to one interpretatmn, this clause is apphed to God_

*' If you believe in God, seeing He is not indifferent to the matter,

indeed, they were entitled to credit on account _tc. Maranussays that it means: A Jew who readsr,o muchof
of the miracles which they performed, since they Ch_i_tin the Om Testament,cannotbe indifferentto the thingswhich pertain to Him.

both glorified the Creator, the God and Father • Literally-. . having become perfect.. Some refer the words to
tmrfectton of character, some to mmaUon by bapttsm.

of all things, and proclaimed tiis Son, the Christ _Launv©rmon,"beloved Pompeaus.'
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the new moons of God ; and, in a word, do all sabbaths as you do? Are our lives and customs
things which have been written in the law: and also slandered among you? And I ask this:
then perhaps you shall obtain mercy from God. have you also believed concerning us, that we
But Christ--if He has indeed been born, and eat men ; and that after the feast, having ex-
exists anywhere -- is unknown, and does not even tinguished the lights, we engage in promiscuous
know Himself, and has no power until Elias concubinage? Or do you condemn us in this
come to anoint Him, and make Him manifest alone, that we adhere to such tenets, and believe
to all. And you, having accepted a groundless in an opinion, untrue, as you think?"

I his is what we are amazed at," said Trypho,report, invent a Christ for yourselves, and for his " " " "
sake are inconsiderately perishing." "but those things about which the multitude

speak are not worthy of belief; for they are most
CHAP. IX. _THE CHRISTIANS HAVE NOT BELIEVED repugnant to human nature. Moreover, I am

GROUNDLESSSTORIES. aware that your precepts in the so-called Gospel
"I excuse and forgive you, my friend," I said. are so wonderful and so great, that I suspect no

"For you know not what you say, but have been one can keep them ; for I have carefully read
persuaded by teachers who do not understand them. But this is what we are most at a loss
the Scriptures ; and you speak, like a diviner, about : that you, professing to be pious, and sup-
whatever comes into your mind. But if you are posing yourselves better than others, are not .in
wilhng to listen to an account of _im, how we any particular separated from them, and do not
have not been deceived, and shall not cease alter your mode of living from the nations, in that
to confess Him,--although men's reproaches you observe no festivals or sabbaths, and do not
be heaped upon us, although the most terrible have the rite of circumcision ; and further, rest-
tyrant compel us to deny Him,- I shall prove to ing your hopes on a man that was crucified, you
you as you stand here that we have not believed yet expect to obtain some good thing from God,
empty fables, or words without any foundation, while you do not obey His commandments.
but words filled with the Spirit of God, and big Have you not read, that that soul shall be cut
with power, and flourishing with grace." off from his people who shall not have been cir-

Then again those who were in his company cumcised on the eighth day? And this has been
laughed, and shouted in an unseemly manner, ordained for strangers and for slaves equally.
Then I rose up and was about to leave ; but he, But you, despising this covenant rashly, reject
taking hold of my garment, said I should not the consequent duties, and attempt to persuade
accomplish that _ until I had performed what I yourselves that you know God, when, however,
promised. "Let not, then, your companions be you perfcrm none of those things which they do
so tumultuous, or behave so disgracefully," I who fear God. If, therefore, you can defend
said. "But if they wish, let them listen in yourself on these points, and make it manifest in
silence ; or, if some better occupation prevent what way you hope for anything whatsoever,
them, let them go away ; while we, having re- even though you do not observe the law, this we
tired to some spot, and resting there, may finish would very gladly hear from you, and we shall
the discourse." It seemed good to Trypho that make other similar investigations."
we should do so ; and accordingly, having agreed
upon it, we retired to the middle space of the CHAP. XL m THE LAWABROGATED; THENEWTES-
Xystus. Two of his friends, when they had ridi- TAME_rrPROMISEDAND GIVENBY GOD.
culed and made game of our zeal, went off. "There will be no other God, O Trypho, nor
And when we were come to that place, where was there from eternity any other existing" (I
there are stone seats on both sides, those with thus addressed him), "but He who made and
Trypho, having seated themselves on the one disposed all this universe. Nor do we think that
side, conversed with each other, some one of them there is one God for us, another for you, but that
having thrown in a remark about the war waged He alone is God who led your fathers out from
in Judma. Egypt with a strong hand and a high arm. Nor

have we trusted in any other (for there is no Oth-
CHAP.X. mTRVPHO BLAMESTHE CHRISTIANSFOR er), but in.Him in whom you also have trusted,
Tins ALONE-- THE I_ON-OBSERVANCEOF THE LAW. the God of Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob.

And when they ceased, I again addressed But we do not trust through Moses or through
them thus :_ the law ; for then we would do the same as your-

"Is there any other matter, my friends, in selves. But now 2_ (for I have read that there
which we are blamed, than this, that we live not shall be a final law, and a covenant, the chiefest
after the law, and are not circumcised in the

flesh as your forefathers were, and do not observe _ EditomsupposethatJumitt insertsa longpammhes_hem.from
"for" to "'Eg.gpt." It is more natural to take thin mtan anacohahtm.
Justin was going to say" But nowwe trust through _Christ."but _eht

t According to another n:adlng . i dld not ka_._ tim stw.h a _aement requites a pmlimmmy _#aamioL
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of all,whichitisnow incumbenton allmen to This same law you have despised,and His new
observe,asmany asareseekingaftertheinherit-holycovenantyou have slighted; and now you
anceofGod. For thelawpromulgatedon Horeb neitherreccivcit,nor repentof your evildeeds.
isnow old,and belongstoyourselvesalone;but 'For yourearsare closed,youreyesareblinded,
thisis for alluniversally.Now, law placed and theheartishardened,'Jeremiah4has cried;
agmnstlawhas abrogatedthatwhich isbeforeit,yetnot even thendo you listcn.The Lawgiver
and a covenantwhich comes afterinlikemanner isprcscnt,yetyou do not seeHim ; tothepoor

has put an end to the previousone ; and an tbe Gospel ispreached,the blindsee,yet you
eternaland finallaw--namely, Christm has do not understand.You have now need of a

been giventous,and thecovenantistrustworthy,second circumcision,though you glorygreatly
afterwhich thereshallbe no law,no command- intheflesh.The new law requiresyou to keep
ment, no ordinance. Have you not read thisperpetualsabbath,and you,becauseyou areidle
which Isaiahsays: 'Hearken unto Me, hearken forone day,supposeyou arepious,not discern-
unto Me, my People; and, yc kings,give ear ingwhy thishasbeen commanded you : and if
untoMe : fora law shallgo forthfrom Me, and you eat unleavenedbread,you saythe willof

*My judgment shallbe fora lightto the nations.God hasbeen fulfilled.The Lord our God does
My righteousnessapproaches swiftly,and My not takepleasurein such observances: iftherc
salvationshallgo forth,and nationsshalltrustin m any perjuredPersonora thiefamong you,let
Mine arrn?', And by Jeremiah,concerninghim cease tp be so; ifany adulterer,lethim
thissame new covenant,He thusspeaks: 'Be- repent; then he has kept the sweetand tnle

hold,the dayscome, saiththe Lord,thatIwillsabbathsofGod. Ifany one has impurehands,
make a new covenantwith the house of Israellethim wash and be pure.

and withthehouse of Judah; not accordingto
the covenant which I made with their fathers CHAP. xnI.- ISAIAHTEACHESTHAT SINS ARE
in the day that I took them by the hand, to bring rORGZVENTHROUGHCHRIST'SBLOOD.
them out of the land of Egypt' 2). If, therefore, "For Isaiah did not send you to a bath, there to
God proclaimed a new covenant which was to wash away murder and other sins, which not even
be instituted, and this for a light of the nations, all the water of the sea were sufficient to purge ;
we see and are Persuaded that men approach but, as might have been expected, this was that
God, leaving their idols and other unrighteous- saving bath of the olden time which followed s
hess, through the name of Him who was crucified, those who repented, and who no longer were
Jesus Christ, and abide by their confession even purified by the blood of goats and of sheep,
unto death, and maintain piety. Moreover, by or by the ashes of an heifer, or by the offerings
the works and by the attendant miracles, it ls of fine flour, but by faith through the blood of
possible for all to understand that He is the new Christ, and through His death, who died for this
law, and the new covenant, and the expectation very reason, as Isaiah himself said, when he
of those who out of every people wait for the spake thus: 'The Lord shall make bare His
good things of God. For the true spiritual Israel, holy arm in the eyes of all the nations, and all
and descendants of Judah, Jacob, Isaac, and the natmns and the ends of the earth shaJl see
Abraham (who in uncircumcision was approved the salvation of God. Depart ye, depart ye, de-
of and blessed by God on account of his faith, part ye, 6 go ye out from thence, and touch no
and called the father of many nations), are we unclean thing ; go ye out of the midst of her, be
who have been led to God through this crucified re clean that bear the vessels of the Lord, for 7
Christ, as shall be demonstrated while we pro- ye go not with haste. For the Lord shall go be-
ceed. fore you ; and the Lord, the God of Israel, shall

gather you together. Behold, my servant shall
cl_P. XlL--T_IZ JZws VIOLATE ThE ETERt;AL deal prudently ; and He shall be exalted, and be

LAw, AND Im'zgPgzr it_ THAT OF StOSES. greatly glorified. As many were astonished at
I also adduced another passage in which Thee, so Thy form and Thy glory shall be marred

Isaiah exclaims: "'Hear My words, and your more than men. So shall many nations be as-
soul shall live ; and I will make an everlasting tonished at Him, and the kings shall shut their
covenant with you, even the sure mercies of mouths ; for that which had not been told them
David. Behold, I have given Him for a witness concerning Him shall they see, and that which
to the people: nations which know not Thee they had not heard shall they consider. Lord,
shall call on Thee ; peoples who know not Thee
shall escape to Thee, because of thy God, the 4 Not mJeremiah; some would msert, luplaccofJeremiah, lsaiahor John. [St John xu 4o; Ira. yr. zoi wl_.re see full .references m

Holy One of Israel ; for He has glorified Thee.'_ the m,g]mi_ B,t omp. Jeremiahw. 24,_, _ 8,_ xvt,
25.]$ x. Car x. 4- Otto rmzls: wldchhe mcn_mcd mad whichw'_

t Acemdi_ to the LXX., Ira. li. 4, .5. for those who repented.
s Jer. xxxl.3z, 3_. 6 Three timesm Justin, not in LXX: .
_ ira. iv. 3 ft. _tm_di_ to LXX" _ Deviatiag r,llghtly from LXX., oemttmg a clmate.
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who hath believed our report ? and to whom is woman forsaken and grieved in spirit, as _ a wo-
the ann of the Lord revealed? We have an- man hated from her youth. 'a
nounced Him as a Child before Him, as a root
m a dry ground. He hath no form or comeliness, CHAP.XlV. -- Rmm'Eous_ms IS NOT PLACEDIN
and when we saw Him He had no form or beauty ; JEWISHRrrm, BUT IN THE CONVERSXONOF TH_
but His form is dishonoured, and fails more than HEARTGXVESL_ mtvrlsM nv CHRIST.
the sons of men. He is a man in affliction, and "By reason, therefore, of this laver of repent-
acquainted with bearing sickness, because His ance and knowledge of God, which has been
face has been turned away; He was despised, ordained on account of the transgression of God's
and we esteemed Him not. He bears our sins, people, as Isaiah cries, we have believed, and
and is distressed for us ; and we esteemed Him testify that that very baptism which he announced
to be in toil and in affliction, and in evil treat- is alone able to purify those who have repented ;
ment. But He was wounded for our transgres- and this is the water of life. But the cisterns
sions, He was bruised for our iniquities; the which you have dug for yourselves are broken
chastisement of our peace was upon Him. With and profitless to you. For what is the use of
His stripes we are healed. All we, like sheep, that baptism which cleanses the flesh and body
have gone astray. Every man has turned to his alone ? Baptize the soul from wrath and from
own way ; and the Lord laid on Him our iniqui- covetousness, from envy, and from hatred ; and,
ties, and by reason of His oppression He opens lo ! the body is pure. For this is the symbolic
not His mouth. He was brought as a sheep to significancc of unleavened bread, that you do not
the slaughter ; and as a lamb before her shearer commit the old deeds of wicked leaven. But
is dumb, so He openeth not His mouth. In His you have understood all things in a carnal sense,
humiliation His judgment was taken away. And and you suppose it to be piety if you do such
who shall declare His generation ? For His life things, while your souls are filled with deceit,
is taken from the earth. Because of the trans- and, in short, with every wickedness. According-
gressions of my people He came unto death, ly, also, after the seven days of eating unleavened
And I will give the winked for His grave, and bread, God commanded them to mingle new
the rich for His death, because He committed leaven, that is, the performance of other works,
no iniquity, and deceit was not found in His and not the imitation of the old and evil works.

: mouth. And the Lord wills to purify Him from And because this is what this new Lawgiver de-
: affhction. If he has been given for sin, your rounds of you, I shall again refer to the words

soul shall see a long-lived seed. And the Lord which have been quoted by me, and to others
i wills to take His soul away from trouble, to show also which have been passed over. They are re-

Him light, and to form Him in understanding, to lated by Isaiah to the following effect : ' Hearken
justify the righteous One who serves many well. to me, and your soul shall live ; and I will make
And He shall bear our sins ; therefore He shall with you an everlasting covenant, even the sure
inherit many, and shall divide the spoil of the mercies of David. Behold, I have given Him
strong, because His soul was delivered to death ; for a witness to the people, a leader and corn-
and He was numbered with the transgressors, mander to the nations. Nations which know not
and He bare the sins of many, and was delivered Thee shall call on Thee ; and peoples who know
for their transgression. Sing, O barren, who not Thee shall escape unto Thee, because of Thy

'r beareSt not ; break forth and cry aloud, thou (k)d, the Holy One of Israel, for He has glorified
who dost not travail in pain : for more are the Thee. Seek ye God ; and when you find Him,
children of the desolate than the children of call on Him, so long as He may be nigh you.
the married wife. For the Lord said, Enlarge Let the wicked forsake his ways, and the un-
the place of thy tent and of thy curtains ; fix righteous man his thoughts ; and let him return
them, spare not, lengthen thy cords, and strength- unto the Lord, and he will obtain mercy, because
en thy stakes ; stretch forth to thy right and thy He will abundantly pardon your sins. For my
left ; and thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles, and thoughts are not as your thoughts, neither are
thou shalt make the desolate cities to be inherited, my ways as your ways ; but as far removed as the
Fear not because thou art ashamed, neither be heavens are from the earth, so far is my way re-
thou confounded because thou hast been re- moved from your way, and your thoughts from
proached; for thou shalt forget everlasting my thoughts. For as the snow or the rain de-
shame, and shalt not remember the reproach of scends from heaven, and shall not return till it
thy widowhood, because the Lord has made a waters the earth, and makes it bring forth and
name for Himself, and He who has redeemed bud, and gives seed to the sower and bread for
thee shall be called through the whole earth the food, so shall My word be that goeth forth coatof
God of Israel. The Lord has called thee as ' a My mouth : it shall not return until it shall have

x LXX.. " _ as," _c. * Isa. lii. zoK followi_thc LXX. oa toliv. 6.
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accomplished all that I desired, and I shall make while thou art speaking, He will say, Behold, I
My commandments prosperous. For ye shall am here. And if thou take away from thee the
go out with joy, and be taught with gladness, yoke, and the stretching out of the hand, and the
For the mountains and the hills shall leap while !word of murmuring ; and shalt give heartily thy
they expect you, and all the trees of the fields bread to the hungry, and shalt satisfy the afflicted
shall applaud with their branches: and instead soul; then shall thy light arise in the darkness,
of the thorn shall come up the cypress, and in- and thy darkness shall be as the noon-day: and
stead of the brier shall come up the myrtle. And thy God shall be with thee continually, and thou
the Lord shall be for a name, and for an ever- shalt be satisfied according as thy soul desireth,
lasting sign, and He shall not fail ! ,x Of these and thy bones shall become fat, and shall be as
and such like words written by the prophets, O a watered garden, and as a fountain of water, or
Trypho," said I, "some have reference to the as aland where water fails not.' 3 'Circumcise,
first advent of Christ, in which He is preached therefore, the foreskin of your heart,' as the words
as inglorious, obscure, and of mortal appearance : of God in all these passages demand."
but others had reference to His second advent,
when He shall appear in glory and above the CHAP. XVI.-- CIRCUMCISIONGIVENASA SIGN,THAT
clouds ; and your nation shall see and know Him THE JEWS MIGHT BE DRIVEN AWAYFOR THEIR
whom they have pierced, as Hosea, one of the EVIL DEEDS DONE TO CHRIST AND THE CHRIS-
twelve prophets, and Daniel, foretold. TIANS.

"And God himself proclaimed by Moses,
CHAP. XV. _ IN WHAT THE TRUE FASTING CON- speaking thus : ' And circumcise the hardness of

SISTS.
your hearts, and no longer stiffen the neck. For

"Learn, therefore, to keep the true fast of God, the Lord your God is both Lord of lords, and a
as Isaiah says, that you may please God. Isaiah great, mighty, and terrible God, who regardeth
has cried thus : ' Shout vehemently, and do not not persons, and taketh not rewards.' 4 And in
spare : lift up thy voice as with a trumpet, and Leviticus : ' Because they have transgressed against
show My people their transgressions, and the Me, and despised Me, and because they have
house of Jacob their sins. They seek Me from walked contrary to Me, I also walked contrary to
day to day, and desire to know My ways, as a them, and I shall cut them off In the land of their
nation that did righteousness, and forsook not enemies. Then shall their uncircumcised heart
the judgment of God. They ask of Me now be turned.' s For the circumcision according to
righteous judgment, and desire to draw near to the flesh, which is from Abraham, was given for
God, saying, Wherefore have we fasted, and Thou a sign ; that you may be separated from other
seest not ? and afflicted our souls, and Thou hast nations, and from us ; and that you alone may
not known ? Because in the days of your fasting suffer that which you now justly suffer ; and that
you find your own pleasure, and oppress all those your land may be desolate, and your cities burned
who are subject to you. Behold, ye fast for with fire; and that strangers may eat your fruit
strifes and debates, and smite the humble with in your presence, and not one of you may go up
your fists. Why do ye fast for Me, as to-day, so to Jerusalem.'6 For youare not recognised among
tlmt your voice is heard aloud? This is not the the rest of men by any other mark tkan your
fast which I have chosen, the day in which a man fleshly circumcision. For none of you, I suppose,
shall afflict his soul. And not even if you bend will venture to say that God neither did no_rdoes
your neck like a ring, or clothe yourself in sack- foresee the events, which are future, nor fore-
cloth and ashes, shall you call this a fast, and a ordained his deserts for each one. Accordingly,
day acceptable to the Lord. This is not the fast these things have happened to you in fairness
which I have chosen, saith the Lord ; but loose and justice, for you have slain the Just Onq, and
every unrighteous bond, dissolve the terms of His prophets before Him; and now you reject

covenauts, let the oppressed go free, those who hope in Him, and in Him who sent
every iniquitous contract. Deal thy Him--God the Almighty and Maker of 'all

bread to the hungry, and lead the homeless poor things --cursing in your synagogues those that
under thydwelling ; if thou seest the naked,clothe believe on Christ. For you have not the power
him ; and do not hide thyself from thine own to lay hands upon us, on account of those who
flesh. Then shall thy light break forth as the now have the mastery. But as often as you
morning, and thy garments 2 shall rise up quickly : could, you did so. Wherefore God, by Isaiah,
and thy righteousness shall go before thee, and calls to you, saying, ' Behold how the righteous
the glory of God shall envelope thee. Then
shalt thou cry, and the Lord shall hear thee: _ I_. hdll......4 Deut. x x6 f.

s Lcv. xxvi. q_, 4x .
z Isa. Iv. 3 toend. 6 See A#a/., t. 47- The Jews [By Hadrian's recent edtct] wer_

prohibited by law from enterinl_ Jerusalem on pain of death. And so
t iv, lt,a: some zead hle_*a, asia LXX ," thy health," the better Justin sees m carcum_ thek own pun_mcut.
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man perished, and no one regards it. For the money-changers in the temple, and exclaimed,
righteous man is taken away from before iniquity. Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypo-
H_s grave shall be in peace, he is taken away cntes I because ye pay tithe of mint and rue, but
from the midst. Draw near hither, ye lawless do not observe the love of God and justice. Ye
children, seed of the adulterers, and children of whited sepulchres ! appearing beautiful outward,
the whore. Against whom have you sported but are within full of dead men's bones.' 6 And
yourselves, and against whom have you opened to the Scribes, ' Woe unto you, Scribes I for ye
the mouth, and against whom have you loosened have the keys, and ye do not enter in yourselves,
the tongue ?" and them that are entering in ye hinder ; ye

bhnd guides !'
CHAP. XVII.--THE JEWS SENT PERSONS THROUGH

THE WHOLE EARTH TO SPREAD CALUMNIES ON CHAP. XVIII. _ CHRISTIANS WOULD OBSERVE THE

CHRISTIANS. LAW, IF THEY DID NOT KNOW WHY IT WAS

"For other nations have not inflicted on us and n_sTrrtrrED.
on Christ this wrong to such an extent as you have, "For since you have read, O Trypho, as you
who in very deed are the authors of the wicked yourself admitted, the doctrines taught by our
prejudice against the Just One, and us who hold Saviour, I do not think that I have done fool-
by Him. For after that you had crucified Him, lshly in adding some short utterances of His to
the only blameless and righteous Man, -- through the prophetic statements. Wash therefore, and
whose stripes those who approach the Father by be now clean, and put away iniquity from your
Him are healed,- when you knew that He had souls, as God bids you be washed in this laver,
risen from the dead and ascended to heaven, as and be circumcised with the true circumcision.
the prophets foretold He would, you not only For we too would observe the fleshly circumcision,
d_d not repent of the wickedness which you had and the Sabbaths, and in short all the feasts, if
committed, but at that tame you selected and we did not know for what reason they were en-

: sent out from Jerusalem chosen men through all iomed you, m namely, on account of your trans-
the land to tell that the godless heresy of the gressions and the hardness of your hearts. For

'_ Christians had sprung up, and to publish those if we patiently endure all things contrived against
things which all they who knew us not speak us by wicked men and demons, so that even
against us. So that you are the cause not only amid cruelties unutterable, death and torments,

. of your own unrighteousness, but in fact of that we pray for mercy to those who inflict such
of all other men. And Isaiah cries justly : ' By things upon us, and do not wish to give the least
reason of you, My name is blasphemed among retort to any one, even as the new Lawgiver

! the Gentiles.' 2 And : ' Woe unto their soul ! be- commanded us : how is it, Trypho, that we
cause they have devised an evil device against would not observe those rites which do not harm
themselves, saying, Let us bind the righteous, for us,-- I speak of fleshly circumctsion, and Sab-
he is distasteful to us. Therefore they shall eat baths, and feasts ?
the fruit of their doings. Woe unto the wicked
evil shall be rendered to him according to the CHAP. XlX.--CmCUMClS_ON trSXt_OWS _EVOV.E
works of his hands.' And again, in other ABV.AH_. THE LAWWASGIVEN _V MOSESO_
words : s , Woe unto them that draw thear iniqui- ACCOUm'OF THE HARDNEYxSOF THEIRHEARTS,
ty as with a long cord, and their transgressions "It is this about which we are at a loss, and

:_ as with the harness of a heifer's yoke : who say, with reason, because, while you endure such
Let his speed come near ; and let the counsel things, you do not observe all the other customs
of the Holy One of Israel come, that we may which we are now discussing."
know it. Woe unto them that call evil good, "This circumcision is not, however, necessary
and good evil ; that put light for darkness, and for all men, but for you alone, in order that, as I
darkness for light;that put bitter for sweet, and have already said, you may suffer these things
sweet for bitter !' 4 Accordingly, you displayed _which you now justly suffer. Nor do we receive
great zeal in publishing throughout all the land that useless baptism of cisterns, for it has noth-
bttter and dark and unjust things against the only ing to do with this baptism of life. Wherefore
blameless and righteous Light sent by God. also God has announced that you have forsaken

For He appeared distasteful to you when He Him, the living fountain, and digged for your-
cried among you, ' It is written, My house is the] selves broken cisterns which can hold no water.
house of prayer ; but ye have made it a den of Even you, who are the circumcised according to
thieves !' s He overthrew also the tables of the the flesh, have need of our circumcision ; but we,

having the latter, do not require the former.
I_. I_i. ,-4. For if it were necessary, as you suppose, God

_ lsa. lii. 5 .
_ Isa. iii. 9 ft.
4 Isn.v. xS, ,ao. 6 Thisand following quomfio_ taken promiscuously from Matt
s Mau.. ,,c_. z3. xxi_ _ Lu._ _.
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would not have made Adam uncircumcised; as he was ready to say, "as the green herbs," I
would not have had respect to the gifts of Abel antiopated him : "Why do you not receive thl_
when, being uncircumcised, he offered sacrifice ; statement, ' as the green herbs,' m the sense in
and would not have been pleased with the uncir- which it was given by God, to wit, that just as God
cumcision of Enoch, who was not found, because has granted the herbs for sustenance to man, even
God had translated him. Lot, being uncircum- so has He given the animals for the diet of flesh
cised, was saved from Sodom, the angels them- But, you say, a distinction was laid down there-
selves and the Lord sending him out. Noah after to Noah, because we do not eat certain
was the beginning of our race ; yet, uncircum- herbs. As you interpret it, the thing is incredi-
cised, along with his children he went into the ble. And first I shall not occupy myself w_th
ark. Melchizedek, the priest of the Most High, this, though able to say and to hold that every.
was uncircumcised; to whom also Abraham, vegetable is food, and fit to be eaten. But
the first who received circumcision after the flesh, although we discriminate between green herbs,
gave tithes, and he blessed him: after whose not eating all, we refrain from eating some, not
order God declared, by the mouth of David, because they are common or unclean, but be-
that He would establish the everlasting priest, cause they are bitter, or deadly, or thorny. But
Therefore to you alone this circumcision was we lay hands on and take of all herbs which are
necessary, in order that the people may be no l sweet, very nourishing and good, whether they
people, and the nation no nation ; as also Hosea, z are marine or land plants. Thus also God by the
one of the twelve prophets, declares. Moreover, mouth of Moses commanded you to abstain
all those righteous men already mentioned, from uncleafi and improper 7 and violent animal_ :
though they kept no Sabbaths, 2 were pleasing to]when, moreover, though you were eatmg manna
God ; and after them Abraham with all his de- in the desert, and were seeing all those wondrous
scendants until Moses, under whom your nation acts wrought for you by God, you made and wor-
appeared unrighteous and ungrateful to God, shipped the golden calf. s Hence he cries con-
making a calf in the wilderness : wherefore God, tinually, and justly, ' They are foolish children,
accommodating Himself to that nation, enjoined in whom is no faith. ' 9
them also to offer sacrifices, as if to His name,
in order that you might not serve idols. Which CHAP. XXI.- SABBATHSWERE INSTITUTEDON AC-

COUNTOF THE PEOPLE'S SINS, AND NOT FOR Aprecept, however, you have not observed; nay,
you sacrificed your children to demons. And WORK OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.
yOUwere commanded to keep Sabbaths, that you "Moreover, that God enjoined you to keep
might retain the memorial of God. For His the Sabbath, and impose on you other precepts
word makes this announcement, saying, ' That for a sign, as I have already said, on account of
ye may know that I am God who redeemed your unrighteousness, and that of your fathers,-
you.' 3 as He declares that for the sake of the nations,

lest His name be profaned among them, there-
CHAP. XX. _WHY CHOICEOF MEATSWAS PRE- fore He permitted some of you to remain ahve,--

SCRIBED. these words of His can prove to you : they are
"Moreover, you were commanded to abstain narrated by Ezekiel thus: I am the Lord your

from certain kinds of food, in order that you God ; walk in My statutes, and keep My judg-
might keep God before your eyes while you ate ments, and take no part in the customs of Egypt ;
and drank, seeing that you were prone and very and hallow My Sabbaths ; and they shall be a
ready to depart from His knowledge, as Moses sign between Me and you, that ye may know that
also affirms : ' The people ate and drank, and I am the Lord your God. Notwithstanding ye
rose up to play.' 4 And again : ' Jacob ate, and rebelled against Me, and your children walked
was satisfied, and waxed fat ; and he who was not in My statutes, neither kept My judgments
beloved kicked : he waxed fat, he grew thick, he to do them : which if a man do, he shall live m
was enlarged, and he forsook God who had made them. But they polluted My Sabbaths. And I
him.' s For it was told you by Moses in the said that I would pour out My fury upon them
book of Genesis, that God granted to Noah, in the wilderness, to accomplish My anger upon
being a _ugt man, to eat of every animal, but not them ; yet I did it not ; that My name might
of flesh with the blood, which is dead." 6 And not be altogether profaned in the sight of the

* It_. i. andtt heathen. I led them out before their eyes, and
s [Th_ did not Sa_atize; but Justin does not deny what is ira-

plied m qumy Scnpture_ that they marked the w-e:¢k,and noted the
aeventh day. Gem it. 3, viii. xo, _2.] 7 gbuto_ s_t_ ra.pJ._'ota.o_'.

F._ek, xx. x2. e ,, The re_d_ning of St. Justin is not qmte clear to |nterpteter_.
4 Ex. xxxli. 6. As we abstain from some herbs, not because they are forbidden by law,
5 Deut. xxxii. _5- but because they ate deadly, so the law of abstinence from tmproper
6 _p_/_t_ev, or" dieth of itself," corn. reading was _Kpttta_ov, and violent animals was unposed not on Noah, but on you as a yoke

which w_ suppo_d to be derived front _lr_r_, _ to mean "which on account of your sins." --MAR._US.
ought to be cast out: " the above w_ suggested by H. Stcpha_u_ 9 De'aL ..... 6,
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I lifted up Mine hand unto them in the wilder- of the midst of the herd ; who applaud at the
hess, that I would scatter them among the sound of the musical mstruments ; they reckon
heathen, and disperse them through the coun- them as stable, and not as fleeting, who drink
txaes; because they had not executed My judg- wine in bowls, and anoint themselves with the
ments, but had despised My statutes, and polluted chief ointments, but .they are not grieved for the
My Sabbaths, and their eyes were after the devices affliction of Joseph. Wherefore now they shall
of their fathers. Wherefore I gave them also be captives, among the first of the nobles who are
statutes which were not good, and judgments carried away ; and the house of evil-doers shall
whereby they shall not live. And I shall pollute be removed, and the neighing of horses shall be
them in their own gifts, that I may destroy all taken away from Ephraim? And again by Jereo
that openeth the womb, when I pass through rajah: 'Collect your flesh, and sacrifices, and
them. '_ eat: for concerning neither sacrifices nor liba-

tions did I command your fathers in the day in
CHAP. XXlI.-- SO ALSOWERE SACRIFICESAND which I took them by the hand to lead them out

OBLATIONS. of Egypt.3 And again by David, in the forty-ninth
"And that you may learn that it was for the Psalm, He thus said : ' The God of gods, the

sins of your own nation, and for their idolatries, Lord hath spoken, and called the earth, from the
and not because there was any necessity for such rising of the sun unto the gomg down thereof.
sacrifices, that they were likewise enjoined, listen Out of Zion is the perfection of His beauty. God,
to the manner in which He speaks of these by even our God, shall come openly, and shall not
Amos, one of the twelve, saying : ' Woe unto you keep silence. Fire shall burn before Him, and it
that desire the day of the Lord ! to what end shall be very temptestuous round about Him. He
is this day of the Lord for you? It is dark- shall call to the heavens above, and to the earth,
ness and not light, as when a man flees from the that He may judge His people. Assemble to
face of a lion, and a bear meets him ; and he Him His saints ; those that have made a cove-
goes into his house, and leans his hands against nant with Him by sacrifices. And the heavens
the wall, and the serpent bites him. Shall not shall declare His righteousness, for God is judge.
the day of the Lord be darkness and not light, Hear, O My people, and I will speak to thee ;
even very dark, and no brightness in it? I have O Israel, and I will testify to thee, I am God,
hated, I have despised your feast-days, and I even thy God. I will not reprove thee for thy
will not smell in your solemn assemblies : where- sacrifices ; thy burnt-offerings are continually
fore, though ye offer Me your burnt-offerings before me. I will take no bullocks out of thy
and sacrifices, I will not accept them ; neither will house, nor he-goats out of thy folds : for all
I regard the peace-offerings of your presence, the beasts of the field are Mine, the herds and
Take thou away from Me the multitude of thy the oxen on the mountains. I know all the
songs and psalms ; I will not hear thine instru- fowls of the heavens, and the beauty of the field
ments. But let judgment be rolled down as is Mine. If I were hungry, I would not tell thee ;
water, and righteousness as an impassable torrent, for the world is Mine, and the fulness thereof.
Have ye offered unto Me victims and sacrifices Will I eat the flesh of bulls, or drink the blood of
in the wilderness, O house of Israel? saith the goats ? Offer unto God the sacrifice of praise,
Lord. And have ye taken up the tabernacle of and pay thy vows unto the Most High, and call
Moloch, and the star of your god Raphan, the upon Me in the day of trouble, and I will deliver
figures which ye made for yourselves ? And I will thee, and thou shalt glorify Me. But unto the
carry you away beyond Damascus, saith the Lord, wicked God saith, What hast thou to do to de-
whose name is the Almighty God. Woe to them clare My statutes, and to take My covenant into
that are at ease in Zion, and trust in the moun- thy mouth ? But thou hast hated instruction,
taln of Samaria: those who are named among and cast My words behind thee. When thou
the chiefs have plucked away the first-fruits of sawest a thief, thou consentedst with him ; and
the nations : the house of Israel have entered for hast been partaker with the adulterer. Thy mouth
themselves. Pass all of you unto Calneh, mad see ; has framed evil, and thy tongue has enfolded
and from thence go ye unto Hamath'the great, and deceit. Thou sittest and speakest against thy
go down thence to Gath of the strangers, the brother; thou slanderest thine own mother's
noblest of all these kingdoms, if their boundaries son. These things hast thou done, and I kept
are greater than your boundaries. Ye who come silence; thou thoughtest that I would be like
to the evil day, who are approaching, and who hold thyself in wickedness. I will reprove thee, and
to false Sabbaths ; who lie on beds of ivory, and iset thy sins in order before thine eyes. Now con-
are at ease upon their couches ; who eat the sider this, )re that forget God, lest He tear you
lambs out of the flock, and the sucking calves out in pieces, and there be none to deliver. The

Amos v. _8 to end, vi, x-7.
t Ea.ek. xx. z_26. s Jet. vii. 2x £
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Imerifice of praise shall glorify Me ; and there is circumcision has been given for a sign, and
the way in which I shall show him My salvation._ not for a work of righteousness. For God has
Accordingly He neither takes sacrifices from given likewise to women the ability to observe
you nor commanded them at first to be offered all things which are righteous and virtuous ; but
because they are needful to Him, but because we see that the bodily form of the male has
of your sins. For indeed the temple, which is been made different from the bodily form of the
called the temple in Jerusalem, He admitted to female ; yet we know that neither of them is
be His house or court, not as though He needed righteous or unrighteous merely for this cause,
it, but in order that you, in this view of it, giving but [is considered righteous] by reason of piety
yourselves to Him, might not worship 1dols. and righteousness.
And that this is so, Isaiah says: ' What house
have ye built Me ? saith the Lord. Heaven is CHAP"xxiv.--THE CHRISTIANS'CIRCUMCISIONFAR
My throne, and earth is My footstool.' 2 MOREEXCELLENT.

" Now, sirs," I said, " it is possible for us to
CHAP. XXXIII.-- THE OPINIONOF THE JEWS RE- show how the eighth day possessed a certain

GARDINCTHE LAW DOESAN mJVRY TO COD. mysterious import, which the seventh day d_d
"But if we do not admit this, we shall be iia- not possess, and which was promulgated by God

hie to fall into foolish opinions, as if it were not through these rites. But lest I appear now to
the same God who existed in the times of Enoch diverge to other subjects, understand what I
and all the rest, who neither were circumcised say : the blood of that circumcision is obsolete,
after the flesh, nor observed Sabbaths, nor any and we trust in the blood of salvation ; there
other rites, seeing that Moses enjoined such ob- is now another covenant, and another law has
servances ; or that God has not wished each gone forth from Zion. Jesus Christ circumcises
race of mankind continually to perform the all who will--as was declared above -- w_th
same righteous actions : to admit which, seems knives of stone ; 4 that they may be a righteous
to be ridiculous and absurd. Therefore we lnation, a people keeping faith, holding to the
must confess that He, who is ever the same, has truth, and maintaining peace. Come then with
commanded these and such like institutions on me, all who fear God, who wish to see the good
account of sinful men, and we must declare Him of Jerusalem. Come, let us go to the light of
to be benevolent, foreknowing, needing nothing, the Lord; for He has liberated His people,
righteous and good. But if this be not so, tell the house of Jacob. Come, all nations; let
me, sir, what you think of those matters which us gather ourselves together at Jerusalem, no
we are investigating." And when no one re- longer plagued by war for the sins of her peo-
sponded : "Wherefore, Trypho, I will proclaim ple. ' For I was manifest to them that sought
to you, and to those who wish to become prose- Me not ; I was found of them that asked not
lytes, the divine message which I heard from for Me;' s He exclaims by Isaiah: ' I said,
that man._ Do you see that the elements are Behold Me, unto nations which were not called
not idle, and keep no Sabbaths ? Remain as by My name. I have spread out My hands all
you were born. For if there was no need of the day unto a disobedient and gainsaying peo-
circumcision before Abraham, or of the observ- pie, which walked in a way that was not good,
ance of Sabbaths, of feasts and sacrifices, before but after their own sins. It is a people that
Moses ; no more need is there of them now, provoketh Me to my face.' s
after that, according to the will of God, Jesus
Christ the Son of God has been born without CHAP. Xxv.--THE JEWS _OASr IN VAIN THAT

sin, of a virgin sprung from the stock of Abra- THEY ARE SONSOF ABRAHAM.
ham. For when Abraham himself was in un- "Those who justify themselves, and say they
circumcision, he was justified and blessed by are sons of Abraham, shall be desirous even in
reason of the faith which he reposed in God, a small degree to receive the inheritance along
as the Scripture tells. Moreover, the Scriptures with you ; 6 as the Holy Spirit, by the mouth of
and the facts themselves compel us to admit Isaiah, cries, speaking thus while he personates
that He received circumcision for a sign, and them: ' Rethrn from heaven, and behold from
not for righteousness. So that it was justly re- the habitation of Thy holiness and glory. Where
corded concerning the people, that the soul is Thy zeal and strength ? Where is the multi-
which shall not be circumcised on the eighth tude of Thy mercy? for Thou hast sustained us,
day shall be cut off from his family. And, fur- 0 Lord. For Thou art our Father, because
thermore, the inability of the female sex to Abraham is ignorant of us, and Israel has not
receive fleshly circumcision, proves that this recognised us. But Thou, 0 Lord, our Father,

t 1_.i. (inE.V.). • ,losh.v.2. Ira. xxv_2,3.s I_,a.lxvi.z. s l_r., Ixv.z-3.
" TI_manhcm_tb,ythe_.a,.d_t.. t Othea"_dd.hav_,"wi_ us."
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deliver us : from the beginning Thy name is up- they neither keep the Sabbath, nor are circum-
on us. O Lord, why hast Thou made us to err cised, nor observe the feasts. Assuredly they
from Thy way? and hardened our hearts, so shall receive the holy inheritance of God. For
that we do not fear Thee ? Return for Thy ser- Cod speaks by Isaiah thus : ' I, the Lord God,
rants' sake, the tribes of Thine inheritance, that have called Thee in righteousness, and will hold
we may inherit for a little Thy holy mountain. Thine hand, and will strengthen Thee ; and I
We were as from the beginning, when Thou have given Thee for a covenant of the people,
didst not bear rule over us, and when Thy name for a light of the Gentiles, to open the eyes of
was not called upon us. If Thou wilt open the the blind, to bring out them that are bound
heavens, trembling shall seize the mountains from the chains, and those who sit in darkness
before Thee : and they shall be melted, as wax from the prison-house.' 4 And again : ' Lift up a
melts before the fire; and fire shall consume standard s for the people; for, lo, the Lord has
the adversaries, and Thy name shall be manifest made it heard unto the end of the earth. Say
among the adversaries ; the nations shall be put ye to the daughters of Zion, Behold, thy Saviour
into disorder before Thy face. When Thou has come; having His reward, and His work
shalt do glorious things, trembling shall seize before His face : and He shall call it a holy ha-
the mountains before Thee. From the begin- tion, redeemed by the Lord. And thou shalt
rang we have not heard, nor have our eyes seen be called a city sought out, and not forsaken.
a God besides Thee : and Thy works,' the mercy Who is this that cometh from Edom ? in red gar-
which Thou shalt show to those who repent, ments from Bosor? This that is beautiful in ap-
He shall meet those who do righteousness, and parel, going up with great strength ? I speak
they shall remember Thy ways. Behold, Thou righteousness, and the judgment of salvation.
art wroth, and we were sinning. Therefore we Why are Thy garments red, and Thine apparel
have erred and become all unclean, and all our as from the trodden wine-press ? Thou art full
righteousness is as the rags of a woman set of the trodden grape. I have trodden the wine-
apart: and we have faded away like leaves by press all alone, and of the people there is no
reason of our iniqmties ; thus the wind will take man with Me ; and I have trampled them in
us away. And there is none that calleth upon l fury, and crushed them to the ground, and
Thy name, or remembers to take hold of Thee ; spilled their blood on the earth. For the day
for Thou hast turned away Thy face from us, of retribution has come upon them, and the year
and hast given us up on account of our sins. of redemption is present. And I looked, and
And now return, O Lord, for we are all Thy there was none to help; and I considered,
people. The city of Thy holiness has become and none assisted : and My arm delivered ; and
desolate. Zion has become as a wilderness, i My fury came on them, and I trampled them
Jerusalem a curse;the house, our holiness, and in My fury, and spilled their blood on the
the glory which our fathers blessed, has been earth.'" 6

burned with fire ; and all the glorious nations* CHAP. XXVlt.--WHY GODTAUOn'r THE S_Xm
have fallen along with it. And in addition to
these [misfortunes], O Lord, Thou hast refrained THINGSBY THE PROPHETSAS BY MOSES.
Thyself, and art silent, and hast humbled us And Trypho said, "Why do you select and
very much.' "_ quote whatever you wish from the prophetic writ-

And Trypho remarked, "What is this you ings, but do not refer to those which expressly
say? that none of us shall inhent anything on command the Sabbath to be observed ? For
the holy mountain of God?" Isaiah thus speaks: ' If thou shalt turn away thy

foot from the Sabbaths, so as not to do thy plea_
CHAP.XXVI._ NO SALVATIONTO THE JEWS EX- ure on the holy day, and shalt call the Sabbaths

CEPT THROUGHCHRIST. the holy delights of thy God ; if thou shalt not
And I replied, "I do not say so ; but those lift thy foot to work, and shalt not speak a word

who have persecuted and do persecute Christ, from thine own mouth; then thou shalt trust in
ff they do not repent, shall not inherit any- the Lord, and He shall cause thee to go up to
thing on the holy mountain. But the Gen- the good things of the land ; and He shall feed
tiles, who have believed on Him, and have thee with the inheritance of Jacob thy father:
repented of the sins which they have committed, for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it.' "7
they shall receive the inheritance along with the And I replied, "I have passed them by, my
patriarchs and the prophets, and the just men friends, not because such prophecies were con-
who are descended from Jacob, even although trary to me, but because you have understood, and

x Otto reads. "Thy works whmh Thou shalt do to those who 4 Isa. xliL 6, 7.
wait for mercy." s ovo-o,_,6v, "a ,clinking." is the original reading; but LXX

z Some suppose the correct reading to lm, '*our g|orlous f_tstt/u- has erd_rar'OtLov,a standard or slgnalj aml thts moat edd. adopt.
tton$ [ma__nna2rs,custoln% or olxhn,mces] have," etc., iOq for dO_. t, l_a. Ixit. to to eadj lxiii, x-6.

a lsa. Ixhi. x5 to end, and Ixlv. 7 lsa. Ivih. z3., 14.
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do understand, that although God commands you those have recourse who are unable to answer
by all the prophets to do the same things which the question."
He also commanded by Moses, it was on account Then I said, "Since I bring from the Scriptures
of the hardness of your hearts, and your ingrati- and the facts themselves both the proofs and the
rude towards Him, that He continually proclaims inculcation of them, do not delay or hesitate to
them, in order that, even in this way, if you re- put faith in me, although I am an uncircumcised
pented, you might please Him, and neither sac- man ; so short a time is left you in which to be-
rifice your children to demons, nor be partakers come proselytes. If Christ's coming shall have
with thieves, nor lovers of gifts, nor hunters after anticipated you, in vain you will repent, in vazn
revenge, nor fail in doing judgment for orphans, you will weep ; for He will not hear you. ' Break
nor be inattentive to the justice due to the widow, up your fallow ground,' Jeremiah has cried to the
nor have your hands full of blood. ' For the people, 'and sow not among thorns. Circumcise
daughters of Zion have walked with a high neck, yourselves to the Lord, and circumcise the fore-
both sporting by winking with their eyes, and skin of your heart.' 3 Do not sow, therefore,
sweeping along their dresses. _ For they are all among thorns, and in untilled ground, whence
gone aside,' He exclaims, ' they are all become you can have no fruit. Know Christ ; and be-
useless. There is none that understands, there hold the fallow ground, good, good and fat, is in
is not so much as one. With their tongues they your hearts. ' For, behold, the days come, saith
have practised deceit, their throat is an open the Lord, that I will visit all them that are cir-
sepulchre, the poison of asps is under their lips, cumcised in their foreskins ; Egypt, and Judah?
destruction and misery are in their paths, and and Edom, and the sons of Moab. For all the
the way of peace they have not known. '2 So nations are uncircumcised,, and all the house of
that, as in the beginning, these things were en- Israel are uncircumcised in their hearts.' s Do
joined you because of your wickedness, in like you see how that God does not mean this cir-
manner because of your stedfastness in it, or cumcislon which is given for a sign? For it is
rather your increased proneness to it, by means of no use to the Egyptians, or the sons of Moab,
of the same precepts He calls you to a remem- or the sons of Edom. But though a man be a
brance or knowledge of it. But you are a peo- Scythian or a Persian, if he has the knowledge
pie hard-hearted and without understanding, of God and of His Christ, and keeps the ever-
both blind and lame, children in whom is no lasting righteous decrees, he is circumcised with
froth, as He Himself says, honouring Him only the good and useful circumcision, and is a friend
with your lips, far from Him in your hearts, of God, and God rejoices in his gifts and offer-
teaching doctrines that are your own and not ings. But I will lay before you, my friends, the
His. For, tell me, did God wish the priests to very words of God, when He said to the people by
sin when they offer the sacrifices on the Sabbaths ? Malachi, one of the twelve prophets, ' I have no
or those to sin, who are circumcised and do cir- pleasure in you, saith the Lord ; and I shall not
cumeise on the Sabbaths ; since He commands accept your sacrifices at your hands: for from
that on the eighth day--even though it happen the rising of the sun unto its setting My name
to be a Sabbath--those who are born shall be shall be glorified among the Gentiles; and in
always circumcised ? or could not the infants be every place a sacrifice is offered unto My name,
operated upon one day previous or one day sub- even a pure sacrifice : for My name is honoured
sequent to the Sabbath, if He knew that it is a among the Gentiles, saith the Lord ; but ye pro-
sinful act upon the Sabbaths? Or why did He lane it.' 6 And by David He said, ' A people
not teach those m who are called righteous and whom I have not known, served Me ; at the
pleasing to Him, who lived before Moses and hearing of the ear they obeyed Me.' 7
Abraham, who were not circumcised in their
foreskin, and observed no Sabbaths m to keep CHAP. X3UX.m CmUST IS USELV_SSTO _IOSV- WHO
these institutions?" O_SERVETHE LAW.

"Let us glorify God, all nations gathered to-
CHAP. XXVlXI._ TRUe. mC,_rrEOUSNESSm On- gether ; for He has also visited us. Let us glorify

TAXSFa_nv cHms_r. Him by the King of glory, by the Lord of hosts.
And Trypho replied, "We heard you adducing For He has been gracmus towards the Gentiles

this consideration a little ago, and we have given also ; and our sacrifices He esteems more grate-
it attention : for, to tell the truth, it is worthy of ful than yours. What need, then, have I of cir-
attention ; and that answer which pleases mostm cumcision, who have been witnessed to by God ?
namely, that so it seemed good to Him--does What need have I of that other baptism, who
not satisfy me. For this is ever the shift to which

3 |er.iv.3.
4 ,ko in A. V.,but supposed to be Id_

x Isa fii. z6. S Jer. ix.*S f.
t Varlo_ pa_N_s smmg together; am_p. Ram. ill zo, and foil 6 MaLl. xo, etc.

verses. 7 1:_ x'vm"43"
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have been baptized with the Holy Ghost? I in the name of Jesus Christ, crucified under
think thatwhile I mention this, I would persuade Pontius Pilate, governor of Judaea, they are
even those who are possessed of scanty intelli- overcome. And thus it is manifest to all, that
gence. For these words have neither been pre- His Father has given Him so great power, by
pared by me, nor embellished by the art of man ; virtue of which demons are subdued to His
but David sung them, Isaiah preached them, name, and to the dispensation of His suffer-
Zechariah proclaimed them, and Moses wrote ing.
them. Are you acquainted with them, Trypho ?
They are contained in your Scriptures, or rather CHAP. XXXI._ IF cnms'r's vow_ BE Now so
not yours, but ours.' For we believe them ; but GREAT, HOW MUCH GREATERAT THE SECOND
yOU, though you read them, do not catch the ADV_a'qT!
spirit that is in them. Be not offended at, or "But if so great a power is shown to have fol-
reproach us with, the bodily uncircumcision with lowed and to be still following the dispensation
which God has created us; and think it not of His suffering, how great shall that be which
strange that we drink hot water on the Sabbaths, shall follow His glorious advent ! For He shall
smce God directs the government of the universe come on the clouds as the Son of man, so Daniel
on this day equally as on all others; and the foretold, and His angels shall come with Him.
priests, as on other days, so on this, are ordered These are the words : ' I beheld till the thrones
to offer sacrifices ; and there are so many right- were set ; and the Ancient of days did sit, whose
eous men who have performed none of these garment was white as snow, and the hmr of His
legal ceremonies, and yet are witnessed to by head like the pure wool. His throne was like
God Himself. a fiery flame, His wheels as burning fire. A

fiery stream issued and came forth from before
CHAP. XXX. _CHRISTIANS POSSESS THE TRUE Him. Thousand thousands ministered unto

RIGHTEOUSNESS. Him, and ten thousand times ten thousand stood
"But impute it to your own wickedness, that before Him. The books were opened, and the

God even can be accused by those who have no [judgment was set. I beheld then the voice of
understanding, of not having always instructed the great words which the horn speaks : and the
all in the same righteous statutes. For such beast was beat down, and his body destroyed,

_. institutions seemed to be unreasonable and un- and given to the burning flame. And the rest
worthy of God to many men, who had not re- of the beasts were taken away from their do-
ceived grace to know that your nation were called minion, and a period of life was given to the

, to conversion and repentance of spirit, 2 while beasts until a'season and time. I saw in the vis-
they were in a sinful condition and labouring ion of the night, and, behold, one like the Son

: under spiritual disease ; and that the prophecy of man coming with the clouds of heaven ; and
which was announced subsequent to the death [He came to the Ancient of days, and stood
of Moses is everlasting. And this is mentioned before Him. And they who stood by brought
in the Psalm, my friends. 3 And that we, who Him near; and there were given Him power
have been made wise by them, confess that the land kingly honour, and all nations of the earth
statutes of the Lord are sweeter than honey and by their families, and all glory, serve Him. And

! the honey-comb, is manifest from the fact that, His dominion is an everlasting dominion, which
though threatened with death, we do not deny shall not be taken away, and His kingdom shall
His name. Moreover, it is also manifest to all, ]not be destroyed. And my spirit was chilled
that we who believe in Him pray to be kept by within my frame, and the visions of my head
Him from strange, i.e., from wicked and deceit- troubled me. I came near unto one of them
ful, spirits ; as the word of prophecy, personat- i that stood by, and inquired the precise meaning
ing one of those who believe in Him, figuratively of all these things. In answer he speaks to me,
declares. For we do continually beseech God and showed me the judgment of the matters :
by Jesus Christ to preserve us from the demons These great beasts are four kingdoms, which
which are hostile to the worship of God, and shall perish from the earth, and shall not receive
whom we of old time served, in order that, after dominion for ever, even for ever and ever. Then
our conversion by Him to God, we may be blame- I wished to know exactly about the fourth beast,
less. For we call Him Helper and Redeemer, iwhich destroyed all [the others] and was very
the power of whose name even the demons do terrible, its teeth of iron, and its nails of brass ;
fear; and at this day, when they are exorcised which devoured, made waste, and stamped the

residue with its feet: also about the ten horns

wot_h_is striking claim of tim Old Testament Scriptures is note- upon its head, and of the one which came up,
' Or,"repentanceofth¢Fathcr;"*r_vO6_forlrv_6u..¢o*.Mara- by means of which three of the former fetl.

,_, ¢_vhi_, tr,__o. o_ _ g,o,,_dof _ _ty _t,,_._ And that horn had eyes, and a mouth speaking
the contractions for the words, *r0*and _r_.

3_. _. great things ; and its countenance excelled the
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rest. And I beheld that horn waging war against phetic amongst you, I attempt to prove all [that I
the saints, and prevailing against them, until the have adduced], in the hope that some one of you
Ancient of days came ; and He gave judgment may be found to be of that remnant which has
for the saints of the Most High. And the time been left by the grace of the Lord of Sabaoth
came, and the saints of the Most High possessed for the eternal salvation. In order, therefore,
the kingdom. And it was told me concerning that the matter inquired into may be plainer to
the fourth beast : There shall be a fourth king- iyou, I will mention to you other words also
dora upon earth, which shall prevail over all spoken by the blessed David, from which you
these kingdoms, and shall devour the whole will perceive that the Lord is called the Christ
earth, and shall destroy and make it thoroughly by the Holy Spirit of prophecy ; and that the
waste. And the ten horus are ten kings that Lord, the Father of all, has brought Him again
shall arise ; and one shall arise after them;' and from the earth, setting Him at His own right
he shall surpass the first in evil deeds, and he hand, until He makes His enemies His footstool ;
shall subdue three kings, and he shall speak which indeed happens from the time that our
words against the Most High, and shall over- Lord Jesus Christ ascended to heaven, after He
throw the rest of the saints of the Most High, rose again from the dead, the times now running
and shall expect to change the seasons and the on to their consummation ; and he whom Daniel
times. And it shall be delivered into his hands foretells would have dominion for a time, and
for a time, and times, and half a time. And the times, and an half, is even already at the door,
judgment sat, and they shall take away his about to speak blasphemous and daring things
dominion, to consume and to destroy it unto the against the Most High. But you, being ignorant
end. And the kingdom, and the power, and the of how long be will have dommion, hold another
great places of the kingdoms under the heavens, opinion. For you interpret the ' time' as being
were given to the holy people of the Most High, a hundred years. But if this is so, the man of
to reign in an everlasting kingdom: and all sin must, at the shortest, reign three hundred
powers shall be subject to Him, and shall obey and fifty years, in order that we may compute
Him. Hitherto is the end of the matter. I, that which is said by the holy Daniel--' and
Daniel, was possessed with a very great astonish- times'-- to be two times only. All this I have
men,, and my speech was changed in me ; yet I said to you m digression, m order that you at
kept the matter in my heart.' "* length may be persuaded of what has been de-

clared against you by God, that you are foolish
CHAP. XXXII. _TRYPHO OBJECTING THAT CHRIST sons; and of this, 'Therefore, behold, I will

IS DESCRIBEDAS GLORIOUSBY DANIEL,JUSTIN proceed to take away this people, and shall take
DISI'INGUISHESTWO ADVENTS. them away; and I will strip the wise of their

wisdom, and will hide the understanding of their
And when I had ceased, Trypho said, "These prudent men ;' 3 and may cease to deceive

and such like Scriptures, sir, compel us to wait yourselves and those who hear you, and may
for Him who, as Son of man, receives from the learn of us, who have been taught wisdom by
Ancient of days the everlasting kingdom. But the grace of Christ. The words, then, which
this so-called Christ of yours was dishonourable were spoken by David, are these : 4 , The Lord
and inglorious, so much so that the last curse said unto My Lord, Sit Thou at My right hand,
contained in the law of God fell on him, for he until ! make Throe enemies Thy footstool. The
was crucified." Lord shall send the rod of Thy strength out of

Then I replied to him, "If, sirs, it were not Sion : rule Thou also in the midst of Thine ene-

said by the Scriptures which I have already mies. With Thee shall be, in the day, the chief
quoted, that His form was inglorious, and His of Thy power, in the beauties of Thy saints
generation not declared, and that for His death From the womb, before the morning star, have
the rich would suffer death, and with His stnpes I begotten Thee. The Lord hath sworn, and
we should be healed, and that He would be led will not repent : Thou art a priest for ever after
away like a sheep ; and if I had not explained the order of Melchizedek. The Lord is at Thy
that there would be two advents of His, b one right hand : He has crushed kings in the day of
in which He was pierced by you ; a second, [-tis wrath : He shall judge among the heathen.
when you shall know Him whom you have He shall fill [with] the dead bodles.S He shall
pierced, and your tribes shall mourn, each tribe drink of the brook in the way ; therefore shall
by itself, the women apart, and the men apart, He lift up the head.'

then I must have been speaking dubious and
obscure things. But now, by means of the con-
tents of those Scriptures esteemed holy and pro- 3 I_. ,_. _4.4 Ps. cx.

S *rh_0dw¢*t-rog_.u; I.at version, dm/#lt6it _ud#a.t. ThJflby
x Litcra|l.y," Attd the ten horns, teal klugs _hall arise aftmr them." suggested that an. omismon has taken pla¢.c m tim _ss. by the tran-
tJDan, vi,. 9-a8. scnber's fault.
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ca_. xxxm.--ps, cx. is NOT SPOKENOF HZZE- suffering, then returning to heaven, and again
KIAH. life PROVESTHATCHRISTWASFIRSTHUM- coming with glory, and He is preached as hav-
BL_ aatr2_ SHAU. BE OLOmOOS. mg the everlasting kingdom : so I prove from all
"And," I continued, "I am not ignorant that the Scriptures. But that you may perceive what I

you venture to expound this psalm as if it re- have said, I quote the words of the Psalm ; they
ferred to king Hezekiah ; but that you are mis- are these : ' O God, give Thy judgment to the
taken, I shall prove to you from these very words king, and Thy righteousness unto the king's son,
forthwith. ' The Lord hath sworn, and will not to judge Thy people with righteousness, and Thy
repent,' it is said ; and, ' Thou art a priest for poor with judgment. The mountains shall take
ever, after the order of Melchizedek,' with what up peace to the people, and the little hills right-
follows and precedes. Not even you will yen- eousness. He shall judge the poor of the peo-
ture to object that Hezekiah was either a priest, ple, and shall save the children of the needy,
or is the everlasting priest of God ; but that this and shall abase the slanderer. He shall co-
is spoken of our Jesus, these expressions show. endure with the sun, and before the moon unto
But your ears are shut up, and your hearts are all generations. He shall come down like rain
made dull2 For by this statement, ' The Lord upon the fleece, as drops falling on the earth.

In His days shall righteousness flourish, andhath sworn, and will not repent: Thou art a
priest for ever, after the order of Melchizedek,' abundance of peace until the moon be taken
with an oath God has shown Him (on account away. And He shall have dominion from sea
of your unbelief) to be the High Priest after to sea, and from the rivers unto the ends of the
the order of Melchlzedek ; i.e., as Melchizedek earth. Ethiopians shall fall down before Him,
was described by Moses as the priest of the and His enemies shall hck the dust. The kings
Most High, and he was a priest of those who of Tarshish and the isles shall offer gifts ; the
were in uncircumcision, and blessed the circum- kings of Arabia and Seba shall offer gifts ; and
cised Abraham who brought him tithes, so God all the kings of the earth shall worship Him, and
has shown that His everlasting Priest, called also all the nations shall serve Him : for He has de-
by the Holy Spirit Lord, would be Priest of livered the poor from the man of power, and the
those m uncircumcision. Those too in circum- needy that hath no helper. He shall spare the

cision who approach Him, that is, believing!P °°r and needy, and shall save the souls of
Him and seeking blessings from Him, He will the needy: He shall redeem their souls from

" both receive and bless. And that He shall be usury and injustice, and His name shall be hon-

first humble as a nian, and then exalted, these [ ourable before them. And He shall live, and towords at the end of the Psalm show : ' He shall Him shall be given of the gold of Arabia, and
drink of the brook in the way,' and then, 'There- they shall pray continually for Him : they shall
fore shall He lift up the head.' bless Him all the day. And there shall be a

foundation on the earth, it shall be exalted on
CHAP.XXXIV._NOR DOESP3. LXXII.APPLYTOSOLO- the tops of the mountains : His fruit shall be on

MON,WHOSEFAULTSCHRISTIANSSHUDDERAT. Lebanon, and they of the city shall flourish like
"Further, to persuade you that you have not grass of the earth. His name shall be blessed

i understood anything of the Scriptures, I will re- for ever. His name shall endure before the sun ;
mind you of another psalm, dictated to David and all tribes of the earth shall be blessed in

I lby the Holy Spirit, which you say refers to Solo- iHim, all nations shall call H'm blessed. Blessed
mon, who was also your king. But it refers also be the Lord, the God of Israel, who only doeth
to our Christ. But you deceive yourselves by wondrous things; and blessed be His glorious
the ambiguous forms of speech. For where it name for ever, and for ever and ever ; and the
is said, 'The law of the Lord is perfect,' you whole earth shall be filled with His glory.
do not understand it of the law which was to be Amen, amen.' 2 And at the close of this Psalm

after Moses, but of the law which was given by which I have quoted, it is written, ' The hymns
Moses, although God declared that He would of David the son of Jesse are ended.' 3 More-
establish a new law and a new covenant. And over, that Solomon was a renowned and great

where it has been said, ' O God, give Thy judg- king, by whom the temple called that at Jerusa-
ment to the king,' since Solomon was king, you lem was built, 1 know ; but that none of those
say that the Psalm refers to him, although the things mentioned in the Psalm happened to him,
words of the Psalm expressly proclaim that ref- is evident. For neither did all kings worship
erence is made to the everlasting King, i.e., to him ; nor did he reign to the ends of the earth ;
Christ. For Christ is King, and Priest, and God, nor did his enemies, falling before him, lick the
and Lord, and angel, and man, and captain, and dust. Nay, also, I venture to repeat what is
stone, and a Son born, and first made subject to

u Ps Ixxti.

t trtlr_vT_a_. Maranus thinks =elt.-'.pwwra, more probable, worthy of comparison.],, hardenetL n s [A striking passage in De Maistre (_u_.rea, vol. vl. p. g75) is
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written in the book of Kings as committed by phers, as I said before, thinks he must bear the
him, how through a woman's influence he wor- name of the philosophy which he follows, from
shipped the idols of Sidon, which those of the the name of the father of the particular doctrine.
Gentiles who know God, the Maker of all things So that, in consequence of these events, we
through Jesus the crucified, do not venture to know that Jesus foreknew what would happen
do, but abide every torture and vengeance even after Him, as well as in consequence of many
to the extremity of death, rather than worship other events which He foretold would befall
idols, or eat meat offered to idols." those who beheved on and confessed Him, the

Christ. For all that we suffer, even when killed
CHAP. xxxv.--nEggncs coN_a_ THE CATHO-by friends, He foretold would take place ; so

IdCS IN THE FAITH. that it is manifest no word or act of His can be
And Trypho said, "I believe, however, that found fault with. Wherefore we pray for you and

many of those who say that they confess Jesus, for all other men who hate us ; in order that you,
and are called Christians, eat meats offered to having repented along with us, may not blaspheme
idols, and declare that they are by no means Him who, by His works, by the mighty deeds
injured in consequence." And I rephed, "The even now wrought through His name, by the
fact that there are such men confessing them- words He taught, by the prophecies announced
selves to be Christians, and admitting the cruci- concerning Him, is the blameless, and in all things
fled Jesus to be both Lord and Christ, yet not irreproachable, Christ Jesus ; but, believing on
teaching His doctrines, but those of the spirits Him, may be saved in His second glorious ad-
of error, causes us who are disciples of the true vent, and may not be condenmed to fire by Him."
and pure doctrine of Jesus Christ, to be more
faithful and stedfast in the hope announced by CHAP.XXXVI.--HE PROVESTHATCHRISTIS CALLED
Him. For what things He predmted would LORD OF HOSTS.
take place in His name, these we do see being Then he replied, "Let these things be so as
actually accomplished in our sight. For he you say--namely, that it was .foretold Chnst
said, 'Many shall come in My name, clothed would suffer, and be called a stone; and after
outwardly in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they His first appearance, in which it had been an-
are ravening wolves." _ And, ' There shall be nounced He would suffer, would come in glory,
schisms and heresies.' * And, ' Beware of false and be Judge finally of all, and eternal King
prophets, who shall come to you clothed out- and Priest. Now show if this man be He of
wardly in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they whom these prophecies were made."
are ravening wolves.', And, ' Many false Chnsts And I stud, "As you wish, Trypho, I shall
and false apostles shall arise, and shall deceive come to these proofs which you seek m the fit-
many of the faithful.' 3 There are, therefore, ting place ; but now you will permit me first to
and there were many, my friends, who, coming recount the prophecies, which I wish to do m
forward in the name of Jesus, taught both to order to prove that Christ is called both God
speak and act impious and blasphemous things ; and Lord of hosts, and Jacob, in parable by the
and these are called by us after the name of the Holy Spirit ; and your interpreters, as God says,
men from whom each doctrine and opinion had are foolish, since they say that reference is made
its origin. (For some in one way, others in to Solomon and not to Christ, when he bore the
another, teach to blaspheme the Maker of all ark of testimony into the temple which he built.
things, and Christ, who was foretold by Him as The Psalm of David is this : ' The earth is the
coming, and the God of Abraham, and of Isaac, Lord's, and the fulness thereof; the world, and
and of Jacob, with whom we have nothing in all that dwell therein. He hath founded st
common, since we know them to be atheists, upon the seas, and prepared it upon the floods.
impious, unrighteous, and sinful, and confessors Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord ? or
of Jesus in name only, instead of worshippers of who shall stand in His holy place ? He that is
Him. Yet they style themselves Christians, just clean of hands and pure of heart : who has not
as certain among the Gentiles inscribe the name received his soul in vain, and has not sworn
of God upon the works of their own hands, and guilefully to his neighbour : he shall receive
partake in nefarious and impious rites.) Some blessing from the Lord, and mercy from God
are called Marcians, and some Valentinians, and his Saviour. This is the generation of them
some Basilidians, and some Saturnilians, and that seek the Lord, that seek the face of the
others by other names ; each called after the God of Jacob. 4 Lift up your gates, ye rulers ;
originator of the individual opinion, just as each
one of those who consider themselves philoso- , ]_lar_nus remarks from Thtrlbv: "As Justin wrote a httle be-

fore, ' and is called Jacob m parab|e," tt seems to conwnce us that

Ju_tln wrot_, ' thy face. O Jacob"" [The meaning in thts latter card
t Matt vit. x5. becomes plato, if we observe that '* O I_rael" is equivalent to, an
s t Cor xi. 19. means, *'O house of Jacob:" an apostroplm to the Church of the
3 Matt. xxiv xx. ancient Im.ople ]
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and be ye lift up, ye everlasting doors ; and the uel among those who call upon His name. They
King of glory shall come in. Who is this King called (says the Scripture) on the Lord, and He
of glory ? The Lord strong and mighty in heard them. In the pillar of the cloud He spake
battle. Lift up your gates, ye rulers ; and be to them; for_ they kept His testimonies, and
ye lift up, ye everlasting doors ; and the King of the commandment which he gave them. O
glory shall come in. Who is this King of glory ? Lord our God, Thou heardest them : O God,
The Lord of hosts, He is the King of glory.': Thou weft propitious to them, and [yet] taking
Accordingly, it is shown that Solomon is not the vengeance on all their inventions. Exalt the
Lord of hosts ; but when our Christ rose from Lord our God, and worship at His holy hill ; for
the dead and ascended to heaven, the rnlers in the Lord our God is holy.' "4
heaven, under appointment of God, are com-
manded to open the gates of heaven, that He cHAP. xxxvm.--IT IS ANANNOYANCETOTHEJEW
who is King of glory may enter in, and having THAT CHRISTIS SAm TO SE ADORED. JUSTIN
ascended, may sit on the right hand of the Father CONFmMSIT, HOWEVER,FROM IS. XLV.
unul He make the enemies His footstool, as has And Trypho said, "Sir, it were good for us if
been made manifest by another Psalm. For we obeyed our teachers, who laid down a law

: when the rulers of heaven saw Him of uncomely that we should have no intercourse with any of
: and dishonoured appearance, and inglonous, not you, and that we should not have even any corn-

recognising Him, they inquired, ' Who is this munication with you on these questions. For
King of glory ? ' And the Holy Spirit, esther you utter many blasphemies, in that you seek to
from the person of His Father, or from His own persuade us that this crucified man was with

i person, answers them, ' The Lord of hosts, He Moses and Aaron, and spoke to them in the. is this King of glory.' For every one will con- pillar of the cloud ; then that he became man,
fess that not one of those who presided over the was crucified, mid ascended up to heaven,
gates of the temple at Jerusalem would venture and comes again to earth, and ought to be

:: to say concerning Solomon, though he was so worshipped."
glorious a king, or concerning the ark of testi- Then I answered, "I know that, as the word
mony, 'Who is th_s King of glory?' of God says, this great wisdom of God, the

Maker of all things, and the Almighty, is hidCHAP. Xxxvn. -- THE SAME IS PROVED FROM from you. Wherefore, in sympathy with you, I
, OTHER PSALMS. am striving to the utmost that you may under-

"Moreover, in the diapsalm of the forty-sixth stand these matters which to you are paradoxi-Psalm, reference is thus made to Christ : ' God cal ; but if not, that I myself may be innocent
_i went up with a shout, the Lord with the sound of m the day of judgment. For you shall hear other

a trumpet. Stag ye to our God, stag ye : sing to words whmh appear still more paradoxical ; but
our King, sing ye ; for God is King of all the be not confounded, nay, rather remain still more
earth : sing w_th understanding. God has ruled zealous hearers and investigators, despising the
over the nations. God sits upon His holy throne, tradition of your teachers, since they are con-

The rulers of the nations were assembled along victed by the Holy Spirit of inability to perceivewith the God of Abraham, for the strong ones the truths taught by God, and of preferring to
of God are greatly exalted on the earth.' _ And teach their own doctrines. Accordingly, in the
m the ninety-eighth Psalm, the Holy Spirit forty-fourth [forty-fifth] Psalm, these words are
reproaches you, and predxcts H_m whom you do in hke manner referred to Christ : ' My heart has
not wish to be king to be King and Lord, both brought forth a good matter ; s I tell my works
of Samuel, and of Aaron, and of Moses, and, to the King. My tongue is the pen of a ready
m short, of all the others. And the words of the writer. Fairer in beauty than the sons of men :
P_alm are these : ' The Lord has reigned, let the grace is poured forth into Thy lips : therefore
nations be angry: [it ls] He who sits upon hath God blessed Thee for ever. Gird Thy
the cherubim, let the earth be shaken. The Lord sword upon Thy thigh, O mighty One. Pres4
is great in Zion, and He is high above all the on in Thy fairness and in l'hy beauty, and pros-
nations. Let them confess Thy great name, for it per and reign, because of truth, and of meek-
_sfearful and holy, and the honour of the King hess, and of righteousness : and Thy right hand
loves judgment. Thou hast prepared equity; shall instruct Thee marveliously. Thine arrows
judgment and righteousness hast Thou performed are sharpened, O mighty One ; the people shall
m Jacob. Exalt the Lord our God, and wor- fall under Thee ; in the heart of the enemies of
ship the footstool of His feet; for He is holy. the King [the arrows are fixed]. Thy throne,
Moses and Aaron among His priests, and Sam- O God, is for ever and ever : a sceptre of equity

z p_ xxiv. 3 ', For" wanting in both Cod&
2 Ps xlvt. 5"9- [The dfi*/_ta/_ i_ here _ for what _ the * Ps. xcix.

"'Selah."] S [Hebrew and Greek," a good word," i.e. the Logo_]
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isthesceptreofThy kingdom. Thou hastloved And I saidto him, "Listen,O friend,6 forI

righteousness,and hasthatediniquity; therefoream not mad orbesidemyself;but itwas proph-
thyGod' hathanointedThee withtheoilofglad-csicdthat,afterthe ascentof Christto heaven,
hess above Thy fellows. [Hc hath anointed He would deliver7us from errorand giveus
Thee] with myrrh,2 and oil,and cassia,from gifts.The wordsare these:'He ascended up
Thy garments; from the ivorypalaces,whereby on high; He led captivitycaptive; He gave
theymade Thee glad. Kings'daughtersaxe in giftsto men.'s Accordingly,we who have re-

'rhy honour. The queen stood at Thy rightceivedgiftsfrom Christ,who hasascendedup on
hand,cladingarments3 embroideredwith gold.high,provefrom thewordsofprophecythatyou,
Hearken, O daughter,and behold,and incline'thewlseinyourselves,and the men of under-
thinecar,and forgetthypeople and the house standingin your own eyes,'9 arc foolish,and
of thy father:and the King shalldesirethy honour God and His Christby liponly. But
beauty; because He is thy Lord, they shallwe,who areinstructedinthewhole truth,̀°hon-
worshipHim also. And the daughterof Tyre our Them both in acts,and in knowledge,and
[shallbe thcrc]with gifts.The rich of the inheart,cvcn unto death. But you hesitateto
peopleshallentreatThy face. Allthe gloryof confessthatHc isChrist,as the Scripturesand
theKing'sdaughter[is]within,cladinembroid- the eventswitnessedand done m His name
credgarmentsof needlework. The virginsthat prove,perhapsforthisreason,lestyou be pcrse-
followher shallbe broughtto the King ; her[cutedby the rulers,who, underthe influenceof
neighboursshallbc brought unto Thec: they thewicked and deceitfulspirit,the serpent,will
shallbe broughtwith joy and gladness: they not ceaseputtingtodeathand persecutingthose
shallbe ledintothe King'sshrine.Insteadof who confessthename of ChristuntilHc come
thy fathers,thy sons have been born : Thou iagain,and destroythem all,and renderto each
shaltappointthem rulersoverallthe earth. I hisdeserts."
shallremember Thy name in everygeneration And Trypho replied,"Now, then,renderus
thereforethepeopleshallconfessThee forever the proofthatthlsman who you saywas cru-
and foreverand ever.' ,cificdand ascended into heaven isthe Christ

Iof God. For you have sufficientlyproved by
CHAP. XXXIX._THE JEWS HATE THE CHRISTIANSmeans of the Scriptures previously quoted by

WHO BELIEVETHLS. HOWGREATTHE DISTINC- yOU, that it is declared in the Scriptures that
"lION IS BETWEENBOTH! Christ must suffer, and come again with glory,
"Now it is not surprising," I continued, "that and receive the eternal kingdom over all the

you hate us who hold these opinions, and con- nations, every kingdom being made subject to
vict you of a continual hardness of heart. 4 For Him : now show us that this man is He."
indeed Elijah, conversing with God concerning And I replied, "It has been already proved,
you, speaks thus : ' Lord, they have slain Thy sirs, to those who have ears, even from the facts
prophets, and digged down Thine altars : and I which have been conceded by you ; but that you
am left alone, and they seek my life.' And He may not think me at a loss, and unable to give
answers him : ' I have still seven thousand men proof of what you ask, as I promised, I shall do
who have not bowed the knee to Baal.' s There- so at a fitting place. At present, I resume the
fore, just as God did not inflict His anger on ac- consideration of the subject which I was dis-
count of those seven thousand men, even so He cussing.
has now neither yet inflicted judgment, nor does
inflict it, knowing that daily some [of you'] are CHAP. XL._HE RETURNSTO THE MOSAICLAWS,
becoming disciples in the name of Christ, and AND PROVESTHATTHEY WERE FIGURESOF 'IHE
quitting the path of error ; who are also receiv- THINC;SWHICHPERTAINTO CHRLST.
ing gifts, each as he is worthy, illumined through "The mystery, then, of the lamb which God
the name of this Christ. For one receives the enjoined to be sacrificed as the passover, was a
spirit of understanding, another of counsel, an- type of Christ ; with whose blood, in proportion
other of strength, another of healing, another of to their faith in Him, they anoint their houses,
foreknowledge, another of teaching, and another i.e., themselves, who believe on Him. For that
of the fear of God." the creation which God created--to wit, Adaln

To this Trypho said to me, "I wish you knew bwas a house for the spirit which proceeded
that yon are beside yourself, talking these senti- from God, you all can understand. And that
ments."

6 _ el_ro_. I-Or, Look you, llstea!]

t Or,"God, thyGod." _ Literally,'_car__ _ptivc."Ps. Ixvlii. x9,
J_. 9 Isa. v. 2L
3 Literally, "garments of gold, variegated." 10 Con_trastlng either Catholics with heretic, or Chtis_ns • ;fl_
• Literal_t, "of a hard-hearted opinion" Jews.. [Note thit word C_gudw, _ here used in its legmraate
s z Kings xix. 14,18. pmmuve _-.l
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this injunction was temporary, I prove thus. God will not accept your sacrifices at your hands : for,
does not permit the lamb of the passover to be from the rising of the sun unto the going down
sacrificed in any other place than where His of the same, My name has been glorified among
name was named ; knowing that the days wtll the Gentiles, and in every place incense is offered
come, after the suffering of Christ, when even the to My name, and a pure offering : for My name
place in Jerusalem shall be given over to your is great among the Gentiles, saith the Lord : but
enemies, and all the offerings, in short, shall cease ; ye profane it.' 6 [So] He then speaks of those
and that lamb which was commanded to be Gentiles, namely us, who in every place offer
wholly roasted was a symbol of the suffering of sacrifices to Him, i.e., the bread of the Eucha-
the cross which Christ would undergo. For the rist, and also the cup of the Eucharist, affirming
lamb,' which is roasted, is roasted and dressed both that we glorify His name, and that yoa pro-
up in the form of the cross. For one spit is fane [it]. The command of circumcision, again,
transfixed right through from the lower parts up bidding [them] always circumcise the children
to the head, and one across the back, to which on the eighth day, was a type of the true circum-
are attached the legs of the lamb. And the two cision, by which we are circumcised from deceit
goats which were ordered to be offered during and iniquity through Him who rose from the
the fast, of which one was sent away as the scape dead on the first day after the Sabbath, [namely

" [-goat], and the other sacrificed, were similarly through] our Lord Jesus Christ. For the first
declarative of the two appearances of Christ : the day after the Sabbath, remaining the first 7 of all
first, in which the elders of your people, and the the days, is called, however, the eighth, accord-
priests, having laid hands on Him and put Him ing to the number of all the days of the cycle,
to death, sent Htm away as the scape [goat] ; and and [yet] remains the first.

His second appearance, because ,n the same place CHAP. XLII.-- THE BELLSON THE PRIEST'S ROBE
m Jerusalem you shall recognise Him whom you

:, have dishonoured, and who was an offering for WEREA FIGUREOF THE APOS_rLES.
all stoners willing to repent, and keeping the "Moreover, the prescription that twelve bells 8
fast whmh Isaiah speaks of, loosening the terms z be attached to the [robe] of the high priest,

: of the wolent contracts, and keeping the other which hung down to the feet, was a symbol of
precepts, hkewise enumerated by him, and which the twelve apostles, who depend on the power

._ I have quoted, 3 which those believing in Jesus of Christ, the eternal Priest ; and through their
do. And further, you are aware that the offer- voice it is that all the earth has been filled with
mg of the two goats, which were enjoined to be the glory and grace of God and of His Chr, st.
sacrificed at the fast, was not permitted to take Wherefore David also says: ' Their sound has
place similarly anywhere else, but only in Jeru- gone forth into all the earth, and their words to
salem, the ends of the world.' 9 And Isaiah speaks as

if he were personating the apostles, when they
c_P. xu.--THE OBLAT1OSOr riSE FLOURWAS say to Christ that they believe not in their own

A FIGUREOF THE EUCHARIST. report, but m the power of Him who sent them.
"And the offering of fine flour, sirs," I said, And so he says : ' Lord, who hath believed our

"which was prescribed to be presented on behalf report? and to whom is the arm of the Lord
of those purified from leprosy, was a type of the revealed ? We have preached before Him as if
bread of the Eucharist, the celebration of which [ He were] a child, as if a root in a dry ground.' ,u
our Lord Jesus Christ prescribed, in remem- (And what follows m order of the prophecy
brance of the suffering which He endured on already quoted. '_) But when the passage speaks
behalf of those who are purified in soul from all as from the hps of many, ' We have preached
mlqmty, in order that we may at the same time before Him,' and adds,' as ff a child,' it signifies
thank God for having created the world, with all that the wicked shall become subject to Him,
things therein, for the sake of man, and for deliv- and shall obey His command, and that all shall
ermg us from the evil in which we were, and for become as one child. Such a thing as you may
utterly overthrowing4 principalities and powers by witness in the body : although the members are
H_m who suffered according to His will. Hence enumerated as many, all are called one, and are
God speaks by the mouth of Malachi, one of a body. For, indeed, a commonwealth and &
the twelve [prophets], as I said before: about church, _* though many individuals in number,
the sacrifices at that time presented by you : ' I
have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord ; and I 6 M_a.i. _o-,_.

7 Or, "being the first."
$ Ex xxvm 33 gtves no definite number of bells.. Otto premm_,

t Some think this particularly refers to the paschallamb, others to ,Justin to have confounded the bells and th_ gem.% which we.re tw_,_
any lamb which i_ roasted, m number

z Limrany, "cords." 9 Ps. xix. 4-
3 Chap. xv, to Isa. hat z, 2.
4 Literally, "overthrowing with a perfect overthrow." H Chap. xnL
s Olap. xxviu. 12 dlxAr#xa. Lat. ver_. has comotu/d¢_
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are in fact as one, called and addressed by one Lord Himself will give you a sign. Behold, the
appellation. And in short, sirs," said I, "by virgin shall conceive, and shall bear a son, and
enumerating all the other appointments of Moses, his name shall be called Immanuel. Butter and
I can demonstrate that they were types, and honey shall he eat, before he knows or prefers
symbols, and declarations of those things which the evil, and chooses out the good ; 6 for before
would happen to Christ, of those who it was the child knows good or ill, he rejects evil7 by
foreknown were to believe in Him, and of those choosing out the good. For before the child
things which would also be done by Christ Him- knows how to call father or mother, he shall
self. But since what I have now enumerated receive the power of Damascus and the spoil
appears to me to be sufficient, I revert again to of Samaria in presence of the king of Assyria.
the order of the discourse.' And the land shall be forsaken, _ which thou

shalt with difficulty endure in consequence of the
CHAP. XLIIL-- _ CONCLUDESTHAT THE LAW presence of its two kings.9 But God shall bring

HAD AN _a,rD IS cnmsT, WHO WAS BORN OF on thee, and on thy people, and on the house
of thy father, days which have not yet comeTHE VIRGIN.
upon thee since the day in which Ephraim took

"As, then, circumcision began with Abraham, away from Judah the king of Assyria.' _° Now
and the Sabbath and sacrifices and offerings and it is evident to all, that in the race of Abraham
feasts with Moses, and it has been proved they according to the flesh no one has been born of
were enjoined on account of the hardness of a virgin, or is said to have been born [-of a vlr-
your people's heart, so it was necessary, in ac- gin'], save this our Christ. But since you and
cordance with the Father's will, that they should your teachers venture to affirm that in the proph-
have an end in Him who was born of a virgin, ecy of Isaiah it is not said, ' Behold, the virgin
of the family of Abraham and tribe of Judah, shall conceive,' but, 'Behold, the young woman
and of David ; in Christ the Son of God, who shall conceive, and bear a son ;' and [since] you
was proclaimed as about to come to all the world, explain the prophecy as if [it referred] to Heze-
to be the everlasting law and the everlasting cove- kiah, who was your king, I shall endeavor to
nant, even as the forementioned prophecies show. discuss shortly this point in opposition to you,
And we, who have approached God through and to show that reference is made to Him who
Him, have received not carnal, but spiritual cir-is acknowledged by us as Christ.
cumcision, which Enoch and those like him

observed. And we have received it through CHAP. XLIV.--THE JEWS IN VAIN PROMISI_THEM-
baptism, since we were sinners, by God's mercy ; SELVES SALVATION, WHICHCANNOTBE OBTAINED
and all men may equally obtain it. But since the
mystery of His birth now demands our attention, EXCEPTTHROUGHCHRIST.
I shall speak of it. Isaiah then asserted in regard " For thus, so far as you are concerned, I
to the generation of Christ, that it could not shall be found in all respects innocent, if I strive
be declared by man, in words already quoted : 2 earnestly to persuade you by bringing forward
' Who shall declare His generation? for His life demonstrations. But if you remain hard-hearted,
is taken from the earth : for the transgressions of or weak in [forming] a resolution, on account
my people was He led 3 to death.' 4 The Spirit of death, which is the lot of the Christians, and
of prophecy thus affirmed that the generation of are unwilling to assent to the truth, you shall
Him who was to die, that we sinful men might appear as the authors of your own ['evils]. And
be healed by His stripes, was such as could not ,ou deceive yourselves while you fancy that, be-
be declared. Furthermore, that the men who cause you are the seed of Abraham after the flesh,
believe in Him may possess the knowledge of therefore you shall fully inherit the good things
the manner in which He came into the world,s announced to be bestowed by God through Christ.
the Spirit of prophecy by the same Isaiah fore- For no one, not even of them, _" has anything to
told how it would happen thus : ' And the Lord look for, but only those who in mind are assimi-
spoke again to Ahaz, saying, Ask for thyself a lated to the faith of Abraham, and who have
sign from the Lord thy God, in the depth, or
in the height. And Ahaz said, I wilt not ask, 6 seechap.Ixvi.
neither will I tempt the Lord. And Isaiah said, 7 Iateratly,"dlsohe_ evil" (_,,k_ _#). Conjectured'
Hear then, O house of David ; Is it a small _,,_h _da_,,s,_ _o_,.

s The ross. of Justin read, "shall be taken:" _awA_I_@_'_m'.
thing for you to contend with men, and how do This,spl_inl_a rmstakeforEct_ro.A,t_ra_; butwhetherthemrs-
yOU contend with the Lord? Therefore the t_k. is Justin's or the transcribers', it would be difficult to say, zsThirlbv remarks.

s The rendering o4"this is doubtful: literally," from the face of
t 1.4terzUy.:."to the dmcour_ in order." the two km_," andthe words miK,ht go with "shall he fortaken.'
2 Chap.XUl. 10 lsa. vn. to-t 7 with Iv.a. VIII 4 m_rted. The last clause may
3 Or, "was I lt_d." also he translated, " in which He took away from Judah Ephram,
4 Isa.llii.8. ,eventhekingofA.._syria."
S LiterMiy, "He was in the v_4d, be_ bor_ _ i xt L¢, of Abraham's seed.
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recognised all the mysteries : for I say,' that law of Moses is naturally good, and pious, and
some injunctions were laid on you in reference righteous, and has been prescribed to be done
to the worship of God and practice of righteous- by those who obey it; z and what was appointed
ness; but some injunctions and acts were like- to be performed by reason of the hardness of the
wise mentioned in reference to the mystery of people's hearts ; was similarly recorded, and doqe
Christ, on account of* the hardness of your peo- also by those who were under the law. Since
pie's hearts. And that this is so, God makes those who did that which is universally, naturally,
known in Ezekiel, [when] He said concermng and eternally good are pleasing to God, they
it : ' If Noah and Jacob 3 and Daniel should beg shall be saved through this Christ in the resur-
either sons or daughters, the request would not rection equally with those righteous men who

: be granted them.' 4 And in Isaiah, of the very were before them, namely Noah, and Enoch, and
same matter He spake thus: ' The Lord God Jacob, and whoever else there be, along with
said, they shall both go forth and look on the those who have known s this Christ, Son of God,
members [of the bodies] of the men that have who was before the morning star and the moon,
transgressed. For their worm shall not die, and and submitted to become incarnate, and be born
their fire shall not be quenched, and they shall of this virgin of the family of David, in order
be a gazing-stock to all flesh.' s So that it be- that, by this dispensation, the serpent that sinned

: comes you to eradicate this hope from your souls, from the beginning, and the angels like him, may
and hasten to know in what way forgiveness of! be destroyed, and that death may be contemned,

i sins, and a hope of inheriting the promised good and for ever quit, at the second coming of the
things, shall be yours. But there is no other Christ Himself, those who believe in Him and
[way] than this,--to become acquainted with live acceptably, m and be no more : when some

: this Christ, to be washed in the fountain 6 spoken are sent to be punished unceasingly into judg-
of by Isaiah for the remission of sins ; and for ment and condemnation of fire ; but others shall
the rest, to live sinless lives." exist in freedom from suffering, from corruption,

and from grief, and in Immortality."
CHAP- XLV._THOSE WHO WERE RIGHTEOUS BEFORE

AND UNDER THE LAW SHALL BE SAVED BY CHAP. XLVI.--TRYPHO ASKS WHETHER A MAN WHO

CHRIST. KEEPS THE LAW EVEN NOW WILL BE SAVED.

And Trypho said, " If I seem to interrupt JUSTIN PROVESTHATIT CONTRIBUTESNOTHING
these matters, which you say must _ investi- TO RIGHTEOUSNESS.

! gated, yet the question which I mean to put is "But if some, even now, wish to live in the
urgent. Suffer me first." observance of the institutions given by Moses,

And I replied, "Ask whatever you please, as and yet believe in this Jesus who was crucified,
it occurs to you; and I shall endeavour, after recognising Him to be the Christ of God, and
questions and answers, to resume and complete that it is given to Him to be absolute Judge of
the discourse." all, and that His is the everlasting kingdom, can

Then he said, "Tell me, then, shall those who they also be saved ?" he inquired of me.
hved according to the law given by Moses, live And I replied, "Let us consider that also to-
in the same manner with Jacob, Enoch, and Noah gether, whether one may now observe all the

i m the resurrection of the dead, or not ?" Mosaic institutions."
I replied to him, "When I quoted, sir, the And he answered, "No. For we know that,

! words spoken by Ezekiel, that ' even if Noah and as you said, it is not possible either anywhere to
Daniel and Jacob were to beg sons and daugh- sacrifice the lamb of the passover, or to offer the

J ters, the request would not be granted them,' goats ordered for the fast ; or, in short, [to pre-
but that each one, that is to say, shall be saved sent] all the other offerings."
by his own righteousness, I said also, that those And I said. "Tell [me] then yottrself, I pray,
who regulated their lives by the law of Moses some things Which can be-observed ; for you will
would in like manner be saved. For what in the be persuaded that, though a man does not keep

or has not performed the eternal6 decrees, he

x Justin distlngui*bes between such essential acts as related to may assuredly be saved."
God's worship and the establLshment of nghteousuess, and such cere- Then he replied, "To keep the Sabbath, to be

mutualobservancesas had a mere temporarysignificance.Therccog-circumcised, to observe months, and to be washedmucm of this distinction he alleges to be necessary to salvation:

htn_-_tersarym this sense, that justificatton must be placed not on the if yOU touch anything prohibited by Moses, orttcr, but on the former: and wRhout such recogmtion, a Jew would,
as Justin says, rest has ho!_s on h_ noble descent from Abraham. after sexual intercourse."

2 Moreprobably,"or onaccou_of,"eto And I said, "Do you think that Abraham,
s In Bible, "Job; " Maranua prefers "Jacob," and thinks the

_-_t_ of hi,na_ _en,_tab_ to di_p_,_tbearrogantchim_of Isaac, Jacob, Noah, and Job, and all the rest be-
Jacob's IXme_riw.

* E._k. xiv. _o.
s lsa. lxvL a4. 7 It, i.e., the law, or"what in the law," etc.
6 Some refer thas to Christ's bap_m. See Cyprian, Adv. _tud. e Tho_ whO hve after Christ.

i. _4.--Oa-ro. • 9 "E.temal," i.e., as the Jew thinlm.
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fore or after them equally righteous, also Sarah this man is Christ, and has believed in and obeys
the wife of Abraham, Rebekah the wife of Isaac, Him, wishes, however, to observe these [institu-
Rachel the wife of Jacob, and Leah, and all the tions], will he be saved?"
rest of them, until the mother of Moses the faith- I said, "In my opinion, Trypho, such an one
ful servant, who observed none of these [stat- will be saved, if he does not strive in every way
utes], will be saved ?" to persuade other men,- I mean those Gentiles

And Trypho answered, "Were not Abraham who have been circumcised from error by Christ,
and his descendants circumcised?" to observe the same things as himself, telling

And I said, "I know that Abraham and his them that they will not be saved unless they do
descendants were circumcised. The reason why so. This you did yourself at the commencement
circumcision was given to them I stated at len_h of the discourse, when you declared that I would
in what has gone before ; and if what has been notbe saved unless I observe these institutions."
said does not convince you,' let us again search Then he replied, "Why then have you said,
into the matter. But you are aware that, up to ' In my opinion, such an one will be saved,' un-
Moses, no one in fact who was righteous observed less there are some s who affirm that such will not
any of these rites at all of which we are talking, be saved ?"
or received one commandment to observe, except "There are such people, Trypho," I answered ;
thatofcircumcision, which began from Abraham." "and these do not venture to have any inter.

And he replied, "We know it, and admit that course with or to extend hospitality to such per-
they are saved." sons ; but I do not agree with them. But if

Then I returned answer, "You perceive that some, through weak-mindedness, wish to observe
God by Moses laid all such ordinances upon you such institutions as were given by Moses, from
on account of the hardness of your people's which they expect some virtue, but which we
hearts, in order that, by the large number of them believe were appointed by reason of the hardness
you might keep God continually, and in every of the people's hearts, along with their hope in
action, before your eyes, and never begin to act this Christ, and [.wish to perform] the eternal
unjustly or impiously. For He enjoined you to and natural acts of righteousness and piety, yet
place around you [a frmge] of purple dye, 2 in choose to live with the Christians and the faith-
order that you might not forget God ; and He ful, as I said before, not reducing them either to
commanded you to wear a phylactery, s certain be circumcised hke themselves, or to keep the
characters, which indeed we consider holy, being Sabbath, or to observe any other such ceremo-
engraved on very thin parchment ; and by these hies, then I hold that we ought to join ourselves
means stirring you up 4 to retain a constant re- to such, and associate with them in all things as
membrance of God : at the same time, however kinsmen and brethren. But if, Trypho," I con-
convincing you, that in your hearts you have not tinued, "some of your race, who say they be-
even a faint remembrance of God's worship, lieve in this Christ, compel those Gentiles who
Yet not even so were you dissuaded from ldola- believe in this Christ to live in all respects ac-
try : for in the times of Elijah, when ['God] re- cording to the law given by Moses, or choose
counted the number of those who had not bowed not to associate so intimately with them, I m
the knee to Baal, He said the number was seven like manner do not approve of them. But I
thousand ; and in Isaiah He rebukes you for believe that even those, who have been per-
having sacrificed your children to idols. But we, suaded by them to observe the legal dIspensa-
because we refuse to sacrifice to those to whom tion along with their confession of God in Christ,
we were of old accustomed to sacrifice, undergo shall probably be saved. And I hold, further,
extreme penalties, and rejoice in death,- be- that such as have confessed and known this man
lieving that God will raise us up by His Christ, to be Christ, yet who have gone back from some
and will make us incorruptible, and undisturbed, cause to the legal dispensation, and have dented
and immortal ; and we know that the ordinances that this man is Christ, and have repented not be-
imposed by reason of the hardness of your peo- fore death, shall by no means be saved. Further,
pie's hearts, contribute nothing to the perform- I hold that those of the seed of Abraham who
ance of righteousness and of piety." live according to the law, and do not beheve in

this Christ before death, shall likewise not be
CHAP. XLVIL _ JUSTIN COMMUNICATF.S WITH CHRIS- saved, and especially those who have anathema-

TIANS WHO OBSERVE THE L_W. UOTA FEW tized and do anathematize this very Christ in the
CATHOLICSDO OTH_RWlSE. synagogues, and everything by which they might
And Trypho again inquired, "But if some one, obtain salvation and escape the vengeance of

knowing that this is so, after he recognises that fire.6 For the goodness and the loving-kindness

t Literally_ "put you out of countenance.." s " Or. Are there not some," etc.
I Num. xv. 38. _ The text seem to be corrupt, Otto reads: "Do anathemattzc

Deut. vi. 6. those who put their trust m flus very Christ so a_ to obtain salva-
4 Literally, "importuning.'* Uon," etc.
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of God, and His boundless riches, hold righteous in human doctrines,7 but in those proclaimed by
and sinless the man who, as Ezekiel' tells, re- the blessed prophets and taught by Himself."
pents of sins ; and reckons sinful, unrighteous,
and impious the man who falls away from piety CHAP.XI_X.--TO THOSEWHOOBJECTTHATELIJAH
and righteousness to unrighteousness and ungod- J HASNOT YET COME, HE REPLIES THAT HE IS THE
hness. Wherefore also our Lord Jesus Christ PRECLrRSOROF THE FIRSTADVENT.

said, ' In whatsoever things I shall take you, in And Trypho said, "Those who affirm him to
these I shall judge you.' "2 have been a man, and to have been anointed by

election, and then to have become Christ, appear
CHAP.XLVnL- BEFORETHE DIVINITY OF CHRIST to me to speak more plausibly than you who

Is PROVF_.U,HE [TRVPHO] DEMANDSTHAT IT BE hold those opinions which you express. For we
sm'rLED THAT HE IS CHRIST. all expect that Christ will be a man [born] of

And Trypho said, "We have heard what you men, and that Elijah when he comes will anoint
think of these matters. Resume the discourse him. But if this man appear to be Christ, he
where you left off, and bring it to an end. For must certainly be known as man [born] of men ;
some of it appears to me to be paradoxical, and but from the circumstance that Elijah has not

yet come, I infer that this man is not He [the
wholly incapable of proof. For when you say Christ].": that this Christ existed as God before the ages,
then that He submitted to be born and become Then I inquired of him, "Does not Scripture,
man, yet that He is not man of man, this [asser- in the book of Zechariah, s say that Elijah shall
tion] appears to me to be not merely paradoxi- come before the great and terrible day of theLord ?"
cal, but also foolish."

And I rephed to this, "I know that the state- And he answered, "Certainly."
. ment does appear to be paradoxical, especially " If therefore Scripture compels you to admit

to those of your race, who are ever unwilling to that two advents of Christ were predicted to
understand or to perform the [requirements] of take place,-- one in which He would appear suf-
God, but [-ready to perform] those of your teach- feting, and dishonoured, and without comeliness ;
ers, as God Himself declares.3 Now assuredly, but the other in which He would come glorious,
Trypho," I continued, "[the proof] that this and Judge of all, as has been made manifest in
man 4 is the Christ of God does not fail, though many of the fore-cited passages,--shall we not
I be unable to prove that He existed formerly as suppose that the word of God has proclaimed
Son of the Maker of all things, being God, and that Elijah shall be the precursor of the great
was born a man by the Virgin. But since I have and terrible day, that is, of His second advent?"

"_ certainly proved that this man is the Christ of "Certainly," he answered.
God, whoever He be, even if I do not prove that "And, accordingly, our Lord in His teaching,"
He pre-existed, and submitted to be born a man I continued, "proclaimed that this very thing

"i of like passions with us, having a body, accord- would take place, saying that Elijah would also
ing to the Father's will ; in this last matter alone come. And we know that this shall take place
is it just to say that I have erred, and not to deny when our Lord Jesus Christ shall come in glory
that He is the Christ, though it should appear from heaven ; whose first manifestatmn the Spirit
that He was born man of men, and [nothing of God who was in Elijah preceded as herald in
more] is proved [than this], that He has become [the person of] John, a prophet among your
Christ by election. For there are some, my nation ; after whom no other prophet appeared
fnends," I said, "of our race, 5 who admit that among you. He cried, as he sat by the river
He is Christ, while holding Him to be man of Jordan : ' I baptize you with water to repentance ;
men ; with whom I do not agree, nor would I, 6 but He that is stronger than 1 shall come, whose
even though most of those who have [now] the shoes I am not worthy to bear : He shall baptize
same opinions as myself should say so ; since we you with the Holy Ghost and with fire : whose
were enjoined by Christ Himself to put no faith fan is in His hand, and He will thoroughly purge

His floor, and will gather the wheat into the
barn ; but the chaff He will burn up with un-

z E_k. xxxiii zz-.2o,
2 [Comp. St. John xii. 47, _8.] Grabius thmk$ this taken from quenchable fire.' 9 And this very prophet your

t_ [apocryphal] Gospel according to the Hebrews. It is not in the king Herod had shut up in prison ; and when
_sewor Old Testament [Query Is it not, rather, one of the tradl-
UonalmymgspreservedamongearlyChristians?] his birth-day was celebrated, and the niece ,o of

Comp.I_. ,_k. ,_. the same Herod by her dancing had pleasedJtOr, asuch a man. 'r
s Someread,"ofyour race," referrLngto theElyfoxite$.Mat-a-him, he told her to ask whatever she pleased.

nus believes the reference ts to the Ebiomtos, and supports in a long
note the reading" our," inasmuch as Jusun would be more likely to
_octate these Rblomtes with Christians than with Jews, even though 7 [Note this emphatic testimony of primitive falth.]
mey Wereheretics, e Mat. iv. 5.

6 La.ngus translates: "Nor would, indeed, many who are of the 9 Matt. fit. x_, x_.
same Olmatonas myself say so." zo Literally, "cou-sin. _
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Then the mother of the maiden instigated her I replied, "Give me permission first of all to
to ask the head of John, who was in prison ; and quote certain passages from the prophecy of
having asked it, [Herod] sent and ordered the Isaiah, which refer to the office of forerunner
head of John to be brought in on a charger, discharged by John the Baptist and prophet be-
Wherefore also our Christ said, [when He was] fore this our Lord Jesus Christ."
on earth, to those who were affirming that Elijah "I grant st," said he.
must come before Christ : ' Elijah shall come, Then I said, "Isaiah thus foretold John's fore-
and restore all things ; but I say unto you, that running: ' And Hezekiah said to Isaiah, Good
Elijah has already come, and they knew him not, is the word of the Lord which He spake : Let
but have done to him whatsoever they chose.' there be peace and righteousness in my days.' 5
And it is written, ' Then the disciples understoo( And, ' Encourage the people ; ye priests, speak
that He spake to them about John the Baptist.'" i to the heart of Jerusalem, and encourage her,

And Trypho said, "This statement also seems because her humiliation is accomplished. Her
to me paradoxical ; namely, that the prophetic sin is annulled ; for she has received of the Lord's
Spirit of God, who was in Elijah, was also in hand double for her sins. A voice of one cry-
John." ing in the wilderness, Prepare the ways of the

To this I replied, "Do you not think that the Lord ; make straight the paths of our God.
same thing happened in the case of Joshua the Every valley shall be filled up, and every mouu-
son of Nave (Nun),who succeeded to the com- tain and hill shall be brought low: and the
mand of the people after Moses, when Moses crooked shall be made straight, and the rough
was commanded to lay his hands on Joshua, and way shall be plain ways ; and the glory of the
God said to him, ' I will take of the spirit which Lord thall be seen, and all flesh shall see the sal-
is in thee, and put it on him ? .... vation of God : for the Lord hath spoken it. A

And he said, "Certainly." voice of one sayang, Cry ; and I said, What shall
"As therefore," I say, "while Moses was still I cry ? All flesh is grass, and all the glory of

among men, God took of the spirit which was man as the flower of grass. The grass has with-
in Moses and put it on Joshua, even so God was ered, and the flower of it has fallen away ; but
able to cause ['the spirit] of Elijah to come upon the word of the Lord endureth for ever. Thou
John ; in order that, as Christ at His first com- that bringest good tidings to Zion, go up to the
ing appeared inglorious, even so the first coming high mountain, thou that bringest good tidings
of the spirit, which remained always pure in to Jerusalem, lift up thy voice with strength.
Elijah 3 like that of Christ, might be perceived Lift ye up, be not afraid ; tell the cities of Judah,
to be inglorious. For the Lord said He would Behold your Godl Behold, the Lord comes
wage war against Amalek with concealed hand ; with strength, and [Hzs] arm comes with author-
and you will not deny that Amalek fell. But if ity. Behold, His reward is with Him, and His
it is said that only in the glorious advent of work before Him. As a shepherd He will tend
Christ war will be waged with Amalek, how great His flock, and will gather the lambs with [-H1Q
will the fulfilment 4 of Scripture be which says, arm, and cheer on her that is with young. Who
' God will wage war against Amalek with con- has measured the water with ['his] hand, and
cealed hand !' You can perceive that the con- the heaven with a span, and all the earth with
cealed power of God was in Christ the crucified his] fist ? Who has weighed the mountains, and
before whom demons, and all the principalities put] the valleys into a balance? Who has
and powers of the earth, tremble." nown the mind of the Lord ? And who ha_

been His counsellor, and who shall advise Him ?
CHAP, L. _rI" IS PROVED FROM ISAIAH THAT JOHN Or with whom did He take counsel, and he ll]-

IS THE PRECURSOROF CHRIST. structed Him ? Or who showed Him judgment ?

And Trypho said, "You seem to me to have Or who made Him to know the way of under-
come out of a great conflict with many persons standing? All the nations are reckoned as a
about all the points we have been searching into, drop of a bucket, and as a turning of a balance,
and therefore quite ready to return answers to and shall be reckoned as spittle. But Lebanon
all questions put to you. Answer me then, first, is not sufficient to burn, nor the beasts sufficient
how you can show that there is another God be- for a burnt-offering ; and all the nations are con-
sides the Maker of all things ; and then you will sidered nothing, and for nothing.' "6
show, [further], that He submitted to be born
of the Virgin." CHAP. LI. _ IT IS PROVED THAT THIS PROPHECYHAS BEEN FULFILLED.

*Matt.xvll.... And when I ceased, Trypho said, "All the
BNum xt. x7, spoken of the mrventy elder_ Justm conftmeswhat words of the prophecy you repeat, sir, are am-

is said here with Num. _xvu x8 and Deut. xxxiv. 9-

oo•..... 'remained the same after as beforc his spin .J •
4 laterally, " frmL" 6 Isa xl. x-x 7.
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biguous, and have no force in proving what you tendril of the vine. He shall wash his garments
wish to prove." Then I answered, " If the in wine, and his vesture in the blood of the

prophets had not ceased, so that there were no grape. His eyes shall be bright with s wine, and
more in your nation, Trypho, after this John, it his teeth white like milk.' 6 Moreover, that in
is evident that what I say in reference to Jesus your nation there never failed either prophet or
Christ might be regarded perhaps as ambiguous, ruler, from the timewhen theybegan until the time
But if John came first calling on men to repent, when this Jesus Christ appeared and suffered,
and Christ, while [John] still sat by the river you will not venture shamelessly to assert, nor
Jordan, having come, put an end to his proph- can you prove it. For though you affirm that
esying and baptizing, and preached also Himself, Herod, after 7 whose [reign] He suffered, was
saying that the kingdom of heaven is at hand, an Ashkelonite, nevertheless you admit that there
and that He must suffer naany things from the was a high priest in your nation ; so that you
Scribes and Pharisees, and be crucified, aald on then had one who presented offerings according
the third day rise again, and would appear again to the law of Moses, and observed the other
in Jerusalem, and would again eat and drink with legal ceremonies ; also [you had] prophets in
HI_ disciples; and foretold that in the interval succession until John, (even then, too, when
between His [first and second] advent, as I pre- your nation was carried captive to Babylon, when
vlously said: priests and false prophets would your land was ravaged by war, and the sacred
arise m His name, which things do actually ap- vessels carried off) ; there never failed to be "a
pear; then how can they be ambiguous, when prophet among you,who was lord, and leader,
you may be persuaded by the facts? Moreover, and ruler of your nation. For the Spirit which
He referred to the fact that there would be no was in the prophets anointed your kings, and es-
longer m your nation any prophet, and to the tablished them. But after the manifestation and
fact that men recognised how that the New Tes- death of our Jesus Christ in your nation, there
tameut, which God formerly announced [His was and is nowhere may prophet: nay, further,
intention of] promulgating, was then present, i.e., you ceased to exist under your own king, your
Christ Himself; and in the following terms: land was laid waste, and forsaken like a lodge
' The law and the prophets were until John the in a vineyard ; and the statement of Scripture,
Baptist ; from that time the kingdom of heaven in the mouth of Jacob, ' And He shall be the
suffereth violence, and the violent take it by desire of nations,' meant symbohcally His two

: force. And if you can 2 receive it, he is Elijah, advents, and that the nations would believe in
who was to come. He that hath ears to hear, Him ; which facts you may now at length dis-

i let him hear.' 3 cern. For those out of all the nations who are
pious and righteous through the faith of Christ,

' CHAP. LII._JACOB PREDICTED TWO ADVENTS OF look for His future appearance.
CHRIST.

"And it was prophesied by Jacob the patti- CHAP. LIII._ JACOB PREDICTED THAT CHRIST
WOULD RIDE ON AN ASS_ AND ZF_£HARIAH CON'-

" arch 4 that there would be two advents of Christ,
and that in the first He would suffer, and that Finals IT.

: after He came there would be neither prophet "And that expression, 'binding his foal to
nor king in your nation (I proceeded), and that the vine, and the ass's foal to the vine tendril,'
the nations who believed in the suffering Christ was a declaring beforehand both of the works

" would look for His future appearance. And for wrought by Him at His first advent, and also of
thts reason the Holy Spirit had uttered these that behef in Him which the nations would re-
truths m a parable, and obscurely : for," I added, pose. For they were like an unharnessed foal,
"it is said, ' Judah, thy brethren have praised which was not bearing a yoke on its neck, until
thee. thy hands [shall be] on the neck of thine this Christ came, and sent His disciples to in-
enemies; the sons of thy father shall worship struct them; and they bore the yoke of His
thee. Judah is a lion's whelp ; from the germ, word, and yielded the neck to endure all [hard-
my son, thou art sprung up. Reclining, he lay ships], for the sake of the good things promised
down like a lion, and like [a lion's] whelp : who by Himself, and expected by them. And truly
shall raise him up ? A ruler shall not depart our Lord Jesus Christ, when He intended to go
from Judah, or a leader from his thighs, until into Jerusalem, requested His disciples to bring
that which is laid up in store for him shall come ; Him a certain ass, along with its foal, which was
and he shall be the desire of nations, binding bound in an entrance of a village called Beth-
h_ foal to the vine, and the foal of his ass to the phage ; and having seated Himself on it, He

x Chap. xxv

2 ,, Are willing." _ Or," m comparison of."Gen. xlix. 8-t2.
3 Matt. m i_-x 5.

r 4 tGen. xhx. 5, 8, 9, xo, zx, xS, 24. These texts are frequently v ,iS' o_; many translated '* under whom," as if _¢b"06. This
re,erred to by Justm.] would be erroneous. Conjectured also _t,t,_ for &ra&tv,
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entered into Jerusalem. And as this was done second coming. That the Scripture mentions
by Him in the manner in which it was prophe- the blood of the grape has been evidently de-
sled in precise terms that it would be done by signed, because Christ derives blood not from
the Christ, and as the fulfilment was recognised, the seed of man, but from the power of God.
it became a clear proof that He was the Christ. For as God, and not man, has produced the
And though all this happened and is proved blood of the vine, so also [the Scripture] has
from Scripture, you are still hard-hearted. Nay, predicted that the blood of Christ would be not
it was prophesied by Zechariah, one of the of the seed of man, but of the power of God.
twelve [prophets], that such would take place, But this prophecy, sirs, which I repeated, proves
in the following words : ' Rejoice gready, daugh- that Christ is not man of men, begotten m the
ter of Zion; shout, and declare, daughter of ordinary course of humanity."
Jerusalem ; behold, thy King shall come to thee,
righteous, bringing salvation, meek, and lowly, CHAP. LV. -- TRYPHO ASKS THAT CHRIST BE PROVED

rtding on an ass, and the foal of an ass.' _ Now, coD, BUT WITHOUTMETAPHOR. JUSTIN PROM-
that the Spirit of prophecy, as well as the pa- IsEs TO DO SO.
triarch Jacob, mentioned both an ass and its l And Trypho answered, "We shall remember
foal, which would be used by Him ; and, further, lthis your exposition, if you strengthen [your
that He, as I previously said, requested His solution of] this difficulty by other arguments:
disciples to bring both beasts ; [this fact] was a but now resume the discourse, and show us that
prediction that you of the synagogue, along with the Spirit of prophecy admits another God be-
the Gentiles, would believe in Him. For as the _sides the Maker of all things, taking care not
unharnessed colt was a symbol of the Gentiles, to speak of the sun and moon, which, it is wnt-
even so the harnessed ass was a symbol of your ten,4 God has given to the nations to worship
nation. For you possess the law which was as gods; and oftentimes the prophets, employ-
imposed [upon you] by the prophets. More- ing s this manner of speech, say that ' thy God
over, the prophet Zechariah foretold that this Iis a God of gods, and a Lord of lords,' adding
same Christ would be smitten, and His disciples frequently, ' the great and strong and terrible
scattered: which also took place. For after [God].' For such expressions are used, not as
His crucifixion, the disciples that accompanied if they really were gods, but because the Scrip-
Him were dispersed, until He rose from the ture is teaching us that the true God, who
dead, and persuaded them that so it had been made all things, is Lord alone of those who are
prophesied concerning Him, that He would!reputed gods and lords. And in order that the
suffer ; and being thus persuaded, they went! Holy Spirit may convince [us] of this, He said
into all the world, and taught these truths, by the holy David, ' The gods of the nations,
Hence also we are strong in His faith and doc- reputed gods, are idols of demons, and not
trine, since we have [this our] persuasion both gods;' 6 and He denounces a curse on those
from the prophets, and from those who through- who worship them."
out the world are seen to be worshippers of And I replied, "I would not bring forward
God in the name of that crucified One. Th_ these proofs, Trypho, by which I am aware
following is said, too, by Zechariah : ' 0 sword, those who worslnp these [idols] and such like are
rise up against My Shepherd, and against the condemned, but such [proofs] as no one could
man of My people, saith the Lord of hosts, find any objection to. They will appear strange
Smite the Shepherd, and His flock shall be to you, although you read them every day ; so
scattered. '2 that even from this fact we 7 understand that,

ibecause of your wickedness, God has withheld
CHAP. LIV.--WHAT THE BLOOD OF THE GRAPEiftOm you the ability to discern the wisdom of

SIGNIFIES. [His Scriptures; yet [there are] some excep-
"And that expression which was committed tions, to whom, according to the grace of His

to writing 3 by Moses, and prophesied by the i long-suffering, as Isaiah said, He has left a seed
patriarch Jacob, namely, ' He shall wash His of s salvation, lest your race be utterly destroyed,
garments with wine, and His vesture with the hke Sodom and Gomorrah. Pay attention,
b_od of the grape,' signified that He would therefore, to what I shall record out of the holy
wash those that believe in Him with His own Scriptures, which 9 do not need to be expounded,
blood. For the Holy Spirit called those who but only listened to.
receive remission of sins through Him, His gar-
ments ; agnano_t whom He is always nresent in, , Deut. iv. z9, an apparent[t.e., evident] mkmtcrprctatlon 0f. --_'_._7 • • J r" _ . [ tim passage. [But see St- John x 33-36.]
power, Out will be manifestly present at His _ o_,"_usmg."

6 Ps. xcvl. 5.
7 Com. rea_ng, "you; "evid_tly wrong.

t Zech. ix:.9. [ e laterally, " for."
s Zech. xm. 7. ] 9 Two construcUons, '*which" referring e._her tO l_tipttar_
s Literally, "required intO." [ whole, or tO what he records from them. Last more probable.
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cHAP. LVI._ GOD WHO APPEARED TO MOSES IS son,'s appear to have returnedwhen Sarahhad

DISTINGUISHEDFROM GOD THE FATHER. begottena son,and tobe theredeclared,by the
,,Moses,thcn,theblessedand faithfulservantpropheticword,God ? But thatyou may clearly

ofGod, declaresthatHe who appearedtoAbra- discernwhat I say.,listentothewords expressly
ham underthe oak in Mature isGod, sentwith employedby Moses ;theyarethese:'And Sarah
thetwo angelsin His company tojudgeSodom saw theson ofHagar theEgyptianbond-woman,

byAnotherwho remainseverin the superceles-whom she boretoAbraham,sportingwith Isaac
tlalplaces,invisibletoallmen, holdingpersonalher son,and saidto Abraham, Cast out this
intercoursewith none,whom we believeto be bond-woman and her son; forthe son of this
Maker and Fatherof allthings; forhe speaks bond-woman shallnot sharethe inheritanceof
thus:'God appearedto him under the oak in my son Isaac. And the matterseemed very
Mature,ashe satat his tent-doorat noontide,grievousin Abraham'ssight,becauseof hisson.
And liftingup his eyes,he saw, and behold,But God saidtoAbraham, Letitnotbe grievous
threemen stood beforehlm ; and when he saw inthysightbecauseoftheson,and becauseofthe

thcm,he ranto meet them from the doorof,hlsbond-woman. InallthatSarahhath saidunto
tent;and he bowed himselftowardthe ground,thee,hearkento her voice;for in Isaacshall
and said;....(and so on ;)_ "' Abraham gat thy seed be called.'6 Have you perceived,
up earlyin the morning to the placewhere he then,thatHe who saidunder the oak thatHe
stoodbeforethe Lord: and he looked toward would return,sinceHe knew itwould be neces-

Sodom and Gomorrah,and toward theadjacentsarytoadviseAbraham todo what Sarahwished
country, and beheld, and, lo, a flame went up him, came back as it is written; and is God, as

from the earth, like the smoke of a furnace.' " the words declare, when they so speak : ' God, And when I had made an end of quoting these said to Abraham, Let it not be grievous in thy
words, I asked them if they had understood sight because of the son, and because of the

•_ them. bond-woman?'" I inquired. And Trypho said,
And they said they had understood them, but "Certainly ; but you have not proved from this

that the passages adduced brought forward no that there is another God besides Him who ap-
proof that there is any other God or Lord, or peared to Abraham, and who also appeared to
that the Holy Spirit says so, besides the Maker the other patriarchs and prophets. You have
of all things, proved, however, that we were wrong in belier-

Then I replied, " I shall attempt to persuade ing that the three who were in the tent with
you, since you have understood the Scriptures, Abraham were all angels."
[of the truth] of what I say, that there is, and I replied again, "If I could not have proved
t-hat there is said to be, another God and Lord to you from the Scriptures that one of those
subject to 3 the Maker of all things ; who is also three is God, and is called Angel,7 because, as I

: called an Angel, because He announces to men already said, He brings messages to those to
whatsoever the Maker of all things--above whom whom God the Maker of all things wishes [mes-

_ there is no other God --wishes to announce sages to be brought], then in regard to Him who
to them." And quoting once more the previous appeared to Abraham on earth in human form
passage, I asked Trypho, " Do you think that in hke manner as the two angels who came with
God appeared to Abraham under the oak in Hun, and who was God even before the creation
Mamre, as the Scripture asserts?" of the world, it were reasonable for you to enter-

He said, "Assuredly" rain the same belief as is entertained by the
"Was He one of those three," I said, "whom whole of your nation."

Abraham saw, and whom the Holy Spirit of "Assuredly," he said, "for up to this moment
prophecy describes as men ?" this has been our belief."

He said, "No ; but God appeared to him, be- Then I replied, "Reverting to the Scriptures,
fore the vision of the three. Then those three I shall endeavour to persuade you, that He who
whom the Scripture calls men, were angels; two is said to have appeared to Abraham, and to
of them sent to destroy Sodom, and one to an- Jacob, and to Moses, and who is called God, is
nounce the joyful tidings to Sarah, that she would distract from Him who made all things, mnu-
bear a son ; for which cause he was sent, and merically, I mean, not [distinct] in will. For I
having accomplished h_s errand, went away." 4 affirm that He has never at any time done _ any-

"How then," said I, "does the one of the
three, who was in the tent, and who said, ' I shall __ _ia. xo.6 C.hen.xxi.9-z2.

return to thee hereafter, and Sarah shall have a z Or. "Messenger." [The"Jehovah-angel_'o¢theVen_euch,
_s/m. l In the various pas_mges ta which Just:re.amngnsme reamm

z Oen. xvili I, _. for Christ being called angel or messenger, Jusun uses also the verb
2C,en

b -- . XL_.27, _8; "and so on " inserted probably not by Justin, _yyeAX_, to convey messages, to announce. The similarity between
ut3_some copymt, as _sevtdent from succeeding words. _yy_ko_ and _yy_AA_ cannot be retained in English, and therefore

' _me, "besides, " but probably as above, the point of Justin's remarks m lost to the F.,nglish reader,
4 Or, "gOing away, departed." s Some supply, "or sa_L"
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thing which He who made the world--above are of opinion that there is no God above the
whom there is no other God-- has not wished Maker of all things."
Him both to do and to engage Himseffwith." Then I replied, "You are aware, then, that

And Trypho said, "Prove now that this is the the Scripture says, ' And the Lord said to Abra-
case, that we also may agree with you. For we ham, Why did Sarah laugh, saying, Shall I truly
do not understand you to affirm that He has conceive? for I am old. Is anything impossible
done or said anything contrary to the will of the with God ? At the time appointed shall I retunt
Maker of all things." to thee according to the time of life, and Sarah

Then I said, "The Scripture just quoted by shall have a son.' 7 And after a little interval:
me will make this plain to you. It is thus: ' The ' And the men rose up from thence, and looked
sun was risen on the earth, and Lot entered into towards Sodom and Gomorrah ; and Abraham
Segor (Zoar) ; and the Lord rained on Sodom went with them, to bring them on the way. And
sulphur and fire from the Lord out of heaven, the Lord said, I will not conceal from Abraham,
and overthrew these cities and all the neighbour- my servant, what I do.' _ And again, after a
hood.' " ' little, it thus says : ' The Lord said, The cry of

Then the fourth of those who had remained Sodom and Gomorrah is great,9 and their sins
with Trypho said, "It 2 must therefore necessa- are very grievous. I will go down now, and see
rily be said that one of the two angels who went whether they have done altogether according to
to Sodom, and is named by Moses in the Scrip- their cry which has come unto me ; and if not,
ture Lord, is dtfferent from Him who also is God, that I may know. And the men turned away
and appeared to Abraham." 3 thence, and went to Sodom. But Abraham wa_

"It is not on this ground solely," I said, "that standing before the Lord ; and Abraham drew
it must be admitted absolutely that some other near, and said, Wilt Thou destroy the righteous
one is called Lord by the Holy Spirit besides with the wicked? ..... (and so on," for I do not
Him who is considered Maker of all things ; not think fit to write over again the same words,
solely [for what is said] by Moses, but also ]'for having written them all before, but shall of neces-
what is said] by David. For there is written by slty give those by which I established the proof
him: ' The Lord says to my lord, Sit on My to Trypho and his companions. Then I pro-
right hand, until I make Thine enemies Thy foot- ceeded to what follows, in which these words are
stool,' 4 as I have already quoted. And again, recorded :) "" And the Lord went His way as
in other words : 'Thy throne, O God, is for ever soon as He had left communing with Abraham ;
and ever. A sceptre of equity is the sceptre of and ['Abraham] went to his place. And there
Thy kingdom: Thou hast loved righteousness came two angels to Sodom at even. And Lot
and hated iniquity : therefore God, even Thy sat in the gate of Sodom ;' ,2 and what follows
God, hath anointed Thee with the oil of glad- until, ' But the men put forth their hands, and
hess above Thy fellows.' s If, therefore, you pulled Lot into the house to them, and shut to the
assert that the Holy Spirit calls some other one door of the house ;' ,3 and what follows till, ' And
Cod and Lord, besides the Father of all things the angels laid hold on his hand, and on the
and His Christ, answer me ; for I undertake to hand of his wife, and on the hands of his daugh-
prove to you from Scriptures themselves, that ters, the Lord being merciful to him. And it
He whom the Scripture calls Lord is not one of came to pass, when they had brought them forth
the two angels that went to Sodom, but He who abroad, that they said, Save, save thy life. Look
was with them, and is called God, that appeared not behind thee, nor stay in all the neighbour-
to Abraham." hood ; escape to the mountain, lest thou be taken

And Trypho said, "Prove this ; for, as you along with [them]. And LOt said to them, I be-
see, the day advances, and we are not prepared seech [Thee], O Lord, since Thy servant hath
for such perilous replies ; since never yet have found grace in Thy sight, and Thou hast magnified
we heard any man investigating, or searching in- Thy righteousness, which Thou showest towards
to, or proving these matters ; nor would we have me in saving my life ; but I cannot escape to
tolerated your conversation, had you not referred the mountain, lest evil overtake me, and I die.
everything to the Scriptures : 6 for you are very Behold, this city is near to flee unto, and it ]_
zealous in adducing proofs from them; and you lsmall: there I shall be safe, since it is small,

c,¢a.x_,.,3. and my soul shall live. And He said to him,
Or, "We must of neeeeMty think, that betides the one of the two Behold, I have accepted thee ,4 also in this mat-

tmgels who came down to Sodom, and whom the Scrtpture by Moses
calls Lord, Cod Himself appeared to Abraham."

:5 "rhutpap._tge is rather confused: the translation is necessarily f Get. xvid x3, x4.
free, but, it is believed, correct Justin's friend wishes to make out s C,en xviit t6, IT.

that _ue dtstlrtct individtmls are called Lard or God m the narraOve, z9oLiterally_" ts mtdtiphe(L"Gen xvm. 20-23.,t I_ cx.x. ]

S Ps. xiv. 6, ,7. tt Gen. xvili 33, xix. x.t [Note again the fidelity of Justin to this pdncipie_ and the ] t2 Comp Note 2, p 2_3.
fact that il_ no othor way could a Jew he persuaded to lkten to s I t3 Gen xix. to.
Christian. JU:ts xvii, xt ] t4 Literally, "I have _;ted thy face_"
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ter, so as not to destroy the city for which thou question] about the mode of eating may be thus
hast spoken. Make haste to save thyself there ; explained : ['the mode, that is to say,] in which
for I shall not do anything till thou be come it is written, they took and ate what had been
thither. Therefore he called the name of the prepared by Abraham : so that you may now pro-
city Segor (Zoar). The sun was risen upon the teed to explain to us how this God who appeared
earth ; and Lot entered into Segor (Zoar). And to Abraham, and is minister to God the Maker
the Lord rained on Sodom and Gomorrah sulphur of all things, being born of the Virgin, became
and fire from the Lord out of heaven ; and He man, of like passions with all, as you said pre-
overthrew these cities, and all the neighbour- viously."
hood.' "' And after another pause I added : Then I replied, "Permit me first, Trypho, to
"And now have you not perceived, my friends, collect some other proofs on this head, so that
that one of the three, who is both God and Lord, you, by the large number of them, may be per-
and ministers to Him who is in the heavens, is suaded of [the truth of] it, and thereafter I shall
Lord of the two angels ? For when ['the angels] explain what you ask."
proceeded to Sodom, He remained behind, and And he said, "Do as seems good to you ; for
communed with Abraham in the words recorded I shall be thoroughly pleased."
by Moses ; and when He departed after the con-
versation, Abraham went back to his place. And CHAr.LVIII.-- THE SAMEIS PROVEDFROMTHE

when he came [to Sodom], the two angels no VISIONSWHICHAPPEAREDTO JACOB.longer conversed with Lot, but Himself, as the Then I continued, "I purpose to quote to you
: Scripture makes evident ; and He is the Lord Scriptures, not that I am anxious to make merely

._ who received commission from the Lord who an artful display of words ; for I possess no such
[remains] in the heavens, i.e., the Maker of all faculty, but God's grace alone has been granted

J things, to inflict upon Sodom and Gomorrah the to me to the understanding of His Scriptures, of
._ [judgments] which the Scripture describes in which grace I exhort all to become partakers

these terms : ' The Lord rained down upon Sodom freely and bounteously, in order that they may

za_dGomorrah sulphur and fire from the Lord not, through want of it,3 incur condemnation inout of heaven.'" the judgment which God the Maker of all things
shall hold through my Lord Jesus Christ."

crtav. LVIL_ THE JEW OBJECTS,WHYIS HE SAID And Trypho said, "What you do is worthy of
TO HAVEEATEN,IF HE BE GOD? ANSWEROF the worship of God ; but you appear to me to

_: jus'rm, feign ignorance when you say that you do not
Then Trypho said when I was silent, "That possess a store of artful words."

Scripture compels us to admit this, is manifest ; I again replied, "Be it so, since you think so ;
but there is a matter about which we are descry- yet I am persuaded that I speak the truth.4 But

! edly at a loss--namely, about what was said to give me your attention, that I may now rather
the effect that [the Lord] ate what was prepared adduce the remaining proofs."
and placed before him by Abraham; and you "Proceed," said he.
would admit this." And I continued: "It is again written by

: I answered, "It is written that they ate ; and Moses, my brethren, that He who is called God
if we believe • that it is said the three ate, and not and appeared to the patriarchs is called both
the two alone-- who were really angels, and are Angel and Lord, in order that from this you may
nourished in the heavens, as is evident to us, even understand Him to be minister to the Father of
though they are not nourished by food similar to all things, as you have already admitted, and may

: that which mortals use _ (for, concerning the sus- remain firm, persuaded by additional arguments.
tenance of manna which supported your fathers The word of God, therefore, [recorded] by Moses,
in the desert, Scripture speaks thus, that they when referring to Jacob the grandson of Abra-
ate angels' food) : Fifwe believe that three ate], ham, speaks thus : 'And it came to pass, when
then I would say that the Scripture which affirms the sheep conceived, that I saw them with my
they ate bears the same meaning as when we eyes in the dream: And, behold, the he-goats
would say about fire that it has devoured all and the rams which' leaped upon the sheep and
things ; yet it is not certainly understood that she-goats were spotted with white, and speckled
they ate, masticating with teeth and jaws. So and sprinkledwith a dun colour. And the Angel
that not even here should we be at a loss about of "God said to me in the dream, Jacob, Jacob.
anything, if we are acquainted even slightly with And I said, What is it, Lord? And He said, Lift
figurativemodes of expression, and able to rise up thine eyes, and see that the he-goats and rams
above them." leaping on the sheep and she-goats are spotted

And Trypho said, "It is possible that [the
s Lib..ally,"for this_ : [Noteheremsddsew'b,em

s _ xix. s6-25, primiuve rule as to the duty o_ au mea to muu_.htl_ Sc_pCmeL]
a Literally, "lw.ar." 4 Or, "speak od_'wu_"
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with white, speckled, and sprinkled with a dun And he lighted on a spot, and slept there, for
colour. For I have seen what Laban doeth unto the sun was set ; and he gathered of the stones
thee. I am the God who appeared to thee in of the place, and put them under his head. And
Bethel,' where thou anointedstapillarandvowedsl he slept in that place ; and he dreamed, and,
a vow unto Me. Now therefore arise, and get behold, a ladder was set up on the earth, whose
thee out of this land, and depart to the land top reached to heaven ; and the angels of God
of thy birth, and I shall be with thee? And ascended and descended upon it. And the Lord
again, in other words, speaking of the same Jacob, stood 9 above it, and He said, I am the Lord, the
it thus says : ' And having risen up that night, he God of'Abraham thy father, and of Isaac ; be not
took the two wives, and the two women-servants, afraid : the land whereon thou liest, to thee will
and his eleven children, and passed over the ford I gave it, and to thy seed ; and thy seed shall be
Jabbok ; and he took them and went over the as the dust of the earth, and shall be extended to
brook, and sent over all his belongings. But the west, and south, and north, and east : and in
Jacob was left behind alone, and an Angel 3 thee, and in thy seed, shall all families of the
wrestled with him until morning. And He saw earth be blessed. And, behold, I am with thee,
that He is not prevailing against him, and He keeping thee in every way wherein thou goest.
touched the broad part of his thigh; and the and will bring thee again into this land; for I
broad part of Jacob's thigh grew stiff while he lwill not leave thee, until I have done all that I
wrestled with Him. And He said, Let Me go, i have spoken to thee of. And Jacob awaked out
for the day breaketh. But he said, I will not let of his sleep, and sa_d, Surely the Lord is in this
Thee go, except Thou bless me. And He said place, and I knew it not. And he was afraid, and
to him, What is thy name? And he said, Jacob. said, How dreadful is this place! this is none
And He said, Thy name shall be called no more other than the house of God, and this is the gate
Jacob, but Israel shall be thy name ; for thou of heaven. And Jacob rose up in the morning,
hast prevailed with God, and with men shalt be and took the stone which he had placed under
powerful. And Jacob asked Him, and said, Tell his head, and he set it up for a pillar, and poured
me Thy name. But he said, Why dost thou ask oil upon the top of it ; and Jacob called the name
after My name ? And He blessed him there, of the place The House of God, and the name of
And Jacob called the name of that place Peniel,4 ithe city formerly was Ulammaus.' ....
for I saw God face to face, and my soul rejoiced.' s
And again, in other terms, referring to the same CHAP.LIX._ GOD DISTINC'I"FROM THE FATHER
Jacob, it says the following: ' And Jacob came CONVERSEDWITH MOSES.
to Luz, in the land of Canaan, which is Bethel, When I had spoken these words, I continued.
he and all the people that were with him. And " Permit me, further, to show you from the book
there he built an altar, and called the name of of Exodus how this same One, who is both An-
that place Bethel; for there God appeared to gel, and God, and Lord, and man, and who
him when he fled from the face of his brother appeared in human form to Abraham and IsaacY
Esan. And Deborah, Rebekah's nurse, died, and appeared m a flame of fire from the bush, and
was buried beneath Bethel under an oak : and conversed with Moses." And after they said they
Jacob called the name of it The Oak of Sorrow. would listen cheerfully, patiently, and eagerly, I
And God appeared again to Jacob in Luz, when went on : "These words are in the book which
he came out from Mesopotamia in Syria, and He bears the title of Exodus : ' And after many
blessed him. And God said to him, Thy name days the king of Egypt died, and the children
shall be no more called Jacob, but Israel shall be of Israel groaned by reason of the works ; '_*
thy name.' 6 He is called GOd, and He is and and so on until, ' Go and gather the elders of
shall be God." And when all had agreed on Israel, and thou shalt say unto them, The Lord
these grounds, I continued: "Moreover, I con- GOd of your fathers, the God of Abraham.
sider it necessary to repeat to you the words which the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, hath
narrate how He who is both Angel and God and appeared to me, saying, I am surely beholding
Lord, and who appeared as a man to Abraham, you, and the things which have befallen you in
and who wrestled in human form with Jacob, was Egypt.' ,, ,3 In addition to these words, I went
seen by him when he fled from his brother Esan. on : "Have you perceived, sirs, that this _,ery
They are as follows : ' And Jacob went out from God whom Moses speaks of as an Angel that
the well of the oath/and went toward Charran. s' talked to him in the flame of fire, declares to

t Literally, "in the place of God,"
* Gen. xxxi. xo--x 3. ? Literally, "was set up '*
s Some read, "a man " xo Gen xxvih, xc--x9. [ObAattAo/_. Se#t. Luz ENg.] ,

*t Ltterally, "' the face of God." xt Some conjecture" Jacob," others insert" Jacob" after "Isaacll
$ Gen xxxit, a_-3 o. ICon. xxil. The Jehovah-angel was seen no doubt by Isaac, as we
e Gen. xxxv. 6--xo. as by his father.]

Or," Beersheba." _ Ex d. _3.
8 So LXX. and N. T., H©b. *' Haran." x3 Ex m 16.
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Moses that He is the God of Abraham, of Isaac. ture calls Him who appeared to Jacob in the
and of Jacob?" dream an Angel, then [says] that the same An-

gel who appeared in the dream spoke to him,*
CHAP.LXo_ OPINIONSOF THE JEWSWITHREGARDsaying, ' I am the God that appeared to thee

TO HIM WHO nI'V_ED n_ THE BtrSH. when thou did,t flee from the face of Esau thy
Then Trypho said, "We do not perceive this brother ;' and [again] says that, in the judgment

from the passage quoted by you, but [only this], :which befell Sodom in the days of Abraham, the
that it was an angel who appeared in the flame Lord had inflicted the punishment _of the Lord
of fire, but God who conversed with Moses ; so who [dwells] in the heavens ;-- even so here,
that there were really two persons in company the Scripture, in announcing that the Angel of
wlth each other, an angel and God, that ap- the Lord appeared to Moses, and in afterwards
peared in that vision." declanng him to be Lord and God, speaks of the

I again rephed, "Even if this were so, my same One, whom it declares by the many testi-
friends, that an angel and God were together monies already quoted to be minister to God,
m the vislon seen by Moses, yet, as has already who is above the world, above whom there is no
been proved to you by the passages previously other [God].
quoted, it will not be the Creator of all things
that _s the God that said to Moses that He was CHtLP.UXt-- WISDOMIS BEGOTTENOFTHEFATI-][EI_
the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and as FIRE FROMFIRE.
the God of Jacob, but it will be He who has "I shall give you another testimony, my
been proved to you to have appeared to Abra- friends," said I, "from the Scriptures, that God

° ham, mimstering to the wdl of the Maker of all begat before all creatures a Beginning,* [who
things, and likewise carrying into execution His was] a certain rational power [proceeding] from
counsel m the judgment of Sodom; so that, Himself, who is called by the Holy Spirit, now
even though it be as you say, that there were the Glory of the Lord, now the Son, again
two--an angel and God--he who has but the Wisdom, again an Angel, then God, and then
smallest intelligence will not venture to assert Lord and Logos; and on another occasion He
that the Maker and Father of all things, having calls Himself Captain, when He appeared in
left all supercelestial matters, was visible on a human form to Joshua the son of Nave (Nun).
httle portion of the earth." For He can be called by all those names, since

And Trypho said, "Since it has been pre- He ministers to the Father's will, and since He
viously proved that He who is called God and was begotten of the Father by an act of will ; s
Lord, and appeared to Abraham, received from just as we see 6 happening among ourselves:
the Lord, who is in the heavens, that which He for when we give out some word, we beget the
inflicted on the land of Sodom, even although word ; yet not by abscission, so as to lessen the

: an angel had accompamed the GOd who appeared word 7 [which remains] in us, when we give it
to Moses, we shall perceive that the God who out : and just as we see also happening in the
communed with Moses from the bush was not case of a fire, which is not lessened when it has
the Maker of all things, but He who has been kindled [another], but remains the same ; and
shown to have manifested Himself to Abraham that which has been kindled by it likewise ap-
and to Isaac and to Jacob ; who also is called pears to exist by itself, not diminishing that from
and is perceived to be the Angel of God the which it was kindled. The Word of Wisdom,
Mlker of all things, because He publishes to who is Himself this God begotten of the Father
men the commands of the Father and Maker of of all things, and Word, and Wisdom, and Power,
all things." and the Glory of the Begetter, will bear evidence

And I replied, "Now assuredly, Trypho, I to me, when He speaks by Solomon the follow-
shall show that, in the vision of Moses, this ing: ' If I shall declare to you what happens
same One alone who is called an Angel, and who daily, I shall call to mind events from everlast-
is God, appeared to and communed with Moses. ing, and review them. The Lord made me the
For the Scripture says thus : ' The Angel of the
Lord appeared to him in a flame of fire from *c_...x,,. 7.
the bush ; and he sees that the bush burns with s Literally,"]ud_[mem"

¢ Or, '*in the'beginning, hero.alice,s.; [Justin's
fire, but the bush was not consumed. And to Joshua (i z3-*5) dese_ sp_._ _.osidemtm_.; .for he ,,m_

Moses said, I will turn aside and see this great t/mtthetrue_oshtm(Jssvs) w_tncsu0stance, ancttlmt_ 'c_mnof salvauon,' of whom this one was but a _adow _Heb. tv. 8, _wer_
sight, for the bush is not burnt. And when the v'*),_, a,a _-dge. Se,_,p.L,_.]

s The act of will or vohtion Is on the part Of the Father.
I_rd saw that he is turning aside to behold, 6 o,, ,,Dowe,ot _," ,t_.
the Lord called to him out of the bush.' ' In _1,_ wordA_, tra_t_.. "_rd," _ .b_ht_ th_klq

the same manner, therefore, m which the Scrip- AndJ_ _*,_ r_, _m _, _ rmnm,._ u_._.we n_ a thought, theutterance of tt do_ not d2tmm_ the pow_ m
thought in us, though m _e sense the thot_ht lute gone away

x F_ iii. ,o4. us.
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beginning of His ways for His works. From himself, from which we can indisputably learn
everlasting He established me in the beginning, that [God] conversed with some one who was
before He had made the earth, and before He numerically distinct from Himself, and also a
had made the deeps, before the springs of the rational Being. These are the words: 'And
waters had issued forth, before the mountains God said, Behold, Adam has become as one of
had been established. Before all the hills He us, to know good and evil.' s In saying, there-
begets me. God made the country, and the fore, 'as one of us,' [Moses] has declared that
desert, and the highest inhabited places under [there is a certain] number of persons associated
the sky. When He made ready the heavens, with one another, and that they are at least two.
I was along with Him, and when He set up His For I would not say that the dogma of that
throne on the winds : when He made the high heresy 6 which is said to be among you 7 is true,
clouds strong, and the springs of the deep safe, or that the teachers of it can prove that [God]
when He made the foundations of the earth, I spoke to angels, or that the human frame was
was with Him arranging. I was that in which the workmanship of angels. But this Offspring,
He rejoiced ; daily and at all times I delighted which was truly brought forth from the Father,
in His countenance, because He delighted in the was with the Father before all the creatures, and
finishing of the habitable world, and delighted in the Father communed with Him ; even as the
the sons of men. Now, therefore, O son, hear Scripture by Solomon has made clear, that He
me. Blessed is the man who shall listen to me, whom Solomon calls Wisdom, was begotten as a
and the mortal who shall keep my ways, watch- Beginning before all His creatures and as Off-
ing x daily at my doors, observing the posts of spring by God, who has also declared this same
my ingoings. For my outgoings are the out- thing in the revelation made by Joshua the son
goings of life, and [my] will has been prepared of Nave (Nun). Listen, therefore, to the fol-
by the Lord. But they who sin against me, tres- lowing from the book of Joshua, that what I say
pass against their own souls ; and they who hate may become manifest to you ; it is this : ' And
me love death.' * it came to pass, when Joshua was near Jericho,

he lifted up his eyes, and sees a man standing
CHAP. LXII._THE WORDS "LET US MAKE MAN" over against him. And Joshua approached to

AGREEWITH THE TESTIMONYOF PROVERBS. Him, and said, Art thou for us, or for our ad-
"And the same sentiment was expressed, my versaries ? And He said to him, I am Captain

friends, by the word of God [written] by Moses, of the Lord's host : now have I come. And
when it indicated to us, with regard to Him Joshua fell on his face on the ground, and said
whom it has pointed out,3 that God speaks in the to Him, Lord, what commandest Thou Thy ser-
creation of man with the very same design, in vant? And the Lord's Captain says to Joshua,
the following words: ' Let Us make man after Loose the shoes off thy feet; for the place
our image and likeness. And let them have lwhereon thou standest is holy ground. And
dominion over the fish of the sea. and over the lJericho was shut up and fortified, and no one
fowl of the heaven, and over the cattle, and over! went out of it. And the Lord said to Joshua,
all the earth, and over all the creeping things Behold, I give into thine hand Jericho, and its
that creep on the earth. And God created king, [and'] its mighty men.' "8
man: after the image of God did He create
him ; male and female created He them. And CltAP. LXm. pIT IS PROVEDTHAT THIS GOD WAS
God blessed them, and said, Increase and mul- INCARNATE.
tiply, and fill the earth, and have power over it.* And Trypho said, "This point has been proved
And that you may not change the [force of the] to me forcibly, and by many arguments, my
words just quoted, and repeat what your teachers ifriend. It remains, then, to prove that He sub-
assert, _ either that God said to Himself, ' Let imitted to become man by the Virgin, according
Us make,' just as we, when about to do some- to the will of His Father ; and to be crucified,
thing, oftentimes say to ourselves,' Let us make ; ' and to die. Prove also clearly, that after this
or that God spoke to the elements, to wit, the iHe rose.again and ascended to heaven."
earth and other similar substances of which we I answered, "This, too, has been already de-
believe man was formed, ' Let Us make,' _ I

shall quote again the words narrated b), Moses s Gen.ill. _6 Heresy or sect.
Or, "arnon_ us." Mar'anus pronounces against this latter read-

ing for the following reasons: (t.) The Jews had thear own he.r3sa_
I '1_ MSS.of Jtmin read " sleeping," but this is teglrded as the which supplied many things to the Chnstlan heresies, especially tomistake _ff some careless transeriher.
a Prov. viii. _ ft. Menander and Satummus. (s.) The sect whtch Jtmtm here refutes
3 Justin, _ he is of oplnlon that the Word is the l_nnlng of was of oplmon that God spoke to angels. But daose angels, as b,1_

the lZlIIVL'rt_,thillks that by these words, '¢ m the I_ghlnlng," Moses nsnder and Saturninus mvenll_d, "exhorted thelI_se_]ves,_tymg,
indicatedtl_Word_llkemanyot_rwritevs. Hence also hc says m us make," etC. (3-) The ex_ _dM_rxaAot suits the rabbrt_.
Ap. i. 2_, that Mc_z dedmms the Word "to he begotten first by well. So Justin frequently calls them. (4-) "rlmse teachers r:_em_
G_," lfthisexOa_ti_adoesnot satlsfy, nmd,"withregardtoHtm noother cause tohave put the words in the angels' mouths than to
whom I have _ out" (Marauus). - eradicate the testlmouy by wMch they proved div/ne persons.

4 C,,ou.i._,_. s Josh.v.,3ad£m.,and vt.,,a.
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monstrated by me in the previously quoted words and incline thine ear ; forget thy people and the
of the prophecies, my friends ; which, by recall- house of thy father, and the King shall desire
ing and expounding for your sakes, I shall en- thy beauty : because He is thy Lord, and thou
deavour to lead you to agree with me also about shalt worship Him.'"
this matter. The passage, then, which Isaiah
records, 'Who shad declare His generation? for CHAP.LXlV.--JUSrlN ADDUCESOTHERPROOFSTO
His life is taken away from the earth,x--does it THE JEW, WHO DENIES THAT HE N_J_S "rHrs
not appear to you to refer to One who, not hay- CHRIST.
ing descent from men, was said to be delivered Here Trypho said, "Let Him be recognised
over to death by God for the transgressions of as Lord and Christ and God, as the Scriptures
the people ?-- of whose blood, Moses (as I men- declare, by you of the Gentiles, who have from
tloned before), when speaking in parable, said, His name been all called Christians ; but we who
that He would wash His garments in the blood are servants of God that made this same [Christ],
of the grape ; since His blood did not spring do not require to confess or worship Him."
from the seed of man, but from the will of God. To this I replied, "If I were to be quarrel-
And then, what is said by David, ' In the splen- some and light-nfinded hke you, Trypho, I would
dours of Thy holiness have I begotten Thee from no longer continue to converse with you, since
the womb, before the morning star. 2 The Lord you are prepared not to understand what has
hath sworn, and will not repent, Thou art a priest been said, but only to return some captious
for ever, after the order of Melchizedek,' 3__ does answer ; ,o but now, since I fear the judgment of
this not declare to you* that [He was] from God, I do not state an untimely opinion con-
of old, s and that the God and Father of all things cerning any one of your nation, as to whether
intended Him to be begotten by a human or not some of them may be saved by the grace
womb? And speaking in other words, which of the Lord of Sabaoth. Therefore, although
also have been already quoted, [he says] : 'Thy you act wrongfully, I shall continue to reply to
throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever : a sceptre any proposition you shall bring forward, and
of rectitude is the sceptre of Thy kingdom, to any contradiction which you make; and, in
Thou hast loved righteousness, and hast hated fact, I do the very same to all men of every
iniquity : therefore God, even thy God, hath nation, who wish to examine along with me, or
anointed Thee with the oil of gladness above make inquiry at me, regarding this subject.
Thy fellows. [He hath anointed Thee] with Accordingly, if you had bestowed attention on
myrrh, and oil, and cassia from Thy garments, the Scriptures previously quoted by me, you
from the ivory palaces, whereby they made Thee would already have understood, that those who
glad. Kings' daughters are in Thy honour, are saved of your own nation are saved through
The queen stood at Thy right hand, clad in this - [man], and partake of His lot ; and you
garments embroidered with gold. 6 Hearken, would not certainly have asked me about this
0 daughter, and behold, and incline thine ear, matter. I shall again repeat the words of David
and forget thy people and the house of thy previously quoted by me, and beg of you to
father; and the King shall desire thy beauty: comprehend them, and not to act wrongfully,
because he is thy Lord, and thou shalt worship and stir each other up to give merely some con-
Hlm.'z Therefore these words testify explicitly tradiction. The words which David speaks,
that He is witnessed to by Him who established then, are these : 'The Lord has reigned ; let the
these things, s as deserving to be worshipped, as] nations be angry : [it is] He who sits upon the
God and as Christ. Moreover, that the word of cherubim ; let the earth be shaken. The Lord
God speaks to those who believe in Him as be- is great in Zion ; and He is high above all the
mg one soul, and one synagogue, and one church, nations. Let them confess Thy great name, for
as to a daughter; that it thus addresses the it is fearful and holy; and the honour of the
church which has sprung from His name and king loves judgment. Thou hast prepared
partakes of His name (for we are all called equity; judgment and righteousness hast Thou
Chrtstians), is distinctly proclaimed in like man- iperformed in Jacob. Exalt the Lord qt_r Croci,

ner in the following words, which teach us also i and worship the footstool of His feet ; fp,r H_
to forget [our] old ancestral customs, when they !is holy. Moses and Aaron among His priests,
speak thus :9, Hearken, O daughter, and behold, and Samuel among them that call upon His

- iname ; they called on the Lord, and He heard
t lsa. liii.8. them. In the pillar of the cloud He spake to

s_ thi, b_uti_l,._t_i_g, P..... 3. them ; for they kept His testimonies and His3 ps. cx. 4.

, or,,'to m." commandments which He gave them.'" And
$ e_tqoOea,; m Lat. ver_. anllouitua, which Marantts prefers.
6 laterally," garments ofgo_d vartegated"
7 Ps. xlv. 6-xx ' " to Literally., "but ..oply sharpen youlnmlv¢_ to Imy sot_h_.'*
t Theincarnation,etc. *l_Oz,"mrsone."j
9 "Being so," hteralty. I¢ t'S. X_ l" 7,
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from the other words of David, also previously And I answered, "If you spoke these words,
quoted, which you foolishly affirm refer to Solo- Trypho, and then kept sdence m simplicity and
mon, [because] inscribed for Solomon, it can with no ill intent, neither repeating what goes
be proved that they do not refer to Solomon, before nor adding what comes after, you must
and that this [Christi existed before the sun, be forgiven ; but if [you have done so] because
and that those of your nation who are saved you imagined that you could throw doubt on the
shall be saved through Him. [The words] are passage, m order that I might say the Scriptures
these : ' 0 God, give Thy judgment to the king, contradicted each other, you have erred. But
and Thy righteousness unto the king's son. He I shall not venture to suppose or to say such
shall judge _ Thy people with righteousness, and a thing ; and if a Scripture which appears to be
Thy poor with judgment. The mountains shall of such a kind be brought forward, and if there
take up peace to the people, and the little hills be a pretext [for saying] that it is contrary [to
righteousness. He shall judge the poor of the some other], since I am entirely convinced tlaat
people, and shall save the children of the needy, no Scripture contradxcts another, I shall admit
and shall abase the slanderer : and He shall rather that I do not understand what is recorded,
co-endure with the sun, and before the moon and shall strive to persuade those who imagine
unto all generations ;' and so on until, ' His that the Scnptures are contradictory, to be
name endureth before the sun, and all tribes of rather of the same opinion as myself. W_th
the earth shall be blessed in Him. All nations what intent, then, you have brought forward the
shall call Him blessed. Blessed be the Lord, difficulty, God knows. But I shall remind you
the God of Israel, who only doeth wondrous of what the passage says, in order that you may
things : and blessed be His glorious name for recogmse even from this very [place] that God
ever and ever: and the whole earth shall be gives glory to His Christ alone. And I shall
filled with His glory. Amen, Amen. '* And take up some short passages, sirs, those whJch
you remember from other words also spoken by are in connection with what has been said by
David, and which I have mennoned before, how Trypho, and those which are also joined on m
it is declared that He would come forth from consecutive order. For I will not repeat those
the highest heavens, and again return to the of another secuon, but those which are joined
same places, m order that you may recogmse together in one. Do you also give me your
Him as God coming forth from above, and man attenuon. [The words] are these : ' Thus sa_th
living among men; and [how it is declared] the Lord, the God that created the heavens,
that He will again appear, and they who pxerced and made 6 them fast, that established the earth,
Him shall see Him, and shall bewail Him. and that which is in it; and gave breath to the
[The'words] are these: ' The heavens declare people upon it, and spirit to them who walk
the glory of God, and the firmament showeth therein: I the Lord God have called Thee m
His handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech, righteousness, and will hold Thine hand, and
and night unto night showeth knowledge. They will strengthen Thee; and I have given Thee
are not speeches or words whose voices are for a covenant of the people, for a light of the
heard. Their sound has gone out through all the Gentries, to open the eyes of the blind, to bring
earth, and their words to the ends of the world, out them that are bound from the chains, and
In the sun has he set his habitation ; and he, hke those who sit in darkness from the prison-house.
a bridegroom going forth from his chamber, will I am the Lord God ; this is my name : my glory
rejoice as a giant to run his race: from the will I not give to another, nor nay virtues to
highest heaven is his going forth, and he returns graven images. Behold, the former things are
to the highest heaven, and there is not one who come to pass ; new things which I announce,
shall be hidden from his heat.' "3 and before they are announced they are made

manifest to you. Sing unto the Lord a new
CHAP.LXV.- THE JEW OBJECTS THAT GOD DOES song : His sovereignty []s] from the end of the

NOT GIVEHIS GLOR7TO ANOTHER. JUSa'INEX- earth. [Sing-], ye who descend into the sea,
PLAINS THE PASSAGE. and continually sail r [on it]; ye islands, and
And Trypho said, "Being shaken 4 by so many inhabitants thereof. Rejoice, 0 wilderness, and

Scriptures, I know not what to say about the Scrip- the villages thereof, and the houses ; and the
ture which Isaiah writes, in which God says that inhabitants of Cedar shall rejoice, and the in-
He gives not His glory to another, speaking thus : habitants of the rock shall cry aloud from the
' I am the Lord God ; this is my name ; my glory top of the mountains : they shall give glory to
will I not give to another, nor my virtues.' "s God ; they shall publish His virtues among the

islands. The Lord GOd of hosts shall go forth,
z o,. "to ju,_," as in_h_p.x_oav. He shall destroy war utterly, He shall stir upz Ps.Ixxti._,etc.
3 PS.x'_X"*6.
') Literally," importuned." 6 Literally, "fixed."
It Isa. xlii. 8. 7 Or) "ye islands which sail on it; "or without **cc_dinually."
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zeal, and He shall cry aloud to the enemies son,' but, 'Behold, the young woman shall con-
with strength.'" ' And when I repeated this, I ceive, and bear a son,' and so on, as you quoted.
stud to them, "Have you perceived, my friends, But the whole prophecy refers to Hezekiah, and
that God says He will give Him whom He has it is proved that it was fulfilled in him, according
established as a hght of the Gentiles, glory, and to the terms of this prophecy. Moreover, in the
to no other ; and not, as Trypho said, that God fables of those who are called Greeks, it is written
was retaining the glory to Himself?" that Perseus was begotten of Danae, who was a

Then Trypho answered, "We have perceived virgin ; he who was called among them Zeus hay-
this also ; pass on therefore to the remainder of ing descended on her in the form of a golden
the discourse." shower. And you ought to feel ashamed when

you make assertions similar to theirs, and rather
CHAP. LXVI.- HE PROVES FROM ISAIAH THAT GOD [should] say that this Jesus was born man of

WAS BORN FROM A VIRGIN. men. And if you prove from the Scriptures that
And I, resuming the discourse where I had He is the Christ, and that on account of having

left off 2 at a previous stage, when proving that led a life conformed to the law, and perfect, He
He was born of a virgin, and that His blrth of deserved the honour of being elected to be
a virgin had been predicted by Ismah, quoted Christ, [it is well] ; but do not venture to tell
again the same prophecy. It is as follows: monstrous phenomena, lest you be convicted
' And the Lord spoke again to Ahaz, saying, of talking foolishly like the Greeks."
Ask for thyself a sign from the Lord thy God, Then I said to this, "Trypho, I wish to per-
in the depth or in the height. And Ahaz said, suade you, and all men in short, of this, that
I will not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord. even though you talk worse things in ridicule
And Isaiah said, Hear then, O house of David ; and in jest, you will not move me from my fixed
Is it no small thing for you to contend with design ; but I shall always adduce from the words
men ? And how do you contend with the Lord ? which you think can be brought forward [by
Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a you] as proof [of your own views], the demon-
sign; Behold, the virgin shall conceive, and stratlon of what I have stated along with the tes-
shall bear a son, and they shall call his name timony of the Scrlptures. You are not, however,
Immanuel. Butter and honey shall he eat; acting fairly or truthfully in attempting to undo
before he knows or prefers the evil he will those things in which there has been constantly
choose out the good. For before the child agreement between us; namely, that certain
knows ill or good, he rejects evil by choosing commands were instituted by Moses on account
out the good. For before the chdd knows how of the hardness of your people's hearts. For
to call father or mother, he shall receive the you said that, by reason of His living conforma-

.power of Damascus, and the spoil of Samaria, bly to law, He was elected and became Christ,
in presence of the king of Assyria. And the if indeed He were proved to be so."
land shall be forsaken, which 3 thou shalt with And Trypho said, "You admitted s to us that
difficulty endure in consequence of the presence He was both circumcised, and observed the
of its two kings. But God shall bring on thee, other legal ceremonies ordained by Moses."
and on thy people, and on the house of thy And I replied, "I have admitted it, and do
father, days which have not yet come upon thee admit it : yet I have admitted that He endured
since the day in which Ephraim took away from all these not as if He were justified by them, but
Judah the king of Assyria.' "4 And I continued : completing the dispensation which His Father,
"Now it is evident to all, that in the race of the Maker of all things, and Lord and Cod,
Abraham according to the flesh no one has been wished Him [to complete]. For I admit that
born of a virgin, or is said to have been born He endured crucifixion and death, and the in-
[of a virgin], save this our Christ." carnation, and the suffering of as many afflic-

tions as your nation put upon Him. But since
CHAP• LXVII. _ TRVPHO COMPARES JESUS WITH again you dissent from that to which you but

PERSEUS ; AND WOULD PREFER ['TO SAY] THAT lately assented, Trypho, answer me : Are those

HE WAS ELECTED [TO BE CHRISTI ON ACCOUNTrighteous patriarchs who lived before Moses,
OF OBSERVANCe.OF THELAW. JuStIN sPmr.s OF who observed none of those [ordinances] which,
THE LAWAS FORMERLY. the Scripture shows, received the commence-
And Trypho answered, "The Scripture has not, ment of [their] institution from Moses, saved,

'Behold, the virgin shall conceive, and bear a [and have they attained to] the inheritar, ce of
the blessed ?"

z I_. x1_. _-x3.
= Chap.xlill.

S We have not s_--nthat Justin _¢1_._t.h_} _ his _ to
• 3 i_v, which is in chap. xli_., is here omitted, but ought to be supposyd, that the p_sage where he cud _ _t _ _ ImP,m_ertedwithout doubt.

_7."Isa.vh. xo.-xT,withlsa. viix.4 inscrtcdbetweenvers.x6and Peri_us _ted; (or_Jus_n s'e_'stopaz odin'placcs,whichhediduo¢_ mmen,ownl_e.-- mauumms.
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And Trypho said, "The Scriptures compel order to give our assent to those things which
me to admit it." the Scriptures compel us [to believe]."

"Likewise I again ask you," said I, "did God Then I said to this, "I do not ask you not to
enjoin your fathers to present the offerings and strive earnestly by all means, in making an in-
sacrifices because He had need of them, or be- vestigation of the matters inquired into ; but [I
cause of the hardness of their hearts and ten- ask you], when you have nothing to say, not to
dency to idolatry?" contradict those things which you said you had

"The latter," said he, "the Scriptures in fike admitted."
manner compel us to admit." And Trypho said, "So we shall endeavour to

"l_;tkewise," said I, "did not the Scriptures do."
predict that God promised to dispense a new I continued again : " In addition to the ques-
covenant besides that which [was dispensed] in tions I have just now put to you, I wish to put
the mountain Horeb ?" more : for by means of these questions I shall

This, too, he replied, had been predicted, strive to bring the discourse to a speedy terml-
Then I said again, "Was not the old cove- nation."

nant laid on your fathers with fear and trembling, And Trypho said, "Ask the questions."
so that they could not give ear to God?" Then I said, "Do you think that any other

He admitted it. one is said to be worthy of worship and called
"What then?" said I: "God promised that Lord and God in the Scriptures, except the

there would be another covenant, not like that Maker of all, and Christ, who by so many Scrip-
old one, and said that it would be laid on them tures was proved to you to have become man?"
without fear, and trembling, and lightnings, and And Trypho replied," How can we admit this,
that it would be such as to show what kind of when we have instituted so great an inquiry as
commands and deeds God knows to be eternal to whether there is any other than the Father
and suited to every nation, and what command- alone?"
merits He has given, suiting them to the hard- Then I again said, "I must ask you this also,
ness of your people's hearts, as He exclaims also that I may know whether or not you are of a
by the prophets." different opinion from that which you admitted

"To this also," said he," those who are lovers some time ago."
of truth and not lovers of strife must assuredly He replied, " It is not, sir."
assent." Then again I, "Since you certainly admit

Then I replied, "I know not how you speak these things, and since Scripture says, 'Who
of persons very fond of strife, [since] you your- shall declare His generation ?' ought you not
self oftentimes were plainly acting in this very now to suppose that He is not the seed of a
manner, frequently contradicting what you had human race?"
agreed to." And Trypho said, "How then does the Word

say to David, that out of his loins God shall takeCHAP. LXVIII. _ HE COMPLAINS OF THE OBSTINACY I ....
toH1mselfaSon,and shallestabhshHis kingdom,

OF TRYPHO ; HE ANSWERS HIS OBJECTION; HE and shallsetHim on thethroneofHis glory?"
CONVICTSTHE JEWS OF BAD FAITH. And I said, "Trypho, if the prophecy which
And Trypho said, "You endeavour to prove Isaiah uttered, "Behold, the virgifl shall con-

an incredible and well-nigh impossible thing ; ceive,' is said not to the house of David, but to
[namely], that God endured to be born and be- another house of the twelve tribes, perhaps the
come man." matter would have some difficulty ; but since

"If I undertook," said I, "to prove this by this prophecy refers to the house of David, Isaiah
doctrines or arguments of man, you should not has explained how that which was spoken by God
bear with me. But if I quote frequently Scrip- to David in mystery would take place. But per-
ttu,es, and so many of them, referring to this haps you are not aware of this, my friends, that
point, and ask you to comprehend them, you _here were many sayings written obscurely, or
are hard-hearted in the recognition of the mind parabolically, or mysteriously, and symbolical
and will of God. But if you wish to remain for actions, which the prophets who lived after the
ever so, I would not be injured at all ; and persons who said or did them expounded."
for ever retaining the same [opinions] which I "Assuredly," said Trypho.
had before I met with you, I shall leave you." "If, therefore, I shall show that this prophecy

And Trypho said," Look, my friend, you made of Isaiah refers to our Christ, and not to Heze-
yourself master of these [truths] with much kiah, as you say, shall I not in this matter, too,
labour and toiL* And we accordingly must compel you not to believe your teachers, who
diligently scrutinize all that we meet with, in venture to assert that the explanation which your

b,tut t_ t_ _ _ .,¢T_ho._d t__ a
fmnim m tlmamy _ imrc__a_g_mn _almn_a_j * *_: VuM. ,r_ O_,_, t_**. -- OTTO.
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seventy elders that were with Ptolemy the king imitated the prophecies about Christ? But since
of the Egyptians gave, is untrue in certain re- I have not quoted to you such Scripture as tells
oects> For some statements in the Scriptures, that Christ will do these things, I must neces-S_ •

whmh appear explicitly to convict them of a sadly remind you of one such: from which you
foolish and vain opinion, these they venture to can understand, how that to those destitute of a
assert have not been so written. But other state- knowledge of God, I mean the Gentiles, who,
ments, which they fancy they can distort and having eyes, saw not, and having a heart, under-
harmonize with human actions, _ these, they say, stood not,' worshipping the images of wood,
refer not to this Jesus Christ of ours, but to him "how even to them] Scripture prophesied that
of whom they are pleased to explain them. they would renounce these ['vanities], and hope
Thus, for instance, they have taught you that in this Christ. It is thus written: 'Rejoice,
this Scripture which we are now discussing refers thirsty wilderness : let the wilderness be glad,
to Hezekiah, in which, as I promised, I shall and blossom as the lily : the deserts of the Jor-
show they are wrong. And since they are com- dan shall both blossom and be glad : and the
pelled, they agree that some Scriptures which we glory of Lebanon was given to it, and the honour
mention to them, and which expressly prove that of Carmel. And my people shall see the exal-
Christ was to suffer, to be worshipped, and ['to tation of the Lord, and the glory of God. Be
be called] God, and which I have already recited strong, ye careless hands and enfeebled knoes.
to you, do refer indeed to Christ, but they yen- Be comforted, ye faint in soul : be strong, fgar
ture to assert that this man is not Christ. But not. Behold, our God gives, and will give, re-
they admit that He will come to suffer, and to tributive judgment. He shall come and save us.
reign, and to be worshipped, and to be God ; = Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and
and this opinion I shall in like manner show to the ears of the deal shall hear. Then the lame
be ridiculous and silly. But since I am pressed shall leap as an hart, and the tongue of the stare-
to answer first to what was said by you in jest, I merers shall be distinct : for water has broken
shall make answer to it, and shall afterwards give forth in the wilderness, and a valley in the thirsty
replies to what fonows, land; and the parched ground shall become

pools, and a spring of water shall ['rise up] in
Clam,. LXlX.--THE I)m_L, SINCE nx Emn_xm the thirsty land.'s The spring of living water

THe TRUTH,HAS mvv2rrv_a_FABLESgaoLrr Imc- which gushed forth from God in the land desti-
CHUS,HERcmms, Am) m_msPrUS, tute of the knowledge of God, namely the land
"Be well assured, then, Trypho," I continued, of the Gentiles, was this Christ, who also ap-

"' that I am established in the knowledge of and peared in your nation, and healed those who
faith in the Scriptures by those counterfeits which were maimed, and deaf, and lame in body from
he who is called the devil is said to have per- their birth, causing them to leap, to hear, and, to
formed among the Greeks ; just as some were see, by His word. And having raised the dead,
wrought by the Magi in Egypt, and others by the and _using them to live, by His deeds He corn-
false prophets in Elijah's days. For when they pelled the men who lived at that time to recog-
tell that Bacchus, son of Jupiter, was begotten by nise Him. But though they saw such works,
(Jupiter's] intercourse with Semele, and that he they asserted it was magical art. For they dared
was the discoverer of the vine ; and when they to call Him a magician, and a deceiver of the
relate, that being torn in pieces, and having died, people. Yet He wrought such works, and per-
he rose again, and ascended to heaven ; and suaded those who were ['destined to] believe on
when they introduce wine _ into his mysteries, Him ; for even if any one be labouring under a
do I not perceive that (the devil] has imitated defect of body, yet be an observer of the doc-
the prophecy announced by the patriarch Jacob, trines delivered by Him, He shall raise him up
and recorded by Moses? And when they tell at His second advent perfectly sound, after Fie
tlmt Hercules was strong, and travelled over all has made him immortal, and incorruptible, and
the world, and was begotten by Jove of Alcmene, free from grief.
and ascended to heaven when he died, do I not
perceive that the Scripture which speaks of cm_v. LXX._ SOALSO_ l_grgR_ o1_ mrrRll_
Christ, ' strong as a giant to run his race,' 4 has ARE DISIY)RTEDFROM THE PROPHF,CIES OF
been in like manner imitated ? And when he D_mXL AND ]Sm_S.

(the devil] brings forward 2Esculapius as the "And when those who record the mysteries
raiser of the dead and healer of all diseases, may of Mithras say that he was begotten of a rock,
I not say that in this matter likewise he has and call the place where those who believe in

'him are initiated a cave, do I not perceive here
, r_-_,ffi_d._._-_d_o_h_._b_p.,_t that the utterance of Daniel, that a stone with-20_r, "mid to bc worshipp_ as G_I,"
_Or,"tm.,,t." Thea_wmtaercdmBazc,hm; aadmaaltlhami-

at*tmaatcadm aad_w.
• 1_.xl=.$. J Ira. ram..t-'/.
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out hands was cut out of a great mountain, has gotten of a virgin, I understand that the deceiv-
been imitated by them, and that they have at- ing serpent counterfeited also this.
tempted likewise to imitate the whole of Isaiah's'
words?* For theys contrived that the words of CHAP.LXXI.--THE JEWSREJECTTHE EWIERPRETA-
righteousness be quoted also by them. 4 But I TION OF THE LXX., FROM WHICH. MOREO't ERr

must repeat to you the words of Isaiah referred THEY HAVE"IAKENAWAYSOME PASSAGES.
to, in order that from them you may know that "But I am far from putting reliance m your
these things are so. They are these : ' Hear, ye [ teachers, who refuse to admit that the interpre-
that are far off, what I have done ; those that are ]tation made by the seventy elders who were with
near shall know my might. The sinners in Zion ] Ptolemy [kmg] of the Egyptians is a correct
are removed ; trembling shall seize the impious, one ; and they attempt to frame another. And
Who shall announce to you the everlasting place ? I wish you to observe, that they have altogether
The man who walks in righteousness, speaks in taken away many Scriptures from the translations
the right way, hates sin and unrighteousness, effected by those seventy elders who were with
and keeps his hands pure from bribes, stops the Ptolemy, and by which this very man who was
ears from hearing the unjust judgment of blood, crucified is proved to have been set forth ex-
closes the eyes from seeing unrighteousness : he pressly as God, and man, and as being crdcified.
shall dwell in the lofty cave of the strong rock. and as dying ; but since I am aware that this is
Bread shall be given to him, and his water [-shall denied by all of your nation, I do not address
be] sure. Ye shall see the King with glory, and myself to these points, but I proceed z to car_
your eyes shall look far off. Your soul shall on my discussions by means of those passages
pursue diligently the fear of the Lord. Where which are still admitted by you. For you assent
is the scribe ? where are the counsellors ? where to those which I have brought before your atten-
is he that numbers those who are nourished,- ,ion, except that you contradict the statement,
the small and great people ? with whom they did ' Behold, the virgin shall conceive,' and say it
not take counsel, nor knew the depth of the ought to be read, 'Behold, the young woman
voices, so that they heard not. The people who shall conceive.' And I promised to prove that
are become depreciated, and there is no under- the prophecy referred, not, as you were taught,
standing in him who hears.' 5 Now it is evident, to Hezekiah, but to this Christ of mme : and now
that in this prophecy [-allusion is made] to the I shall go to the prooL"
bread which our Christ gave us to eat, 6 in re- Here Trypho remarked, "We ask you first of
membrance of His being made flesh for the sake all to tell us some of the Scriptures which you
of His believers, for whom also He suffered ; allege have been completely cancelled."
and to the cup which He gave us to drink, 6 in
remembrance of His own blood, with giving of CHAP. LXXlI._ PASSAGESHAVE BEEN REMOVED
thanks. And this prophecy proves that we shall BY THE JEWS I_ROMESDP.ASA_D JEREMIAH.
behold this very King with glory ; and the very And I said,"I shall do as you please. From
terms of the prophecy declare loudly, that the the statements, then, which Esdras made in refer-
people foreknown to believe in Him were fore-i ence to the law of the passover, they have taken
known to pursue diligently the fear of the Lord. i away the following : ' And Esdras said to the
Moreover, these Scriptures are equally explicit people, This passover is our Saviour and our ref-
in saying, that those who are reputed to know[uge. And if you have understood, and your
the writings of the Scriptures, and who hear the[ heart has taken it in, that we shall humble Him
prophecies, have no understanding. And when on a standard, and s thereafter hope in Him,

I hear, Trypho," said I, "that Perseus was be- then this place shall not be forsaken for ever,
says the God of hosts. But if you will not be-

x The text here has vulva *ro*_a¢ b_.olm¢. Maranus suggests lieve Him, and will not listen to His declaration,
"lto'aiov for Tot_¢at ; and so we have translated

a Justin says that the priests of MRhras xmttated all the words of yOU shall be a laughing-stock to the nations.' '
Isaiah about to be quoted, and to prove it, Is content w_tha single And from the sayings of Jeremiah they have cutexample, namely, the precepts of righteousness, whtch they were wont
to relate to ham, as ha these words of lsmah: " He who walks m out the following : ' I [was] like a lamb that is

h.teotmnesS," ere. Justan omitted many other passage., as easy and ba-_. rrht tr* th_ elav, crhtar • th_._r A_VI¢_I a device
For unco Mtthras is the same as fire, tt manifestly answers _*_e_"" .......... b ......... J .......

to.the fi_. of which. Is_h speaks... And since Justip rem_.nded _ern against me, saying, Come, let us lay on wood on
who are mitlated, that trmy are satd to be lnltlatetl D mitnras ntm- - " d
self, it was not necetsm-y to remind them tMt the woofs of Isaiah are HIS bread, and let us blot Hxm out from the lan
i=imedin th=: "V.ou__h_.I _eet_ K.m_mthglo_y."Bn_. a_d of the living; and His name shall no more be
waterltr_l_le_tobyLsalall: tioaisOtola_S4.'m_stter_goi_lu_rasj I _ _ ,-o a _ • -*. _ _t._
Jm_ mti_, thatbre,d*adacuporwat*rm p_ helm them[rememoerea. • Aria since rials passage trom t.J,c
_A3_°_i._2g_rL_ _" ]sayings of Jeremiah as still written in some copies

4 ke., the ,.l_ts of Mithnm. 1
$ It,it. IXX_I. I3"I9. t
• "I2-temlly,"todo,'_D. [T'-aehom'l&le.chargtofhaaquetlngl _ Or, "pro_.."

¢m blood, et_t..co_ttan, tly lepeated _ Chrls//ans, was prol_.bly f e Or: "ev_. if_." ..
on the Faicharmt. Se_ Kw_e s lllustrahexs front Tatias, I 9 It ts not Imownwnerettmi._,atta_e_o_aeslmm.

_1_, am/Tk_pt. A_t_cA., cap. ix. p tS3.] ] to Jet. xi. x9.
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[of the Scriptures] in the synagogues of the trees of the wood be glad before the Lord: for
Jews (for it is only a short ume since they were He comes, for He comes to judge the earth.
cut out), and since from these words it is demon- He shall judge the world with righteousness, and
strated that the Jews dehberated about the Christ the people w_th His truth.'"
Himself, to crucify and put Him to death, He Here Trypho remarked, "Whether [or not]
Himself is both declared to be led as a sheep to the rulers of the people have erased any portion
the slaughter, as was predicted by Isaiah, and of the Scriptures, as you affirm, God knows ; but
is here represented as a harmless lamb; but it seems incredible."
being in a difficulty about them, they give them- "Assuredly," said I, "it does seem incredible.
selves over to blasphemy. And again, from the For it is more horrible than the calf which they
sayings of the same Jeremiah these have been made, when sausfied with manna on the earth ;
cut out: ' The Lord God remembered His dead or than the sacrifice of children to demons ; or

people of Israel who lay in the graves ; and He than the slaying of the prophets. But," said I,
descended to preach to them His own sulfa- "you appear to me not to have heard the Scrip-
tion. 'z tures which I said they had stolen away. For

such as have been quoted are more than enough
cHAP. LXXIIL -- [THE WORDS] "FROM THE WOOD" to prove the points in dispute, besides those

HAVEBEEN CUr OUT OF VS. XCVI. which are retained by us,4 and shall yet be
"And from the ninety-fifth (ninety-sixth) brought forward."

Psalm they have taken away this short saying of
the words of Dawd: 'From the wood.' 2 For CHAP. LXXIV.-- THE BEGINNINGOF PS. XC'VL IS
when the passage said, ' Tell ye among the na- ATTRIBUTEDTO THE FATHER *[BY TRYPHO].
t_ons, the Lord hath reigned from the wood,' they BUT [rr REFEaS] TO CHRISTBY THeE WORDS:
have left, ' Tell ye among the nations, the Lord "TELL YE AMONG THE NATIONS THAT TIIE
hath reigned.' Now no one of your people has LORD," ETC.
ever been said to have reigned as God and Lord Then Trypho said, "We know that you quoted
among the nauons, with the exception of Him these because we asked you. But it does not
only who was crucified, of whom also the Holy appear to me that this Psalm which you quoted
Spirit affirms in the same Psalm that He was last from the words of David refers to any other
raised again, and freed from [the grave],declar- than the Father and Maker of the heavens and
mg that there is none like Him among the gods earth. You, however, asserted that it referred
ot the nations : for they are idols of demons. But to Him who suffered, whom you also are eagerly
I shall repeat the whole Psalm to you, that you endeavouring to prove to be Christ."
m_y perceive what has been said. It is thus: And I answered, "Attend to me, I beseech
' Stag unto the Lord a new song ; sing unto the you, while I speak of the statement which the
Lord, all the earth. Sing unto the Lord, and bless Holy Spxrit gave utterance to in this Psalm ; and
H_s name ; show forth Hm salvation from day to you shall know that I speak not sinfully, and that
day. Declare His glory among the nations, His we s are not really bewitched ; for so you shall be
wonders among all people. For the Lord is great, enabled of yourselves to understand many other
and greatlyto be praised : He is to be feared above _tatements made by the Holy Spirit. ' Sing unto
all the gods. For all the gods of the nations are the Lord a new song ; sing unto the Lord, all the
demons but the Lord made the heavens. Con- earth : sing unto the Lord, and bless His name ;
fession and beauty are in His presence ; holiness show forth His salvation from day to day, His
and magnificence are in His sanctuary. Bring wonderful works among all people.' He bids
to the Lord, O ye countries of the nations, bring the inhabitants of all the earth, who have known
to the Lord glory and honour, bring to the Lord the mystery of this salvation, i.e., the suffering of
glory in His name. Take sacrifices, and go into Christ, by which He saved them, sing and give
His courts; worship the Lord in His holy tem- praises to God the Father of all things, and
ple. Let the whole earth be moved before Him : recognise that He is to be praised and feared,
tell ye among the nations, the Lord hath reigned._ and that He is the Maker of heaven and earth,
For He hath established the world, which shall who effected this salvation in behalf of the hu-
not be moved ; He shall judge the nations with man race, who also was crucified and was dead,
equity. Let the heavens rejoice, and the earth and who was deemed worthy by Him (God) to
be glad ; let the sea and its fulness shake. Let reign over all the earth. As [is clearly seen 6]
the fields and all therein be joyful. Let all the also by the land into which [He said] He would

x This is wanUng m our Scriptures: it _ ched by_Iren., ui. _o,

_IA_Nus.underthe name of l_uLh, and in iv. az under that of JerermaLh.-- ___! , ."
2 These words were not taken away by the Jews, but added by

mine Christtan -- O'rro [A statement not proved,]
3 lt ts strange that " from the wood " is not added: but the auda- crlt_ are not _r_. The Benedicti_ "

city of the copymts in such matters is well known. -- M,_.._gs. [ them.]
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bring [your fathers] ; [for He thus speaks] :, the Son of man' who received the everlasting
'This people [shall go a whoring after other kingdom, does he not hint at this very thing?
gods], and shall forsake Me, and shall break my For he declares that, in saying ' like unto the Son
covenant which I made with them in that day of man,' He appeared, and was man, but not of
and I will forsake them, and will turn away My human seed. And the same thing he proclaimed
face from them ; and they shall be devoured, 2 in mystery when he speaks of this stone which
and many evils and afflictions shall find them was cut out without hands. For the expression
out ; and they shall say in that day, Because the ' it was cut out without hands' signified that _t Js
Lord my God is not amongst us, these misfor- not a work of man, but [a work] of the will of
tunes have found us out. And I shall certainly the Father and God of all things, who brought
turn away My face from them in that day, on Him forth. And when Isaiah says,' Who shall
account of all the evils which they have commit- declare His generation ?' he meant that His de-
ted, in that they have turned to other gods.' s scent could not be declared. Now no one who

is a man of men has a descent that cannot be
CHAP. LXXV. _ IT IS PROVED THAT JESUS WAS THE declared. And when Moses says that He will

NAME OF GOD IN THE BOOK OF EXODUS. wash His garments in the blood of the grape,

" Moreover, in the book of Exodus we have does not this signify what I have now often told
also perceived that the name of God Himself, you is an obscure predtction, namely, that He
which, He says, was not revealed to Abraham or had blood, but not from men ; just as not man,
to Jacob, was Jesus, and was declared mysten- but God, has begotten the blood of the vine ?
ously through Moses. Thus it is written : ' And And when Isaiah calls Him the Angel of mighty
the Lord spake to Moses, Say to this people, counsel, s did he not foretell Hm_ to be the
Behold, I send My angel before thy face, to keep Teacher of those truths which He did teach
thee in the way, to bring thee into the land which when He came [to earth] ? For He alone taught
I have prepared for thee. Give heed to Him, openly those mighty counsels which the Father
and obey Him ; do not disobey Him. For He designed both for all those who have been and
will not draw back from you ; for My name is in shall be well-pleasing to Him, and also for those
Him.' * Now understand that He who led your who have rebelled against His will, whether men
fathers into the land is called by this name Jesus, or angels, when He said : ' They shall come from
and first called Auses s (Oshea). For if you the east [and from the west 9], and shall sit down
shall understand this, you shall likewise perceive with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the
that the name of Him who said to Moses, ' for kingdom of heaven : but the children of the
My name is m Him,' was Jesus. For, indeed, kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness.' '°
He was also called Israel, and Jacob's name was And, ' Many shall say to Me in that day, Lord,
changed to this also. Now Isatah shows that Lord, have we not eaten, and drunk, and prophe-
those prophets who are sent to publish tidings sled, and cast out demons in Thy name ? And
from God are called His angels and apostles. I will say to them, Depart from Me ' " Again,
For Isaiah says in a certain place, 'Send me. '6 in other words, by which He shall condemn
And that the prophet whose name was changed, those who are unworthy of salvation, He said,
Jesus [Joshua], was strong and great, is manifest ' Depart into outer darkness, which the Father
to all. If, then, we know that God revealed has prepared for Satan and his angels.' ,2 And
Himself in so many forms to Abraham, and to again, in other words, He said, 'I give unto you
Jacob, and to Moses, how are we at a loss, and power to tread on serpents, and on scorpions,
do not believe that, according to the will of the and on scolopendras, and on all the might of the
Father of all things, it was possible for Him to enemy.' ,3 And now we, who believe on our
be born man of the Virgin, especially after we Lord Jesus, who was crucified under Pontius
have such z Scriptures, from which it can be Pilate, when we exorcise all demons and evil
plainly perceived that He became so according spirits, have them subjected to us. For if the
to the will of the Father ? prophets declared obscurely that Christ would

suffer, and thereafter be Lord of all, yet that
SAME[declaration] could not be understood by any

CHAP. LXXVI. _ FROM OTHER PASSAGES THE

MAJESTYAND C.OVEm_MEWrOF CHRIST ARE man until He Himself persuaded the apostles
PROVED. that such statements were expressly related m
"For when Daniel speaks of 'one like unto the Scriptures. For He exclaimed before His
t _-m _i. ,o-_s. crucifixion : ' The Son of man must suffer many
s I_terally, "for food."
a The first conference seems to have ended hereabout lit occu- ' [Is ix 6, according to LXX.]

pied two days. But the student must consult the learned note of 9 Not in all edd.

r_._,,stin Martyr, p. _o. R,wgtons, Londo_.xss3).] _oMa_.,_ii _.r.,x. xxm, no, az. xs Matt+ vh a'_.
s [Num. xiii,x6,] n Matt.xxv.4"t,
6 Isa. vl. 8. sa Luke x. s9. [" And o0a s¢o/o_ndra*" (i.e. c_z'z'_de$) not

Or, "m .may." in the origxmd.]
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things, and be rejected by the Scribes and Phari- Jerusalem, frequently saying to them, 'Thy father
sees, and be crucified, and on the third day rise is an Amorite, and thy mother a Hittite.' 3
again." And David predicted that He would
be born from the womb before sun and moon,* CHAP.LXXVIH._ HE PROVESTHATTHISPROPHECY
according to the Father's will, and made Him

HAe,MOmZESwrrH cvial_ ALO_, VaO_t WHAT
known, being Christ, as God strong and to be
worshipped." is AFTERWARDSWRrlTEN.

"Now this king Herod, at the time when the

CHAP.LXXWI.--H_ REax:RNsTO EXelAI_ T_IE Magi came to him from Arabia, and said they
knew from a star which appeared in the heavensPROPHECY OF ISAIAH.
that a King had been born in your country, and

Then Trypho said, "I admit that such and so that they had come to worship Him, learned
great arguments are sufficient to persuade one; from the elders of your people that it was thus
but I wish Eyou] to know that I ask you for the written regarding Bethlehem in the prophet :
proof which you have frequently proposed to ' And thou, Bethlehem, in the land of Judah, art
give me. Proceed then to make this plain to us, by no means least among the pnnces of Judah ;
that we may see how you prove that that _pas- for out of thee shall go forth the leader who shall
sage] refers to this Christ of yours. For we as- feed my people.' 4 Accordingly the Magi from
sert that the prophecy relates to Hezekiah." Arabia came to Bethlehem and worshipped the
And I replied, "I shall do as you wish. But Child, and presented Him with gifts, gold and
show me yourselves first of all how it is said of frankincense, and myrrh; but returned not to
Hezekiah, that before he knew how to call father Herod, being warned m a revelation after wor-
or mother, he received the power of Damascus shipping the Child in Bethlehem. And Joseph,
and the spoils of Samana in the presence of the the spouse of Mary, who wished at first to put
king of Assyria. For it will not be conceded to away his betrothed Mary, supposing her to be
you, as you wish to explain it, that Hezekiah pregnant by intercourse with a man, i.e., from
waged war with the inhabitants of Damascus fornication, was commanded in a vision not to
and Samaria in presence of the king of Assyria. put away his wife ; and the angel who appeared
' For before the child knows how to call father to him told him that what is in her womb is of

or mother,' the prophetic word said, ' He shall the Holy Ghost. Then he was afraid, and did
take the power of Damascus and spoils of Sa- not put her away ; but on the occasion of the
maria in presence of the king of Assyria.' For first census which was taken in Judma, under
if the Spirit of prophecy had not made the state- Cyrenius, he went up from Nazareth, where he
ment with an addiuon, ' Before the child knows lived, to Bethlehem, to which he belonged, to
how to call father or mother, he shall take the be enrolled ; for his family was of the tribe of
power of Damascus and spoils of Samarla,' but Judah, which then inhabited that region. Then
had only said, ' And shall bear a son, and he along With Mary he is ordered to proceed into
shall take the power of Damascus and spoils Egypt, and remain there with the Child until
of Samaria,' then you might say that God foretold another revelation warn them to return into
that he would take these things, since He fore- Judma. But when the Child was born in Beth-
knew it. But now the prophecy has stated it lehem, since Joseph could not find a lodging in
with this addition : ' Before the child knows how that village, he took up his quarters in a certain
to call father or mother, he shall take the power cave near the village ; and while they were there
of Damascus and spoils of Samaria.' And you Mary brought forth the Christ and placed Him
cannot prove that such a thing ever happened in a manger, and here the Magi who came from
to any one among the Jews. But we are able to Arabia found Him. I have repeated to you," I
prove that it happened in the case of our Christ. continued, "what Isaiah foretold about the sign
Forat the time of His birth, Magi who came from which foreshadowed the cave ; but for the sake
Arabia worshipped Him, coming first to Herod, of those who have come with us to-day, I sh_l
who then was sovereign in your land, and whom again remind you of the passage." Then I re-
the Scripture calls king of Assyria on account of peated the passage from Isaiah which I have
his ungodlyand sinful character. For you know," already written, adding that, by means of those
continued I, "that the Holy Spirit oftentimes words, those who presided over the mysteries of
announces such events by parables and simili- Mithras were stirred up by the devil to say that
tudes ; just as He did towards all the people in in a place, called among them a cave, they were

initiated by him.S "So Herod, when the Magi
x Luke ix. _.

a Justmputs"sunandmoon_instcadof"Lucifer '' [Ps cx._, 3 Ezek. xvi. 3.
Sept compounded with Prov rut 27 ] Mar'anus says David did 4 Mic v 2.

_ut_tI_ct, not that Christ would be horn of Mary before sun and moon, s Text had, by"them:" but Maranus says the artifice laym tim
t that it would happen befolm run ai_l moon that He would be horn priest's coml_lhng the iniGatcd to say that Mtthrat. himae, lf wa,_, the

of a vtrgl_, illtttatOr llt _ CaVC.
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from Arabia did not return to him, as he had CHAP. LXXIX.- HE PROVES AGAINST TRYPHO THAT

asked them to do, but had departed by another THE WICKEDANGELSHAVE REVOL1ED FROM
way to their own country, according to the corn- GOD.

mantis laid on them; and when Joseph, with On this, Trypho, who wa_ somewhat angry,
Mary and the Child, had now gone into Egypt, but respected the Scriptures, as was manifest
as it was revealed to them to do ; as he did not from his countenance, said to me, "The utter-
know the Child whom the Magi had gone to ances of God are holy, but your expositions are
worship, ordered simply the whole of the children mere contrivances, as is plain from what has
then in Bethlehem to be massacred. And Jere- been explained by you ; nay, even blasphemms,
miah prophesied that this would happen, speak- for you assert that angels sinned and revolted
ing by the Holy Ghost thus : ' A voice was heard from God."
in Ramah, lamentation and much wailing, Rachel And I, wishing to get him to listen to me,
weeping for her children ; and she would not be answered in milder tones, thus : "I admire, sir,
comforted, because they are not. '1 Therefore, this piety of yours; and I pray that you may
on account of the voice which would be heard entertain the same disposition towards Him to
from Ramah, i.e., from Arabia (for there is in whom angels are recorded to minister, as Daniel
Arabia at this very ume a place called Rama), says ; for [one] hke the Son of man is led to
wailing would come on the olace where Rachel the Ancient of days, and every kingdom is given
the wife of Jacob called Israel, the holy patriarch, ! to Him for ever and ever. But that you may
has been buried, i.e., on Bethlehem ; while the know, sir," continued I, "that it is not our auda-
women weep for their own slaughtered children, city which has induced us to adopt this exposition,
and have no consolation by reason of what has which you reprehend, I shall give you evidence
happened to them. For that expression of Isaiah, from Isaiah himself; for he affirms that evil
' He shall take the power of Damascus and spoils angels have dwelt and do dwell in Tams, in
of Samaria,' foretold that the power of the evil Egypt. These are ['his] words: 'Woe to the
demon that dwelt in Damascus should be over- rebellious children ! Thus salth the Lord, You
come by Christ as soon as He was born ; and have taken counsel, but not through Me; and
this is proved to have happened. For the Magi, [made] agreements, but not through My Spint,
who were held in bondage 2 for the commission to add sins to sins ; who have sinned 6 in going
of all evil deeds through the power of that demon, down to Egypt (but they have not inquired at
by coming to worship Christ, shows that they have Me), that they may be asmsted by Pharaoh, and
revolted from that dominion which held them be covered with the shadow of the Egyptians.
captive; and this [dominion] the Scripture has For the shadow of Pharaoh shall be a disgrace
showed us to reside in Damascus. Moreover, to you, and a reproach to those who trust in the
that sinful and unjust power is termed well in Egyptians ; for the princes in Tanis 7 are evil
parable, Samaria.3 And none of you can deny angels. In vain will they labour for a people
that Damascus was, and is, in the region of which will not profit them by assistance, but [will
Arabia, although now it belongs _o what is called be] for a disgrace and a reproach [to them].' s
Syropho_nicia. Hence it would be becoming And, further, Zechariah tells, as you yourself have
for you, sirs, to learn what you have not per- related, that the devil stood on the right hand
ceived, from those who have received grace from of Joshua the priest, to resist him ; and [the
God, namely, from us Christians; and not to Lord] said, ' The Lord, who has taken 9 Jerusa-
strive in every way to maintain your own doc- lem, rebuke thee.' ,o And again, it is written in
trines, dishonouring those of God. Therefore Jobw as you said yourself, how that the angels
also this grace has been transferred to us, as came to stand before the Lord, and the devil
Isaiah says, speaking to the fo]lowing effect came with them. And we have it recorded by
, This people draws near to Me, they honour Moses in the beginning of Genesis, that the ser-
Me with their lips, but their heart is far from pent beguiled Eve, and was cursed. And we
Me ; but in vain they worship Me, teaching the iknow that in Egypt there were magicians who
commands and doctrines of men. Therefore, emulated '_ the mighty power displayed by God
behold, I will proceed 4 to remove this people, through the faithful servant Moses. And you
and I shall remove them; and I shall take are aware that David said, 'The gods of the
away the wisdom of their wise men, and bring nations are demons.' "i3
to nothing the understanding of the prudent
men_ tt !; 6 LXX. "who walk," tm_a,6e.tJ, o_ for trov-C/mMtur,,m.

7 In E. V. "Zoan."
8 Isa. xxx. x- 5.

x Jar. xxxi. iS. _ _e_.evo¢; m chap. cxv. ittf. it is _x_,_deLo, w.
m Literally, +"slx_'lecl." to Zech. itLt.
s Justin thmks the" spin'Is of Samaria" denote spoils of Satan; it Job t, 6.

Tertull thinks that they _ spolht of Chrum z2 Maranus suggests the insertion of _ro_mv or _tre_rau beffote
4 Lit_'l_, +"_" C_t_O_er_tt"
$ L._I, xxlx. 13, 14. 13 p_. xcvl. S-
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cuxP. uxxx. _ THE oPtmON or .msTr_ wiTH I hear me impatiently when I tell you what I think),
REGARD TO THE REIGNOF A THOUSANDYEARS. but are [only] called Jews and children of Abra-
SEVERALCATHOLICSREJECTIT. ham, worshipping God with the lips, as God

And Trypho to this replied, '" I remarked to you Himself declared, but t_e heart was far from
sir, that you are very anxious to be safe in all Him. But I and others, who axe right-minded
respects, since you cling to the Scriptures. But Christians on all points, are assured that there
tell me, do you really admit that this place, will be a resurrection of the dead, and a thou-
Jerusalem, shall be rebuilt; and do you expect sand years 7 in Jerusalem,which will then be built,
your people to be gathered together, and made adorned, and enlarged, [as] the prophets Ezekiel
joyful with Christ and the patriarchs, and the and Isaiah and others declare.
prophets, both the men of our nation, and other cv,xp. LXXXI.-- HE ENDEAVOURSTO PROVE THIS
proselytes who joined them before your Christ OPLmONFROMISAL_8ANDTHE APOCALVVSE.

came ? or have you given way, and admitted "For Isaiah spake thus concerning this space
this in order to have the appearance of worsting of a thousand years : ' For there shall be the newus in the controversies ?"

heaven and the new earth, and the former shallThen I answered, " I am not so miserable a
not be remembered, or come into their heart;

fellow, Trypho, as to say one thing and think but they shall find joy and gladness in it, which
another. I admitted to you formerly/ that I
and many others are of this opinion, and ['be- things I create. For, Behold, I make Jerusalem

a rejoicing, and My people a joy ; and I sl_all
bevel that such will take place, as you assuredly rejoice over Jerusalem, and be glad over Myare aware ; 2 but, on the other hand, I signified to
you that many who belong to the pure and pious people. And the voice of weeping shall be no
faith, and are true Christians, think otherwise, more heard in her, or the voice of crying. And
Moreover, I pointed out to you that some who there shall be no more there a person of imma-

ture years, or an old man who shall not fulfil his
are called Chnstmns, but are godless, impious
heretics, teach doctrines that are in every way days? For the young man shall be an hundred
blasphemous, atheistical, and foolish. But that years old ; 9 but the sinner who dies an hundred
you may know that I do not say this before you years old,9 he shall be accursed. And they shall
alone, I shall draw up a statement, so far as I build houses, and shall themselves inhabit them ;
can, of all the arguments which have passed be- and they shall plant vines, and shall themselves
tween us ; m which I shall record myself as ad- eat the produce of them, and dnnk the wine.
mltting the very same things which I admit to They shall not build, and others inhabit ; they
you.3 For I choose to follow not men or men', shall not plant, and others eat. For according
doctrines, but God and the doctrines [delivered" to the days of the tree of life shall be the days of
by Him. For if you have fallen in with some my people ; the works of their toil shall abound. '°
who are called Christians, but who do not admit Mine elect shall not toil fruitlessly, or beget chil-
this ['truth-l,4 and venture to blaspheme the God dren to be cursed ; for they shall be a seed right-
of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God eous and blessed by the Lord, and their offspring
of Jacob; who say there is no resurrection of with them. And it shall come to pass, that be-

fore they call I will hear; while they are still
the dead, and that their souls, when they die, are speaking, I shall say, What is it ? Then shalltaken to heaven ; do not imagine that they are
Christians, even as one, if he would rightly con- the wolves and the lambs feed together, and the

ilion shall eat straw like the ox ; but the serpent
sider it, would not admit that the Sadducees, or, [shall eat] earth as bread. They shall not hurtsimilar sects of Genistoe, Mensta_,s Galilmans,
Hellenists, 6 Pharisees, Baptists, are Jews (do not or maltreat each other on the holy mountain,saith the Lord.' *_ Now we have understood that

* Jusun made no prewous allusion to this point, so far as we the expression used among these words, 'Accord-
know from the writing preserved . ,,

2 Or, ' so as to beheve thoroughly that such wdl take place (after ing to the days of the tree ['of life _] shall be the
"opln,on"). days of my people ; the works of their toil shall

3 _A hint of the origin of this work. See Kaye's _otc, p. z8].
, _.e,r_su,_c_on. abound,' obscurely predicts a thousand years.
s Maraaas says,Hmron.thinksthe Ge_utxewere so calh_dbe- For as Adam was told that in the day he ate of

Causethey were sprun_ from Abraham (-t_vo_) the Mertst_ so called
_ tf_-__.p_ th_ S_ptu_. Josoph_hea_ t_umo_yto the tree he would die, we know that he did not
the fact that the sects of the Jews differed in regard to fate and prow-
dence; the Phansevs subrmttlng all things indeed to God, with the
exception of human will, the Essenes making no excepdons, and 7 We have translated the text of Justin as it stands .Comm¢_.
submtttm_ all to God I believe therefore that the Gentsew were so treats make the sense, "_ that the..rewdl be a thousa_l y¢ara m

called bec'ause they _hevod the world to be in general governed by _m_.,,_lem," or "that the saints wdl live a thousand Fears m Jeruta.God, the Meriata_, because they believed that a fate or providence
belonged to each man. , s Literally, "urae."

_'Otto says, the author and chief of thts sect of Galll_etna was 3o Or, as in margin ofA. V.," th_r shallmakettmwoeksofthe.lr toil
_n_ Galilmu% who, after the exde of king Archelaus, when the 9 Literally, " the son of an hundred years. _as wished to raise a tax in Judma. excited his countrymen to the continue long," so reading *reAa:ag,aovenv for g_um_a_n_w" thtts
n_tammg of tl_tr former hbertv. --The Hellentsls, or rather /-/el/e- also LXX
aeeas_s. Nommmentionsthiss¢ctbutJu_tm;pcrhapsHeradiau_or It lea Ixv 17toend.
lfdlel_ana (from R. Hdlel). t2 Thctm words are not found in the Mss.
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complete a thousand years. We have perceived, panions of thieves, lovers of bribes, followers
moreover, that the expression,' The day of the of the rewards.' s Now, if you know certain
Lord is as a thousand years,' ' is connected with amongst us to be of this sort, do not for their
this subject. And further, there was a certain sakes blaspheme the Scriptures and Christ, and
man with us, whose name was John, one of the do not assiduously strive to give falsified inter-
apostles of Christ, who prophesied, by a revela- pretations.
tion that was made to him, that those who be-
lieved in our Christ would dwell 2 a thousand

years in Jerusalem ; and that thereafter the gen- CHAP.LXXXnLm rr IS PROVEDTHATTHE PSALM,
eral, and, in short, the eternal resurrection and "THE LORD SAIDTO MY LORD," ETC., DOESNOT
judgment of all men would likewise take place. SUIT HEZEgL_a.
Just as our Lord also said, ' They shall neither "For your teachers have ventured to refer
marry nor be given in marriage, but shall be the passage, 'The Lord says to my Lord, Sit at
equal to the angels, the children of the God of my right hand, till I make Thine enemies Thy
the resurrection.' a footstool,' to Hezekiah ; as if he were requested

to sit on the right side of the temple, when the

CHAP. LXXXII.-- THE PROPHETICALGIFTSOF THE king of Assyria sent to him and threatened him,
JEWS WERZ TRA_SrZRgED TO THg C8mS'nANS. and he was told by Isaiah not to be afraid.Now we know and admit that what Isaiah sa_d

"For the prophetical gifts remain with us, even took place ; that the king of Assyria desisted
to the present time. And hence you ought to from waging war against Jerusalem in Hezekiah's
understand that ['the gifts] formerly among your days, and the angel of the Lord slew about
nation have been transferred to us. And just as I85,oo o of the host of the Assyrians. But it is
there were false prophets contemporaneous with manifest that the Psalm does not refer to him.
your holy prophets, so are there now many false For thus it is written, ' The Lord says to my
teachers amongst us, of whom our Lord fore- Lord, Sit at My right hand, till I make Thine
warned us to beware ; so that in no respect are enemies Thy footstool. He shall send forth a
we deficient, since we know that He foreknew all rod of power over 6 Jerusalem, and it shall rule
that would happen to us after His resurrection in the midst of Thine 7 enemies. In the splen-
from the dead and ascension to heaven. For He dour of the saints before the morning star have
said we would be put to death, and hated for I begotten Thee. The Lord hath sworn, and
His name's sake ; and that many false prophets will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever after
and false Christs would appear in His name, and the order of Melchizedek.' Who does not
deceive many : and so has it come about. For admit, then, that Hezekiah is no priest for ever
many have taught godless, blasphemous, and un- after the order of Melchizedek ? And who
holy doctrines, forging them in His name ; have does not know that he is not the redeemer of
taught, too, and even yet are teaching, those Jerusalem? And who does not know that he
things which proceed from the unclean spirit of neither sent a rod of power into Jerusalem, nor
the devil, and which were put into their hearts, ruled in the midst of his enemies ; but that it
Therefore we are most anxious that you be per- was God who averted from him the enemies,
suaded not to be misled by such persons, since after he mourned and was afflicted ? But our
we know that every one who can speak the truth, Jesus, who has not yet come in glory, has sent
and yet speaks it not, shall be judged by God, as into Jerusalem a rod of power, namely, the
God testified by Ezekiel, when He said, ' I have word of calling and repentance ['meant] for all
made thee a watchman to the house of Judah. nations over which demons held sway, as David
If the sinner sin, and thou warn him not, he says, ' The gods of the nations are demons.'
himself shall die in his sin ; but his blood will I And His strong word has prevailed on many to
require at thine hand. But if thou warn him, forsake the demons whom they used to serve,
thou shalt be innocent.' 4 And on this account and by means of it to believe in the Almighty
we are, through fear, very earnest in desiring to God because the gods of the nations are de-
converse [with men] according to the Scriptures, mons.S And we mentioned formerly that the
but not from love of money, or of glory, or of statement, ' In the splendour of the saints before
pleasure. For no man can convict us of any the morning star have I begotten Thee from the
of these [vices]. No more do we wish to live womb,' is made to Christ.
like the rulers of your people, whom God re-
proaches when He says, ' Your rulers are corn- s lsa. i. a3.

6 d_rl, but afterwards ei_. Maranus thinks that _wLis the inser-
t pL x-c. 4; tPet. ill 8. tlo_ ofsome copyist .....
• _lly,"make." [A vefy noteworthy _pafssa_e,asa primittve 7Or better, "'His." This qtu_.tationfrom Ps. cx. ISputc]_a_.

eXl_'tioaof'Rev, xx. 4o$. Seegaye, chap. v.j differently from the p_vious quotatmn c4"the smnepsal.mm P'
• Lakexx. 3SC _xii. [Jnsun_tea 9u_'s _'ommemory.,ga_e, c_p.v_j
4 ]gaek. fii. xT, zS, x9. $ Thts last ctausetsmought to be an mterpotmamh
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cHAP. LKXXIV.- "CHATPROPHECY," BEHOLD, A ence, but to this our Christ alone, who appeared
vmGn%" ETC., surfs CHR_'T ALONE. without comeliness, and inglorious, as Isaiah

"Moreover, the prophecy, 'Behold, the virgin and David and all the Scriptures said ; who is
shall conceive, and bear a son,' was uttered the Lord of hosts, by the will of the Father who
respecting Him. For if He to whom Isaiah conferred on Him [the dignity] ; who also rose
referred was not' to be begotten of a virgin, of from the dead, and ascended to heaven, as the
whom' did the Holy Spirit declare, ' Behold, Psalm and the other Scriptures manifested when
the l__rd Himself shall give us a sign : behold, they announced Him to be Lord of hosts ; and
the virgin shall conceive, and bear a son ?' For of this you may, if you will, easily be persuaded
if He also were to be begotten of sexual inter- by the occurrences which take place before your
course, like all other first-born sons, why did eyes. For every demon, when exorcised in the
God say that He would give a sign which is not name of this very Son of God -- who is the First-
common to all the first-born sons ? But that born of every creature, who became man by the
which is truly a sign, and which was to be made Virgin, who suffered, and was crucified under
trustworthy to mankind,-- namely, that the first- Pontius Pilate by your nation, who died, who
begotten of all creation should become incarnate rose from the dead, and ascended into heaven
by the Virgin's womb, and be a child,-- this he _ is overcome and subdued. But though you
anticipated by the Spirit of prophecy, and pre- exorcise any demon in the name of any of those
dieted it, as I have repeated to you, in various who were amongst you--either kings, or right-
ways ; in order that, when the event should take eous men, or prophets, or patriarchs--it will
place, xt might be known as the operation of the not be subject to you. But if any of you exorcise
power and will of the Maker of all things ; just it in [the name of] the God of Abraham, and
as Eve was made from one of Adam's ribs, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, it will
as all living beings were created in the begin- perhaps be subject to you. Now assuredly your
ning by the word of God. But you in these exorcists, I have said,3 make use of craft when
matters venture to pervert the expositions which they exorcise, even as the Gentiles do, and era-
your elders that were with Ptolemy king of ploy fumigations and incantations.4 But that
Egypt gave forth, since you assert that the theY are angels and powers whom the word of
Scripture is not so as they have expounded it, prophecy by David [commands] to lift up the
but says, ' Behold, the young woman shall con- gates, that He who rose from the dead, Jesus
ceive,' as if great events were to be inferred if a Christ, the Lord of hosts, according to the will
woman should beget from sexual intercourse of the Father, might enter, the word of David
which indeed all young women, with the excep- has likewise showed ; which I shall again recall
tion of the barren, do ; but even these, God, if to your attentmn for the sake of those who were
He wills, is able to cause [to bear]. For Sam- not with us yesterday, for whose benefit, more-
uel's mother, who was barren, brought forth by over, I sum up many things I said yesterday.
the will of God ; and so also the wife of the And _ow, if I say this to you, although I have
holy patriarch Abraham; and Elisabeth, who repeated it many times, I know that it is not
bore John the Baptist, and other such. So that absurd so to do. For it is a ridiculous thing to
you must not suppose that it is impossible for see the sun, and the moon, and the other stars,
God to do anything He wills. And especially continually keeping the same course, and bring-
when it was predicted that this would take place, ing round the different seasons ; and to see the
do not venture to pervert or misinterpret the computer who may be asked how many are
prophecies, since you will injure yourselves twice two, because he has frequently said that
alone, and will not harm God. they are four, not ceasing to say again that they

are four ; and equally so other things, which are
CHAp.LXXXV.- H_ PROVESTHAT CHmST IS THE confidently admitted, to be continually men-

IX)m9 or HOSTS FROM PS. XXrV., AND rROMltioned and admitted in like manner ; yet that
ms AtrrHoRrrv OVER I)EMOI_S. he who founds his discourse on the prophetic

"Moreover, some of you venture to expound Scriptures should leave them and abstain from
the prophecy which runs, ' Lift up your gates, constantly referring to the same Scriptures, be-
ye rulers ; and be ye lift up, ye everlasting cause it is thought he can bring forth something
doors, that the King of glory may enter,' ' as if better than Scripture. The passage, then, by
it referred likewtse to Hezekiah, and others of which I proved that God reveals that there are
you [expound it] of Solomon ; but neither to both angels and hosts in heaven is this : ' Praise
the latter nor to the former, nor, in short, to any
of your kings, can it be proved to have refer- • c_. L_,,i.4K_,_at,_o,,bysomethoughtto.be_ bywhichevllslifit_

onceexpeile_.,werekeptfrom_eturnmg.Plato(R,t#.)ttpea_kttof
o_,,, whywasit._ 'mpm_uons.bywh_hdemos _,, summo_ to the-htlpof tb_,

• P*.sxiv.'7, wno.pr_.cfisedSUChrites: mttjustin_ to themrelyasI_=.xptu_.Othtnr*l_xi_ _ &ul_.
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the Lord from the heavens : praise Him in the made them sweet. Jacob, by putting rods into
highest. Praise Him, all His angels : praise the water-troughs, caused the sheep of his uncle
Him, all His hosts.'" ' to conceive, so that he should obtain their young•

Then one of those who had come with them With his rod the same Jacob boasts that he had
on the second day, whose name was Mnaseas, [crossed the river. He said he had seen a ladder,
said, "We are greatly pleased that you under-]and the Scripture has declared that God stood
take to repeat the same things on our account." above it. But that this was not the Father, we

.And I said, "Listen, my friends, to the Scrip- have proved from the Scriptures. And Jacob,
ture which induces me to act thus. Jesus corn- having poured oil on a stone in the same place,
rounded [us] to love even [our] enemies, as is testified to by the very God who appeared to
was predicted by Isaiah in many passages, in him, that he had anointed a pillar to the God who
which also is contained the mystery of our own appeared to him. And that the stone symboli-
regeneration, as well, in fact, as the regeneration cally proclaimed Christ, we have also proved by
of all who expect that Christ will appear in many Scriptures; and that the unguent, whether
Jerusalem, and by their works endeavour ear- it was of oil, or of stacte, 4 or of any other com-
nestly to please Him. These are the words pounded sweet balsams, had reference to Him,
spoken by Isaiah : ' Hear the word of the Lord, we have also proved,s inasmuch as the word says :
ye that tremble at His word. Say, our brethren, ' Therefore God, even Thy God, hath anointed
to them that hate you and detest you, that the Thee with the oil of gladness above Thy fellows•' 6
name of the Lord has been glorified. He has For indeed all kings and anointed persons ob-
appeared to your joy, and they shall be ashamed, tained from Him their share in the names of
A voice of noise from the city, a voice from the kings and anointed : just as He Htmself received
temple,* a voice of the Lord who rendereth from the Father the titles of King, and Christ,
recompense to the proud. Before she that and Priest, and Angel, and such like other titles
travailed brought forth, and before the pains of which He bears or did bear. Aaron's rod, which
labour came, she brought forth a male child, blossomed, declared him to be the high priest•
Who hath heard such a thing? and who hath Isaiah prophesied that a rod would come forth
seen such a thing ? has the earth brought forth in from the root of Jesse, [and this was-] Christ.
one day ? and has she produced a nation at And David says that the righteous man is ' like
once? for Zion has travailed and borne her the tree that is planted by the channels of waters,
children. But I have given such an expectation which should yield its fruit m its season, and
even to her that does not bring forth, said the whose leaf should not fade.' 7 Again, the right-
Lord. Behold, I have made her that begetteth, eous is said to flourish hke the palm-tree. God
and her that is barren, saith the Lord. Rejoice, appeared from a tree to Abraham, as it is written,
0 Jerusalem, and hold a joyous assembly, all ye near the oak in Mature. The people found sev-
that love her. Be glad, all ye that mourn for enty willows and twelve springs after crossing the
her, that ye may suck and be filled with the Jordan. s David affirms that God comforted him
breast of her consolation, that having suck ye with a rod and staff. Elisha, by casting a st_ck Q
may be delighted with the entrance of His into the river Jordan, recovered the iron part of
glory.' "3 the axe with which the sons of the prophets had

gone to cut down trees to build the house m
CHAP. LXXXVI.-- THERE ARE VARIOUSFIGURESIN which they wished to read and study the law and

THE OLD TESTAMENT OF THE WOOD OF THE commandments of God; even as our Christ, by
CROSSBY WHICH CHRIST REIGNED. being crucified on the tree, and by purifying [us]
And when I had quoted this, I added, "Hear, with water, has redeemed us, though plunged in

then, how this Man, of whom the Scriptures de- the direst offences which we have committed,
clare that He will come again in glory after His and has made [us] a house of prayer and adora-

• • _ tcrucifixion, was symbolized both by the tree of tlon. Moreover, tt was a rod that pointed ou
life, which was said to have been planted in part- Judah to be the father of Tamar's sons by a
dise, and by those events which should happen great mystery."
to all the just. Moses was sent with a rod to
effect the redemption of the people ; and with CHAP.LXXXVn.m amVPHOMAIrerAINSr_ oBJxCrlON
this in his hands at the head of the people, he THroE WORDS: " AND SHALL RESt ON mrs,"
divided the sea. By thishe saw the water gush- ETC. THEYARE EXPLAINEDBY JUSTIN.
ing out of the rock; and when he cast a tree Hereupon Trypho, after I had spoken these
into the waters of Marah, which were bitter, he

4 [Myrrh. Christ the (Anointed) Rock is also referred to by
Jacob (Gem xhx. a4) ]

s In chap. lxfit probably, where the same Psalm is quotoa.t Ps. cxlvaii, x, 2 [KaTe',_ cltadons (chap. ix. p. xSt) from
Tatiaa, eoaeernmg angels and demons, are valuable auis to the un- 6 Ps xtv 7,
demtam_ s ofJusua m hm fr_ucnt retexea_.._s to th_ subject ] 7 Ps. i. 3-

a In both u_s. "peol_." s The Red Sea not the Jordan [Ex. xv. 27.]
* ISa. IXVL $-1x. 9 IAtorally," a tree. '
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_ords, said, " Do not now suppose that I am en- on high, He led captivity captive, He gave gifts
deavouring, by asking what I do ask, to overturn unto the sons of men.' And again, in another
the statements you have made; but I wish to prophecy it is stud: ' And it shall come to pass
recelve information respecting those very points after this, I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh,
about which I now inquire. Tell me, then, how, and on My servants, and on My handmaids, and
when the Scripture asserts by Isaiah, ' There shall they shall prophesy.' s
come forth a rod from the root of Jesse ; and a
flower shall grow up from the root of Jesse ; and CHAP. LXXXVm.-- CHRISTHASNOT REC_IVFJ)THE
the Spirit of God shall rest upon Him, the spirit HOLYSPIRITON ACCOUNTOF WOVFRTY.
of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of coun- " Now, it is possible to see amongst us women
sel and might, the spirit of knowledge and piety and men who possess gifts of the Spirit of God ;
and the spirit of the fear of the Lord shall fill so that it was prophesied that the powers enu-
Him : " (now you admitted to me," continued merated by Isaiah would come upon Him, not
he, "that this referred to Christ, and you raain- because He needed power, but because these
rain Him to be pre-existent God, and having be- would not continue after Him. And let this be
come incarnate by God's will, to be born man a proof to you, namely, what I told you was done
by the Virgin :) how He can be demonstrated to by the Magi from Arabia, who as soon as the
have been pre-existent, who is filled with the Child was born came to worship Him, for even
powers of the Holy Ghost, which the Scripture by at His birth He was m possession of His power ;
Isaiah enumerates, as if He were m lack of them ?" and as He grew up like all other men, by using

Then I replied, "You have inquired mo_t dis- the fitting means, He assigned its own [require-
•creefly and most prudently, for truly there does ments] to each development, and was sustained
seem to be a difficulty ; but listen to what I say, by all kinds of nourishment, and waited for thirty
that you may perceive the reason of this also. years, more or less, until John appeared before
The Scripture says that these enumerated powers Him as the herald of His approach, and pre-
of the Spirit have come on H_m, not because He ceded Hiram the way of baptism, as I have
stood in need of them, but because they would already shown. And then, when Jesus had gone
xest in Him, i.e., would find their accomplish- to the river Jordan, where John was baptizing,
merit in Him, so that there would be no more and when He had stepped into the water, a fire 6
prophets in your nation after the ancient custom : was kindled m the Jordan ; and when He came
and this fact you plainly perceive. For after Him out of the water, the Holy Ghost lighted on Him
_o prophet has arisen among you. Now, that like a dove, [as] the apostles of this very Christ
[you may know that] your prophets, each receiv- of ours wrote. Now, we know that he did not go
mg some one or two powers from God, did and to the river because He stood in need of bap-
spoke the things which we have learned from the tism, or of the descent of the Spirit like a dove ;
Scriptures, attend to the following remarks of even as He submitted to be born and to be cru-
mine. Solomon possessed the spirit of wisdom, cified, not because He needed such things, but
Daniel :hat of understanding and counsel, Moses because of the human race, which from Adam
_hat of might and piety, Elijah that of fear, and had fallen under the power of death and the
Isaiah that of knowledge ; and so with the others : guile of the serpent, and each one of which had
.each possessed one power, or one joined alter- committed personal transgression. For God,
nately with another ; also Jeremmh, and the wmhing both angels and men, who were endowed
lwelve [prophets], and David, and, in short, the with freewill, and at their own disposal, to do
rest who existed amongst you. Accordingly whatever He had strengthened each to do, made
He * rested, i.e., ceased, when He came, after them so, that if they chose the things acceptable
whom, in the times of this dispensation wrought to Himself, He would keep them free fromdeath
out by Him amongst men, 3 it was requisite that and from punishment ; but that if they did evil,
such gifts should cease from you; and having He would punish each as He sees fit. For it was
received their rest in Him, should again, as had not His entrance into Jerusalem sittingon an ass,
been predicted, become gifts which, from the [wifich we have showed was prophesied, that era-
grace of His Spirit's power, He imparts to those powered Him to be Christ, but it furnished men
who beheve in Him, according as He deems each with a proof that He is the Christ; just as it was
man worthy thereof. I have already said, and necessary in the time of John that men have
do again say, that it had been prophesied that ....
t ' . , . s oesh _._l.his would be done by H_m after H_s ascensmn 6_-_ s_,',,,_ p,o_bh, aaena_dtheaesc_t a theHo_
to heaven It m"accordm"olv said,* ' He ascended tSpirit,andwhatfcdlow$inther_ote_¢msa g_t'_tOtlS explallgtiol_.

" _ J The EYmonltecorruption of a truth need not be nemrtzd to. $¢echap.
-- cxxvlii: The fire inthe bush.] Justin learm:d thise_ from tra_-

I tion or from apoctTphal books. Mention is made of a fire both m the
x I_ xL x ft. IEblonite Go*pel and m another pubhcation called Pawls jtelsdicatgo,

He., that is, the Sp/rit. The fi?llowmg "He" is Christ. [ the readers and _ of which denle_l,that the rite of _ had
3_. ,.,m,_t out.mou_trt,, .L_opr,.-_. otto. Id_y _,,_m,_. ,m!,_ o,," ,,,o_ ,,, ,*¢,,,,,,,a,_o.,_,-,.._. _--

Literai_, "r_H¢_ accorthngly. _ .izTchLx_k l ,_._er _¢t_am t,g_tt al_ltar_at.
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proof, that they might know who is Christ. For than believe in Him most confidently ? And wilI
when John remained ' bythe Jordan, and preached not as many as have understood the writings of
the baptism of repentance, wearing only a leath- the prophets, whenever they hear merely that He
ern girdle and a vesture made of camels' hair, was crucified, saythat this is He and no other?'
eating nothing but locusts and wild honey, men
supposed him to be Christ ; but he cried to them, CHAP.XC.-- THEs'rRETCHEn-Otrr HANDSOr MOSm
' I am not the Christ, but the voice of one crying ; SXGmrlED BEFOREHANDTIlE CROSS.
for He that is stronger than I shall come, whose "Bring us on, then," said [Trypho], "by the
shoes I am not worthy to bear. '2 And when Scriptures, that we may also be persuaded by
Jesus came to the Jordan, He was considered to you ; for we know that He should suffer and be
be the son of Joseph the carpenter; and He led as a sheep. But prove to us whether He
appeared without comeliness, as the Scriptures must be crucified and die so disgracefully and
declared ; and He was deemed a carpenter (for so dishonourably by the death cursed in the law.5
He was in the habit of working as a carpenter For we cannot bring ourselves even to think of
when among men, making ploughs and yokes; this."
by which He taught the symbols of righteous- "You know," said I, "that what the prophets
hess and an active life); but then the Holy said and did they veiled by parables and types,
Ghost, and for man's sake, as I formerly stated, as you admitted to us ; so that it was not easy for
lighted on Him in the form of a dove, and there all to understand the most [of what they said],
came at the same instant from the heavens a voice, since they concealed the truth by these means,
which was uttered also by David when he spoke, that those who are eager to find out and learn it
personating Christ, what the Father would say might do so with much labour."
to Him: ' Thou art My Son: this day have I They answered, "We admitted this."
begotten Thee ;' s [the Father] saying that His "Listen, therefore," say I, "to what follows ;
generation would take place for men, at the time for Moses first exhibited this seeming curse of
when they would become acquainted with Him : Christ's by the signs which he made."
' Thou art My Son; this day have I begotten "Of what [signs] do you speak?" said he.
thee.' "4 "When the people," replied I, "waged war

with Amalek, and the son of Nave (Nun) by name
CHAP.LXXXlX.m THE CROSSALOrCEIS OFFr_IVE Jesus (Joshua), led the fight, Moses himself

TO TRVI'rlO O_ Accomcr OF THE CURSE, VET prayed to God, stretching out both hands, and
rr PROVESTHAT JESUS Is CHmST. Hur with Aaron supported them during the
Then Trypho remarked, " Be assured that all whole day, so that they might not hang down

our nation waits for Christ ; and we admit that when he got wearied. For if he gave up any
all the Scriptures which you have quoted refer to part of this sign, which was an imitation of the
Him. Moreover, I do also admit that the name cross, the people were beaten, as is recorded
of Jesus, by which the the son of Nave (Nun) in the writings of Moses ; but if he remained
was called, has inclined me very strongly to adopt in this form, Amalek was proportionally defeated,
this view. But whether Christ should be so and he who prevailed prevailed by the cross.
shamefully crucified, this we are in doubt about. For it was not because Moses so prayed that the
For whosoever is crucified is said in the law to people were stronger, but because, while one
be accursed, so that I am exceedingly incredu- who bore the name of Jesus (Joshua) was in the
lous on this point. It is quite clear, indeed, that forefront of the battle, he himself made the sign
the Scriptures announce that Christ had to suffer ; of the cross. For who of you knows not that the
but we wish to learn if you can prove it to us prayer of one who accompanies it with lamen-
whether it was by the suffering cursed in the law." tation and tears, with the body prostrate, or with

I replied to him, "If Christ was not to suffer, bended knees, propitiates God most of all ?
and the prophets had not foretold that He would But in such a manner neither he nor any other
be led to death on account of the sins of the one, while sitting on a stone, prayed. Nor even
people, and be dishonoured and scourged, and the stone symbolized Christ, as I have shown.
reckoned among the transgressors, and as a sheep
be led to the slaughter, whose generation, the crt_. XCl.mTrm CROSSWAS FoRgrOLD IN TrlE
prophet says, no man can declare, then you would nLESSlUGS Or Josr2a, AND m THE SERrF_r
have good cause to wonder. But if these are Want WASIJrlXD In,.
to be characteristic of Him and mark Him out to "And God by Moses shows in another way
all, how is it possible for us to do anything else the force of the mystery of the cross, when He

said in the blessing wherewith Joseph was blessed,

t I_t_. ts ii_kn
a ha. k iT. s [This intense abhorrence of the cross ma_ it worth wl_Ic_3 l_ iL 7. _ ilmt th¢_ rmnilimd_ eJtitm_l _ tim law. They were
4 The _ seemsquit: _ /_v/m'_ appeals, trodtmittd to J_'with mod_ _ thought.]
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]

,From the blessing of the Lord is his land ; for iCHAP.xcn. -- urn.aresTHEsemvrtram _r. trm)zR-
the seasons of heaven, and for the dews, and i STOODTHROUGHGOD'S GREAT GRACE, GODWILL
for the deep springs from beneath, and for the! Nor AVVO,R TOHAVETAUGHTALWAYSTHESAME
seasonable fruits of the sun,' and for the coming VaGWrV.OUSNV.SS.

together of the months, and for the heights of "Unless, therefore, a man by God's great
the everlasting mountains, and for the heights grace receives the power to understand what has
of the hills, and for the ever-flowing rivers, and been said and done by the prophets, the appear-
for the fruits of the fatness of the earth ; and ante of being able to repeat the words or the
let the things accepted by Him who appeared deeds will not profit him, if he cannot explain
in the bush come on the head and crown of the argument of them. And will they not as-
Joseph. Let him be glorified among his breth- suredly appear contemptible to many, since they
ren; 2 his beauty is Elike] the firstling of a bul-are related by those who understood them not?
lock; his horns the horns of an unicorn: with For if one should wish to ask you why, since
these shall he push the nations from one end of Enoch, Noah with his sons, and all others in
the earth to another.' s Now, no one could say similar circumstances, who neither were cireum-
or prove that the horns of an unicorn represent cised nor kept the Sabbath, pleased God, God
any other fact or figure than the type which por- Idemanded by other leaders, and by the giving
trays the cross. For the one beam is placed!of the law after the lapse of so many genera-
upright, from which the highest extremity is tions, that those who lived between the times of
raised up into a horn, when the other beam is Abraham and of Moses be justified by circum-
fitted on to _t, and the ends appear on both cision, and that those who lived after Moses be
s_desas horns joined on to the one horn. And justified by circumcision and the other ordi-
the part which is fixed in the centre, on which nantes--to wit, the Sabbath, and sacrifices,
are suspended those who are crucified, also land libations: and offerings ; [God will be slan-
stands out hke a horn ; and it also looks like a ldered] unless you show, as I have already said,
horn conjoined and fixed with the other horns, j that God who foreknew was aware that your na-
And the expression,' With these shall he push as ! tlon would deserve expulsion from Jerusalem,
w_thhorns the nations from one end of the earth i and that none would be permitted to enter into
to another,' is indicative of what is now the fact it. (For 6 you are not distinguished in any
among all the nations. For some out of all the, other way than by the fleshly circumcision, as I
nations,through the power of th_smystery, having remarked previously. For Abraham was de-
been so pushed, that is, pricked in their hearts, idared by God to be righteous, not on account
have turned from vain idols and demons to serve of circumcision, but on account of faith. For
God. But the same figure is revealed for the before he was circumcised the following state-
destmcuon and condemnation of the unbeliev- ment was made regarding him: ' Abraham be-
ers; even as Amalek was defeated and Israel lieved God, and it was accounted unto him for
wctorious when the people came out of Egypt, irighteousness.' 7 And we, therefore, in the uncir-
by means of the type of the stretching out of cumcision of our flesh, believing God through
Moses' hands, and the name of Jesus (Joshua), Christ, and having that circumcision which is of
by which the son of Nave (Nun) was called, advantage to us who have acquired it_ namely,
And it seems that the type and sign, which was that of the heart _ we hope to appear righteous
erected to counteract the serpents which bit before and well-pleasing to GOd: since already
l>rael, was intended for the salvation of those we have received His testimony through the
who believe that death was declared to come words of the prophets.) ['And, further, God
thereafter on the serpent through Him that would will be slandered unless you show] that you
be crucified, but salvation to those who had been were commanded to observe the Sabbath, and to
bitten by him and had betaken themselves to present offerings, and that the Lord submitted to
Him that sent His Son into the world to be cru- have a place called by the name of God, in order
cified: For the Spirit of prophecy by Moses that, as has been said, you might not become
did not teach us to believe in the serpent, since impious and godless by worshipping idols andit shows us that he was cursed by God from the forgetting God, as indeed you do always appear
beginning ; and in Isaiah tells us that he shall be to have been. (Now, that God enjoined the ordi-
put to death as an enemy by the mighty sword, nances of Sabbaths and offerings for these rea-
which_isChrist. sons, I have proved in what I previouslytemarked

xT_ is a _-_,'ietyof _mg here:d,.h_rJ._,_¢c,ov "wy_"but for the sake of tho_ who came _-day, I

"t_uv_#.¢eev_K.¢.A.,whichwe prefer.
q_ a The translation m the _ext is a rendering of the Septuagint. s Or," ash_," ¢sco_u fo_ _wo¢_.
_.ne _ss of Jusun read, " Being glorified as the first-born among 6 We hav_ adopt_ tim Ixu_athc_is imce_ in/Mama_. Lang_
ms brctheen.a would insert before it, _4 ;0_¢_ dw_,a¢_; _'What will you ha_e

Deut. xxxnl. _3-x? to answer ? "
[A clumsyexposmon ofSt.John,illx4.] _ Gen.xv.6.
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wish to repeat nearly the whole.) For if this fore, since all righteousness is divided into two
is not the case, God will be slandered,' as hay- branches, namely, in so far as it regards God
ing no foreknowledge, and as not teaching and men, whoever, says the Scripture, loves the
all men to know and to do the same acts of Lord God with all the heart, and all the strength,
righteousness (for many generations of men ap- and his neighbour as himself, would be truly a
pear to have existed before Moses) ; and the righteous man. But you were never shown to
Scripture is not true which affirms that ' God is be possessed of friendship or love either towards
true and righteous, and all His ways are judg- God, or towards the prophets, or towards your-
merits, and there is no unrighteousness in him.' selves, but, as is evident, you are ever found to
But since the Scripture is true, God is always be idolaters and murderers of righteous men, so
willing that such even as you be neither foolish that you laid hands even on Christ Himself; and
nor lovers of yourselves, in order that you may to this very day you abide in your wickedness,
obtain the salvation of Christ, _ who pleased execrating those who prove that this man who
C_xi, and received testimony from Him, as I was crucified by you is the Christ. Nay, more
have already said, by alleging proof from the than this, you suppose that He was crucified as
holy words of prophecy, hostile to and cursed by God, which supposition

is the product of your most irrational mind. For
CHAP. gcIn.- THE SAMEKIND OF RIGHTEOUSNESSthough you have the means of understanding

Is BESTOWEDON ALL. CHRIST COMPREHENDSIT that this man is Christ from the signs given by
n¢ Two PRECEPTS. Moses, yet you will not ; but, in addition, fancy-
"For [God] sets before every race of mankind ing that we can have no arguments, you put

that which is always and universally just, as well whatever question comes into your minds, whde
as all righteousness ; and every race knows that you yourselves are at a loss for arguments when
adultery, and fornication, and homicide,3 and ever you meet with some firmly established
such like, are sinful ; and though they all commit Christian.
such practices, yet they do not escape from the
knowledge that they act unrighteously whenever CRAP. XCnr. -- IN WhAT SENSEnE WHO H_C,S ON
they so do, with the exception of those who are A TREEIS CURSED.
possessed with an unclean spirit, and who have "For tell me, was it not God who commanded
been debased by education, by wicked customs, by Moses that no image or likeness of anything
and by sinful institutions, and who have lost, or which was in heaven above or which was on the
rather quenched and put under, their natural earth should be made, and yet who caused the
ideas. For we may see that such persons are brazen serpent to be made by Moses in the wil-
unwilling to submit to the same things which deruess, and set it up for a sign by which those
they inflict upon others, and reproach each bitten by serpents were saved? Yet is He free
other with hostile consciences for the acts which from unrighteousness. For by this, as I pre-
they perpetrate. And hence I think that our viously remarked, He proclaimed the mystery,
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ spoke well when by which He declared that He would break the
He summed up all righteousness and piety in power of the serpent which occasioned the tmns-
two commandments. They are these: ' Thou gression of Adam, and [would bring] to them
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, that believe on Him [who was foreshadowed]
and with all thy strength, and thy neighbour as by this sign, i.e., Him who was to be crucified,
thyself. '4 For the man who loves God with all salvation from the fangs of the serpent, which
the heart, and with all the strength, being filled are wicked deeds, idolatries, and other unright-
with a God-fearing mind, will reverence no other eous acts. Unless the matter be so understood,
god; and since God wishes it, he would rever- give me a reason why Moses set up the brazen
ence that angel who is beloved by the same serpent for a sign, and bade those that were
Lord and God. And the man who loves his bitten gaze at it, and the wounded were healed;
neighbour as himself will wish for him the same and this, too, when he had himself commanded
good things that he wishes for himself, and no that no likeness of anything whatsoever should
man will wish evil things for himself. Accord- be made."
ingly, he who loves his neighbour would pray On this, another of those who came on the
and labour that his neighbour may be possessed second day said, "You have spoken truly : we
of the same benefits as himself. Now nothing cannot give a reason. For I have frequently
else is neighbour to man than that similarly- interrogated the teachers about this matter, and
affectioned and reasonable being m man. There- none of them gave me a reason : therefore con-

! Wehave ,upp|I¢_thisphrasetwiceabove, tinue what you are speaking ; for we are payin_
attention while you unfold the mystery, on ac

• r_r_L_, _a,-_a,__g withChrht,t_ i_ _Q by a_ icount of which the doctrines of the prophets
aidofOni_

s -'_o_ua_,iais nmflia ross.for_[ba_,/_
'_MaR.r.sii.37. i falsely slandered."
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Then I replied, "Just as God commanded the be done by you all, and by those like to you, who
sign to be made by the brazen serpent, and yet do not know 4 that this is He who existed before
He is blameless ; even so, though a curse lies all, who is the eternal Priest of God, and King,
m the law against persons who are crucified, and Christ. And you clearly see that this has
yet no curse lies on the Christ of God, by whom come to pass. For you curse in your synagogues
all that have committed things worthy of a curse all those who are called s from Him Christians ;
are saved.' and other nations effectively carry out the curse,

putting to death those who simply confess them-
CHAP.XCV._ CHRIST TOOK _N HIMSELF THE selves to be Christians ; to all of whom we say,CURSE DUE TO US.

iYou are our brethren ; rather recognise the truth
" For the whole human race will be found to of God. And while neither they nor you axe

be under a curse. For it is written in the law persuaded by us, but strive earnestly to cause
of Moses, ' Cursed is every one that continueth us to deny the name of Christ, we choose rather
not in all things that are written in the book of and submit to death, in the full assurance that
the law to do them. '2 And no one has accu- all the good which God has promised through
rately done all, nor will you venture to deny Christ He will reward us with. And in addition
this ; but some more and some less than others to all this we pray for you, that Christ may have
have observed the ordinances enjoined. But if mercy upon you. For He taught us to pray for
those who are under this law appear to be under our enemies also, saying, ' Love your enemies ;
a curse for not having observed all the require- be kind and merciful, as your heavenly Father
ments, how much more shall all the nations ap- is.' 6 For we see that the Almighty God is kind
pear to be under a curse who practise idolatry, and merciful, causing His sun to rise on the un-
who seduce youths, and commit other crimes ? thankful and on the righteous, and sending rain
If, then, the Father of all wished His Christ for on the holy and on the wicked ; all of whom He
the whole human famdy to take upon Him the has taught us He will judge.
curses of all, knowing that, after He had been
crucified and was dead, He would raise Him up, CHAP.XCVlI.-- OTHERPREDICTIONSOr THE CgOSS
why do you argue about Him, who submitted to or CHmSr.
suffer these things according to the Father's will, "For it was not without design that the proph-
as if He were accursed, and do not rather bewail et Moses, when Hur and Aaron upheld his hands,
yourselves ? For although His Father caused remained in this form until evening. For indeed
Him to suffer these things in behalf of the human the Lord remained upon the tree almost until
famdy, yet you did not commit the deed as in evening, and they buried Him at eventide ; then
obedience to the will of God. For you did not on the third day He rose again. This was de-
practise piety when you slew the prophets. And clared by David thus : ' With my voice I cried
let none of you say : If His Father wished Him to the Lord, and He heard me out of His holy
to suffer th_s, in order that by H_s stripes the hill..I laid me down, and slept; I awaked, for
human race might be healed, we have done no the Lord sustained me.' 7 And Isaiah likewise
wrong. If, indeed, you repent of your sins, and mentions concerning Him the manner in which
recognise Him to be Christ, and observe His He would die, thus: ' I have spread out My
commandments, then you may assert this ; for, hands unto a people disobedient, and gainsaying,
as I have said before, remission of sins shall be that walk in a way which is not good.' _ And
yours. But if you curse Him and them that that He would rise again, Isaiah himself said:
believe on Him, and, when you have the power, ' His burial has been taken away from the midst,
put them to death, how is it possible that requi- and I will give the rich for His death.' 9 And
sition shall not be made of you, as of unright- again, in other words, David in the twenty-first '°
eous and sinful men, altogether hard-hearted Psalm thus refers to the suffering and to the
and without understanding, because you laid cross in a parable of mystery: 'They pierced
your hands on Him? my hands and my feet; they counted all my

bones. They considered and gazed on me ; they
CHAP, XCVI. _ THAT CURSE WAS A PREDICTION OF parted my garments among themselves, and cast

THE THINGSWHICHTHE JEWS WOULDDO. lots upon my vesture.' For when they crucified
"For the statement in the law, ' Cursed is Him, driving in the nails, they pierced His hands

every one that hangeth on a tree,' 3 confirms our and feet ; and those who crucified Him parted
hope which depends on the crucified Christ, not
because He who has been crucified is cursed by , Weread_rv._,i_, for_=,o-rd_*_o,.Otherwiseto bemma.lated: "God foretold that whtch you did not know,"
God, but because GOd foretold that which would s _,_, .... forv,_o_,*....
•,.-----.-- 6 Luke vi. 35.

7 Ps. tii. 4, S-
t [Gal iii x_.] s Isa Ixv. _; comp. alsoRom, x. ax.
a Deut. xxvil 26. 9 lsa. hfi. 9.
a Deut. xxi. a3. to That is, Ps. xxti. x6-xS.
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His garments among themselves, each casting ibegotten from the hand of the dog. Save me
lots for what he chose to have, and receiving from the lion's mouth, and my humility from the
according to the decision of the lot. And this horus of the unicorns. I will declare Thy name
very Psalm you maintain does not refer to Christ ; *to my brethren ; in the midst of the Church will
for you are in all respects blind, and do not un- I praise Thee. ,Ye that fear the Lord, pratse
derstand that no one in your nation who has Him: all ye the seed of Jacob, glorify Him.
been called King or Christ has ever had his Let all the seed of Israel fear Him.'"
hands or feet pierced while alive, or has died in
thismysteriousfashionw towit,by the cross-- CHAP. XClX.--IN THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE
save this Jesus alone. PSALMARE CHRIST'SDYINGWORDS.

And when I had said these words, I con-
cHaP. XC_IL m PREDICrIoNs OF CHmST IN IS. tinued: "Now I will demonstrate to you that

XXII. the whole Psalm refers thus to Christ, by the
"I shall repeat the whole Psalm, in order that words which I shall again explain. What is

you may hear His reverence to the Father, and said at first --' O God, my God, attend to me :
how He refers all things to Him, and prays to why hast Thou forsaken me ?'--announced
be delivered by Him from this death ; at the from the be#nning that which was to be said in
same time declaring in the Psalm who they are the time of Christ. For when crucified, He
that rise up against Him, and showing that He spake : ' O God, my God, why hast Thou for-
has truly become man capable of suffering. It saken me ?' And what follows : ' The words of
is as follows : ' O God, my God, attend to me : my transgressions are far from my salvaUon. 0
why hast Thou forsaken me ? The words of my my God, I will cry to Thee in the day-time, and
transgressions are far from my salvation. O my Thou wilt not hear ; and in the night-season,
God, I will cry to Thee in the day-time, and and it is not for want of understanding in me.'
Thou wilt not hear ; and in the night-season, These, as well as the things which He was to do,
and it is not for want of understanding in me. were spoken. For on the day on which He was
But Thou, the Praise of Israel, inhabitest the holy to be crucified, 2 having taken three of His dis-
place. Our fathers trusted in Thee ; they trusted, ciples to the hill called Olivet, situated opposite
and Thou didst deliver them. They cried unto to the temple in Jerusalem, He prayed in these
Thee, and were delivered : they trusted in Thee, words : ' Father, if it be possible, let this cup
and were not confounded. But I am a worm, pass from me.' 3 And again He prayed : "Not
and no man ; a reproach of men, and despised as I will, but as Thou wilt ;' ¢ showing by this
of the people. All they that see me laughed me that He had become truly a suffering man. But
to scorn ; they spake with the lips, they shook lest any one should say, He did not know then
the head : He trusted on the Lord : let Him that He had to suffer, He adds immediately m
deliver him, let Him save him, since he desires the Psalm: ' And it is not for want of under-
Him. For'rhou art He that took me out of the standing in me.' Even as there was no _gno-
womb ; my hope from the breasts of my mother : rance on God's part when He asked Adam
I was cast upon Thee from the womb. Thou where he was, or asked Cam where Abel was;
art my God from my mother's belly : be not far but lit was done] to convince each what kind
from me, for trouble is near ; for there is none of man he was, and in order that through the
to help. Many calves have compassed me; fat record [of Scripture] we might have a knowl-
bulls have beset me round. They opened their edge of all : so hkewise Christ declared that
mouth upon me, as a ravening and roaring lion. Ignorance was not on His side, but on theirs,
All my bones are poured out and dispersed like who thought that He was not the Christ, but
water. My heart has become like wax melting fancied they would put Him to death, and that
in the midst of my belly. My strength is dried He, like some common mortal, would remain m
up like a potsherd ; and my tongue has cleaved Hades.
to my throat ; and Thou hast brought me into
the dust of death. For many dogs have sur- CHAP. C._ IN WHAT SENSE CHRISTIS [CALLED]

rounded me ; the assembly of the wicked have JACOB,AND ISRAEL,AND SON OF MAN.
beset me round. They pierced my hands and "Then what follows--' But Thou, the praise
my feet, they did tell all my bones. They of Israel, inhabitest the holy place '_ declared
did look and stare upon me ; they parted my that He is to do something worthy of praise and
garments among them, and cast lots upon my wonderment, being about to rise again from the
vesture. But do not Thou remove "rhine assist- dead on the third day after the crucifixion ; and
ance from me, 0 Lord : give heed to help me ; this He has obtained from the Father. For I
deliver my soul from the sword, and my ' only- • [J_wi_h_omp_t_o_ortht _,*._g as partorthe_,_

dayJlMatt, xxvi. 39,
Ptob_y fltouldbe "Thy." 4 16_.
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have showed already that Christ is called both IGabriel announced the good tidings to her that
Jacob and Israel; and I have proved that it is lthe Spirit of the Lord would come upon her,
not in the blessing of Joseph and Judah alone tand the power of the Highest would overshadow
that what relates to Him was proclaimed mys- her: wherefore also the Holy Thing begotten
teriously, but also in the Gospel it is written of her is the Son of God ; 6 and she replied,
that He said : ' All things are delivered unto me ' Be it unto me according to thy word.' "7 And
by My Father;' and, ' No man knoweth the by her has He been born, to whom we have
Father but the Son ; nor the Son but the Father, proved so many Scriptures refer, and by whom
and they to whom the Son will reveal Him." God destroys both the serpent and those angels
Accordingly He revealed to us all that we have and men who are like him ; but works deliver-
perceived by His grace out of the Scriptures, so ance from death to those who repent of their
that we know Him to be the first-begotten of wickedness and believe upon Him.
God, and to be before all creatures; likewise
to be the Son of the patriarchs, since He as- CHAP. C_.-- CHRISTREFERSALL THmC_ TO TH_
sumed flesh by the Virgin of their family, and FATHER.
submitted to become a man without comeliness, "Then what follows of the Psalm is this, in
dishonoured, and subject to suffering. Hence, which He says : ' Our fathers trusted in Thee ;
also, among His words He said, when He was they trusted, and Thou didst deliver them.
discoursing about His future suffering, s : ' The They cried unto Thee, and were not confounded.
Son of man must suffer many things, and be But I am a worm, and no man ; a reproach of
rejected by the Pharisees and Scribes, and be men, and despised of the people;' which show
crucified, and on the third day rise again. '2 He that He admits them to be His fathers, who
said then that He was the Son of man, either trusted in God and were saved by Him, who
because of His birth by the Virgin, who was, as also were the fathers of the Virgin, by whom
I said, of the family of David,s and Jacob, and He was born and became man ; and He fore-
Isaac, and Abraham; or because Adam 4 was tells that He shall be saved by the same God,
the father both of Himself and of those who but boasts not in accomplishing mlything through
have been first enumerated from whom Mary His own will or might. For when on earth He
derives her descent. For we know that the: acted in the very same manner, and answered
fathers of women are the fathers likevnse of to one who addressed Him as' Good Master:'
those children whom their daughters bear. For ' Why callest thou me good ? One is good, my
[Christ] called one of His disciples-- previously Father who is in heaven.' s But when He says,
known by the name of Simon -- Peter ; since hc ' I am a worm, and no man ; a reproach of men,
recognised Him to be Christ the Son of God, by and despised of the people,' He prophesied the
the revelation of His Father : and since we find things which do exist, and which happen to
It recorded in the memoirs of His apostles that Him. For we who believe on Him are every-
He is the Son of God, and since we call Him where a reproach, 'despised of the people;'
the Son, we have understood that He proceeded for, rejected and dishonoured by your nation,
before all creatures from the Father by His He suffered those indignities which you planned
power and will (for He is addressed in the writ- against Him. And the following : 'All they
lngs of the prophets m one way or another as that see me laughed me to scorn ; they spake
Wisdom, and the Day,S and the East, and a with the hps, they shook the head : He trusted
Sword, and a Stone, and a Rod, and Jacob, and in the Lord ; let Him deliver him, since he
Israel) ; and that He became man by the Virgin. desires Him ;' this likewise He foretold should
in order that the disobedience which proceeded happen to Him. For they that saw Him cruci-
from the serpent might receive its destruction in fled shook their heads each one of them, and
the same manner in which it derived its origin, distorted their lips, and twisting their noses to
For Eve, who was a virgin and undefiled, having each other,9 they spake in mockery the words
conceived the word of the serpent, brought which are recorded in the memoirs of His apos-
forth disobedience and death. But the Virgin tles : ' He said he was the Son of God : let him
Mary received faith and joy, when the angel come down ; let God save him.'

Matt. xi. _7, CHAP. CII. -- THE PREDICTION OF THE EVENTS
s Matt.xvt. 2x WHICH HAPPENED TO CHRIST WHEN HE WAS

5 [Note this testi_ to Mary's detcent from David,] BORN. WHY GOD PERMI'I'I'I£D IT.
4 The text is, tt_,, *by J.4_pa&tt *rttet_.. Thtrlby proposed

,_, ",_: M.,-_m e_._d this i.to ._,,o_ ._. "_ "And what follows_'My hope from the
S It is not easy says Maranus to say in what Scripture Christ is

tocalled. [Clea_he refer_ to the Daysprlng _St. Luke il. 78) as 6 Luke!_ 3_. SeeMeysriuZac.
Lxx_ ,_ i_y te_ orthe o'r S_ Z_h ,_'8] _:- ' Luke_a Luke

_ Jtmiu had in hm mind the p_mage, "Thts is tilt day which the xS f.d hath made" (Ps. cxviii. 24). Clcm. Alex. _ that Christ s The text is corrupt, and the meani_ doubtful. Otto ttmaflat_:
11heist referred to, Nar_tt$ litter st certaufts.
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breasts of my mother. On Thee have I been order that what is recorded by Isaiah might
cast from the womb ; from my mother's belly have efficacious fruit, where it is written, 'The
Thou art my God: for there is no helper. Lord gives me a tongue, that I may know when
Many calves have compassed me ; fat bulls I ought to speak.'3 Again, when He said,
have beset me round. They opened their ' Thou art my God; be not far from me,' He
mouth upon me, as a ravening and a roaring taught that all men ought to hope in God who
lion. All my bones are poured out and dis- created all things, and seek salvation and help
persed like water. My heart has become like from Him alone; and not suppose, as the rest
wax melting in the midst of my belly. My of men do, that salvation can be obtained by
strength is become dry like a potsherd ; and my birth, or wealth, or strength, or wisdom. And
tongue has cleaved to my throat'wforetold such have ever been your practices: at one
what would come to pass; for the statement, time you made a calf, and always you have
' My hope from the breasts of my mother,' [is shown yourselves ungrateful, murderers of the
thus explained]. As soon as He was born in righteous, and proud of your descent. For if
Bethlehem, as I previously remarked, king the Son of God evidently states that He can be
Herod, having learned from the Arabian Magi saved, {neither] 4 because He is a son, nor be-
about Him, made a plot to put Him to death ; cause He is strong or wise, but that without God
and by God's command Joseph took Him with He cannot be saved, even though He be sinless,
Mary and departed into Egypt. For the Father as Isaiah declares in words to the effect that
had decreed that He whom He had begotten even in regard to His very language He corn-
should be put to death, but-not before He had mitted no sin (for He committed no iniquity or
grown to manhood, and proclaimed the word guile with His mouth), how do you or others
which proceeded from Him. But if any of you who expect to be saved without this hope, sup-
say to us, Could not God rather have put Herod pose that you are not deceiving yourselves ?
to death? I return answer by anticipation:
Could not God have cut off in the beginning CHAP. CIII._THE PHARISEESARE THE BULLS:THE
the serpent, so that he exist not, rather than ROARINGLION IS HEROD OR THE DEVIL.
have said, ' And I will put enmity between him "Then what is next said in the Psalm J' For
and the woman, and between his seed and her trouble is near, for there is none to help me.
seed ?" Could He not have at once created a Many calves have compassed me ; fat bulls have
multitude of men? But yet, since He knew beset me round. They opened their mouth
that it would be good, He created both angels upon me as a ravening and roaring lion. All
and men free to do that which is righteous, and my bones are poured out and d_spersed hke
He appointed periods of time during which He water,' -- was likewise a prediction of the events
knew it would be good for them to have the which happened to Him. For on that mght
exercise of free-will; and because He likewise when some of your nation, who had been sent
knew it would be good, He made general and by the Pharisees and Scribes, and teachers, s
particular judgments ; each one's freedom of came upon Him from the Mount 6 of Olives,
will, however, being guarded. Hence Scripture those whom Scripture called butting and prema-
says the following, at the destruction of the turely destructive calves surrounded Him. And
tower, and division and alteration of tongues : the expression, ' Fat bulls have beset me round,'
' And the Lord said, Behold, the people is one, He spoke beforehand of those who acted sml_-
and they have all one language ; and this they larly to the calves, when He was led before your
have begun to do : and now nothing will be teachers. And the Scripture described them as
restrained from them of all which they have bulls, since we know that bulls are authors of
attempted to do. ' * And the statement, ' My calves' existence. As therefore the bulls are the
strength is become dry like a potsherd, and my begetters of the calves, so your teachers were the
tongue has cleaved to my throat,' was also a cause why their children went out to the Mount
prophecy of what would be done by Htm accord- of Olives to take Him and bring Him to them.
ing to the Father's will. For the power of His And the expression, ' For there is none to help,'
strong word, by which He always confuted the is also indicative of what took place. For there
Pharisees and Scribes, and, in short, all your was not even a single man to assist Him as an
nation's teachers that questioned Him, had a innocent person. And the expression, ' They
cessation like a plentiful and strong spring, the opened their mouth upon me like a roaring lion,'
waters of which have been turned off, when He
kept silence, and chose to return no answer to _ I_. I ¢.
any one in the presence of Pilate ; as has been , _;otfounain Mss.s _,u _-_v &_d,,c_,J,v, adopted inste_d of _av_ _v 3,_acrx_av,
declared in the memoirs of His apostles, in "_o_gtothe,,_,_,o_."

6 d1¢_ *o_ fioov_. Justin see.ms to have suplxtsed that the Jue_S
t Gen ill. xs. came cat Christ from rome point of the htUwh_e'He was m the valley

_ ad,.6. below. '1¢-1*i'ra_ _po_ and dlr;. *b 6,oo_ha_e been suggested.
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designates him who was then king of the Jews, His heart and also His bones trembling; His
and was called Herod, a successor of the Herod heart being like wax melting in His belly : _ in
who, when Christ was born, slew all the infants order that we may perceive that the Father
in Bethlehem born about the same time, because wished His Son really s to undergo such suffer-
he imagined that amongst them He would as- ings for our sakes, and may not say that He,
suredly be of whom the Magi from Arabia had being the Son of God, did not feel what was
spoken ; for he was ignorant of the will of Him happening to Him and inflicted on Him.
that is stronger than all, how He had commanded Further, the expression, ' My strength is dried
Joseph and Mary to take the Child and depart up like a potsherd, and my tongue has cleaved
into Egypt, and there to remain until a revelation to my throat,' was a prediction, as I previously
should again be made to them to return into remarked, of that silence, when He who con-
their own country. And there they did remain victed all your teachers of being unwise returned
until Herod, who slew the infants in Bethlehem, no answer at all.
was dead, and Archelaus had succeeded him.
And he died before Christ came to the dlspensa- CHAP. CrY.-- CIRCUMSTANCESOF CHRIST'SDEATH
tion on the cross which was given Him by His ARE PREDICTEDIN THIS PSALM.
Father. And when Herod succeeded Archelaus, "And the statement, ' Thou hast brought me
having received the authority which had been into the dust of death ; for many dogs have sur-
allotted to him, Pilate sent to him by way of rounded me: the assembly of the wicked have
compliment Jesus bound ; and God foreknowing :beset me round. They pierced my hands and
that this would happen, had thus spoken : ' And my feet. They did tell all my bones. They did
they brought Him to the Assyrian, a present to look and stare upon me. They parted my gar-
the king.' ' Or He meant the devil by the lion ments among them, and cast lots upon my yes-
roaring against Him : whom Mcses calls the set- ture,' -- was a prediction, as I said before, of the
pent, but in Job and Zechariah he is called the death to which the synagogue of the wicked
devil, and by Jesus is addressed as Satan, show- would condemn Him, whom He calls both dogs
mg that a compounded name was acquired by and hunters, declaring that those who hunted
him from the deeds which he performed. For Him were both gathered together and assiduously
'S_ta' in the Jewish and Syrian tongue means striving to condemn Him. And this is recorded
apostate ; and ' Nas' is the word from which he to have happened in the memoirs of His apos-
is called by interpretation the serpent, i.e., accord- ! ties. And I have shown that, after His crucifix-
mg to the interpretation of the Hebrew term, 1on, they who crucified Him parted His garments
from both of which there arises the single word among them.
Satanas. For this devil, when [Jesus] went up
from the river Jordan, at the time when the voice CHAP. Cv. _THE PSALMALSOPREDICTSTHE CRU-
spake to Him, ' Thou art my Son : this day have CIFIXlONANDTHE SUBJECTOF THE _ pRAYERS
I begotten Thee,' * is recorded in the memoirs oF CHRISTON EARTH.
of the apostles to have come to Him and tempted "And what follows of the Psalm,-- ' But Thou,
Hun, even so far as to say to Him, ' Worship Lord, do not remove Thine assistance from me ;
me ;' and Christ answered him, ' Get thee be- give heed to help me. Deliver my soul from
hind me, Satan : thou shalt worship the Lord the sword, and my 9 only-begotten from the hand
thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve.' 3 For of the dog ; save me from the lion's mouth, and
as he had deceived Adam, so he hoped 4 that!my humility from the horns of the unicorns,'_
he might contrive some mischief against Christ iwas also information and prediction of the events
al¢o. Moreover, the statement, ' All my bones which should befall Him. For I have already
are poured out s and dispersed like water ; my proved that He was the only-begotten of the
heart has become like wax, melting in the midst Father of all things, being begotten in a peculiar
of my belly,' was a prediction of that which manner Word and Power by Him, and having
happened to Him on that night when men came !afterwards become man through the Virgin,
out against Him to the Mount of Olives to seize we have learned from the memoirs. Moreover,
Him. For in the memoirs which I say were it is similarly foretold that He would die by cru-
drawn up by His apostles and those who followed cifixion. For the passage, ' Deliver my soul
them, [it is recorded] that His sweat fell down from the sword, and my'° only-begotten from the

like drops of blood while He was praying, and ihand of the dog ; save me from the lion's mouth,
saying, , If it be possible, let this cup pass : 61and my humility from the horns of the unicorns,'

Ho_._.6------------7--........ is iadicative of the suffering by which He should
aps liT- corn Matt hi 17• "_, P - " i

Matt :v. 9, zo 7 [Breast, rather. The (_o_7) cavity of the nobler _tcera.]
+Iaterally, "tmid." . , I s Justin t_-.fersto the opinion eft the Docmmt, that Chri.-t tmffet_d
s Marano._says tt is ]aArdly to be doubted that Justm read, ' I am I In appearance merely, and not in t_lky.

Pouredout like water," etc. u See note on chap. xcvhL
s Luke xx,;. 44, 4a. to Ibm/.
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die, i.e., by crucifixion. For the ' horns of the Let all the seed of Israel fear Him.' And when
unicorns,' I have already explained to you, are it is said that He changed the name of one of
the figure of the cross only. And the prayer the apostles to Peter ; and when it is written in
that His soul should be saved from the sword, the memoirs of Him that this so happened, as
and lion's mouth, and hand of the dog, was a well as that He changed the names of other two
prayer that no one should take possession of brothers, the sons of Zebedee, to Boanerges,
His soul : so that, when we arrive at the end of which means sons of thunder ; this was an an-
life, we may ask the same petition from God, who nouncement of the fact that it was He by whom
is able to turn away every shameless evil angel Jacob was called Israel, and Oshea called Jesus
from taking our souls. And that the souls sur- (Joshua), under whose name the people who
rive, I have shown' to you from the fact that isurvived of those that came from Egypt were
the soul of Samuel was called up by the witch, !conducted into the land promised to the path-
as Saul demanded. And it appears also, that archs. And that He should arise like a star
all the souls of similiar righteous men and proph- from the seed of Abraham, Moses showed before-
ets fell under the dominion of such powers, as is hand when he thus said, ' A star shall arise from
indeed to be inferred from the very facts in the Jacob, and a leader from Israel ;' s and another
case of that witch. Hence also God by His Son Scripture says, ' Behold a man ; the East is H_s
teaches 2 us for whose sake these things seem to name.' 6 Accordingly, when a star rose m heaven
have been done, always to strive earnestly, and at the time of His birth, as is recorded in the
at death to pray that our souls may not fall into memoirs of H_s apostles, the Magi from Arabia,
the hands of any such power. For when Christ recognising the sign by this, came and wor-
was giving up His spirit on the cross, He said, shipped Him.
' Father, into Thy hands I commend my spirit,' a
as I have learned also from the memoirs. For C_AV. CVIL--THE SAMEIS TAUGHT FROM THE
He exhorted His disciples to surpass the phari- mSTORV OF JONAH.
saic way of living, with the warning, that if they "And that He would rise again on the third
did not, they might be sure they could not be day after the crucifixion, it is written 7 in the
saved ; and these words are recorded m the memoirs that some of your nation, questioning
memoirs : ' Unless your righteousness exceed Him, said, ' Show us a sign ;' and He replied to
that of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye shall not them, ' An ewl and adulterous generation seeketh
enter into the kingdom of heaven.' 4 after a sign; and no s_gn shall be given them,

save the sign of Jonah.' And since He spoke
CHAP. CVI._ CHRIST'S RESURRECTIONIS FORE- this obscurely, it was to be understood by the

TOLD IN THE CONCLUSION OF THE PSALM, audience that after His crucifixion He should rise

"The remainder of the Psalm makes it mani- again on the third day. And He showed that
fest that He knew His Father would grant to your generation was more wicked and more adul-
Him all things which He asked, and would raise terous than the city of Nineveh ; for the latter,
Him from the dead ; and that He urged all who when Jonah preached to them, after he had been
fear God to praise Him because He had compas- cast up on the third day from the belly of the
sion on all races of believing men, through the great fish, that after three (in other versions,
mystery of Him who was crucified ; and that He forty) s days they should all perish, proclaimed a
stood in the midst of His brethren the apostles fast of all creatures, men and beasts, with sack-
(who repented of their flight from Him when He cloth, and with earnest lamentation, with true
was crucified, after He rose from the dead, and repentance from the heart, and turning away
after they were persuaded by Himself that, before from unrighteousness, in the belief that God is
His passion He had mentioned to them that He merciful and kind to all who turn from wicked-
must suffer these things, and that they were an- ness; so that the king of that city himself, with
nounced beforehand by the prophets), and when his nobles also, put on sackcloth and remained
living with them sang praises to God, as is made fasting and praying, and obtained their request
evident in the memoirs of the apostles. The that the city should not be overthrown. But when
words are the following: ' I will declare Thy Jonah was grieved that on the (fortieth) third
n_me to my brethren ; in the midst of the Church day, as he proclaimed, the city was not over-
will I prmse Thee. Ye that fear the Lord, praise thrown, by the dispensation of a gourd 9 springing
Him ; all ye, the seed of Jacob, glorify Him. up from the earth for him, under which he sat

t T_isdemonstmtlon_snoSgiven, [Itct_/dtwtbe. Thewoman S Num. xxiv x7. ,,,
was herself frightetted by the direct interposition 04"God. z. Sam. 6 [Or, "I)aysprlng.'] Zech. vl. za (according to LXA.J-
xxvlh, t:t, t_] 7 Matt. xil. 38 f. - He

Sylburg ptopomd &,te._evt V_l,ttr0a¢ for _ o_,; "_e, '*tO strive ItIn the LXX only t,_ree da_s are recorded, though m me -
earlier_ y to become rlghtoot_ and at death to pray." brew and other versions forty. The 13arextthetic clause is 13robably

s Ltike xxlii. 46- the work of a transcriber. - -- -
4 IVL_.v.2o. 9 Read _m_,,a for ¢mw_v_
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and was shaded from the heat (now the gourd! from Jerusalem, and which they learaed3 thro_
had sprung up suddenly, and Jonah had neither them, suffer me to show you by quoting a short
planted nor watered it, but it had come up all at statement from the prophecy of Micah, one of
once to afford him shade), and by the other dis- the twelve [minor prophets]. This is as follows:
pensation of its withering away, for which Jonah ' And in the last days the mountain of the Lord
gneved, [God] convicted him of being unjustly shall be manifest, established on the top of the
displeased because the city of Nineveh had not mountains ; it shall be exalted above the hills,
been overthrown, and said,' Thou hast had pity on and people shall flow unto it.4 And many ra-
the gourd, for the which thou hast not laboured, tions shall go, and say, Come, let us go up to
neither madest it grow ; which came up in a the mountain of the Lord, and to the house of
night, and perished in a night. And shall I not the God of Jacob ; and they shall enlighten us
spare Nineveh, the great city, wherein dwell in His way, and we shall walk in His paths : for
more than six score thousand persons that can- out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word
not discern between their right hand and their of the Lord from Jerusalem. And He shall
left hand ; and also much cattle ?' ' judge among many peoples, and shall rebuke

strong nations afar off; and they shall beat their
cHAP. cvm.--THE RESURRECTIONOF CHR_S'rDID swords into ploughshares, and their spears into

NOT CONVERTTHE JEWS. BUT THROUGHTHE sickles : nation shall not lift up a sword against
WHOLE WORLD THEY HAVE SENT MEN TO AC- nation, neither shall they learn war any more.
CtlSE CHmST. And each man shall sit under his vine and under

"And though all the men of your nation knew his fig tree ; and there shall be none to terrify :
the incidents in the life of Jonah, and though for the mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken
Christ said amongst you that He would give it. For all people will walk in the name of
the sign of Jonah, exhorting you to repent of their gods ; but we will walk in the name of the
your wicked deeds at least after He rose again Lord our God for ever. And it shall come to
from the dead, and to mourn before God as did pass in that day, that I will assemble her that is
the Nmevites, in order that your nation and city afflicted, and gather her that is driven out, and
might not be taken and destroyed, as they have whom I had plagued ; and I shall make her that
been destroyed ; yet you not only have not re- is afflicted a remnant, and her that is oppressed
pented, after you learned that He rose from a strong nation. And the Lord shall reign over
the dead, but, as I said before, _ you have sent them in Mount Zion from henceforth, and even
chosen and ordained men throughout all the for ever.' ,,s
world to proclaim that a godless and lawless
heresy had sprung from one Jesus, a Galilman CltAP. CX.mA eORTION OF ThE PROPHECYAL-
deceiver, whom we crucified, but his disciples READY FULFILLED IN THE CHRISTIANS: THE
stole him by night from the tomb, where he was REST SHALL BE FULFILLgDAT THE SECOND
laid when unfastened from the cross, and now ADVENT.
deceive men by asserting that he has risen from And when I had finished these words, I con-
the dead and ascended to heaven. Moreover tinued: "Now I am aware that your teachers,
you accuse Him of having taught those godless, sirs, admit the whole of the words of this pas-
lawless, and unholy doctrines which you mention sage to refer to Christ ; and I am likewise aware
to the condemnation of those who confess Him that they maintain He has not yet come ; or if
to be Christ, and a Teacher from and Son of they say that He has come, they assert that it
God. Besides this, even when your city is cap- is not known who He is ; but when He shall
tured, and your land ravaged, you do not repent, become manifest and glorious, then it shall be
but dare to utter imprecations on Him and all known who He is. And then, they say, the
who believe in Him. Yet we do not hate you events mentioned in this passage shall happen,
or those who, by your means, have conceived just as if there was no fruit as yet from the words
such prejudices against us ; but we pray that of the prophecy. O unreasoning men ! under-
even now all of you may repent and obtain mercy standing not what has been proved by all these
from God, the compassionate and long-suffering passages, that two advents of Christ have been
Father of all. announced : the one, in which He is set forth as

suffering, inglorious, dishonoured, and crucified ;
CHAP. CIX.--THE CONVERSION OF THE GENTILES but the other, in which He shall come from

HAS BEEN PREDICTEDBY MICAH. heaven with glory, when the man of apostasy, 6
"But that the Gentiles would repent of the who speaks strange things against the Most

evil in which they led erring lives, when they
heard the "doctrine preached by His apostles 3R_#6,,-,f_-_,.,_.

,_ l..itert_y, "people _mll l_e a t'i_r i= it, '_

_Omm.xvd. _. ii. 3;m:tteecbtm.''''_
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High, shall venture to do unlawful deeds on the vents of this Christ, as I have mentioned pre-
earth against us the Christians, who, having viously, [is manifest] from the symbol of the
learned the true worship of God from the law, goats presented for sacrifice during the fast.
and the word which went forth from Jerusalem And again, by what Moses and Joshua did, the
by means of the apostles of Jesus, have fled for same thing was symbolically announced and told
safety to the God of Jacob and GOd of Israel ; beforehand. For the one of them, stretching
and we who were filled with war, and mutual out his hands, remained till evening on the hill,
slaughter, and every wickedness, have each his hands being supported ; and this reveals a
through the whole earth changed our warlike type of no other thing than of the cross : and
weapons, -- our swords into ploughshares, and the other, whose name was altered to Jesus
our spears into implements of tillage, -- and we (Joshua), led the fight, and Israel conquered.
cultivate piety, righteousness, philanthropy, faith, Now this took place in the case of both those
and hope, which we have from the Father Him- holy men and prophets of God, that you may
self through Him who was crucified ; and sitting perceive how one of them could not bear up
each under his vine, i.e., each man possessing both the mysteries: I mean, the type of the
his own married wife. For you are aware that cross and the type of the name. For th_s _s.
the prophetic word says,' And his wife shall be was, and shall be the strength of Him alone.
like a fruitful vine.' ' Now it is evident that no whose name every power dreads, being very
one can terrify or subdue us who have believed much tormented because they shall be destroye_t
in Jesus over all the world. For it is plato that, by H_m. Therefore our suffering and crucified
though beheaded, and crucified, and thrown to Christ was not cursed by the law, but made it
wald beasts, and chains, and fire, and all other manifest that He alone would save those who
kinds of torture, we do not give up our confes- do not depart from His faith. And the blood
sion ; but the more such things happen, the more of the passover, sprinkled on each man's door-
do others and in larger numbers become faith- posts and lintel, dehvered those who were saved
ful, and worshippers of God through the name in Egypt, when the first-born of the Egyptians
of Jesus. For just as ff one should cut away the were destroyed. For the passover was Chnst,
fruit-bearing parts of a vine, it grows up again, who was afterwards sacrificed, as also Isamh
and yields other branches flourishing and fruit- said, ' He was led as a sheep to the slaughter.'
ful ; even so the sanae thing happens with us. And it is written, that on the day of the pass-
For the wne planted by God and Christ the over you seized Him, and that also during the
Saviour is His people. But the rest of the proph- passover you crucified H_m. And as the blood
ecy shall be fulfilled at His second coming, of the passover saved those who were m Eg3'pt,
For the expression, ' He that is afflicted [and so also the blood of Christ will deliver from
driven out],' i.e., from the world, [implies] that, death those who have believed. Would God.
so far as you and all other men have it in your then, have been deceived if this sign had not
power, each Christian has been driven out not been above the doors? I do not say that.
only from his own property, but even from the but I affirm that He announced beforehand
whole world ; for you permit no Christmn to live. the future salvation for the human race through
But you say that the same fate has befallen your the blood of Christ. For the sign of the scar-
own nation. Now, if you have been cast out let thread, which the spies, sent to Jericho bx
after defeat in battle, you have suffered such Joshua, son of Nave (Nun), gave to Rahab the
treatment justly indeed, as all the Scriptures harlot, telling her to bind it to the window
bear witness; but we, though we have done through which she let them down to escape
no such [evil acts] after we knew the truth of from their enemies, also manifested the symbol
God, are testified to by God, that, together with of the blood of Christ, by which those who were
the most righteous, and only spotless and sinless at one time harlots and unrighteous persons out
Christ, we are taken away out of the earth. For of all nations are saved, receiving remission of
Isaiah cries, ' Behold how the righteous perishes, sins, and continuing no longer in sin.
and no man lays it to heart ; and righteous men
are taken away, and no man considers it.' 2 CaAP. CX.IL-- THE JEWS EXPOUNDTHESESIGNS

JEJUNELY AND FEEBLY, AND TAKE UP THEIR

CHAP. CXI._ THE TWO ADVENTS WERE SIGNIFIED ATTENTION ONLY WITH INSIGNIFICANT MATI'ERS.

BY THE TWOCOATS.OTHER_CtrRZSOF THE "But you, expounding these things in a low
vrasr A_VZ_, IN wmcn rile Gz_rrmzs AR_ [and earthly] manner, impute much weaknes_
FREEDBYTHE BLOODOF CHRIST. to God, if you thus listen to them merely, anti
"And that it was declared by symbol, even in do not investigate the force of the words spoken.

the time of Moses, that there would be two ad- Since even Moses would in this way be _on-

x 1_ emrviii. 3.
s Ira. lvii. z. s IsL liiL 7.
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sidered a transgressor : for he enjoined that no Why he did this you neither ask, nor are at a
likeness of anything in heaven, or on earth, or loss about it, nor make strict inquiries. There-
in the sea, be made ; and then he himself made fore Christ has escaped your notice ; and though
a brazen serpent and set it on a standard, and you read, you understand not ; and even now,
bade those who were.bitten look at it: and they though you hear that Jesus is our Christ, you
were saved when they looked at it. Will the consider not that the name was bestowed on
serpent, then, which (I have already said) God Him not purposelessly nor by chance. But you
had in the beginning cursed and cut off by the make a theological discussion as to why one ' ct '
great sword, as Ismah says,' be understood as was added to Abraham's first name ; and as to
having preserved at that time the people? and why one '#' was added to Sarah's name, you
shall we receive these things in the foolish ac- use stmilar high-sounding disputations.s But
ceptation of your teachers, and [regard] them why do you not similarly investigate the reason
not as signs ? And shall we not rather refer the why the name of Oshea the son of Nave (Nun),
standard to the resemblance of the crucified which his father gave him, was changed to Jesus
Jesus, since also Moses by his outstretched (Joshua)? But since not only was his name
hands, together with him who was named Jesus altered, but he was also appointed successor to
(Joshua), achieved a victory for your people?Moses, being the only one of his contemporaries
For in this way we shall cease to be at a loss who came out from Egypt, he led the surviving
about the things which the lawgiver did, when ipeople into the Holy Land; and as he, not
he, without forsaking God, persuaded the people _oses, led the people into the Holy Land, and
to hope in a beast through which transgression as he d_stributed it by lot to those who entered
and d_sobedience had their origin. And this along with him, so also Jesus the Christ will
was done and said by the blessed prophet with turn again the dispersion of the people, and will
much intelligence and mystery; and there is distribute the good land to each one, though
nothing said or done by any one of the prophets, not in the same manner. For the former gave
without exception, which one can justly repre- them a temporary inheritance, seeing he was
hend, if he possess the knowledge which is m neither Christ who is God, nor the Son of God ;
them. But if your teachers only expound to but the latter, after the holy resurrection,* shall
you why female camels are spoken of in this give us the eternal possession. The former, after
passage, and are not in that ; or why so many he had been named Jesus (Joshua), and after
measures of fine flour and so many measures of he had received strength from His Spirit,
oil [are used] m the offerings; and do so in a caused the sun to stand still. For I have
low and sordid manner, while they never ven- proved that it was Jesus who appeared to and
ture e_ther to speak of or to expound the points conversed with Moses, and Abraham, and all
which are great and worthy of investigation, or the other patriarchs without exception, minister-
command you to give no audience to us while ing to the will of the Father ; who also, I say,
we expound them, and to come not into con- came to be born man by the Virgin Mary, and
versatlon with us ; will they not deserve to hear lives for ever. For the latter is He after 5whom
what our Lord Jesus Christ said to them: and by whom the Father will renew both the
' Whited sepulchres, which appear beautiful heaven and the earth ;thts is He who shall shine
outward, and within are full of dead men's an eternal hght in Jerusalem ; this is he who
bones ; which pay tithe of mint, and swallow is the king of Salem after the order of Melchize-
a camel : ye blind guides t' 2 If, then, you will dek, and the eternal Priest of the Most High.
not despise the doctrines of those who exalt The former is stud to have circumcised the
themselves and wish to be called Rabbi, Rabbi, people a second time with knives .of stone
and come with such earnestness and intethgence (which was a sign of this circumcision with
to the words of prophecy as to suffer the same which Jesus Christ Himself has circumcised us
inflictions from your own people which the from the idols made of stone and of other mate-
prophets themselves did, you cannot receive rials), and to have collected together those who
any advantage whatsoever from the prophetic were circumcised from the unclrcumcision, i.e.,
writings, from the error of the world, in every place by

the knives of stone, to wit, the words of our
CHAP.CXIH.-- JOSHUAWAS A FIGUREOF CHRIST.Lord Jesus. For I have shown that Christ was

"What I mean is this. Jesus (Joshua), as I proclaimed by the prophets in parables a Stone
have now frequently remarked, who was called and a Rock. Accordingly, the knives of stone
Oshea, when he was sent to spy out the land of we shall take to mean His words, by means of
Canaan, was named by Moses Jesus (Joshua).
_.. 3 According tothe LXX., _ was altered to _b_tp alxl'_

t Isa. xxvii x. 4 Or," resurrection tffthe saints."2 Matt. xxm. _7, _3, a4 '[Note the examples h¢ gives of the to _A#O_.
Justin seems to mean that the renewal of heaven and earth datei

rabbinical expositions . He can._nts to their princtgle, but gives from the mcarnauon of Chrmt. [St Matt. xtx. 28.Jnobler analogies.]
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which so many who were in error have been are happy to die for the name of the good Rock,
circumcised from uncircumcision with the cir- which causes living water to burst forth for
cumcision of the heart, with which God by the hearts of those who by Him have loved the
Jesus commanded those from that time to be Father of all, and which gives those who are
circumcised who derived their circumcision willing to drink of the water of life. But you do
from Abraham, saying that Jesus (Joshua) would not comprehend me when I speak these things;
circumcise a second time with knives of stone for you have not understood what it has been
those who entered into that holy land. prophesied that Christ would do, and you do not

believe us who draw your attention to what has
CHAP. CXlV. _ SOME RULES FOR DISCERNING been written. For Jeremiah thus cries: 'Woe

WHAT IS SAID ABOUT CHRIST. THE CIRCUMCIS- unto you l because you have forsaken the living
ION OF THE JEWS IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM fountain, and have digged for yourselves broken
THAT WHICHCHRISTIANSRECEIVE. cisterns that can hold no water. Shall there be
"For the Holy Spirit sometimes brought a wilderness where Mount Zion is, because I gave

about that something, which was the type of Jerusalem a bill of divorce in your sight ?' 6
the future, should be done clearly ; sometimes
He uttered words about what was to take place, CHAP. CXV.- PREDICTIONABOUTTHE CHRISTIANS
as if it was then taking place, or had taken IN ZECHARIAH. THE MALIGNANTWAY WHICH
place. And unless those who read perceive this THE JEWS HAVEIN DISPUTATIONS.
art, they will not be able to follow the words of "But you ought to believe Zechariah when
the prophets as they ought. For example's he shows in parable the mystery of Christ, and
sake, I shall repeat some prophetic passages, announces it obscurely. The following are his
that you may understand what I say. When He words : ' Rejoice, and be glad, O daughter of
speaks by Isaiah, ' He was led as a sheep to the Zion : for, 1o, I come, and I shall dwell in the
slaughter, and like a lamb before the shearer, '_ midst of thee, saith the Lord. And many ha-
He speaks as if the suffering had already taken tions shall be added to the Lord in that day.
place. And when He says again, ' I have And they shall be my people, and I will dwell in
stretched out my hands to a disobedient and the midst of thee ; and they shall know that the
gainsaying people ; ' _ and when He says, ' Lord, Lord of hosts hath sent me unto thee. And
who hath believed our. report?'3--the words the Lord shall inherit Judah his portion in the
are spoken as if announcing events which had holy land, and He shall choose Jerusalem again.
already come to pass. For I have shown that Let all flesh fear before the Lord, for He is raised
Christ is oftentimes called a Stone in parable, up out of His holy clouds. And He showed me
and in figaarative speech Jacob and Israel. And Jesus (Joshua) the high priest standing before
again, when He says, ' I shall behold the the angel Eof the LordT] ; and the devil stood at
heavens, the works of Thy fingers,' 4 unless I his right hand to resist him. And the Lord said
understand His method of using words,s I shall i to the devil, The Lord who hath chosen Jemsa-
not understand intelligently, but just as your ilem rebuke thee. Behold, is not this a brand
teachers suppose, fancying that the Father of all, plucked out of the fire ?'" s
the unbegotten God, has hands and feet, and As Trypho was about to reply and contradict
fingers, and a soul, like a composite being ; and me, I said, "Wait and hear what I say first : for
they for this reason teach that it was the Father I am not to give the explanation which you sup-
Himself who appeared to Abraham and to pose, as if there had been no priest of the name
Jacob. Blessed therefore are we who have of Joshua (Jesus) in the land of Babylon, where
been circumcised the second time with knives iyour nation were prisoners. But even if I did, I
of stone. For your first circumcision was and have shown that if there 9 was a priest named
is performed by iron instruments, for you remain Joshua (Jesus) in your nation, yet the prophet
hard-hearted ; but our circumcision, which is had not seen him in his revelation, just as he had
the second, having been instituted after yours, not seen either the devil or the angel of the Lord
circumcises us from idolatry and from absolutely by eyesight, and in his waking condition, but in a
every kind of wickedness by sharp stones, i.e., trance, at the time when the revelation was made
by the words [preached] by the apostles of the to him. '° But I now say, that as [Scripture] said
corner-stone cut out without hands. And our that the Son of Nave (Nun) by the name Jesus
hearts are thus circumcised from evil, so that we (Joshua) wrought powerful works and exploits

which proclaimed beforehand what would be per-

, _,. lal 7. formed by our Lord ; so I proceed now to show
IIsa Ixv _.
3 IsL liii. t. 6 Jcr. ii. x3.
* 1%.vtli. 3- 7 Omitted by Justin in this place.
s Literally, "the operation of Hit words." Editors have changed s Zech. it. xo-z3, iii. t, a.

_,_,,, ;-to _ x_ow or _ x_,,: buttht_ it no roodof zgo1_ _ _g_*ted bYM_mus, ,__ ij,.[Noteworthy_ to prot_ wJm.]
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that the revelation made among your people in brand plucked out of the fire, because he had
Babylon in the days of Jesus (Joshua) the priest, received remission of sins when the devil that re-
was an announcement of the thin_ to be accom- sisted him was rebuked ; even so we, who through
plished by our Priest, who is God, and Christ the the name of Jesus have believed as one man in
Son of God the Father of all. God the Maker of all, have been stripped, through

"Indeed, I wondered," continued I, "why a the name of His first-begotten Son, of the filthy
little ago you kept silence while I was speaking, garments, i.e., of our sins ; and being vehemently
and why you did not interrupt me when I said inflamed by the word of His calling, we are the
that the son of Nave (Nun) was the only one true high priestly race of God, as even God
of contemporaries who came out of Egypt that Himself bears witness, saying that in every place
entered the Holy Land along with the men de- among the Gentiles sacrifices are presented to
scribed as younger than that generation. For you Him well-pleasing and pure. Now God receives
swarm and light on sores like flies. For though sacrifices from no one, except through His
one should speak ten thousand words well, if there priests.3
happen to be one little word displeasing to you,
because not sufficiently intelligible or accurate, CHAP. CXVn.--MALACHI'S PROPHECYCONCERNING
you make no account of the many good words, THE SACRIFICESOF THE CHRISTIANS. ITCANNOT
but lay hold of the little word, and are very zealous BE TAKENAS REFERRINGTO THE PRAYERSOF
in setting it up as something impious and guilty jmvs OF THE DISPERSION.
m order that, when you are judged with the very "Accordingly, God, anticipating all the sacri-
same judgment by God, you may have a much rices which we offer through this name, and
heavier account to render for your great audaci- which Jesus the Christ enjoined us to offer, i.e.,
ties, whether evil actions, or bad interpretations in the Eucharist of the bread and the cup, and
which you obtain by falsifying the truth. For which are presented by Christians in all places
with what judgment you judge, it is righteous throughout the world, bears witness that they are
that you be judged withal, well-pleasing to Him. Bdt He utterly rejects

those presented by you and by those priests of
CHAP. CXVI.- IT IS SHOWN HOW THIS PROPHECY

yours, saying, ' And I will not accept your sacri-
SUITSTHE CHRISTIANS. rices at your hands; for from the rising of the

"But to give you the account of the revelation sun to its setting my name is glorified among
of the holy Jesus Christ, I take up again my dis- the Gentiles (He says) ; but ye profaneit.' ' Yet
course, and I assert that even that revelation was even now, in your love of contention, you assert
made for us who believe on Christ the High that God does not accept the sacrifices of those
Priest, namely this crucified One; and though who dwelt then in Jerusalem, and were called
we lived in fornication mad all kinds of filthy con- Israelites ; but says that He is pleased with the
versation, we have by the grace of our Jesus, ac- prayers of the individuals of that nation then dis-
cording to His Father's will, stripped ourselves persed, and calls their prayers sacrifices. Now,
of all those filthy wickednesses with which we that prayers and giving of thanks, when offered
were imbued. And though the devil is ever at by worthy men, are the only perfect and well-
hand to resist us, and anxious to seduce all to pleasing sacrifices to God, I also admit. For
himself, yet the Angel of GOd, i.e., the Power such alone Christians have undertaken to offer,
of God sent to us through Jesus Christ, rebukes and in the remembrance effected by their solid
him, and he departs from us. And we are just mad liquid food, whereby the suffering of the Son
as if drawn out from the fire, when purified from of God s which He endured is brought to mind,
our former sins, and [rescued] from the affliction whose name the high priests of your nation anti
and the fiery trial by which the devil and all his your teachers have caused to be profaned and
coadjutors try us ; out of which Jesus the Son of blasphemed over all the earth. But these filthy
God has promised again to deliver us,' and invest garments, which have been put by you on all who
us with prepared garments, if we do His corn- have become Christians by the name of Jesus,
mandments ; and has undertaken to provide an God shows shall be taken away from us, when He
eternal kingdom [for us]. For just as that Jesus shall raise all men from the dead, and appoint
(Joshua), called by the prophet a priest, evi- some to be incorruptible, immortal, and free from
dently had on filthy garments because he is said sorrow in the everlasting and imperishable king-
to have taken a harlot for a wife,* and is called a dora ; but shall send others away to the ever-

lasting punishment of fire. But as to you and
t t Maranus changed 6.*roo'.tr_ into _'troo'w_.v, an emendation adopted your teachers deceiving yourselves when you in-

_hHe_w_°ul._dm°urtranslatm'n"OttoremltisthetetmlmgoftheMs,"outofwhichterpret what the Scripture says as referring to• " 0.. . " .

4 MaLi. r_-x2.
s Or,"Gad ofGod."
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those of your nation then in dispersion, and is, of Christ, might be found more intelligent and
maintain that their prayers and sacrifices offered God-fearing than yourselves, who are considered
in every place are pure and well-pleasing, learn to be lovers of God and men of understanding,
that you are speaking falsely, and trying 1)y all but are not. Isaiah, filled with admiration of
means to cheat yourselves : for, first of all, not this, said : ' And kings shall shut their mouths :
even now does your nation extend from xhe rising for those to whom no announcement has been
to the setting of the sun, but there are nations made in regard to Him 7 shall see ; and those
among which none of your race ever dwelt, who heard not shall understand. Lord, who
For there is not one single race of men, whether hath believed our report ? and to whom is the
barbarians, or Greeks, or wlmtever they may be arm of the Lord revealed ? ' _
called, nomads, or vagrants, or herdsmen living "And in repeating this? Trypho," I continued,
in tents, among whom prayers and giving of "as far as is allowable, I endeavour to do so for
thanks are not offered through the name of the the sake of those who came with you to-day, yet
crucified Jesus.' And then, * as the Scriptures briefly and concisely."
show, at the time when Malachi wrote this, your Then he replied, "You do well ; and though
dispersion over all the earth, which now exists, you repeat the same things at considerable length,
had not taken place, be assured that I and my companions listen w_th

pleasure."
CHAP. cxvnI. _HE EXHORTS TO REPENTANCE BE-

FORE CHRIST COMES ; IN WHOM CHRISTIANS CHAP. CXIX. _ CHRISTIANS ARE THE HOLY PEOPLE

SINCE THEY BELIEVE) ARE FAR MORE RELIGIOUS PROMISED TO ABRAHAM, THEY HAVE BEEN

THAN JEWS. CALLED LIKE ABRAHAM.

"So that you ought rather to desist from the Then I said again, "Would you suppose, sir_,
love _,of strife, and repent before the great day that we could ever have understood these matter_
of judgment come, wherein all those of your in the Scriptures, if we had not received grace
tribes who have pierced this Christ shall mourn, to discern by the will of Him whose pleasure it
as I have shown has been declared by the Scrip- was ? in order that the saying of Moses _omight
tures. And I have explained that the Lord come to pass, 'They provoked me with strange
swore, 'after the order of Melchizedek, '3 and Cgods_, they provoked me to anger wtth their
what this prediction means; and the prophecy abominations. They sacrificed to demons whom
of Isaiah which says, ' His burial is taken away they knew not ; new gods that came newly up,
from the midst, '4 1 have already said, referred to whom their fathers knew not. Thou hast for-
the future burying and rising again of Christ i saken God that begat thee, and forgotten God
and I have frequently remarked that this very that brought thee up. And the Lord saw, and
Christ is the Judge of all the living and the dead. was jealous, and was provoked to anger by reason
And Nathan likewise, speaking to David about of the rage of His sons and daughters : and He
Him, thus continued : ' I will be His Father, and said, I will turn My face away from them, and I
He shall be my Son ; and my mercy shall I not will show what shall come on them at the last ;
take away from Him, as I did from them that for it is a very froward generation, children m
went before Him ; and I will establish Him in whom is no faith. They have moved Me to
my house, and in His kingdom for ever.' s And jealousy with that which is not God, they have
Ezekiel says, ' There shall be no other prince in provoked Me to anger with their idols ; and I
the house but He.' 6 For He is the chosen!will move them to jealousy with that which is
Priest and eternal King, the Christ, inasmuch as not a nation, I will provoke them to anger with
He is the Son of God ; and do not suppose that a foohsh people. For a fire is kindled from
Isaiah or the other prophets speak of sacrifices Mine anger, and it shall burn to Hades. It shall
of blood or libations being presented at the altar consume the earth and her increase, and set on
on His second advent, but of true and spiritual fire the foundations of the mountains; I will
praises and giving of thanks. And we have not heap mischief on them.'" And afferthat Right-
in vain believed in Him, and have not been led eous One was put to death, we flourished as
astray by those who taught us such doctrines ; another people, and shot forth as new and pros-
but this has come to pass through the wonderful perous corn ; as the prophets said, ' And many
foreknowledge of God, in order that we, through nations shall betake themselves to the Lord in
the calling of the new and eternal covenant, that that day for a people : and they shall dwell m

the midst of all the earth.' '_ But we are not

z _Note this testimony to the catholicity of the Church in the
_.conacentury. AndtmeKaye{compa_wlthGibhon),cap. vi. xxa.] 7TheMss read"them" Otto has changed it to " Hhn."

t et*a 8t for t_r(,, s Isa Its xS, hi1. z
[Let thts apology be noted.]
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only a people, but also a holy people, as we have nation would be found children of Abraham, and
shown already. _ ' And they shall call them the found, too, in the lot of Christ ; but that others,
holy people, redeemed by the Lord.' 2 There- who are indeed children of Abraham, would be
fore we are not a people to be despised, nor a like the sand on the sea-shore, barren and fruit.
barbarous race, nor such as the Carian and less, much in quantity, and without number in-
phrygian nations; but God has even chosen us, deed, but bearing no fruit whatever, and only
and He has become mamfest to those who asked drinking the water of the sea. And a vast mul-
not after Him. ' Behold, I am God,' He says, titude in your nation are convicted of being of
'to the nation which called not on My name.' 3 this kind, imbibing doctrines of bitterness and
For this is that nation which God of old prom- godlessness, but spurning the word of God. He
ised to Abraham, when He declared that He speaks therefore in the passage relating to Judah :
would make him a father of many nations ; not ' A prince shall not fall from Judah, nor a ruler
meaning, however, the Arabians, or Egyptians, from his thighs, till that which is laid up for him
or Iduma_ans, since Ishmael became the father come ; and He shall be the expectation of the
of a mighty nation, and so did Esau ; and there nations.' 6 And it is plain that this was spoken
is now a great multitude of Ammonites. Noah, not of Judah, but of Christ. For all we out of
moreover, was the father of Abraham, and in fact all nations do expect not Judah, but Jesus, who
of all men ; and others were the progenitors of led your fathers out of Egypt. For the prophecy
others. What larger measure of grace, then, did referred even to the advent of Christ : ' Tdl He
Chnst bestow on Abraham ? This, namely, that come for whom this is laid up, and He shall_be
He called him with His voice by the like calling, the expectation of nations.' Jesus came, there-
telling him to quit the land wherein he dwelt, fore, as we have shown at length, and is expected
And He has called all of us by that voice, and again to appear above the clouds ; whose name
we have left already the way of living in which you profane, and labour hard to get it profaned
we used to spend our days, passing our time m over all the earth. It were possible for me, sirs,"
evd after the fashions of the other inhabitants of I continued, "to contend against you about the
the earth ; and along with Abraham we shall reading which you so interpret, saying it is writ-
inherit the holy land, when we shall receive the ten, 'Till the things laid up for Him come;'
inheritance for an endless eternity, being children though the Seventy have not so explained it, but
of Abraham through the hke faith. For as he thus, ' Till He comes for whom this is laid up.'
believed the voice of God, and it was imputed But since what follows indicates that the refer-
to him for righteousness, in like manner we, ence is to Christ (for it is, ' and He shall be the
having believed God's voice spoken by the apos- expectation of nations '), I do not proceed to
tles of Christ, and promulgated to us by the have a mere verbal controversy with you, as I
prophets, have renounced even to death all the have not attempted to establish proof about
things of the world. Accordingly, He promises Christ from the passages of Scripture which are
to him a nation of similar faith, God-fearing, not admitted by you, 7 which I quoted from the
righteous, and delighting the Father; but it is words of Jeremiah the prophet, and Esdras, and
not you, ' in whom is no faith.' David ; but from those which are even now

admitted by you, which had your teachers eom-
c_a,. cxx.- cv,R1_ wv_a_ VROMISva_TO prehended, be well assured they would have de-

ISAAC,JACOB,AND JUDAH. leted them, as they did those about the death of
"Observe, too, how the same promises are Isaiah, whom you sawed asunder with a wooden

made to Isaac and to Jacob. For thus He saw. And this was a mysterious type of Christ
speaks to Isaac : 'And in thy seed shall all the being about to cut your nation in two, and to
nations of the earth be blessed. TM And to Jacob : raise those worthy of the honour to the everlast-
' And in thee and in thy seed shall all families of ing kingdom along with the holy patriarchs and
the earth be blessed.' s He says that neither to prophets ; but He has said that He will send
Esau nor to Reuben, nor to any other ; only to others to the condemnation of the unquenchable
those of whom the Christ should arise, accord- fire along with similar disobedient and in_peni-
ing to the dispensation, through the Virgin Mary. tent men from all the nations. ' For they shall
But if you would consider the blessing of Judah, come,' He said, ' from the west and from the
you would perceive what I say. For the seed east, and shall sit down with Abraham, and
is divided from Jacob, and comes down through Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven ; but
Judah, and Phares, and Jesse, and David. And the children of the kingdom shall be cast out
this was a symbol of the fact that some of your into outer darkness.' s And I have mentioned

__cl_m cx.
sa.Ixn.z_ : 6C,en.xllx _o. .

_ fla. IXv. i [ 7 [NOte tJ_s imporl_t l_nt. He _ar_ to elm tl_ Nc_¢ T_-4 ."
G4m. _r¢_. 4. _ment.
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these things, taking nothing whatever into con- appointed Thee for a light to the Gentiles, that
sideration, except the speaking of the truth, and Thou mayest be their salvation unto the end of
refusing to be coerced by any one, even though the earth.' 6
I should be forthwith torn in pieces by you.
For I gave no thought to any of nay people, that CH.e. cxxn. --THE JZWS Um_ERSn'ANDTInS 0F
is, the Samaritans, when I had a communication "mE VROSELWrmwrrHour REASON.
in writing with Cmsar,' but stated that they were "You think that these words refer to the
wrong in trusting to the magician Simon of their stranger 7 and the proselytes, but in fact they
own nation, who, they say, is God above all refer to us who have been illumined by Jesus.
power, and authority, and might." For Christ would have borne witness even to

them ; but now you are become twofold more
CHAP. CXXa._ FROM THE FACT THAT THE GEN- the children of hell, as He said Himself? There-

a_LV_SSELmVE rs Jv_us, IT IS L-TLU1_rrTHAT fore what was written by the prophets was spoken
HE ts CHRIST. not of those persons, but of us, concerning whon_
And as they kept silence, I went on : " [The the Scripture speaks : ' I will lead the blind by a

Scripture], speaking by David about this Christ, way which they knew not ; and they shall walk in
my friends, said no longer that ' in His seed' the paths which they have not known. And I a_n
nations should be blessed, but ' in Him.' So it witness, saith the Lord God, and my servant
is here : ' His name shall rise up for ever above whom I have chosen.' 9 To whom, then, does
the sun ; and in Him shall all nations be blessed.', Christ bear witness ? Manifestly to those who
But if all nations are blessed in Christ, and we have believed. But the proselytes not only do
of all nations believe in Him, then He is indeed not believe, but twofold more than yourselves
the Christ, and we are those blessed by Him. blaspheme His name, and wish to torture and
God formerly gave the sun as an object of wor- put to death us who believe m Him ; for m all
ship,3 as it is written, but no one ever was seen points they strive to be like you. And again m
to endure death on account of his faith in the other words He cries : ' I the Lord have called
sun ; but for the name of Jesus you may see men Thee in righteousness, and will hold Thine hand.
of every nation who have endured and do endure and wdl strengthen Thee, and will give Thee for
all sufferings, rather than deny Him. For the a covenant of the people, for a hght of the Gen-
word of His truth and wisdom is more ardent tiles, to open the eyes of the blind, to bring out
and more light-giving than the rays of the sun, the prisoners from their bonds.' '° These word_,
and sinks down into the depths of heart and indeed, sirs, refer also to Christ, and concern the
mind. Hence also the Scripture said,' His name enlightened nations ; or will you say again, He
shall rise up above the sun.' And again, Zecha- speaks to them of the law and the proselytes?"
riah says, ' His name is the East.' 4 And speak- Then some of those who had come on the
ing of the same, he says that ' each tribe shall second day cried out as if they had been m a
mourn.' s But ff He so shone forth and was so theatre, "But what ? does He not refer to the law,
mighty in His first advent (which was without and to those illumined by it? Now these are
honour and comeliness, and very contemptible), proselytes."
that in no nation He is unknown, and everywhere "No," I said, looking towards Trypho, "since.
men have repented of the old wickedness in each if the law were able to enlighten the nations and
nation's way of living, so that even demons were those who possess it, what need is there of a new
subject to His name, and all powers and king- covenant ? But since Cod announced before-
doms feared His name more than they feared all hand that He would send a new covenant, and
the dead, shall He not on His glorious advent an everlasting law and commandment, we w_ll
destroy by all means all those who hated Him, not understand this of the old law and its prose-
and who unrighteously departed from Him, but lytes, but of Christ and His proselytes, namely
give rest to His own, rewarding them with all us Gentiles, whom He has illumined, as He says
they have looked for? To us, therefore, it has somewhere : ' Thus saith the Lord, In an accept-
been granted to hear, and to understand, and to able time have I heard Thee, and in a day of
be saved by this Christ, and to recognise all the salvation have I helped Thee, and I have given
[truths revealed] by the Father. Wherefore He Thee for a covenant of the people, to estabhsh
said to Him : ' It is a great thing for Thee to be the earth, and to inherit the deserted.'" What.
called my servant, to raise up the tribes of Jacob, then, is Christ's inheritance ? Is it not the ha-
and turn again the dispersed of Israel. I have tions ? What is the covenant of God ? Is it not

The A2_log.y, i. chap. xxvL ; ii. chap. _rv.
i Ps. Ixxii.x7. 6 Isa. xllx.6.
3 So Justin concludes from Deut iv._9, comp. chap. Iv, [The ex- 7 I'_pa or 1%_dpa. Found in LXX., Er. xit.x9 and I_ xlv

l_lmmtm,n is rot very d:fflcult (see Rom. L v.8), but the language of s Matt. xxdl x5.
jmmn is unguarded.] 9 Isa. xhi T6, xlui. zo.

4 Zech. vi. za. :o Isa xlii 6.
s gech. _ _a. xt Isa. xhx. 8.
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christ ? As He says in another place : ' Thou !the Assyrians and the Egyptians, blessed in the
an my Son; this day have I begotten Thee. land which the I_rd of Sabaoth hath blessed,
Ask of Me, and I shall give Thee the nations saying, blessed shall my people in Egypt and in
for Thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of Assyria be, and I_rael mine mheritance.' 7 Since
the earth for Thy possession.', then Godblesses this people, and calls them Israel,

and declares them to be His inheritance, how is
cHAP. CXXIII.-- RIDICULOUSINTERPRETATIONSOF it that you repent not of the deception you prac-

THE JEWS. CHRISTIANSARE THE TRUE ISRAEL. tise on yourselves, as if you alone were the Israel,
"As, therefore, all these latter prophecies refer and of execrating the people whom God has

to Christ and the nations, you should believe blessed? For when He speaks to Jerusalem and
that the former refer to Him and them in like its environs, He thus added : ' And I will beget
manner. For the proselytes have no need of a men upon you, even my people Israel ; and they
covenant, if, since there is one and the same law shall inherit you, and you shall be a possession
imposed on all that are circumcised, the Scrip- for them ; and you shall be no longer bereaved of
ture speaks about them thus : ' And the stranger them.' "s
shall also be joined with them, and shall be "What, then?" says Trypho ; "are you Israel ?
joined to the house of Jacob ;' 2 and because the and speaks He such things of you ?"
proselyte, who is circmncised that he may have "If, indeed," I replied to him, " we had not
access to the people, becomes like one of them- entered into a lengthy 9 discussion on these top-
selves, s while we who have been deemed worthy to ics, I might have doubted whether you ask this
be called a people are yet Gentiles, because we question in ignorance ; but since we have brought
have not been circumcised. Besides, it is ridicu- the matter to a conclusion by demonstration and
lous for you to imagine that the eyes of the prose- with your a_sent, I do not believe that you are
lyres are to be opened while your own are not, and ignorant of what I have just said, or desire again
that you be understood as blind and deaf while mere contention, but that you are urging me to
they are enlightened. And it will be still more exhibit the same proof to these men." And in
ridiculous for you, if you say that the law has comphance with the assent expressed in his eyes,
been given to the nations, but you have not I continued : "Again in Isaiah, if you have ears
known it. For you would have stood in awe of to hear it, God, speaking of Christ in parable,
God's wrath, and would not have been lawless, calls Him Jacob and Israel. He speaks thus :
wandering sons ; being much afraid of hearing ' Jacob is my servant, I will uphold Him ; Israel
God always say, ' Children in whom is no faith, is mine elect, I will put my Spirit upon Him,
And who are blind, but my servants ? and deaf, and He shall bring forth judgment to the Gen-
but they that rule over them ? And the servants tiles. He shall not strive, nor cry, neither shall
of God have been made blind. You see often, any one hear His voice in the street : a bruised
but have not observed; your ears have been reed He shall not break, and smoking flax He
opened, and you have not heard.' 4 Is God's shall not quench ; but He shall bring forth judg-
commendation of you honourable ? and is God's ment to truth: He shall shine, `° and shall not be
testimony seemly for His servants? You are not broken till He have set judgment on the earth.
ashamed though you often hear these words. And in His name shall the Gentiles trust.' " As
You do not tremble at God's threats, for you are therefore from the one man Jacob, who was sur-
a people foolish and hard-hearted. 'Therefore, named Israel, all your nation has been called
behold, I will proceed to remove this people,' Jacob and Israel; so we from Christ, who begat
saith the Lord ; ' and I will remove them, and de- us unto God, like Jacob, and Israel, and Judah,
stroy the wisdom of the wise, and hide the under- and Joseph, and David, are called and are the
standing of the prudent.' s Deservedly too : for true sons of Cod, and keep the commandments
you are neither wise nor prudent, but crafty and of Christ."
unscrupulous ; wise only to do evil, but utterly in-
competent to know the hidden counsel of God, CHAP.CXXIV._CHRISTIANSARETHE SONSOF GOD.
or the faithful covenant of the Lord, or to find And when I saw that they were perturbed
out the everlasting paths. ' Therefore, saith the ] because I said that we are the sons of God, I
Lord,I will raise up to Israel and to Judah the] anticipated their questioning, and said, "Listen,
seed of men and the seed of beasts.' 6 And by sirs, how the Holy Ghost speaks of this people,
Isaiah He speaks thus concerning another Israel : saying that they are all sons of the Highest ; and
' In that day shall there be a third Israel among how this very Christ will be present in their as-

sembly, rendering judgment to all men. The
_ Ps. ii. 7 f.
2 lsa xtv. t. 7 Isa xtx. 24 f.
3 Literally, "a native of the land." s F__ek.xxxvi, t_.
4 Deut. xxxi_. 2o; Ira. _ t 9 £ 9 lI cannot forbear to nora this" Americamsm" in the text.]
s lsa. xxlx x4. to LXX.-'_i_q,c_,asabovo. Thcre.adiagoStlmt_atls_aA_t_.

J©r. xxxi. a'/. tt Isa. xhi. z-4-
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words are spoken by David, and are, according condemn His steward if He recognises that he,
to your version of them, thus : ' God standeth by the knowledge that the Lord is powerful and
in the congregation of gods ; He judgeth among has come to demand His own, has given it to
the gods. How long do ye judge unjnsfly, and every bank, and has not digged for any cause
accept the persons of the wicked ? Judge for whatsoever. Accordingly the name Israel signl-
the orphan and the poor, and do justice to the ties this, A man who overcomes power ; for lsra
humble and needy. Deliver the needy, and save is a man overcoming, and El is power: And
the poor out of the hand of the wicked. They that Christ would act so when He became man
know not, neither have they understood ; they was foretold by the mystery of Jacob's wresthng
walk on in darkness : all the foundations of the with Him who appeared to him, in that He rain-
earth shall be shaken. I said, Ye are gods, and istered to the will of the Father, yet nevertheless
are all children of the Most High. But ye die is God, in that He is the first-begotten of all
hke men, and fall like one of the princes, creatures. For when He became man, as I pre-
Arise, O GOd ! judge the earth, for Thou shalt viously remarked, the devil came to Him m i.e.,
inherit all nations.' ' But in the version of the that power which is called the serpent and Sa-
Seventy it is written, ' Behold, ye die like men, tan--tempting Him, and striving to effect H_s
and fall like one of the princes, '_ in order to downfall by asking Him to worship him. But
manifest the disobedience of men, -- I mean of He destroyed and overthrew the dewl, having
Adam and Eve,-- and the fall of one of the proved him to be wicked, in that he asked to be
princes, i.e., of him who was called the serpent, worshipped as God, contrary to the Scripture ;
who fell with a great overthrow, because he de- who is an apostate from the will of God. For
ceived Eve. But as my discourse is not intended He answers him, ' It is written, Thou shalt wor-
to touch on this point, but to prove to you that ship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou
the Holy Ghost reproaches men because they serve.' 6 Then, overcome and convicted, the
were made like God, free from suffering and devil departed at that time. But since our
death, provided that they kept His command- Christ was to be numbed, i.e., by pare and ex-
ments, and were deemed deserving of the name perience of suffering, He made a previous
of His sons, and yet they, becoming like Adam intimation of this by touching Jacob's thigh, and
and Eve, work out death for themselves ; let the causing it to shrink. But Israel was His name
interpretation of the Psalm be held just as you from the beginning, to which He altered the
wish, yet thereby it is demonstrated that all men name of the blessed Jacob when He blessed him
are deemed worthy of becoming "gods," and of with His own name, proclaiming thereby that
having power to become sons of the Highest ; all who through Him have fled for refuge to the
and shall be each by himself judged and con- Father, constitute the blessed Israel. But you,
demned like Adam and Eve. Now I have proved having understood none of this, and not being
at length that Christ is called GOd. prepared to understand, since you are the chil-

dren of Jacob after the fleshly seed, expect that
CHAP. CXXV.m HE eXPLAINS WHAT FORCE THE you shall be assuredly saved. But that you de-

WORD ISRAEL HAS, AND HOW IT SUITS CHRIST. ceive yourselves in such matters, I have proved
"I wish, sirs," I said, "to learn from you what by many words.

is the force of the name Israel." And as they
were silent, I continued : " I shall tell you what CHAP. CXXVI.-- THE VARIOUSNAMES OF CHRIS'r
I know : for I do not think it nght, when I know, ACCORDrS(;TO BOTH NATURES. IT IS S,OWN
not to speak; or, suspecting that you do know, THAT HE IS (;OD, AND A_'PF.AREDTO THE rA-
and yet from envy or from voluntary ignorance TRmRCHS.
deceive yourselves,3 to be continually solicitous ; "But if you knew, Trypho," continued I,
but I speak all things simply and candidly, as my "who He is that is called at one time the Angel
Lord said : ' A sower went forth to sow the seed ; of great counsel, 7 and a Man by Ezekiel, and
and some fell by the wayside, and some among like the Son of man by Daniel, and a Child by
thorns, and some on stony ground, and some on Isaiah, and Christ and God to be worshipped
good ground.' 4 I must speak, then, in the hope by David, and Christ and a Stone by many, and
of finding good ground somewhere ; since that Wisdom by Solomon, and Joseph and Judah and
Lord of mine, as One strong and powerful, comes a Star by Moses, and the East by Zechariah,
to demand back His own from all, and will not and the Suffering One and Jacob and Israel by

Isaiah again, and a ROd, and Flower, and Cor-
Is. k_L her-Stone, and Son of God, you would not have

t In the text there is ce_ainly no distinction given. But if we

_,l _, a_e,,,_ (o-I_;),"u a man,"in fl_ quo_aonw_ blasphemed Him who has now come, and been
_hall be aMe to follow Justin's argument.

3 The _ here is _ mi'r_, which is geaeral_ aban- s [On Justin's Hebrew, see Kayc, p. *9.]
&reed for -%_u, _ro_. _ Matt. tv. xo.
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born, and suffered, and ascended to heaven ; who goeth before thy face, He shall cut off the
who shall also come again, and then your twelve nations.' _
tribes shall mourn. For if you had understood
what has been written by the prophets, youwould CHAp. CXXVn.-- THESE PASSAGESOF SCRIPTURE
not have denied that He was God, Son of the Do NOT APPLY1"O THE FATIiF_.R, BUTTO TilEWORD.
only, unbegotten, unutterable God. For Moses
says somewhere in Exodus the following : ' The '"These and other such sayings are recorded
Lord spake to Moses, and said to him, I am the by the lawgiver and by the prophets ; and I SUl:_
Lord. and I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and pose that I have stated sufficiently, that wher-
to Jacob, being thelr God ; and my name I re- ever 9 God says, ' God went up from Abraham,' ,o
vealed not to them, and I established my cove- or, 'The Lord spake to Moses,'" and 'The Lord
nant with them.', And thus again he says,' A came down to behold the tower which the sons
man wrestled with Jacob, '2 and asserts it was of men had built,' ,2 or when ' God shut Noah

into the ark,' u you must not imagine that theGod ; narrating that Jacob said, ' I have seen
God face to face, and my life is preserved.' And unbegotten God Himself came down or went up
it _s recorded that he called the place where He from any place. For the ineffable Father and
wrestled with him, appeared to and blessed him, Lord of all neither has come to any place, nor
the Face of God (Peniel). And Moses says walks, nor sleeps, nor rises up, but remains in
that God appeared also to Abraham near the His own place, wherever that is, quick to behold
oak in Mamre, when he was sitting at the door and qmck to hear, having neither eyes nor ears,

but being of indescribable might ; and He seesof his tent at mid-day. Then he goes on to say :
' And he hfted up his eyes and looked, and, be- all things, and knows all thmgs, and none of us
hold, three men stood before him ; and when escapes His observation; and He is not moved
he saw them, he ran to meet them.' 3 After a or confined to a spot in the whole world, for He
little, one of them promises a son to Abraham : existed before the world was made. How, then,
'Wherefore did Sarah laugh, saying, Shall I of could He talk with any one, or be seen by any
a surety bear a child, and I am old ? Is any- one, or appear on the smallest portion of the
thing impossible with God ? At the time ap- earth, when the people at Sinai were not able to
pointed I will return, according to the time of look even on the glory of Him who was sent
hfe, and Sarah shall have a son. And they went from Him ; and Moses himself could not enter
away from Abraham.' 4 Again he speaks of them into the tabernacle which he had erected, when
thus: ' And the men rose up from thence, and it was filled with the glory of God; and the
looked toward Sodom.' s Then to Abraham He priest could not endure to stand before the tern-
who was and is again speaks : ' I will not hide pie when Solomon conveyed the ark into the
from Abraham, my servant, what I intend to house in Jerusalem which he had built for it?
do.' "6 And what follows in the writings of Therefore neither Abraham, nor Isaac, nor Jacob,
Moses I quoted and explained ; "from which I nor any other man. saw the Father and ineffable
have demonstrated," I said, "that He who is Lord of all, and also of Christ, but [saw] Him
described as God appeared to Abraham, to who was according to His will His Son, being
Isaac, and to Jacob, and the other patriarchs, God, and the Angel because He ministered to
was appointed under the authority of the Father His will ; whom also it pleased Him to be born
and Lord, and ministers to His will." Then I man by the Virgin ; who also was fire when He
went on to say what I had not said before : "And conversed with Moses from the bush, Since,
so, when the people desired to eat flesh, and unless we thus comprehend the Scriptures, it
Moses had lost faith in Him, who also there is must follow that the Father and Inrd of all had
called the Angel, and who promised that God not been in heaven when what Moses wrote took
would give them to satiety, He who is both God place : ' And the Lord rained upon Sodom fire
and the Angel, sent by the Father, is described and brimstone from the Lord out of heaven ;' ,4

and again, when it is thus said by David : ' Liftas saying and doing these things. For thus the
Scripture says : ' And the Lord said to Moses, up your gates, ye rulers ; and be ye lift up, ye
Will the Lord's hand not be sufficient? thou everlasting gates ; and the King of glory shall
shalt know now whether my word shall conceal enter ;' ,s and again, when He says : ' The Lord
thee or not.' 7 And again, in other words, it says to my Lord, Sit at My right hand, till I
thus says : ' But the Lord spake unto me, Thou make Thine enemies Thy footstool.' z6
shalt not go over this Jordan : the Lord thy God, a I_t. x_ , _.
---r- * bray *roy instead of _rrav p,av.

z Fat yr. a If. zo Gma. xvaii. _*.
= Gett. xx_.., z¢, 30. xt Ex. vi. a9.
} C_Cll l'qlll. 2. 12 GI_II. ]gi. S-

4 C,erL x-vlli, x3 £ ts Gen. vii. t6.
s Gett. xvili, x6. t* Gcn. xlx.
6 Gen x-vlli, x7. xs P:s.xxtv. 7-
7 Num. xi. _3 to p_. _ x.
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crib. cxxvru, raTHE WORD IS SENT I_OT AS AN Lord out of heaven,' the prophetic word indi-
INANIMATEPOWER, BUTAS A PERSONBEGO'ITENcates that there were two in number : One upon
OF THE FATHER'SSUBSTANCE. the earth, who, it says, descended to behold the

"And that Christ being lord, and God the cry of Sodom ; Another in heaven, who also is
Son of God, and appearing formerly in power as Lord of the Iord on earth, as He is Father and
Man, and AngeL, and in the glory of fire as at God ; the cause of His power and of His Lemg
the bush, so also was manifested at the judgment Lord and God. Again, when the Scripture
executed on Sodom, has been demonstrated fully records that God said m the beginning,' Behold,
by what has been said." Then I repeated once Adam has become like one of Us, '_ this phrase.
more all that I had previously quoted from Exo- ' hke one of Us,' is also indicative of number;
dus, about the vision in the bush, and the ham- and the words do not admit of a figurahve
ing of Joshua (Jesus), and continued: "And do meaning, as the sophists endeavour to affix on
not suppose, sirs, that I am speaking superflu- them, who are able neither to tell nor to under-
ously when I repeat these words frequently : but stand the truth. And it is written in the book
it is because I know that some wish to antici- of Wisdom : ' If I should tell you daily events,

pate these remarks, and to say that the power I would be mindful to enumerate them from
sent from the Father of all which appeared to the beginning. The Lord created me the be-
Moses, or to Abraham, or to Jacob, is called an ginning of His ways for His works. From
Angel because He came to men (for by Him everlasting He established me in the beginning,
the commands of the Father have been pro- before He formed the earth, and before He
claimed to men).; is called Glory, because He made the depths, and before the springs of
appears in a vision sometimes that cannot be waters came forth, before the mountains were
borne ; is called a Man, and a human being, settled ; He begets me before all the hills.'-2
because He appears arrayed in such forms as When I repeated these words, I added: "You
the Father pleases ; and they call Him the Word, perceive, my hearers, if you bestow attention,
because He carries tidings from the Father to that the Scripture has declared that this Off.
men : but maintain that this power is indivisible spring was begotten by the Father before all
and inseparable from the Father, just as they things created ; and that that which is begotten
say that the light of the sun on earth is indivisi- is numerically distinct from that which begets,
ble and inseparable from the sun in the heavens ; anY one will admit."
as when it sinks, the light sinks along with it ;
so the Father, when He chooses, say they, causes CHAP. CXXX.-- HE RETURNSTO THE CONVEP-_ION

OF THE GEN'IILES, AND SHOWS THAT IT WAS
His power to spring forth, and when He chooses,
He makes it return to Himself. In this way, FORETOLD.
they teach, He made the angels. But it is And when all had given assent, I said: "I
proved that there are angels who always exist, would now adduce some passages which I had
and are never reduced to that form out of which not recounted before. They are recorded by
they sprang. And that this power which the the faithful servant Moses in parable, and are a_
prophetic word calls God, as has been also amply follows : ' Rejoice, O ye heavens, with Him, and
demonstrated, and Angel, is not numbered [as let all the angels of GOd worship Him ;' "3 and
different] in name only like the light of the sun, I added what follows of the passage : "' Rejoice,
but is indeed something numerically distinct, I O ye nations, with His people, and let all the
have discussed briefly in what has gone before ; angels of God be strengthened in Him : for
when I asserted that this power was begotten the blood of His sons He avenges, and will
from the Father, by HIS power and will, but not avenge, and will recompense His enemies with
by abscission, as if the essence of the Father vengeance, and wlll recompense those that hate
were divided ; as all other things partitioned and Him ; and the Lord will purify the land of His
divided axe not the same after as before they people.' And by these words He declares that
were divided: and, for the sake of example, I we, the nations, rejoice with His people,--to
took the _ of fires kindled from a fire, which wit, Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the
we see to be distinct from it, and yet that from prophets, and, in short, all of that people who
which many can be kindled is by no means made are well-pleasing to God, according to what
less, but remains the same. has been already agreed on between us. But

we wiU not receive it of all your nation _ since
CHAP.CXXlX._THAT IS CONFmMEV FROM OTHER we know from Isaiah 4 that the members of

PASSAGESOF SCRIIa'I_P.Eo thOse who have transgressed shall be consumed

"And now I shall again recite the words which _c._,. in.,2.
I have spoken in proof of this point. When , P.... i..... er.

Deut. xxxiL 43.
Scripture says, ' The Lord rained fire from the _ i_ u_ _.
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by the worm and unquenchable fire, remaining itation of great glory, when the sea was parted
immortal ; so that they become a spectacle to for you, and a passage left dry, in which [God]
all flesh. But in addition to these, I wish, sirs," slew those who pursued you with a very great
said I, "to add some other passages from the equipment, and splendid chariots, bringing back
very words of Moses, from which you may upon them the sea which had been made a way
understand that God has from of old dispersed for your sakes ; on whom also a pillar of light
all men according to th.eir kindreds and tongues ; shone, in order that you, more than any other
and out of all kindreds has taken to Himself nation m the world, might possess a peculiar
your kindred, a useless, disobedient, and faith- light, never-failing and never-setting; for whom
less generation ; and has shown that those who He rained manna as nourishment, fit for the
were selected out of every nation have obeyed heavenly angels, in order that you might have
His wilt through Christ, w whom He calls also no need to prepare your food ; and the water at
Jacob, and names Israel, -- and these, then, as Marah was made sweet ; and a sign of Him that
I mentioned fully previously, must.be Jacob and was to be crucified was made, both in the matter
Israel. For when He says, ' Rejoice, O )re of the serpents which bit you, as I already men-
nations, with His people,' He allots the same tioned (God anticipating before the proper times
inheritance to them, and does not call them by these mysteries, in order to confer grace upon
the same name ;, but when He says that they you, to whom you are always convicted of being
as Gentiles rejoice with His people, He calls thankless), as well as in the type of the extend-
them Gentiles to reproach you. For even as ing of the hands of Moses, and of Oshea being
you provoked Htm to anger by your idolatry, so named Jesus (Joshua) ; when you fought against
also He has deemed those who were idolaters iAmalek: concerning which God enjoined that
worthy of knowing His will, and of inheriting the incident be recorded, and the name of Jesus
His inheritance, laid up in your understandings ; saying that this

is He who would blot out the memorial of Area-
CHAP.CXXXI.-- HOW MUCH MORE FAITHI'IIL TO lek from under heaven. Now it is clear that the

GOD THE GENTILESARE WHO ARE CONVERTEDmemorial of Amalek remained after the son of

TO CHRISTTHAN THE jews. Nave (Nun) : but He makes it manifest through
"But I shall quote the passage by which it is I Jesus, who was crucified, of whom also those

made known that God divided all the nations. !symbols were fore-announcements of all that
It is as follows : ' Ask thy father, and he will would happen to Him. the demons would be de-
show thee ; thine elders, and they will tell thee stroyed, and would dread His name, and that all

when the Most High divided the nations, as He ]principalities and kingdoms would fear Him ; and
dispersed the sons of Adam. He set the bounds _that they who believe in Him out of all nations
of the nations according to the numbers of the would be shown as God-fearing and peaceful
children of Israel ; and the Lord's portion be- men ; and the facts already quoted by me, Try-
came His people Jacob, and Israel was the lot pho, indicate this. Again, when you desired
of His inheritance.' "* And having said this, I flesh, so vast a quantity of quails was given you,
added: "The Seventy have translated it, ' He that they could not be told ; for whom also
set the bounds of the nations according to the water gushed from the rock ; and a cloud fol-
number of the angels of God.' But because my lowed you for a shade from heat, and covering
argument is again in nowise weakened by this, from cold, declaring the manner and significa-
I have adopted your exposition. And you tion of anbther and new heaven ; the latchets
yourselves, if you will confess the truth, must]of your shoes did not break, and your shoes
acknowledge that we, who have been called by waxed not old, and your garments wore not
God through the despised and shameful mystery away, but even those of the children grew along
of the cross (for the confession of which, and with them.
obedience to which, and for our piety, punish-
ments even to death have been inflicted on us cm_P. CXXXII.-- HOW GREATTHE POWERWASOF
by demons, and by the host of the devil, through THZ NAMEOF JESUS _r THE OLD TESWAblENT.
the aid ministered to them by you), and endure "Yet after this you made a calf, and were
all torments rather than deny Christ even by very zealous in committing fornication with the
word, through whom we are called to the salva- daughters of strangers, and in serving idols.
tion prepared beforehand by the Father, are And again, when the land was given up to you
more faithful to God than you, who were re- with so great a display of power, that you wit-
deemed from Egypt with a high hand and a vial- nessed 3 the sun stand still in the heavens by

the order of that man whose name was Jesus
_ht_madlngk,"andealls themlw/the same name." Butthe (Joshua), and not go down for thirty-six hours,t'gument _ows that the Jews and C-enuqesaredistinguished

[But that Gentdes are also called I_If,rad) by the lame
•-_,_ t_ r_t _.]

x_eut, m,,_i_ 7 fL s [Another Kmm4r,anmm Gruk, _.]
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as well as all the other miracles which were the way of your paths. But now the Lord shall
wrought for you as time served ;' and of these sist His people to judgment, and He shall enter
it seems good to me now to speak of another, into judgment with the elders of the people and
for it conduces to your hereby knowing Jesus, the princes thereof. But why have you burnt
whom we also know to have been Christ the up my vineyard? and why is the spoil of the
Son of God, who was crucified, and rose again, poor found in your houses ? Why do you _tong
and ascended to heaven, and will come again to my people, and put to shame the countenance
judge all men, even up to Adam himself. You of the humble ?' 4 Again, in other words, the
are aware, then," I continued, "that when the same prophet spake to the same effect: 'Woe
ark of the testimony was seized by the enemies unto them that draw their iniquity as with a long
of Ashdod,* and a terrible and incurable malady cord, and their transgressions as with the harness
had broken out among them, they resolved to of an heifer's yoke: who say, Let His speed
place it on a cart to which they yoked cows come near, and let the counsel of the Holy One
that had recently calved, for the purpose of of Israel come, that we may know it. Woe unto
ascertaining by trial whether or not they had them that call evil good, and good evil 1 that put
been plagued by God's power on account of the hght for darkness, and darkness for light ! that
ark, and if God wished it to be taken back to put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter ! Woe
the place from which it had been carried away. unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and
And when they had done this, the cows, led by prudent in their own sight ! Woe unto those
no man, went not to the place whence the ark that are mighty among you, who drink wine, who
had been taken, but to the fields of a certain are men of strength, who mingle strong drink1
man whose name was Oshea, the same as his who justify the wicked for a reward, and take
whose name was altered to Jesus (Joshua), as away justice from the righteous! Therefore,
has been previously mentioned, who also led the as the stubble shall be burut by the coal of
people into the land and meted it out to them : fire, and utterly consumed by the burning flame,
and when the cows had come into these fields their root shall be as wool, and their flower shall

they remained there, showing to you thereby go up like dust. For they would not have the
that they were guided by the name of power ; 3 taw of the Lord of Sabaoth, but despised 5 the
just as formerly the people who survived of word of the Lord, the Holy One of Israel. And
those that came out of Egypt, were guided into the Lord of Sabaoth was very angry, and la_d H,s
the land by him who had received the name hands upon them, and smote them; and He
Jesus (Joshua), who before was called Oshea. was provoked against the mountains, and their

carcases were in the midst like dung on the
CHAP.CXXXIII._THE HARD-HEARTEDNESSOF THE road, And for all this they have not repented, _

JEWS, FOR WHOMTHE CHRISTIANSPRAY. but their hand is still high.' 7 For verily your

"Now, although these and all other such un- hand is high to commit evil, because ye slew the
expected and marvellous works were wrought Christ, and do not repent of it ; but so far from
amongst and seen by you at different times, yet that, ye hate and murder us who have beheved
you are convicted by the prophets of having through Him in the God and Father of all, as
gone to such a length as offering your own chil- often as ye can ; and ye curse Him without ceas-
dren to demons ; mad besides all this, of having ing, as well as those who side with Him ; while
dared to do such things against Christ ; and you all of us pray for you, and for all men, as our
still dare to do them: for all which may it be Christ and Lord taught us to do, when He en-

granted to you to obtain mercy and salvation joined us to pray even for our enemies, and to
from God and His Christ. For God, knowing love them that hate us, and to bless them that
before that you would do such things, pronounced curse us.
this curse upon you by the prophet Isaiah : 'Woe
unto their soul! they have devised evil counsel CHAP.C_r,XXIV.--THE MARRIAGESOF JACOBARE
against themselves, saying, Let us bind the right- A FIGUREOF THE CHURCH.
eous man, for he is distasteful to us. Therefore "If, then, the teaching of the prophets and of
they shall eat the fruit of their own doings. Woe Himself moves you, it is better for you to follow
to the wicked 1 evil, according to the works of GOd than your imprudent and blind masters, wh0
his hands, shall befall him. O my people, your even till this time permit each man to have four
exactors glean you, and those who extort from or five wives ; and if any one see a beautiful
you shall rule over you. O my people, they who woman and desire to have her, they quote the
call you blessed cause you to err, and disorder doings of Jacob [called] Israel, and of the other

z The mx,_louthon is in the original. 4 lsa. iii. 9-_5.
s See x Sam. v. s Literally, "provoked."
3Or,"bythepo_.r_thcname." [_Sam.vi.x4. Jeshuain 6 Literally. " turned away."
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patriarchs, and maintain that it is not wrong to He shall not cry, and His voice shall not be heard
do such things ; for they are miserably ignorant without. The bruised reed He shall not bre_d¢,
in this matter. For, as I before sand, certain and the smoking flax He shall not quench, until
dispensations of weighty mysteries were aceom- He shall bring forth judgment to victory. He
ph_hed in each act of this sort. For in the shall shine, and shall not be broken, until He set
marriages of Jacob I shall mention what dispen- judgment on the earth. And in His name shall
sation and prophecy were accomplished, in order the Gentiles trust.' 3 Then is it Jacob the patti-
that you may thereby know that your teachers arch in whom the Gentiles and yourselves shall
never looked at the divine motive whmh prompted trust ? or is it not Christ ? As, therefore, Christ
each act, but only at the grovelling and corrupt- is the Israel and the Jacob, even so we, who
ing passions. Attend therefore to what I say. have been quarried out from the bowels of Christ,
The marriages of Jacob were types of that which are the true Israelitic race. But let us attend
Christ was about to accomplish. For it was not rather to the very word : ' And I will bring forth,'
lawful for Jacob to marry two sisters at once. He says, ' the seed out of Jacob, and out of
And he serves Laban for [one of-] the daughters ; Judah : and it shall inherit My holy mountain ;
and being deceived in [-the obtaining of] the and Mine Elect and My servants shall possess
younger, he again served seven years. Now Leah the inheritance, and shall dwell there ; and there
,s your people and synagogue ; but Rachel is shall be folds of flocks in the thicket, and the
our Church. And for these, and for the ser- valley of Achor shall be a resting-place of cattle
vants in both, Christ even now serves. For while for the people who have sought Me. But as _¢or
Noah gave to the two sons the seed of the third you, who forsake Me, and forget My holy moun-
as _ervants, now on the other hand Christ has tam, and prepare a table for demons, and fill out
come to restore both the free sons and the set- drink for the demon, I shall give you to the
vants amongst them, conferring the same honour sword. You shall all fall with a slaughter ; for
on all of them who keep His commandments, I called you, and you hearkened not, and did
even as the children of the free women and the evil before me, and d_d choose that wherein I
children of the bond women born to Jacob were delighted not.' s Such are the words of Scrip-
all sons, and equal m dlgmty. And it was fore- ture ; understand, therefore, that the seed of
told what each should be according to rank and Jacob now referred to is something else, and
and according to fore-knowledge. Jacob served not, as may be supposed, spoken of your people.
Laban for speckled and many-spotted sheep ; For it is not possible for the seed of Jacob to
and Christ served, even to the slavery of the leave an entrance for the descendants of Jacob,
cross, for the various and many-formed races of or for [God] to have accepted the very same
mankind, acquiring them by the blood and rays- persons whom He had rel_roached with unfitness
tery of the cross. Leah was weak-eyed ; for the for the inheritance, and promise it to them again ;
eyes of your souls are excessively weak. Rachel but as there the prophet says,' And now, O house
stole the gods of Laban, and has hid them to of Jacob, come and let us walk in the light of
this day ; and we have lost our paternal and the Lord ; for He has sent away His people, the
material gods. Jacob was hated for all time by house of Jacob, because their land was full, as at
his brother ; and we now, and our Lord Himself, the first, of soothsayers and divinations ;' ¢ even
are hated by you and by all men, though we are so it is necessary for us here to observe that there
brothers by nature. Jacob was called Israel ; are two seeds of Judah, and two races, as there
and Israel has been demonstrated to be the are two houses of Jacob : the one begotten by
Christ, who is, and is called, Jesus. blood and flesh, the other by faith and the Spirit.

CHAP. CXXXV. _ CHRIST IS KING OF ISRAEL, AND CHAP. CXXXVI. _ THE JEWS, IN REJECTING CHRIST_

CHRISTIANS ARE THE ISRAEL1TIC RACE. REJECTED GOD WHO SENT HIM.

"And when Scripture says, ' I am the Lord "For you see how He now addresses the peo-
God, the Holy One of Israel, who have made ple, saying a little before : ' As the grape shall be
known Israel your King,', will you not under- found in the cluster, and they will say, Destroy
stand that truly Christ is the everlasting King? it not, for a blessing is in it ; so will I do for My
For you are aware that Jacob the son of Isaac servant's sake : for His sake I will not destroy
was never a king. And therefore Scripture again, them all.' s And thereafter He adds : ' And I
explaining to us, says what king is meant by Jacob shall bring forth the seed out of Jacob, and out
and Israel : 'Jacob is my Servant, I will uphold of Judah.' It is plain then that if He thus be
Him; and Israel is mine Elect, my soul shall angry with them, and threaten to leave very few
receive Him. I have given Him my Spirit ; and
He shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles. • I_. xui. ,-4.

4 I_. n. 5 t.
_ I_. xliii, xS. 5 Isa. lxv. 8 f.
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of them, He promises to bring forth certain take away the righteous, for he is distastefitl to
others, who shall dwell in His mountain. But us ;' whereas at the commencement of the dis-
these are the persons whom He said He would cussion I added what your version has : ' Let us
sow and beget. For you neither suffer Him bind the righteous, for he is distasteful to us.'
when He calls you, nor hear Him when He But you had been busy about some other mat-
speaks to you, but have done evil in the presence ter, and seem to have listened to the words with-
of the Lord. But the highest pitch of your out attending to them. But now, since the day
wickedness lies in this, that you hate the Right- is drawing to a close, for the sun is about to set,
eous One, and slew Him ; and so treat those I shall add one remark to what I have said, and
who have received from Him all that they are conclude. I have indeed made the very same
and have, and who are pious, righteous, and remark already, but I think it would be right to
humane. Therefore ' woe unto their soul,' says bestow some consideration on it again.
the Lord,' ' for they have devised an evil counsel
against themselves, saying, Let us take away the CHAP. CXXXWn.-- NOAHIS A VIrVRE OF CHRIST,
righteous, for he is distasteful to us.' For in- w,o HAS RVX_ENERnTEDUS BY WATER, aND
deed you are not in the habit of sacrificing to yah'H, ANDWOOD: [i. e., the Cross.]
Bail, as were your fathers, or of placing cakes in "You know, then, sirs," I said, "that God
groves and on high places for the host of heaven : has said in Isaiah to Jerusalem : ' I saved thee
but you have not accepted God's Christ. For in the deluge of Noah.' s By this which God stud
he who knows not Him, knows not the will of was meant that the mystery of saved men ap-
God ; and he who insults and hates Him, insults peared in the deluge. For righteous Noah,
and hates Him that sent Him. And whoever along with the other mortals at the deluge, i.e,
believes not in Him, believes not the declarations with his own wife, his three sons and their wives,
of the prophets, who preached and proclaimed being eight in number, were a symbol of the
Him to all. eighth day, wherein Christ appeared when He

rose from the dead. for ever the first in power.
CIlia'. CXXXVXL- HE EXHORTS THE JEWS TO BE For Christ, being the first-born of every creature,

CONVERTED. became again the chief of another race re-
"Say no evil thing, my brothers, against Him generated by Himself through water, and faith,

that was crucified, and treat not scornfully the and wood, containing the mystery of the cro_s,
stripes wherewith all may be healed, even as we even as Noah was saved by wood when he rode
are healed. For it will be well if, persuaded by over the waters with his household. Accordingly.
the Scriptures, you are circumcised from hard- when the prophet says,' I saved thee in the times
heartedness: not that circumcision which you of Noah,' as I have already remarked, he ad-
have from the tenets that are put into you ; for that dresses the people who are equally fmthful to
was given for a sign, and not for a work of right- God, and possess the same signs. For when
eousness, as the Scriptures compel you [to ad- Moses had the rod in his hands, he led your
mit]. Assent, therefore, and pour no ridicule nation through the sea. And you believe that
on the Son of God ; obey not the Pharisaic this was spoken to your nation only, or to the
teachers, and scoff not at the King of Israel, as land. But the whole earth, as the Scripture says,
the rulers of your synagogues teach you to do was inundated, and the water rose in height fir-
after your prayers : for if he that touches those teen cubits above all the mountains : so that it _s
who are not pleasing _ to God, is as one that evident this was not spoken to the land, but to
touches the apple of God's eye, how much more the people who obeyed Him : for whom also He
so is he that touches His beloved! And that had before prepared a resting-place in Jerusalem,
this is He, has been sufficiently demonstrated." as was previously demonstrated by all the symbol_

And as they kept silence, I continued : "My of the deluge ; I mean, that by water, faith, and
friends, I now refer to the Scriptures as the wood, those who are afore-prepared, and who
Seventy have interpreted them ; for when I repent of the sinswhich theyhave committed.shall
quoted them formerly as you possess them, I escape from the impending judgment of God.
made proof of you [to ascertain] how you were
disposed. 3 For, mentioning the Scripture which CNAP. CXXXlX.-- THE BLESSINGS,AND ALSOaaV
says, ' Woe unto them! for they have devised CURSE,PRONOUNCEDBYNOAHWERE pROPHECiES
evil counsel against themselves, saying 4 (as the oF THE FUTURE.
Seventy have translated, I continued) : ' Let us "For another mystery was accomplished and

predicted in the days of Noah, of which you are
IIsa. ill 9- -------
2 Zech. ii. 8.
3 [Justin's varied quotations of the same text seem to have been s Isa. liv. 9 comes nearer to these words than any other Irassage_

ofpu_. Butconsult Kaye'smost usoful note as to the text of the but stdl theexact quotauon is not m Isamh, or m anyother partO
LXX+, in _ to obj_txtms of Wetr_in, p. _lo. _.] Scripture, lit _ qmte probable that Isa. hv. 9 was thus mxsunacr-

+ I._ ill+ _ stood h_/the Jews, as Trypho _eans to a_at_ ]
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not aware. It is this : in the blessings wherewith being himself a type of Christ, had married the
Noah blessed his two sons, and in the curse pro- two handmaids of his two free wives, and of
nounced on his son's son. For the Spirit of them begat sons, for the purpose of indicating
prophecy would not curse the son that had been beforehand that Christ would receive even all
by God blessed along with [his brothers]. But those who amongst Japheth's race are descend-
stnce the punishment of the sin would cleave to ants of Canaan, equally with the free, and would
the whole descent of the son that mocked at hi_ have the children fellow-heirs. And we are
father's nakedness, he made the curse originate such ; but you cannot comprehend this, because
wlth his son.' Now, in what he said, he fore- you cannot drink of the living fountain of God,
told that the descendants of Shem would keep in but of broken cisterns which can hold no water,
retention the property and dwelhngs of Canaan : as the Scripture says.3 But they are cisterns
and again, that the descendants of Japheth would broken, and holding no water, which your own
take possession of the property of which Shem's teachers have dlgged, as the Scripture also ex-
descendants had dispossessed Canaan's descend- pressly asserts, ' teaching for doctrines the corn-
ants ; and spoil the descendants of Shem, even mandments of men.' 4 And besides, they beguile
as they plundered the sons of Canaan. And themselves and you, supposing that the ever-
hsten to the way in which it has so come to lasting kingdom will be assuredly given to those
pass. For you, who have derwed your lineage of the dispersion who are of Abraham after the
from Shem, invaded the terratory of the sons flesh, although they be sinners, and faithless, and
of Canaan by the will of God; and you pos- dtsobedient towards God, which the Scriptures
sessed tt. And it is manifest that the sons have proved is not the case. For if so, Isaiah
of Japheth, having invaded you in turn by the would never have said this: ' And unless the
judgment of God, have taken your land from Lord of Sabaoth had left us a seed, we would
you, and have possessed it. Thus it is written: have been like Sodom and Gomorrah.' s And
' And Noah awoke from the wine, and knew Ezekiel: ' Even if Noah, and Jacob, and Daniel
what his younger son had done unto him ; and were to pray for sons or daughters, their request
he sa_d, Cursed be Canaan, the servant ; a ser- should not be granted.' 6 But neither shall the
Pant shall he be unto his brethren. And he said, father perish for the son, nor the son for the
Blessed be the Lord God of Shem ; and Canaan father ; but every one for his own sin, and each
shall be his servant. May the Lord enlarge shall be saved for his own righteousness. 7 And
Japheth, and let him dwell in the houses of again Isamh says : ' They shall look on the car-
Shem ; and let Canaan be his servant.' 2 Accord- cases s of them that have transgressed : their
mgly, as two peoples were blessed, -- those from worm shall not cease, and their fire shall not be
Shem, and those from Japheth, -- and as the i quenched ; and they shall be a spectacle to all
offspring of Shem were decreed first to possess flesh.' 9 And our Lord, according to the will of
the dwelhngs of Canaan, and the offspring of Him that sent Him, who is the Father and Lord
Japheth were predicted as in turn receiving the of all, would not have said, 'They shall come
same possessions, and to the two peoples there from the east, and from the west, and shall sit
was the one people of Canaan handed over for down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in
servants ; so Christ has come according to the the kingdom of heaven. But the children of

: power given Him from the Almighty Father, and the kingdom shall be cast out into outer dark-
summoning men to friendship, and blessing, and ness.' ,o Furthermore, I have proved in what
repentance, and dwelling together, has promised, has preceded," that those who were foreknown
as has already been proved, that there shall be a to be unrighteous, whether men or angels, are

_ future po_sessmn for all the saints in this same not made wicked by God's fault, but each man
land. And hence all men everywhere, whether by his own fault is what he will appear to be.
bond or free, who believe in Christ, and recog-
rose the truth in His own words and those of CHAP.CXLI.- FREE-WILLIN MEN AND ANGELS.
His prophets, know that they shall be w_th Him "But that you may not have a pretext for

• in that land, and inherit everlasting and incor- saying that Christ must have been crucified, and
ruptlble good. that those who transgressed must have been

among your nation, and that the matter could
CHAP. CXL. _ IN CHRIST ALL ARE FREE. THE not have been otherwise, I said briefly by antici-

JEWS HOPE FOR SALVATION IN VAIN BECAUSE

TitEy ARE SONS OF ABRAHAM.

"Hence also Jacob, as I remarked before, s' _...... 3.Isa t 9
O Ezek. XtV. IS, _to.
7 Ezek xvtii. :to.

._ [ ratJustin goes on to show that it was prophetic for_raght only: s l_tcrally, "hmbs."
_te Cursecleaves only to wtcked descendants, the authors of idolatry. 9 |_a. Ixw 24.
t "_ removed by Chrtst. St. Matt. xv. 22-'z8.] xo Matt. viii zz f.

_t. _. 24-27 . |1 Ch_p. lXXXYili, C.41-
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pat"ion, that God, wishing men and angels to sojourn, or wherever they have been sent, taking
follow His will, resolved to create them free to women under the name of marriage, much more
do righteousness ; possessing reason, that they would David have been permitted to do this."
may know by whom they are created, and When I had said this, dearest Marcus Pompe-
through whom they, not existing formerly, do ius, I came to an end.
now exist 5 and with a law that they should be
judged by Him, if they do anything contrary to
right reason: and of ourselves we, men and CHAP.CXLm--THE JEWS Rm_R_ THANKS,
angels, shall be convicted of having acted sin- LEAVEjusts.
fully, unless we repent beforehand. But if the Then Trypho, after a little delay, said, " You
word of God foretells that some angels and men see that it was not intentionally that we came
shall be certainly punished, it did so because to discuss these points. And I confess that I
it foreknew that they would be unchangeably _ave been particularly pleased with the confer-
[wicked], but not because God had created ence ; and I think that these are of quite the
them so. So that if they repent, all who wish same opinion as myself. For we have found
for it can obtain mercy from God: and the more than we expected, and more than it was
Scripture foretells that they shall be blessed, possible to have expected. And if we could do
saying, ' Blessed is the man to whom the Lord this more frequently, we should be much helped
imputeth not sin ;', that is, having repented of in the searching of the Scriptures themselves.
his sins, that he may receive remission of them But since," he said, "you are on the eve of de-
from God ; and not as you deceive yourselves, parture, and expect daily to set sail, do not
and some others who resemble you in this, who hesitate to remember us as friends when )ou
say, that even though they be sinners, but know lare gone."
God, the Lord will not impute sin to them. "For my part," I replied, "if I had remained,
We have as proof of this the one fall of David, I would have wished to do the same thing daffy.
which happened through his boasting, which But now, since I expect, with God's will and
was forgiven then when he so mourned and aid, to set sail, I exhort you to give all diligence
wept, as it is written. But if even to such a in this very great struggle for your own salvauon,
man no remission was granted before repent-and to be earnest in setting a higher value on
ante, and only when this great king, and anointed the Christ of the Almighty God than on your
one, and prophet, mourned and conducted him- own teachers."
self so, how can the impure and utterly aban- After this they left me, wishing me safety in
doned, if they weep not, and mourn not, and my voyage, and from every misfortune. And I,
repent not, entertain the hope that the Lord will praying for them, said,"" I can wish no better
not impute to them sin? And this one fall of thing for you, sirs, than this, that, recognising m
David, in the matter of Uriah's wife, proves, this way that intelligence is given to every man,
sirs," I said, "that the patriarchs had many rou may be of the same opinion as ourselves,
wives, not to commit fornication, but that a and believe that Jesus is the Christ of God."
certain dispensation and all mysteries might be
accomplished by them _ since, if it were allow- *Thelastsentencei_erydublous.Fot_-*twrt_.vS_v...... _v

sead lra_r_ ,_lag_ cbv i,o_v. For lro_o-_r, _d _r_rr_dowr*. And
able to take any wife, or as many wives as one |astty,fot_,_&vre.ad_bv'P,_'o_v.
chooses, and how he chooses, which the men of [But there m no doubt about the touching beauty of this close

and truly T_ypbo seems "not far from the kingdom of God." Note
your nation do over all the earth, wherever they th_m_rvdlou_k.ow_a_ of theO_dTestamentScriptures,which

Justin had acqmred, and which he could use m conversauon. His
quotaUons from the Psalms, memo_iter, aremong accurate than others

z Ps. _ a. See Kaye, p. x4.z-]



THE DISCOURSE TO THE GREEKS.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV M. DODS, M.A.]

CHAP. I. _ JUSTIN JU$'I'It?IES HIS DEPARTURE FROM CHAP. II. _THE GREEK THEOGONY EXPOSED.

GREEK CUSTOMS. But since, next to Homer, Hesiod wrote his

Do not suppose, ye Greeks, that my separa- Works and Days, who will believe his drivelling
tion from your customs is unreasonable and un- theogony? For they say that Chronos, the son
thinking ; for I found in them nothing that is holy of Ouranos,S in the beginning slew his father,
or acceptable to God. For the very composi- and possessed himself of his rule ; and that, be-

ttons of your poets are monuments of madness mg seized with a panic lest he should himself

and intemperance. For any one who becomes suffer in the same way, he preferred devounng
the scholar of your most eminent instructor, is his children ; but that, by the craft of the Curetes,
more beset by difficulties than all men besides. Jupiter was conveyed away and kept in secret,
For first they say that Agamemnon, abetting the and afterwards bound his father with chains, and

extravagant lust of his brother, and his madness divided the empire; Jupiter receiving, as the
and unrestrained desire, readily gave even his story goes, the air, and Neptune the deep, and

daughter to be sacrificed, and troubled all Greece Pluto the portion of Hades. But Pluto ravished
that he might rescue Helen, who had been ray- Proserpine ; and Ceres sought her child wander-

ished by the leprous x shepherd. But when in the ing through the deserts. And this myth was
course of the war they took captives, Agamem- celebrated in the Eleusinian fire3 Again, Nep-
non was himself taken captive by Chryseis, and for tune ravished Melanippe when she was drawing
Briseis' sake kindled a feud with the son of Thetis. water, besides abusing a host of Nereids not a
And Pelides himself, who crossed the river, a over- few, whose names, were we to recount them,

threw Troy, and subdued Hector, this your hero would cost us a multitude of words. And as for
became the slave of Polyxena, and was conquered Jupiter, he was a various adulterer, with Antiope
by a dead Amazon ; and putting off the god- as a satyr, with Danai_ as gold, and with Europa
fabricated armour, and donning the hymeneal as a bull ; with Leda, moreover, he assumed

: robe, he became a sacrifice of love in the temple wings. For the love of Semele proved both his
of Apollo. And the Ithacan Ulysses made a vir- unchastity and the jealousy of Semele. And

tue of a vice: And indeed his sailing past the they say that he carried off the Phrygian Gany-
Sirens 4 gave evidence that he was destitute of mede to be his cup-bearer. These, then, are the
worthy prudence, because he could not depend exploits of the sons of Saturn. And your illus-
on his prudence for stopping his ears. Ajax, trious son of Latona EApollo], who professed
son of Telamon, who bore the shield of seven- soothsaying, convic.ted himself of lying. He
fold ox-hide, went mad when he was defeated in pursued Daphne, but did not gain possession of
the contest with Ulysses for the armour. Such her ; and to Hyacinthus, 7 who loved him, he did
things I have no desire to be instructed in. Of not foretell his death. And I say nothing of the
such virtue I am not covetous, that I should be- masculine character of Minerva, nor of the femi-

lieve the myths of Homer. For the whole rhap- nine nature of Bacchus, nor of the fornicating dis-
sody, the beginning and end both of the Iliad position of Venus. Read to Jupiter, ye Greeks,

and the Odyssey is--a woman, the law against parricides, and the penalty of
adultery, and the ignominy of pmderasty. Teach

t Potter would here read ALa'aao,3, '" elegant" [irtmtcally for

enemmate]; but the above reading ts defended by Syl.burg, o2 the Minerva and Diana the works of women, andlgrQt.md that shepherds were so greatly despised, mat tats ts no too Bacchus the works of men. What seemliness is
nar_a an epithet to apply to Paris.

Of the many attempts to araend thts clause, there seems to be
norm sattsfactory. S Or, Saturn son of Heaven.

de_tOr, won the reputation of the virtue of wisdom by the vice of 6 In the mysteries of Eleusis, the return of Prottetpi_ from thelower world was celebrated.

ta_with_the mann_er in, whichhe dtd it, stopping h_mcom panlons" 7 Apoi. Io _lly _ Hyacinthus by ttri_ing him on tim
, _u Imavmg mfaseit Doul_ to Ug mast ot ills ttmp. head with a quok.

a7t
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there in a woman's girding herself with armour, subtle flutes which provoke to lustfiil movements,
or in a man's decorating himself with cymbals, and useless and luxurious anointings, and crown.
and garlands, and female attire, and accompanied ing with garlands. With such a mass of evils do
by a herd of bacchanMian women? you banish shame ; and ye fill your minds with

them, and are carried away by intemperance,
CHAP.m. _ FOLLIESOF THE GREEKMYTHOLOGY.and indulge as a common practice in wicked and

For Hercules, celebrated by his three nights,' insane fornication. And this further I would say
sung by the poets for his successful labours, the to you, why are you, being a Greek, indignant at
son of Jupiter, who slew the lion and destroyed your son when he imitates Jupiter, and rises
the many-headed hydra ; who put to death the against you and defrauds you of your own wife
fierce and mighty boar, and was able to kill the Why do you count him your enemy, and yet
fleet man-eating birds, and brought up from worship one that is like him ? And why do you
Hades the three-headed dog ; who effectually blame your wife for living in unchastity, and yet
cleansed the huge Augean building from its dung, honour Venus with shrines ? If indeed these
and killed the bulls and the stag whose nostrils things had been related by others, they would
breathed fire, and plucked the golden fruit from have seemed to be mere slanderous accusations,
the tree, and slew the poisonous serpent (and for and not truth. But now your own poets smg the_e
some reason, which it is not lawful to utter, killed things, and your histories noisily pubhsh them.
Achelous, and the guest-slaying Busiris), and CHAP. V. _ CLOSING APPEAL.
crossed the mountains that he might get water
which gave forth an articulate speech, as the story , Henceforth, ye Greeks, come and partake of
goes : he who was able to do so many and such incomparable wisdom, and be instructed by the
like and so great deeds as these, how childishly Divine Word, and acquaint yourselves with the
he was delighted to be stunned by the cymbals King immortal ; and do not recognise those men
of the satyrs, and to be conquered by the love as heroes who slaughter whole nations. For our
of woman, and to be struck on the hips by the own Ruler/ the Divine Word, who even now
laughing Lyda ! And at last, not being able to constantly aids us, does not desire strength of
put off the tunic of Nessus, himself kindling his body and beauty of feature, nor yet the high
own funeral pile, so he died. Let Vulcan lay spirit of earth's nobility, but a pure soul, fortified
aside his envy, and not be jealous if he is hated by holiness, and the watchwords of our King,
because he is old and club-footed, and Mars holy actions, for through the Word power passes
loved, because young and beautiful. Since, into the soul, O trumpet of peace to the soul
therefore, ye Greeks, your gods are convicted of that is at war I O weapon that puttest to fltght
intemperance, and your heroes are effeminate, terrible passions! O instruction that quenches
as the histories on which your dramas are founded the innate fire of the soul I The Word exercises
have c_eclared, such as the curse of Atreus, the an influence which does not make poets : it does
bed of Thyestes, 2 and the taint in the house of not equip philosophers nor skilled orators, but
Pelops, and Danaus murdering through hatred by its instruction it makes mortals immortal, mor-
and making gEgyptus childless in the intoxica- tals gods; and from the earth transports them
tion of his rage, and the q'hyestean banquet to the realms above Olympus. Come, be taught ;
spread by the Furies.3 And Procne is to this become as I am, for I, too, was as ye are. 6 These
day flitting about, lamenting ; and her sister of have conquered me--the divinity of the instruc-
Athens shrills with her tongue cut out. For tion, and the power of the Word : for as a skilled
what need is there of speaking of the goad* of serpent-charmer lures the terrible reptile from
(Edipus, and the murder of Laius, and the his den and causes it to flee, so the Word drives
marrying his mother, and the mutual slaughter the fearful passions of our sensual nature from
of those who were at once his brothers and his the very recesses of the soul ; first driving forth
sons? lust, through which every ill is begotten_

hatreds, strife, envy, emulations, anger, and such
CHAP.IV._SHAMEL_ PRACTICESOF THE GREEKS. like. Lust being once banished, the soul be-

And your public assemblies I have come to comes calm and serene. And being set free
hate. For there are excessive banquetings, and from the ills in which it was sunk up to the neck,

it returns to Him who made it. For it is fit
that it be restored to that state whence it de-

s Tp_e'tre_oov, to called, as tome flunk, [from his origin: "ca"
c,_bit, tri_m ,_tt=,_."] parted, whence every soul was or is.

a Thyestes tL-duced the wtfc of his brother Atreus, whence the

career of the family.There as no alx_ckmtsin the Greek s At%_ "t_ bV._v.

4 Not, as the editors dispute, etther the tmtgue of the buckle with 6[He seems to ouote Gal. iv x2.] " kwhich he put out his eyes, nor the awl with which his heels were [lq B. -- It should he stated that modem critics consider thiswor
bored through, but the goad with which he killed his fmher, as not improbably by another author.l



JUSTIN'SHORTATORYADDRESSTO THE GREEKS.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. M. DODS, M.A.]

CHAP.L--REASONS FOR ADDRESSINGTHE GREEKS•IOUS a theogony they have composed,--as we

As I beginthis hortatory address to you, ye can learn from Homer, your most distinguished
men of Greece, I pray God that I may know what and prince of poets. For he says, first, that the
I ought to say to you, and that you, shaking off gods were in the beginning generated fromwater ; for he has written thus : 2m
your habitual ' love of disputing, and being de-
livered from the error of your fathers, may now "Both ocean, the origin of the gods, and their
choose what is profitable ; not fancying that you mother Tethys."
commit any offence against your forefathers, And then we must also remind you of what he
though the things which you formerly considered further says of him whom ye consider the first
by no nleans salutary should now seem useful to of the gods, and whom he often calls "the father
you. For accurate investigation of matters, put- of gods and men ; " for he said : 3
ting truth to the question with a more searching "Zeus, who is the dispenser of war to men."
scrutiny, often reveals that things which have Indeed, he says that he was not only the dis-
passed for excellent are of quite another sort. penser of war to the army, but also the cause of
Since, then, we propose to discourse of the true perjury to the Trojans, by means of his daugh-
religion (than which, I think, there is nothing ter; 4 and Homer introduces him in love, and
which is counted more valuable by those who bitterly complaining, and bewailing himself, and
desire to pass through life without danger, on plotted against by the other gods, and at one time
account of the judgment which is to be after the exclaiming concerning his own son : s
termination of this life, and which is announced "Alas ! he falls, my most beloved of men 1
not only by our forefathers according to God, to Sarpedon, vanquished by Patroclus, falls.So will the fates."
wit the prophets and lawgivers, but also by those
among yourselves who have been esteemed wise, And at another time concerning Hector : 6m
not poets alone, but also phtlosophers, who pro- "Ah I I behold a warrior dear to meAround the walls of Ilium driven, and grieve
fessed among you that they had attained the For Hector."

true and divine knowledge), I think it well first And what he says of the conspiracy of the other
of all to examine the teachers of religion, both gods against Zeus, they know who read these
our own and yours, who they were, and how words: 2 "When the other O1 mpiansmJuno,
great, and in what times they lived; in order and Neptune, and Minerva°iYw_m'shed to bind
that those who have 'formerly received from their him." And unless the blessed gods had feared
fathers the false religion, may now, when they him whom gods call Briareus, Zeus would have
perceive this, be extricated from that inveterate been bound by them. And what Homer says
error; and that we may clearly and manifestly of his intemperate loves, we must remind you in
show that we ourselves follow the religion of our the very words he used. For he said tlmt Zeus
forefathers according to God. spake thus to Juno : s
CHAP.II._THE POETSARE UNFIT TO BE RELI-.

• Iliad xiv 3o2
GIOUSTEACHERS. ] * //"_. xix"• "

_vV_t_ *t._ C (" ..... ,-1 ...... ]l] 4 That is, Venus, who, afterParu;lmdtwomtlutt th_.wm'_

•. -,,,,, u_un, ye men o, ,,,_u,.u, ,,,, j,. _., I _. a_-,a_abvsi=ch,combatbetweenhlmtelfandMenelaus, _rrau

your teachers of religt'on ? The poets ? It will [ _'_:_g_ndu_..d, him,t_# _t_ to_trm _fformw d
do o who _ _ _ upon.• y ur cause no good to say so to men ] 5 Iliad, xvL433- Sarpedonwas a ionof Zeus.
know the poets ; for they "know how very ridicu- I _ m_d, ,x_. ,6s.7 [/:a.d,L 399,etc. . . .

[ • Ik'ad,xiv.3tS. (The_ tsheregtven.mritefrom...co_.
z Literaily,"former." [per'strmadatkm,luJustin'sqtumki_otmortwollnesamommm-J
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" For never goddess l_our'd,nor woman yet, teachers, or how do you say that they them.
So full a tide of love into my breast; selvess have learned this religion of yours_I never loved Ixion's consort thus,
Nor sweet Acrisian Dana,, from whom For it is impossible that any should know mat-
Sprang Perseus, noblest of the race of man; ters so great and divine, who have not ther+
Nor Phoenix' daughter fair, of whom were born selves learned them first from the initiated.4
Minos, unmatch'd but by the powers above, YOUwill no doubt say, "The sages and philos0-And Rhadamanthus; nor yet Semele,
Nor yet Alcmene, who in Thebes produced phers." For to them, as to a fortified wall, you
The valiant Hercules; and though my son are wont to flee, when any one quotes the
Bv Semele were Bacchus, joy of man ; opinions of your poets about the gods. There-Nor Ceres golden-hair'd, nor high-enthron'd
Latona in the skies; no--nor thyself fore, since it is fit that we commence with the
As now I love thee, and my soul perceive ancients and the earliest, beginning thence I will
O'erwhelm'd with sweetness of intense desire." produce the opinion of each, much more ridicu-

It is fit that we now mention what one can lous as it is than the theology of the poets.
learn from the work of Homer of the other gods, For Thales of Miletus, who took the lead in the
and what they suffered at the hands of men. study of natural philosophy, declared that water
For he says that Mars and Venus were wounded was the first principle of all things ; for from
by Diomed, and of many others of the gods he water he says that all things are, and that into
relates the sufferings. For thus we can gather water all are resolved. And after him Anax_-
from the case of Drone consoling her daughter ; mander, who came from the same Mdetus, said
for she said to her : ' n that the infinite was the first principle of all

"Have patience, dearest child ; though much enforc'd things ; for that from this indeed all things are
Restrain thine anger : we, in heav'n who dwell, produced, and into this do all decay. Thirdly,
Have much to bear from mortals ; and ourselves Anaximenes-- and he too was from Miletus--
Too oft upon each other suff'rings lay : says that mr is the first principle of all things ;
Mars had his suff'rings; by Al6eus' sons, for he says that from this all things are pro-Otus and Ephialtes, strongly bound,
He thirteen months in brazen fetters lay : duced, and into this all are resolved. Heraclitus
_r%nO,too, suffer'd, when Amphitryon's son and H_ppasus, from Metapontus, say that fire is

to' her right breast a three-barb'd mrow sent: the first principle of all things ; for from fire all
Dire, and unheard of, were the pangs she bore, things proceed, and in fire do all things terml-Great Pluto's self the stinging mrow felt,
When that same son of ._Egas-bearingJove nate. Anaxagoras of Clazomen0e said that the
Assafl'd him in the very gates of hell, homogeneous parts are the first pnnciples of all
And wrought him keenest anguish ; pierced with pain, things. Archelaus, the son of Apollodorus, an
To high Olympus, to the courts of j'ove, Athenian, says that the infinite air and its densityGroaning, he came ; the bitter shaft remain'd
Deep in his shoulder fix'd, and griev'd his soul." and rarity are the first principle of all things.

But if it is right to remind you of the battle of All these, forming a succession from Thales,
the gods, opposed to one another, your own followed the philosophy called by themselves
poet himself will recount it, saying : 2n physical.

"Such was the shock when gods in battle met ; CHAP.IV.-- OPINIONSOF PYTHAGORASAND EPICU-
For there to royal Neptune stood oppos'd RUS.
Phoebus Apollo with his arrows keen;
The blue-eyed Pallas to the god of war ; Then, in regular succession from another
To Juno, I)ian, heav'nly archeress, starting-point, Pythagoras the Samian, son of
Sister of Phoebus, golden-shafted queen. Mnesarchus, calls numbers, with their propor-
Stout Hermes, helpful god, Latona fac'd." tions and harmonies, and the elements composed

These and such like things did Homer teach of both, the first principles ; and he includes also
you ; and not Homer only, but also Hesiod. unity and the indefinite bmary.s Epicurus, an
So that if you believe your most distinguished Athenian, the son of Neocles, says that the first
poets, who have given the genealogies of your principles of the things that exist are bodies
gods, you must of necessity either suppose that perceptible by reason, admitting no vacuity, 6
the gods are such beings as these, or believe unbegotten, indestructible, which can neither be
that there are no gods at all. broken, nor admit of any formation of their

parts, nor alteration, and are therefore percep-
CI-L4_.IlL--OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOLOF THALES. tible by reason. Empedocles of Agrigentum,

And if you decline citing the poets, because
you say it is allowable for them to frame myths, s ie th_ t_h_
and to relate in a mythical way many things • Eig,_ny," tho_ whok_w.-
.,]-w.,,_e#h**_t_A_ ..,l_;_h _ ¢_ ¢_ +_,_ A...... [ s _o*.di_to;."r_v_pto-rov_v_i/_a.One orunity,wasconmdered
,_u._u__aa_._w_ ,_axx.ax_t_- a_.xtav_u tt u_.__ y_u 13Pythagorasas theessenceofnumbera_i aBoas God Two,or
suppose you have some others for your relitdous I thY*indefimtebinary,was theequivalentof ewl So Pl_uarch, Pe-- -- _ 2Maci¢fltzdosol_k, c 7; fromwhichtreatisetheaboveopimonsoltne

- _ _ _varioussectsarequoted,generallyverl,atfm.
t Iliad, v.3ga(fromLordDerby'stranslation). [ 6 _tte¢oXa_.o/J: thevoidbeingthatmwhichthesebodiesmove,

Iliad, xx.66(fromLordDerby'stranslation). IwhiletheythemseDesareofa dhfferentnaturefromit
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son of Meton, maintained that there were four regarding the Deity say, that God exists in a
dements w fire, air, water, earth ; and two ele- fiery substance." Then, as if he were not satis-
mentary powers--love and hate,, of which the fled with this blasphemy against Plato, he fur-
former is a power of union, the latter of sepaxa- ther, for the sake of proving what he says about
tion. You see, then, the confusion of those the mtherial body, cites as a witness him whom
who are considered by you to have been wise Plato had banished from his republic as a liar,
men, whom you assert to be your teachers of and as being an imitator of the images of truth
religion : some of them declaring that water is at three removes,3 for so Plato calls Homer ; for
the first principle of all things ; others, air; he wrote: "Thus at least did Homer speak,4
others, fire ; and others, some other of these ' And Zeus obtained the wide heaven in the air
fore-mentioned elements ; and all of them era- and the clouds,'" wishing to make his own opin-
ploying persuasive arguments for the establish- ion appear more worthy of credit by the testi-
ment of their own errors, and attempting to mony of Homer ; not being aware that if he
prove their own peculiar dogma to be the most used Homer as a witness to prove that he spoke
valuable. These things were said by them. truth, many of his tenets would be proved un-
How then, ye men of Greece, can it be safe for true. For Thales of Miletus, who was the
those who desire to be saved, to fancy that they founder of philosophy among them, taking
can learn the true religion from these philoso- occasion from him,S will contradict his first

: phers, who were neither able so to convince opinions about first principles. For Aristotle
themselves as to prevent sectarian wrangling himself, having said that God and matter are
with one another, and not to appear definitely the first principles of all things, Thales, the
opposed to one another's opinions ? eldest of all their sages, says that water is the

first principle of the things that exist; for he
CHAP. V. w OPINIONS OF PLATO AND ARISTOTLE.

says that all things are from water, and that all
But possibly those who are unwilling to give things are resolved into water. And he con-

up the ancient and inveterate error, maintain jectures this, first, from the fact that the seed of
that they have received the doctrine of their all living creatures, which is their first principle,
religion not from those who have now been is moist; and secondly, because all plants grow
mentioned, but from those who are esteemed and bear fruit in moisture, but when deprived
among them as the most renowned and finished of moisture, wither. Then, as if not satisfied
philosophers, Plato and Aristotle. For these, with his conjectures, he cites Homer as a most
they say, have learned the perfect and true trustworthy testimony, who speaks thus :u

religion. But I would be glad to ask, first of "Ocean, who is the origin of all."s
all, from those who say so, from whom they say
that these men have learned this knowledge ; May not Thales, then, very fairly say to him,
for it is impossible that men who have not "What is the reason, Aristotle, why you give
learned these so great and divine matters from heed to Homer, as if he spoke truth, when you
some who knew them, should either themselves wish to demolish the opinions of Plato; but

: know them, or be able correctly to teach others ; when you promulgate an opinion contrary to
and, in the second place, I think we ought to ours, you think Homer untruthful?"
examine the opinions even of these sages. For CHAP. Vl. _ FURTHER DISAGREEMENTS BETWigEN
we shall see whether each of these does not
manifestly contradict the other. But if we find PLATOAND ARISTOTLE.
that even they do not agree with each other, I And that these very wonderful sages of yours
think it is easy to see clearly that they too are do not even agree in other respects, can be
ignorant. For Plato, with the air of one that easily learned from this. For while Plato says
has descended from above, and has accurately that there are three first principles of all things,
ascertained and seen all that is in heaven, says God, and matter, and form, m God, the maker
that the most high God exists in a fiery sub-i of all ; and matter, whtch is the subject of the
stance.* But Aristotle, in a book addressed to first production of all that is produced, and af-
Alexander of Macedon, giving a compendious fords to God opportunity for His workmanship ;
explarm.tion of his own philosophy, clearly and and form, which is the type of each of the things
manifestly overthrows the opinion of Plato,
saying that God does not exist in a fiery sub- s s_ th, R,p,bm, x. ,. Byth_.PM_._d_t.rlr_,the _ of

stance: but inventing, as a fifth substance, thmgsmth¢mmdofGodwereth¢reaht_.:tlmthmgsttmm_v_.,aSsccn_ us, weft th¢ tmages oi'.thctm reahttea; and ..l_..ry. t_t_,
some kind of mtherial and unchangeable body, a-_iSmg th, i_ges of ,_t_t_.,,_ o_lyat th, thl_ _.mov¢tomnature. As Plato puts tt briefly m this same passalc¢; tim i_mt¢rt
says that God exists in it. Thus, at least, he the bed-maker, God--thcs¢ three are the masmn ot tom Slaaacs ot

wrote : ,, Not, as some of those who have erred _"m_,6 _,. ,_9,

Siat., from Homer; using Ho_:fs w_ds _ _, _ _ diacm_, attmaaioa att¢lrepulrdcm, confirmatory ofhts doctrltm
," Is m a t_ry natatt.*' 6"Iliad, xiv. a46.
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produced,--Aristotle makes no mention at all though they were able to understand not even
of form as a first principle, but says that there earthly matters. Certainly some of your philos-
are two, God and matter. And again, while ophers say that the human soul is in us ; others,
Plato says that the highest God and the ideas that it is around us. For not even in this did
exist in the first place of the highest heavens, they choose to agree with one another, hut, dis-
and in fixed sphere, Aristotle says that, next to tributing, as it were, ignorance in various ways
the most high God, there are, not ideas, but cer- among themselves, they thought fit to wrangle
tain gods, who can be perceived by.the mind. and dispute with one another even about the
Thus, then, do they differ concerning things soul. For some of them say that the soul is
heavenly. So that one can see that they not fire, and some that it is the air ; and others, the
only are unable to understand our earthly mat- mind ; and others, motion ; and others, an exhala-
ters, but also, being at variance among themselves tion ; and certain others say that it is a power
regarding these things, they will appear unworthy flowing from the stars ; and others, number capa-
of credit when they treat of things heavenly, ble of motion; and others, a generating water.
And that even their doctrine regarding the human And a wholly confused and inharmonious opimon
soul as it now is does not harmonize, is manifest has prevailed among them, which only in this
from what has been said by each of them con- one respect appears praiseworthy to those who
cerning it. For Plato says that it is of three can form a right judgment, that they have been
parts, having the faculty of reason, of affection, anxious to convict one another of error and false-
and of appetite.' But Aristotle says that the soul hood.
is not so comprehensive as to include also cor-
ruptible parts, but only reason. And Plato loudly CHAP. Viii. -- ANTIQUITY,INSPIRATION,AND HAR-
maintains that "the whole soul is immortal." MO.'_ OF CHRISTIANTEACHERS.
But Aristotle, naming it "the actuality," 2 would Since therefore it is impossible to learn any-
have it to be mortal, not immortal. And the thing true concerning religton from your teachers,
former says it is always in motion ; but Aristotle who by their mutual disagreement have furnished
says that it is immoveable, since it must itself you with sufficient proof of their own ignorance,
precede all motion. I consider it reasonable to recur to our progem-

tors, who both in point of time have by a great
CHAP. VII, _ INCONSISTENCIES OF PLATO'S IX)C- way the precedence of your teachers, and who

TRINE. have taught us nothing from their own private
But in these things they are convicted of think- fancy, nor differed with one another, nor attempted

ing in contradiction to each other. And if any to overturn one another's positions, but without
one will accurately criticise their writings, they wrangling and contention received from God the
have chosen to abide in harmony not even with knowledge which also they taught to us. For
their own opinions. Plato, at any rate, at one neither by nature nor by human conception is it
time says that there are three first principles of possible for men to know things so great and
the universe-- God, and matter, and form ; but at divine, but by the gift which then descended
another time four, for he adds the universal soul. from above upon the holy men, who had no need
And again, when he has already said that matter of rhetorical art,S nor of uttering anything in a
is eternal, 3he afterwards says that it is produced ; contentious or quarrelsome manner, but to pre-
and when he has first given to form its peculiar sent themselves pure 6 to the energy of the D_vme
rank as a first principle, and has asserted for its Spirit, in order that the divine plectrum itself,
self-subsistence, he afterwards says that this same descending from heaven, and using righteous
thing is among the things perceived by the un- men as an instrument like a harp or lyre, might
derstanding. Moreover, lmving first declared reveal to us the knowledge of things divine and
that everything that is made is mortal,4 he after- heavenly. Wherefore, as if with one mouth and
wards states that some of the things that are made one tongue, they have in succession, and in har-
are indestructible and immortal. What, then, is mony with one another, taught us both concern-
the cause why those who have been esteemed wise ing God, and the creation of the world, and the
among you disagree not only with one another, formation of man, and concerning the immortal-
but also with themselves ? Manifestly, their un- ity of the human soul, and the judgment which
willingness to learn from those who know, and is to be after this life, and concerning all" things
their desire to attain accurate knowledge of things which it is needful for us to know, and thus in
heavenly by their own human excess of wisdom ; divers times and places have afforded us the

divine instruction, r
t _ Aoytx6_ _'_ Ov_ _ _rtO_vr_dv, _correspou. diag to

what we roughly speak of as mason, the heart, and the appeutes, s Literally," the art of words."
e &,.r_AiX_t_t, -- the completton or actuality to which each thing, 6 Literally. "clean," free from other influences. -- _-_t

7 [The d]verstties of Chnstmn theology are to be regretted, _'..
by virtue of its peculiar nature (or potenUallty, &;vast_), can arrive. Jusdn here shows the harmony and order of truths, such as a_ everyIAt_raUy, "unbegotten,"

a Or. " hable to destru_,tiou." where xeceived by Chrlsuansj to he an iaasfimabic advantage.._
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CHAP.IX.--THE _rnc_u'rYor MOSESPROVEDBY recorded to have been a man both great of soul
wma'r_a_, and of great faculty in social nmtters." Then,

I will begin, then, with our first prophet and having proceeded a little further, and wishing
lawgiver, Moses ; first explaining the times in to mention the ancient lawgivers, he mentions
whichhe lived, on authorities which among you Moses first. For he spoke in these words:"Amareworthy of all credit. For I do not propose ,.. ong the _ews they say that Moses ascribed
to prove these things only from our own divine ms lawss to that God who is called Jehovah,
histories,which as yet you areunwilling to credit whether because they judged it a marvellous and
on account of the inveterate error of your fore- quite divineconception which promised to bene-
fathers, but also from your own histories, and fit a multitude of men, or because they were of
such, too, as have no reference to our worship, opinion that the people would be the more
that you may know that, of all your teachers, obedient when they contemplated the majesty
whether sages, poets, historians, philosophers, or and power of those who were said to have in-
lawgivers,by far the oldest, as the Greek histo- vented the laws. And they say that Sasunchiswas
ties show us, was Moses, who was our first reli- the second Egyptian legislator, a man of excel-
giousteacher., For in the times of Ogyges and lent understanding. And the third, they say,was
Inachus,whom some of your poets suppose to Sesonchosis the king, who not only performed
have been earth-born,_ Moses is mentioned as the most brilliant military exploits of any in
the leader and ruler of the Jewish nation. For Egypt, but also consolidated that warlike race
in this way he is mentioned both by Polemon in by legislation. And the fourth lawgiver, they
the firstbook of his ttdlenics, and by Apion son say, was Bocchoris the king, a wise and surpass-
of Posidonius in his book against the Jews, and ingly skilful man. And after him it is said that
in the fourthbook of his history, where he says Amasis the king acceded to the government,
thatduring the reign of Inachus over Argos the whom they relate to have regulated all that per-
Jewsrevolted fromAmasis king of the Egyptians, rains to the rulers of provinces, and to the gen-
andthat Moses led them. And Ptolem_eus the eral administration of the government of Egypt.
Mendesian,in relating the history of Egypt, con- And they say that Darius, the father of Xerxes,
curs in all this. And those who write the Athe- was the sixth who legislated for the Egyptians."

nian history, Hellanicus and Philochorus (the CHad'.X._TRAININGANDINSPIR&TIONOF MOSE_. 6
author of The Ata'c History), Castor and Thallus
and Alexander Polyhistor, and also the very well These things, ye men of Greece, have been
informed writers on Jewish affairs, Philo and recorded in writing concerning the antiquity of
Josephus, have mentioned Moses as a very an- Moses by those who were not of our religion ;
cient and time-honoured prince of the Jews. and they said that they learned all these things
Josephus, certainly, desiring to signify even by from the Egyptian priests, among whom Moses

: the title of his work the antiquity and age of the was not only born, but also was thought worthy
history, wrote thus at the commencement of the of partaking of all the education of the Egyptians,
history : "The Jewish antiquities 3 of Flavius Jo- on account of his being adopted by the king's

" sephus," -- signifying the oldness of the history daughter as her son ; and for the same reason
by the word "antiquities." And your most re- was thought worthy of great attention, as the
nowned historian Diodorus, who employed thirty wisest of the historians relate, who have chosen
wholeyears in epitomizing the libraries, and who, to record his life and actions, and the rank of his
as he himself wrote, travelled over both Asia and descent, -- I speak of Philo and Josephus. For
Europe for the sake of great accuracy, and thus these, in their narration of the history of the
became an eye-witness of very many things, wrote Jews, say that Moses was sprung from the race
forty entire books of his own history. And he of the Chaldmans, and that he was born in Egypt
in the first book, having said that he had learned when his forefathers had migrated on account of
from the Egyptian priests that Moses was an famine from Phoenicia to that country ; and him
ancient lawgiver, and even the first, wrote of him God chose to honour on account of his exceed-
in these very words : "For subsequent to the ing virtue, and judged him worthy to become the
ancient manner of living in Egypt which gods leader and lawgiver of his own race, when He
and heroes are fabled to have regulated, they say thought it right that the people of the Hebrews
that Moses 4 first persuaded the people to use should return out of Egypt into their own land.
written laws, and to live by them ; and he. is To him first did God communicate that divine
---._ and prophetic giftwhich in those days descended

I • . ....

s fAT_u_ty In thissentencemJustm'L. UpOnthe holy men, and him also did He first
MA_. I-_ U,t_.hthon_]. "that is, _prtmg front the soil; mad hence tim
_ mrtamtan_ the abori_ill_;

s Literally a_l__. _ " s This sentence must be m eOmlfleted from the cemtext in Diodo-4 U t ,o/_y.
_. hanfortunately, Jtmtm here mistook Mene_ for Moses [Bitt he rus. _ the note of Mar_us.
_Ya_ve_s°_'adt.henameinhtseopy SoeGrabe'snoteon Dlodo- 6 iConsttlttlm_lxltt_kan_ofWmrlmllon' s D_*'m'

, _ me q_ following m amther note.] l'ian,_st'm.J
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furnish that he might be our teacher in religion, lowing. For Socrates was the teacher of Plato,
and then aRer him the rest of the prophets, who and Plato of Aristotle. Now these men flourished
both obtained the same gift as he, and taught in the time of Philip and Alexander of Macedon,
us the _me doctrines concerning the same sub- inwhich time also the Athenian orators flourished,
jeers. These we assert to have been our teachers, as the Philippics of Demosthenes plainly showus.
who taught us nothing from their own human And those who have narrated the deeds of Alex-
conception, but from the gift vouchsafed to them ander sufficiently prove that during his reign
by God from above. Aristotle associated with him. From all manner

of proofs, then, it is easy to see that the history
CHAP.XL-- HF.ATHZSORACLESTmTI_ OVMOSES.of Moses is by farmore ancient than all profane,

But as you do not see the necessity of giving histories. And, besides, it is fit that you recog.
up the ancient error of your forefathers in obe- nise this fact also, that nothing has been accu-
dience to these teachers [of ours], what teachers rately recorded by Greeks before the era of the
of your own do you maintain to have lived worthy Olympiads, and that there is no ancient work
of credit in the matter of religion ? For, as I which makes known any action of the Greeks or
have frequently said, it is impossible that those Barbarians. But before that period existed only
who have not themselves learned these so great the history of the prophet Moses, which he wrote
and divine things from such persons as are ac- in the Hebrew character by the divine inspira-
quainted with them, should either themselves tion. For the Greek character was not yet in
know them, or be able rightly to teach others, use, as the teachers of language themselves prove,
Since, therefore, it has been sufficiently proved telling us that Cadmus first brought the letters
that the opinions of your philosophers are obvi- from Phoenicia, and communicated them to the
ously full of all ignorance and deceit, having now Greeks. And your first of philosophers, Plato,
perhaps wholly abandoned the philosophers as testifies that they were a recent discovery. For
formerly you abandoned the poets, you will turn in the Tilmeus 2 he wrote that Solon, the wisest
to the deceit of the oracles ; for in this style I of the @isemen, on his return from Egypt, said
have heard some speaking. Therefore I think to Critias that he had heard this from a veryaged
it fit to tell you at this step in our discourse what Egyptian priest, who said to him, "O Solon.
I formerly heard among you concerning their Solon, you Greeks are ever children, and aged
utterances. For when one inquired at your Greek there is none." Then again he said, "You
oracleait is your own storyawhat religious are all youths in soul, for you hold no ancient
men had at any time happened to live, you say opinion derived through remote tradition, nor
that the oracle answered thus : "Only the Chal- any system of instruction hoary with time ; but
d_eans have obtained wisdom, and the Hebrews, all these things escape your knowledge, because
who worship God Himself, the self-begotten for many generations the posterity of these an-
King." cient ages died mute, not having the use of let-

Since, therefore, you think that the truth can ters." It is fit, therefore, that you understand
be learned from your oracles, when you read the that it is the fact that every history has been
histories and what has been written regarding written in these recently-discovered Greek let-
the life of Moses by those who do not belong to ters ; and if any one would make mention of old
our religion, and when you know that Moses and poets, or legislators, or historians, or philosophers.
the rest of the prophets were descended from or orators, he will find that they wrote their own
the race of the Chald_eans and Hebrews, do not works in the Greek character.
thinkthat anythingincrediblehastakenplace
if a man sprung from a godly line, and who lived CHAP.XIII._ HISTORYOFTHESEPTUAGINT.

worthily of the godliness of his fathers, was But if any one says that the writings.'of Moses
chosen by God to be honoured with this great and of the rest of the prophets were also written
gift, and to be set forth as the first of all the in the Greek character, let him read profane his-
prophets, tories, and know that Ptolemy, king of Egypt:

when he had built the library in Alexandria, anti
CH._fl?.Xll.-- ANTIQUITYOF MOSESPROVED. by gathering books from every quarter had filled

#.rid I think it necessary also to consider the it, then learnt that very ancient histories _a-itten
times in which your philosophers lived, that you in Hebrew happened to be carefully preserved;
may see that the time which produced them for and wishing to know their contents, he sent for
you is very recent, and also short. For thus you seventy wise men from Jerusalem, who were
will be able easily to recognise also the antiquity acquainted with both the Greek and Hebrew
of Moses. But lest, by a complete surveyof the language, and appointed them to translate the
periods, and by the use of a greater number of books ; and that in freedom from all disturb-

proofs, I should seem to be prolix, I third, it _ Lit_mity,"without,"_ I_oa_ toth.umeltL------J
may be sufficiently demonstrated from the fol- • c.
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ance they might the more speedily complete contemplate the things that are to be, and con-
the translation, he ordered that there should sider the judgment which is predicted by all,
be constructed, not in the city itself, but seven not only by the godly, but also by those who
stadia off (where the Pharos was built), as axe irreligious, that ye do not without investiga-
many little cots as there were translators, so tion commit yourselves to the error of your
that each by himself might complete his own fathers, nor suppose that if they themselves have
translation ; and enjoined upon those officers been in error, and have transmitted it to you,
who were appointed to this duty, to afford that this which they have taught you is true ; but
them all attendance, but to prevent communi- looking to the danger of so terrible a mistake,
cation with one another, in order that the ac- inqmre and investagate carefully into those things
curacy of the translation might be discernible which are, as you say, spoken of even by your
even by their agreement. And when he ascer- own teachers. For even unwillingly they were
mined that the seventy men had not only given on your account forced to say many things by
the same meaning, but had employed the same the Divine regard for mankind, especially those
words, and had failed in agreement with one of them who were in Egypt, and profited by the

: another not even to the extent of one word godliness of Moses and his ancestry. For I
but had written the same things, and concerning think that some of you, when you read even
the same things, he was struck with amazement carelessly the history of Diodorus, and of those
and believed that the translation had been written others who wrote of these things, cannot fail to

; by divine power, and perceived that the men see that both Orpheus, and Homer, and Solon,
were worthy of all honour, as beloved of God ; who wrote the laws of the Athenians, and Pythag-

._ and with many gifts ordered them to return to oras, and Plato, and some others, when they
their own country. And having, as was natural, had been in Egypt, and had taken advantage of
marvelled at the books, and concluded them to the history of Moses, afterwards published doe-
be divine, he consecrated them in that library, trines concerning the gods quite contrary to
These things, ye men of Greece, are no fable, those which formerly they had erroneously pro-
nor do we narrate fictions ; but we ourselves hav- mulgated.

mg been in Alexandria, saw the remains of the, httle cots at the Pharos still preserved, and hav- CHAP. XV.w TESTIMONYOF ORPHEUSTO MONO-
mg heard these things from the inhabitants, who THEISM.

had received them as part of their country's tra- At all events, we must remind you what Or-dmon,, we now tell to you what you can also
pheus, who was, as one might say, your first

learn from others, and specially from those wise teacher of polytheism, latterly addressed to his" and esteemed men who have written of these

• things, Philo and Josephus, and many others, son Musmus, and to the other legitimate audit-
But if any of those who are wont to be forward ors, concerning the one and only God. And
in contradiction should say that these books do he spoke thus :
not belong to us, but to the Jews, and should "I speak to those who lawfully may hear:
assert that we in vain profess to have learnt our All others, ye profane, now close the doors,

And, O MusmusI hearken thou to me,
religion from them, let him know, as he may Who offspnng art of the light-bringing moon :
from those very things which are written in these The words I utter now are true indeed;

books, that not to them, but to us, does the doc- And if thou former thoughts of mine hast seen,
trine of them refer. That the books relating to Let them not rob thee of the blessed life,But rather turn the depths of thine own heart
our religion are to this day preserved among the Unto the place where light and knowledge dwell.
Jews, has been a work of Divine Providence on Take thou the word divine to guide thv.steps,
our behalf; for lest, by producing them out of And walking well m the straight certain path,

the Church, we should give occasion to those Look to the one and universal King--One, self-begotten, and the only One,
who wish to slander us to charge us with fraud, of whom all things and we ourselves are sprung.
we demand that they be produced from the All things are open to His piercing gaze,

While He Himself is still invisible.synagogue of the Jews, that from the very
books still preserved among them it might Present in all His works, though still unseen,He gives to mortals evil out of good,
clearly and evidently appear, that the laws Sending both chilling wars and tearful griefs;
which were written by holy men for instruc- And other than the great King there is none.
tton pertain to us. The clouds for ever settle round His throne,

And mortal eyeballs in mere mortal eyes
CHAP.XlV._A WARNINGAPPEALTO THE GREEKS. Are weak, to see Jove reigning over all

He sits established in the brazen heavens
It is therefore necessary, ye Greeks, that you Upon His golden throne; under His feet

He treads the earth, and stretches His right hand
t Dou : To all the ends of ocean, and aroundsu- _1 mJ.btlessJustinrelatesthetradmonas he receivedit Con-

¢ '__ _lwyn'afullaLt.ouutoftlmfables¢o_.x:ralggtheLXX.,in Tremble the mountain ranges and the streams,
Jmt,_,/_t_t. efau/z_lr, is. p. z_o3ff.] The depths, too, of the blue and hoary sea._
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And again, in some other place he says : -- lest he should seem to sing in a different strai_
"There is one Zeus alone, one sun, one hell, from the poem of Orpheus, which he so dis-
One Bacchus ; and in all things but one God; tinctly proposed to rival, that even in the first
Nor ¢_ all thcs_ aa diverse let me speak." line of his poem he indicated the relation he held

And when he swears he says :_ to him. For as Orpheus in the beginning of his
poem had said, "O goddess, sing the wrath of

"Now I adjure thee by the highest heaven, Demeter, who brings the goodly fruit," HomerThe work of the great God, the only vnse;
And I adjure thee by the Father's voice, began thus, "0 goddess, sing the wrath of
Which first He uttered when He stablished Achilles, son of Peleus," preferring, as it seems
The whole world by His counsel." to me, even to violate the poetical metre in his

What does he mean by "I adjure thee by the first line, than that he should seem not to have
Father's voice, which first He uttered?" It is remembered before all else the names of the
the Word of God which he here names "the gods. But shortly after he also clearly and ex-
voice," by whom heaven and earth and the whole plicitly presents his own opinion regarding one
creation were made, as the divine prophecies of God only, somewhere, saying to Achilles by the
the holy men teach us ; and these he himself mouth of Phoenix, " Not though God Himself
also paid some attention to in Egypt, and under- were to promise that He would peel off my old
stood that all creation was made by the Word of age, and give me the vigour of my youth," where
God; and therefore, after he says," I adjure thee he indicates by the pronoun the real and true
by the Father's voice, which first He uttered," God. And somewhere _ he makes Ulysses ad-
he adds this besides, "when by His counsel He dress the host of the Greeks thus : "The rule
established the whole world." Here he calls the of many is not a good thing ; let there be one
Word "voice," for the sake of the poetical ruler." And that the rule of many is not a good
metre. And that this is so, is manifest from the thing, but on the contrary an evil, he proposed
fact, that a little further on, where the metre per- to evince by fact, recounting the wars which
mits him, he names it "Word." For he said : -- took place on account of the multitude of rulers,

"Take thou the Word divine to guide thy steps." and the fights and factions, and their mutual
counterplots. For monarchy is free from con-

CHAP.XVI._ _MONY OF THE SIBYL. tention. So far the poet Homer.

We must also mention what the ancient and _

exceedingly remote Sibyl, whom Plato and Ads- CHAP. XVIII.--TESTIMONY OF SOPHOCLES.
tophanes, and others besides, mention as a l And if it is needful that we add testimonies
prophetess, taught you in her oracular verses concerning one God, even from the dramatists,
concerning one only God. And she speaks hear even Sophocles speaking thus :
thus : -- "There is one God, in truth there is but one,

There is one onlx unbegotten God, Who made the heavens and the broad earth beneath,
Omnipotent, invisible, most high, The glancing waves of ocean and the winds

• " ,, But many of us mortals err in heart,
All-seeing, but Himself seen by no flesh. And set up for a solace in our _oes

Then elsewhere thus : _ Images of the gods in stone and wood,
Or f_gurescarved in brass or ivory,

"But we have strayed from the Immortal's ways, And, furnishing for these our handiworks,
And worship with a dull and senseless mind Both sacrifice and rite magnificent,
Idols, the workmanship of our own hands, We think that thus we do a pious work."And images and figures of dead men."

And again somewhere else : _ Thus, then, Sophocles.

- Blessed shall be those men upon the earth
Who shall love the great God before all else, CHAP. XIX._ TESTIMONYOF PYTHAGORAS.
Blessing Him when they eat and when they drink; And Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchus, who ex-
Trusting in this their ptety alone.
Who shall abjure all shrines which they may see, pounded the doctrines of his own philosophy
All altars andvainfigures of dumb stones, mystically by means of symbols, as those who
Worthless and stained with blood of animals, have written his life show, himself seems to have
And sacrifice of the four-footed tribes,
Beholding the great glory of One God." entertained thoughts about the unity of God not

unworthy of his foreign residence in Egypt. For
These are the Sibyl's words, when he says that unity is the first principle of

all things, and that it is the cause of all good, he
cn_. xvn. _ _S'T_ONY Or HOmeR. teaches by an allegory that God is one, and alone?

And the poet Homer, using the license of And that this is so, is evident from his saying that
poetry, and rivalling the original opinion of Or- ------
pheus regarding the plurality of the gods, men- _ m_, i_.es.• Iliad, ii.ao¢.
tions, indeed, several gods in a mythical style, 3 m_ noyaks.
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unity and one differ widely from one another, their subject-matters, because these are many
For he says that unity belongs to the class of and diverse ; but neither did any one exist before
thingsperceived by the mind, but that one be- God who could give Him a name, nor did He
longs to numbers. And ff you desire to see a Himself think it fight to name Himself, seeing
clearerproof of the opinion of Pythagoras con- that He is one and unique, as He Himself also
cerning one God, hear his own opinion, for he by His own prophets testifies, when He says, "I
spoke as follows : "God is one ; and He Him- God am the first," and afterthis, "And beside
self does not, as some suppose, exist outside the me there is no other God." 3 On this account,
world,but in it, He being wholly present in the then, as I before said, God did not, when He
whole circle, and beholding all generations ; be- sent Moses to the Hebrews, mention any name,
ing the regulating ingredient of all the ages, and but by a participle He mystically teaches them
the administrator of His own powers and works, that He is the one and only God. "For," says
the firstprinciple of all things, the light of heaven, He, "I am the Being; " manifestlycontrasting

: and Father of all, the intelligence and animating Himself, "the Being," with those who are not,"
soul of the universe, the movement of all orbits." that those who had hitherto been deceived might

Thus, then, Pythagoras. _ee that they were attaching themselves, not tobeings, but to those who had no being. Since,
c_a,. XX.--Tm'rIMONV OF mATO. [ therefore, God knew that the first men remem-

But Plato, though he accepted, as is likely, [bered the old delusion of their forefathers, where-
the doctrine of Moses and the other prophets by the misanthropic demon contrived to deceive

• regarding one only God, which he learned while] them when he said to them, "If ye obey me in
in Egypt, yet fearing, on account of what had transgressing the commandment of God, ye shall
befallen Socrates, lest he also should raise up be as gods," calling those gods which had no
some Anytus or Meletus against himself, whobeing, in order that men, supposing that there
shouldaccuse him before the Athenians, and say, were other gods in existence, might believe that

_ "Plato is doing harm, and making himself mis-they themselves could become gods. On this
_, chlevously busy, not acknowledging the gods account He said to Moses, " I am the Being,"

recognised by the state ;" in fear of the hemlock- that by the participle "being" He might teach
juice, contrives an elaborate and ambiguous dis- i the difference between God who is and those who
course concerning the gods, fumishing by his are not.S Men, therefore, having been duped

_. treatise gods to those who wish them, and none by the deceiving demon, and having dared to
for those who are differently disposed, as may disobey God, were cast out of Paradise, re-
readily be seen from his own statements. For membefing the name of gods, but no longer
when he has laid down that everything that is being taught by God that there are no other
made is mortal, he afterwards says that the gods gods. For it was not just that they who did not
were made. If, then, he would have God and keep the first commandment, which it was easy
matter to be the origin of all things, manifestly to keep, should any longer be taught, but should
it is inevitably necessary to say that the gods rather be driven to just punishment. Being
were made of matter ; but if of matter, out of therefore banished from Paradise, and thinking
which he stud that evil also had its origin, he that they were expelled on account of their dis-
leaves right-thinking persons to consider what obedience only, not knowing that it was also

_ kind of beings the gods should be thought who because they had believed in the existence of
are produced out of matter. For, for this very gods which did not exist, they gave the name
reason did he say that matter was eternal,, that he of gods even to the men who were afterwards
might not seem to say that God is the creator born of themselves. This first false fancy, there-
of evil. And regarding the gods who were made fore, concerning gods, had its origin with the
by GOd, there is no doubt he said this : "Gods father of lies. God, therefore, knowing that the
of gods, of whom I am the creator." And he false opinion about the plurality of gods was
mamfestly held the correct opinion concerning burdening the soul of man like some disease,
the really existing God. For hawng heard in and wishing to remove and eradicate it, appeared
Egypt that God had said to Moses, when He first to Moses, and said to him," I am He who is."
was about to send him to the Hebrews, "I am For it was necessary, I think, that he who was to
that I am,"_ he understood that God had not be the ruler and leader of the Hebrew people
mentioned to him His own proper name. should first of all know the living God. Where-

fore, having appeared to him first, as it was pos-
ena_a,,xxL_E _EL_SSNESS OF COD. sible for God to appear to a man, He said to

For God cannot be called by any proper name, him, "I am He who is ;" then, being about to
for names are given to mark out and distinguish

•_ Isa. xliv. 6.
z Or, "uemTeated." 4 Lttcraib/, "with the not-beinl[s." .
i 6&,,, "H©who_; the Bch_g. _ S _y," b_w_n the God_anda_bch_"
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send him to the Hebrews, He further orders him power, being in need of nothing else ; but the
to say, "He who is hath sent me to you." fashioner frames his production when he has

received from matter the capability for his work.CHAP. XXIL_STUDIED AMBIGUITY OF PLATO.

Plato accordingly having learned this in CHAP. XXIII.-- PLATO'SSELF-CONTRADICTION.
Egypt, and being greatly taken with what was But, perhaps, some who are unwilling to ahan-
said about one God, did indeed consider it un- don the doctrines of polytheism, will say that
safe to mention the name of Moses, on account ito these fashioned gods the maker said, "Since
of his teaching the doctrine of one only God, ye have been produced, ye are not immortal.
for he dreaded the Areopagus ; but what is very nor at all imperishable ; yet shall ye not perish
well expressed by him in his elaborate treatise, nor succumb to the fatality of death, because
the _'m_zus, he has written in exact correspond- you have obtained my will,s which is a still
ence with what Moses said regarding God, igreater and mightier bond." Here Plato,
though he has done so, not as if he had learned through fear of the adherents of polytheism,
it from him, but as if he were expressing his introduces his "maker" uttering words which
own opinion. For he said, "In my opinior_, contradict himself. For having formerly stated
then, we must first define what that is which that he said that everything which is produced
exists eternally, and has no generation,' and is perishable, he now introduces him saying the
what that is which is always being generated, very opposite ; and he does not see that it is
but never really is." Does not this, ye men of thus absolutely impossible for him to escape
Greece, seem to those who are able to under- the charge of falsehood. For he either at first
stand the matter to be one and the same thing, uttered what is false when he said that every-
saving only the difference of the article ? For thing which is produced is perishable, or now,
Moses said, "Are who is," and Plato, "That when he propounds the very opposite to what
which is." But either of the expressions seems he had formerly said. For if, according to his
to apply to the ever-existent GOd. For He is former definition, it is absolutely necessary that
the only one who eternally exists, and has no every created thing be perishable, how can he
generation. What, then, that other thing is consistently make that possible which is abso-
which is contrasted with the ever-existent, and lutely impossible ? So that Plato seems to grant
of which he saad, "And what that is which is an empty and impossible prerogative to his
always being generated, but never really is," we "maker," when he propounds that those who
must attentively consider. For we shall find were once perishable because made from matter
him clearly and evidently saying that He who is should again, by his intervention, become imper-
unbegotten is eternal, but that those that are ishable and enduring. For it is quite natural
begotten and made are generated and perish 2- that the power of matter, which, according to
as he said of the same class, "gods of gods, of Plato's opinion, is uncreated, and contemporary
whom I am maker "--for he speaks in the fol- and comval with the maker, should resist his
lowing words : "In my opinion, then, we must will. For he who has not created has no power,
first define what that is which is always existent in respect of that which is uncreated, so that it
and has no birth, and what that is which is is not possible that it (matter), being free, can
always being generated but never really is. The be controlled by any external necessity. Where-
former, indeed, which is apprehended by reflec- fore Plato himself, in consideration of this, has
tion combined with reason, always exists in the written thus: "It is necessary to affirm that
same way ;s while the latter, on the other hand, God cannot suffer violence."
is conjectured by opinion formed by the percep-
tion of the senses unaided by reason, since it cHAP. xxlv.- AGREEMENTOF PLATOAND HOMER.
never really is, but is coming into being and How, then, does Plato banish Homer from
perishing." These expressions declare to those his republic, since, in the embassy to Achflk_,
who can rightly understand them the death and he represents Phoenix as saying to Achilles,
destruction of the gods that have been brought "Even the gods themselves are not inflexible," _
into being. And I think it necessary to attend though Homer said this not of the king and
to this also, that Plato never names him the Platonic maker of the gods, but of some of the
creator, but the fashioner ( of the gods, although, multitude whom the Greeks esteem as gods, as
in the opinion of Plato, there is considerable one can gather from Plato's saying, "gods of
difference between these two. For the creator gods?" For Homer, by that golden chain,7
creates the creature by his own capability and refers all power and might to the one highest

t Tlmtls,"isnot produc_lor _; }ms nobirth." s That is "my will to _ contrary." See Plato Tim,P 4t'

$ Kark t_rr_, "' accorcUng to _ same thmgs_" i,©., ;- ctel_l
_,_m_,_. _ _e d _ d_a _.,xh_--I/_,

') Or, "_ or maker."
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God. And the rest of the gods, he said, were said the very opposite concerning the maker
so far distant from his divinity, that he thought of the gods. For he said that he spoke thus of
fit to name them even along with men. At himself:-
least he introduces Ulysses saying of Hector to "For ne'er my promise shall deceive, or fail,
Achilles," He is raging terribly, trusting in Zeus, Or be recall'd, if with a nod l;onfirm'd."*
and values neither men nor gods."' In this But Plato, as it seems, unwillingly entered
passage Homer seems to me without doubt to into these strange dissertations concerning the
have learnt in Egypt, like Plato, concerning the gods, for he feared those who were attached to
one God, and plainly and openly to declare this, polytheism. And whatever he thinks fit to tell
that he who trusts in the really existent God of all that he had learned from Moses and the
makes no account of those that do not exist, prophets concerning one God, he preferred de-
For thus the poet, in another passage, and em- livering in a mystical style, so that those who
ploying another but equivalent word, to wit, a desired to be worshippers of God might have an
pronoun, made use of the same participle era- inkling of his own opinion. For being charmed
ployed by Plato to designate the really existent with that saying of God to Moses, " I am the
God, concerning whom Plato said, "What that really existing," and accepting with a great deal
is which always exists, and has no birth." For of thought the brief participial expression, he
not without a double sense does this expression understood that God desired to signify to Moses
of Phoenix seem to have been used: "Not even His eternity, and therefore said, "I am the
ff God Himself were to promise me, that, hay- really existing ;" for this word "existing" ex-
ing burnished off my old age, He should set presses not one time only, but the three rathe
me forth in the flower of youth." For the pro- past, the present, and the future. For when
noun " Himself _' signifies the really existing Plato says, "and which never really is," he uses
God. For thus, too, the oracle which was given the verb "is" of tame indefinite. For the word
to you concerning the Chaldmans and Hebrews ,, never" is not spoken, as some suppose, of the
slgmfies. For when some one inquired what past, but of the future t_me. And this has been

i men had ever lived godly, you say the answer accurately understood even by profane writers.
was : -- And therefore, when Plato wished, as it were, to

"Only the Chaldaeans and the Hebrews found wisdom, interpret to the uninitiated what had been mysti-
Worshipping God lltmself,the unbegotten King." cally expressed by the participle concerning the

eternity of God, he employed the following lan-
CHAP. XXV. _ PLATO'S KNOWLEDGE OF GOD'S guage : "God indeed, as the old tradition runs,

ETERNITY. includes the beginning, and end, and middle of

How, then, does Plato blame Homer for say- all things." In this sentence he plainly and
° ing that the gods are not inflexible, although, as obviously names the law of Moses "the old tra-

is obvious from the expressions used, Homer dition," fearing, through dread of the hemlock-
said this for a useful purpose? For it is the cup, to mention the name of Moses; for he
property of those who expect to obtain mercy understood that the teaching of the man was

° by prayer and sacrifices, to cease from and re- hateful to the Greeks; and he clearly enough
pent of their sins. For those who think that the indicates Moses by the antiquity of the tradition.
Deity is inflexible, are by no means moved to And we have sufficiently proved from Diodorus
abandon their sins, since they suppose that they md the rest of the historians, in the foregoing

, will derive no benefit from repentance. How chapters, that the law of Moses is not only old,
then, does Plato the philosopher condemn the but even the first. For Diodorus says that he
poet Homer for saying, " Even the gods them- was the first of all lawgivers ; the letters which
selves are not inflexible," and yet himself repre- belong to the Greeks, and which they employed
sent the maker of the gods as so easily turned, in the writing of their histories, having not yet
that he sometimes declares the gods to be mor- been discovered.
tal, and at other times declares the same to be
immortal ? And not only concerning them, but CHAP.XXVL--PLATO INDEBTEDTO THE PROPHETS.
also concerning matter, from which, as he says, And let no one wonder that Plato should
it is necessary that the created gods have been believe Moses regarding the eternity of God.
produced, he sometimes says that it is uncreated, For you will find him mystically referring the
and at other times that it is created ; and yet true knowledge of realities to the prophets, next
he does not see that he himself, when he says in order after the really existent God. For,
that the maker of the gods is so easily turned, discoursing in the Tim_us about certain first
is convicted of having fallen into the very errors principles, he wrote thus : "This we lay down
for which he blames Homer, though Homer as the first principle of fire and the other bodies,

t Iliad, iv. _#L s lliaxlp L 5_a.
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proceeding according to probability and neces- sights, this also. When we were close to the
sity. But the first principles of these again God mouth [of the pit], and were about to return to
above knows, and whosoever among men is be- the upper air, and had suffered everything else,
loved of Him.", And what men does he think we suddenly beheld both him and others like-
beloved of God, but Moses and the rest of the wise, most of whom were tyrants. But there
prophets? For their prophecies he read, and, were also some private sinners who had corn-
having learned from them the doctrine of the mitted great crimes. And these, when they
judgment, he thus proclaims it in the first book thought they were to ascend, the mouth would
of the Republic : "When a man begins to think not permit, but bellowed when any of those who
he is soon to die, fear invades him, and concern were so incurably wicked attempted to ascend,
about things which had never before entered his unless they had paid the full penalty. Then
head. And those stories about what goes on in fierce men, fiery to look at, stood close by, and
Hades, which tell us that the man who has here hearing the din, s took some and led them away ;
been unjust must there be punished, though but Ardimus and the rest, having bound hand
formerly ridiculed, now torment his soul with and foot, and striking their heads down, and
apprehensions that they may be true. And he, flaying, they dragged to the road outside, tearing
either through the feebleness of age, or even them with thorns, and signifying to those who
because he is now nearer to the things of the were present the cause of their suffering these
other world, views them more attentively. He things, and that they were leading them away to
becomes, therefore, full of apprehension and cast them into Tartarus. Hence, he said, that
dread, and begins to call himself to account, amidst all their various fears, this one was the
and to consider whether he has done any one greatest, lest the mouth should bellow when they
an injury, And that man who finds in his life ascended, since if it were sdent each one would
many iniquities, and who continually starts from most gladly ascend ; and that the punishment_
his sleep as children do, lives in terror, and with and torments were such as these, and that, on
a forlorn prospect. But to him who is conscious the other hand, the rewards were the reverse of
of no wrong-doing, sweet hope is the constant these." Here Plato seems to me to have learnt
companion and good nurse of old age, as Pindar from the prophets not only the doctrine of th,
says.* For this, Socrates, he has elegantly ex- judgment, but also of the resurrection, which
pressed, that ' whoever leads a life of holiness the Greeks refuse to believe. For his saying that
and justice, him sweet hope, the nurse of age, the soul is judged along with the body, proves
accompanies, cheering his heart, for she power- nothing more clearly than that he believed
fully sways the changeful mind of mortals.' "3 the doctrine of the resurrection. Since how
This Plato wrote in the first book of the Re_Oublic. could Ardimus and the rest have undergone such

punishment in Hades, had they left on earth the
CHAP. XXVII._PLATO'S KNOWLEDGEOF THE body, with its head, hands, feet, and skin? For

JOIX;MEYr. certainly they will never say that the soul has a
And in the tenth book he plainly and mani- head and hands, and feet and skin. But Plato,

fesfly wrote what he had learned from the proph- having fallen in with the testimonies of the
ets about the judgment, not as if he had learned prophets in Egypt, and having accepted what
it from them, but, on account of his fear of the they teach concerning the resurrectmn of the
Greeks, as if he had heard it from a man who body, teaches that the soul is judged in company
had been slain in battle--for this story he with the body.
thought fit to invent--and who, when he was
a_ ..... ,.^ 1-. :hA O-- *k-- "w^lfth -*.... _ . _ I CHAP. XXVIII._ HOMER'S OBLIGATIONSTO THEI.I¢Ot_t LU _ ULtilg:t/ IL Lilt; t _ t.li U_I,y• _LLIt.L W_

lying on the funeral pile, came to life again, and SACREDWRITERS.
described the other world. The following axe[ And not only Plato, but Homer also, having
his very words : 4 ,, For he said that he was pres- [received similar enlightenment in Egypt, said
ent when one was asked by another person where ]that Tityus was in hke manner punished. For
the great Ardimus was. This Ardimus had been ]Ulysses speaks thus to Alcinous when he is re-
prince in a certain city of Pamphylia, and had [ counting his divination by the shades of the
killed his aged father and his elder brother, and dead : 6
done many other unhallowed deeds, as was re- "There Tityus, large and long, in fetters bound,
ported. He said, then, that the person who was O'erspread rune acres of infernal ground;
asked said : He neither comes nor ever will Two ravenous vultures, furious for their food,

Scream o'er the fiend, and riot in his blood,
come hither. For we saw, among other terrible Incessant gore the liver in his breast,

Th' immortal liver grows, and gives th' immortal

z Plato, Tz'_., p. $3 D, [cap. _o]. feast."
s Pittt'L,Ft., a33, a fragmmlt preserved illthispla_e. -"-'---"

s Plato, R,,i_., p. 330 D. Od.rr_ty, x_. 576 (Pope's tran.Oafioh, line 7o9).4 Pktto, _'¢_., p. 6t$, [lib. x. p, 3a5. _ Bipont, x785. ] 65 The bellowing of the mouth of the pit.
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For it is plain that it is not the soul, but the Others to tread the liquid harvest join.
body, which has a liver. And in the same man- The groaning presses foam with floodsof wine.Here are the vines in early flower descrv'd
net he has described both Sisyphus and Tantalus ttere _rapes discoloured on the sunny s_de,
as enduring punishment with the body. And And there in autumn's richest purple dy'd."
that Homer had been in Egypt, and introduced Do not these words present a manifest and clear
into his own poem much of what he there learnt, imitation of what the first prophet Moses said
Diodorus, the most esteemed of historians, plainly about Paradise ? And if any one wish to know
enough teaches us. For he said that when he something of the building of the tower by which
was in Egypt he had learnt that Helen, having the men of that day fancied they would obtain
received from Theon's wife, Polydamna, a drug, access to heaven, he will find a sufficiently exact
,' lulhng all sorrow and melancholy, and causing allegorical imitation of this in what the poet has
forgetfulness of eli ills, ''x brought it to Sparta. ascribed to Otus and Ephialtes. For of them
And Homer said that by making use of that he wrote thus : s

drug Helen put an end to the lamentation of "Proud of their strength, and more than mortal size)
Menelaus, caused by the presence of Tele- The gods they challenge, and affect the skies.
machus. And he also called Venus "golden," Heav'd on Olympus tottering Ossa stood ;
from what he had seen in Egypt. For he had On Ossa, Pelion nods with all his wood."

= seen the temple which in Egypt is called "the And the same holds good regarding the enemy
• temple of golden Venus," and the plain which of mankind who was cast out of heaven, whom

is named " the plain of golden Venus." And the Sacred Scriptures call the Devil, 6 a name
why do I now make mention of this ? To show which he obtamed from his first devilry against
that the poet transferred to his own poem much man ; and if any one would attentively consider
of what is contained in the divine writings of the matter, he would find that the poet, though
the prophets. And first he transferred what he certainly never mentions the name of "the
Moses had related as the begmning of the c[ea- devil," yet gives him a name from his wickedest
t]on of the world. For Moses wrote thus : "In action. For the poet, calling him Ate,7 says that
the beginning God created the heaven and the he was hurled from heaven by their god, just as

, earth, ''* then the sun, and the moon, and the if he had a distinct remembrance of the ex-
stars. For having learned this in Egypt, and pressions which Isaiah the prophet had uttered
having been much taken with what Moses had regarding him. He wrote thus in his own
written in the Genesis of the world, he fabled )oem:S--

that Vulcan had made in the shield of Achilles a "And, seizing by her glossy locks
kind of representation of the creation of the The goddess Ate, inhis wrathhe swore
world. For he wrote thus : 3__ That never to the starry skies again,And the Olympian heights, he would permit

"There he described the earth, the heaven, the sea, The universal mischief to return.
The sun that rests not, and the moon full-orb'd ; Then, whirling her around, he cast her down
There also, all the stars whmh round about, To earth. She, mingling with all works of men)
As with a radiant frontlet, bind the skies." Caused many a pang to Jove."

" And he contrived also that the garden of Alci- :HAP. XXlX._ omotI_ oF PLATO'S Dtx'rgncz o_'
nous should preserve the likeness of Paradise, FORM.
and through this likeness he represented it as
ever-blooming and full of all fruits. For thus he And Plato, too, when he says that form is the

third original principle next to God and matter,wrote : 4_
has manifestly received this suggestion from no

"Tall thriving trees confess'd the fruitful mould ; other source than from Moses, having learned,
The reddening apple ripens here to gold.
ltere the blue fig with luscious juice o'erflows, indeed, from the words of Moses the name of
With deeper red the full pomegranate glows; form, but not having at the same time been in-
The branch here bends beneath the weighty pear, structed by the initiated, that without mystic
And verdant ohves flourish round the year. insight it is impossible to have any distinct knowl-
The balmy spirit of the western gale edge of the writings of Moses. For Moses wroteEternal breathes on fruits, untaught to fail ;
Each dropping pear a following pear supplies, that God had spoken to him regarding the taber-
On apples apples, figs on figs arise, nacle in the following words : "And thou shalt
The same mild season gives the blooms to blow, make for me according to all that I show theeThe buds to harden, and the fruits to grow.
Here order'd vines in equal ranks appear, in the mount, the pattern of the tabernacle. '_9
With all th' united labours of the year. And again : "And thou shalt erect the taber-
Some to unload the fertile branches run,
Some dry the blackening clusters in the sun, s Odyssey.xi. 3t2(Pope's translation, line _85).

_'Thefalseaccuser;onewhodoeJinjurybydandermm_-'mm-
tloa'm.

z O,O,s,ey iv. 22x ; [Mdton's Comas, line 675]. 7 "A_'rl. the goddess of mi_hicf, from whmn _ all rash, bhnd
2 Geh. i x'. deeds and their results.
3 l/zad, xv_i. 483. s Iliad, _x ta6.
,t Odyssey, vii. it4 (Pope's transladon, line t46). 9 Eat. xxv. o.
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nacle according to the pattern of all the instru- And again, somewhere else,7 he introduces Mene-
merits thereof, even so shalt thou make it."' laus, thus addressing those who were not accept.
And again, a little afterwards : "Thus then thou ing Hector's challenge to single combat with
shalt make it according to the pattern which was becoming alacrity,--

showed to thee in the mount." 2 Plato, then, "To earth and water may you all return,"--
reading these passages, and not receiving what
was writtenwith the suitable insight, thought that resolving them in his violent rage into their
form had some kind of separate existence before original and pristine formation from earth.
that which the senses perceive, and he often calls These things Homer and Plato, having learned
it the pattern of the things whxch are made, since in Egypt from the ancient histories, wrote in
the writing of Moses spoke thus of the taber- their own words.
nacle : "According to the form showed to thee CHAP. XXXL- FURTHER PROOF OF PLATO'SAC-
in the mount, so shalt thou make it." QOAINTANCEWITH SCRIPTURE.

CHAP. XXX._ HOMER'S KNOWLEDGEOF MAN'S For from what other source, if not from his
omGIN, reading the writings of the prophets, could Plato

And he was obviously deceived in the same have derived the information he gives us, that
way regarding the earth and heaven and man ; Jupiter drives a winged chariot m heaven_ For
for he supposes that there are "ideas" of these, he knew this from the followmg expressions of
For as Moseswrote thus, "In the beginning God the prophet about the cherubim : "And the
created the heaven and the earth," and then sub- glory of the Lord went out from the house and
joins this sentence, "And the earth was invisible rested on the cherubim ; and the cherubim hft
and unfashioned," he thought that it was the pre- up their wings, and the wheels beside them :
existent earth which was spoken of in the words, and the glory of the Lord God of Israel was
"The earth was," because Moses said, "And the over them above." s And borrowing this idea.
earth was invisible and unfashioned;" and he the magniloquent Plato shouts aloud with wst
thought that the earth, concerning which he assurance, "The great Jove, indeed, driving hit
says, "God created the heaven and the earth," winged chariot in heaven." For from what
was that earth which we perceive by the senses, other source, if not from Moses and the proph-
and which God made according to the pre- ets, did he learn this and so write ? And whence
existent form. And so also, of the heaven which did he receive the suggestion of his saying that
was created, he thought that the heaven which God exists in a fiery substance ? Was it not
was created--and which he also called the fir- from the third book of the history of the Kings,
mament -- was that creation which the senses where it is written, "The Lord was not in the
perceive ; and that the heaven which the intel- wind ; and after the wind an earthquake, but the
lect perceives is that other of which the prophet Lord was not in the earthquake ; and after
said, "The heaven of heavens is the Lord's, but the earthquake a fire, but the Lord was not m
the earth hath He given to the children of! the fire ; and after the fire a still small voice ?"9
men."s And so also concerning man: Moses l But these things pious men must understand in
first mentions the name of man, and then after a higher sense with profound and meditative
many other creations he makes mention of the insight. But Plato, not attending to the words
formation of man, saying, "And God made man, lwith the suitable insight, said that God exists m
taking dust from the earth." 4 He thought, ac- a fiery substance.
cordingly, that the man first so named existed CHAP. XXXm _PLATO'S I_gCTRIm_Or THE HEAr-
before the man who was made, and that he who ENLY GIFT.
was formed of the earth was afterwards made
according to the pre-existent form. And that And if any one will attentively consider the
man was formed of earth, Homer, too, having gift that descends from God on the holy men,
discovered from the ancient and divine history --which gift the sacred prophets call the Holy
which says, "Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt Ghost,- he shall find that this was announced
thou return," s calls the lifeless body of Hector under another name by Plato in the chalogate
dumb clay. For in condemnation of Achilles with Meno. For, fearing to name the gift of
dragging the corpse of Hector after death, he God "the Holy Ghost," lest he should seem, by
says somewhere : 6_ following the teaching of the prophets, to be an

enemy to the Greeks, he acknowledges, indeed,*_On the dumb clay he cast indignity,
Blinded with rage." that it comes down from God, yet does not

t _. _-,. 9. think fit to name it the Holy Ghost, but virtue.
_E_t.n-v.4o. --_-_I_ t_'v.xt.
4C_tt.ii 7. _ Iliad,vh 99.
s C._. ia. zg. s Eaek.xi._.
t ll_md_mdk 9xKingt_ ix, xt
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For so in the dialogue with Meno, concerning he mentioned the "day," he should seem to lay

reg g ..... g or ] that he was completely adopting the expressions
whether It could, not be .tau.ght, .but must be / of Moses. And from what source did he derive

* gained by practice, or whether it could be [what he has written regarding the dissolution of
attained neither by practice nor by learning, the heavens? Had he not learned this, too,
but was a natural gift in men, or whether it from the sacred prophets, and did he not think
comes in some other way, he makes this decla- that this was their doctrine ?
ration in these very words : "But if now through
this whole dialogue we have conducted our CHAP.XXXXv.--WHF__CEMF_ A'IYrRIBUTF..DTO GOD
inquiry and discussion aright, virtue must be HUMANFORM.

neither a natural gift, nor what one can receive And if any person investigates the subject of
by teaching, but comes to those to whom it images, and inquires on what ground those who
does come by divine destiny." These things, I first fashioned your gods conceived that they
think, Plato having learned from the prophets had the forms of men, he will find that this also
regarding the Holy Ghost, he has manifestly was derived from the dlvine history. For seeing
transferred to what he calls virtue. For as the that Moses' history, speaking in the person of
sacred prophets say that one and the same spirit God, says, "Let Us make man in our image and
is divided into seven spirits, so he also, naming likeness," these persons, under the impression

; it one and the same virtue, says this is divided that this meant that men were like God in form,
into four virtues ; wishing by all means to avoid began thus to fashion their gods, supposing they
mention of the Holy Spirit, but clearly declar- would make a likeness from a likeness. But
mg in a kind of allegory what the prophets said why, ye men of Greece, am I now induced to
of the Holy Spirit. For to this effect he spoke recount these things ? That ye may know that
in the dialogam with Meno towards the close it is not possible to learn the true religion from
"From this reasoning, Meno, it appears that those who were unable, even on those subjects
wrtue comes to those to whom it does come by by which they won the admiration of the hea-
d divine destiny. But we shall know clearly then} to write anything original, but merely
about this, in what kind of way virtue comes to propounded by some allegorical device in their

_. men, when, as a first step, we shall have set own writings what they had learned from Moses
ourselves to investigate, as an independent in- and the other prophets.

._ quiry, what virtue itself is." You see how he
calls only by the name of virtue, the gift that CHAP.XXXV._APPEAL TO THE GREEKS.
descends from above; and yet he counts it The time, then, ye men of Greece, is now
worthy of inquiry, whether it is right that this come, that ye, having been persuaded by the

_, [gift] be called virtue or some other thing, fear- ! secular histories that Moses and the rest of the
mg to name it openly the Holy Spirit, lest he prophets were far more ancient than any of

: should seem to be following the teaching of the those who have been esteemed sages among you,
$ prophets, abandon the ancient delusion of your forefathers,
' and read the dwine histories of the prophets, and

CHAp.XXXlIt._ PLATO'S IDEA OF THE BEGINmNGascertain from them the true religion; for they
d OF TIME DRAWN*FROMMOSES. do not present to you artful discourses, nor speak

And from what source did Plato draw the speciously and plausibly-- for this is the property
: information that time was created along with of those who wish to rob you of the truth_

the heavens ? For he wrote thus : "Time, ac- but use with simplicity the words and expressions
cordingly, was created along with the heavens ; which offer themselves, and declare to you what-
m order that, coming into being together, they ever the Holy Ghost, who descended upon them,
might also be together dissolved, if ever their chose to teach through them to those who are
dissolution should take place." Had he not desirous to learn the true religion. Having then
learned this from the divine history of Moses ? laid aside all false shame, and the inveterate
For he knew that the creation of time had re- error of mankind, with all its bombastic parade
ceived its original constitution from days and and empty noise, though by means of it you
months and years. Since, then, the first day fancy you are possessed of all advantages, do
which was created along with the heavens con- you give yourselves to the things that profit you.
stituted the beginning of all time (for thus For neither will you commit any offence against
Moses wrote, ,, In the beginning God created your fathers, if you now show a desire to betake
the heavens and the earth," and then imme- yourselves to that which is quite opposed to
did.rely subjoins, "And one day was made," as their error, since it is likely enough that they

he would designate the whole of time by one
part of it), Plato names the day "time," lest, if x I_axuy, ,, _ _tho_."
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themselves are now lamenting in Hades, and[heavenly with greater accuracy than Plato_de-
repenting with a too late repentance ; and if it I clared that God did not exist, as Plato said, iD
were possible for them to show you thence what I the fiery substance (for this was Plato's doctrine)
had befallen them after the termination of this I but in the fifth element, air. And while he de-
life, ye would blow from what fearfifl ills they ! manded that concerning these matters he should
desired to deliver you. But now, since it is not be believed on account of the excellence of h_s
possible in this present life that ye either learn language, he yet departed this life because he
from them, or from those who here profess to was overwhelmed with the infamy and disgrace of
teach that philosophy which is falsely so called, it being unable to discover even the nature of the
follows as the one thing that remains for you to Euripus in Chalcis. 3 Let not any one, therefore,
do, that, renouncing the error of your fathers, ye of sound judgment prefer the elegant diction of
read the prophecies of the sacred writers,' not these men to his own salvation, but let him, ac-
requiring from them unexceptionable diction (for cording to that old story, stop his ears with wax,
the matters of our religion lie in works/not in and flee the sweet hurt which these sirens would
words), and learn from them what will give you inflict upon him. For the above-mentioned men,
life everlasting. For those who bootlessly dis- presenting their elegant language as a kind of
grace the name of philosophy are convicted of bait, have sought to seduce many from the right
knowing nothing at all, as they are themselves religion, in imitation of him who dared to teach
forced, though unwillingly, to confess, since not the first men polytheism. Be not persuaded by
only do they disagree with each other, but also these persons, I entreat you, but read the proph-
expressed their own opinions sometimes in one ecies of the sacred writers. 4 And if any sloth-
way, sometimes in another, fulness or old hereditary superstition prevents

you from reading the prophecies of the holy men
CHAP. XXXVI._TRUE KNOWLEDGENOT HELD BY through which you can be instructed regarding

THE PHILOSOPHERS. the one only God, which is the first article of the
And if "the discovery of the truth" be given true religion, yet believe him who, though at first

among them as one definition of philosophy, he taught you polytheism, yet afterwards pre-
how are they who are not in possession of the ferred to sing a useful and necessary recantation
true knowledge worthy of the name of philoso- -- I mean Orpheus, who said what I quoted a
phy? For if Socrates, the wisest of your wise litde before ; and believe the others who wrote
men, to whom even your oracle, as you your- the same things concerning one God. For it
selves say, bears witness, saying, "Of all men, was the work of Divine Providence on your be-
Socrates is the wisest" -- if he confesses that he half, that they, though unwillingly, bore testimony
knows nothing, how did those who came after that what the prophets said regarding one God
him profess to know even things heavenly? For was true, in order that, the doctrine of a plural-
Socrates said that he was on this account called ity of gods being rejected by all, occasion might
wise, because, while other men pretended to be afforded you of knowing the truth.
know what they were ignorant of, he himself did
not shrink from confessing that he knew nothing. CHAP. XXXVU.-- OF THE SmVL.S
For he said, "I seem to myself to be wisest by And you may in part easily learn the right
this little particular, that what I do not know, I religion from the ancient Sibyl, who by some
do not suppose I know." Let no one fancy that kind of potent inspiration teaches you, through
Socrates ironically feigned ignorance, because he her oracular predictions, truths which seem to be
often used to do so in his dialogues. For the much akin to the teaching of the prophets. She,
last expression of his apology which he uttered they say, was of Babylonian extraction, being the
as he was being led away to the prison, proves daughter of Berosus, who wrote the Chald,*_an
that in seriousness and truth he was confessing History ; and when she had crossed over (how,
his ignorance : "But now it is time to go away, I know not) into the re_ion of Camoania, she
I indeed to die, but you to live. And which there uttered her oracularsayings in a'city called
of us goes to the better state, is hidden to all Cumin, six miles from Bairn, where the hot springs
but God." Socrates, indeed, having uttered this of Campania are found. And being in that oty,
last sentence in the Areopagus, departed to the we saw also a certain place, in which we were
prison, ascribing to God alone the knowledge of shown a very large basilica 6cut out of one stone ;
those things which are hidden from us ; but those a vast affair, and worthy of all admiration. And
who came after him, though they are unable to they who had heard it from their fathers as part
comprehend even earthly things, profess to un- of their country's tradition, told us that it was
derstand things heavenly as if they had seen them.
Aristotle at least-- as if he had seen things 3Thisis _o,,_po_l to_ f_.4 Litcrtdly, " sacred men," .. •

S [In Gra_*s oditioa cotmult not_ of Lank attd Kortholt, n P'_t_
z Literally, "meted men." . . . e [Travellen must t_ogni_ the agreement d Jtmia's story
t [A noteworthy apok_gy for _u'dy (aurisfiaa wntmm.] _tim tradl-"-'J'm_-t _tvc still slxwta iti this rcgtaa.l
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here she used to publish her oracles. And in esteemed among you, do ye henceforward pay
the middle of the basilica they showed us three less devotion to accuracy of metres and of lan-
receptacles cut out of one stone, in which, when guage ; and giving heed without contentiousness
filled with water, they said that she washed, and to the words of the Sibyl, recognise how great are
having put on her robe again, retires into the in- the benefits which she will confer upon you by
m6st chamber of the basilica, which is still a part predicting, as she does in a clear and patent
of the one stone ; and sitting in the middle of manner, the advent of our Saviour Jesus Christ ; '
the chamber on a high rostrum and throne, thus who, being the Word of God, inseparable from

roclaims her oracles. And both by many other Him in power, having assumed man, who had
ters has the Sibyl been mentioned as a prophet- been made in the image and likeness of God, re-

ess, and also by Plato in his Ph¢drus. And stored to us the knowledge of the religion of our
Plato seems to me to have counted prophets ancient forefathers, which the men who lived
divinely inspired when he read her prophecies, after them abandoned through the bewitching
For he saw that what she had long ago predicted counsel of the envious devil, and turned to thewor-
was accomplished ; and on this account he ex- ship of those who were no gods. And if you still
presses in the Dialogue with Meno his wonder hesitate and are hindered from belief regarding
at and admiration of prophets in the following the formation of man, believe those whom you
terms: "Those whom we now call prophetic have hitherto thought it right to give heed to,

persons we should rightly name divine. And not and know that your own oracle, when asked by
least would we say that they are divine, and are some one to utter a hymn of praise to the

: raised to the prophetic ecstasy by the inspiration Almighty God, in the middle of the hymn spoke
and possession of God, when they correctly speak thus, "Who formed the first of men, and called
of many and important matters, and yet know him Adam." And this hymn is preserved by
nothing of what they are saying," -- plainly and many whom we know, for the conviction of those
manifestly referring to the prophecies of the who are unwilling to believe the truth which all
Sibyl. For, unlike the poets who, after their bear witness to. If therefore, ye men of Greece,
poems are penned, have power to correct and ye do not esteem the false fancy concerning those
pohsh, specially in the way of increasing the ac- that are no gods at a higher rate than your own
curacy of their verse, she was filled indeed with salvation, believe, as I said, the most ancient and
prophecy at the time of the inspiration, but as time-honoured Sibyl, whose books are preserved
soon as the inspiration ceased, there ceased also in all the world, and who by some kind of potent
the remembrance of all she had said. And this inspiration both teaches us in her oracular utter-
indeed was the cause why some only, and not all ances concerning those that are called gods, that
the metres of the verses of the Sibyl were pre- aave no existence ; and also clearly and manifestly
served. For we ourselves, when in that city, prophesies concerning the predicted advent of
ascertained from our cicerone, who showed us the our Saviour Jesus Christ, and concerning all those
places in which she used to prophesy, that there things which were to be done by Him. For the

- was a certain coffer made of brass in which they knowledge of these things will constitute your
said that her remains were preserved. And be- necessary preparatory training for the study of the
sides all else which they told us as they had heard prophecies of the sacred writers. And if any one
it from their fathers, they said also that they who supposes that he has learned the doctrine con-

: then took down her prophecies, being illiterate cerning God from the most ancient of those
persons, often went quite astray from the accuracy whom you name philosophers, let him listen to
of the metres ; and this, they said, was the cause Ammon and Hermes : _ to Ammon, who in his
of the want of metre in some of the verses, the discourse concerning God calls Him wholly hid-
prophetess having no remembrance of what she den ; and to Hermes, who says plainly and dis-
had said, after the possession and inspiration tinctly, "that it is difficult to comprehend God,
ceased, and the reporters having, through their and that it is impossible even for the man who
lack of education, failed to record the metres can comprehend Him to declare Him to others."
with accuracy. And on this account, it is mani- From every point of view, therefore, it must be
lest that Plato had an eye to the prophecies of seen that in no other way than only from the
the Sibyl when he said this about prophets, for prophets who teach us by divine inspiration, is it
he said, "When they correctly speak of many at all possible to learn anything concerning God
and important matters, and yet know nothing of and the true religion.
whattheyarcsaying.

CHAP. Xxxvnl. -- CONCIXIDING APPEAL. hx_e_.T_ f_natlng use made of this by Virgil must not be o_r-
" Ultlma Cummi venit jam earminis _tas," etc.,

But since, ye men of Greece, the matters of E_._i_P_
the true religion lie not in the metrical numbers • [HermesTri.smegistur_Milton(Pemmreoo,|i ,)

[N. B. -- This ,#ork Lsnat r,uplx_xl to be Jtmm s I_ mmltmt talti_']of poetry, nor yet in that culture which is highly tins_=c.] •. •



JUSTINON THE SOLEGOVERNMENTOF GOD."

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. G. REITH, M.A.]

CHAP.I._OBJECT Ol_THE AUTHOR. CHAP.II.--TESTIMOICIF.STO THE UNlTYOF GOD.

ALTHOUGHhuman nature at first received a First, then, A_schylus? in expounding the at-
union of intelligence and safety to discern the rangemeut of his work,S expressed himself als0
truth, and the worship due to the one Lord of as follows respecting the only God : m

all, yet envy, insinuating the excellence of human "Afar from mortals place the holy God,
greatness, turned men away to the making of Nor ever think that He, hke to th)self,
idols ; and this superstitious custom, after con- In fleshly robes is clad; for all unknown
tinuing for a long period, is handed down to the Is the great God to such a worm as thou.Divers similitudes He bears; at times
majority as if it were natural and true. It is He seems as a consuming fire that burns
the part of a lover of man, or rather of a lover Unsated; now like water, then again
of God, to remind men who have neglected it of In sable folds of darkness shrouds Himself.
that which they ought to know. For the truth Nay, even the very beasts of earth reflectHis sacred image ; whilst the wind, clouds, rain,
is of itself sufficient to show forth, by means of The roll of thunder and the lightning flash,
those things which are contained under the pole Reveal to men their great and sovereign Lord.
of heaven, the order [instituted by] Him who has Before Him sea and roeks, with every fount,
created them. But forgetfulness having taken And all the water floods, in reverence bend ;And as they gaze upon His awful face,
possession of the minds of men, through the Mountains and earth, with the profoundest depths
long-suffering of God, has acted recklessly in Of ocean, and the highest peaks of hills,
transferring to mortals the name which is appli- Tremble: for He is Lord Omnipotent;
cable to the only true God ; and from the few And this the glory is of God Most High."
the infection of sm spread to the many, who were But he was not the only man initiated in the
blinded by popular usage to the knowledge of knowledge of God ; for Sophocles also thus de-
that which was lasting and unchangeable. For scribes the nature of the only Creator of all
the men of former generations, who instituted things, the One God:--
private and public rites in honour of such as were "There is one God, in truth there is but one,
more powerful, caused forgetfulness of the Cath- Who made the heavens and the broad earth beneath,
olic _ faith to take possession of their posterity ; The glancing waves of ocean, and the winds ;
but I, as I have just stated, along with a God- But many of us mortals err m heart,And set up, for a solace in our woes,
loving mind, shall employ the speech of one Images of the gods m stone and brass,
who loves man, and set it before those who have Or figures carved in gold or ivory ;
intelligence, which all ought to have who are And, furnishing for these, our handiworks,
privileged to observe the administration of the Both sacrifice and rite magnificent,
universe, so that they should worship unchange- We think that thus we do a pious work."
ably Him who knows all things. This I shall do, And Philemon also, who published many expla-
not by mere display of words, but by altogether nations of ancient customs, shares in the knowl-
using demonstration drawn from the old poetry edge of the truth ; and thus he writes :
in Greek literature,3 and from writings very corn- "Tell me what thoughts of God we should conceive?
mon amongst all. For from these the famous One, all things seeing, yet Himself unseen."

men who have handed down idol-worship as law Even Orpheus, too, who introduces three hun-
to the multitudes, shall be taught and convicted by dred and sixty gods, will bear testimony in my
their own poets and literature of great ignorance. ___----

4 Or_tius supposes this to be ,_schylus the yotmser m some prO-
! _e_ is omitted in _ss, but _e.pX/a of itself implies it.
2 i e., the doctrine that God only is to be worshlppecL I°g_e5;I'ms may also he translated: "expounding the set of opmt0as

z_o
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favourfrom the tract called gh'adwcw, in which "Think'stthou, Nicostratus, the dead, whohere
he appearsto repent of his error by writing the Enjoyed whate'erof good lifeotlersman,Escape the notice of Divinity,
following : _ As if they might forgotten be of Him ?

- I'll speak to thosewho lawfully may hear ; Nay, there's an eye of Justice watching all ;
All others, ye protane, now close'the doors! Forif the good and bad find the same-end,
And. O Mumeus, hearken thou to me, Then go thou, rob, steal, plunder, at thy will,
Who offsnring art of the light-bringing moon. Do all the evil that to thee seems good.
The words I tell thee now are true indeed, Yet be not thou deceived ; for underneath
And if thou former thoughts of mine hast seen, There is a throne and place of judgment set,
Let them not rob thee of the blessed life ; Which God the Lord of all shall occupy;Whose name is terrible, nor shall [ dare

" But rather turn the depths of thine own heart
Unto that place where light and knowledge dwell. To breathe it forth in feeble human speech."
Take thou the worn divine to guide thy steps; And Euripides : s
And walktng well in the straight certain path,
Look to the one and universal King, "Not grndginglv he gives a lease of life,
One, self-begotten, and the only One That we theholders may be fairly judged;
Of whom all things, and we ourselves, are sprung. And if a mortal man doth think to hide
All things are open to His piercing gaze, His daily fSuflt from the keen eye of God,
While He Himself is still invisible ; It is an ewl thought ; so if perchance
Present m all His works, though still unseen, He meets with leisure-taking Justice, she
He gives to mortals evil out of good, Demands him as her lawful prisoner :

: Sending both chilling wars and tearful griefs; But many of you hastily commit
-_ And other than the Great King there is none. A twofold sin, and say there is no God.

The clouds for ever settle round Hts throne ; But, ah ! there is; there is. Then see that he

._ And mortal eyeballs in mere mortal eyes Who, being wicked, prospers, may redeem"- Are weak to see Jove, reigning over all. The time so precious, else hereafter waits

.j_ He sits established in the brazen heavens For him the due reward of punishment."

Upon His throne ; and underneath His feet• He treads the earth, and stretches His right hand CHAP. IV. -- GOD DESIRES NOT SACRIFICES)BUT

To all the ends of ocean, and around RIGHTEOUSNESS.
Tremble the mountain ranges, and the streams,

. The depths, too, of the blue and hoary sea." And that God is not appeased by the libations
He speaks indeed as if he had been an eye- and incense of evil-doers, but awards vengeance
witness of God's greatness. And Pythagoras in righteousness to each one, Philemon6 again

_, agrees with him when he writes :-- shall bear testimony to me'-
"Shouldone in boldness say, Lo, I am God t "If any one should dream, O Pamphilus,

Besides the One-- Eternal-- Infinite, By sacrifice of bulls or goats -- nay, then,
Then let him from the throne he has usurped By Jupiter--of any such like things;
Put forth his power and form another globe, Or by presenting gold or purple robes,
Such as we dwell in, saying, This is mine. Or images of ivory and gems ;

; Nor only so, but in this new domain If thus he thinks he may propitiate God,
For ever let him dwell. If this he can, He errs, and shows himself a silly one.
Then verily he is a god proclaimed." But let him rather useful be, and good,

Committing neither theft nor lustful deed&
CHAP.HI. _ TESTIMONIES TO A FUTURE JUDGMENT. Nor murder foul, for earthl_ riches' sake.

Let him of no man covet wife or child,
Then further concerning Him, that He alone I His splendid house, his wide-spread property,

is powerful, both to institute judgment on the His maiden, or his slave born m his house,
deeds performed in life, and on the ignorance His horses, or his cattle, or his beeves.

of the Deity [displayed by men], I can adduce Nay, covet not a pin, O Pamphilus,For God, close by you, sees whate'er you do.
witnessesfrom your own ranks ; and first Sopho- He ever with the _icked man is wroth,
cles,_ who speaks as follows : -- But in the righteous takes a pleasure still,

Permitting him to reap fruit of his toil,
"That time of times shall come, shall surely come, And to enjoy the bread his sweat has won.

When from the golden ether down shall fall But being righteous, see thou PaY thy vows,
Fire's teemin_ treasure, and in burning flames And unto God the giver offer gifts.
All things of-e_h and heaven shall be consumed ; Place thy adorning not in outward shows,
And then, when all creation is dissolved, But in an inward purity ot heart;
The sea's last wave shall die upon the shore, Hearing the thunder then, thou shalt not fear,
The bald earth stript of trees, the burning air Nor shalt thou flee, O master, at its voice,
No winged thing upon its breast shall bear. For thou art conscious of no evil deed,
There are two roads to Hades, well we know ;3 _ And God, close by you, sees whate'er you do."

y this the righteous, and by that the bad,
On to their separate fates shall tend ; and He, _ Again, Plato, in 2Tin,us,7 says : "But if any
Who all things had destroyed, shall all things save." one on consideration should actuary institute

And Philemon 4 again :
s Omtles k,ins tbe_elim_ to the tma:ediag. Clementd .Ahmm-

drla _ t_snd the others,w'ah_are raiderthe name_ le_nl_
6 Someu_r_utoL_ linestosHaxnoor, --r-6_ _ 9.I_Uill.7'].'-Ymepmpmmm iaNrt thae throelines ia the centre_ the next
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a rigid inquiry, he would be ignorant of the Apollo of his deeds ; for when he weds
distinction between the human and the divine Maidens by force, the children secretly

Begotten he betrays, and then neglects
nature; because God mingles manyr things up Whendying. Thus not you ; but while you may
into one, ['and again is able to dissolve one into Always pursue the virtues, for the gods
many things,] seeing that He is endued with Will surely punislt men of wickedness.

How is it right that you, who have prescribed
knowledge and power ; but no man either is, or Laws for men's guidance, live unrighteously ?
ever shall be, able to perform any of these." But ye being absent, I shall freely speak,

And ye to men shall satisfaction give
CHAP. V. --THE VAIN PREFF_,NSIONSOF FALSE GODS. For marriage forced, thou Neptune, Jupiter,

Who over heaven presides. The temples ye
But concerning those who think that they Have emptied, while injustice ye repay.

shall share the holy and perfect name, which And though ye laud the prudent to the skies,
some have received by a vain tradition as if they Yet have ye filled your hands with wickedness.
were gods, Menander in the Auriga says : -- No longer is it right to call men illIf they do imitate the sins * of gods ; 3
"If there exists a god who waiketh out Nay, evil let their teachers rather be."

With an old woman, or who enters in
_e stealth to houses through the folding-doors, And in .4rd_elaus : N

ne'er can please me ; nay, but only he
Who stays at home, ajnst and righteous God, "Full oft, my son, do gods mankind perplex."
To give salvation to _ worshippers." And in Belleroz#han :

The same Menander, in the Sacerdas, says : -- "They are no gods, who do not what is right."
"There is no God, O woman, that can save

One man by another; if indeed a man, And again in the same :

With sound of tinkling cymbals, charm a god "Gods reign in heaven most certainly, says one ;
Where'er he listeth, then assuredly But it is false,_yea, false : and let not him
He who doth so is much the greater g.od. Who speaks thus, be so foolish as to use
But these, O Rhode, are but the cunning schemes Ancient tradition, or to pay regard
Which daring men of intrigue, unabashed, Unto my words : but with unclouded eyeInvent to earn themselves a livelihood,
And ymld a laughing-stock unto the age." Behold the matter in its clearest light.Power absolute, I say, robs men of life

Again, the same Menander, stating his opinion And property ; transgresses plighted faith ;
about those who axe received as gods, proving Nor spares even cities, but with cruel handDespoils and devastates them ruthlessly.
rather that they are not so, says : B But they that do these things have more success
"Yea, if I this beheld, I then should wish Than those who live a gentle pious life ;

That back to me again my soul returned. And cities small, I know, which reverence gods,
For tell me where, O Gctas, in the world Submissive bend before the many spears
' Tis possible to find out righteous gods ?" Of larger impious ones ; yea, andmethinks

If any man lounge idly, and abstain
And in the De_ositum : _ From working with his hands for sustenance,

Yet pray the gods; he very soon will know
"There's an unrighteous judgment, as it seems, If they from him misfortufies will a_ert."

Even with the gods."

And Euripides the tragedian, in Orestes, says : N And Menander in Di_hilus : 4

"Apollo having caused by his command "Therefore ascribe we praise and honour great
The murder of the mother, knoweth not To Him who Father is, and Lord of all ; •
What honesty and justice signify. Sole maker and preserver of mankind,
We serve the gods, whoever they may be ; And who with all good things our earth has stored."
But from the central regions of the earth The same also in the _'scatores :
You see Apollo plainly gives response
To mortals, and whate'er he says we do. "For I deem that which nourishes my life
I him obeyed, when she that bore me fell Is God ; but he whose custom 'tis to meet
Slain by my hand : ke is the wicked man. The wants of men, -- He needs not at our hands
Then slay him, for 'twas he that sinned, not I. Renewed supplies, Himself being all in all. "5
What could I do ? Think you not that the god
Should free me from the blame which I do bear ?" The same in the Fraffes :

The same also in tIil#z_alytus: _ "God ever is intelligence to those
Who righteous are : so wisest men have thought."

"But on these points the gods do not judge right."

And in Ion :-- And in the Tibicina :
- Good reason finds a temple in all things

u But in the daughter of Erechtheus Wherein to worship ; for what is the mind,
What interest have I ? for that pertains • • • ? -But just the vome of God w_thm us placed
Not unto such as me. But when I come
With golden vessels for libations, I
The dew shall sprinkle, and yet needs must warn * R_al in Eurlptdes,Jc_,_ in text. ,' _o3 [SeeWarburton'sD.'_R,eLe&at'z_x(bookif. § 4), vol u P

Ed L_do_, tSlt. l

t The M,a, ate corrupthere. TheT,seem to L,Fad.,_andone a.c- 4 These linesareassignedto Diphilus. ...,.
tually dots ve*_ "all" for "many." ' Many" ts m Plato,and me s Tim wordsfrom"but" to '",di"ant amlgnmtbyOtto w ju=_
cJau_cm bracketsismke.nf_ 1_ttototiltuptimscram. _w M___.
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Andthe tragedian in _x_s: m For in Homer? Demodocus says he is self-taught--
"But if the pious and the impious

Share the same lot, how could we think it just, u God inspired me with strains"
• Ii]ove, the best,judgesnot uprightly_" though he is a mortal. 3F._ulapius and Apollo

are taught to heal by Chiron the Centaur,-- a
In plu'loetetes:-- very novel thing indeed, for gods tO be taught
,, You seehowhonourablegain is deemed by a man. What need I speak of Bacchus,who

• Even to the gods ; and how he is admired the poet says is mad ? or of Hercules, who he saysWhose shrine is laden most with yellow gold.
What, then, doth hinder thee, since it is good is unhappy? What need to speak of Mars and
To be like gods, from thus accepting gain ?H Venus, the leaders of adultery ; and by means of

all these to establish the proof which has been
In .Hecuba: _ undertaken? For if some one, in ignorance,

: "O Jupiter! whoeverthoumayestbe, should imitate the deeds which are said to be
O[ whom except in word all knowledge _lll;" divine, he would be reckoned among impure

men, and a stranger to life and humanity; and
and,-- if any one does so knowingly, he will have a
"[uoiter, whether thou art indeed plausible excuse for escaping vengeance, by show-

: _ great necessity,, or the mind of man, ing that imitation of godlike deeds of audacity is

no sin. But if anyone shouldblame these deeds,
I worship

thee !

he will take away their well-known names, and
cs_p. vL--WE SHOULDACKSOWLEDCEOI_ZONLYnot cover them up with specious and plausible

-_ GOD. words. It is necessary, then, to accept the true

Here, then, is a proof of virtue,and of a mind and invariable Name, not proclaimed by my
loving prudence, to recur to the communion of words only, but by the words of those who have
the°unity,_and to attach one's self to prudence introduced us to the elements of learning, in

for salvation, and make choice of'the better order that we may not, by living idly in thisthingsaccording to the free-will placed in man ; present state of existence, not only as those who

and not to think that those who are possessed of arehavingignorantprovedOfourselvestheheavenlYungrateful,glory,I_trenderalsoashumanpassions axe lords of all, when they shall
our

not appear to have even equal power with men. account to the Judge.
-_ s O& ._e.y xxiL347. . .
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FRAGMENTSOF THE LOSTWORKOF JUSTINON THE
RESURRECTION.

[TRANSLATEDBY THE REV. M. DODS, M.A.]

CHAP.I.--THE $ELF--EVIDENCINOPOWEROF and the proof of Himself and of all things.
Tmrrm Wherefore those who follow Him, and know Him,

THE word of truth is free, and carries its own having faith in Him as their proof, shall rest in
authority, disdaining to fall under any skilful Him. But since the adversary does not cease
argument, or to endure the logical scrutiny of its to resist many, and uses many and divers arts to
hearers. But it would be believed for its own ensnare them, that he may seduce the faithful
nobility, and for the confidence due to Him who from their faith, and that he may prevent the
sends it. Now the word of truth is sent from faithless from believing, it seems to me necessary
God ; wherefore the freedom claimed by the that we also, being armed with the invulnerable
truth is not arrogant. For being sent with au- doctrines of the faith, do battle against him in
thority, it were not fit that it should be required behalf of the weak.
to produce proof of what is said ; since neither
is there any proof beyond itself, which is God. CHAP.n. -- OBJVCrIONSTO THE V_SURRECUION
For every proof is more powerful and trustwor- oF THE FLESH.
thy than that which it proves ; since what is dis- They who maintain the wrong opinion saythat
believed, until proof is produced, gets credit there is no resurrection of the flesh ; giving as
when such proof is produced, and is recognised their reason that it is impossible that what is
as being what it was stated to be. But nothing corrupted and dissolved should be restored to
is either more powerful or more trustworthy than the same as it had been. And besides the ira-
the truth ; so that he who requires proof of this, possibility, they say that the salvation of the flesh
is like one who wishes it demonstrated why the is disadvantageous; and they abuse the flesh,
things that appear to the senses do appear. For adducing its infirmities, and declare that it only
the test of those things which are received through is the cause of our sins, so that if the flesh, say
the reason, is sense ; but of sense itself there ms they, rise again, our infirmities also rise with it.
no test beyond itself. As then we bring those And such sophistical reasons as the following
things which reason hunts after, to sense, and by they elaborate : If the flesh rise again, it must
it judge what kind of things they are, whether rise either entire and possessed of all its parts,
the things spoken be true or false, and then sit or imperfect. But its rising imperfect argues a
in judgment no longer, giving full credit to its want of power on God's part, if some parts
decision ; so alsowe refer all that is said regard- could be saved, and others not ; but if all the
ing men and the world to the truth, and by it parts are saved, then the body will manifestly
judge whether it be worthless or no. But the have all its members. But is it not absurd to
utterances of truth we judge by no separate test, say that these members will exist after the resur-
giving full credit to itself. And God, the Father rection from the dead, since the Saviour said,
of the universe, who is the perfect intelligence, "They neither marry, nor are given in marriage,
is the truth. And the Word, being His Son, but shall be as the angels in heaven?"' And
came to us, having put on flesh, revealing both the angels, say they, have neither flesh, nor do
Himself and the Father, giving to us in Himself they eat, nor have sexual intercourse ; therefore
resurrection from the dead, and eternal life after- there shall be no resurrection of the flesh. By
wards. And this is Jesus Christ, our Saviour and
Lord. He, therefore, is Himself both the faith _J_k _ _,s.
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these and such like arguments, they attempt to been born, and had submitted to the other con-
distract men from the faith. And there are some ditions of the flesh,-- I mean food, drink, and
who maintain that even Jesus Himself appeared clothing,- this one condition only of dischar-
only as spiritual, and not in flesh, but presented ging the sexual function He did not submit to ;
merely the appearance of flesh : these persons for, regarding the desires of the flesh, He ac-
seek m rob the flesh of the promise. First, then, cepted some as necessary, while others, which
let us solve those things which seem to them to were unnecessary, He did not submit to. For if
be insoluble ; then we will introduce in an orderly the flesh were deprived of food, drink, and cloth-
manner the demonstration concerning the flesh, ing, it would be destroyed ; but being deprived
proving that it partakes of salvation, of lawless desire, it suffers no harm. And at the

same time He foretold that, in the future world,
cHAP. III._IF THE MEMBERSRISE, MUST THEY sexual intercourse should be done away with; as

DISCHARGETHE SAMEFUNCTIONSAS NOW? He says, "The children of this world marry, and
are given in mamage ; but the children of the

They say, then, if the body shall rise entire, world to come neither marry nor are given in
and in possession of all its members, it necessa- marriage, but shall be like the angels in heaven." 3
nly follows that the functions of the members Let not, then, those that are unbelieving marvel,
shall also be in existence ; that the womb shall if in the world to come He do away with those
become pregnant, and the male also discharge acts of our fleshly members which even in this
his function of generation, and the rest of the present life are abolished.
members in like manner. Now let this argument
stand or fall by this one assertion. For this
being proved false, their whole objection will be CtIAP. IV._MUST THE DEFORMEDRISEDEFORMED
removed. Now it is indeed evident that the Well, they say, if then the flesh rise, it must
members which discharge functions discharge rise the same as it falls; so that if it die with
those functions which in the present life we see ; one eye, it must rise one-eyed ; if lame, lame ;
but it does not follow that they necessarily dis- if defective in any part of the body, in this part
charge the same functions from the beginning, the man must rise deficient. How truly blinded
And that this may be more clearly seen, let us are they in the eyes of their hearts! For they
consider it thus. The function of the womb is have not seen on the earth blind men seeing
to become pregnant ; and of the member of the again, and the lame walking by His word. All
male to impregnate. But as, though these mem- things which the Saviour did, He did in the first
hers are destined to discharge such functions, place in order that what was spoken concerning
it is not therefore necessary that they from the Him in the prophets might be fulfilled, "that
beginning discharge them (since we see many the blind should receive sight, and the deaf
women who do not become pregnant, as those hear, ''4 and so on ; but also to induce the belief
that are barren, even though they have wombs), that in the resurrection the flesh shall rise entire.
so pregnancy is not the immediate and necessary For if on earth He healed the sicknesses of the
consequence of having a womb ; but those even flesh, and made the body whole, much more will
who are not barren abstain from sexual inter- He do this in the resurrection, so that the flesh
course, some being virgins from the first, and shall rise perfect and entire. In this manner,
others from a certain time. And we see men ithen, shall those dreaded difficulties of theirs be
also keeping themselves virgins, some from the healed.
first, and some from a certain time ; so that by
their means, marriage, made lawless through lust, CHAP. V. _ THE RESURREC_rIONOF THE FIA_H I._
is destroyed._ And we find that some even of No1" IMPOSSIBLE.
the lower animals, though possessed of wombs,
do not bear, such as the mule ; and the male But again, of those who maintain that the
mules donor beget their kind. So that both in, flesh has no resurrection, .some assert that it is
the case of men and the irrational animals we impossible ; others that, considering how vile
can see sexual intercourse abolished ; and this, and despicable the flesh is, it is not fit that God
too, before the future world. And our Lord shouId raise it ; and others, that it did not at the

Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, for no other first receive the promise. First, then, in respect
reason than that He might destroy the begetting of those who say that it is impossible for God to
by lawless desire, and might show to the ruler 2 raise it, it seems to me that I should show that
that the formation of man was possible to God they are ignorant, professing as they do in word
without human intervention. And when He had that they are believers, yet by their works prov-

ing themselves to be unbelieving, even more
tTh •

ma_%ts to say, theirlivesa_ a protestagainstenteringinto
_¢..^ .La__Otterpurposethanthatoi"begetti_chlklrcn. _ Lukexx.34,35--,_ _ uevu.t_t.Johnxh.3z,xiv.30,xvLz_.] 4Ira.xxxv.5-
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unbelieving than the unbelievers. For, seeing CHAP. V]. m THE RESURREC_ONCONS]STEIcr
that all the heathen believe in their idols, and[ THE OPINIONSOF THE PHILOSOPHERS.
are persuaded that to them all things are possi- [ -,_ -hen wh .......• those, t , o are calte(a natural rll]o

b_l s (caSane_enal_ht_in_sl_e.tanHt_a_r eS_ilY_,_ ,', Th_ phers, say, some of them, as Plato, that Phe u_-
g g, Y ; . Iverse is matter and God ; others, as E ieu,, • , • • p rus
he added the word easily that he might bnng that it is atoms and the void 7 othe ..... '; r_, like the
out the greatness of the power of the gods), Stoics, that it is these four-- fire, water, air, earth.
many do seem to be more unbelieving than they. For it is sufficient to mention the most prevalent
For if the heathen believe in their gods, which opinions. And Plato says that all things are
are idols (" which have ears, and they hear not ; made from matter by God, and according to His
they have eyes, and they see not"2), that they design ; but Epicurus and his followers say that
can do all things, though they be but devils, as all things are made from the atom and the void
saith the Scripture, "The gods of the nations by some kind of self-regulating action of the nat-
are devils," 3 much more ought we, who hold the

ural movement of the bodies; and the Stoics,
right, excellent, and true faith, to believe in our that all are made of the four elements, God per-
God. since also we have proofs Col His power], vading them. But while there is such discrep-
first in the creation of the first man, for he was ancy among them, there are some doctrines
made from the earth by God ; and this is suffi- acknowledged by them all in common, one of
cient evidence of God's power ; and then they which is that neither can anything be produced
who observe things can see how men are gen- from what is not in being, nor anything be de-
erated one by another, and can marvel in a still

stroyed or dissolved into what has not any being,
greater degree that from a little drop of moisture and that the elements exist indestructible out of

_o grand a living creature is formed. And cer- which all things are generated. And this being
tainly if this were only recorded in a promise, so, the regeneration of the flesh will, according
and not seen accomphshed, this too would be to all these philosophers, appear to be possible.
much more incredible than the other ; but it is For if, according to Plato, it is matter and God,
rendered more credible by accomplishment. 4 both these are indestructible and God ; and God
But even in the case of the resurrection the indeed occupies the position of an artificer, to
Saviour has shown us accomplishments, of which wat, a potter ; and matter occupies the place of
we will in a little speak. But now we are de- clay or wax, or some such thing. That, then,
monstrating that the resurrection of the flesh is whicla is formed of matter, be it an image or a
possible, asking pardon of the children of the statue, is destructible; but the matter itself is
Church if we adduce arguments which seem to indestructible, such as clay or wax, or any other
be secular s and physical : 6 first, because to God such kind of matter. Thus the artist designs in
nothing is secular, not even the world itself, for the clay or wax, and makes the form of a hvmg
it is His workmanship ; and secondly, because animal ; and again, if his handiwork be destroyed,
we are conducting our argument so as to meet it is not impossible for him to make the same
unbelievers. For if we argued with believers, it form, by working up the same material, and
were enough to say that we believe ; but now fashioning it anew. So that, according to Plato,
we must proceed by demonstrations. The fore- neither will it be impossible for God, who is
going proofs are indeed quite sufficient to evince Himself indestructible, and has also indestructa-
the possibility of the resurrection of the flesh ; ble material, even after that which has been first
but since these men are exceedingly unbelieving, formed of it has been destroyed, to make it anew
we will further adduce a more convincing argu- again, and to make the same form just as it was
ment still,- an argument drawn not from faith, before. But according to the Stoics even, the
for they are not within its scope, but from their body being produced by the mixture of the four
own mother unbelief, _ I mean, of course, from elementary substances, when this body has been
physical reasons. For if by such arguments we dissolved into the four elements, these remaining
prove to them that the resurrection of the flesh indestructible, it is possible that they receive a
is possible, they are certainly worthy of great second time the same fusion and composition,
contempt if they can be persuaded neither by from God pervading them, and so re-make the
the deliverances of faith nor by the arguments body which [hey formerly made. Like as if a
of the world, man shall make a composition of gold and silver,

and brass and tin, and then shall wish to dissolve
x OdyssO,,ii. 3o¢. it again, so that each element exist separately,s Pit. cxv. 5.

I'_._. s- having again mixed them, he may, if he pleases,
4 Le.,byactuallyhappeningunderourobs_'vation, make the very same composition as he had tor-s ;_p, "without" or " outside," to which reference is madem

the next _ which may be translated, "because nothing _soutside
God," or, "becaute to G6d nothing is ' without.'"

s _o,r_,_, arg___ drawn front the laws by which _: world 7 _ _v, the _ _ _ in which thc infinity of
governS, moved.
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merlymade. Again, according to Epicurus, the the world. For that on account of which the
atoms and the void being indestructible, it is by rest is made, is the most precious of all to the
a definite arrangement and adjustment of the maker.
atoms as they come together, that both all other
formations are produced, and the body itseff; CHAP.vm.--nOES _ BovY cAu'sz_ soul
and it being in course of time dissolved, is dis- To sts?
solvedagain into those atoms from which it was Quite true, say they ; yet the flesh is a s/nnel',
also produced. And as these remain indestruc- so much so, that it forces the soul to sin along
tible, it is not at all impossible, that by coming with it. And thus they vainly accuse it, and lay
to_ther again, and receiving the same arrange- to its charge alone the sins of both. But in what
ment and position, they should make a body of instance can the flesh possibly sin by itself, if it
like nature to what was formerly produced b.y have not the soul going before it and inciting it ?
them ; as if a jeweller should make in mosaic For as in the case of a yoke of oxen, if one or
the formof an animal, and the stones should be other is loosed from the yoke, neither of them
scattered by time or by the man himself who can plough alone ; so neither can soul or body
made them, he having still in his possession the alone effect anything, if they be unyoked from
scatteredstones, may gather them together again, their communion. And if it is the flesh that is
and having gathered, may dispose them in the the sinner, then on its account alone did the
same way, and make the same form of an Saviour come, as He says, "I am not come to
animal. And shall not God be able to collect call the righteous, but sinners to repentance." s
again the decomposed members of the flesh, and Since, then, the flesh has been proved to be
make the same body as was formerlyproduced valuable in the sight of God, and glorious above
by Him ? all His works, it would very justly be saved by

Him.
CHAP. VII, _ THE BODY VALUABLE IN GOD'S SIGHT. We must meet, therefore, those who say, that

But the proof of the possibility of the resur- even though it be the special handiworkof God,
rection of the flesh I have sufficiently demon- and beyond all else valued by Him, it would not
strated,in answer to men of the world. And if immediately followthat it has the promise of the
the resurrectionof the flesh is not found impos- resurrection. Yet is it not absurd, that that which
sible on the principles even of unbelievers, how has been produced with such circumstance, and
much more will it be found in accordance with which is beyond all else valuable, should be so
the mind of believers ! But following our order, neglected by its Maker, as to pass to nonentity ?
we must now speak with respect to those who "l_en the sculptor and painter, if they wish the
think meanly of the flesh, and say that it is not works they have made to endure, that they may
worthy of the resurrection nor of the heavenly win glory by them, renew them when they begin
economy,' because, first, its substance is earth ; to decay ; but God would so neglect His own
and besides, because it is full of all wickedness, possession and work, that it becomes annihilated,
so that it forces the soul to sin along with it. and no longer exists. Should we not call this
But these persons seem to be ignorant of the labour in vain? As if a man who has built a
wholework of God, both of the genesis and for- house should forthwith destroy it, or should neg-
marionof man at the first, and why the things in lect it, though he sees it falling into decay, and is
the world were made.' For does not the word able to repair it : wewould blame him for labour-
say, " Let Us make man in our image, and after ing in vain ; and should we not so blame God?
our likeness?" 3 What kind of man? Mani- But not such an one is the Incorruptible,m not
festlyHe means fleshly man. For the word says, senseless is the Intelligence of the universe. Let
"And God took dust of the earth, and made the unbelieving be silent, even though they them-
man." 4 It is evident, therefore, that man made selves do not believe.
in the image of God was of flesh. Is it not, But, in truth, He has even called the flesh to
then, absurd to say, that the flesh made by God the resurrection, and promises to it everlasting
in His own image is contemptible, and worth life. For where He promises to save man, there
nothing? But that the flesh is with God a He gives the promise to the flesh. For what is
precious possession is manifest, first from its being man but the reasonable animal composed of
formedby Him, if at least the image is valuable body and soul? Is the soul by itself man? No ;
to the former and artist ; and besides, its value but the soul of man. Would the body be called
can be gathered from the creation of the rest of man? No, but it is called the body of man.

If, then, neither of these is by itself man, but
,o,_- d_.,_;,,- that which is made up of the two together is

._r_ .m_t_ be _-_. - and_ t_ ffi_*'o_., o_ called man, and God has called mas to life and
_e-- m.w_l_m_le;"butd_queat arlp,_ sam_

. t. _6.
' O_a. ii. 7. s Mark ii. zT.
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resurrection, He has called not a part, but the what the resurrection should be ? How then
whole, which is the soul and the body. Since did He raise the dead ? Their souls or their
would it not be unquestionably absurd, if, while bodies ? Manifestly both. If the resurrection
these two are in the same being and according were only spiritual, it was requisite that He, in
to the same law, the one were saved and the raising the dead, should show the body lying
other not? And if it be not. impossible, as has apart by itself, and the soul living apart by itself.
already been proved, that the flesh be regener- But now He did not do so, but raised the body,
ated, what is the distinction on the ground of confirming in it the promise of life. Why did
which the soul is saved and the body not ? Do He rise in the flesh in which He suffered, unless
they make God a grudging God? But He is to show the resurrection of the flesh? And
good, and will have all to be saved. And by God wishing to confirm this, when His disciples did
and His proclamation, not only has your soul not know whether to believe He had truly risen
heard and believed on Jesus Christ, and with in the body, and were looking upon Him and
it the flesh,' but both were washed, and both doubting, He said to them, "Ye have not yet
wrought righteousness. They make God, then, faith, see that it is I ;"3 and He let them handle
ungrateful and unjust, if, while both believe on Him, and showed them the prints of the nails in
Him, He desires to save one and not the other. His hands. And when they were by every kind
Well, they say, but the soul is incorruptible, of proof persuaded that it was Himself, and in
being a part of God and inspired by Him, and the body, they asked Him to eat with them, that
therefore He desires to save what is peculiarly they might thus still more accurately ascertain
His own and akin to Himself; but the flesh is that He had in verity risen bodily ; and He did
corruptible, and not from Him, as the soul is. eat honey-comb and fish. And when He had
Then what thanks are due to Him, and what thus shown them that there is truly a resurrection
manifestation of His power and goodness is it of the flesh, wishing to show them this also, that
if He purposed to save what is by nature saved it is not impossible for flesh to ascend into heaven
and exists as a part of Himself? For it had its (as He had said that our dwelling-place is in
salvation from itself; so that in saving the soul, heaven), "He was taken up into heaven while
God does no great thing. For to be saved is they beheld,"* as He was in the flesh. If, there-
its natural destiny, because it is a part of Him- fore, after all that has been said, any one demand
self, being His respiration. But no thanks are demonstration of the resurrection, he is in no
due to one who saves what is his own ; for this respect different from the Sadducees, since the
is to save himself. For he who saves a part of resurrection of the flesh is the power of God,
himself, saves himself by his own means, lest he and, being above all reasoning, is established by
become defective in that part ; and this is not faith, and seen in works.
the act of a good man. For not even when a
man does good to his children and offspring,
does one call him a good man ; for even the CHAP. X.--THE BODYSAVED,Am) WILL THERE-
most savage of the wild beasts do so, and indeed FORE RISE.
willingly endure death, if need be, for the sake The resurrection is a resurrection of the flesh
of their cubs. But if a man were to perform which died. For the spirit dies not; the soul is
the same acts in behalf of his slaves, that man in the body, and without a soul it cannot h_e.
would justly be called good. Wherefore the The body, when the soul forsakes it, is not.
Saviour also taught us to love our enemies, since, For the body is the house of the soul ; and the
says He, what thank have )re ? So that He has i soul the house of the spirit. These three, in all
shown us that it is a good work not only to love those who cherish a sincere hope and unques-
those that are begotten of Him, but also those tioning faith in God, will be saved. Considenng,
that are without. And what He enjoins upon us, therefore, even such arguments as are suited
He Himself first of all does.* to this world, and finding that, even according

to them, it is not impossible that the flesh be
regenerated ; and seeing that, besides all these

CHAP. m. mTBX _ON OF CHRIST proofs, the Saviour in the whole Gospel shows
PROV_ a'i_,T Ttt_- BODY RISES. that there is salvation for the flesh, why do we

If He had no need of the flesh, why did He any longer endure those unbelieving and dan-
heal it? And what is most forcible of all, He gerous arguments, and fail to see that we are
raised the dead. Why? Was it not to show retrograding when we listen to such an argument

• as this : that the soul is immortal, but the body

*uipe_ to_.__._,,_ ,_ 0_ a_,_, "withoutthe mortal, and incapable of being revived ? For
_." w_h g_,t, • =o= ob,_ns m'_: _'_ _ ._, this we used to hear from Pythagoras and Plato,
ho,i_ver. ¢:hffet_'ble. Justin means that tt,,e _ was _ merety

partakh_ M the so_'s fa_h and promise, but had rights of its own. _ _udv. 3a, ©tc.
t Iris _ that a tmttM the tn_ti_ has boca hc.-t dropiaed s Comp.

out. * Ao.s L
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even before we learned the truth. If then the against. But if the flesh do not rise, why is it
Saviour said this, and proclaimed salvation to also guarded, and why do we not rather suffer
the soul alone, what new thing, beyond what we it to indulge its desires? Why do we not imi-
heard from Pythagoras and Plato and all their tare physicians, who, it is said, when they get a
band, did He bring us ? But now He has come patient that is despaired of and incurable, allow
proclaiming the glad tidings of a new and strange him to indulge his desires? For they know that
hope to men. For indeed it was a strange and he is dying ; and this indeed those who hate the
new thing for God to promise that He would flesh surely do, casting it out of its inheritance,
not keep incorruption in incorruption,but would so far as they can ; for on this account they also
make corruption incorruption. But because the despise it, because it is shortly to become a
prince of wickedness could in no other way cor- corpse. But if our physician Christ, God, hav-
rupt the truth, he sent forth his apostles (evil ing rescued us from our desires, regulates our
men who introduced pestilent doctrines), choos- flesh with His own wise and temperate rule, it is
ing them from among those who crucified our evident that He guards it from sins because it
Saviour; and these men bore the name of the possesses a hope of salvation, as physicians do
Saviour,but did the worksof him that sent them, not suffermen whom they hope to save to indulge
through whom the name itself has been spoken in what pleasures they please.

[N.B,--lh fragm_ts arc probably genuine.]



OTHERFRAGMENTSFROMTHE LOSTWRITINGSOF JUSTIN.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. A. ROBERTS, D.D.]

I. the advent of the Lord, the devil did not so

THE most admirable Justin rightly declared plainly know the measure of his own pumsh-
that the aforesaid demons' resembled robbers, ment, inasmuch as the divine prophets had but
--TATtAN'S Address lo the Greeks, chap. xviii, enigmatically announced it ; as, for instance,

Isaiah, who in the person of the Assyrian tragl-
II. cally revealed the course to be followed against

And Justin well said in his book against Mar- the devil. But when the Lord appeared, and
cion, that he would not have believed the Lord the devil clearly understood that eternal fire was
Himself, if He had announced any other God laid up and prepared for him and his angel_,
than the Fashioner and Maker [of the world], he then began to plot without ceasing against
and our Nourisher. But since, from the one the faithful, being desirous to have many corn-
God, who both made this world and formed us, pamons in his apostasy, that he might not by
and contains as well as administers all things, himself endure the shame of condemnatton,
there came to us the only-begotten Son, sum- comforting himself by this cold and mahc_ous
ming up His own workmanship in Himself, my consolation.--From the wrza'ngs of JOHN OF
froth in Him is stedfast, and my love towards AYrIocH.
the Father is immoveable, God bestowing both V.
upon us. -- IRZNmUS:Herestes, iv. 6. And Justin of Neapolis, a man who was not

far separated from the apostles either m age or
IIL excellence, says that that which is mortal is

Justin well said: Before the advent of the inherited, but that which is immortal inherits;
Lord, Satan never ventured to blaspheme God, and that the flesh indeed dies, but the kingdom
inasmuch as he was not yet sure of hts own of heaven hves.--fi'rom IV[ETHODIUS On the
damnation, since that was announced concern- Resurrec[ion, in Photius.
ing him by the prophets only in parables and VI.
allegories. But after the advent of the Lord,
learning plainly from the discourses of Christ Neither is there straitness with God, nor any-
and Hm apostles that eternal fire was prepared thing that is not absohitely perfect.--t;rvm
for him who voluntarily departed from God, manuscript of Hte writings of JUSTIN.

and for all who, without repentance, persevere vii.
in apostasy, then, by means of a man of this
sort, he, as if already condemned, blasphemes We shall not injure God by remaining igno-
that God who inflicts judgment upon him, and rant of Him, but shall deprive ourselves of His
imputes the sin of his apostasy to his Maker, friendship.
instead of to his own will and predilection.-- VIII.
IRENmaYS: Heresies, v. 26. The unskilfulness of the teacher proves de-

structive to his disciples, and the carelessness of
IV. the disciples entails danger on the teacher, and

Expounding the reason of the incessant plot- especially should they owe their negligence to
ring of the devil against us, he declares : Before hm want of knowledge.

t [See, en the Resur_etlon,cap.vi.; and compare,-- IX.
-A, datho_dmo_t_ta=fou-a The soul can with difficulty be recalled to

In fire, air, llood, or _ ground," etc.
_, e,_., _ 9>l those good things from which it has fallen, and

3m
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is with difficulty dragged away from those evils looking towards transgression, naturally became
to which it has become accustomed. If at any subject to corruption. Corruption then becom-
time thou showest a disposition to blame thy- ing inherent in nature, it was necessary that He
self, then perhaps, through the medicine of re- who wished to save should be one who destroyed
pentance, I should cherish good hopes regarding the efficient cause of corruption. And this could
thee. But when thou altogether despisest fear, not otherwise be done than by the life which is
and rejectest with scorn the very faith of Christ, according to nature being united to that which
it were better for thee that thou hadst never had received the corruption, and so destroying
been born from the womb.- From tke writings the corruption, while preserving as immortal for
of JOHN OF DAMASCUS. the future that which had received it. It was

therefore necessary that the Word should be-
X. come possessed of a body, that He might deliver

By the two birds x Christ is denoted, both us from the death of natural corruption. For
dead as man, and living as God. He is likened if, as ye s say, He had simply by a nod warded
to a bird, because He is understood and de- off death from us, death indeed would not have
dared to be from above, and from heaven. And approached us on account of the expression of
the living bird, having been dipped in the blood His will ; but none the less would we again have
of the dead one, was afterwards let go. For the become corruptible, inasmuch as we carried about
hwng and divine Word was in the crucified and in ourselves that natural corruption.- LEONTIUS
dead temple [of the body], as being a partaker against _uO,chians, etc., book ii.
of the passion, and yet impassible to God.

By that which took place in the running 2 XlI.
water, in which the wood and the hyssop and As it is inherent in all bodies formed by God
the scarlet were dipped, is set forth the bloody to have a shadow, so it is fitting that God, who
passion of Christ on the cross for the salvation is just, should render to those who choose what
of those who are sprinkled with the Spirit, and is good, and to those who prefer what is evil, to
the water, and the blood. Wherefore the ma- every one according to his deserts.- From the
terial for purification was not provided chiefly wri_'ngs of Joan OF DAMASCUS.
w_th reference to leprosy, but with regard to the
forgiveness of sins, that both leprosy might be l XlII.• I

understood to be an emblem of sin, and the : He speaks not of the Gentiles in foreign lands,
things which were sacrificed an emblem of Him but concerning [the people] who agree with the
who was to be sacrificed for sins. Gentiles, according to that which is spoken by

For this reason, consequently, he ordered that Jeremmh : "It is a bitter thing for thee, that
the scarlet should be dipped at the same time thou hast forsaken me, saith the Lord thy God,
m the water, thus predicting that the flesh should that of old thou hast broken thy yoke, and torn
no longer possess its natural [evil] properties, asunder thy bands, and said, I will not serve
For this reason, also, were there the two birds, Thee, but will go to every high hill, and under-
the one being sacrificed ifl the water, and the neath every tree, and there shall I become dis-
other dipped both in the blood and in the water, ;olute in my fornication."*_Fram manuscript
and then sent away, just as is narrated also re- afHw wrih'nKs of JUSTIN.
specting the goats.

The goat that was sent away presented a XlV.

type of Him who taketh away the sins of men. Neither shall light ever be darkness as long as
But the two contained a representation of the light exists, nor shall the truth of the things per-
one economy of God incarnate. For He was raining to us be controverted. For truth is that
wounded for our transgressions, and He bare than which nothing is more powerful. Every
the sins of many, and He was delivered for our one who might speak the truth, and speaks it
Iniquities. w From manuscript of wriltngs of not, shall be judged by God. -- Manuscript and
Just'IN. works of JOHN oF DAMASCVS.XI.

When God formed man at the beginning, He Xv.
suspended the things of nature on his will, and And the fact that it was not said of the
made an experiment by means of one command- seventh day equally with the other days, "And
ment. For He ordained that, if he kept this, there was evening, and there was morning," is a
he should partake of immortal existence ; but if distinct indication of the consummation which is

he transgressed it, the contrary should be his lot. to take place in it before it is finished, as the
Man having been thus made, and immediately

J The Gentiles are here referred to, who saw no nom,s/ty for the

z See Lev. xiv. ,t9"5_- incarnautm
2 Literally, "llvmg. 4. J_r. iL =9, etc.. (LXX.)
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fathers declare, especially St. Clement, and xvIII.
Iremeus, and Justin the martyr and philosopher, To yield and give way to our passions is the
who, commenting with exceeding wisdom on lowest slavery, even as to rule over them is the
the number six of the sixth day, affirms that the only liberty.
intelligent soul of man and his five susceptible The greatest of all good is to be free from sin,
senses were the six works of the sixth day. the next is to be justified ; but he must be reck-
Whence also, having discoursed at length on the oned the most unfortunate of men, who, while
number six, he declares that all things which living unrighteously, rernalnq for a long time
have been framed by God are divided into six unpunished.
classes, m viz., into things intelligent and im- Animals in harness cannot but be carried over
mortal, such as are the angels; into things a precipice by the inexperience and badness of
reasonable and mortal, such as mankind; into their driver, even as by his skilfulness and ex-
things sensitive and irrational, such as cattle, cellence they will be saved.
and birds, and fishes ; into things that can ad- The end contemplated by a philosopher is
vance, and move, and are insensible, such as the likeness to God, so far as that is possible.
winds, and the clouds, and the waters, and the From the wri_ngs of Awrosrtvs MELISSA.
stars ; into things which increase and are im-
moveable, such as the trees ; and into things xIx.
which are insensible and immoveable, such as [The words] of St. Justin, philosopher and
the mountains, the earth, and such like. For martyr, from the fifth part of his diOology:'--I
all the creatures of God, in heaven and on earth, reckon prosperity, 0 men, to consist in nothing
fall under one or other of these divisions, and else than in living according to truth. But we
are circumscribed by them.m From /he writings do not live properly, or according to truth,
of ASgb'TASIUS. unless we understand the nature of things.

XVI. It escapes them apparently, that he who has
Sound doctrine does not enter into the hard by a true faith come forth from error to the

and disobedient heart ; but, as if beaten back, truth, has truly known himself, not, as they say,
enters anew into itself, as being in a state of frenzy, but as free from the

XVIL unstable and (as to every variety of error)

As the good of the body is health, so the changeable corruption, by the simple and ever
good of the soul is knowledge, which is indeed identical truth. -- From/]ze ¢oritings of JoHNorDAMASCUS.
a kind of health of soul, by which a likeness to
God is attained.-- From the wrftings of JoHNOF , It is doubtful if these words ate really Justin's, or, ff so, from
DAMASCUS. which, or what part, of his Apo/agt'ts they are derived.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TOTIIB

MARTYRDOMOF JUSTINMARTYR.

CRmCkn_rs,a cynic, has the ill-renown of stirring up the persecution in which Justin and his
friends suffered for Christ. The story that he died by the hemlock seems to have originated
among the Greeks, who naturally gave this turn to the sufferings of a philosopher.

The following brrRoDucroRY NOTICg of the translator supplies all that need be added.

THOUGh nothing is known as to the date or authorship of the following narrative, it is generally
reckoned among the most trustworthy of the Martyria. An absurd addition was in some copies
made to it, to the effect that Justin died by means of hemlock. Some have thought it necessary,

on account of this story, to conceive of two Justins, one of whom, the celebrated defender of the
Christian faith whose writings are given in this volume, died through poison, while the other

suffered in the way here described, along with several of his friends. But the description of
Justin given in the following account, is evidently such as compels us to refer it to the famous

apologist and martyr of the second century.'

t [,_ Ca'¢_, Litres o3egke Fatker$, i "43. Epiphanius, by fixing the martyrdom under the prefecture of Rt_ticus, seems to klcnti_
tins history; but, then, he also comaec_ it wtth tim reagn o_ Hadriam Ed. Oghler, tom. ii. 709. Berlin, x859.]
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THE MARTYRDOMOF THE HOLYMARTYRS,

JUSTIN, CHARITON, CHARITES, P/EON, AND LIBERIANUS, WHO SUFFERED

AT ROME.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. M. DODS, M.A.]

CHAP. I.- EXAMINATIONOF JUSTINBY THE ing Him of whom now I say that He is the Son
PREFECT. of God. For I know that of old the prophets

IN the time of the lawless partisans of idolatry, foretold His appearance among men."
wicked decrees were passed against the godly CHAP. II.- EXAMINATIONOF JUSTIN CONTINUED.
Christians m town and country, to force them
to offer hbat]ons to vain idols ; and accordingly Rusticus the prefect said, "Where do you as-
the holy men, having been apprehended, were semble ?" Justin said, "Where each one chooses
brought before the prefect of Rome, Rusticus by and can : for do you fancy that we all meet in
name. And when they had been brought before the very same place ? Not so ; because the God
h_s judgment-seat, Rusticus the prefect said to of the Christians is not circumscribed by place ;
Justin, "Obey the gods at once, and submit to but being invisible, fills heaven and earth, and
the kings." z Justin said, "To obey the com- everywhere is worshipped and glorified by the

faithful." Rusticus the prefect said, "Tell memandments of our Saviour Jesus Christ is worthy
neither of blame nor of condemnation." Rusti- where you assemble, or into what place do you
cus the prefect said, "What kind of doctrines do collect your followers ?" Justin said, "I live
you profess ?" Justin said, "I have endeavoured above one Martinus, at the Timiotinian Bath ;
to learn all doctrines ; but I have acquiesced at and during the whole time (and I am now living
la.st m the true doctrines, those namely of the in Rome for the second time) I am unaware of
Chnsuans, even though they do not please those any other meeting than his. And if any onewished to come to me, I communicated to him
who hold false opinions." Rusticus the prefect
said, "Are those the doctrines that please you, the doctrines of truth." Rustieus said, "Are
you utterly wretched man ?" Justin said, "Yes, you not, then, a Christian ?" Justin said, "Yes,
since I adhere to them with right dogma. ''z I am a Christian."
Rusticus the prefect saad, "What is the dogma ?" CHAP. IIL-- EXAMINATIONOF CHAR1TONAND
Justin said, "That according to which we wor- OTHERS.
ship the God of the Christians, whom we reckon
to be one from the beginning, the maker and Then said the prefect Rusticus to Chariton,
fashioner of the whole creation, visible and invis- "Tell me further, Chariton, are you also a Chris-

tian ?" Chariton said, "I am a Christian by the
ible ; and the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
who had also been preached beforehand by the command of God." Rusticus the prefect asked
prophets as about to be present with the race of the woman Charito, "What say you, Charito?"
men, the herald of salvation and teacher of good Charito said, "I am a Christian by the grace of

God." Rusticus said to Euelpistus, "And what
disciples. And I, being a man, think that what
I can say is insignificant in comparison with His are you ?" Euelpistus, a servant of C_esar, an-
boundless diwnity, acknowledging a certain pro- swered, "I too am a Christian, having been freed
phetic power,3 since it was prophesied concern- by Christ ; and by the grace of Christ I partake
_. of the same hope." Rusticus the prefect said

',._., _,mp_or_. to Hierax, "And you, are you a Christian?"
= X_r/t/h_t_aro _ b,aOo_,orthodoxy.

.... 3 That is, that a propheue msp_rauon is requited to speak wor- Hierax said," Yes, I am a Christian, for I revere
_y of chm_ and worship the same GOd." gusticus the pre-

3o5
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feet said, "Did Justin make you Christians?" suaded of it." gusticus the prefect said, "Let
Hierax said, "I was a Christian, and will be a us, then, now come to the matter in hand, and
Christian." And P_eon stood up and said, "I which presses. Having come together, offer
too am a Christian." Rusticus the prefect said, sacrifice with one accord to the gods." Justin
"Who taught you ?" Pmon said, "From our par- said, "No right-thinking person falls away from
ents we received this good confession." Euel- piety to impiety." Rustmus the prefect said,
pistus said, "I willingly heard the words of Justin. "Unless ye obey, ye shall be mercilessly pun-
But from my parents also I learned to be a ished." Justin said, "Through prayer we can
Christian." gusticus the prefect said, "Where be saved on account of our Lord Jesus Chnst,
are your parents ?" Euelpistus said, "In Cap- even when we have been punished, 2 because this
padocia." Rusticus says to Hierax, "Where are shall become to us salvation and confidence at
your parents ?" And he answered, and said, the more fearful and universal judgment-seat ot
"Christ is our true father, and faith in Him is our Lord and Saviour." Thus also said the
our mother ; and my earthly parents died ; and other martyrs : "Do what you will, for we are
I, when I was driven from Iconium in Phrygia, Christians, and do not sacrifice to idols."
came here." lZusticus the prefect said to Libe-
rianus, "And what say you ? Are you a Chnstmn, CHAP.V.n SENTENCEPRONOUNCEDANDEXECUTED.

and unwilling to worship [the gods] ?" Liben- Rusticus the prefect pronounced sentence,
anus said, "I too am a Christian, for I worship saying, "Let those who have refused to sacnfice
and reverence the only true God." to the gods and to yield to the command of the
CHAP. IV. _ R_CUS THREATENS THE CHRISTIANS emperor be scourged,s and led away to suffer

WITH DEATH. the punishment of decapitation, according to the
aws." The holy martyrs having glonfied God,

The prefect says to Justin, "Hearken, you who and having gone forth to the accustomed place,
are called learned, and think that you know true were beheaded, and perfected their testimony in
doctrines ; if you are scourged and beheaded, the confession of the Saviour. And some of the
do you believe you will ascend into heaven?" faithful having secretly removed their bodies,
Justin said, "I hope that, if I endure these laid them in a suitable place, the grace of our
things, I shall have His gifts.' For I know that, Lord Jesus Christ having wrought along with
to all who have thus lived, there abides the them, to whom be glory for ever and ever.
divine favour until the completion of the whole Amen.
world." Rusticus the prefect said, "Do you
suppose, then, that you will ascend into heaven * Thinpassageadmitsofanotherrendering.LordHalles,follow-
to receive some recompense ?" Justin said, "I ing thecommonLatinversion,thus translate:s:" It was our cheerwish to endure tortures for the sake of our Lord Jesus Christ, and so
do not suppose it, but I know and am fully per- tohesa**d."

3 [Thts wholesale sentence implies a great, indiffenence to the
probable Roman ctttzenshlp of some of them, If not of our her0tc

t Another reading Is _M-/_ata, whtch may be translated, "I shall martyr hLraself, but Acts xxn 25-a 9 seems to allow that the co_.
have what He teaches [us to expect]." dtmnedwere not protected by the law.]
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

IREN US AGAINST HERESIES.

[A.D. X20--202.] Tins history introduces us to the Church in her Western outposts. We
reach the banks of the Rhone, where for nearly a century Christian missions have flourished.
Between Marseilles and Smyrna there seems to have been a brisk trade, and Polycarp had sent

Pothinus into Celtic Gaul at an early date as its evangelist. He had fixed his see at Lyons, when
Irenaeus joined him as a presbyter, having been his fellow-pupil under Polycarp. There, under

the "good Aurelius," as he is miscalled (A.D. I77), arose the terrible persecution which made
"the martyrs of Lyons and V]enne" so memorable. It was during this persecution that Iremeus
was sent to Rome with letters of remonstrance against the rising pestilence of heresy ; and he

was probably the author of the account of the sufferings of the martyrs which is appended to
their testimony.' But he had the mortification of finding the Montanist heresy patronized by

Eleutherus the Bishop of Rome ; and there he met an old friend from the school of Polycarp,
who had embraced the Valentinian heresy. We cannot doubt that to this visit we owe the life-

long struggle of Irenmus against the heresies that now came in, like locusts, to devour the harvests
of the Gospel. But let ]t be noted here, that, so far from being "the mother and mistress" of
even the Western Churches, Rome herself is a mission of the Greeks ; * Southern Gaul is evan-
gelized from Asia Minor, and Lyons checks the heretical tendencies of the Bishop at Rome.

Ante-Nicene Christianity, and indeed the Church herself, appears in Greek costume which lasts
through the synodical period; and Latin Christianity, when it begins to appear, is African, and

not Roman. It is strange that those who have recorded this great historical fact have so litde
perceived its bearings upon Roman pretensions in the Middle Ages and modern times.

Returning to Lyons, our author found that the venerable Pothinus had closed his holy career
by a martyr's death ; and naturally Irenmus became his successor. When the emissaries of
heresy followed him, and began to disseminate their licentious practices and foolish doctrines by

the aid of "silly women," the great work of his life began. He condescended to study these
diseases of the human mind like a wise physician ; and, sickening as was the process of classifying

and describing them, he made this also his laborious task, that he might enable others to withstand
and to overcome them. The works he has left us are monuments of his fidelity to Christ, and to

the charges of St. Paul_ St. Peter, and St. Jude, whose solemn warnings now proved to be
prophecies. No marvel that the great apostle, "night and day with tears," had forewarned the

churches of "the grievous wolves" which were to make havoc of the fold.
If it shocks the young student of the virgin years of Christianity to find such a state of things,

let him reflect that it was all foretold by Christ himself, and demonstrates the malice and power
of the adversary. "An enemy hath done this," said the Master. The spirit that was then work-

i Eusebius, book v. to the twenty-seventh cbal_r, should be read as an intmducti_m to this author.

M;I,,_-, H_t./..¢ti_, CArt._,st_,, b. i. pp. 27, 28, and the norm.
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ing "in the children of disobedience," now manifested itself. The awful visions of the Apocalypse
began to be realized. It was now evident in what sense "the Prince of peace" had pronounced
His mission, "not peace, but a sword." In short, it became a conspicuous fact, that the Church

here on earth is "militant ;" while, at the same time, there was seen to be a profound philosophy
in the apostolic comment,' "There must be also heresies among you, that they which are approved

may be made manifest." In the divine economy of Providence it was permitted that every form
of heresy which was ever to infest the Church should now exhibit its essential principle, and
attract the censures of the faithful. Thus testimony to primitive truth was secured and recorded :

the language of catholic orthodoxy was developed and defined, and landmarks of faith were set

up for perpetual memorial to all generations. It is a striking example of this divine economy,
that the see of Rome was allowed to exhibit its fallibility very conspicuously at this time, and not
only to receive the rebukes of Iren_us, but to accept them as wholesome and necessary ; so that

the heresy of Eleutherus, and the spirit of Diotrephes in Victor, have enabled reformers ever since,
and even in the darkest days of pontifical despotism, to testify against the manifold errors patron-

ized by Rome. Hilary and other Gallicans have been strengthened by the example of Iremeus,
and by his faithful words of reproof and exhortation, to resist Rome, even down to our own times.

That the intolerable absurdities of Gnosticism should have gained so many disiciples, and

proved itself an adversary to be grappled with and not despised, throws light on the condition of
the human mind under heathenism, even when it professed "knowledge" and "philosophy."

The task of Iren,qeus was twofold : (x) to render it impossible for any one to confound Gnosti-
cism with Christianity, and (2) to make it impossible for such a monstrous system to survive, or

ever to rise again. His task was a nauseous one ; but never was the spirit enjoined by Scripture
more patiently exhibited, nor with more entire success." If Julian had found Gnosticism just
ma£1e to his hand, and powerful enough to suit his purposes, the whole history of his attempt to

revive Paganism would have been widely different. Irenmus demonstrated its essential unity with
the old mythology, and with heathen systems of philosophy. If the fog and malaria that rose with

the Day-star, and obscured it, were speedily dispersed, our author is largely to be identified
with the radiance which flowed from the Sun of righteousness, and with the breath of the Spirit
that banished them for ever.

The Episcopate of Irenmus was distinguished by labours, "in season and out of season," for

the evangelization of Southern Gaul ; and he seems to have sent missionaries into other regions of
what we now call France. In spite of Paganism and heresy, he rendered Lyons a Christian city ;
and Marcus seems to have retreated before his terrible castigation, taking himself off to regions

beyond the Pyrenees.3 But the pacific name he bears, was rendered yet more illustrious by his

interposition to compose the Easter Controversy, then threatening to impair, if not to destroy, the
unity of the Church. The beautiful cancordat between East and West, in which Polycarp and
Anicetus had left the question, was now disturbed by Victor, Bishop of Rome, whose turbulent

spirit would not accept the compromise of his predecessor, lrenmus remonstrates with him in a
catholic spirit, and overrules his impetuous temper. At the Council of Nice, the rule for the

observance of Easter was finally settled by the whole Church; and the forbearing example of
Irenmus, no doubt contributed greatly to this happy result. The blessed peacemaker survived

this great triumph, for a short time only, dosing his life, like a true shepherd, with thousands of
his flock, in the massacre (A.D. 202) stimulal_ed by the wolfish Emperor Severus.

The IHTRODUC'IDRY NOTICE of the learned translators 4 is as follows : --

z x Cor. xi. zg. s 2 Tim. [i. _uh _S, *6.
On tha authori_ ca"St. Jmmne. _ Oueta_ De l'_gff*ede Fraace,vaL z. p. _.

4 _ first two books of l_mrzws .4_ir..ll Hcreaieahaw bccmtra_ by T'h',Roberts. The gl_mm:iworke_"the _ of the
third book, and that portioa of the fourth book which is continued in this volume, has been fumlshcd by the Rev. W. H. Ramham. An
attempt has hoen made, in mndenng this important author into Engitsh, to adhe_ as clo_ly as possible to the original It would have been
far ¢asler to ipve a loose and flowing translation of the obscure and involved sentences of ll,mmmas, but the object has boon studiously kept
in view, to place the EagUsh reader, a_ much as lmuib_ in the lmmfioa d _ wb _ _ _ _ _ O_k a _ _
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THEwork of Iremeus Against Heresies is one of the most precious remains of early Christian
antiquity. It is devoted, on the one hand, to an account and refutation of those multiform Gnos-
tic heresies which prevailed in the latter half of the second century; and, on the other hand, to an
exposition and defence of the Catholic faith.

In the prosecution of this plan, the author divides his work into five books, The first of these
contains a minute description of the tenets of the various heretical sects, with occasional brief

remarks in illustration of their absurdity, and in confirmation of the truth to which they were
opposed. In his second book, Iren_us proceeds to a more complete demolition of those heresies
which he has already explained, and argues at great length against them, on grounds principally
of reason. The three remaining books set forth more directly the true doctrines of revelation,
as being in utter antagonism to the views held by the Gnostic teachers. In the course of this
argument, many passages of Scripture are quoted and commented on ; many interesting state-
menUsare made, bearing on the rule of faith ; and much important light is shed on the doctrines,
held, as well as the practices observed, by the Church of the second century.

It may be made matter of regret, that so large a portion of the work of Iren_eus is given to
an exposition of the manifold Gnostic speculations. Nothing more absurd than these has prob-
ably ever been imagined by rational beings. Some ingenious and learned men have indeed
endeavoured to reconcile the wild theories of these heretics with the principles of reason ; but,
as Bishop Kaye remarks (Eccl. Hist. a)e the Second and Third Centuries, p. 524), "a more ardu-
ous or unpromising undertaking cannot well be conceived." The fundamental object of the
Gnostic speculations was doubtless to solve the two grand problems of all religious philosophy,
viz., How to account for the existence of evil ; and, How to reconcile the finite with the infinite.
But these ancient theorists were not more successful in grappling with such questions than have
been their successors in modern times. And by giving loose reins to their imagination, they built
up the most incongruous and ridiculous systems ; while, by deserting the guidance of Scriptttre
they were betrayed into the most pernicious and extravagant errors.

Accordingly, the patience of the reader is sorely tried, in following our author through those
mazes of absurdity which he treads, in explaining and refuting these Gnostic speculations. This is
especially felt in the perusal of the first two books, which, as has been said, are principally devoted
to an exposition and subversion of the various heretical systems. But the vagaries of the human
mind, however melancholy in themselves, are never altogether destitute of instruction. And in
dealing with those set before us in this work, we have not only the satisfaction of becoming ac-
quainted with the currents of thought prevalent in these early times, but we obtain much valuable
information regarding the primitive Church, which, had it not been for these heretical schemes,
might never have reached our day.

Not a httle of what is contained in the following pages will seem almost unintelligible to the
English reader. And it is scarcely more comprehensible to those who have pondered long on the
original. We have inserted brief notes of explanation where these seemed specially necessary.
But we have not thought it worth while to devote a great deal of space to the elucidation of those
obscure Gnostic views which, in so many varying forms, are set forth in this work. For the same
reason, we give here no account of the origin, history, and successive phases of Gnosticism.
Those who wish to know the views of the learned on these points, may consult the writings of
Neander, Banr, and others, among the Germans, or the lectures of Dr. Burton in English ; while
a succinct description of the whole matter will be found in the "Preliminary Observations on the
Gnostic System," prefixed to Harvey's edition of Iren_eus.

The great work of Iren_eus, now for the first time translated into English, is unfortunately no
longer extant in the original. It has come down to us only in an ancient Latin version, with the
exception of the greater part of the first book, which has been preserved in the original Greek,
through means of copious quotations made by Hippolytus and Epiphanius. The text, both Latin
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and Greek, is often most uncertain. Only three _ss. of the work Against Here_es are at present
known to exist. Others, however, were used in the earliest printed editions put forth by Erasmus.

And as these codices were more ancient than any now available, it is greatly to be regretted that
they have disappeared or perished. One of our difficulties throughout, has been to fix the read-

ings we should adopt, especially in the first book. Varieties of reading, actual or conjectural,
have been noted only when some point of special importance seemed to be involved.

After the text has been settled, according to the best judgment which can be formed, the work

of translation remains ; and that is, in this case, a matter of no small difficulty. Irenmus, even in

the original Greek, is often a very obscure writer. At times he expresses himself with remarkable
clearness and terseness ; but, upon the whole, his style is very involved and prolix. And the Latin
version adds to these difficulties of the original, by being itself of the most barbarous character.

In fact, it is often necessary to make a conjectural re-translation of it into Greek, in order to ob-
tain some inkling of what the author wrote. DodweU supposes this Latin version to have been

made about the end of the fourth century ; but as Tertullian seems to have used it, we must rather

place it in the beginning of the third. Its author is unknown, but he was certainly little qualified
for his task. We have endeavoured to give as close and accurate a translation of the work as pos-
sible, but there are not a few passages in which a guess can only be made as to the probable

meaning.
Iremeus had manifestly taken great pains to make himself acquainted with the various heretical

systems which he describes. His mode of exposing and refuting these is generally very effective.
It is plain that he possessed a good share of learning, and that he had a firm grasp of the doctrines

of Scripture. Not unfrequently he indulges in a kind of sarcastic humour, while inveighing
against the folly and impiety of the heretics. But at times he gives expression to very strange

opinions. He is, for exan_ple, quite peculiar in imagining that our Lord lived to be an old man,
and that His public ministry embraced at least ten years. But though, on these and some other

points, the judgment of Iremeus is clearly at fault, his work contains a vast deal of sound and
valuable exposition of Scripture, in opposition to the fanciful systems of interpretation which

prevailed in his day.
We possess only very scanty accounts of the personal history of Iremeus. It has been gen-

erally supposed that he was a native of Smyrna, or some neighbouring city, in Asia Minor. Harvey,
however, thinks that he was probably born in Syria, and removed in boyhood to Smyrna. He
himself tells us (iii. 3, 4) that he was in early youth acquainted with Polycarp, the illustrious

bishop of that city. A sort of clue is thus furnished as to the date of his birth. Dodwell sup-
poses that he was born so early as A.D. 97, but this is clearly a mistake; and the general date

assigned to his birth is somewhere between A.D. I2O and A.D. x40.
It is certain that Irenmus was bishop of Lyons, in France, during the latter quarter of the

second century. The exact period or circumstances of his ordination cannot be determined.

Eusebius states (Hist. Eccl., v. 4) that he was, while yet a presbyter, sent with a letter, from cer-
tain members of the Church of Lyons awaiting martyrdom, to Eleutherus, bishop of Rome ; and

that (v. 5) he succeeded Pothinus as bishop of Lyons, probably about A.D. x77- His great work
Against Heresies was, we learn, written during the episcopate of Eleuthems, that is, between A.D.
x82 and A.D. X88, for Victor succeeded to the bishopric of Rome in A.D. t89. This new bishop

of Rome took very harsh measures for enforcing uniformity throughout the Church as to the ob-
servance of the paschal solemnities. On account of the severity thus evinced, Irenmus addressed

to him a letter (only a fragment of which remains), warning him that if he persisted in the course
on which he had entered, the effect would be to rend the Catholic Church in pieces. This letter

had the desired result; and the question was more temperately debated, until finally settled by the
Council of Nice.

The full title of the principal work of Iremeus, as given by Eusebins (Hist. Eccl., v. 7), and
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indicated frequently by the author himself, was .4 Refutation and Subversion of Knomledge falsely
so called, but it is generally referred to under the shorter title, Against Heresies. Several other
smaller treatises are ascribed to Irenmus ; s4z., An Epistle to Flarinus, of which a small fragment
has been preserved by Eusebius ; a treatise On lke Valen_'nian Ogdoad; a work called forth by
the paschal controversy, entitled On ScMsm, and another On Science; all of which that remain
willbe found in our next volume of his writings. Irenmus is supposed to have died about A.D.
2o2 ; but there is probably no real ground for the statement of Jerome, repeated by subsequent
writers,that he suffered martyrdom, since neither Tertullian nor Eusebius, nor other early authori-
ues, make any mention of such a fact.

As has been already stated, the first printed copy of our author was given to the worldby Eras-
mus. This was in the year I526. Between that date and x57x, a number of reprints were pro-
duced in both folio and octavo. AU these contained merely the ancient barbarous Latin version,
and were deficient towards the end by five entire chapters. These latter were supplied by the
edition of Feuardent, Professor of Divinity at Paris, which was published in t575, and went
through six subsequent editions. Previously to this, however, another had been set forth by Gal-
lasius, a minister of Geneva, which contained the first portions of the Greek text from Epiphanius.
Then, in 17o_, came the edition of Grabe, a learned Prussian, who had settled in England. It
was published at Oxford, and contained considerable additions to the Greek text, with fragments.
Ten years after this there appeared the important Paris edition by the Benedictine monk Massuet.
This was reprinted at Venice in the year x7_4, in two thin folio volumes, and again at Paris in a
large octavo, by the Abb6 Migne, in _857. A German edition was published by Stieren in i853.

In the year x857 there was also brought out a Cambridge edition, by the Rev. Wigan Harvey,
in two octavo volumes. The two principal features of this edition are : the additions which have
been made to the Greek text from the recently discovered PMloso_houmena of Hippolytus ; and
the further addition of thirty-two fragments of a Syriac version of the Greek text of Irena_us,
culled from the Nitrian collection of Syriac MSS.in the British Museum. These fragments are of
considerable interest, and in some instances rectify the readings of the barbarous Latin version,
where, without such aid, it would have been unintelligible. The edition of Harvey will be found
constantly referred to in the notes appended to our translation.
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BOOK I.

PREFACE. to make it appear to the inexperienced (ridicu-
t. INASmlCH' as certain men have set the lous as the expression may seem) more true than

tnlth aside, and bring in lying words and vain the truth itself. One 4 far superior to me has
genealogies, which, as the apostle says, • "rain- well said, in reference to this point, "A clever
ister questions rather than godly edifying which imitation in glass casts contempt, as it were, on
is in faith," and by means of their craftily-con- that precious jewel the emerald (which is most
structed plausibilities draw away the minds of highly esteemed by some), unless it come under
the mexperienced and take them captive, [I the eye of one able to test and expose the coun-
have felt constrained, my dear friend, to cam- terfelt. Or, again, what inexperienced person
pose the following treatise in order to expose can with ease detect the presence of brass when

• and counteract their machinations.] These men it has been mixed up with silver?" Lest, there-
falsify the oracles of God, and prove themselves fore, through my neglect, some should be carried
evil interpreters of the good word of revelation, off, even as sheep are by wolves, while they per-

ceive not the true character of these men,--They also overthrow the faith of many, by draw-
nag them away, under a pretence of [superior] because they outwardly are covered with sheep's
knowledge, from Him who founded and adorned clothing (against whom the Lord has enjoined s
the universe ; as if, forsooth, they had something us to be on our guard), and because their lan-
more excellent and sublime to reveal, than that guage resembles ours, while their sentnnents are
God who created the heaven and the earth, and very different,--I have deemed it my duty (after
all things that are therein. By means of specious reading some of the Commentaries, as they call
and plausible words, they cunningly allure the them, of the disciples of Valentinus, and after
simple-minded to inqmre into their system ; but making lnyseif acquainted with their tenets

" they nevertheless clumsily destroy them, while through personal intercourse with some of them)
they initiate them into their blasphemous and to unfold to thee, my friend, these portentous
impious opinions respecting the I)emiurge ; a and profound zny_teries, which do not fall within
and these simple ones are unable, even in such the range of every intellect, because all have not
a matter, to distinguish falsehood from tn_th, sufficiently purged 6 their brains. I do this, in

2. Error, indeed, is never set forth in _ts naked order that thou, obtaining an acquaintance with
deformity, lest, being thus exposed, it should at these things, nmyest in turn explain them to all
once be detected. But it is craftily decked out those with whom thou art connected, and exhort
in an attractwe dress, so as, by it_ outward form, them to avoid such an abyss of madness and of

blasphemy against Christ. I intend, then, to the
t ]'he Greek original of the work of Irenmus is from tm,e to ttme best of my ability, with brevity and clearness

recovered through the numerous quotations made from It by sub_e-
9,uent writers, espectally by the author's pupd Htppolytus, and by to set forth the opinions of those who are now
_)_tphamus. The latter Dreserve_ (liter., xxxi. _cc_. 9 3_) the preface
oflremeus, and mce,t o_tbe first book An important difference of
reading occurs between the l..atin and Greek m the very first word ( There are frequent roferenees in lrentetut to marne venerable men

_Ihe trannlator manifestly read i_et, quatenus, whde in Eptphantus who had preceded him m the Church. It it; sttppotted that Path,haS,
we find _*rt, agatu,t. "I_e former is probably correct, and has been whom he succeeded at Lyons, ts generally meant, _ the tem._non
followed In our vermon We have also sapphed a clau_e, m order to may sometimes be to Polycarp, wath whom m early life he haa tmen
avoid the extreme length of the _entence in the original, which runs acquainted.

5 Camp. blatt vii. t5.on without any al3odoms to the wordb {xvayK_t_ov W,fqcrodt_v, (' I have

Judged It ._ry " 6 The original is _'fl_mAet. _*'t_a_tt,) which the L._dn tranlt-
,_ a x Tim. ,. 4 The Laun has here g_talogtets inflxitas, "end- fator render_ simply, "have trot stdlicient bratm." He probably
_-_s_Ag_...h3gtes," &_ m te_rtua receptus of New Testament. followed a somewl_t dtfferet, t readmg. Vatlous enteltdatmas have

As wall be men by and by, tht.i fancied being was, in the Valen- been pr¢_, but the author may be unde_tood by the ord tthtt7
text to be referring tmmeally to the boamed r,ttbtJ_y and tablitmt7

t_n system, the creator of the matortal umveme, but far referrer to of the Gnosuct.supreme ruler Bythu&

3t5
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promulgating heresy. I refer especially to the Proarche, Propator, and Bythus, and describe
disciples of Ptolem_eus, whose school may be as being invimble and incomprehensible. Eter-
described as a bud from that of Valentinus. I nal and unbegotten, he remained throughout
shall also endeavour, according to my moderate innumerable cycles of ages in profound serenity
ability, to furnish the means of overthrowing and quiescence. There existed along wnh him
them, by showing how absurd and inconsistent Ennoea, whom they also call Charts and Slge.s
with the truth.are their statements. Not that I At last this Bythus determined to send forth from
am practised either in composition or eloquence ; himself the beginning of all things, and deposited
but my feeling of affection prompts me to make this production (whxch he had resolved to bring
known to thee and all thy companions those forth) in his contemporary Sige, even as seed is
doctrines which have been kept in concealment deposited in the womb. She then, having re-
until now, but which are at last, through the ceived this seed, and becoming pregnant, gave
goodness of God, brought to light. "For there birth to Nous, who was both similar and equal
is nothing hidden which shall not be revealed, to him who had produced him, and was alone
nor secret that shall not be made known."' capable of comprehending his father's greatness.

3. Thou wilt not expect from me, who am This Nous they call also Monogenes, and Father,
resident among the Keltm/and am accustomed and the Beginning of all Things. Along with
for the most part to use a barbarous dialect, any him was also produced Aletheia ; and these four
display of rhetoric, which I have never learned, constituted the first and first-begotten Pythago-
or any excellence of composition, which I have rean Tetrad, which they also denominate the
never practised, or any beauty and persuasive- root of all things. For there are first Bythus and
ness of style, to which I make no pretensions. Sige, and then Nous and Aletheia. And Mono-
But thou wilt accept in a kindly spirit what I in genes, perceiving for what purpose he had been
a like spirit write to thee simply, truthfully, and produced, also h_mself sent forth Logos and Zoo,
in my own homely way ; whilst thou thyself (as being the father of all those wtlo were to colne
being more capable than I am) writ expand those after him, and the beginning and fashioning of
ideas of which I send thee, as it were, only the the entire Pleroma. By the con]unct_on of Logos
seminal principles ; and in the comprehensive- and Zoe were brought forth Anthropos and Ec-
ness of thy understanding, writ develop to their clesia ; and thus was formed the first-begotten
full extent the points on which I bnefly touch, Ogdoad, the root and substance of all things,
so as to set with power before thy companions called among them by four names, viz., Bythus,
those things which I have uttered in weakness, and Nous, and Logo% and Anthropo_. For eaLh
In fine, as I (to gratify thy long-cherished desire of these is masculo-fcminme, as follows : Propa-
for information regarding the tenets of these tot was umted by a conjuncuon with his Enn_ea,
persons) have spared no pains, not only to make then Monogenes, that is Nous, with Alethem ;
these doctrines known to thee, but also to furnish Lotus with Zoe, and Anthropos with Ecclesm.
the means of showing theLr falsity ; so shalt thou 2. These A_ons having been produced for the
according to the grace given to thee by the Lord, glory of the Father, and w_shing, by their own
prove an earnest and efficient minister to others, efforts, to effect this object, sent forth emana-
that men may no longer be drawn away by the ,ions by means of conjunction. Logos and Zoo,
plausible system of these heretics, whmh I now after producing Anthropos and Ecclesia, sent
proceed to describe. 3 forth other ten A_]ons, whose names are tt_c

following: Bythms and Mlx_s, Ageratos and
CHAI'. I.--ABSURD IDEAS OF THE DISCIPLES OF Heno_is, Autophyes and Hedone, Acmetos anti

VALENTINUS AS TO THE ORIGIN, NAME, ORDER, Syncras_s, Monogenes and MacariaP These arc
AND CONJUGAL PR()DUCTIONS OF THEIR FANCIED

AEONS, WITH THE PASSAGES OF SCRIIrI'URE WHICH s .qtge, however, was no trt e consort of Bythus, who included m

THEY ADAPT TO THEIR OPINIONS. himself the Idea of male and female, and was the one cause of all
things: comp Hlppolytus, t'hdaso_, yr. 29 "].'here _cems to have

I. THEY maintain, then, that in the invisible bo_,,cons,derabledisagreement amongthesehereticsas to th.......
pleuon of the mystical nualber thlrW. Valeutmus himself appears to

and ineffable heights above there exists a cer- have considered Bythu_ as a monac'l and Sign as a mere nonenUt)

rain perfect, pre-existent zEon, 4 whom they call The two latest 3Eons, Chrigt and the Holy X3pmt, would thco com-plete the number thirty. But other Gnosuc teachers included both

t Matt. x a6 Bythu', and Sige in that mystmal number

a As C.aesar informs us (Comm., i. t), Gaul was divided into three ' 6 It may be well to.gave here the Enghsh equivalents of the n,ra_,)esof these 2F_.ons and their authors They are as fol|ows: Bytrms / re"

imrt_ One of whtc.h was called Celtic Gaul, lying between, the Seine _ndtty; Proarche, l_trst-13egYnntng, • Propator, Ftrst-Fal_er;
and the Gartmne. Of this division Lyons m the principal city. "Enncea, Idea ; Charts, Grace, Site..]'tlence ; Nous, Intelligent;

$ [The roatk_r well find a logical and easy introduction to the Aletheta, Truth; Logos, _'ord,'Zoe, Life; Anthropos, Man, r,c-
crabbed details which follow, by turning to chap. xxiiL, and reading clesta, Church ; Bythms, Deep, Mixes, Mbtg.ltnK; Ageratos, un-

thrmtgh succeeding chapter_ down to chap. xxix ] decaytug; Henosts, Union ; Autophye% Sell-existent ; H.cdone.
.l Thilt term .-_on /ATOP) seems to have btmn formed from the Pleasure ; Acluetos, Itttmo_eable ; Syncrasts BleJtdtuK; Mon0-

words _et &v, euer.ex/st/u K. "We may rake It,..'.v, therefore," sa_cs genes, OnIy-Begatte_t ; Macataa, Hap_zness ; Paracletu% Aava-
Harvey (lreuaens, catx.), " m the V.alentlnian acceptation of the ca_e; Plstts, Fatlk." Patncos, Mucestral, Elp_% Hope; Metrtcos,
word, to ntean an_anation from the dry|no substant.x:, subststmgc-o= Megrtcal;Agape, La_e, Amo%Pratse;Synests Understanding,

ordmate l_ and co-eternally with the Deaty, the Plea-urea still remain- Ecoleslasttcus, Ecclesia*Ileal; Macanooes, Fehctty; Theletos, Dr-
mg oleo." atderated; Sophia, _tsdam.
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the ten/Eons whom they declare to have been altogether incapable of being seen. But, in
produced by Logos and Zoe. They then add that accordance with the will of the Father, Sige
Anthropos himself, along with Ecclesia, produced restrained him, because it was his design to lead
twelve ._Eons, to whom they give the following them all to an acquaintance with the aforesaid
names : Paracletus and Pisfis, Patricos and Elpis, Propator, and to create within them a desire of
Metricos and Agape, Ainos and Synesis, Eccle- investigating his nature. In like manner, the rest
siasticus and Macariotes, Theletos and Sophia. of the 2Eons also, in a kind of quiet way, had

3- Such are the thirty A_ons in the erroneous a wish to behold the Author of their being, and
system of these men ; and they are described as to contemplate that First Cause which had no
being wrapped up, so to speak, in silence, and beginning.
known to none [except these professing teachers]. 2. But there rushed forth in advance of the
Moreover, they declare that this invisible and rest that A_on who was much the latest of them,
spiritual Pleroma of theirs is tripartite, being di- and was the youngest of the Duodecad which
vlded into an Ogdoad, a Decad, and a Duodecad. sprang from "Anthropos and Ecclesia, namely
And for this reason they affirm it was that the Sophia, and suffered passion apart from the era-
"Saviour "-- for they do not please to call Him brace of her consort Theletos. This pas_on,
"Lord"--d_d no work in public during the space indeed, first arose among those who were con-
of thirty years,' thus setting forth the mystery of nected with Nous and Aletheia, but passed as
these_/Eons. They maintain also, that these thirty by contagion to this degenerate/Eon, who acted
A';ons are most plainly indicated in the parable • under a pretence of love, but was in reality in-
of the labourers sent into the vineyard. For fluenced by temerity, because she had not,
some are sent about the first hour, others about like Nous, enjoyed communion with the perfect
the third hour, others about the sixth hour, Father. This passion, they say, consisted in a
others about the ninth hour, and others about the desire to search into the nature of the Father ;

: eleventh hour. Now, if we add up the numbers for she wished, according to them, to compre-
of the hours here mentioned, the sum total will hend his greatness. When she could not attain
be thirty : for one, three, s_x, nine, and eleven, her end, inasmuch as she aimed at an impos-
when added together, form thirty. And by the sibfl_ty, and thus became involved in an extreme

; hours, they hold that the ./Eons were pointed agony of mind, while both on account of the vast
out; while they maintain that these are great, profundity as well as the unsearchable nature of
and wonderful, and hitherto unspeakable myste- the Father, and on account of the love she bore
ries which it is their special function to develop ; him, she was ever stretching herself forward,
and so they proceed when they find anything in there was danger lest she should at last have

,: the multitude 3 of things contained m the Scrip- been absorbed by his sweetness, and resolved
tures which they can adopt and accommodate to into his absolute essence, unless she had met
thear baseless speculations, wath that Power which supports all things, and

CHAP. II. --THE PROPATOR WAS KNOWN TO MONO- preserves them outside of the unspeakable great-
ness. This power they term Horos ; by whom,

GENES ALONE. AMBITION, DISTURBANCE, AND they say, she was restrained and supported ; and
DA._ER IYro winch SOPmA FELL; HER SHAPE- that then, having with difficulty been brought
LESSOFFSPRING: SHr. IS RESTORED BY HOROS. back to herself, she was convinced that the
THE PRODUCTION OF CHRIST AND OF THE HOLY Father is incomprehensible, and so laid aside
sPmrr, IN ORDER TO THE COMVL_TIONor THE her original design, along with that passion which
_ONS. MANNEROF THE VRODUCTIONOF JESUS. had arisen within her from the overwhelming
I. They proceed to tell us that the Propator influence of her admiration.

of their scheme was known only to Monogenes, 3. But others of them fabulously describe the
who sprang from him; in other words, only to passion and restoration of Sophia as follows:
Nous, while to all the others he was invisible They say that she, having engaged in an im-
and incomprehensible. And, according to them, possible and impracticable attempt, brought forth
Nous alone took pleasure in contemplating the an amorphous substance, such as her female
Father, and exulting in considenng his immeas- nature enabled her to produce? When she
urable greatness ; while he also meditated how he looked upon it, her first feeling was one of grief,
might communicate to the rest of the A/;ons the on account of the imperfection of its generation,
greatness of the Father, revealing to them how and then of fear lest this should end s her own
vast and mighty he was, and how he was with- existence. Next she lost, as it were, all corn-
out beginning,_ beyond comprehension, and 4 Alluding to the Gnostic notion that, in generation, the male gi_s

form, the female substance. Sophia, theft'lone, being a female _,
! Luke ill. 23. gave to her enthymes_s substance alone, without form. Comp. HippoL f
2 Matt. xx. i-i6. ,, .Pkdos_, w. 3o.s Some onut _,, lrA_9_, whde others render the words a defimte s Some render thts obscure clause, " lest it should never aotain

_ber," thus: "And if t_eve LSanything eLsem Scripture which is perfecuon, '° but the above seems, p._'_...S¢_ HippoL, vi. 3:,
,_ri_l to by a defimte number." where the fear referred to ts ex_ to _ _ lq¢comL
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mand of herself, and was in the greatest per- the purpose of fortifying and strengthening the
plexity while endeavouring to discover the cause Pleroma, and who at the same time completed
of all this, and in what way she might conceal the number of the JEons. Christ then instructed
what had happened. Being greatly harassed by them as to the nature of their conjunction, and
these passions, she at last changed her mind, taught them that those who possessed a compre.
and endeavoured to return anew to the Father. hension of the Unbegotten were sufficient for
When, however, she in some measure made the themselvesY He also announced among them
attempt, strength failed her, and she became a what related to the knowledge of the Father,
suppliant of the Father. The other 2Eons, Nous namely, that he cannot be understood or corn-
in particular, presented their supplications along prehended, nor so much as seen or heard, ex-
with her. And hence they declare material sub- cept in so far as he is known by Monogenes
stance x had its beginning from ignorance and only. And the reason why the rest of the JEons
grief, and fear and bewilderment, possess perpetual existence is found in that part

4. The Father afterwards produces, in his of the Father's nature which is incomprehensl.
own image, by means of Monogenes, the above- ble ; but the reason of their origin and formation
mentioned Horos, without conjunction, 2masculo- was situated in that which may be comprehended
feminine. For they maintain that sometimes regarding him, that is, in the Son. s Christ, then,
the Father acts in conjunction with Sige, but who had just been produced, effected these things
that at other times he shows himself indepen- among them.
dent both of male and female. They term this 6. But the Holy Spirit 9 taught them to give
Horos both Stauros and Lytrotes, and Carpistes, thanks on being all rendered equal among them-
and Horothetes, and Metagoges.a And by this selves, and led them to a state of true repose.
Horos they declare that S3phia was purified and Thus, then, they tell us that the JEons were con-
established, while she was also restored to her stituted equal to each other in form and senti-
proper conjunction. For her enthymesis (or ment, so that all became as Nous, and Logo_,
inborn idea) having been taken away from her, and Anthropos, and Christus. The female JEons,
along with its supervening passion, she hemelf too, became all as Aletheia, and Zoe, and Spimu_,
certainly remained within the Pleroma ; but her and Ecclesia. Everything, then, being thus es-
enthymesis, with its passion, was separated from tablished, and brought into a state of perfect
her by Horos, fenced * off, and expelled from rest, they next tell us that these beings sang
that circle. This enthymesis was, no doubt, a praises with great joy to the Propator, who him-
spiritual substance, possessing some of the nat- self shared in the abounding exaltation. Then.
ural tendencies of an _/Eon, but at the same time out of gratitude for the great benefit which had
shapeless and without form, because it had re- been conferred on them, the whole Pleroma of
ceived nothing.S And on this account they say the .,'Eons, with one design and desire, and with
that it was an imbecile and feminine production. 6 the concurrence of Christ and the Holy Sprat,

5- After this substance had been placed out- their Father also setting the seal of His approval
side of the Pleroma of the ./Eons, and its mother on their conduct, brought together whatever each
restored to her proper conjunction, they tell us one had in himself of the greatest beauty and
that Monogenes, acting in accordance with the preciousness ; and uniting all these contributions
prudent forethought of the Father, gave origin so as skilfully to blend the whole, they produced,
to another conjugal pair, namely Christ and the to the honour and glory of Bythus, a being of
Holy Spirit (lest any of the z_ons should fall most perfect beauty, the very star of the Ple-
into a calamity similar to that of Sophia), for roma, and the perfect fruit [of it], namely Jesus.

Him they also speak of under the name of Sav-
e - The reader will observe the parallel; as the enthynmsis of iour, and Christ, and patronymically, Logos, and

Bythus l_roduced mtenlgent substance.so the enthymesis of Sophm Everything, because He was formed from the
resulted m the formation of nmtertal substance." -- H_RVEV.

8 Some propose reading these words an the dative rather than contributions of all. And then we are told that,
the aectumta_, and thus to make them rarer to the image of eke nature as_ .. " " by way of honour, angels of the same
"%*_, momean"g f thee termsis as fono_, stauro, meam ri- Himself were simultaneously oroduced, to act
n_ly a :take, and then a ¢r_s ; Lytrotes ts a Redeemer; _r- ! _ Hi _ bo,t .... ard " " "
ptstes, according to Grabe, means at* .Emaucipater', according to ,_o _ ,.ty-_u .
Neander a R_aper; Horothetes ts oue tlmtflxea 6ound_rie, ; and [ ....
Metagoges is explained by Neander as being one that brdngs back, [

from the supposed fox_ctton of Horos., to bring back all that sought to ! _' This is an exceedln_ly obscure and difficult passage. Harry's
wander from the spaclal grade of being asmgned them [ rendering tb: *' For. say they, Christ taught them the nature of tbetr

4 The common text has _wo_-tp_vat, _rva* de_r:ved; but Bil- copul_e_ (namely) that being cognisant of their (hmtted) perccpt_O_

lint.proposes to read 4*roo'r*tupeJ4_,a,, in conformity with the ancient [ of the Unhegotten they needed no logher knowledge, and, ,that t_
Latin verstonp '" crutafixam. _ enounced, etc. The words seem scarcely capable of yleamng t

s That is, had not shared m any male influence, but was a vurelv I sense: we have followed the intcrpretarion of Bilhus. . ,
female production. - -- - s Both the text and mconm_ are here very doubtful. Sometn_ _.

b Literally, "fruit." Harvey remarks on this exvressinn, "that [ that the tmport of the sentence ts, that the knowledge that the l'at_, r

what we tmderstand by ¢manat[_, the G.l_stic described .as spiritual is incomprehensible secured the continued safety of t.he. 2F_ons, w_
.fru¢/z_t_m ; and asthe seed of aume is .In resell, even m the era- the same knowledge conferred upon ]tlortogenes his ortgm
bryo state, so these vartons 2F_,onsp as e.xm_.g always m the ahvmc [ form.
nature, were co-eternal with it." I 9 The Greek text inserts _F, o_t, before" Holy Spirit."
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CHAP. hi.--TEXI_ OF HOLY SCRIFI3JRE USED BY conversed with His disciples for eighteen
THESE HERETICS TO SUPPORT THEIR OPINIONS. lnonths 9 after His resurrection from the dead.

i. Such, then, is the account they give of They also affirm that these eighteen ./Eons are
what took place within the Pleroma ; such the strikingly indicated by the first two letters of
calamities that flowed from the passion which His name ['I_], namely Iota ro and Eta.
seized upon the _/Eonwho has been named, and And, in like manner, they assert that the ten
who was within a little of perishing by being _/Eonsare pointed out by the letter Iota, which
absorbed in the universal substance, through begins His name; while, for the same reason,
her inquisitive searching after the Father ; such they tell us the Saviour said, "One Iota, or one
the consolidation' [of that ¢F_,on]from her con- tittle, shall by no means pass away until all be
dition of agony by Horos, and Stauros, and fulfilled." "
Lytrotes, and Carpistes, and Horothetes, and 3. They further maintain that the passion
Metagoges? Such also is the account of the which took place in the case of the twelfth ,/Eon
generation of the later yEons, namely of the first is pointed at by the apostasy of Judas, who was
Christ and of the Holy Spirit, both of whom the twelfth apostle, and also by the fact that
were produced by the Father after the repent- Christ suffered in the twelfth month. For their
ance 3 [of Sophia], and of the second 4 Christ opinion is, that He continued to preach for one
(whom they also style Sawour), who owed his year only after His baptism. The same thing is
being to the joint contributions [of the .___ons]. also most clearly indicated by the case of the
They tell us, however, that this knowledge has woman who suffered from an issue of blood.

•* not been openly divulged, because all are not For after she had been thus afflicted during
capable of receiving it, but has been mystically twelve years, she was healed by the advent of
revealed by the Saviour through means of para- the Saviour, when she had touched the border

: bles to those qualified for understanding it. of His garment ; and on this account the Saviour
This has been done as follows. The thirty said, "Who touched me ?" '=-- teaching his dis-
¢Eons are indicated (as we have already re- ciples the mystery which had occurred among
marked) by the thirty years during which they the ._F__ns,and the healing of that __.on who
say the Saviour performed no public act, and had been involved in suffering. For she who

' by the parable of the labourers in the vineyard, had been afflicted twelve years represented that
Paul also, they affirm, very clearly and frequently power whose essence, as they narrate, was
names these 2Eons, and even goes so far as to stretching itself forth, and flowing into immen-
preserve their order, when he says, "To all the sity ; and unless she had touched the garment
generations of the _/Eons of the ._Eon." 5 Nay, of the Son,,3 that is, Aletheia of the first Tetrad,
we ourselves, when at the giving 6 of thanks we who is denoted by the hem spoken of, she

; pronounce the words, "To ._Eons of ._Eons" would have been dissolved into the general
(for ever and ever), do set forth these iEons, essence '* [of which she participated]. She
And, in fine, wherever the words JEon or leans stopped short, however, and ceased any longer
occur, they at once refer them to these beings, to suffer. For the power that went forth from

2. The production, again, of the Duodecad the Son (and this power they term Horos)
of the ._Eons, is indicated by the fact that the healed her, and separated the passion from her.
Lordwas tzoelve7years of age when He disputed 4. They moreover affirm that the Saviour zs is
with the teachers of the law, and by the election shown to be derived from all the .,Eons, and to
of the apostles, for of these there were twelve,s be in Himself _erything by the following pus-

* The other eighteen .,Eons are made manifest in sage : "Every male that openeth the womb." ,6
this way: that the Lord, [according to them,] For He, being everything, opened the womb ,7

of the enthymesis of the suffering _.xm, when

t The reading is here very doubtful. We have followed the text 9 This opinion is in positive contradictton to the _orty daya men-
of Grabe (approved by Harvey), I_ _y,_u_o'o_a'Tt_t¢, fioned by St Luke (Acts L 3) But the Valentmtans _ to have

= These are all names o_' tha same person: see above, li. 4. followed a spurious writing of their owa called "The G_pel o_
_encesomehavepropesedthereadlng_:ztt_vee¢ inste.adofi_ ;.y_u#_, Truth " See ill zx, 8.
_msomg'to the sLrfdd appellation of tbe aeon Horo_ zo The numeral value of Iota in Greek is tea, and d Eta,

_flhus renders, "from the repentance of the Father," but the tt Matt. v. x8.
above seems preferable, x2 Mark v. 3x.

x3 The Latin reads "fihi," which we have [ollowed. _ i_
4 Harvey .re_rks, "Even in their Christology the Valenfinlans made m th_ word to Nous, who was, as ye have already see=,rau_thave their part and counterpart."

: 0r."toall the generhtlons of the ages of the age." SeeEph. calledSon, andwhointerestodhrm_lfmd_rcvovery_S_P_m.
_.2x. The apostle, of course, s_mply uses these words as a strong Alothem was his co, sort, and was typified by the hem of the _viot_s
e_pi_qon to denote *'for ever." garment
,.6 L_te_Ily, "at the thanks_iving, _ or "eucharist." Massuet, 14 Her individuality (w_) would have beenl0_t, whilehar tub-

Benedlctf_ editor, refer_ thts to the Lord's Supper, and hence stance (e_,=) would have utmved in the common e_eace d the
!oncludes that some of the anctent liturgies still extant mnst even ._F__0ns

_n havebeen in use. Harvey and others, however,deny that *Item z, That is, the_` secondChrist" referredto above, _c.. z. b_[kfl_
t_¢anY,n_eseuty for enpposing the Holy Eucharist to be referred to: much to be wished that this _c_d wero always di_.m_
_,_._ L=t_,==an t,=a== m the_=-_, "in _ =_h_ =_= Sot,,"]u, Eu. xifi. a; Luke h. a3.

r Lukei_ 4ffi- =7Not as being born of it, but as fecundating it, a=d m Im)duclag
' Luke VLx3. a manifold offspr_. See below.
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it had been expelled from the Pleroma. This ventions. And it is not only from the writings
they also style the second Ogdoad, of which we of the evangelists and the apostles tl_t they en-
shall speak presently. And they state that it deavour to derive proofs for their opinions by
was clearly on this account that Paul said, "And means of perverse interpretations and deceitful
He Himself is all things ; ", and again, "All expositions : they deal in the same way with the
things are to Him, and of Him are all things ;" 2 law and the prophets, which contain many para-
and further, "In Him dwelleth all the fulness of bles and allegories that can frequently be drawn
the Godhead ; "3 and yet again, "All things are into various senses, according to the kind of exe-
gathered together by God in Christ." 4 Thus do gesis to which they axe subjected. And others,s
they interpret these and any like passages to be of them, with great craftiness, adapted such parts
found in Scripture. of Scripture to their own figments, lead away

5. They show, further, that that Horos of captive from the truth those who do not retmn a
theirs, whom they call by a variety of names, stedfast faith in one God, the Father Almighty,
has two faculties, -- the one of supporting, and and in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
the other of separating ; and in so far as he sup-
ports and sustains, he is Stauros, while in so far CHAP.IV. w ACCOtncrotW_ BY THE H_E'rtCS Or
as he divides and separates, he is Horos. They T_E FOR_L_TIO_OF ACHAMO_ ; ORIGINOF THE
then represent the Saviour as having indicated VISIBLEWORLDFROMHER DISTURBANCES.
this twofold faculty : first, the sustaining power, x. The following are the transactions which
when He said, "Whosoever doth not bear his they narrate as having occurred outside of the
cross (Stauros), and follow after me, cannot be Pleroma : The enthymesis of that Sophia who
my disciple ; "s and again, "Taking up the dwells above, which they also term Achamoth,,*
cross, follow me;" 6 but the separating power being'removed from the Pleroma, together with
when He said, "I came not to send peace, but her passion, they relate to have, as a matter of
a sword." z They also maintain that John indi- course, become violently excited in those places
cared the same thing when he said, "The fan is of darkness and vacuity [to which she had been
in His hand, and He will thoroughly purge the banished]. For she was excluded from light ,s
floor, and will gather the wheat into His garner ; and the Pleroma, and was without form or figure,
but the chaff He will burn with fire unquench- like an untimely birth, because she had received
able." s By this declaration He set forth the nothing _6 ['from a male parent]. But the Chnst
faculty of Horos. For that fan they explain to dwelling on high took pity upon her ; and having
be the cross (Stauros), which consumes, no extended himself through and beyond Stauros, '7
doubt, all material 9 objects, as fire does chaff, he imparted a figure to her, but merely as re-
but it purifies all them that are saved, as a fan spected substance, and not so as to convey
does wheat. Moreover, they affirm that the intelligence? s Having effected this, he withdrew
Apostle Paul himself made mention of this cross his influence, and returned, leaving Achamoth to
in the following words : "The doctrine of the herself, in order that she, becoming sensible of
cross is to them that perish foolishness, but to us her suffering as being severed from the Pleroma,
who are saved it is the power of God." ,o And might be influenced by the destre of better things,
again : "God forbid that I should glory in any- while she possessed in the meantime a kind of
thing '' save in the cross of Christ, by whom the odour of immortality left in her by Christ and the
world is crucified to me, and I unto the world." Holy Spirit. Wherefore also she is called by two

6. Such, then, is the account which they all names _ Sophia after her father (for Sophia is
give of their Pleroma, and of the formation ,2 of spoken of as being her father), and Holy Splri:
the universe, striving, as they do, to adapt the from that Spirit who is along with Christ. Hay-
good words of revelation to their own wicked in- ing then obtained a form, along with intelligence,

and being immediately deserted by that Logos
z cot i,i,_. who had been invisibly present with her _ that
2 Ror__i.36. is, by Christ- she strained herself to discover
_ Col. 6 9.
, Eph _ ,o. . . that light which had forsaken her, but could not
S Luke xlv. 27. It will be observed that the quotatxons of Scrip- ,_

ture made by Iremeus often vary somewhat from the received text.
t3 The punctuation and rendering are here slightly doubtful.This may be due to various reasons -- his quoting from memory: his

gtvmg tbetextsm the forminwhlchtheywerequotedbytheheretlcs; s4 This term though Tertullian declares htmself to have heettl_
or, .as Harvey conjectures, from his having beea more famdiar wtth a norant of its denvatton, was evtdently formed from the Hebrew wo
Syruse vermon of the New Testament than with the Greek original, nrJ"ll'l -- chockmah, ,_isdom.

b Matt. x. 2t. "Is "The reader will observe that ligkt and fulne_ are the ¢_7 Matt. x. 34. lcorrelatives of the darl'n¢$$ and _ac_tlJt whtch have just
mentioneds Luke til iT.

9 Hence Stauros was called by the a_'cuhural name Carpistes, x6 As above stated (il. 3), the Gnostics held that form and figure

its separatmg what was grotto and material from t_he spiritual and were due to the mote, substance to the female parent, ro_heavenly, t7 The Valentmian Stauro$ was the boundary fence of the Pie

to x Cor. L iS. I_ which Cb.rtst extended himamlf to a.utkt the enthymcs_
xt Gal. vi. x4. The words _v _t_ do not occur in the Greek So_8 _ peculinrg'n_i$ which Nous received from his father, andtext.
ts Binius twaders, "of their opinion." i_mmumcated to the other _E_tm.
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effect her purpose, inasmuch as she was prevent- got at only with great labour by such as are in
ed by Horos. And as Horos thus obstructed her love with falsehood. For who would not expend
further progress, he exclaimed, IAO,' whence, all that he possessed, if only he might learn in
they say, this name Iao derived its origin. And return, that from the tears of the enthymesis of
when she could not pass by Horos on account of the _on involved in passion, seas, and fountains,
that passion in which she had been involved, and and rivers, and every liquid substance derived
because she alone had been left without, she its origin ; that light burst forth from her smile ;
then resigned herself to every sort of that mani- and that from her perplexity and consternation

: fold and varied state of passion to which she was the corporeal elements of the world had their
subject ; and thus she suffered grief on the one formation ?
hand because she had not obtained the object of 4. I feel somewhat inclined myself to con-
her desire, and fear on the other hand, lest life tribute a few hints towards the development of
Itself should fail her. as light had already done, their system. For when I perceive that waters
while, in addition, she was in the greatest per- are in part fresh, such as fountains, rivers, showers,
plexity. All these feehngs were associated with and so on, and in part salt, such as those in the
ignorance. And this ignorance of hers was not, sea, I reflect with myself that all such waters

. like that of her mother, the first Sophia, an ,'Eon, cannot be derived from her tears, inasmuch as
due to degeneracy by means of passion, but to these are of a saline quality only. It is clear,
an [innate] opposition [of nature to knowledge].2 therefore, that the waters whmh are salt are.alone

._ Moreover, another kind of passion fell upon her those which are derived from her tears. But it
(Achamoth), namely, that of d._siring to return is probable that she, in her intense agony and
to him who gave her life. perplexity, was covered with perspiration. And

-_ 2. This collection [of passions'] they declare hence, following out their notion, we may con-
was the substance of the matter from which this ceive that fountains and rivers, and all the fresh

", world was formed. For from [her desire of] re- water in the world, are due to this source. For
turning [to him who gave her life], every soul be- it is difficult, since we know that all tears are of

4 longing to this world, and that of the I)emiurge 3 the same quality, to believe that waters both
himself, derived its origin. All other things owed salt and fresh proceeded from them. The more

, the,r beginning to her terror and sorrow. For plausible supposition is, that some are from her
from her tears all that is of a liquid nature was tears, and some from her perspiration. And
formed ; from her smile all that is lucent ; and since there are also in the world certain waters
from her grief and perplexity all the corporeal which are hot and acrid in their nature, thou

", elements of the world. For at one time, as they must be left to guess their origin, how and whence.
affirm, she would weep and lament on account Such are some of the results of their hypothesis.
of being left alone m the midst of darkness and 5. They go on to state that, when the mother
vacmty; while, at another time, reflecting on Achamoth had passed through all sorts of pas-

! the hght which had forsaken her, she would be sion, and had with difficulty escaped from them,
filled with joy, and langh ; then, again, she would she turned herself to supplicate the light which
be struck with terror ; or, at other times, would had forsaken her, that is, Christ. He, however,
sink into consternation and bewilderment, having returned to the Pleroma, and being prob-

3. Now what follows from all this? No light ably unwilling again to descend from it, sent
_. tragedy comes out of it, as the fancy of every forth to her the Paraclete, that is, the Saviour.S
: man among them pompously explains, one in one This being was endowed with all power by the

way, and another in another, from what kind of Father, who placed everything under his author-
passion and from what element being derived ity, the ./Eons 6 doing so likewise, so that "by
its origin. They have good reason, as seems to him were all things, visible and invisible, created,
me, why they should not feel inclined to teach thrones, divinities, dominions." 7 He then was
these things to all in public, but only to such as sent to her along with his contemporary angels.
are able to pay a high price for an acquaintance And they related that Achamoth, filled with rev-
w_thsuch profound mysteries. For these doc- erence, at first veiled herself through modesty,
trines are not at all similar to those of which I but that by and by, when she had looked upon
our Lord said, "Freely ye have received, freely him with all his endowments, and had acquired
give." _ They are, on the contrary, abstruse, strength from his appearance, she ran forward to
and portentous, and profound mysteries, to be meet him. He then imparted to her form as

respected intelligence, and brought healing toxp
2 Probably corresponding to the Hebrew ,"D_p, _'t,_oz_lt. her passions, separating them from her, but not_; L__s sentence is very elhptical m the onglnal, but the sense is as

..yen _Jove, Sophia fell from Gwo_t'a by de_fl,_tion, Achamoth

_ _ thin knowledge, her nature heing from the first op- s "Jesus, or Sorer, was also called the Paradete in the _tme of
3 "The .... Advocate, or one actlng as the representative of uthers."--H._avlpt.s ' Demmrge derived from Enthymeras an animals and not a e Buth the Father and the other_F.,oostxmstttuting _eta.qtmiper.

Plnttmlnature." -- HARVEy. sonatlon of the eut_e Pleroma.
4 Matt. x. 8. 7 C.,oLL z6.
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so as to drive them out of thought altogether, style him Metropator, S Apator, Demiurge, and
For it was not possible that they should be anni- Father, saying that he is Father of the substances
hilated as in the former case,' because they had: on the right hand, that is, of the animal, but
already taken root and acquired strength [so as Demiurge of those on the left, that is, of the
to possess an indestructible existence]. All that material, while he is at the same t_me the king
he could do was to separate them and set them of all. For they say that this Enthymesis, de-
apart, and then commingle and condense them, sirous of making all things to the honour of the
so as to transmute them from incorporeal pas- _/Eons, formed images of them, or rather that
sion into unorganized matter? He then by this the Saviour 6 did so through her instrumentality.
process conferred upon them a fitness and a And she, in the image 7 of the invisible Father,
nature to become concretions and corporeal kept herself concealed from the Demiurge. But
structures, in order that two substances should he was in the image of the only-begotten Son,
be formed, rathe one evil, resulting from the and the angels and archangels created by hml
passions, and the other subject indeed to suffer- were in the image of the rest of the ./Eons.
ing, but originating from her conversion. And 2. They affirm, therefore, that he was consti-
on this account (i.e., or.. account of this hypos- tuted the Father and God of everything out_lde
tatizing of ideal matter) they say that the Saviour of the Pleroma, being the creator of all animal
virtually 3 created the world. But when Acha- and material substances. For he it was that dis-
moth was freed from her passion, she gazed with criminated these two kinds of existence hitherto
rapture on the dazzling vision of the angels that confused, and made corporeal from incorporeal
were with him ; and in her ecstasy, conceiving substances, fashioned things heavenly and earthly,
by them, they tell us that she brought forth new and became the Framer (Demiurge) of thing_
beings, partly after her own image, and partly a material and animal, of those on the right and
spiritual progeny after the image of the Saviour's those on the left, of the light and of the heavy,
attendants, and of those tending upwards as well as of those

tending downwards. He created also seven
CHAP. V. _ FORMATION OF THE DF.MIURGE ; DE- heavens, above which they say that he, the Demi-

SCRIPTION OF HIM. HE IS THE CREATOR OF urge, exists. And on this account they term him
EVERYTHINGOIYI'SIOEOF THE PLEROMA. Hebdomas, and his mother Achamoth Ogdoads,
I. These three kinds of existence, then, hay- preserving the number of the first-begotten and

ing, according to them, been now formed, -- one primary Ogdoad as the Pleroma. They affirm.
from the passion, which was matter; a second moreover, that these seven heavens are intelh-
from the conversion, which was animal ; and the gent, and speak of them as being angels, while
third, that which she (Achamoth) herself brought they refer to the Demiurge himself as being an
forth, which was spiritual, -- she next addressed angel bearing a likeness to God ; and in the same
herself to the task of giving these form. But strain, they declare that Paradise, situated above
she could not succeed in doing this as respected the third heaven, is a fourth angel possessed of
the spiritual existence, because it was of the same power, from whom Adam derived certain qualmes
nature with herself. She therefore applied her- while he conversed with him.
self to give form to the animal substance which 3. They go on to say that the Demiurge
had proceeded from her own conversion, and to imagined that he created all these things of him-
bring forth to light the instructions of the Say- self, while he in reality made them in conjunction
iour.4 And they say she first formed out of with the productive power of Achamoth. He
animal substance him who is Father and King formed the heavens, yet was ignorant of the
of all things, both of these which are of the same heavens ; he fashioned man, yet knew not man ;
nature with himself, that is, animal substances, he brought to light the earth, yet had no ac-
which they also call right-handed, and those quaintance with the earth ; and, in like manner,
which sprang from the passion, and from mat- they declare that he was ignorant of the forms
ter, which they call left-handed. For they affirm of all that he made, and knew not even of the
that he formed all the things which came into existence of his own mother, but imagined that
existence afar him, being secretly impelled there- he himself was all things. They further affirm
to by his mother. From this circumstance they

$ Metropator. as proceeding only from hts mother Achamoth
Apator, as Imving no male progenitor.

t That is. a.s in the case of her mother Sophia, who is sometimes e Harvey remarks. "The Valentmian Savxourbeing an aggreg_
called "the Sophia above," Achamoth being "the Sophm below," or tion of all the a_onicperfectioas_ the images of them were reproduccu
"the second Sophia." bythe spiritual conception of Aehamoth beholding the glory of:gto_# -

s Tlttm Harvey x_=nders_u_ta*ov _v .*so Baur, C_r. Grins, as The reader will not fad to observe that every successive development
quoted by Stleren. BiUlus proposes to read _v_6_rov, corporeal, is the reflex of a more divine antecedent."

5 Though not actually, for that was the work of the Demmrge. 7 The relation indicated seems to be as follows: Achamoth, after
See next chapter, being formed "accorthng to knowledge," was outside of the pleroma

4 ,' In ord*r that," says Grabe, "this fornmtlon might not be as the image of Ptopator, the Demmrge was as Nous, and the m_
merely accordia_f to t_t_e, but also accordi_g to kno*vled_e, as _tgels whtch be formed co_ponded to the other )Eons olthe tormmloo of the mother Achamoth was characterized above. '
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that his mother originated this opinion in his and fluid matter, and then afterwards, as they
mind, because she desired to bring him forth define the process, breathed into him the animal
_ePO_hhesedof such a character that he should be part of his nature. It was this latter which was

ad and source of his own essence, and the created after his image and likeness. The ma-
absolute ruler over every kind of operation [that terial part, indeed, was very near to God, so far
was afterwards attempted]. This mother they as the image went, but not of the same substance
also call Ogdoad, Sophia Terra, Jerusalem, Holy with him. The animal, on the other hand, was
Spirit, and, with a masculine reference, Lord.' so in respect to likeness; and hence his sub-
Her place of habitation is an intermediate one, stance was called the spirit of life, because it
above the Demiurge indeed, but below and outJ took its rise from a spiritual outflowing. After
side of the Pleroma, even to the end. = all this, he was, they say, enveloped all round

4. As, then, they represent all material sub- with a covering of skin ; and by this they mean
stance to be formed from three passions, viz., the outward sensitive flesh.
fear, grief, and perplexity, the account they give 6. But they further affirm that the Demiurge
is as follows : Animal substances originated from himself was ignorant of that offspring of his
fear and from conversion ; the Demiurge theyalso mother Achamoth, which she brought forth as
describe as owing his origin to conversion; but a consequence of her contemplation of those
the existence of all the other animal substances angels who waited on the Saviour, and which

, they ascribe to fear, such as the souls of irrational was, like herself, of a spiritual nature. She took
: ammals, and of wild beasts, and men. And on advantage of this ignorance to deposit it (her
- this account, he (the Demiurge), being incapable production) in him without his knowledge, in

of recognising any spiritual essences, imagined order that, being by his instrumentality infused
himself to be God alone, and declared through into that animal soul proceeding from himself,
the prophets, "I am God, and besides me there and being thus carried as in a womb in this
is none else." s They further teach that the material body, while it gradually increased in
spirits of wickedness derived their origin from strength, might in course of time become fitted

i grief. Hence the devil, whom they also call Cos- for the reception of perfect rationality.* Thus it
mocrator (the ruler of the world), and the de- came to pass, then, according to them, that, with-
mons, and the angels, and every wicked spiritual out any knowledge on the part of the Demiurge,
being that exists, found the source of their exist- the man formed by his inspiration was at the same
ence. They represent the Demiurge as being the time, through an unspeakable providence, ren-
an of that mother of theirs (Achamoth), and dered a spiritual man by the simultaneous inspi-
Cosmocrator as the creature of the Demiurge. ration received from Sophia. For, as he was
Cosmocrator has knowledge of what is above ignorant of his mother, so neither did he recog-
himself, because he is a spirit of wickedness; rose her offspring. This [offspring] they also
but the Demiurge is ignorant of such things, in- declare to be the Ecclesia, an emblem of the
asmuch as he is merely animal. Their mother Ecclesia which is above. This, then, is the kind
dwells in that place which is above the heavens, of man whom they conceive of: he has his ani-
that is, in the intermediate abode ; the Demiurge real soul from the Demiurge, his body from the
in the heavenly place, that is, in the hebdomad ; earth, his fleshy part from matter, and his spirit-
but the Cosmocrator in this our world. The ual man from the mother Achamoth.
corporeal elements of the world, again, sprang,
as we before remarked, from bewilderment and CHAP.W. _ THETHREEFOLDKINDOF MANFF.IGNF_,D
perplexity,asfrom a more ignoblesource.Thus nv THESEHERETICS:GOOD WORKS NEEDLESSFOR
theeartharosefrom her stateof stupor; water THEM, THOUGH NECESSARYTO OTHERS"-THEIR
fromtheagitationcaused by herfear; airfrom A_A_OSED MORALS.
theconsolidationof her grief;whilefire,pro- _.There beingthusthreekindsofsubstances,
ducingdeathand corruption,was inherentinalltheydeclareofallthatismaterial(whichthey
theseelements,evenastheyteachthatignorancealsodescribeasbeing"on theleRhand" ) that
alsolayconcealedinthesethreepassions, itmust of necessityperish,inasmuchasitisin-
5.Having thus formed the world,hc (the capableofreceivingany a_latusof incorruption.

Demiurge) alsocreatedthe earthy[partof] As to everyanimalexistence(which they also
man, not takinghim from thisdry earth,but denominate"on the righthand" ),they l'old
froman invisiblesubstanceconsistingof fusiblethat,inasmuchasitisa mean betweenthespirit-

ual and the material,itpassesto the sideto
t ".Ac]mmochby these names must be underslm_ to haw an m-

Lm_d_rote p°slti°" _°etween tbe divinepr°_tylmlwasthe mttex of the one, and tbereforc mdJac,/_-/tmi, i,eideaand creation::she • An a_ant il _ given .of dm inftmion of a lpizl.ml I_
the pattern to he realized m the Inner, and therefore was namnd into mankind. The Dc.miurgc hLm_. could g_e no _ tlmu

a,'tll and _erw_tlem." -- HAig,ClZV. . -- animal aoul; but, unwi_umgly to hlma_f, be _ .made..th?
t_ a...Butafter the c°nsummatmn here referred to, A¢.ham_h reg_!ra"q of ¢oaveying that slmrttoal euence from Ach.amo_ w.Im=n_ grown

t,_: ice below, chap. vii. =. up within her from the contemptatam ot morn anFm wao
Ira.air. S, 6, :dvt.9, _ tlmSaviour.
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which inclination draws it. Spiritual substance, hurt, or lose their spiritual substance, whatever
again, they describe as having been sent forth the material actions in which they may be in-
for this end, that, being here united with that volved.
which is animal, it might assume shape, the two 3- Wherefore also it comes to pass, that the
elements being simultaneously subjected to the "most perfect" among them addict themselves
same discipline. And this they declare to be without fear to all those kinds of forbidden deeds
"the salt" ' and "the light of the world." For of which the Scriptures assure us that "they who
the animal substance had need of training by do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of
means of the outward senses ; and on this account God." s For instance, they make no scruple
they affirm "that the world was created, as well about eating meats offered in sacrifice to idols,
as that the Saviour came to the animal substance imagining that they can in this way contract no
(which was possessed of free-will), that He defilement. Then, again, at every heathen fes-
might secure for it salvation. For they affirm tival celebrated in honour of the idols, these
that He received the first-fruits of those whom men are the first to assemble ; and to such a
He was to save [as follows], from Achamoth pitch do they go, that some of them do not
that which was spiritual, while He was invested even keep away from that Lloody spectacle
by the Demiurge with the animal Christ, but hateful both to God and men, in which glad]a-
was begirt* by a [special] dispensation with a tors either fight with wild beasts, or singly en-
body endowed with an animal nature, yet con- counter one another. Others of them yield
structed with unspeakable skill, so that it might themselves up to the lusts of the flesh with the
be visible and tangible, and capable of enduring utmost greediness, maintaining that carnal things
suffering. At the same time, they deny that He should be allowed to the carnal nature, whde
assumed anything material [into His nature], spiritual things are provided for the spiritual.
since indeed matter is incapable of salvation. Some of them, moreover, are in the habit of
They further hold that the consummation of all defiling those women to whom they have taught
things will take place when all that is spiritual has the above doctrine, as has frequently been con-
been formed and perfected by Gnosis (knowl- fessed by those women who have been led astray
edge) ; and by this they mean spiritual men who by certain of them, on their returning to the
have attained to the perfect knowledge of God, Church of God, and acknowledging this along
and been initiated into these mysteries by Acha- [with the rest of their errors. Others of them,
moth. And they represent themselves to be too, openly and without a blush, having become
these persons, passionately attached to certain women, seduce

2. Animal men, again, are instructed in animal them away from their husbands, and contract
things ; such men, namely, as are established by marriages of their own with them. Others of
their works, and by a mere faith, while they have them, again, who pretend at first to live m all
not perfect knowledge. We of the Church, they modesty with them as with sisters, have in course
say, are these persons) Wherefore also they of time been revealed in their true colours, when
maintain that good works are necessary to us, the sister has been found wtth child by her
for that otherwise it is impossible we should be [pretended] brother.
saved. But as to themselves, they hold that they 4. And committing many other abominations
shall be entirely and undoubtedly saved, not by and impieties, they run us down (who from the
means of conduct, but because they are spiritual fear of God guard against sinning even in thought
by nature. 4 For, just as it is impossible that or word) as utterly contemptible and ignorant
material substance should partake of salvation persons, while they highly exalt themselves, and
(since, indeed, they maintain that it is incapable claim to be perfect, and the elect seed. For
of receiving it), so again it is impossible that they declare that we simply receive grace for
spiritual substance (by which they mean them- use, wherefore also it will again be taken away
selves) should ever come under the power of from us; but that they themselves have grace
corruption, whatever the sort of actions in which as their own special possession, which has de-
they indulged. For even as gold, when sub- scended from above by means of an unspeak-
mersed in filth, loses not on that account its able and indescribable conjunction ; and on this
beauty, but retains its own native qualities, the account more will be given them. 6 They mare-
filth having no power to injure the gold, so they tain, therefore, that in every way it is always
affirm that they cannot in any measure suffer necessary for them to practise the mystery of

conjunction. And that they may persuade the
x Matt, v. z3, x4,
• "'l'h_ doctor*aVal_tinos, therefor,"saysHarvey,"as re- thoughtless to believe this, they are in the habit

_._t_=.n,=t.reof_,_,,_e_l_ Do_u_ Ht_boay of using these very words, "Whosoever being
was astima/, but not mato'ia/, and only vufible and tangible as hav-
mgb,_G,,,_a..¢_o_a_.na.,..._,_,,,_.¢p._,.o.a_b_.._x_" in this world does not so love a woman as to

[That is, ca_u.t ; men of the carnal mind, I_ycM¢ instead of
lh_Nmatic. Rora viii. 6.] _ Gal v. 2z.

,4 On account of what they had received fram Aghamoth. 6 Comp. Luke xix. _6.
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obtainpossessionof her,isnot of thetruth,nor 2.There arealsosome who maintainthathe
shallattainto the truth.But whosoeverbeing]alsoproduced Christashisown properson,but
of'thisworld has intercoursewithwoman, shalllof an animal nature,and that mention'was4
notattaintothetruth,becausehe has so acted made of him by the prophets.This Christ
under the power of concupiscence."On thispassedthroughMary sjustaswaterflowsthrough
account,they tellus thatitisnecessaryforus a tube; and theredescended upon him in the
whom they callanimal men, and describeas form of a dove atthe time of hisbaptism,that
beingofthe world,to practisecontinenceand Saviourwho belonged to the Pleroma,and was
good works,thatby thismeans we may attainat formedby thecombined effortsofallitsinhabit-
lengthto the intermediatehabitation,but that ants. In him thereexistedalsothatspiritual
tothem who are called"the spiritualand per- seed which proceeded from Achamoth. They
fect"such a courseof conduct is not at allhold,accordingly,thatour Lord,whilepreserv-
necessary.For itisnot conduct of any kind ing the type of the first-begottenand primary
whlchleadsintothePleroma,butthe seed sent tetrad,was compounded ofthesefoursubstances,
forththencein a feeble,immature state,and --of thatwhich isspiritual,insofaras He was
herebroughttoperfection, from Achamoth ; of thatwhich is anin_al,as

beingfrom theDemiurge by a specialdispensa-
CHAP. VII._ THE MOTHER ACHAMOTH, WHEN ALL tion,inasmuch as He was formed [corporeally]

HER SEED ARE PERFECTED, SHALL PASS INTO with unspeakable skill: and of the SaviQur, as

THE PLEROMA,ACCOMPANIEDBY THOSE MEN respects that dove which descended upon Htm.
WHO ARE SPIRITUAL; THE DEMIURGE,WITH He also continued free from all suffering, since
ANIMALMEN, SHALLPASS INTO THE INTERME- indeed it was not possible that He should suffer
DIATE HABITATION; BUT ALL _tATERIAL MEN who was at once incomprehensible and invisible.
SHALLGO INTO CORRUPTION. THEIR BLASPHE-And for this reason the Spirit of Christ, who had
MOUS OPINIONSAGAINSTTHE TRUE INCARNA-been placed within Him, was taken away when
TION OF CHRIST BY THE VlRCIN MARY. THEIR He was brought before Pilate. They maintain,
VIEWSAS TO THE PROPHECIES. STUPID IGNO- further, that not even the seed which He had
RANCEOF THE DF_IURGE. received from the mother [Achamoth] was sub-
i. When all the seed shall have come to per- ject to suffering ; for it, too, was impassible, as

fectlon, they state that then their mother Acha- being spiritual, and invisible even to the Demi-
moth shall pass from the intermediate place, and urge himself. It follows, then, according to
enter in within the Pleroma, and shall receive as them. that the animal Christ, and that which
her spouse the Saviour, who sprang from all the had been formed mysteriously by a special dls-
./Eons, that thus a conjunction may be formed pensation, underwent suffering, that the mother
between the Saviour and Sophia, that is, Acha- might exhibit through him a type of the Christ
moth. These, then, are the bridegroom and above, namely, of him who extended himself
bride, while the nuptial chamber is the full ex- through Stauros, 6 and imparted to Achamoth
tent of the Pleroma. The spiritual seed, again, shape, so far as substance was concerned. For
being divested of their animal souls,* and becom- they declare that all these transactions were
ing intelligent spirits, shall in an irresistible and counterparts of what took place above.
invisible manner enter in within the Pleroma, 3- They maintain, moreover, that those souls
and be bestowed as brides on those angels who which possess the seed of Achamoth are superior
wait upon the Saviour. The Demiurge himself to the rest, and are more dearly loved by the
will pass into the place of his mother Sophia ; s iDemiurge than others, while he knows not the
that is, the intermediate habitation. In this true cause thereof, but imagines that they are
intermediate place, also, shall the souls of the what they are through his favour towards them.
righteous repose ; but nothing of an animal Wherefore, also, they say he distributed them to
nature shall find admittance to the Pleroma. prophets, priests, and kings ; and they declare
When these things have taken place as described, that many things were spoken7 by this seed
then shall that fire which lies hidden in the world through the prophets, inasmuch as it was en-
blaze forth and burn ; and while destroying all dowed with a transcendently lofty nature. The
matter, shall also be extinguished along with it,
and have no further existence. They affirm that * A Syria¢ fragment here reads, "He spake by the prophets
the Demiurge was acquainted with none of these thro_h him:'

s ' Thus," says Harvey, ' we may trace back to the Gnostic
things before the advent of the Saviour. p_iod the Apolti/mrian error, clmely allied to the ..D_ic, _

body of Christ was not derived from the blessed Vtrgm, lint tllat It
was of heavenly substance, and was on]y brought fot,th into the worm

-- t Comp. John xvii. ,6. The Valentinians, whde £_ tke _arld, through her mstrmnental .t_." the
cla_ed to be not of _Ae _,orld, as animal men were. e By thus e.xten_ng himself th.rough Stau.r_, wh? _ --

Their spiritual substance was received from Achamoth; their Plemnm, the Christ anove became tim type ol the tAqrttt tmlow, who
ammal souls were created by the Demiurge. "l hese are now _pa. was extended upon the cross . .
rated; the svirlt enters the Pferoma whtle the soul remains in heaven. 7 Billiug followmg the old Latin ve_, reads. "They interpret

z Viz., Achamoth. " many things, spokca'tby the prophets, of this tm_L"
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mother also, they say, spake much about things selves, they say that some are by nature good,
above, and that both through him and through and others by nature evil. The good are those
the souls which were formed by him. Then, who become capable of receiving the l'spiritual_
again, they divide the prophecies I'into different seed ; the evil by nature are those who are never
classes], maintaining that one portion was uttered able to receive that seed.
by the mother, a second by her seed, and a third
by the Demiurge. In like manner, they hold cHAP" viii.- HOW THE VALEm'ImA_S PERVERT
that Jesus uttered some things under the influ- THE SCRIPTURESTO SUPPORTTHEm OWN IM-
ence of the Saviour, others under that of the Pious OPINioNS.
mother, and others still under that of the Demi- i. Such, then, is their system, which neither
urge, aswe shall show further on in our work. the prophets announced, nor the Lord taught,

4. The Demiurge, while ignorant of those nor the apostles delivered, but of which they
things which were higher than himself, was indeed boast that beyond all others they have a perfect
excited by the announcements made ['through knowledge. They gather their views from other
the prophets'], but treated them with contempt, sources than the Scriptures ; 4 and. to use a corn-
attributing them sometimes to one cause and mon proverb, they strive to weave ropes of sand,
sometimes to another ; either to the prophetic while they endeavour to adapt with an air of
spirit (which itself possesses the power of self- probability to their own peculiar assertions the
excitement), or to [mere unassisted'] man, o, that parables of the Lord, the sayings of the prophets,
it was simply a crafty device of the lower ['and and the words of the apostles, m order that their
baser order of men].' He remained thus igno- scheme may not seem altogether without sup-
rant until the appearing of the Lord. But they port. In doing so, however, they disregard the
relate that when the Saviour came, the Demiurge order and the connection of the Scriptures, and
learned all things from Him, and gladly with all so far as in them lies, dismember and destroy the
his power joined himself to Him. They main- truth. By transferring passages, and dressing
rain that he is the centurion mentioned in the them up anew, and making one thing out of an-
Gospel, whoaddressed the Saviour in these words : other, they succeed in deluding many through
"For I also am one having soldiers and servants their wicked art in adapting the oracles of the
under my authority ; and whatsoever I command Lord to their opinions. Their manner of acting
they do." _ They further hold that he will con- ] is just as if one, when a beautiful image of a
tinue administering the affairs of the world as[king has been constructed by some skilfu] artist
long as that is fitting and needful, and specially I out of precious jewels, should then take this hke-

that he may exercise a care over the Church ; hess of the man all to pieces, should re-arrangewhile at the same time he is influenced by the the gems, and so fit them together as to make
knowledge of the reward prepared for him, ! them into the form of a dog or of a fox, and even
namely, that he may attain to the habitation of that but poorly executed ; and should then mare-
his mother, tain and declare that/his was the beautiful image

5- They conceive, then, of three kinds of men, of the king which the skilfu] artist constructed,
spiritual, material, and animal, represented by pointing to the jewels which had been admirably
Cain, Abel, and Seth. These three natures are fitted together by the first artist to form the image
no longer found in one person, 3 but constitute of the king, but have been with bad effect trans-
various kinds [of men]. The material goes, as a ferred by the latter one to the shape of a dog,
matter of course, into corruption. The animal, if and by thus exhibiting the jewels, should de-
it make choice of the better part, finds repose in ceive the ignorant who had no conception what
the intermediate place ; but if the worse, it too a king's form was like, and persuade them that
shall pass into destruction. But they assert that that miserable likeness of the fox was, in fact,
the spiritual principles which have been sown by the beautiful image of the king. In hke manner
Achamoth, being disciplined and nourished here do these persons patch together old wives' fables,
from that time until now in righteous souls (be- and then endeavour, by violently drawing away
cause when given forth by her they were yet but from their proper connection, words, expressions,
weak), at last attaining to perfection, shall be and parables whenever found, to adapt the ora-
given as brides to the angels of the Saviour, cles of God to their baseless fictions. We have
while their animal souls of necessity rest for ever already stated how far they proceed in this way
with the Demiurge in the intermediate place, with respect to the interior of the Pleroma.
And again subdividing the animal souls them- 2. Then, again, as to those things outside of

t Such appears to be the meaning of this sentence, but the orlgl- their Pleroma, the following are some specimens
ttal is very obscure. The writer seems to refer to the spmtmd, the of what they attempt to accommodate out of the
_L andthe mtm_t d_*,_ of men.andtoi_y tha/th_ ]>_ml-Scriptures to their opinions. They affirm thatarge suppmed tm,n-,,epmpeheies to he due to mu: of d_:_: _, end
itmn¢ to the other&

* Matt. viii. 9: Luke vii. 8.
A*warth_cmJeatfirtt,mAdam. ,*Lu_ally," rcad_; from_ unw_Ue_"
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the Lord came in the last times of the world to have wrought a large amount of righteousness,
endure suffering, for this end, that He might in- yet refused to follow Him, and was so overcome
dicate the passion which occurred to the last of by [the love of] riches, as never to reach per-
the A_ons, and might by His own end announce fection) a this one it pleases them to place in
the cessation of that disturbance which had risen the animal class ; -- the slbiritual , again, when
among the tEons. They maintain, further, that He said, "Let the dead bury their dead, but go
that girl of twelve years old, the daughter of the thou and preach the kingdom of God," '° and
ruler of the synagogue,' to whom the Lord ap- when He said to Zaccheus the publican, "Make
proached and raised her from the dead, was a haste, and come down, for to-day I must abide
type of Achamoth, to whom their Christ, by ex- in thine house ..... for these they decla,-'ed to
tending himself, imparted shape, and whom he have belonged to the spiritual class. Also the
led anew to the perception of that light which parable of the leaven which the woman is de-
had forsaken her. And that the Saviour appeared scribed as having hid in three measures of meal,
to her when she lay outside of the Pleroma as they declare to make manifest the three classes.
a kind of abortion, they affirm Paul to have de- For, according to their teaching, the woman
clared in his Epistle to the Corinthians [in these represented Sophia ; the three measures of meal,
words'], "And last of all, He appeared to me the three kinds of men--spiritual, animal, and
also, as to one born out of due time." 2 Again, material ; while the leaven denoted the Saviour
the coming of the Saviour with His attendants to Himself. Paul, too, very plainly set forth the
Achamoth is declared in like manner by him in material, animal, and spiritual, saying in one
the same Epistle, when he says, "Awoman ought place, "As is the earthy, such are they also that
to have a veil upon her head, because of the are earthy ;" ,2 and in another place, "But the
angels. ''3 Now, that Achamoth, when the Say-]animal man receiveth not the things of the
iour came to her, drew a veil over herself] Spirit;" ,s and again: "He that is spiritual
through modesty, Moses rendered manifest when t judgeth all things." ,4 And this, "The animal
he put a veil upon his face. Then, also, they I man receiveth not the things of the Spirit," they
say that the passions which she endured were I affirm to have been spoken concerning the
indicated by the Lord upon the cross. Thus, Demiurge, who, as being animal, knew neither
when He said, "My God, my God, why hast his mother who was spiritual, nor her seed, nor
Thou forsaken Me ?" 4 He simply showed that the _/Eons in the Pleroma. And that the Saviour
Sophta was deserted by the light, and was re- received first-fruits of those whom He was to
strained by Horos from making any advance for- save, Paul declared when he said, "And if the
ward. Her anguish, again, was indicated when first-fruits be holy, the lump is also holy," ,s
He said, "My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even teaching that the expression "first-fruits" de-
unto death ;" s her fear by the words, "Father, noted that which is spiritual, but that "the
if _t be possible, let this cup pass from Me ; "6 lump" meant us, that is, the animal Church,
and her perplexity, too, when He said, "And the lump of which they say He assumed, and
what I shall say, I know not." z blended it with Himself, inasmuch as He is

3- And they teach that He pointed out the "the leaven."
three kinds of men as follows: the ma/eHal, 4. Moreover, that Achamoth wandered be-
when He said to him that asked Him, "Shall I yond the Pleroma, and received form from
follow Thee? "s "The Son of man hath not Christ, and was sought after by the Savionr,
where to lay His head ; "--the animal, when they declare that He indicated when He said,
He said to him that declared, "I will follow that He had come after that sheep which was
Thee, but suffer me first to bid them farewell gone astray. '6 For they explain the wandering
that are m my house," "No man, putting his sheep to mean their mother, by whom they
hand to the plough, and looking back, is fit for represent the Church as having been sown. The
the kingdom of heaven" 9 (for this man they wandering itself denotes her stay outside of the
declare to be of the intermediate class, even as Pleroma in a state of varied passion, from which
they do that other who, though he professed to _they maintain that matter derived its origin.

The woman, again, who sweeps the house and
, L,ke _iii.4_. finds the piece of money, they declare to denote
• _co.... s. the Sophia above, who, having lost her enthy-

, a x Cot. xi. :to. Irenmus here reads _gu_vltp._, g,eil, instead of mesis, afterwards recovered it, on all things
!_ov_iav, pocuer, as m the received text. [An interesting fact, as it
oetokens an old gloss, which may have slipped into the text of some
&tlOetlt MS$

4 Matt. _xvii ,t6 to Luke ix. 60.5 -'_ "
Ma:t xxvi. 38. xt Luke xtx 5-

6 Matt xxvl 39 t2 x Cor. xv. 48.
7 o "' " " • • •

to _J hn xu. 27. The Valentmmns seem, for their own purposes, z_ z Cor. h. x4.
_ave added ebK _6_t to th_ text. 14 x Cor. it. x 5.

Luke ix. 57, 58. as Rom. m. x6.
9 Luke ix. 6z, 62. z6 Luke xv. 4, 8.
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being purified by the advent of the Saviour. time show their union with one another, and
Wherefore this substance also, according to with the Father. For" the beginning" is in the
them, was reinstated in Pleroma. They say, Father, and of the Father, while "the Word" is
too, that Simeon, "who took Christ into his in the beginning, and of the beginning. Very
arms, and gave thanks to God, and said, Lord, properly, then, did he say, "In the beginning
now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace, was the Word," for He was in the Son; "and
according to Thy word," x was a type of the the Word was with God," for He was the begin-
Demiurge, who, on the arrival of the Saviour, ning ; "and the Word was God," of course, for
learned his own change of place, and gave that which is begotten of God is God. "The
thanks to Bythus. They also assert that by same was in the beginning with God "--thts
Anna, who is spoken of in the gospel" as a clause discloses the order of production. "All
prophetess, and who, after living seven years things were made by Him, and without Him was
with her husband, passed all the rest of her hfe nothing made ; "z for the Word was the author
in widowhood until she saw the Saviour, and of form and beginning to all the ._Eons that came
recogni_d Him, and spoke of Him to all, was into existence after Him. But "what was made
most plainly indicated Achamoth, who, having in Him," says John, "is life." s Here again he
for a little while looked upon the Saviour with indicated conjunction; for all things, he mid,
His associates, and dwelling all the rest of the were made by Him, but in Him was life. Th,s,
time in the intermediate place, waited for Him then, which is in Him, is more closely connected
till He should come again, and restore her to with Him than those things which were simply
her proper consort. Her name, too, was indi- made by Him, for it exists along with Him, and
cated by the Saviour, when He said, "Yet wis- is developed by Him. When, again, he adds,
dom is just, fled by her children." 3 Thxs, too, "And the life was the light of men," while thus
was done by Paul in these words," But we speak mentioning Anthropos, he indicated also Ec-
wisdom among them that are perfect." 4 They clesia by that one expression, in order that, by
declare also that Paul has referred to the con- using only one name, he mlght disclose their
junctions within the Pleroma, showing them forth fellowship with one another, m virtue of their
by means of one ; for, when writing of the con- conjunction. For Anthropos and Ecclesm spring
jugal union in this hfe, he expressed himself from Logos and Zoe. Moreover, he styled life
thus: "This is a great mystery, but I speak (Zoe) the light of men, because they are en-
concerning Christ and the Church." s lightened by her, that is, formed and made

5- Further, they teach that John, the disciple manifest. This also Paul declares in these words :
of the Lord, indicated the first Ogdoad, express- "For whatsoever doth make manifest is light." 9
ing themselves in these words : John, the dis- Since, therefore, Zoe manifested and begat both
ciple of the Lord, wishing to set forth the origin Anthropos and Ecclesm, she is termed their hght.
of all things, so as to explain how the Father Thus, then, did John by these words reveal both
produced the whole, lays down a certain princl- other things and the second Tetrad, Logos and
pie,--that, namely, which was first-begotten by Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia. And still further,
God, which Being he has termed both the only- he also indicated the first Tetrad. For, in dis-
begotten Son and God, in whom the Father, coursing of the Saviour. and declaring that all
after a seminal manner, brought forth all things, things beyond the Pleroma received form from
By him the Word was produced, and in him the Him, he says that He is the frmt of the entire
whole substance of the A_ons, to which the Word Pleroma. For he styles Him a "light which
himself afterwards imparted form. Since, there- shineth in darkness, and which was not compre-
fore, he treats of the first origin of things, he hended .... by it, inasmuch as, when He imparted
rightly proceeds in his teaching from the begin- form to all those things which had their ongm
ning, that is, from God and the Word. And he from passion, He was not known by it." He also
expresses himself thus : "In the beginning was styles Him Son, and Aletheia, and Zoe, and the
the Word, and the Word was with God, and the "Word made flesh, whose glory," he says, "we
Word was God ; the same was in the beginning beheld ; and His glory was as that of the Only-
with God. ''s Having first of all distinguished begotten (given to Him by the Father), full of
these three--God, the Beginning, and the grace and truth." _2 (But what John really does
Word _ he again unites them, that he nmy ex-

hibit the production of each of them, that is, of , bhe i. 3. _r0_
the Son and of the Word, and may at the same , )ohn L 3, 4- The punctuationhere followedis different,

that commonly adopted, but as found in many of the Fathers, and m
some of the most ancient lass.

9 Eph. v. x3.
, Luke ii. aS. ,o John i.S. . - • Laun
s Lukeii. 36. sx bf_a_.r_,occurringtwlce, mr_mderodbothumesmtheold all
s Luke vii. 3S- version, "ab eh." The reference is to ,Tzo-r/_ darkens, Le.,4 t Cot. ii. 6.
s Eph. v. 32. those not belonging to the _ritual ___e___:
6Johni. x, a. za Comp.JohnL x4.
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say is this : "And the Word was made flesh, and exposition, perverting these statements, maintain
dwelt among us ; and we beheld His glory, the that there was another Monogenes, according to
glory as of the only-begotten of the Father, full of production, whom they also style Arche. They
grace and truth." ') Thus, then, does he [ac-also maintain that there was another Saviour,
cording to them] distinctly set forth the first and another Logos, the son of Monogenes, and
Tetrad, when he speaks of the Father, and another Christ produced for the re-estabhshment
Chaffs, and Monogenes, and Aletheia. In this of the Pieroma. Thus it is that, wresting from
way, too, does John tell of the first Ogdoad, and the truth every one of the expressions which
that which is the mother of all the/Eons. For have been cited, and taking a bad advantage of
he mentions the Father, and Chaffs, and Mono- the names, they have transferred them to their
genes, and Aletheia, and Logos, and Zoe, and own system ; so that, according to them, in all
Anthropos, and Ecclesia. Such are the views of these terms John makes no mention of the Lord
Ptolem_eus. 2 Jesus Christ. For if he has named the Father,

and Charis, and Monogenes, and Aletheia, and
CHAP.IX.- REFUTATIONOF THE IMPIOUSI_rrER- Logos, and Zoe, and Anthropos, and Ecclesia,

PRETATIONSOF THESE HERETICS. according to their hypothesis, he has, by thus
i. You see, my friend, the method which speaking, referred to the primary Ogdoad, in

these men employ to deceive themselves, while which there was as yet no Jesus, and no Christ,
they abuse the Scriptures by endeavouring to the teacher of John. But that the apostle did
support their own system out of them. For not speak concerning their conjunctions, but
this reason, I have brought forward their modes concerning our Lord Jesus Christ, whom he also

: of expressing themselves, that thus thou mightest acknowledges as the Word of God, he himself
understand the deceitfulness of their procedure, has made evident. For, summing up his state-
and the wickedness of their error. For, in the ments respecting the Word previously mentioned
first place, if it had been John's intention to set by him, he further declares, "And the Word was
forth that Ogdoad above, he would surely have made flesh, and dwelt among us." But, accord-
preserved the order of its production, and would ing to their hypothesis, the Word did not become
doubtless have placed the primary Tetrad first, flesh at all, inasmuch as He never went outside
as being, according to them, most venerable, of the Pleroma, but that Saviour [became flesh]
and would then have annexed the second, that, who was formed by a special dispensation [out
by the sequence of the names, the order of the of all the _.__.ons'],and was of later date than the
Ogdoad might be exhibited, and not after so Word.
long an interval, as if forgetful for the moment ; 3. Learn then, ye foolish men, that Jesus who
and then again calling the matter to mind, he, suffered for us, and who dwelt among us, is
last of all, made mention of the primary Tetrad. Himself the Word of God. For if any other of
In the next place, if he had meant to indicate the zEons had become flesh for our salvation, it
their conjunctions, he certainly would not have would have been probable that the apostle spoke
omitted the name of Ecclesia ; while, with re- of another. But if the Word of the Father who
spect to the other conjunctions, he either would descended is the same also that ascended, He,
have been satisfied with the mention of the male namely, the Only-begotten Son of the only God,
[2Eons] (since the others [like Ecclesia] might who, according to the good pleasure of the
be understood), so as to preserve a uniformity Father, became flesh for the sake of men, the
throughout; or if he enumerated the conjunc- apostle certainly does not speak regarding any
tions of the rest, he would also have announced other, or concerning any Ogdoad, but respecting
the spouse of Anthropos, and would not have our Lord Jesus Christ. For, according to them,
left us to find out her name by divination, the Word did not originally become flesh. For

2. The fallacy, then, of this exposition is they maintain that the Saviour assumed an ani-
manifest. For when John, proclaiming one God, mal body, formed in accordance with a special
the Almighty, and one Jesus Christ, the Only- dispensation by an unspeakable providence, so
begotten, by whom all things were made, de- as to become visible and palpable. Butfles_ is
clares that this was the Son of God, this the that which was of old formed for Adam by God
Only-begotten, this the Former of all things, out of the dust, and it is this that John has de-
this the true Light who enlighteneth every man, elated the Word of God became. Thus is their
this the Creator of the world, this He that came primary and first-begotten Ogdoad brought to
to His own, this He that became flesh and dwelt nought. For, since Logos, and Monogenes, and
among us, -- these men, by a plausible kind of Zoe, and Ph_s, and Soter, and Christus, and the
------ Son of God, and He who became incarnate for

t This • • .. . _t_fi_ty,=_rt_ b_t_ _t_. to,howthe m_ US, have been proved to be one and the sarr_e.
_ua°_tttmofSctitacurebytlmseheretics the Ogdoad which they have built up at once
_-atm_rjm.-'J;T._,,o_ _ ma_g in t_ One,, _t arc inscr_ _ t_ fails to pieces. And when this is destroyed,
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their whole system sinks into ruin,-- a system unchangeable s in his heart the rule of the truth
which they falsely dream into existence, and which he received by means of baptism, will
thus inflict injury on the Scriptures, while they doubtless recognise the names, the expressions,
build up their own hypothesis, and the parables taken from the Scriptures, but

4. Then, again, collecting a set of expressions will by no means acknowledge the blasphemous
and names scattered here and there [m Scdp- use which these men make of them. For, though
ture], they twist them, as we have already said, he will acknowledge the gems, he will certainly
from a natural to a non-natural sense. In so not receive the fox instead of the likeness of the
doing, they act like those who bring forward king. But when he has restored every one of
any kind of hypothesis they fancy, and then en- the expressions quoted to its proper position, and
deavour to support ' them out of the poems of has fitted it to the body of the truth, he will lay
Homer, so that the ignorant imagine that Homer bare, and prove to be without any foundation,
actually composed the verses bearing upon that the figment of these heretics.
hypothesis, which has, in fact, been but newly 5. But since what may prove a finishing-stroke4
constructed ; and many others are led so far by to this exhibition is wanting, so that any one, on
the regularly-formed sequence of the verses, as following out their farce to the end, may then at
to doubt whether Homer may not have corn- once append an argument which shall overthrow
posed them. Of this kind* is the following it, we have judged it well to point out, first of
passage, where one, describing Hercules as hay- all, in what respects the very fathers of this fable
ing been sent by Eurystheus to the dog in the differ among themselves, as if they were inspired
infernal regions, does so by means of these by different spirits of error. For this very fact
Homeric verses, -- for there can be no objection forms an a priari proof that the truth proclaimed
to our citing these by way of illustration, since by the Church is immoveable,S and that the theo-
the same sort of attempt appears in both : -- ties of these men are but a tissue of falsehoods.

"Thus saying, there sent forth from his house deeply CHAP. X. --UNITY OF THE FAITH OF THE CHURCH
groaning."--Or., x. 76- THROUGHOUTTHE WHOLEWORLD.

"The hero Hercules conversant with mighty deeds."
--Od., xxi. 26. L The Church, though dispersed throughout

Eurystheus, the son of Sthenelug, descended from the whole world, even to the ends of the earth,
Perseus."--1l., xix. I23. has received from the apostles and their disciples

"That he mi_.htbring from Erebus the dog of gloomy this faith : [She believes] in one God, the FatherPluto."--11, vfii. 368.
"And he advanced like a mountain-bred llon confi- Almighty, Maker of heaven, and earth, and the

dent of strength."--Od, vi. 13o. sea, and all things that are in them ; and m one
"Rapidly through the city, while all his friends fol- Christ Jesus, the Son of God, who became incur-lowed."--//., xxiv. 327.
"Both maidens, and youths, and much-enduring old nate for our salvation ; and in the Holy Sprat,

men." _ Od., xi. 38. who proclaimed through the prophets the dispen-
"Mourning for him bitterly as one going forward to sations 6 of God, and the advents, and the birth

death."--//., xxiv. 3z8. from a virgin, and the passion, and the resurrec-
"But Mercury and the blue-eyed Minerva conducted tion from the dead, and the ascension into heavenhim."-- Od., xi. 626.
"For she knew the mind of her brother, how it la- in the flesh of the beloved Christ Jesus, our Lord,

boured with grief."--//., if. 4o9. and His [future] manifestation from heaven in

Now, what simple-minded man, I ask, would not the glory of the Father "to gather all things m
be led away by such verses as these to think that one," 7 and to raise up anew all flesh of thewhole human race, in order that to Christ Jesus,
Homer actually framed them so with reference our Lord, and God, and Saviour, and King, ac-
to the subject indicated? But he who is ac- cording to the will of the invisible Father, "every
quainted with the Homeric writings will recognise knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things
the verses indeed, but not the subject to which in earth, and things under the earth, and that
they are applied, as knowing that some of them every tongue should confess "s to Him, and that
were spoken of Ulysses, others of Hercules him- He should execute just judgment towards all ;
self, others still of Priam, and others again of that He may send "spiritual wickednesses, ''9 and
Menelaus and Agamemnon. But if he takes
them and restores each of them to its proper 3Literally,"immoveableinhimsolf,"theword_u,_ beingused
position, he at once destroys the narrative in with an aPlm_ntt_-fference to theorigmal ..... gof_vrva, a butld-tr_.r rule.

question. In like manner he also who retains , The meaning of the word a_roa_-ow_,_ here is not easily deter-

mined ; but it is probably a scenic term equivalent to ,h¢_,_v_tg, and

may be rendered as above. . . .
z It is difficult to give an exact rendering of t_ek_7.v in this pat,- s [The Creed, in the suhhme simphcRy of tts fundamental arttcle_

_; the old Lat. version translates it by medftari, which Massuet is establtshed; that is, by the impossibihty of framing anytlung

to render" skilfully to fit." . take their place.]
Tertullian refers (Prascri_. Her.) to those Homeric centos ol " Of God" is added from the old Latin.

which a specimen follows, We have given each hne as tt stands m _ E uh I. xo.Phil. IL to, xz.
_._, the text followed by Ireasens differs slightly from the 9 Eph. vl. z_.
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the aagels who transgressed and became apos-special clearness] the operation and dispensation
tares, together with the ungodly, and unrighteous, of God connected with human salvation ; and
and wicked, and profane among men, into ever- show that God manifested long,suffering in regard
lasting fire ; but may, in the exercise of His to the apostasy of the angels who transgressed,
grace, confer immortality on the righteous, and as also with respect to the disobedience of men ;
holy, and those who have kept His command- and set forth why it is that one and the same
ments, and have persevered m His love, some God has made some things temporal and some
from the beginning [of their Christian course], eternal, some heavenly and others earthly ; and
and others from [the date of] their repentance, understand for what reason God, though invisi-
and may surround them with everlasting glory, ble, manifested Himself to the prophets not

2. As I have already observed, the Church, under one form, but differently to different in-
having received this preaching and this faith, dividuals ; and show why it was that more cove-
although scattered throughout the whole world, nants than one were given to mankind; and
yet, as if occupying but one house, carefully teach what was the special character of each of
preserves it. She also believes these points [of these covenants ; and search out for what reason
doctrine] just as if she had but one soul, and "God 3 hath concluded every man 4 in unbehef,
one and the same heart, and she proclaims them, that He may have mercy upon all ;" and grate-
and teaches them, and hands them down, with fully s describe on what account the Wold of
perfect harmony, as if she possessed only one God became flesh and suffered; and relate why
mouth. For, although the languages of the the advent of the Son of God took place in these
world are dissimilar, yet the import of the tra- last times, that is, in the end, rather than in the
dltlon is one and the same. For the Churches beginning [of the world] ; and unfold what is
whJch have been planted in Germany do not contained m the Scriptures concerning the end
beheve or hand down anything different, nor do [itself], and things to come ; and not be silent
those in Spain, nor those in Gaul, nor those in as to how it is that God has made the Gentiles,
the East, nor those in Egypt, nor those in Libya, whose salvation was despaired, of, fellow-heirs,
nor those which have been established in the cen- and of the same body, and partakers with the
tral regions ' of the world. But as the sun, that saints ; and discourse how it is that "this mortal
creature of God, is one and the same throughout body shall put on immortality, and this corrupt-
the whole world, so also the preaching of the ible shall put on incorruption ; "6 and proclaim
truth shineth everywhere, and enlightens all men in what sense [God] says, "That is a people
that are wilhng to come to a knowledge of the who was not a people ; and she is beloved who
truth. Nor will any one of the rulers in the was not beloved;"7 and in what sense He says
Churches, however highly gifted he may be in that "more are the children of her that was
point of eloquence, teach doctrines different desolate, than of her who possessed a hus-
from these (for no one is greater than the Mas- band." 8 For in reference to these points, and
ter) ; nor, on the other hand, will he who is de- others of a hke nature, the apostle exclaims :
ficlent in power of expression inflict injury on " Oh ! the depth of the riches both of the wis-
the tradmon. For the faith being ever one and dom and knowledge of God ; how unsearchable
the same, neither does one who is able at great are His judgments, and His ways past finding
length to discourse regarding it, make any addi- out I" 9 But [the superior skill spoken of] is
tlon to it, nor does one, who can say but httle, not found in this, that any one should, beyond
diminish it. the Creator and Framer [of the world], con-

3. It does not follow because men are en- ceive of the Enthymesis of an erring .:Eon, their
dowed with greater and less degrees of intelli- mother and his, and should thus proceed to such
gence, that they should therefore change the a pitch of blasphemy ; nor does it consist in this,
subject-matter [of the faith] itself, and should that he should again falsely imagine, as being
conceive of some other God besides Him who is above this [fancied being], a Pleroma at one
the Framer, Maker, and Preserver of this uni- time supposed to contain thirty, and at another
verse, (as if He were not sufficient* for them), time an innumerable tribe of _F_,ons, as these
or of another Christ, or another Only-begotten. teachers who are destitute of truly divine wis-
But the fact referred to simply implies this, that dora maintain ; while the Catholic Church pos-
one may [more accurately than another] bring
out the meaning of those things which have been 3 Rom.,i. 3'.
spoken in parables, and accommodate them to , Irenzusherezcadsw,l_,slnsteadofsn_'ra_,aslnText.Rcc.of

the general scheme of the faith ; and explain [with N_, Testament.
s e_,xa_o"r_;u-- this word has been deemed corrupt, as it cer_in|y

appears out of keeping with the other verbs; but it may b¢ rtndered
as above.

Probably refernng to the Churches m Palestine. 6
2The .... x Cor. xv

n._. ,. text here us a_ov_¢uotn¢ "rotrrotP_, whtch us manifestly c or- 7 Hos ii 23; Rom ix. _5-
. "*"- various enamdation$ have been pn_posed: we prefer reading e Isa. liv i ; Gal. iv. _7-
_q_ot;_tlt, O_ 'rOt_'ot_ _ ha_l_ trant!_h_d a_3ordulgly. 9 Rom. xi. 33-
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sesses one and the same faith throughout the Aletheia 3 for the inspection and fructification of
whole world, as we have already said. the _/Eons, by entering invisibly into them, and

that, in this way, the A_ons brought forth the

CHAP. XL --THE OPINIONS OF VALENTINUS_ WITH plants of truth.
2. Secundus again affirms that the primary

THOSEOF HIS DISCIPLESAND OTHERS. Ogdoad consists of a right hand and a left hand
x. Let us now look at the inconsistent opinions Tetrad, and teaches that the one of these is

of those heretics (for there are some two or three called light, and the other darkness. But he
of them), how they do not agree in treating the maintains that the power which separated from
same points, but alike, in things and names, set the rest, and fell away, did not proceed directly
forth opinions mutually discordant. The first' of from the thirty _,Eons, but from their fruits.
them, Valentinus, who adapted the principles 3- There is another,* who is a renowned
of the heresy called "Gnostic" to the peculiar teacher among them, and who, struggling to
character of his own school, taught as follows: reach sometlfing more sublime, and to attain
He maintained that there is a certain Dyad (two- to a kind of higher knowledge, has explained the
fold being), who is inexpressible by any name, primary Tetrad as follows : There is [he says] a
of whom one part should be called Arrhetus certain Proarche who existed before all things,
(unspeakable), and the other Sige (silence). surpassing all thought, speech, and nomenclature,
But of this Dyad a second was produced, one whom I call Monotes (unity). Together with
part of whom he names Pater, and the other this Monotes there exists a power, whmh again I
Aletheia. From this Tetrad, again, arose Logos term Henotes (oneness). This Henotes and
and Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia. These con- Monotes, being one, produced, yet not so as
stitute the primary Ogdoad. He next states to bring forth [apart from themselves, as an
that from Logos and Zoe ten powers were pro- emanation] the beginning of all things, an intelh-
duced, as we have before menUoned. But from gent, unbegotten, and invisible being, which be-
Anthropos and Ecclesia proceeded twelve, one ginning language terms " Monad." Wxth this
of which separating from the rest, and falling Monad there co-exists a power of the same es-
from its original condition, produced the rest 2 of sence, which again I term Hen (One). These
the universe. He also supposed two beings powers then- Monotes, and Henotes, and
of the name of Horos, the one of whom has his Monas, and Hen w produced the remaining
place between Bythus and the rest of the Pleroma, company of the .:Eons.
and divides the created_fEons from the uncreated 4. Iu, Iu T Pheu, Pheu I __ for well may we
Father, while the other separates their mother utter these tragic exclamations at such atmch of
from the Pleroma. Christ also was not produced audacity in the coining of names as he has
from the 2Eons within the Pleroma, but wa_ displayed without a blush, in devising a nomen-
brought forth by the mother who had been ex- clature for his system of falsehood. For when he
cluded from it, in virtue of her remembrance of declares : There is a certain Proarche before all
better things, but not without a kind of shadow, i things, surpassing all thought, whom I call Mono-
He, indeed, as being masculine, hawng severed I tes ; and again, with this Monotes there co-exL, ts
the shadow from h_mself, returned to the Plero- ] a power which I also call Henotes,- it is most
ma ; but his mother being left with the shadow, I manifest that he confesses the things which have
and deprived of her spintual substance, brought I been said to be his own invention, and that he
forth another son, namely, the Demiurge, whom l himself has given names to his scheme of
he also styles the supreme ruler of all those things, which had never been previously sug-
things which are subject to him. He also asserts gested by any other. It is manifest also. that he
that, along with the Demiurge, there was pro- himself is the one who has had sufficient auda-
duced a left-hand power, in which particular he city to coin these names ; so that, unless he had
agrees with those falsely called Gnostlcs, of whom appeared in the world, the truth would still have
to we have yet to speak. Sometimes, again, he been destitute of a name. But, m that case,
maintains that Jesus was produced from him nothing hinders any other, in dealing with the
who was separated from their mother, and united same subject, to affix names after such a fashaon
to the rest, that is, from Theletus, sometimes as as the following : There s is a certain Proarche,
springing from him who returned into the Plero- royal, surpassing all thought, a power existing
ma, that is, from Christ ; and at other times still before every other substance, and extended into
as derived from Anthropos and Ecclesia. And space in every direction. But along wath it there
he declares that the Holy Spirit was produced by exists a power which I term a Gourd; and along

x That i_ t the first of the two or three here referred to, not the first s Corrected from Eccles:a in the text
of the Gnosttc teachers, as some have imagtr_xl. [The Gnostacism of 4 Some have supposed that the name of this teacher was Epipha-

one age my_ he essentially the same m spirit as the Agnosticzsm nes, and that the old Laun mtstakenly translates this by clarUS;
of another.] others think that Colorbasus m the teacher m questton.

a Ylz., all outside of the Pieroma. .s The Greek text xs waaung ull the end of this sectaon.
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with this Gourd there exists a power which again as types and images of the two affections of the
I term Utter-Empa'ness. This Gourd and Emp- Father, invisible representations of those that
tiness, since they are one, produced (and yet did were invisible, m Nous (i.e., Monogenes) of
not simply produce, so as to be apart from them- Thelesis, and Aletheia of Enncea, and accord-
selves) a fruit, everywhere visible, eatable, and ingly the image resulting from Thelesis was mas-
delicious, which fruit-language calls a Cucumber. culineJ while that from Ermcea was feminine.
Along with this Cucumber extsts a power of Thus Thelesis (will) became, as it were, a faculty
the same essence, which again I call a Jlelon. of Ennoea (thought). For Enn0ea continually
These powers, the Gourd, Utter-Emptiness, the yearned after offspring ; but she could not of
Cucumber, and the Melon, brought forth the herself bring forth that which she desired. But
remaining multitude of the dehnous melons of when the power of Thelesis (the faculty of will)
Valentinus.' For if it is fitting that that lan- came upon her, then she brought forth that on
guage which is used respecting the universe be which she had brooded.
transformed to the primary Tetrad, and if any 2. These fancied beings 4 (like the Jove of
one may assign names at his pleasure, who shall Homer, who is represented s as passing an anx-
prevent us from adopting these names, as being ious sleepless mght m devising plans for hohour-
much more credible [than the others], as well ing Achilles and destroying numbers of the
as m general use, and understood by all? Greeks) will not appear to you, my dear frond,

5. Others still, however, have called their pri- to be possessed of greater knowledge tha_l He
mary and first-begotten Ogdoad by the follow- who is the God of the universe. He, as soon
ing names : first, Proarche ; then Anennoetos ; as He thinks, also performs what He has willed ;
thirdly, Arrhetos ; and fourthly, Aoratos. Then, and as soon as He wills, also thinks that which
from the first, Proarche, there was produced, in He has willed ; then thinking when He wills,
the first and fifth place, Arche ; from Anennoe- and then willing when He thinks, since He is all
tos, in the second and sixth place, Acataleptos ; thought, [all will, all mind, all light,] 6 all eye,
from Arrhetos, m the third and seventh place, all ear, the one entire fountain of all good things.
Anonomastos; and from Aoratos, in the fourth 3- Those of them, however, who are deemed
and eighth place, Agennetos. This is the Pie- more skilful than the persons who have just been
roma of the first Ogdoad. They maintam that mentioned, say that the first Ogdoad was not
these powers were anterior to Bythus and Sige, produced gradually, so that one _/Eon was sent
that they may appear more perfect than the per- forth by another, but that all 7 the _Eons were
feet, and more knowing than the very Gnostlcs ! brought into existence at once by Propator and
To these persons one may justly exclaim: " O his Enncea. He (Colorbasus) affirms this as
ye trifling sophists I,, since, even respecting confidently as if he had assisted at their birth.
Bythu_ himself, there are among them many and Accordingly, he and his followers maintain that
discordant opmlons. For some declare h_m to Anthropos and Ecclesia were not produced,S as
be w_thout a consort, and neither male nor fe- others hold, from Logos and Zoe ; but, on the
male, and, in fact, nothing at all ; while others contrary, Logos and Zoe from Anthropos and
affirm him to be masculo-feminine, assigning to Ecclesia. But they express this in another form,
him the nature of a hermaphrodite ; others, again, as follows : When the Propator conceived the
allot Sige to him as a spouse, that thus may be thought of producing something, he received the
formed the first conjunction, name of_Father. But because what he did pro-

duce was true, it was named Aletheia. Again,
CHAP.XH.- THE DOCTRXNESOF THE FOLLOWERSwhen he wished to reveal himself, this was

or erOLEMV AND COLORBAStJS. termed Anthropos. Finally, when he produced
i. But the followers of Ptolemy say _ that he those whom he had previously thought of, these

[Bythos] has two consorts, which they also name were named Ecclesia. Anthropos, by speaking,
Dmtheses (affections), viz., Enncea and Thelesis. formed Logos : this is the first-born son. But
For, as they affirm, he first conceived the thought Zoe followed upon Logos ; and thus the first
of producing something, and then willed to that Ogdoad was completed.
effect. Wherefore, again, these two affections, 4. They have much contention also among
or powers, Ennoea and Thelesis, having inter-themselves respecting the Saviour. For some
course, as it were, between themselves, the pro-
duction of Monogenes and Aletheia took place 3 The text is here hopelessly corrupt; but the general me.anlng

according to conjunction. These two came forth _'_ tobethatgivenabove..This sentence exists only m the Latin version, and we can giv_
only a free translation.

5 Iliad, It. :tFetc. • ._ u
i It Kangs xvhi. 27. " It came to pa_s that Elijah mocked 6 The._ words are found in _'._tanius, but ormtted m _ om

them," etc. This reduclZo ad ahJurdum of our author is smg_- Latin vers,on. The Latin gives "sense" instead of "hght." .
tarly applicable to certain forms of what is called" Modern Thought."] 7 The text is here very uncertain. Some propose to read at.t"

z We here follow the Greek as preserved hy Hippolytus (t'ktl- .__,ons instead of all.
s Here agmn the text is corrupt and obscure. We have followed

_'_gh , yr. 38). The text followed by Ep_phamus ( Har_'., xxxm, x) what seeans the most prohabl¢ eaamndatlon.uoes not so well agree with the Latra.
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maintain that he was formed out of all ; where- are present should be led to rejoice to taste of
fore also he was called Eudocetos, because the that cup, in order that, by so doing, the Chaffs,
whole Pleroma was we//pleastd through him to who is set forth by this magician, may also flow
glorify the Father. But others assert that he was into them. Again, handing mixed cups to the
produced from those ten/Eous alone who sprung women, he bids them consecrate these in his
from Logos and Zoe, and that on this account he presence. When this has been done, he himself
was called Logos and Zoe, thus preserving the produces another cup of much larger size than
ancestral names. I Others, again, affirm that he that which the deluded woman has consecrated,
had his being from those twelve ,_Eons who were and pouring from the smaller one consecrated by
the offspring of Anthropos and Ecclesia ; and the woman into that which has been brought for-
on this account he acknowledges himself the ward by himself, he at the same time pronounces
Son of man, as being a descendant of Anthropos. these words : "May that Chaffs who is before all
Others still, assert that he was produced by things, and who transcends all knowledge and
Christ and the Holy Spirit, who were brought speech, fill thine inner man, and multiply in thee
forth for the security of the Pleroma ; and that her own knowledge, by sowing the grain of mus-
on this account he was called Christ, thus pre- tard seed in thee as in good soil." Repeating
serving the appellation of the Father, by whom certain other like words, and thus goading on the
he was produced. And there are yet others wretched woman [-to madness], he then appears
among them who declare that the Propator of a worker of wonders when the large cup is seen
the whole, Proarche, and Proanennoetos is called to have been filled out of the small one, so as
Anthropos ; and that this is the great and ab- even to overflow by what has been obtained from
struse mystery, namely, that the Power which is it. By accomplishing several other similar things,
above all others, and contains all in his embrace, he has completely deceived many, and drawn
is termed Anthropos ; hence does the Saviour them away after him.
style himself the "Son of man." 3- It appears probable enough that this man

possesses a demon as his familiar spirit, by means
CHAP, XIII. -- THE DECEn'FUL ARTS AND NEFARI- of whom he seems able to prophesy, 6 and also en-

OUS PRACTICESOF MARCUS. ables as many as he counts worthy to be partakers
I. But 2 there is another among these heretics, of his Chaffs themselves to prophesy. He devotes

Marcus by name, who boasts himself as having himself especially to women, and those such as
improved upon hm master. He is a perfect adept are well-bred, and elegantly attired, and of great
in magmal impostures, and by this means draw- wealth, whom he frequently seeks to draw after
ing away a great number of men, and not a few him, by addressing them in such seductwe words
women, he has induced them to join themselves as these : "I am eager to make thee a partaker
to him, as to one who is possessed of the greatest of my Chaffs, since the Father of all doth con-
knowledge and perfection, and who has received tinually behold thy angel before His face. Now
the highest power from the invisible and ineffable the place of thy angel is among us : 7 it behoves
regions above. Thus it appears as if he really us to become one. Receive first from me and
were the precursor of Antichrist. For, joining by me [the gift of] Chaffs. Adorn thyself as a
the buffoonenes of Anaxilaus 3 to the craftiness of bride who is expecting her bridegroom, that thou
the magi, as they are called, he is regarded by his mayest be what I am, and I what thou art. Es-
senseless and cracked-brain followers as working tablish the germ of hght in thy nuptial chamber.
miracles by these means. Receive from me a spouse, and become receptive

2. Pretending* to consecrate cups mixed with of him, while thou art recewed by him. Behold
wine, and protracting to great length the word of Chaffs has descended upon thee ; open thy mouth
invocation, he contrives to give them a purple and and prophesy." On the woman replying," I have
reddish colour, so that Chans,S who is one of those never at any time prophesied, nor do I know how
that are superior to all things, should be thought to prophesy ;" then engaging, for the second
to drop her own blood into that cup through time, in certain invocations, so as to astound his
means of his invocation, and that thus those who deluded victim, he says to her," Open thy mouth.

speak whatsoever occurs to thee, and thou shalt
, H_,_yj_tly _mrks, that "o.e _._ ofr_n,k_itr in_- prophesy." She then, vainly puffed up and elated

ling tM Valenttnlan fg:heme is the recurrence of similar names at
different points of the system, e g., the Enthymesis of Sophia was by these words, and greatly excited in soul by the
called Sol_hia and Spiritus; and Pater, Arche, Monogenesj Chnstus, expectation that it is herself who is to prophesy,
t,o_."A"th_°P°"_:¢l_i ...... Uof themterns of a doubledano..... her heart beating violently [from emotion],

a The Greek text of this sectmn ispreservedbothbyEpiphamus reaches the requisite p_tch of audacity, and idly
(H_r., xxxiv t} and by Hippolytus (Plttlosopk., va. 39, 4o) - Their
citations are $oll_what &scordant, and we therefore follow the old as we'll as impudently utters some nonsense as it
Latinversaon, happens to occur to her, such as might be ex-3 Pliny, Hi.ft....Va;t., xxxv. xS, etc.

4 Epiphanius now gives the Greek text _erbatgm, to which, there-
role, we retalrn. 6 [Comp. Acts xvl. 16.]

S Probably referring to Stge, the consort of Bythus. 7 laterally, "the place of thy mightiness is in tu_"
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ted from one heated by an empty spirit, verted her, she spent her whole time in the ex-
ferring to this, one superior to me has ercise of public confession,, weeping over and

observed, that the soul is both audacious and lamenting the defilement which she had received
impudent when heated with empty air.) Hence- from this magician.
forth she reckons herself a prophetess, and ex- 6. Some of his disciples, too, addicting them-
presses her thanks to Marcus for having imparted selves 2 to the same practices, have deceived
to her of his own Charis. She then makes the many silly women, and defiled them. They pro-
effort to reward him, not only by the gift of her claira themselves as being "perfect," so that no

possessions (in which way he has collected a very one can be compared to them with respect to
large fortune), but also by yielding up to him the immensity of their knowledge, nor even were
her person, desiring in every way to be united to you to mention Paul or Peter, or any other of
him, that she may become altogether one with the apostles. They assert that they themselves
him. know more than all others, and that they alone

4. But already some of the most faithful wo- have imbibed the greatness of the knowledge of
men, possessed of the fear of God, and not being that power which is unspeakable. They also
deceived (whom, nevertheless, he did his best maintain that they have attained to a height
to seduce like the rest by bidding them proph- :above all power, and that therefore they axe free
esy), abhorring and execrating him, have with- in every respect to act as they please, having no
drawn from such a vile company of revellers, one to fear in anything. For they affirm, that
This they have done, as being well aware that because of the "Redemption" s it has come to
the gift of prophecy is not conferred on men by pass that they can neither be apprehended, nor
Marcus, the magician, but that only those to even seen by the judge. But even if he should
whom God sends His grace from above possess happen to lay hold upon them, then they might
the dwinely-bestowed power of prophesying ; s_mply repeat these words, while standing in his
and then they speak where and when God pleases, presence along with the " Redemption : .... O
and not when Marcus orders them to do so. For thou, who sittest beside God/and the mystical,
that which commands i_ greater and of higher eternal Sige, thou through whom the angels

; authority than that which is commanded, inas- (mightiness), who continually behold the face of
much as the former rules, while the latter is in the Father, having thee as their guide and intro-
a state of subjection. If, then, Marcus, or any ducer, do derive their forms s from above, which
one else, does command,- as these are accus- she in the greatness of her daring inspiring with
tomed continually at their feasts to play at draw- mind on account of the goodness of the Propa-
ing lots, and [in accordance with the lot'] to tor, produced us as their images, hawng her
command one another to prophesy, giving forth mind then intent upon the things abOve, as in a
as oracles what is m harmony with their own dream,--behold, the judge is at hand, and the
desires, --it will follow that he who commands crier orders me to make my defence. But do
is greater and of higher authority than the pro- thou, as being acquainted w_th the affairs of
phetic spirit, though he is but a man, which xs both, present the cause of both of us to the
impossible. But such spirits as are commanded judge, inasmuch as it is in reality but one cause."6
by these men, and speak when they desire it, Now, as soon as the Mother hears these words,
are earthly and weak, audacious and impudent, she puts the Homeric z helmet of Pluto upon
sent forth by Satan for the seduction and perdi- them, so that they may invisibly escape the judge.
tion of those who do not hold fast that well- And then she immediately catches them up, con-
compacted faith which they received at first ducts them into the bridal chamber, and hands
through the Church. them over to their consorts.

5. Moreover, that this Marcus compounds
phdters and love-potions, in order to insult the , [Notethismannerofpnmitive"confession;"andseeningham,Attttqutttes, book xv cap 8 ]
persons of some of these women, if not of all, a We here follow the rendering of Billins, "in tiKlem studlk wr-
those of them who have returned to the Church _antes."Othersadheretothereceav_text,andtrar_late,,,p,,_-,-

_ot,_re_"gomg about idly."
of God _a thing which frequently occurs -- 3 Grabetsofopimonthatreferencelamade inthistermtomalm-
have acknowledged, confessing, too, that they pre=to,y fo_mul_in use amongthe Mareoslans,analogousto theform of thanksgiving employed might and mormng by tile Jews for
have been defiled by him, and that they were thetrredemptionfromEgypt. Harveyrtferstl_.wordto_ teeat_
filled with a burning passion towards him. A sad hevmmpra_t_d mong these_d othe__,_t_s, by *,h_h_t,,,ssupposed they were removed from the cog[n_.nce of the Detmurge,
example of this occurred in the case of a certain who_ styledthe "'j_ag_"inthe closeof theabovesentence.

,t That is, Sophm, of whom Achamoth, afterwards referred to, wu
Asiatic, one of our deacons, who had received theem_on.

5 The angeh accompanying Soter were the t.ortsom Of splt_ttm[
him (Marcus) into his house. His wife, a wo- Gnosties,towhomt_.yweretc_toredat_r&mth.
man of remarkable beauty, fell a vicum both in 6 The syntax m thlslong sentence tsveryeonfu_d, but themean-

mg is tolerably plain. The gist of tt is, that thase Onostlcs, as bctng
mind and body to this magician, and, for a long the _pi.t_l seed,claimeda consubstantialitywithAchamoth,and
time, travelled about with him. At last, when, consequentlyescapedfromthe materialDenuurge,andattainedatlast to the Pleroma.
w_th no small difficulty, the brethren had con- _ Rendermgthewearermvlaible.Se¢[l..v. 84_
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7-Such arethewordsand deedsbywhich,[whichwas composed of twelveletters.Thus
inourown districtoftheRhone,theyhavede-]tookplacetheenunciationof thewholename,
]udedmany women,who havetheirconsciencesconsistingofthirtyletters,and fourdistinctut-
scaredaswitha hotiron.'Some of them,in-terances.Each oftheseelementshasitsown
deed,make a publicconfessionof theirsins;peculiarletters,and character,and pronuncia.
butothersof themareashamedtodo this,and tion,and forms,and images,and thereisnot
ina tacitkindofway,despairingof [attainingone of them thatperceivestheshapeof that
to] the life of God, have, some of them, aposta- [utterance] of which it is an element. Neither
tized altogether ; while others hesitate between does any one knows itself, nor is it acquainted
the two courses, and incur that which is implied with the pronunciation of its neighbour, but each
in the proverb, "neither without nor within ;" one imagines that by its own utterance it does
possessing this as the fruit from the seed of the in fact name the whole. For while every one
children of knowledge, of them is a part of the whole, it imagines its

own sound to be the whole name, and does not
CHAP. XIV. _ THE VARIOUS HYP(ITHESES OF MARCUS leave off sounding until, by its own utterance, it

AND OTHERS.THEORIESRESPECTINGLETTERShas reached the last letter of each of the ele-
AX_OSYLtaBLm. ments. This teacher declares that the restitu-
x. This Marcus ' then, declaring that he alone tion of all things will take place, when all these,

was the matrix and receptacle of the Sige of mixing into one letter, shall utter one and the
Coiorbasus, inasmuch as he was only-begotten, i same sound. He imagines that the emblem of
has brought to the birth in some such way as!this utterance is found in Amen, which we pro-
follows that which was committed to him of the nounce in concert. 6 The diverse sounds (he
defective Enthymesis. He declares that the adds) are those which give form to that _on who
infinitely exalted Tetrad descended upon him is without material substance and unbegotten,
from the invisible and indescribable places in and these, again, are the forms which the Lord
the form of a woman (for the world could not has called angels, who continually behold the
have borne it coming in its male form), and ex- face of the Father3
pounded to him alone its own nature, and the _. Those names of the elements which may
origin of all things, which it had never before be told, and are common, he has called _tEons,
revealed to any one either of gods or men. This and words, and roots, and seeds, and fulnesses,
was done in the following terms : When first the and fruits. He asserts that each of these, and
unoriginated, inconceivable Father, who is with- all that is peculiar to every one of them, is to be
out material substance,s and is neither male nor understood as contained in the name Ecclesia.
female, willed to bring forth that which is ineffa-Of these elements, the last letter of the last one
ble to Him, and to endow with form that which uttered its voice, and this sound s going forth
is invisible, He opened His mouth, and sent generated its own elements after the image of
forth the Word similar to Himself, who, standing the [other] elements, by which he affirms, that
near, showed Him what He Himself was, inas-both the things here below were arranged into
much as He had been manifested in the form the order they occupy, and those that preceded
of that which was invisible. Moreover, the pro-them were called into existence. He also main-
nunciation of His name took place as follows: tains that the letter itself, the sound of which

He spake the first word of it, which was the followed that sound below, was received up again
beginning 4 [of all the rest], and that utterance by the syllable to which it belonged, in order to
consisted of four letters. He added the second, the completion of the whole, but that the sound
and this also consisted of four letters. Next He remained below as if cast outside. But the ele-
uttered the third, and this again embraced ten merit itself from which the letter with its specJal
letters. Finally, He pronounced the fourth, pronunciation descended to that below, he affirms

to consist of thirty letters, while each of these
x 2 Tim. iii 6.

Thin sentence has completely baffled all the critics. [Its banter, letters, again, contains other letters in itself, by
or _k _v,ty, _ not._. _lf_._.i_.t] We,_n_ot_t_r means of which the name of the letter is ex-
upon the wide field of di_tmmon whtch xt has opened up, but
would stmply state that I_nmms here seems to u% as often, to be pressed. And thus, again, others are named by
_i_ uponthe_,_ _hich_re m commonuseamongtheseother letters, and others still by others, so that
heretics. Ma_gt_ probably received h_ system, from Colorbasus,
and m here d*clar_l, by _ u_. of that jargon which Irena_us m.ea.ns the multitude of letters swells out into infinitude.
to ridicule while so employing it, to have proceeded to develop ,tm : YOU may more clearly understand what I mean.the way ck__rlbed.

Such appears to be the meaning of_i_o_¢_o¢ in this passage, by the following example :_The word .Delta con-
meaning ofob_/a flttctttated for a tttt_ in the .earlyChu_h, and

was sometimes _ed to denote materlalsubtta_e, instead of ttsusual
_ce of beiug. S The letters are here confounded wtth the _ms, whtch they _P"

4 The old Laun preserves '_X'i untranslated, implying that thts resented.
waa the first word which the Father spoke. Some modern edttors _ [_.Cor xi.v. x6 ]
adopt this view, whlle others hold the meaning simply tobey as given 7 Matt xvut. xo

s By this Achamoth is denoted, who was said to give rise to the
above, that that first sound which the Father utteredwas me ongm materialdemem_, after the image t_"the Divine.
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tains five letters, viz_ D, E, L, T, A : these letters, it merely, whilst thou art ignorant of its power.
again, arc written by other letters,' and others For Jesus ('Irrro_) is a name arithmetically*
still by others. If, then, the entire composition symbolical, consisting of six letters, and is
of the word Delta [when thus analyzed] runs known by all those that belong to the called.
out into infinitude, letters continually generating But that which is among the ,_2,ons of the Pleroma
other letters, and following one another in con- consists of many parts, and is of another form
stant succession, how much vaster than that and shape, and is known by those [angels] who
[one] word is the [entire] ocean of letters ! And are joined in affinity with Him, and whose
if even one letter be thus infinite, just consider figures (mightinesses) are always present with
the immensity of the letters in the entire name, Him.
out of which the S_ge of Marcus has taught us 5. Know, then, that the four-and-twenty letters
the Propator is composed. For which reason which you possess are symbolical emanations of
the Father, knowing the incomprehensibleness the three powers that contain the entire number
of His own nature, assigned to the elements, of the elements above: For you are to reckon
which He also ternas _/Eons, [the power] of each thus m that the nine mute s letters are [the
one uttering its own enunciation, because no one itnages] of Pater and Aletheia, because they are
of them was capable by itself of uttering the without voice, that is, of such a nature as cannot
whole, be uttered or pronounced. But the semi-vowels 4

3. Moreover, the Tetrad, explaining these represent Logos and Zoe, because they are, as it
things to htm more fully, said : -- I wish to show were, midway between the consonants and the
thee Aletheia (Truth) herself; for I have brought vowels, partaking s of the nature of both. The

: her down from the dwelhngs above, that thou vowels, again, are representative of Anthropos
mayest see her without a veil, and understand and Ecclesia, inasmuch as a voice proceeding
her beauty--that thou mayest also hear her from Anthropos gave being to them all ; for the

. speaking, and admire her wisdom. Behold, then, sound of the voice imparted to them form.
her head on high, A/phg and Omega ; her neck, Thus, then, I_z,gos and Zoe possess eight [of
Beta and Psi; her shoulders with her hands, these letters] ; Anthropos and Ecclesia seven ;
Gamma and Chi; her breast, Delta and Phi; and Pater and Aletheia nine. But since the
her diaphragm, Epsilon and Upsilon ; her back, number allotted to each was unequal, He who
Zeta and Tag ; her belly, Eta and Stgma; her existed in the Father came down, having been
thighs, Theta and gho ; her knees, Iota and specially sent by Him from whom He was sepa-
Pt ; her legs, Kappa and Omicron ; her ancles, rated, for the rectification of what had taken place,
Lambcla and Xi; her feet, Mg and 2Vg. Such that the unity of the Pleromas, being endowed
xs the body of Truth, according to this ma- with equality, might develop in all that one
gician, such the figure of the element, such the power which flows from all. Thus that division
character of the letter. And he calls this ele- which had only seven letters, received the power
meut Anthropos (Man), and says that is the of eight, 6 and the three sets were rendered alike
fountain of all speech, and the beginning of all in point of number, all becoming Ogdoads;
sound, and the expression of all that is unspeak- which three, when brought together, constitute the
able, and the mouth of the silent Sige. This number four-and-twenty. The three elements,
indeed is the body of Truth. But do thou, ele- too (which he declares to exist in conjunction
rating the thoughts of thy mind on high, hsten with three powersJ and thus form the six from
from the mouth of Truth to the self-begotten which have flowed the twenty-four letters),being
Word, who is also the dispenser of the bounty quadrupled by the word of the ineffable Tetrad,
of the Father. give rise to the same number with them ; and

4- When she (the Tetrad) had spoken these these elements he maintains to belong to Him
: things, Aletheia looked at him, opened her mouth, who cannot be named. These, again, were en-

and uttered a word. That word was a name, and dowed by the three powers with a resemblance
the name was this one which we do know and to Him who is invisible. And he says that those
speak of, viz., Christ Jesus. When she had ut- letters which we call double _ are the images of
tered this name, she at once relapsed into silence.
And as Marcus waited in the expectation that • _e oldLatin,_.o. _.a.,s ;,_,_._, ,:,_(_t, _<t,,..,,.s,,,,,but there seems to be a reference to the Valentmtan .ouma of the

she would say something more, the Tetrad again =r,u_ numberof 888formed(xo+8+_0o+7o+4oo+=oo)by thenu-

came forward and said, "Thou hast reckoned as mencalvalueofthelett_rsintbeword'Ia_'o_,.a The mutes ate rt,K,¢,iS,V,8,_ X,O.
contemptiblethatword which thou hast heard *The_mi-vov,_h*rc_.u,_,p,_,¢,},¢.
from the mouth of Aletheia.This which thou sI,_ems*c_,*lypos_ib_to_ atoo,*dcani,,,,_inga

this clause: it may be hterally translated thus.: "And be_. w_.
knowest and seemest to possess, is not an an- rece_vetbeoutflowof*hoseabove, bmtbeturnmgback:_amMtbe_below."
cient name. For thou possessest the sound of 6 The ninth letter being taken from the mutes and added to tl_
-.--_____ semi-vowels, an equal division of the twenty4our was thtm a_.mred.

r V_z., Pater, A_hropos, and Logos.
t That m, their names are spelt by other letters, s Viz., _, _, q_=/_, x_, _.
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the images of theseelements;and ifthesebe [fully]imitated,are subservientto the Enthy.
added tothefour-and-twentyletters,bythe forcemesisof the mother. And the firstheavenin-
of analogy they form the number thirty, deed pronounces Alpha, the next to this dipsilon,

6. He asserts that the fruit of this arrange- the third .Eta, the fourth, which is also in the
ment and analogy has been manifested in the midst of the seven, utters the sound of Iota,
likeness of an image, namely, Him who, after the fifth Omicron, the sixth U1)silon , the seventh,
six days, ascended' into the mountain along which is also the fourth from the middle, utters
with three others, and then became one of six the elegant Omega," -- as the Sige of Marcus,
(the sixth), 2 in which character He descended, talking a deal of nonsense, but uttering no
and was contained in the Hebdomad, since He word of truth, confidently asserts. "And these
was the illustrious Ogdoad, 3 and contained in powers," she adds, "being all simultaneously
Himself the entire number of the elements, clasped in each other's embrace, do sound out
which the descent of the dove (who is Alpha the glory of Him by whom they were produced;
and Omega) made clearly manifest, when He and the glory of that sound is transmitted up-
came to be baptized ; for the number of the wards to the Propator." She asserts, moreover,
dove is eight hundred and oneA And for this :hat "the sound of this uttering of praise, having
reason did Moses declare that man was formed been wafted to the earth, has become the Framer
on the sixth day ; and then, again, according to and the Parent of those things which are on the
arrangement, it was on the sixth day, which is earth."
the preparation, that the last man appeared, for 8. He instances, in proof of this, the case of in-
the regeneration of the first. Of this arrange- rants who have just been born, the cry of whom,
ment, both the beginning and the end were as soon as they have issued from the womb, is
formed at that sixth hour, at which He was in accordance with the sound of every one of
nailed to the tree. For that perfect being Nous, these elements. As, then, he says, the seven
knowing that the number six had the power powers glorify the Word, so also does the corn-
both of formation and regeneratmn, declared to plaining soul of infants, s For thrs reason, too,
the children of light, that regeneration which David said: "Out of the mouth of babes and
has been wrought out by Hma who appeared as sucklings Thou hast perfected pra, se ; "9 and
the _'pi_'emon in regard to that number. Whence again : "The heavens declare the glory of God." ,o
also he declares it is that the double letters s Hence also it comes to pass, that when the soul
contain the Episemon number ; for this Epme- is involved in difficulties and d_stresses, for _ts
mon, when joined to the twenty-four elements, own relief it calls out, " Oh " (f]), in honour of
completed the name of thirty letters, the letter in question," so that its cognate soul

7. He employed as his instrument, as the Sige above may recognise [its distress], and send
of Marcus declares, the power of seven letters, 6 down to it relief.
in order that the fruit of the independent will 9. Thus it is, that in regard to the whole
[of Achamoth] might be revealed. "Consider name/2 which consists of thirty letters, and
this present g/_isernon," she says--" Him who Bythus, who receives his increase from the let-
was formed after the [original] Episemon, as ters of this [name], and, moreover, the body of
being, as it were, divided or cut Into two parts, Aletheia, which is composed of twelve member_,
and remaining outside ; who, by His own power each of which consists of two letters, and the
and wisdom, through means of that which had voice which she uttered without having spoken
been produced by Himself, gave life to this at all, and in regard to the analysm of that name
world, consisting of seven powersJ after the which cannot be expressed m words, and the
likeness of the power of the Hebdomad, and so soul of the world and of man, according as they
formed it, that it is the soul of everything visi- possess that arrangement, which is after the _mage
hie. And He indeed uses this work Himself as [of things above], he has uttered his nonsensl-
if it had been formed by His own free will ; but cal opimons. It remains that I relate how the
the rest, as being images of what cannot be Tetrad showed him from the names a power

equal in number ; so that nothing, my friend,
jwhich I have received as spoken by him, may
remain unknown to thee ; and thus thy request,x Matt. x-vii. 7: Mark ix. 2.

s Moses and Elias being added to the company.

Referring to the word X_,en'6_, according to Harvey, who re. often proposed to me, may be fulfilled.
marks, that" generally the Ogdoad was the receptacle of the splritaml

4 The Saviour, as Alpha and Omega, was symbolized by the dove, s We here follow the text of Hippolytus: the ordinary text ar_d.
the sum of the Greek numerals, _, e, p, t, er, _, e_ p, a (_rept_rr_4_, the old Latin read " So does the soul of infants, weeping and mou "

d_e), being, like that of A and f_, 8ox. ing over Marcus, deify him."
$ That is, the letters _, e, _ all contain _, whose value ts six, and 9 Ps. viit. 2.

which was called lwt_rn_ov by the Greeks xo Ps. xix L
b Referring to /11et_ela, which, m Greek, contains seven let- xz The text Is here altogether uncertain: we have given the proba-

ters. ble meaning.
7 By these seven powers are meant the seven heaveas (aiso called x3 Thas is, the name of Soter, tbe Perfect result of the wh°|e Pie"

angob.), h_rmed by the Demlurgc. roma
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CHAr. XV.-- SInE REtaTES TO MUCUS rrm _m_r- you have a clear statement of their opinion as to
ERATION OF THE TWEN_-FOUR ELEMENTS AND the origin of the supercelestial Jesus. Where-
OFJESUS. EXPOSUREOFTHESEABSURDITIES. fore, also, the alphabet of the Greeks contains

t. The all-wise Sige then announced the pro- eight Monads, eight Decads, and eight Heca-
duction of the four-and-twenty elements to him tads4, which present the number eight hundred
as follows : m Along with Monotes there co- and eighty-eight, that is, Jesus, who is formed of
existed Henotes, from which sprang two produc- all numbers ; and on this account He is called
tions, as we have remarked above, Monas and /l//ha and Omega, indicating His origin from
Hen, which, added to the other two, make four, all. And, again, they put the matter thus : If
for twice two are four. And again, two and four, the first Tetrad be added up according to the
when added together, exhibit the number six. progression of number, the number ten appears.
And filrther, these six being quadrupled, give For one, and two, and three, and four, when
rise to the twenty-four forms. And the names added together, form ten ; and this, as they will
of the first Tetrad, which are understood to be have it, is Jesus. Moreover, Chreistus, he says,
most holy, and not capable of being expressed being a word of eight letters, indicates the first
in words, are known by the Son alone, while the Ogdoad, and this, when multiplied by ten, gives
father also knows what they are. The other birth to Jesus (888). And Christ the Sgn, he

' names which are to be uttered with respect, and says, is also spoken of, that is, the Duodecad.
i faith, and reverence, are, according to him, Arr- For the name Son, (rid,) contains four letters,

hetos and Sige, Pater and Aletheia. Now the and Christ (Chreistus) eight, which, being corn-
entire number of this Tetrad amounts to four-and- bined, point out the greatness of the Duodecad.
twenty letters ; for the name Arrhetos contains But, he alleges, before the Episeman of this

_* in itself seven letters, Seige' five, Pater five, and name appeared, th.at is Jesus the Son, mankind
•_ Aletheia seven. If all these be added together were involved in great ignorance and error.

-- twice five, and twice seven-- they complete But when this name of six letters was manifested
the number twenty-four. In like manner, also, (the per._on bearing it clothing Himself in flesh,
the second Tetrad, Logos and Zoe, Anthropos that He might come under the apprehension of
and Ecclesia, reveal the same number of ele- man's senses, and having in Himself these six
ments. Moreover, that name of the Saviour and twenty-four letters), then, becoming ac-

! which may be pronounced, viz., Jesus ['Ivtror_], quainted with Him, they ceased from their igno-
consists of six letters, but His unutterable name rance, and passed from death unto life, this name
comprises four-and-twenty letters. The name serving as their guide to the Father of truth.s
Chris/ /he Son* (vib_ Xpeurrr_) comprises For the Father of all had resolved to put an end
twelve letters, but that which is unpronounceable to ignorance, and to destroy death. But this
in Christ contains thirty letters. And for this abolishing of ignorance was just the knowledge
reason he declares that He is Al/ha and Omega, of Him. And therefore that man (Anthropos)
that he may indicate the dove, inasmuch as that was chosen according to His will, having been

formed after the image of the [corresponding]bird has this number [in its name].
2. But Jesus, he affirms, has the following power above.

unspeakable orion. From the mother of all 3- As to the Ago ns, they proceeded from the
° things, that is, the first Tetrad, there came forth Tetrad, and in that Tetrad were Anthropos and

the second Tetrad, after the manner of a daugh- Ecclesia, Logos and Zoe. The powers, then, he
ter; and thus an Ogdoad was formed, from declares, who emanated from these, generated

that Jesus who appeared upon the earth. Thewhich, again, a Decad proceeded : thus was pro-
duced a Decad and an Ogdoad. The Decad, angel Gabriel took the place of Logos, the Holy
then, being joined with the Ogdoad, mad multi- Spirit that of Zoe, the Power of the Highest that
plying it ten times, gave rise to the number of Anthropos, while the Virgin pointed out the
etghO'; and, again, multiplying eighty ten times, place of Ecclesia. And thus, by a special dis-
produced the number eight hundred. Thus, pensation, there was generated by Him, through
then, the whole number of the letters proceeding Mary, that man, whom, as He passed through
from the Ogdoad [multiplied] into the Decad, the womb, the Father of all chose to [obtain]
is eight hundred and eighty-eight.s This is the the knowledge of Himself by means of the Word.
name of Jesus ; for this name, if you reckon up And on His coming to the water [of baptism],
the numerical value of the letters, amounts to there descended on Him, in the form of a dove,
eight hundred and eighty-eight. Thus, then,
-----.__ 4 "1"herewere, as Harvey here observes, thre¢ nxtmramu,_ c.harac-

ters Lntroducedinto the Greek alphabet for the sake of numeration --
_ t Manifestly to be so spelt here, as in the sequel Ckrrd*tua, for the three t#uma for 6,90, and 900 .res._l_..rcely: Tl_.trtm.a_habet,
Chrt_tus.

z "1 " . . then, as employed to denote number, mclud_ etght umts+ mglR tcn_
"he text m here altogether uncertain, and the meaning obscure, and etght hundreds.

The reading is excoedmgly doubtful: some prefer the number : Father; " comp. John xiv. 6.e:g.ltty.e:li.ltt. S Or, according to the Greaek tcxtj'_lming as the way to the
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that Being who had formerly ascended on high, destitute of body and form, opened His mouth
and completed the twelfth number, in whom and sent fortk the Word, as if He were included
there existed the seed of those who were pro- among organized beings ; and that His Word,
duced contemporaneously with Himself, and while like to His Author, and beating the image
who descended and ascended along with Him. of the invisible, nevertheless consisted of thirty
Moreover, he maintains that that power which elements and four syllables? It will follow, then,
descended was the seed of the Father, which according to thy theory, that the Father of all, in
had in itself both the Father and the Son, as accordance with the likeness of the Word, con-
well as that power of Sige which is known by sists of thirty elements and four syllables I Or,
means of them, but cannot be expressed in lan- again, who will tolerate thee in thy juggling with
guage, and also all the z__,ons. And this was that forms and numbers, -- at one time thirty, at
Spirit who spoke by the mouth of Jesus, and who another twenty-four, and at another, agaan, only
confessed that He was the son of Man as well as six, -- whilst thou shuttest up [in these] the Word
revealed the Father, and who, having descended of God, the Founder, and Framer, and Maker
into Jesus, was made one with Him. And he of all things ; and then, again, cutting Him up
says that the Saviour formed by special dispen- piecemeal into four syllables and thirty elements ;
ration did indeed destroy death, but that Christ and bringing down the Lord of all who founded
made known the Father.' He maintains, there- the heavens to the number eight hundred and
fore, that Jesus is the name of that man formed eighty-eight, so that He should be similar to the
by a special dispensation, and that He was alphabet; and subdividing the Father, who can-
formed after the likeness and form of that ['hear- not be contained, but contains all things, into a
enly] Anthropos, who was about to descend upon Tetrad, and an Ogdoad, and a Decad, and a Duo-
Him. After He had received that A_on, He decad ; and by such multiplications, setting forth
possessed Anthropos himself, and Logos himself, the unspeakable and inconceivable nature of the
and Pater, and Arrhetus, and Sige, and Aletheia, Father, as thou thyself declarest it to be ? And
and Ecclesia, and Zoe. showing thyself a very D_edalus for evil invenuon,

4. Such ravings, we may now well say, go be- ;and the wicked architect of the supreme power,
yond Iu, In, Pheu, _Pheu, and every kind of thou dost construct a nature and substance for
tragic exclamation or utterance of misery.2 For Him whom thou callest incorporeal and imma-
who would not detest one who is the wretched terial, out of a multitude of letters, generated the
contriver of such audacious falsehoods, when he one by the other. And that power whom thou
percewes the truth turned by Marcus into a mere affirmest to be indivisible, thou dost nevertheless
image, and that punctured all over with the let- divide into consonants, and vowels, and sem,-
ters of the alphabet ? The Greeks confess that vowel3 ; and, falsely ascribing those letters which
they first received sixteen letters from Cadmus, are mute to the Father of all things, aaad to His
and that but recently, as compared with the be- Ennma (thought), thou hast driven on all that
ginning, ['the vast antiquity of which is implied] place confidence in thee to the highest point of
in the common proverb : "Yesterday and be- blasphemy, and to the grossest impiety. 4
fore ; "3 and afterwards, in the course of txme, 6. With good reason, therefore, and very fit-
they themselves invented at one period the as- tingly, in reference to thy rash attempt, has that
pirates, and at another the double letters, while, divine elder s and preacher of the truth burst
last of all, they say Palamedes added the long forth in verse against thee as follows :-
letters to the former. Was it so, then, that until "Marcus, thou formerof idols, inspector of portents,
these things took place among the Greeks, truth Skitl'd in consulting the stars, and deep in the black
had no existence ? For, according to thee, Mar- arts of magic,

cus, the body of truth is posterior to Cadmus Ever by tricks such as these confirming the doctrines oferror I

mad those who preceded him w posterior also to Furnlshmg signs unto those involved by thee in decep-
those who added the rest of the letters- pos- tion,
terior even to thyself! For thou alone hast Wonders of power that is utterly severed from God

formed that which is called by thee the truth and apostate,Which Satan, thy true father, enables thee still to ac-
into an ['outward, visible] image, complish,

5- But who will tolerate thy nonsensical Sige, By means of Azazel, that fallen and yet mighty angel,-
who names Him that cannot be named, and ex- Thus making thee the precursor of his own impious

pounds the nature of Him that is unspeakable, actions."
and searches out Him that is unsearchable, and Such are the words of the saintly elder. And
declares that He whom thou malntainest to be I shall endeavour to state the remainder of their

mystical system, which runs out to great length.
t Theteztishereuncertain"wefollowthatsuggestedbyGrabe. in brief compass, and to bring to the light what
a [Comp.cap. xi. 4, _k ra.]

Comp. C-en xxxi. _.--We her,: follow the punctuation of
,ew.aliger,now generallItaccepted by the editors, thoughenurely dif- 4 I'Mosbeimthinks this Marcuswas a lunatic.]fcre._tfromthe old Laun. s [Some think Pothinus.]
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has for a long time been concealed. For in this then adding seven to that number, the sum of
way such things will become easily suscep6bte twenty-two is reached. Next, _g_ being added
of exposure by all. to these, since its value is eight, the most won-

derful Triacontad is completed. And hence
cHAP.XVt.m ABSURDUCrERVRgrATIO_OF THE they give forth that the Ogdoad is the mother

_RCOStAt_S. of the thirty A_ons. Since, therefore, the num-
_. Blending in one the production of their ber thirty is composed of three powers ['the

own _ons, and the straying and recovery of the Ogdoad, Decad, and Duodecad], when multi-
sheep [-spokenof in the Gospel '], these persons plied by three, it produces ninety, for three
endeavour to set forth things in a more mystical times thirty are ninety. Likewise this Triad,
style, while they refer everything to numbers, when muluplied by itself, gives rise to nine.
maintaining that the universe has been formed Thus the Ogdoad generates, by these means,
out of a Monad and a Dyad. And then, reckon- ninety-nine. A_d since the twelfth .,Eon, by her
ing from unity on to four, they thus generate defection, left eleven in the heights above, they
the Decad. For when one, two, three, and four maintain that therefore the position of the letters
are added together, they give rise to the number is a true co-ordinate of the method of their cal-
of the ten __Eons. And, again, the Dyad advan- culation 6 (for Lambda is the eleventh in order
c,ng from itself ['by twos] up to s_xm two, and among the letters, and represents the number
four, and six-- brings out the Duodecad. Once thirty), and also forms a representation of the
more, if we reckon in the same way up to ten, the arrangement of affairs above, since, on from
number thirty appears, in which are found eight, Alpha, omitting Episeman, the number of the
and ten, and twelve. They therefore term the letters up to Lambda, when added together ac-
Duodecad--becaase it contains the Eplsemon,_ cording to the successive value of the letters, and
and because the Episemon [-so to speak] waits includingLambda itself, forms the sum of ninety-

-_ uponit-- the passion. And for this reason, be- rune ; but that this Z.ambda, being the eleventh
o._ cause an error occurred in connection with the in order, descended to seek after one equal to

twelfth number,3 the sheep frisked off, and went _tself, so as to complete the number of twelve
a_tray; for they assert that a defection took letters, and when it found such a one, the hum-
place from the Duodecad. In the same way bet was completed, is manifest from the very
they oracularly declare, that one power having configuration of the letter; for Zambda being
departed also from the Duodecad, has perished ; engaged, as it were, in the quest of one similar
and this was represented by the woman who lost to itself, and finding such an one, and clasp-
the drachma, 4 and, hghtmg a lamp, again found ing it to itself, thus filled up the place of the

• _t. Thus, therefore, the numbers that were left, twelfth, the letter Mu (M) being composed of
v,z., nine, as respects the pieces of money, and two Lambdas (AA). Wherefore also they, by
elevenin regard to the sheep,S when multiphed means of their "knowledge," avoid the place
together, gtve birth to the number ninety-nine, of ninety-nine, that is, the defection_ a type

: for rune times eleven are ninety-nine. Where- of the left hand,7--but endeavour to secure one
, fore also they maintain the word "Amen" con- more, which, when added to the ninety and nine,
_. tams this number• has the effect of changing their reckoning to the

2. I wdl not, however, weary thee by recount- right hand.
lng their other interpretations, that you may per- 3- I well know, my dear friend, that when thou
cewe the results everywhere. They maintain, hast read through all this, thou wilt indulge in a
for instance, that the letter E[a (n) along with hearty laugh over this their inflated wise folly !

; the Episemon (¢) constitutes an Ogdoad, inas- But those men are really worthyof being mourned
much as it occupies the eighth place from the over, who promulgate such a kind of religion,
first letter. Then, again, without the Episemon, and who so frigidly and perversely pull to pieces
reckomng the number of the letters, and adding the greatness of the truly unspeakable power,
them up till we come to Eta, they bring out the and the dispensations of God in themselves
Tnacontad. For ff one begms at Al_ka and so stnking, by means of Alpha and Beta, and
ends with Eta, omitting the Episeman, and adds through the aid of numbers. But as many as
together the value of the letters in succession, he separate from the Church, and give heed to such
will find their number altogether to amount to old wives' fables as these, are truly self-con-
thirty. For up to t_.psilon (E) fifteen are formed ; demned ; and these men Paul commands us,

"after a first and second admonition, to avoid." s
t Luke xv. 4.2 A

U the edtmrs, Grahe, Massuet, Stieren, and Harvey_ differ as 6 Harvey gives the above paraphrase of the very obscm¢ original;
to the text and interpretatton of thts seatence. We have given what others propose to read A/ instead of _6_,o_.
Seems the s[rnvlest renderin_rof the text as tt stands 7 Massuet explains flus and the following reference, by renmrkmg

Refemn k to the last o_ the twelve 21_ons. " that the ancients used the fingers of the hand m counting; by the left
Luke xv 8. hand they indicated all the numbers below a hundnxl, but by the

._s Meamng the _on who left the Duodecad when eleven t_mamed, right hand all above that sum. --Comp. Juvenal, S_t•, _ a49.
not referring to the ost sheep of the parable, s Tit ii_ to•
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And John, the disciple of the Lord, has inten- is presented. They next reckon up ten powers
sifted their condemnation, when he desires us in the following manner:mThere are seven
not even to address to them the salutation of globular bodies, which they also call heavens;
"good-speed;" for, says he, "He that bids then that globular body which contains these,
them be of good-speed is a partaker with their which also they name the eighth heaven ; and,
evil deeds ;" ' and that with reason, "for there in addition to these, the sun and moon. These,
is no good-speed to the ungodly,"2 saith the being ten in number, they declare to be types
Lomb. Impious indeed, beyond all impiety, are of the invisible Decad, which proceeded from
these men, who assert that the Maker of heaven Logos and Zoe. As to the Duodecad, it is indi-
and earth, the only God Almighty, besides whom eared by the zodiacal circle, as it is called ; for
there is no God, was produced by means of a they affirm that the twelve signs do most mani-
defect, which itself sprang from another defect, festly shadow forth the Duodecad, the daughter
so that, according to them, He was the product of Anthropos and Ecclesia. And since the high-
of the third defect.3 Such an opinion we should est heaven, bearing upon the very sphere [of the
detest and execrate, while we ought everywhere seventh heaven], has been linked with the most
to flee far apart from those that hold it ; and in rapid precession of the whole system, as a check,
proportion as they vehemently maintain and re- and balancing that system with its own gravity,
joice in their fictitious doctrines, so much the so that it completes the cycle from sign to sign
more should we be convinced that they are under in thirty years, -- they say that this is an image
the influence of the wicked spirits of the Ogdoad, of Horus, encircling their thirty-named mother?
--just as those persons who fall into a fit of And then, again, as the moon travels through
frenzy, the more they laugh, and imagine them- her allotted space of heaven in thirty days, they
selves to be well, and do all things as if they hold, that by these days she expresses the num-
were in good health [both of body and mind], bet of the thirty _/Eons. The sun also, who runs
yea, some things better than those who really through his orbit in twelve months, and then
are so, are only thus shown to be the more seri- returns to the same point in the circle, makes
ously diseased. In like manner do these men, the Duodecad manifest by these twelve months;
the more they seem to excel others in wisdom, and the days, as being measured by twelve hours,
and waste their strength by drawing the bow too are a type of the invis'ble Duodecad. Moreover,
tightly,4 the greater fools do they show them- they declare that the hour, which is the twelfth
selves. For when the unclean spirit of folly has part of the day, is composed 7 of thirty part.s,m
gone forth, and when afterwards he finds them not order to set forth the image of the Triacontad.
waiting upon God, but occupiedwith mere worldly Also the circumference of the zodiacal circle
questions, then, "taking seven other spirits more itself contains three hundred and sixty degrees
wicked thaa himself," s and inflating the minds (for each of its signs comprises thirty) ; and thus
of these men with the notion of their being abl_- also they affirm, that by means of this circle an
to conceive of something beyond God, and having image is preserved of that connection which
fifty prepared them for the reception of deceit, he exists between the twelve and the thirty. Still
implants within them the Ogdoad of the foolish further, asserting that the earth is divided into
spirits of wickedness, twelve zones, and that in each zone it receives

power from the heavens, according to the per-
cHAP.XVXI.--THETH_.ORYOF THEMARCOSIANS,pendicular [position of the sun above it], bring-

x_'r CREATEDTm_:_ WeREUAD_Arr_._ a'Hg ing forth productions corresponding to that power
IMAGEOFTHINGSINVISIBLE. which sends down its influence upon _t, they
L I wish also to explain to thee their theory maintain that this is a most ewdent type of the

as to the way in which the creation itself was Duodecad and its offspring.
formed through the mother by the Demiurge z. In addition to these things, they declare
(as it were without his knowledge), after the that the Demiurge, desiringto imitate the infini-
image of things invisible. They maintain, then, tude, and eternity, and immensity, and freedom
that first of all the four elements, fire, water, from all measurement by time of the Ogdoad
earth, and air, were produced after the image above, but, as he was the fruit of defect, being
of the primary Tetrad above, and that then, if unable to express its permanence and eternity,
we add their operations, viz., heat, cold, dryness, had recourse to the. expedient of spreading out
and humidity, an exact likeness of the Ogdoad its eternity into times, and seasons, and vast

numbers of years, imagining, that by the multi-
• Joh_,o, ,_. tude of such times he might imitate its immen-a Isa. xlvin. _.

s The Demmrge being the fruit of the abortive conversion of the ------
abortive passmu of Achemoth, who, again, was the abortive issue of

6 Such is the translation which Harvey, following the text p_e-
_e., by alining at what transcends their ability, they fall into served by Hippolytas, gtvcs of tim above intricate ana ohseute sca-
ahemxlitg, as a bow m btokem by beading gt too lar. tonee.

S _ xiL 43. 7 "_y," hi ad_ wigh.'*
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sity. They declare further, that the truth having Decad ; and in his whole body the Duodecad,
escaped him, he followed that which was false, inasmuch as his body is divided into twelve
and that, for this reason, when the times are members ; for they portion that out, as the body
fulfilled, his work shall perish, of Truth is divided by them -- a point of which

we have already spoken. 4 But the Ogdoad, as
c_P. xvm.- P_ssAcm WOM MOSES,WHICHT_E being unspeakable and invisible, is understood

HERETICS PERVERT TO THE SUPPORT OF THEIR as hidden in the viscera.

I{YPOTHESlS. 2. Again, they assert that the sun, the great
x. And while they affirm such things as these light-giver, was formed on the fourth day, with

concerning the creation, every one of them gen- a reference to the number of the Tetrad. So
erates something new, day by day, according also, according to them, the courts s of the tab-
to his ability ; for no one is deemed "perfect," ernacle constructed by Moses, being composed
who does not develop among them some mighty of fine linen, and blue, and purple, and scarlet,
fictions. It is thus necessary, first, to indicate pointed to the same image. Moreover, they
what things they metamorphose Eto their own maintain that the long robe of the priest falling
useJ out of the prophetical writings, and next, over his feet, as being adorned with four rows of
to refute them. Moses, then, they declare, by precious stones, 6 indicates the Tetrad ; and if

_. his mode of beginning the account of the crea- there are any other things in the Scriptures which
tion, has at the commencement pointed out the can possibly be dragged into the numbe_rfaur,
mother of all things when he says," In the begin- they declare that these had their being with a
ning God created the heaven and the earth :", view to the Tetrad. The Ogdoad, again, was
for, as they maintain, by naming these four,-- shown as follows :--They affirm that man was
God, beginning, heaven, and earth,--he set formed on the eighth day, for sometimes they

: forth their Tetrad. Indicating also its invisible will have him to have been made on the sixth
and hidden nature, he said, " Now the earth was day, and sometimes on the eighth, unless, per-
invisible and unformed." 2 They will have it, chance, they mean that his earthly part was
moreover, that he spoke of the second Tetrad, formed on the sixth day, but his fleshly part on
the offspring of the first, in this way-- by naming the eighth, for these two things are distinguished
an abyss and darkness, in which were also water, by them. Some of them also hold that one man
and the Spirit moving upon the water. Then, was formed after the image and likeness of God,
proceeding to mention the Decad, he names masculo-feminlne, and that this was the spiritual
hght, day, night, the firmament, the evening, the man ; and that another man was formed out of
morning, dry land, sea, plants, and, in the tenth the earth.
place, trees. Thus, by means of these ten 3- Further, they declare that the arrangement
names, he indicated the ten A_ons. The power made with respect to the ark in the Deluge, by
of the Duodecad, again, was shadowed forth by means of which eight persons were saved,7 most
him thus : -- He names the sun, moon, stars, clearly indidates the Ogdoad which brings salva-
seasons, years, whales, fishes, reptiles, birds, tion. David also shows forth the same, as hold-
quadrupeds, wdd beasts, and after all these, in ing the eighth place in point of age among his
the twelfth place, man. Thus they teach that the brethren. _ Moreover, that circumcision which
Triacontad was spoken of through Moses by the took place on the eighth day,9 represented the
Spirit. Moreover, man also, being formed after circumcision of the Ogdoad above. In a word,
the image of the power above, had in himself whatever they find in the Scriptures capable of
that ability which flows from the one source, being referred to the number eight, they declare
This abdity was seated in the region of the brain, to fulfil the mystery of the Ogdoad. With re-
from which four faculties proceed, after the spect, again, to the Decad, they maintain that it
linage of the Tetrad above, and these are called is indicated by those ten nations which God
the first, sight, the second, hearing, the third, promised to Abraham for a possession. '° The
smell, and the fourth,3 taste. And they say that arrangement also made by Sarah when, after ten
the Ogdoad is indicated by man in this way : y_ars, she gave" her handmaid Hagar to him,
that he possesses two ears, the like number of that by her he might have a son, showed the
eyes, also two nostrils, and a twofold taste, same thing. Moreover, the servant of Abraham
namely, of bitter and sweet. Moreover, they who was sent to Rebekah, and presented her at
teach that the whole man contains the entire the well with ten bracelets of gold, and her
image of the Triacontad as follows: In his
hands, by means of his fingers, he bears the 4 See above, chap. xiv. 2

5 Or, rather, perhaps "curtains." Fat. xx'vi, x.
6 Ex xxvtil, x7.
7Gen vl. xS, x Pet. hi. 2o.

x Gen. i.x. s x Sam. xva. xo.
2 Gen. i. 2. 9 Gen. xvil. xa.
3 One of the senses was thus capriciously cancelled by these ,o Gem x'v. xg.

heretw.s, zt Gen. xvi. 2.
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brethren who detained her for ten days ;, Jero- tor, who was unknown to all before the coming
boam also, who received the ten sceptres * of Christ. Their object in this is to show
(tribes), and the ten courts3 of the tabernacle, that our Lord announced another Father than
and the columns of ten cubits4 [high], and the the Maker of this universe, whom, as we said
ten sons of Jacob who were at first sent into before, they impiously declare to have been the
Egypt to buy com,S and the ten apostles to fruit of a defect. For instance, when the
whom the Lord appeared after His resurrection, prophet Isaiah says, "But Israel hath not known
m Thomas 6 being absent, -- represented, ac-Me, and My people have not understood Me," ,7
cording to them, the invisible Decad. they pervert his words to mean ignorance of the

4- As to the Duodecad, in connection with invisible Bythus. And that which is spoken by
which the mystery of the passion_of the defect Hosea, "There is no truth in them, nor the
occurred, from which passion they maintain that knowledge of God," ,a they strive to give the
all things visible were framed, they assert that is same reference. And, "There is none that un-
to be found strikingly and manifestly everywhere derstandeth, or that seeketh after God : they
[in Scripture]. For they declare that the twelve have all gone out of the way, they are together
sons of Jacob/from whom also sprung twelve become unprofitable," x9they maintain to be said
tritms, wthe breastplate of the high priest, which concerning ignorance of Bythus. Also that
bore twelve precious stones and twelve little which is spoken by Moses, "No man shall see
bells,S--the twelve stones which were placed God and live," ,o has, as they would persuade us,
by Moses at the foot of the mountain, 9w the the same reference.
same number which was placed by Joshua in 2. For they falsely hold, that the Creator was
the river, '° and again, on the other side, the seen by the prophets. But this passage, "No
bearers of the ark of the covenant," --those man shall see God and live," they would inter-
stones which were set up by Elijah when the pret as spoken of His greatness unseen and un-
heifer was offered as a burnt-offering ; '* the hum- known by all ; an_indeed that these words, "No
ber, too, of the apostles ; and, in fine, every man shall see God," are spoken concerning the
event which embraces in it the number tzvelve, invisible Father, the Maker of the universe, is
w set forth their Duodecad. And then the evident to us all; but that they are not used
union of all these, which is called the Triacon- concerning that Bythus whom they conjure into
tad, they strenuously endeavour to demonstrate existence, but concerning the Creator (and He
by the ark of Noah, the height of which was is the invisible God), shall be shown as we pro-
thirty cubits ; ,3 by the case of Samuel, who as- ceed. They maintain that Daniel also set forth
signed Saul the chief place among thirty guests ; _4 the same thing when he begged of the angels
by David, when for thirty days he concealed explanations of the parables, as being himself
himself in the field ;'s by those who entered along ignorant of them. But the angel, hiding from
with him into the cave ; also by the fact that the him the great mystery of Bythus, said unto him,
length (height) of the holy tabernacle was thirty "Go thy way quickly, Daniel, for these sayings
cubits ;'6 and if they meet with any other like are closed up until those who have understand-
numbers, they still apply these to theirTriacontad, ing do understand them, and those who are

white be made white." _' Moreover, they vaunt
CHAP. XlX. -- PASSAGESOF SCRItrI-'UREBY WHICH themselves as being the whtle and the men of

THEY A'ITEMPT TO PROVE THAT THE SUPREME goo_ understanding.
FATHER WAS UNKNOWN BEFORE THE COMING OF

CHRIST. CHAP. XX. -- THE APOCRYPHAL AND SPURIOUS

i. I judge it necessary to add to these details SCRIPTURESOF THE MARCOSIANS,wrrH PAS-
also what, by garbling passages of Scripture, SAGESOF THE GOSPELSWHICH THEY PERVERT.
they try to persuade us concerning their Propa- i. Besides the above [misrepresentations],

they adduce an unspeakable number of apocry-
t fen. xxi_._,*s. phal and spurious writings, which they them-

, K_i. 3_. :selves have forged, to bewilder the minds ofs Ex. xxvi. x, xxxvi. 8.
, m. _,_i. _. i foolish men, and of such as are ignorant of thes Ge.. xlll.3.
• John_,. *4- Scriptures of truth. Among other things, they
7 Gen. xxxv. _2, xllx. 28.
e Ex. xxviii, a.-- There is no menticm of the number of the bells bring forward that false and wicked story _3which

in S_ripture.
9 Ea. xxiv. 4. tr Iua. i. 3.

Is Hos. Iv. x.to J_k iv. 3-
" Jo,h.lii. z_. z9 Rom iii xi; Ps. xiv. 3.
12 l King_t xvliL 31. 2o Ex. xxxtii. 20.
z3 Gen. vi. z$. _a Dan xtl. 9, to. The words in the above quotation not occur-
t4 z From. ix. _=. ring in the Hebrew text of the passage, seem to have been mterpO"
tit x Sam. xx. 5. hated by these heretics, s
t6 Eat. xxvi. 8. 2$r_Ser, appear to have been often capri_3usly _ [From the J°rote_aKgel of TAoma_. Corupa-_ the curt°uS

mtroduccd by these heretlcat toglveacolour of support tothelr own work of I)omtmc I)eodati, Dt C[_r_lo Gr_tct Zaqucnt¢, P. 9_"
theoti_. Lmadoa,x843.]
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relates that our Lord, when He was a boy learn- All things have been delivered to Me by My
ins His letters, on the teacher saying to Him, as is Father ; and no one knoweth the Father but the
usual, "Pronounce Alpha," replied [as He was Son, or the Son but the Father, and he to whom
bid], "Alpha." But when, again, the teacher the Son will reveal Him." 9 In these words they
bade Him say, "Beta," the Lord replied, "Do affirm that He clearly showed that the Father
thou first tell me what Alpha is, and then I will tell of truth, conjured into existence by them, was
thee what Beta is." This they expound as mean- known to no one before His advent. And they
ing that He alone knew the Unknown, which He desire to construe the passage as if teaching that
revealed under its type Alpha. the Maker and Framer [of the world] was always

2. Some passages, also, which occur in the known by all, while the Lord spoke these words
Gospels, receive from them a colouring of the concerning the Father unknown to all, whom
same kind, such as the answer which He gave they now proclaim.
His mother when He was twelve years of age :
,'Wist ye not that I must be about My Father's CHAP.XXZ.- THE Vm_CSOF R_X_E_'rIoN V_TF_-
business ?" x Thus, they say, He announced to TAMED BY"rHESEHERETIC.
them the Father of whom they were ignorant, a. It happens that their tradition respecting
On this account, also, He sent forth the disciples redemption '° is invisible and incomprehensible,
to the twelve tribes, that they might proclaim to as being the mother of things which are incom-
them the unknown God. And to the person who prehensible and invisible ; and on this account,
said to Him, "Good Master," 2 He confessed since it is fluctuating, it is impossible simply and
that God who is truly good, saying, "Why callest all at once to make known its nature, for every
thou Me good : there is One who is good, the one of them hands it down just as his own in-
Father in the heavens ;" 3 and they assert that clination prompts. Thus there are as many
in this passage the _/Eons receive the name of schemes of "redemption" as there are teachers
heavens. Moreover, by His not replying to of these mystical opinions. And when we come
those who said to Him, "By what power doest to refute them, we shall show in its fitting-place,
Thou this? "4 but by a question on His own side, that this class of men have been instigated by
put them to utter confusion ; by His thus not Satan to a denial of that baptism which is regen-
replying, according to their interpretation, He eration to God, and thus to a renunciation of the
showed the unutterable nature of the Father. whole [Christian] faith.
Moreover, when He said. "I have often desired 2. They maintain that those who have attained
to hear one of these words, and I had no one to perfect knowledge must of necessity be re-
who could utter it," s they maintain, that by this generated into that power which is above all.
expression "one" He set forth the one true God For it is otherwise impossible to find admittance
whom they knew not. Further, when, as He within the Pleroma, since this [regeneration] it
drew nigh to Jerusalem, He wept over it and is which leads them down into the depths of
said, "If thou hadst known, even thou, in this Bythus. For the baptism instituted by the visi-
thy day, the things that belong unto thy peace, ble Jesus was for the remission of sins, but the
but they are hidden from thee," 6 by this word redemption brought in by that Christ who de-
"hidden" He showed the abstruse nature of scended upgn Him, was for perfection ; and they
Bythus. And again, when He _aid, " Come unto allege tha_/the former is animal, but the latter
Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and spiritual./AAnd the baptism of John was pro-
I will give you rest, and learn of Me," 7 He an- claimed/_vith a view to repentance, but the re-
nounced the Father of truth. For what they demptibn by Jesus" was brought in for the sake
knew not, these men say that He promised to of perfection. And to this He refers when He
teach them. says, "And 1 have another baptism to be bap-

3. But they adduce the following passage as tized with, and I hasten eagerly towards it." '_
the highest testimony, s and, as it were, the very Moreover, they affirm that the Lord added this
crown of their system : --" I thank Thee, O redemption to the sons of Zebedee, when their
Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because Thou mother asked that they might sit, the one on
hast h_d these things from the wise and prudent, His right hand, and the other on His left, in His
and hast revealed them to babes. Even so, nay kingdom, saying, "Can ye be baptized with the
Father; for so it seemed good in Thy sight, baptism which I shall be baptized with?" ,3
"---- Paul, too, they declare, has often set forth, in

x Luke ii. 49.
8 Mark x. z 7. express terms, the redemption which is in Christ
3 Luke xvni. x8.

t Matt. xxl. 23. . .
s Taken front some apocryplml wrttm8.
6 I_ke xlx. _[a,loosely quoted. _ Matt. xl. 25--27.Comp. chap. x|ii. 6.
7 _tatt. xt 2e, II The Latin reads" Christ."
s The translator evidently read v_t, for v_v, in which case the 12 Luke xit. 50. The text was probably thus corrupted by the

_rmg will ha "proof of those most high,'but the Greek text heretics.
_¢am preferable, t3 Mark x. 38.
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Jesus ; and this was the same which is handed power ought not to be performed by visible and
down by them in so varied and discordant forms, corruptible creatures, nor should that of those

3- For some of them prepare a nuptial couch, [beings] who are inconceivable, and incorporeal,
and perform a sort of mystic rite (pronouncing and beyond the reach of sense, [be performed]
certain expressions) with those who are being by such as are the objects of sense, and pos-
initiated, and affirm that it is a spiritual marriage sessed of a body. These hold that the knowl-
which is celebrated by them, after the likeness edge oftke unspeakable Greatness is itself perfect
of the conjunctions above. Others, again, lead redemption. For since both defect and passion
them to a place where water is, and baptize flowed from ignorance, the whole substance of

them, with the utterance of these words, " Into what was thus formed is destroyed by knowledge ;
the name of the unknown Father of the universe and therefore knowledge is the redemption of the

into truth, the mother of all things-- into inner man. This, however, is not of a corporeal
Him who descended on Jesus--into union, and nature, for the body is corruptible ; nor is it am-
redemption, and communion with the powers." mal, since the animal soul is the fruit of a defect,
Others still repeat certain Hebrew words, in or- and is, as it were, the abode of the spirit. The
der the more thoroughly to bewilder those who redemption must therefore be of a spiritual na-
are being initiated, as follows : "Basema, Cha- ture ; for they affirm that the inner and spiritual
mosse, Baoenaora, Mistadia,. Ruada, Kousta, man is redeemed by means of knowledge, and
Babaphor, Kalachthei." _ The interpretation of that they, having acquired the knowledge of all
these terms runs thus : "I invoke that which is things, stand thenceforth in need of nothing else.
above every power of the Father, which is called This, then, is the true redemption.
light, and good Spirit, and life, because Thou hast 5. Others still there are who continue to re-
reigned in the body." Others, again, set forth deem persons even up to the moment of death,
the redemption thus : The name which is hid- by placing on their heads oil and water, or the
den from every deity, and dominion, and truth, pre-mentioned ointment with water, using at the
which Jesus of Nazareth was clothed with in the same time the above-named invocations, that
lives * of the light of Christ d of Christ, who the persons referred to may become incapable
lives by the Holy Ghost, for the angelic redemp- of being seized or seen by the pnncipahties and
tion. The name of restitution stands thus : powers, and that their inner man may ascend on
Messia, Uphareg, Namempsoeman, Chaldceaur, high in an invisible manner, as if their body were
Mosomedcea, Acphranoe, Psaua, Jesus Nazaria.3 left among created things in this world, while
The interpretation of these words is as follows : their so:fl is sent forward to the Demiurge. And
"I do not divide the Spirit of Christ, neither they instruct them, on their reaching the prmcv
the heart nor the supercelestxal power which is palities and powers, to make use of these words :
merciful ; may I enjoy Thy name, O Saviour of "I am a son from the Father _ the Father who
truth !" Such are words of the imtiators ; but had a pre-existence, and a son in Him who is pre-
he who is initiated, replies, "I am established, existent. I have come to behold all things, both
and I am redeemed ; I redeem my soul from those which belong to myself and others,although,
this age (world), and from all things connected strictly speaking, they do not belong to others,
with it in the name of Iao, who redeemed his but to Achamoth, who is female in nature, and
own soul into redemption in Christ who liveth." made these things for herself. For I derive be-
Then the bystanders add these words, " Peace ing from Him who is pre-existent, and I come
be to all on whom this name rests." After this again to my own place whence I went forth."
they anoint the initiated person with balsam ; for And they affirm that, by saying these things, he
they assert that this unguent is a type of that escapes from the powers. He then advances to
sweet odour which is above all things, the companions of the Demiurge, and thus ad-

4- But there are some of them who assert that dresses them : --" I am a vessel more precious
it is superfluous to bring persons to the water, than the female who formed you. If your mother
but mixing oil and water together, they place is ignorant of her own descent, I know myself,
this mixture on the heads of those who are to be and am aware whence I am, and I call upon the
initiated, with the use of some such expressions incorruptible Sophia, who is in the Father, and
as we have already mentioned. And this they is the mother of your mother, who has no father,
maintain to be the redemption. They, too, are nor any male consort ; but a female sprlngnng
accustomed to anoint with balsam. Others, how- from a female formed you, while ignorant of
eyer, reject all these practices, and maintain that her own mother, and imagining that she alone
the mystery of the unspeakable and invisible existed ; but I call upon her mother." And they

declare, that when the companions of the Dem_-
I We have given these words as they stand ir_ the Greek text: a urge hear these words, they are greatly agitated,very different hst, but equally unmeanm_g, ts found in the Latin.

T_ t_ _ _o_,_, - _," _t_a of "li+_," _ in th_ and upbraid their orion and the race of theirGreek.
_t._, _oi_, _ many_',*_. mother. But he goes into his own place, hawng
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thrown [off'] his chain, that is, his animal nature their own bitterest accusers, and being false wit-
These, then, are the particulars which have nesses [against themselves]. Yet, reluctant as
reached us respecting "redemption." ' But they may be, these men shall one day rise again
since they differ so widely among themselves in the flesh, to confess the power of Him who
both as respects doctrine and tradition, and since raises them from the dead ; but they shall not be
those of them who are recognised as being most numbered among the righteous on account of
modern make it their effort daily to invent some their unbelief.
new opinion, and to bring out what no one ever _. Since, therefore, it is a complex and multi-
before thought of, it is a difficult matter to de- form task to detect and convict all the heretics,
scribe all their opinions, and since our design is to reply to them all

according to their special characters, we have
CHAP.XXn.--DVVUmONS OF HvRgrIcs FaOMTHE judged it necessary, first of all, to give an ac-TRUTH.

count of their source and root, in order that,
x. The rule 2 of truth which we hold, is, that by getting a knowledge of their most exalted

there is one God Almighty, who made all things Bythus, thou mayest understand the nature of
by His Word, and fashioned and formed, out of the tree which has produced such fruits.
that which had no existence, all things which
exist. Thus saith the Scripture, to that effect : CHAP.XXnI.--I)OCTRINES ANDPRACTICESOF SIMON
"By the Word of the Lord were the heavens es- MAGUSAND MENANDER.
tablished, and all the might of them, by the I. Simon the S_fmaritan was that magician of
spirit of His mouth." 3 And again, "All things whom Luke, the disciple and follower of the
were made by Him, and without Him was noth- apostles, says, "But there was a certain man,
ing made."* There is no exception or deduc- Simon by name, who beforetime used magical
tlon stated ; but the Father made all things by arts in that city, and led astray the people of
Him, whether visible or invisible, objects of sense Samaria, declaring that he himself was some
or of intelhgence, temporal, on account of a cer- great one, to whom they all gave heed, from the
tain character given them, or eternal ; and these least to the greatest, saying, ThLs is the power
eternal s things He did not make by angels, or of God, which is called great. And to him they
by any powers separated from His Ennoea. For had regard, because that of long time he had
God needs none of all these things, but is He driven them mad by his sorceries." z This
who, by His Word and Spirit, makes, and dis- Simon, then--who feigned faith, supposing that
poses, and governs all things, and commands the apostles themselves performed their cures by
all things into existence,-- He who formed the the art of magic, and not by the power of God ;
world (for the world is of all), -- He who fash- and with respect to their filling with the Holy
loned man, -- He [who'] 6 is the God of Abra- Ghost, through the imposition of hands, those
ham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of that believed in God through Him who was
Jacob, above whom there is no other God, nor preached by them, namely, Christ Jesus n sus-
mmal principle, nor power, nor pleroma,-- He pecting that even this was done through a kind
is the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, as we shall of greater knowledge of magic, and offering
prove. Holding, therefore, this rule, we shall money to the apostles, thought he, too, might re-
easily show, notwithstanding the great variety ceive this power of bestowing the Holy Spirit on
and multitude of their opinions, that these men whomsoever he would,-- was addressed in these
have deviated from the truth ; for almost all the words by Peter : "Thy money perish with thee,
different sects of heretics admit that there is one because thou hast thought that the gift of God
God ; but then, by their pernicious doctrines, can be purchased with money : thou hast neither
they change [this truth into error], even as the part nor lot in this matter, for thy heart is not
Gentiles do through idolatry,- thus proving right in the sight of God; for I perceive that
themselves ungrateful to Him that created them. thou art in the gall of bitterness, and in the
Moreover, they despise the workmanship of God, bond of iniquity." s He, then, not putting faith
speaking against their own salvation, becoming in God a whit the more, set himself eagerly to

contend against the apostles, in order that he
TheC,_k t¢_t._h,¢hh,_ h,the_tobeenpre_,_ al_ _- himself might seem to be a wonderful being,

_, Cnd__tthi_point. W,th onlyS,_f _t_ts fromtheo-g,,_, and applied himself with still greater zeal to thelOWand then, we are henceforth exclusively dependent on the old
.aunverstonwithsome SyrtacandArmenianfragmentsrecentlystudy of the whole magic art, that he might thediscOvered '

a___ TheLatln here begins with the words "cure teneamus," and the better bewilder and overpower multitudes of
_,_os_ ,_ found,_t_ts _t "f_cit_ _rgu_m_." But_ have men. Such was his procedure in the reign of
ro3genup the one long sentence into several.

_. x_,. 6. Claudius Cmsar, by whom also he is said to have
* John i. 3

, SThe teat is here uncertain and obscure: eternal things seem to been honoured with a statue, on account of his
_he_eterred to, not as regarded *Nbstance, but the forms a_igned _ Aetb viii. 9-tt.

6 Tb.htword would perhaps he better cancelled. B Acts vlti. _) _tt) te3.
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magical power.' This man, then, was glorified cipalities and angels, so that he might appear
by many as if he were a god ; and he taught that among men to be a man, while yet he was not
it was himself who appeared among the Jews as a man ; and that thus he was thought to have
the Son, but descended in Samariaas the Father, suffered in Judaea, when he had not suffered.
while he came to other nations in the character Moreover, the prophets uttered their predictions
of the Holy Spirit. He represented himself, in under the inspiration of those angels who formed
a word, as being the loftiest of all powers, that the world ; for which reason those who place
is, the Being who is the Father over all, and he their trust in him and Helena no longer regarded
allowed himself to be called by whatsoever title them, but, as being free, live as they please ; for
men were pleased to address him. men are saved through his grace, and not on ac-

z. Now this Simon of Samaria, from whom all count of their own righteous actions. For such
sorts of heresies derive their origin, formed his deeds are not righteous in the nature of things,
sect out of the following materials :-- Having but by mere accident, just as those angels who
redeemed from slavery at Tyre, a city of Phoe- made the world, have thought fit to constitute
nicia, a certain woman named Helena, he was them, seeking, by means of such precepts, to
in the habit of carrying her about with him, de- bring men into bondage. On this account, he
claring that this woman was the first conception pledged himself that the world should be dis-
of his mind, the mother of all, by whom, in solved, and that those who are his should be freed
the beginning, he conceived in his mind [the from the rule of them who made the world.
thought] of forming angels and archangels. For 4. Thus, then, the mystic priests belonging
this Ennoea leaping forth from him, and corn- to this sect both lead profligate hves and prac-
prehending the will of her father, descended to tise magical arts, each one to the extent of his
the lower regions [of space], and generated abihty. They use exorcisms and incantat,ons.
angels and powers, by whom also he declared Love-potions, too, and charms, as well as those
this world was formed. But after she had pro- beings who are called " Paredr!" (familiars) and
duced them, she was detained by them through "Oniropompi" (dream-senders), and whatever
motives of jealousy, because they were unwilling other cunous arts can be had recourse to, are
to be looked upon as the progeny of any other eagerly pressed into thear service. They al_o
being. As to himself, they had no knowledge have an image of Simon fashioned after the hke-
of him whatever; but his Ennoea was detained hess of Jupiter, and another of Helena an the
by those powers and angels who had been pro- shape of Minerva ; and these they worship. In
duced by her. She suffered all kinds of con- fine, they have a name derwed from Simon, the
tumely from them, so that she could not return author of these most n-apious doctrines, being
upwards to her father, but was even shut up in called Simonians ; and from them " knowledge,
a human body, and for ages passed in succession falsely so called," 4 received its beginning, as one
from one female body to another, as from vessel may learn even from their own assertions.
to vessel. She was, for example, in that Helen 5- The successor of this man was Menander,
on whose account the Trojan war was under- also a Samaritan by birth, and he, too, was a
taken ; for whose sake also Stesichorus 2 was perfect adept in the practice of magic. He af-
struck blind, because he had cursed her in h_s firms that the primary Power continues unknown
verses, but afterwards, repenting and writing to all, but that he himself is the person who has
what are called pa/inodes, in which he sang been sent forth from the presence of the invisible
her praise, he was restored to sight. Thus she, beings as a saviour, for the deliverance of men.
passing from body to body, and suffering insults The world was made by angels, whom, like
in every one of them, at last became a common Simon, he maintains to have been produced by
prostitute ; and she it was that was meant by the Ennoea. He gives, too, as he affirms, by means
lost sheep) of that magic which he teaches, knowledge to

3. For this purpose, then, he had come that this effect, that one may overcome those very
he might win her first, and free her from slavery, angels that made the world ; for his disciples
while he conferred salvation upon men, by making obtain the resurrection by being baptized into
himself known to them. For since the angels him, and can die no more, but remain an the
rafted the world ill because each one of them possession of immortal youth.
coveted the principal power for himself, he had
come to amend matters, and had descended, CHAP.XXIV.-- DOCTRINESOF SATURNINUSAND
transfigured and assimilated to powers and prin- BASILIDES.

I. Arising among these men, Saturninus (who
1 Comp. Jtt*t. Mart., A_al, i. _,6. It is generally supposed that was of that Antioch which is near Daphne) andSimon Magus was thus confounded with the Sabine god, Semo San-

eus; but see our note, De. ¢:t. (And mane at end of the First Apol- Basilides laid hold of some favourable oppor
ogy_ Consult Orellt"s InscrOt*ans there noted,]A lyric poet of Sicily, said to have been dealt with, as stated tunities, and promulgated different systems ol
above by Castor and Pollux.

3 _att. xvth. x2. ,t x Tim. v_. 2o.
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doctrine--the one in Syria, the other at Alex- by them the first heaven was made. Then
andria. Saturninus, like Menander, set forth one other powers, being formed by emanation from
father unknown to all, who made angels, arch- these, created another heaven similar to the first ;
angels, powers, and potentates. The world, again, ]and in like manner, when others, again, had
and all things therein, were made by a certain been formed by emanation from them, eorre-
company of seven angels. Man, too, was the sponding exactly to those above them, these,
workmanship of angels, a shining image bursting too, framed another third heaven; and then from
forth below from the presence of the supreme this third, in downward order, there was a fourth
power ; and when they-could not, he says, keep succession of descendants ; and so on, after the
old of this, because it immediately darted up- same fashion, they declare that more and more

wards again, they exhorted each other, saying, principalities and angels were formed, and three
"Let us make man after our image and like- hundred and sixty-five heavens.3 Wherefore the
hess." _ He was accordingly formed, yet was year contains the same number of days in con-
unable to stand erect, through the irtabllity of fortuity with the number of the heavens.
the angels to convey to him that power, but 4. Those angels who occupy the lowest heaven,
wriggled [on the ground] like a worm. Then that, namely, which is visible to us, formed all
the power above taking pity upon him, since he the things which are in the world, and made
was made after his hkeness, sent forth a spark of allotments among themselves of the earth and
life, which gave man an erect posture, compacted of those nations which are upon it. The chief of
his joints, and made him live. He declares, them is he who is thought to be the God of the
therefore, that this spark of life, after the death [ews ; and inasmuch as he desired to render the
of a man, returns to those things which are of other nauons subject to his own people, that is,
the same nature with itself, and the rest of the the Jews, all the other princes resisted and op-
body is decomposed into its original elements, posed him. Wherefore all other nations were at

2. He has also lind it down as a truth, that enmity with his nation. But the father without
the Saviour was without birth, without body, and birth and without name, perceiving that they
without figure, but was, by suppositmn, a visible would be destroyed, sent his own first-begotten
man ; and he maintained that the God of the Nous (he it is who is called Christ) to bestow
Jews was one of the angels ; and, on this account, dehverance on them that believe in him, from
because all the powers wished to annihilate his the power of those who made the world. He
father, Christ came to destroy the God of the Iappeared, then, on earth as a man, to the nations
Jews, but to save such as believe in him ; that is, of these powers, and wrought miracles. Where-
tho_e who possess the spark of his life. This fore he did not himself suffer death, but Simon,
heretic was the first to affirm that two kinds of a certain man of Cyrene, being compelled, bore
men were formed by the angels,- the one the cross in his stead;so that this latter being
wicked, and the other good. And since the transfigured by him, that he might be thought
demons assist the most wicked, the Saviour came to be Jesus, was crucified, through ignorance and
for the destruction of evil men and of the error, while Jesus himself received the form of
demons, but for the salvation of the good. They Simon, and, standing by, laughed at them. For
declare also, that marriage and generation are since he was an incorporeal power, and the Nous
from Satan. * Many of those, too, who belong (mind) of the unborn father, he transfigured
to his school, abstain from animal food, and himself as he pleased, and thus ascended to him
draw away multitudes by a feigned temperance who had sent him, deriding them, inasmuch as
of this kind. They hold, moreover, that some he could not be laid hold of, and was invisible
of the prophecies were uttered by those angels to all. Those, then, who know these things have
who made the world, and some by Satan ; whom been freed from the principalities who formed
Saturninus represents as being himself an angel, the world ; so that it is not incumbent on us to
the enemy of the creators of the world, but confess him who was crucified, but him who
especmlly of the God of the Jews. came in the form of a man, and was thought to

3. Basllides again, that he may appear to have be crucified, and was called Jesus, and was sent
discovered something more sublime and plausi- by the father, that by this dispensation he might
ble, gives an immense development to his doc- destroy the works of the makers of the world.
trines. He sets forth that Nous was first born If any one, therefore, he declares, confesses the
of the unborn father, that from him, again, was crucified, that man is still a slave, and under the
born Logos, from Logos Phronesis, from Phro- power of those who formed our bodies ; but he
nesis Sophia and Dynamis, and from Dynamls who denies him has been freed from these be-
and Sophia the powers, and principalities, and ings, and is acquainted with the dispensation of
angels, whom he also calls the first; and that the unborn father.

t Gen t ",,6 _ The ordinary text reads, "three h_ and itg_m_ty-ft_, '° but
a Ix. Ttm iv. 3 ] it should manifestly be con_cted as _.
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5. Salvation belongs to the soul alone, for the CH_'. XKV.- DOCTRINESOF CARPOCRATES.

body is by nature subjezt to corruption. He i. Carpocrates, again, and his followers main-
declares, too, that the prophecies were derived tain that the world and the things which are
from those powers who were the makers of the therein were created by angels greatly inferior
world, but the law was specially given by their to the unbegotten Father. They also hold that
chief, who led the people out of the land of Jesus was the son of Joseph, and was just like
Egypt. He attaches no importance to [the other men, with the exception that he differed
question regarding] meats offered in sacrifice to[ from them in this respect, that inasmuch as his
idols, thinks them of no consequence, and makes I soul was stedfast and pure, he perfectly remem-
use of them without any hesitat/on; he holds here d those things which he had witnessed3
also the use of other things, and the practice of within the sphere of the unbegotten God. On
every kind of lust, a matter of perfect indiffer- this account, a power descended upon him from
ence. These men, moreover, practise magic, the Father, that by means of it he might escape
and use images, incantataons, invocations, and from the creators of the world ; and they say
every other kind of curious art. Coining also that it, after passing through thel"n all, and re-
certain names as if they were those of the angels, maining in all points free, ascended again to
they proclaim some of these as belonging to the him, and to the powers,4 which in the same way
first, and others to the second heaven ; and then embraced like things to itself. They further
they strive to set forth the names, principles, declare, that the soul of Jesus, although edu-
angels, and powers of the three hundred and cated in the practices of the Jews, regarded
sixty-five ima_ned heavens. They also affirm these with contempt, and that for this reason he
that the barbarous name in which the Saviour was endowed with faculties, by means of which
ascended and descended, is Caulacau.' he destroyed those passions which dwelt in men

6. He, then, who has learned [these things], as a punishment [for their sins].
and known all the angels and their causes, is 2. The soul, therefore, which is hke that of
rendered invisible and incomprehensible to the Christ can despise those rulers who were the
angels and all the powers, even as Caulacau als3 creators of the world, and, in like manner, re-
was. And as the son was unknown to all, so ceives power for accomplishing the same results.
must they al_o be known by no one ; but while This idea has raised them to such a pitch of
they know all, and pass through alI, they them- pride, that some of them declare themselves
selves remain invisible and unknown to all ; for, s_milar to Jesus ; while others, still more mighD,
" Do thou," they say, "know all, but let nobody maintain that they are superior to his disciples,
know thee." For this reason, persons of such a such as Peter and Paul, and the rest of the
persuasion are also ready to recant [their opin- apostles, whom they consider to be in no respect
ions], yea, rather, it is impossible that they should inferior to Jesus. For their souls, descending
suffer on account of a mere name, since they from the same sphere as his, and therefore de-
are like to all. The multitude, however, cannot spising in like manner the creators of the world,
understand these matters, but only one out of a are deemed worthy of the same power, and
thousand, or two out of ten thousand. They again depart to the same place. But if any one
declare that they are no longer Jews, and that shall have despised the things in this world more
they are not yet Christians ; and that it is not at than he did, he thus proves himself superior to
all fitting to speak openly of their mysteries, but him.
right to keep them secret by preserving silence. 3- They practise also magical arts and incan-

7. They make out the local position of the tations ; philters, also, and love-potions ; and
three hundred and sixty-five heavens in the have recourse to familiar spints, dream-sending
same way as do mathematicians. For, accept- demons, and other abominations, declaring that
ing the theorems of these latter, they have!they possess power to rule over. even now, the
transferred them to their own type of doctrine, princes and formers of this world ; and not only
They hold that their chief is Abraxas; _ and, on them, but also all things that are in it. These
thi_ account, that word contains in itself the men, even as the Gentiles, have been sent forth
numbers amounting to three hundred and sixty- by Satan _ to bring dishonour upon the Church,
five. so that, in one way or another, men hearing the

t This t_ntunee is wholly unlntelhglble as it stands in the Latin things which they speak, and imagining that we
verslon. Critics differ greatly as to its meanmg. Harvey tries to all are such as they, may turn away their ears

bring out Of at tmmething like the translation gtven above. [Thts from the preaching of the truth ; or, again, see-

_, _ _f_ from_ _o_ ,_ of (lpb lp) I_ ing the things they practise, may speak evd of
x_. xo--z3, which is variously understood. See (Eplphanius ed.
Oeider, vol. i ) Plttlastr., p 38.]

2 So written in Latin, hut in Greek "AB_r_, the numerical value 3 [I note again this " Americanism "]
of the Letters in which is three hundred altd sixty-five. [See _/_ 4 _uch seems to he the n_.allinle of the Lat_, but the ortgtnal
(eel Mi_e), voL viii. p. _6 lit is doubtful to whom or what th_ text is conjectural
word refers; probabiy to the heavens, s [See cap. xxvll. 3.]
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us all, who have in fact no fellowship with them, who made the world, but that he must pass from
either in doctrine or in morals, or in our daily body to body, until he has experience of every
conduct. But they lead a licentious life/and, kind of action which can be practised in this
to conceal their impious doctrines, they abuse world, and when nothing is longer wanting to
the name [of Christ], as a means of hiding him, then his liberated soul should soar upwards
their wickedness ; so that "their condemnation to that God who is above the angels, the makers
is just," 2 when they receive from God a recom- of the world. In this way also all souls are
pense suited to their works, saved, whether their own which, guarding against

4. So unbridled is their madness, that they all delay, participate i:a all sorts of actions dur-
declare they have in their power all things which ing one incarnation, or those, again, who, by
are irreligious and impious, and are at liberty to passing from body to body, are set free, on ful-
practise them ; for they maintain that things are filling and accomplishing what is requisite in
evil or good, simply in virtue of human opinion.3 every form of life into which they are sent, so
They deem it necessary, therefore, that by means that at length they shall no longer be Esh.ut up]
of transmigration from body to body, souls in the body.
should have experience of every kind of life as[ 5. And thus, if ungodly, unlawful, and for-
well as every kind of action (unless, indeed, by ibidden actions are committed among them, I
a single incarnation, one may be able to prevent can no longer find ground for believing them to

any need for others, by once for all, and with ]be such. 6 And in their writings we read as fol-
equal completeness, doing all those things which lows, the interpretation which they give [of their
we dare not either speak or hear of, nay, which views], declaring that Jesus spoke in a mystery
we must not even conceive in our thoughts, nor to His disciples and apostles privately, and that
think credible, if any such thing is mooted they requested and obtained permission to hand
among those persons who are our fellow-citi- down the things thus taught them, to others
zens), m order that, as their writings express it, who should be worthy and believing. We are
their souls, having made trial of every kind of saved, indeed, by means of faith and love ; but
hfe, may, at their departure, not be wanting m all other things, while in their nature indifferent,
any particular. It is necessary* to xns_st upon are reckoned by the opinion of men--some
this, lest, on account of some one thing being good and some evil, there being nothing really
still wanting to their deliverance, they should be evil by nature.
compelled once more to become incarnate. 6. Others of them employ outward marks,
They affirm that for this reason Jesus spoke the branding their disciples inside the lobe of the
following parable :--" Whilst thou art with thine right ear. From among these also arose Mar-
adversary in the way, give all diligence, that celhna, who came to Rome under [the episco-
thou mayest be delivered from him, lest he gave pate of] Anicetus, and, holding these doctrines,
thee up" to the judge, and the judge surrender she led multitudes astray. They style them-
thee to the officer, and he cast thee into prison._ selves Gnostics. They also possess images,
Verdy, I say unto thee, thou shalt not go out some of them painted, and others formed from
thence until thou pay the very last farthing." 5 different kinds of material ; while they maintain
They also declare the "adversary" is one of that a likeness of Christ wa.s made by Pilate at
those angels who are in the world, whom they that time when Jesus lived _mong them/ They
call the Devil, maintaining that he was formed crown these images, and set them up along with
for this purpose, that he might lead those souls the images of the philosophers of the world ;
which have perished from the world to the that is to say, with the images of Pythagoras,
Supreme Ruler. They describe him also as and Plato, and Aristotle, and the rest. They
being chief among the makers of the world, and have also other modes of honouring these ira-
maintain that he delivers such souls [as have ages, after the same manner of the Gentiles.
been mentioned] to another angel, who minis-
ters to him, that he may shut them up in other CHAP. XXVI.--Docrea_-r..s oF Cv._J_-THOs,TaE
bodies; for they declare that the body is "the EBIONIT_, AND NICOLAITANES.
prison." Again, they interpret these expres- i. Cerinthus, again, a man who was educated s
s]ons, "Thou shalt not go out thence until thou in the wisdom of the Egyptians, taught that the
pay the very last farthing," as meaning that no world was not made by the primary God, but
one can escape from the power of those angels by a certain Power far separated from him, and
------- at a distance from that Principality who is SU-
mdtZThe.text is here defecttve, but the above meaning seems to he

cate(t by Epiphanlus. 6 The meaning is here very doubtful, but Tertullian understood
2 Rom. ul 8. . the words as above If sinmng were a ntce.'rtlP'/, then it could no

w_ 3 [Isaiah v. 2o. Home Tooke dertves our word Trutk from longer he regarded as evd
nat any one tro_oetlt ] 7 [This censure of images as a Gnostic peeuliarlty, and as a heath-

s. * The text here has g_tly tmzzled the editors. We follow the enish corruption, should he noted.]
tropicew,endatiorl proposed ]_at'_ey.

s Mart v _5 a6, Luke xib_t.58. has,e,,WeacertalnherefollOWmantheinAsh_'°textas preserved by Hippolytm. The Latin
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preme over the universe, and ignorant of him pose, and even to be contrary to Himself. But
who is above all. He represented Jesus as Jesus being derived from that father who is
having not been born of a virgin, but as being above the God that made the world, and coming
the son of Joseph and Mary according to the into Judaea in the times of Pontius Pilate the
ordinary course of human generation, while he governor, who was the procurator of Tiberius
nevertheless was more righteous, prudent, and Caesar, was manifested in the form of a man to
wise than other men. Moreover, after his bap- those who were in Judea, abolishing the prophets
tism, Christ descended upon him in the form of and the law, and all the works of that God who
a dove from the Supreme Ruler, and that then made the world, whom also he calls Cosmocra-
he proclaimed the unknown Father, and per- tor. Besides this, he mutilates the Gospel which
formed miracles. But at last Christ departed is according to Luke, removing all that is written
from Jesus, and that then Jesus suffered and respecting the generation of the Lord, and set-
rose gain, while Christ remained impassible, ring aside a great deal of the teaching of the
inasmuch as he was a spiritual being. Lord, in which the Lord is recorded as most

z. Those who are called Ebionltes agree that clearly confessing that the Maker of this universe
the world was made by God ; but their opinions is His Father. He likewise persuaded his dis-
with respect to the Lord are similar to those mples that he himself was more worthy of credit
of Cerinthus and Carpocrates. They use the than are those apostles who have handed down
Gospel according to Matthew only, and repu- the Gospel to us, furnishing them not with the
diate the Apostle Paul, maintaining that he was Gospel, but merely a fragment of it. In like
an apostate from the law. As to the prophetical manner, too, he dismembered the Epistles of
writings, they endeavour to expound them in a Paul, removing all that is said by the apostle
somewhat singular manner : they practise cir- respecting that God who made the world, to the
cumcision, persevere in the observance of those effect that He is the Father of our Lord Jesus
customs which are enjoined by the law, and are Christ, and also those passages from the pro-
so Judaic in their style of hfe, that they even phetical writings which the apostle quotes, in
adore Jerusalem as if it were the house of God. Iorder to teach us that they announced before-

3. The Nicolaitanes are the followers of that hand the coming of the Lord.
Nicolas who was one of the seven first ordained 3- Salvation will be the attainment only of
to the diaconate by the apostles.' They lead those souls which had learned his doctrine;
lives of unrestrained indulgence. The character while the body, as having been taken from the
of these men is very plainly pointed out m the earth, is incapable of sharing in salvation. In
Apocalypse of John, ['when they are represented] addttion to his blasphemy against God Himself,
as teaching that it is a matter of indifference to he advanced this also, truly speaking as with
practise adultery, and to eat things sacrificed to the mouth of the devil, and saying all things
idols. Wherefore the Word has also spoken of in direct opposition to the truth,-- that Cain,
them thus : "But this thou hast, that thou hatest and those like him, and the Sodomites, and the
the deeds of the Nicolaitanes, which I also Egyptians, and others like them, and, in fine, all
hate." 2 the nations who walked in all sorts of abomina-

tion, were saved by the Lord, on His descending
CHAP.XXVII._DOCTRINESOF CERDOAND MAR- into Hades, and on their running unto Him,

CION. and that they welcomed Him into their king-
t. Cerdo was one who took his system from dom. But the serpent 3 which was in Marcion

the followers of Simon, and came to live at]declared that Abel, and Enoch, and Noah, and
Rome in the time of Hyginus, who held the those other righteous men who sprang 4 from
ninth place in the episcopal succession from the the patriarch Abraham, with all the prophets,
apostles downwards. He taught that the God and those who were pleasing to God, did not
proclaimed by the law and the prophets was not partake in salvation. For since these men, he
the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. For the says, knew that their God was constantly tempt-
former was known, but the latter unknown ;]ing them, so now they suspected that He was
while the one also was righteous, but the other tempting them, and did not run to Jesus, or
benevolent, believe His announcement : and for this reason

_. Marcion of Pontus succeeded him, and he declared that their souls remained in Hades.
developed his doctrine. In so doing, he ad- 4- But since this man is the only one who has
vanced the most daring blasphemy against Him dared openly to mutilate the Scriptures, and
who is proclaimed as God by the law and the unblushingly above all others to inveigh against
prophets,-declaring Him to be the author of God, I purpose specially to refute him, convict-
evils, to take delight in war, to be infirm of pur- -----_-

3 [Comp. cap. xxv. 3.] ..... l_,r,_h_4 Wc here followth¢/ahcnd_ vcnaoa In_lmaCa wy me
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ing him out of his own _itings ; and, with the tinus ; while, like Marcion and Saturninus, he
help of God, I shall overthrow him out of those' declared that marriage was nothing else than
discourses of the Lord and the apostles, which corruption and fornication.3 But his denial of
are of authority with him, and of which he makes Adam's salvation was an opinion due entirely to
use. At present, however, I have simply been I himself.
led to mention him, that thou mightest know 2. Others, again, following upon Basilides and
that all those who in any way corrupt the truth, Carpocrates, have introduced promiscuous in-
and injuriously affect the preaching of the Church, tercourse and a plurality of wives, and are indif-
are the disciples and successors of Simon Magus ferent about eating meats sacrificed to idols,
of Samaria. Although they do not confess the maintaining that God does not greatly regard
name of their master, in order all the more to such matters. But why continue ? For it is an
seduce others, yet they do teach his doctrines, impracticable attempt to mention all those who,
They set forth, indeed, the name of Christ Jesus in one way or another, have fallen away from the
as a sort of lure, but in various ways they truth.
introduce the impieties of Simon ; and thus they
destroy multitudes, wickedly disseminating their CHAP. xxrx. m DOCTmN_S OF VARIOUS OTHER
own doctrines by the use of a good name, and, GNOSTICSEC_I'S, AND ESPECIALLYOF THE BAR-
through means of its sweetness and beauty, BELIOTESOR BORBORIANS. "
extending to their hearers the bitter and malig- L Besides those, however, among these here-
nant poison of the serpent, the great author of tics who are Simonians, and of whom we have
apostasy3 already spoken, a multitude of Gnostics have

sprung up, and have been manifested like mush-
CHAP. XXVIII.- DOCTRINES OF TATIAN, THE rooms growing out of the ground. I now pro-

ENCRAT1TES,AND OTHERS. ceed to describe the principal opinions held by
L Many offshoots of numerous heresies have them. Some of them, then, set forth a certain

already been formed from those heretics we have _Eon who never grows old, and exists in a virgin
described. This arises from the fact that numbers spirit : him they style Barbelos. 4 They declare
of them--indeed, we may say all--desire them- that somewhere or other there exists a certain
selves to be teachers, and to break off from the father who cannot be named, and that he was
particular heresy in which they have been in- desirous to reveal himself to this Barbelos.
volved. Forming one set of doctrines out of a Then this Ennoea went forward, stood before his
totally differentsystemofopinions, and then again face, and demanded from him Prognosis (pre-
others from others, they insist upon teaching science). But when Prognosis had, [as was
somethingnew, declaringthemselves the inventors requested,] come forth, these two asked for
of any sort of opinion which they may have been Aphtharsia (incorruption), which also came forth,
able to call into existence. To give an example : and after that Zoe Aiomos (eternal life). Bar-
Springing from Saturninus and Marcion, those who belos, glorying in these, and contemplating their
are called Encratites (self-controlled) preached greatness, and in conceptions [thus formed],
against marriage, thus setting aside the original rejoicing in this greatness, generated light similar
creation of God, and indirectly blaming Him to it. They declare that this was the beginning
who made the male and female for the propaga- both of light and of the generation of all things ;
tion of the human race. Some of those reckoned md that the Father, beholding this light, anointed
among them have also introduced abstinence it with his own benignity, that it might be ten-
from animal food, thus proving themselves un- dered perfect. Moreover, they maintain that
grateful to God, who formed all things. They this was Christ, who again, according to them,
deny, too, the salvation of him who was first requested that Nous should be given him as an
created. It* is but latel however that this assistant ; and Nous came forth accordingly.

the thought of being a teacher, as if he were 2. They also afftrm that Autogenes was _tex-
superior to others, he composed his own peculiar iwards sent forth from Enn_ea and I.,o_s, to be
type of doctrine. He invented a system of cer-
tain invisible ._xms, like the followers of Valen- s [The_,_ _.,_ _,_t_ of t._ T._..t._, p.t Ma_:

_ontoLProceeds on this l_'inctple: manna..ge is licensed evt[. l --
* Harvey s_ thinname to be derived lrom two S_nac wum_

Ec x A promise never fulfilled: comp. book ill x2, and F_ameb.,H£tt. meaning "_xl m a Tetra&" Matter agmn derlves tt _ twoel., v. 8. Hebrew words, denoting "D_ughter of the Lord."
[Rev. _dl 9- S Both the text and meanmgare het_altogeth_doubtftd.
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a representation of the great light, and that he from her in the lower regions, and formed the
was greatly honoured, all things being rendered firmament of heaven, in which also they affirm
subject unto him. Along with him was sent forth that he dwells. And in his ignorance he formed
Aletheia, and a conjunction was formed between those powers which are inferior to himself_
Autogenes and Aletheia. But they declare that angels, and firmaments, and all things earthly.
from the Light, which is Christ, and from Aph- They affirm that he, being united to Authadia
tharsia, four luminaries were sent forth to sur- (audacity), produced Kakia (wickedness), Zelos
round Autogenes ; and again from Thelema and (emulation), Phthonos (envy), Erinnys (fury),
Zoe AJonios four other emissions took place, to and Epithymia (lust). When these were gen-
wait upon these four luminaries; and these they erated, the mother Sophia deeply grieved, fled
name Chaffs (grace), Thelesis (will), Synesis away, departed into the upper regions, and be-
(understanding), and Phronesls (prudence). came the last of the Ogdoad, reckoning it down-
Of these, Charts is connected with the great and wards. On her thus departing, he imagined he
first luminary : him they represent as Soter (Say- was the only being in existence ; and on this
tour), and style Armogenes.' Thelesis, again, is! account declared, " I am a jealous God, and
united to the second luminary, whom they also besides me there is no one." 3 Such are the
name Raguel ; Synesis to the third, whom they falsehoods which these people invent.
call David; and Phronesls to the fourth, whom
they name Eleleth. CHAP. XXX.- Lr'_CrRINES OF THE OPHITES AND

3. AU these, then, being thus settled, Auto- SETHIAN'S.
genes moreover produces a perfect and true man _. Others, again, portentously declare that
whom they also call Adamas, inasmuch as neither there exists, in the power of Bythus, a certain
has he himself ever been conquered, nor have primary light, blessed, incorruptible, and infinite :
those from whom he sprang ; he also was, along this is the Father of all, and is styled the first
with the first light, severed from Armogenes. man. They also maintain that his Enncea, going
Moreover, perfect knowledge was sent forth by forth from him, produced a son, and that this _s
Autogenes along with man, and was united to the son of man-- the second man. Below these,
him ; hence he attained to the knowledge of him iagain, is the Holy Spirit, and under this supenor
that is above all. Invincible power was also ispirit the elements were separated from each
conferred on him by the virgin spirit; and all other, viz., water, darkness, the abyss, chaos,
things then rested in him, to sing praises to the above which they declare the Spirit was borne,
great d_on. Hence also they declare were mare- calling him the first woman. Afterwards, they
rested the mother, the father, the son ; while maintain, the first man, with his son, delighting
from Anthropos and Gnosis that Tree was pro- over the beauty of the Spirit-- that is, of the
duced which they also style Gnosis itself, woman- and shedding light upon her, begat by

4. Next they maintain, that from the first angel, her an incorruptible light, the third male, whom
who stands by the side of Monogenes, the Holy they call Christ, -- the son of the first and sec-
Spirit has been sent forth, whom they also term ond man, and of the Holy Spirit, the first woman.
Sophia and Prunicus. 2 He then, perceiving that 5. The father and son thus both had inter-
all the others had consorts, while he himself was course with the woman (whom they also call the
destitute of one, searched after a being to whom mother of the living). When, however,4 she
he might be united ; and not finding one, he could not bear nor receive into herself the great-
exerted and extended himself to the uttermost, hess of the hghts, they declare that she was filled
and looked down into the lower regions, in the to repletion, and became ebullient on the left
expectation of there finding a consort ; and still side ; and that thus their only son Christ, as
not meeting with one, he leaped forth [from his belonging to the right side, and ever tending to
place] in a state of great impatience, [which what was higher, was immediately caught up with
had come upon him] because he had made his his mother to form an incorruptible 2Eon. "rhls
attempt without the good-will of his father, constitutes the true and holy Church, which has
Afterwards, under the influence of simplicity become the appellation, the meeting together,
and kindness, he produced a work in which and the union of the father of all, of the first
were to be found ignorance and audacity. This man, of the son, of the second man, of Christ
work of his they declare to be Protarchontes, ;their son, and of the woman who has been men-
the former of this [lower] creation. But they tioned.
relate that a mighty power carried him away 3. They teach, however, that the power which
from his mother, and that he settled far away proceeded from the woman by ebullition, being

:bespnnkled with light, fell downward from !he
I _ _ totheeabl_listiclmoh in explanation of this and place occupied by its progenitors, yet possessing

the_to_ing_, battheirm._ngsareveryuncertain. -----'--
5 Ex. xx. 5; Isa. xlv. 5, 6.
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by its own will that besprinMing of light ; and it again, descended from him, is named Iao ; he,
they call Sinistra, Prunicus, and Sophia, as well from this one, is called Sabaoth ; the fourth is
as masculo-feminine. This being, in its sim- named Adoneus ; the fifth, Eloeus ; the sixth,
plicity, descended into the waters while they Oreus ; and the seventh and last of all, Astan-
were yet in a state of immobility, and imparted phmus. Moreover, they represent these heavens,
motion to them also, wantonly acting upon them potentates, powers, angels, and creators, as sit-
even to their lowest depths, and assumed from ting in their proper order in heaven, according
them a body. For they affirm that all things to their generation, and as invisibly ruling over
rushed towards and clang to that sprinkling of things celestial and terresLrial. The first of
light, and begirt it all round. Unless it had them, namely Ialdabaoth, holds his mother in
possessed that, it would perhaps have been to- contempt, inasmuch as he produced sons and
tally absorbed in, and overwhelmed by, material grandsons without the permission of any one,
substance. Being therefore bound down by a yea, even angels, archangels, powers, potentates,
body which was composed of matter, and greatly and dominions. After these things had been
burdened by it, this power regretted the course done, his sons turned to strive and quarrel with
it had followed, and made an attempt to escape him about the supreme power,--conduct which
from the waters and ascend to its mother: it:deeply grieved Ialdabaoth, and drove him to
could not effect this, however, on account of the despair. In these circumstances, he cast his
weight of the body lying over and around it. eyes upon the subjacent dregs of matter, and
But feeling very ill at ease, it endeavoured at fixed his desire upon it, to which they declare
least to conceal that light wl_ich came from above, his son owes his origin. This son is Nous him-
fearing lest it too might be injured by the inferior self, twisted into the form of a serpent ; 2 and
elements, as had happened to itself. And when hence were derived the spirit, the soul, and all
it had received power from that besprinkling of mundane things : from this too were generated
light which it possessed, it sprang back again, all oblivion, wickedness, emulation, envy, and
and was borne aloft ; and being on high, it ex- death. They declare that the father imparted 3
tended itself, covered [a portion of space], and still greater crookedness to this serpent-like and
formed this xdsible heaven out of its body ; yet contorted Nous of theirs, when he was with their
remained under the heaven which it made, as father in heaven and Paradise.
still possessing the form of a watery body. But 6. On this account, Ialdabaoth, becoming up-
when it had conceived a desire for the light lifted in spirit, boasted himself over all those
above, and had received power by all things, it things that were below him, and exclaimed, "I
lard down this body, and was freed from it. This am father, and God, and above me there is no
body which they speak of that po_ver as having one." But his mother, hearing him speak thus,
thrown off, they call a female from a female, cried out against him, "Do not lie, Ialdabaoth :

4. They declare, moreover, that her son had for the father of all, the first Anthropos (man),
also himself a certain breath of incorruption left is above thee ; and so is Anthropos the son of
him by his mother, and that through means of Anthropos." Then, as all were disturbed by
it he works ; and becoming powerful, he himself, this new voice, and by the unexpected procla-
as they affirm, also sent forth from the waters a marion, and as they were inquiring whence the
son without a mother ; for they do not allow him noise proceeded, in order to lead them away
either to have known a mother. His son, again, and attract them to himself, they affirm that
after the example of his father, sent forth another Ialdabaoth exclaimed, "Come, let us make man
son. This third one, too, generated a fourth; after our image." * The six powers, on hearing
the fourth also generated a son : they maintain this, and their mother furnishing them with the
that again a son was generated by the fifth ; idea of a man (in order that by means of him
and the sixth, too, generated a seventh. Thus she might empty them of their original power),
was the Hebdomad, according to them, tom- jointly formed a man of immense size, both in
pleted, the mother possessing the eighth place ; regard to breadth and length. But as he could
and as in the case of their generations, so also merely writhe along the ground, they carried
in regard to dignities and powers, they precede him to their father ; Sophia so labouring in this
each other in turn. matter, that she might empty him (Ialdabaoth)

5. They have also given names to [the sev- of the light with which he had been sprinkled,
eral persons] in their system of falsehood, such so that he might no longer, though still power-
as the following : he who was the first descend- ful, be able to lift up himself _t the powers
ant of the mother is called Ialdabaoth;' he, above. They declare, then, that by breathing

ol TLhe_rohable meaning of thin and the following names m thus I . ..
_7._..?_r_w: J_h, _,-# a_ of #,, Fat,.n; I,o, 5'*-1 * Hm_ .t_._or .O#i_ .f_. t_,,,.,,_a.
_..X"_'* : _mua, Lil'_t ; Atmmphmus, C_ t Sabaoth, of counm, l s The I,afin mm _, _ thttt tzau ._ts _ _
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into man the spirit of life, he was secretly emptied race, because it was on their account that the]r
of his power ; that hence man became a possessor father was cast down to this lower world.
of nous (intelligence)andenthymesis (thought); 9. Adam and Eve previously had light, and
and they affirm that these are the faculties which clear, and as it were spiritual bodies, such as
partake in salvation. He [they further assert] at they were at their creation ; but when they came
once gave thanks to file first Anthropos (man), to this world, these changed into bodies more
forsaking those who had created him. opaque, and gross, and sluggish. Their soul

7. But Ia]dabaoth, feeling envious at this, was also was feeble and languid, inasmuch as they
pleased to form the design of again emptying had received from their creator a merely mun-
man by means of woman, and produced a woman dane inspiration. This continued until Prunicus,
from his own enthymesis, whom that Prumcus moved with compassion towards them, restored
[above mentioned] laying hold of, imperceptibly to them the sweet savour of the besprinkling of
emptied her of power. But the others coming light, by means of which they came to a remem-
and admiring her beauty, named her Eve, and brance of themselves, and knew that they were
falling in love with her, begat sons by her, whom naked, as well as that the body was a material
they also declare to be the angels. But their substance, and thus recog-msed that they bore
mother (Sophia) cunningly devised a scheme to death about with them. They thereupon be-
seduce Eve and Adam, by means of the serpent, came patient, knowing that only for a time they
to transgress the command of Ialdabaoth. Eve would be enveloped in the body. They also
listened to this as if it had proceeded from a son found out food, through the guidance of Sophia :
of God, and yielded an easy belief. She als3 and when they were satisfied, they had carnal
persuaded Adam to eat of the tree regarding knowledge of each other, and begat Cam, whom
which God had said that they should not eat of the serpent, that had been cast down along wnh
it. They then declare that, on their thus eating, his sons, immediately laid hold of and destroyed
they attained to the knowledge of that power by filhng him with mundane obhvion, and urging
which is above all, and departed from those who into folly and audacity, so that, by slaying t:1_
had created them.' When Prunicus perceived brother Abel, he was the first to bring to light
that the powers were thus baffled by their own envy and death. After these, they affirm thdt_
creature, she greatly rejoiced, and again cried by the forethought of Prumcus, Seth wa_ begot-
out, that since the father was incorruptible, he ten, and then Norea, 3 from whom they represent
(Ialdabaoth) who formerly called hxmself the all the rest of mankind as being descended.
father was a liar ; and that, while Anthropos and They were urged on to all kinds of wlckedne_
the first woman (the Spirit) existed previously, by the inferior Hebdomad, and to apostas._,
this one (Eve) sinned by committing adultery, idolatry, ahd _ general contempt for everything

8. Ialdabaoth, however, through that oblivion by the superior holy Hebdomad,4 since the
in wiuch he was involved, and not paying any mother was always secretly opposed to them,
regard to these things, cast Adam and Eve out and carefully preserved what was pecuharly her
of Paradise, because they had transgTessed h]s own, that is, the besprinkling of hght. They
commandment. For he had a desire to beget maintain, moreover, that the holy Hebdomad ]s
sons by Eve, but did not accomplish his wish, the seven stars which they call planets; and
because his mother opposed him in every point, they affirm that the serpent cast down has two
and secretly emptied Adam and Eve of the light names, Michael and Samuel.
with which they had been sprinkled, in order io. Ialdabaoth, again, being incensed with
that that spirit which proceeded from the su- men, because they did not worship or honour
preme power might participate neither in the him as father and God, sent forth a deluge upon
curse nor opprobrimn [caused by transgression], them, that he m]ght at once destroy them all.
They also teach that, thus being emptied of the But Sophia opposed him in this point also. and
divine substance, they were cursed by him, and Noah and his family were saved in the ark by
cast down from heaven to this world? But the means of the besprinkling of that light which
serpent also, who was acting against the father, proceeded from her, and through it the world
was cast down by him into this lower world ; he was again filled with mankind. Ialdabaoth him-
reduced, however, under his power the angels self chose a certain man named Abraham from
here, and begat six sons, he himself forming the among these, and made a covenant with him.
seventh person, after the example of that Heb- to the effect that, if his seed continued to serve
domad which surrounds the father. They fur- him, he would give to them the earth for an
ther declare that these are the seven mundane inheritance. Afterwards, by means of Moses, he
demons, who always oppose and resist the human -----

s Thatis,f_omI_tbu_th, etc. [Pkil_r_. (_t sxp_). Ochk:r, _A nameprolmblydm4v_lfromtheHebrew_'_J_, gfrl, b_t
L _r_ntiscommmtm_ten_inthisu_tlo_tond_it_tlcm_Mi_ _thepersonrderredtowcknowmxh'_mg. . _,,._.P" " 4W©betefoUowthe_o_Gral_: thc_c_-,-
midfolks nic.sisinten6td.
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hroughtforthAbraham'sdescendantsfrom Egypt, refreshmentthey feltin each other'ssociety:
and gave them thelaw,and made them theJews. thisscenetheydescribeasrelatingtobridegroom
Among thatpeoplehe chosesevendays,'which and bride. But Jesus,inasmuch as he was be-
they alsocallthe holy Hebdomad. Each of gottenofthe Virginthroughthe agencyof God,
thesereceiveshis own herald forthe purpose was wiser,purer,and more righteousthan all
ofglorifyingand proclaimingGod ;so that,when othermen : Christunitedto Sophia descended
theresthear thesepraises,they too may serve intohim,and thusJesusChristwas produced.
thosewho areannounced asgodsbytheprophets. 13. They affirmthatmany of his disciples
ii.Moreover,theydistributethe prophetsin were not aware of the descentof Christinto

the followingmanner: Moses, and Joshua the him; but that,when Christdid descend on
sonofNun, and Amos, and Habakkuk, belongediJesus,he thenbegan towork miracles,and heal,

tolaldabaoth; Samuel,and Nathan,and Jonah,and announce the unknown Father,and openly
and Micah,toIao; Elijah,Joel,and Zechariah,toconfesshimselfthe son ofthefirstman. The

toSabaoth; Isaiah,Ezekiel,Jeremiah,and Dan- powers and the fatherof Jesuswere angry at
iel,to Adonai; Tobias and Haggai to Eloi; theseproceedings,and labouredtodestroyhim ;
M1chaiah and Nahum to Oreus; Esdras and and when he was being led away for thispur-
ZephaniahtoAstanphzeus.Each one of these,pose,they say that Christhimself,alongwith
then,glorifieshisown fatherand God, and they Sophia,departedfrom him intothe stateof an
maintainthat Sophia herselfhas alsospoken incorruptible./Eon,while Jesus was crucified.
many thingsthrough them regardingthe firstChrist,however,was not forgetfulof hisJesus,
Anthropos(man),2 and concerningthatChristbut sent down a certainenergy intohim from
who isabove,thus admonishingand reminding above,which raisedhim up again in the body,
men oftheincorruptiblelight,thefirstAnthropos,which theycallboth animaland spiritual;forhe
and of the descentof Christ. The [other]sentthemundane partsback againintotheworld.
powersbeing terrifiedby thesethings,and mar- When hisdisciplessaw thathe had risen,theydid
velhngatthe noveltyofthosethingswhich were notrecognisehim m no,not even Jesushimself,
announcedby the prophets,Prunicusbroughtit bywhom he roseagainfromthedead. And they
aboutby means of laldabaoth(who knew not assertthatthisverygreaterrorprevailedamong
what he did),thatemissionsof two men took hisdisciples,thattheyimaginedhe had risenin
place,the one from the barren Elizabeth,and a mundane body,not knowing that"flesh_and
theotherfrom theVirglnMary. blooddo not attaintothekingdom of God."
12.And sinceshe herselfhad no resteither 14. They stroveto establishthe descentand

m heaven oron earth,she invokedher mother ascentof Christ,by the factthatneitherbefore
toassisther in her distress.Upon this,her his baptism,nor afterhisresurrectionfrom the
mother,the firstwoman, was moved wlth corn- dead, do his disciplesstatethat he did any
passlontowardsherdaughter,on herrepentance,mighty works,not being aware thatJesuswas
and beggedfrom thefirstman thatChristshould unitedto Christ,and the incorruptible._on to
be sentto her assistance,who, being sentforth,theHebdomad ; and theydeclarehis mundane
descended to his sister,and tothe besprinklingbody tobe ofthesame natureasthatofanimals.
of hght. When he recognisedher (thatis,the But afterhis resurrectionhe tarried[on earth]
Sophiabelow),herbrotherdescendedtoher,and eighteenmonths ; and knowledge descending
announced hisadvent throughmeans of John, intohim from above,he taughtwhat was clear.
and prepared the baptism of repentance,and He instructeda few of his disciples,whom he
adoptedJesusbeforehand,inorderthaton Christknew to be capableof understandingso great
descendinghe might finda pure vessel,and that mysteries,inthesethings,and was then received
bythesonofthatIaldabaoththewoman mightbe up intoheaven,Christsittingdown at the right
announcedby Christ.They furtherdeclarethat hand of his fatherlaldabaoth,thathe may re-
he descendedthroughthesevenheavens,having ceive to himselfthe soulsof thosewho have
assumed the likenessof theirsons,and grad- known them,4 afterthey have laidasidetheir
uallyemptied them of theirpower. For they mundane flesh,thus enrichinghimselfwithout
maintainthat the whole besprinklingof hght the knowledge or perceptionof hisfather; so
rushedto him, and thatChrist,descendingto that,inproportionasJesusenricheshimselfwith
thisworld,firstclothedhis sisterSophia [with holysouls,tosuch an extentdoes hisfathersuf-
it],and thatthen both exultedin the mutual ferlossand isdiminished,beingemptied of his

own power by these souls. For he will not now
z The Latin here is "ex qu_us," and the meaning is exceedingly possess holy souls to send them down again into

_seure. Harvey thinks it ,s the r_presentative _ _t, (Xp6_l,) m the
reek, but we prefer to refer it to "Judmos," as above. The next

sentence seems unintelligible: but, according to H,arvey, "each dei- 3 _ C.or. xv. 5o. ?['he Latin text reads "apprehaadunt," which
day of the week had hm ministering prophets " can scarcely be the translation of _AIoo,,oig_o-at in the Greek text of
The common text inserts "et mcorruptibdl _one," but this the New Te,stamenL

Seemsbetter rejected as a glo_artal interpolatton. 4 That is, Christ and Jesus.
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the world, except those only which are of his those who are of the school of Valentinus derive
substance, that is, those into which he has their origin from such mothers, fathers, and an-
breathed. But the consummation [of all things] cestors, and also to bring forward their doctrines,
will take place, when the whole besprinkling of with the hope that perchance some of them,
the spirit of light is gathered together, and is exercising repentance and returning to the only
carried off to form an incorruptible/Eon. Creator, and God the Former of the universe,

x5. Such are the opinions which prevail among may obtain salvation, and that others may not
these persons, by whom, like the I_rnman hydra, henceforth be drawn away by their wicked,
a many-headed beast has been generated from although plausible, persuasions, imagining that
the school of Valentinus. For some of them they will obtain from them the knowledge of
assert that Sophia herself became the serpent ; some greater and more sublime mysteries. But
on which account she was hostile to the creator let them rather, learning to good effect from us the
of Adam, and implanted knowledge in men, for wicked tenets of these men, look with contempt
which reason the serpent was called wiser than upon their doctrines, while at the same time they
all others. Moreover, by the position of our pity those who, still cleaving to these miserable
intestines, through which the food is conveyed, and baseless fables, have reached such a pitch
and by the fact that they possess such a figure, ! of arrogance as to reckon themselves superior to
our internal configuration' in the form of a set- all others on account of such knowledge, or, as
pent reveals our hidden generatrix, it should rather be called, ignorance. They have

now been fully exposed ; and simply to exhibit
CHAP. XXXI.-- DOCTmNF_SOF THE cMNrrg.s, their sentiments, is to obtain a wctory over them.
x. Others again declare that Cain derived his 4. Wherefore I have laboured to bring for-

being from the Power above, and acknowledge ward, and make clearly manifest, the utterly ill-
that Esau, Korah, the Sodomites, and all such conditioned carcase of this miserable little fox?
persons, are related to themselves. On this For there will not now be need of many words
account, they add, they have been assailed by to overturn their system of doctrine, when it has
the Creator, yet no one of them has suffered been made manifest to all. It is as when, on
injury. For Sophia was in the habit of carrying a beast hiding itself in a wood, and by rushing
off that which belonged to her from them to forth from it is in the habit of destroying multi-
herself. They declare that Judas the traitor tudes, one who beats round the wood and thor-
was thoroughly acquainted with these things, oughly explores it, so as to compel the ammal
and that he alone, knowing the truth as no to break cover, does not strive to capture it.
others did, accomplished the mystery of the seeing that it is trtrly a ferocmus beast; but
betrayal ; by him all things, both earthly and those present can then watch and avoid its
heavenly, were thus thrown into confusion, assaults, and can cast darts at it from all sides,
They produce a fictitious history of this kind, and wound it, and finally slay that destructive
which they style the Gospel of Judas. brute. So, in our case, since we have brought

5. I have also made a collection of their their hidden mysteries, which they keep in
writings in which they advocate the abolition silence among themselves, to the light, it will
of the doings of Hystera. 2 Moreover, they call not now be necessary to use many words in de-
this Hystera the creator of heaven and earth, stroying their system of opinions. For it is now
They also hold, like Carpocrates, that men can- in thy power, and in the power of all thy asso-
not be saved until they have gone through all elates, to familiarize yourselves with what has
kinds of experience. An angel, they maintain, been said, to overthrow their wicked and undi-
attends them in every one of their sinful and gested doctrines, and to set forth doctrines
abominable actions, and urges them to venture agreeable to the truth. Since then the case is
on audacity and incur pollution. Whatever may so, I shall, according to promise, and as my
be the nature3 of the action, they declare that ability serves, labour to overthrow them, by
they do it in the name of the angel, saying, "O refuting them all in the following book. Even
thou angel, I use thy work ; O thou power, I to give an account of them is a tedious affair, as
accomplish thy operation !" And they main- thou seest.S But I shall furnish means for over-
rain that this is "perfect knowledge," without throwing them, by meeting all their opinions in the
shrinking to rush into such actions as it is not order in which they have been described, that I
lawful even to name. :may not only expose the wild beast to view, but

3- It was necessary clearly to prove, that, as may inflict wounds upon it from every side.
their very opinions and regulations exhibit them,

4 [Cant. it x5" St. Luke xiit. 3z ] • dt The text of this sentence is hopelessly corrupt, but the meaning s [Let the reader hear m mmd tb.at the Greek of this original ano
is as given above, very precious author exists only in fragmenOL We at© readm[[ the

2 Acconlmg to Ha r_, Hystera _ to the"passions" translation of a translation: the Latin very rude, and the saub_
of Achamoth. [Note the ' Americanism," advocate used as a verb. l itself full of difliculues. It may yet he diadovernd that some of t

a The text is here imperfect, and the tratw,la_n only conjectural faults of the work are not e.ba._rgeableto Iteua_us.]
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BOOK II.

PREFACE. 2. In the present book, I shall establish those
i. I_ the first book, which immediately points which fit in with my design, so far as

_' precedes this, exposing "knowledge falsely so time permits, and overthrow, by means of
called,"' I showed thee, my very dear friend, lengthened treatment under distinct heads, their

( that the whole system devised, in many and whole system; for which reason, since it is an
opposite ways, by those who are of the school exposure and subversion of their opinions, I
of Valentinus, was false and baseless. I also set have so entitled the composition of this work.
forth the tenets of their predecessors, proving For it is fitting, by a plain revelation and over-

; that they not only differed among themselves, throw of their conjunctions, to put an end to
* but had long previously swerved from the truth these hidden alliances,3 and to Bythus himself,

itself. I further explained, with all diligence, and thus to obtain a demonstration that he

the doctrine as well as practice of Marcus the never existed at any previous time, nor now has
" magician, since he, too, belongs to these persons ; any existence.

and I carefully noticed _ the passages which they
garble from the Scriptures. with the view of
adapting them to their own fictions. Moreover, CHAP. I.--THERE IS BUT ONE GOD : THE IMP(M_-

I minutely narrated the manner in which, by SmiLrrY OF ITS BEINGOTHERWISE.
means of numbers, and by the twenty-four letters t. IT is proper, then, that I should begin with
of the alphabet, they boldly endeavour to estab- the first and most important head, that is, God

; hsh [what they regard as] truth. I have also the Creator, who made the heaven and the
related how they think and teach that creation earth, and all things that are therein (whom
at large was formed after the image of their these men blasphemously style the fruit of a de-
invisible Pleroma, and what they hold respecting fect), and to demonstrate that there is nothing
the Demiurge, declaring at the same time the either above Him or after Him ; nor that, influ-
doctrine of Simon Magus of Samaria, their pro- enced by any one, but of His own free will, He
genitor, and of all those who succeeded him. I created all things, since He is the only God, the
meniioned, too, the multitude of those Gnostics only Lord, the only Creator, the only Father,
who are sprung from him, and noticed 2 the points alone containing all things, and Himself corn-
of difference between them, their several doc- manding all things into existence.
trmes, and the order of their succession, while 2. For how can there be any other Fulness,
I set forth all those heresies which have been or Principle, or Power, or God, above Him,
originated by them. I showed, moreover, that since it is matter of necessity that God, the Pie-
all these heretics, taking their rise from Simon, roma (Fulness) of all these, should contain all
have introduced impious and irreligious doctrines things in His immensity, and should be con-
into this life ; and I explained the nature of their rained by no one ? But if there is anything
"redemption," and their method of initiating beyond Him, He is not then the Pleroma of all,
those who are rendered "perfect," along with nor does He contain all. For that which they
their invocations and their mysteries. I proved declare to be beyond Him will be wanting to
also that there is one God, the Creator, and that the Pleroma, or, [in other words,] to that God
He is not the fruit of any defect, nor is there who is above all things. But that which is
anything either above Him, or after Him. wanting, and falls in any way short, is not the

z xTim.vi 2o. 3Thi_pwage is veryoh*rare:wt ha_ mpOled"zt,"
z [Note this "Americanlmn." l ias Harvey oon_ure_, may have dropped out d tim ttxt.
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Pleroma of all things. In such a case, He would wander away to that which has no exist-
would have both beginning, middle, and end, ence, and depart from the true God.
with respect to those who are beyond Him. 4. These remarks are, in like manner, appli-
And if He has an end in regard to those things cable against the followers of Marcion. For his
which are below, He has also a beginning with two gods will also be contained and circumscribed
respect to those things which are above. In by an immense interval which separates them
like manner, there is an absolute necessity that from one another. But then there is a necessity
He should experience the very same thing at all to suppose a multitude of gods separated by an
other points, and should be held in, bounded, immense distance from each other on every side,
and enclosed by those existences that are out- beginning with one another, and ending m one

side of Him. For that being who is the end another. Thus, by that very process of reasoning
downwards, necessarily circumscribes and sur- on which they depend for teaching that there
rounds him who finds his end in it. And thus, is a certain Pleroma or God above the Creator
according to them, the Father of all (that is, of heaven and earth, any one who chooses to
He whom they call ProSn and Proarche), with employ it may maintain that there is another
their Pieroma, and the good God of Marcion, Pleroma above the Pleroma, above that again
is established and enclosed in some other, and another, and above Bythus another ocean of
is surrounded from without by another mighty Deity, while in hke manner the same successions
Being, who must of necessity be greater, in- hold with respect to the sides; and thus, their
asmuch as that which contains is greater than doctrine flowing out into immensity, there will
that which is contained. But then that which always be a necessity to conceive of other Plero-
is greater is also stronger, and in a greater mata, and other Bythi, so as never at any tnne
degree Lord ; and that which is greater, and to stop, but always to continue seeking for others
stronger, and in a greater degree Lord--must besides those already mentioned. Moreover, :t
be God. will be uncertain whether these which we con-

3. Now, since there exists, according to them, ceive of are below, or are, in fact, themselves the
also something else which they declare to be things which are above ; and, in like manner, lit
outside of the Pleroma, into which they further will be doubtful] respecting those things which
hold there descended that higher power who are said by them to be above, whether they are
went astray, it is in every way necessary that the really above or below ; and thus our opimons
Pleroma either contains that which is beyond, will have no fixed conclusion or certainty, but
yet is contained (for otherwise, it will not be will of necessity wander forth after worlds with-
beyond the Pleroma ; for if there is anything out limits, and gods that cannot be numbered.
beyond the Pleroma, there will be a Pleroma : S. These things, then, being so, each deity will
within this very Pleroma which they declare to be contented with his own possessions, and will
be outside of the Pleroma, and the Pleroma will not be moved with any curiosity respecting the
be contained by that which is beyond : and with affairs of others ; otherwise he would be unjust,
the Pleroma is understood also the first God) ; and rapacious, and would cease to be what God
or, again, they must be an infinite distance sepa- is. Each creation, too, will glorify its own maker,
rated from each other rathe Pleroma [I mean], and will be contented with him, not knowing any
and that which is beyond it. But if they main- other ; otherwise it would most justly be deemed
tain this, there will then be a third kind of exist- an apostate by all the others, and would receive
ence, which separates by immensity the Pleroma a richly-deserved punishment. For it must be
and that which is beyond it. This third kind of either that there is one Being who contains all
existence will therefore bound and contain both things, and formed in His own territory all those
the others, and will be greater both than the things which have been created, according to
Pleroma, and than that which is beyond it, inns- His own will ; or, again, that there are numerous
much as it contains both in its bosom. In this unlimited creators and gods, who begin from
way, talk might go on for ever concerning those each other, and end in each other on every side ;
things which are contained, and those which and it will then be necessary to allow that all the
contain. For if this third existence has its be- rest are contained from without by some one who
ginning above, and its end beneath, there is an is greater, and that they are each of them shut
absolute necessity that it be also bounded on up within their own territory, and remain in it.
the sides, either beginning or ceasing at certain No one of them all, therefore, is God. For there
other points, [where new existences begin.] will be [much] wanting to every one of them.
These, again, and others which are above and possessing [as he will do] only a very small part
below, will have their beginnings at certain other when compared with all the rest. The name of
points, and so on ad infinitum ; so that their the Omnipotent will thus be brought to an end,
thoughts would never rest in one God, but, in and such an opinion will of necessity fall into
consequence of seeking after more than exists, impiety.
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cHAP. H._THE WORLD WAS HOT FORMED BY which is ascribed to the king who prepared those
ANGELS,OR BY ANY OTHER BEL_G, COrCa'_RY things which are the cause of victory ; and, in
TO THE WILL OF THE MOST HIGH GOD, BUT WAS like manner, the creation of any state, or of any
MADEBY THE FATHERTHROUGHTHE WORD.x work, is referred to him who prepared materials

i. Those, moreover, who say that the world for the accomplishment of those results which
was formed by angels, or by any other maker of were afterwards brought about. Wherefore, we
it, contrary to the will of Him who is the Supreme do not say that it was the axe which cut the wood,
Father, err first of all in this very point, that they or the saw which divided it ; but one would
maintain that angels formed such and so mighty very properly say that the man cut and divided
a creation, contrary to the will of the Most High it who formed the axe and the saw for this pur-
God. This would imply that angels were more pose, and [who also formed] at a much earlier
powerful than God ; or if not so, that He was date all the tools by which the axe and the saw
either careless, or inferior, or paid no regard to themselves were formed. With justice, there-
those things which took place among His own fore, according to an analogous process of reason-
possessions, whether they turned out dl or well, ing, the Father of all wilt be declared the Former
so that He might drive away and prevent the of this world, and not the angels, nor any other
one, while He praised and rejoiced over the [so-called] former of the world, other than He
other. But if one would not ascribe such con- who was its Author, and had formerly 3 been the
duct even to a man of any ability, how much cause of the preparation for a creation of this
less to God ! kind.

2. Next let them tell us whether these things 4. This manner of speech may perhaps be
"_ have been formed within the limits which are plausible or persuasive to those who know not

: contained by Him, and in His proper territory, God, and who liken Him to needy human beings,
or in regions belonging to others, and lying be- and to those who cannot immediately and with-
yond Him ? But if they say [that these things out assistance form anything, but require many
were done] beyond Him, then all the absurdities instrumentalities to produce what they intend.
already mentioned will face them, and the Su- But it will not be regarded as at all probable by

'. preme God will be enclosed by that which is those who know that God stands in need of
-, beyond Him, in which also it will be necessary nothing, and that He created and made all things

that He should find His end. If, on the other by His Word, while He neither required angels
hand, [these things were done] within His own to assist Him in the production of those things
proper territory, it will be very idle to say that which are made, nor of any power greatly in-

ferior to Himself, and ignorant of the Father, northe world was thus formed within His proper
territory against His will by angels who are them- of any defect or ignorance, in order that he who
selves under His power, or by any other being, should know Him might become man.4 But He

; as if dither He Himself did not behold all things Himself in Himself, after a fashion which we
which take place among His own possessions, can neither describe nor conceive, predestinating
or * was not aware of the things to be done by all things, formed them as He pleased, bestow-
angels, ing harmony on all things, and assigning them

3- If, however, [the thin_ referred to were their own place, and the beginning of their
done] not against His will, but with His con- creation. In this way He conferred on spiritual

things a spiritual and invisible nature, on super-currence and knowledge, as some [of these men]
think, the angels, or the Former of the world celestial things a celestial, on angels an angelical,
[whoever that may have been], will no longer be on animals an animal, on beings that swim a
the causes of that formation, but the will of God. nature suited to the water, and on those that live
For if He is the Former of the world, He too on the land one fitted for the land m on all, in
made the angels, or at least was the cause of short, a nature suitable to the character of the
their creation ; and He will be regarded as having life assigned them n while He formed all things
made the world who prepared the causes of its that were made by His Word that never wearies.
fommtion. Although they maintain that the 5. For this is a peculiarity of the pre-eminence
angels were made by a long succession down- of God, not to stand in need of other instruments
wards, or that the Former of the world [sprang] for the creation of those things which are sum-moned into existence. His own Word is both
from the Supreme Father, as Basihdes asserts ;
nevertheless that which is the cause of those suitable and sufficient for the formation of all
things which have been made will still be traced things, even as John, the disciple of the Lord,
to Htm who was the Author of such a succession. 3Vo_,,_ andothersr,_ "vra_n" _ a "vri_," buton

defective MS.authority. . .
[The case stands] just as regards success in war, , Har_ here_" "G,_ m_ t_ _ _, _pp_-

_"_ noble chapter is a sort of honuly on Hebrews i ] ing to the redeemed that which the author says of_the __R_l_nacr;"but it may be doubted ff thin ts really tn¢ ea_. P_ha_ Mmamet's
_, Z_Tbe comra_a text has "ut: we prefer to read aut with rendermg of the clau_e. " that that man might be fot'med,who should
_*uunus and mherr., know Htm." is. after all, prefembk to that given above.
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declares regarding Him : "All things were made being ignorant of them. If he was really igno-
by Him, and without Him was nothing made." ' rant, then God WIU not be prescient of all thangs.
Now, among the "all things" our world must be But they will not even [in that case] be able to
embraced. It too, therefore, was made by His assign a reason on what account He thus left this
Word, as Scripture tells us in the book of Gene- place void during so long a period of Ume. If,
sis that He made all things connected with our again, He is prescient, and contemplated men-
word by His Word. David also expresses the tally that creation which was about to have a
same truth [whenhe says], "For He spake, and being in that place, then He Himself created it
they were made ; He commanded, and they who also formed it beforehand [ideally] in Him-
were created." * Whom, therefore, shall we be- self.
lieve as to the creation of the word--these 2. Let them cease, therefore, to affirm that the
heretics who have been mentioned that prate so world was made by any other ; for as soon as
foolishly and inconsistently on the subject, or God formed a conception in His mind, that was
the disciples of the Lord, and Moses, who was also done which He had thus mentally con-
both a faithful servant of God and a prophet ? ceived. For it was not possible that one Being
He at first narrated the formation of the world should mentally form the conception, and an-
in these words : "In the beginning God created other actually produce the things which had been
the heaven and the earth," 3 and all other things conceived by Him in His mind. But God, ac-
in succession ; but neither gods nor angels [had cording to these heretics, mentally conceived
any share in the work], either an eternal world or a temporal one, both

Now, that this God is the Father of our Lord of which suppositions cannot be true. Yet if
Jesus Christ, Paul the apostle also has declared, He had mentally concelved of it as eternal,
[saying,] "There is one God, the Father, who spiritual, 6 and visible, it would also have been
is above all, and through all things, and in us formed such. But if it was formed such as it

all." 4 I have indeed proved already that there really is, then He made it such who had mentallyis only one God ; but I shall further demonstrate conceived of it as such ; or He willed it to ex_t
this from the apostles themselves, and from the in the tdeality 7 of the Father, according to the
discourses of the Lord. For what sort of con- conception of His mind, such as it now is, corn-
duct would it be, were we to forsake the utter- pound, mutable, and transient. Since, then, _t
ances of the prophets, of the Lord, and of the is just such as the Father had [ideally] formed
apostles, that we might give heed to these per- in counsel with Himself, it must be worthy of the
sons, who speak not a word of sense ? Father. But to affirm that what was mentally

!conceived and pre-created by the Father of all,
CHAP. IIL w THE BYTHUSAND PLEROMAOF THE just as it has been actually formed, is the fruit of

VALENTINIANS,AS WELL AS THE GOD OF MAR- defect, and the production of ignorance, is to be
CION, SHOWN TO BE ABSURD ; THE WORLD WAS guilty of great blasphemy. For, according to
ACTUALLYCREATED BY THE SAME BEING WHO them, the Father of all will thus be [regarded
HAD CONCEIVED THE IDEA OF IT, AND WAS NOT asJ generating in His breast, according to His
THE FRUIT OF DEFECT OR IGNORANCE. own mental conception, the emanations of defect
I. The Bythus, therefore, whom they conceive and the fruits of ignorance, since the things

of with his Pleroma, and the God of Marcion, which He had conceived in His mind have
are inconsistent. If indeed, as they affirm, he actually been produced.
has something subjacent and beyond himself,
which they style vacuity and shadow, this vacuum CHAP. IV.-- THE ABSURI)rrv OF THE SL'PPOS_D
is then proved to be greater than their Pleroma. VACtmM Am) DEFECT OF THE I_ERgrlcs _S
But it is inconsistent even to make this state- I)Fa_ONSTRATED.

ment, that while he contains all things within i. The cause, then, of such a dispensation on
himself, the creation was formed by some other, the part of God, is to be inquired after ; but the
For it is absolutely necessary that they acknowl- formation of the world is not to be ascribed to
edge a certain void and chaotic kind of existence any other. And all things are to be spoken of
(below the spiritual Pleroma) in _hich this uni- as having been so prepared by God beforehand,
verse was formed, and that the Propator pur- that they should be made as they have been
posely left this chaos as it was, either s knowing
beforehand what things were to happen in it, or 6 Wehavetranslatedthetextas itherestandsin theMss.Grabeomits *thirztalem el; Massuet proposes to read efin_zsrbdt_,and

Staererl invzsi[#rTtm.
7 Znl_raesenlza: Grabe proposes £spra_seienl:aj but without _tq

t John L ]. authority. "The reader," sacs Harvey, " wtll observe that thereare
2 Fs. xxxfil. 9, cxlviii. 5. three suppositions advanced f_y the author: that the world, as _0me
3 Gem L L heretics asserted t was eternal; that it was created m time, with no
4 F-Oh. iv. 6, differing somewhat from Text. Rec. of New Testa- prevmus tdea of tt in the dlwne nund" or that it extsted as a porU_

meat of the divine counsels from all etermty, though with no temporal su
$ In the barbarous Latin version we here find set'rum . . . a_ sistence until the ttme of its creation, -- and of this the author now

mt the translation of_ . . . _, instead ofaut . . . a_t. speaks." The whole passage is most obscurely expressed.
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made ; but shadow and vacuity are not to be Bythus be, who allows a stain to have place in
conjured into existence. But whence, let me His own bosom, and permits another one to
ask, came this vacuity [of which they speak] ? create or produce within His territory, contrary
If it was indeed produced by Him who, accord- to His own will ? Such a mode of acting would
ing to them, is the Father and Author of all truly entail [the charge of] degeneracy upon the
things, then it is both equal in honour and re- entire Pleroma, since it might from the first
lated to the rest of the -.'Eons, perchance even have cut off that defect, and those emanations
more ancient than they are. Moreover, if it which derived their origin from it,3 and not have
proceeded from the same source [as they did], agreed to permit the formation of creation either
it must be similar in nature to Him who pro- in ignorance, or passion, or in defect. For he
duced it, as well as to those along with whom it who can afterwards rectify a defect, and does,
was produced. There will therefore be an abso- as it were, wash away a stain,* could at a much
lute necessity, both that the Bythus of whom earlier date have taken care that no such stain

they speak, along with Sige, be similar in nature should, even at first, be found among his pos-
to a vacuum, that is, that He really is a vacuum ; sessions. Or if at the first he allowed that the

and that the rest of the 2Eons, since they are things whichwere made [should be as they are],
the brothers of vacuity, should also be devoid _ since they could not, in fact, be formed other-
of substance. If, on the other hand, it has not wise, then it follows that they must always con-
been thus produced, it must have sprung from tinue in the same condition. For how is it
and been generated by itself, and in that case it possible, that those things which cannot at the

. wallbe equal in point of age to that Bythus who first obtain rectification, should subsequently
is, according to them, the Father of all ; and receive it ? Or how can men say that they are
thus vacuity will be of the same nature and of called to perfection, when those very beings who
the same honour with Him who is, according to are the causes from which men derive their
them, the universal Father. For it must of he- origin--either the Demiurge himself, or the

_ cessity have been either produced by some one angels--are declared to exist in defect ? And

or generated by itself, and sprung from itself if, as is maintained, [the Supreme Being,] inas-
But if, in truth, vacuity was produced, then its much as He is benignant, did at last take pity

, producer Valentinus is also a vacuum, as are upon men, and bestow on them perfection, He
; likewise his followers. If, again, it was not pro- ought at first to have pitied those who were the

duced, but was generated by itself, then that creators of man, and to have conferred on them
which is really a vacuum is similar to, and the perfection. In this way, men too would verily
brother of, and of the same honour with, that have shared in His compassion, being formed
Father who has been proclaimed by Valentinus ; perfect by those that were perfect. For if He
while it is more ancient, and dating its existence pitied the _oork of these beings, He ought long

: from a period greatly anterior, and more exalted before to have pitied themselves, and not to have
in honour than the remaining A_ons of Ptolemy allowed them to fall into such awful blindness.

: himself, and Heracleon, and all the rest * who 3. Their talk also about shadow and vacuity,
hold the same opinions, in which they maintain that the creation with

2. But if, driven to despair in regard to these which we are concerned was formed, will be
points, they confess that the Father of all con- brought to nothing, if the things referred to were
tains all things, and that there is nothing what- created within the territory which is contained

: ever outside of the Pleroma (for it is an absolute by the Father. For if they hold that the light
necessity that, [if there be anything outside of of their Father is such that it fills all things

i lt,] it should be bounded and circumscribed by which are inside of Him, and illuminates them
something greater than itself), and that they all, how can any vacuum or shadow possibly
speak of what is without and wh_tt within in exist within that territory which is contained by
reference to knowledge and ignorance, and not the Pleroma, and by Ihe light of the Father?
w_th respect to local distance ; but that, in the For, in that case, it behoves them to point out
Pleroma, or in those things which are contained some place within the Propator, or within the
by the Father, the whole creation which we Pleroma, which is not illuminated, nor kept pos-
know to have been formed, having been made session of by any one, and in which either the
by the Demiurge, or by the angels, is contained angels or the Demiurge formed whatever they
by the unspeakable greatness, as the centre is in pleased. Nor will it be a small amount of space
a circle, or as a spot is in a garment,- then, in in which such and so great a creation can be
the first place, what sort of a being must that

3 *'Abeo:"some refer"co" to the I)emlur_,l_t it _ _0_ tm-
z Li usual for the Latin translator to follow the Greek _en_.., although
2 Ltterally, *, should also posses._ a vacant substance " different from that of the Latin word which he has hlmseif employed.

• _ text has "rehquis ornnihv.s," which would refer to the We may therefore here refer"eo"to°'labem,"which is the tranr,la-
qu0rn_.:, but .we follow the emendanon proposed by Massuet. *' rell- tlon of the neuter noun _r_'_p_ta.

•_ Ommum, as the reference manifestly is to other heretics. ,t La$_rm Is here repeated, probably by mistake.
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conceived of as having been formed. There covered to be the author of ignorance. For,
will therefore be an absolute necessity that, according to their statements, when He had
within the Pleroma, or within the Father of gtven a form so far as substance was concerned
whom they speak, they should conceive' of some to the Mother they concewe of, He cast her
place, void, formless, and full of darkness, in outside of the Pleroma ; that is, He cut her off
which those things were formed which have been from knowledge. He, therefore, who separated
formed. By such a supposition, however, the her from knowledge, did in reality produce igno-
light of their Father would incur a reproach, as rance in her. How then could the very same
if He could not illuminate and fill those things person bestow the gift of knowledge on the rest
which are within Himself. Thus, then, when of the _Eons, those who were anterior to Hnn
they maintain that these things were the fruit of [in production], and yet be the author of igno-
defect and the work of error, they do moreover rance to His Mother ? For He placed her be-
introduce defect and error within the Pleroma, yond the pale of knowledge, when He cast her
and into the bosom of the Father. outside of the Pleroma.

z. Moreover, if they explain being within and
CHAP. V.--THIS WORLD WAS NOT FORMED BY ANY wtthout the Pleroma as implying knowledge and

OTHER BEINGS WITHLN THE TERRITORYWHICH ignorance respectively, as certain of them do
IS CONTAINEDBY THE FATHER. (since he who has knowledge is within that
i. The remarks, therefore; which I made a which knows), then they must of necessity grant

little while ago 2 are suitable in answer to those that the Saviour Himself (whom they designate
who assert that this world was formed outside of All Things) was in a state of ignorance. For
the Pleroma, or under a "good God ;" and such they maintain that, on His coming forth outsute
persons, with the Father they speak of, will be of the Pleroma, He imparted form to their
quite cut off from that which is outside the Mother [Achamoth]. If, then, they assert that
Pleroma, in which, at the same tmae, it is neces- whatever is outside [the Pleroma] is _gnorant of
sary that they should finally rest.3 In answer to all things, and if the Saviour went forth to 1m-
those, again, who maintain that this world was part form to their Mother, then He was situated
formed by certain other bemgs within that terri- beyond the pale of the knowledge of all things,
tory which is contained by the Father, all those that is, He was in ignorance. How then could
points which have now 4 been noticed will pre- He communicate knowledge to her, when He
sent themselves [as exhibiting their] absurdities Himself was beyond the pale of knowledge ?
and incoherencies ; and they will be compelled For we, too, they declare to be outside the Pie-
either to acknowledge all those things which are roma, inasmuch as we are outside of the knowl-
within the Father, lucid, full, and energetic, or edge which they possess. And once more : If
to accuse the light of the Father as if He could the Saviour really went forth beyond the Pleroma
not illuminate all things ; or, as a portion of their to seek after the sheep which was lost, but the
Pleroma [is so described], the whole of it must Pleroma is [co-extensive with] knowledge, then
be confessed to be void, chaotic, and full of He placed Himself beyond the pale of knowl-
darkness. And they accuse all other created edge, that is, in ignorance. For it is necessary
things as if these were merely temporal, or [at either that they grant that what is outside the
the best], if eternal,S yet material. But 6 these Pleroma is so in a local sense, in which case 3!1
(the __,ons) ought to be regarded as beyond the the remarks formerly made will rise up against
reach of such accusations, since they are within them ; or if they speak of that which is within m
the Pleroma, or the charges in question will regard to knowledge, and of that which is with-
equally fall against the entire Pleroma; and out in respect to ignorance, then their Savmur,
thus the Christ of whom they speak is dis- and Christ long before Him, must have been

formed m ignorance, inasmuch as they went
x The Latin istieri ees: Massuet conjectures that the Greek had forth beyond the Pleroma, that is, beyond the_ot¢[_rOa_ _t_ro_J¢;,and that the translator rendered _o,d_O_tL as

a passiveinsteadofa rnu:ldleverb,tier, forfaeere, pale of knowledge, in order to impart form to2 See above, chap i
n The Latin text here is, "et eonctudentur tales eum patre suo ab their Mother.

eo qui est extra Pleroma, m quo ettam et desinere cos neee_ est " I These arguments may, in like manner, beNone of the editors nonce the difficulty or obscurity of the clause, but ] 3 •
tt appears to us absolutely untran_lateable. We have rendered it as adapted to meet the case of all those who, in an?'

if the reading were "ab eo ¢uod," though, if the qtrtct grammatical way, maintain that the world was formed ettherconstruetton he followed, the translation must he, "from Htr_ who."

But then to what does " m quo," which follows, refer? It may he as- by angels or by any other one than the true God.
eribed either to the immedtate antecedent Pleroma, or to Him who For the charges which they bring against theis described as being beyond it.

4 Chap. it, m,, tv.
S Thts is an extremely difficult passage. We follow the reading Demiurge, and those things which were made

_ttrnacholca adopted by Maasaet, but Harvey reads ¢eterna chorea, material and temporal, will in truth fall back on
and renders, "They charge all other substance (t e,, spmtual) with
the nnperf¢c_ous of the material ereatwn, as though/_f, on substance the Father ; if indeed the r very things which
were equally ephemeral and chine,"

6 The common reading is "aut, " we adopt Harvey's conjectural 7 The above clause xs very obscure, Massuet reads tt mtcrroga
emendation of" at." , lively.
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were formed in the bosom of the Pleroma began CHAP. VI.--THE _GELS AND THE CREATOROF
by and by in fact to be dissolved, in accordance THE WORLD COULDNOT HAVE BEEN IGNORANT
with the permission and good-will of the Father. or THE SUPREMEGOD.

: The [immediate] Cl'eator, then, is not the [real] I. How, again, could either the angels, or the
Author of this work, thinking, as He did, that He Creator of the world, have been ignorant of the
formed it very good, but He who allows and Supreme God, seeing they were His property, and,
approves of the productions of defect, and the His creatures, and were contained by Him ? He
works of error having a place among his °wn might indeed have been invisible to them on ac-
possessions, and that temporal things should be count of His superiority, but He could by no
mixed up with eternal, corruptible with incorrupt- rneans have been unknown to them on account
lble, and those which partake of error with those of His providence. For though it is true, as
which belong to truth. If, however, these things they declare, that they were very far separated
were formed without the permission or approba- from Him through their inferiority [of nature],tlon of the Father of all, then that Being must be yet, as His dominion extended over all of them,
more powerful, stronger, and more kingly, who it behoved them to know their Ruler, and to be
made these things within a territory which prop- aware of this in particular, that He who created
edy belongs to Him (the Father), and did so them is Lord of all. For since His invisible es-

without His permission. If again, as s6me say, sence is mighty, it confers on all a proi'ound
: their Father permitted these things without ap- mental intuition and perception of His most

proving of them, then He gave the permission powerful, yea, omnipotent greatness. Where-
"_ on account of some necessity, being either able fore, although "no one knows the Father, except
: to prevent [such procedure], or notable. But if the Son, nor the Son except the Father, and

indeed He could not [hinder it], then He is weak those to whom the Son will reveal Him," * yet
and powerless; while, if He could, He is a all [beings] do know this one fact at least, be-
seducer, a hypocrite, and a slave of necessity, cause reason, implanted in their minds, moves
inasmuch as He does not consent [to such a them, and reveals to them [the truth] that there
course], and yet allows it as if He did consent, is one God, the Lord of all.
And allowing error to arise at the first, and to go 2.. And on this account all things have been
on increasing, He endeavours in later times to [by general consent] placed under the sway of
destroy it, when already many have miserably Him who is styled the Most High, and the Al-
perished on account of the [original] defect, mighty. By calling upon Him, even before the

4. It is not seemly, however, to say of Him coming of our Lord, men were saved both from
who is God over all, since He is free and inde- most wicked spirits, and from all kinds of demons,
pendent, that He was a slave to necessity, or that and from every sort of apostate power. This was
anything takes place with His permission, yet the case, not as if earthly spirits or demons had
against His desire ; otherwise they will make seen Him, but because they knew of the existence
necessity greater and more kingly than God, since of Him who is God over all, at whose invocation
that which has the most power is superior x to all they trembled, as there does tremble every crea-

: Eothers]. And He ought at the very beginning ture, and principality, and power, and every be-
to have cut off the causes of [the fancied] neces- ing endowed with energy under His government.
sity, and not to have allowed Himself to be shut By way of parallel, shall not those who live under
up to yielding to that necessity, by permitting the empire of the Romans, although they have
anything besides that which became Him. For never seen the emperor, but are far separated
it would have been much better, more consistent, from him both by land and sea, know very well,
and more God-like, to cut off at the beginning as they experience his rule, who it is that pos-
the principle of this kind of necessity, than after- sesses the principal power in the state ? How
wards, as if moved by repentance, to endeavour then could it be, that those angels who were su-
to extirpate the results of necessity when they perior to us [in nature], or even He whom they
had reached such a development. And if the call the Creator of the world, did not know the
Father of all be a slave to necessity, and must Almighty, when even dumb animals tremble and
yield to fate, while He unwillingly tolerates the yield at the invocation of His name ? And as,
things which are done, but is at the same time although they have not seen Him, yet all things
powerless to do anything in opposition to neces- are subject to the name of our Lord,3 so must
sity and fate (like the Homeric Jupiter, who says they also be to His who made and established all
of necessity, ,, I have willingly given thee, yet with things by His word, since it was no other than He
unwilling mind "\ t"j, nen, according to this reason- who formed the world. And for this reason do
ing, the Bythus of whom they speak will be found the Jews even now put demons to flight by means
to be the slave of necessity and fate.

I T
he he text has" antlqulu_)" hter'al|y '( more ancient)" but It may _ Matt. xl _7rebcreade_lasabove. 5Massu©trefersthistothe Romanemperor.
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of this very adjuration, inasmuch as all beings is rather an aspirant after vainglory, than, One
fear the invocation of Him who created them. who honours those things which are above. For

3- If, then, they shrink from affirming that the what honour can those things which are temporal
angels are more irrational than the dumb animals, confer on such as are eternal and endure for ever?
they will find that it behoved these, although they or those which pass away on such as remain? or
had not seen Him who is God over all, to know those which are corruptible on such as are incur-
His power and sovereignty. For it will appear ruptible ?--since, even among men who are
truly ridiculous, if they maintain that they them- themselves mortal, there is no value attached
se]ves indeed, who dwell upon the earth, know to that honour which speedily passes away, but to
Him who is God over all whom they have never that which endures as long as it possibly can.
seen, but will not allow Him who, according to _But those things which, as soon as they are made,
their opinion, formed them and the whole world, come to an end, may justly be said rather to have
although He dwells in the heights and above the been formed for the contempt of such as are
heavens, to know those things with which they thought to be honoured by them ; and that that
themselves, though they dwell below, are ac- which is eternal is contumeliously treated when
quainted. [_Thisis the case], unless perchance its image is corrupted and dissolved. But what
they maintain that Bythus lives in Tartarus below if their Mother had not wept, and laughed, and
the earth, and that on this account they have at- been in4olved in despair ? The Saviour would
mined to a knowledge of Him before those angels not then have possessed any means of honouring
who have their abode on high. Thus do they the Fulness, inasmuch as her last state of con.
rush into such an abyss of madness as to pro- fusion_ did not have substance of its own by
nounce the Creator of the world void of under- which it might honour the Propator.
standing. They are truly deserving of pity, since 2. Alas for the honour of vainglory which at
with such utter folly they affirm that He (the once passes away, and no longer appears I There
Creator of the world) neither knew Hi_ Mother, will be some 3 A_on, in whose case such hoDo_r

nor her seed, nor the Pleroma of the _Eons, nor will not be thought at all to have had an exist.
the Propator, nor what the things were which He and then the things which are above w_ll
made; but that these are images of those things be unhonoured ; or it will be necessary to pro-
which are within the Pleroma, the Saviour ha'ving duce once more another Mother weeping, andm
secretly laboured that they should be so formed despair, in order to the honour of the Pleroma.
[by the unconscious Demiurge], in honour of What a dissimilar, and at the same time bias-
those things which are above, phemous image ! Do you tell me that an nnage

of the Only-begotten was produced by the former4
CHAP. VH. _ CREATED THINGS ARE NOT THE IM- of the world, whom 5 again ye wish to be cons_d-

AGESOF THOSE._X)NSWI_OAe.E wn'Hm THE ered the Nous (mind) of the Father of all, and
PLERO_A. [yet maintain] that this image was ignorant of
I. While the Demiurge was thus ignorant of itself, ignorant of creation, _ ignorant, too, of the

alt things, they tell us that the Saviour conferred Mother, -- ignorant of everything that exists, and
honour upon the Pleroma by the creation [which of those things which were made by it ; and are
he summoned into existence] through means of you not ashamed while, in opposition to your-
his Mother, inasmuch as he produced similitudes selves, you ascribe ignorance even to the 0nly-
and images of those things which are above, begotten Himself ? For ff these things [betow_
But I have already shown that it was impossible were made by the Saviour after the similitude of
that anything should exist beyon,z"the Pleroma those which are above, while He (the Demiurge)
(in which external region they tell us that finages who was made after such similitude was in sogreat
were made of those things which are within the ignorance, it necessanly follows that aroundH_m.
Pleroma), or that this world was formed by any and in accordance w_th Him, after whose bke-
other one than the Supreme God. But if it is a ness he that is thus ignorant was formed, ign0-
pleasant thing to overthrow them on every side, rance of the kind in question spiritually ex_ts.
and to prove them vendors of falsehood ; let us
say, in opposition to them, that if these things t Harvey supposesthatthetranslatorhereread_¢t_am instead
were made by the Saviour to the honour of those ;_2_a(glorm); butGrahe, Massuet, andSuerenprefertoddete
which are above, after their likeness, then it be- =. Refe_nee.I,heremadetothesupposedwretchedstateofhcha-

mot_ as tying m the re_gionof shadow, vacutty, and, m fact,nun-
hoved them always to endure, that those things existence, until compasstouatedby the Chrtst above, who gavehermrmas respected$_stance.
which have been honoured should perpetually - swe havehterallytranslated theabovever_.obscuresentencecontinue in honour. But if they do in fact pass _ccoramg to Massuet, the sense is: "There wdl someume be,or
away, what is the use of this very brief period of perrmpseven now there Is, someJEon utterly destituteof suchhowour, inasmuch asthose things whtchthe Saviour forthe sakeof hon-

ounng it, had formedafterits image have been _estroved and then
honour, _ an honour which at one time had no thosethings wh/chareabovewtll rein without hono_r,"etc
existence, and which shall again come to noth- , The Savmur is here referredto, as having formed all th,ngs
ing ? In that case I shall prove that the Saviour _.h ,_as ofAchamothandtheDemiurge.

massuet deletes euttt¢, and readsni_a as a genitive..
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For it is not possible, since both were produced supposition of the likeness of those things might
spiritually, and neither fashioned nor composed, harmonize with the -,'Eons. Moreover, since
that in some the likeness was preserved, while there are in the world some creatures that are
in others the likeness of the image was spoiled, gentle, and others that are fierce, some that are
that image which was here produced that it innocuous, while others are hurtful and destroy
might be according tothe image of that produc- the rest ; some have their abode on the earth,
tion which is above. But if it is not similar, the others in the water, others in the air, and others
charge will then attach to the Saviour, who pro- in the heaven ; in hke manner, they are bound
duced a dissimilar image, roof being, so to to show that the .JEons possess such properties,
speak, an incompetent workman. For it is out if indeed the one are the images of the others.
of their power to athrm that the Saviour had not And besides ; "the eternal fire which the Father
the faculty of production, since they style Him has prepared for the devil and his angels," z m
All Things. If, then, the image is dissimilar, he they ought to show of which of those eF.oas that
is a poor workman, and the blame lies, according are above it is the image ; for it, too, is reckoned
to their hypothesis, with the Saviour. If, on the part of the creation.
other hand, it is similar, then tlre same ignorance 4. If, however, they say that these things are
will be found to exist in the Nous (mind) of the images of the Enthymesis of that _Eon who
their Propator, that is, in the Only-begotten. fell into passion, then, first of all, they will act
The Nous of the Father, in that case, was igno- impiously against their Mother, by declaring her
rant of Himself; ignorant, too, of the Father; to be the first cause of evil and corruptible
ignorant, moreover, of those very things which images. And then, again, how can those things
were formed by Him. But if He has knowl- which are manifold, and dissimilar, and contrary
edge, it necessarily follows also that he who was in their nature, be the images of one and the
formed after his likeness by the Saviour should same Being? And if they say that the angels of
know the things which are like ; and thus, ac- the Pleroma are numerous, and that those things
cording to their own principles, their monstrous which are many are the images of these--not
blasphemy is overthrown, in this way either will the account they give be

: 3- Apart from this, however, how can those satisfactory. For, in the first place, they are then
things which belong to creation, various, maul- bound to point out differences among the angels
fold, and innumerable as they are, be the images of the Pleroma, which are mutually opposed to
of those thirty 2Eous which are within the Ple- each other, even as the images existing below
roma, whose names, as these men fix them, I are of a contrary nature among themselves. And
have set forth in the book which precedes this ? then, again, since there are many, yea, innumer-
And not only will they be unable to adapt the able angels who surround the Creator, as all the
[vast] variety of creation at large to the [com- prophets acknowledge,-- [saying, for instance,]
parative] smallness of their Pleroma, but they "Ten thousand times ten thousand stood beside
cannot do this even with respect to any one part Him, and many thousands of thousands minis-
of it, whether [that possessed by] celestial or tered unto Him," 2__ then, according 3 to them,
terrestrial beings, or those that live in the waters, the angels of the Pleroma will have as images
For they themselves testify that their Pieroma the angels of the Creator, and the entire creation
consists of thirty 2Eons ; but any one will under- remains in the image of the Pleroma, but so that
take to show that, in a single department of those the thirty A_ous no longer correspond to the
[created beings] which have been mentioned, manifold variety of the creation.
they reckon that there are not thirty, but many 5. Still further, if these things [below] were
thousands of species. How then can those made after the similitude of those [above], after
things, which constitute such a multiform crea- the likeness of which again will those then be
tion, which are opposed in nature to each other made ? For if the Creator of the world did not
and d_sagree among themselves, and destroy the form these things directly from His own 4 con-
one the other, be the images and likenesses of ception, but, like an architect of no ability, or a
the thirty 2Eons of the Pleroma, if indeed, as boy receiving his first lesson, copied them from
they declare, these being possessed of one nature archetypes furnished by others, then whence did
are of equal and similar properties, and exhibit their Bythus obtain the forms of that creation
no differences [among themselves] ? For it was which He at first produced ? It clearly follows
incumbent, if these things are images of those t Matt. xxv. 4L
-_Eous, _ inasmuch as they declare that some * I_. vii._o,agrtei.$neitherwiththeGreeknor_ t*_
men are wicked by nature, and some, on the s Tlmclau_exceedmglyob_ure. Harvey.r_. ups. tt_

follows: "The reasoning of lrenmtts segms to be thts: A_
other hand, naturally good, _ to point out such theG_ti¢ th_o_,the._o., .=t _# a t_ _,m,_ w,.t th"

geneous. They were also the archctype.s ol t.amgs crcatecL I_t ttlmgs
differences also among their 2_Eous, and to main- ._t_*re hetorog*_,_' t_o_ _r,_ ._*= _"
rain that some of them were produced naturally neous, whichtscontrarytotheory, o_rthiags_ar*which ts contrary to fact."
good, while some were naturally evil, so that the . Laxity, "_ mm_"
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that He must have received the model from
CHAP.VIII.--CRF_ATED THINGSARE NOT A SHADOw

some other one who is above Him, and that one, or THE PLEROMA.
in turn, from another. And none the less [for
these suppositions], the talk about images, as L If, again, they declare that these things
about gods, will extend to infinity, if we do not [below] are a shadow of those [above], as some
at once fix our mind on one Artificer, and on of them are bold enough to maintain, so that in
one God, who of Himself formed those things this respect they are images, then it will be he-
which have been created. Or is it really the Icessary for them to allow that those things which
case that, in regard to mere men, one will allow are above are possessed of bodies. For those
that they have of themselves invented what is bodies which are above do cast a shadow, but
useful for the purposes of life, but will not grant spiritual substances do not, since they can in
to that God who formed the world, that of Him- no degree darken others. If, however, we also
self He created the forms of those things which igrant them this point (though it is, in fact, an
have been made, and imparted to it its orderly impossibility), that there is a shadow belonging
arrangement ? to those essences which are spiritual and lucent,

6. But, again, how can these things [below] into which they declare their Mother descended ;
be images of those [above], since they are really yet, since those things [which are above] are
contrary to them, and can in no respect have eternal, and that shadow which is cast by them
sympathy with them ? For those things which endures for ever, [it follows that] these things
are contrary to each other may indeed be de- [below] are also not transitory, but endure along
strnctive of those to which they are contrary, with those which cast their shadow over them.
but can by no means be their images-- as, for ! If, on the other hand, these things [below] are
instance, water and fire ; or, again, light and transitory, it is a necessary consequence that
darkness, and other such things, can never be the those [above] also, of which these are the
images of one another. In like manner, neither shadow, pass away ; while, if they endure, thelr
can those things which are corruptible and earthly, shadow likewise endures.
and of a compound nature, and transitory, be the ! 2. If, however, they maintain that the shadow
images of those which, according to these men, spoken of does not exist as being produced by
are spiritual ; unless these very things themselves the shade of [those above], but s_mply in ths
be allowed to be compound, limited in space, respect, that [the things below] are far separated
and of a definite shape, and thus no longer spir- from those [above], they will then charge the
itual, and diffused, and spreading into vast extent, light of their Father with weakness and insuf-
and incomprehensible. For they must of neces- ciency, as if it cannot extend so far as these
sit), be possessed of a definite figure, and con- th/ngs, but fails to fill that which is empty, and
fined within certain limits, that they may be true to dispel the shadow, and that when no one is
images ; and then it is decided that they are not offer/ng any hindrance. For, according to them,
spiritual. If, however, these men maintain that the light of their Father will be changed into
they are spiritual, and diffused, and incompre- darkness and buried in obscurity, and will come
hensible, how can those things which are pos- to an end in those places which are characterized
sessed of figure, and confined within certain by emptiness, since it cannot penetrate and fill
limits, be the images of such as are destitute of all things. Let them then no longer declare that
figure and incomprehensible ? their Bythus is the fulness of all things, if indeed

7- If, again, they affirm that neither according he has neither filled nor illuminated that which
to configuration nor formation, but according to Is vacuum and shadow ; or, on the other hand, let
number and the order of production, those things them cease talking of vacuum and shadow, if the
[above] are the images [of these below], then, light of their Father does in truth fill all things.
in the first place, these things [below] ought not 3- Beyond the primary Father, then--that
to be spoken of as images and likenesses of those is, the God who is over all -- there can neither
2Eons that are above. For how can the things be any Pleroma into which they declare the
which have neither the fashion nor shape of those Enthymesis of that zEon who suffered passion,
[above] be their images? And, in the next descended (so that the Pleroma itself, or the
place, they would adapt both the numbers and primary God, should not be limited and circum-
productions of the 2Eons above, so as to render scribed by that which is beyond, and should, in
them identical with and similar to thoseth at fact, be contained by it) ; nor can vacuum or
belong to the creation [below]. But now, since shadow have any existence, since the Father
they refer to only thirty 2Eons, and declare that exists beforehand, so that His light cannot fail,
the vast multitude of things which are embraced and find end in a vacuum. It is, moreover,
within the creation [below] are images of those irrational and impious to conceive of a place m
that are but thirty, we may justly condemn them which He who is, according to them, Propator,
as utterly destitute of sense, and Proarche, and Father of all, and of this
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Pleroma, ceases and has an end. Nor, again, z. This God, then, being acknowledged, as I
is it allowable, for the reasons ' already stated, have said, and receiving testimony from all to the
to allege that some other being formed so vast a fact of His existence, that Father whom they
creation in the bosom of the Father, either with conjure into existence is beyond doubt untenable,
or without His consent. For it is equally ira- and has no witnesses [to his existence]. Simon
pious and infatuated to affirm that so great a Magus was the first who said that he himself was
creation was _ formed by angels, or by some God over all, and that the world was formed by
particular production ignorant of the true God his angels. Then those who succeeded him, as
in that territory which is His own. Nor is it I have shown in the first book,S by their several
possible that those things which are earthly and opinions, still further depraved [his teaching]
material could have been formed within their through their impious and irreligious doctrines
Pleroma, since that is wholly spiritual. And against the Creator. These [heretics now re-
further, it is not even possible that those things ferred to], 6 being the disciples of those men-
whichbelong to a multiform creation, and have tioned, render such as assent to them worse than
been formed with mutually opposite qualities, the heathen. For the former "serve the creature
[could have been created] after the image of rather than the Creator," 7and "those which are
the things above, since these (i.e., the A_ons) are not gods," s notwithstanding that they ascribe
saidto be few, and of a like formation, and homo- the first place in Deity to that God who was the
geneous. Their talk, too, about the shadow of Maker of this universe. But the latter maintain
kenoma_ that is, of a vacuum-- has in all that He, [i.e., the Creator of this world,] is the
point_ turned out false. Their figment, then, fruit of a defect, and describe Him as being of

- [m what way soever viewed,] has been proved an animal nature, and as not knowing that Power
groundless,3 and their doctrines untenable, which is above Him, while He also exclaims,
Empty, too, are those who listen to them, and "I am God, and besides Me there is no other
areverily descending into the abyss of perdition. GOd." q Affirming that He lies, they axe them-

selves liars, attributing all sorts of wickedness to
CaAe.IX.--a'HERE IS Btrr ONE CREATORor TIlE Him ; and conceiving of one who is not above

WORLD,GODTIIEFATHER: THISTIIE CO_rST._rrthis Being as really having an existence, they are
BELIEFOF THE CHURCH. thus convicted by their own views of blasphemy
i. That God is the Creator of the world is against that GOd who really exists, while they

accepted even by those very persons who in conjure into existence a god who has no exist-
: manyways speak against Him, and yet acknowl- ence, to their own condemnation. And thus

edge Him, styling Him the Creator, and an an- those who declare themselves "perfect," and as
gel,not to mention that all the Scriptures call being possessed of the knowledge of all things,
out [to the same effect], and the Lord teaches are found to be worse than the heathen, and to
us of this Father 4 who is in heaven, and no entertain more blasphemousopinions even against
other, as I shall show in the sequel of this work. their own Creator.
For the present, however, that proof which is
derivedfrom those who allege doctrines opposite CHAP.X.m PERVVP.SEnCrEm'RgrATIONSOr SCRW-
tOours, is of itself sufficient, -- all men, in fact, TUREBY THE HERETICS: GODCREATEDALL
consenting to this truth: the ancients on their THINGSOUTOF NOTHmC,_ NOTFROMPaE-
part preserving with special care, from the tradi- EXrSTV_grMATrER.
tion of the first-formed man, this persuasion, t. It is therefore in the highest degree irra-
while they celebrate the praises of one God, the tional, that we should take no account of Him
Maker of heaven and earth ; others, again, after who is truly God, and who receives testimony
them, being reminded of this fact by the proph- from all, while we inquire whether there is above
ets of God, while the very heathen learned it Him that [other being] who really has no exist-
from creation _tself. For even creation reveals ence, and has never been proclaimed by any one.
Him who formed it, and the very work made For that nothing has been clearly spoken regard-
saggests Him who made it, and the world mani- ing Him, they themselves furnish testimony ; for
rests Him who ordered it. The Universal since they, with wretched success, tmnffer to
Church, moreover, through the whole world, has that being who has been conceived of by them,
received this tradition from the apostles, those parables [of Scripture] which, whatever

"--_above c2tauii andv the form in which they have been spoken, are
The .... sought after [for this purpose], it is manifestread_ . text has j_akrtcd.rst, for which, says Massuet, should be

s'.. _aortcal.amescs;orfal_ricdsseitselfmustbetakenina pas- that they now generate another [god], who was
.m_estgemcatmn. It is possible, however, to translate, as Harvey,
_tes, ': .tl_. He (Bythus) formed sogreat a creataon by angels,'

though this seems harsh and unsuitable. S _ chap xxiiL etc.
__ ,terall.y, tmlMy: there is a play on the words vacuum and 6 Viz., the Valentinlans.
_ar__ (which tmmediately follows), as there had been in the original 7 Rom. i. aS.e Gal. iv. 8.

4 Comp. e.g., Matt. v. a6, v. 45, vL 9, etc. 9 _ zlvL 9.
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never previously sought a_er. For by the fact her passions aforesaid the so vast material sub-
that they thus endeavour to explain ambiguous stance of creation. They inquire, too, whence
passages of Scripture (ambiguous, however, not ithe substance of creation was supplied to the
as ff referring to another god, but as regards CreatGr; but they do not inquire whence [were
the dispensations of [the true] God), they have supplied] to their Mother (whom they call the
constructed another god, weaving, as I said be- Enthymesis and impulse of the zEon that went
fore, ropes of sand, and affixing a more impor- astray) so great an amount of tears, or perspi-
tantto a less importantquestion. For no question ration, or sadness, or that which produced the
can be solved by means of another which itself remainder of matter.
awaits solution ; nor, in the opinion of those 4. For, to attribute the substance of created
possessed of sense, can an ambiguity be ex- things to the power and will of Him who is God
plained by means of another ambiguity, or enig- of all, is worthy both of credit and acceptance.
mrs by means of another greater enigma, but It is also agreeable [to reason], and there may
things of such character receive their solution be well said regarding such a behef, that "the
from those which are manifest, and consistent, things which are impossible with men are possl-
and clear, ble with God."_ Wh-ilemen, indeed, carmot make

2. But these [heretics], while striving to ex- anything out ot nothing, but only out of matter
plain passages of Scripture and parables, bring already existing, yet God is in this point pre-
forward another more important, and indeed ira- eminently superior to men, that He Himself
pious question, to this effect, "Whether there be called into being the substance of His creation,
really another god above that God who was the when previously it had no existence. But the
Creator of the world?" They are not in the way assertion that matter was produced from the
of solving the questions [which they propose] ; Enthymesis of an A_on going astray, and that
for how could they find means of doing so? But the /Eon [referred to] was far separated from
they append an important question to one of less her Enthymesis, and that, again, her passion and
consequence, and thus insert [in their specula- feeling, apart from herself, became matter- is
tions] a difficulty incapable of solution. For in incredible, infatuated, impossible, and untenable.
order that they may ' know "knowledge" itself
(yet not learning this fact, that the Lord, when CHAP.XI.-- THE _ERgrIcs, FROMTHEIRDISBE-
thirty years old, came to the baptism of truth), TIEF OFTHE TRUTH,HAVE FALLENINTOAN
they do impiously despise that God who was the A_VSSOF ERROR: REASONSFOR INVESTIGATING
Creator, and who sent Him for the salvation of ThEm SYSTEMS.
men. And that they may be deemed capable i. They do not believe that He, who is God
of informing us whence is the substance of mat- above all, formed by His Word, in His o_
ter, while they believe not that God, according territory, as He Himself pleased, the variousand
to His pleasure, in the exercise of His own will diversified [works of creation which exist], inns-
and power, formed all things (so that those much as He is the former of all things, like a
things which now are should have an existence) wise architect, and a most powerful monarch.
out of what did not previously exist, they have But they believe that angels, or some power
collected [a multitute of] vain discourses, separate from God, and who was ignorant of Him,
They thus truly reveal their infidelity ; they do formed this universe. By this course, therefore,
not believe in that which really exists, and they not yielding credit to the truth, but wallowingm
have fallen away into [the belief of] that which falsehood, they have lost the bread of true life,
has, in fact, no existence, and have fallen into vacuity 3 and an abyss of

3- For, when they tell us that all moist sub- shadow. They are hke the dog of ¢Esop, which
stance proceeded from the tears of Achamoth, dropped the bread, and made an attempt at
all lucid substance from her smile, all solid sub- seizing its shadow, thus losing the [real] food.
stance from her sadness, all mobile substance It is ea.syto prove from the very words of the
from her terror, and that thus they have sublime I_rd, that He acknowledges one Father end
knowledge on account of which they are superior !Creator of the world, and Fashioner of man, who
to others, _how can these things fail to be re-iwas proclaimed by the law and the prophet_,
garded as worthy of contempt, and truly ridicu-] while He knows no other, and that this One ,s
lous? They do not believe that God (being lreally God over all; and that He teaches that
powerful, and rich in all resources) created matter i that adoption of sons pertaining to the Father.
itself, inasmuch as they know not how much a] which is eternal life, takes place through Him-
spiritual and divine essence can accomplish, self, conferring it [as He does] on all the right-
But they do believe that their Mother, whom they eous.
style a female from a female, produced from

.... I _ Luke xvim aT- ,,t_
I This clau_e i.qunimelliglhle in tl'ee I,atin text: bya conjectural 3 Playinguponthedoctrinesofthehereticswithrespect tor_c

7_torafiou of the Gr_:k we h,Lvc g_vcn the above tramdation, and s/rude.
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_. But since these men delight in attacking us, there are no longer, on their own showing, thirty
and in their true character of cavillers assail us productions of _/Eons, but these then become
with points which really tell not at all against only twenty-nine.
us, bringing forward in opposition to us a multi- 2. Next, with respect to the first production
tude of parables and [captious] questions, I Enncea, whom they also term Sige, from whom
have thought it well, on the other side, first of again they describe Nous and Aletheia as having
all to put to them the following inquiries con- been sent forth, they err in both particulars.
cerning their own doctrines, to exhibit their im- For it is impossible that the thought (Ean0ea)
probability, and to put an end to their audacity, of any one, or his silence (Slge), should be tin-
After this has been done, [I intend] to bring derstood apart from himself; and that, being
forward the discourses of the Lord, so that they sent forth beyond him, it should possess a special
may not only be rendered destitute of the means figure of its own. But if they assert that the
of attacking us, but that, since they will be un- (Enncea) was not sent forth beyond Him, but
able reasonably to reply to those questions which continued one with the Propator, why then do
are put, they may see that their plan of argu- they reckon her with the other ..__.onsm with
ment is destroyed; so that, either returning to those who were not one [with the Father], and
the truth, and humbling themselves, and ceasing are on this account ignorant of His greatness ?
from their multifarious phantasies, they may pro- If, however, she was so united (let us take this
pitiate God for those blasphemies they have also into consideration), there is then an abso-

_- uttered against Him, and obtain salvation ; or lute necessity, that from this united and insepara-
that, if they still persevere in that system of ble conjunction, which constitutes but one being,

! vainglory which has taken possession of their there 2 should proceed an unseparated and united
minds, they may at least find it necessary to production, so that it should not be dissimilar to
change their kind of argument against us. Him who sent it forth. But if this be so, then

just as Bythus and Sige, so also Nous _nd Ale-
i HAP. XIL _ THE TRIACONTAD OF THE HERETICS theia will form one and the same being, ever

ERRS BCrrH BY DEFECt AND EXCmS: SOPHIA cleaving mutually together. And inasmuch as
_ COULDNEVER HAVEPRODUCEDANYTHINGAPART the one cannot be conceived of without the

FROM HER CONsoRT; LOGOSA_rD SIGE COULD other, just as water cannot [be conceived of]
NOTHAVEBEEN CONTEMPORARIES. without [the thought of] moisture, or fire with-
i. We may *remark, in the first place, regard- out [the thought of] heat, or a stone without

ing their Triacontad, that the whole of it mar- [the thought] of hardness (for these things are
: vellously falls to ruin on both sides, that is, both mutually bound together, and the one cannot

a.srespects defect and excess. They say that to be separated from the other, but always co-exists
indicate it the Lord came to be baptized at the with it), so it behoves Bythus to be united in the
age of thirty years. But this assertion really same way with Enncea, and Nous with Aletheia.
amounts to a manifest subversion of their entire I_gos and Zoe again, as being sent forth by

; argument. As to defect, this happens as fol- those that are thus united, ought themselves to
lows : first of all, because they reckon the Propa- be united, and to constitute only one being.
tor among the other A_ions. For the Father of But, according to such a process of reasoning,
all ought not to be counted with other produc- Homo and Ecclesia too, and indeed all the re-

: tions; He who was not produced with that maining conjunctions of the _/Eons produced,
which was produced ; He who was unbegotten ought to be umted, and always to co-exist, the
with that which was born ; He whom no one one with the other. For there is a necessity in
comprehends with that which is comprehended their opinion, that a female A_2_onshould exist
by Him, and who is on this account [Himself] side by side with a male one, inasmuch as she is,
Incomprehensible ; and He who is without figure so to speak, [the forthputting of] his affection.
with that which has a definite shape. For in- 3- These things being so, and such opinions
asmuch as He is superior to the rest, He ought being proclaimed by them, they again venture,
not to be numbered with them, and that so that without a blush, to teach that the younger/Eon
He who is impassible and not in error should of the Duodecad, whom they also style Sophia,
be reckoned with an .'Eon subject to passion, did, apart from union with her consort, whom
and actually in error. For I have shown in the they call Theletus, endure passion, and sepa-
book which immediately precedes this, that, be- rately, without any assistance from him, gave
ginning with Bythus, they reckon up the Tricon- birth to a production which they name "a female
tad to Sophia, whom they describe as the erring from a female." They thus rush into such utter
_on ; and I have also there set forth the names frenzy, as to form two most clearly opposite
of their [-/Eons] ; but if He be not reckoned, opinions respecting the same point. For if

= Tht_ sentence is confused m the Latin trait, but tim _ is
t The text vacillates between " dlcemtts" and *' dlcammt." evtdeatly that gtven above.
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Bythus is ever one with Sige, Nous with Aletheia, 6. Let them not then declare that the first
Logos with Zoe, and so on, as respects the rest, and principal Ogdoad consists of Logos and
how could Sophia, without union with her con- Sige, but let them [as a matter of necessity] ex-
sort, either suffer or generate anything? And if, clude either Sige or Logos ; and then their first
again, she did really suffer passion apart from and principal Ogdoad is at an end. For if they
him, it necessarily follows that the other con- describe the conjunctions [of the _F_,ons] as
junctions also admit of disjunction and separa- united, then their whole argument falls to pieces.
tion among themselves,- a thing which I have Since, if they were united, how could Sophia
already shown to be impossible. It is also ira- have generated a defect without union with her
possible, therefore, that Sophia suffered passion consort? If, on the other hand, they maintain
apart from Theletus ; and thus, again, their whole that, as in production, each of the _Eons pos-
system of argument is overthrown. For they sesses his own peculiar substance, then how can
have yet' again derived the whole of remaining Sige and Logos manifest themselves in the same
[material substance], like the composition of a place? So far, then, with respect to defect.
tragedy, from that passion which they affirm she 7. But again, their Triacontad is overthrown
experienced apart from union with her consort, as to excess by the following considerations.

4. If, however, they impudently maintain, in! They represent Horos (whom they call by a
order to preserve from ruin their vain imagina- variety of names which I have mentioned m the
tions, that the rest of the conjunctions also were preceding book) as having been produced bv
disjoined and separated from one another on Monogenes just like the other A_ons. Some of
account of this latest conjunction, then [I reply them maintain that this Horos was produced
that], in the first place, they rest upon a thing by Monogenes, while others affirm that he was
which is impossible. For how can they sepa- [sent forth by the Propator himself in His o_m
rate the Propator from his Enncea, or Nous from image. They affirm further, that a production
Aletheia, or I_gos from Zoe, and so on with the was formed by Monogenes -- Christ and the
rest? And how can they themselves maintain Holy Spirit ; and they do not reckon these in
that they tend again to unity, and are, in fact, the number of the Pleroma, nor the Saviour
all at one, if indeed these very conjunctions, either, whom they also declare to be Toxin3
which are within the Pleroma, do not preserve (all things). Now, it is evident even to a bhnd
unity, but are separate from one another ; and man, that not merely thirty productions, as they
that to such a degree, that they both endure pas- maintain, were sent forth, but four more along
sion and perform the work of generation without with these thirty. For they reckon the Propator
union one with another, just as hens do apart himself in the Pleroma, and those too, who in
from intercourse with cocks, succession were produced by one another. Why

5- Then, again, their first and first-begotten is it, then, that those [other beings] are not
Ogdoad will be overthrown as follows: They reckoned as existing with these in the same
must admit that Bythus and Sige, Nous and Ale- Pleroma, since they were produced in the same
theia, Logos and Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia, manner ? For what just reason can they assign
do individually dwell in the same Pleroma. But for not reckoning along with the other _Eons,
it is impossible that Sige (silence) can exist in either Christ, whom they describe as having, ac-
the presence of Logos (speech), or again, that cording to the Father's will, been produced by
Logos can manifest himself in the presence of Monogenes, or the Holy Spirit, or Horos, whom
Sige. For these are mutually destructive of they also call Soter 4 (Saviour), and not even
each other, even as light and darkness can by no the Saviour Himself, who came to impart assist-
possibility exist in the same place : for if light ance and form to their Mother? Whether is this
prevails, there cannot be darkness ; and if dark- as if these latter were weaker than the former,
ness, there cannot be light, since, where light md therefore unworthy of the name of _Eons,
appears, darkness is put to flight. In like man- or of being numbered among them, or as if
net, where Sige is, there cannot be Logos ; and they were superior and more excellent? But
where Logos is, there certainly cannot be Sige. how could they be weaker, since they were pro-
But if they say that Logos simply exists within 2 duced for the establishment and rectification
(unexpressed), Sige also will exist within, and of the others? And then, again, they cannot
will not the less be destroyed by the Logos possibly be superior to the first and principal
within. But that he really is not merely con- Tetrad, by which they were also produced; for
ceived of in the mind, the very order of the pro- it, too, is reckoned in the number above men-
ductionoftheir(_,ons)shows.

a Harvey remarks that '¢ the author perhaps wrote Opov (Horosl,
which was read by the translator" "OAo_ (totem). . f

t It k dlfEcult to see the meaning 0_""iterum" here, Harvey 4 Since Soler does not occur among_ the various appellations 0j
begi_ a new paragraph with this sentence. : Hot06 mentioned by Iren_us (t. ix, 4),Grahe proposesto re_2/_ _

s _&AOet_-- simply concedtmd in the mind -- used in opposl, ia e._x_ned by the fact that Horos was a _ver of Sorer (i. 3, 3 'tiea to *r_6_, sx_ressed, ro$, and Ma_suet Lttrotes; hut Harvey concetves that the dtm_w_
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tioned.These latterbeings,then,ought alsoto and breadthof meaning,not accordingto any
have been numbered in. the Pleroma of the .,_ons, I [fun dam.ental] change [of signification] ; and
or that snoula De oeprlvea o t me honour ot t_ose [the .[various exercises of thought] are limited
A_ons wmcn oear mrs appeuauon (tlae tetraa). I Dy [the same sphere of] knowledge, and are

8..Since, therefore, their Tnacontad is _us expressed together by [the same] term, the
brought to nought, as i nave snown, Ooth with [very same] sense remaining within, and creat-
respect to defect and excess (for in dealing with ing, and administering, and freely governing
such a number, either excess or defect [to any even by its own power, and as it pleases, the
extent] will render the number untenable, and things which have been previously mentioned.
how much more so great variations ?), it follows z. For the first exercise of that [power]
that what they maintain respecting their Ogdoad respecting anything, is styled Enncea ; but when
and Duodecad is a mere fable which cannot it continues, and gathers strength, and takes pos-
stand. Their whole system, moreover, fails to session of the whole soul, it is called Enthymesis.
the ground, when their very foundation is de- This Enthymesis, again, when it exercises itself
stroyed and dissolved into Bythus,' that is, into a long time on the same point, and has, as it
what has no existence. Let them, then, hence- were, been proved, is named Sensation. And this
forth seek to set forth some other reasons why Sensation, when it is much developed, becomes
the Lord came to be baptized at the age of thirty Counsel. The increase, again, and greatly d6vel-
years, and [explain in some other way] the Duo- oped exercise of this Counsel becomes the Ex-
decad of the apostles; and [the fact stated amination of thought (Judgment); and this
regarding] her who suffered from an issue of remaining in the mind is most properly termed
blood ; and all the other points respecting which iLogos (reason), from which the spoken Logos
they so madly labour in vain. (word) proceeds> But all the [exercises of

thought] which have been mentioned are [funcla-
CHAP. XnL- THE FIRST ORDER OF PRODUCTION mentally] one and the same, receiving their origin

._ MAINTAINED BY THE HERETICS IS ALTOGETHER from Nous, and obtaining [different] appellation
,_ INDEFENSIBLE. according to their increase. Just as the human

t. I now proceed to show, as follows, that the body, which is at one time young, then in thefirst order of production, as conceived of by prime of hfe, and then old, has received [differ-
: them, must be rejected. For they maintain that ent] appellations according to its increase and

Nous and Alethela were produced from Bythus continuance, but not according to any change
and his Ennoea, which is proved to be a contra- of substance, or on account of any [real] loss of
diction. For Nous is that which is itself chief, body, so is it with those [mental exercises]. For,

i and highest, and, as it were, the principle and when one [mentally] contemplates anything, he
source of all understanding. Ennoea, again, also thinks of it ; and when he thinks of it, he lms
which arises from him, is any sort of emotion also knowledge regarding it ; and when he knows
concerning any subject. It cannot be, therefore, it, he also considers it ; and when he considers it,
that Nous was produced by Bythus and Enncea ; he also mentally handles it ; and when he mentally
it would be more like the truth for them to main- handles it, he also speaks of it. But, as I have
tam that Enncea was produced as the daughter already said, it is Nons who governs all these
of the Propator and this Nous. For Ennoea is [mental processes], while He is himself invisible,
not the daughter of Nons, as they assert, but and utters speech of himself by means of those
Nous becomes the father of Ennoea. For how processes which have been mentioned, as it were
can Nous have been produced by the Propator, by rays [proceeding from Him], but He himself
when he holds the chief and primary place of is not sent forth by any other.
that hidden and invisible affection which is within 3. These things may properly be said to hold
Him ? By this affection sense is produced, and good in men, since they are compound by na-
Enncea, and Enthymesis, and other things which ture, and consist of a body and a soul. But
are simply synonyms for Nous himself. As I those who affirm that Ennoea was sent forth from
have said already, they are merely certain deft- God, and Nous from Ennoea, and then, in suc-
rote exercises in thought of that very power con- cession, Logos from these, are, in the first place,
cerning some particular subject. We understand to be blamed as having improperly used these
the [several] terms according to their _ length productions; and, in the next place, as describ-
-'---- ing the affections, and passions, and mental

x I
, remeus here, after his custom, plays upon the word Byt/_u.r
n_Pr°fundlty)) whmh, in the ]_hraseology of the Valenti ......... tendencies of men, while they [thus prove them-
name of the Propator, but is m thus _ge used to denote a_ x_-
jatno_al_lc abys_

Thts senten_ atme_tl to us, after long study, totally untrans- 3 ,' The following," says Harvey, f'may he omtsldered to he
_!_ble. The genera_ning seems to be. that whatever name ts commcut3ve StelX_ in the evolutm_, of.A6ye,.tts a l_chelogtcal entity.
s *en to mental acts, whether they are called Env.wa, Eulltymests, F;an_.a) ¢oncelitiou; Enthymems, :.ntt,_son; _.nga.tmn., _#t;
or by whatever other appellation they are all but exerci_ of the Cons*hum, reasontug; C_ F_aammauo, dxdgur_mt; m
_aomnefuudameatal power, styled "_rous. Compa_ the following sec- Mcntt Perseve.ram_ Xd't_ _t,tJ_ttk,.r_ ; _ Vcrbum,

trgo_Ot_o"
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selves] ignorant of God. By their manner of God, and divide it into parts. And whither has
speaking, they ascribe those things which apply it gone ? Whence was it sent forth ? For what-
to men to the Father of all, whom they also de- ever is sent forth from any place, passes of ne-
clare to be unknown to all ; and they deny that cessity into some other. But what existence was
He himself made the world, to guard against there more ancient than the intelligence of God,
attributing want of power z to Him ; while, at into which they maintain it was sent forth ? And
the same time, they endow Him with human what a vast region that must have been which was
affections and passions. But if they had known capable of receiving and containing the intelh.
the Scriptures, and been taught by the truth, gence of God 1 If, however, they affirm [that this
they would have known, beyond doubt, that God emission took place] just as a ray proceeds from
is not as men are ; and that His thoughts are the sun, then, as the subjacent air which receives
not like the thoughts of men? For the Father the ray must have had an existence prior to it,
of all is at a vast distance from those affections so [by such reasoning] they will indicate that
and passions which operate among men. He is there was something in existence, into which the
a simple, uncompounded Being, without diverse intelligence of God was sent forth, capable
members,3 and altogether like, and equal to of containing it, and more ancient than itself.
Himself, since He is wholly understanding, and Following upon this, we must hold that, as we
wholly spirit, and wholly thought, and wholly see the sun, which is less than all things, sending
intelligence, and wholly reason, and wholly hear- forth rays from himself to a great distance, so
ing, and wholly seeing, and wholly light, and the likewise we say that the Propator sent forth a ray
whole source of all that is good- even as the beyond, and to a great distance from, Himself.
religious and pious are wont to speak concern- But what can be conceived of beyond, or at a
ing God. distance from, God, into which He sent forth

4- He is, however, above [all] these proper- this ray ?
ties, and therefore indescribable. For He may 6. If, again, they affirm that that [intelligence]
well and properly be called an Understanding was not sent forth beyond the Father, but within
which comprehends all things, but He is not Ion the Father Himself, then, in the first place, it
that account] like the understanding of men ; becomes superfluous to say that it was sent forth
and He may most properly be termed Light, but at all. For how could it have been sent forth ff
He is nothing like that light with which we are it continued within the Father ? For an emission
acquainted. And so, in all other particulars, the is the manifestation of that which is emitted, be-
Father of all is in no degree similar to human yond him who emits it. In the next place, this
weakness. He is spoken of in these terms ac- [intelligence] being sent forth, both that Log0s
cording to the love [we bear Him]; but in who springs from Him will still be within the
point of greatness, our thoughts regarding Him Father, as will also be the future emissions pro-
transcend these expressions. If then, even in ceeding from Logos. These, then, cannot in such
the case of human beings, understanding itself a case be ignorant of the Father, since they are
does not arise from emission, nor is that intelli- within Him; nor, being all equally surrounded
gence which produces other things separated by the Father, can any one know Him less [than
from the living man, while its motions and affec- another] according to the descending order of
tions come into manifestation, much more will I their emission. And all of them must also in an
the mind of God, who is all understanding, never ] equal measure continue impassible, since they
by any means be separated from Himself; nor I exist in the bosom of their Father, and none of
can anything 4 [in His case] be produced as if t them can ever sink into a state of degeneracy or
by a different Being. degradation. For with the Father there _s no

5- For if He produced intelligence, then He ! degeneracy, unless perchance as in a great circle
who did thus produce intelligence must be un-_ a smaller is contained, and within this one again
derstood, in accordance with their views, as a a smaller; or unless they affirm of the Father,
compound and corporeal Being ; so that God, I that, after the manner of a sphere or a square,
who sent forth [the intelligence referred to], is He contains within Himself on all sides the like-
separate from it, and the intelligence which was ness of a sphere, or the production of the rest
sent forth separate [from Him]. But if they of the _Eons irt the form of a square, each one
affirm that intelligence was sent forth from intel- of these being surrounded by that one who is
ligence, they then cut asunder the intelligence of above him in greatness, and surrounding in t.u_

that one who is after him in smallness ; and ma_
t That is, _ He should be thought destitute of power, as hay- on this account, the smallest and the last of all,iBg been unable to prevent evil from having a place in creatton.

I_. tv. 8. having its place in the centre, and thus being far
TheLminexpreaslonis"slmilimembrius,"whichsome regard separated from the Father, was really ignorant

•at_as the_a_trar_°_the_g°f _,_,,o_.,,,_albeas g,*_na'_aotbe_aho,_.o_6_,_ : t_tt.i, of the Propator. But if they maintain aa_ysu_n
• ru_t is, HisI_o_, E_,_, etc.,_._M_ no_nt ,_- hypothesis, they must shut up their Bythus wittmcL The text P.ucttmt_ I_twe*n "emtttttur " and "ttmttotur."
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m a definite form and space, while He both star- at variance with another, but continues altogether
rounds others, and is surrounded by them ; for equal, and similar, and homogeneous, there is no
they must of necessity acknowledge that there is longer ground for conceiving of such production
_omething outside of Him which surrounds Him. in the order which has been mentioned. Just as
And none the less will the talk concerning those he does not err who declares that God is all
that contain, and those that are contained, flow vision, and all hearing (for in what manner He
on into infinitude ; and all [the _,'Eons] will most sees, in that also He hears ; and in what manner
clearly appear to be bodies enclosed I'by one He hears, in that also He sees), so al_ he who
another'], affirms that He is all intelligence, and all word,

7. Further, they must also confess either that and that, in whatever respect He is intelligence,
He is mere vacuity, or that the entire universe is in that also He is word, and that this Nous is
within Him ; and in that case all will in like de- His Logos, will still indeed have only an inade-
gree partake of the Father. Just as, if one forms quate conception of the Father of all, but will
circles in water, or round or square figures, all entertain far more becoming I-thoughts regard-
these will equally partake of water; just as those, ing Him] than do those who transfer the gen-
again, which are framed in the air, must necessa- eration of the word to which men gave utterance
nly partake of air, and those which [are formed] to the eternal Word of Cod, assigning a begin-
in light, of light ; so must those also who are with- ning and course of production [to Him]; even
in Him all equally partake of the Father, igno- as they do to their own word. And in what
rance having no place among them. Where, respect will the Word of God--yea, rather God
then, is this partaking of the Father who fills [-all Himself, since He is the Word -- differ from the
things] ? If, indeed, He has filled [all things], word of men, if He follows the same order and
there will be no ignorance among them. On this process of generation ?
ground, then, their work of [supposed] degen- 9- They have fallen into error, too, respecting
eracy is brought to nothing, and the production Zoe, by maintaining that she was produced in
of matter with the formation of the rest of the the sixth place, when it behoved her to take
world ; which things they maintain to have de- precedence of all [the rest], since GOd is life,
rived thetr substance from passion and ignorance, and mcorruption, and truth. And these arid
If, on the other hand, they acknowledge that He such like attributes have not been produced
is vacuity, then they fall into the greatest blas- according to a gradual scale of descent, but they
phemy ; they deny His spiritual nature. For are names of those perfections which always
how can He be a spiritual being, who cannot fill exist in God, so far as it is possible and proper
even those things which are within Him ? for men to hear and to speak of God. For

8. Now, these remarks which have been made with the name of God the following words will
concerning the emission of intelligence are in harmonize : intelhgence, word, life, incorruption,
like manner applicable in opposition to those truth, wisdom, goodness, and such like. And
who belong to the school of Basilides, as well as neither can any one maintain that intelligence
in opposition to the rest of the Gnostics, from is more ancient than life, for intelligence itself is
whom these also (the Valentmians) have adopted life ; nor that life is later than intelligence, so
the ideas about emissions, and I were refilted in that He who is the intellect of all, that is God,
the first book. But I have now plainly shown should at one time have been destitute of life.
that the first production of Nous, that is, of the But if they affirm that life was indeed ['pre-
intelligence they speak of, is an untenable and im- viously] in the Father, but was produced in the
possible opinion. And let us see how the matter sixth place in order that the Word might live,
strands with respect to the rest ['of the ASons]. surely it ought long before, [according to such
For they maintain that Logos and Zoe were sent reasoning,] to have been sent forth, in the fourth
forth by him (i.e., Nous) as fashioners of this place, that Nous might have life ; and still fur-
Pleroma ; while they conceive of an emission ther, even before Him, [it should have been]
of Logos, that is, the Word after the analogy with Bythus, that their Bythus might live. For
of human feelings, and rashly form conjectures to reckon Slge, indeed, along with their Propa-
respecting God, as if they had discovered some- tor, and to assign her to Him as His consort,
thing wonderful in their assertion that Logos was while they do not join Zoe to the number, m is
produced by Nous. All indeed have a clear not this to surpass all other madness ?
perception that this may be logically affirmed io. Again, as to the second production which
with respect to men.' But in Him who is God proceeds from these [A_ons who have been
over all, since He is all Nous, and all Logos, as mentioned], --that, namely, of Homo and Ee-
I have said before, and has in Himself nothing clesia,- their very fathers, falsely styled Gnos-
more ancient or late than another, and nothing tics, strive among themselves, each one seeking
-_ to make good his own opinions, and thus

That is, in humanbeingsnododU,tho,,gC*t(No_) precedesconvicting themselves of being wicked thieves.
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They maintain that it is more suitable to [the set in order) they have brought forward the
theory of] production-- as being, in fact, truth- Word ; while for the primary and greatest gods
like-- that the Word was produced by man, and they have formed the 2_ons ; and in place of
not man by the Word ; and that man existed the secondary gods, they tell us of that creation
prior to the Word, and that this is really He [by their mother which is outside of the Pleroma,
who is God over all. And thus it is, as I have calling it the second Ogdoad. They proclaim
previously remarked, that heaping together with to us, like the writer referred to, that from this
a kind of plausibility all human feelings, and (Ogdoad) came the creation of the world and
mental exercises, and formation of intentions, the formation of man, maintaining that they
and utterances of words, they have lied with no ialone are acquainted with these ineffable and
plausibility at all against God. For while they lunknown mysteries. Those things which are
ascribe the things which happen to men, and everywhere acted in the theatres by comedians
whatsoever they recognise themselves as expe- with the clearest voices they transfer to their
riencing, to the divine reason, they seem to own system, teaching them undoubtedly through
those who are ignorant of God to make state- means of the same arguments, and merely
ments suitable enough. And by these human changing the names.
passions, drawing away their intelligence, while 2. And not only are they convicted of bringing
they describe the origin and production of the forwald, as if their own [original ideas], those
Word of God in the fifth place, they assert that things which are to be found among the comic
thus they teach wonderful mysteries, unspeakable poets, but they also bring together the things
and sublime, known to no one but themselves, which have been said by all those who were
It was, [they affirm,] concerning these that the ignorant of God, and who are termed philoso-
Lord said, "Seek, and ye shall find," * that is, phers ; and sewing together, as it were, a motley
that they should inquire how Nous and Aletheia garment out of a heap of miserable rags, they
proceeded from Bythus and Sige ; whether Logos have, by their subtle manner of expression, fur-
and Zoe again derive their origin from these; nished themselves with a cloak which is really
and then, whether Anthropos and Ecclesia pro- not their own. They do, it is true, introduce a
ceed from Logos and Zoe. new kind of doctrine, inasmuch as by a new sort

of art it has been substituted [for the old].
CHAP.yav.--VALENTn_S ANDmS FOLLOWERSDE- Yet it is in reality both old and useless, since

RIVED THE PRINCIPLES OF THEIR SYSTEM FROM i these very opinions have been sewed together
THE HEATHEN ; THE NAMES ONLY ARE CHANGED. out of ancient dogmas redolent of ignorance
x. Much more like the truth, and more pleas- and irreligion. For instance, Thales *of Miletus

ing, is the account which Antiphanes,* one of affirmed that water was the generative and ini-
the ancient comic poets, gives in his 2_eogany tial principle of all things. Now it is just the
as to the origin of all things. For he speaks of same thing whether we say water or J_)'t]tus.
Chaos as being produced from Night and The poet Homer, S again, held the opinion that
Silence ; relates that then Love 3 sprang from Oceanus, along with mother Tethys, was the
Chaos and Night; from this again, Light; and origin of the gods: this idea these men have
that from this, in his opinion, were derived all transferred to Bythus and Sige. Anaximander
the rest of the first generation of the gods. laid it down that infinitude is the first prmcil)le
After these he next introduces a second genera- of all things, having seminally in itself the gener-
tion of gods, and the creation of the world ; ation of them all, and from this he declares the
then he narrates the formation of mankind by immense worlds [which exist] were formed.
the second order of the gods. These men (the this, too, they have dressed up anew, and re-
heretics), adopting this fable as their own, have ferred to Bythus and their 2Eons. Anaxagoras,
ranged their opinions round it, as if by a sort of again, who has also been surnamed "Atheist,"
natural process, changing only the names of the gave it as his opinion that animals were formed
things referred to, and setting forth the very from seeds falling down from heaven upon earth.
same beginning of the generation of all things, This thought, too, these men have transferred
and their production. In place of Night and to "the seed " of their Mother, which they
Silence they substitute Bythns and Sige ; instead maintain to be themselves ; thus acknowledging
of Chaos, they put Nous ; and for Love (by at once, in the judgment of such as are possessed
whom, says the comic poet, all other things were of sense, that they themselves are the offspring

of the irreligious Anaxagoras.
x Matt. vii. 7.
• _otu_i_kno_athl, w,lt_. _ of theum_ nme are 3" Again, adopting the [ideas of] shade and

menttoaedby the ,_ts, but to no_ a them_ a worknamedvacuity from Democritus and Epicurus, they
T_e_tda ascn'hed. He is supposed to be the same poet as is cited by _
A_, but that writer .q.uote, from a work styled 'A_,_ ,_va,.

The Latin is **Cupldlnem;" and. Harvey here refers to An_ I 4 Compare, on the opinions of the _ tefcrred to in this
totle, who " quotes the authority of Hesiod and P.armenides as saying I chapter, Hippolyttm, P_ile$cpk., book L
that Lov_ _ the etemal haenevi, tedueang Chaoi mto order. _ I 5 ltlad, _v. 2ox ; vfi. 99.
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have fitted these to their own views, following away to those things which are of the same
upon those [teachers] who had already talked nature [with itself].
a great deal about a vacuum and atoms, the one 5- Moreover, as to their saying that the Saviour
of which they called _at wktck is, and the other was formed out of all the zF,ons, by every one of
that wMcA is no/. In like manner, these men them depositing, so to speak, in Him his own
call those things which are within the Pleroma special flower, they bring forward nothing new
real existences, just as those philosophers did that may not be found in the Pandora of Hesiod.
the atoms ; while they maintain that those which For what he says respecting her, these men in-
are without the Pleroma have no true existence, sinuate concerning the Saviour, bringing Him
even as those did respecting the vacuum. They before us as Pandoros (All-gifted), as if each of
have thus banished themselves in this world the __Eons had bestowed on Him what He pos-
(since they are here outside of the Pleroma) sessed in the greatest perfection. Again, their
into a place which has no existence. Again, opinion as to the indifference of ['eating of] meats
when they maintain that these things [below] and other actions, and as to their thinking that,
are images of those which have a true existence from the nobility of their nature, they can in no
[above], they again most manifestly rehearse degree at all contract pollution, whatever they eat
the doctrine of Democritus and Plato. For or perform, they have derived it from the Cynics,
Democritus was the first who maintained that since they do in fact belong to the same society
numerous and diverse figures were stamped, as as do these [philosophers]. They also strive to
it were, with the forms ['of things above], and transfer to ['the treatment of matters of] faith
descended from universai space into this world, that hairsplitting and subtle mode of handling
But Plato, for his part, speaks of matter, and questions which is, an fact, a copying of Aristotle.
exemplar,' and God. These men, following 6. Again, as to the desire they exhibit to refer
those distinctions, have styled what he calls this whole universe to numbers, they have learned
ideas, and exemplar, the images of those things it from the Pythagoreans. For these were the
which are above ; while, through a mere change first who set forth numbers as the initial principle
of name, they boast themselves as being discov- of all things, and ['described] that initial prin-
erers and contrivers of this kind of imaginary ciple of theirs as being both equal and unequal,
fiction, out of which [two properties] they conceived

4- This opinion, too, that they hold the Creator that both things sensible _ and immaterial derived
formed the world out of previously existing mat- their origin. And [-they held] that one set of
ter, both Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and Plato ex- first pnnclples4 gave rise to the matter [of
pressed before them ; as, forsooth, we learn they things], and another to their form. They affirm
also do under the inspiration of their Mother. that from these first principles all things have
Then again, as to the opinion that everything of been made, just as a statue is of its metal and its
necessity passes away to those things out of which special form. Now, the heretics have adapted this
they maintain it was also formed, and that God to the things which are outside of the Pleroma.
is the slave of this necessity, so that He cannot The ['Pythagoreans] maintained that the s prin-
impart immortality to what is mortal, or bestow ciple of intellect is proportionate to the energy
incorruption on what is corruptible, but every wherewith mind, as a recipient of the compre-
one passes into a substance similar in nature to hensible, pursues its inquiries, until, worn out, it
itself, both those who are named Stoics from the is resolved at length in the Indivisible and One.
portico (_ro_), and indeed all that are ignorant They further affirm that Hen--that is, One m
of God, poets and historians alike, make the is the first principle of all things, and the sub-
same affirmation? Those [heretics] who hold stance of all that has been formed. From this
the same ['system of ] infidelity have ascribed, again proceeded the Dyad, the Tetrad, the Pen-
no doubt, their own proper region to spiritual tad, and the manifold generation of the others.
beings, _ that, namely, which is within the Pie- These things the heretics repeat, word for word,
roma, but to animal beings the intermediate with a reference to their Pleroma and Bythus.
space, while to corporeal they assign that which 3 The Latin text reads" senslbilla ct insensata; "bm tbe_ words, am
is material. And they assert that God Himself Harveyoheerves,mustbethetranslationofaie,e_xd,i_o4h_a,--
can do no otherwise, but that every one of the "the formerreferringto materialobj_ of sense,thelattexto theimmaterial world of mtellect."
['d_fferent kinds of substance] mentioned passes , Thi, dau_eh _ o_:u,e, andwe*-,e_0t sm• theaho_

rendering brings out the real meaning of the author. I-Iarv_ takes
x The Latin has here earc_/lws*, correspendmg doubtless to a different view uf it, and supposes _¢ original Grqmlkto haw been,

Iro_Ly_, and referrln_ to those _SiaL d all firings which Plato _d L_Aa__iv _ bfmTTi_T_ _axi¢ tIv_ _,1¢ _ lr_ a;_h_
SUl_ra_.rr_,to ha_enistedi_revcr in the divine mind. _a_ ¢f_ o_r_. He then remarks: "Tim reader will observe that
• [Our author's demunstratiou of the essential harmony uf Gnos- tbe word 6u_-r_r_ bere means ialclletNal :_._, _ga

_Uc_sraw_th the old mythologies, and tim philosophk-s of the heathen, terfal: as in V. c. ult. The meaning thomfore of the samteac¢ w;_
expmms the.hold it seems to have if/tined among nominal converts be, And tkty a_rmed #_at tAe flr_ prtm_Me* _ is_llett_tlto Chnsua. -- mty, and also the necesstty for a painstaking refi_tatton auto, ante and of _tn_iMe a_l material e_i_teuc¢ _oera tither*e,
_waat seem to us nmt_ absurdities. The great merit of Irenmus v*z., tmity was the exponent of the first, duahty of the secomi"

mus illustrated, he gave the death-blow to hentl_ni,an in ©xtlr- W© have given Harvey's con'm.tural translation.paring hcmsy.] " s All the ¢dito-rs confess the above _mtmce hope.kasly obecut_.
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From the same source, too, they strive to bring by the use of those [expressions] with which
into vogue those conjunctions which proceed they have been familiar, to that sort of discourse
from unity. Marcus boasts of such views as if which treats of all things, setting forth the pro-
they were his own, and as if he were seen to have dnction of the Word of God, and of Zoe, and
discovered something more novel than others, of Nous, and bringing into the world, as it were,
while he simply sets forth the Tetrad of Pythag- the [successive] emanations of the Deity. The
oras as the originating principle and mother of views, again, which they propound, without either
all things, plausibility or parade, are simply lies from begin-

7. But I will merely say, in opposition to these ning to end. Just as those who, in order to lure
men--Did all those who have been mentioned, and capture any kind of animals, place their ac-
with whom you have been proved to coincide in customed food before them, gradually drawing
expression, know, or not know, the truth ? If them on by means of the familiar aliment, until
they knew it, then the descent of the Saviour at length they seize it, but, when they have taken
into this world was superfluous. For why [in them captive, they subject them to the bitterest
that case] did He descend? Was it that He of bondage, and drag them along with violence
might bring that truth which was [already] whithersoever they please ; so also do these men
known to the knowledge of those who knew it ? gradually and gently persuading [others], by
If, on the other hand, these men did not know means of their plausible speeches, to accept of
it, then how is it that, while you express your- the emission which has been mentioned, then
selves in the same terms as do those who knew bring forward things which are not consistent,
not the truth, ye boast that yourselves alone and forms of the remaining emissions which are
possess that knowledge which is above all things, not such as might have been expected. They
although they who are ignorant of God [like- declare, for instance, that [ten] 6 tEons were
wise] possess it ? Thus, then, by a complete sent forth by Logos and Zoe, while from Anthro-
perversion' of language, they style ignorance pos and Ecclesia there proceeded twelve, al-
of the truth knowledge : and Paul well says [of though they have neither proof, nor testimony,
them, that [they make use of] "novelties of nor probability, nor anything whatever of such a
words of false knowledge." 2 For that knowl- nature [to support these assertions] ; and with
edge of theirs is truly found to be false. If, equal folly and audacity do they wish it to be
however, taking an impudent course with respect believed that from Logos and Zoe, being A_ons,
to these points, they declare that men indeed were sent forth Bythus and Mixis, Ageratos and
did not know the truth, but that their Mother, 3 Henosis, Autophyes and Hedone, Acinetos and
the seed of the Father, proclaimed the myste- Syncrasis, Monogenes and Macana. Moreover,
ties of truth through such men, even as also [as they affirm,] there were sent forth, in a slml-
through the prophets, while the Demiurge was lar way, from Anthropos and Ecclesia, being
ignorant [of the proceeding], then I answer, in _/Eons, Paracletus and Pistis, Patricos and Elpis,
the first place, that the things which were pre- Metricos and Agape, Ainos and Synesis, Eccle-
dieted were not of such a nature as to be intelli- siastmus and Macariotes, Theletos and Sophia.
gible to no one ; for the men themselves knew 9. The passions and error of this Sophia, and
what they were saying, as did also their disciples, how she ran the risk of perishing through her
and those again succeeded these. And, in the investigation [of the nature] of the Father, as
next place, if either the Mother or her seed knew they relate, and what took place outside of the
and proclaimed those things which were of the Pleroma, and from what sort of a defect they
truth (and the Father * is truth), then on their teach that the Maker of the world was produced,
theory the Saviour spake falsely when He said, I have set forth m the preceding book, descnb-
" No one knoweth the Father but the Son," s ing in it, with all diligence, the opinions of these
unless indeed they maintain that their seed or heretics. [I have also detailed their views] re-
Mother is 2Vo-one. specting Christ, whom they describe as having

8. Thus far, then, by means of [ascribing to been produced subsequently to all these, and
their ,'F_.ons] human feelings, and by the fact that also regarding Soter, who, [according to them,]
they largely coincide in their language with derived his being from those Agons who were
many of those who are ignorant of God, they formed within the Pleroma3 But I have 6f ne-
have been seen plausibly drawing a certain num- cessity mentioned their names at present, that
ber away [from the truth]. They lead them on from these the absurdity of their falsehood may

be made manifest, and also the confusecl nature
x Literally, "antiphrasls."
s x Tim, vi. _o The text is, "Vocura no'Abates falsa_ agnitionis," of the nomenclature they have devised. For

x_vo#_Nav_a._having aplmrently been read in the Greek instead of
K_t_m,i**¢ as in Text. Rec.

a Grahe and others insert "vel " between these words. 76"Decem" is of doubtful authority.The text has "qua in labe facti sunt;" but, according to Har-4 It seems necessary to regard these words as parenthetical, though

the_ t is overlooked by all the e<htors, _ey,'*the sense requires wkqpd,_a'rt instead of i_rl_-ar_ m theMatt. xi. 27. anginal."
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they themselves detract from [the dignity of] not after the pattern of creation, all exactly
their A_:onsby a multitude of names of this sort. agreeing as to the point.3
They give out names plausible and credible to 3. The account which _oe give of creation is
the heathen, [as being similar] to those who are one harmoniouswith that regular order [of things
called their twelve gods,, and even these they prevailing in the world], for this scheme of ours
wilt have to be images of their twelve _Eons. is adapted to the 4 things which have [actually]
But the images [so called] can produce names been made ; but it is a matter of necessity that
[of their own] much more seemly, and more they, being unable to assign any reasonbelonging
powerful through their etymology to indicate to the things themselves, with regard to those
divinity [than are those of their fancied proto- beings that existed before [creation], and were
types], perfected by themselves, should fall into the

greatest perplexity. For, as to the points on
CHAP. XV. -- NO ACCOUNT CAN BE GIVEN OF THESE which they interrogate us as knowing nothing of

PRODUCTIONS. creation, they themselves, when questioned in
_. But let us return to the fore-mentioned tum respecting the Pleroma, either make mention

question as to the production [of the ./Eons]. of mere human feelings, or have recourse to that
And, in the first place, let them tell us the rea- sort of speech which bears only npon tha_ har-
son of the production of the Agons being of such mony observable in creation, improperly'giving
a kind that they do not come in contact with us replies concerning things which are secondary,
any of those things which belong to creation, and not concerning those which, as they main-
For they maintain that those things [above] tain, are primary. For we do not question them
were not made on account of creation, but crea- concerning that harmony which belongs to crea-
uon on account of them ; and that the former tion, nor concerning human feelings ; but because
are not images of the latter, but the latter of the they must acknowledge, as to their octiform,
former. As, therefore, they render a reason for deciform, and duodeciform Pleroma (the image
the images, by saying that the month has thirty of which they declare creation to be), that their
days on account of the thirty 2Eons, and the day Father formed it of that figure vainly and thought-
twelve hours, and the year twelve months, on lessly, and must ascribe to Him deformity, if He
account of the twelve 2Eons which are within made anything without a reason. Or, again, if
the Pleroma, with other such nonsense of the they declare that the Pleroma was so produced
same kind, let them now tell us also the reason in accordance with the foresight of the Father,
for that production of the _/Eons, why it was of for the sake of creation, as if He had thus
such a nature, for what reason the first and first- symmetrically arranged its very essence, then it
begotten Ogdoad was sent forth, and not a follows that the Pleroma can no longer be re-
Pentad, or a Triad, or a Septenad, or any one of garded as having been formed on its own account,
those which are defined by a different number ? but for the sake of that [creation] which was to
Moreover, how did it come to pass, that from be its image as possessing its likeness (just as
Logos and Zoe were sent forth ten gEons, and the clay model is not moulded for its own sake,
neither more nor less ; while again from Anthro- but for the sake of the statue in brass, or gold, or
pos and Ecclesia proceeded twelve, although silver about to be formed), then creation will
these might have been either more or less nu- have greater honour than the Pleroma, if, for its
merous? sake, those things [above] were produced.

2. And then, again, with reference to the
entire Pteroma, what rertson is there that it CHAP.XVI.m THECREATOROFTag WORLDEITHER
should be dwided into these three--an Ogdoad, PRODUCEDOF HIMSELFTHE ]MAGmOF THIN¢_S
a Decad, and a Duodecad -- and not into some TO BE MADE, OR THEPLEROMAWASFORMED
other number different from these? Moreover, AFTER THE IMAGE OF SOME PREVIOUS SYS_rEM

wtth respect to the division itself, why has it ANDSO ONAD INFmrruM.
been made into three parts, and not into four, or I. But if they will not yield assent to any one
five,or six, or into some other number among of these conclusions, since in that case they
those which have no connection with such num- would be proved by us as incapable of rendering
bers_ as belong to creation? For they describe any reason for such a production of their Pleroma,
those [Agons above] as being more ancient than they will of necessity be shut up to this-- that
these [_createdthings below], and it behoves them they confess that, above the Pleroma, there was
to possess their principle [of being] in them- some other system more spiritual and more power-
selves, one which existed before creation, and ful, after the image of which their Pleroma was

J The Latin text is here scarcely intelligible, and is wu'iously
x W_., the " DiJ maiorum _entiurn " of the Gentiles. pointed by the editors

Referring to num_ser_ hl_e4, 5, 6, whtch do not correspond to 4 Harvey explains " his" as here denoting "in hls," butwe are at

portant fact m c.reauon, as 7 e.g.,does to the number of the a los_ to know how he wotdd translate the lwssage, ltislnthehlghe_• degree obscuxe.
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formed. For if the Demiurge did not of him- scription, we should be compelled, at some point
self construct that figure of creation which exists, or another, to fix the mind on some One, and
but made it after the form of those things which to confess that from Him proceeded the con-
axe above, then from whom did their Bythus -- figuration of things created.
who, to be sure, brought it about that the Pleroma 4- As to the accusation brought against us by
should be possessed of a configuration of this the followers of Vaientinus, when they declare
kind--receive the figure of those things which that we continue in that Hebdomad which is
existed before Himself? For it must needs be, below, as if we could not lift our minds on high,
either that the intention [of creating] dwelt in nor understand those things which are above,
that god who made the world, so that of his own because we do not accept their monstrous as-
power, and from himself, he obtained the model sertions: this very charge do the followers of
of its formation ; or, if any departure is made Basilides bring in turn against them, inasmuch
from this being, then there will arise a necessity as they (the Valentinians) keep circling about
for constantly asking whence there came to that those things which are below, [going] as far as
one who is above him the configuration of those the first and second Ogdoad, and because the_
things which have been made ; what, too, was unskilfully imagine that, immediately after the
the number of the productions ; and what the thirty ./Eons, they have discovered Him who is
substance of the model itself? If, however, it above all things Father, not following out in
was in the power of Bythus to impart of himself thought their investigations to that Pleroma
such a configuration to the Pleroma, then why which is above the three hundred and sixty-five
may it not have been in the power of the Demi- heavens, which x is above forty-five Ogdoads.
urge to form of himself such a world as exists ? And any one, again, might bring against them
And then, again, if creation be an image of those the same charge, by imagining four thousand
things [above], why should we not affirm that three hundred and eighty heavens, or _Eons,
those are, in turn, images of others above them, since the days of the year contain that number
and those above these again, of others, and thus of hours. If, again, some one adds also the
go on supposing innumerable images of images ? nights, thus doubling the hours whmh have been

2. This difficulty presented itself to Basilides menttoned, imagmmg that [m this way] he has
after he had utterly missed the truth, and was discovered a great multitude of Ogdoads, and a
conceiving that, by an infinite succession of those kind of innumerable company 2 of A_ons, and
beings that were formed from one another, he thus, in opposition to Him who is above all things
might escape such perplexity. When he had Father, conceiving himself more perfect than all
proclaimed that three hundred and sixty-five [others], he will bring the same charge against
heavens were formed through succession and all, inasmuch as they are not capable of nsmg
similitude by one another, and that a manifest to the conception of such a multitude of heavens
proof [of the existence] of these was found in or _/Eons as he has announced, but are either so
the number of the days of the year, as I stated deficient as to remain among those things which
before ; and that above these there was a power are below, or continue in the intermediate space.
which they also style Unnameable, and its dis-
pensafion--he did not even in this way escape o-tAp, xvii.--n_Qumv n_rro THE PRODUCTIONor
such perplexity. For, when asked whence came T_E mONS: WHATEVERITS SUPPOSEDNATURE,
the image of its configuration to that heaven IT IS IN EVERYRESPECt"INCONSISTENT; ANDON
which is above M1,and from which he wishes the THE HYPOTHESISOF THE HERETICS,EVENNOUS
rest to be regarded as having been formed by A_-D THE FATHERHIMSELFWOULD BE STAINED
means of succession, he will say, from that dis- WITH mNORANCE.
pensation which belongs to the Unnameable. L That system, then, which has respect to
He must then say, either that the Unspeakable their Pleroma, and especially that part of it which
formed it of himself, or he will find it necessary refers to the primary Ogdoad being thus burdened
to acknowledge that there is some other power with so great contradictions and perplexities, let
above this being, from whom his unnameable One me now go on to examine the remainder of their
derived such vast numbers of configurations as scheme. [In doing so] on account of their mad-
do, according to him, exist, hess, I shall be making inquiry respecting things

3. How much safer and more accurate a course which have no real existence ; yet it is necessary
is it, then, to confess at once that which is true : to do this, since the treatment of this subject has
that _ God, the Creator, who formed the world, !been entrusted to me, and since I desire all men
is the only God, and that there is no other God
besides Him _ He Himself receiving from Him- _ The text is here doubtful: Harvey, propo_s to _ad "qm" _"

stead of "qum," but we prefer "quod ' with Grabe The rneam_g
self the model and figure of those things which i_, that three hundred and stxty-five is more than forty-five Og .....

have been made _ than that, after wearying our- (4s,_ s= #o_.
selves with such an impious and circuitous de- ture.''Oper°_tatera''c°rrcspandingto tr_/t_ttelo.v,lit._aa_fa¢"
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to come to the knowledge of the truth, as well Logos, Logos from Nous, and Nous from By-
as because thou thyself hast asked to receive thus, just as lights are kindled from a light m as,
from me full and complete means for overturn- for example, torches are from a torch w then
hag [the views of] these men. they may no doubt differ in generation and size

_. I ask, then, in what manner were the rest from one another ; but since they are of the
of the ._Eons produced? Was it so as to be same substance with the Author of their pro-
united with Him who produced them, even as duction, they must either all remain for ever
the solar rays are with the sun ; or was it actu- impassible, or their Father Himself must partici-
ally _and separately, so that each of them pos- pate in passion. For the torch which has been
sessed an independent existence and his own kindled subsequently cannot be possessed of a
special form, just as has a man from another different kind of light from that which preceded
man, and one herd of cattle from another? it. Wherefore also their lights, when blended
Or was it after the manner of germination, as in one, return to the original identity, since that
branches from a tree ? And were they of the one light is then formed which has existed even
same substance with those who produced them, from the beginning. But we cannot speak, with
or did they derive their substance from some respect to light itself, of some part being more
other [kind of] substance ? Also, were they recent in its origin, and another being more an-
produced at the same time, so as to be contem- cient (for the whole is but one light) ; nor can
porarles; or after a certain order, so that some we so speak even in regard to those torches
of them were older, and others younger ? And, [which have received the light (for these are all
again, are they uncompounded and uniform, and contemporary as respects their material sub-
altogether equal and similar among themselves, stance, for the substance of torches is one and
as spirit and light are produced ; or are they com- the same), but simply as to [the time of] its
pounded and different, unlike [to each other] being kindled, since one was lighted a little while
in their members ? ago, and another has just now been kindled.

3. If each of them was produced, after the 5. The defect, therefore, of that passion which
manner of men, actually and according to its has regard to ignorance, will either attach alike
own generation, then either those thus gen- to their whole Pleroma, since [all its members]
erated by the Father will be of the same sub- are of the same substance ; and the Propator
stance with Him, and similar to their Author ; or will share in this defect of ignorance-- that is,
if _ they appear dissimilar, then it must of neces- will be ignorant of Himself; or, on the other
slty be acknowledged that they are [formed of hand, all those lights which are within the
some different substance. Now, if the beings gen- Pleroma will alike remain for ever impassible.
erated by the Father be similar to their Author, Whence, then, comes the passion of the young-
then those who have been produced must re- est 2Eon, if the light of the Father is that from
main for ever impassible, even as is He who which all other lights have been formed, and
produced them ; but if, on the other hand, they which is by nature impassible ? And how can
are of a different substance, which is capable of one A_on be spoken of as either younger or
passion, then whence came this dissimilar sub- older among themselves, since there is but one
stance to find a place within the incorruptible light in the entire Pleroma? And if any one
Pleroma ? Further, too, according to this prin- calls them stars, they will all nevertheless appear
ctple, each one of them must be understood as to participate in the same nature. For if "one
being completely separated from every other, star differs from another star in glory," a but not
even as men are not mixed with nor united the in quahtles, nor substance, nor in the fact of
one to the other, but each having a distinct being passible or impassible ; so all these, since
shape of his own, and a definite sphere of ac- they are alike derived from the light of the
tion, while each one of them, too, is formed of Father, must either be naturally impassible and
a particular size,- qualities characteristic of a immutable, or they must all, in common with
body, and not of a spirit. Let them therefore the light of the Father, be passible, and are capa-
no longer speak of the Pleroma as being spir_t- ble of the varying phases of corruption.
ual, or of themselves as "spiritual," if indeed 6. The same conclusion will follow, although
their zEons sit feasting with the Father, just as they affirm that the production of _ns sprang
if they were men, and He Himself is of such a from Logos, as branches from a tree, since Logos
configuration as those reveal Him to be who were has his generation from their Father. For all
produced by Him. [the .,_)ns] are formed of the same substance

4. If, again, the 2'Eons were derived from with the Father, differing from one another only
------- in size, and not in nature, and filling up the
, i g_cabiliter in the Latin text is thought to correspond to greatness of the Father, even as the fingers com-
,_,e_ m the original Greek.

Si is inserted by mOSt of the editors; and although. Harvey
arguesfor its omission, we agree with Massuet in deeming tt md_
l_nttbie. _ x Cot. xv. 4t.
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plete the hand. If therefore He exists in passion therefore, that the Sophia (wisdom) of God, she
and ignorance, so must also those ._ons who who is within the Pleroma, inasmuch as she has
have been generated by Him. But if it is im- been produced in such a manner, should have
pious to ascribe ignorance and passion to the [allen under the influence of passion, and con-
Father of all, how can they describe an 3Eon ceived such ignorance. But it ,} possible that that
produced by Him as being passible ; and while Sophia (wisdom) who pertains to [the scheme]
they ascribe the same impiety to the very wisdom of Valentinus, inasmuch as she is a production of
(Sophia) of God, how can they still call them- the devil, should fall into every kind of passion,
selves religious men ? and exhibit the profoundest ignorance. For when

7. If, again, they declare that their ¢Eons were they themselves bear testimony concerning their
sent forth just as rays are from the sun, then, mother, to the effect that she was the offspring
since all are of the same substance and sprung of an erring A_on, we need no longer search for
from the same source, all must either be capable a reason why the sons of such a mother should
of passion along with Him who produced them, be ever swimming in the depths of ignorance.
or all will remain impassible for ever. For they 9- I am not aware that, besides these produc-
can no longer maintain that, of beings so pro- tions [which have been mentioned], they are
duced, some are impassible and others passible, able to speak of any other; indeed, they have
If, then, they declare all impassible, they do not been known to me (although I have had
themselves destroy their own argument. For very frequent discussions with them concerning
how could the youngest ._Eon have suffered pas- forms of thrs kind) as ever setting forth any
sion if all were impassible ? If, on the other other peculiar kind of being as produced [in the
hand, they declare that all partook of this passion, manner under consideration]. This only they
as indeed some of them venture to maintain, maintain, that each one of these was so prodz_ced
then, inasmuch as it originated with Logos, _ but!as to know merely that one who produced him,
flowed onwards to Sophia, they will thus be while he was ignorant of the one who immed_-
convicted of tracing back the passion to Logos, ately preceded. But they do not in this matter

who is the • Nous of this Propator, and so ac-lgo forward [in their account] with any kind of
knowledging the Nous of the Propator and the demonstration as to the manner in which these
Father Hinrself to have experienced passion, iwere produced, or how such a thing could take
For the Father of all is not to be regarded as a place among spiritual beings. For, in whatso-
kind of compound Being, who can be separated ever way they may choose to go forward, they
from his Nous (mind), as I have already shown ; will feel themselves bound (while, as regards the
but Nous is the Father, and the Father Nous. truth, they depart3 entirely from right reason) to
It necessarily follows, therefore, both that he who proceed so far as to maintain that their Word,
springs from Him as Logos, or rather that Nous who springs from the Nous of the Propator,--
himself, since he is Logos, must be perfect and to maintain, I say, that he was produced in a
impassible, and that those productions which state of degeneracy. For [they hold] that per-
proceed from him, seeing that they are of the fect Nous, previously begotten by the perfect
same substance with himself, should be perfect Bythus, was not capable of rendenng that
and impassible, and should ever remain similar production which issued from him perfect, but
to him who produced them. [could only bring it forth] utterly bhnd to the

8. It cannot therefore longer be held, as these knowledge and greatness of the Father. The)
men teach, that Logos, as occupying the third also maintain that the Saviour exhibited an era-
place in generation, was ignorant of the Father. blem of this mystery in the case of that man
Such a thing might indeed perhaps be deemed who was blind from his birth,4 since the ._;on
probable in the case of the generation of human was in this manner produced by Monogenes
beings, inasmuch as these frequently know noth- bhnd, that is, in ignorance, thus falsely ascribing
ing of their parents ; but it is altogether impos- ignorance and blindness to the Word of God,
sible in the case of the Logos of the Father. who, according to their own theory, holds the
For if, existing in the Father, he knows Him in second [place of] production from the Propat0r.
whom he exists _ that is, is not ignorant of Admirable sophists, and explorers of the subhm-
himself_then those productions which issue ities of the unknown Father, and rehearsers of
from him being his powers (faculties), and always those super-celestial mysteries" which the angels
present with him, will not be ignorant of him desire to look into !" s _ that they may learn
who emitted them, any more than rays [may be that from the Nous of that Father who is above
supposed to be] of the sun. It is impossible, all, the Word was produced blind, that is, igno-

rant of the Father who produced him !

x Comp. [. _, =.
:' It seems needless to insert _m "et" before this word, as Har- s Some read" c_cutlentes" instead of" clrctuneuntes," as above,

_/st_,c_, or, as au akcmatlve, to str_: out the fn,st" _lun Pro- 4 John tx. x, ©re.
patons.'" 5 x Pet i. x_.
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xo. But, ye miserable sophists, how could the of Monogenes. Or if, knowing them beforehand,
Nous of the Father, or rather the very Father He willed that these things should happen [as
Himself, since He is Nous and perfect in all they have done], then the works of ignorance
things, have produced his own Logos as an im- must endure for ever, and never pass away. For
perfect and blind A_on, when He was able also to the things which have been made in accordance
produce along with him the knowledge of the iwith the will of your Propator must continue
Father? As ye affirm that Christ was generated' ialong w_th the will of Him who willed them ; or
after the rest, and yet declare that he was pro- if they pass away, the will of Him also who de-
duced perfect, much more then should Logos, creed that they should have a being will pass
who is anterior to him m age, be produced by away along with them. And why did the 3Eons
the same Nous, unquestionably perfect, and not find rest and attain perfect knowledge through
blind ; nor could he, again, have produced _/Eons learning [at last] that the Father is altogether 2
still blinder than himself, until at last your Sophia, incomprehensible ? They might surely have
always utterly blinded, gave b|rth to so vast a possessed this knowledge before they became
body of evils. And your Father is the cause of involved in passion ; for the greatness of the
all this mischief; for ye declare the magmtude Father did not suffer diminution from the begin-
and power of your Father to be the causes of ning, so that these might 3 know that He was
_gnorance, assimilating Him to Bythus, and as- altogether incomprehensible. For if, on account
signing this as a name to Him who is the of His infinite greatness, He remained unknown,
unnameable Father. But if ignorance is an evil He ought also on account of His infinite love to
and ye declare all evils to have derived theft have preserved those impassible who were pro-
strength from it, while ye maintain that the great- duced by Him, since nothing hindered, and
ness and power of the Father is the cause of expediency rather required, that they should
this ignorance, ye do thus set Him forth as the have known from the beginning that the Father
author of [all] evils. For ye state as the cause was altogether incomprehensible.
of evil this fact, that [no one] could contemplate
His greatness. But if it was really impossible for CHAP. XVIII.--SOPHIA WAS NEVER REALLYIN IGo
the Father to make Himself known from the be- NORANCEOR PASSION; HER ENTHYMESISCOULD
ginning to those [beings] that were formed by NOT HAVEBEEN SEPARATEDFROMHERSELF,OR
Him, He must in that case be held free from EXHIBITEDSPECIALTENDENCIESOF ITS OWN.

blame, inasmuch as He could not remove the L How can it be regarded as otherwise than
ignorance of those who came after Him. But if, absurd, that they also affirm this Sophia (wisdom)
at a subsequent period, when He so willed it, to have been involved in ignorance, and degen-
He could take away that ignorance which had eracy, and passion ? For these things are alien
increased with the successive productions as they and contrary to wisdom, nor can they ever be
followed each other, and thus become deeply qualities belonging to it. For wherever there
seated in the ._Eons, much more, had He so is a want of foresight, and an ignorance of the
willed it might He formerly have prevented that course of utility, there wisdom does not exist.
ignorance, which as yet was not, from .coming Let them therefore no longer call this suffering
into existence. 2Eon, Sophia, but let them give up either her

i I. Since therefore, as soon as He so pleased, name or her sufferings. And let them, more-
He did become known not only to the A_ons, over, not call their entire Pleroma spiritual, if
but also to these men who lived in these latter this 2'Eon had a place within it when she was
t_mes ; but, as He did not so please to be known involved in such a tumult of passion. For even
from the beginning, He remained unknown -- a vigorous soul, not to say a sp|ritual substance,
the cause of ignorance is, according to you, the would not pass through any such experience.
will of the Father. For if He foreknew that 2. And, again, how could her Enthymesis,
these things would in future happen in such a going forth [from her] along with the passion,
manner, why then did He not guard against the have become a separate existence ? For Enthy-
ignorance of these beings before it had obtained mesis (thought) is understood in connection
a place among them, rather than afterwards, as with some person, and can neverhave an isolated
if under the influence of repentance, deal with it existence by itself. For a bad Enthymesis is
through the production of Christ? For the destxoyed and absorbed by a good one, even as
knowledge which through Christ He conveyed a state of disease is by health. What, then,
to all, He might long before have imparted was the sort of Enthymesis which preceded that
through Logos, who was also the first-begotten of passion ? [It was this] : to investigate the

[nature of] the Father, and to consider His

ostgemtum qutdem rehqms," the representative, according to•rabe, of_aroyovo v v-_v AoL_ro;* m the Greek Harvey remarks that 2 - Incapabilis et incomprehensibth$," corresponding to ,=X_l_,grot

_ov Aot_,v wmfld have been better, and proposes to read "progemo _tt_. _xa*c_.A_t_ro¢ in the Greek.
•am tu the Latin, but we do not see any necessity for change, a Laterally," to these knowing," "lus scientilms."
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greatness. But what did she afterwards become was both dissolved [into her component parts],
persuaded of, and so was restored to health? and became subject to passion? She was un-
[This, viz.], that the Father is incomprehensible, doubtedly of the same substance as the Pleroma;
and that He is past finding out. It was not, but the entire Pleroma was of the Father. Now,
then, a proper feeling that she wished to know any substance, when brought in contact with
the Father, and on this account she became what is of a similar nature, will not be dissolved

passible ; but when she became persuaded that into nothing, nor will be in danger of perishing,
He is unsearchable, she was restored to health, but will rather continue and increase, such as
And even Nous himself, who was inquiring into fire in fire, spirit in spirit, and water in water;
the [nature of] the Father, ceased, according to but those which are of a contrary nature to
them, to continue his researches, on learning each other do, [when they meet,] suffer and are
that the Father is incomprehensible, changed and destroyed. And, in like manner, if

3. How then could the Enthymesis separately there had been a production of light, it would not
conceive passions, which themselves also were suffer passion, or incur any danger in light like
her affections ? For affection is necessarily con-! itself, but would rather glow with the greater
nected with an individual: it cannot come into brightness, and increase, as the day does from
being or exist apart by itself. This opinion [of [the increasing brilliance of] the sun ; for they
theirs], however, is not only untenable, but also maintain that Bythus [himself] was the image
opposed to that which was spoken by our Lord : of their father 3 (Sophia). Whatever animals are
"Seek, and ye shall find."' For the Lord renders alien [in habits] and strange to each other, or
His disciples perfect by their seeking after and are mutually opposed in nature, fall into dan-
finding the Father ; but that Christ of theirs, who ger [on meeting together], and are destroyed ;
is above, has rendered them perfect, by the fact whereas, on the other hand, those who are ac-
that He has commanded the zEons not to seek customed to each other, and of a harmonious
after the Father, persuading them that, though disposition, suffer no peril from being together
they should labour hard, they would not find in the same place, but rather secure both safety
Him. And they 2declare that they themselves are and life by such a fact. If, therefore, this _Eon
perfect, by the fact that they maintain they have was produced by the Pleroma of the same sub-
found their Bythus ; while the _Eons [have been stance as the whole of it, she could never have
made perfect] through means of this, that He is undergone change, since she was consorting with
unsearchable who was inquired after by them. beings similar to and familiar with herself, a

4- Since, therefore, the Enthymesis herself spiritual essence among those that were spiritual.
could not exist separately, apart from the _on, For fear, terror, passion, dissolution, and such
[it is obvious that] they bring forward still greater like, may perhaps occur through the struggle of
falsehood concerning her passion, when they contraries among such beings as we are, who are
further proceed to divide and separate it from possessed of bodies ; but among spiritual beings,
her, while they declare that it was the substance and those that have the light diffused among
of matter. As if God were not light, and as if them, no such calamities can possibly happen.
no Word existed who could convict them, and But these men appear to me to have endowed
overthrow their wickedness. For it is certainly their _Eon with the [same sort of] passion as
true, that whatsoever the _/Eon thought, that she belongs to that character in the comic poet
also suffered ; and what she suffered, that she Menander,4 who was himself deeply in love, but
also thought. And her Enthymesis was, accord- an object of hatred [to his beloved]. For those
ing to them, nothing else than the passion of one who have invented such opinions have rather
thinking how she might comprehend the incom- had an idea and mental conception of some
prehensible. And thus Enthymesis (thought) unhappy lover among men, than of a spiritual
was the passion ; for she was thinking of things and divine substance.
impossible. How then could affection and pus- 6. Moreover, to meditate how to search into
sion be separated and set apart from the Enthy- [the nature of] the perfect Father, and to have
mesis, so as to become the substance of so vast a desire to exist within Him, and to have a com-
a material creation, when Enthymesis herself prehension of His [greatness], could not entail
was the passion, and the passion Enthymesis? the stain of ignorance or passion, and that upon
Neither, therefore, can Enth3anesis apaxt from the a spiritual _Eon ; but would rather [give rise toJ
,,Eon, nor the affections apart from Enthymesis, perfection, and impassibility, and truth. For
separately possess substance ; and thus once more they do not say that even they, though they be
their system breaks down and is destroyed, but men, by meditating on Him who was before

5- But how did itcome topassthatthe__on __atho,ghSophmw_, f_mm_e._n._ _as_ded __i.g
the fRth_of Enthy_, whoagainwas the mot_,"of the VaJen-

I Matt.vii. 7- fimans.
a It seemsnece_ay t_ tead"se qtfidem"ia__.__d*'si q_em," ; • Stierenrefersforthisallusionto Meineke'seditiondtbc gt

aS in the M_. lif_ffm M_m. ct. P_il¢_., p. Ix6,
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them, --and while now, as it were, comprehend- according to the configuration of those angels
ing the perfect, and being placed within the who wait upon the Saviour, -- shapeless, without
knowledge of Him, -- are thus involved in a form, and imperfect ; and that it was deposited
passion of perplexity, but rather attain to the in the Demiurge without his knowledge, in order
knowledge and apprehension of truth. For they that through his instrumentality it might attain to
affirm that the Saviour said, "Seek, and ye shall perfection and form in that soul which he had,
find," to His disciples with this view, that they [so to speak,] filled with seed? This is to af-
should seek after Him who, by means of imagi- firm, in the first place, that those angels who
nation, has been conceived of by them as being wait upon their Saviour are imperfect, and with-
above the Maker of all- the ineffable Bythus; out figure or form ; if indeed that which was
and they desire themselves to be regarded as conceived according to their appearance was
"the perfect," because they have sought and generated any such kind of being [as has been
found the perfect One, while they are still on described].
earth. Yet they declare that that 2Eon who wa_ 2. Then, in the next place, as to their saying
within the Pleroma, a wholly spiritual being, by that the Creator was ignorant of that deposit of
seeking after the Propator, and endeavouring to seed whmh took place into him, and again, of that
find a place within His greatness, and desiring impartation of seed which was made by him to
to have a comprehension of the truth of the man, their words are futile and vain, and'are in
Father, fell down into [-the endurance of] pas- no way susceptible of proof. For how couM
sion, and such a passion that, unless she had he have been ignorant of it, if that seed had pos-
met with that Power who upholds all things, sessed any substance and peculiar properties?
she would have been dissolved into the general If, on the other hand, it was without substance
substance [-of the 2Eons], and thus come to an and wJthout quality, and so was really nothing,
end of her [-personal] existence, then, as a matter of course, he was ignorant of

7- Absurd is such presumption, and truly an it. For those things which have a certain mo-
opinion of men totally destitute of the truth, tion of their own, and quality, either of heat, or
For, that this A_on is superior to themselves, swiftness, or sweetness, or which differ from
and of greater antiquity, they themselves ac- others in brilliance, do not escape the notice
knowledge, according to their own system, when even of men, since they mingle in the sphere of
they affirm that they are the fruit of the Enthy- human action : far less can they ['be hidden
mesis of that ._F_,onwho suffered passion, so that from] God, the Maker of this universe. With
this gEon is the father of their mother, that is, reason, however, [is it said, that] their seed wa_
their own grandfather. And to them, the later not known to Him, since it is without any quality
grandchildren, the search after the Father brings, of general utility, and without the substance requi-
as they maintain, truth, and perfection, and es- site for any action, and is, in fact, a pure nonentity.
tablishment, and deliverance from unstable mat- It really seems to me, that, with a view to such
ter, and reconciliatmn to the Father; but on opinions, the Lord expressed Himself thus:
their grandfather this same search entailed igno- "For every idle word that men speak, they shall
rance, and passion, and terror, and perplexity, give account on the day of judgment."' For
from which [-disturbances] they also declare that all teachers of a like character to these, who fill
the substance of matter was formed. To say, men's ears with idle talk, shall, when they stand
therefore, that the search after and investigation at the throne of judgment, render an account
of the perfect Father, and the desire for corn- for those things which they have vainly imagined
reunion and union with Him, were things quite and falsely uttered against the Lord, proceeding,
beneficial to them, but to an _/Eon, from whom as they have done, to such a height of audacity
also they derive their origin, these things were as to declare of themselves that, on account of
the cause of dissolution and destruction, how the substance of their seed, they are acquainted
can such assertions be otherwise viewed than with the spiritual Pleroma, because that man who
as totally inconsistent, foolish, and irrational? dwells within reveals to them the true Father;
Those, too, who listen to these teachers, truly for the animal nature required* to be disci-
bhnd themselves, while they possessblind guides, plined by means of the senses. But ['they
justly [are left to] fall along with them into the hold that] the Demiurge, while receiving into
gulf of ignorance which lies below them. himself the whole of this seed, through its being

deposited in him by the Mother, still remained
CHAP.xm.- _tmDmm OFTHE _I_.XgnCSASTO utterly ignorant of all things, and had no un-

THEIR OWN ORIGIN : THEIR OPINIONS RESPEC"rING derstanding of anything connected with the
THE DEMIURGE SHOWN TO BE EQUALLY UNTENA- Pleroma.
BLE AND Ib'DIC_US.

I. But what sort of talk also is this concerning , Matt xiL _6. [The s_rlous spirit,2" this remark leach lotto to
it as exlx_c_tion,j

their seed -- that it was conceived by the mother • c_,p. i. 4, _.
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3. And that they are the truly "spiritual," in- been said, the question occurs, Did their mother,
asmuch as a certain particle of the Father of the when she beheld the angels, bring forth the seed
universe has been deposited in their souls, since, all at once, or only one by one [in succession] ?
according to their assertions, they have souls If she brought forth the whole simultaneously
formed of the same substance as the Demiurge and at once, that which was thus produced can-
himself, yet that he, although he received from not now be of an infantile character : its descent,
the Mother, once for all, the whole [of the therefore, into those men who now exist must be
divine] seed, and possessed it in himself, still superfluous.2 But if one by one, then she did not
remained of an animal nature, and had not the form her conception according to the figure of
slightest understanding of those things which are those angels whom she beheld ; for, contemplat-
above, which things they boast that they them- ing them all together, and once for all, so as to
selves understand, while they are still on earth; conceive by them, she ought to have brought
--does not this crown all possible absurdity? forth once for all the offspring of those from
For to imagine that the very same seed con- whose forms she had once forall conceived.
veyed knowledge and perfection to the souls of 6. Why was it, too, that, beholding the angels
these men, while it only gave rise to ignorance along with the Saviour, she did indeed conceive
in the God who made them, is an opinion that their images, but not that of the Saviour, who is
can be held only by those utterly frantic, and far more beautiful than they? Did He not please
totally destitute of common sense, her ; and did she not, on that account, concewe

4. Further, it is also a most absurdand ground- after His likeness ?3 How was it, too, that the
less thing for them to say that the seed was, by Demiurge, whom they can call an animal being,
being thus deposited, reduced to form and in- havmg, as they maintain, his own special magm-
creased, and so was prepared for all the recep- tude and figure, was produced perfect as respects
tion of perfect rationality. For there will be in his substance ; while that which is spiritual, which
it an admixture of matter-- that substance which also ought to be more effective than that which
they hold to have been derived from ignorance is animal, was sent forth imperfect, and he re-
and defect ; [and this roll prove itself] more quired to descend into a soul, that in it he might
apt and useful than was the light of their Father, obtain form, and thus becoming perfect, might
if indeed, when born, according to the contem- be rendered fit for the reception of perfect rea-
plation of that [light], it was without form or son? If, then, he obtains form in mere earthly
figure, but derived from this [matter], form, and and animal men, he can no longer be said to be
appearance, and increase, and perfection. For after the likeness of angels whom they call lights,
if that light which proceeds from the Pleroma but [after the likeness] of those men who are
was the cause to a spiritual being that it possessed here below. For he will not possess in that case
neither form, nor appearance, nor its own special the likeness and appearance of angels, but of
magnitude, while its descent to this world added :those souls in whom also he receives shape ; just
all these things to it, and brought it to perfec- as water when poured into a vessel takes the form
tion, then a sojourn here (which they also term of that vessel, and if on any occasion it happens
darkness) would seem much more efficacious and to congeal in it, it will acquire the form of the
useful than was the light of their Father. But vessel in which _thas thus been frozen, since souls
how can it be regarded as other than ridiculous, themselves possess the figure4 of the body I'm
to affirm that their mother ran the risk of being [which they dwell] ; for they themselves have
almost extinguished in matter, and was almost been adapted to the vessel [inwhich they exist],
on the point of being destroyed by it, had she as I have said before. If, then, that seed Ire-
not then with difficulty stretched herself out- ferred to] is here solid_fied and formed into a
wards, and leaped, [as it were,] out of herself, definite shape, it will possess the figure of a man,
receiving assistance fromthe Father ; but that her and not the form of the angels. How is _t pos-
seed increased in this same matter, and received a sible, therefore, that that seed should be after
form, and was made fit for the reception of per- images of the angels, seeing it has obtained a
fect rationality ; and this, too, while "bubbling form after the likeness of men? Why, again,
up" among substances dissimilar and unfamiliar since it was of a spiritual nature, had it any need
to itself, according to their own declaration that of descending into flesh ? For what is carnal
the earthly is opposed to the spiritual, and the stands in need of that which is spiritual, if indeed

spiritual to the earthly ? How, then, could "a • That is, there could be no need for its descending into them that
little particle," ' as they say, increase, and receive it might increase, receive form, and thus be prepared for the recep-

shape, and reach perfection, in the midst of sub- tionofpeae_treason.
3 Or, " on beholding Him." t

stances contrary to and unfamiliar to itself? , As Massuet here remarks, we may infer from this passage fiaa

5- But further, and in addition to what has Irenzusheli©vedsoulstobecorl?oreal,asbeingpossessm:lofaden"nite form,--an opinion entertained by not a few of the ancients
[And, before we censure them, Letus reflect whether their percepUOm
of " the carnal mind " as diffenng from the spirit of a man, may n0t

I "Parvumenfizsum"--aamalltm_,_ia_. account for tt. xTh_s, v. _3.]
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it is to be saved, that in it it may be sanctified heretics who promulgate * wicked opinions re-
and cleared from all impurity, and that what is specfing the Demiurge, that is, the Fashioner
mortal may be swallowed up by immortality ;' and Former of this universe, and who is in fact
but that which is spiritual has no need whatever the only true God--exhibiting, [as I have done,]
of those things which are here bel3w. For it is how easily their views are overthrown.
not we who benefit it, but it that improves us. ] 9- For who that has any intelligence, and pos-

7. Still more manifestly is that talk of theirs sesses only a small proportion of truth, can tolerate
concerning their seed proved to be false, and them, when they affirm that there is another god
that in a way which must be evident to every above the Creator; and flint there is another
one, by the fact that they declare those souls Monogenes as well as another Word of God,
which have received seed from the Mother to be whom also they describe as having been produced
superior to all others ; wherefore also they have in [a state of] degeneracy ; and another Christ,
been honoured by the Demiurge, and constituted whom they assert to have been formed, along
princes, and kings, and priests. For if this were with the Holy Spirit, later than the rest of the
tme, the high priest Caiaphas, and Annas, and the ._Eons ; and another Saviour, who, they say, did
rest of the chief priests, and doctors of the law, not proceed from the Father of all, but was a
and rulers of the people, would have been the first land of joint production of those/Eons who were
to believe in the Lord, agreeing as they did with formed m [a state of] degeneracy, and that He
respect 2 to that relationship ; and even before was produced of necessity on account of this
them should have been Herod the king. But very degeneracy ? It is thus their opinion that,
since neither he, nor the chief priests, nor the unless the._Eons had been in a state of ignorance
rulers, nor the eminent of the people, turned to and degeneracy, neither Christ, nor the Holy
Him [in faith], but, on the contrary, those who sat Spirit, nor Horos, nor the Saviour, nor the angels,
begging by the highway, the deaf, and the blind, nor their Mother, nor her seed, nor the rest of the
while He was rejected and despised by others, fabric of the world, would have been produced at
according to what Paul declares, "For ye see all ; but the universe would have been a desert,
your calling, brethen, that there are not many and destitute of the many good things which
wise men among you, not many noble, not many exist in it. They are therefore not only charge-
mighty ; but those things of the world which able with impiety against the Creator, declaring
were despised hath God chosen." 3 Such souls, Him the fruit of a defect, but also against Christ
therefore, were not superior to others on account and the Holy Spirit, affirming that they were pro-
of the seed deposited in them, nor on this ac- duced on account of that defect ; and, in like
count were they honoured by the Demiurge. manner, that the Saviour [was produced] subse-

8. As to the point, then, that their system is quently to [the existence of] that defect. And
weak and untenable as well as utterly chimerical, who will tolerate the remainder of their vain talk,
enough has been said. For it is not needful, to which they cunningly endeavour to accommodate
use a common proverb, that one should drink up to the parables, and have in this way plunged
the ocean who wishes to learn that its water is both themselves, and those who give credit to
salt. But, just as in the case of a statue which is them, in the profoundest depths of impiety?
made of clay, but coloured on the outside that
it may be thought to be of gold, while it really CHAP. XX.--Ftn.iLrrv OF THE ARGUMEmS
is of clay, any one who takes out of it a small DUC_D TO D_OSS_TE mE SUF_RI_C,S OV
particle, and thus hying it open reveals the clay, THE I_VEL_'rH ._X)N, FROMTHE PARAaLES,THE
will set free those who seek the truth from a false TREACHERYOF JUDAS,ANDTIlE PASSIONOF OUR

opinion; in the same way have I (by exposing SAVIOUR.
not a small part only, but the several heads of L That they improperly and illogically apply
their system which are of the greatest impor- both the parables and the actions of the Lord to
tance) shown to as ninny as do not wish wit- their falsely-devised system, I prove as follows:
tingly to be led astray, what is wicked, deceitful, They endeavour, for instance, to demonstrate that
seductive, and pernicious, connected with the passion which, they say, happened in the case of
school of the Valentinians, and all those other the twelfth _,Eon, from this fact, that the pamion

of the Saviour was brought about by the twelfth
i Comp. x C.or. xv. 44; s C.or. v. 4. [As a Catholic I cannot

everything oantmned in the _ib[tcal POwhology of Dr. apostle, and happened in the twelfth month. For
li_sch, .butmay I entreat the reader who has not studied it to do they hold that He preached ['only] for one year

sobe[ore dismissing the ideas of lrenmus on such tol_es. A transla-
tion has been prm_led for English readers, by the Messm. T. & T. after His baptism. They maintain also that the
_p___F_b_,h, _.l .... same thing was deafly set forth in the case of
these .xne meamug aplmaently is, that by the h,gh po_Uon w.hmh all
of _m _ occulned, they proved themselves, on me pnnclptes her who suffered from the issue of blood. For
__!.... ,_tic_,tohe_..g tothea_o_rod"teed," aad,ho_lat_ the woman suffered during twelve years, and,_ have eagerly hove welcomed the Lord. Or the meanmg may he,
_ nU_together to that relafionship," that i_ to the tclationshlp

_or. I. 26, _, somewhat lomely quot_L
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through touching the hem of the Saviour's gar- {having suffered, and bestowing the knowledge of
ment she was made whole by that power which ]the Father, conferred on us salvation. Her pas-
went forth from the Saviour, and which, they af- Ision, as they declare, gave origin to a female off-
firm, had a previous existence. For that Power [spring, weak, infirm, unformed, and ineffective ;
who suffered was stretching herself outwards and but His passion gave rise to strength and power.
flowing into immensity, so that she was in danger For the Lord, through means of suffering, ,, as-
of being dissolved into the general substance cending into the lofty place, led captivity cap-
[of the ._ons] ; but then, touching the primary tire, gave gifts to men," s and conferred on those
Tetrad, which is typified by the hem of the gar- that believe in Him the power "to tread upon
ment, she was arrested, and ceased from her serpents and scorpions, and on all the power of
passion, the enemy," 6 that is, of the leader of apostasy.

2. Then, again, as to their assertion that the Our Lord also by His passion destroyed death,
passion of the twelfth 2Eon was proved through and dispersed error, and put an end to cormp-
the conduct of Judas, how is it possible that Ju- tion, and destroyed ignorance, while He mam-
das can be compared [with this _Eon] as being fested life and revealed truth, and bestowed the
an emblem of her--he who was expelled from gift of incorruption. But their ._Eon, when she
the number of the twelve,' and never restored had suffered, estabhshed 7 ignorance, and brought
to his place ? For that _tEon, whose type they forth a substance without shape, out of which all
declare Judas to be, after being separated froru material works have been produced--death, cor-
her Enthymesis, was restored or recalled [to her ruption, error, and such hke.
former position] ; but Judas was deprived [of his 4. Judas, then, the twelfth in order of the dis-
office], and cast out, while Matthias was ordained ciples, was not a type of the suffering leon, nor.
in his place, according to what is written, "And again, was the passion of the Lord ; for these
his bishopric let another take. ''2 They ought two things have been shown to be in every
therefore to maintain that the twelfth _/Eon was respect mutually dissimilar and inharmonious.
cast out of the Pleroma, and that another was This is the case not only as respects the pomtq
produced, or sent forth to fill her place ; if, that which I have already mentioned, but with regard
is to say, she is pointed at in Judas. Moreover, to the very number. For that Judas the tra_tor
they tell us that it was the/Eon herself who suf- is the twelfth_ in order, is agreed upon by all,
fered, but Judas was the betrayer, [and not the there being twelve apostles mentioned by name
sufferer.] Even they themselves acknowledge in the Gospel. But this __Eon is not the twe/fih,
that it was the suffering Christ, and not Judas, but the thirtieth ; for, according to the views _m-
who came to [the endurance of] passion. How, der consideration, there were not twelve/Eons
then, could Judas, the betrayer of Him who had only produced by the will of the Father, nor was

she sent forth the twelfth in order : they reckon
oft°sufferthat__Eonf°rOUrwhoSalvatiOn,sufferedbe?the type and image her, [on the contrary,] as having been produced

3. But, in truth, the passion of Christ was in the thirtieth place. How, then, can Juda_.
neither similar to the passion of the A_on, nor the twelfth in order, be the type and image of
did it take place in similar circumstances. For that 2Eon who occupies the thirtieth place ?
the A_on underwent a passion of dissolution and 5. But _f they say that Judas in perishing was
destruction, so that she who suffered was in dan- the image of her Enthymesis, neither m thls way
ger also of being destroyed. But the Lord, our will the image bear any analogy to that truth
Christ, underwent a valid, and not a merely 3 which [by hypothesis] corresponds to ,t. For
accidental passion ; not only was He Himself the Enthymesis having been separated fromt he
not in danger of being destroyed, but He also A_on, and itself afterwards recexving a shape from
established fallen man* by His own strength, Christ, 8 then being made a partaker of intelh-
and recalled him to incorruption. The ._Eon, gence by the Saviour, and having formed all
again, underwent passion while she was seeking things which are outside of the Pleroma, after
after the Father, and was not able to find Him ; the image of those which are within the Pleroma,
but the Lord suffered that He might bring those is said at last to have been received by them
who have wandered from the Father, back to into the Pleroma, and, according to [the prmct-
knowledge and to His fellowship. The search ple of] conjunction, to have been united to that
into the greatness of the Father became to her Saviour who was formed out of all. But Judas
a passion leading to destruction ; but the Lord, having been once for all cast away, never returns

t Or, "from the twelfth number" -- the twelfth position araong [ s Ps. lxvdi. _S; Eph. tv. 8.
la_ a_stles. [ 6 Lukex. xo; [Markxvi. xT, x8. _ •

ffi_Act_ i. _o, from Ps. clx. 8. [ 7 Though t._e reading "substttmt" is found in all the MSS _"
3 The text fit here uncertain. Most editions read "et quze non I editions, ithas been deemed corrupt, and "sustlnult" has.been prO"

cedet_, _ but Harvey prefers" qua: non accederet" (for" acctderet "), [ posed instead of tt. Harvey so_ it the equivalent of __reo_'r'

,.n_. row.arks that the cor_pondln s Greek would he ,_ ob _)tov, } and the.. somewhat _tra,gely adds "' l'or "_._.7"rW.." There _rnans;_
which we have translated as above. I u_ no dtfficulty m the word, and consequently no necesstty for cna _

4 "Corruptum homhtem." I a Compare, in tl|ustration of this sentence, book t. 4, z, ana L 4,
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intothe number of the disciples; otherwisea a Decad,ora Triaeontad.What isthe reason,
differentpersonwould not have been chosen to]then,thattheinferiore__.onsare,asI have said,

fillhisplace. _sides,the Lord alsodeclared]representedby means of the apostles;but the
regardinghim, 'Woe to the man by whom theIsuperior,from whom, too,the former derived
Son of man shallbe betrayed;" 'and,"It were}theirbeing,are not prefiguredat all? But if6
betterforhim ifhe had neverbeen born;"2and Ithetwelveapostleswere chosenwiththisobject,
hewas calledthe"son of perdition"3 by Him. [thatthe number of the twelve-_ons might be
If,however,they say that Judas was a type indicatedby means of them, then the seventy
ofthe Enthymesis,not as separatedfrom the alsooughttohave been chosen to be the type
._Eon,but of the passionentwinedwith her, of seventy_Eons; and in thatcase,theymust
neitherinthisway can thenumber twelvebe re- affirmthatthe ._Eonsare no longerthirty,but
gardedasa [fitting]type of the number three,eighty-twoinnumber. For He who made choice
For inthe one case Judas was castaway,and of the apostles,thatthey might be a type of
Matthiaswas ordainedinsteadof him ; but in those_._onsexistingintheP]eroma,would never
theothercase,the A_on issaidtohave been in haveconstitutedthem typesofsome and not of
dangerofdissolutionand destruction,and [thereothers; but by means of theapostlesHe would
arealso]her Enthymesis and passion: forthey have triedtopreservean image and toexhibita
markedly distinguish Enthymesis from the pas- type of those _._2ons that exist in the Pleroma.
s_on ; and they represent the A_on as being re- 2. Moreover, we must not keep silence re-
stored, and Enthymesis as acquiring form, but spect, ng Paul, but demand from them after the
the passion, when separated from these, as be- type of what _/Eon that apostle has been handed
coming matter. Since, therefore, there are thus down to us, unless perchance [they affirm that
these three, the _/Eon, her Enthymesis, and her he is a representative] of the Saviour com-
passion, Judas and Matthias, being only two, can- pounded of them }all], who derived his being
not be the types of them. from the collected gifts of the whole, and whom

they term All Thtngs, as having been formed
CHAP.XXI.--THE TWELVEAPOSTLESWERE NOT out of them all. Respecting this being the poet

A TYPE OF THE _EONS. Hesiod has strikingly expressed himself, styling
_. If, again, they maintain that the twelve him Pandora--that is, "The gift of all"--for

apostles were a type only of that group of twelve this reason, that the best gift in the possession
./Eons which Anthropos in conjunction with Ec- of all was centred in him. In describing these
clesla produced, then let them produce ten other gifts the following account is given : Hermes

apostles as a type of those ten remaining ,_Eons, (sot he is called in the Greek ,language!,
who, as they declare, were produced by Logos Al_vM'ov; s _-c AdTOV¢xal _z'(_torov *?o_ av'rov_
and Zoe. For it is unreasonable to suppose that KdrOc.o (or to express this in the English 9 lan-

the jumor, and for that reason inferior_/Eons, were [guage), "implanted words of fraud and deceit
set forth by the Saviour through the election of in their minds, and thievish habits," for the pur-
the apostles, while their seniors, and on this ac- pose of leading foolish men astray, that such
count their supenors, were not thus foreshown ; should believe their falsehoods. For their
since the Saviour (if, that is to say, He chose the Mother-- that is, Leto ,o secretly stirred them
apostles with this view, that by means of them up (whence also she is called Leto," according
He m_ght show forth the _/Eons who are in the to the meaning of the Greek word, because she
Pleroma) might have chosen other ten apostles secretly stirred up men), without the knowledge
also, and likewise other eight before these, that of the Demiurge, to give forth profound and
thus He might set forth the original and primary unspeakable mysteries to itching ears.'= And
Ogdoad. He could not, 4 in regard to the second not only did their Mother bring it about that
[Duo] Decad, show forth [any emblem of it] this mystery should be declared by Hesiod ; but
through the number of the apostles being [al- very skllfully also by means of the lyric poet
ready] constituted a type. For [He made choice Pindar, when he describes to the Demiurge'3 the
of no such other number of disciples ; but] after
the twelve apostles, our Lord is found to have _ "St" is wanting in the tara. and early _clition$, and Harveypleads for lt_ _gch_loll, but the sense bccom_ ctcarer through imlea4-
sent seventy others before Him.S Now se_ent.ymg,t.

:' This clamm is, of course, an interpolation by the Latin ,tram-
cannot possibly be the type either of an Ogdoad, hto_

a The words are loosely quoted memortte,', as is tht ctmma with
z Matt. xxvi. _4- I_--nmus. See Hestod, Works and Day*, L 77, etc,
2 Mark xiv. 2L 9 Latin, of course, in the text.
s ohn xvd. x2. . . .

• 4 _ts passa.ge ashopelessly corrupt. The edltors havetwtsted tt being'°Thereisbereaplay'uP°n thew°rds AW*_and &_;l'_the f°rmersup.posed m be derived from the latte.r, so as to denote*eertcy.
m every direction, but wRh no satmfactory result. Our version Is It This clause is probably an mterpolatioa by the translator.
Lqmteas far from being certmnly trustworthy as any other that has x_ 2 Tm_ iv. 3-

t3 ,, _ Demlurgo," such is the reading in all the._ss, attd _ll-
oee.nproposed, but it seems something lake the meanmg of the words tlons. Harvey, however, proposes.to .re3td"ee._t Demiurgt_.; "lint
as tab-V stand. Both the text and punctuation of the Latin are in utter the change which he suggests, besides being wathout authomy,.¢onfusmn.

I._tke x.t. not clear away the obscurity which hangs; upon ths smatmg_
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case of Pelops, whose flesh was cut in pieces by For, according to the phraseology of the prophet,
the Father, and then collected and brought to- the day of retribution follows the [acceptable]
gether, and compacted anew by all the gods/ year ; and the prophet will be proved guilty of
did she in this way indicate Pandora ; and these falsehood if the Lord preached only for a year,
men having their consciences seared 2 by her, and if he speaks of it. For where is the day of
declaring, as they maintain, the very same things, retribution ? For the year has passed, and the
are [proved] of the same family and spirit as i day of retribution has not yet come ; but He
the others, still "makes His sun to rise upon the good and

upon the evil, and sends rain upon the just and
CHAP. XXIL _ THE THIRTY .,EONS ARE NOT TYPIFIED I unjust." s And the righteous suffer persecution,

BY THE FACT THAT CHRIST WAS BAIrnZED IN HIS are afflicted, and are slain, while sinners are pOS-
THIRTIETH YEAR -" HE DID NOT SUFFER IN THE sessed of abundance, and "drink with the sound
TWELVrH_tOZ,TTHAFTERHIS_AvrisM, BUTWASof the harp and psaltery, but do not regard the
MORETHANFIFTYYEARSOLDWHENHE DIED. works of the Lord." 6 But, according to the lan-
I. I have shown that the number ¢hir(v fails guage [used by the prophet'], they ought to be

them in every respect ; too few eEons, as they combined, and the day of retribution to follow
represent them, being at one time found within the [acceptable] year. For the words are, "to
the Pieroma, and then again too many [to corre- proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord, and
spond with that number]. There are not, there- the day of retribution." This present time,
fore, thirty _/Eons,nor did the Saviour come to therefore, in which men are called and saved by
be baptized when He was thhty years old, for the Lord, is properly understood to be denoted
this reason, that He might show forth the thirty by "the acceptable year of the Lord ;" and
silent 3 .,_,ons of their system, otherwise they there follows on this "the day of retribution,"
must first of all separate and eject [the Saviour] that is, the judgment. And the time thus re-
Himself from the Pleroma of all. Moreover, ferred to is not called "a year" only, but is also
they affirm that He suffered in the twelfth named "a day" both by the prophet and by
month, so that He continued to preach for one Paul, of whom the apostle, calling to mind the
year after His baptism ; and they endeavour to Scripture, says in the Epistle addressed to the
establish this point out of the prophet (for it is Romans, "As it is written, for thy sake we are
written, "To proclaim the acceptable year of killed all the day long, we are counted as sheep
the Lord, and the day of retribution"4), being for the slaughter." 7 But here the expression
truly blind, inasmuch as they affirm they have ,, all the day long" is put for all this time during
found out the mysteries of Bythus, yet not un- which we suffer persecution, and are killed as
derstanding that which is called by Isaiah the sheep. As then this day does not signify one
acceptable year of the Lord, nor the day of ret- which consists of twelve hours, but the whole
ribution. For the prophet neither speaks con- time during which believers in Christ sufferand
cerning a day which includes the space of twelve are put to death for His sake, so also the yar
hours, nor of a year the length of which is there mentioned does not denote one which con-
twelve months. For even they themselves ac- sists of twelve months, but the whole time of
knowledge that the prophets have very often faith during which men hear and believe the
expressed themselves in parables and allegories, preaching of the Gospel, and those become
and [are] not [to be understood] according to acceptable to God who unite themselves to Him.
the mere sound of the words. 3- But it is greatly to be wondered at, how Jt

2. That, then, was called the day of retribu- has come to pass that, while affirming that they
tion on which the Lord will render to every one have found out the mysteries of God, they have
according to his works _ that is, the judgment, not examined the Gospels to ascertain how often
The acceptable year of the Lord, again, is this after His baptism the Lord went up, at the time
present time, in which those who believe Him of the passover, to Jerusalem, in accordance with
are called by Him, and become acceptable to what was the practice of the Jews from every
God _ that is, the whole time from His advent land, and every year, that they should assemble
onwards to the 'consummation [of all things], at this period in Jerusalem, and there celebrate
during which He acquires to Himself as fruits the feast of the passover. First of all, after He
[of the scheme of mercy] those who are saved, had made the water wine at Carla of Galilee, He

went up to the festival day of the passover, on
t C.omp.Pindar,Oty,p.,i 38,etC. which occasion it is written, "For many believed

".Comvan¢u,"_4,poseatocom_p,,_to,,_',_,_o*,: s_ in Him, when they saw the signs which He did," sI Tun tv. 2. The whole passage Is dafficult and obscure.
3 Harvey wishes, wtthout any authority, to substtmte "tacltus."

for "tacito6," but there ts no necesmty for alterauon.. Irena_us ts
here p_ym_ Ul_O_.the word, according to a practice m which he s Matt. v. 45.
delilghts,-and _Luiedy scoffs at the Stgt (Silence) of the he_tlcs by 6 Isa. v. z*.

.yh:a_._,_ ,_k,_ who we. *rived from her. ' Rom. viii. 36.s John iL a3.
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as John the disciple of the Lord records. Then of humanity, nor setting aside in Himself that
again, withdrawing Himself [from Judaea], He is law which He had 7 appointed for the human
found in Samaria; on which occasion, too, He race, but sanctifying every age, by that period
conversed with the Samaritan woman, and while corresponding to it which belonged to Himself.
at a distance, cured the son of the centurion by For He came to save all through means of
a word, saying, "Go thy way, thy son liveth.", Himself-- all, I say, who through Him are born
Afterwards He went up, the second time, to ob- again to GodS--infants,9 and children, and boys,
serve the festival day of the passover* in Jerusa- and youths, and old men. He therefore passed
lem ; on which occasion He cured the paralytic through every age, becoming an infant for in-
man, who had lain beside the pool thirty-eight fants, thus sanctifying infants ; a child for chil-
years, bidding him rise, take up his couch, and dren, thus sanctifying those who are of tfiis age,
depart. Again, withdrawing from thence to the being at the same time made to them an example
other side of the sea of Tlberias,3 He there of piety, righteousness, and submission ; a youth
seeing a great crowd had followed Him, fed all for youths, becoming an exanaple to youths, and
that multitude with five loaves of bread, and thus sanctifying them for the Lord. So likewise
twelve baskets of fragments remained over and He was an old man for old men, that He .might
above. Then, when He had raised Lazarus from be a perfect Master for all, not merely as re_spects
the dead, and plots were formed against Him the setting forth of the truth, but also as regards
by the Pharisees, He withdrew to a city called age, sanctifying at the same time the aged also,
Ephraim ; and from that place, as it is written, and becoming an example to them likewise.
"He came to Bethany six days before the pass- Then, at last, He came on to death itself, that
over," 4 and going up from Bethany'to Jerusa- He might be "the first-born from the dead, that
lem, He there ate the passover, and suffered on in all things He might have the pre-eminence," re
the day followmg. Now, that these three occa- the Prince of life/' existing before all, and going
mons of the passover are not included within one before all.'*
year, every person whatever must acknowledge. 5. They, however, that they may establish their
And that the special month in which the pass- false opinion regarding that which is written, "to
over was celebrated, and in which also the proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord," main-
Lord suffered, was not the twelfth, but the first, tain that He preached for one year only, and
those men who boast that they know all things, then suffered in the twelfth month. [In speaking
if they know not this, may learn it from Moses. thus], they are forgetful to their own disadvan-
Their explanation, therefore, both of the* year tage, destroying His whole work, and robbing
and of the twelfth month has been proved false, Him of that age which is both more necessary
and they ought to reject either their explana- and more honourable than any other ; that more
tlon or the Gospel ; otherwise [this unanswera- advanced age, I mean, during which also as a
ble question forces itself upon them], How is it teacher He excelled all others. For how could
possible that the Lord preached for one year He have had disciples, if He did not teach?
only ? And how could He have taught, unless He had

4. Being thirty years old when He came to reached the age of a Master? For when He
be baptized, and then possessing the full age of came to be baptized, He had not yet completed
a Master/ He came to Jerusalem, so that He His thirtieth year, but was beginning to be about
might be properly acknowledged 6 by all as a thirty years of age (for thus Luke, who has men-
Master. For He did not seem one thing while tioned His years, has expressed it : "Now Jesus
He was another, as those affirm who describe was, as it were, beginning to be thirty years old," ,3
Him as being man only in appearance ; but what when He came to receive baptism) ; and, [ac-
He was, that He also appeared to be. Being a cording to these men,] He preached only one
Master, therefore, He also possessed the age of year reckoning from His baptism. On complet-
a Master, not despising or evading any condition mg His thirtieth year He suffered, being in fact

still a young man, and who had by no means
t John iv. 5o.
_ John v. x, etc. It is well known that, to fax what is meant by attained to advanced age. Now, that the first

the,ec¢_, referred to m th_s passage of St. John, is one of the most
mmcult pomts m New Testament criticism. Some modem scholars 7 ,, Neque solve'n* suam legem in *e humani generis." Mr*suet
think that the feast of Purtm is intended by the Evangehst: but. upon would exl?tmge "seam;" hot, an Harvey well observes, "it has a
t,l_ whole, the current of opminn that has always p_vatled in the peculiar mgmficance, _or arrognztinK kis _u law."
_nurch has been m favour of the staten_nt here made by Iren_tts. s ,, Renascuntur in Deum." The reference in these words is
_-nnst would therefore be present at four passover* after His hap- doubtless to baptism, as clearly appears from oumperlnghooh ill tT_r.
USm' (x,)Johe u. t3 ' (*) John v. x; (3) Johnvi. 4; (4) Jolmxiil. x. 9 It hasbeen remarkedby Wall andothenl, that wTeimvehere the

ORR,t-i. i, etc.
S4 to°hn xt. 5_, xit. L fiveStatementchurch.°fa valuable fact as to the baptiam of infants ia the primi-

_r, +'teacher," _agfst_. to Col. z. zS.
_.u_6 H.a.rvelr_strangely remarks beret that "the reading a_dlret, zt Acts ill z5.
_ by Masst_, makes no sense." He gives audlre/ur in his t* []'hat our Lord was #rem.a_arely old may be inferred from the
text, mat proposes to read ordzretur. The ImUage may, however, text which Irenmus regards as proof that he litm'alll M to he oi_
_ tran_ated as above, without departing from the ]Bcncdieth_ read- St. John viit. 56, 5Y; crimp. Is. liil. :l.]
mg audieet, t* Iatk¢ ill. :l3.
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stage of early life embraces thirty years,' and a mere phantasm, but an actual being 5 of flesh
that this extends onwards to the fortieth year, land blood. He did not then wm_t much of
every one will admit ; but from the fortieth and being fifty years old ; 6 and, ia accordance with

fiftieth year a man begins to decline towards old that fact, they said" to H_m," "Thou art not yet,,
age, which our Lord possessed while He still fifty years old, and hast Thou seen Abraham?
fulfilled the office of a Teacher, even as the Gos- He did not therefore preach only for one year,
p¢l and all the elders testify ; those who were nor did He suffer in the twelfth month of the
conversant in Asia with John, the disciple of the year. For the period included between the
Lord, [affirming] that John conveyed to them thirtieth and the fiftieth year can never be re-
that information.* And he remained among them garded as one year, unless indeed, among their
up to the times of Trajan. s Some of them, more- /Eons, there be so long years assigned to those
over, saw not only John, but the other apostles who sit in their ranks with Bythus in the Pie-
also, and heard the very same account from roma ; of which beings Homer the poet, too,
them, and bear testimony as to the [vahdity of] has spoken, doubtless being inspired by the
the statement. Whom then should we rather Mother of their [system of] error:--
believe ? Whether such men as these, or Ptole- of _ o_a ,r_,pZ_Z KaO_/m,oL_rotg,_ro
m_eus, who never saw the apostles, and who Xgvd_vga_r_v: 7
never even in his dreams attained to the slightest which we may thus render into English : s
trace of an apostle ? "The gods sat 1ound, while Jove presided o'er,

6. But, besides this, those very Jews who then And conver_e held upon the golden floor."
disputed with the Lord Jesus Christ have most
clearly indicated the same thing. For when the CHAP. XXm. _ THE WOMANWHO SUFFEREDFROM
Lord said to them, "Your father Abraham re- A_ ISSUE OF BLOODWAS NO TYPE OF THE
joiced to see My day ; and he saw it, and was SUFF_PJ_G_EO._.
glad," they answered Him, "Thou art not yet I. Moreover, their iguorance comes out in a
fifty years old, and hast Thou seen Abraham?" * clear light with respect to the case of that woman
Now, such language is fittingly applied to one who, suffering from an issue of blood, touched
who has already passed the age of forty, without the hem of the Lord's garment, and so was made
having as yet reached his fiftieth year, yet is not whole ; for they maintain that through her was
far from this latter period. But to one who is shown forth that twelfth power who suffered pas-
only thirty years old it would unquestionably be sion, and flowed out towards immensity, that _,
said, "Thou art not yet forty years old." For the twelfth ._Eon. [This ignorance of theirs ap-
those who wished to convict Him of falsehood pears] first, because, as I have shown, according
would certainly not extend the number of His to their own system, that was not the twelfth
years far beyond the age which they saw He had _Eon. But even granting them this point [in
attained ; but they mentioned a period near His the meantime], there being twelve A_ons, eleven
real age, whether they had truly ascertained this of these are said to ha_e continued impass:ble,
out of the entry in the public register, or simply while the twelfth suffered passion ; but the
made a conjecture from what they observed that woman, on the other hand, being healed in the
He was above forty years old, and that He twelfth year, it is manifest that she had contm-
certainly was not one of only thirty years of age. ued to suffer during eleven years, and was healed
For it is altogether unreasonable to suppose that in the twelfth. If indeed they were to say that
they were mistaken by twenty years, when they eleven /Eons were involved in passion, but the
wished to prove Him younger than the times of twelfth one was healed, it would then be a plaus-
Abraham. For what they saw, that they also ible thing to say that the woman was a type of
expressed ; and He whom they beheld was not these. But since she suffered during eleven

years, and [all that time] obtained no cure, but
t The Latin text of thinclause is, "Quia aotem triginta annorum

_tas prima indolis est juvents'--words winch it seems almost was healed in the twelfth year, in what way can

impo_bleto translate. Grateregarded"'indotis"as beingin the she be a type of the twelfth of the 3Eons, elevennominative, while Massttet contends tt ts m the gemnve case; and so
regarding it, we might translate, " Now that the age of thirty ts the of whom, [according to hypothesis,] did not
first age of the mind of youth," etc. But Harvey re-translates the
claase intoG_k a_ fol_: "o_,_ ¢_,_. _._0_. _. _A,_ Suffer at all, but the twelfth alone participated
_._-_,-r_.._._._,_._--wo_t, whi_h_have_o_o._a in suffering? For a type and emblem is, no
to _'ader as above. The meaning clearly is, that the age d thirty doubt, sometimes diverse from the truth [sigm"marked the transition IX_t from youth to maturity.

With _ to this extraordinary assertion of lrenzus, Harvey fled] as to matter and substance ; but it ought,
reamrk_: '__ reader may l-_re perdeive the unsatisfactory charac-
ter of tyadi_on_, where a mere fact is eoneet2ae_d. From reasonings as to the general form and features, to maintain
founded upon me evangelical hmtory, as well as from a preponderance
04*external te_timony, _tis most certain that our Lord's ministry ex- s Sed ventas "-- literally, "the truth "
tended but little over three years; yet here ]ren_eus states that _t in- 6 [Thts statement is simply astounding, and might seem a ptO_
duded more than ten years, and appeals to a tradition derived, as he dennal tllustrauoo of the worthlessness of mere tradmon unsUStam

says, f_ those who had conversed[with an apostle, by the written Word. No me_ tradttton could be more croclaablYTrojan's reign commenced x.n. 98, and St. John is said to have authorized than this.]
lived .tothe .a_geof a hundred _'ears. 7 Iliad, iv. x

John viE. 56, 57- s Latin, of course, in the text.
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a likeness [to what is typified], and in this way times "the Plenitude of the Ogdoads," as con-
to shadow forth by means of things present those mining the number eight hundred and eighty-
which are yet to come. eight. But His [eorrespondmg] Greek name,

2. And not only in the ease of this woman which is "Soter," that is, Saviour, because it
have the years of her infirmity (which they affirm does not fit in with their system, either with re-
to fit in with their figment) been mentioned, but, spect to numerical value or as regards its letters,
lo! another woman was also healed, after suffer- they pass over in silence. Yet surely, if they
ing in like manner for eighteen years ; concerning regard the names of the Lord, as, in accordance
whom the Lord said, "And ought not this with the preconceived purpose of the Father, by
daughter of Abraham, whom Satan has bound means of their numerical value and letters, in-
during eighteen years, to be set free on the dicating number in the Pleroma, Sorer, as being
Sabbath-day?"' If, then, the former was a a Greek name, ought by means of its letters and
type of the twelfth _Eon that suffered, the latter the numbers [expressed by these], in virtue
should also be a type of the eighteenth A_on in of its being Greek, to show forth the mystery of
suffering. But they cannot maintain this ; other- the Pleroma. But the ease is not so, because it
wise their primary and original Ogdoad will be is a word of five letters, and its numerical value
included in the number of A_ons who suffered is one thousand four hundred and eight.6 But
together. Moreover, there was also a certain these things do not in any way correspond with
other person 2 healed by the Lord, after he had their Pleroma : the account, therefore, which they
suffered for eight-and-thirty years : they ought give of transactions in the Pleroma cannot be
therefore to affirm that the A_on who occupies true.
the thirty-eighth place suffered. For if they _. Moreover, Jesus, which is a word belong-
assert that the things which were done by ing to the proper tongue of the Hebrews, con-
the Lord were types of what took place in the tams, as the learned among them declare, two
Pleroma, the type ought to be preserved through- letters and a half,_ and signifies that Lord who
out. But they can neither adapt to their tic,i- contains heaven and earth ; s for Jesus in the
t_oussystem the case of her who was cured after ancient Hebrew language means "heaven,"
eighteen years, nor of him who was cured after while again "earth" is expressed by the words
thirty-eight years. Now, it is in every way ab- sura usser.9 The word, therefore, which con-
surd and inconsistent to declare that the Saviour rains heaven and earth is just Jesus. Their
preserved the type in certain cases, while He did explanation, then, of the _E/isemon is false, and
not do so in others. The type of the woman, their numerical calculation is also manifestly
therefore, [with the issue of blood] is shown overthrown. For, in their own language, Sorer
to have no analogy to their system of _/Eons.3 is a Greek word of five letters ; but, on the

other hand, in the Hebrew tongue, Jesus con-
CHAP.XXIV.--FOLLYOF THE ARGUMENTSDE- tains only two letters and a half. The total

RIVED BY THE HERETICS FROM I_JMBERS, LET- which they reckon up, viz., eight hundred and
TERS,ANDSYLLABLF_. eighty-eight, therefore falls to the ground. And
I. This very thing, too, still further demon- throughout, the Hebrew letters do not corre-

strates their opinion false, and their fictitious spond in number with the Greek, although these
system untenable, that they endeavour to bring especially, as being the more ancient and un-
forward proofs of it, sometimes through means changing, ought to uphold the reckoning con-
of numbers and the syllables of names, some- nected with the names. For these ancient,
ttmes also through the letter of syllables, and yet original, and generally called sacred letters _oof
again through those numbers which are, accord- the Hebrews are ten in number (but they are
mg to the practice followed by the Greeks, written by means of fifteen't), the last letter
contained in [different] letters ; -- [this, I say,]
demonstrates in the clearest manner their over- 6 Thus:_,_p(_=_oo,-=_o,,=3oo._=S,p=,_o) =,4oS.

7 Being written thus, _llf/', and the small ' being apparetttly re-
throw or confusion,4 as well as the untenable g_ as oa_hatfa I*tter.H._re_p_o_ a di_rent_ut_,
and perverse character of their [professed] which_-enml_ probable.s This ts one of the most obscure passages in _ whoae wol-kof

knowledge. For, transferring the name fesus, lren_us, and the editors have succeeded in throwing very httleupon it. We may merely state that '1_ _ seems to be regarded as

which belongs to another language, to the nu- _o,ua_ in lunara_ _ ofthe_,_ _ _n], _,,_m_;
meration of the Greeks, they sometimes call it
"Episemon," s as having six letters, and at other 9 Nothingca,hema, of_ _,,_; t_ haveprot_t_

cor_to,l_d by ignorant transcriher,,, end are now wholly unintelllgibk _.' Luke xiiL x6. "Liter_e ascerdomlas,_--enocher enigma which no man can

solve. Mmstm supposes the reference to he tO the archaic Helm_woh."..;,,_'o_,_ ,en_.. _ very_._i.. wemowu_- _._,_rs,s,._.=aby,he_-;..._, _, .q_ _
suet s madln '

Har_, 7 g, ' negotto 2F__onum,"iu preference to that suggested by hadbeengeneraltyad6pted. HarveytMnksthat*acerdcffalegrcpre-seats the Greek Aevrov_tt_d, ,LI]_aning ]e..ttersgt_polpu_-_y _ ill
_* ' Sive confusionem "is very t_robably a marginal _lotm which common computadon."

Jt The editors have again long notes on this mast obacatrepaual_:
_cure._a_sfound tts way into the text. "_'hewhole daxme is _lficult and Mauuet expunges "quacque," and gives a Jengthened explanat/_m

s Comp. L x4,4. the clause, to whiob we csm ooly x,¢fcrfl_ecurm_m_m,de_.
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being joined to the first. And thus they write been made according to the type, it ought to
some of these letters according to their natural have had eight branches and a like number of
sequence, just as we do, but others in a reverse lamps, after the type of the primary Ogdoad,
direction, from the right hand towards the left, which shines pre-eminently among the Agons,
thus tracing the letters backwards. The name and illuminates the whole Pleroma. They have
Christ, too, ought to be capable of being reck- carefully enumerated the curtains 7 as being ten,
oned up in harmony with the /Eons of their declaring these a type of the ten JEons; but
Pleroma, inasmuch as, according to their state- they have forgotten to count the coverings of
ments, He was produced for the establishment skin, which were eleven 8 in number. Nor,
and rectification of their Pleroma. The Father, again, have they measured the size of these very
too, in the same way, ought, both by means of curtains, each curtain 9 being eight-and-twenty
letters and numerical value, to contain the num- cubits m length. And they set forth the length
ber of those _/Eons who were produced by Him ; of the pillars as being ten cubits, with a refer-
Bythus, in like manner, and not less Monogenes ; ence to the Decad of _/Eons. " But the breadth
but pre-eminently the name which is above all of each pillar was a cubit and a half; .... and this
others, by which God is called, and which in the they do not explain, any more than they do the
Hebrew tongue is expressed by Baruch,' [a entire number of the pillars or of their bars,
word] which also contains two and a half letters, because that does not suit the argument. But
From this fact, therefore, that the more impor- what of the anointing oil/' which sanctified the
tant names, both in the Hebrew and Greek lan- whole tabernacle ? Perhaps it escaped the no-
guages, do not conform to their system, either irice of the Saviour, or, while their Mother was
as respects the number of letters or the reckon-I sleeping, the Demiurge of himself gave instruc-
ing brought out of them, the forced character of tions as to its weight ; and on this account _t is
their calculations respecting the rest becomes out of harmony with their Pleroma, consisting, '_
clearly manifest, as it did, of five hundred shekels of myrrh, five

3. For, choosing out of the law whatever hundred of cassia, two hundred and fifty of cm-
things agree with the number adopted in their namon, two hundred and fifty of calamus, and
system, they thus violently strive to obtain proofs oil in addition, so that it was composed of five
of its validity. But if it was really the purpose ingredients. The incense x3also, in like manner,
of their Mother, or the Saviour, to set forth, by [was compounded] of stacte, onycha, galbanum,
means of the Demiurge, types of those things mint, and frankincense, all which do m no re-
which are in the Pleroma, they should have spect, either as to their mixture or weight, har-
taken care that the types were found in things monize with their argument. It is therefore
more exactly correspondent and more holy ; unreasonable and altogether absurd [to main-
and, above all, in the case of the Ark of the rain] that the types were not preserved m the
Covenant, on account of which the whole taber- subhme and more imposing enactments of the
nacle of witness was formed. Now it was con- law; but in other points, when any number
structed thus : its length * was two cubits and a coincides with their assertions, to affirm that Lt
half, its breadth one cubit and a half, its height was a type of the things in the Pleroma ; while
one cubit and a half; but such a number of [the truth is, that] every number occurs with
cubits in no respect corresponds with their sys- the utmost variety in the Scriptures, so that,
tern, yet by it the type ought to have been, be- should any one desire it, he might form not only
yond ever)thing else, clearly set forth.. The ian Ogdoad, and a Decad, and a Duodecad, but
mercy-seat 3 also does in like manner not at all any sort of number from the Scriptures, and then
harmonize with their expositions. Moreover, the maintain that this was a type of the system of
table of shew-bread * was two cubits in length, error devised by himself.
while its height was a cubit and a haiti These 4. But that this point is true, that that number
stood before the holy of holies, and yet in them which is called five, which agrees in no respect
not a single number is of such an amount as with their argument, and does not harmonize
contains an indication of the Tetrad, or the with their system, nor is suitable for a typlcal
Ogdoad, or of the rest of their Pleroma. What manifestation of the things in the Pleroma, [yet
of the candlestick, S too, which had seven 6 has a wide prevalence,'*] will be proved as fol-
branches and seven lamps ? while, if these had lows from the Scriptures. Soter is a name of

t _[_'_, Baruch, t,l_,,ss_d, one of the commonest rifles of the :' Ex. xxvi. x.
Almighty. The final "1 seems to be reckoned only a half-letter, as s Ex xxw 7.
being different in form from what it is when accoml3anied by a vowel 9 Ex. xxsa 2.
at the beginning or in the middle of a word. 1o Ex. xxvi. z6.

s Ex, _x'v. zo. xt Ex xxvt. 26.
3 F-,x.xxv. x7. xz Ex. xxx. _3, etc.
4 Ex. xx'v. a3.

Ea¢.n'v. 3x, etc. "t_SomgX'xXX.cha4_upplement,e _ as ,has seems requisite, but the _j_t_Only Jffx _ are me*lrioned in F_,x.xxv. 3a, in the Latin text ts v ry con used.
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five letters ; Pater, too, contains five letters ; other things of the same kind, both with respect
Agape (love), too, consists of five letters; and to this number and any other he chose to fix
our Lord, after' blessing the five loaves, fed with upon, either from the Scriptures, or from the
them five thousand men. Five virgins * were works of nature lying under his observatio_n.,S
called wise by the Lord; and, in like manner, But although such is the case, we do not there-
five were styled foolish. Again, five men are fore affirm that there are five 2Eons above the
said to have been with the Lord when He ob- Demiurge ; nor do we consecrate the Pentad, as
tained testamony s from the Father, -- namely, if it were some divine thing ; nor do we strive to
Peter, and James, and John, and Moses, and establish things that are untenable, nor ravings
Elias. The Lord also, as the fifth person, en- [such as they indulge in], by means of that vain
tered into the apartment of the dead maiden, kind of labour; nor do we perversely force a
and raised her up again ; for, says [the Scrip- creation well adapted by God [for the ends in-
ture], "He suffered no man to go in, save Peter tended to be served], to change itself into types
and James/ and the father and mother of the of things which have no real existence ; nor do
maiden." s The rich man in hell 6 declared that we seek to bring forward impious and abomi-
he had five brothers, to whom he desired that nable doctrines, the detection and overthrow of
one rising from the dead should go. The pool which axe easy to all possessed of intelligence.
from which the Lord commanded the paralytic 5- For who can concede to them that the
man to go into his house, had five porches. The year has three hundred and sixty-five days only,
very form of the cross, too, has five extremities,7 in order that there may be twelve months of
two in length, two in breadth, and one in the thirty days each, after the type of the twelve
middle, on which [last] the person rests who is .tEons, when the type is in fact altogether out of
fixed by the nails. Each of our hands has five harmony [with the antitype] ? "For, in the one
fingers ; we have also five senses ; our internal case, each of the 2Eons is a thirtieth part of the
organs may also be reckoned as five, viz., the entire Pleroma, while in the other they declare
heart, the liver, the lungs, the spleen, and the kid- that a month is the twelfth part of a year. If,
neys. Moreover, even the whole person may indeed, the year were divided mto thirty parts,
be diwded into this number [of parts],- the and the month into twelve, then a fitting type
head, the breast, the belly, the thxghs, and the might be regarded as having been found for
feet. The human race passes through five ages : their fictitious system. But, on the contrary, as
first infancy, then boyhood, then youth, then the case really stands, their Pleroma is divided
maturity, s and then old age. Moses dehvered into thirty parts, and a portion of it into twelve ;
the law to the people in five books. Each table while again the whole year is divided into twelve
which he received from God contained five 9 parts, and a certain portion of it into thirty.
commandments. The veil covenng ,o the holy The Saviour therefore acted unwisely in consti-
of holies had five pillars. The altar of burnt- tutmg the month a type of the entire Pleroma,
offering also was five cubits in breadth. 'z Five but the year a type only of that Duodecad which
pnests.were chosen in the wilderness, -- namely, exists in the Pleroma ; for it was more fitting to
Aaron, x2 Nadab, Abiud, Eleazar, Ithamar. The divide the year into thirty parts, even as the
ephod and the breastplate, and other sacerdotal whole Pleroma is divided, but the month into
vestments, were formed out of five _s materials ; twelve, just as the 2Eons are in their Pleroma.
for they combined in themselves gold, and blue, Moreover, they divide the entire Pleroma into
and purple, and scarlet, and fine linen. And three portions,--namely, into an Ogdoad, a
there were five z4 kings of the Amorites, whom Decad, and a Duodecad. But our year is di-
Joshua the son of Nun shut up in a cave, and vided into four parts, u namely, spring, summer,
directed the people to trample upon their heads, autumn, and winter. And again, not even do
Any one, in fact, might collect many thousand the months, which they maintain to be a type

of the Triacontad, consist precisely of thirty days,
x Matt xiv z9, 2_; Mark w. 4x,44; Luke Lx. x3, x4, Johnvi. 9, but some have more and some less, inasmuch asm, xl

Matt..... _,et_. five days remain to them as an overplus. '6 The
3Matt._i .... day, too, does not always consist precisely of
,t St John ts here strangely overlooked.s ukevin.5I. twelve hours, but rises from nine _7to fifteen, ande Luke xvl. 28,
7 ,, Frees et summltates;" romp. Justin Mart., Dial. c. Try_A., then falls again from fifteen to nine. It cannot

9_ therefore be held that months of thirty dayss ,, _[uvems,""one zn"tkt _rtme" of llfe."
9 Itbas been usual in the Chrisu'an Church to reckon f...... each were so formed for the sake of [typifying]

_?_ents.m the first table, and six m the second, but the above
to _ ancaent Jewish diwmon. See Joseph., dxtif., iti. 6. ts [Note the manly contempt with which our author du ax xxvi. 37. class of similitudes, whLch seem, even in our day, to have great at-

,, z!. Ex. xxvil, z ; "alutudo" m the text must be exchanged for tractions for some minds not otherwise narrow.]tatltado-

tt_ Ex. xxvfil, x. x6 365 (the days of the year) = _ x _3o+ 5.l;, These hours of daylight, at the winter and summer _tice re.
Ex. xxviit. 5- specUveht, correspond to the lantud¢ of Lyon, 45" 45' N., where

u Josh. x. x7. Irem_us _d_L
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the 2Eons; for, in that case, they would have number thirO,,s but to harmonize them with
consisted precisely of thirty days : nor, again, what actually exists, or with right reason. Nor
the days of these months, that by means of should they seek to prosecute inquiries respect-
twelve hours they might symbolize the twelve ing God by means of numbers, syllables, and
2Eons ; for, in that case, they would always have letters. For this is an uncertain mode of pro-
consisted precisely of twelve hours, ceeding, on account of their varied and diverse

6. But further, as to their calling material sub- systems, and because every sort of hypothesis
stances "on the left hand," and maintaining that may at the present day be, in hke manner,
those things which are thus on the left hand of devised 6 by any one ; so that 7 they can derive
necessity fall into corruption, while they also arguments against the truth from these very
affirm that the Saviour came to the lost sheep, in theories, inasmuch as they may be turned in
order to transfer it to the right hand, that is, to many different directions. But, on the contrary,
the ninety and nine sheep which were in safety, they ought to adapt the numbers themselves,
and perished not, but continued within the fold, and those things which have been formed, to
yet were of the left hand,' it follows that they the true theory lying before them. For system
must acknowledge that the enjoyment _ of rest does not spring out of numbers, but numbers
did not imply salvation. And that which has from a system ; nor does God derive His being
not in like manner the same number, they will from things made, but things made from God.
be compelled to acknowledge as belonging to For all things originate from one and the same
the left hand, that is, to corruption. This Greek God.
word Agape (love), then, according to the let- 2. But since created things are various and
ters of the Greeks, by means of which reckoning numerous, they are indeed well fitted and adapted
is carried on among them, having a numerical to the whole creation ; yet, when viewed mdivid-
value of ninety-three,3 is in like manner assigned ually, are mutually opposite and inharmonious,
to the place of rest on the left hand. Alethem just as the sound of the lyre, which consists of
(truth), too, having in like manner, according many and opposite notes, gives rise to one un-
to the principle indicated above, a numerical broken melody, through means of the interval
value of sixty-four/ exists among material sub- which separates each one from the others. The
stances. And thus, in fine, they will be corn- lover of truth therefore ought not to be deceived
pelled to acknowledge that all those sacred by the interval between each note, nor should he
names which do not reach a numerical value of imagine that one was due to one artist and au-
one hundred, but only contain the numbers thor, and another to another, nor that one per-
summed by the left hand, are corruptible and son fitted the treble, another the bass, and yet
material, another the tenor strings ; but he should hold

that one and the same person [formed the whole],
CHAP. XXV. _ GOD IS NOT TO BE SOUGHT AFTER SO as to prove the judgment, goodness, and skill

BY MEANS Or LETTERS,SYLLABLES,AND SU_- exhibited in the whole work and [specimen of]
BELLSj NECESSITY OF HUMILITY IN SUCH INVES- wisdom. Those, too, who listen to the melody,
TW,ATIONS. ought to praise and extol the artist, to admire the
x. If any one, however, say in reply to these tension of some notes, to attend to the softness

things, What then ? Is it a meaningless and of others, to catch the sound of others between
accidental thing, that the positions of names, both these extremes, and to consider the special
and the election of the apostles, and the work- character of others, so as to inqmre at what each
ing of the Lord, and the arrangement of created one aims, and what is the cause of their variety.
things, are what they are ? -- we answer them : never falhng to apply our rule, neither giving up
Certainly not ; but with great wisdom and dili- the [one 9] artist, nor casting off froth in the one
gence, all things have clearly been made by God who formed all things, nor blaspheming our
God, fitted and prepared [for their special pur- Creator.
poses] ; and His word formed both things ancient 3. If, however, any one do not discover the
and those belonging to the latest times ; and cause of all those things which become objects
men ought not to connect those things with the of investigation, let him reflect that man is m-

finitely inferior to God ; that he has received
t - Alluding,"says H_, "to a customamongthe ancients,grace only in part, and is not y&t equal or similar

of sttmming the numbers below xon by vat'tons positions of the left hand
and tts fingers; ton and upward*being reckor_ by corresponding to his Maker; and, moreover, that he cannot
gtstures of the right hand, The ninety and rune sheep, therefore, have experience orform a conception of all things
that reumm_ quietly in the fold were summed upon the left hand t
and Gnostics professed that they were typical of the true spmtual
seed; but Scripture alvatys places the workers of iniquity on the. left s Some read xx, but x'xx. is probably correct
hand, and in the Gnosuc theory the evil principle of matter was stats- 6 Harvey proposes "commentitum" instead of" commentatuln,
tral, therefore," etc., as. above, but the alteratton seems unnecessary.

"/_vamen," corresponding probably to the Greek ,_v_arat,_v, 7 The syntax Is In confusion, and the meaning obscure.
-_*A_._rq (a_ x, "t,= 3, affix, w_ 80, _8) =93. s " Regula "
4 'AA//Otta (tt = t, g= 3O, "0= 8, @ffi9, _ = 5, t = xo, _t= x) =64- 9 "Eaxantes ab artifice. '" The whole sentence is mo6t obscure
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hke God ; but in the same proportion as he who parted to him the breath of life, and commanded
was formed but to-day, and received the begin- this very thing into existence. It is therefore
ning of his creation, is inferior to Him who is better, as I have said, that one should have no
uncreated, and who is always the same, in that knowledge whatever of any one reason why a
proportion is he, as respects knowledge and the single thing in creation has been made, but
facuhty of investigating the causes of all things, should believe in God, and continue in His love,
inferior to Him who made him. For thou, O than 3 that, puffed up through knowledge of this
man, art not an uncreated being, nor didst thou kind, he should fall away from that love which is
always co-exist ' with God, as did His own Word ; the life of man ; and that he should search after
but now, through His pre-eminent goodness, re- no other knowledge except [the knowledge of]
ceiving the beginning of thy creation, thou dost Jesus Christ the Son of God, who was crucified
gradually learn from the Word the dispensations for us, than that by subtle questions and hair-
of God who made thee. splitting expressions he should fall into impiety._

4- Preserve therefore the proper order of thy 5. For how would it be, if any one, gradually
knowledge, and do not, as being ignorant of elated by attempts of the kind referred to, should,
things really good, seek to rise above God Him- because the Lord said that "even the hairs of
self, for He cannot be surpassed ; nor do thou your head are all numbered," s set about inquir-
seek after any one above the Creator, for thou ing into "the number of hairs on each one's
wilt not discover such. For thy Former cannot head, and endeavour to search out the reason on
be contained within hmits ; nor, although thou account of which one man has so many, and
shouldst measure all this [universe'], and pass another so many, since all have not an equal
through all His creation, and consider it in all number, but many thousands upon thousands are
its depth, and height, and length, wouldst thou to be found with still varying numbers, on this
be able to conceive of any other above the Father account that some have larger and others smaller
Hirnself. For thou wilt not be able to think Him heads, some have bushy heads of hair, others
fully out, but, indulging in trains of reflection thin, and others scarcely any hair at all, m and
opposed to thy nature, thou wilt prove thyself then those who imagine that they have discovered
foolish ; and if thou persevere in such a course, the nu tuber of the hairs, should endeavour to
thou writ fall into utter madness, whilst thou apply that for the commendation of their own
deemest thyself loftier and greater than thy Crea- sect which they have conceived ? Or again, if
tor, and lmaginest that thou canst penehate be- any one should, because of this expression which
yond His dominions, occurs in the Gospel, "Are not two sparrows

sold for a farthing? and not one of them falls to
CHAP. XXVI.- c_ KNOWLEDGE PUFFETH UP, BUT the ground without the wilt of your Father, ''6

LOVE EDIFIETH." take occasion to reckon up the number of spar-
_. It is therefore better and more profitable rows caught daily, whether over all the world or

to belong to the simple and unlettered class, and m some particular district, and to make inquiry
by means of love to attain to nearness to God, as to the reason of so many having been captured
than, by imagining ourselves learned and skflful, yesterday, so many the day before, and so many
to be found [among those who are] blasphemous again on this day, and should then join on the
against their own God, inasmuch as they con- number of sparrows to his [particular] hypothe-
jure up another God as the Father. And for sis, would he not m that case mislead himself
this reason Paul exclaimed, "Knowledge puffeth altogether, and drive into absolute insanity those
up, but love edifieth : "2 not that he meant to that agreed with him, since men are always eager
inveigh against a true knowledge of God, for m in such matters to be thought to have discovered
that case he would have accused himself; but, something more extraordinary than their runs-
because he knew that some, puffed up by the ters? 7
pretence of knowledge, fall away from the love 3. But ff any one should ask us whether every
of God, and imagnne that they themselves are number of all the things which have been made,
perfect, for this reason that they set forth an and which are made, is known to God, and
Imperfect Creator, with the view of putting an whether every one of these [numbers] has, ac-
end to the pride which they feel on account of cording to His providence, received that special
knowledge of this kind, he says, "Knowledge amount which it contains _ and on our agreeing

puffeth up, but love edifieth." Now there can 3"Aut;" _ _ving beenthus m_'-ke_ rena_ i_ a
be no greater conceit than this, that any one ,, u_-_"q ....

should imagine he is better and more perfect , lTh_s seerus anttelpatorgof thedml_.:t3c$of sehol_m_uvasm,andof it.* lmmen_ influence m Western Christendom, afar St. lh;_l's

than He who made and fashioned him, and im- f_ble _d_io_ totheBibJi¢*l*y*_moft_ and_m.]
s Matt x. 30.

---'----'-- 6 Matt x. 29.
t Alluding to the smaginary Agon A _hra/_*, who existed from _ | Illustrated by the history of modern thought in Germany. See'

eterntty the meritorious work of Professor Kahms, on Ge_asL proteatd_.
z C.or. vni x. i_," (t_anslated). Eehnburgh, T & T. Clark, x856. ]
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that such is the case, and acknowledging that interpretations of the parables, such as every
not one of the things which have been, or are, one discovers for himself as inclination leads
or shall be made, escapes the knowledge of God, him, [is absurd.s] For in this way no one will
but that through His providence every one of possess the rule of truth ; but in accordance
them has obtained its nature, and rank, and with the number of persons who explain the
number, and special quantity, and that nothing parables will be found the various systems of
whatever either has been or is produced in vain truth, in mutual opposition to each other, and
or accidentally, but with exceeding suitability [to setting forth antagonistic doctrines, like the
the purpose intended], and in the exercise of questions current among the Gentile philoso-
transcendent knowledge, and that it was an ad- phers.
mirable and truly divine intellect, winch could 2. According to this course of procedure,
both distinguish and bring forth the proper causes therefore, man would always be inquiring but
of such a system : if, [I say,] any one, on obtain- never finding, because he has rejected the very
ing our adherence and consent to this, should method of discovery. And when the Bride-
proceed to reckon up the sand and pebbles of the groom 4 comes, he who has his lamp untrimmed,
earth, yea also the waves of the sea and the stars and not burning with the brightness of a steady
of heaven, and should endeavour to think out light, is classed among those who obscure the
the causes of the number which he imagines interpretations of the parables, forsaking Him
himself to have discovered, would not his labour who by His plain announcements freely imparts
be in vain, and would not such a man be justly gifts to all who come to Him, and is excluded
declared mad, and destitute of reason, by all from His marriage-chamber. Since, therefore,
possessed of common sense ? And the more he the entire Scriptures, the prophets, and the
occupied himself beyond others in questions of Gospels, can be clearly, unambiguously, and
this kind, and the more he imagines himself to harmoniously understood by all, although all do
find out beyond others, styling them unskilful, not beheve them; and s since they proclaim that
ignorant, and animal beings, because they do not one only God, to the exclusion of all others,
enter into his so useless labour, the more is he formed all things by Hm word, whether wsible
[m reality-] insane, foolish, struck as it were with or invisible, heavenly or earthly, in the water or
a thunderbolt, since indeed he does in no one under the earth, as I have shown 6 from the very
point own himself inferior to God; but, by the words of Scripture ; and since the very system
knowledge which he imagines himself to have of creation to which we belong testifies, by what
discovered, he changes God Himself, and exalts falls under our notice, that one Beang made and
his own opinion above the greatness of the governs it,--those persons wall seem truly foolish
Creator. who blind their eyes to such a clear demonstra-

tion, and will not behold the light of the an-
CHAP. XXVIL--PROVER MODe. OF L'CrERVRET_NOnouncement [made to them]; but they put

PARABLESANDOBSCUREPASSAGESOF SCRIPTURE. fetters upon themselves, and every one of them
I. A sound mind, and one which does not ex- imagines, by means of their obscure interpreta-

pose its possessor to danger, and is devoted to tions of the parables, that he has found out a
piety and the love of truth, will eagerly meditate God of his own. For that there ]s nothing
upon those things which God has placed within whatever openly, expressly, and without contro-
the power of mankind, and has subjected to our versy said m any part of Scnpture respecting
knowledge, and will make advancement in [ac- the Father conceived of by those who hold a
quaintance with] them, rendering the knowledge contrary opinion, they themselves testify, when
of them easy to him by means of daily study, they maintain that the Saviour privately taught
These things are such as fall [plainly] under these same things not to all, but to certain only
our observation, and are clearly and unambigu- of His disciples who could comprehend them,
ously in express terms set forth in the Sacred and who understood what was intended by Him
Scriptures. And therefore the parables ought through means of arguments, enigmas, and para-
not to be adapted to ambiguous expressions, bles. They come, [m fine,] to this, that they
For, if this be not done, both he who explains maintain there is one Being who is proclanned
them will do so without danger, and the parables as God, and another as Father, He who as set
will receive a like interpretation from all, and forth as such through means of parables and
the body _ of truth remains entire, with a har- enigmas.
monious adaptation of its members, and without

3 Some such expression of dlsapproval must evidently be supphed,
any collision [of its several parts]. But to apply though wantinginthe Latintext
expressions which are not clear or evident to • Mattxxv 5,etc.

s The text ts here elliptical, and we have supplied what seera_
necessary to complete the sense. ,,

I - Ranonem " b It Is doubtful whether" demonstravlmus" or" demonstrablrflu_
a We read "ventatis corpus '" for "a ventate corpus" in the be the proper reading, ff the former, the referenCe will he to book 1

text. aa, or u. z; if the latter, to book fil 8.
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3" But since parables admit of many interpre- those things which lie at our very feet (I mean
rations, what lover of truth will not acknowledge, such as belong to this world, which we handle,
that for them to assert God is to be searched and see, and are in close contact with)transcend
out from these, while they desert what is certain, our knowledge, so that even these we must leave
indubitable, and true, is the part of men who to God. For it is fitting that He should excel
eagerly throw themselves into danger, and act a_ all [in knowledge']. For how stands the case,
if destitute of reason ? And is not such a course for instance, if we endeavour to explain the cause
of conduct not to build one's house upon a rock ' of the rising of the Nile ? We may say a great
which is firm, strong, and placed in an open posi- deal, plausible or otherwise, on the subject ; but
tion, but upon the shifting sand ? Hence the what is true, sure, and incontrovertible regarding
overthrow of such a building is a matter of ease. it, belongs only to God. Then, again, the dwell-

mg-place of birds m of those, I mean, which
cHAP.XXVIIL-- PERFECTKNOWLEDGECANNOTBEAT- come to us in spring, but fly away again on the

TMNEDIN THE PRESENTLIFE: MANYQUESTIONSapproach of autumn-- though it is a matter con-
MUST BE SUBMISSIVELY LEFT IN THE HANDS OF GOD. nected with this world, escapes our knowledge.
L Having therefore the truth itself as our rule, What explanation, again, can we give of the flow

and the testimony concerning God set clearly and ebb of the ocean, although every one admits
before us, we ought not, by running after numer- there must be a certain cause [for these phe-
ous and diverse answers to questions, to cast nomena] ? Or what can we say as to the nature
away the firm and true knowledge of God. But_ of those things which lie beyond it ? 3 What,
it is much more suitable that we, directing our moreover, can we say as to the formation of rain,
inqmries after this fashion, should exerose our- lightning, thunder, gatherings of clouds, vapours,
selves in the investigation of the mystery and the bursting forth of winds, and such like things ;
admiuistration of the living God, and should m- or tell as to the storehouses of snow, hail, and
crease in the love of Him who has done, and other like things ? [What do we know respect-
sull does, so great things for us ; but never should ing] the condltions requisite for the preparation
fall from the belief by which it is most clearly iof clouds, or what is the real nature of the vapours
proclaimed that this Being alone is truly God in the sky ? What as to the reason why the moon
and Father, who both formed this world, fash- waxes and wanes, or what as to the cause of the
ioned man, and bestowed the faculty of increase difference of nature among various waters, metals,
on His own creation, and called him upwards stones, and such like things? On all these points
from lesser things to those greater ones which we may indeed say a great deal while we search
are in His own presence, just as He brings an into their causes, but God alone who made them
infant which has been conceived in the womb can declare the truth regarding them.
into the light of the sun, and lays up wheat in 3. If, therefore, even with respect to creation,
the barn after He has given it full strength on! there are some things [the knowledge of] which
the stalk. But it is one and the same Creator Ibelongs only to God, and others which come with-
who both fashioned the womb and created the m the range of our own knowledge, what ground
sun ; and one and the same Lord who both is there for complaint, if, in regard to those things
reared the stalk of corn, increased and multiplied which we investigate in the Scriptures (which
the wheat, and prepared the barn. are throughout spiritual), we are able by the

2. If, however, we cannot discover explana- grace of God to explain some of them, while we
tions of all those things in Scripture which are must leave others in the hands of God, and that
made the subject of investigation, yet let us not not only in the present world, but also in that
on that account seek after any other God be- which is to come, so that God should for ever
sides Him who really exists. For this is the teach, and man should for ever learn the things
very greatest impiety. We should leave things taught him by God? As the apostle has said
of that nature to God who created us, being on this point, that, when other things have been
most properly assured that the Scriptures are in- done away, then these three, "faith, hope, and
deed perfect, since they were spoken by the charity, shall endure." 4 For faith, which has
Word of God and ttis Spirit ; but we, inasmuch respect to our Master, endures s unchangeably,
as we are inferior to, and later in existence than

the Word of God and His Spirit, are on that D_i xwC°mp'Clexa'9Rom.,g2_.toCa_-.,c.xx;andAugust.,Ds. CJvtt
very account 2 destitute of the knowledge of His , Cot.xiii.x3.s "Permanet firma,'--no doubt corresponding to the p.dJ,ei o[
mysteries. And there is no cause for wonder if the apostle, t (:or xfii x3. Harvey here remarks, that "the author

this is the case with us as respects things spiritual _ tormsappreheodthe apostle'smeaning.... Therev_lbenolonger room forhope, when the substance of things hoped for shall have
and heavenly, and such as require to be made _om_ a matterof frumon,neitherwilltbs_ b¢an_,roomforf_tl_
known to us by revelation, since many even of whenthe soul shall be admmed to see God as He is.' But tim begmodem mterpret¢_ take the same view of the passage aa Irena_us.

]'hey regard the vvw Se of St Paul as not being _em/borat, but log:col l
I Matt vll z5 and conclude therefore the meaning to be, that fitttlzand _o/k-, aswea
2 Or, "to that degree." as love, wdl, in a sense, endure for ever Comp., e.g, Alford, t_/0¢.
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assuring us that there is but one true God, and ing flow to you from the fact that ye reserve
that we should truly love Him for ever, seeing that nothing for God, but ye wish to proclaim the
He alone is our Father; while we hope ever nativity and production both of God Himself,
to be receiving more and more from God, and of His Enncea, of His Logos, and Life, and
to learn from Him, because He is good, and Christ ; and ye form the idea of these .from no
possesses boundless riches, a kingdom without other than a mere human experience ; not under-
end, and instruction that can never be exhausted, standing, as I said before, that it is possible, in
If, therefore, according to the rule which I have the case of man, who is a compound being, to
stated, we leave some questions in the hands of speak in this way of the mind of man and the
God, we shall both preserve our faith uninjured, thought of man ; and to say that thought (ennoea)
and shall continue without danger ; and all Scrip- springs from mind (sensus), retention (enthy.
ture, which has been given to us by God, shall mesis) again from thought, and word (logos) from
be found by us perfectly consistent; and the intention (but which logos? 4 for there is among
parables shall harmonize with those passages the Greeks one logos which is the principle
which are perfectly plain ; and those statements that thinks, and another which is the instm-
the meaning of which is clear, shall serve to ex- ment by means of which thought is expressed),
plain the parables ; and through the many diver- and [to say] that a man sometimes is at rest
sifted utterances [of Scripture] there shall be and silent, while at other times he speaks and
heard' one harmonious melody in us, praising is active. But since God is s all mind, all
in hymns that God who created all things. If, reason, all active spirit, all light, and always
for instance, anyone asks, "What was God doing exists one and the same, as it is both bene-
before He made the world ?" we reply that the ficial for us to think of God, and as we learn
answer to such a question lies with God Himself. regarding Him from the Scriptures, such feehngs
For that this world was formed perfect a by God, and dwisions [-of operation] cannot fittingly be
receiving a beginning in time, the Scnptures ascribed to Him. For our tongue, as being car-
teach us ; but no Scripture reveals to us what nal, is not sufficient to minister to the rapidity
Cod was employed about before this event, of the human mind, inasmuch as that is of a
The answer therefore to that question remains spiritual nature, for which reason our word is re-
with God, and it is not proper 3 for us to aim strained 6 within us, and is not at once expressed
at bringing forward foolish, rash, and blasphe- as it has been concewed by the mind, but is
mous suppositions [in reply to it] ; so, as by one's uttered by successive efforts, just as the tongue
imagining that he has discovered the origin is able to serve it.
of matter, he should in reality set aside God 5. But God being all Mind, and all Logos,
Himself who made all things, both speaks exactly what He thinks, and thinks

4- For consider, all ye who invent such opin- exactly what He speaks. For His thought is
ions, since the Father Himself is alone called Logos, and Logos is Mind, and Mind compre-
God, who has a real existence, but whom ye hendmg all things is the Father Himself. He,
style the Demiurge ; since, moreover, the Scrip- therefore, who speaks of the mind of God, and
tures acknowledge Him alone as God; and yet ascribes to it a special origin of its own, de-
again, since the Lord confesses Him alone as clares Him a compound Being, as if God were
His own Father, and knows no other, as I shall one thing, and the original Mind another. So,
show front His very words, --when ye style this again, with respect to Logos, when one attributes
very Being the fruit of defect, and the offspring to him the third 7 place of production from the
of ignorance, and describe Him as being ignorant Father ; on which supposition he is ignorant of
of those things which are above Him, with the His greatness ; and thus Logos has been far
various other allegations which you make regard- separated from God. As for the prophet, he
ing Him, --consider the terrible blasphemy lye declares respecting Him, "Who shall describe
are thus guilty of] against Him who truly is God. His generation ?" _ But ye pretend to set forth
Ye seem to affirm gravely and honestly enough His generation from the Father, and ye transfer
that ye believe in God ; but then, as ye are the production of the word of men which takes
utterly unable to reveal any other God, ye de- place by means of a tongue to the Word of God,
clare this very Being in whom ye profess to and thus are righteously exposed by your own
believe, the fruit of defect and the offspring of
ignorance. Now this blindness and foolish talk- • The Greek term kdVo_, as is well known denotes both ra/ta(reason) and sermo (speech). Some deem the _bove parenthesis an

interpolation.
I The Latin text is here untranslateable. Grahe proposes to read, s Corap, i. z2, 2.

" t_ cou_u_an_ _dodiaim no6i# *ent/tt_ri"w_J_ S_and s "Suffugatur:" some _d " soffocatur;" and Harvey prop,S
othe_ p/_'-fer toexchglage a(o_rerett for q'o_rerat. "suffragatur." &s the representative of the Greek _lbt_erat. "I_

a - Apotelesuco$. _ This win'd, says Harvey, "may al_o refer to meaning in any case ts, that whale ideas are instantaneously form_s
the vital energy of natme, whereby its effects are for ever reproduced in the human mind, they can be expressed through means ofwo_
in uncea_ng succeamom" Comp. Hippol,, Pkilos., via. 2_. only fractionally, and by successtve utterance.

We here follow Grabo. who tm(kr_nds dec_t. Harvey less 7 Thus: 8ythu_, Naus, Log_.
slm_ ®_iains the very ob_us_ L'ain _ffit. * Is_ llll. 8.
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selvesas knowing neither things human nor di-sinned and revolted from a state of submission
vine. to God, and others, indeed the great majority,

6. But, beyond reason inflated [with your own persevered, and do still persevere, in[willing]
wisdom], ye presumptuously maintain that ye are subjection to Him who formed them, and also of
acquainted with the unspeakable mysteries of what nature those are who sinned, and of what
God ; while even the Lord, the very Son of God, nature those who persevere,-- [we must, I say,
allowed that the Father alone knows the very day leave the cause of these things] to God and His
and hour of judgment, when He plainly declares, Word, to whom alone He said, "Sit at my right
"But of that day and that hour knoweth no man, hand, until I make Thine enemies Thy footstool."3
neither the Son, but the Father only."' If, then, But as for us, we still dwell upon the earth, and
the Son was not ashamed to ascribe the knowl- have not yet sat down upon His throne. For
edge of that day to the Father only, but declared although the Spirit of the Saviour that is in Him
what was true regarding the matter, neither let "searcheth all things, even the deep things of
us be ashamed to reserve for God those greater God," * yet as to us "there are diversities of gifts,
questions which may occur to us. For no man differences of administrations, and diversifies of
is superior to his master: If any one, therefore, operations ; "s and we, while upon the earth, as
says to us, " How then was the Son produced Paul also declares, "know in part, and prophesy
by the Father?" we reply to him, that no man in part." 6 Since, therefore, we know but_in part,
understands that production, or generation, or we ought to leave all sorts of [difficult] questions
calling, or revelation, or by whatever name one in the hands of Him who in some measure, [and
may describe His generation, which is in fact that only,] bestows grace on us. That eternal
altogether indescribable. Neither Valentinus, fire, [for instance,'] is prepared for sinners, both
nor Marcion, nor Saturninus, nor Basilldes, nor the Lord has plainly declared, and the rest of
angels, nor archangels, nor principalities, nor the Scriptures demonstrate. And that God fore-
powers [possess this knowledge], but the Father knew that this would happen, the Scriptures do
onlywho begat, and the Son who was begotten, in like manner demonstrate, since He prepared
Since therefore His generation is unspeakable, eternal fire from the beginning for those who
those who strive to set forth generations and were [afterwards] to transgress [His command-
productions cannot be in their right mind, inas- ments]; but the cause itself of the nature of
much as they undertake to describe things which such transgressors neither has any Scripture in-
are indescribable. For that a word is uttered formed us, nor has an apostle told us, nor has the
at the bidding of thought and mind, all men Lord taught us. It becomes us, therefore, to
indeed well understand. Those, therefore, who leave the knowledge of this matter to God, even
have excogitated [the theory of] emissions have as the Lord does of the day and hour [of judg-
not discovered anything great, or revealed any ment], and not to rush to such an extreme of
abstruse mystery, when they have simply trans- danger, that we will leave nothing in the hands
ferred what all understand to the only-begotten of God, even though we have received only a
Word of God; and while they style Him un- measure of grace [from Him in this world].
speakable and unnameable, they nevertheless But when we investigate points which are above
set forth the production and formation of His us, and with respect to which we cannot reach
first generation, as if they themselves had assisted satisfaction, [it is absurd 7] that we should dis-
at His birth, thus assimilating Him to the word play such an extreme of presumption as to lay
of mankind formed by emissions, open God, and things which are not yet diseov-

7. But we shall not be wrong if we affirm the ered, s as if already we had found out, by the
same thing also concerning the substance of mat- vain talk about emissions, God Himself; the
ter,that God produced it. For we have learned Creator of all things, and to assert that He de-
fromthe Scriptures that God holds the suprem- rived His substance fromapostasy and ignorance,
acy over all things. But whence or in what so as to frame an impious hypothesis in opposi-
way He produced it, neither has Scripture tion to God.
anywhere declared; nor does it become us to 8. Moreover, they possess no proof of their
conjecture, so as, in accordance with our own system, which has but recently been invented by
opinions, to form endless conjectures concerning them, sometimes resting upon certain numbers,
God,but we should leave such knowledge in the sometimes on syllables, and sometimes, again,
hands of God Himself. In like manner, also, on names; and there are occasions, too, when,
we must leave the cause why, while all things
were made by God, certain of His creatures 3p.......4 x Cor. ii. zo.
----._._... S z C.or.xli. 4, 5, 6.

6 z C.or.x,L 9.

heaz Mark xliL 32. The words. "neither the angels whsch are in 7 Mas._uet proposes to insert there wo.his, and io_m¢ such supple-
., ven_ are here emitted, probably because, as urinal, the writer ment seems clearly necessary to complete the ums¢. Ilttttheaa_moe
_,--._ tram . still remains confused and doubtful.

• Comp.M_m_.._ _; LukexL,to. , [Gea.xl.8; l_t. xxix.,9; Ps.c_i.]
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by means of those letters which are contained lables, and questions respecting such things as
in letters, by parables not properly interpreted, or are above our comprehension, and concerning
by certain [baseless] conjectures, they strive to their improper expositions of the parables : [I
establish that fabulous account which they have add no more on these points,] since thou thyself
devised. For if any one should inquire the rea- mayest enlarge upon them.
son why the Father, who has fellowship with the
Son in all things, has been declared by the Lord CHAP.xxIx.- REFtrrATIONOFTHEVIEWSOFTHZ
alone to know the hour and the day [of judg- HERETICSASTO THEFUTUREDESTINYOF THE

ment], he will find at present no more suitable, SOULANDBODY.
or becoming, or safe reason than this (since, t. Let us return, however, to the remaining
indeed, the Lord is the only true Master), that points of their system. For when they declare6
we may learn through Him that the Father is that, at the consummation of all things, their
above all things. For "the Father," says He, mother shall re-enter the Pleroma, and recewe
"is greater than L" ' The Father, therefore, the Saviouras her consort ; that they themselves,
has been declared by our Lord to excel with as being spiritual, when they have got rid of their
respect to knowledge ; for this reason, that we, animal souls, and become intellectual spirits,_411
too, as long as we are connected with the scheme be the consorts of the spiritual angels ; but that
of things in this world, should leave perfect knowl- the Demiurge, since they call him animal, will
edge, and such questions [as have been men- pass into the place of the Mother; that the souls
tioned], to God, and should not by any chance, of the righteous shall psychically repose in the
while we seek to investigate the sublime nature intermedtate place ;--when they declare that
of the Father, fall into the danger of starting the like will be gathered to like, spiritual things to
question whether there is another God above spiritual, while material things continue among
God? those that are material, they do in fact contradict

9- But if any lover of strife contradict what I themselves, inasmuch as they no longer maintain
have said, and also what the apostle affirms, that that souls pass, on account of their nature, into
"we know in part, and prophesy in part," 3 and the intermediate place to those substances which
imagine that he has acquired not a partial, but are similar to themselves, but [that they do so]
a universal, knowledge of all that exists, -- being on account of the deeds done [in the body],
such an one as Valentinus, or Ptolem_eus, or since they affirm that those of the righteous do
Basilides, orany other of those who maintain that pass [into that abode], but those of the impious
they have searched out the deep 4 things of God, continue in the fire. For if it is on account of

let him not (arraying himself in vainglory) their nature that all souls attain to the place of
boast that he has acquired greater knowledge enjoyment,7 and all belong to the intermediate
than others with respect to those things which place simply because they are souls, as being
are invisible, or cannot be placed under our ob- thus of the same nature with it, then it follows
servation ; but let him, by making diligent inquiry, that froth is altogether superfluous, as was also
and obtaining information from the Father, tell the descent s of the Saviour [to this world]. If,
us the reasons (which we know not) of those on the other hand, it is on account of theirright-
things which are in this world, -- as, for instance, eousness ['that they attain to such a place of
the number of hairs on his own head, and the rest], then it is no longer because they are souls
sparrows which are captured day by day, and but because they are righteous. But if souls
such other points with which we axe not pre- would have9 penshed unless they had been nght-
viously acquainted, _so that we may credit him eous, then righteousness must have power to save
also with respect to more important points. But the bodies also [which these souls inhabited] ;
if those who are 2berfec/do not yet understand for why should it not save them, since they, too,
the very things in their hands, and at their feet, participated in righteousness? For ff natureand
and before their eyes, and on the earth, and substance are the means of salvation, then all
especially the rule followed with respect to the souls shall be saved ; but if righteousness and
hairs of their head, how can we beheve them faith, why should these not save those bodies
regarding things spiritual, and super-celestial,s which, equally with the souls, will enter IOme0
and those which, with a vain confidence, they
assert to be above God ? So much, then, I have 6 Comp.i. 7,,.
said concerning numbers, and names, and syl- , " Roffigeriura,"#/aceoJ"refresllment. ,,

8 Bdhus, with great apparent reason, proposes to read" dcscenslO
for the unmteUiglble "dlscessio" of the Latm text

9 Grahe and Masxuet read, "Si autem anim_¢ pcnre mctperent,
t John xiv. _8 [ nisi justin fulssent," for" Si autem ammm qu_ pentur_ essent recipe-
2 [On the gre.at matter of the _*0tXGp_rt_, the subordination of rent nisijust_ fmssent,"--words which defy all translauon

the Son, etc., Bull has ex_.ored Patristic doctrine, and may well he con- _o The text ts here uncertain and confused but, as Harvey re-
*aired here. ])tft_s. _d. zVic_,n_e, sect. iv., see also voL v. 363 ] marks," the argument _ this, That tf souls are saved q_ca intellectual

substance, then all are saved ahke; but ff by reason of any mo_
4"_,,X'AItttudlnes,"C°r"xiii. 9. literally. IzelgAts. quahnes, then the bodtes that have executed the moral ._urposcs
s [WhaJom, ix. t3, t7. A passage of marvellous beauty ] the soul, mast also he considered to he hears of salvaUon.'
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immortality? For righteousness will appear, in emotions and operations of the soul itself have
mattersof this kind, either impotent or unjust, no substance apart from the soul. What part of
if indeed it saves some substances through par- them, then, will still remain to enter into the
ticipating in it, but not others. Pleroma? For they themselves, in as far as

2. For it is manifest that those acts which they are souls, remain in the intermediate place ;
are deemed righteous are performed in bodies, while, in as far as they are body, they will be
Either, therefore, all souls will of necessity pass consumed with the rest of matter.
into the intermediate place, and there will never
be a judgment; or bodies, too, which have CHAP.xxx.mA_uRDrrY OFTHEIRSTYLmGTHe-
participated in righteousness, will attain to the SELVm SPIRITUAI,WHILETHE DEMIURGEIS

DECLARED TO BE ANIMAL.
place of enjoyment, along with the souls which
have in like manner participated, if indeed right- x. Such being the state of the case, these in-
eousness is powerfill enough to bring thither fatuated men declare that they rise above the
those substances which have participated in it. Creator (Demiurge) ; and, inasmuch as they
And then the doctrine concerning the resurrec- proclaim themselves superior to that God who
tion of bodies which we believe, will emerge true made and adorned the heavens, and the earth,
and certain [from their system] ; since, [as we and all things that are in them, and maintainthat
hold,] God, when He resuscitates our mortal they themselves are spiritual, whiletheyare in fact
bodies which preserved righteousness, will render shamefully carnal on account of their so great
them incorruptible and immortal. For God is impiety,--affirming that He, who has made His
superior to nature, and has in Himself the dis- [angels3 spirits, and is clothed with light as with
posiuon [to show kindness], because He is good ; Ia garment, and holds the circle, of the earth, as
and the ability to do so, because He is mighty ; [it were, in His hand, in whose sight its inhabit-
and the faculty of fully carrying out His purpose, Iants are counted as grasshoppers, and who is the
because He is rich and perfect. Creator and Lord of all spiritual substance, is of

3. But these men are in all points inconsistent an animal nature,-- they do beyond doubt and
with themselves, when they decide that all souls verily betray their own madness ; and, as if truly
do not enter into the intermediate place, but struck with thunder, even more than those giants
those of the righteous only. For they maintain who are spoken of in [heathen] fables, they lift
that, according to nature and substance, three up their opinions against God, inflated by a vain
sorts [of being] were produced by the Mother : presumption and unstableglory,-- men forwhose
the first, which proceeded from perplexity, and purgation all the hellebore s on earth would not
weariness, and fear -- that is material substance ; suffice, so that they should get rid ,of their intense
the second from impetuosity'm that is animal folly.
substance ; but that which she brought forth •2. The superior person is to be proved by his
after the vision of those angels who wait upon deeds. In what way, then, can they show them-
Christ, is spiritual substance. If, then, that sub- selves superior to the Creator (that I too, through
stance * which she brought forth will by all the necessity of the argument in hand, may come
means enter into the Pleroma because it is down to the level of their impiety, instituting a
spiritual, while that which is material will remain comparison between God and foolish men, and,
below because it is material, and shall be totally by descending to their argument, may often refute
consumed by the fire which burns within it, why them by their own doctrines ; but in thus acting
should not the whole animal substance go into imay God be merciful to me, for I venture on
the intermediate place, into which also they send _these statements, not with the view of compar-
the Demiurge ? But what is it which shall enter ing Him to them, but of convicting and over-
vmhin their Pleroma ? For they maintain that throwing their insane opinions)-- they, for whom
souls shall continue in the intermediate place, !many foolish persons entertain so great an ad-
while bodies, because they possess material sub- miration, as if, forsooth, they could learn from
stance, when they have been resolved into mat- them something more precious than the truth it-
ter, shall be consumed by that fire which exists self! That expression of Scripture, "Seek, and
in it ; but their body being thus destroyed, and ye shall find," 6 they interpret as spoken with this
their soul remaining in the intermediate place, view, that they should discover themselves to be
no part of man will any longer be left to enter above the Creator, styling themselves greater and
in within the Pleroma. For the intellect of man better than God, and calling themselves spiritual,

his mind, thought, mental intention, and such but the Creator animal ; and [affirming] that for
like -- is nothing else than his soul ; but the this reason they rise upwardsabove GOd, for that

x ,, De impetu:" it is generally supposed that these words col-- 3 Ps. cir. 2, 4.
d " -- - --

to e_ _ _lno-rpo_b_ (comp. i. S, x), but Harvey thinks _f 4 lsa. xl. x2, 22.

°P_,__r_mble (L 4,z). s I_ was evidendy familiar with Horace; com_ At* _t.,

ing is tdoulnlemhesyntaXthatOfglventhissentenCeabo.e=,is in utter confusion, but the mean- 3°°6 Matt. vii. 7-
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they enter in within the Pleroma, while He re- ity,'-- an idle conception, owing their being to
mains in the intermediate place. Let them, then, the Saviour, and fit for nothing, for not a thing
prove themselves by their deeds superior to the appears to have been done by them. But the
Creator; for the superior person ought to be God who, according to them, was produced,
proved not by what is said, but by what has a while, as they argue, inferior to themselves (for
real existence, they maintain that he is of an animal nature),

3" What work, then, will they point to as hay- was nevertheless the active agent in all things,
ing been accomplished through themselves by iefficient, and fit for the work to be done, so that
the Saviour, or by their Mother, either greater, by him the images of all things were made ; and
or more glorious, or more adorned with wisdom, not only were these things which are seen formed
than those which have been produced by Him by him, but also all things invisible, Angels,
who was the disposer of all around us? What Archangels, Dominations, Powers, and Virtues,
heavens have they established ? what earth have --[by him, I say,] as being the superior, and
they founded? what stars have they called into capable of ministering to her desire. But ,t
existence ? or what lights of heaven have they seems that the Mother made nothing whatever
caused to shine? within what circles, moreover, through their instrumentality, as indeed they
have they confined them? or, what rains, or themselves acknowledge ; so that one may justly
frosts, or snows, each suited to the season, and reckon them as having been an abortion pro-
to every special climate, have they brought upon duced by the painful travail of their Mother.
the earth ? And again, in opposition to these For no accoucheurs performed their office upon
what heat or dryness have they set over against her, and therefore they were cast forth as an
them? or, what rivers have they made to flow?abortion, useful for nothing, and formed to ac-
what fountains have they brought forth? with complish no work of the Mother. And yet they
what flowers and trees have they adorned this describe themselves as being superior to Him by
sublunary world ? or, what multitude of animalswhom so vast and admirable works have been
have they formed, some rational, and others it- accomplished and arranged, although by their
rational, but all adorned with beauty ? And who own reasoning they are found to be so wretchedly
can enumerate one by one all the remaining inferior!
objects which have been constituted by the power 5. It is as if there were two iron tools, or in-
of God, and are governed by His wisdom? or stnlments, the one of which was continually
who can search out the greatness of that God in the workman's hands and in constant use, and
who made them? And what can be told of those by the use of which he made whatever he pleased,
existences which are above heaven, and which and displayed his art and skill, but the other of
do not pass away, such as Angels, Archangels, which remained idle and useless, never being
Thrones, Dominions, and Powers innumerable ? icalled into operation, the workman never appear-
Against what one of these works, then, do they ing to make anything by it, and making no use
set themselves in opposition ? What have they of it in any of his labours ; and then one should
similar to show, as having been made through maintain that this useless, and idle, and unem-
themselves, or by themselves, since even they ployed tool was superior in nature and value to
too are the workmanship and creatures of this that which the artisan employed in his work, and
[Creator] ? For whether the Saviour or their by means of which he acquired his reputation.
Mother (to use their own expressions, proving Such a man, if any such were found, would justly
them false by means of the very terms they them- be regarded as imbecile, and not in his nght
selves employ) used this Being, as they maintain, mind. And so should those be judged of who
to make an image of those things which are with- speak of themselves as being spiritual and supe-
in the Pleroma, and of all those beings which rior, and of the Creator as possessed of an animal
she saw waiting upon the Saviour, she used him nature, and maintain that for this reason they
(the Demiurge) as being [in a sense] superior will ascend on high, and penetrate within the
to herself, and better fitted to accomplish her: Pleroma to their own husbands (for, according
purpose through his instrumentality; for she i to their own statements, they are themselves
would by no means form the images of such _feminine), but that God [the Creator] is of an
important beings through means of an inferior, inferior nature, and therefore remains in the in-
but by a superior, agent, termediate place, while all the time they bring

4. For, [be it observed,] they themselves, forward no proofs of these assertions: for the
according to their own declarations, were then better man is shown by his works, and all works
existing, as a spiritual conception, in consequence have been accomplished by the Creator ; but
of the contemplation of those beings who were they, having nothing worthy of reason to point
arranged as satellites around Pandora. And to as having been produced by themselves, are

they indeed continued useless, the Mother ac- ,T_ _t_ __ do_,a. With_ass_.t andSue-----_
complishing nothing through their instrumental- iwe_p=g_ "vd" frm _ _t.
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labouring under the greatest and most incurable their manner of speaking, there still lay before
madness, him four heavens,4 if he were to approach the

6. If, however, they labour to maintain that, De miurge, and thus behold the whole seven lying
while all material things, such as the heaven, and beneath him) ; but he might have been admit-
the whole world which exists below it, were an- ted, perhaps, into the intermediate place, that is,
deed formed by the l)emiurge, yet all things of into the presence of the Mother, that he might
_t more spiritual nature than these,- those, receive instruction from her as to the things
namely, which are above the heavens, such as within the Pleroma. For that tuner man which
principalities, Powers, Angels, Alchangels, Dotal- was in him, and spoke in him, as they say, though
natxons, Virtues, -- were produced by a spiritual invimble, could have attained not only to the third
proce,s of birth (which they declare themselves heaven, but even as far as the presence of their
to be), then, in the first place, we prove from Mother. For if they maintain that they them-
the authoritative Scriptures _ that all the things selves, that is, their [tuner] man, at once ascends
which have been mentioned, vlsable and invimble, above the Demiurge, and departs to the Mother,
have been made by one God. For these men much more must this have occurred to the
are not more to be depended on than the Scrip- [inner] man of the apostle ; for the Demiurge
tures ; nor ought we to g_ve up the declarataons would not have hindered him, being, as they
of the Lord, Moses, and the rest of the prophet_, assert, himself already subject to the Saviour.
who have proclaimed the truth, and gwe credit But af he had tried to hinder him, the effort
to them, who do indeed utter nothang of a sensi- would have gone for nothing. For it is not
ble nature, but rave about untenable opinions, possible that he should prove stronger than
And, an the next place, if those things whach are the providence of the Father, and that when the
above the heavens were really made through tuner man is stud to be mvimble even to the
their instrumentahty, then let them inform us Demiurge. But since he (Paul) has described
what is the nature of things invisible, recount the that assumption of hamself up to the third heaven
number of the Angels, and the ranks of the Arch- as something great and pre-eminent, it cannot be
angeh, reveal the mysteries of the Thrones, and that these men ascend above the seventh heaven,
teach us the &fferences between the Domina- for they are certainly not superior to the apostle.
uons, Princapalxties, Powers, and Virtues. But If they do maintmn that they are more excellent

i they can say nothing respecting them ; therefore than he, let them prove themselves so by their
:. these beings were not made by them. If, on works, for they have never pretended to any-

the other hand, these were made by the Creator, thing like [what he describes as occurring to him-
as was really the case, and are of a spiritual and self]. And for this reason he added, "Whether
holy character, then at follows that He who in the body, or whether out of the body, God
produced spiritual beings is not Himself of an knoweth," 5 that the body might neither be
animal nature, and thus their fearful system of thought to be a partaker in that vision, 6 as if it
blasphemy is overthrown, could have participated in those things which it

7. For that there are spiritual creatures an the had seen and heard ; nor, again, that any one
heavens, all the Scriptures loudly proclaim ; and should say that he was not carried higher on
Paul expressly testifies that there are spiritual account of the weight of the body ; but it is
things when he declares that he was caught up therefore thus far pernutted even without the
into the third heaven,_ and again, that he was body to behold spiritual mysteries which are the
carried away to paradise, and heard unspeakable operatmns of God, who made the heavens and
words which it is not lawful for a man to utter, the earth, and formed man, and placed him in
But what did that profit him, either his entrance paradise, so that those should be spectators of
into paradase or has assumption into the third them who, like the apostle, have reached a high
heaven, since all these things are still but under degree of perfection in the love of God.
the power of the Demiurge, if, as some venture 8. This Being, therefore, also made spiritual
to maintain, he had already begun 3 to be a spec- things, of which, as far as to the third heaven,
tator and a hearer of those mysteries which are the apostle was made a spectator, and heard un-
affirmed to be above the Demiurge ? For if it is
true that he was becoming acquainted with that 4 ,,Qx_t_ o_lum;" t_,, _11hei_g,_o,di_g_ t._,f.theo_
order of things which is above the Demiurge, he _u_i.°l"_ _-_, _ fo_,-t_ b,ro,,athat to_h St.r_,_ _a r***-
would by no means have remained in the regions s ,Cot.xiL3,deqectiwlyqtmuxl. _6 Thts is an exceedingly obscure and. d_oult _r_n_. ,_
of the Demiurge, and that so as not even thor- and someof the latereditorsread."u.tt r_q_.e._ .c.or_u_,.tram
oughly to explore even these (for, according to makingI=,=,_ am_mthatth_bodyat_ _map_te m .t_ .v_..But Massuet contends strenuously th/tt this w contrary to tl_. autl_(s

purpose, as wishing to raalnl_in, against a l_l'ble cxc_n ol
t Or, "the Scriptures of the Lord, "' but the words" do_unicas V_entinian_, that Paul the. w_me_ s_t_-t_tm_d_,_ma .rty

_:fiPtoris" probably here represent the Greek _tt,_.o_v7@a_v, and !omitting this "non" .before' corpus," _ tteme_ e_w/_..m_,_
,_ to_ _-_d_ as a_e. hodxwasa v,_k_ i, t_**._, r_. _ canon_i,_,_

• Cot. xii. _. 3, 4 decided, but Masst_t's ingenious note mclm_ ,m tom_. mu_ v*
s ,, lnciperet fieri, " perhaps for "futuru$ esset," _ to be. ouestton.
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speakable words which it is not possible for a He is the Former, He the Builder, He the Dis_
man mutter, inasmuch as they are spiritual; and coverer, He the Creator, He the Lord of all;
He Himself bestows _ ['gifts] on the worthy as and there is no one besides Him, or above Him
inclination prompts Him, for paradise is His; neither has He any mother, as they falsely as:
and He is truly the Spirit of God, and not an cribe to Him ; nor is there a second God, as Mar-
animal Demiurge, otherwise He should never cion has imagined; nor is there a Pleroma of
have created spiritual things. But if He really thirty _Eons, which has been shown a vain sup-
is of an animal nature, then let them inform us position ; nor is there any such being as Byth_
by whom spiritual things were made. They have or Proarche ; nor are there a series of heavens
no proof which they can give that this was done nor is there a virginal light/nor an unnameable
by means of the travail of their Mother, which _Eon, nor, in fact, any one of those things which
they declare themselves to be. For, not to are madly dreamt of by these, and by all the
speak of spiritual things, these men cannot cre- heretics. But there is one only God, the Crea-
ate even a fly, or a gnat, or any other small and tor-- He who is above every Principality, and
insignificant animal, without observing that law Power, and Dominion, and Virtue : He is Father,
by which from the beginning animals have been He is God, He the Founder, He the Maker, He
and are naturally produced by God--through the Creator, who made those things by Himself,
the deposition of seed in those that are of the that is, through His Word and His Wisdom--
same species. Nor was anything formed by the heaven and earfl_,and the seas, and all things that
Mother alone ; ['for] they say that this Demiurge are in them : He is just ; He is good ; He it is
was produced by her, and that he was the Lord who formed man, who planted paradise, who
(the author)of all creation. And they maintain made the world, who gave rise to the flood,
that he who is the Creator and Lord of all that who saved Noah ; He is the God of Abraham,
has been made is of an animal nature, while they and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, the
assert that they themselves are spiritual, -- they God of the living : He it is whom the law pro-
who are neither the authors nor lords of any one claims, whom the prophets preach, whom Christ
work, not only of those thin_ which are extra- reveals, whom the apostles make known s to us,
neous to them, but not even of their own bodies ! and in whom the Church believes. He is the
Moreover, these men, who call themselves spirit- Father of our Lord Jesus Christ : through His
ual, and superior to the Creator, do often suffer Word, who is His Son, through Him He is re-
much bodily pain, sorely against their will. vealed and manifested to all to whom He tJ

9- Justly, therefore, do we convict them of revealed ; for those [only] know Him to whom
having departed far and wide from the truth, the Son has revealed Him. But the Son, eter-
For if the Saviour formed the things which have naUy co-existing with the Father, from of old,
been made, by means of him (the Demiurge), yea, from the beginning, always reveals the
he is proved in that case not to be inferior but Father to Angels, Archangels, Powers, Virtues,
superior to them, since he is found to have been and all to whom He wills that God should be
the former even of themselves; for they, too, revealed.
have a place among created things. How, then,
can it be argued that these men indeed are spirit- CHAP.xxix, -- RECAPITULATIONAND APPLICATION
ual, but that he by whom they were created is of OF TH_ FOREC.or_oAROU_ENTS.
an animal nature ? Or, again, if (which is in- x. Those, then, who are of the school of Val-
deed the only true supposition, as I have shown entinus being overthrown, the whole multitude
by numerous arguments of the very clearest ha- of heretics are, in fact, also subverted. For all
ture) He (the Creator) made all things freely, the arguments I have advanced against their Ple-
and by His own power, and arranged and finished roma, and with respect to those things which are
them, and His will is the substance 2 of all things, beyond it, showing how the Father of all is shut
then He is discovered to be the one only God up and circumscribed by that which is beyond
who created all things, who alone is Omnipotent, Him (if, indeed, there be anything beyond Him)
and who is the only Father founding and form- and how there is an absolute necessity ['on their
ing all things, visible and invisible, such as may theory] to conceive of many Fathers, and man)'
be perceived by our senses and such as cannot, Pleromas, and many creations of worlds, begin
heavenly and earthly, "by the word of His ning with one set and ending with another, as
power ; "3 and He has fitted and arranged all existing on every side ; and that all [the beings
things by Hiswisdom, while He contains all things, referred to] continue in their own domains, and
but He Himself can be contained by no one : do not curiously intermeddle with others, since,

indeed, no common interest nor any fellowship
x- Pnu_t di_:" _ • _ _o_,=prmm, exists between them ; and that there is no others Thatis.as1_-___,,.,tno_s,allthings21erivenotonlytheirtarh't-

_', buttheir_hi"/t#, hmnHisw_ Harveyp_ Wnmd
_ _ o¢-_ln_t._, buttl_chu_m6_ 4Thati_,Barhd_:compi. ag,_.

s Heb.L3. J "Tmdmlt:"h_-_Uv,k._d _m.
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God of all, but that that name belongs only to greater harm than good on those who believe
the Almighty ;--[all these arguments, I say,] them, with respect to the point on which they
will in like manner apply against those who are lead them astray. For they can neither confer
of the school of Marmon, and Simon, and Me- sight on the blind, nor hearing on the deaf, nor
nander, or whatever others there may be who, chase away all sorts of demons i [none, in-
like them, cut off that creation with which we deed,] except those that are sent into others by
are connected from the Father. The arguments, themselves, if they can even do so much as this.
again, which I have employed against those who Nor can they cure the weak, or the lame, or the
maintain that the Father of all no doubt contains paralytic, or those who are distressed in any
all things, but that the creation to which we be- other part of the body, as has often been done
long was not formed by Him, but by a certain in regard to bodily infirmity. Nor can they
other power, or by angels having no knowledge furnish effective remedies for those external
of the Propator, who is surrounded as a centre accidents which may occur. And so far are they
by the immense extent of the universe, just as from being able to raise the dead, as the Lord
a stain is by the [surrounding] cloak ; when I raised them, and the apostles did by means of
showed that it is not a probable supposxtion that prayer, and as has been frequently done in the
any other being than the Father of all formed brotherhood on account of some necessity-- the
that creation to which we belong, -- these same entire Church in that particular locality entreat-
arguments will apply against the followers of ing [the boon] with much fasting and prayer,
Saturninus, Basilides, Carpocrates, and the rest the spirit of the dead man has returned, and he
of the Gnostics, who express similar opinions, has been bestowed in answer to the prayers of
Those statements, again, which have been made the saints--that they do not even believe this
with respect to the emanations, and the A_ons, can be possibly be done, [and hold] that the
and the [supposed state of] degeneracy, and resurrection from the dead3 is simply an ac-
the inconstant character of their Mother, equally quaintance with that truth which they proclaim.
overthrow Basilides, and all who are falsely 3. Since, therefore, there exist among them

• styled Gnostics, who do, in fact, just repeat the error and misleading influences, and magical
; same views under different names, but do, to a illusions are impiously wrought in the sight of
: greater extent than the former, x transfer those men ; but in the Church, sympathy, and corn-

things which lie outside 2 of the truth to the sys- passion, and stedfastness, and truth, for the aid
tem of their own doctrine. And the remarks I and encouragement of mankind, are not only

: have made respecting numbers will also apply displayed 4 without fee or reward, but we our-
against all those who misappropriate things be- selves lay out for the benefit of others our own
longing to the truth for the support of a system means ; and inasmuch as those who are cured
of this kind. And all that has been said respect- very frequently do not possess the things which
mg the Creator (Demiurge) to show that he they require, they receive them from us;-
alone is God and Father of all, and whatever [since such is the case,] these men are in this
remarks may yet be made in the following books, way undoubtedly proved to be utter aliens from
I apply against the heretics at large. The more the divine nature, the beneficence of God, and
moderate and reasonable among them thou wilt all spiritual excellence. But they are altogether
convert and convince, so as to lead them no full of deceit of every kind, apostate inspiration,
longer to blaspheme their Creator, and Maker, demoniacal working, and the phantasms of idol-
and Sustainer, and Lord, nor to ascribe His atry, and are in reality the predecessors of that
ongin to defect and ignorance ; but the fierce, dragons who, by means of a deception of the

: and terrible, and irrational [among them] thou same kind, will with his tail cause a third part of
wilt drive far from thee, that you may no longer the stars to fall from their place, and will cast
have to endure their idle loquaciousness, them down to the earth. It behoves us to flee

z. Moreover, those also will be thus confuted from them as we would from him; and the
who belong to Simon and Carpocrates, and if Feater the display with which they are said to
there be any others who are said to perform _erform [their marvels], the more carefully
miracles _who do not perform what they do ;hould we watch them, as having been endowed
either through the power of God, or in connec- with a greater spirit of wickedness. If any one
tion with the truth, nor for the well-being of will consider the prophecy referred to, and the
men, but for the sake of destroying and mis- daily practices of these men, he will find that
leading mankind, by means of magical decep-
tions, and with universal deceit, thus entailing 3 Comp. 2 Tim. iL XT, xS.. [On _ su_apqst, oli¢ age and this

subject ofmiracles, Newman,m spite of his sopmsttcal arg'd_mtma,
mavwell be consulted for hts references, etc. Tran_la_w_ qf tl_

Qui, though here found in all the uss., seems to have been Abed Fle_ry, p. xt. Oxford, t84z.]
rtghtlyexpunged by the editors * "Perficiatur: " tt is difficult bey= to give a fgt_ _vanldatiolt eL
hea:h_nThere_e.ren_ probably "ksto opinlons and theortes cff the this word. Some prefer to read "tmpertlatt_.

taeu. s Rev. xii. x4.
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their manner of acting is one and the same with the works of righteousness, "into everlasting fire,
the demons, where their worm shall not die, and the fire shall

not be quenched." s
cry. xxxiL___ or'r_EWlCggD 2. When they further maintain that it is m-
AND BL_,S_aF.UOUSD0Crg_ZS OF mS U_C_ cumbent on them to have experience of every

I. Moreover, this impious opinion of theirs kind 4 of work and conduct, so that, if it be
with respect to actions m namely, that it is in- possible, accomplishing all during one manifes-
cumbent on them to have experience of all tation in this life, they may [at once] pass over
kinds of deeds, even the most abominable-- is to the state of perfection, they are, by no chance,
refuted by the teaching of the Lord, with whom found striving to do those things which wait
not only is the adulterer rejected, but also the upon virtue, and are laborious, glorious, and
man who desires to commit adultery ;' and not skilful, s which also are approved universally as
only is the actual murderer held guilty of having being good. For if it be necessary to go
killed another to his own damnation, but the through every work and every kind of operation,
man also who is angry with his brother without they ought, in the first place, to learn all the
a cause : who commanded [His disciples] not arts : all of them, [I say,] whether referring to
only not to hate men, but also to love their theory or practice, whether they be acquired by
enemies ; and enjoined them not only not to self-denial, or are mastered through means of
swear falsely, but not even to swear at all ; and labour, exercise, and perseverance ; as, for ex-
not only not to speak evil of their neighbours, ample, every kind of music, arithmetic, geom-
but not even to style any one "Raca" and etry, astronomy, and all such as are occupied
"fool ; " [declaring] that otherwise they were with intellectual pursuits : then, again, the whole
in danger of hell-fire ; and not only not to strike, study of medmine, and the knowledge of plants,
but even, when themselves struck, to present the so as to become acquainted with those which are
other cheek [to those that maltreated them] ; prepared for the health of man ; the art of
and not only not to refuse to give up the prop- painting and sculpture, brass and marble work,
erty of others, but even if their own were taken and the kindred arts : moreover, [they have to
away, not to demand it back again from those study] every kind of country labour, the veteri-
that took it ; and not only not to injure their nary art, pastoral occupations, the various kinds
neighbours, nor to do them any evil, but also, of skilled labour, which are said to pervade the
when themselves wickedly dealt with, to be whole circle of [human] exertion; those, again,
long-suffering, and to show kindness towards connected with a maritime life, gymnastic exer-
those [that injured them], and to pray for them, cises, hunting, military and kingly pursuits, and
that by means of repentance they might be saved as many others as may exist, of which, with the

so that we should in no respect imitate the utmost labour, they could not learn the tenth,
arrogance, lust, and pride of others. Since, or even the thousandth part, in the whole course
therefore, He whom these men boast of as their of their lives. The fact indeed is, that they
Master, and of whom they affirm that He had a endeavour to learn none of these, although they
soul greatly better and more highly toned than maintain that it is incumbent on them to have
others, did indeed, with much earnestness, com- experience of every kind of work ; but, turning
mand certain things to be done as being good aside to voluptuousness, and lust, and abomina-
and excellent, and certain things to be abstained ble actions, they stand self-condemned when
from not only in their actual perpetration, but they are tried by their own doctrine. For, since
even in the thoughts which lead to their per- they are destitute of all those [virtues] which
formance, as being wicked, pernicious, and have been mentioned, they will [of necessity]
abominable,- how then can they escape being pass into the destruction of fire. These men,
put to confusion, when they affirm that such a while they boast of Jesus as being their Master,
Master was more highly toned [in spirit] and do in fact emulate the philosophy of Epicurus
better than others, and yet manifestly give in- and the indifference of the Cynics, [calling Jesus
struction of a kind utterly opposed to His teach- their Master,] who not only turned His disciples
ing ? And, again, if there were really no such iaway from evil deeds, but even from [wickedJ
thing as good and evil, but certain things were words and thoughts, as I have already shown.
deemed righteous, and certain others unright- 3- Again, while they assert that they possess
eous, in human opinion only, He never would souls from the same sphere as Jesus, and that
have expressed Himself thus in His teaching : they are like to Him, sometimes even maintain-
"The righteous shall shine forth as the sun in ing that they are superior; while [they affirm
the kingdom of their Father ; "" but He shall that they were] produced, like Him, for the
send the unrighteous, and those who do not --_

3 Matt. _xv 4x ; Mark ix.44-
x Matt. v. 2x, etc. 4 Comp. t. _, 4.
I Matt. xiii. 43- $ "_bafi
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rformance of works tending to the benefit and Jesus Christ, who was crucified under Pontius
lishment of mankind, they are found doing Pilate, and which she exerts day by day for the

nothing of the same or a like kind [with His benefit of the Gentiles, neither practising decep-
actions], nor what can in any respect be brought tion upon any, nor taking any reward6 from
into comparison with them. And if they have them [on account of such miraculous interposi-
in truth accomplished anything [remarkable] by tions]. For as she has received freelyz from
means of magic, they strive [in this way] deceit- God, freely also does she minister [to others].
fully to lead foolish people astray, since they 5- Nor does she perform anything by means
conferno real benefit or blessing on those over of angelic invocations, s or by incantations, or by
whom they declare that they exert] supemat- any other wicked curious art ; but, directing
ural] power ; but, bringing forward mere boys' her prayers to the Lord, who made all things,
[as the subjects on whom they practise], and in a pure, sincere, and straightforward spirit,
deceiving their sight, while they exhibit phan- and calling upon the name of our Lord Jesus
tasms that instantly cease, and do not endure Christ, she has been accustomed to work9 mira-
even a moment of time, 2 they are proved to be cles for the advantage of mankind, and not to
like, not Jesus our Lord, but Simon the magi- lead them into error. If, therefore, the name of
clan. It is certain,3 too, from the fact that the our Lord Jesus Christ even now confers benefits
Lord rose from the dead on the third day, and [upon men], and cures thoroughly and effect-
manifested Himself to His disciples, and was in ively all who anywhere believe on Him, but not
their sight received up into heaven, that, inns- that of Simon, or Menander, or Carpocrates, or
much as these men die, and do not rise again, of any other man whatever, it is manifest that,
normanifest themselves to any, they are proved when He was made man, He held fellowship
as possessing souls in no respect similar to that with His own creation, and ,o did all things truly
of Jesus. through the power of God, according to the will

4. If, however, they maintain that the Lord, of the Father of all, as the prophets had foretold.
too, performed such works simply in appearance, But what these things were, shall be described
we shall refer them to the prophetical writings, in dealing with the proofs to be found in the
and prove from these both that all things were prophetical writings.
thus4 predicted regarding Him, and did take
place undoubtedly, and that He is the only Son CHAP.XXXm.--ABsum_n'YoF amz rn_'rm_z OF
of God. Wherefore, also, those who are in truth THETRANSMIGRATIONOF SOULS.
His disciples, receiving grace from Him, do in z. We may subvert their doctrine as to trans-
His name perform [miracles], so as to promote migration from body to body by this fact, that
the welfare of other men, according to the gift souls remember nothing whatever of the events
which each one has received from Him. For which took place in their previous states of
some do certainly and truly drive out devils, so existence. For if they were sent forth with

- that those who have thus been cleansed from this object, that they should have experience of
evil spirits frequently both believe [in Christ], every kind of action, they must of necessity re-
and join themselves to the Church. Others tain a remembrance of those things which have
have foreknowledge of things to come : they see been previously accomplished, that they might
visions,and utter prophetic expressions. Others fill up those in which they were still deficient,
still, heal the sick by laying their hands upon and not by always hovering, without intermis-
them, and they are made whole. Yea, more- sion, round the same pursuits, spend their labour
over, as I have said, the dead even have been wretchedly in vain (for the mere union of a
raised up, and remained s among us for many body [with a soul] could not altogether extin-
years. And what shall I more say? It is not guish the memory and contemplation of those
possible to name the number of the gifts which things which had formerlybeen experienced "),
the Church, [scattered] throughout the whole and especially as they came [into the world] for
world,has received from God, in the name of this very purpose. For as, when the body is

asleep and at rest, whatever things the soul sees
'"_ im_sm,"boysth.t h_ .or yet_h_ theaged by herself, and does in a vision, recollecting

_e'ra_/tt_X,O6_,'t'); but the original text was perhaps wrq,_ X_Z,,ot,, 7 Matt. x. 8.
a mo_emt of time." With either reading the meaning is the s Grabe contends that these words imply that no invoca_ms ol

Same. . ] angels, good or bad, were p.r_ti_. in the p_imiuve Church. Mm-
4 _m¢ have..de_ned the wolds "firmum eu_." an interpolatJcm. I suet, on the other hand, mmntams.that the words of I r_-n._m are
s _na¢ m, as being done z'_t-_y, and. not m appearance. . [ plainly to be. resmcted to .evd I;plrtts, and have no bearing on the
. _yrvey here notes : "The reader will not fail to l_enmrk this l general questton ofangehc ,nvoca .t_on. . , .

_tgnly. mteresting testimony, that the divine Xap_¢ttara bestowed _ 9 We follow the c?.mmon reading, "!_rfedt; but ooe Ms. aM
_ponttle infant Church were not wholly extinct in the days of Iren_eus. [ "perficzt,'" Yt_rk:, which stats the con_xt better.
,ross*blythe venerable Father is speaking from his own personal recoI- ] to We insert "et," in accordance wtth Grabe'$ ,mgges_..
_ecttonof some who i-rodbeen raised from the deadt and had continued [ zz Harvey thinks that this pa_nthe.sLs has falb_-notg m".mr_

_pa_m_e living wi'tne&s_ of the _ of Oazistlan f_Rh." [See_ place, and would m_ert tt _'_h=_eiYafter theolmnmgpetiod_ the• _._m, *_ra.J i caapter.
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many of these, she also communicates them to looked at, the memory of them also would un.
the body ; and as it happens that, when one doubtedly be destroyed. For the soul, as exist.
awakes, perhaps after a long time, he relates ing in the very [cause of] oblivion, could have
what he saw in a dream, so also would he un- no knowledge of anything else than that only
doubtedly remember those things which he did which it saw at the present moment. How, too,
before he came into this particular body. For could it become acquainted with divine things,
if that which is seen only for a very brief space and retain a remembrance of them while existing
of time, or has been conceived of simply in a in the body, since, as they maintain, the body
phantasm, and by the soul alone, through means itself is [the cause of ] oblivion ? But the
of a dream, is remembered after she has mingled prophets also, when they were upon the earth,
again with the body, and been dispersed through remembered likewise, on their returning to their
all the members, much more would she remem- ordinary state of mind, * whatever things they
ber those things in connection with which she spiritually saw or heard in visions of heavenly
stayed during so long a time, even throughout objects, and related them to others. The body,
the whole period of a bypast life. therefore, does not cause the soul to forget

2. With reference to these objections, Plato, those things which have been spiritually wit-
that ancient Athenian, who also was the first' to nessed ; but the soul teaches the body, and
introduce this opinion, when he could not set shares with it the spiritual vision which it has
them aside, invented the [notion of] a cup of enjoyed.
oblivion, imagining that in this way he would 4. For the body is not possessed of greater
escape this sort of difficulty. He attempted no power than the soul, since indeed the former is
kind of proof [of his supposition], but simply inspired, and vivified, and increased, and held
replied dogmatically [to the objection in ques- together by the latter ; but the soul possessess
tion], that when souls enter into this life, they and rules over the body. It is doubtless retarded
are caused to drink of oblivion by that demon in its velocity, just in the exact proportion in
who watches their entrance [into the world], which the body_hares in its motion; but it
before they effect an entrance into the bodies never loses the knowledge which properly belongs
[assigned them]. It escaped him, that [by to it. For the body may be compared to an in-
speaking thus] he fell into another greater per- strument ; but the soul is possessed of the reason
plexity. For if the cup of oblivion, after it has of an artist. As, therefore, the artist finds the
been drunk, can obliterate the memory of all idea of a work to spring up rapidly in his mind,
the deeds that have been done, how, O Plato, but can only carry it out slowly by means of an in-
dost thou obtain the knowledge of this fact strument, owing to the want of perfect phability
(since thy soul is now in the body), that, before in the matter acted upon, and thus the rapl&ty
it entered into the body, it was made to drink of his mental operation, being blended with the
by the demon a drug which caused oblivion? slow action of the instrument, gives rise to a
For if thou hast a remembrance of the demon, moderate kind of movement [towards the end
and the cup, and the entrance [into life], thou contemplated] ; so also the soul, by being mixed
oughtest also to be acquainted with other things ; up with the body belonging to it, is in a certain
but if, on the other hand, thou art ignorant of measure impeded, its rapidity being blended with
them, then there is no truth in the story of the the body's slowness. Yet it does not lose alto-
demon, nor in the cup of oblivion prepared with gether its own peculiar powers ; but while, as _t
art. were, sharing life with the body, it does not itself

3- In opposition, again, to those who affirm cease to hve. Thus, too, while communicating
that the body itself is the drug of oblivion, this other things to the body, it neither loses the
observation may be made : How, then, does it knowledge of them, nor the memory of those
come to pass, that whatsoever the soul sees by things which have been witnessed.
her own instrumentality, both in dreams and by 5. If, therefore, the soul remembers nothing4
reflection or earnest mental exertion, while the of what took place in a former state of existence,
body is passive, she remembers, and reports to but has a perception of those things which are
her neighbours ? But, again, if the body itself here, it follows that she never existed in other
were [the cause of] oblivion, then the soul, as bodies, nor did things of which she has no knowl-
existing in the body, could not remember even edge, nor [once] knew things which she can-
those things which were perceived long ago not [now mentally] contemplate. But, as each
either by means of the eyes or the ears ; but, as one of us receives his body through the skllful
soon as the eye was turned from the things

a ,, In hommem converra,'" literally, "returning into ma_." .
3 "Possidet " Massuet supposes thts word to represent _vp_ev_,_!

" rules over," and Staeren Kp=_vet, g_verns ," while 1-1arveyt_m_It is a mistake of Irenseus to say that the doctrine of metempsy-
chos_ originated wtth Plato: tt was first poblicly taught by Pythago- the whole clam_e correm_nds to _pave;. _d _v0_eve_ _'o_ 6"'_a_°_'
ms) who ]earn_1t from the F..gyptian._ Comp. (_lem. Alex.) _tror_., which we have rendered as above.
i. iS: Hm_xlot., ai. x23. 4 Literally, nane oJ thin_s #ast.
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workingof God, so does he also possess his soul. that they do not pass from body to body, that
For God is not so poor or destitute in resources, they possess the form of a man, so that they may
that He cannot confer its own proper soul on be recognised, and retain the memory of things
each individual body, even as He gives it also its in this world ; moreover, that the gift of prophecy
specialcharacter. And therefore, when the num- was possessed by Abraham, and that each class
her [fixed upon] is completed, [that number] [of souls] receives a habitation such as it has
whichHe had predetermined in Hm own counsel, deserved, even before the judgment.
all those who have been enrolled for life [eternal] 2. But if any persons at this point maintain
shall rise again, having their own bodies, and that those souls, which only began a little while
having also theirown souls, and their own spirits, ago to exist, cannot endure for any length of
in which they had pleased God. Those, on the time ; but that they must, on the one hand, either
other hand, who are worthy of punishment, shall be unborn, in order that they may be immortal,
go awayinto it, they too having their own souls, or if they have had a beginning in the way of
and their own bodies, in which they stood apart generation, that they should die with the body it-
from the grace of God. Both classes shall self--let them learn that God alone, who isLord
then cease from any longer begetting and being of all, is withoutbeginning and withoutend, being
begotten, from marrying and being given in mar- truly and for ever the same, and always remain-
riage; so that the number of mankind, corre- ing the same unchangeable Being. But all things
sponding to the fore-ordination of God, being which proceed from Him, whatsoever have been
completed, may fully realize the scheme formed made, and aremade, do indeed receive theirown
by the Father.' beg3nmngof generation, and on this account are

inferior to Him who formed them, inasmuch as
• CHAP. XXXIV. -- SOULS CAN BE RECOGNISED IN THE they are not unbegotten. Nevertheless they en-

SEPARATE STATE, AND ARE IMMORTAL ALTHOUGH dure, and extend their existence into a long series
- "IHEYONCEHADA BEGINNING. Of ages in accordance withthe will of God their

_. The Lord has taught with very great ful- Creator ; so that He grants them that they should
ness, that souls not only continue to exist, not be thus formed at the beginning, and that they
by passing from body to body, but that they should soexist afterwards.
preserve the same form 2 [in their separate state] 3- For as the heaven which is above us, the

! as the body had to which they were adapted, and firmament, the sun, the moon, the rest of the
' that they remember the deeds which they did in stars, and all their grandeur, although they had no

this state of existence, and from which they have previous existence, were called into being, and
nowceased, -- in that narrative which is recorded continue throughout a long course of time ac-

{, respecting the rich man and that Lazarus who cording to the will of God, so also any one who
found repose in the bosom of Abraham. In thinks thus respecting souls and spirits, and, in
this account He states 3 that Dives knew Lazarus fact, respecting all created things, will not by any

: after death, and Abraham in like manner, and means go far astray, inasmuch as all things that
that each one of these persons continued in his have been made had a beginning when they were
own proper position, and that [Dives] requested formed, but endure as long as God wills that

: Lazarus to be sentto relmve him-- [Lazarus], they should have an existence and continuance.
on whom he did not [formerly] bestow even the The prophetic Spirit bears testimony to these
crumbs [-which fell] from his table. [He tells opinions, when He declares, "For He spake, and
us] also of the answer given by Abraham, who they were made ; He commanded, and they were
was acquainted not only with what respected created : He hath established them for ever, yea,
himself, but Dives also, and who enjoined those forever and ever." 6 And again, He thus speaks
who did not wish to come into that place of tor- respecting the salvation of man : "He asked life
ment to believe Moses and the prophets, and to of Thee, and Thou gavest him length of days for
receive4 the preaching of Him who was s to rise ever and ever ; "7 indicating that it is the Father
again from the dead. By these things, then, it of all who imparts continuance for ever and ever
is plainly declared that souls continue to exist on those who are saved. For life does not arise
------- from us, nor from our own nature ; but it is be-

rth e • . ..
t_._ Latin text ,s Imre _ confused, but the Greek ortgmM of stowed according to the grace of God. And
i;_th_._ti_ tbl,_ti,_q_ ham!lr_ pre_,_l. I.T_ therefore he who shall preserve the life bestowedaf tmtcs m ouuine many ideas which St. Augustane

t_rv_rds.¢onectcd and ¢4aborated ]
swml.- rat_ refers to T©rtullian, De Attima, oh. vii., as making a upon him, and give thanks to Him who imparted
_ _ _t_t_m¢_M._,,_t,ontheotherhand,_i** thatIre,_ it, shall receive also length of days for ever and
fe_le_s_s .a.nopt .... like that of Tertullian in tim passage re- ever. But he who shall reject it, and prove him-
,o be ,_atm tl_nks that the special form (ckaracter) inenttoned, is
Buthi_e_r_ ,t_ as stmplydenotingindividuals#t'rt'tu_*lpropemes, self ungrateful to his Maker, inasmuch as he has

3 7 ,=mar._s are not satisfactory.
, _'._ _. _9,_. been created, and has not recognised Him who

_tthMassuetandStlcren weheresu t esses SO ' PPF "
f_rv_. _meread resUrRer¢t, and others re*urrexerit ' we ¢teetathe 6 Ps. cxlvfii. S, 6.

--_ ,=mmg prefe_Sle. " _ Ps, _ 4.
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bestowed [the gift upon him], deprives himself those heavens which have been already made,
of [the privilege of] continuance for ever and or the manufacture of [new] heavens, but the
ever.' And, for this reason, the Lord declared to operation must go on ad infinitum, and give rise
those who showed themselves ungrateful towards to a number of heavens which will be altogether
Him : " If ye have not been faithful in that which indefinite.
is little, who will give you that which is great?" a 2. The remainder of those who are falsely
indicating that those who, in this brief temporal termed Gnostics, and who maintain that the
life_ have shown themselves ungrateful to Him prophets uttered their prophecies under the
who bestowed it, shall justly not receive from inspiration of different gods, wdl be easily over-
Him length of days for ever and ever. thrown by this fact, that all the prophets pro-

4. But as the animal body is certainly not claimed one God and Lord, and that the very
itself the soul, yet has fellowship with the soul Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things
as tong as God pleases ; so the soul herself is which are therein; while they moreover an-
not life? but partakes in that life bestowed upon nounced the advent of His Son, as I shall dem-
her by God. Wherefore also the prophetic word onstrate from the Scriptures themselves, in the
declares of the first-formed man, "He became a books which follow.
living soul,"4 teaching us that by the participaUon 3. If, however, any object that, in the Hebrew
of life the soul became alive ; so that the soul, language, diverse expressions [to represent God]
and the life which it possesses, must be under- occur in the Scriptures, such as Sabaoth, Eloe,
stood as being separate existences. When God Adonai, and all other such terms, striving to
therefore bestows life and perpetual duration, it prove from these that there are different powers
comes to pass that even souls which did not pre- and gods, let them learn that all expressions of
viously exist should henceforth endure [forever], this kind are but announcements and appella-
since God has both willed that they should exist, ,ions of one and the same Being. For the term
and should continue in existence. For the will Hlo'e in the Jewish language denotes Go4, while
of God ought to govern and rule in all things, El_eim 6 and Hl_euth in the Hebrew language
while all other things give way to Him, are in signify "that whtch contahzs all." As to the
subjection, and devoted to His service. Thus appellation Adonai, sometimes it denotes what
far, then, let me speak concerning the creation is nameable 7 and admirable; but at other times,
and the continued duration of the soul. when the letter Daleth in it is doubled, and the

word receives an initial 8 guttural sound--thus
CHAP.XXXV.-- RE_YrATIONor saSlLmEs, AND Addonai -- [it signifies], "One who bounds and

OF THE OPINIONTHATTHE PROPHETSUTTEREDseparates the land from the water," so that the
THEIR PREDICTIONS UNDER THE INSPIRATION OF water should not subsequently 9 submerge the
DIFFERENT GODS. land. In like manner also, Sabaoth/° when at
L Moreover, in addition to what has been is spelled by a Greek Omega in the last syllable

said, Basilides himself will, according to his own [Saba_th], denotes "a voluntary agent; " but
principles, find it necessary to maintain not when it is spelled with a Greek Omicron--as,
only that there are three hundred and sixty-five for instance, Saba6th _ it expresses " the first
heavens made in succession by one another, but heaven." In the same way, too, the wordJaMh,"
that an immense and innumerable multitude of when the last syllable is made long and aspirated,

heavens have always been in the process of being b _'/oa_ here occurs in the Latin text, but Harvey supposes that the

made, and are being made, and will continue to G_k hadbeeu,za,_,_. Healsoremarksthat2_laeulk (_'M_R)
be made, so that the formation of heavens of ,stherabbimcalabstractterm,C.oah_,d
this kind can never cease. For if from the effluxS , All that can be _marked on th,s is, that the Jews substttuted

of the first heaven the second was made after its the termaao..,' ('__'1_)fo_thename ye,taz,a,,t, as often as th_
latter occurred in the sacred text. The former might therefore be

likeness, and the third after the likeness of the styled,_,_,,_t,.
second, and so on with all the remaining subse- *The Latin text is, " allquando autem duplicata htera delta Lure

aspirattone," and Harvey supposes that the doubhng of the Daleth
quent ones, then it follows, as a matter of neces- would give "to the sCarcely artmulate N a more dectdedly gutturat

sit),, that from the efflux of our heaven, which eh_ter," huttbesensetsextremelydoubtful.9 Instead of "nec posteaquam msurgere," Feuardent and Ma_suet
he indeed terms the last, another be formed like re,d"nepo_,tinsurgere,"andincludetheclausem the defimt....

to it, and from that again a third ; and thus there °f Aa,to,_,.to The author is here utterly re,st°ken and notwithstanding Hat"
Can never _:ease, either the process of efflux from vey'searnest claim for him of a knowledg" of Hebrew seems clearly

to betray has ignorance of that language. The term Sabao(l*lsne_r
written with an Omicron, either m the LXX. or by the Greek r atne.,

I AS Ma_tmt obse.... this statement is to be understoodm har- but always with art Omega (XaBa_60). AlthoughHarvey [crn;rl'aSs
mony with the rnpeated assertion of Iren_us that the wicked will in his preface, that "' it ,s hoped the Hebrew attainments of
exist in misery for ever. It refera not to annihilataon, hut to depriva- will no longer be denied," there appears enough, m the etymologl_tlon of happiness.

and explanattons of Hebrew terms given in this chapter b_ t
• Luke xvL tx, quoted loosely from memory. Grahe, however, venerable Father, to prevent such a conclusion; and M ...... t,,_ob_r_thinks they are ctted from the apocryphal Gospel a¢cordtug to the

:_n.'Eg_P"t_ianSph vat..... the.sag ........ t tmprobable, when he_ys, _o
Justin Martyr, Dial. ¢. Trytbk., ch. vL quisptam Irena'.o nostro m Hehrmcis haud satin pert,o, htc _acu,,,ectsse vldetur "

• "• 7. It Probably corresponding to the Hebrew term ye/_cvah (Vfl_')$ 2_x doeluJ;u, ¢ort_pomtlng to _ .;lro_s in the Greek. " '
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denotes "a predetermined measure;" but when the natures and tendencies of the materials dealt
it aswritten shortly by the Greek letter Omicron, with), things visible and invisible, and, in short,
namelyjraOth, it signifies "one whoputs evils to all things that have been made [were created]
flight." All the other expressions hkewise bring neither by angels, nor by any other power, but
out' the title of one and the same Being ; as, for by God alone, the Father -- are all in harmony
example (in English "), The Zord of Powers, The with our statements, has, I think, been sutfieiently
Father of all, God Almighty, The Most High, proved, while by these weighty arguments it has
The Creator, The Maker, and such like. These been shown that there is but one God, the Maker
are not the names and titles of a succession of of all things. But that I may not be thought to
different beings, but of one and the same, by avoid that series of proofs which may be derived
means of which the one C_d and Father is re- from the Scriptures of the Lord (since, indeed,
vealed, He who contains all things, and grants these Scriptures do much more evidently and
to all the boon of existence, clearly proclaim this very point), I shall, for the

4. Now, that the preaching of the apostles, benefit of those at least who do not bring a de-
the authoritative teaching of the Lord, the an- praved mind to bear upon them, devote a special
nouncements of the prophets, the dictated utter- book to the Scriptures referred to, which shall
ances of the apostles? and the ministration of fairly follow them out [and explain them],and I
the law-- all of which praise one and the same shall plainly set forth from these divine Scriptures
Being, the God and Father of all, and not many proofs to [satisfy] all the lovers of truth.4
diverse beings, nor one deriving his substance
from different gods or powers, but [declare] that .* Thisl_t se.t.... _ ,.ry _afusetlaadambig_..... .d the

editors throw but httle hght upon it. We have endeavoured to trans-
all things [were formed] by one and the same |ateit .ac_ag to theordinarytextandponctuauon,bat strongly
Father(who nevertheless adapts [His works] to _U_l_t_te,_ohuoaandco*_pao,.If ,_ mightventureto stn'k_

out "has Scrtpturas," and con.ncct "his tamco" with "prsodtcantl-
bus," abttter sense would he yielded, as follows: "But that I may_not

: Ltterany, "belong to one and the same name." be thought to avoid that series of proofs which may be derived from
" Secundum Lattmtatem " m the text. the Scta_tures of the Lord (since, mdesd, these Scriptures do much

3 The words are "apostolorum dictatto," probably referring to more evidently and clearly set forth this very point, to those at least
the letters of the apostles, as distinguished from thcgr ft'#aatlfng who do not bnhg a depraved rmnd to thetr consideration), I shall
already menttoned, devote tbe pasuculas book wluch follows to tham_ and shallp" etc.
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BOOK III.

PREFACE. CHAP. I.--THE APOSTLES DID NOT COMMENCE TO

THOU hastindeed enjoinedupon me, my very PREACH THE C,OSPEL,OR TO PLACE ANVTHrN_
dear friend,that I should bring to lightthe ON RECORD,UNTIL THEY WERE ENDOWED WITH
Valentiniandoctrines,concealed,as theirvota- THE GIFTSAND POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
ties imagine ; that I should exhibit their diversity, THEY PREACHEDONE GOD ALONE, MAKEROF
and compose a treatise in refutation of them. I HEAVEN AND EARTH.

therefore have undertaken--showing that they I. WE have learned from none others the plan
spring from Simon, the father of all heretics-- of our salvation, than from those through whom
to exhibit both their doctrines and successions, the Gospel has come down to us, whmh they did
and to set forth arguments against them all. at one time proclaim in public, and, at a later
Wherefore, since the conviction of these men period, by the will of God, handed down to u_
and their exposure is in many points but one in the Scriptures. to be the ground and pillar of
work, I have sent unto thee [certain] books, of! our faith? For it is unlawful to assert that they
which the first comprises the opinions of all these preached before they possessed "perfect knowl-
men, and exhibits their customs, and the char- edge," as some do even venture to say, boasting
acter of their behaviour. In the second, again, themselves as improvers of the apostles. For,
their perverse teachings are cast down and over- after our Lord rose from the dead, [the apostles]
thrown, and, such as they really are, laid bare were invested with power from on high when the
and open to view. But in this, the third book, Holy Spirit came down [upon them], were filled
I shall adduce proofs from the Scriptures, so from all [Hisgiffs], and had perfect knowledge:
that I may come behind in nothing of what thou they departed to the ends of the earth, preach-
hast enjoined ; yea, that over and above what ing the glad tidings of the good things [sent]
thou didst reckon upon, thou mayest receive from God to us, and proclaiming the peace of
from me the means of combating and vanquish- heaven to men, who indeed do all equally and
ing those who, in whatever manner, are propa- individually possess the Gospel of God. Mat-
gating falsehood. For the love of God, being thew also issued a written Gospel among the
rich and ungrudging, confers upon the suppliant Hebrews z in their own dialect, while Peter and
more than he can ask from it. Call to mind, Paul were preaching at Rome, and laying the
then, the things which I have stated in the two foundations of the Church. After their depart-
preceding books, and, taking these in connection ure, Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter.
with them, thou shalt have from me a very copi- did also hand down to us in writing what had
ous refutation of all the heretics ; and faithfully been preached by Peter. Luke also, the corn-
and strenuously shalt thou resist them in defence pardon of Paul, recorded in a book the Gospel
of the only true and life-giving faith, which the preached by him. Afterwards, John, the disciple
Church has received from the apostles and ira- of the Lord, who also had leaned upon His
parted to her sons. For the Lord of all gave breast, did himself publish a Gospel dunng his
to His apostles the power of the Gospel, through residence at Ephesus in Asia.
whom also we have known the truth, that is, the _. These have all declared to us that there _s
doctrine of the Son of God ; to whom also did one God, Creator of heaven and earth, announced
the Lord declare : "He that heareth you, heareth ----/

Sq_ x Tma. th. _5, whe_ these terms are used m referenceto
Me ; and he that despiseth you, despiseth Me, t_ Chu,_h.
and Him that sent Me." t _Onthisand simdarstatementsin the Fathers,the reader_aa_

cortsult I)r. Robert's Di$csta.ttoH$ on t,_, G_Is, in wh,ch t__V_

t Luke x. t_ _ri=t,c_ed, and the Greek original of St. Matthew's Gospel _-_
4x4
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by the law and the prophets ; and one Christ, fluence of error to repent, yet, on the other hand,
the Son of God. If any one do not agree to it is not altogether impossible to escape from
these truths, he despises the companions of the error when the truth is brought alongside it.
Lord; nay more, he despises Christ Himself
the Lord ; yea, he despises the Father also, and CHAP.m.--A REFUTATIONOFTHE HERETICS,FROM
stands self-condemned, resisting and opposing THE FACT THAT, IN THE VARIOUS CHURCHES_ A

his own salvation, as is the case with all heretics. PERPETUALSUCCESSIONOF mSHOPS WaS Kra,rUP.

cHAP. H.--THE HERETICSFOLLOWNEITHER I. It is within the power of all, therefore, in
SCRIPTURE_Og TRADrrloN. every Church, who may wish to see the truth,

i. When, however, they are confuted from the to contemplate clearly the tradition of the apos-
Scriptures, they turn round and accuse these tles manifested throughout the whole world ;
same Scriptures, as if they were not correct, nor and we are in a position to reckon up those who
of authority, and [assert] that they are ambigu- were by the apostles instituted bishops in the
ous, and that the truth cannot be extracted from Churches, and [to demonstrate] the succession
them by those who are ignorant of tradition, of these men to our own times ; those who
For [they allege] that the truth was not delivered neither taught nor knew of anything like what
by means of written documents, but vzvd vote: these [heretics] rave about. For if the apostles
wherefore also Paul declared, " But we speak had known hidden mysteries, which they were in
wisdom among those that are perfect, but not the habit of imparting to "the perfect" apart and
the wisdom of this world." ' And this wisdom privily from the rest, they would have delivered
each one of them alleges to be the fiction of his them especially to those to whom they were also
own inventing, forsooth ; so that, according to committing the Churches themselves. For they
their idea, the truth properly resides at one time were desirous that these men should be very per-
m Valentinus, at another in Marcion, at another feet and blameless in all things, whom also they
in Cerinthus, then afterwards in Baslhdes, or has were leaving behind as their successors, delivering
even been indifferently in any other opponent, * up their own place of government to these men ;
who could speak nothing pertaining to salvation, which men, if they discharged their functions
For every one of these men, being altogether honestly, would be a great boon [to the Church],
of a perverse disposition, depraving the system of but if they should fall away, the direst calamity.

: truth, is not ashmned to preach himself. 2. Since, however, it would be very tedious,
2. But, again, when we refer them to that tra- ]in such a volume as this, to reckon up the suc-

ditlon which originates from the apostles, [and] cessions of all the Churches, we do put to con-
which is preserved by means of the successions fusion all those who, in whatever manner, whether
of presbyters in the Churches, they object to by an evil self-pleasing, by vainglory, or by blind-
tradition, saying that they themselves are wiser ness and perverse opinion, assemble in unauthor-
not merely than the presbyters, but even than ized meetings ; [we do this, I say,] by indicating
the apostles, because they have discovered the that tradition derived from the apostles, of the
unadulterated truth. For [they maintain] that very great, the very ancient, and universally
the apostles intermingled the things of the law known Church founded and organized at Rome
w_th the words of the Saviour ; and that not the by the two most glorious apostles, Peter and
apostles alone, but even the Lord Himself, spoke Paul ; as also [by pointing out] the faith preached
as at one time from the Demiurge, at another to men, which comes down to our time by means
from the intermediate place, and yet again from of the successions of the bishops. For it is a
the Pleroma, but that they themselves, indubi- matter of necessity that every Church should
tably, unsulliedly, and purely, have knowledge of agree with this Church, on account of its pre-
the hidden mystery : this is, indeed, to blaspheme eminent authority, 3 that is, the faithful every-
their Creator after a most impudent manner ! 3 The Latin text of thts dtflicult but important clause is, "Ad

l,_nr Pntm eccleslam "oropter pottorera prnlelpa|ltate_ n¢ce_me
It comes to this, therefore, that these men do ...... "::----entre eccle_,mm " Boththe textandmeaninghavehereomnem ,;our
now consent neither to Scripture nor to tradition, given rise to much d_us*ion. It is impossible to say wRh certam_

3. Such are the adversaries with whom we have awhat wo,d,_ theG_*ko_gi,*a"po_,o_ p-._,i_ad_*_" _be the translatton. We are far from safe uaat me g gl

to deal, my very dear friend, endeavouring like ,bo,_,s ¢o,_t, b_t_e _ _ _ble _ _k__ _*_ _o,_r:
FA react extraordlllarv confession. It woulo De rmf_ _ .-. -- .-_,

slippery serpents to escape at all points. Where- mtt_-''-';_'tage 7;'mem|,owm* " " -: t-_m._ a candid Roman Cathohc, wmen t* ueta_

fore they must be opposed at all points, if per- ,,a morehter_: "%_ toth_ Chu,_ on_o_*.t a,_* j_,*t
chance, bycutting offtheir retreat, we may succeed P. e._ sid_fa,thf_l)mar_; m.m_ _n_,_,;_i_" _ i_.7_

are on _e_y szde, has been presat'vea tn.at tram .. .
m turning them back to the troth. For, though tbe,,,o,ae_" (_gto_ _,_ gt_k._..... p.,s_-_ r_e_ ,t a
it is not an easy thing for a soul under the in- _g%h_t the r_thW kept_t So__,_"_. _|torn all quarters. :_be was a mtr_'or o_,t_ _ ___ __ {_.Td_ to

her orthodoxy to them. not _ :_un?. o.m_l_'n_n_u_x _ _o_ at
t x O_or. li. 6. others,, but thegla_ ormglng their ray n.a*t_ -_,_ • x-- 2

d of book th.] A dmcusslon of the subject ma_, De s_tn. CnalP-
_. e This m Harvey's rendering of the old Latin, in illo ¢_i tentra _Dr. W ordsworth's St. H*lbPotytu* and f_¢ Ck#rea od 1¢of_.agitator.
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where, inasmuch as the apostolical tradition has martyrdom,' departed this life, having always
been preserved continuously by those [faithful taught the things which he had learned from the
men] who exist everywhere, apostles, and which the Church has handed down,

3. The blessed apostles, then, having founded! and which alone are true. To these things all
and built up the Church, committed into the the Asiatic Churches testify, as do also those
hands of Linus the office of the episcopate. Of men who have succeeded Polycarp down to the
this Linus, Paul makes mention in the Epistles present time,- a man who was of much greater
to Timothy. To him succeeded Anacletus; and weight, and a more stedfast wimess of truth,
after him, in the third place from the apostles, than Valentinus, and Marcion, and the rest of
Clement was allotted the bishopric. This man, the heretics. He it was who, coming to Rome
as he had seen the blessed apostles, and had in the time of Anicetus caused many to turn
been conversant with them, might be said to away from the aforesaid heretics to the Church
have the preaching of the apostles still echoing of God, proclaiming that he had received this
[in his ears], and their traditions before his eyes. one and sole truth from the apostles, -- that,
Nor was he alone [in this], for there were many inamely, which is handed down by the Church._
still remaining who had received instructions There are also those who heard from him that
from the apostles. In the time of this Clement, John, the disciple of the Lord, going to bathe at
no small dissension having occurred among the Ephesus, and perceiving Cerinthus within, rushed
brethren at Corinth, the Church in Rome de- out of the bath-house without bathing, excla,m-
spatchedamost powerfulletter to the Corinthians, ing, "Let us fly, lest even the bath-house fall
exhorting them to peace, renewing their faith, down, because Cerinthus, the enemy of the truth,
and declaring the tradition which it had lately is within." And Polycarp himself replied to
received from the apostles, proclaiming the one Marcion, who met him on one occasxon, and
God, omnipotent, the Maker of heaven and earth, said, "Dust thou know me ?" "I do know thee,
the Creator of man, who brought on the deluge, the first-born of Satan." Such was the horror
and called Abraham, who led the people from which the apostles and their disciples had against
the land of Egypt, spake with Moses, set forth holding even verbal communication with any
the law, sent the prophets, and who has prepared corrupters of the truth; as Paul also says, "A
fire for the devil and his angels. From this man that is an heretic, after the first and second
document, whosoever chooses to do so, may admonition, reject ; knowing that he that is such
learn that He, the Father of our Lord Jesus is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of
Christ, was preached by the Churches, and may himself." 3 There is also a very powerful4 Epls-
also understand the apostolical tradition of the tie of Polycarp written to the Philippians, from
Church, since this Epistle is of older date than which those who choose to do so, and are anxious
these men who are now propagating falsehood, about their salvation, can learn the characterof
and who conjure into existence another god his faith, and the preaching of the truth. Then,
beyond the Creator and the Makerof all exist- again, the Church in Ephesus, founded by Paul,
ing things. To this Clement there succeeded and having John remaining among them perma-
Evaristus. Alexander followed Evaristus ; then, nently until the times of Trajan, is a true witness
sixth from the apostles, Sixtus was appointed ; of the tradition of the apostles.
after him, Telephorus, who was gloriously mar-
tyred; then Hyginus ; after him, Pins ; then CHAP.IV.m THET_UTHISTOBg FOUND_owazRz
after him, Anicetus. Soter having succeeded ELSEBUTIN THECATHOLICCHURCH,THESOLE
Anicetus,Eleutheriusdoesnow,in thetwelfthI DF_,osrroRYOF APOSTOLICALDOCraiNE.H_aE-
placefromtheapostles,holdtheinheritanceof sinsARE OF t_cw'_rFORMATmN,Am) O_'_NOT
theepiscopate.In thisorder,and by thissuc- T_C_ THEIROmCm UP TO TH_ _,,OSTLES.
cession,the ecclesiasticaltraditionfrom the L Sincethereforewe havesuchproofs,itisnot
apostles,and thepreachingof the truth,have!necessarytoseekthetruthamong otherswhich
come down tous. And thisismostabundantitiseasytoobtainfromthe Church;sincethe
proofthatthereisone and the same vivifyingapostles,likea richman [depositinghismoney]
faith,whichhas beenpreservedin theChurch ina bank,lodgedinherhandsmostcopiously
from the apostles until now, and handed down all things pertaining to the truth : so that every
in truth, man, whosoever will, can draw from her the
4.But Polyearpalsowas not onlyLnstructed ------

by apostles, and conversed with many who had ,Pol_ _d _ th_year,67._ th_._g_.or_.
seen Christ, but was also, by apostles in Asia, Au_li_. Hisgveatageofelghw-s_$_a_impli_thatnew_

temporarywithSt. John for nearly, twen-tyyears. -'d0_
appointedbishopof the Church in Smyrna, 'Sot_Gmek.T_la_: .,,,_l=,_oh_a
whom I alsosawinmy curlyyouth,forhe tarriedtotheCbu,_h."Tit, ill, to.

[on earth] a very long time, and, when a very • *.... _,-0. H_w tr_st_ tm ,ul.,,,,f_i,,,t, _a _
old man_ gloriously and most nobly suffering ,,,.,PmP_:d_d_toa'tte,,,_._z'E_a, _,az_,#ca_a, #¢_,_ t_, ,-
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waterof life.'For she isthe entranceto life; any of thosemalignant-mindedpeople,whom I
allothersare thievesand robbers. On thisac- have above enumerated,any being previousto

countare we bound toavoidlhem,but tomake the initiatorsand inventorsof theirperversity.
choiceof the thingspertainingto the Church For Valentinuscame to Rome in the time of
w,ththeutmostdiligence,and tolayhold ofthe Hyginus,flourishedunder Plus,and remained

tradltionofthetruth. For how standsthe case? untilAnicetus.Cerdon,too,Marcion'sprede-
Supposetherearisea disputerelativeto some cessor,himselfarrivedin the time of Hyginus,
importantquestionz among us,shouldwe not who was the ninthbishop.s Coming frequently
haverecourseto themost ancientChurcheswith intothe Church,and making publicconfession,
whichtheapostlesheldconstantintercourse,and he thus remained,one time teachingin secret,
learnfrom them what iscertainand clearinre- and then againmaking publicconfession; but
gardto the presentquestion? For how should atlast,havingbeen denouncedforcorruptteach-
it be if the apostles themselves had not left us ing, he was excommunicated s from the assembly
writings? Would it not be necessary, [in that of the brethren. Marcion, then, succeeding
case,] to follow the course of the tradition which him, flourished under Anicetus, who held the
they handed down to those to whom they did tenth place of the episcopate. But the rest, who
commit the Churches? are called Gnostics, take rise from Menander,

5. To which course many nations of those bar- Simon's disciple, as I have shown ; and each one
barians who believe in Christ do assent, having of them appeared to be both the father and the
salvation written in their hearts by the Spirit, with- high priest of that doctrine into which he has
out paper or ink, and, carefully preserving the been initiated. But all these (the Marcosians)

•; ancient tradition,_ believing in one God, the]broke out into their apostasy much later, even
Creator of heaven and earth, and all things there- during the intermediate period of the Church.
in, by means of Christ Jesus, the Son of God ;
who, because of His surpassing love towards His CHAP.v. -- CHRISTAND}{ISAPOSTLES,WlTHotrr ANT
creation, condescended to be born of the virgin, FRAUD, DECEPTION, OR HYPOCRISY, PREACHED
He Himself umting man through Himself to THATONECOD, THE rATHER,WASTI{E VOUm_EI_
God, and having suffered under Pontius Pilate, OF ALL TI{INC,S. THEYDID NOT ACCOMMODATE

_" and rising again, and having been received up THEIR DOCTRINETO THE PR_E._tONS OF
! m splendour, shall come in glory, the Saviour THEIR HF_REP.S.

of those who are saved, and the Judge of those i. Since, therefore, the tradition from the
who are judged, and sending into eternal fire apostles does thus exist in the Church, and is
those who transform the truth, and despxse His permanent among us, let us revert to the Scrip-
Father and His advent. Those who, in the tural proof furnished by those apostles who did
absence of written documents,4 have believed also write the Gospel, in which they recorded the
th,s faith, are barbarians, so far as regards our doctrine regarding God, pointing out that our
language ; but as regards doctrine, manner, and Lord Jesus Christ is the truth,? and that no lie is
tenor of life, they are, because of faith, very wise in Him. As also David says, prophesying His
indeed ; and they do please God, ordering their birth from a virgin, and the resurrection from the
conversation in all righteousness, chastity, and dead, "Truth has sprung out of the earth." s
wisdom. If any one were to preach to these The apostles, likewise, being disciples of the
men the inventions of the heretics, speaking to truth, are above all falsehood ; for a lie has no

: them in their own language, they would at once fellowship with the truth, just as darkness has
stop their ears, and flee as far off as possible, none with hght, but the presence of the one
not enduring even to listen to the blasphemous shuts out that of the other. Our Lord, there-
address. Thus, by means of that ancient tradi- fore, being the truth, did not speak lies ; and
tion of the apostles, they do not suffer their mind whom He knew to have taken origin from a de-
to conceive anything of the [doctrines suggested feet, He never would have acknowledged as God,
by the] portentous language of these teachers, even the God of all, the Supreme King, too, and
among whom neither Church nor doctrine has His own Father, an imperfect being as a perfect
ever been established, one, an animal one as a spiritual, Him who was

3. For, prior to Valentinus, those who follow without the Pleroma as Him who was within it.
Valentinus had no existence ; nor did those from i
Marcion exist before Marcion ; nor, in short, had [ s TheoldLatintranslationsaysthe eFl'_tk/_-_)." butthereis

no discrepancy, gtmeblus,who has preserved the O mex m _ par_,

sage,prob_l_ co_n¢_the.apo_t_..__._._ ,_ _ ,he
succession. _s lremeus tells US m ttte p_ ¢Jmpmr, uurm ts mx Rev. xzli z_

2 ]_- . -
r_n, modtca qmestlone. _ be counted as the first bishop. . .

m_- tne mmducated _trbanans must receive the Gospel on testi- 6 It Is thought that thin does _0t mmm ex_. _.tcattoa
t_,Y:, zrenJeos puts albostalic traditions, genuine and uncorrupt, in so called, but a specks of aelf*txf_yn_.s_(ca_, t.e., an__m_m_

retaU.on to the prlmary authority of the writt©n word. aThess u the sentence of the Church, byqmttmgttalte_qfiCr. _valettus
5, u,. O.J . note in his edition of Eusd_os.

_- g,_y, ,,_t._t _tt_;., _q..;_-_U_t_,",,.a_t p_perand , Job.... _.
, m_--W_previou_. S Ps_ lx_,_v, xx.
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Neither did His disciples make mention of any but according to the doctrine leading to salva-
other God, or term any other Lord, except Him, tion, without hypocrisy or respect of person.
who was truly the God and Lord of all, as these 3- This is also made clear from the words of
most vain sophists affirm that the apostles did the Lord, who did truly reveal the Son of God
with hypocrisy frame their doctrine according to to those of the circumcision -- Him who had
the capacity of their hearers, and gave answers been foretold as Christ by the prophets ; that is,
after the opinions of their questioners, -- fabling He set Himself forth, who had restored liberty
blind things for the blind, according to their to men, and bestowed on them the inheritance
blindness ; for the dull according to their dul- of incorruption. And again, the apostles taught
hess ; for those in error according to their error, the Gentiles that they should leave vain stocks
And to those who imagined that the Demiurge and stones, which they imagined to be gods, and
alone was God, they preached him ; but to those worship the true God, who had created and
who are capable of comprehending the unname- made all the human family, and, by means of
able Father, they did declare the unspeakable His creation, did nourish, increase, strengthen,
mystery through parables and enigmas : so that and preserve them in being ; and that they might
the Lord and the apostles exercised the office look for His Son Jesus Christ, who redeemed us
of teacher not to further the cause of truth, but from apostasy with His own blood, so that we
even in hypocrisy, and as each individual was should also be a sanctified people,--who shall
able to receive it [ also descend from heaven in His Father's power,

_. Such [a line of conduct] belongs not to and pass judgment upon all, and who shall
those who heal, or who give life : _t is rather that freely give the good things of God to those who
of those bringing on diseases, and increasing shall have kept His commandments. He, ap-
ignorance ; and much more true than these men pearing in these last times, the chief comer-
shall the law be found, which pronounces every stone, has gathered into one, and united those
one accursed who sends the bhnd man astray in that were far off and those that were near ; _ that
the way. For the apostles, who were commis- is, the circumcision and the uncircumclslon, en-
sioned to find out the wanderers, and to be for larging Japhet, and placing him in the dwelling
sight to those who saw not, and medicine to the of Shem._
weak, certainly did not address them in accord-
ance with their opinion at the time, but according CHAP. W. -- THE HOLY GHOST, THROUGHOUTTHE
to revealed truth. For no persons of any kind OLDTESTAMENTSCRIPTURES,MADEMENTIONOF
would act properly, if they should advise blind No OTHERGODOR LORD,SAVE HltvlWHO IS THE
men, just about to fall over a precipice, to con- TRUE GOD.
tinue their most dangerous path, as if it were the L Therefore neither would the Lord, nor the
right one, and as if they might go on in safety. Holy Spirit, nor the apostles, have ever named
Or what medical man, anxious to heal a sick as God, definitely and absolutely, him who was
person, would prescribe in accordance with the not God, unless he were truly God ; nor would
patient's whims, and not according to the requi- they have named any one in his own person
site medicine? But that the Lord came as the Lord, except GOd the Father ruling over all,
physician of the sick, He does Himself declare, and His Son who has received dominion i?om
saying, "They that are whole need not a physi- His Father over all creation, as this passage has
cian, but they that are sick ; I came not to it : "The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit Thou at
call the righteous, but sinners to repentance."' my right hand, until I make Thine enemies Thy
How then shall the sick be strengthened, or how footstool." * Here the [Scripture] represents to
shall sinners come to repentance ? Is it by per- us the Father addressing the SOn ; He who gave
severing in the very same courses? or, on the Him the inheritance of the heathen, and sub-
contrary, is it by undergoing a great change and jected to Him all His enemies. Since, there-
reversal of their former mode of living, by which fore, the Father is truly Lord, and the Son truly
they have brought upon themselves no slight Lord, the Holy Spirit has fifty designated them
amount of sickness, and many sins ? But igno- by the title of Lord. And again, referring to the
rance, the mother of all these, is driven out by destruction of the Sodomites, the Scripture says,
knowledge. Wherefore the Lord used to impart "Then the LORD rained upon Sodom and upon
knowledge to His disciples, by which also it was !Gomorrah fire and brimstone from the LORD
His practice to heal those who were suffering, out of heaven." s For it here points out that
and to keep back sinners from sin. He there-: the SOn, who had also been talking with Abra-
fore did not address them in accordance with ham, had received power to judge the Sodomites
their pristine notions, nor did He reply to them -----I
in harmony with the opinion of His questioners, 2 Eph.il. ,7.

a Gea. _x. 27.
41_ CX l.

S Luke v. 3*, 3a. 5 Gen. xix. a4.
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for their wickedness. And this [text following] are idols of demons ; .... and, "Ye shall not
does declare the same truth: "Thy throne, O follow other gods." '* For in that he says "the
God, is for ever and ever ; the sceptre of Thy gods of the heathen "m but the heathen axe ig-
kingdom is a right sceptre. Thou hast loved norant of the true God-- and calls them "other
righteousness,and hated iniquity : therefore God, gods," he bars their claim [to be looked upon]
Thy God, hath anointed Thee."' For the Spirit as gods at all. But as to what they are in their
designates both [of them] by the name of God own person, he speaks concerning them ; "for

both Him who is anointed as Son, and Him they are," he says, "the idols of demons." And
who does anoint, that is, the Father. And Esaias : "Let them be confounded, all who bias-
again : "God stood in the congregation of the pheme God, and carve useless things ; ,3 even I

,. gods, He judges among the gods." * He [here] am witness, saith GOd." _4 He removes them
refersto the Father and the Son, and those who from [the category of] gods, but he makes use
have received the adoption ; but these are the of the word alone, for this [purpose], that we
Church. For she is the synagogue of God, may know of whom he speaks. Jeremiah also
which God-- that is, the Son Himself-- has says the same : "The gods that have not made

! gatheredby Himself. Of whom He again speaks : the heavens and earth, let them perish from the
. "The God of gods, the Lord hath spoken, and earth which is under the heaven." ,s For, from

hath called the earth." 3 Who is meant by God ? the fact of his having subjoined their destruction,
He of whom He has said, "God shall come he shows them to be no gods at all. Elias, too,
openly, our God, and shall not keep silence ; "4 when all Israel was assembled at Mount Carmel,
that is, the Son, who came manifested to men, wishing to turn them from idolatry, says to them,

_. who said, "I have openly appeared to those who "Howlonghaltyebetweentwo opinions?'6 If the
seek Me not." s But of what gods [does he LORDbe God,,7 follow Him." ,s And again,at the
speak] ? [Of those] to whom He says, "I have burnt-offering,he thus addresses the idolatrous
said, Ye are gods, and all sons of the Most priests : "'Ye shall call upon the name of your
High." 6 To those, no doubt, who have re- gods, and I will call on the name of the LOaD
celved the grace of the "adoption, by which we my God ; and the Lord that will hearken by fire,,9

Abba Father." 7 He is GOd." Now, from the fact of the prophetcry,
2. Wherefore, as I have already stated, no having said these words, he proves that these gods

other is named as God, or is called Lord, except which were reputed so among those men, are no
H_mwho is God and Lord of all, who also said gods at all. He directed them to that God upon
to Moses, "I AMTHATI AM. And thus shalt whom he beheved, and who was truly God;
thousay to the children of Israel : He who is, whom invoking, he exclaimed, "LORD GOd of
hath sent me unto you ; "s and His Son Jesus Abraham,God of Isaac, and God of Jacob, hear
Christ our Imrd, who makes those that believe me to-day, and let all this people know that Thou
in His name the sons of God. And again, when art the God of Israel." _°
the Son speaks to Moses, He says, "I am come 4. Wherefore I do also call upon thee, Loan
down to deliver this people." 9 For it is He GOd of Abraham, and God of Isaac, and God of
who descended and ascended for the salvation Jacob and Israel, who art the Father of our Lord
of men. Therefore God has been declared Jesus Christ, the God who, through the abun-
throughthe Son, who is in the Father, and has dance of Thy mercy, hast had a favour towards
the Father in Himself-- He who Is, the Father us, that we should know Thee, who hast made
beating witness to the SOn, and the SOn an- heaven and earth, who rulest over all, who art
nouncingthe Father. _ Asalso Esaias says, "I too the only and the true God, above whom there is
am witness," he declares, "saith the LoRD God, none other God ; grant, by our Lord Jesus Christ,
andthe Son whom I have chosen, that ye may the governing power of the Holy Spirit ; give to
know,and believe, and understand that I AMY'° every reader of this book to know Thee, that

3. When, however, the Scripture terms them Thou art God alone, to be strengthened in Thee,
[gods] which are no gods, it does not, as I have and to avoid every heretical, and godless, and
alreadyremarked, declare them as gods in every impious doctrine.
sense, but with a certain addition and significa-
tion, by which they are shown to be no gods at - is. _i. s.

12 Ps. Ixxxt. ¢_. • . . ,
all. As with David : "The gods of the heathen t3T_,,o_,_ mt*,#_t,o_:,t_._-_....O_im*tN_t

t l:_.'_xlv. 6. _tmt_ rctmat_], from the _ qm oft+ Ira. xhv. 9-
a Pl. Irxxii. x. t5 cr. x. %L

Ps. L t. s6 _L_terally, "In both houghs," t'n amba.b_ *_d_r'a$'lxi_=#.
4 Ps. I. 3 x_ The old"Latin tmasiati ._..Imp., "Si w,_=s est Domm.m Dm_"--$
6 _ lxv. L If t&e Lord God is m_; which m _ by tim crmcs to havu

Ps. Ixxxii 6 occurred through carel_metm of the translator.7 .°" "

• _z_..ai._,s. ,_, K_ ,,via.,,, m_.x9 The Latin version hes, "that answereth to.day ¢" (_,/k)_--m_

F-.x. fii. 8. evident error for igne.
to Ira,. xliii, to. _o x gangs xvm. #.
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5" And the Apostle Paul also, saying, "For ing that there is indeed one god of this world,
though ye have served them which are no gods ; but another who is beyond all principality, and
ye now know God, or rather, are known of beginning, and power,' we are not to blame if
God," ' has made a separation between those they, who gave out that they do themselves know
that were not [gods] and Him who is God. mysteries beyond God, know not how to read
And again, speaking of Antichrist, he says, "who Paul• For if any one read the passage thus
opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is according to Paul's custom, as I show elsewhere,
called God, or that is worshipped." * He points and by many examples, that he uses transposl.
out here those who are called gods, by such as tion of words--" In whom God," then pointing
know not God, that is, idols. For the Father of it off, and making a slight interval, and at the
all is called God, and is so ; and Antichrist shall same time read also the rest [of the sentence,
be lifted up, not above Him, but above those m one [clause], "hath blinded the minds of
which are indeed called gods, but are not. And them of this world that believe not," he shall
Paul himself says that this is true : "We know find out the true [sense] ; that it is contained
that" an idol is nothing, and that there is none in the expression, "God hath blinded the minds
other GOd but one. For though there be that are of the unbelievers of this world." And th_s _s
called gods, whether in heaven or in earth ; yet to shown by means of the httle interval [between
us there is but one God, the Father, of whom are the clause]. For Paul does not say, "the God
all things, and we through Him, and one Lord of this world," as if recognising any other beyond
Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we by Him ; but he confessed God as indeed God.
Him•"3 For he has made a distraction, and And he says, "the unbehevers of this world,"
separated those which are indeed called gods, but because they shall not inherit the future age of
which are none, from the one God the Father, incorruptlon. I shall show from Paul himself,
from whom are all things, and, he has confessed how xt is that God has blinded the minds of them
in the most decided manner in his own person, that believe not, in the course of this work, that
one Lord Jesus Christ. But m this [clause], we may not just at present distract our mind
"whether in heaven or in earth," he does not from the matter in hand, [by wandenng] at
speak of the formers of the world, as these large.
[teachers] expound it; but his meaning is sinai- 2. From many other instances also, we may
lax to that of Moses, when it is said, "Thou shalt discover that the apostle frequently uses a trans-
not make to thyself any image for God, of what- posed order in his sentences, due to the rapidity
soever things are in heaven above, whatsoever in of his discourses, and the impetus of the Spint
the earth beneath, and whatsoever in the waters whxch is in him. An example occurs in the
under the earth." 4 And he does thus explain [Epistle, to the Galatians, where he expresses
what are meant by the things in heaven : " Lest hmaself as follows : "Wherefore then the law of
when," he says, "looking towards heaven, and works?9 It was added, until the seed ,;hould
observing the sun, and the moon, and the stars, come to whom the promise was made ; [and _t
and all the ornament of heaven, falling into was] ordained by angels m the hand of a Media-
error, thou shouldest adore and serve them." s tor." _o For the order of the words runs thus :
And Moses himself, being a man of God, was "Wherefore then the law of works ? Ordained
indeed given as a god before Pharaoh ; 6 but he by angels in the hand of a Mediator, it wa.s added
is not properly termed Lord, nor is called God until the seed should come to whom the promise
by the prophets, but is spoken of by the Spirit as was made," _ man thus asking the question, and
"Moses, the faithful minister and servant of the Spirit making answer. And again, in the
God," 7 which also he was. Second to the Thessalonians, speaking of Anti-

christ, he says, "And then shall that wicked be
CHAP Vll REPLY TO AN OBJECTION FOUNDED _• "_ revealed whom the Lord lesus Christ shall slay

ON THE wORDS OF ST. PAUL (2 COR IV 5) I - , .. . a stro• " " wath the S mt of It,s mouth, and shall de y
ST. PAUL OCCASIONALLY USES WORDS NOT IN I h_m tt , le_P,l_ r_-_c_r_ t_f" la;c t-nmlnc_ • feven
THEIR GRAMMATICAL SEQUENCE. **.*............. lf*_o. _ ............ ,_.--,*_, t.

I hlm] whose coming m after the working of Satan,
.... . . . r_ ') 12I. As to their affirming that Paul,said plainly Iwith all Dower, and sx_s, anti lying wonde

in the Second [Epistle] to the Corinthians, "In JNow in t'hese [sentence_ s] the or'der of the words
whom the god of this world hath blinded the/is this: "And"then shall_be reveaIed that wicked,

minds of them that believe not," s and maintain- /whose coming is after the working of Satan, wxth
.... /all power, and signs, and lying wonders, whom
: Gal. iv. 8t 9. /
2 _ Thess. n. 4- " [ 9 Thts t_ accordmg to the reading of the old Italic version, for a
s t Cor. viii. 4, etc. | is not so read ltt any of our extstmg manuscrtpts of the Greek NeW
4 Deut. v. 8. | Testament
s Deut. iv. xo. / to Gal in l0
6 "" - ii " ¢EX. vn. t. | Thu_ word ts not found m the _cond quotation of thi_ ll_'Sag
7 Heb. id. 5; Num. xll.. tmmedmtety following.
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the Lord Jesus shall slay with the Spirit of His called M_amuel/ and signifies _ulo_'_m, that is,
mouth, and shall destroy with the presence of one whose gullet is insatiable, lnaerefore, ac-
His coming." For he does not mean that the cording to both these things which are indicated,
coming of the Lord is after the working of we cannot serve God and mammon.
Satan ; but the coming of the wicked one, whom 2. But also, when He spoke of the devil as
we also call Antichrist. If, then, one does not strong, not absolutely so, but as in comparison
attend to the [proper] reading [of the passage], with us, the Lord showed Himself under every
and if he do not exhibit the intervals of breath- aspect and truly to be the strong man, saying
mg as they occur, there shall be not only incon- that one can in no other way "spoil the goods
gruities, but also, when reading, he will utter of a strong man, if he do not first bind the
blasphemy, as if the advent of the Lord could strong man himself, and then he will spoil his
take place according to the working of Satan. house." s Now we were the vessels and the
So therefore, in such passages, the kv_erbalon house of this [strong man] when we were in
must be exhibited by the reading, and the apos- a state of apostasy ; for he put us to whatever
tle's meaning following on, preserved ; and thus use he pleased, and the unclean spirit- dwelt
we do not read in that passage, "the god of within us. For he was not strong, as opposed
this world," but, "God," whom we do truly to Him who bound him, and spoiled his.house ;
call God ; and we hear [it declared of] the but as against those persons who were his tools,
unbelieving and the blinded of this world, that inasmuch as he caused their thought to wander
they shall not inherit the world of life which is away from God : these did the Lord snatch from
to come. his grasp. As also Jeremiah declares, "The

LORDhath redeemed Jacob, and has snatched

CHAP.VIII.-- ANSW_RTO A_r OBJECTIO_r,AI_SrNG.him from the hand of him that was stronger
FROMTHEWORDSOF CHRIST(MATt. VI. 24). than he. ''6 If, then, he had not pointed out
GODALONEIS TO BE REALLYCALLEDGOBAND Him who binds and spoils his goods, but had

merely spoken of him as being strong, the
LORD, FOR HE IS WITHOUT BEGINNING AND END strong man should have been unconquered.
i. This calumny, then, of these men, having But he also subjoined Him who obtains and

been quashed, _t _s clearly proved that neither retains possession; for ]_eholds who binds, but
the prophets nor the apostles did ever name ]_eis held who is bound. And this he did with-
another God, or call [him] Lord, except the out any comparison, so that, apostate slave as
true and only God. Much more [would this be he was, he might not be compared to the Lord :
the case with regard to] the Lord Himself, who for not he alone, but not one of created and
d_d also direct us to "render unto Caesar the subject things, shall ever be compared to the
things that are Caesar's, and to God the things Word of God, by whom all things were made,
that are God's ;" ' naming indeed Caesar as who is our Lord Jesus Christ.
C_esar, but confessing God as God. In like 3. For that all things, whether Angels, or
manner also, that [text] which says, "Ye cannot Archangels, or Thrones, or Dominions, were
serve two masters, ''* He does Himself interpret, both established and created by Him who is
saying, "Ye cannot serve God and mammon ; " God over all, through His Word, John has thus
acknowledging God indeed as God, but men- pointed out. For when he had spoken of the
tioning mammon, a thing having also an exist- Word of God as having been in the Father, he
ence. He does not call mammon Lord when added, "All things were made by Him, and
He says, "Ye cannot serve two masters ;" but without Him was not anything made." 7 David
He teaches His disciples who serve God, not to also, when he had enumerated [His] praises,
be subject to mammon, nor to be ruled by it. subjoins by name all things whatsoever I have
For He says, "He that committeth sin is the mentioned, both the heavens and all the pow-
slave of sin." 3 Inasmuch, then, as He terms ers therein: "For He commanded, and they
those "the slaves of sin" who serve sin, but does were created; He spake, and they were made."
not certainly call sin itself God, thus also He Whom, therefore, did He command ? The Word,
terms those who serve mammon "the slaves no doubt, "by whom," he says, "the heavens
of mammon," not calling mammon God. For were established, and all their power by the
mammon is, according to the Jewish language, breath of His mouth." s But that He did Him-
which the Samaritans do also use, a covetous
man, and one who wishes to have more than he * h wordofwhichmanyexplanationshave.been proposed,hut
ought tO have. But according to the Hebrew .oneareq_te=t_tory. H_r_*r.soe_i.di_d to_.,p_t t_reading to be corrupt, tlirough the tgnorance and carel_
it is by the addition of a syllable (adjunctive) th__,pyi_ [Ir,m_mundo_bt_tlyreh_ forH_,.rewmtma_ ,-someincompetent retailer of rabbinical _em_.ents.J

$ Matt. xit. 29.
i Matt. XXli 2t. 6 er, xxxi. xt.
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s John rift. _. s PL zxr,_ 6.
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self make all things freely, and as He pleased, doings, said, "O generation of vipers, who hath
again David says," But our God is in the heavens shown you to flee from the wrath to come ?
above, and in the earth ; He hath made all things Bring forth therefore fruit meet for repentance.
whatsoever He pleased." ' But the things es- And think not to say within yourselves, We have
tablished are distinct from Him who has estab- Abraham [to our] father: for I say unto you,
llshed them, and what have been made from that God is able of these stones to raise up chil-
Him who has made them. For He is Himself dren unto Abraham." _ He preached to them,
uncreated, both without beginning and end, and therefore, the repentance from wickedness, but
lacking nothing. He is Himself sufficient for he did not declare to them another God, besides
Himself; and still further, He grants to all others Him who made the promise to Abraham; he,
this very thing, existence ; but the things which the forerunner of Christ, of whom Matthew
have been made by Him have received a begin- again says, and Luke likewise, "For this is he
ning. But whatever things had a beginning, and that was spoken of from the Lord by the prophet,
are liable to dissolution, and are subject to and The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Pre-
stand in need of Him who made them, must pare ye the way of the Lord, make straight the
necessarily in all respects have /_ different term paths of our God. Every valley shall be filled,
[applied to them'], even by those who have but and every mountain and hill brought low ; and
a moderate capacity for discerning such things ; the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough
so that He indeed who made all things can alone, into smooth ways ; and all flesh shall see the sal-
together with His Word, properly be termed God vation of God." s There is therefore one and
and Lord : but the things which have been made the same God, the Father of our Lord, who also
cannot have this term applied to them, neither promised, through the prophets, that He would
should they justly assume that appellation which send His forerunner; and His salvation -- that
belongs to the Creator. is, His Word w He caused to be made visible to

all flesh, [the Word] Himself being made mcar-
CHAP.IX.--O_,'E ANDTHZ SAMECOD,I_Z eRE- nate, that in all things their King might become

ATOROF HF.AVENAND F_RTH, IS nz WHOMmanifest. For it is necessary that those [beings]
THE PROPHm_ FORgrOLD,ANDWHOWASDE- which are judged do see the judge, and know
CLAREDBY THE C,OSPEL. PROOFOF "rms, AT Him from whom they receive judgment ; and it
THEOLrI_ET,FROMST. MATTHEW'SGOSPEL. is also proper, that those which follow on to glory
L This, therefore, having been clearly demon- should know Him who bestows upon them the

strated here (and it shall yet be so still more gift of glory.
clearly), that neither the prophets, nor the apos- 2. Then again Matthew, when speaking of the
ties, nor the Lord Christ in His own person, did angel, says, "The angel of the Lord appeared
acknowledge any other Lord or God, but the to Joseph in sleep." 6 Of what Lord he does
God and Lord supreme: the prophets and the himself interpret: "That it may be fulfilled
apostles confessing the Father and the Son ; but :which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet,
naming no other as God, and confessing no other Out of Egypt have I called my son." 7 ,, Behold,
as Lord : and the Lord Himself handing down a virgin shall conceive, and shall bring forth a son,
to His disciples, that He, the Father, is the only and they shall call his name Emmanuel ; which
(_k_dand Lord, who alone is God and ruler of is, being interpreted, God with us." 8 Davxd
all ; _ it is incumbent on us to follow, if we are likewise speaks of Him who, from the virgin, xs
their disciples indeed, their testimonies to this Emmanuel: "Turn not away the face of "rhine
effect. For Matthew the apostle--knowing, as anointed. The LORD hath sworn a truth to
one and the same God, Him who had given David, and will not turn from him. Of the fruit
promise to Abraham, that He would make his of thy body will I set upon thy seat." 9 And
seed as the stars of heaven, 2 and Him who, by again : "In Judea is God known ; His place
His Son Christ Jesus, has called us to the knowl- has been made in peace, and His dwelling in
edge of Himself, from the worship of stones, so Zion." _° Therefore there is one and the same
that those who were not a people were made a God, who was proclaimed by the prophets and
people, and she beloved who was not beloved 3 announced by the Gospel ; and His Son, who

declares that John, when preparing the way was of the fruit of David's body, that is, of the
for Christ, said to those who were boasting of virgin of [the house of] David, and Emman-
their relationship [to Abraham'] according to the uel ; whose star also Balaam thus prophesied :

flesh, but who had their mind tinged and stuffed "There shall come a star out of Jacob,
with all manner of evil, preaching that repentance , Matt.iti.7.
which should call them back from their evil 5Matt.ill3.

6 Matt. i. _o.
:' Matt. il. xs.

t Ps. cxv. _ s Matt. t. 73.
:l C_en,x_,. $. 9 Ps. Cxxxn. xx.
3 P_m. _. aS. mps. IxtvL t.
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leader shall rise in Israel." ' But Matthew says, !glory, nor reprove after the manner of speech.
that the Magi, coming from the east, exclaimed, For "He needed not that any should testify to
,' For we have seen His star in the east, and are Him of man, '° for He Himself knew what was in
come to worship Him ; "_ and that, having been man." " For He called all men that mourn ;
led by the star into the house of Jacob to and granting forgiveness to those who had been
Emmanuel, they showed, by these gifts which led into captivity by their sins, He loosed them
they offered, who it was that was worshipped: from their chains, of whom Solomon says,
myrrh, because it was He who should die and be i"Every one shall be holden with the cords of
buried for the mortal human race ; gold, because his own sins." ,2 Therefore did the Spirit of God
He was a King, "of whose kingdom is no end ;-3 descend upon Him, [the Spirit] of Him who
and frankincense, because He was God, who also had promised by the prophets that He would
"was made known in Judea," 4 and was "de- anoint Him, so that we, receiving from the
elated to those who sought Him not." 5 abundance of His unction, might be saved.

3- And then, [speaking of His] baptism, Such, then, [is the witness] of Matthew.
Matthew says, "The heavens were opened, and
He saw the Spirit of God, as a dove, coming CHAP. X.--PROOVS OF THE FORVGOmC, DRAWN
upon Him : and I0 a voice from heaven, saying, FROMTHE GOSPELSOF MARKAND LUKE.
This is my be10ved Son, in whom I am well I. Luke also, the follower and disciple of the
pleased." 6 For Christ did not at that time de- apostles, referring to Zacharias and Elisabeth,
scend upon Jesus, neither was Christ one and from whom, according to promise, John was
Jesus another : but the Word of God--who is the bom, says : "And they were both righteous be-
Saviour of all, and the ruler of heaven and earth, fore God, walking in all the commandments and
who is Jesus, as I have already pointed out, who ordinances of the Lord blameless." ,3 And again,
dld also take upon Him flesh, and was anointed speaking of Zacharias : "And it came to pass,
by the Spirit from the Father--was made Jesus that while he executed the priest's office before
Christ, as Esaias also says, "There shall come God in the order of his course, according to the
forth a rod from the root of Jesse, and a flower custom of the priest's office, his lot was to bum
shall rise from his root ; and the Spirit of God incense ;" 14and he came to sacrifice, "entering
shall rest upon Ilim : the spirit of wisdom and into the temple of the Lord." ,s Whose angel
understanding, the spirit of counsel and mlght, Gabriel, also, who stands prominently in the
the spirit of knowledge and piety, and the spirit presence of the Lord, simply, absolutely, and
of the fear of God, shall fill Him. He shall not decidedly confessed in his own person as God
judge according to glory,7 nor reprove after the and Lord, Him who had chosen Jerusalem, and
manner of speech ; but He shall dispense judg- had instituted the sacerdotal office. For he knew
ment to the humble man, and reprove the haughty of none other above Him ; since, if he had been
ones of the earth." 8 And again Esaias, point- m possession of the knowledge of any other
ing out beforehand His unction, and the reason more perfect God and Lord besides Him, he
why he was anointed, does himself say, "The surely would never--as I have already shown
Spirit of God is upon Me, because He hath have confessed Him, whom he knew to be the
anointed Me : He hath sent Me to preach the fruit of a defect, as absolutely and altogether God
Gospel to the lowly, to heal the broken up in and Lord. And then, speaking of John, he thus
heart, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and says : "For he shall be great in the sight of the
sight to the blind; to announce the acceptable Lord, and many of the children of Israel shall
year of the Lord, and the day of vengeance ; to he turn to the Lord their God. And he shall go
comfort all that mourn." 9 For inasmuch as the before Him in the spirit and power of Elias,
Word of God was man from the root of Jesse, to make ready a people prepared for the Lord." ,6
and son of Abraham, in this respect did the For whom, then, did he prepare the people, and
Spirit of God rest upon Him, and anoint Him in the sight of what Lord was he made great ?
to preach the Gospel to the lowly. But inasmuch Truly of Him who said that John had something
a_ He was God, He did not judge according to even "more than a prophet," ,z and that "among
----_ those bom of women none is greater than John

' Sum xxiv. x7. the Baptist;" who did also make the people
2 Matt. ft. a. ready for the Lord's advent, warning his fellow-3 Luke i. _3-
, P_.L_,_._. servants, and preaching to them repentance, that

be s lsa. ,lx.v. x [A beautiful idea for poets and orators, but not to
pre,ssea (Iogmattcally.] to This is according to tim Syria_ Pesc_to verd.._a.
6 Matt. iii, I6. ,x ,johniLas.
_'This is after the version of the Septuagint, o_ #¢¢_r_t"r_w$6_w : t2 l'to,t, v. 2_.

ut the word 8d_a may have the meaning o_in/o as well as gloria, ts Luke t. 6.
1"this be admitted here, the passage would bear much the same x* Literally, "that he should place the haosmm." The me.xtc,imam

as it does m the authorized verraon. " He shall not judge after is most hkelyau interpolation for tim sakc ofe, xld_-_
"_ stgat of His eyes."

Luke t. xs;etc.
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they might receive remission from the Lord when faith, and the uncircumcision through faith.', 7
He should be present, having been converted to But Zacharias prophesying, exclaimed, "Blessed
Him, from whom they had been alienated be- be the Lord God of lsrael; for He hath visited
cause of sins and transgressions. As also David and redeemed His people, and hath raised up an
says, "The alienated are sinners from the womb : horn of salvation for us in the house of His ser-
they go astray as soon as they are born." x And rant David ; as He spake by the mouth of Hts
it was on account of this that he, taming them holy prophets, which have been since the world
to their Lord, prepared, in the spirit and power begun ; salvation from our enemies, and from
of Elias, a perfect people for the Lord. the hand of all that hate us ; to perform the

2. And again, speaking in reference to the mercy [promised] to our fathers, and to remem-
angel, he says : "But at that time the angel ber His holy covenant, the oath which He sware
Gabriel was sent from God, who did also say to to our father Abraham, that He would grant unto
the virgin, Fear not, Mary ; for thou hast found us, that we, being dellvered out of the hand of
favour with God. ''2 And he says concerning the our enemies, might serve Him without fear, in
Lord: "He shall be great, and shall be called holiness and righteousness before Him, all our
the Son of the Highest : and the Lord GOd shall days." _ Then he says to John : "And thou,
give unto Him the throne of His father David : child, shah be called the prophet of the Highest :
and He shall reign over the house of Jacob for for thou shalt go before the face of the Lord to
ever; and of His kingdom there shall be no prepare His ways; to give knowledge of salva-
end." 3 For who else is there who can reign tion to His people, for the remission of their
uninterruptedly over the house of Jacob for e¢er, sins." 9 For this is the knowledge of salvation
except Jesus Christ our Lord, the Son of the which was wanting to them, that of the Son of
Most High God, who promised by the law and God, which John made known, saying, "Behold
the prophets that He would make His salvation the Lamb of God, who taketh away the sin of the
visible to all flesh; so that He would become _world. This is He of whom I said, After me
the SOn of man for this purpose, that man also cometh a man who was made before me ; ,o be-
might become the son of GOd? And Mary, exult- cause He was prior to me : and of His fulness
ing because of this, cried out, prophesying on be- have all we received."" This, therefore, was the
half of the Church, "My soul doth magnify the knowledge of salvation ; but [it did not consist
Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in GOdmy Sav- in] another God, nor another Father, nor Bythus,
iour. For He hath taken up His child Israel, in nor the Pleroma of thirty A_ons, nor the Mother
remembrance of His mercy, as He spake to our of the (lower) Ogdoad : but the knowledge of
fathers, Abraham, and his seed for ever." 4 By salvation was the knowledge of the Son of God,
these and such hke [passages] the Gospel points who is both called and actually is, salvation, and
out that it was God who spake to the fathers ; Saviour, and salutary. Salvation, indeed, as fol-
that it was He who, by Moses, instituted the legal lows : "I have waited for Thy salvation, 0
dispensation, by which giving of the law we know Lord." _ And then again, Saviour : "Behold
that He spake to the fathers. This same God, my God, my Saviour, I will put my trust m
after His great goodness, poured His compassion Him." ,3 But as bringing salvation, thus : "God
upon us, through which compassion "the Day-hath made known His salvation (salutare) m
spring from on high hath looked upon us, and the sight of the heathen." ,4 For He is indeed
appeared to those who sat in darkness and the ISaviour, as being the Son and Word of God;
shadow of death, and has guided our feet into but salutary, since [He is] Spirit ; for he says:
the way of peace ; "s as Zacharias also, recover- "The Spirit of our countenance, Christ the
ing from the state of dumbness which he had Lord."'s But salvation, as being flesh: for"the
suffered on account of unbelief, having been filled Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us." ,6
with a new spirit, did bless God in a new man- This knowledge of salvation, therefore, John
her. For all things had entered upon a new did impart to those repenting, and believing m
phase, the Word arranging after a new manner the Lamb of God, who taketh away the sin of
the advent in the flesh, that He might win back 6 the world.
to God that human nature (Jtominem) which had 3. And the angel of the Lord, he says,
departed from God ; and therefore men were
taught to worship God after a new fashion, but _Rom.ui.30.Luke i. 68, etc.

not another god, because in tn, th there is but 9 Lukei.76.... re
,o Harvey observes that the Syriac, agreeing with the Latin nc ,

"one God, who justifieth the circumcision by _p_s p_o_tyi_pointofttme;butour translattOn, with?at_aZ
son, makes it the precedence of hoaour, vlz., _m_ 2_refe_ta ortort
me. The Grcck is, :rp_:-_ _.o_.

z Ps. IviiL 3. xl Johu i. 29, zS, z6.
Lake L 26, etc. z_ Gen. xlix. _8.
I..u_kei. 3a. ,3 Ira. xiL 2.

4 Luke L 46. ,4 Ps. xcviiL 2.
S Lake L 78- _s Lain. _v. _o, after LX,X_
• "Ascfibe:et D©o" -- make the property of GocL :b Jolm i. z4"
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appearedto the shepherds,proclaimingjoy angels[proclaimed].For when theyexclaim,
tothem: "For' thereisborninthehouseof "GlorytoGod in the highest,and in earth
David,a Saviour,which is Christthe Lord.peace,"theyhave glorifiedwiththesewords
Then [appeared] a multitude of the heavenly Him who is the Creator of the highest, that is,
host, praising God, and saying, Glory in the of super-celestial things, and the Founder of
highest to God, and on earth peace, to men everything on earth: who has sent to His own
of good will. ''2 The falsely-called Gnostics say handiwork, that is, to men, the blessing of His
that these angels came from the Ogdoad, and salvation from heaven. Wherefore he adds:
made manifest the descent of the superior Christ. "The shepherds returned, glorifying God for
But they are again in error, when saying that all which they had heard and seen, as it was told
the Christ and Saviour from above was not born, unto them." s For the Israelitish shepherds did
but that also, after the baptism of the dispensa- not glorify another god, but Him who had been
nonal Jesus, he, [the Christ of the Pleroma,] announced by the law and the prophets, the
descended upon him as a dove. Therefore, Maker of all things, whom also the angels
according to these men, the angels of the Ogdoad glorified. But if the angels who were from
lied, when they said, "For unto you is born this the Ogdoad were accustomed to glorify any
day a Saviour, who is Christ the Lord, in the other, different from Him whom the shepherds
city of David." For neither was Christ nor [adored], these angels from the Ogdoad brought
the Saviour born at that time, by their account ; to them error and not truth.
but it was he, the dispensational Jesus, who is 4. And still further does Luke say in reference
of the framer of the world, the [Demiurge], to the Lord: "When the days of purification
and upon whom, after his baptism, that is, after were accomplished, they brought Him up to
[the lapse of] thirty years, they maintain the Jerusalem, to present Him before the Lord, as
Saviour from above descended. But why did it is written in the law of the Lord, That every
[the angels] add, "in the city of David," if they male opening the womb shall be called holy to
did not proclaim the glad tidings of the fulfil- the Lord ; and that they should offer a sacrifice,
ment of God's promise made to David, that from as it is said in the law of the Lord, a pair of
the fruit of his body there should be an eternal turtle-doves, or two young pigeons : "6 in his
King? For the Framer [Demiurge] of the en- own person most clearly calling Him Lord,
tire universe made promise to David, as David who appointed the legal dispensation. But
himself declares: " My help is from God, who "Simeon," he also says, "blessed GOd, and
made heaven and earth ;" 3 and again : "In said, Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart
His hand are the ends of the earth, and the in peace; for mine eyes have seen Thy salvation,
heights of the mountains are His. For the sea which Thou hast prepared before the face of all
is His, and He did Himself make it ; and His people ; a light for the revelation of the Gentiles,
hands founded the dry land. Come ye, let us and the glory of Thy people Israel." 7 And
worship and fall down before Him, and weep in "Anna" s also, " the prophetess," he says, in
the presence of the Lord who made us ; for He like manner glorified God when she saw Christ,
is the Lord our God." 4 The Holy Spirit evi- "and spake of Him to all them who were look-
dently thus declares by David to those hearing ing for the redemption of Jerusalem." 9 Now
him, that there shall be those who despise Him by all these one God is shown forth, revealing to
who formed us, and who is God alone. Where- men the new dispensation of liberty, the cove-
fore he also uttered the foregoing words, mean- nant, through the new advent of His Son.
ing to say: See that ye do not err; besides or 5. Wherefore also Mark, the interpreter and
above Him there is no other God, to whom ye follower of Peter, does thus commence his Gos-
should rather stretch out [your hands], thus pel narrative : "The beginning of the Gospel of
rendering us pious and grateful towards Him Jesus Christ, the Son of God ; as it is written in
who made, established, and [still] nourishes us. the prophets, Behold, I send My messenger
What, then, shall happen to those who have been before Thy face, which shall prepare Thy way.'°
the authors of so much blasphemy against their The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Pre-
Creator? This identical truth was also what the pare ye the way of the Lord, make the paths

s Luke ii. =0.

t Luke ii. xt, etc. _ . 6 Luke it. =0.
• = Thus found also in the Vulgate. Harvey suppmms that the 7 Luke ii. 29, etc.

ongmM of Irenteus read according to our textus rectptu$, and.that s Luke ii. 38.
the Vul_te rendm-ing _ sdopteffm th6 im.,.,*a_ by the tmtumrtl_._ 9 Tbe text umms to be corrupt in tl_ old Latin .tmnsl_m.. a_,
ot the I.attu versio/t of our author. [No doubt a just remark J rendenng here follows Harvey's conjectural rettoratton of tim ottgmm

Greek &the passage,There can be no doubt, however, that the reading e_a* is sup-
portedby many and weigbty anclent authorities. [Buton this point to The Greek of this pamage in St. Mmrk [i. 2] reads,_'&_ _#ll_w_
see the facts as given by Burgon, in his refutation of the rendering ttfi're_. L e., H_ parka, which varlet from the Hebrew _,
adooptedby late revisers, R¢oiszoaRevised, p. 4t. London, Murray, to which the text of Iremeus =_',-_ to revert, unless i_leecl[Fhe_
I_3.1 COpyof the Go_. Is e.outained the readlnl| of the .Cod.e_.......]Belt=e [-.

' "P,. c_iv. 8. be_k iii. cap. fii. 3, ,4. belmv; also ...... and _fii_m_s t_is4 Ps. xcv. 4. Codex, see Burgon, Rt'oiswn Reois_d, p, x2, err.., J
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straight before our God." Plainly does the therefore desiring to put an end to all such doe-
commencement of the Gospel quote the words trines, and to establish the rule of truth in the
of the holy prophets, and point out Him at Church, that there is one Almighty God, who
once, whom they confessed as GOd and Lord ; made all things by His Word, both visible and
Him, the Father of our lord Jesus Christ, who invisible ; showing at the same rime, that by the
had also made promise to Him, that He would Word, through whom God made the creation,
send His messenger before His face, who was He also bestowed salvation on the men included

John, crying in the wilderness, in "the spirit in the creation; thus commenced His teaching
and power of Elias, ''x "Prepare ye the way of in the Gospel : "In the beginning was the Word,
the lord, make straight paths before our God." and the Word was with God, and the Word was
For the prophets did not announce one and God. The same was in the beginning with God.
mother GOd, but one and the same ; under All things were made by Him, and without Him
_.rious aspects, however, and many rifles. For was nothing made.S What was made was life
varied and rich in attribute is the Father, as I in Him, and the hfe was the light of men. And
nave already shown in the book preceding _ this ; the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness
and 1 shall show [the same truth] from the comprehended it not." 6 "All things," he says,
prophets themselves in the further course of this "were made by Him ;" therefore m "all things"
work. Also, towards the conclusion of his Gos- this creation of ours is [included], for we cannot
pet, Mark says : "So then, after the Lord Jesus concede to these men that [the words] "all
i_ad spoken to them, He was received up into things" are spoken in reference to those within
heaven, and sltteth on the right hand of God ; "3 their Pleroma. For if their Pleroma do indeed
confirming what h_td been spoken by the prophet : contain these, this creation, as being such, is not
"The Lob.t> said to my Lord, Sit Thou on My outside, as I have demonstrated in the preced-
right hand, until I make Thy foes Thy foot- ing book ; z but if they are outside the Pleroma,
stool." 4 Thus Go,'l and the Father are truly which indeed appeared impossible, it follows, in
one and the same ; He who was announced by that case, that their Pleroma cannot be " all
the prophets, and handed down by the true things : " therefore this vast creation is not out-
Gospel ; whom we Crmstians worship and love side [the Pleroma].
with the whole heart, as the Maker of heaven 2. John, however, does himself put this mat-
and earth, and of all fl_m_s therein, ter beyond all controversy on our part, when he

says, "He was in this world, and the world was
CHAP.XL_PROOFS IN CONTINUATION, EXTRACTED made by Him, and the world knew Him not.

FROM ST. JOHN'S GOSPEL. THE GOSPELS ARE He came unto His own [things], and His own
FOUR IN NUMBER, N_'ITttER MORE NOR LESS. [people] received Him not. ''s But according
MYSTICREASONSFOR THIS. to Marcion, and those like him, neither was the
L John, the disciple of the Lord, preaches world made by Him ; nor did He come to His

this tkith, and seeks, by the proclamation of the own things, but to those of another. And, ac-
Gospe], to remove that error which by Cerinthus cording to certain of the Gnostics, this world
had been disseminated among men, and a long was made by angels, and not by the Word of
time previously by those termed Nicolaitans, who God. But according to the followers of Valen-
are an offset of that "knowledge" falsely so tinus, the world was not made by Him, but by
called, that he might confound them, and per- the Demiurge. Forhe (Soter)caused such simfi-
suade them that there is but one God, who made itudes to be made, after the pattern of things
all things by His Word ; and not, as they allege, above, as they allege ; but the Demiurge ac-
that the Creator was one, but the Father of the complished the work of creation. For they say
Lord another ; and that the Son of the Creator that he, the Lord and Creator of the plan of
was, forsooth, one, but the Christ from above creation, by whom they hold that this world was
another, who also continued impassible, descend- made, was produced from the Mother ; while
ing upon Jesus, the Son of the Creator, and flew the Gospel affirms plainly, that by the Word,
back again into His Pleroma ; and that Mono- which was in the beginning with God, all things
genes was the beginning, but Logos was the true were made, which Word, he says, "was made
son of Monogenes ; and that this creation to flesh, and dwelt among us." 9
which we belong was not made by the primaxy 3- But, according to these men, neither was
God, but by some power lying far below Him, the Word made flesh, nor Christ, nor the Saviour
and shut off from communion with the things (Soter), who was produced from [the joint con-
invisible and ineffable. The disciple of the Lord

5 Irev.zus frequently quotes this text, and always uses the punc-
tuation he_ adopted. Tertullian and manyothers of the Fathers foL-
low hts example

Luke L _7- s John i I, etc.
_ See ii. 35. 3. 7 ,_-e ii. _, e_.
a Mark x'vL x9 s John _ _o, zx.
4 Ps. ¢.x. _. 9 John _. 4.
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tributions of ] all [the gEons]. For they will and invisible ? ,For all the heretics have decided
have it, that the Word and Christ never came that the Demiurge was ignorant of that Power
into this world; that the Saviour, too, never above him, whose witness and herald John is
became incarnate, nor suffered, but that He de- found to be. Wherefore the Lord said that He
scended like a dove upon the dispensational deemed him "more than a prophet." 6 For all
Jesus ; and that, as soon as He had declared the other prophets preached the advent of the
the unknown Father, He did again ascend into paternal Light, and desired to be worthy of seeing
the Pleroma. Some, however, make the azser- Him whom they preached ; but John did both
tion, that this dispensational Jesus did become announce [the advent] beforehand, in a like
incarnate, and suffered, whom they represent as manner as did the others, and actually saw Him
having passed through Mary just as water through when He came, and pointed Him out, and per-
a tube ; but others allege him to be the Son of suaded many to believe on Him, so that he did
the Demiurge, upon whom the dispensataonal himself hold the place of both prophetandapostle.
Jesus descended ; while others, again, say that For this is to be more than a prophet, because,
Jesus was born from Joseph and Mary, and that "first apostles, secondarily prophets ; "7 but all
the Christ from above descended upon him, things from one and the same God Himself.
being without flesh, and impassible. But ac- 5. That wine, s which was produced by God in
cording to the opinion of no one of the heretics a vineyard, and which was first consumed, was
was the Word of God made flesh. For if any good. None 9 of those who drank of it found
one carefully examines the systems of them all, fault with it ; and the Lord partook of it also.
he wall find that the Word of God is brought m But that wine was better which the Word made
by all of them as not having become incarnate from water, on the moment, and simply for the
(sine carne) and impassible, as is also the Christ use of those who had been called to the mar-
from above. Others consider Hun to have been riage. For although the Lord had the power to
manifested as a transfigured man ; but they main- supply wine to those feasting, independently of
tam Him to have been neither bom nor to have any created substance, and to fill with food those
become incarnate ; whilst others [hold] that He who were hungry, He did not adopt this course ;
did not assume a hunmn form at all, but that, but, taking the loaves which the earth had pro-
as a dove, He did descend upon that Jesus duced, and giving thanks, '° and on the other
who was born from Mary. Therefore the Lord's occasion making water wine, He satisfied those
disciple, pointing them all out as false witnesses, who were reclining [at table], and gave drink to
says, "And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt those who had been invited to the marriage ;
among us." ' showing that the God who made the earth, and

4. And that we may not have to ask, Of what commanded it to bring forth fruit, who estab-
God was the Word made flesh ? he does himself lished the waters, and brought forth the foun-
previously teach us, saying, "There was a man tains, was He who in these last times bestowed
sent from God, whose name was John. The upon mankind, by His Son, the blessing of food
same came as a witness, that he might bear wit- and the favour of drink : the Incomprehensible
ness of that Light. He was not that I,ight, but [acting thus] by means of the comprehensible,
[came] that he might testify of the Light."* and the Invisible by the visible; since there is
By what God, then, was John, the forerunner, none beyond Him, but He exists in the bosom
who testifies of the Light, sent [into the world] ? of the Father.
Truly it was by Him, of whom Gabriel is the 6. For "no man," he says, "hath seen God
angel, who also announced the glad tidings of at any time," unless "the only-begotten Son of
his birth : [that God] who also had promised God, which is in the bosom of the Father, He
by the prophets that He would send His mes- hath declared [Hlm]." '' For He, the Son who
senger before the face of His Son,S who should is in His bosom, declares to all the Father who is
prepare His way, that is, that he should bear invisible. Wherefore the), know Him to whom
w_tness of that Light in the spirit and power of the Son reveals Him ; and again, the Father, by
Elias.4 But, again, of what God was Elias the ser- means of the Son, gives knowledge of His Son to
vant and the prophet ? Of Him who made heaven those who love Him. By whom also Nathanael,
and earth,s as he does himself confess. John, being taught, recognised [Him], he to whom
therefore, having been sent by the founder and also the Lord bare witness, that he was "an
maker of this world, how could he testify of that Israelite indeed, in whom was no guile." '_ The
Light, which came down from things unspeakable
--------- 6 Matt xi 9; Luke viL a6.

x Cor xil 28.
John L x4. s The transmon here is so abrupt, that some crttics susp_t the
John i 6. loss of part of the text hefore th,a_ words.

a Mal. ui I 9 John iL 3.
4 I_tke i. '7. to John ,n. ,x.

r. s Thts evldemtll t refers to x Kings x'viu. 36, where Elijah invokes xx John t. x8.
_od as the C.mdof Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, etc. x2 John i. 47-
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Israelite recognised his King, therefore did he mortality on every side, and vivifying men afresh.
cry out to Hun, "Rabbi, Thou art the Son of From which fact, it is evident that the Word, the
God, Thou art the King of Israel." By whom! Artificer of all, He that sitteth upon the cheru-
also Peter, having been taught, recognised Christ bim, and contains all things, He who was mani-
as the Son of the living God, when [God] said, fested to men, has given us the Gospel under
"Behold My dearly beloved Son, m whom I am four aspects, but bound together by one Sprat.
well pleased : I will put my Spirit upon Him, As also David says, when entreating His mani-
and He shall show judgment to the Gentiles. festation, "Thou that sittest between the cheru-
He shall not strive, nor cry ; neither shall any bim, shine forth." 6 For the cherubim, too, were
man hear His voice in the streets. A bruised four-faced, and their faces were images of the
reed shall He not break, and smoking flax shall dispensation of the Son of God. For, [as the
He not quench, until He send forth judgment Scripture] says, "The first living creature was
into contention ; ' and in His name shall the like a hon," 7 symbolizing His effectual working,
Gentiles trust. ''_ His leadership, and royal power; the second

7. Such, then, are the first principles of the [living creature.] was like a calf, signifying [Hls]
Gospel : that there is one God, the Maker of sacrificial and sacerdotal order ; but "the third
this univers* ; He who was also announced by had, as it were, the face as of a man,"--an evi-
the prophets, and who by Moses set forth the dent description of His advent as a human be-
dispensation of the law,-- [principles'] which ing ; "the fourth was hke a flying eagle," pointing
proclaim the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, out the gift of the Spirit hovenng with His wings
and ignore any other God or Father except over the Church. And therefore the Gospels are
Him. So firm is the ground upon which these in accord with these things, among which Christ
Gospels rest, that the very heretics themselves Jesus is seated. For that according to John re-
bear witness to them, and, starting from these lates His original, effectual, and glorious gener-
['documents.], each one of them endeavours to ation from the Father, thus declaring, " In the
establish his own peculiar doctrine. For the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
Ebionites, who use Matthew's Gospel s only, God, and the Word was God. ''s Also, "all
are confuted out of this very same, making things were made by Him, and without Him
false suppositions with regard to the Lord. But was nothing made." For this reason, too, is
Marcion, mutilating that according to Luke, is that Gospel full of all confidence, for such is
proved to be a blasphemer of the only existing His person.9 But that according to Luke, tak-
God, from those ['passages.] which he still retains, ing up [His] priestly character, commenced
Those, again, who separate Jesus from Christ, with Zacharias the priest offering sacrifice to
allegang that Christ remained impassible, but God. For now was made ready the fatted calf,
that it was Jesus who suffered, preferring the about to be immolated for ,o the finding again
Gospel by Mark, if they read it with a love of] of the younger son. Matthew, again, relates His
truth, may have their errors rectified. Those, generatmn as a man, saying, "The book of the
moreover, who follow Valentmus, making copious generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David,
use of that according to John, to illustrate their the son of Abraham ; .... and also, "The birth of
conjunctions, shall be proved to be totally in Jesus Christ was on this wise." This, then, is
error by means of this very Gospel, as I have the Gospel of His humanity ; ,2 for which reason
shown in the first book. Since, then, our oppo- it is, too, that [the character of] a humble and
nents do bear testimony to us, and make use of meek man is kept up through the whole Gospel.
these [documents_, our proof derived from them Mark, on the other hand, commences with [a
is firm and true.

8. It is not possible that the Gospels can be ! reference to] the prophetical spirit coming downfrom on high to men, saying, "The beginning
either more or fewer in number than they are. of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, as it is written in
For, since there are four zones of the world in Esalas the prophet,"w pointing to the winged
which we live, and four principal winds, 4 while ] aspect of the Gospel ; and on this account he
the Church is scattered throughout all the world, made a compendious and cursory narrative, for
and the "pillar and ground" s of the Church is such is the prophetical character. And the Word
the Gospel and the spirit of life ; it is fitting that of God Himself used to converse with the ante-
she should have four pillars, breathing out lm- Mosaic patriarchs, in accordance with His dl-

I The reading v_h,o_ having been followed instead of v_o_) vm- 6 Ps. lxxx. L
7 Rev tv. 7.

t°rY2" John i. 49, vl. 60: Matt. xii. x8 s John t. L
3 Harvey thinks)hat this is the Hebrew Gospel of which Irenaeas 9 The above is the hteral rendering of this very obscure sentence,

speaks in the openmg of this book, but comp Dr. Roberts's Ota;cus- it is not at all rep_sented in the Greek here preserved.

,swn._ on tire Gosikels, part h. chap. iv. zo The Greek is ,)*r_o. the Laun, " pro,"
4 Literally, "four catholic spires; " Greek, _'iccrapa xo.OoMx& Ix Matt i. x, 18.

grve6/z_v¢: Latin, "quatuor princtpales sptritus." xz The Greek text of this clause, literally rendered, ts, " This Gos-
S x Tun. fiL z s. pel, then, ts anthropomorphic."
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vinity and glory ; but for those under the law he from the Church ; acting like those (the Enera-
instituted a sacerdotal and liturgical service.' titre) 6 who, on account of such as come in
Afterwards, being made man for us, He sent hypocrisy, hold themselves aloof from the corn-
the gift of the celestial Spirit over all the earth, munion of the brethren. We must conclude,
protecting us with His wings. Such, then, as moreover, that these men (the Montanists) can-.
was the course followed by the Son of God, so not admit the Apostle Paul either. For, in his
was also the form of the hving creatures; and Epistle to the Corinthians/he speaks expressly
such as was the form of the living creatures, so of prophetical gifts, and recognises men and
was also the character of the Gospel) For the women prophesying in the Church. Sinning,
living creatures are quadriform, and the Gospel therefore, in all these particulars, against the
is quadnform, as is also the course followed by Spirit of God, s they fall into the irremlssible sin.
the Lord. For this reason were four pnncipal But those who are from Valentinus, being, on
(KO.OO_kt.KOL[)covenants gwen to the human race :3 the other hand, altogether reckless, while they
one, prior to the deluge, under Adam ; the sec- put forth their o_m compositions, boast that they
ond, that after the deluge, under Noah ; the possess more Gospels than there really are. In-
third, the gwzng of the law, under Moses; the deed, they have arrived at such a pitch of au-
fourth, that which renovates man, and sums up dacity, as to entitle their comparatively recent
all things in _tself by means of the Gospel, rais- writing " the Gospel of Truth," though st agrees
ing and bearing men upon its wings into the in nothing with the Gospels of the Apostles, so
heavenly kingdom, that they have really no Gospel which is not full

9- These things being so, all who destroy the of blasphemy. For if what they have published
form of the Gospel are vain, unlearned, and IS the Gospel of truth, and yet is totally unlike
also audacious ; those, [I mean,] who represent those which have been handed down to us from
the aspects of the Gospel as being either more the apostles, any who please may learn, as is
in number than as aforesaid, or, on the other shown from the Scriptures themselves, that that
hand, fewer. The former class [-do so], that which has been handed down from the apostles
they may seem to have discovered more than is can no longer be reckoned the Gospel of truth.
of the truth ; the latter, that they may set the But that these Gospels alone are true and reha-
dispensations of God aside. For Marcion, re- ble, and admit neither an increase nor diminu-
jecting the entire Gospel, yea rather, cutting tion of the aforesaid number, I have proved by
himself off from the Gospel, boasts that he has so many and such [arguments]. For, since
part in the [blessings of] the Gospel. 4 Others God made all things in due proportion and
again (the Montamsts), that they may set at adaptation, it was fit also that the outward aspect
nought the gift of the Spirit, which in the latter of the Gospel should be well arranged and har-
tunes has been, by the good pleasure of the momzed. The opinion of those men, therefore,
Father, poured out upon the human race, do who handed the Gospel down to us, having been
not admit that aspect [of the evangelical dis- investigated, from their very fountmnheads, let
pensation] presented by John's Gospel, in which us proceed also to the remaining apostles, and
the Lord promised that He would send the inquire into their doctrine with regard to God ;
Paraclete ;s but set aside at once both the Gos- then, in due course we shall listen to the very
pel and the prophetic Spirit. Wretched men words of the Lord.
indeed! who wish to be pseudo-prophets, for-
sooth, but who set aside the gift of prophecy CHAP.xn. _THE DOCTRINEOF THE REST OF TIlE

APOSTLES.

s Or, "a sacerdotal and hturgical order," following the fragment I. The Apostle Peter, therefore, after the res-

of the Greek text recovered here Harvey thinks that the old Latin urrection of the Lord, and His assumption into
" actura" mdmates the true reading of the original Trp_*v, and that

*a_,v is an error. The earlier editors, however, are of a contrary the heavens, being desirous of filling up the num-

op..... ber of the twelve apostles, and in electing into
2 "Ihat is, the appearance of the Gospel taken as a whole. ,t being

presentedundera fourfoldaspect the place of Judas any substitute who should
a A porUon of the Greek has been preserved here, but it differs

materml|y from the old Latin version which seems to represent the be chosen by God, thus addressed those who
o_,gi_alwithgreat...... t....... d hasthereforeheenfollowed The were present : "Men [and] brethren, this Scrip-
Greek represents the first covenant as having been given to Noah, at
thea_l_g.... der thes,gnof therainbow,the _o_d as thatg,vent, ture must needs have been fulfilled, which the
Ab_ah..... tierthe _,g_of ............. the third,as beingthe g_ Holy Ghost, by the mouth of David, spoke be-mg of the law, under Moses; and the fourth, as that of the Gospel

throughourLordJ .... Christ [r_rad.... ththet_e__fZ,f_,a_ fore concerning Judas, which was made guide to
with the Skechtnatz (C_en lit. 24, iv x6), Noah with the ratnba_o
Abraham with ........... on, Moses w, th lhe ark, Messiah wit] them that took Jesus. For he was numbered
the *acramen_'s, and heaven with the rzver af life, seem the corn- habitation be desolate,
plete system

" The ol_ Lat .... ds, "' pattern glortatur se habere Evangel,, " j with us : 9 . . . Let his
Masquer changed #artem mto partier thmkmg that pattern gave a ]
_eu_ inconsistent with the Marciomte curtailment of St. Luke 6 Shgbting, as did some later heretics, the Pauline Epistles.
Harvey, however, observe_ " But the Gospel here means the b/e_*- r x Cor. XL 4, 5.
_ug'a of tlw Ga_spel, in which Marcton certainly claimed a share." s Matt. xii. 3L

s John xtv. x6, etc. 9 Acts L x6, etc.
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and let no man dwell therein ;' and, His bishop- that same Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both
rick let another take ; "*--thus leading to the Lord and Christ."7 And when the multitudes
completion of the apostles, according to the exclaimed, "What shall we do then?" Peter
words spoken by David. Again, when the Holy says to them, "Repent, and be baptized every
Ghost had descended upon the disciples, that one of you in the name of Jesus for the remis-
they all might prophesy and speak with tongues, sion of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of
and some mocked them, as if drunken with new the Holy Ghost." s Thus the apostles did not
wine, Peter said that they were not drunken, for preach another God, or another Fulness ; nor,
it was the third hour of the day; but that this that the Christ who suffered and rose again was
was what had been spoken by the prophet : "It one, while he who flew off on high was another,
shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I and remained impassible ; but that there was
will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh, and one and the same God the Father, and Christ
they shall prophesy."3 The God, therefore, who Jesus who rose from the dead; and they
did promise by the prophet, that He would send preached faith in Him, to those who did not
His Spirit upon the whole human race, was He believe on the Son of God, and exhorted them
who did send ; and God Himself is announced out of the prophets, that the Christ whom God
by Peter as having fulfilled His own promise, promised to send, He sent in Jesus, whom they

z. For Peter said, "Ye men of Israel, hear crucified and God raised up.
my words ; Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved 3- Again, when Peter, accompanied by John,
by God among you by powers, and wonders, had looked upon the man lame from his birth,
and signs, which God did by Him in the midst before that gate of the temple which is called
of you, as ye yourselves also know : Him, being Beautiful, sitting and seeking alms, he said to
delivered by the detenuined counsel and fore- him, "Silver and gold I have none ; but such as
knowledge of God, by the hands of wicked men I have give I thee : In the name of Jesus Christ
ye have slain, affixing [to the cross']: whom of Nazareth, rise up and walk. And immedl-
God hath raised up, having loosed the pains of ately his legs and his feet received strength ; and
death ; because it was not possible that he he walked, and entered with them into the tern-
should be holden of them. For David speak- ple, walking, and leaping, and praising God." 9
eth concerning Him/I foresaw the Lord always Then, when a multitude had gathered around
before nay face ; for He is on my right hand, them from all quarters because of this unex-
lest I should be moved : therefore did nay heart pected deed, Peter addressed them : "Ye men
rejoice, and my tongue was glad ; moreover also, of Israel, why marvel ye at this ; or why look
my flesh shall rest in hope: because Thou wilt ye so earnestly on us, as though by our own
not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt Thou give power we had made this man to walk ? The God
Thy Holy One to see corruption." s Then he of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of
proceeds to speak confidently to them concern- Jacob, the God of our fathers, hath glorified
ing the patriarch David, that he was dead and His Son, whom ye delivered up for judgment, '°
buried, and that his sepulchre is with them to and denied in the presence of Pilate, when he
this day. He said, "But since he was a prophet, wished to let Him go. But ye were bitterly set
and knew that God had sworn with an oath to against _o the Holy One and the Just, and de-
him, that of the fruit of his body one should sit sired a murderer to be granted unto you ; but
in his throne ; foreseeing this, he spake of the ye killed the Prince of life, whom God hath
resurrection of Christ, that He was not left in raised from the dead, whereof we are witnesses.
hell, neither did His flesh see corruption. This And in the faith of His name, him, whom ye
Jesus," he said, "hath God raised up, of which see and know, hath His name made strong;
we all are witnesses : who, being exalted by the yea, the faith which is by Him, hath given him
right hand of God, receiving from the Father this perfect soundness in the presence of you
the promise of the Holy Ghost, hath shed forth all. And now, brethren, I wot that through
this gaft 6 which ye now see and hear. For ignorance ye did this wickedness.X°... But
David has not ascended into the heavens ; but those things which God before had showed by
he saith himself, The LORD said unto my Lord, the mouth of all the prophets, that His Christ
Sit Thou on My right hand, until I make Thy should suffer, He hath so fulfilled. Repent ye
foes Thy footstool. Therefore let all the house therefore, and be converted, that your sins may
of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made be blotted out, and that" the times of refresh-

x p_. Ixix. 25,
* Ps, clx 8. 7 Acts ia 3o-37 .
s _oe! i_ _8. s Acts d. 37, 38
,t rs. zv. 8. 9 Acts ih. 6, etc.
s Acts n. ==-_'7. xo These interpolations are also found in the Codex Bez_e.
6 The word h_v or h,_O_tt is supposed by _ to have ex- xt ,, Et veniant" in Latin text: _ &v_A_¢tv in Greek. Th_

isted in the earhest Greek texts, although not found m any extant translation of these Greek words by "when . . . come," is one 0
now. It is thus quoted by others beside_ Irenaeus. the most glaring errors in the authorized Enghsh version.
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ing may come to you from the presence of the took place ,,6), and by the doctrine of the aims-
Lord ; and He shall send Jesus Christ, prepared ties, and by the exposition of the prophets, when
for you beforehand,' whom the heaven must the chief priests had sent away Peter and John.
indeed receive until the times of the arrange- ['These latter] returned to the rest of their fel-
merit2 of all things, of which God hath spoken low-apostles and disciples of the Lord, that is,
by His holy prophets. For Moses truly said to the Church, and related what had occurred,
unto our fathers, Your Lord God shall raise up and how courageously they had acted in the
to you a Prophet from your brethren, like unto name of Jesus. The whole Church, it is then
me ; Him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever said, "when they had heard that, lifted up the
He shall say unto you. And it shall come to voice to God with one accord, and said, Lord,
pass, that every soul, whosoever will not hear Thou art God, which hast made heaven, and
that Prophet, shall be destroyed fromamong the earth, and the sea, and all that in them is ; who,
people. And all I-the prophets] from Samuel, ithrough the Holy Ghost,7 by the mouth of our
and henceforth, as many as have spoken, have father David, Thy servant, hast said, Why did

• likewise foretold of these days. Ye are the chil- the heathen rage, and the people imagine vain
dren of the prophets, and of the covenant which things ? The kings of the earth stood up, and

: God made with our fathers, saying unto Abra- the rulers were gathered together against the
ham, And in thy seed shall all the kindreds of Lord, and against His Christ. For of a truth,

! the earth be blessed. Unto you first, God, hay- m this city,s against Thy holy Son Jesus, whom
: ing raised up His Son, sent Him blessing you, Thou hast anointed, both Herod and Pontius
:: that each may turn himself from his iniquities."s Pilate, with the Gentiles, and the people of

Peter, together with John, preached to them Israel, were gathered together, to do whatsoever
this plain message of glad udmgs, that the prom- Thy hand and Thy counsel determined before

i l_e which God made to the fathers had been to be done." 9 These ['are the] voices of the
, fulfilled by Jesus ; not certainly proclaiming Church fromwhich every Church had its origin ;

another god, but the Son of God, who also was ] these are the voices of the metropolis of the citi-
i made man, and suffered ; thus leading Israel I zeus of the new covenant ; these are the voices

into knowledge, and through Jesus preaching I of the apostles ; these are voices of the disciples
the resurrection of the dead? and showing, that of the Lord, the truly perfect, who, after the as-
whatever the prophets had proclmmed as to the[ sumption of the Lord, were perfected by the
sufferingof Christ, these had God fulfilled. I Spirit, and called upon the God who made heav-

i 4- For this reason, too, when the chief priests I en, and earth, and the sea, -- who was announced
were assembled, Peter, full of boldness, said to by the prophets,--and Jesus Christ His Son,
them, "Ye rulers of the people, and elders of whom God anointed, and who knew no other
Israel, if we this day be examined by you of the] ['God]. For at that time and place there was

good deed done to the _mpotent man, by what neither Valentinus, nor Marcion, nor the rest ofmeans he has been made whole ; be it known to these subverters [of the truth], and their adher-
you all, and to all the people of Israel, that by ents. Wherefore God, the Maker of all things,
the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye heard them. For it is said, "The place was
crucified, whom God raised from the dead, even shaken where they were assembled together ;
by H_m doth this man stand here before you and they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and
whole. This is the stone which was set at nought they spake the word of God with boldness .... to
of you builders, which is become the head-stone every one that was willing to believe." "And
of the comer. [Neither is there salvation in with great power," it is added, "gave the apos-
any other : for] there is none other name under ties witness of the resurrection of the Lord
heaven, which is given to men, whereby we must Jesus," ,2 saying to them, "The God of our fathers
be saved." s Thus the apostles did not change raised up Jesus, whom ye seized and slew, hang-
God, but preached to the people that Christ ing [Him] upon a beam of wood : Him hath
was Jesus the crucified One, whom the same Godraisedup by Hisrighthand'3 to beaPrince
God that had sent the prophets, being God and Saviour, to give repentance to Israel, and
H,mself, raised up, and gave in Him salvation
tO ulen. 6 Acts ,v. _a.

7 These words, though not In tex/_uz rece#tus, are found in ttome5- They were confounded, therefore, both by ..cie.t .ss. and_er_io.s;b.t notthe_o_"our _ther,"which

this instance of healing (" for the man was above folLoW,I. h_ccivltate" are wordsnotrepresentedin thetextus re..
fortyyears old on whom this miracle of healing cOt=s,buthavea placein allmodemcmicaledmm_oftheNew

Testament
9 Acts tv. 24, et¢

t Irenmus, hke the majority of the early authortties, mantfi:stly read to Acts iv. 3L
trP°_cetOto'_t*vovInStead of _'po_sK'0pt_/i_*vov_as in text=* recez_tu$, it The Latin is, "ut convertat se unusqui-_lue_"

2 Di_posiuonis. t_ Am Iv.
3 Acts hi. i2, etc. t_ This ts _o3ilowing Grahe's ©mendafion of the text. The oM
4 Acts iv 2 Latin reads "gloria sua," the tmmlator having evidently mi_dcen
5 Acts iv. 8, etc. &f-_ for b_ll.
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forgiveness of sins. And we ate in this witnesses those which were no gods, they pointed out
of these words ; as also is the Holy Ghost, whom Him who alone was God and the true Father.
God hath given to them that believe in Him." z 7- From the words of Peter, therefore, which
"'And daily," it is said, "in the temple, and from he addressed in C_esarea to Cornelius the centu-
house to house, they ceased not to teach and rion, and those Gentiles with him, to whom the
preach Christ Jesus,"* the Son of God. For word of God was first preached, we can under-
this was the knowledge of "salvation, which ren- stand what the apostles used to preach, the
ders those who acknowledge His Son's advent nature of their preaching, and their idea with
perfect towards God. regard to God. Eor this Cornelius was, it is

6. But as some of these men impudently as- said, "a devout man, and one who feared God
sert that the apostles, when preaching among the _with all his house, giving much alms to the peo-
Jews, could not declare to them another god ple, and praying to God always. He saw there-
besides Him in whom they (their hearer* 3) be- fore, about the ninth hour of the day, an angel
lieved, we say to them, that if the apostles used of God coming in to him, and saying, Thine
to speak to people in accordance with the opin-alms are come up for a memorial before God.
ion instilled into them of old, no one learned the Wherefore send to Simon, who is called Peter."_
truth from them, nor, at a much earlier date, But when Peter saw the vision, in which the
from the Lord ; for they say that He did Him- voice from heaven said to him, "What God hath
self speak after the same fashion. Wherefore cleansed, that call not thou common," s this
neither do these men themselves know the truth ; happened [to teach him] that the God who had,
but since such was their opinion regarding God, through ti_e law, distinguished between clean
they had just received doctrine as they were able and unclean, was He who had purified the Gen-
to hear it. According to this manner of speak- tiles through the blood of His Son--He whom
ing, therefore, the rule of truth can be with no- also Cornelius worshipped ; to whom Peter,
body; but all learners will ascribe this practice coming in, said, "Of a truth I perceive that
toall [teachers],thatjustaseverypersonthought, God is no respecter of persons: but in every
and as far as his capability extended, so was also nation, he that feareth Him, and worketh right-
the language addressed to him. But the advent eousness, is acceptable to Him." 6 He thus
of the Lord will appear superfluous and useless clearly indicates, that He whom Cornelius had
if He did indeed come intending to tolerate previously feared as God, of whom he had heard
and to preserve each man's idea regarding God through the law and the prophets, for whose
rooted in him from of old. Besides this, also, sake also he used to give alms, is, in truth, God.
it was a much heavier task, that He whom the the knowledge of the Son was, however, wanting
Jews had seen as a man, and had fastened to the to him ; therefore did [Peter] add, "The word,
cross, should be preached as Christ the Son of ye know, which was published throughout all
God, their eternal King. Since this, however, Judea, beginning from Galilee, after the baptism
was so, they certamly did not speak to them in which John preached, Jesus of Nazareth, how
accordance with their old belief. For they, who God anointed Him with the Holy Ghost, and with
told them to their face that they were the slay- power ; who went about doing good, and heahng
ers of the Lord, would themselves also much all that were oppressed of the devil; for God
more boldly preach that Father who is above the was with Him. And we are witnesses of all those
Demiurge, and not what each individual bid things which He did both in the land of the
himself believe [respecting God]; and the sin Jews and in Jerusalem ; whom they slew, hang-
was much less, if indeed they had not fastened ing Him on a beam of wood : Him God raised
to the cross the superior Saviour (to whom it be- up the third day, and showed Him openly ; not
hoved them to ascend), since He was impassible, to all the people, but unto us, witnesses chosen
For, as they did not speak to the Gentiles in before of God, who did eat and drink with Him
compliance with their notions, but told them with after the resurrection from the dead. And He
boldness.that their gods were no gods, but the commanded us to preach unto the people, mid
idols of demons ; so would they in like manner to testify that it is He which was ordained of
have preached to the Jews, if they had known God to be the Judge of quick and dead. To
another greater or more perfect Father, not hour- Him give all the prophets witness, that, through
ishing nor strengthening the untrue opinion of His name, every one that believeth in Him does
these men regarding God. Moreover, while de- receive remission of sins." 7 The apostles,
stroying the error of the Gentiles, and bearing therefore, did preach the Son of God, of whom

them away from their gods, they did not certainly_ men were ignorant ; and His advent, to those
induce another error upon them ; but, removing ------

4 Acts x, x-5,
I Act_ v. _. s Actsx z5.
I Acts v. 4 I. 6 Acts x. 34, 35.
s Thesewontshaveapparentlybeenomittedthrough inadvertence. 7 Acts x. 37-44-
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who had been already instructed as to God ; already made [His'] appearance in human nature
but they did not bring in another god. For if (seeundum kominem), and had been led as a
peter had known any such thing, he would have sheep to the slaughter ; and all the other state-

preached freely to the Gentiles, that the God of ments which the prophets made regarding Him.
the Jews was indeed one, but the God of the 9. Paul himself also m after that the Ix)rd
Christians another; and all of them, doubtless, spoke to him out of heaven, and showed him
being awe-struck because of the vision of the that, in persecuting His disciples, he persecuted
angel, would have believed whatever he told his own Lord, and sent Ananias to him that
them. But it is evident from Peter's words he might recover his sight, and be baptized--
that he did indeed still retain the God who was "preached," it is said, "Jesus in the synagogues
already known to them ; but he also bare wit- at Damascus, with all freedom of speech, that
ness to them that Jesus Christ was the Son of this is the Son of God, the Christ." 4 This is
God, the Judge of quick and dead, into whom the mystery which he says was made known to
he did also command them to be baptized for him by revelatmn, that He who suffered under
the remission of sins ; and not this alone, but he Pontius Pilate, the same is Lord of all, and King,
witnessed that Jesus was Himself the Son of God, and God, and Judge, receiving power from Him
who also, having been anointed with the Holy who is the God of all, because He became
Spirit, is called Jesus Christ. And He is the "obedient unto death, even the death of the

i same being that was born of Mary, as the testi- cross." s And inasmuch as this is tree, when
mony of Peter implies. Can it really be, that preaching to the Athenians on the Areopagus
Peter was not at that time as yet in possession where, no Jews being present, he had it in his
of the perfect knowledge which these men dis- power to preach God with freedom of speech
covered afterwards ? According to them, there- he said to them : "God, who made the world,
fore, Peter was imperfect, and the rest of the and all things therein, He, being Lord of heaven
apostles were imperfect ; and so it would be and earth, dwelleth not in temples made with

; fitting that they, coming to life again, should hands ; neither is He touched 6 by men's hands,
become disciples of these men, in order that as though He needed anything, seeing He giveth

i they too might be made perfect. But this is to all life, and breath, and all things ; who hath
• truly ridiculous. These men, in fact, are proved made from one blood the whole race of men to

to be not disciples of the apostles, but of their dwell upon the face of the whole earth,7 pre-
own wicked notions. To this cause also are determining the times according to the boundary
due the varmus opinions which exist among of their habitation, to seek the Deity, if by any
them, inasmuch as each one adopted error just means they might be able to track Him out, or
as he was capable ' [of embracing it]. But the find Him, although He be not far from each of
Church throughout all the world, having Its us. For in Him we live, and move, and have
origin firm from the apostles, perseveres in one our being, as certain men of your own have said,
and the same opinion with regard to God and For we are also His offspring. Inasmuch, then,
His Son. as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to

8. But again : Whom did Philip preach to the think that the Deity is like unto gold or silver,
eunuch of the queen of the Ethiopians, returning or stone graven by art or man's device. There-
from Jerusalem, and reading Esaias the prophet, fore God, winking at the times of ignorance,
when he and this man were alone together ? does now command all men everywhere to turn
Was it not He of whom the prophet spoke: to Him with repentance ; because He hath ap-
"He was led as a sheep to the slaughter, and as pointed a day, on which the world shall be judged
a lamb dumb before the shearer, so He opened m righteousness by the man Jesus ; whereof He
not the _qaouth ? .... But who shall declare His hath given assurance by raising Him from the
nativity? for His life shall be taken away from dead." 8 Now in this passage he does not only
the earth." * [Philip declared] that this was declare to them God as the Creator of the world,
Jesus, and that the Scripture was fulfilled in no Jews being present, but that He did also
H_m; as did also the believing eunuch himself: make one race of men to dwell upon all the
and, immediately requesting to be baptized, he earth ; as also Moses declared : "When the Most
said, ', I believe Jesus Christ to be the SOn of High divided the nations, as He scattered the
God. This man was also sent into the regions sons of Adam, He set the bounds of the nations
of Ethiopia, to preach what he had himself be- after the number of the angels of God ; ,,9 but
lieved, that there was one God preached by the
prophets, but that the Son of this [God] had ] Actsi.....Phil. ii 8
-------._ 6 Latin translation, _acta_r; which Harvey thinks _ords a

conclusive proof that l.ren_us occasionally quotes Scripture by re-

to t Q_em4.dmod_c_ie6_.perhaps, "justasitpre_meditself translatmgCromtheSD'mc. _ ..... uo_d.
hi_" • ;' It will be observed that _cnpture m _re very Iooemy q

2 Act_ viii. 32; Isa. hli. 7, 8. s Acts xvii. _4, etc.
3Actsrift. 37. 9 Deut.xxxti.S [LXX.].
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that people which believes in God is not now i L And that the whole range of the doctnne
under the power of angels, but under the ]-_rd's of the apostles proclaimed one and the same
[rule]. "For His people Jacob was made the God, who removed Abraham, who made to him
portion of the Lord, Israel the cord of His inherit- the promise of inheritance, who in due season
ance."' And again, at Lystra of Lycia (Lycao- gave to him the covenant of circumcision, who
nia), when Paul was with Barnabas, and in the called his descendants out of Egypt, preserved
name of our Lord Jesus Christ had made a man outwardly by circumcision -- for he gave it as a
to walk who had been lame from his birth, and sign, that they might not be like the Egyptians
when the crowd wished to honour them as gods --that He was the Maker of all things, that He
because of the astonishing deed, he said to them : was the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, that He
"We are men like unto you, preaching to you was the God of glory,--they who wish may learn
God, that ye may be turned away from these vain from the very words and acts of the apostles, and
idols to [serve] the living God, who made heaven, may contemplate the fact that this God is one,
and earth, and the sea, and all things that are above whom is no other. But even if there were
therein ; who in times past suffered all nations another god above Him, we should say, upon
to walk in their own ways, although He left not [instituting] a comparison of the quantity [of
Himself without witness, performing acts of good- the work done by each], that the latter is supe-
ness, giving you rain from heaven, and fruitful rior to the former. For by deeds the better man
seasons, filling your hearts with food and glad- appears, as I have already remarked ; 4 and, in-
ness. ''2 But that all his Epistles are consonant asmuch as these men have no works of their
to these declarations, I shall, when expound- father to adduce, the latter is shown to be God
ing the apostle, show from the Epistles them- alone. But if any one, "doting about ques-
selves, in the right place. But while I bring tions," s do imagine that what the apostles have
out by these proofs the truths of Scripture, and declared about God should be allegorized, let
set forth briefly and compendiously things which him consider my previous statements, in whxch
are stated in various ways, do thou also attend I set forth one God as the Founder and Maker
to them with patience, and not deem them pro- of all things, and destroyed and laid bare their
lix; taking this into account, that proofs [of the allegations ; and he shall find them agreeable to
things which are] contained in the Scriptures the doctrine of the apostles, and so to maintain
cannot be shown except from the Scriptures what they used to teach, and were persuaded of,
themselves, that there is one God, the Maker of all things.

xo. And still further, Stephen, who was chosen And when he shall have divested his mind of
the first deacon by the apostles, and who, of all isuch error, and of that blasphemy against God
men, was the first to follow the footsteps of the Iwhich it implies, he wilt of himself find reason
martyrdom of the Lord, being the first that was to acknowledge that both the Mosaic law and
slain for confessing Christ, speaking boldly among the grace of the new covenant, as both fitted for
the people, and teaching them, says : "The God the times [at which they were given], were be-
of glory appeared to our father Abraham, . . . stowed by one and the same God for the benefit
and said to him, Get thee out of thy country, of the human race.
and from thy kindred, and come into the land x_. For all those who are of a perverse mind,
which I shall show thee ; . . . and He removed having been set against the Mosaic legislation,
him into this land, wherein ye now dwell. And judging it to be dissimilar and contrary to the
He gave him none inheritance in it, no, not so doctrine of the Gospel, have not applied them-
much as to set his foot on ; yet He promised selves to investigate the causes of the difference
that He would give it to him for a possession, of each covenant. Since, therefore, they ha_e
and to his s_ed after him .... And God spake been deserted by the paternal love, and puffed
on this wise, That his seed should sojourn in a up by Satan, being brought over to the doctnne
strange land, and should be brought into bond- of Simon Magus, they have apostatized in their
age, and should be evil-entreated four hundred opinions from Him who is God, and imagined
years; and the nation whom they shall serve that they have themselves discovered more than
will I judge, says the Lord. And after that shall the apostles, by finding out another god ; and
they come forth, and serve me in this place. [maintained] that the apostles preached the
And He gave him the covenant of circumcision Gospel still somewhat under the influence of
and so [Abraham] begat Isaac."3 And the rest! Jewish opinions, but that they themselves are
of his words announce the same God, who was purer [in doctrine], and more intelligent, than
with Joseph and with the patriarchs, and who the apostles. Wherefore also Marcion and h_s
spake with Moses. followers have betaken themselves to mutilating

the Scriptures, not acknowledging some books
i Deut. xxxii. 9-

Acts xiv. x$-x7. ,* Book il ch xxx. 2.
3 Acts vli. _*.-_ S z Tun. v*_._
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at all ; and, curtailing the Gospel according to things contrary to those persons who did not
Luke and the Epistles of Paul, they assert that assent to the truth, for that reason they suffered.
these are alone authentic, which they have them- It is evident, therefore, that they did not relin-
selves thus shortened. In another work,, how- quish the truth, but with all boldness preached
ever, I shall, God granting [me strength], refute to the Jews and Greeks. To the Jews, indeed,
them out of these which they still retain. But [they proclaimed] that the Jesus who was cruci-
all the rest, inflated with the false name of fled by them was the Son of God, the Judge of
,, knowledge," do certainly recognise the Scrip- quick and dead, and that He has received from
tures ; but they pervert the interpretations, as I His Father an eternal kingdom in Israel, as I
have shown in the first book. And, indeed, the have pointed out ; but to the Greeks they
followers of Marcion do directly blaspheme the preached one God, who made all things, and
Creator, alleging him to be the creator of evils, Jesus Christ His Son.
[but] holding a more tolerable 2 theory as to his 14. This is shown in a still clearer light from
origin, [and] maintaining that there are two the letter of the apostles, which they forwarded
beings, gods by nature, differing from each other, neither to the Jews nor to the Greeks, but to
--the one being good, but the other ewl. Those those who from the Gentiles believed in Christ,
from Valentinus, however, while they employ confirming their faith. For when certain men
names of a more honourable kind, and set forth had come down from Judea to Antioch--where
that He who is Creator is both Father, and Lord, also, first of all, the Lord's disciples were called
and God, do [nevertheless] render their theory Christians, because of their faith in Christ--and
or sect more plasphemous, by maintaining that sought to persuade those who had believed on
He was not produced from any one of those the Lord to be circumcised, and to perform
2Eons within the Pleroma, but from that defect other things after the observance of the law ;
which had been expelled beyond the Pleroma. and when Paul and Barnabas had gone up to
Ignorance of the Scriptures and of the dispensa- Jerusalem to the apostles on account of this
t_on of God has brought all these things upon question, and the whole Church had convened
them. And in the course of this work I shall together, Peter thus addressed them: " Men,
touch upon the cause of the difference of the brethren, ye know how that from the days of
covenants on the one hand, and, on the other old God made choice among you, that the Gen-
hand, of their unity and harmony, tiles by my mouth should hear the word of the

x3. But that both the apostles and their dis- Gospel, and believe. And God, the Searcher
ciples thus taught as the Church preaches, and of the heart, bare them witness, giving them the
thus teaching were perfected, wherefore also they Holy Ghost, even as to us ; and put no difference
were called away to that whxch is perfect-- between us and them, purifying their hearts by
Stephen, teaching these truths, when he was yet faith. Now therefore why tempt ye God, to
on earth, saw the glory of God, and Jesus on impose a yoke upon the neck of the disciples,
His right hand, and exclaimed, "Behold, I see which neither our fathers nor we were able to
the heavens opened, and the Son of man stand- bear ? But we believe that, through the grace
ing on the right hand of God." 3 These words of our Lord Jesus Christ, we are to be saved,
he said, and was stoned ; and thus did he fulfil even as they." s After him James spoke as fol-
the perfect doctrine, copying in every respect lows : " Men, brethren, Simon hath declared how
the Leader of martyrdom, and praying for those God did purpose to take from among the Gen-
who were slaying him, in these words : "Lord, tiles a people for His name. And thus 6 do the
lay not this sin to their charge." Thus were words of the prophets agree, as it is written, After
they perfected who knew one and the same God, !this I will return, and will build again the taber-
who from beginning to end was present with nacle of David, which is fallen down ; and I will
mankind in the various dispensations ; as the build the ruins thereof, and I will set it up : that
}_rophet Hosea declares : "I have filled up vis- the residue of men may seek after the Lord, and
ions, and used similitudes by the hands of the all the Gentiles, among whom my name has
prophets." 4 Those, therefore, who delivered up been invoked, saith the Lord, doing these things3
their souls to death for Christ's Gospel--how Known from eternity is H is work to God. Where-
could they have spoken to men in accordance fore I for my part give judgment, that we trouble
with old-established opinion ? If this had been not themwho from among the Gentiles axe turned
the course adopted by them, they should not to God : but that it be enjoined them, that they
have suffered ; but inasmuch as they did preach

I _; Acts xv. _5, etc. . . . .
t.:_t No xeference is made to this promised work in the writings of[ ¢, Irenaeus manife_ly read ov_,_ for ro_,_, _d _n this .he agr_s.
'_ successors. Probably it never was undertaken. I with Codex Be_ue. we may remarx, once ".oralx, re.at m me varta-

a Most of the m. read "intolera_horem," but ooe reads as I uuns from the received text of the Ney Testament which occur m our
above, and is followed by all the editors, t author, his quorsttens are very o_en m accordance wtth the

"_Acts vii _6 [ d the Carabndge Mq.
4 H_. xii._'o. I _ Amos ix. xt, x_.
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do abstain from the vanities of idols, and fromshould not be baptized, who have received the
fornication, and from blood ; and whatsoever' Holy Ghost as wellaswe?"s He persuaded, at
they wish not to be done to themselves, let them the same time, those that were _tth him, and
not do to others." 2 And when these things had pointed out that, unless the Holy Ghost had
been said, and all had given their consent, they rested upon them, there might have been some
wrote to them after this manner: "The apostles, one who would have raised objections to their
and the presbyters, [and] the brethren, unto those baptism. And the apostles who were with James
brethren from among the Gentiles who are in allowed the Gentiles to act freely, yielding us up
Antioch, and Syria, and Cilicia, greeting : For- to the Spirit of God. But they themselves, while
asmuch as we have heard that certain persons knowing the same God, continued in the ancient
going out from us have troubled you with words, observances ; so that even Peter, fearing also lest
subverting your souls, saying, Ye must be cir- he might incur their reproof, although formerly
cumcised, and keep the law ; to whom we gave eating with the Gentiles, because of the vision.
no such commandment: it seemed good unto and of the Spirit who had rested upon them,
us, being assembled with one accord, to send yet, when certain persons came from James,
chosen men unto you with our beloved Barnabas withdrew himself, and did not eat with them.
and Paul ; men who have delivered up their soul And Paul said that Barnabas likewise did the
for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. We have same thing. 6 Thus did the apostles, whom the
sent therefore Judas and Sflas, that they may Lord made witnesses of every action and of every
declare our opinion by word of mouth. For it doctrine- for upon all occasions do we fini[
seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and to us, to Peter, and James, and John present with Him --
lay upon you no greater burden than these neces- scrupulously act according to the dispensation of
sary things ; that ye abstain from meats offered the Mosaic law, showing that it was from one
to idols, and from blood, and from fornication ; and the same God ; which they certainly never
and whatsoever ye do not wish to be done to would have done, as I have already said, ]f they
you, do not ye to others : from which preserving had learned from the Lord [that there existed]
yourselves, ye shall do well, walking _ in the Holy another Father besides Him who appointed the
Spirit." From all these passages, then, it is evi- dispensation of the law.
dent that they did not teach the existence of
another Father, but gave the new covenant of CHAP. xin- REFUTATIONOF THE OPINION, THAT
liberty to those who had lately believed in God PAULWASTHE ONLYAPOSTLeWHOHAD KNOWL-
by the Holy Spirit. But they clearly indicated, EDC_ OV THE 7RtrrH.
from the nature of the point debated by them, ' L With regard to those (the Marcionites) who
as to whether or not it were still necessary to iallege that Paul alone knew the truth, and that
circumcise the disciples, that they had no idea to him the mystery was manifested by revelation,
of another god. let Paul himself convict them, when he says, that

15. Neither [in that case] would they have one and the same God wrought in Peter for the
had such a terror with regard to the first cove- apostolate of the circumcision, and in himself for
nant, as not even to have been willing to eat with the Gentiles.7 Peter, therefore, was an apostle of
the Gentiles. For even Peter, although he had that very God whose was also Paul; and Him
been sent to instruct them, and had been con- whom Peter preached as God among those of
strained by a vision to that effect, spake never- the circumcision,'and likewise the Son of God, d_d
theless with not alittle hesitation, saying to them : Paul [declare] also among the Gentries. For
"Ye know how it is an unlawful thing for a man our Lord never came to save Paul alone, nor is
that is a Jew to keep company with, or to God so limited in means, that He should have
come unto, one of another nation ; but God hath but one apostle who knew the d_spensation of
shown me that I should not call any man common His Son. And again, when Paul says, " How
or unclean. Therefore came I without gainsay- beautiful are the feet of those bringing glad
ing ;" 4 indicating by these words, that he would tidings of good things, and preaching the Gospel
not have come to them unless he had been corn- of peace," s he shows clearly that it was not
mended. Neither, for a like reason, would he merely one, but there were many who used to
have given them baptism so readily, had he not preach the truth. And again, in the Epistle to
heard them prophesying when the Holy Ghost the Corinthians, when he had recounted all those
rested upon them. And therefore did he ex- who had seen God 9 after the resurrection, he
claim, "Can any man forbid water, that these -------

-_Acts x. 47
6 Gal. It. _2, x3.

x This ad_dittonis also found in Codex Bezae, and m Cyprian and 7 Gal. ii. 8
others, s Rorn x. _5; Isa. hi, 7 - e-

Acts x'v r4, etc. 9 All the previous edRors accept the readmg Deum without r_r
s Aaother addition, also found in the Codex Be..z_, and in Tertul- mark, bat Harvey arizues that zt must be re_arded as a rmstaKe.,_'_

lien. Dolat'nt_m. He-scarcely seems, however, to'gtve sufficient weigm '_
'_ Acts x. _tS,29. trle quotatmn which tmmedmtely follows.
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says in continuation, "But whether it were I or count of the forementioned question, he will find
they, so we preach, and so ye believed, ", ac-those years mentioned by Paul coinciding with
knowledging as one and the same, the preaching it. Thus the statement of Paul harmonizes with,
of all those who saw God 2 after the resurrection and is, as it were, identical with, the testimony bf
from the dead. Luke regarding the apostles.

2. And again, the Lord replied to Philip, who
wished to behold the Father, " Have I been so CHAP. XIV.- IF PAUL HADKNOWNANYMYSTERIES
long a time with you, and yet thou hast not UNREVEALEDTO THE OTHER APOSTLES, LUKE,
known Me, Philip? He that sees Me, sees also HIS CONSTANTCOMPANIONAND FELLOW-TRAV-
the Father ; and how sayest thou then, Show us ELLER, COULD NOT HAVE BEEN IGNORANTOF
the Father} For I am in the Father, and the THEM; NEITHER COULD THE TRUTH HAVE
Father m Me ; and henceforth ye know H,m, POSSIBLYLAIN HID FROM HIM, THROUGHWHOM
and have seen Him." 3 To these men, therefore, ALONEWE LEARN MANYAND MOST IMPORT_ffr
did the Lord bear witness, that in Himself they PARTICULARSOF THE GOSPELHISTORY.
had both known and seen the Father (and the i. But that this Luke was inseparable from Paul,
Father is truth). To allege, then, that these and his fellow-labourer in the Gospel, he him-
men did not know the truth, is to act the part of Iself clearly evinces, not as a matter of boasting,
false witnesses, and of those who have been Ibut as bound to do so by the truth itself. For
alienated from the doctrine of Christ. For why[ he says that when Barnabas, and John who was
did the Lord send the twelve apostles to the lost ]called Mark, had parted company from Paul, and
sheep of the house of Israel, 4 if these men did ]sailed to Cyprus, "we came to Troas ; .... and
not know the truth ? How also dad the seventy ]when Paul had beheld in a dream a man of
preach, unless they had themselves previously Macedonia, saying, "Come into Macedonia, Paul,
known the truth of what was preached ? Or how and help us," "immediately," he says, "we en-
could Peter have been in ignorance, to whom deavoured to go into Macedonia, understanding
the Lord gave testimony, that flesh and blood that the Lord had called us to preach the Gos-
had not revealed to hnn, but the Father, who is Ipel unto them. Therefore, sailing from Troas, we
m heaven ? s Just, then, as" Paul [was] an apos- Idirected our ship's course towards Samothracia."
tle, not of men, neither by man, but by Jesus And then he carefully indicates all the rest of
Christ, and God the Father, ''6 [so wlththe rest ;] z their journey as far as Philippi, and how they
the Son indeed leading them to the Father, delivered their first address : "for, sitting down,"
but the Father revealing to them the Son. he says, "we spake unto the women who had

3- But that Paul acceded to [the request of] assembled ;",, and certain beheved, even a great
those who summoned him to the apostles, on many. And again does he say, "But we sailed
account of the question [which had been raised], from Philippi after the days of unleavened
and went up to them, with Barnabas, to Jerusa- bread, and came to Troas, where we abode seven
lem, not without reason, but that the liberty of days." _* And all the remaining [details] of his
the Gentiles might be confirmed by them, he course with Paul he recounts, indicating with all
doeb hnnself say, in the Epistle to the Galatians : diligence both places, and cities, and number of
"Then, fourteen years after, I went up again to days, until they went up to Jerusalem ; and what
Jerusalem with Barnabas, taking also Titus. But befell Paul there, _3how he was sent to Rome in
I went up by revelation, and communicated to bonds; the name of the centurion who took him
them that Gospel which I preached among the in charge ; ,4 and the signs of the ships, and how
Gentiles. "_ And agmn he says, " For an hour they made shipwreck ; '_ and the island upon
we did give place to subjection,9 that the truth which they escaped, and how they received kind-
of the gospel might continue with you." If, then, ness there, Paul healing the chief man of that
any one shall, from the Acts of the Apostles, island; and how they sailed from thence to
carefully _crutinize the time concerning which it Puteoh, and from that arrived at Rome ; and for
is wntten that he went up to Jerusalem on ac- what period they sojourned at Rome. As Luke

was present at all these occurrences, he carefully
, Co, ,,_.... noted them down in writing, so that he cannot
s_ _ot_9,p.436. be convicted of falsehood or boastfulness, because

a John xlv 7, 9, xo.
* Matt. x 6. all these [particulars] proved both that he was
s Matt xvL _7.G_l_., senior to all those who now teach otherwise, and
_So

thou-'-)mesuch supplementseems necessary',as Grabe suggests, that he was not ignorant of the truth. That he
_,,,harvey COntends that no m re u_lte

a Gal u. _, . apodoms • q .

g,v_ ttLat_n' :' X_ hora..m,cessimus subjection," (Gal li. _). I.... s to Acts xvi. 8, etc.
fete1 - altogether different meamug from that which it has in the xl Acts xvi. z3.
co_._ea te_t. Jerome says that there was as much varmuon m the x_ Acts xx. 5, 6.

1$ Acts xxvili, tl,
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was not merely a follower, but also a fellow- manifestly reject that Gospel of which he claims
labourer of the apostles, but especially of Paul, to be a disciple. For through him we have be-
Paul has himself declared also in the Epistles, come acquainted with very many and important
saying : "Demas hath forsaken me, . . . and is parts of the Gospel ; for instance, the generation
departed unto ThessMonica; Crescens to Gala- of John, the history of Zacharias, the coming of
tia, Titus to Dalmatia. Only Luke is with me."' the angel to Mary, the exclamation of Elisabeth,
From this he shows that he was always attached the descent of the angels to the shepherds, the
to and inseparable from him. And again he says, words spoken by them, the testimony of Anna
in the Epistle to the Colossians : "Luke, the be- and of Simeon with regard to Christ, and that
loved physician, greets you. ''2 But surely if at twelve years of age He was left behind at
Luke, who always preached in company with Jerusalem; also the baptism of John, the hum-
Paul, and is called by him "the beloved," and ber of the Lord's years when He was baptized,
with him performed the work of an evangelist, and that this occurred in the fifteenth year of
and was entrusted to hand down to us a Gospel, Tiberius C_esar. And in His office of teacher
learned nothing different from him (Paul), as this is what He has said to the rich : "Woe unto
has been pointed out from his words, how can you that are rich, for ye have received your con-
these men, who were never attached to Paul, solation;" 0 and, "Woe unto you that are full,
boast that they have learned hidden and unspeak- for ye shall hunger; and ye who laugh now, for
able mysteries? ye shall weep ;" and, "Woe unto you when all

z. But that Paul taught with simplicity what men shall speak well of you: for so did your
he knew, not only to those who were [employed] fathers to the false prophets." All things of the
with him, but to those that heard him, he does following kind we have known through Luke
himself make manifest. For when the bishops alone (and numerous actions of the Lord we
and presbyters who came from Ephesus and the l have learned through him, which also all [the
other cities adjoining had assembled in Miletus, i Evangelists] notice) : the multitude of fishes
since he was himself hastening to Jerusalem to!which Peter's companions enclosed, when at
observe Pentecost, after testifying many things the Lord's command they cast the nets ; r the
to them, and declaring what must happen to woman who had suffered for eighteen years, and
him at Jerusalem, he added : " I know that ye was healed on the Sabbath-day ; s the man who
shall see my face no more. Therefore I take had the dropsy, whom the Lord made whole on
you to record this day, that I am pure from the the Sabbath, and how He did defend Himself
blood of all. For I have not shunned to declare for having performed an act of healing on that
unto you all the counsel of God. Take heed, day ; how He taught His disciples not to aspire
therefore, both to yourselves, and to all the flock to the uppermost rooms ; how we should invite
over which the Holy Ghost has placed you as the poor and feeble, who cannot recompense us ;
bishops, to rule the Church of the Lord,3 which the man who knocked during the night to obtain
He has acquired for Himself through His own loaves, and did obtain them, because of the
blood." 4 Then, referring to the evil teachers urgency of his importunity;9 how, when [our
who should arise, he said: "I know that after Lord'[ was sitting at meat with a Pharisee, a
my departure shall grievous wolves come to you, woman that was a sinner kissed His feet, and
not sparing the flock. Also of your own selves anointed them with ointment, with what the
shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to Lord said to Simon on her behalf concernin_

1 t ,' ,, _odraw away disc'ples aft er them. I have not the two debtors ; also about the parable of that
shunned," he says, '" to declare unto you all the rich man who stored up the goods which hac
counsel of God." Thus did the apostles simply, accrued to him, to whom it was also said, "Ir
and without respect of persons, deliver to all this night they shall demand thy soul from thee
what they had themselves learned from the Lord. whose then shall those things bew hich thou has
Thus also does Luke, without respect of persons, prepared? .... and similar to this, that of the ric_
deliver to us what he had learned from them, as man, who was clothed in purple and who fare_
he has himself testified, saying, "Even as they sumptuously, and the indigent Lazarus; _2als
delivered them unto us, who from the beginning the answer which He gave to His disciples wher
were eye-witnesses and ministers of the Word." 5 they said, "Increase our faith ;" t3 also His con

3. Now if any man set Luke aside, as one who versationwith Zaccheus the publican ; ,4also abou
did not know the truth, he will, [by so acting,]

6 Luke vl. 24,etc.
t _ Tim. iv. xo_ xx. 7 Luke v

CoL iv. t 4. 8 Luke xni.
3 In this very important passage of Scripture, Iretmm_ manifestly 9 Luke xl.

read Ke#eu instead of _o_, winch is found in text. rtc. The Codex to Luke vii.
Berae has the mrae reading; but all the other moet ancient tess. II Luke _di. _o.
agtt_ with the receiv_ text. t_ Luke xvi.

4 Acts _ _5,etc. t5 Luke xviL 5.
S Luke i.a. 14 Luke x_.
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the Pharisee and the publican, who were pray- secutest ; "6 and then to Ananias, saying regm'd-
ing in the temple at the same time ;, also the ing him : "Go thy way ; for he is a chosen
ten lepers, whom He cleansed in the way simul- vessel unto Me, to bear My name among the
taneously; 2 also how He ordered the tame and Gentiles, and kings, and the children of Israel.
the blind to be gathered to the wedding from For I will show him, from this time, how great
the lanes and streets ; 3 also the parable of the things he must suffer for My name's sake." 7
judge who feared not God, whom the widow's Those, therefore, who do not accept of him [as
importunity led to avenge her cause ; 4and about a teacher], who was chosen by God for this put-

' the fig-tree in the vineyard which produced no pose, that he might boldly bear His name, as
fruit. There are also many other particulars to being sent to the foremenuoned nations, do de-
be found mentioned by Luke alone, which are splse the election of God, and separate them-
made use of by both Marcion and Valentinus. selves from the company of the apostles. For
And besides all these, [he records] what [Christ] neither can they contend that Paul was no apostle,

: said to His disciples in the way, after the resur- when he was chosen for this purpose ; nor can
; rection, and how they recognised Him in the they prove Luke guilty of falsehood, when he

breaking of bread.S proclaims the truth to us with all diligence. It
4. It follows then, as of course, that these may be, indeed, that it was with this view that

: men must either receive the rest of his narrative, God set forth very many Gospel truths, through
or else reject these parts also. For no persons Luke's instrumentality, which all should esteem
of common sense can permit them to receive it necessary to use, in order that all persons,
some things recounted by Luke as being true, following his subsequent testimony, which treats
and to set others aside, as if he had not known upon the acts and the doctrine of the apostles,

'_ the truth. And if indeed Marclon's followers and holding the unadulterated rule of truth, may
reject these, they will then possess no Gospel ; be saved. His testimony, therefore, is true, and
for, curtailing that according to Luke, as I have the doctrine of the apostles is open and stedfast,

•; said already, they boast in having the Gospel [in holding nothing in reserve ; nor did they teach one
what remains]. But the followers of Valentinus set of doctrines in private, and another in public.

; must give up their utterly vain talk ; for they 2. For this is the subterfuge of false persons,
have taken from that [Gospel] many occasions evil seducers, and hypocrites, as they act who
for their own speculations, to put an evil inter- are from Valentinus. These men discourse to
pretation upon what he has well said. If, on the multitude about those who belong to the
the other hand, they feel compelled to receive Church, whom they do themselves term "vul-
the remaining portions also, then, by studying the gar," and " ecclesiastic." s By these words they
perfect Gospel, and the doctrine of the apostles, entrap the more simple, and entice them, imi-
they will find it necessary to repent, that they taring our phraseology, that these [dupes] may
may be saved from the danger [to which they listen to them the oftener ; and then these are
are exposed], asked 9 regarding us, how it is, that when they

hold doctnnes similar to ours, we, without cause,
Ct-LA.p.XV.-- REFUTATIONOF THE EBIONITES,WHO keep ourselves aloof from their company; and

DISPARAGED THE AUTHORITY OF ST. PAUL, FROM [how it is, that] when they say the same things,
THE WRITINGS OF ST. LUKE, WHICH MUST BE and hold the same doctrine, we call them here-
RECEIVED&S A WHOLE. EXPOSUREOE THE HV- tics ? When they have thus, by means of ques-
POCRISY, DECEIT, AND PRIDE OF THE GNOSTICS. tions, overthrown the faith of any, and rendered
THE APOSTLESAND THEIR DISCIPLESKNEW AND them uncontradicting heaters of their own, they
PREACHED ONE GOD, THE CREATOR OF THE describe to them in private the unspeakable
WORLD. mystery of their Pleroma. But they are alto-
i. But again, we allege the same against those gether deceived, who imagine that they may

who do not recognise Paul as an apostle : that learn from the Scriptural texts adduced by here-
they should either reject the other words of the tics, that [doctrine] which their words plausibly
Gospel which we have come to know through teachJ ° For error is plausible, and bears a re-
Luke alone, and not make use of them ; or else,
if they do receive all these, they must necessarily 6 Actsxxii.8, xxvi.is.Acts ix. x5,x6.
admit also that testimony concerning Paul, when _ Latan, "communes et ecclesiastlcos:" ta0oAt,et_ is translated

he (Luke) tells us that the Lord spoke at first to here "communes," as for .some utr_ after thcword caglol_t¢*.t hadnot been added to the Latm lanz-uage in its ecclesiastical reuse. [T.b¢
him from heaven : "Saul, Saul, why persecutest RomanCreedwas remarkahle]'ori7tsormsstonofthewordCatJmh¢.
thou Me _ I am Jesus Christ, whom thou per- see Bmgham,Antiqutties,bookx. cap. ,v. sect:,xx.] . -• 9 We here follow the text of Harvey, who prints, wtthout, relnarKp

-_Luke xviiL q_runfur, instead of fuerum_r, as in Mlgne's e_on.. .to Such is the sense educed by Harvey from the old L,aun Vertuol_,

2 Luke xvu which thus runs: "Deciplunmr autem omn.._,qm,quod e_ m verbis
s Luke xviiL verislmile, se putant posse dtscere a ventate . for - omnes b r_tttwo_4 Luke xm. read "onmmo," and he dmcards the emendation pmlamm y
s Luke xzlv. met ¢ghtors, vtz., "dis_rnere" for "dtscere."
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semblance to the truth, but requires to be dis- comprehensible and invisible manner: for that
guild ; while truth is without disguise, and He was not comprehended, not only by men,
therefore has been entrusted to children. And but not even by those powers and virtues which
if any one of their auditors do indeed demand are in heaven, and that Jesus was the Son, but
explanations, or start objections to them, they that* Christ was the Father, and the Father of
aff_m that he is one not capable of receiving Christ, God ; while others say that He merely
the truth, and not having from above the seed suffered in outward appearance, being naturally
[derived] from their Mother ; and thus really impassible. The Valentiniam, again, maintain
give him no reply, but simply declare that he is that the dispensational Jesus was the same who
of the intermediate regions, that is, belongs to passed through Mary, upon whom that Saviour
animal natures. But if any one do yield himself from the more exalted [region] descended, who
up to them like a little sheep, and follows out was also termed Pan,3 because He possessed the
their practice, and their '_redemption," such an names (vacabula) of all those who had produced
one is puffed up to such an extent, that he thinks Him ; but that [this latter] shared with Him,
he is neither in heaven nor on earth, but that the dispensational one, His power and His name ;
he has passed within the Pleroma; and having so that by His means death was abolished, but
already embraced his angel, he walks with a the Father was made known by that Saviour who
strutting gait and a supercilious countenance, had descended from above, whom they do also
possessing all the pompous air of a cock. There allege to be Himself the receptacle of Christ and
are those among them who assert that that man of the enttre Pleroma ; confessing, indeed, in
who comes from above ought to follow a good tongue one Christ Jesus, but being divided m
course of conduct ; wherefore they do also pre- [actual] opinion : for, as I have already observed,
tend a gravity [of demeanour] with a certain it is the practice of these men to say that there
superciliousness. The majority, however, having was one Christ, who was produced by Monogenes,
become scoffers also, as if already perfect, and for the confirmation of the Pleroma ; but that
living without regard [to appearances], yea, in another, the Saviour, was sent [forth] for the
contempt [of that which is good], call them- glorification of the Father ; and yet another, the
selves "the spiritual," and allege that they have dispensational one, and whom they represent
already become acquainted with that place of as having suffered, who also bore [in himself]
refreshing which is wzthin their Pleroma. Chnst, that Saviour who returned into the Ple-

3. But let us revert to the same line of argu- roma. I judge it necessary therefore to take
ment [hitherto pursued]. For when it has been into account the entire mind of the apostles
manifestly declared, that they who were the regarding our Lord Jesus Christ, and to show
preachers of the truth and the apostles of liberty that not only did they never hold any such opm-
termed no one else God, or named him Lord, ions regarding Him ; but, still further, that they
except the only true God the Father, and His announced through the Holy Spirit, that those
Word, who has the pre-eminence in all things ; who should teach such doctrines were agents of
it shall then be clearly proved, that they (the Satan, sent forth for the purpose of overturning the
apostles) confessed as the Lord God Him who faith of some, and drawing them away from life.
was the Creator of heaven and earth, who also 2. That John knew the one and the same Word
spoke with Moses, gave to him the dispensation of God, and that He was the only begotten, and
of the law, and who called the fathers ; and that that He became incarnate for our salvation, Jesus
they knew no other. The opinion of the apostles, Christ our Lord, I have sufficiently proved from
therefore, and of those (Mark and Luke) who the word of John himself. And Matthew, too,
learned from their words, concerning GOd, has recognising one and the same Jesus Christ, ex-
been made manifest, hibiting his generation as a man from the Virgin,4

even as God did promise David that He would
CHAP. XVI.- PROOFSFROM THE APOSTOLICwRrr- raise up from the fruit of his body an eternal

INGS, THAT JESUS CItRI_'_" WAS ONE AND THE King, having made the same promise to Abraham
SAME,THE ONr.V B_oTr_r sON or COD, PER- a long time prewously, says : "The book of the
F_2T COD AND I'ERFEC'r MAN. generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David,
L But' there are some who say that Jesus the son of Abraham." s Then, that he might

was merely a receptacle of Christ, upon whom free our mind from suspicion regarding Joseph,
the Christ, as a dove, descended from above, he says : "But the birth of Christ 6 was on th_s
and that when He had declared the unnameable -------

Father He entered into the Pleroma in an in- 2 Seebooki. _2,,. ,3 The Latin text has ' Christum," which is supposed to be an
erroneous rexding. See also book ii. c. xh. s. 6.

4 Ps. cxxxxl, xx.
We here omit .rise¢, and _me_ t_erefore afterwards, to avoid i s Matt. i x.

6 Matt. i. z8 It is to be observed that Irenzustbe _ leith ¢1_the _tence _ tt stands in the Latin version. [ here reads C/_rts_
"the _pedosls does not _ur till thewonis,"ljudge it _," instead of _esu: C_rsst, as in text. r¢¢._ thus agteelng with the
are reached, reading of the Vulgate in the passage.
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wise. When His mother was espoused to Joseph, the prophets make promise of the Son, and one
before they came together, she was found with Jesus Christ our Lord, who was of the seed of
child of the Holy Ghost." Then, when Joseph David according to His birth from Mary; and
had it in contemplation to put Mary away, since that Jesus Christ was appointed the Son of God
she proved with child, [Matthew tells us of] the with power, according to the Spirit of holiness,
angel of God standing by him, and saying: by the resurrection from the dead, as being the
,, Fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife : for first begotten in all the creation ; s the Son of
that which is conceived in her is of the Holy God being made the Son of man, that through
Ghost. And she shall bring forth a son, and Him we may receive the adoption, -- humanity 6
thou shalt call His name Jesus ; for He shall sustaining, and receiving, and embracing the
save His people from their sins. Now this was Son of God. Wherefore Mark also says : "The
done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son
of the Lord by the prophet: Behold, a virgin of God; as it is written in the prophets." 7
shall conceive, and bring forth a son, and they Knowing one and the same Sen of God, Jesus
shall call His name Emmanuel, which is, God Christ, who was announced by the prophets, who
with us ;" clearly signifying that both the prom- from the fruit of David's body was Emmanuel,
me made to the fathers had been accomplished, "the messenger of great counsel of the Father ;"_
that the Son of God was born of a virgin, and through whom God caused the day-spring and
that He Himself was Christ the Saviour whom the Just One to arise to the house of David,
the prophets had foretold; not, as these men and raised up for him an horn of salvation, "and
assert, that Jesus was He who was born of iestablished a testimony in Jacob ;-9 as David
Mary, but that Christ was He who descended I says when discoursing on the causes of His birth :
from above. Matthew might certainly have said, i "And He appointed a law in Israel, that another
"Now the birth offesus was on this wise ;" but igeneration might know ['Him,] the children
the Holy Ghost, foreseeing the corrupters [-of the which should be born from these, and they axis-
truth], and guarding by anticipation against their ing shall themselves declare to their children, so
decett, says by Matthew, "But the birth of that they might set their hope in God, and seek
Christ was on this wise ;" and that He is Em- after His commandments." ,o And again, the
manuel, lest perchance we might consider Him angel said, when bringing good tidings to Mary :
as a mere man : for" not by the will of the flesh, "He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of
nor by the will of man, but by the will of God, the Highest ; and the Lord shall give unto Him
was the Word made flesh ; ", and that we should the throne of His father David ;",, acknowl-
not imagine that Jesus was one, and Christ edging that He who is the Son of the Highest,
another, but should know them to be one and the same is Himself also the Son of David. And
the same. David, knowing by the Spirit the dispensation

3. Paul, when writing to the Romans, has of the advent of this Person, by which He is
explained this very point : "Paul, an apostle of supreme over all the living and dead, confessed
Jesus Christ, predestinated unto the Gospel of Him as Lord, sitting on the right hand of the
God, which He had promised by His prophets Most High Father. '2
in the holy Scriptures, concerning His Son, who 4- But Simeon also--he who had received
was made to Him of the seed of David accord- an intimation from the Holy Ghost that he
ing to the flesh, who was predestinated the Son should not see death, until first he had beheld
of God with power through the Spirit of holi- Christ Jesus u taking Him, the first-begotten of
hess, by the resurrection from the dead of our the Virgin, into his hands, blessed God, and
Lord Jesus Christ." 2 And again, writing to the said, "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant de-
Romans about Israel, he says : "Whose are the part in peace, according to Thy word : because
fathers, and from whom is Christ according to mine eyes have seen Thy salvation, which Thou
the flesh, who is God over all, blessed for ever." s hast prepared before the face of all people ; a
And again, in his Epistle to the Galatians, he light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of
says : ,, But when the fulness of time had come, Thy people Israel ;" ,3 confessing thus, that the
God sent forth His SOn, made of a woman, infant whom he was holding in his hands, Jesus,
made under the law, to redeem them that were born of Mary, was Christ Himself, the SOn of
under the law, that we might receive the adop- God, the light of all, the glory of Israel itself,
Uon ; "4 plainly indicating one God, who did by
--..--.__.

, . . . $ Col i. z4, xS.
_o John :: 13, 14. From thts, and also a quotation of the same 6 "Homme.'
v.._age m chap. xlx. of thts book, it appears that Im must have 7 Mark i. 1.

auodt°_-.. _ytw_eq here, and not oi . . . _,tew_lev_r_v. Tertullian u Isa ix. 6 (LXX.).
9 Luke i ._.

to Ps. Ixxvin. 5.
:a Rout. i. i-4. it Luke i. 31a.

Rora. ix. 5. x_*Ps ca. x.
4 GaL Iv. 4, $. 1_ Luk.e ik 29.
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E
and the peace and refreshing of those who had fered ; and no Christ who flew away from Jesus
fallen asleep. For He was already despoiling before the passion; but Him who was born it
men, by removing their ignorance, conferring knew as Jesus Christ the Son of God, and that
upon them His own knowledge, and scattering this same suffered and rose again, as John, the
abroad those who recognised Him, as Esaias disciple of the Lord, verifies, saying : "But these
says: "Call His name, Quickly spoil, Rapidly are written, that ye might believe that Jesus
divide." _ Now these are the works of Christ. is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believ-
He therefore was Hsmself Christ, whom Simeon Iing ye might have eternal life in His name," _
carrying [in his arms] blessed the Most High ; -- foreseeing these blasphemous systems which
on beholding whom the shepherds glorified God ; divide the Lord, as far as lies m their power,
whom John, while yet in his mother's womb, saying that He was formed of two different
and He (Christ) in that of Mary, recogmsmg substances. For this reason also he has thus
as the Lord, saluted with leaping ; whom the testified to us in his Epistle : "Little children,
Magi, when they had seen, adored, and offered it is the last time ; and as ye have heard that
their gifts [to Him], as I have already stated, Antichrist doth come, now have many antichrists
and prostrated themselves to the eternal King, appeared; whereby we know that it is the last
departed by another way, not now returning by time. They went out from us, but they were
the way of the Assyrians. " For before the not of us; for if they had been of us, they
child shall have knowledge to cry, Father or would have continued with us: but [they de-
mother, He shall receive the power of Damas- parted], that they might be made manifest that
cus, and the spoils of Samaria, against the king they are not of us. Know ye therefore, that
of the Assyrians, ''2 declaring, m a mysterious every lie l_ from without, and is not of the
manner indeed, but emphatically, that the Lord truth. Who is a liar, but he that denieth that
did fight with a hidden hand against Amalek.3 Jesus is the Christ? This is Antichrist."9
For this cause, too, He suddenly removed those 6. But inasmuch as all those before mentioned,
children belonging to the house of David, whose although they certainly do with their tongue con-
happy lot it was to have been born at that time, less one Jesus Christ, make fools of themselves,
that He might send them on before into His thinking one thing and saying another ; iofor their
kingdom ; He, since He was Himself an infant, hypotheses vary, as I have already shown, al-
so arranging it that human infants should be teging, [as they do,] that one Being suffered and
martyrs, slain, according to the Scriptures, for was born, and that this was Jesus ; but teat there

was another who descended upon Hun, and that
the sake of Christ, who was born in Bethlehem I this was Christ, who also ascended again, andof Judah, in the city of David. 4

5. Therefore did the Lord also say to His they argue, that he who proceeded from the
disciples after the resurrection, "O thoughtless Demiurge, or he who was dispensational, or he
ones, and slow of heart to beheve all that the who sprang from Joseph, was the Being subject
prophets have spoken ) Ought not Christ to to suffering; but upon the latter there descended
have suffered these things, and to enter into His from the invisible and ineffable [places] the for-
glory?" s And again does He say to thein' mer, whom they assert to be incomprehensible,
"These are the words which I spake unto you invisible, and nnpassable : they thus wander from
while I was yet with you, that all things must be the truth, because their doctrine departs from
fulfilled which were written in the law of Moses, Him who is truly God, being ignorant that His
and in the prophets, and in the Psalms, concern- only-begotten Word, who is alway_ present w_th
ing Me. Then opened He their understand- the human race, united to and mingled with Has
lng, that they should understand the Scriptures, own creation, according to the Father's pleasure,
and said unto them, Thus it is written, and thus and who became flesh, is Himself Jesus Christ
it behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise again our Lord, who did also suffer for us, and rose
from the dead, and that repentance for the again on our behalf, and who will come again in
remission of sins be preached in His name the glory of His Father, to raise tip all flesh, and
among all nations." 6 Now this IS He who was for the manifestation of salvation, and to apply
born of Mary ; for He says : "The Son of man the rule of just judgment to all who were made
must suffer many things, and be rejected, and by Him. There is therefore, as I have pointed
crucified, and on the third day rise again."7 oat, one God the Father, and one Christ Jesus.
The Gospel, therefore, knew no other son of who came by means of the whole dispensational
man but Him who was of Mary, who also suf- arrangements [connected ;¢ith Him], and gath-

s John xx 3t
x ]sa. vm 3 9 i John n x8, ete , loose]y quoted

23 ExISax_llvnt4.i6 (LXX.) to The text here followed m that of two Syrme _,lss , whmh pro_
,I Matt. tt x6. the loss of several consecutive words tn the old Latin version, an

5 Luke xxlv. 25 clear up the rneamng of a confused sentence, showmg that the .,ord
6 Luke xxlv 44, etc. "autem" ts here, as it probably as elsev, here, merely a contraction for
7 Mark vm 3x and Luke ix. 2_. "aut eum "
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ered together all things in Himself.' But in 8. All, therefore, are outside of the [Chris-
every respect, too, He is man, the formation of tian] dispensation, who, under pretext of knowl-
God ; and thus He took up man into Himself, edge, understand that Jesus was one, and Christ
the invisible becoming visible, the incomprehen- another, and the Only-begotten another, from
sine being made comprehensible, the nnpassible whom again is the Word, and that the Saviour is
becoming capable of suffering, and the Word another, whom these disciples of error allege to
being made man, thus summing up all things m be a production of those who were made Agons
Himself: so that as In super-celestial, spiritual, in a state of degeneracy. Such men are to out-
and invisible thmgs, the Word of God is supreme, ward appearance sheep ; for they appear to be
so also in things visible and corporeal He might like us, by what they say in public, repeating the
possess the supremacy, and, taking to Himself same words as we do; but inwardly they are
the pre-eminence, as well as constituting Him- wolves. Their doctrine is homicidal, conjuring
self Head of the Church, He might draw all up, as it does, a number of gods, and simulating
things to Himself at the proper tune. many Fathers, but lowering and dividing the Son

7. With Him is nothing incomplete or out of of God in many ways. These are they against
due season, just as with the Father there is noth- whom the Lord has cautioned us beforehand ;
lng incongruous. For all these things were fore- and His disciple, in his Epistle already men-
known by the Father; but the Son works them tioned, commands us to avoid them, when he
out at the proper time in perfect order and se- says : " For many deceivers are entered into the
quence. This was the reason why, when Mary world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come
_xas urging [Him] on to [perform] the wonder- in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an anti-
fal m_racle of the wine, and was desirous before christ. 'Fake heed to them, that ye lose not
the time to partake2 of the cup of emblematm what ye have wrought." 7 And again does he
significance, the Lord, checking her untnnely say m the Epistle: "Many false prophets are
haste, stud, "Woman, what have I to do with gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the
thee ? mine hour is not yet come "3 __ waiting Sprat of God : Every spirit that confesseth that
for that hour which was foreknown by the Father. Jesus Christ is come m the flesh is of God ; and
This is also the reason why, when men were often every spirit which separates Jesus Christ is not
desirous to take Him, it is said, " No man laid of God, but is of antichrist."s These words
hands upon Hnn, for the hour of His being taken agree with what was said in the Gospel, that
was not yet come ; "4 nor the time of His pas- "the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among
slon, which had been foreknown by the Father; us." Wherefore he again exclaims in his Epis-
as also says the prophet Habakkuk, " By this tie, " Every one that believeth that Jesus is the
Thou shalt be known when the year_ have drawn Christ, has been born of God ; "9 knowing Jesus
mgh; Thou shalt be set forth when the time Christ to be one and the same, to whom the
comes ; because my soul is disturbed by anger, Igates of heaven were opened, because of His
Thou shalt remember Thy mercy." s Paul also _taking upon Him flesh : who shall also come in
says : '" But when the fulness of time came, God I the same flesh in which He suffered, revealing
sent forth His Son." 6 By which is made mare- i the glory of the Father.
lest, that all things which had been foreknown I 9. Concurring with these statements, Paul,
of the Father, our Lord did accomplish in their {speaking to the Romans, declares : "Much
order, season, and hour, foreknown and fitting, I more they who receive abundance of grace and
being indeed one and the same, but rich and [righteousness for [eternal] life, shall reign by
great. For He fulfils the bountiful and compre- i one, Christ Jesus." ,o It follows from this, that
nensive will of His Father, inasmuch as He is, he knew nothing of that Christ who flew away
Himself the Saviour of those who are saved, and from Jesus ; nor did he of the Saviour above,
the Lord of those who are under authority, and whom they hold to be impassible. For if, in
the God of all those things whmh have been
formed, the only-begotten of the Father, Christ 7 _ John, 7, 8 Irenaeus seems to have read abrov¢ instead of
_ho was announced, and the Word of God, who _......... inthe receivedtext

s x John iv x, 2 Thts ts a material dff/erence from the received
became incarnate when the fulness of time had text of the passage' " Eve_ sprat that confesseth not that Jesus
COme, at whmh the Son of God had to become Christ as come m the flesh' The Vulgate translauon and Origenagree with lrena:us, and Tertullian seems to recogmse both readings
the Son of man. (AZ_ Marc, v. _6) Socrates tells us (wk 32, p. 38r) that the pas-

sage had been corrupted by those who wtshed to separate the human-
_ty of Christ from Hm dlwntty, and that the old copies read, =ely

x Eph t m. -¢v_f,_.rtb Aver_:bv"l-ooof,v drrh_o?_Oeo_3ov,c #o_rt,which exactly agrees
" Partaclpare eompendlt poculo," 1 e, the cup which recaflttu- wnh Origen's quotatmn, and very nearly with that of Irenazus, now

tales the suffering of Chnst, and which, as Harvey thinks, refers to before us Polycarp (Ep, c. wi ) seems to allude to the pas_ge as
we have _t now, and so does Ignatms (E/_ Smyr, c. v ) See the

the symbohcal character of the cup of the Eucharist, as setting forth quesUon discussed by Burton, m his Ant_e-2Vt'cene Ttstt_'torcteJ [tothe passion of Chrtst.
3 John n. 4 the Dtr,. oJ Chrtst. Another work of Burton has a similar name.
4 John vti 30. See Brmsh Crmc, vol ti. (of _8_7), p _65l.
s Hab. m. _. 9 x John v. _.
6 Gal. _v. 4, _o Rom v x7
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truth, the one suffered, and the other remained] Himself the Only-begotten of the Father, Christ
incapable of suffering, and the one was born, Jesus our Lord,
but the other descended upon him who was born,
and left him again, it is not one, but two, that CHAP. xvn. _THE APOSTLESTEACH THAT 1T WAS
are shown forth. But that the apostle did know NEITHER CHRIST NOR THE SAVIOUR,BUT THE
Him as one, both who was born and who suf- HOLY SPIRIT, WHO DID DESCEND UPON JESUS.
fered, namely Christ Jesus, he again says in the THE REASONFOR THIS DESCENT.
same Epistle : " Know ye not, that so many of x. It certainly was in the power of the apostles
us as were baptized in Christ Jesus were baptized to declare that Christ descended upon Jesus, or
in His death ? that like as Christ rose from the that the so-called superior Saviour [came dow_]
dead, so should we also walk In newness of life." _ upon the dispensational one, or he who is from
But again, showing that Christ did suffer, and the invisible places upon him from the Demi-
was Himself the Son of God, who died for us, ) urge ; but they neither knew nor said anything
and redeemed us with His blood at the rune of the kind : for, had the), known it, they would
appointed beforehand, he says: " For how is it, have also certainly stated it. But what really
that Christ, when we were yet without strength, was the case, that did they record, [namely,]
in due time died for the ungodly? But God that the Sprat of God as a dove descended upon
commendeth His love towards us, in that, while Him; this Spirit, of whom it was declared by
we were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much Isaiah, "And the Spirit of God shall rest upon
more, then, being now justified by His blood, Hml," 7 as I have already said. And again:
we shall be saved from wrath through Him. For "The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me, because
_f, when we were enemies, we were reconciled He hath anointed Me. ''s That is the Spirit of
to God by the death of His Son ; much more, whom the Lord declares, " For it is not ye that
being reconciled, we shall be saved by His life." _ speak, but the Spirit of your Father which
He declares in the plainest manner, that the speaketh in you. ''9 And again, gl_ing to the
same Being who was laid hold of, and underwent disciples the power of regeneratmn into God. '_
suffering, and shed His blood for us, was both [ He said to them, " Go and teach all natmns, bap-
Christ and the Son of God, who did also rise J tizmg them in the name of the Father, and of
again, and was taken up into heaven, as he him- I the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." _ For [God_
self [Paul] says : "But at the same time, lit I promised, that in the last times He would pour

is] Christ [that] dled, yea rather, that IS risen I Him [the Sprat] upon [His] servants and hand-
again, who is even at the right hand of God. 3 I minds, that they might prophesy ; wherefore He
And again, "Knowing that Christ, rising from)did also descend upon the Son of God, made
the dead, dleth no more : "4 for, as himself fore- ' the Son of man, becoming accustomed m fellow-
seeing, through the Spirit, the subdivisions of ship with Him to dwell in the human race, to

, m
evil teachers [with regard to the Lord s person], rest wlth human beings, and to dwell in the
and being desirous of cuttmg away from them workmanship of God, working the will of the
all occasion of cavil, he says what has been al-Father in them, and renewing them from their
ready stated, [and also declares'] " But if the old habits into the newness of Christ.
Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from the _. This Spirit &d David ask for the hunIan
dead dwell in you, He that raised up Christ from race, saying, "And stablish rne _ ith Throe all-
the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies." s governing Sprat ; "'_ who also, as Luke say_.

This he does not utter to those alone who wish descended at the day, of Pentecost upon the
to hear : Do not err, [he says to all :] Jesus ]disciples after the Lord s ascension, hawng po,_er
Christ, the Son of God, is one and the same, to admit all nations to the entrance of life,
who did by suffering reconcile us to God, and and to the opening of the new covenant ; from
rose from the dead; who is at the right hand of[whence also, with one accord in all languages,
the Father, and perfect m all things; "who, they uttered praise to God, the Spirit bringing
when He was buffeted, struck not in return ; ]distant tribes to unity, and offering to the Father

_6
who, when He suffered, threatened not ; and [the first-fruits of all nations. Wherefore also the
when IIe underwent tyranny, He prayed His Lord promised to send the Comforter, '3 who
Father that He would forgive those who had cru- should join us to God. For as a compacted
oiled Him. For He did Himself truly bring in lump of dough cannot be formed of dry wheat
salvation : since He is Himself the Word of God,

8 Isa Ix1. L

z Ram _ 3, 4. 9 Matt x 2o.
Rata. v. 6-m. Iren_eus appears to have read, as does the Vul- zo Harvey remarks on this "The sacrament of baptiam _s there-

gate, ets: ¢i -/dO, for _r_ _d 0 m t¢_t. r¢¢. fore ;) _vv_t_¢ ¢_¢ _vgyevvfl_ _ Oeov " [Camp. book t. cap
3 Rom. vm 34- xxt ]
,e Ram. w. 9 11 Matt xxvm x9.
s Rom. wn il. x_ Ps h i2

6 xPet u 23. x3 Johnxw. 7.
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without fluid matter, nor can a loaf possess unity, cause the denarium entrusted to us to be fruitful,
so, in like manner, neither could we, being many, counting out the increase [thereof] to the Lord. 9
be made one m Christ Jesus without the water I 4- The Spirit, therefore, descending under the
from heaven. And as dry earth does not brmg'predestmed dispensation, and the Son of God,
forth unless it receive moisture, m like manner the Only-begotten, who is also the Word of the
we also, being originally a dry tree, could never Father, coming in the fulness of time, having
have brought forth fruit unto life without the become incarnate in man for the sake of man,
voluntary rain from above. For our bodies have and fulfilling all the conditions of human nature,
received unity among themselves by means of Iour Lord Jesus Christ being one and the same,
that laver which leads to mcorruptlon; but our:as He Himself the Lord doth testify, as the
souls, by means of the Spirit. Wherefore both apostles confess, and as the prophets announce,
are necessary, since both contribute towards the -- all the doctrines of these men who have in-
hfe of God, our Lord compassionating that err- vented putative Ogdoads and Tetrads, and im-
mg Samaritan woman _ -- who did not remain agreed subdivisions [of the Lord's person], have
with one husband, but committed fornication been proved falsehoods. These ,° men do, in
by [contracting] many marriages--by pointing fact, set the Spirit aside altogether; they under-
out, and promising to her hvmg water, so that stand that Christ was one and Jesus another;
she should thirst no more, nor occupy herself and they teach that there was not one Christ,
in acquiring the refreshing water obtained by but many. And if they speak of them as united,
labour, having in herself water springing up to they do again separate them : for they show that
eternal life. The Lord, recewlng this as a gift one did indeed undergo sufferings, but that the
from His Father, does Himself also confer it other remained impassible ; that the one truly
upon those who are partakers of Himself, send- did ascend to the Pleroma, but the other re-
mg the Holy Spirit upon all the earth, mamed in the intermediate place ; that the one

3. Glde°n,2 that Israelite whom God chose, does truly feast and revel in places invisible and
that he might save the people of Israel from above all name, but that the other is seated with
the power of foreigners, foreseeing this gracious the Demiurge, emptying him of power. It will
gift, changed his request, and prophesied that therefore be incumbent upon thee, and all others
there would be dryness upon the fleece of wool who give their attention to this writing, and are
(a type of the people), on which alone at first anxious about their own salvation, not readily to
there had been dew ; thu_ indicating that they express acquiescence when they hear abroad the
should no longer have the Holy Spirit from God, speeches of these men : for, speaking things
as salth Esalas. " I will also command the clouds, resembling the [doctrine of the] faithful, as I
that they rain no rain upon it,"3 but that the have already observed, not only do they hold
dew, whmh is the Spirit of God, who descended opinions which are different, but absolutely con-
upon the Lord, should be diffused throughout trary, and m all points full of blasphemies, by
all the earth, " the spirit of wisdom and under- which they destroy those persons who, by reason
standing, the spirit of counsel and m_ght, the Iof the resemblance of the words, imbibe a poison
sprat of knowledge and piety, the spirit of the winch disagrees with their constitution, just as if
fear of God." 4 This Spirit, again, He did con- one, giving lime mixed with water for milk,

fer upon the Church, sending throughout all the ]should mislead by the similitude of the colour ;
world the Comforter from heaven, from whence 'as a man" superior to me has said, concerning all
also the Lord tells us that the devil, like light- ',that in any way corrupt the things of God and
rang, was cast down. s Wherefore we have need _adulterate the truth, "Lime is wmkedly mixed
of the dew of God, that we be not consumed by iwith the milk of God."
fire, nor be rendered unfruitful, and that where
we have an accuser there we may have also an CHAP. XVUI.- CONTINUATIONOF THE FOREGOING
Advocate, 6 the Lord commending to the Holy ARGUMENT. PROOFS FROM THE WRITINGSOF

ST. PAUL, AND FROM "IHE WORDS OF OUR
Spirit His own man,7 who had fallen among
thleves,Swhom He Himself compassionated, and LORD, THAT CHRIST AND JESUS CANNOT BE

bound up his wounds, giving two royal tlenarza ; CONSIDERED AS DISTINCT BEINGS; NEITHER
SOthat we, receiving b¥ the Sprat the image and CAN IT BE ALLEGED THAT THE SON OF GOD

" BECAME MAN MERELY IN APPEARANCE_ BUT

superscription of the Father and the Son, might TVLaT HE DID SO TRULYAND ALWUALLY.

I Irenmus refers to this woman as a type of the heathen world. I. 12 As it has been clearly demonstrated that
for, among the Jews, Samaritan and fdolater were convertible terms.

2 Judg. vm 37, etc. 9 Matt. xxv 14
3 Isa v 6 to The following period is translated from a Synac fragment (see
4 ]sa xl. 2 Harvey's [rena_us vol n p 439) as at supplies some words ineon-
s Luke x i8 vemently ommed in the old Latin version.

6 I [ohn n x Again a Syrtac fragment supphes some tmportant words. Seer ,, guum hommem," t e., the human race. xx2 Comp book t pref note 2.
s Luke x. 35. Harvey, vol u p ¢4_.
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the Word, who existed in the beginning with He was likewise preached by Paul : " For I de-
God, by whom all things were made, who was hvered," tie says, "unto you first of all, that
also always present with mankind, was in these Christ died for our sins, according to the Scrip-
last days, according to the time appointed by the tures ; and that He was buried, and rose again
Father, united to His own workmanship, inas- the third day, according to the Scriptures." 9 It
much as He became a man hable to suffenng, is plain, then, that Paul knew no other Christ
[it follows] that every objection is set aside of besides Him alone, who both suffered, and was
those who say, " If our Lord was born at that buried, and rose again, who was also born, and
time, Christ had therefore no previous exist- whom he speaks of as man. For after remark-
ence." For I have shown that the Son of God rag, "But if Christ be preached, that He rose
did not then began to exist, being with the Father from the dead, .... he continues, rendering the
from the beginning ; but when He became mcar- reason of His incarnation, "For since by man
nate, and was made man. He commenced afresh' came death, by man [came] also the resurrec-
the long hne of human beings, and furmshed us, tion of the dead." And everywhere, when [re-
in a brief, comprehenswe manner, with salvation ; fernng to] the passion of our Lord, and to His
so that what we had lost in Adam- namely, to human nature, and His subjection to death, he
be according to the image and hkeness of God employs the name of Christ, as In that passage :

-- that we might recover in Christ Jesus. who ! "Destroy not him with thy meat for whom Christ2. For as it was not possible that tile man d_ed." _` And again : " But now, in Christ, ye
had once for all been conquered, and who had who sometimes were far off are made nigh by
been destroyed through disobedience, could re- the blood of Christ."_2 And again: "Christ has
form himself, and obtain the prize of victory ; redeemed us from the curse of the law, being
and as it was also _mpossible that he could attain made a curse for us : for it is written, Cursed 1_
to salvation who had fallen under the power of ever)" one that hangeth upon a tree." ,3 And
sin,-- the Son effected both these things, being again : "And through thy knowledge shall the
the Word of God, descending from the Father, weak brother perish, for whom Christ died ; ",4
becoming incarnate, stooping low, even to death, indicating that the impassible Christ did not de-
and consummating the arranged plan of our sal- scend upon Jesus, but that He Himself, because
vatlon, upon whom [Paul], exhorting us unhesl- He was Jesus Christ, suffered for us ; He, who
tatingly to beheve, again says, "Who shall ascend lay in the tomb, and rose again, who descended
into heaven? that is, to bring down Christ ; or and ascended, -- the Son of God having been
who shall descend into the deep ? that is, to lib- made the Son of man, as the very name itself
erate Christ again from the dead." * Then he doth declare. For in the name of Christ is ira-
continues, "If thou shalt confess with thy mouth plied, He that anoints, He that is anointed, and
the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe m thine heart the unction itself with which He is anointed
that God hath raised Him from the dead, thou And it is the Father who anoints, but the Son
shalt be saved." 3 And he renders the reason who is anointed by the Spirit, who is the unction,
why the Son of God did these things, saying, as the Word declares by Isaiah, "The Sprat of
"For to this end Christ both hved. and died, and the Lord is upon me, because He hath anointed
revwed, that He might rule over the hving and! me,"*S--pointmg out both the anointing Father,
the dead." * And again, writing to the Corm- the anointed Son, and the unction, which is the
thians, he declares, "But we preach Christ Jesus Sprat.
crucified;" s and adds, "The cup of blessing 4. The Lord Himself, too, makes it evident
which we bless, is it not the communion of the !who it was that suffered ; for when He asked the
blood of Christ?" b disciples, "Who do men say that I, the Son of

3. But who is it that has had fellowship with man, am ?"'6 and when Peter had replied, "Thou
us in the matter of food? Whether is it he who art the Christ, the Son of the living God ;" and
is conceived of by them as the Christ above, when he had been commended by Him [m these
who extended himself through Horos, and ira- words], "That flesh and blood had not revealed
parted a form to their mother ; or is it He who it to him, but the Father who is in heaven," He
is from the Virgin, Emmanuel, who did eat butter made it clear that He, the Son of man, is Chnst
and honey,7 of whom the prophet declared, the Son of the living God. " For from that time

He is also a man, and who shall know him?" 8 forth," it is said, "He began to show to His
disciples, how that He must go unto Jerusalem,

x So the Syrlac. The Latin has. " m settmo recapltulawt," He
summed up tn Hatm,ez/" [As the Second Adam, i C_r. xv. 47 ] 9 x Cor. xv. 3, 4-

2 Rom. x 6, 7- io i Cor xv 12.
s Rom, x 9- ii Rom. xlV 15 .
4 Rorn. xlv 9. 12 Eph. ii. _3
s x Cor t. a3 x3 Gal ltl i_. Deut. xxi. 23.
6 I Cot x 16. 14 I COl'. Vtll. IX.

7 I_. VIII 14, 15 Isa lXl I.
8 Jet. wit. 9- t6 Matt. xvx. x3.
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and suffer many things of the priests, and be would deny those who should deny Him, and
rejected, and crucified, and rise again the third would be ashamed of those who should be
day."' He who was acknowledged by Peter as ashamed to confess Him. And although these
Christ, who pronounced hun blessed because the things are so, some of these men have proceeded
Father had revealed the Son of the living God to such a degree of temerity, that they even pour
to him, said that He must Himself suffer many contempt upon the martyrs, and vituperate those
thmgs, and be crucified; and then He rebuked who are slain on account of the confession of
Peter, who imagined that He was the Christ as the Lord, and who suffer all things predicted by
the generality of men supposed _ [that the Christ the Lord, and who in this respect strive to fol-
should be], and was averse to the idea of His low the footprints of the Lord's passion, having
suffering, [and] said to the disciples, " If any become martyrs of the suffering One, these we
man will come after Me, let him deny himself, do also enrol with the martyrs themselves. For,
and take up his cross, and follow Me. For who- when inquisition shall be made for their blood,7
soever will save his life, shall lose it ; and whoso- and they shall attain to glory, then all shall be
ever will lose it for My sake shall save it." 3 For confounded by Christ, who have cast a slur upon
these things Christ spoke openly, He being Hnn- their martyrdom. And from this fact, that He

self the Saviour of those who should be delivered I exclaimed upon the cross, "Father, forgive them,
over to death for their confession of Him, and for they know not what they do," 8 the long-suffer-
lose their lives, mg. patience, compassion, and goodness of Christ

5. If, however, He was Huuself not to suffer, are exhibated, since He both suffered, and did
but should fly away from Jesus, why did He ex- Himself exculpate those who had maltreated
hort Has disciples to take up the cross and follow Hnn. For the Word of God, who saad to us,
Him,-- that cross which these men represent "Love your enemies, and pray for those that hate
Him as not having taken up, but [speak of Him] you," 9 Himself did this very thing upon the
as having relinquished the dispensation of suffer- cross, loving the human race to such a degree,
lng? For that He did not say thlswlth reference that He even prayed for those putting Him to
to the acknowledging of the Stauros (cross) death. If, however, any one, going upon the
above, as some among them venture to expound, supposition that there are two[Christs], forms a
but with respect to the suffering whmh He should judgment in regard to them, that [Christ] shall be
Hunself undergo, and that His disciples should found much the better one, and more patient,
endure, He iInphes when He says, " For whoso- and the trulygood one, who, m the midst of His
ever will save his life, shall lose it ; and whosoever own wounds and stripes, and the other [cruelties]
wall lose, shall find it. And that Has disciples inflicted upon Him, was beneficent, and unmind-
must suffer for His sake, He [lmphed when He] ful of the wrongs perpetrated upon Him, than he
saad to the Jews, " Behold, I send you prophets, who flew away, and sustained neither injury nor
and wise men. and scribes : and some of them insult.
ye shall kill and crucify." 4 And to the disciples 6. This also does likewise meet [the case] of
He was wont to say, "And ye shall stand before those who maintain that He suffered only in ap-
governors and kings for My sake ; and they shall )earance. For if He did not truly suffer, no
scourge some of you, and slay you, and persecute [thanks to Ham, since there was no suffering at
you from city to city."s He knew, therefore, fall; and when we shall actually begin to suffer,
both those who should suffer persecution, and He He wall seem as leading us astray, exhorting us
knew those who should have to be scourged and to endure buffeting, and to turn the other,° cheek,
slain because of Him ; and He did not speak of if He did not Himself before us in reality suffer
any other cross, but of the suffering which He the same; and as He misled them by seeming
should Himself undergo first, and His disciples to them what He was not, so does He also mis-
afterwards. For this purpose did He give them lead us, by exhorting us to endure what He did
this exhortation: "Fear not them which kill the not endure Himself. [In that case] we shall
body, but are not able to kill the soul ; but rather be even above the Master, because we suffer and
fear Him who is able to send both soul and body sustain what our Master never bore or endured.
Into hell ; "6 [thus exhorting them] to hold fast But as our Lord is alone truly Master, so the
those professions of faith which they had made Son of God is truly good and patient, the Word
m reference to Him. For He promised to con- of God the Father having been made the Son
fess before His Father those who should confess of man. For He fought and conquered ; for
His name before men; but declared that He He was man contending for the fathers," and

i Matt. x-,l 2I. 7 Ps ix i2
2 Literally," suppogmg Him to be Christ according to the idea of s Luke XXlll. 34.

men" 9 Matt. v 44

3 Matt xvl 24, 25. to Matt v 39
4 Matt. xxm _4 _t " Pro16atrtf_u$, dv6 ¢gav _¢_v. The reader will here observe
s Matt. x. i7) x8. the clear statement of the doctrine of the atonementj whereby alone
6 Matt x 28 sin is done away."-- HARVEY
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through obedience doing away _4th disobedi- who was originally born from a virgin, many
ence completely : for He bound the strong man,, should be justified and receive salvation. Thus,
and set free the weak, and endowed His own then, was the Word of God made man, as also
handiwork with salvation, by destroying sin. iMoses says : "God, true are His works."s But

For He is a most holy and merciful Lord, if, not having been made flesh, He did appearand loves the human race. as if flesh, His work was not a true one. But
7. Therefore, as I have already said, He caused what He did appear, that He also was : God

man (human nature) to cleave to and to become recapitulated in Himself the ancient formation
one with God. For unless man had overcome of man, that He might kill sin, deprive death of
the enemy of man, the enemy would not have its power, and vivify man ; and therefore His
been legitimately vanquished. And again : un- works are true.
less it had been God who had freely given satva-
tmn, we could never have possessed it securely. CHAP.XIX.--JESUS CHRISTWASNOT h MF.REMAN,

And unless man had been joined to God, he BEGOTrEN FROM JOSEPH IN THE ORDINARY
could never have become a partaker of incor- COURSE OF NATURE,BUT WAS VERY GOD, BE-
ruptibihty. For it was incumbent upon the GOXTEN OF THE FATHERMOSTHIGH, AND VERY
Mediator between God and men, by His rela- MAN, BORN OF THE VIRGIN.
tionship to both, to bring both to friendship and i. But again, those who assert that He was
concord, and present man to God, while He simply a mere man, begotten by Joseph, remain-
revealed God to man. 2 For, in what way could mg in the bondage of the old disobedience, are
we be partakers of the adoption of sons, unless in a state of death ; having been not as yet joined
we had received from Him through the Son that to the Word of God the Father, nor receiving
fellowship which refers to Himself, unless His liberty through the Son, as He does Himself
Word, having been made flesh, had entered into declare : " If the Son shall make you free, ye
communion with us ? Wherefore also He passed shall be free indeed." 6 But, being ignorant of
through every stage of life, restoring to all corn- Him who from the Virgin is Emmanuel, they
reunion with God. Those, therefore, who assert are deprived of His gift, which is eternal life ;7
that He appeared putatively, and was neither and not receiving the incorruptible Word, they
born in the flesh nor truly made man, are as yet remain in mortal flesh, and are debtors to death,
under the old condemnation, holding out patron- not obtaining the anudote of life. To whom the
age to sin ; for, by their showing, death has not Word says, mentioning His own gift of grace.
been vanquished, which "reigned from Adam to "I said, Ye are all the sons of the Highest, and
Moses, even over them that had not stoned after gods ; but ye shall die hke men." s He speak_
the similitude of Adam's transgression." s But undoubtedly these words to those who have not
the law coming, which was given by Moses, and received the gift of adoption, but who despise the
testifying of sin that it is a stoner, did truly incarnation of the pure generation of the Word
take away his (death's) kingdom, showing that of God, 9 defraud human nature of promotion
he was no king, but a robber; and it revealed into God, and prove themselves ungrateful to
him as a murderer. It laid, however, a weighty the Word of God, who became flesh for them.
burden upon man, who had sin in himself, show- For it was for this end that the Word of God
lng that he was liable to death. For as the law was made man, and He who was the Son of God
was spiritual, it merely made sin to stand out in became the Son of man, that man, having been
rehef, but did not destroy it. For sin had no taken into the Word, and receiving the adoption,
dominion over the spirit, but over man. For it might become the son of God. For by no other
behoved Him who was to destroy sin, and re-! means could we have attained to incorruptlbihty
deem man under the power of death, that He and immortality, unless we had been united to
should Himself be made that very same thing incorruptibility and immortality. But how could
which he was, that is, man;who had been we be joined to incorruptibility and immortahty.
drawn by sin into bondage, but was held by unless, first, incorruptiblhty and immortality had

death, so that sin should be destroyed by man, s _ut x*xiL4.
and man should go forth from death. For as 6Johnvul._6.

7 Rom. w 23.
by the disobedience of the one man who was s w l...... 6.7.
originally moulded from virgin soil, the many 9 The original Greek is pre_rved here by Theodoret, differing m

were made sinners,* and forfeited life ; so was it some,**p_ fromthe old Latinversion:,at d.woa'repo_ra*¢0v
_tvOl_oTrov ¢'_,_ e_¢ Oebv _.v6_ov _ed. d.ga_.o"rofJv'ra¢ "r_ b_r_p ai_'rooJ,

necessary that, by the obedience of one man, ,_..,o_,, xav_,o_o,o_. ez, ,o_voyap6_6yo_a_._. •.
_va 6 £tvOpeo*ro_ _'bu X&yov X_pflera¢;, _o3. "riOv v[o0¢a_tv gaB_avj w0g

s Matt xiL 29. "rdv_ra_ Oeo;. The old Latin runs thus- "fraudaeteg homlnem ab
e The Latin text, "et facere, ut et Deus assumeret hominem, et I ca ascenfaone qua: est ad Dominum, et ingrate exsistentes Verbo DeJ,

homo se dederet Deo," here dtffers widely from the Greek preserved I qm incarnatus est propter ipsos. Propter hoc emm Verbum Det
by Theodoret. We have followed the latter, whtch ts preferred by all homo et qui Fflius Del est Fthus Homtnts factus est. . . commtXtUS
the edRors [ Verbo Detet adoptaonem perciptens fiat films Det " rA spec me_

Rom" v. 14. of the hbe_ttes taken by the Laun transla*x)rs with" the original of
4 Rom. v. _9. Irena_us. Others are much less innocent.]
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become that which we also are, so that the cot- !human being m was made the Son of man.,"
ruptible might be swallowed up by incorrnpti- Wherefore also the Lord Himself gave us a sign,
bility, and the mortal by immortality, that we in the depth below, and in the height above,
might receive the adoption of sons? 'which man did not ask for, because he never

2. For this reason [it is said], "Who shall expected that a virgin could conceive, or that it
declare His generation? ''1 since "He is a man, was possible that one remaining a virgin could
and who shall recognise Him? "* But he to bring forth a son, and that what was thus born
whom the Father which is in heaven has revealed should be" God wzth us," and descend to those
Him,3 knows Him, so that he understands that things which are of the earth beneath, seeking
He who "was not born either by the will of the the sheep which had perished, which was indeed

• 114 -flesh, or by the will of man, is the Son of man, His own peculiar handiwork, and ascend to the
this is Christ, the Son of the living God. For I height above, offering and commending to His
have shown from the Scriptures,S that no one of Father that human nature (hominem) which had
the sons of Adam is as to everything, and ab- been found, making in His own person the first-
solutely, called God, or named Lord. But that fruits of the resurrection of man ; that, as the
He is Himself in His own right, beyond all men Head rose from the dead, so also the remaining
who ever lived, God, and Lord, and King Eternal, part of the body m [namely, the body] of every
and the Incarnate Word, proclaimed by all the man who is found m life --when the time is ful-
prophets, the apostles, and by the Spirit Him- filled of that condemnation which existed by
self, may be seen by all who have attained to even reason of disobedience, may arise, blended to-
a small portion of the truth. Now, the Scrip- gether and strengthened through means of joints
tures would not have testified these things of and bands _s by the increase of God, each of the
Him, if, like others, He had been a mere man. members having its own proper and fit position
But that He had, beyond all others, in Himself in the body. For there are many mansions m
that pre-eminent birth which is from the Most the Father's house, _4 inasmuch as there are also
High Father, and also experienced that pre- many members in the body.
eminent generation which is from the V_rgin, °
the divine Scriptures do in both respects testify CHAP.XX.--COD SHOWEDHIMSELF,BY THE FALL
of Him : also, that He was a man without come- OF MAN,ASPATIENT,BENIGN,MERCIFUL,MIGHTY

TO SAVE. MAN IS THEREFORE MOST UNGRATE-
hness, and liable to suffering ; z that He sat upon
the foal of an ass ; s that He received for drink FUL, IF, UNMINDFULOF HIS OWN LOT, AND OF

THE BENEFITS HELD OUT TO HIM, HE DO NOT
vinegar and gall ; 9 that He was despised among
the people, and humbled Himself even to death ; ACKNOWLEDGEDIVINEGRACE.
and that He is the holy Lord, the Wonderful x. Long-suffering therefore was God, when
the Counsellor, the Beautiful in appearance, and man became a defaulter, as foreseeing that vic-
the Mighty God, '° coming on the clouds as the tory which should be granted to him through
Judge of all men; " --all these things did the the Word. For, when strength was made per-
Scriptures prophesy of Him. feet in weakness,'S it showed the kindness and

3. For as He became man in order to under- transcendent power of God. For as He pa-
go temptation, so also was He the Word that tiently suffered Jonah to be swallowed by the
He might be glorified ; the Word remaining whale, not that he should be swallowed up and
qmescent, that He might be capable of being perish altogether, but that, having been cast out
tempted, dishonoured, crucified, and of suffering again, he might be the more subject to God,
death, but the human nature being swallowed up and might glorify Him the more who had con-
m it (the divine), when it conquered, and en- ferred upon him such an unhoped-for deliver-
dured ['without yielding'], and performed acts of ance, and might bring the Ninevites to a lasting
kindness, and rose agai'n, and was received up[repentance, so that they should be converted to
[into heaven]. He therefore, the Son of God, ]the Lord, who would deliver them from death,
our Lord, being the Word of the Father, and lhaving been struck with awe by that portent
the Son of man, since He had a generation as to which had been wrought in Jonah's case, as the
His human nature from Mary--who was de- Scripture says of them, "And they returned
scended from mankind, and who was herself a each from his evil way, and the unrighteousness

which was in their hands, saying, Who knoweth
' Ixa.lid 8 if God will repent, and turn away His anger

J.er._a. 9. from us, and we shall not perish ?" _6_ so also,Matt. xvi. x6.
' John i. x3. from the beginning, did God permit man to be
s See above, hi. 6.
6 I_. vii. x4.
7 Ira lid. 2. t2 lsa. vii. x3

Eph. iv. x6.
*Z,¢h.ix.9. _*Johox,_.,.9 Ps. lxix. 2x.

_o Ira. tx 6. xs 2 Cor xii. 9.
xx Dan. vii. z3. t6 Jonah iit. 8, 9.
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swallowed up by the great whale, who was the that He may have mercy upon all ; "s not say-
author of transgression, not that he should per- Iing this m reference to sptritual A_ons, but to

ish altogether when so engulphed ; but, arran-]man, who had been disobedient to God, and
ging and preparing the plan of salvation, which_ being cast off from immortality, then obtained
was accomplished by the Word, through the mercy, receiving through the Son of God that
sign of Jonah, for those who held the same iadoption which is [accomplished] by Himself.
opinion as Jonah regarding the Lord, and who For he who holds, without pride and boasting,
confessed, and said, " I am a servant of the the true glory (opinion) regarding created things
Lord, and I worship the Lord God of heaven, and the Creator, who is the Almighty God of
who hath made the sea and the dry land."' all, and who has granted existence to all ; [such
[This was done] that man, receiving an no- an one,] continuing in His love 6 and subjection,
hoped-for salvation from God, might rise from and giving of thanks, shall also receive from Hwn
the dead, and glorify God, and repeat that word the greater glory of promotionfl looking forward
which was uttered in prophecy by Jonah : "I to the time when he shall become like Him who
cried by reason of mine affliction to the Lord died for him, for He, too, " was made in the
my God, and He heard me out of the belly of likeness of sinful flesh," s to condemn sin, and to
hell ; " * and that he might always continue glo- cast it, as now a condemned thing, away beyond
rifying God, and giving thanks without ceasing, the flesh, but that He might call man forth into
for that salvation which he has derived from His own likeness, assigning him as [Hls own]
Him, "that no flesh should glory in the Lord's imitator to God, and maposmg on him H_s
presence ; "s and that man should never adopt Father's law, in order that he may see God, and
an opposite opinion with regard to God, sup- granting him power to receive the Father ; [be-
posing that the incorruptibility which belongs to ing] 9 the Word of God who dwelt in man, and
him is his own naturally, and by thus not hold- became the Son of man, that He might accustom
ing the truth, should boast with empty super- man to receive God, and God to dwell in man,
ciliousness, as if he were naturally like to God. according to the good pleasure of the Father•
For he (Satan) thus rendered him (man) more 3. On this account, therefore, the Lord Him-
ungrateful towards his Creator, obscured the love self, ro who is Emmanuel from the Virgin," is
which God had towards man, and blinded his mind the sign of our salvation, since it was the Lord
not to perceive what is worth,y of God, comparing Himself who saved them, because they could
himself with, and judging himself equal to, God. not be saved by their own instrumentahty ; and,

z. This, therefore, was the [object of the] therefore, when Paul sets forth human infirmity,
long-suffering of God, that man, passing through he says: " For i know that there dwelleth in
all things, and acquiring the knowledge of moral my flesh no good thing," ,2 showing that the
discipline, then attaining to the resurrection "good thing" of our salvation is not from us,
from the dead, and learning by experience what but from God. And again : "Wretched man
is the source of his dehverance, may always live that I am, who shall dehver me from the body
in a state of gratitude to the Lord, having ob- of this death ?" _3 Then he introduces the De-
tained from Him the gift of incorruptibility, liverer, [saying,] "The grace of Jesus Chrlst our
that he might love Him the more ; for "he to Lord." And Isaiah declares this also, [when he
whom more is forgiven, loveth more : "4 and says :] "Be ye strengthened, ye hands that hang
that he may know himself, how mortal and weak down, and ye feeble knees : be ye encouraged,
he is ; while he also understands respecting God, ye feeble-minded ; be comforted, fear not. be-
that He is immortal and powerful to such a hold, ourGodhasgivenjudgmentwithretribution,
degree as to confer immortality upon what is and shall recompense : He will come Himself, and
mortal, and eternity upon what is temporal ; and will save us." _4 Here we see, that not by our-
may understand also the other attributes of God selves, but by the help of God, we must be saved.
displayed towards himself, by means of which 4. Again, that it should not be a mere man
being instructed he may think of God in accord- who should save us, nor [one] without flesh --
ance with the divine greatness. For the glory_ for the angels are without flesh--[the same
of man [is] God, but [His] works [are the s_ -

• , l_om xl 32.
glory] of God; and the receptacle of all His 6Joh.... 9
.._oA_ n_ _,*,_ V_ol _ T_ ._ t_ _rc_ I 7 " Provectus." This word has not a httle perplexed the edlt0r¢

• . W L . 3 • J 1" .* - [ Grabe regards It as being the parttctple. Ma suet t acc ,

cmn is proved by h_s patients, so is God also #_z a thenoan,andHarveythege_tgtz_,rg,,g,u/ar.Wehave
revealed through men. And therefore Paul de-[d°"b_Ym_°tl°w;d theatter.
_1_o_., " _ _C'-'wl........h_th _nncluded all in unbehe£" , I 9 Thepunctuationandexactmeaningare veryuncertain.
....... [ to "].'he construction and sense of thts passage are disputed

] Grabe, Massuet, and Harvey take d_fferent vtews of it. We have
J followed the rendering proposed by Massuet.

Jonah i 9. [ H lsa w_ 4.

i _or. i. a9. _ ._om vu 24.
4 Luke wu 43- I l( ]sa. xxv 3.
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prophet] announced, saying : " Neither an elder,' Virgin. But not as some allege, among those
nor angel, but the Lord Himself will save them, now presuming to expound the Scripture, [thus :]
because He loves them, and will spare them: "Behold, a young woman shall conceive, and
He will Himself set them free." 2 And that bring forth a son," ,o as Theodotion the Ephesian
He should Himself become very man, visible, has interpreted, and Aquila of Pontus," both
when He should be the Word giving salvation, Jewish proselytes. The Ebionites, following
Isaiah again says : "Behold, city of Zion : thine these, assert that He was begotten by Joseph ;
eyes shall see our salvation." 3 And that it was thus destroying, as far as in them lies, such a
not a mere man who died for us, Isaiah says: marvellous dispensation of God, and setting aside
"And the holy Lord remembered His dead the testimony of the prophets which proceeded
Israel, who had slept m the land of sepulture ; from God. For truly this prediction was uttered
and He came down to preach His salvation to before the removal of the people to Babylon;
them, that He might save them."4 And Amos that is, antenor to the supremacy acquired by
(Micah) the prophet declares the same : "He the Modes and Persians. But it was interpreted
will turn again, and will have compassion upon into Greek by the Jews themselves, much before
us : He will destroy our iniquities, and will cast the period of our Lord's advent, that there might
our sins into the depths of the sea." s And remain no susp,cion that perchance the Jews,
again, specifying the place of His advent, he complying with our humour, did put this inter-
says: "The Lord hath spoken from Z,on, and pretation upon these words. They indeed, had
He has uttered His voice from Jerusalem." 6 they been cognizant of our future existence, and
And that it is from that region which is towards that we should use these proofs from the Scrip-
the south of the inheritance of Judah that the tures, would themselves never have hesitated to
Son of God shall come, who is God, and who burn their own Scriptures, which do declare that
was from Bethlehem, where the Lord was born, all other nauons partake of [eternal] life, and
[and] will send out His praise through all the show that they who boast themselves as being
earth, thus 7 says the prophet Habakkuk : "God the house of Jacob and the people of Israel, are
shall come from the south, and the Holy One disinherited from the grace of God.
from Mount Effrem. His power covered the 2. For before the Romans possessed their
heavens over, and the earth is full of His praise, kingdom, '2 while as yet the Macedonians held
Before His face shall go forth the Word, and His Asia, Ptolemy the son of Lagus, being anxious to
feet shall advance in the plains." s Thus he indi- adorn the library which he had founded in Alex-
cates m clear terms that He is God, and that His andria, with a collection of the writings of all
advent was ['to take place] in Bethlehem, and men, which were [works] of merit, made request
from Mount Effrem, which is towards the south to the people of Jerusalem, that they should
of the inheritance, and that ['He is] man. For have their Scriptures translated into the Greek
he says, "His feet shall advance in the plains : " language. And they-- for at that time they
and this is an indication proper to man.9 were still subject to the Macedonians--sent to

Ptolemy seventy of their elders, who were thor-
CHAP.XXI.- A VINDICATIONOF THE PROPHECYoughly skilled in the Scriptures and in both the

IN ISAIAH(Vm I4) AGAINSTTHE MISI_CrERPRE-languages, to carry out what he had desired.'s
TATIONSor THEODOTiON,AQUILA,THE Emo- But he, wmhing to test them individually, and
NrrEs, A_D THE JEWS. AtrrHoRrrv OF THE fearing lest they might perchance, by taking
SEPTUAGINTVEP.SION. aROtrMErCrsm PROOFcounsel together, conceal the truth in the Scrip-
THAT CHRIST WAS BORN OF A VIRGIN. tures, by their interpretation, separated them
L God, then, was made man, and the Lord from each other, and commanded them all to

did Himself save us, giving us the token of the write the same translation. He did this with
respect to all the books. But when they came

' Grabe remarks that the word ,@ee,Bv¢, hare translated "semor," together in the same place before Ptolemy, andSeems rather to denote a medtalor or measengcr.
a Is,. lxin..9.
3 I_. XXXIU. 20.

xo Is,. wk t4.

m book4IrenmUitv.aa,qu°te_t,wethlSfindashimfr°mreferringlS*_iahonthethepresentpassageOCCaslon:toJere-bUt tx Ep.tphanlus, in his De Mensurls, gives an account of these twomen. "lha former pubhshed his version of the Old Testament m themmh. It iS somewhat remarkable that it is _m_ found m neither
prophet, although Justin Martyr, an has dialogue wtth T rypho, [chap year tax. The latter put forth his translation half a century earher,
taxu. and notes, Dtal. with Trypho, m thts volume,] brings at for- about xao ^ D. This referenoe to the version of Theodotion furnishes
ward as an argument against ham, and dlrecfly accuses the Jews of a note o]"ct_te as to the tame when Iren_etm publmhed his work: It
havang fraudulendy removed it from the sacred text. It iS. however, must have been subsequently to ^ D. tat.
to be found in no ancient vermon or Jewish Targum, which fact may t2 The Greek text here iS, _.r_va* _ _OXbt'tdn-&v,translated
he regarded us a decisive proof of ,m apurtouaneuL into Latan by "puss, deTent regnum guum,"--words which am some-

s Mi¢. vti. 9- what ambiguous in both languages. Mauaet remarks, that" regnum
6 Joel iii. x6, Amea i. 2. ¢orum" would have been a better rendering, referring the words to
7 As Mussuet observes, we mtmt either expunge "sicut" alto- the _'e_vs.

_I_ r_i.; _ is The Greek text of this narrative has been preserved hy Eu-_ehus
get ' c " as above. (Hist. Eccl., v 8). Grabe otm.t.lders ,t to be faulty i_ this Immmge. so

This" q_on from Hahakkuk, hare commented on by Ire- the Latin tramdation has been adopted here. Eusebiushag trottjwmo-e_
tutus, differs both from the Hebrew and the LXX., and comes nearest _ Oeo_ _ep _o_fo -- God tmvlug acca_ls$_ed _/mt He
to the old Italic version of the pasmge, in_ended.
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each of them compared his own interpretation 4- For the one and the same Spirit of God,
with that of every other, God was indeed glori- who proclaimed by the prophets what and of
fled, and the Scriptures were acknowledged as what sort the advent of the Lord should be, did
truly divine. For all of them read out the corn- by these elders give a just interpretation of what
mon translation [which they had prepared] in had been truly prophesied ; and He did Himself,
the very same words and the very same names, by the apostles, announce that the fulness of the
from beginning to end, so that even the Gentiles times of the adoption had arrived, that the king-
present perceived that the Scriptures had been dom of heaven had drawn nigh, and that He was
interpreted by the inspiration of God.' And dwelling within those that beheve on Him who
there was nothing astonishing in God having was born Emmanuel of the Virgin. To this
done this, m He who, when, during the captivity effect they testify, [saying.] that before Joseph
of the people under Nebuchadnezzar, the Scrip- had come together with Mary, while she there-
tures had been corrupted, and when, after sev- fore remained in virgimty, "she was found with
enty years, the Jews had returned to their own child of the Holy Ghost ; "4 and that the angel
land, then, in the t_mes of Artaxerxes king of the Gabriel said unto her, "The Holy Ghost shall
Persians, inspired Esdras the priest, of the tribe come upon thee. and the power of the Highest
of Levi, to recast 2 all the words of the former shall overshadow thee ; therefore also that holy
prophets, and to re-establish with the people the thing which shall be born of thee shall be called
Mosaic legislation, the Son of God," s andt hat the angel saxd to

3. Since, therefore, the Scriptures have been Joseph in a dream, " Now this was done, that it
interpreted with such fidelity, and by the grace might be fulfilled which was spoken by Isaiah the
of God, and since from these God has prepared prophet, Behold, a virgin shall be with child." _
and formed again our faith towards His Son, But the elders have thus interpreted what Esaias
and has preserved to us the unadulterated Scrip- said : "And the Lord. moreover, said unto Ahaz.
tures m Egypt, where the house of Jacob flour- Ask for thyself a sign from the Lord thy God out
ished, fleeing from the famine in Canaan ; where of the depth below, or from the height above.
also our Lord was preserved when He fled from And Ahaz said, I will not ask, and I will not
the persecution set on foot by Herod ; and [since] tempt the Lord. And he said, It is not a small
this interpretation of these Scriptures was made thing 7 for you to weary men ; and how does the
prior to our Lord's descent [to earth], and came Lord weary them ? Therefore the Lord himself
into being before the Christians appeared -- for shall give you a sign ; Behold, a virgin shall con-
our Lord was born about the forty-first year of ceive, and bear a son ; and ye shall call His name
the rexgn of Augustus ; but Ptolemy was much Emmanuel. Butter and honey shall He eat.
earlier, under whom the Scriptures were rater- before He knows or chooses out things that are
preted ; -- [since these things are so, I say,] evil, He shall exchange them for what is good ;
truly these men are proved to be impudent and for before the child knows good or evil, He shall
presumptuous, who would now show a desire to not consent to evil, that He may choose that
make different translations, when we refute them which is good." 8 Carefully, then, has the Holy
out of these Scriptures, and shut them up to a Ghost pointed out, by what has been said, H_
belief in the advent of the Son of God. But birth from a virgin, and His essence, that He is
our faith is stedfast, unfeigned, and the only true God (for the name Emmanuel indicates this).
one, having clear proof from these Scriptures, And He shows that He is a man, when He say_,
which were interpreted m the way I have related ; "Butter and honey shall He eat ;" and in that
and the preaching of the Church is without in- He terms Him a child also, [in saying,] "before
terpolation. For the apostles, since they are of He knows good and evil ;" for these are all the
more ancient date than all these [heretics], agree tokens of a human infant. But that He "will
with this aforesaid translation ; and the transla- not consent to evil, that He may choose that
tion harmonizes with the tradition of the apos- which is good,"--this is proper to God ; that
tles. For Peter, and John, and Matthew, and by the fact, that He shall eat butter and hone)',
Paul, and the rest successively, as well as their we should not understand that He is a mere
followers, did set forth all prophetical [announce- man only, nor, on the other hand, from the
ments], just as s the interpretation of the elders name Emmanuel, should suspect Hma to be God
contains them. without flesh.

5. And when He says, "Hear, O house of
t [See Justin Martyr, To the Greeks, cap. xlti The testamony David, ''9 He performed the part of one indl-

of Justin naturahzed this Jewash legend among Christians ]
:_ The Greek term is ,iva_rd&.¢Oat) which the Latin renders " re 4 Matt i t8

memorare," but Massuet prefers "digerere " s Luke i 35-
3 This is a very interesting passage, as beanng on the question, 6 Matt t u3.

From what source are the quotations made by the wrRers of the New 7 We here read "non pusdlum" for "num pusi}lum," as m .son_
Testament derived* Massuet, indeed, argues that tt is of little or no texts Cypnan and Tertuthan confirm the former reading.
weight m the controversy; but the passage speaks for itself Comp s Isa. vii 1o-x7.
Dr Roberts's Dt*cu*aiolu on eke Gospela, part i ch. iv. and vii. 9 lsa. vii x3.
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cating that He whom God promised David that this world was not by the operation of human
He would raise up from the fruit of his belly hands, that is, of those men who are accustomed
(ventris) an eternal King, is the same who was to stone-cutting ; that is, Joseph taking no part
born of the Virgin, herself of the lineage of with regard to it, but Mary alone co-operating
David. For on this account also, He promised with the pre-arranged plan. For this stone from
that the King should be "of the fruit of his the earth derives existence from both the power
bell),," which was the appropriate [tenn to use and the wisdom of God. Wherefore also Isaiah
with respect] to a virgin conceiving, and not says: "Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I deposit
"of the fruit of his loins," nor "of the fruit of in the foundations of Zion a stone, precious,
his reins," which expression is appropriate to a elect, the chief, the corner-one, to be had in
generating man, and a woman conceiving by a honour." 5 So, then, we understand that His
man. In this promise, therefore, the Scripture advent in human nature was not by the will of
excluded all virile influence ; yet it certainly is a man, but by the will of God.
not mentioned that He who was born was not 8. Wherefore also Moses giving a type , cast
from the will of man. But it has fixed and es- his rod upon the earth, 6 in order that it, by beo
tablished "the fruit of the bell),," that it might coming flesh, might expose and swallow up all
declare the generation of Him who should be the opposition of the Egyptians, which:_vas lifto
[born] from the Virgin, as Elisabeth testified ing itself up against the pre-arranged-plan of
when filled with the Holy Ghost, saying to Mary, God ; 7 that the Egyptians themselves might
"Blessed art thou among women, and blessed is testify that _t is the finger of God which works
the fruit of thy belly ; " ' the Holy Ghost point- salvation for the people, and not the son of
ing out to those wilhng to hear, that the promise Joseph• For if He were the son of Joseph, how
which God had made, of raising up a King from could He be greater than Solomon, or greater
the frmt of [David's] belly, was fulfilled m the than Jonah, s or greater than David,9 when He
birth from the Virgin, that is, from Mary. Let ]was generated from the same seed, and was a
those, therefore, who alter the passage of Isaiah descendant of these men ? And how was it that
thus, "Behold, a young woman shall conceive," He also pronounced Peter blessed, because he
and who will have Hun to be Joseph's son, also acknowledged Him to be the Son of the living
alter the form of the promise which was given to God? '°
David, when God promised him to raise up, from 9. But besides, if indeed He had been the
the fruit of his belly, the horn of Christ the son of Joseph, He could not, according to Jere-
King. But they did not understand, otherwise miah, be either king or heir. For Joseph is
they would have presumed to alter even this pas- shown to be the son of Joachim and Jechoniah,
sage also. as also Matthew sets forth in his pedigree." But

6. But what Isaiah said, "From the height Jechoniah, and all his posterity, were disin-

above, or from the depth beneath," 2 was meant iherited from the kingdom ; Jeremiah thus de-
to indicate, that " He who descended was the daring, "As I live, saith the Lord, if Jechoniah
same also who ascended." 3 But in this that he the son of Joachim king of Judah had been made
said, "The Lord Himself shall give you a sign,": the signet of my right hand, I would pluck him
he declared an unlooked-for thing with regard to thence, and deliver him into the hand of those
His generation, which could have been accom- seeking thy life." i2 And again : "Jechoniah is
plished in no other way than by God the Lord dishonoured as a useless vessel, for he has been
of all, God Himself giving a sign m the house cast into a land which he knew not. Earth,
of David. For what great thing or what sign hear the word of the Lord : Write this man a
should have been in this, that a young woman disinherited person; for none of his seed, sitting
conceiving by a man should bring forth,-- a on the throne of David, shall prosper, or be a
thing which happens to all women that produce] prince in Judah." ,3 And again, God speaks of
offspring? But since an unlooked-for salvation Joachim his father. Therefore thus sa, th the
was to be provided for men through the help of Lord concerning Joachim his father, king of
God, so also was the unlooked-for birth from a Judea, There shall be from him none sitting upon
wrgm accomplished; God giving this sign, but the throne of David: and his dead body shall
man not working it out. be cast out in the heat of day, and in the frost

7- On this account also, Daniel/ foreseeing of night. And I will look upon him, and upon
His advent, said that a stone, cut out without
hands, came into this world. For this is what 3 I_. **_i. ,6.
"without hands" means, that His coming into 6 E,. ,,, 9.

Ex. vu1:9
8 Matt. xn. 4x , 42.
9 Matt xxn 43.

x Luke i. 4a, xo Matt. xvl x7.
z lsa. vii. H. xx Matt. i x2-x6.

3 Eph. tv. to. t2 ]er. xxii. 24, _S-4 Dan. tt. 34. t3 er. xxU. 28, etc.
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his sons, and will bring upon them, and upon tween Him and Adam]. For if the one [who
the inhabitants of Jenlsalem, upon the land of sprang] from the earth had indeed formation
Judah, all the evils that I have pronounced and substance from both the hand and work-
against them."' Those, therefore, who say that mansh_p of God, but the other not from the
He was begotten of Joseph, and that they have hand and workmanship of God, then He who
hope in Him, do cause themselves to be disin- was made after the image and likeness of the
hented from the kingdom, falling under the curse former did not, in that case, preserve the analogy
and rebuke directed against Jechoniah and his of man, and He must seem an inconsistent piece
seed. Because for this reason have these things of work, not having wherewith He may show
been spoken concerning Jechoniah, the [Holy] His wisdom. But this is to say, that He also
Spirit foreknowing the doctrines of the evil teach- appeared putatively as man when He was not
ers ; that they may learn that from his seed-- man, and that He was made man while taking
that is, from Joseph -- He was not to be born, nothing from man. For if He did not receive
but that, according to the promise of God, from i the substance of flesh from a human being, He
David's belly the King eternal is raised up, who] neither was made man nor the Son of man ;
sums up all things in Himself, and has gathered and if He was not made what we were, He did
into Himself the ancient formation [of man] ? no great thing in what He suffered and endured.

io. For as by one man's disobedience sin But every one will allow that we are [composed
entered, and death obtained [a place] through of] a body taken from the earth, and a soul
sin ; so also by the obedience of one man, right- receiving spirit from God. This, therefore, the
eousness having been mtroduced, shall cause Word of God was made, recapitulating in Him-
life to fructify in those persons who in times past self His own handiwork ; and on this account
were dead.3 And as the protoplast himself, does He confess Himself the Son of man, anti
Adam, had his substance from untilled and as blesses "the meek, because they shall inherit
yet virgin soil (" for God had not yet sent rain, the earth." 6 The Apostle Paul, moreover, m
and man had not tilled the ground" 4), and was the Epistle to the Galatians, declares plainly,
formed by the hand of God, that is, by the Word "God sent His Son, made of a woman." z And
of God, for "all things were made by Him," s again, in that to the Romans, he says, "Con-
and the Lord took dust from the earth and cerning His Son, who was made of the seed of
formed man ; so did He who is the Word, re- David according to the flesh, who was predesti-
capitulating Adam in Himself, rightly receive a nated as the Son of God with power, according
birth, enabling Him to gather up Adam [into to the spirit of holiness, by the resurrectaon from
Himself], from Mary, who was as yet a virgin, the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord." s
If, then, the first Adam had a man for has father, 2.9 SuperBuous, too, in that case is His de-
and was born of human seed, it were reasonable scent into Mary ; for why did He come down
to say that the second Adam was begotten of into her if He were to take nothing of her?
Joseph. But if the former was taken from d_e Still further, if He had taken nothing of Mary,
dust, and God was his Maker, it was incumbent He would never have availed Himself of those
that the latter also, making a recapitulation in kinds of food which are derived from the earth,
Himself, should be formed as man by God, to by which that body which has been taken from
have an analogy with the former as respects His the earth is nourished ; nor would He have
origin. Why, then, did not God again take dust, hungered, fasting those forty days, like Moses
but wrought so that the formation should be and Elias, unless His body was craving after its
made of Mary ? It was that there might not be own proper nourishment ; nor, again, would
another formation called into being, nor any John His disciple have said, when writing of
other which should [require to] be saved, but Ham, "But Jesus, being wearied with the jour-
that the very same formation should be summed ney, was sitting [to rest] ; .... nor would David
up [in Christ as had existed in Adam], the anal- have proclaimed of Him beforehand, "They
ogy having been preserved, have added to the grief of my wounds ; .... nor

would He have wept over Lazarus, nor have
CHAP. xxH.- CHRIST ASStn_ED ACTUAL FLmH, sweated great drops of blood ; nor have de-

CONCEIVEDAND BORN OF THE VIRGIN. clared, "My soul is exceeding sorrowful ;" '_
x. Those, therefore, who allege that He took nor, when His side was pierced, would there

nothing from the Virgin do greatly err, [since,] 6 Matt.v. 5.
in order that they may cast away the inheritance , o_Li_.4.
of the flesh, they also reject the analogy [be- , Rom i. _,4.9 In addiuon to the Greek text preserved by Theodoret in this

place, we have for some way a Syrtac translat,on, differing shghtly
x Jer. xxxvi 30, 3x. from both Greek and Latin It seems, however, to run smoother

Harvey prel_es this last clause to the foUowlng sec.tton, than e,ther, and has ther_tore been followed by us.
3 Rom. v. x9. :o John iv 6.
4 Gen. u. 5. xl Ps. lxtx _7-
S John 1. 3* z2 Matt. xxvL 38.
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have come forth blood and water. For all these second tie, but that the second tie takes the
are tokens of the flesh which had been derived position of the first which has been cancelledP
from the earth, which He had recapitulated in For this reason did the Lord declare that the
Himself, bearing salvation to His own handi- first should in truth be last, and the last first._
work. And the prophet, too, indicates the same, saying,

3- Wherefore Luke points out that the pedi- "Instead of fathers, clnldren have been born
gree which traces the generation of our Lord unto thee." s For the Lord, having been born
back to Adam contains seventy-two generations, "the First-begotten of the dead," 9 and receiving
connecting the end with the begnnning, and ma- into His bosom the ancient fathers, has regener-
plying that it is He who has summed up in ated them into the hfe of God, He having been
Himself all nations dispersed from Adam down- made Himself the beginning of those that live,
wards, and all languages and generations of men, as Adam became the beginning of those who
together with Adam hnnself. Hence also was die. '° Wherefore also Luke, commencing the
Adam himself termed by Paul " the figure of genealogy with the Lord, carried it back to
Him that was to come," ' because the Word, Adam, indicating that it was He who regenerated
the Maker of all things, had formed beforehand them into the Gospel of hfe, and not they Him.
for Himself the future dispensation of the human And thus also it was that the knot of Eve's dis-
race, connected with the Son of God ; God hay- obedience was loosed by the obedience of Mary.
mg predestined that the first man should be of For what the virgin Eve had bound fast through
an animal nature, with this view, that he might unbelief, this did the virgin Mary set free through
be saved by the spiritual One. For inasmuch as faith.
He had a pre-existence as a saving Being, it was
necessary that what might be saved should also CHAP. XXIII.-- ARGUMENTSIN OPPOSITIONTO TA-
he called into existence, m order that the Being TIAN, SHOWING THAI" IT WAS CONSONANTTO
who saves should not exist in vain. DIVINE JUSTICE AND MERCY THAT THE FIRST

4. In accordance with this design, Mary the ADAM SHOULD FIRST PARTAKE IN THAT SALVA-

V_rgm is found obedient, saying, "Behold the TION OFFEREDTO ALL BY CHRIST.
handmaid of the Lord ; be it unto me according I. It was necessary, therefore, that the Lord,
to thy word." 2 But Eve was disobedient ; for coming to the lost sheep, and making recapitu-
she did not obey when as yet she was a virgin, lation of so comprehensive a dispensation, and
And even as she, having indeed a husband, seeking after His own handiwork, should save
Adam, but being nevertheless as yet a virgin (for that very man who had been created after His
in Paradise "they were both naked, and were nnage and hkeness, that is, Adam, filling up the
not ashamed," z inasmuch as they, having been times of His condemnation, which had been in-
created a short time previously, had no under- curred through disobedience,-- [times] "which
standing of the procreation of children: for it the Father had placed in His own power.""
was necessary that they should first come to [This was necessary,] too, inasmuch as the whole
adult age, 4 and then multiply from that time economy of salvation regarding man came to
onward), having become disobedient, was made pass according to the good pleasure of the Father,
the cause of death, both to herself and to the in order that God might not be conquered, nor
entire human race ; so also did Mary, having a His wisdom lessened, [In the estimation of His
man betrothed [to hell, and being nevertheless creatures.] For if man, who had been created
a virgin, by yielding obedience, become the cause by God that he might live, after losing life,
of salvation, both to herself and the whole human through being injured by the serpent that had
race. And on this account does the law term corrupted him, should not any more return to
a woman betrothed to a man, the wife of him life, but should be utterly [and for ever] aban-
who had betrothed her, although she was as yet doned to death, God would [in that case] have
a virgin ; thus indicating the back-reference from been conquered, and the wickedness of the set-
Mary to Eve, because what is joined together pent would have prevailed over the will of God.
could not otherwise be put .asunder than by But inasmuch as God is invincible and long-
inversion of the process by which these bonds suffering, He did indeed show Himself to be
of union had arisen ; s so that the former ties be long-suffering in the matter of the correction of
cancelled by the latter, that the latter may set man and the probation of all, as I have already
the former again at liberty. And it has, in fact,

_' It ts very difficult to follow the reasonmgof lrenaeus in this
happened that the first compact looses from the passage. Massuet ha.s a long note upon it, m which he sets forth the

various points of comparison and contrast here indicated het'wecn Eve
and Mary. but he ends with the remark, "' h;_c certe et qum sequtmtur_

t Rom. v. x4. paulo subtthora '"
2 Luke t 38. 7 Matt xax. 3o, xx. x6.
s Gen It 25. $ Ps. xlv. 17.
4 q-'hls seems qmte a peculiar opimon of Irena-_us, that our first 9 Rev t. S-

parents, when created were not of the age of maturity 1o Comp. x C,or. xv. tJo-ml.
5 Literally, "' unless these bonds of umon he turned backwards." zt Acts t. 7.
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observed ; and by means of the second man did personally, but against the ground, in reference
He bind the strong man, and spoiled his goods,' to his works, as a certain person among the an-
and abolished death, vivifying that man who had cients has observed : "God did indeed transfer
been in a state of death. For at the first Adam the curse to the earth, that it might not remain
became a vessel in his (Satan's) possession, in man. ''4 But man received, as the punish-
whom he did also hold under his power, that is, ment of his transgression, the toilsome task of
by bringing sin on him Iniquitously, and under tilling the earth, and to eat bread in the sweat
colour of immortality entaihng death upon him. of his face, and to return to the dust from
For, while promising that they should be as whence he was taken. Similarly also did the
gods, which was in no way possible for him to woman [receive] toil, and labour, and groans,
be, he wrought death In them : wherefore he who and the pang_ of parturition, and a state of
had led man captive, was justly captured in his subjection, that is, that she should serve her hus-
turn by God ; but man, who had been led cap- band; so that they should neither perish alto-
tire, was loosed from the bonds of condemna- gether when cursed by God, nor, by remaining
tion. unreprimanded, should be led to despise God.

2. But this is Adam, if the truth should be But the curse in all its fulness fell upon the ser-
told, the first formed man, of whom the Scrip- pent, which had beguiled them. "And God,"
ture says that the Lord spake, "Let Us make it is declared, " said to the serpent: Because
man after Our own image and likeness ; " 2 and thou hast done this, cursed art thou above all
we are all from him : and as we are from him, cattle, and above all the beasts of the earth." s
therefore have we all inherited his title. But in- And this same thing does the Lord also say m
asmuch as man is saved, it is fitting that he who the Gospel, to those who are found upon the left
was created the original man should be saved, hand : "Depart from me, ye cursed, into ever-
For it is too absurd to maintain, that he who lasting fire, which my Father hath prepared for
was so deeply injured by the enemy, and was the the devil and his angels ; " 6 indicating that eter-
first to suffer captivity, was not rescued by Him nal fire was not originally prepared for man, but
who conquered the enemy, but that his children for him who beguiled man, and caused hnn to
were,--those whom he had begotten m the same offend-- for him, I say, who is chief of the
captlwty. Neither would the enemy appear to apostasy, and for those angels who became apos-
be as yet conquered, if the old spoils remained tates along with hnll; which [fire], indeed, they
with him. To give an illustration : If a hostile too shall justly feel, who, like him, persevere in
force had overcome certain [enemies], had works of wickedness, without repentance, and
bound them, and led them away captive, and without retracing their steps.
heId them for a long time in servitude, so that 4. [These act] 7 as Cain [did, who], when he
they begat children among them ; and some- was counselled by God to keep qmet, because
body, compassionating those who had been made he had not made an equitable division of that
slaves, should overcome this same hostde force ; share to which his brother was entitled, but with
he certainly would not act equitably, were he to envy and malice thought that he could domineer
liberate the children of those who had been led over him, not only did not acquiesce, but even
captive, from the sway of those who had en- added sin to sin, indicating his state of mind by
slaved their fathers, but should leave these latter, his action. For what he had planned, that d_d
who had suffered the act of capture, subject to he also put in practice : he tyrannized over and
their enemies, -- those, too, on whose very ac- slew him ; God subjecting the just to the unjust,
count he had proceeded to this retaliation, _ that the former might be proved as the just one
the children succeedmg to liberty through the by the things which he suffered, and the latter
avenging of their fathers' cause, but not 3 so that detected as the unjust by those which he perpe-
their fathers, who suffered the act of capture it- trated. And he was not softened even by this,
self, should be left [in bondage]. For God is nor did he stop short with that evil deed ; but
neither devoid of power nor of justice, who has being asked where his brother was, he said, "I
afforded help to man, and restored him to His know not; am I my brother'skeeper?" extend-
own liberty, ing and aggravating [his] wickedness by his an-

3. It was for this reason, too, that immediately swer. For if it is wicked to slay a brother, much
after Adam had transgressed, as the Scripture worse is it thus insolently and irreverently to
relates, He pronounced no curse against Adam reply to the omniscient God as if he could baffle

Him. And for this he did himself bear a curse

t M_tt.xiL*9. about with him, because he gratuitously brought
2 Gen t 26.
3 The old Laun translation is: "Sed non rehctis lpsts patnbus." 4 Gen. m. z6, etc.

Grabe would cancel non, while Massuet pleads for retaimng it. Har- s Gen. ui. _4
vey conjectures that the translator perhaps mistook o_,e dJ,_LA_**,_oJ, 6 Matt. xxv 4x. This reading of Irenams agrees wtth that of the
for oh* *h,aZ,A**,g,t.-*ov. We have followed Massuet, though wc should Codex Beza:, at Carnbndge.
prefer deleUng J*o**,were it not found m all the Mss. ;' Gen. iv. 7, after LXX. versmn.
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an offering of sin, having had no reverence for him, [and did not desire] that he should con-
God, nor being put to confusion by the act of tinue a sinner for ever, nor that the sin which
fratricide.' surrounded him should be immortal, and evil

5- The case of Adam, however, had no anal- interminable and irremediable. But He set a
ogy with this, but was altogether different. For, bound to his [state of] sin, by interposing death,
having been beguiled by another under the pre- and thus causing sin to cease? putting an end
text of immortahty, he is immediately seized to it by the dissolution of the flesh, which should
with terror, and hides himself; not as if he were take place in the earth, so that man, ceasing at
able to escape from God ; but, in a state of con- length to live to sin, and dying to it, might begin
fusion at having transgressed His command, he to live to God.
feels unworthy to appear before and to hold con- 7- For this end did He put enmity between
verse with God. Now, "the fear of the Lord is the serpent and the woman and her seed, they
the beginning of wisdom ; "2 the sense of sin keeping it up mutually : He, the sole of whose
leads to repentance, and God bestows His com- foot should be bitten, having power also to tread
passion upon those who are penitent. For upon the enemy's head; but the other biting,
[Adam] showed his repentance by his conduct, killing, and impeding the steps of man, until
through means of the girdle [which he used], the seed did come appointed to tread down his
covering himself with fig-leaves, while there were head, -- which was born of Mary, of whom the
many other leaves, which would have irritated his prophet speaks : "Thou shalt tread upon the
body m a less degree. He, however, adopted a asp and the basihsk ; thou shalt trample down
dress conformable to his disobedience, being the honand the dragon ; "s--indicating that
awed by the fear of God ; and resisting the err- sin, which was set up and spread out against man,
mg, the lustful propensity of his flesh (since he had and which rendered him subject to death, should
lost his natural disposmon and child-like mind, be deprived of its power, along with death, which
and had come to the knowledge of evil things), rules [over men] ; and that the lion, that Is, anti-
he girded a bridle of continence upon himself christ, rampant against mankind m the latter
and his wife, fearing God, and waiting for His days, should be trampled down by Him; and
coming, and indicating, as _t were, some such that He should bind "the dragon, that old ser-
thing [as follows] : Inasmuch as, he says, I have pent," 6 and subject him to the power of man,
by disobedience lost that robe of sanctity which who had been conquered,z so that all his might
I had from the Spirit, I do now also acknowledge should be trodden down. Now Adam had been
that I am deserving of a covering of this nature, conquered, all life having been taken away from
which affords no gratification, but which gnaws him : wherefore, when the foe was conquered in
and frets the body. And he would no doubt his turn, Adam received new life ; and the last
have retained this clothing for ever, thus hum- enemy, death, is destroyed, s which at the first
bhng himself, if God, who is merciful, had not had taken possession of man. Therefore, when
clothed them with tunics of skins instead of fig- man has been liberated, "what is written shall
leaves. For this purpose, too, He interrogates come to pass, Death is swallowed up in victory.
them, that the blame might light upon the O death, where is thy victory? O death, where
woman; and again, He interrogates her, that is thy sting?"9 This could not be said with
she might convey the blame to the serpent. For justice, if that man, over whom death did first
she related what had occurred. "The serpent," obtain dominion, were not set free. For his
says she, "beguiled me, and I did eat." s But salvation is death's destruction. When therefore
He put no question to the serpent ; for He knew the Lord vivifies man, that is, Adam, death is at
that he had been the prime mover m the guilty the same time destroyed.
deed ; but He pronounced the curse upon him 8. All therefore speak falsely who disallow his
m the first instance, that it might fall upon man (Adam's) salvation, shutting themselves out from
with a mitigated rebuke. For God detested him life for ever, in that they do not believe that the
who had led man astray, but by degrees, and sheep which had perished has been found. '° For
httle by little, He showed compassion to him if it has not been found, the whole human race
who had been beguiled, is still held in a state of perdition. False, there-

6. Wherefore also He drove him out of Para- fore, is that man who first started this idea, or
dise, and removed him far from the tree of life, rather, this ignorance and bhndness--Tatian."
not because He envied him the tree of life, as
some venture to assert, but because He pitied , Rom ,i. r.

s Ps xei, t3.
b Rev xx. z.

t Theold Latin reads"varrmidto" The crime of parrictde was 7 Lukex x9.
alone known to the Roman law but it was a generic term, including s i Cot xv 26.
the murder of all near relauons2 All the editors have supposed that 9 x Cor xv 54, 55.
the original word was greA_bo_'rov/a_ which has here been adopted, to Luke xv 4.

2 Prov i 7, ix. go. Ix An account of Tadan will b¢ gtven m a future volume with his
3 Gen. hi. t 3. only extant work.
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As I have already indicated, this man entangled tion, namely, our faith ; which, having been
himself with all the heretics.' This dogma, how- received from the Church, we do preserve, and
ever, has been invented by himself, in order that, which always, by the Spirit of God, renewing its
by introducing something new, independently of youth, as if it were some precious deposit in an
the rest, and by speaking vanity, he might acquire excellent vessel, causes the vessel itself contain-
for himself hearers void of faith, affecting to be ing it to renew its youth also. For this gift of
esteemed a teacher, and endeavouring from time God has been entrusted to the Church, as breath
to time to employ sayings of this kind often was to the first created man,9 for this purpose,
[made use of] by Paul : " In Adam we all die ;,,2 that all the members receiving it may be vivified ;
ignorant, however, that "where sin abounded, and the [means of] communion with Christ has
grace did much more abound." 3 Since this, been distributed throughout it, that is, the Holy
then, has been clearly shown, let all his disciples Spirit, the earnest of incorruptlon, the means of
be put to shame, and let them wrangle4 about confirming our faith, and the ladder of ascent
Adam, as if some great gain were to accrue to to God. "For in the Church," it is said, "God
them if he be not saved ; when they profit noth- hath set apostles, prophets, teachers," '° and all
ing more [by that], even as the serpent also did the other means through which the Spirit works ;
not profit when persuading man [to sin], except of which all those are not partakers who do not
to this effect, that he proved him a transgressor, join themselves to the Church, but defraud them-
obtaining man as the first-fruits of his own apos- selves of life through their perverse opinions and
tasyA But he did not know God's power3 Thus infamous behaviour. For where the Church is,
also do those who disallow Adam's salvation gain there is the Spirit of God ; and where the Sprat
nothing, except this, that they render themselves of God is, there is the Church, and every kind
heretics and apostates from the truth, and show of grace ; but the Spirit is truth. Those, there-
themselves patrons of the serpent and of death, fore, who do not partake of Him, are neither

nourished into life from the mother's breasts,
CHAP. XXlV. _RECAPITULATION OF THE VARIOUSnor do they enjoy that most limpid fountain

ARGUMENTSADDUCEDAGAINSTGNOSTICIMPIET'f which issues from the body of Christ ; but they
UNDERALLITS ASPECTS. THE HERETICS,TOSSED dig for themselves broken cisterns" out of earthly
ABOUT BY EVERY BLAST OF DOCTRINE, ARE trenches, and drink putrid water out of the mire.
OPPOSED BY THE UNIFORM TEACHING OF THE .....

/ neelng Irom me faith of the Church lest they be
CHURCH, WHICH REMAINS SO ALWAYS,AND IS convicted; and rejecting the Spirit, that they
CONSISTENTWITH ITSELF. may not be instructed.
I. Thus, then, have all these men been ex- 2. Alienated thus from the truth, they do de-

posed, who bring in impious doctrines regarding servedly wallow in all error, tossed to and fro by
our Maker and Framer, who also formed this lit, thinking differently in regard to the same
world, and above whom there is no other God ; ] things at different times, and never attaining to
and those have been overthrown by their own la well-grounded knowledge, being more anxious
arguments who teach falsehoods regarding the to be sophists of words than disciples of the
substance of our Lord, and the dispensation truth. For they have not been founded upon
which He fulfilled for the sake of His ownthe one rock, but upon the sand, which has in
creature man. But [it has, on the other hand, ]itself a multitude of stones. Wherefore they
been shown], that the preaching of the Church also imagine many gods, and they always have
is everywhere consistent, and continues in an the excuse of searching [after truth] (for the)'
even course, and receives testimony from the are blind), but never succeed in finding it. For
prophets, the apostles, and all the disciples- they blaspheme the Creator, Him who is truly
as I have proved- through [those in] the be- God, who also furnishes power to find [the
ginning, the middle, and the end,7 and through truth] ; imagining that they have discovered
the entire dispensation of God, and that well- another god beyond God, or another Pleroma,
grounded system which tends 8 to man's salva- or another dispensation. Wherefore also the

light which is from God does not illumine them,

His heresy being just a mixture of the opmlons of the various because they have dishonoured and despised
Gnostmsects God, holding Him of small account, because,

a x Cot xv. _.
* Rum.v 20. through His love and infinite benignity, He ha_
4 Though unnoticed by the editors, there seems a difficulty in the come within reach of human knowledge (knowl-

different moods of the two verbs, eru[_tscant and canter, ant.

"' Imttum et matertam apostastm sum habens hommem'" the edge, however, not with regard to HIS greatness,
meamng ts very obscure:, and the editors throw no hght upon It.

6 Literally," but he did not. seeGod." The translator Is supposed or with regard to His essence -- for that has no
to have read o_6_v, l_n_v, for _IS_v, sa_.

_"Literally, '* through the beginnings, the me.aDS, and the end "
These three terms refer to the Prophets, the Apostles, and the Church 9 This seems to be the meaning conveyed by the old LauD,
Catholic. "quemadmodum asplratto plasmataonL"

s Tim Latin is" sohdam operationem," which we know not how lo x Cur. xu. aS.
to translate, m accordance voth the context, except as above, xl Jet. it. x3.
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I

man measured or handled --but after this sort : all ; [for it should do so,] if it be not accom-
that we should know that He who made, and partied with judgment.

formed, and breathed in them the breath of life, 3- Marclon, therefore, himself, by dividing
and nourishes us by means of the creation, es- iGod into two, maintaining one to be good and
tabhshlng all things by His Word, and binding lthe other judicial, does m fact, on both sides,
them together by His Wisdom _-- this is He Iput an end to deity. For he that is the judicial
who is the only true God) ; but they dream of a one, tf he be not good, is not God, because he
non-existent being above Him, that they may be from whom goodness is absent is no God at all ;
regarded as having found out the great God, and again, he who is good, if he has no judicial
whom nobody, [they hold,] call recognise as power, suffers the same [loss] as the former, by
holding commumcatlon with the human race, being deprived of his character of deity. And
or as directing mundane matters : that is to say, how can they call the Father of all wise, if they
they find out the god of Epicurus, who does do not assign to Him a judicial faculty? For
nothing either for himself or others ; that is, he if He is wise, He is also one who tests [others] ;
exercises no providence at all. but the judicml power belongs to him who tests,

and justice follows the judicial faculty, that it

CHAP. XXV.--THIS WORLD IS Rm_ED BY THE may reach a just conclusion ; justice calls forth
PROVIDENCEOF ONE GOD, WHO IS BOTH EN- judgment, and judgment, when it is executed

with justice, will pass on to wisdom. Therefore
DOWED WITH INFINITE JUSTICETO PUNISH THE the Father will excel in wisdom all human and
WICKED,ANDWITH INFINITEGOODNESSTO BLESS angelic wisdom, because He is Lord, and Judge,
2'HE PIOUS, AND IMPARTTO THEM SALVATION. and the Just One, and Ruler over all. For He
x. God does, however, exercise a providence is good, and merciful, and patient, and saves

over all things, and therefore He also gives coun- whom He ought : nor does goodness desert Hun
sel ; and when giving counsel, He is present with m the exercise of justice, 3 nor is His wisdom
those who attend to moral discipline. _ It follows lessened ; for He saves those whom He should
then of course, that the things which are watched save, and judges those worthy of judgment.
over and governed should be acquainted with Neither does He show Himself unmercifully
their ruler ; which things are not irrational or just ; for His goodness, no doubt, goes on be-
vain, but they have understanding derived from fore, and takes precedency.
the providence of God. And, for this reason, 4. The God, therefore, who does benevolently
certain of the Gentiles, who were less addmted cause His sun to rise upon all: and sends rain
to [sensual] allurements and vohlptuousness, and upon the just and unjust, shall judge those who,
were not led away to such a degree of supersti- enjoying His equally distributed kindness, have
non with regard to idols, being moved, though led lives not corresponding to the dignity of His
hut _hghtly, by His providence, were neverthe- bounty ; but who have spent their days m wan-
less convinced that they should call the Maker tonness and luxury, in opposition to His benevo-
of this universe the Father, who exercises a prov- lence, and have, moreover, even blasphemed Him
_dence over all things, and arranges the affairs who has conferred so great benefits upon them.
of our world. 5- Plato is proved to be more religious than

2. Again, that they might remove the rebuk- these men, for he allowed that the same God
mg and judicial power from the Father, reckon- was both just and good, having power over all
ing that as unworthy of God, and thinking that things, and Himself executing judgment, express-
they had found out a God both without anger ing himself thus, "And God indeed, as He is
and [merely] good, they have alleged that one also the ancient Word, possessing the beginning,
[God] judges, but that another saves, uncon- the end, and the mean of all existing things, does
bctously taking away the intelligence and justice everything rightly, moving round about them
of both deities. For ff the judicial one is not according to their nature ; but retributive justice
also good, to bestow favours upon the deserving, always follows Him against those who depart
and to direct reproofs against those requiring from the divine law." s Then, again, he points
them, he will appear neither a just nor a wise out that the Maker and Framer of the universe
judge. On the other hand, the good God, if is good. "And to the good," he says, "no envy
he is merely good, and not one who tests those ever springs up with regard to anything ;" 6 thus
upon whom he shall send his goodness, will be establishing the goodness of God, as the begin-
out of the range of justice and goodness ; and I ning and the cause of the creation of the world,

his goodness will seem imperfect, as not saving but not ignorance, nor an erring eli;on, nor the
a The text is here very uneertmn, hut the above seems the proba-

_ e, the Spirit I ble meaning
- 2 Literally, ,, who have a forestght of morals"--qttt mor_ttt _ 4 Matt _. 45.
Pro_tdentfaml, abcn_. Thcmeamngi_vcryobscure. [Prov. xml. 3,] s Plato, deJLeg,lv, andp. 7x5, x6.
xxva 12.] _ 6 In Ttm_o, vt. p 29
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consequence of a defect, nor the Mother weep- 7. We do indeed pray that these men may not
ing and lamenting, nor another God or Father. remain in the pit whmh they themselves have

6. Well may their Mother bewail them, as dug, but separate themselves from a Mother of
capable of conceiving and Inventing such things ; this nature, and depart from Bythus, and stand
for they have worthily uttered this falsehood away from the void, and relinqmsh the shadow ;
against themselves, that their Mother is beyond and that they, being converted to the Church of
the Pleroma, that is, beyond the knowledge of God, may be lawfully begotten, and that Christ
God, and that their entire multitude became ' a may be formed in them, and that they may know
shapeless and crude abortion : for it apprehends the Framer and Maker of this universe, the only
nothing of the truth ; it falls into void and dark- true God and Lord of all. We pray for these
ness: for their wisdom (Sophia) was void, and things on their behalf, loving them better than
wrapped up in darkness ; and Horos did not they seem to love themselves. For our love, m-
permit her to enter the Pleroma : for the Spirit asmuch as it is true, is salutary to them, if they
(Achamoth) did not receive them into the place will but receive it. It may be compared to a
of refreshment. For their father, by begetting severe remedy, extirpating the proud and slough-
ignorance, wrought in them the sufferings of ing flesh of a wound ; for it puts an end to their
death. We do not misrepresent [their opinions pride and haughtiness. Wherefore it shall not
on] these points ; but theydo themselves confirm, weary us, to endeavour with all our might to
they do themselves teach, they do glory in them, stretch out the hand unto them. Over and above
they imagine a lofty [mystery-] about their Mother, what has been already stated, I have deferred to
whom they represent as having been begotten the following book, to adduce the words of the
without a father, that is, without God, a female Lord ; if, by convincing some among them,
from a female, 2 that is, corruption from error, through means of the very instruction of Christ,

I may succeed in persuading them to abandon
t The Latin is "collectio ¢orum; " but what collectto here means,

it ts not easy to determme. Grabe, wtth much probabthty, deems _t the such error, and to cease from blaspheming their
representattveofa_a'raat_. Harveyprelers_vOv_a. buttttsdiflicultCreator, who is both God alone, and the Father
to i_rcctve the relevancy of his references to the rhetorical syllogtsm, of our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.See hook t cap. xvi. note.

ELUCIDATION.

TH_ editor of this American Series confines himself in general to such occasional and very

brief annotations as may suggest to students and others the practical views which are reqmsite to

a clear comprehension of authors who wrote for past ages ; for a sort and condition of men
no longer existing, whose extinction as a class is, indeed, largely due to these writings. But he

reserved to himself the priwlege of correcting palpable mistakes, especially in points which bear

upon questions of our own times.
That our learned translators have unaccountably admitted a very inaccurate translation of the

crucial paragraph in book iii. cap. iii. sect. 2, I have shown in the footnote at that place. It is
evident, (i) because they themselves are not satisfied with it, and (2) because I have set it side

by side with the more literal rendering of a writer who would have preferred their reading if it
could have borne the test of criticism.

Now, the authors of the Latin translation ' may have designed the ambiguity which gives the

Ultramontane party an apparent advantage ; but it is an advantage which disappears as soon a_
it is examined, and hence I am content to take it as it stands. Various conjectures have been

made as to the original Greek of Irenmus ; but the Latin answers every purpose of the author's

argument, and is fatal to the claims of the Papacy. Let me recur to the translation given, in
loco, from a Roman Catholic, and this will be seen at once.

For he thus renders it :

i. In this Church, "ever, by those who are on every side, has been preserved that tradition

t One of the Anuochian Canons probably reflects the current language of an earlier anttqulty thus: _dt eb dv t"_ #v/_'polr6Aet tra.veal(oO ev

¢vvrpex_v trfivra_ *ob¢ x& _rpdy_,ar_ _Xorr¢_; andj ff r,o_ this ¢rvvrp¢getv gives the m©amng of ¢onvzmr¢.
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which is from apostles." How would such a proposition have sounded to Plus IX. in the Vatican
Council? The faith is preserved by tl_ose zaha come la Rome, not by the Bishop who presides
there.

2. "For to this Church, on account of more potent principality,, it is necessary that every
Church (that is, those who are, on every side, faithful) resort." The greatness of Rome, that is,

as the capital of the Empire, imparts to the local Church a superior dignity, even as compared
with Lyons, or any other metropohtical Church. Everybody visits Rome : hence you find there

faithful witnesses from every side (from all the Churches) ; and thar united tesa'mony it is which
preserves in Rome the pure apostolic traditions.

The Latin, thus translated by a candid Roman Catholic, reverses the whole system of the
Papacy. Pros IX. informed his Bishops, at the late Council, that they were not called to bear

their testimony, but to hear his infallible decree ; "reducing us," said the Archbishop of Paris,
"to a council of sacristans."

Sustaming these views by a few footnotes, I add (i) a literal rendering of nay own, and then
(2) a metaphrase of the same, bringing out the argument from the crabbed obstructiofis of the

Latin _xt. This, then, is what Iren_eus says : (a) "For it is necessary for every Church (that is to
say, the faLthful from all parts) to meet in this Church, on account of the superior magistracy ; in

which Church, by those who are from all places, the tradition of the apostles has been preserved."
Or, more freely rendered: (b) "On account of the chief magistracy 2 [of the empire], the faithful
from all parts, representing every Church, are obliged to resort to Rome, and there to come

together; so that [lt is the distinction of thin Church that], in it, the tradition of the apostles

has been preserved by Christians gathered together out of all the Churches." Taking the entire
argument of our author with the context, then, it amounts to this : "We must ask, not for local,
but universal, testimony. Now, in every Church founded by the apostles has been handed down

their traditions ; but, as it would be a tedious thing to collect them all, let this suffice. Take

that Church (nearest at hand, and which is the only Apostolic Church of the West), the great
and glorious Church at Rome, which was there founded by the two apostles Peter and Paul. in

her have been preserved the traditions of all the Churches, because everybody is forced to go to
the seat of empire : and therefore, by these representatives of the whole Catholic Church, the
apostohc tradmons have been all collected in Rome: 3 and you have a synoptical view of all

Churches m what is there preserved." Had the views of the modern Papacy ever entered the
head of Iren_eus, what an absurdity would be this whole argument. He would have said, " It is

no matter what may be gathered elsewhere ; for the Bishop of Rome is the iniallible oracle of all

Catholic truth, and you will always find it by his mouth." It should be noted that Orthodoxy
was indeed preserved there, just so long as Rome permitted other Churches to contribute their

testimony on the principle of Iren_eus, and thus to make her the depository of all Catholic
tradition, as witnessed "by all, everywhere, and from the beginning." But all this is turned

upside down by modern Romamsm. No other Church is to be heard or considered ; but Rome
takes all into her own power, and may dictate to all Churches what they are to believe, however

novel, or contrary to the torrent of antiqmty in the teachings of their own founders and great
doctors in all past time.

x ,,,rggrmore potent," etc., zs not a strtct rendermg: "the more potent," rather, which leaves the/rtnci/ahtas to the city, not the
Church.

z Bishop Wordsworth inchnes to the idea that the original Greek was [xawrlpav _oxat6c_ra, thus conceding that Irena:us was speaking
of the greater anttquzty of Rome as compared w_th other (Western) Churches. Even so, he shows that the argument of Imnmus _sfatal
to Roman prctensmns, which admit of no such ideas as he advances, and no such freedom as that of his deahngs with Rome

3 Nobody has more forcibly stated the argument of Iren_cus than the Ahbd Guettde, in his exhausuve work on the Papacy I pubhshed
a translatmn of thts valuable ht*torical epitome m New York (Carleton), x867, but xt m out of print. The original may be had ia Pans
(Ft,_chhacher), No. 33 Rue de Seine.
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BOOK IV.

PREFACE. Christ from the Saviour, and again the Saviour

r. BY transmitting to thee, my very dear friend, from the Word, and the Word from the Only-
this fourth book of the work which is [entitled] begotten. And since they allege that the Cre-
2the Delectmn and Refutatwn of.False A'nawL ator originated from a defect or apostasy, so
edge, I shall, as I have promised, add weight, by have they also taught that Christ and the Holy
means of the words of the Lord, to what I have Sprat were emitted on account of this defect.
already advanced ; so that thou also, as thou and that the Saviour was a product of those
hast requested, mayest obtain from me the zEons who were produced from a defect; so
means of confuting all the heretics everywhere, that there is nothmg but blasphemy to be found
and not permit them, beaten back at all points, among them. In the preceding book, then. the
to launch out further into the deep of error, nor _Ideas of the apostles as to all these points have
to be drowned in the sea of ignorance ; but that been set forth, [to the effect] that not only did
thou, turning them into the haven of the truth, they, "who from the beginning were eye-wit-
mayest cause them to attain their salvation, nesses and mmisters of the word" 2 of truth,

2. The man, however, who would undertake hold no such opinions, but that they dld also
their conversion, must possess an accurate knowl- preach to us to shun these doctnnes,_ foreseeing
edge of their systems or schemes of doctrine, by the Spirit those weak-minded persons who
For it as impossible for any one to heal the sick, should be led astray.4
if he has no knowledge of the disease of the 4- For as the serpent beguiled Eve, by prom-
patwnts. This was the reason that my prede- 1sing her what he had not himself,5 so also do
cessors -- much superior men to myself, too-- these men, by pretending [to possess] superior
were unable, notwithstanding, to refute the knowledge, and [to be acquainted with] lneffa-
Valentinians satisfactorily, because they were ble mysteries; and, by promising that admit-
ignorant of these men's system ; ' which I have tance which they speak of as taking place within
with all care dehvered to thee m the first book, the Pleroma, plunge those that beheve them
in which I have also shown that their doctrine into death, rendering them apostates from Ham
is a recapitulation of all the heretics. For which who made them. And at that time, indeed.
reason also, m the second, we have had, as in a the apostate angel, having effected the dxsobe-
mirror, a sight of their enure discomfiture. For dience of mankind by means of the serpent,
they who oppose these men (the Valentlnians) imagined that he escaped the notice of the
by the right method, do [thereby] oppose all Lord; wherefore God assigned him the form"
who are of an evil mind ; and they who over- and name [of a serpent]. But now, since the
throw them, do m fact overthrow every kind of last times are [come upon us], evil is spread
heresy, abroad among men, which not only renders

3- For their system is blasphemous above all them apostates, but by many machmations does
[others], since they represent that the Maker [the dewl] raise up blasphemers against the
and Framer, who is one God, as I have shown,
was produced from a defect or apostasy. They _ Lukei. ,.
utter blasphemy, also, against our Lord, by cut- 3_T..... 3'_ _The solemnity of the apostohe testimomes against the crop of
ting off and dividing Jesus from Christ, and t.re, [hat was to spring up fete,yes great illustration from Irenmus

x John n x8 ]

s [2Pet ii x9] bz [The reader who marvels at the tedmus recitals must note this 6 [Rev xn 0. A little essay, Messzas and AntZMessias, Y
the Rev. C. I Black, London (Masters, _847), is commended to

(x) a; proof of the author's practical wmclom, and (2) as evidence those who need hght on this very mystermus subject ]of hts fidelity in what he exhtbats.]
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Creator, namely, by means of all the heretics [and "Jerusalem," while they also style her many
already mentioned. For all these, although they Iother names.
issue forth from diverse regions, and promulgate t 2. Now to whom is it not clear, that if the
different [opinions], do nevertheless concur in'Lord had known many fathers and gods, He
the same blasphemous design, wounding [men] would not have taught His disciples to know
unto death, by teaching blasphemy against God' [only] one God,3 and to call Him alone Father?
our Maker and Supporter, and derogating from But He did the rather distinguish those who by
the salvation of man. Now man is a mixed i word merely (verbo tenus) are termed gods,
orgamzation of soul and flesh, who was formed from Him who is truly God, that they should
after the likeness of God, and moulded by H,s j not err as to His doctrine, nor understand one
hands, that is, by the Son and Holy Sprat, to [m mistake] for another. And if He did indeed
whom also He said, "Let Us make man."' teach us to call one Being Father and God,
This, then, is the aim of him who envies our whde He does from time to time Hamself con-
life, to render men disbehevers in thear own sal- less other fathers and gods in the same sense,
vat,on, and blasphemous against God the Cre- then He will appear to enjoin a different course
ator. For whatsoever all the heretacs may have upon His disciples from what He follows Him-
advanced wlth the utmost solemmty, they come self. Such conduct, however, does not bespeak
to this at last, that they blaspheme the Creator, the good teacher, but a masleadmg and inwd_ous
and d_sallow the salvation of God's workman- one. The apostles, too, according to these
ship, which the flesh truly is; on behalf of men's showing, are proved to be tran:,gressors
whach I have proved, in a variety of ways, that of the commandment, since they confess the
the Son of God accomphshed the whole dlspen- Creator as God, and Lord, and Father, as I
sation [of mercy], and have shown that there have shown--if He is not alone God and
as none other called God by the Scriptures ex- Father. Jesus, therefore, wall be to them the
cept the Father of all, and the Son, and those t author and teacher of such transgression, inas-

who possess the adoption, much as He commanded that one Being should
CHAP. I. -- THE LORD ACKNOWLEDGED BUT ONE t be called Father? thus imposing upon them the

GOD AND FATHER. i necessity of confessing the Creator as theirFather, as has been pointed out.[

I. Since, therefore, this is sure and stedfast, I
that no other God or Lord was announced by I CHAP. n.--PROOFS FROM THE PLAIN"TESTIMONY
the Spirit, except Him who, as God, rules over oF MOSES, AND OF THE OTHER PROPHE',I'S,

all. together w_th H_s Word, and those who WHOSE WORDS ARE THE WORDS OF CHRIST,

receive the Sprat of adoptaon, 2 that is, those WHATTHERE IS BUT ONE GOD, THE FOUNDER
who believe an the one and true God, and in oF THE WORLD, WHOM OUR LORD PREACHED,

Jesus Christ the Son of God ; and likewase that AND WHOMHE CALLEDHIS FATHER.
the apostles did of themselves term no one else i. Moses, therefore, making a recapitulation
as God, or name [no other] as Lord ; and, what of the whole law, which he had received from
is much more important, [since it is true] that the Creator (Demmrge), thus speaks in Deu-
our Lord [acted hkewise], who did also corn- teronomy : "Give ear, 0 ye heavens, and I wilt
mand us to confess no one as Father, except speak; and hear, O earth, the words of my
Him who is in the heavens, who is the one God mouth." s Again, David saying that his help
and the one Father ; -- those things are clearly came from the Lord, asserts : " My help is from
shown to be false which these deceivers and the LORD, who made heaven and earth." 6 And
most perverse sophists advance, maintaining that Esams confesses that words were uttered by God,
the being whom they have themselves invented who made heaven and earth, and governs them.
is by nature both God and Father ; but that the He says : "Hear, O heavens ; and give ear, O
Demiurge is naturally neither God nor Father, earth: for the LORD hath spoken."7 And
but is so termed merely by courtesy (z,erbo again: "Thus saith the LORD God, who made
tenus), because of hls ruhng the creataon, as the heaven, and stretched it out; who estab-
these perverse mythologists state, setting their hshed the earth, and the things m it; and who
thoughts against God ; and, putting aside the giveth breath to the people upon it, and spirit
doctrine of Christ, and of themselves davming to them who walk thereto. ''_
falsehoods, they daspute against the entire dis- 2. Again, our Lord Jesus Christ confesses this
pensation of God. For they maintain that their same Being as Has Father, where He says : "I
._Eons, and gods, and fathers, and lords, are also
still further termed heavens, together wath their 3 [qt. John xvn 3 ]
Mother, whom they do also call "the Earth," _ _tt ...... 9Deut xxxn x

6 p** cxxtv. 8.
t Gen i 26 7 Isa. i 2.

Seem 6, I s Isa. xln 5-
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confess to thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and rose from the dead, in whom many believe who
earth.", What Father'will those men have us are of the circumcision, who do also hear Moses
to understand [by these words], those who are and the prophets announcing the coming of the
most perverse sophists of Pandora? Whether Son of God. But those who scoff [at the truth]
shall it be Bythus, whom they have fabled of assert that these men were from another essence,
them_lves; or their Mother ; or the Only- and they do not know the first-begotten from
begotten ? Or shall it be he whom the Marcion- the dead ; understanding Christ as a distinct
ites or the others have invented as god (whom I being, who continued as if He were impassible,
indeed have amply demonstrated to be no god and Jesus, who suffered, as being altogether sep-
at all) ; or shall it be (what is really the case) arate [from Him].
the Maker of heaven and earth, whom also the 5. For they do not receive from the Father
prophets proclaimed, m whom Christ, too, con- the knowledge of the Son ; neither do they learn
fesses as His Father,--whom also the law an- who the Father is from the Son, who teaches
nounces, saying: "Hear, O Israel i The Lord clearly and without parables Him who truly is
thy God is one God ? " * God. He says : "Swear not at all ; neither by

3- But since the writings (lzter_) of Moses heaven, for it is God's throne ; nor by the earth,
are the words of Christ, He does Himself de- for it is His footstool ; neither by Jerusalem, for
clare to the Jews, as John has recorded in the it is the city of the great King."7 For these words
Gospel : "If ye had believed Moses, ye would are evidently spoken with reference to the Crea-
have believed Me : for he wrote of Me. But if tor, as also Esaias says : "Heaven is my throne,
ye believe not his writings, neither will ye believe the earth is my footstool." s And besides this
My words." s He thus indicates in the clearest Being there is no other God ; otherwise He
manner that the writings of Moses are His words, would not be termed by the Lord either" God"
If, then, [this be the case with regard] to Moses, or "the great King ;" for a Being who can be so
so also, beyond a doubt, the words of the other descnbed admits neither of any other being
prophets are His [words], as I have pointed compared with nor set above Him. For he who
out. And again, the Lord Himself exhibits has any superior over him, and is under the
Abraham as having said to the rich man, with power of another, this being never can be called
reference to all those who were still alive : "If either "God " or "the great King."
they do not obey Moses and the prophets, neither, 6. But neither will these men be able to main-
if any one were to rise from the dead and go to tam that such words were uttered in an ironical
them, will they believe him." 4 manner, since it is proved to them by the word_

4- Now, He has not merely related to us a themselves that they were in earnest. For He
story respecting a poor man and a rich one ; but who uttered them was Truth, and did truly vin-
He has taught us, in the first place, that no one dicate His own house, by driving out of it the
should lead a luxurious life, nor, living in worldly changers of money, who were buying and sell-
pleasures and perpetual feastings, should be the ing, saying unto them : "It is written, My house
slave of his lusts, and forget God. "For there shall be called the house of prayer ; but ye have
was," He says, "a rich man, who was clothed in made it a den of thieves." 9 And what reason
purple and fine linen, and delighted himself with had He for thus doing and saying, and vindl-
splendid feasts." s cating His house, if He did preach another

Of such persons, too, the Spirit has spoken God? But [He did so], that He might point
by Esaias : "They drink wine with [the accom- out the transgressors of His Father's law ; for
paniment of] harps, and tablets, and psalteries, neither did He bring any accusation against the
and flutes ; but they regard not the works of house, nor did He blame the law, which He had
God, neither do they consider the work of His come to fulfil ; but He reproved those who were
hands." 0 Lest, therefore, we should incur the putting His house to an improper use, and those
same punishment as these men, the Lord reveals who were transgressing the law. And therefore
[to us] their end; showing at the same time, the scribes and Pharisees, too, who from the
that if they obeyed Moses and the prophets, they times of the law had begun to despise God, did
would believe in Him whom these had preached, not receive His Word, that is, they did not
the Son of God, who rose from the dead, and believe on Christ. Of these Esaias says : "Thy
bestows life upon us ; and He shows that all are princes are rebellious, companions of thieves.
from one essence, that is, Abraham, and Moses, loving gifts, following after rewards, not judgnng
and the prophets, and also the Lord Himself, who the fatherless, and negligent of the cause of the

widows." '° And Jeremiah, in like manner:
I Matt. xi. 25; Luke x. 2L

Deut. vi. 4-
s John v. ,_6, 47- 7 Matt. v. 34-
4 Luke xv*. 3x s Isa. Ixvl, x.

Luke xvL i'9. 9 Matt. xxi. z3.
6 I_t. v. ga. io ]sa. i. _t3.
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,'They," he says, "who rule my people did not main, but His servants also, expressing himself
know me ; they are senseless and imprudent thus in the xotst Psalm: " In the beginning,
children ; they are wise to do evil, but to do Thou, O LORD, hast founded the earth, and the
well they have no knowledge." _ heavens are the works of Thy hands. They shall

7. But as many as feared God, and were anx- perish, but Thou shalt endure, and all shall wax
ious about His law, these ran to Christ, and were old as a garment ; and as a vesture Thou shalt
all saved. For He said to His disciples: "Go change them, and they shall be changed: but
ye to the sheep of the house of Israel,* which Thou art the same, and Thy years shall not fail.
have perished." And many more Samaritans, it The children of Thy servants shall continue, and
is said, when the Lord had tamed among them their seed shall be established for ever ;" ,o point-
two days, "beheved" because of His words, and ing out plainly what things they are that pass
said to the woman, Now we believe, not because away, and who it is that doth endure for ever
ofthy saying, for we ourselves have heard [Hlm], God, together with His servants. And in like
and know that this man is truly the Saviour of manner Esaias says: "Lift up your eyes to the
the world." s And Paul hkewise declares, "And heavens, and look upon the earth beneath ; for
so all Israel shall be saved ; "4 but he has also the heaven has been set together as smoke, and
said, that the law was our pedagogue [to bring the earth shall wax old hke a garment, and they
us] to Christ Jesus.S Let them not therefore who dwell thereto shall die in like manner. But
ascribe to the law the unbelief of certain [among my salvation shall be for ever, and my righteous-
them]. For the law never hindered them from ness shall not pass away.""
beheving in the Son of God, nay, but it even
exhorted them 6 so to do, saying z that men can CHAP. IV. -- ANSWERTO ANOTHER OBJECTION,

be saved in no other way from the old wound of SHOWINGTHAT THE DESTRUCTIONOF JERUSA-
the serpent than by believing in Him who, in the LEM, WHICH WAS THE CITY OF THE GREAT
likeness of sinful flesh, is lifted up from the earth KINO,DIMINISHEDNOTHn_CFROMTHE SUPREME
upon the tree of martyrdom, and draws all things _AJESTY AND POWEROF GOD, FOR THAI"THIS
to Himself, s and vivifies the dead. DESTRUCTIONWASPUT m EXECUTIONBY THE

MOST WISE COUNSEL OF THE SAME GOD.

CHAP. HI.- ANSWER TO THE CAVILS OF THE GNOS- I. Further, also, concerning Jerusalem and
TICS. WE ARENOT TO SUPPOSETHATTHE TRUE the Lord, they venture to assert that, if it had
GOD CAN BE CHANGED,OR COME TO AN END, been "the city of the great King," ,2 it would
BECAUSETHE HEAVENS,WHICHARE HIS THRONE, not have been deserted, is This is just as if any
AND THE EARTH, HIS FOOTSTOOL, SHALL PASS one should say, that if straw were a creatmn of
AWAY. God, it would never part company with the
i. Again, as to their malignantly asserting that wheat ; and that the vine twigs, if made by God,

if heaven is indeed the throne of God, and earth never would be lopped away and deprived of
Hm footstool, and if it is declared that the the clusters. But as these [vine twigs] have
heaven and earth shall pass away, then when not been originally made for their own sake, but
these pass away the God who sltteth above must for that of the fruit growing upon them, which
also pass away, and therefore He cannot be the being come to maturity and taken away, they
God who is over all ; in the first place, they are are left behind, and those which do not conduce
ignorant what the expression means, that heaven to fructification are lopped off altogether ; so also
is [His] throne and earth [Hls] footstool. For [was it with] Jerusalem, which had in herself
they do not know what God is, but they imagine borne the yoke of bondage (under which man
that He sits after the fashion of a man, and _s was reduced, who in former times was not sub-
contained within bounds, but does not contain, ject to God when death was reigning, and being
And they are also unacquainted with [the mean- subdued, became a fit subject for liberty), when
ing of] the passing away of the heaven and ithe fruit of liberty had come, and reached ma-
earth ; but Paul was not ignorant of it when he turity, and been reaped and stored in the barn,
declared, "For the figure of this world passeth and when those which had the power to produce
away." 9 In the next place, David explains their fruit had been carried away from her [i.e., from
question, for he says that when the fashion of Jerusalem], and scattered throughout all the
th:s world passes a_ay, not only shall God re- world. Even as Esaias saith, "The children of

i

_ratt.aVx.2_6. zo Ps eft. _5-28 The cause of the difference in the numherin_: of
a John Iv 4t. ! the Psalms Is that the Septuagint embraces m one psalm -- the ninth
* Rom. xL 26. --the two which form the mnth and tenth in the Hebrew text.

6 Num. xxi. 8. " " a" n n lsa h 6.
s Gal. fii. 24 lz Matt v 35-

Tlus passage is quoted by Augustine, m h_s tre ttse o original x3 [Jer. vn 4. One of the most powerful arguments in all F,crip-
sta, written to oppose_elagius (lib. i. c. u.), about 4oo A.v. ture is contained m the first twelve verses of th_s chapter, and _t

s John xfi 32, itt. I4. rebukes an inveterate superstition of the human heart. Comp Rev.
9 x Cor. vit. 3x n 5, and the message to Rome, Rom. xl zl ]
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Jacob shall strike root, and Israel shall flourish, that is, separates them. But the wheat and the
and the whole world shall be filled with hm chaff, being inanimate and irrational, have been
fruit.", The fruit, therefore, having been sown made such by nature. But man, being endowed
throughout all the world, she (Jerusalem) was with reason, and in this respect like to God,
deservedly forsaken, and those things which had having been made free m his will, and with power
formerly brought forth fruit abundantly were over himself, is himself the cause to himself, that
taken away; for from these, according to the sometimes he becomes wheat, and sometimes
flesh, were Christ and the apostles enabled to chaff. Wherefore also he shall be justly con-
bring forth fruit. But now these are no longer demned, because, having been created a rational

useful for bringing forth fruit. For all things being, he lost the true rationality, and living
which have a beginning in time must of course irrationally, opposed the righteousness of God,
have an end in tame also. giving himself over to every earthly spirit, and

2. Since, then, the law originated with Moses, servmg all lusts ; as says the prophet, " Man.
it terminated with John as a necessary conse- being in honour, did not understand: he was
quence. Christ had come to fulfil it : where- assmaflated to senseless beasts, and made like to
fore "the law and the prophets were" with them." s
them "until John." * And therefore Jerusalem,
taking its commencement from David) and ful- CHAP. V. -- THE AUTHOR RETURNS TO HIS FORMER

filling its own times, must have an end of legls- ARGUMEN-F,AND SHOWSTHAT THERE WAS /_U'I
lation 4 when the new covenant was revealed. ONE GODANNOUNCEDBYTHE LAWANDPROPHET,_,

For God does all things by measure and in WHOM CHRIST CONFESSESAS HIS FATHER, AND
order; nothing is unmeasured with Him, be- WHO, THROUGH HIS WORD, ONE LIVING GOD
cause nothing _s out of order. Well spake he, WITH HIM, MADE HIMSELF KNOWNTO MEN IN
who said that the unmeasurable Father was BOTH COVENANTS,.
Himself subjected to measure in the Son; for i. God, therefore, is one and the same, who
the Son is the measure of the Father, since He rolls up the heaven as a book, and renews the
also comprehends Him. But that the admires- face of the earth ; who made the things of time
tration of them (the Jew_) was temporary, Esaias for man, so that coming to maturity m them, he
says : " And the daughter of Zion shall be left may produce the fruit of immortality ; and who,
as a cottage in a vineyard, and as a lodge in a through His kindness, also bestows [upon him]
garden of cucumbers." 5 And when shall these eternal things, " that m the ages to come He
things be left behind ? Is it not when the fruit may show the exceeding riches of His grace ;""
shall be taken away, and the leaves alone shall who was announced by the law and the prophet_,
be left, which now have no power of producing whom Christ confessed as His Father. Now He
fruit? is the Creator, and He it is who is God o_er all,

3. But why do we speak of Jerusalem, since, as Esaias says, " I am witness, saith the LoR_
indeed, the fashion of the whole world must also God, and my servant whom I have chosen, that
pass away, when the time of its disappearance ye may know, and believe, and understand that
has come, in order that the fruit indeed may be I AM. Before me there was no other God.
gathered into the garner, but the chaff, left behind, neither shall be after me. I am God, and be-
may be consumed by fire? "For the day of the sides me there is no Saviour. I have pro-
Lord cometh as a burning furnace, and all sin- claimed, and I have saved." _° And again : " I
hers shall be stubble, they who do evil things, myself am the first God, and I am above thing_
and the day shall burn them up." b Now, who to come." '' For neither in an ambiguous, nor
this Lord is that brings such a day about, John arrogant, nor boastful manner, does He say the_e
the Baptist points out, when he says of Christ, things ; but since it was impo%_ble, without God,
"He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and to come to a knowledge of God, He teaches men,
with fire, having His fan in His hand to cleanse through His Word, to know God. To those,
His floor; and He will gather H_s fruit into the therefore, who are ignorant of these matters, and
garner, but the chaff He will burn up with un- on this account nnaglne that they have dis-
quenchable fire." 7 For He who makes the chaff covered another Father, justly does one say, "Ye
and He who makes the wheat are not different do err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor the power
persons, but one and the same, who judges them, of God." _*

2. For our Lord and Master, in the answer
t u ..... i.6. which He gave to the Sadducees, who say that
a Luke xvl. x6.
3 2 Sam. v. 7, where David is described as taking the stronghold there is no resurrection, and who do therefore

of Zion from theJebusttes.
,l The text fluctuates between "legts dattonem" and "legm s Ps xh× t2.

dataoms " We have followed the latter. 9 Eph n. 7
s lsa i 8. _o Isa xtut xo, etc.
6 blal iv t xx Isa ill 4
_' Matt ill ix,etc, xz Matt. xxtt 29.
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dishonour God, and lower the credit of the law, This is what is meant by Paul, [when he says,]
did both indicate a resurrection, and reveal God, "as lights in the world." 1 Rfghteously, there-
saying to them, "Ye do err, not knowing the fore, hawng left his earthly kindred, he followed
Scriptures, nor the power of God." " For, the Word of God, walking as a pilgrim with the
touching the resurrection of the dead," He says, Word, that he might [afterwards] have his abode
"have ye not read that which was spoken by with the Word.
God, saying, I am the God of Abraham, the God 4. R_ghteously also the apostles, being of the
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob ?" ' And He race of Abraham, left the ship and their father,
added, "He is not the God of the dead, but of and followed the Word. Righteously also do
the living ; for all live to Him." By these argu- !we, possessing the same faith as Abraham, and
ments He unquestionably made it clear, that He taking up the cross as Isaac did the wood, s
who spake to Moses out of the bush, and de- follow Him. For m Abraham man had learned
clared Himself to be the God of the fathers, He beforehand, and had been accustomed to follow
is the God of the hying. For who is the God of the Word of God. For Abraham, according to
the living unless He who is God, and above his faith, followed the command of the Word of
whom there is no other God? Whom also God, and with a ready mind dehvered up, as a
Darnel the prophet, when Cyrus king of the sacrifice to God, his only-begotten and beloved
Persians said to him, "' Why dost thou not worship son, in order that God also might be pleased to
Bel?-2 did proclaim, saying, "Because I do not offer up for all hm seed His own beloved and
worship idols made with hands, but the living only-begotten Son, as a sacrifice for our redemp-
God, who established the heaven and the earth, t_on.
and has dominion over all flesh." Again did he 5. Since, therefore, Abraham was a prophet,
say, "I will adore the Lord my God, because and saw in the Spirit the day of the Lord's corn-
He is the living God." He, then, who was rag, and the dispensauon of His suffering, through
adored by the prophets as the living God, He is whom both he himself and all who, following the
the God of the living ; and His Word is He who example of his faith, trust in God, should be
also spoke to Moses, who also put the Sadducees saved, he rejoiced exceedingly. The Lord,
to silence, who also bestowed the gift of resur- therefore, was not unknown to Abraham, whose
rection, thus revealing [both] truths to those who day he desired to see ;9 nor, again, was the
are blind, that is, the resurrection and God [in Lord's Father, for he had learned from the Word
His true character]. For if He be not the God of the Lord, and believed Him ; wherefore it
of the dead, but of the living, yet was called the was accounted to him by the Lord for righteous-
God of the fathers who were sleeping, they do ness. For faith towards God justifies a man ;
indubitably hve to God, and have not passed out md therefore he said, "I will stretch forth my
of existence, since they are children of the resur- hand to the most high God, who made the
rection. But our Lord is Himself the resurrection heaven and the earth." ,o All these truths, how-
as He does Himself declare, "I am the resur- ever, do those holding perverse opinions en-
rection and the hfe." s But the fathers are His deavour to overthrow, because of one passage,
children ; for it is said by the prophet : " Instead which they certainly do not understand correctly.
of thy fathers, thy children have been made to
thee."4 Christ Himself, therefore, together with CHAP. VI. -- EXPLANATION OF THE WORDS OF

the Father, is the God of the hying, who spake CHRIST," NO MAN KNOWETHTHE FATHER, BUT

to Moses, and who was also manifested to the THE SON," ETC.; WHICHWORDSTHE HERET[CS
fathers. MISINTERPRET. PROOF THAT, BY" THE FATHER

3. And teaching this very thing, He said to REVEALINGTHE SON, AND BY"THE SON" BEING
the Jews : "Your father Abraham rejoiced that REVEALED,THE FATHERWAS NEVER UNKNOWN.
he should see my day; and he saw it, and was x. For the Lord, reveahng Himself to His
glad." s What is intended ? "Abraham be- disciples, that He Himself is the Word, who im-
lieved God, and it was imputed unto him for parts knowledge of the Father, and reproving the
nghteousness. ''6 In thefirst place, [he beheved] Jews, who imagined that they had [the knowl-
that He was the maker of heaven and earth, edge of] God, while they nevertheless rejected
the only God; and in the next place, that He Hm Word, through whom God is made known,
would make his seed as the stars of heaven, declared, "No man knoweth the Son, but the

Father; neither knoweth any man the Father,
t Matt xxn z9,ere . Ex in 6. - - save the Son, and he to whom the Son has willed

fi 2 In the Septuagmt and Vulgate versions, this story constitutes toe
oartecnth chapter of the book of Darnel. It xs not extant in neb_y_,, tO reveal [Him]."" Thus hath Matthew set it
and has therefore been removed to the Apocrypha, m the Anghcan
canon [the Greek and St. Jerome's] of Scripture, under the tide of
" Bel and the Dragon." r Phil a _58 C,en. xxi_ 6.

a .John xL z5. 9 John vm. 56* Ps. xlv. x7.
s John wii. 56. xo Gen. xiv. _2.
6 Rorn iv 3. xx Matt xl, _7. Luke x. 2_.
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down, and Luke in like manner, and Mark' the tion. For the manifestation of the Son is the
very same; for J'ohn omits this passage. They, knowledge of the Father; for all things are
however, who would be wiser than the apostles, manifested through the Word. In order, there-
write [the verse] in the following manner : "No fore, that we might know that the Son who came
man knew the Father, but the Son ; nor the Son, is He who imparts to those believing on Him a
but the Father, and he to whom the Son has knowledge of the Father, He said to His disci-
willed to reveal [Him] ;" and they explain it as ples : s ,, No man knoweth the Son but the
if the true God were known to none prior to our Father, nor the Father but the Sonr and those
Lord's advent ; and that God who was announced to whomsoever the Son shall reveal Him ; " thus
by the prophets, they allege not to be the Father setting Himself forth and the Father as He
of Chnst. [really] is, that we may not receive any other

2. But if Christ did then [only] begin to have Father, except Him who is revealed by the Son.
existence when He came [into the world] as man, 4. But this [Father] is the Maker of heaven
and [if] the Father did remember [only] m the and earth, as is shown from His words ; and not
times of Tiberius C_esar to provide for [the wants he, the false father, who has been invented by
of] men, and His Word was shown to have not Marclon, or by Valentinus, or by Basilides, or by
always coexisted with His creatures ; [it may be i Carpocrates, or by Simon, or by the rest of the
remarked that] neither then was it necessary "Gnostms," falsely so called. For none of these
that another God should be proclaimed, but was the SOn of God ; but Christ Jesus our Lord
[rather] that the reasons for so great carelessness [was], against whom they set their teaching in
and neglect on His part should be made the opposition, and have the danng to preach an
subject of investigation. For tt is fitting that no unknown God. But they ought to hear [this]
such question should arise, and gather such against themselves: How is it that He is un-
strength, that it would indeed both change God, known, who is known by them ? for, whatever is
and destroy our faith in that Creator who sup- known even by a few, is not unknown. But the
ports us by means of His creation. For as we Lord did not say that both the Father and the
do direct our faith towards the Son, so also should Son could not be known at all Qn [alum), for
we possess a firm and lmmoveable love towards in that case His advent would have been super-
the Father. In his book against Marcion, Jus- fluous. For why did He come hather? Was _t
tin 2 does well say : " I would not have believed that He should say to us, " Never rmnd seeking
the Lord Hamself, if He had announced any other after God ; for He as unknown, and ye shall not
than He who is our framer, maker, and hour- find Him ; " as also the disciples of Valentinus
isher. But because the only-begotten Son came falsely declare that Christ said to their _/Eon_?
to us from the one God, who both made this But this is indeed vain. For the Lord taught us
world and formed us, and contains and admlnis- that no man is capable of knowing God, unles_
ters all things, summing up His own handiwork he be taught of God ; that is, that God cannot
in Hnnself, my faith towards Him is stedfast, and be known without God : but that this is the
my love to the Father immoveable, God bestow- express wall of the Father, that God should be
ing both upon us." known. For they shall know* Him to whomso-

3. For no one can know the Father, unless ever the Son has revealed Him.
through the Word of God, that is, unless by the 5. And for th_s purpose did the Father reveal
Son revealing [Him]; neither can he have the Son, that through His instrumentality He
knowledge of the Son, unless through the good might be manifested to all, and nught recex_ e
pleasure of the Father. But the S_n performs those righteous ones who beheve in Him into
the good pleasure of the Father ; for the Father incorruptmn and everlasting enjoyment (now, to
sends, and the Son is sent, and comes. And believe in Ham is to do His will) ; but He shall
His Word knows that His Father is, as far as righteously shut out into the darkness which
regards us, invisible and infinite ; and since He they have chosen for themselves, those who do
cannot be declared [by any one else], He does not believe, and who do consequently avoid H_s
Himself declare Him to us ; and, on the other light. The Father therefore has revealed Him-
hand, it is the Father alone who knows His own self to all, by making His Word visible to all ;
Word. And both these truths has our Lord and, conversely, the Word has declared to all
declared. Wherefore the Son reveals the knowl- the Father and the Son, since He has become
edge of the Father through His own manifesta- visible to all. And therefore the righteoub

judgment of God [shall fall] upon all who, hke
t Not now to be found in Mark's Gospel
s Photius, x25, makes mention of Justin Martyr's work, 2td_otKa'r4 3 [A most emphatic and pregnant text which Irena:os here ex-

Ma#_i_ovo,t. See also Eusebius's Ecclesiastical H:_tory, book iv. unds with great, beauty. The reference (St. Matt xi. 27) seems o
e x8, where this passage of Irene:us is'quoted [The vast importance _ave been inadvertently omitted in this place where the repetition l_,
of Justin's startling remark is that it hinges on the words of Chtast desirable ]
Himself, concerning His antecedents and notes as set forth in the ,¢ The ordinary text reads cog_toscunt, 1e, do know; but Harvey
Scriptures, St. John v. 3o-3¢2.] thmks tt should be the future--cogowscen/..
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others, have seen, but have not, like others, be- that He was very man, and that He was very
lieved. God, from the Father, from the Spirit, from

6. For by means of the creation itself, the angels, from the creation itself, from men, from
Word reveals God the Creator; and by means;apostate spirits and demons, from the enemy,
of the world [does He declare] the Lord the and last of all, from death itself. But the Son,
Maker of the world ; and by means of the for- administering all things for the Father, works
matlon [of man] the Artificer who formed him ; from the beginning even to the end, and without
and by the Son that Father who begat the Son : Him no man can attain the knowledge of God.
and these things do indeed address all men in For the Son is the knowledge of the Father ;
the same manner, but all do not in the same but the knowledge of the Son is in the Father,
way believe them. But by the law and the and has been revealed through the Son; and
prophets did the Word preach both Himself and this was the reason why the Lord declared:
the Father alike [to all] ; and all the people " No man knoweth the Son, but the Father;
heard Him alike, but all did not alike believe, nor the Father, save the Son, and those to
And through the Word Himself who had been whomsoever the Son shall reveal [Him]."s
made visible and palpable, was the Father shown For "' shall reveal" was said not with reference
forth, although all did not equally believe in to the future alone, as if then [only.] the Word
Him, but all saw the Father in the Son : for had begun to manifest the Father when He was
the Father is the invisible of the Son, but the born of Mary, but it applies indifferently through-
Son the visible of the Father. And for this out all time. For the Son, being present with
reason all spake with Christ when He was present His own handiwork from the beginning, reveals
[-upon earth], and they named Hnn God. Yea, the Father to all ; to whom He wills, and when
even the demons exclauned, on beholding the He wills, and as the Father walls. Wherefore,
Son : "We know Thee who Thou art, the Holy then, m all things, and through all things, there
One of God." _ And the devil looking at Hirn, is one God, the Father, and one Word, and one
and tempting Him, said. "If Thou art the Son Son, and one Spirit, and one salvatmn to all
of God ; .... all thus indeed seeing and speak- who beheve in Him.
mg of the Son and the Father, but all not be-
hevmg [in them]. CHAP. VII.--RECAPITULATION OF THE FOREGOING

7. For it was fitting that the truth should ARGUMENT,SHOWINGTHAT ABRAHAM,THROUGH
receive testimony from all, and should become THE REVELAIIONOF ]HE WORD, KNEW THE
[a means of] judgment for the salvation indeed FAIHER, AND THE COMINGOF THE SON OF
of those who beheve, but for the condemnation GOD. FOR THIS CAUSE, HE REJOICEDTO SEE
of those who believe not ; that all should be THE DAYOF CHRIST,WHENTHE PROMISESMADE
tZaMyjudged, and that the faith in the Father TO HIM SHOULD BE FULFILLED. THE FRUIT
and Son should be approved by all, that as, that OF THIS REJOICINGHAS FLOWEDTO POSTERITY,
_tshould be established byall [as the one means vaz., TO THOSE WHO ARE PAR].AKERSIN THE
of salvation], receiving testnnony from all, both _'AaTI_OF ABPLAHAM,BUT NOT TO THE JEWS
from those belonging to it, since they are its WHO REJEC'I" ]'HE WORD OF GOD.
ftlends, and by those having no connection with i. Therefore Abraham also, knowing the
it. though they are its enemies. For that evi- Father through the Word, who made heaven and
dence as true, and cannot be gainsaid, which earth, confessed Him to be God; and having
ehclts even from its adversanes striking3 te_ta- learned, llv an announcement [made to hm_.],
monies in ats behalf; they bemg convinced with that the Son of God would be a man among
respect to the matter in hand by their own plain men, by whose advent hi_ seed should be as the
contemplation of it, and bearing testimony to _t, stars of heaven, he desared to see that day, so
as well as declaring It. 4 But after a while they that he might himself also embrace Christ ; and,
break forth into enmaty, and become accusers seeing it through the spirit of prophecy, he
[of what they had approved], and are desirous rejoiced3 Wherefore Simeon also, one of his
that their own testimony should not be [regarded descendants, carried fully out the rejoicing of
as] true. He, therefore, who was known, was the patriarch, and said : "Lord, now lettest Thou
not a different being from Him who declared, Thy servant depart in peace. For mine eyes
" No man knoweth the Father," but one and have seen Thy salvation, which Thou hast pre-
the same, the Father making all thmgs subject
to Ham ; whale He received testimony from all _ Matt. xl. _7. Luke x 2_ Harvey observes here, that"it as

remarkable that this text, hawng been correctly quoted a short time

previously m accordance wnh the received Greek text, _ _&J, _8ov_,_-

t Mark i 24 ra¢ _ utb¢ dn'o_caAv_a_, the translator now not only uses the smgle
± Matt iv. 3. Luke tv 3 verb re_ela_ertt, hut says pointedly that tt was so wmten by the
3 Szngula_ which with Massuet we here understand in the sense venerable author It is probable, therefore, that the previous pa*,-

Of ge,t_t#Zarta sage has been made to harmonize with the received text by a later
"_gome instead ofstgntficantzSus, read Hgnanti&ua," stamping hand, with wh,ch, however, the Synac form agrees.

It as trite. 6 Gen xvn. iT.
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pared before the face of all people : a light for Father also : and from henceforth ye have both
the revelation of the Gentiles,, and the glory of known Him, and have seen Him." 9 From these
the people Israel."* And the angels, in like words it is evident, that He is known by the
manner, announced tidings of great joy to the Son, that is, by the Word.
shepherds who were keeping watch by night. 3 4. Therefore have the Jews departed from
Moreover, Mary said, " My soul doth magnify God, in not receiving His Word, but imagining
the Ix)rd, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God that they could know the Father [apart] by
my salvation ;" 4w the rejoicing of Abraham Himself, without the Word, that is, without the
descending upon those who sprang from him,-- Son ; they being ignorant of that God who spake
those, namely, who were watching, and who be- in human shape to Abraham, '° and again to
held Christ, and believed in Him ; while, on the Moses, saying, "I have surely seen the affliction
other hand, there was a reciprocal rejoicing which of My people in Egypt, and I have come down
passed backwards from the children to Abraham, to deliver them."" For the Son, who is the
who did also desire to see the day of Christ's corn- Word of God, arranged these things beforehand
ing. Rightly, then, did our Lord bear witness from the beginning, the Father being in no want
to him, saying, "Your father Abraham rejoiced of angels, in order that He might call the crea-
to see my day ; and he saw it, and was glad." tion into being, and form man, for whom also

2. For not alone upon Abraham's account the creation was made ; nor, again, standing in
did He say these things, but also that He might need of any instrumentahty for the framing of
point out how all who have known God from created things, or for the ordering of those
the beginning, and have foretold the advent of things which had reference to man; while, [at
Christ, have received the revelation from the Son the same time,] He has a vast and unspeakable
Himself; who also in the last times was made : number of servants. For His offspring and His
visible and passable, and spake with the human simtlttude t2 do minister to Him in every respect ;
race, that He might from the stones raise up that is, the SOn and the Holy Spirit, the Word
children unto Abraham, and fulfil the promise and Wisdom; whom all the angels serve, and
which God had given him, and that He might to whom they are subject. Vain, therefore, are
make his seed as the stars of heaven,S as John those who, because of that declaration, "No
the Baptist says: "For God is able from these man knoweth the Father, but the Son," x3 do
stones to raise up children unto Abraham. "6 introduce another unknown Father.
Now, this Jesus did by drawing us off from the
religion of stones, and bringing us over from CHAP. vm. _VAIN ATrEMPTS OF MARCIONAND
hard and fruitless cogitations, and establishing HiS FOLLOWERS,WHO EXCLUDEABRAHAMFROM
in us a faith like to Abraham. As Paul does THE SALVATIONBESTOWED BY CHRIST, WHO

also testify, saying that we are children of Abra- LIBERATEDNOT ONLYABRAHAM,BUT THE SEED
ham because of the similarity of our faith, and OF ABRAHAM,BYFULFILLINGANDNOT DESTROY-
the promise of lnheritance.7 ING THE LAW WHEN HE HEALED ON THE SAB-

3. He is therefore one and the same God, BATH-DAY.
who called Abraham and gave him the promise, i. Vain, too, is [the effort of] Marcion and
But He is the Creator, who does also through his followers when they [seek to] exclude Abra-
Christ prepare lights in the world, [namely] ham from the inheritance, to whom the Spirit
those who believe from among the Gentiles. through many men, and now by Paul, bears wit-
And He says, "Ye are the light of the world ; "s ness, that "he believed God, and it was imputed
that is, as the stars of heaven. Him, therefore, I unto him for nghteousness." ,4 And the Lord
have rightly shown to be known by no man, unless [also bears witness to him,] in the first place,
by the Son, and to whomsoever the Son shall indeed, by raising up children to him from the
reveal Him. But the Son reveals the Father to stones, and making his seed as the stars of
all to whom He wills that He should be known ; heaven, saying, "They shall come from the east
and neither without the goodwill of the Father, and from the west, from the north and from the
nor without the agency of the Son, can any man south, and shall recline with Abraham, and Isaac,
know God. Wherefore did the lord say to His and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven ;" ,s and
disciples, "I am the way, the truth, and the life : then again by saying to the Jews, "When ye
and no man cometh unto the Father but by Me. shall see Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and all
If ye had known Me, ye would have known My the prophets in the kingdom of heaven, but you

x The text has ocular'urn, probably by mistake for_u/eru_. 9 John xiv. 6, 7.
to Gen. xvui. x.J Luke ii. 29, etc.

* Luke ii. 8. tt Ex. lit. 7,8.
4 Luke i. 46. t2 Matmuct here observes, tl_t the fathers called the Holy Spint
s C-en. xv. 5. the similitude of the Son.

x_ Matt. xi. 27; Luke x. an.
6 Matt, !il. 9- Rom. iv 3.

Rom.tv._2;Gal.iv. ,8. t,_Matt.viii.xz.a Matt. v. z4.
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yourselves cast out.", This, then, is a clear ate the ears of corn, rubbing them in their hands,
point, that those who disallow his salvation, and "Have ye not read this, what David did, when
frame the idea of another God besides Him who himself was an hungered ; how he went into the
made the promise to Abraham, are outside the house of God, and ate the shew-bread, and gave
kingdom of God, and are disinherited from [the [to those who were with him ; which it is not
gift of] incorruption, setting at naught and bias- _lawful to eat, but for the priests alone ?" s justify-
pheming God, who introduces, through Jesus ing His disciples by the words of the law, and
Christ, Abraham to the kingdom of heaven, and pointing out that it was lawful for the priests to
his seed, that is, the Church, upon which also act freely. For David had been appointed a
is conferred the adoption and the inheritance priest by God, although Saul persecuted him.
promised to Abraham. For all the righteous possess the sacerdotal rank. 6

z. For the Lord vindicated Abraham's pos- And all the apostles of the Lord are priests, who
terity by loosing them from bondage and calling do inherit here neither lands nor houses, but
them to salvation, as He d_d in the case of the serve God and the altar continually. Of whom
woman whom He healed, saying openly to those Moses also says in Deuteronomy, when blessing
who had not faith like Abraham, "Ye hypocrites, 2 Levi, " Who said unto his father and to his
doth not each one of you on the Sabbath-days mother, I have not known thee ; neither did he
loose his ox or his ass, and lead him away to acknowledge his brethren, and he disinherited
watering ? And ought not this woman, being a his own sons : he kept Thy commandments, and
daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound observed Thy covenant." r But who are they
these eighteen years, be loosed from this bond that have left father and mother, and have said
on the Sabbath-days ? "3 It is clear, therefore, adieu to all their neighbours, on account of the
that He loosed and vivified those who believe in word of God and His covenant, unless the dis-
Him as Abraham did, doing nothing contrary to ciples of the Lord? Of whom again Moses says,
the law when He healed upon the Sabbath-day. "They shall have no inheritance, for the Lord
For the law did not prohibit men from being Himself is thelr inheritance. ''s And again, "The
healed upon the Sabbaths ; [on the contrary,] priests the Levites shall have no part in the whole
it even circumcised them upon that day, and tribe of Levi, nor substance with Israel ; their
gave command that the offices should be per- substance is the offerings (fructiflcaa'ons) of the
formed by the priests for the people ; yea, it did Lord : these shall they eat." 9 Wherefore also
not disallow the healing even of dumb animals. Paul says, "I do not seek after a gift, but I seek
Both at Stloam and on frequent subsequent4 oc- after fruit." ,o To His disciples He said, who
casion_, did He perform cures upon the Sabbath ; had a priesthood of the Lord,,_ to whom it was
and for this reason many used to resort to Him lawful when hungry to eat the ears of corn, '2"For
on the Sabbath-days. For the law commanded the workman is worthy of his meat." ,2 And the
them to abstain from every servile work, that is, priests in the temple profaned the Sabbath, and
from all grasping after wealth which is procured were blameless. Wherefore, then, were they
by trading and by other worldly busmess ; but blameless? Because when in the temple they
it exhorted them to attend to the exercises of were not engaged in secular affairs, but in the
the soul, which consist in reflection, and to ad- service of the Lord, fulfilling the law, but not
dresses of a beneficial kind for their neighbours' going beyond it, as that man did, who of his own
benefit. And therefore the Lord reproved those accord carried dry wood into the camp of God,
who unjustly blamed Him for having healed upon and was justly stoned to death. '4 "For every tree
the Sabbath-days. For He did not make void, that bringeth not forth good fruit shall be hewn
but fulfilled the law, by performing the offices down, and cast into the fire ;" ,s and "whosoever
of the high priest, propitiating God for men, and shall defile the temple of God, him shall God
cleansing the lepers, healing the sick, and Him- defile." _
self suffering death, that exiled man might go
forth from condemnation, and might return with- _ Lukeva 3,4-

"l'h_s clause is differently quoted by Antonius Melissa and Johnout fear to his own inheritance. Damascenus, thas: lltiq Oax_tAev¢ _itato¢ leparttt;lr _Xlt -tti_v, [ e.,

3. And again, the law did not forbid those e_,,_ r,ght,o,,,*e,,xto,*e.... , #riesllyorder Cornp.• Pet.li 5, 9 [And wtth St. Peter's testimony m the priesthood of the
who were hungry on the Sabbath-days to take larry, compare the same under the law. "E.x. xix. 6. The We.stem

Church has recognised the "' Episcopate ab extra" of sovereigns;food lying ready at hand : it did, however, forbid wh_ intheEast,ithasgrownmooC_sarot_aa_unt]
them to reap and to gather into the barn. And r _ut xxx_ii9.$ Nual, XVltt, 20.

therefore did the Lord say to those who were 9 De_t.x_i....
blaming His disciples because they plucked and ,o r_il.i_ ,7.tt Ltteralty, "the Lord's l.._witieal tmbstanec"_Domlnd Lew#_;

cam sub$tantt'am.
i Luke xtii _8. t2 Ltterally, " to take food from seeds."

Harvey prefers the singular--" hy/_ocrtte." 13 l_latt x. xo
3 I_uge_ xuI-'_ X5t 16 . • 14 Num xv 32, etc.
4 The text here ts rather uncertain Harvey's conIecturm readmg xs MatL tti. to.

of etjasn for etzam has been followed. 16 I Cor. iia. x7.
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CHAP. IX.--THERE IS BUT ONE AUTHOR, AND ONE therefore it has also been diffused, not through-
END TO _cn-I COVENANTS. out one nation ['only], but over the whole world.

i. All things therefore are of one and the For one and the same Lord, who is greater than
same substance, that is, from one and the same the temple, greater than Solomon, and greater
God; as also the Lord says to the disciples: than Jonah, confers gifts upon men, that is, Has
"Therefore every scribe, which is instructed unto own presence, and the resurrection from the dead ;
the kingdom of heaven, is like unto a man that but He does not change God, nor proclaim an-
is an householder, which bringeth forth out of other Father, but that very same one, who always
his treasure things new and old." ' He did not has more to measure out to those of His house-

hold. And as their love towards God increases,teach that he who brought forth the old was one,
and he that brought forth the new, another ; but He bestows more and greater [gaffs] ; as also

i the Lord said to His disciples: "Ye shall seethat they were one and the same. For the Lord _
is the good man of the house, who rules the en- greater things than these." 7 And Paul declares :

"Not that I have already attained, or that I ami. .

tire house of His Father; and who delivers a [justified, or already have been made perfect.law suited both for slaves and those who are as

yet undisciplined ; and gives fitting precepts to For we know in part, and we prophesy in part ;
those that are free, and have been justified but when that which is perfect has come, the
by faith, as well as throws His own inheritance things which are in part shall be done away." s
open to those that are sons. And He called His As, therefore, when that which is perfect is come,
disciples "scribes" and "teachers of the king- we shall not see another Father, but Him whom
dora of heaven ;" of whom also He elsewhere we now desire to see (for "blessed are the pure
says to the Jews : "Behold, I send unto you wise in heart : for they shall see God "9) ; neither
men, and scribes, and teachers ; and some of shall we look for another Christ and Son of God,
them ye shall kill, and persecute from city to but Him who [was born] of the V_rgin Mary,
city." * Now, without contradiction, He means who also suffered, in whom too we trust, and
by those things which are brought forth from the whom we love ; as Esaias says : "And they shall
treasure new and old, the two covenants ; the say in that day, Behold our LORD God, in whom
old, that giving of the law which took place we have trusted, and we have rejoiced in our
formerly ; and He points out as the new, that salvation ; "_o and Peter says in his Epistle:
manner of hfe required by the Gospel, of which "Whom, not seeing, ye love ; in whom, though
David says, "Sing unto the LORD a new song ; "3 now ye see Him not, ye have believed, ye shall
and Esaias, "Sing unto the LORD a new hymn. rejoice with joy unspeakable ; .... neither do we
His beginning (tmtium), His name is glorified receive another Holy Spirit, besides Him who is
from the height of the earth : they declare His with us, and who cries, "Abba, Father ;" ,2 and
powers in the isles." 4 And Jeremiah says : "Be- we shall make increase in the very same things
hold, I will make a new covenant, not as I made [as now], and shall make progress, so that no
with your fathers " s in Mount Horeb. But longer through a glass, or by means of eniglna_,
one and the same householder produced both but face to face, we shall enjoy the gifts of
covenants, the Word of God, our Lord Jesus God ;- so also now, receiving more than the
Christ, who spake with both Abraham and temple, and more than Solomon, that is, the ad-
Moses, and who has restored us anew to liberty, vent of the Son of God, we have not been
and has multiplied that grace which is from taught another God besides the Framer and the
Himself. Maker of all, who has been pointed out to us

2. He declares : "For in this place is One from the beginning ; nor another Christ, the Son
greater than the temple." 6 But [the words] i of God, besides Him who was foretold by the
greater and less are not applied to those thingsPr°P hets"
which have nothing in common between them- 3. For the new covenant having been known
selves, and are of an opposite nature, and mutu- and preached by the prophets, He who was to
ally repugnant ; but are used in the case of those carry it out according to the good pleasure of
of the same substance, and which possess proper- the Father was also preached, having been re-
ties in common, but merely differ in number and veiled to men as God pleased ; that they might
size ; such as water from water, and light from always make progress through believing in Him,
light, and grace from grace. Greater, therefore, and by means of the [successive] covenants,
is that legislation which has been given in order to
liberty than that given in order to bondage ; and r Johnt 50.

s These words of Scripture are quoted by memory from Phd ill
tu, x Cor Iv 4, and Xtlt. 9, Io It is remarkable that the second Js

t Matt. xiii. 52. incorporated with the preceding m a strmlar ,hay, m the an(.tent Itahc
2 Matt. xxitl, 34. version known as the St, Germam copy.
3 ps. xcvi. x. 9 Matt v. 8.

4 Isa xht. to, quoted from memory, to Isa xxv. 9.
3 3©r. xxxl 3t. It x Pet. t 8
• Matt, xu. 6. x2 Rom. vm. x5.
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should gradually attain to perfect salvation.' For FROM THIS FACT IT FOLLOWS THAT THEY WERE

there is one salvation and one God ; but the INSPIREDBY ONE AND THE SAMEGOD.
precepts which form the man are numerous, and
the steps which lead man to God are not a few. i. Wherefore also John does appropriately
It is allowable for an earthly and temporal king, relate that the Lord said to the Jews : "Ye
though he is [but] a man, to grant to his sub- search the Scriptures, in which ye think ye have
jeers greater advantages at times : shall not this eternal life ; these are they which testify of me.
then be lawful for God, since He is [ever] the And ye are not willing to come unto Me, that ye
same, and is always willing to confer a greater may have life." 6 How therefore did the Scrip-
[degree of] grace upon the human race, and to tures testify of Him, unless they were from one
honour continually with many gifts those who and the same Father, instructing men before-
please Him ? But if this be to make progress, hand as to the advent of His Son, and foretelling
[namely,] to find out another Father besides the salvation brought in by Htm? "For if ye
Him who was preached from the beginning ; and had believed Moses, ye would also have believed
again, besides him who is imagined to have been Me ; for he wrote of Me ; "r [saying this,] no
discovered in the second place, to find out a doubt, because the Son of God is implanted
third other,-- then the progress of this man will everywhere throughout his writings : at one time,
consist in his also proceeding from a third to a indeed, speaking with Abraham, when about to
fourth ; and from this, again, to another and eat with him ; at another time with Noah, giving
another : and thus he who thinks that he is to him the dimensions [of the ark] ; at another,
always making progress of such a kind, will inquiring after Adam ; at another, bringing down
never rest in one God. For, being driven away judgment upon the Sodomites ; and again, when
from Him who truly is [God], and being turned He becomes visible, 8 and directs Jacob on his
backwards, he shall be for ever seeking, yet shall journey, and speaks wnth Moses from the bush._
never find out God ; * but shall continually swim And it would be endless to recount [the occa-
m an abyss without limits, unless, being converted sions] upon which the Son of God is shown forth
by repentance, he return to the place from which by Moses. Of the day of His passion, too, he
he had been cast out, confessing one God, the was not ignorant; but foretold Him, after a
Father, the Creator, and beheving [in Him] who figurative manner, by the name gwen to the
was declared by the law and the prophets, who passover ; to and at that very festival, which had
was borne witness to by Christ, as He did Him- been proclaimed such a long time previously by
self declare to those who were accusing His Moses, did our Lord suffer, thus fulfilling the
disciples of not observing the tradition of the passover. And he did not describe the day
elders : " Why do ye make void the law of God only, but the place also, and the time of day at
by reason of your tradition ? For God said, which the sufferings ceased," and the sign of the
Honour thy father and mother ; and, Whosoever setting of the sun, saying : "Thou mayest not
curseth father or mother, let him d_e the death."3 sacrifice the passover within any other of thy
And again, He says to them a second time: cities which the LORD God gives thee; but in
"And ye have made void the word of God 4 by the place which the LORD thy God shall choose

that His name be called on there, thou shalt
reason of your tradmon ; " Christ confessing m
the plainest manner Him to be Father and God, sacrifice the passover at even, towards the setting
who said m the law, "Honour thy father and of the sun." ,2
mother; that it may be well with thee." s For 2. And already he had also declared His
the true God did confess the commandment of advent, saying, "There shall not fail a chief in
the law as the word of God, and called no one Judah, nor a leader from his loins, until He
else GOd besides His own Father. come for whom it is laid up, and He is the hope

of the nations ; binding His foal to the vine, and
His ass's colt to the creeping ivy. He shall

CHAP.X. _ THEOLD TESTAMENTSCRIPTURES,AND wash His stole in wine, and His upper garment
THOSE WRITTEN BY MOSES 1N PARTICULAR, DO

EVERYWHERE MAKE MENTION OF THE SON OF 6 John v 39, 4°-

GOD_ AND FORETELL HIS ADVENT AND PASSION. _ _ohn v 46.
CJCdn.xgnt. t 3 and xxxl. xt, etc. There is an allusion here

to a favourite notion among the Fathers, derived from Philo the Jew,
that the name/srael was compounded from the three Hebrew words

x This is in accordance with Harvey's text--"Maturescere pro- [ _ 0"IR"t _'I¢, i.e., "the man seeing God "
fectum salutts " Grabe, however, reads, " Maturescere prefecture [ - • •
salads; " making this equivalent to "ad prefectam salutem." In 9 Ex. ill 4, etc.
most MSS "profectum" and " prefecture" would be written ahk¢. m Feuardent infers with great probabdtty from this passage, that
The same word (" profectus ") occurs again almost nmmedlately, with Iren_u% like Tertullian and others of the Father, connected the word
art evident refere.nce to and comparison with thls clause, pasckawlthrrderXetvjtasu_'¢r. [The LXX. constantly giving colour

2 z Tim. in. 7. to early Christian ideas in this manner, they concluded, perhaps, that
3 Matt. xv. 3, 4. such commdences were designed The LXX were credited with a
4 Another variation from the teactus rece#ttus borne out by the sort of inspiration, as we learn from our author.]

Codex Beza_, and some ancient versions. Deut. xvl 5, 6.s Ex. xx. tz, LXX. Ixt2 Latin, '" et extnxmgatem temporum."
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in the blood of the grape; His eyes shall be conferring with His creature, and at another pro-
more joyous than wine,' and His teeth whiter pounding His law;atone time, again, reproving,
than milk. ''2 For, let those who have the at another exhorting, and then setting free His
reputation of investigating everything, inquire servant, and adopting him as a son(znflhum);
at what time a prince and leader failed out of and, at the proper time, bestowing an incorrupti-
Judah, and who is the hope of the nations, who ble inheritance, for the purpose of bringing man
also is the vine, what was the ass's colt [referred to perfection ? For He formed him for growth
to as] His, what the clothing, and what the eyes, and increase, as the Scripture says : "Increase
what the teeth, and what the wine, and thus let and multiply." 7
them investigate every one of the points men- 2. And in this respect God differs from man,
tioned ; and they shall find that there was none that God indeed makes, but man is made ; and
other announced than our Lord, Christ Jesus. truly, He who makes is always the same ; but
Wherefore Moses, when chiding the ingratitude that which is made must receive both beginning,
of the people, said, "Ye infatuated people, and and middle, and addition, and increase. And
unwise, do ye thus requite the LORD?"3 And God does indeed create after a skilful manner,
again, he indicates that He who from the begin- !while, [as regards] man, he ts created sktlfully.
ning founded and created them, the Word, who God also is truly perfect in all things, Himself
also redeems and vivifies us in the last times, is equal and similar to Himself, as He is all light,
shown as hanging on the tree, and they will not and all mind, and all substance, and the fount of
believe on Him. For he says, "And thy life all good; but man receives advancement and
shall be hanging before thine eyes, and thou wilt increase towards God. For as God is always
not believe thy life." 4 And again, "Has not the same, so also man, when found in God, shall
this same one thy Father owned thee, and rnade always go on towards God. For neither does
thee, and created thee?" s God at any time cease to confer benefits upon,

or to enrich man ; nor does man ever cease from
receiving the benefits, and being enriched by

CHAP. XL- THE OLD PROPHETS AND RIGHTEOUS God. For the receptacle of His goodness, andMEN KNEW BEFOREHAND OF THE ADVENT OF
the instrument of His glorification, is the man

CHRIST, AND EARNESTLY DESIRED TO SEE AND who 1s grateful to Him that made him ; and
HEAR HIM, HE REVEALINGHIMSELF IN THE again, the receptacle of H_s just judgment is the
SCRIPTURES BY" THE HOLY GHOST, AND WITH-

ungrateful man, who both despises his Maker
out ANY CHANGEIN HIMSELF, ENRICHINGMEN and is not subject to His Word ; who has promised
DAY BY DAY WITH BENEFITS,BUT CONFERRINGthat He will give very much to those always
THEM IN GREATERABUNDANCEON LATERTHAN bringing forth fruit, and more [and more] to
ON FORMER GENERATIONS. those who have the Lord's money. "Well done,"
i. But that it was not only the prophets and He says, "good and faithful servant: because

many righteous men, who, foreseeing through the I thou hast been faithful in little, I will appoint
Holy Spirit His advent, prayed that they might thee over many things ; enter thou into the joy
attain to that period in which they should see of thy Lord."s The Lord Himself thus promises
their Lord face to face, and hear His words, the very much.
Lord has made manifest, when He says to His 3. As, therefore, He has promised to give very
disciples, "Many prophets and righteous men much to those who do now bring forth fruit, ac-
have desired to see those things which ye see, i cording to the gift of His grace, but not accord-
and have not seen them ; and to hear those things ing to the changeableness of " knowledge ;" for
which ye hear, and have not heard them." 6 In the Lord remains the same, and the same Father
what way, then, did they desire both to hear and is revealed ; thus, therefore, has the one and the
to see, unless they had foreknowledge of His fu- same Lord granted, by means of His advent, a
ture advent ? But how could they have foreknown greater gift of grace to those of a later period,
it, unless they had previously received foreknowl- than what He had granted to those under the
edge from Himself ? And how do the Scriptures Old Testament dispensation. For they indeed
testify of Him, unless all things had ever been used to hear, by means of [His] servants, that
revealed and shown to believers by one and the the King would come, and they rejoiced to a
same God through the Word ; He at one time certain extent, inasmuch as they hoped for His

coming ; but those who have beheld Him actu-
x The Latin is, "Imtific, ocuh ejus a vino," the Hebrew method ally present, and have obtained liberty, and been

of mdtcatingcomparisonbeingevutentlylmttated, made partakers of His gifts, do possess a greater2 Gen xhx _o-t2, LXX.
3 IMutxxx,i.6. amount of grace, and a higher degree of cxulta-
,I.I)eut xxvlll 66 Tertullian, Cyprian, and other early Fathers, tion, rejoicing because of the King's arrival : asagree wtth Irenzus In hts exposition of thts text.
s I'_ut. xxxlt. 6. "Owned thee," i e, following the meaning of

the Hebrew, "owned thee by generauon." 7 Gen t a8
6 l_|att xfii 17 8 Matt. xxv at, etc,
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also David says, "My soul shall rejoice in the CHAP. xn. m lT CLEARLY APPEARSTHAT THERE
LORD; it shall be glad in His salvation.", And was BUT ONE AUTHOROF BOTH THE OLD AND
for this cause, upon His entrance into Jerusalem, THE NEW LAW, FROM THE FACT THAT CHRIST
all those who were in the way 2 recognised David CONDEMNEDTRADITIONSAND CUSTOMSR_G-.
their king in His sorrow of soul, and spread their NANT TO THE FORMER, WHILE HE CONFIRMED
garments for Him, and ornamented the way with ITS MOST IMPORTANTPRECEPTS,AND TAUGHT
green boughs, crying out with great joy and glad- THAT HE WAS HLMSELFTHE END OF THE
hess, "Hosanna to the Son of David ; blessed MOSAICLAW.

is He that cometh in the name of the Lord : I. For the tradition of the elders themselves,
hosanna in the highest." s But to the envious which they pretended to observe from the law,
wicked stewards, who circumvented those under was contrary to the law given by Moses. Where-
them, and ruled over those that had no great in- fore also Esaias declares : "Thy dealers mix the
telhgence,4 and for this reason were unwilhng wine with water," 6 showing that the elders were
that the king should come, and who said to Him, in the habit of mingling a watered tradition with
"Hearest thou what these say?" did the Lord the simple command of God; that is, they set
reply, "Have ye never read, Out of the mouths up a spurious law, and one contrary to the[true]
of babes and sucklings hast Thou perfected law ; as also the Lord made plain, when He said
praise ?" s __ thus pointing out that what had to them, "Why do ye transgress the command-
been declared by David concerning the Son of ment of God, for the sake of your tradition? " 7
God, was accomplished in His own person ; and For not only by actual transgression did they set
indicating that they were indeed ignorant of the the law of God at nought, mingling the wine with
meaning of the Scripture and the dispensation water; but they also set up their own law in
of God ; but declaring that it was Himself who opposition to it, which is termed, even to the
was announced by the prophets as Christ, whose present day, the pharisaical. In this [law] they
name is praised m all the earth, and who perfects suppress certain things, add others, and inter-
praise to His Father from the mouth of babes pret others, again, as they think proper, which
and sucklings ; wherefore also His glory has been their teachers use, each one in particular ; and
raised above the heavens, desiring to uphold these traditions, they were

4. If, therefore, the self-same person is present unwilling to be subject to the law of God,
who was announced by the prophets, our, Lord which prepares them for the coming of Christ.
Jesus Christ, and if His advent has brought in a But they did even blame the Lord for healing
fuller [measure of] grace and greater gifts to

on the Sabbath_days, which, as I have already
those who have received Him, it is plain that observed, the law did not prohibit. For they
the Father also is Hunself the same who was did themselves, in one sense, perform acts of
proclauned by the prophets, and that the Son, healing upon the Sabbath-day, when they cir-
on His coming, dM not spread the knowledge cumcised a man [on that day]; but they did not
of another Father, but of the same who was blame themselves for transgressing the command
preached from the beginning ; from whom also of God through tradition and the aforesaid
He has brought down liberty to those who, in a pharisaical law, and for not keeping the corn-
lawful manner, and with a willing mind, and with mandment of the law, which is the love of God.
all the heart, do Hinl service ; whereas to scot'- 2. But that this is the first and greatest
fers, and to those not subject to God, but who commandment, and that the next [has respect
follow outward purifications for the praise of men to love] towards our neighbour, the Lord has
(which observances had been given as a type of taught, when He says that the entire law and
future things, -- the law typifying, as it were, cer- the prophets hang upon these two command-
tam things in a shadow, and delineating eternal ments. Moreover, He did not Himself bring
things by temporal, celestial by telTestrial), and down [from heaven] any other commandment
to those who pretend that they do themselves greater than this one, but renewed this very
observe more than what has been prescribed, as same one to His disciples, when He enjoined
if preferring their own zeal to God Himself, while them to love God with all their heart, and others
within they are full of hypocrisy, and covetous- as themselves. But if He had descended from
hess, and all wmkedness, m [to such] has He as- another Father, He never would have made use
signed everlasting perdition by cutting them off of the first and greatest commandment of the
from life. law ; but He would undoubtedly have endear-

, vs.xxx, oured by all means to bring down a greater one
20r,"all t_whowere m the ,ray of Da_td"--o .... qu, than this from the perfect Father, so as not to

.... t .... a D,,v,,t, ,,, ddo......... _ ..... t ..... ego,. make use of that which had been given by theMatt, xxi. 8.

'¢ The Latin text ts ambiguous- *_ dommabantur eorum, quibus
ratio non Constabat." The rendering may be " and ruled over those
things with respect to which xt was not rtght that they should do so. ' 6 Isa i. _.

.s Matt. xxt, 16; Ps. wit. 3. 7 Matt xv. 3-
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God of the law. And Paul in like manner de- ing which they made the law of God of none
elates, "Lbve is the fulfilling of the law : " ' and effect, and were on thas account also not subject
[he declares] that when all other things have to His Word. For this is what Paul says con-
l_een destroyed, there shall remain "faith, hope, cemmg these men : "For they, being ignorant of
and love ; but the greatest of all as love ; "2 and God's righteousness, and going about to estabhsh
that apart from the love of God, nmther knowl- their own righteousness, have not submitted them-
edge avails anything,s nor the understanding of! selves to the righteousness of God. For Christ
mysteries, nor faith, nor prophecy, but that with- is the end of the law for righteousness to every
out love all are hollow and vain ; moreover, that one that belleveth." 6 And how is Christ the
love makes man perfect ; and that he who loves end of the law, if He be not also the final cause
God is perfect, both in this world and in that of at ? For He who has brought in the end has
which is to come. For we do never cease from i Himself also wrought the beginning ; and it is
loving God ; but in proportion as we continue to He who does Himself say to Moses, " I have
contemplate Him, so much the more do we love surely seen the affhctlon of my people which is
Him. in Egypt, and I have come down to dehver

3. As in the law, therefore, and in the Gospel them ; "; it being customary from the beginning
[hkewise], the first and greatest commandment with the Word of God to ascend and descend
is, to love the Lord God with the whole heart, for the purpose of saving those who were in
and then there follows a commandment like to affliction.

it, to love one's neighbour as one's self; the 5. Now, that the law did beforehand teach
author of the law and the Gospel is shown to be mankind the necessity of following Christ, He
one and the same. For the precepts of an ab- does Himself make mamfest, when He replied
solutely perfect life, since they are the same m as follows to him who asked Hm_ what he should
each Testament, have pointed out [to us] the do that he might inherit eternal life : " If thou
same God, who certainly has promulgated par- writ enter into life, keep the commandments." _
ticular laws adapted for each; but the more But upon the other asking " Which?" again the
prominent and the greatest [commandments], Lord replies : " Do not commit adultery, do not
without which salvation cannot [be attained], He kill, do not steal, do not bear false witness, hon-
has exhorted [us to observe] the same in both. our father and mother, and thou shalt love thy

4. The Lord, too, does not do away with this neighbour as thyself," -- setting as an ascending
[God], when He shows that the law was not series (z,dut gradzts) before those who washed
derived from another God, expressing Himself to follow Him, the precepts of the law, as the
as follows to those who were being instructed entrance into hfe; and what He then said to
by Him, to the multitude and to His disciples : ione He saad to all. But when the former said,
"The scribes and Pharisees mt in Moses' seat. "All these have I done" (and most hkely he
All, therefore, whatsoever they bid you observe, had not kept them, for in that case the Lord
that observe and do ; but do not ye after their would not have said to hnn, " Keep the com-
works : for they say, and do not. For they anandments "), the Lord, exposing his covetous-
bind heavy burdens, and lay them upon men's ness, said to him, " If thou walt be perfect, go,
shoulders ; but they themselves wall not so nmch sell all that thou hast, and dastnbute to the
as move them with a finger."4 He therefore poor; and come, follow me;" promising to
dad not throw blame upon that law which was those who would act thus, the portion belonging
given by Moses, when He exhorted it to be ob- to the apostles (apostdorum pattern). And
served, Jerusalem being as yet in safety ; but He He did not preach to His followers another God
did throw blame upon those persons, because the Father, besides Hun who was proclaalned
they repeated indeed the words of the law, yet by the law from the beginning ; nor another Son,
were wathout love. And for this reason were nor the Mother, the enthymesis of the .eEon, who
they held as being unrighteous as respects God, extsted in suffering and apostasy ; nor the Pie-
and as respects their neighbours. As also Isaiah roma of the thirty A_ons, which has been proved
says: "This people honoureth Me w_th their vain, and incapable of being believed an; nor
laps, but their heart is far from Me : howbeit in that fable invented by the other heretics. But
vain do they worship Me, teaching the doctrines He taught that they should obey the command-
and the commandments of men." s He does ments which God enjoined from the beginning.
not call the law given by Moses commandments and do away with their former covetousness b)
of men, but the traditions of the elders them- good works, 9 and follow after Christ. But that

selves which they had invented, and in uphold- , R.... 3,4.
7 gx m, 7, 8

i Rom xili to. s Matt xtx 17, i8, etc.
2 t Cor. xiti. 13. 9 Harvey here remarks " In a theo|ogtca| point of wew, It should

i Cot. xilt a. be observed, that no $avlng llterlt 1$ asLrtbed to almsgtvln_ tt la
4 Matt xxttt. 2- 4. spoken of here a_ the negation of the vice of covetousness, w-htch is
$ lsa. xxtx. x3, wholly mconsistent wlth the stateof salvationtowhich we are called"
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possessions distributed to the poor do annul for- Iby the law, but even from longing after them--
mer covetousness, Zaccheus made evident, when is not contrary to [the law], as I have remarked,
he said, "Behold, the half of my goods I give neither is it the utterance of one destroying the
to the poor ; and if I have defrauded any one, law, but of one fulfilling, extending, and afford-
I restore fourfold." _ ing greater scope to it.

2. For the law, since it was laid down for
CHAP. XIII.- CHRIST DID NOT ABROGATE THE NATU- those in bondage, used to instruct the soul by

PAL PRECEPTSOF THE LAW,BUT RATHERFUL- means of those corporeal objects which were of
FILLEDANDEXTENDEDTHEM. HE REMOVEDTHE an external nature, drawing it, as by a bond, to
YOKE AND BONDAGE OF THE OLD LAW, SO THAT obey its commandments, that man might learn
MANKIND,BEING NOW SET FREE, MIGHT SERVE to serve God. But the Word set free the soul,
GODWITH THATTRUSTFULPIKIY WHICH BECOM- and taught that through it the body should be
EIH SONS. willingly purified. Which having been accom-
i. And that the Lord did not abrogate the plished, it followed as of course, that the bonds

natural [precepts] of the law, by which man* is of slavery should be removed, to which man had
justified, which also those who were justified by now become accustomed, and that he should
faith, and who pleased God, did observe pre- follow God without fetters: moreover,' that the
vious to the giving of the law, but that He ex- laws of liberty should be extended, and subjec-
tended and fulfilled them, is shown from His tlon to the king increased, so that no one who ]s
words. " For," He remarks, "It has been said converted should appear unworthy to Him who
to them of old time, Do not commit adultery, set him free, but that the piety and obedience
But I say unto you, That every one vcho hath due to the Master of the household should be
looked upon a woman to lust after her, hath corn- equally rendered both by servants and children ;
m_tted adultery with her already in his heart."3 while the children possess greater confidence
And again • " It has been said, Thou shalt not [than the servants], inasmuch as the working of
kill. But I say unto you, Every one who is an- hberty is greater and more glorious than that
gry with his brother without a cause, shall be obedience whmh is rendered in [-a state of]
m danger of the judgment."4 And, " It hath slavery.
been said, Thou shalt not forswear thyself. But 3. And for this reason did the Lord, instead
I say unto you, Swear not at all ; but let your of that [commandment], "Thou shalt not com-
comersat]on be, Yea, yea, and Nay, nay." s And mit adultery," forbid even concupiscence ; and
other statements of a hke nature. For all these instead of that which runs thus, "Thou shalt

do not contain or imply an opposition to and not kill," He prohibited anger; and instead of
a,a overturning of the [precepts] of the past, as the law enjoining the giving of tithes, [He told
Marclon's followers do strenuously maintain ; but [ us] to share 7 all our possessions with the poor ;
[they exhibit] a fulfilhng and an extension of'.and not to love our neighbours only, but even
them, as He does Himself declare : "Unless our enemies ; and not merely to be liberal givers
}'our righteousness shall exceed that of the and bestowers, but even that we should present
strlbes and Pharisees, ye shall not enter into the a gratuitous gift to those who take away our
kingdom of heaven. ''6 For what meant the ex- goods. For " to him that taketh away thy
cess referred to? In the first place, [we must] coat," He says, "give to him thy cloak also ;
believe not only m the Father, but also in His and from him that taketh away thy goods, ask
Son now revealed; for He it is who leads man them not again; and as ye would that men
into fellowship and unitywith God. In the next should do unto you, do ye unto them: ''s so
place, [we must] not only say, but we must do ; that we may not grieve as those who are unwill-
for they said, but did not. And [we must] not ing to be defrauded, but may rejoice as those
only abstain from evil deeds, but even from the who have given willingly, and as rather conferring
desires after them. Now He did not teach us a favour upon our neighbours than yielding to
these things as being opposed to the law, but as necessity. "And if any one," He says, "shall
fulfilling the law, and implanting in us the varied compel thee [to go] a mile, go with him twain ; "9
righteousness of the law. That would have been so that thou mayest not follow him as a slave,
contrary to the law, if He had commanded His but may as a free man go before him, showing
disciples to do anything whmh the law had pro- thyself in all things kindly disposed and useful
hibited. But th_s which He did command _ to thy neighbour, not regarding their evil inten-

namely, not only to abstain from things forbidden tions, but peffornling thy kind offices, assimilat-
_ng thyself to the Father, "who maketh His sun

x Luke xix. 8
That is, as Harvey observes, tke natural .... , as described m to rise upon the evil and the good, and sendeth

Rom It 27
s Matt. v 27, 28.
_"Matt. v. 2I, 22. 7 Matt xlx. 2x.
s Matt v 33, etc. 8 Luke vt 29--3t.
_' Matt v 2o. 9 Matt v. 4x.
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rain upon the just and unjust.", Now all these !bestow eternal life upon Abraham himself, inas-
precepts], as I have already observed, were not ]much as the friendship of God imparts immor-
the injunctions] of one doing away with the tality to those who embrace it.

law, but of one fulfilling, extending, and widen-
ing it among us ; just as if one should say, that CHAP. XrV.--IF GOD DEMANDSOBEDIENCE FRO_{
the more extensive operation of liberty imphes MAN, IF HE FORMED MAN, CALLED HIM AND
that a more complete subjection and affection PLACED HIM UNDER LAWS, IT WAS MERELY FOR

towards our Liberator had been implanted with- MAN'SWELFARE; NOTTHAT GODSTOODIN NEED
in us. For He did not set us free for this put- OF MAN,BUT THAT HE GRACIOUSLYCONFERRED
pose, that we should depart from Him (no one, UPON MAN HIS FAVOURSIN EVERY POSSIBLE
indeed, while placed out of reach of the Lord's _ER.
benefits, has power to procure for himself the i. In the beginning, therefore, did God form
means of salvation), but that the more we re- Adam, not as ff He stood in need of man, bm
ceive His grace, the more we should love Him. that He might have [some one] upon whom to
Now the more we have loved Him, the more confer His benefits. For not alone antecedently
glory shall we receive from Him, when we are to Adam, but also before all creation, the Word
continually in the presence of the Father. glorified His Father, remaining in Him ; and

4. Inasmuch, then, as all natural precepts are was Himself glorified by the Father, as He did
common to us and to them (the Jews), they Himself declare, "Father, glorify Thou Me with
had in them indeed the beginning and origin; the glory which I had with Thee before the
but in us they have received growth and corn-world was." s Nor did He stand in need of
pletion. For to yield assent to God, and to our service when He ordered us to follow Him,
follow His Word, and to love Him above all, but He thus bestowed salvation upon ourselves.
and one's neighbour as one's self (now man is For to follow the Saviour is to be a partaker of
neighbour to man), and to abstain from every salvation, and to follow light is to receive light.
evil deed, and all other things of a like nature But those who are in light do not themselves
which are common to both [covenants], do illumine the light, but are illumined and revealed
reveal one and the same God. But this is our by it : they do certainly contribute nothing to it,
Lord, the Word of God, who in the first instance but, receiving the benefit, they are illumined by
certainly drew slaves to God, but afterwards He the light. Thus, also, service [rendered] to
set those free who were subject to Him, as He God does indeed profit God nothing, nor has
does Himself declare to His disciples : "I will God need of human obedience ; but He grants
not now call you servants, for the servant know- to those who follow and serve Him life and m-
eth not what his lord doeth ; but I have called corruption and eternal glory, bestowing benefit
you friends, for all things which I have heard upon those who serve [Him], because they do
from My Father I have made known." * For in serve Him, and on His followers, because the_
that which He says, " I will not now call you do follow Him ; but does not receive any bene-
servants," He indicates in the most marked fit from them: for He is rich, perfect, and m
manner that it was Himself who did originally need of nothing. But for this reason does God
appoint for men that bondage with respect to demand service from men, in order that, since
God through the law, and then afterwards con- He is good and merciful, He may benefit tho_e
ferred upon them freedom. And in that He who continue in His service. For, as much as
says, "For the servant knoweth not what his God is in want of nothing, so much does man
lord doeth," He points out, by means of His stand in need of fellowship with God. For this
own advent, the ignorance of a people in a is the glory of man, to continue and remain
servile condition. But when He terms His dis- permanently in God's service. Wherefore als0
ciples "the friends of God," He plainly declares did the Lord say to His disciples, "Ye have not
Himself to be the Word of God, whom Abra- chosen Me, but I have chosen you ; "6 indlcat-
ham also followed voluntarily and under no ing that they did not glorify Him when they
compulsion (sine vz'nculis), because of the noble followed Him ; but that, in following the Son of
nature of his faith, and so became "the friend God, they were glorified by Him. And again.
of God." 3 But the Word of God did not "I will, that where I am, there they also may
accept of the friendship of Abraham, as though be, that they may behold My glory ; "7 not
He stood in need of it, for He was perfect from vainly boasting because of this, but desiring that
the beginning (" Before Abraham was," He says, His disciples should share in His glory : of
"I am"*), but that He in His goodness might whom Esaias also says, "I will bring thy seed

from the east, and will gather thee from the
I Matt v. 45.
• .[ohn..xvx5. s John xvli.5.

jas. II ?.3. 6 _ohn xv. 76.
4 John vl//. 58. 7 Johnxvfi 24.
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west ; and I will say to the north, Give up ; and secondary-; that is, to things that are real, by
to the south, Keep not back : bring My sons means of those that are typmal ; and by things
from far, and My daughters from the ends of temporal, to eternal ; and by the carnal to the
the earth ; all, as many as have been called in spmtual; and by the earthly to the heavenly;
My name : for in My glory I have prepared, as was also said to Moses, "Thou shalt make all
and formed, and made ,him."' Inasmuch as, things after the pattern of those things which
then, "wheresoever the carcase is, there shall thou sawest in the mount." s For during forty
also the eagles be gathered together, ''2 we do days He was learning to keep [in his memory]
participate in the glory of the Lord, who has the words of God, and the celestial patterns, and
both formed us, and prepared us for this, thkt, the spiritual images, and the types of things to
when we are with Him, we may partake of His come ; as also Paul says : "For they drank of
glory, the rock whmh followed them: and the rock

2. Thus it was, too, that God formed man at was Christ." 6 And again, having first mentioned
the first, because of His mumficence; but chose what are contained In the law, he goes on to
the pamarchs for the sake of their salvation say: "Now all these things happened to them
and prepared a people beforehand, teaching the in a figure ; but they were written for our admo-
headstrong to follow God ; and raised up proph- ninon, upon whom the end of the ages is come."
ets upon earth, accustoming man to bear Hi, For by means of types they learned to fear God,
Spirit [within him], and to hold commumon and to continue devoted to His service.
with God. He Himself, indeed, having need of
nothing, but granting communion w_th H_mself CHAP. XV.--.4'I' FIRST GOD DEEMED IT SUFFICIENT

to those who stood in need of It, and sketching TO INSCRIBEaHZ NATURALLAW, OR THE DEC-
out, like an architect, the plan of salvation to ALOGUE, UPON THE HEARTS OF MEN_ BUT
those that pleased Hm_. And He did Himself ArrERWARDS HE FOUND IT NECESSARY TO
furmsh guidance to those who beheld H_m not BRIDLE, wrrH THE YOKE OF THE MOSAmtAW,
in Egypt, while to those who became unruly in THE DESIRESOF THE JEWS, WHO WERE A_OS-
the desert He promulgated a law very suitable ING THEIR LIBERTY ; AND EVEN TO ADD SOME

[to their condition]. Then, on the people who SPECIAL COMMANDS,BECAUSE OF THE t_oa)-
entered into the good land He bestowed a noble _ESS OF THEIR HEARTS.
inheritance; and He killed the fatted calf for x. They (the Jews) had therefore a law, a
those converted to the Father, and presented course of discipline, and a prophecy of future
them with the finest robe.s Thus, m a variety things. For God at the first, indeed, warning
of ways, He adjusted the human race to an them by means of natural precepts, which from
agreement with salvation. On th_s account also the beginning He had implanted in mankind,
does John declare in the Apocalypse, "And His that is, by means of the Decalogue (which, if
vome as the sound of many waters." 4 For the any one does not observe, he has no salvation),
Spirit [of God] is truly [like] many waters, did then demand nothing more of them. As
since the Father is both rich and great. And Moses says in Deuteronomy, "These are all the
the Word, passl.ng through all those [men], did words which the Lord spake to the whole as-
hberally confer benefits upon His subjects, by sembly of the sons of Israel on the mount, and
drawing up in writing a law adapted and apph- He added no more ; and He wrote them on two
cable to every class [among them], tables of stone, and gave them to me." 7 For

3. Thus, too, He imposed upon the [Jewish] this reason [He did so], that they who are will-
people the construction of the tabernacle, the ing to follow Him might keep these command-
building of the temple, the electron of the Le- ments. But when they turned themselves to
rites, sacrifices also, and oblations, legal moni- make a calf, and had gone back in their minds
t_ons, and all the other service of the law. He to Egypt, desiring to be slaves instead of free-
does Himself truly want none of these things, :men, they were placed for the future in a state
for He is always full of all good, and had in of servitude suited to their wish, _ [a slavery]
Himself all the odour of kindness, and every which did not indeed cut them off from God,
perfume of sweet-smelling savours, even before but subjected them to the yoke of bondage ;
Moses existed. Moreover, He instructed the as Ezekiel the prophet, when stating the reasons
people, who were prone to turn to idols, instruct- for the giving of such a law, declares : "And
ing them by repeated appeals to persevere and their eyes were after the desire of their heart ;
to serve Cod, calling them to the things of pri- and I gave them statutes that were not good,
mary importance by means of those which were and judgments in which they shall not live." _

z Isa. xliiL 5. 5 Ex xxv 4o.
2 Matt xxlv. 28. e x Cor. x xz.
3 Luke xv. 2u, u 3. 7 Deut. v _2.
4 Rcv. i. x5. s Eeek. xx 24.
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Luke also has recorded that Stephen, who was from the Lord ; yet I give my judgment, as one
the first elected into the diaconate by the apos- that hath obtained mercy of the Lord to be
ties/and who was the first slain for the testimo- faithful." 9 But further, in another place he
ny of Christ, spoke regarding Moses as follows : says : "That Satan tempt you not for your in-
"This man did indeed receive the command- continence." ,o If, therefore, even in the New

ments of the living God to give to us, whom Testament, the apostle_ are found granting cer-
your fathers would not obey, but thrust [Him rain precepts in consideration of human infirmity,
from them], and in their hearts turned back because of the incontinence of some, lest such
again into Egypt, saying unto Aaron, Make us persons, having grown obdurate, and despairing
gods to go before us ; for we do not know altogether of their salvation, should become
what has happened to [this] Moses, who led apostates from God,- it ought not to be won-
us from the land of Egypt. And they made a! dered at, if also in the Old Testament the same
calf in those days, and offered sacrifices to the I God permitted similar indulgences for the bene-
idol, and were rejoicing in the works of their l fit of His people, drawing them on by means of
own hands. But God turned, and gave them the ordinances already mentioned, so that they
up to worship the hosts of heaven ; as it is might obtain the gift of salvation through them,
written in the book of the prophets: 20 ye while they obeyed the Decalogue, and being
house of Israel, have ye offered to Me sacrifices restrained by Him, should not revert to idolatry,
and oblations for forty years in the wilderness ? nor apostatize from God, but learn to love Him
And ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and wath the whole heart. And if certain persons,
the star of the god Remphan,_ figures which ye because of the disobedient and ruined Israelites,
made to worship them ; "* pointing out plainly, do assert that the giver (doctor) of the law was
that the law being such, was not given to them limited in power, they will find in our dispensa-
by another God, but that, adapted to their con- ! tion, that "many are called, but few chosen ; ....
dition of servitude, [it originated] from the very and that there are those who inwardly are wolves,
same [God as we worship]. Wherefore also yet wear sheep's clothing m the eyes of the
He saysto Moses in Exodus: "I will send forth world (foris) ; and that God has always pre-
My angel before thee ; for I will not go up with served freedom, and the power of self-govern-
thee, because thou art a stiff-necked people." s ment in man, 2while at the same time He issued

2. And not only so, but the Lord also showed His own exhortations, in order that those who
that certain precepts were enacted for them by do not obey Him should be righteously judged
Moses, on account of their hardness [of heart], (condemned) because they have not obeyed
and because of their unwillingness to be obe- Him; and that those who have obeyed and
dlent, when, on their saying to Him, "Why then believed on Him should be honoured with 1m-
did Moses command to give a writing of divorce- mortality.
ment, and to send away a wife ?" He said to
them, " Because of the hardness of your hearts CHAP. xw. m PERFECT RIGHTEOUSNESSWAS CON-
he permitted these things to you ; but from the FERRED NEITHER BY CIRCUMCISIONNOR BYANY
beginning it was not so, "6 thus exculpating OTHER LEGAL CEREMONIES. THE DECALOGUE,
Moses as a faithful servant, but acknowledging HOWEVER,WASNOT CANCELLEDBY CHRIST, BUT
one God, who from the beginning made male IS ALWAYSIN FORCE: MEN WERE NEVER RE-
and female, and reproving them as hard-hearted LEASEDFROM n_ COM_ANDME_Crs.
and disobedient. And therefore it was that x. Moreover, we learn from the Scripture itself,
they received from Moses this law of dworce- that God gave circumcision, not as the completer
ment, adapted to their hard nature. But why of righteousness, but as a sign, that the race of
say I these things concerning the Old Testa- Abraham might continue recognisable. For it
ment? For in the New also are the apostles declares: "God said unto Abraham, Every male
found doing this very thing, on the ground among you shall be circumcised; and ye shall
which has been mentioned, Paul plainly declar- circumcise the flesh of your foreskins, as a token
ing, But these things I say, not the Lord." 7 of the covenant between Me and you." ,3 Th_s
And again : "But this I speak by permission, same does Ezekiel the prophet say with regard
not by commandment." s And again: "Now, to the Sabbaths: "Also I gave them My Sab-
as concerning virgins, I have no commandment baths, to be a sign between Me and them, that

they might know that I am the Lord, that sanc-
t [Acts vL 3-/- It is evident that the Imt_ t.ltcltd, and the tify them." ,4 And in Exodus, God says to

apo_,tlesordaaned ]Amos v 25, 26
3 In accordance with the Codex Be_. 9 x Cor. vii 25.
• Actswi 38 etc. to iC-or wt. 5.
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Moses: "And ye shall observe My Sabbaths ; mentioned, and without the law of Moses. As
for it shall be a sign between Me and you for I also Moses himself says to the people in Deuter-
your generations." ' These things, then, were I onomy : "The LORD thy God formed a covenant
given for a sign ; but the signs were not unsym- in Horeb. The LORD formed not this covenant
bolical, that is, neRher unmeaning nor to no with your fathers, but for you."9
purpose, inasmuch as they were given by a wise 3- Why, then, did the Lord not form the cov-

Amst" ; but the circumcision, after,, the,,flesh typl- enant for the fathers ? Because "the law was not
fled that after the Sprat. For we, says the ]estabhshed for righteous men." ,o But the right-
apostle, "have been circumcised with the circum- eous fathers had the meaning of the Decalogue
c]sion made without hands." 2 And the prophet written in their hearts and souls," that is, they
declares, "Circumcise the hardness of your loved the God who made them, and did no
heart." 3 But the Sabbaths taught that we should injury to their neighbour. There was therefore
continue day by day in God's service. 4 "For no occasion that they should be cautioned by
we have been counted," says the Apostle Paul, prohibitory mandates (correptoriis ligeris)," he-
"all the day long as sheep for the slaughter ; "5 cause they had the righteousness of the law in
that is, consecrated [to God], and ministering themselves. But when this righteousness and
continually to our faith, and persevering in it, love to God had passed into oblivion, and be-
and abstaining from all avarice, and not acquiring came extinct in Egypt, God did necessarily,
or possessing treasures upon earth. 6 Moreover, because of His great goodwill to men, reveal
the Sabbath of God (requtetzo l)ei), that m, the Himself by a voice, and led the people with
kingdom, was, as it were, indicated by created power out of Egypt, in order that man might
things ; in which [kingdom], the man who shall again become the disciple and follower of God ;
have persevered in serving God (Deo assislere) and He afflicted those who were disobedient,
shall, m a state of rest, partake of God's table, that they should not contemn their Creator ; and

2. And that man was not justified by these He fed them with manna, that they might receive
things, but that they were given as a sign to the food for their souls (uii ratzana/em acciperent
people, this fact shows, w that Abraham himself, escam) ; as also Moses says in Deuteronomy :
without circumcision and without observance of "And fed thee with manna, which thy fathers
Sabbaths, "believed God, and it was imputed did not know, that thou mlghtest know that man
unto him for righteousness ; and he was called doth not live by bread alone ; but by every word
the friend of God." z Then, again, Lot, without of God proceeding out of His mouth doth man
circumcision, was brought out from Sodom, re- live." ,s And it enjoined love to God, and taught
ceiving salvation from God. So also d_d Noah, iust deahng towards our neighbour, that we
pleasing God, although he was unclrcumosed, ,hould neither be unjust nor unworthy of God,
receive the dimensions [of the ark], of the world who prepares man for His friendship through
of the second race [of men]. Enoch, too, pleas- the medmm of the Decalogue, and likewise for
ing God, without ctrcumcision, discharged the agreement with his neighbour, _ matters which
office of God's legate to the angels although he did certainly profit man himself; God, however,
was a man, and was translated, and is preserved standing in no need of anything from man.
until now as a witness of the just judgment of 4. And therefore does the Scripture say,
God, because the angels when they had trans- "These words the Lord spake to all the assem-
gressed fell to the earth for judgment, but the bly of the children of Israel in the mount, and
man who pleased [God] was translated for salvo- He added no more ;" ,4 for, as I have already
tion. s Moreover, all the rest of the multitude of observed, He stood in need of nothing from
those righteous men who hved before Abraham, them. And again Moses says : "And now Israel,
and of those patriarchs who preceded Moses, what doth the LORD thy Cod require of thee, but
were justified independently of the things above to fear the LORD thy God, to walk in all His

ways, and to love Him, and to serve the LoRD
, Ex.x_i ,3. thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy
*Col i, H soul?" _s Now these things did indeed makes Deut x x6, LXX. version.
4 The Latin text here ts: "Sabhata autem Derseveranttam totius man glorious, by supplying what was wanting to

,d,e_erga Deum deservmoms edocebant; '" whtc_hmight be rendered
' 'i he Sabbaths taught that we should continue the whole day m the him, namely, the friendship of GOd ; but they
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stand in need of man's love. For the glory of fullest manner that God stood in no need of
God was wanting to man, which he could obtain their slavish obedience, but that it was upon
in no other way than by serving God. And their own account that He enjoined certain ob-
therefore Moses says to them again: "Choose servances in the law. And again, that God
life, that thou mayest live, and thy seed, to love needed not their oblation, but [merely demanded
the I_RD thy God, to hear His voice, to cleave it], on account of man himself who offers it, the
unto Him ; for this is thy life, and the length of Lord taught distinctly, as I have pointed out.
thy days.", Preparing man for this life, the For when He perceived them neglecting right-
Lord Himself did speak in His own person to all ! eousness, and abstaining from the love of God,
alike the words of the Decalogue ; and therefore, and imagnning that God was to be propitiated
in like manner, do they remain permanently with by sacrifices and the other typical observances.
us,* receiving by means of His advent in the flesh, Samuel did even thus speak to them : "God
extension and increase, but not abrogation, does not desire whole burnt-offerings and sach-

S. The laws of bondage, however, were one rices, but He will have His voice to be hearkened
by one promulgated to the people by Moses, !to. Behold, a ready obedlence is better than
suited for their instruction or for their punish- sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams. ''_
ment, as Moses himself declared: "And the David also says: "Sacrifice and oblation Thou
LORD commanded me at that time to teach you didst not desire, but mine ears hast Thou per-
statutes and judgments." 3 These things, there- fected ; 9 burnt-offerings also for sin Thou hast
fore, which were given for bondage, and for a not required." ,o He thus teaches them that
mgn to them, He cancelled by the new covenant God desires obedience, which renders them se-
of liberty. But He has increased and widened cure, rather than sacnfices and holocausts, which
those laws which are natural, and noble, and avail them nothing towards righteousness ; and
common to all, granting to men largely and with- [by this declaration] he prophesies the new
out grudging, by means of adoption, to know covenant at the same time. Still clearer, too,
God the Father, and to love Him with the whole does he speak of these things in the fiftieth
heart, and to follow His word unswervingly, Psalm: " For if Thou hadst desired sacrifice,
while they abstain not only from evil deeds, but then would I have given it : Thou wilt not de-
even from the desire after them. But He has hght in burnt-offerings. The sacrifice of God ]s
also increased the feeling of reverence ; for sons a broken spirit ; a broken and contnte heart the
should have more veneration than slaves, and Lord will not despise." ,x Because, therefore,
greater love for their father. And therefore the God stands in need of nothing, He declares in
Lord says," As to every idle word that men have the preceding Psalm : " I will take no calves out
spoken, they shall render an account for it in the of thine house, nor he-goats out of thy fold.
day of judgment." 4 And, "he who has looked For Mine are all the beasts of the earth, the
upon a woman to lust after her, hath committed herds and the oxen on the mountains : I know
adultery with her already in his heart ; " s and, all the fowls of heaven, and the various tribes '_
"he that is angry with his brother without a of the field are Mine. If I were hungry, I would
cause, shall be in danger of the judgment." 6 not tell thee: for the world is Mine, and the
[All this is declared,-] that we may know that we fulness thereof. Shall I eat the flesh of bulls.
shall give account to God not of deeds only, as or drink the blood of goats?" xs Then, lest _t
slaves, but even of words and thoughts, as those might be supposed that He refused these things
who have truly received the power of liberty, in in His anger, He continues, giving him (man)
which [condition] a man is more severely tested, counsel : "Offer unto God the sacrifice of praise.
whether he will reverence, and fear, and love the and pay thy vows to the Most High ; and call
Lord. And for this reason Peter says "that we upon Me in the day of thy trouble, and I will
have not liberty as a cloak of maliciousness," 7 deliver thee, and thou shalt glorify Me ; " ,4 re-
but as the means of testing and evidencing faith, jeering, indeed, those things by which sinners

imagined they could propitiate God, and show-
CHAP. XVU.--]'ROOF THAT GOD DID NOT APPOINT ing that He does Himself stand in need of noth-

THE LEVmCALDISPF_SATZONFOR ms OWNSAKE, ing ; but He exhorts and advises them to those
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things by which man is justified and draws nigh or sacrifices : but this word I commanded them,
to God. This same declaration does Esaias saying, Hear My voice, and I will be your God,
make : "To what purpose is the multitude of and ye shall be My people ; and walk in all My
your sacrifices unto Me ? saith the Lord. I am ways whatsoever I have commanded you, that it
full."' And when He had repudiated holocausts, may be well with you. But they obeyed not,
and sacrifices, and oblations, as likewise the new nor hearkened ; but walked in the imaginations
moons, and the sabbaths, and the festivals, and of their own evil heart, and went backwards, and
all the rest of the services accompanying these, not forwards." s And again, when He declares
He continues, exhorting them to what pertained by the same man, "But let him that glorieth,
to salvation : "Wash you, make you clean, take glory in this, to understand and know that I am
away wickedness from your hearts from before the LORD, who doth exercise loving-kindness,
mine eyes : cease from your evil ways, learn to and righteousness, and judgment in the earth ;"_
do well, seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, He adds, "For in these things I delight, says
judge the fatherless, plead for the widow; and the LORD," but not in sacrifices, nor in holo-
come, let us reason together, saith the LORD." causts, nor in cblations. For the people did

z. For it was not because He was angry, like not receive these precepts as of primary impor-
a man, as many venture to say, that He rejected tance (_rmci_aliter), but as secondary, and for
their sacrifices ; but out of compassion to their the reason already alleged, as Isaiah again says :
blindness, and with the view of suggesting to "Thou hast not [brought to] Me the sheep of
them the true sacrifice, by offering which they thy holocaust, nor in thy sacrifices hast thou
shall appease God, that they may receive life glorified Me: thou hast not served Me in sacri-
from Him. As He elsewhere declares : "The rices, nor in [the matter of] frankincense hast
sacrifice to God is an afflicted heart: a sweet thou done anything laboriously; neither hast
savour to God is a heart glorifying Him who thou bought for Me incense with money, nor
formed it." 2 For if, when angry, He had repu- have I desired the fat of thy sacrifices ; but thou
dlated these sacrifices of theirs, as if they were hast stood before Me in thy sins and in thine
persons unworthy to obtain His compassion, iniquities."7 He says, therefore, "Upon this
He would not certainly have urged these same man will I look, even upon him that is humble,
things upon them as those by which they might and meek, and who trembles at My words." s
be saved. But inasmuch as God is merciful " For the fat and the fat flesh shall not take
He did not cut them off from good counsel, away from thee thine unrighteousness."9 "This
For after He had said by Jeremiah, "To what is the fast which I have chosen, saith the LORD.
purpose bring ye Me incense from Saba, and Loose every band of wickedness, dissolve the
cinnamon from a far country? Your whole burnt- connections of violent agreements, give rest to
offerings and sacrifices are not acceptable to those that are shaken, and cancel every unjust
Me ; "3 He proceeds : "Hear the word of the document. Deal thy bread to the hungry will-
Lord, all Judah. These things saith the LORD ingly, and lead into thy house the roofless
the God of Israel, Make straight your ways and stranger. If thou hast seen the naked, cover
your doings, and I will establish you in this place, him, and thou shalt not despise those of thine
Put not your trust in lying words, for they will not own flesh and blood _(domes/icos serainis tui).
at all profit you, saying, The temple of the LORD Then shall thy morning light break forth, and
The temple of the LORD, it is [here]." 4 thy health shall spring forth more speedily ; and

3- And again, when He points out that it was righteousness shall go before thee, and the glory
not for this that He led them out of Egypt, that of the LORD shall surround thee : and whilst thou
they might offer sacrifice to Him, but that, for- art yet speaking, I will say, Behold, here I am." '°
getting the idolatry of the Egyptians, they should And Zechariah also, among the twelve prophets,
be able to hear the voice of the Lord, which was _ointing out to the people the will of God, says :
to them salvation and glory, He declares by this "These things does the LoRD Omnipotent de-
same Jeremiah : "Thus saith the LOaD ; Collect clare : Execute true judgment, and show mercy
together your burnt-offerings with your sacrifices, and compassion each one to his brother. And
and eat flesh. For I spake not unto your fathers, oppress not the widow, and the orphan, and the
nor commanded them in the day that I brought proselyte, and the poor ; and let none imagine
them out of Egypt, concerning burnt-offerings evil against your brother in his heart."" And

' I_. ,. _. again, he says : "These are the words which ye
2 T . • •

• his pa_._ge is not now found m holy Scripture. Harvey con-
.,'ectu_s that it may have been taken from the apocryphal Gospel

according to the Egyptmns. It ts remarkable that we find the same s ter. vii. 2z._a_sr_qttotedaLsob,j-ClementofAlexandria. [Buthe(posslblywtth 6 er ix 24.
...L Pl_ace .to view) merely quotes R as a aayztsg_ in c|osc connect.son 7 tsa. xlii,, a3, a4.
-,m rs. It. '9, whach i_ here partially cltcd. Scc Clement, P_ta- 8 Ira. xlw. a.

_'ogavt,b. iii. cap. xtt. l '9°1_ xi. xS.
j,_. _i._.. ,.i,. 6,_.n Zcch. vii. 9, ,o.or. vii. _0 3.
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shall utter. Speak ye the truth every man to sacrifice shall be offered to Him, and that a pure
his neighbour, and execute peaceful judgment one; and His name is glorified among the
in your gates, and let none of you imagine evil Gentiles. s
in his heart against his brother, and ye shall not 6. But what other name is there which is
love false swearing : for all these things I hate, glorified among the Gentiles than that of our
saith the lORD Almighty."' Moreover, David Lord, by whom the Father is glorified, and man
also says in like manner : ': What man is there also ? And because it is [the name] of His own
who desireth life, and would faro see good days ? Son, who was made man by Him, He calls it His
Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy hps that own. Just as a king, if he himself paint's a hke-
they speak no guile. Shun evil, and do good : ness of his son, is right in calling this hkeness
seek peace, and pursue it." 2 his own, for both these reasons, because it is [the

4. From all these it is evident that God did likeness] of his son, and because it is his own
not seek sacrifices and holocausts from them, but production ; so also does the Father confess the
faith, and obedience, and righteousness, because name of Jesus Christ, which is throughout all
of their salvation. As God, when teaching them the world glorified m the Church, to be His own,
His wilt in Hosea the prophet, said, "I desire both because it is that of His Son, and because
mercy rather than sacrifice, and the knowledge of He who thus describes it gave Hun for the salva-
God more than burnt-offerings." 3 BesMes, our tlon of men. Since, therefore, the name of the
Lord also exhorted them to the same effect, when Son belongs to the Father, and since in the ore-
He said, "But if ye had known what [this] nipotent God the Church makes offerings through
meaneth, I will have mercy, and not sacrifice, ye Jesus Chnst, He says well on both these grounds,
would not have condemned the guiltless." 4 ,, And in every place incense is offered to My
Thus does He bear witness to the prophets, that name, and a pure sacrifice." Now John, m the
they preached the truth ; but accuses these men Apocalypse, declares that the " incense" is "the
(His hearers) of being foolish through their own prayers of the saints." 9
fault.

5. Again, giving directions to His disciples to CHAP. XVIII.-- CONCERNINGSACRIFICF_AND OBLA-
offer to God the first-frmts s of His own created

things _ not as if He stood in need of them, but TIONS, AND THOSE WHO TRULY OFFER THEM.
that they might be themselves neither unfrmtful i. The oblation of the Church, therefore, which
nor ungrateful-- He took that created thing, the Lord gave instructions to be offered through-
bread, and gave thanks, and said, "This is My out all the world, is accounted wm_ God a pure
body." 6 And the cup likewise, which is part of sacrifice, and is acceptable to Him ; not that He
that creation to which we belong, He confessed stands m need of a sacrifice from us, but that he
to be His blood, and taught the new oblation of who offers is himself gtonfied in what he does
the new covenant ; which the Church receiving offer, if his gift be accepted. For by the gift
from the apostles, offers to God throughout all both honour and affection are shown forth towards
the world, to Him who gives us as the means the King, and the Lord, wishing us to offer it
of subsistence the first-fruits of His own gifts in in all slmphclty and innocence, did express Him-
the New Testament, concerning which Malachi, self thus : "' Therefore, when thou offerest thy
among the twelve prophets, thus spoke before- gift upon the altar, and shalt remember that thy
hand: "I have no pleasure in you, smth the brother hath ought against thee, leave thy gift
LORD Onmipotent, and I will not accept sacrifice before the altar, and go thy way, first be recon-
at your hands. For from the rising of the sun, cried to thy brother, and then return and offer
unto the going down [of the same], My name _s thy gift." ,o We are bound, therefore, to offer to
glorified among the Gentiles, and in every place God the first-fruits of His creation, as Moses also
incense is offered to My name, and a pure sacri- says, "Thou shalt not appear m the presence of
rice ; for great is My name among the Gentiles, the Lord thy God empty ;" " so that man, being
saith the LORD Omnipotent ;" 7__ indicating m accounted as grateful, by those things in which
the plainest manner, by these words, that the he has shown his gratitude, may receive that
former people [the Jews] shall indeed cease to honour which flows from Him. _
make offerings to God, but that in every place 2. And the class of oblations in general has

not been set aside ; for there were both oblations
t Zech. vlxi x6, _7-

Ps xxxiv, x3, 14.
3 Hos. vl 6. s [One marvels that there should be any ¢_t_cal dlfficu_t'yhere

as to our author's teaching. Creatures of bread and wine are the( Matt. xii. 7
s Grabe has a long and important note on this passage and what body and blood, matermlly one thing, myst__alty another See cap

follows, whmh may be seen inHarvey, in loc. See, on the othersld,e, Ixvm 5below ]
and an connection with the whole of the following chapter, Massuet s 9 Rev. v. 8. [Materhal incense seems to be always d_claimed by
third dissertation on the doctnne of Iren_us, art vn, reprinted m the pnmmve wmers.]

Ml_n_'s edRion, io Matt v. 23, a4.Matt. xxvi. 26, etc. n Deut xvl t6
7 Mal. t. xo, xx. tz The text of this passage ts doubtful in some wotx_
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there [among the Jews], and there are oblations Word, as did also Cain. For [God] said to
here [among the Christians]. Sacrifices there him, "Be at rest ;" but he did not assent. Now
were among the people ; sacrifices there are, whatelse is it to "be at rest" than to forego put-
too, in the Church: but the specms alone has posed violence? And saying similar things to
been changed, inasmuch as the offering is now these men, He declares : "Thou blind Pharisee,
made, not by slaves, but by freemen. For the cleanse that which is within the cup, that the
Lord is [ever] one and the same ; but the char- outside may be clean also." s And they did not
acter of a servile oblation is peculiar [to itself], listen to Him. For Jeremiah says, "Behold,
as is also that of freemen, m order that, by the neither thine eyes nor thy heart are good ; but
very oblations, the indication of liberty may be [they are turned] to thy covetousness, and to
set forth. For with Him there is nothing put- shed innocent blood, and for injustice, and for
poseless, nor without sigmfication, nor without man-slaying, that thou mayest do it." 6 And
design. And for this reason they (the Jews) again Isaiah saith, "Ye have taken counsel, but
had indeed the tithes of their goods consecrated not of Me ; and made covenants, [but] not by
to Him, but those who have received liberty set My Spirit." 7 In order, therefore, that their inner
aside all their possessions for the Lord's purposes, wish and thought, being brought to light, may
bestowing joyfully and freely not the less valuable show that God is without blame, and worketh no
portions of their property, since they have the evd- that God who reveals what is hidden [in
hope of better things [hereafter] ; as that poor the heart], but who worketh not evil--when
widow acted who cast all her living into the Cain was by no means at rest, He saith to him :
treasury of God.' "To thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rule

3. For at the beginning God had respect to over him." s Thus did He in like manner speak
the gifts of Abel, because he offered with single- to Pilate : "Thou shouldest have no power at
mmdedness and righteousness; but He had no all against Me, unless it were given thee from
respect unto the offering of Cain, because his above;" 9 God always giving up the righteous
heart was divided with envy and malice, which one [m this life to suffering], that he, having
he cherished against his brother, as God says been tested by what he suffered and endured,
when reproving his hidden [thoughts],"Though may [at last] be accepted; but that the evil-
thou offerest rightly, yet, if thou dost not divide doer, being judged by the actions he has per-
rightly, hast thou not sinned ? Be at rest; ''2 formed, may be rejected. Sacrifices, therefore,
since God is not appeased by sacrifice. For if do not sanctify a man, for God stands in no need
any one shall endeavour to offer a sacrifice merely of sacrifice ; but it is the conscience of the offerer
to outward appearance, unexceptionably, in due that sanctifies the sacrifice when it is pure, and
order, and according to appointment, while in thus moves God to accept [the offering] as from
his soul he does not assign to his neighbour that a friend. "But the sinner," says He, "who
fellowship with him which is right and proper, kills a calf [in sacrifice] to Me, is as if he slew a
nor is under the fear of God;--he who thus dog."'°
cherishes secret sin does not deceive God by that 4- Inasmuch, then, as the Church offers with
sacrifice which is offered correctly as to outward single-mindedness, her gift is justly reckoned a
appearance ; nor will such an oblation profit him pure sacrifice with God. As Paul also says to
anything, but [only] the giving up of that ewl the Philippians," I am full, having received from
which has been conceived within him, so that sin Epaphroditus the things that were sent from you,
may not the more, by means of the hypocritical the odour of a sweet smell, a sacrifice accept-
action, render him the destroyer of himself) able, pleasing to God." ,, For it behoves us to
Wherefore did the Lord also declare: "Woe make an oblation to God, and in all things to
unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, for be found grateful to God our Maker, in a pure
ye are like whited sepulchres. For the sepulchre mind, and in faith without hypocrisy, in well-
appears beautiful outside, but within it is full of grounded hope, in fervent love, offering the
dead men's bones, and all uncleanness ; even so first-fruits of His own created things. And the
ye also outwardly appear righteous unto men, but Church alone offers this pure oblation to the Cre-
within ye are full of wickedness and hypocrisy."* ator, offering to Him, with giving of thanks,
For while they were thought to offer correctly [the things taken] from His creation. But the
so far as outward appearance went, they had in Jews do not offer thus : for their hands axe full
themselves jealousy like to Cain ; therefore they of blood ; for they have not received the Word,
slew the Just One, slighting the counsel of the

$ Matt. x.xili, a6.
6 er.

t Luke xxi. 4. ['l_e law of tithes abrogated, the law of Acts ii. 7 _. XXIL 17.44, 45Lmorally bindi'ng. This seems to bc our author's vmw ] xxx. x.
z t/en. iv . LXX s Gen, tv 7.

• t_ " c,
3 The Latin text m: ne per asstmulatam operattonem, magm 9 John tax. ix.

autem peccatum, ipsum sibl homicidam facmt honunem." to Isa. lxw 3-
4 Matt. xxhl. _7, aS. tx PhIL iv. xS.
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through whom it is offered to God., Nor, again, thanks for His gift,7 and thus sanctifying what
do any of the conventicles (synagog¢) of the has been created. For even as God does not
heretics [offer this]. For some, by maintaining need our possessions, so do we need to offer
that the Father is different from the Creator, do, something to God ; as Solomon says : " He that
when theyoffer to Him what belongs to this cre- hath pity upon the poor, lendeth unto the Lord." s
ation of ours, set Him forth as being covetous of For God, who stands in need of nothing, takes
another's property, and desirous of what is not our good works to Himself for this purpose, that
His own. Those, again, who maintain that the He may grant us a recompense of His own
things around us originated from apostasy, igno- good things, as our Lord says: "Come, ye
rance, and passion, do, while offering unto Him blessed of My Father, receive the kingdom pre-
the fruits of ignorance, passion, and apostasy, pared for you. For I was an hungered, and ye
sin against their Father, rather subjecting Him gave Me to eat: I was thirsty, and ye gave Me
to insult than giving Him thanks. But how can dnnk: I was a stranger, and ye took Me m:
they be consistent with themselves, [when they naked, and ye clothed Me ; sick, and ye visited
say] that the bread over which thanks have been Me ; in prison, and ye came to Me.''9 As,
given is the body of their Lord,_ and the cup therefore, He does not stand in need of these
His blood, if they do not call Himself the Son [services], yet does desire that we should render
of the Creator of the world, that is, His Word, them for our own benefit, lest we be unfruitful;
through whom the wood fructifies, and the foun- so did the Word give to the people that very
tains gush forth, and the earth gives "first the precept as to the making of oblations, although
blade, then the ear, then the full corn in the He stood in no need of them, that they nnght
ear." s learn to serve God: thus is it, therefbre, also

5. Then, again, how can they say that the His will that we, too, should offer a gift at the
flesh, which is nourished with the body of the altar, frequently and without intermission. The
Lord and with His blood, goes to corruption, altar, then, is in heaven ,o (for towards that place
and does not partake of hfe ? Let them, there- are our prayers and oblations directed) ; the
fore, either alter their opinion, or cease from temple likewise [is there], as John says in the
offering the things just mentioned.* But our Apocalypse, "And the temple of God was
opinion is in accordance with the Eucharist, and opened :" - the tabernacle also : "For, behold,"
the Eucharist in turn establishes our opinion. He says, "the tabernacle of God, in which He
For we offer to Him His own, announcing con- will dwell with men."
sistently the fellowship and umon of the flesh
and Spirit.s For as the bread, which is pro- CHAP.XIX.- EARTHLYTHINGSMAYBETHE TYPE
duced from the earth, when it receives the invo-
cation of God, is no longer common bread, 6 oF HEAVENLY,BUTTHE LATI'ERCANNOTBE
but tt_e Eucharist, consisting of two realities, THE TYPESOF OTHERSSTILLSUPERIORAND
earthly and heavenly ; so also our bodies, when UNKNOWNj NOR CANWE, WrrHOUTABSOLUTE

MADNESS, MAINTAIN THAT GOD IS KNOWN TO
they receive the Eucharist, are no longer cor- us ONLYAS THE TYPEOF A STILLUNKNOWN
rupfible, having the hope of the resurrection to
eternity. ANDSUPERIORBEING.

6. NOW we make offering to Him, not as I. Now the gifts, oblations, and all the sacri-
though He stood in need of it, but rendering rices, did the people receive m a figure, as was

shown to Moses in the mount, from one and the
t The text bere fluctuates between ¢uod offertur Deo, and/_,eJ I same God, whose name is now _lorified in the

¢NM offtrtur Deo Massuet adopts the former, and Harvey th. r.. . 11 --_r'_--_ lb....'_ : ..........
latter If the first reading be chosen, the translation will be, " th, I L.nurcn among all ll_tloll:_, put it ra L.UH$1UOUZ
Word who m offered to God " implying according to Mas_uet tim th_- ,h ...... *hl_ thin_s indeed which are
the body of Christ is really offered as a sacrifice m the Euc_nst [ ..... _'*_'_" ..... "J _" ' .. _ ' . .
ff the second reading be followed, the translation will be as above [ spreao all arouno ns, snouK1 De types ot the
[Massuet's idea is no more to be found, even in hts text than Luther's _ .. _ _ • t'*__ .L'I L __._..1 !.. .k_
or Calvin's. The crucial point is, ke_ offered * One may answer [ celesual, oelng Loomj, however, crcatcu oy _._
"figuratively," "corporally,'" "mystically," or otherwise.Iren_astsame God. For in no other way could He
gives no answer in tilts place But see below.] ...... It

z Comp. Massuet and Harvey respecuvely for the meaning to be assimilate an image of spmtual things [to su

au_._!_wo_. [our comprehension1. But to allege that those
"Either let them acknowledge that tke eartk k gke Lord'*,[ things which are super-celestial and spmtu ,

nnd Ikef_lnea$ gkereef, or let them e_ to offer to God those [ _A _..c ................ t-_A ;rt_r;cil_lo _nc]
elements that they deny to be vouchsafed by Han."-- HARVEY. _tlt.t, ato z_t ao _b ottb ,_wtL_, _, **_........ _--_

s *I_tatis,accordingtoHarvey," whileweoffertoHimHisown [ineffable, are in their turn the types of celestlatcreatures of bread and wine, we tell forth the fellowshtp of flesh with [ "
spirit, i.e., that the flesh of every cluki of man is receptive of the ]
Sprat." The words, ,w_ 6_ogoyofiv'r*_: . . . ,TV*fl,utv, which here occur 7 The text fluctuates between domt=atwm and da_twm.
m tbe Greek text. are rejected aiua interpolation by Grabc and Har- I s Prov. xix. t7.
,trey,but defended as genuine by Massuet. I 9 Matt. xxv. 34, etc. . .

6 See Harvey's long note on this passage, and what immediately [ to [The Sursum Cerda seems here re annd. The object of r.u-
follows. [But, note, we are only asking what Iremeus teaches Could [ eimristtc adoratton ts the Creato-, our "$_at Ht_h Pnest, pas_d m!o
words beplamer,- *'_ reahttes,"--(i )bread, (n.)sptntual food ? the heavens, and m boddy substance therc enuxroned, accoramg to
Bread-- but not" common bread. "matter and grace, flesh and Sprat. [ our author, l .
In the Euchariat, an earthly and a heavenly part.] I tt Rev. xt. _9.
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things and of another Pleroma, and [to say] explored Him on every side/ they feign that
that God is the image of another Father, is to beyond Him there exists another Heroma of
play the part both of wanderers from the truth, _Eons, and another Father ; certainly not looking
and of absolutely foolish and stupid persons, up to celestial things, but truly descending into
For, as I have repeatedly shown, such persons a profound abyss (Bythus) of madness ; main-
wilt find it necessary to be continually finding taining that their Father extends only to the
out types of types, and images of images, and border of those things which are beyond the
will never [be able to] fix their minds on one Pleroma, but that, on the other hand, the Demi-
and the true God. For their imaginations range urge does not reach so far as the Pleroma ; and
beyond God, they having m their hearts sur- thus they represent neither of them as being
passed the Master Himself, being indeed in idea perfect and comprehending all things. For the
elated and exalted above [Him], but in reality former will be defective in regard to the whole
turning away from the true God. world formed outside of the Pleroma, and the

z. To these persons one may with justice say latter in respect of that [ideal] world which was
(as Scripture itself suggests), To what distance formed within the Pleroma ; and [therefore] nei-
above God do ye lift up your imaginations. 0 ther of these can be the God of all. But that no
ye rashly elated men? Ye have heard "that one can fully declare the goodness of God from
the heavens are meted out in the palm of the things made by Him, is a point evident to
[H,s] hand : " ' tell me the measure, and recount all. And that His greatness is not defective, but
the endless multitude of cubits, explain to me the contains all things, and extends even to us, and
fulness, the breadth, the length, the height, the be- is with us, every one will confess who entertains
ginning and end of the measurement, --things worthy conceptions of God.
which the heart of man understands not, neither
does it comprehend them. For the heavenly cHAP. xx.- THAT ONE GOD FORMEDALL THINGS
treasuries are indeed great : God cannot be meas- IN THE WORLD, BY MEANSOF THE WORD AND
ured in the heart, and incomprehensible is He THE HOLYSPIRIT: AND THAT ALTHOUGHHE m
in the mind ; He who holds the earth in the TO US IN THIS LIFE INVISIBLEAND INCOMPRE-
hollow of His hand. Who perceives the measure HENS1BLE,NEVERTHELESSHE IS NOT UNKNOWN;
of His right hand? Who knoweth His finger? I_¢ASMUCHAS HIS WOR_S DO DECLAREHIM,AND
Or who doth understand His hand, -- that hand His woRD HAS SHOWN THAT IN MANYMODES
which measures immensity ; that hand which, by HE MAY DE SEEN AND KNOWN.
lts own measure, spreads out the measure of the i. As regards His greatness, therefore, it is
heavens, and which comprises in its hollow the not possible to know God, for it is impossible
earth with the abysses ; which contains in itseL that the Father can be measured ; but as regards
the breadth, and length, and the deep below, His love (for this it is which leads us to God by
and the height above of the whole creation ; His Word), when we obey Him, we do always
which is seen, which is heard and understood, learn that there is so great a God, and that it is
and which is invisible ? And for this reason God He who by Himself has established, and selected,
is "above all principality, and power, and domin- and adorned, and contains all things ; and among
ion, and every name that is named," * of all the all things, both ourselves and this our world.
thin G which have been created and established. We also then were made, along with those things
He it is who fills the heavens, and views the which are contained by Him. And this is He
abysses, who is also present with every one of us. of whom the Scripture says, "And God formed
For he says, "Am I a God at hand, and not a man, taking clay of the earth, and breathed into
God afaxoff? If any man is hid in secret places, his face the breath of life."s It was not angels,
shall I not see him ?" 3 For His hand lays hold therefore, who made us, nor who formed us,
of all things, and that it is which illumines the neither had angels power to make an image of
heavens, and lightens also the things which are God, nor any one else, except the Word of the
under the heavens, and trieth the reins and the Lord, nor any Power remotely distant from the
hearts, is also present in hidden things, and in Father of all things. For God did not stand in
our secret [thoughts], and does openly nourish need of these [beings], in order to the accom-
and preserve us. plishing of what He had Himself determined

3. But if man comprehends not the fulness with Himself beforehand should be done, as if
and the greatness of His hand, how shall any He did not possess His own hands. For with
one be able to understand or know in his heart Him were always present the Word and Wisdom,
so great a God ? Yet, as if they had now meas- the Son and the Spirit, by whom and in whom,
ured and thoroughly investigated Him, and

4 The Latin is, "et universum eum decurretint." Harvey ima-
' Is_ xl. z_. gines that this last word corresponds to Kttrttr_/Xwcr*, but it is ¢liimdt

Eph. 1. at. to fit such a _i_g into the context.
3 Jer. xxht. _3. 5 Gen. n. 7.
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freely and spontaneously, He made all things, to Spirit, was present with Him, anterior to all
whom also He speaks, saying, "Let Us make creation, He declares by Solomon: "God by
man after Our image and likeness ; "' He taking Wisdom founded the earth, and by understand-
from Himself the substance of the creatures ing hath He estabhshed the heaven. By His
[formed], and the pattern of things made, and knowledge the depths burst forth, and the clouds
the type of all the adornments in the world, dropped down the dew." 9 And again : "The

5. Truly, then, the Scnpture declared, which Lord created me the beginning of His ways m
says, "First, of all believe that there isone God, His work : He set me up from everlasting, in the
who has established all things, and completed beginning, before He made the earth, before
them, and having caused that from what had no He established the depths, and before the foun-
being, all things should come into existence:" tains of waters gushed forth; before the moun-
He who contmns all things, and is Himself! tains were made strong, and before all the hills,
contained by no one. Rightly also has Malachi tHe brought me forth." io And again : "When
said among the prophets : "Is it not one God He prepared the heaven, I was with Him, and
who hath established us ? Have we not all one ]when He established the fountains of the deep ;
Father? "_ In accordance with this, too, does when He made the foundations of the earth
the apostle say, "There is one God, the Father, strong, I was with Him preparing [them]. I
who is above all, and in us all." 4 Likewise does was He in whom He rejoiced, and throughout all
the Lord also say : "All things are dehvered to time I was daily glad before His face, when He

_J5Me by My Father ; manifestly by Him who lrejoiced at the completion of the world, and
made all things ; for He did not deliver to Him [was delighted in the sons of men." _'
the things of another, but His own. But in all I 4. There is therefore one God, who by the
thzngs [it is implied that] nothing has been kept Word and Wisdom created and arranged all
back [from Him], and for this reason the same things ; but this is the Creator (Demiurge) who
person is the Judge of the living and the dead ; i has granted this world to the human race, and
"having the key of David : He shall open, and who, as regards His greatness, is indeed unknown
no man shall shut : He shall shut, and no man to all who have been made by Him (for no man
shall open." 6 For no one was able, either in has searched out His height, either among the
heaven or in earth, or under the earth, to open ancients who have gone to their rest, or any of
the book of the Father, or to behold Him, with those who are now alive) ; but as regards His
the exception of the Lamb who was slain, and love, He is always known through Him by
who redeemed us with His own blood, receiving whose means He ordained :,11things. Now this
power over all things from the same God who is His Word, our Lord Jesus Christ, who in the
made all things by the Word, and adorned them last times was made a man among men, that He
by [His] Wisdom, when "the Word was made might join the end to the beginning, that is, man
flesh ;" that even as the Word of God had the to God. Wherefore the prophets, receiving the
sovereignty in the heavens, so also might He prophetic gift from the same Word, announced
have the sovereignty in earth, inasmuch as [He His advent according to the flesh, by which the
was] a righteous man, "who did no sin, neither blending and communion of God and man took
was there found guile in His mouth ;" 7 and place according to the good pleasure of the
that He might have the pre-eminence over those Father, the Word of God foretelling from the
things which are under the earth, He Himself beginning that God should be seen by men, and
being made "the first-begotten of the dead; ''8 hold converse with them upon earth, should
and that all things, as I have already said, might confer voth them, and should be present with
behold their King ; and that the paternal light His own creation, saving it, and becoming capa-
might meet with and rest upon the flesh of our ble of being perceived by it, and freeing us from
Lord, and come to us from His resplendent the hands of all that hate us, that is, from every
flesh, and that thus man might attain to immor- spirit of wickedness ; and causing us to serve
tality, having been invested with the paternal Him in holiness and righteousness all our daysy
light, in order that man, having embraced the Spirit

3. I have also largely demonstrated, that of God, might pass into the glory of the Father.
the Word, namely the Son, was always with 5. These things did the prophets set forth in
the Father ; and that Wisdom also, which is the a prophetical manner ; but they did not, as some

allege, [proclaim] that He who was seen by the
x _n. i. 26. prophets was a different [GodJ, the Father of
2 This quotation is taken from the S_t_/*trd of Herman, book

h. r,im. _.
3 Mal. il. zo. 0 Prov. iii. x9, 20.
_, Eph. iv. 6. xo Prov. wu. _2--25. [This is one of the favourite Mesdantc quota-
s Matt xi. u7. nons of the Fathers, and ts consu_¢tcd as the base of the first chapter
'_ Rev. fii. 7. of St.John's Gospel ]
:t x Pet. it. _3. :tzProv. viii. 27-3z.
8 Col. i. "*8. _ Luke t. 7x, 75.
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all being invisible. Yet this is what those [here- God will talk to man, and he shall live." 6 For
tics] declare, who are altogether ignorant of the certain of these men used to see the prophetic
nature of prophecy. For prophecy is a predic- Spirit and His active influences poured forth for
tlon of things future, that is, a setting forth all kinds of gifts; others, again, [beheld] the
beforehand of those things which shall be after- advent of the Lord, and that dispensation which
wards. The prophets, then, indicated before- obtained from the beginning, by which He ac-
hand that God should be seen by men ; as the complished the will of the Father with regard
Lord also says, "Blessed are the pure in heart, to things both celestial and terrestrial; and
for they shall see God.", But in respect to others [beheld] paternal glories adapted to the
His greatness, and His wonderful glory, "no times, and to those who saw and who heard them

man shall see God and live," 2 for the Father is then, and to all who were subsequently to hear
incomprehensible; but in regard to His love, them. Thus, therefore, was God revealed; for
and kindness, and as to His infinite power, even God the Father is shown forth through all these
this He grants to those who love Him, that is, [operations], the Spirit indeed working, and the
to see God, which thing the prophets did also Son ministering, while the Father was approving,
predict. "For those things that are impossible and man's salvation being accomplished. As
with men, are possible with God." s For man He also declares through Hosea the prophet:
does not see God by his own powers ; but when "I," He says, "have multiplied visions, and
He pleases He is seen by men, by whom He have used simlhtudes by the ministry (m mani-
wills, and when He wills, and as He wills. For bus) of the prophets."7 But the apostle ex-
God is powerful in all things, having been seen pounded this very passage, when he said, "Now
at that time indeed, prophetically through the there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit ;
Spirit, and seen, too, adoptively through the and there are differences of ministrations, but
Son ; and He shall also be seen paternally in the same Lord; and there are diversities of
the kingdom of heaven, the Spirit truly prepar- operations, but it is the same God which work-
ing man in the Son 4 of God, and the Son lead- eth all in all. But the manifestation of the
ing him to the Father, while the Father, too, Spirit is given to every man to profit withal." s
confers [upon him] incorruption for eternal life, But as He who worketh all things in all is God,
which comes to every one from the fact of his [as to the points] of what nature and how great
seeing God. For as those who see the light are He is, [God] is invisible and indescribable to
w_thin the light, and partake of its brilliancy; all things which have been made by Him, but
even so, those who see God are in God, and He is by no means unknown: for all things
receive of His splendour. But [His] splendour learn through His Word that there is one God
vivifies them j those, therefore, who see God, do the Father, who contains all things, and who
receive life. And for this reason, He, [although] grants existence to all, as is written in the Gos-
beyond comprehension, and boundless and m- pel: " No man hath seen God at any time,
visible, rendered Himself visible, and compre- except the only-begotten Son, who is in the
hensible, and within the capacity of those who bosom of the Father ; He has declared [Him.]"9
believe, that He might vivify those who receive 7. Therefore the Son of the Father declares
and behold Him through falth.s For as His [Him] from the beginning, inasmuch as He was
greatness is past finding out, so also His good- with the Father from the beginning, who did also
hess is beyond expression ; by which having been show to the human race prophetic visions, and
seen, He bestows life upon those who see Him. diversifies of gifts, and His own ministrations,
It is not possible to live apart from life, and the and the glory of the Father, in regular order and
means of life is found in fellowship with God ; connection, at the fitting time for the benefit
but fellowship with God is to know God, and to [of mankind]. For where there is a regular
enjoy His goodness, succession, there is also fixedness; and where

6. Men therefore shall see God, that they fixedness, there suitability to the period ; and
may live, being made immortal by that sight, where suitability, there also utility. And for this
and attaining even unto God ; which, as I have reason did the Word become the dispenser of
already said, was declared figuratively by the the paternal grace for the benefit of men, for
prophets, that God should be seen by men who whom He made such great dispensations, reveal-
bear His Spirit [in them], and do always wait ing God indeed to men, but presenting man to
patiently for His coming. As also Moses says God, and preserving at the same time the invisi-
in Deuteronomy, "We shall see in that day that bility of the Father, lest man should at any time

become a despiser of God, and that he should
I Matt. v. 8.
* _ xxxlh. _.o.

s Luke xvfil, aT. ¢, Deut. v. 24.
s Some read "m filium" instead of "in fdio," as above. 7 Has. xii. xo.

_._ Apart of the original Greek text ts preserved here, and has : x C.or. xd. 4"7.
*_ea tol_,e.d, as it makes the better _ 9 John i. z8.
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always possess something towards which he threatened that God would bring upon them a
might advance ; but, on the other hand, reveal- day of fire ; but to those who had the fear of
ing God to men through many dispensations, lest God he said, "The LORDGod is merciful and
man, falling away from God altogether, should gracious, and long-suffering, and of great corn-
cease to exist. For the glory of God is a living' miseration, and true, and keeps justice and
man ; and the life of man consists in beholding mercy for thousands, forgiving unrighteousness,
God. For if the manifestation of God which is and transgressions, and sins." 4
m_de by means of the creation, affords hfe to all 9. And the Word spake to Moses, appearing
living in the earth, much more does that revela- before him, "just as any one might speak to h_s
tion of the Father which comes through the friend." s But Moses desired to see Him openly
Word, give life to those who see God. who was speaking with him, and was thus ad-

S. Inasmuch, then, as the Spirit of God dressed : "Stand in the deep place of the rock,
pointed out by the prophets things to come, and with My hand I will cover thee. But when
forming and adapting us beforehand for the pur- My splendour shall pass by, then thou shalt see
pose of our being made subject to God, but it My back parts, but My face thou shalt not see :
was still a future thing that man, through the for no man sees My face, and shall live." 6 Two
good pleasure of the Holy Spirit, should see facts are thus sigmfied : that it is impossible for
[God], it necessarily behoved those through man to see God ; and that, through the wisdom
whose instrumentality future things were an- of God, man shall see Him in the last times, m
nounced, to see God, whom they intimated as the depth of a rock, that is, in H_s coming as a
to be seen by men ; in order that God, and the man. And for this reason did He [the Lord]
Son of God, and the Son, and the Father, should confer with him face to face on the top of a
not only be prophetically announced, but that mountain, Elias being also present, as the Gospel
He should also be seen by all His members who relates,7 He thus making good in the end the
are sanctified and instructed in the things of ancient promise.
God, that man might be disciplined beforehand io. The prophets, therefore, did not openly
and previously exercised for a reception into that behold the actual face of God, but [they saw]
glory which shall afterwards be revealed in those the dispensations and the mysteries through
who love God. For the prophets used not to which man should afterwards see God. As was
prophesy in word alone, but in visions also, and also said to Elias : "Thou shalt go forth to-
in their mode of life, and in the actions which morrow, and stand in the presence of the LORD,
they performed, according to the suggestions of and, behold, a wind great and strong, whach
the Spirit. After this invisible manner, therefore, shall rend the mountains, and break the rock_
did they see God, as also Esaias says, "I have in pieces before the LORD. And the L_RD [was]
seen with mine eyes the King, the LORD of not in the wind; and after the wind an earth-
hosts,"' pointing out that man should behold quake, but the LORD [was] not in the earth-
God with his eyes, and hear His voice. In this quake ; and after the earthquake a fire, but the
manner, therefore, did they also see the Son of Lord [was] not in the fire ; and after the fire a
God as a man conversant with men, while they scarcely audible voice " O,ox aur¢ tenuis)?
prophesied what was to happen, saying that He For by such means was the prophet-- very m-
who was not come as yet was present ; proclaim- dignant, because of the transgression of the
ing also the impassible as subject to suffering, people and the slaughter of the prophets--both
and declaring that He who was then in heaven taught to act in a more gentle manner ; and the
had descended into the dust of death. 2 More- Lord's advent as a man was pointed out, that _t
over, [with regard to] the other arrangements should be subsequent to that law which was given
concerning the summing up that He should by Moses, mild and tranquil, in which He would
make, some of these they beheld through visions, !neither break the bruised reed, nor quench the
others they proclaimed by word, while others smoking flax.9 The mild and peaceful repose
they indicated typically by means of [outward] of His kingdom was indicated likewise. For,
action, seeing visibly those things which were to after the wind which rends the mountains, and
be seen ; heralding by word of mouth those after the earthquake, and after the fire, come the
which should be heard; and performing by tranquil and peaceful times of His kingdom, in
actual operation what should take place by ac- which the Spirit of God does, in the most gentle
tion ; but [at the same time] announcing all manner, vivify and increase mankind. This, too,
prophetically. Wherefore also Moses declared was made still clearer by Ezekiel, that the proph-
that God was indeed a consuming fire 3 (igneum) -----"
to the people that transgressed the law, and _ E_ _,_4_.6,7.

5 Num xn. 8.
6 Ex xxxiil. _a2.

x Ira. vi:.$, 7 Matt. xvti 3, etc.
a Ps. zxn. x$. s x Kin_s xix. xx, x2.

Deut. iv. s4. 9 Isa. xul, 3.
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ets saw the dispensations of God in part, but not spake with me. And, being turned, I saw seven
actually God Himself. For when this man had golden candlesticks ; and in the midst of the
seen the vision _ of God, and the cherubim, and] candlesticks One like unto the Son of man,
their wheels, and when he had recounted the clothed w_th a garment reaching to the feet, and
mystery of the whole of that progression, and girt about the paps with a golden girdle ; and
had beheld the likeness of a throne above them, His head and His hairs were white, as white as
and upon the throne a hkeness as of the figure wool, and as snow ; and His eyes were as a
of a man, and the things which were upon his flame of fire ; and His feet like unto fine brass,
lores as the figure of amber, and what was below as if He burned in a furnace. And His voice
hke the sight of fire, and when he set forth all [was] as the voice of waters ; and He had in
the rest of the vision of the thrones, lest any one His right hand seven stars ; and out of His
might happen to think that in those [visions] he mouth went a sharp two-edged sword ; and
had actually seen God, he added: "This was the His countenance was as the sun shining in his
appearance of the likeness of the glory of God. ''a strength." s For in these words He sets forth

xi. If, then, neither Moses, nor Elias, nor something of the glory [which He has received]
Ezekiel, who had all many celestial visions, did from His Father, as [where He makes mention
see God ; but if what they did see were slmih- of] the head ; something in reference to the
tudes of the splendour of the Lord, and prophe-priestly office also, as in the case of the long
cles of things to come ; it is manifest that the garment reaching to the feet. And this was the
Father is indeed invisible, of whom also the Lord reason why Moses vested the high priest after
said, "No man hath seen God at any time." s this fashion. Something also alludes to the end
But His Word, as He Himself willed it, and for [of all things], as [where He speaks of] the
the benefit of those who beheld, did show the fine brass burmng in the fire, which denotes
Father's brightness, and explained His purposes the power of faith, and the continuing instant
(as also the Lord said : "The only-begotten in prayer, because of the consuming fire which
God,4 which is m the bosom of the Father, He is te come at the end of time. But when John
hath declared [Him];" and He does Himself could not endure the sight (for he says, "I fell
also interpret the Word of the Father as being at his feet as dead ; "9 that what was written
rich and great) ; not in one figure, nor in one might come to pass : "No man sees God, and
character, did He appear to tbose seeing Him, shall hve .... ), and the Word reviving him, and
but according to the reasons and effects aimed reminding him that it was He upon whose bosom
at m His dispensations, as it is written in Daniel. he had leaned at supper, when he put the ques-
For at one time He was seen with those who tion as to who should betray Him, declared : "I
were around Ananias, Azarias, Mlsael, as present am the first and the last, and He who liveth, and
with them in the furnace of fire, in the burning, was dead, and behold I am alive for evermore,
and preserving them from [the effects of] fire : and have the keys of death and of hell." And
"And the appea*ance of the fourth," it is said, after these things, seeing the same Lord in a
"was like to the Son of God." s At another i second wsion, he says : "For I saw in the midst

time [He is represented as] "a stone cut out of of the throne, and of the four living creatures,
the mountain without hands," 6 and as smiting and in the midst of the elders, a Lamb standing
all temporal kingdoms, and as blowing them as it had been slain, having seven horns, and
away (venttlans ea), and as Himself filhng all seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God,
the earth. Then, too, is this same individual sent forth into all the earth." '_ And again, he
beheld as the Son of man coming in the clouds says, speaking of this very same Lamb : "And
of heaven, and drawing near to the Ancient of behold a white horse ; and He that sat upon
Days, and receiwng from Him all power and him was called Fmthful and True ; and in right-
glory, and a kingdom. "His dominion," it is eousness doth tte judge and make war. And
said, "is an everlasting dominion, and His king- His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on His
dora shall not perish." z John also, the Lord's head were many crowns ; having a name written,
disciple, when beholding the sacerdotal and that no man knoweth but Himself: and He was
glorious advent of His kingdom, says in the girded around w_th a vesture sprinkled with
Apocalypse: "I turned to see the voice that blood: and His name is called The Word of

God. And the armies of heaven followed Him

r_ek. i. _. upon white horses, clothed in pure white linen.
_k. i,. _. And out of His mouth goeth a sharp sword, that
John i iS. . . ,

4 ,, Thistext, as quoteda shortUmeago, md,c.atedthe only- with it He may smite the nations ; and He slmll
oe,gotten Son.' but the agreement of the Syna¢ versmn reduces me
ueoef that the present reading was that expressed by Irena.'us, ano
that the prewous quotation has been corrected to smt the Vulgate. s Rev i. z_.
The former reading, however, occurs in book m. c. ra. 5." _ HAxvttv. 0 Rev. t z7s Dan in z6.

fi DaT4.vii. X3, 14. 1o E_. XXXlll _zo.
7 Dan. wL 4- xx Rev. v. 6.
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rule (pascet) them with a rod of iron : and He and by means of the Ethiopian bride, the Church
treadeth the wine-press of the fierceness of the taken from among the Gentiles was made mani-
wrath of God Almighty. And He hath upon fest; and those who do detract from, accuse,
His vesture and upon His thigh a name written, and dende it, shall not be pure. For they shall
KING OF KINGSAND LORD OF LORDS.''* Thus be full of leprosy, and expelled from the camp
does the Word of God always preserve the out- of the righteous. Thus also did Rahab the har-
lines, as it were, of things to come, and points lot, while condemning herself, inasmuch as she
out to men the various forms (species), as it was a Gentile, guilty of all sins, nevertheless
were, of the dispensations of the Father, teach- receive the three spies, s who were spying out all
ing us the things pertaining to God. the land, and hid them at her home; [which

I2. However, it was not by means of visions three were] doubtless [a type of] the Father
alone which were seen, and words which were and the Son, together with the Holy Spirit.
proclaimed, but also in actual works, that He And when the entire city in which she hved
was beheld by the prophets, in order that through fell to ruins at the sounding of the seven trum-
them He might prefigure and show forth future pets, Rahab the harlot was preserved, when all
events beforehand. For this reason did Hosea was over [tn ultimis], together with all her
the prophet take "a wife ofwhoredoms," prophe- house, through faith of the scarlet sign ; as the
sylng by means of the action, "that in commat- Lord also declared to those who did not receive
ting fornication the earth should formcate from His advent,--the Pharisees, no doubt, nullify
the LORD," 2 that is, the men who are upon the the sign of the scarlet thread, which meant the
earth ; and from men of this stamp it will be passover, and the redemption and exodus of
God's good pleasure to take out3 a Church the people from Egypt, -- when He said, "The
which shall be sanctified by fellowship with His publicans and the harlots go into the kingdom
Son, just as that woman was sanctified by inter- of heaven before you." 9
course with the prophet. And for this reason,
Paul declares that the "unbelieving wife is sanc- ctt_P, xxI. --ABRAHA-_'S vArrH WAS IDENTIC4L
tiffed by the believing husband." * Then again, WITH OURS; THIS FAITH WAS PREFIGURED BY
the prophet names his children, "Not having THE WORDSAND ACTIONSOF THE OLD PATRI-
obtained mercy," and "Not a people," 5 in order ARCHS.
that, as says the apostle, "what was not a people i. But that our faith was also prefigured in
may become a people ; and she who did not Abraham, and that he was the patriarch of our
obtain mercy may obtain mercy. And it shall faith, and, as it were, the prophet of it, the apostle
come to pass, that in the place where it was has very fully taught, when he says in the Epistle
said, This is not a people, there shall they be to the Galatlans. "He therefore that ministereth
called the children of the living God." 6 That to you the Spirit, and worketh miracles among
which had been done typically through his ac- you, [doeth he it] by the works of the law, or by
tions by the prophet, the apostle proves to have the hearing of faith ? Even as Abraham believed
been done truly by Christ in the Church. Thus, God, and it was accounted unto him for righteous-
too, did Moses also take to wife an Ethiopian ness. Know ye therefore, that they which are
woman, whom he thus made an Israehtish one, of faith, the same are the children of Abraham.
showing by anticipation that the wild olive tree But the Scripture, foreseeing that God would
is grafted into the cultivated olive, and made to justify the heathen through faith, announced be-
partake of its fatness. For as He who was born forehand unto Abraham, that in him all nations
Christ according to the flesh, had indeed to be ;hould be blessed. So then they which be of
sought after by the people in order to be slain, "aith shall be blessed with faithflll Abraham." '°
but was to be set free in Egypt, that is, among _or which [reasons the apostle] declared that
the Gentiles, to sanctify those who were there in this man was not only the prophet of faith, but
a state of infancy, from whom also He perfected also the father of those who from among the
His Church in that place (for Egypt was Gentile Gentiles believe in Jesus Christ, because his falth
from the beginning, as was Ethiopia also) ; for md ours are one and the same : for he believed
this reason, by means of the marriage of Moses in things future, as if they were already accom-
was shown forth the marriage of the Word;7 phshed, because of the promise of God; and m

hke manner do we also, because of the promise
, rt_. _i_._x-,7. of God, behold through faith that inheritance

Ho_ _,_.

A_orX.Vvi_4"x4. [But Hosea himself says (xii. To), "I have [laid up for us] in the [future] kingdom.2. The history of Isaac, too, is not without a
used simflttudes," anti thts history may be fairly/referred to propheuc
vlston. Dr. Pusey, in hts Minor Pro_l_ets, tn lac, argues against
this view, however; and has reasons deserve constderauon ] s Iren_eus seems here to have written "three" for "two" from a

s Hos. L 6-.9.
6 Rom. ix 25, a6. lapse of memory.
7 The text is here uncertain; and while the general meaning of 9 Matt. xxt 3t

the sentence is piton, its syntax is confused and obscure, xo Gal. zit. 5"9, Gen xlt. 3-
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symbolical character. For in the Epistle to the nations come together into one cohort of faith,
Romans, the apostle declares : " Moreover, when as the Father promised Him, saying, "Ask of
Rebecca had conceived by one, even by our Me, and' I will gave Thee the heathen for Thine
father Isaac," she received answer' from the inheritance, the uttermost parts of the earth for
Word, "that the purpose of God according to Thy possession." 7 And as from the multitude
election might stand, not of works, but of Him of his sons the prophets of the Lord [afterwards]
that calleth, it was said unto her, Two nations arose, there was every necessity that Jacob should
are in thy womb, and two manner of people are beget sons from the two sisters, even as Christ did
m thy body ; and the one people shall over- !from the two laws of one and the same Father ;
come the other, and the elder shall serve the and in like manner also from the handmaids, in-
younger." 2 From whach it Is evident, that not dlcating that Christ should raise up sons of God,
only [were there] prophecies of the patrmrchs, both from freemen and from slaves after the flesh,
but also that the children brought forth by Re-i bestowing upon all, in the same manner, the gift
becca were a prediction of the two nataons ; and of the Spirit, who vivifies us. s But he (Jacob)
that the one should be indeed the greater, but ]did all things for the sake of the younger, she who
the other the less ; that the one also should be Ihad the handsome eyes,9 Rachel, who prefigured
under bondage, but the other free; but [that the Church, for which Christ endured patiently;
both should be] of one and the same father, who at that time, indeed, by means of His patH-
Our God, one and the same, is also their God, archs and prophets, was prefiguring and declaring
who knows hidden things, who knoweth all things beforehand future things, fulfilling His part by
before they can come to pass; and for th_s anticipation in the dispensauons of God, and
reason has He said, "Jacob have I loved, but accustoming His inheritance to obey God, and to
Esau have I hated." 3 pass through the world as in a state of pilgrimage,

3- If any one, again, will look into Jacob's to follow Has word, and to indicate beforehand
actions, he shall find thera not destitute of mean- things to come. For wath God there is nothing
rag, but full of import with regard to the das- without purpose or due sigmficatlon.
pensatlons. Thus, m the first place, at his bzrth,
since he laid hold on his brother's heel,4 he was CHAP.XXU._CHRIST DID NOTCOMEFORTHE SAKE
called Jacob, that is, the suAOiOlanler--one who oF THE MEN OF ONE AGE ONLY, _trr FOR aLL
holds, but is not held ; binding the feet, but not who, LreING RIGHTEOUSLYAm) PIOUSLY, HAD
being bound; striving and conquering; grasping BELIEVEDUPON mM; aND FOR THOSE, TOO,
m h_s hand h_s adversary's heel, tbat is, victory. WHO SHALL BELIEVE.

For to this end was the Lord born, the type of _. Now in the last days, when the fulness of
whose birth he set forth beforehand, of whom the time of liberty had arrived, the Word Him-
also John says m the Apocalypse : " He went self did by Himself "wash away the filth of the
forth conquering, that He should conquer." s In daughters of Zaon," ,o when He washed the dis-
the next place, [Jacob] received the rights of the ciples' feet with His own hands." For this is
first-born, when has brother looked on them with the end of the human race inheriting God ; that
contempt ; even as also the younger nataon re- as in the beginning, by means of our first [par-
ceived Him, Christ, the first-begotten, when the ents], we were all brought into bondage, by
elder nation rejected Him, saying, " We have no being made subject to death ; so at last, by
king but Caesar." 6 But in Christ every blessing means of the New Man, all who from the began-
[as summed up], and therefore the latter people ning [were Has] disciples, having been cleansed
has snatched away the blessings of the former and washed from things pertaining to death,
from the Father, just as Jacob took away the should come to the life of God. For He who
blessing of th_s Esau. For which cause his washed the feet of the disciples sanctified the
brother suffered the plots and persecutions of a entire body, and rendered it clean. For this
brother, just as the Church suffers this self-same reason, too, He administered food to them in a
thing from the Jews. In a foreign country were recumbent posture, indicating that those who
the twelve tribes born, the race of Israel, inas- were lying in the earth were they to whom He
much as Christ was also, in a strange country, to came to impart life. As Jeremiah declares,
generate the twelve-pillared foundation of the ,, The holy Lord remembered His dead I_rael,
Church. Various coloured sheep were allotted to who slept in the land of sepulture ; and He
this Jacob as his wages ; and the wages of Christ descended to them to make known to them His
are human beings, who from various and diverse

7 Ps iL 8.
z Massust would cancel these words. $ "[he text of this sentence zsin great confusion, and we can give
2 Rora ix _o-_3; Gen xxv. _3- only a doubtful translatmn.

Rom ix z3. MaL a.u. 9 [Leah's eyes were _aeak accorchng to the LXX ; and Irenmus
Gen xxv _6. refers that Rachel's were "beautiful exceeding y. Canticles, i. x$ ]
Rev. vL 2, to lsa Iv 4.
John xix. zS. z, John x,fi. 5.
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salvation, that they might be saved." ' For this other reapeth. For I have sent you forward to
reason also were the eyes of the disciples reap that whereon ye bestowed no labour ; other
weighed down when Christ's passion was ap- men have laboured, and ye have entered into
proaching ; and when, in the first instance, the their labours." 6 Who, then, are they that have
Lord found them sleeping, He let it pass,-- laboured, and have helped forward the dispensa-
thus indicating the patience of God in regard tions of God ? It is clear that they are the patri-
to the state of slumber in which men lay ; but archs and prophets, who even prefigured our faith,
coming the second time, He aroused them, and l and disseminated through the earth the advent
made them stand up, in token that His passion of the Son of God, who and what He should be :
is the arousing of His sleeping disciples, on so that posterity, possessing the fear of God,
whose account "He also descended into the might easily accept the advent of Christ, having

lower parts of the earth, ''2 to behold with His been instructed by the prophets. And for th_seyes the state of those who were resting from reason it was, that when Joseph became aware
their labours, s in reference to whom He did also that Mary was with child, and was minded to put
declare to the disciples : "Many prophets and her away privily, the angel said to him in sleep :
righteous men have desired to see and hear I"Fear not to take to thee Mary thy wife ; for that
what ye do see and hear." 4 which is conceived m her is of the Holy Ghost.

2. For it was not merely for those who be- For she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call
lieved on Him in the time of Tiberius Caesar His name Jesus ; for He shall save His people
that Christ came, nor did the Father exercise from their sins." 7 And exhorting him [to this],
His providence for the men only who are now he added : "Now all th_s has been done, that it
alive, but for all men altogether, who from the might be fulfilled which was spoken from the
beginning, according to their capacity, in their Lord by the prophet, saying, Behold, a virgin
generation have both feared and loved God, and shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son,
practised justice and piety towards their neigh- and His name shall be called Emmanuel ; " thus
bours, and have earnestly desired to see Christ, influencing him by the words of the prophet,
and to hear His voice. Wherefore He shall, at and warding off blame from Mary, pointing out
His second coming, first rouse from their sleep that it was she who was the virgin mentioned
all persons of this description, and shall raise by Isaiah beforehand, who should give birth to
them up, as well as the rest who shall be judged, Emmanuel. Wherefore, when Joseph was con-
and give them a place in His kingdom. For it vinced beyond all doubt, he both did take Mary,
is truly "one God who" directed the patriarchs and joyfully yielded obedience in regard to all
towards His dispensations, and "has justified the rest of the education of Christ, undertaking
the circumcision by faith, and the uncircum- a journey into Egypt and back again, and then a
cision through faith." s For as in the first we removal to Nazareth. [For this reason,] those
were prefigured, so, on the other hand, are they who knew not the Scriptures nor the promise of
represented in us, that is, in the Church, and God, nor the dispensation of Christ, at last called
receive the recompense for those things which him the father of the child. For this reason,
they accomplished, too, did the Lord Himself read at Capernaum

the prophecies of'Isaiah: _ "The Spirit of the
CHAP. XXIII. -- THE PATRIARCHS AND PROPHE'I_S, Lord is upon Me, because He hath anointed

BYPOINTINGOUTTHE ADVENTOF CHRIST,FORTI- Me ; to preach the Gospel to the poor hath He
FIED THEREBY,AS IT WERE, THE WAYOF POS- sent Me, to heal the broken-hearted, to preach
TERrrY TO THE FAITH OF CHRIST ; AND SO THE deliverance to the captives, and s_ght to the
LABOURSOF THE APOSTLm WERE Lr_SSr.NED,blind." 9 At the same time, showing that it was
INASMUCHAS THEY GATHEREDIN THE FRUITS He Himself who had been foretold by Esaias the
OF THE LABOURSOF OTHERS. prophet, He said to them: "This day is this
t. For which reason the Lord declared to the Scripture fulfilled in your ears."

disciples : "Behold, I say unto you, Lift up your 2. For this reason, also, Philip, when he had
eyes, and look upon the districts (regwnes), for discovered the eunuch of _he Ethiopians' queen
they are white [already] to harvest. For the reading these words which had been written:
harvest-man receiveth wages, and gathereth fruit "He was led as a sheep to the slaughter ; and
unto life eternal, that both he that soweth and as a lamb is dumb before the shearer, so He
he that reapeth may rejoice together. For in opened not His mouth: in His humiliation H_s
this is the saying true, that one soweth and an- judgment was taken away ; .... and all the rest

which the prophet proceeded to relate in regard
This spurious quotation has been introduced be/ore. See book

ht. _.4.
a Eph. iv. 9. 6 John tv. 35, etc.

So Harvey understaads the obscure Latin text. " ld quod emt 7 _{att. l _o, etc.
inoperatum conchuoni_" $ Luke iv, x8.

4 Matt xtlt x7. 9 l_a. lxt. z.
5 Rom. at. 30. xo Acts vnl 27, Isa. lhi. 7.
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to His passion and His coming in the flesh, and victory against the adversary. But although they
how He was dishonoured by those who did not who were of the circumcision still did not obey
believe Him ; easily persuaded him to believe the words of God, for they were despisers, yet
on Him, that He was Christ Jesus, who was cruci- they were previously instructed not to commit
fled under Pontius Palate, and suffered whatsoever adultery, nor fornication, nor theft, nor fraud ;
the prophet had predicted, and that He was and that whatsoever things are done to our neigh-
the Son of God, who gives eternal life to men. bouts' prejudice, were evil, and detested by God.
And immediately when [Pbalip] had baptized Wherefore also they did readily agree to abstain
him, he departed from him. For nothing else from these things, because they had been thus
[but baptism], was wanting to him who had been instructed.
already instructed by the prophets : he was not 2. But they were bound to teach the Gentiles
_gnorant of God the Father, nor of the rules as also this very thing, that works of such a nature
to the [proper] manner of life, but was merely were wicked, prejudmial, and useless, and de-
ignorant of the advent of the Son of God, which, structive to those who engaged in them. Where-
when he had become acquainted with, in a short fore he who had received the apostolate to
space of time, he went on his way rejoicing, the Gentiles? did labour more than those who
to be the herald in Ethiopia of Christ's advent, preached the Son of God among them of the
Therefore Philip had no great labour to go circumcision. For they were assisted by the
through with regard to this man, because he was Scriptures, which the Lord confirmed and ful-
already prepared in the fear of God by the filled, in coming such as He had been announced ;
prophets. For this reason, too, did the apostles, but here, [in the case of the Gentiles,] there was
collecting the sheep which had perished of the a certain foreign erudition, and a new doctrine
house of Israel, and discoursing to them from the [to be received, namely], that the gods of the
Scriptures, prove that this crucified Jesus was nations not only were no gods at all, but even
the Christ, the Son of the living God ; and they the idols of demons ; and that there is one God,
persuaded a great multitude, who, however, who is "above all principality, and dominion,
[already] possessed the fear of God. And there and power, and every name which is named ; "4
were, in one day, baptized three, and four, and and that His Word, invisible by nature, was
five thousand men., made palpable and visible among men, and

did descend "to death, even the death of the
CHAP.XXIV.--THE CONVERSIONOF THE GENTILEScross ; " s also, that they who believe in Him shall

WAS MORE DIFFICULT THAN THAT OF THE JEWS be incorruptible and not subject to suffenng, and
THE LABOURSOF THOSEAPOSTLES,THEREFORE shall receive the kingdom of heaven. These
WHO ENGAGED IN THE FORMERTASK, WERE things, too, were preached to the Gentiles by
GREATERTHAN THOSE WHO UNDERTOOKTHE word, without [the aid of] the Scriptures : where-
LATTER. fore, also, they who preached among the Gen-
i. Wherefore also Paul since he was the apos- tiles underwent greater labour. But, on the

tle of the Gentiles, says, "I laboured more than other hand, the faith of the Gentiles is proved
they all. ''2 For the instruction of the former, to be of a more noble description, since they
[viz., the Jews,] was an easy task, because they followed the word of God without the instruction
could allege proofs from the Scriptures, and be- [derived] from the [sacred] writings (sine in-
cause they, who were in the habtt of heanng structtone hterarum).
Moses and the prophets, did also readily receive
the F_rst-begotten of the dead, and the Prince CHAP.XXV.mBOTH COVENArZrsWERE PREr_CURED
of the life of God, -- Him who, by the spreading m ABRAHAM,AND tN THE LABOUROF T_AR ;
forth of hands, did destroy Amalek, and vivify THERE WAS, HOWEVER, BUT ONE _D TrlE
man from the wound of the serpent, by means SAMECOD TO EACHcoveNarrr.
of faith which was [exercised] towards Him. i. For thus it had behoved the sons of Abra-
As I have pointed out in the preceding book, the ham [to be], whom God has raised up to him
apostle did, in the first place, instruct the Gen- from the stones, 6 and caused to take a place
tiles to depart from the superstmon of idols, and beside him who was made the chief and the
to worship one God, the Creator of heaven and forerunner of our faith (who did also receive the
earth, and the Framer of the whole creation ; covenant of circumcision, after that justification
and that His Son was His Word, by whom He by faith which had pertained to him, when he
founded all things ; and that He, in the last times, was yet in uncircumctsion, so that in him both
was made a man among men ; that He re-formed covenants might be prefigured, that he might be
the human race, but destroyed and conquered

3 [A clear note of recognition on the part of otlr author, that St.
the enemy of man, and gave to His handiwork Pata'sm_,_on,,_ worm-wi,_,whileSt. V,t*r',,,*8h_.]
_. 4 Eph t. _t.

t Acts it. 4_, Iv. 4, $ Phil. It 8.
a x Cor xv xo. b Matt. iii. 9.
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the fatherof allwho followtheWord of God, who bestowsthingssuitableupon both--seed
and who sustaina lifeofpilgrimageinthinworld, to the sower,but bread for the reaperto eat.
thatis,of thosewho from among the circumcis-iJustasitisone that planteth,and anotherwho
ionand ofthosefrom among theuncircumcisionwatereth,but one God who giveththe increase.s
are faithful,even as also "Christ'isthe chiefFor thepatriarchsand prophetssowed theword
corner-stone,"sustainingallthings); and He [concerning]Christ,but the Church reaped,

gatheredintothe one faithof Abraham those thatis,recelvedthe fruit.For thisreason,too,
who, from eithercovenant,areeligibleforGod's do theseverymen (theprophets)alsopray to
building.But thisfaithwhich ism uncircum- have a dwelling-placein it,as Jeremiah says,
cision,asconnectingtheend withthe beginning,"Who willgiveme inthe desertthe lastdwell-
has been made [both] the firstand the last.ing-place?"6 in orderthatboth the sowerand
For, as I have shown, itexistedin Abraham the reapermay rejoicetogetherinthe kingdom
antecedentlytocircumcision,asitalsodid inthe of Christ,who is presentwith allthose who
restof the righteouswho pleasedGod : and in were from thebeginningapprovedby God, who
theselasttimes,itagainsprangup among man- grantedthem HisWord tobepresentwiththem.7

kind throughthecoming of the Lord. But cir-
cumcision and the law of works occupied the CHAP. XXW. _THE TREASURE HID IN THE SCRIP-

"lURES IS CHRIST ; THE TRUE EXPOSITION OF THE

intervening period.* SCRIPTURES IS TO BE FOUND IN THE CHURCH
2. This fact is indeed set forth by many other

[occurrences], but typically by [the history of] ALONE.
Thamar, Judah's daughter-in-law.3 For when i. If any one, therefore, reads the Scriptures
she had conceived twins, one of them put forth with attention, he will find in them an a_count
his hand first ; and as the midwife supposed that of Christ, and a foreshadowing of the new call-
he was the first-born, she bound a scarlet token ing (voca/ionis). For Christ is the treasure
on his hand. But after this had been done, and which was hid in the field, _ that is, in this world
he had drawn back his hand, his brother Phares (for "the field is the world "9) ; but the treasure
came forth the first;then, after him, Zara, upon hid in the Scriptures is Christ, since He was
whom was the scarlet line, [was born] the pointed out by means of types and parables.
second : the Scripture clearly pointing out that Hence His hmnan nature could not ,o be under-
people which possessed the scarlet sign, that is, stood, prior to the consummation of those things
faith in a state of circumcision, which was shown which had been predicted, that is, the advent of
beforehand, indeed, in the patriarchs first ; but Christ. And therefore it was said to Daniel the
after that withdrawn, that his brother might be prophet: "Shut up the words, and seal the
born ; and also, in hke manner, him who was the book even to the time of consummation, until
elder, as being born in the second place, [him] many learn, and knowledge be completed. For
who was distinguished by the scarlet token, at that time, when the dispersion shall be ac-
which was ['fastened] on him, that is, the passion complished, they shall know all.these things." ,,
of the Just One, which was prefigured from the But Jeremiah also says, " In the last days they
beginning in Abel, and described by the proph- shall understand these things." ,2 For every
ets, but perfected in the last times in the Son of prophecy, before its fulfilment, is to men ['full
God. of] enigmas and ambiguities. But when the

3- For it was requisite that certain facts should time has arrived, and the prediction has come
be announced beforehand by the fathers in a to pass, then the prophecies have a clear and
paternal manner, and others prefigured by the certain exposition. And for this reason, indeed,
prophets in a legal one, but others, described when at thin present time the law is read to the
after the form of Christ, by those who have re- Jews, it is like a fable ; for they do not possess
ceived the adoption; while in one God are all the explanation of all things pertaining to the
things shown forth. For although Abraham was advent of the Son of God, which took place m
one, he did in himself prefigure the two coy- human nature ; but when it is read by the Chris-
enants, in which some indeed have sown, while tians, it is a treasure, hid indeed in a field, but
others have reaped ; for it is said, "In this is the brought to light by the cross of Christ, and
saying true, that it is one ' people' who sows, but s, cot. hi. 7.
another who shall reap;" 4 but it is one God 6Jet. ,x. 2 [A " remotedwelllng-place"rather(wra0_bv

&rXaTovaceordmg to LXX.) to square wtth the argument.]

in Christ it became Cathohc affam: the Mosaic ._stern was a p._.ren- ] ca,l_am .sp_u...... tim, red by coun_e'_ _ .... d tokens in'2_ater"
thedcal thmg of fifteen hundred years only. _ucn m me !um:,wus [ _, I es:_,,_,._, _ -7 .... _-.-__ --
and ¢lan_ing scheme oflrena:us, expounding St. Paul (Gal. m z4--'_o). ] n_sana legm _ceremonmt7 zoru_ j

whole Old Tes_ame_ darken the dlvtne counsetL (2) I ne tJotl Ot/ _ _vtatt X.. o " , , . --
..... r ._- ,--.- ^.h. 3 / to Harve_ cancels ' non 'ana reads the sentence mterrogat_vety.
_cn ure was never me too ol LIIC .l_wa Ut_.v.j I| '* •

,t John iv. 37. , ._er. xxm, a
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explained, both enriching the understanding of But those who cleave asunder, and separate the
men, and showing forth the wisdom of God, unity of the Church, [shall] receive from God
and declaring His dispensations with regard to the same punishment as Jeroboam did. a
man, and forming the kingdom of Christ before- 3- Those, however, who are believed to be
hand, and preaching by anticipation the inher- presbyters by many, but serve their own lusts,
itance of the holy Jerusalem, and proclaiming and do not place the fear of God supreme in
beforehand that the man who loves God shall their hearts, but conduct themselves with con-
arrive at such excellency as even to see God, tempt towards others, and are puffed up with
and hear His word, and from the hearing of His the pride of holding the chief seat, and work
discourse be glorified to such an extent, that evil deeds in secret, saying, " No man sees us,"
others cannot behold the glory of his counte- shall be convicted by the Word, who does not
nance, as was said by Daniel : "Those who do judge after outward appearance (secundum gla-
understand, shall shine as the brightness of the tram), nor looks upon the countenance, but the
firmament, and many of the righteous ' as the heart ; and they shall hear those words, to be
stars for ever and ever." 2 Thus, then, I have found in Daniel the prophet : "O thou seed of
shown it to be,3 if any one read the Scriptures• Canaan, and not of Judah, beauty hath deceived
For thus it was that the Lord discoursed with thee, and lust perverted thy heart.9 Thou that
the disciples after His resurrection from the art waxen old in wicked days, now thy sins
dead, proving to them from the Scriptures them- which thou hast committed aforetime are come
selves "that Christ must suffer, and enter into to hght; for thou hast pronounced false judg-
His glory, and that remission of sins should be ments, and hast been accustomed to condemn
preached m His name throughout all the world." 4 the innocent, and to let the guilty go free, albeit
And the disciple will be perfected, and [ren- the Lord saith, The innocent and the righteous
dered] like the householder, "who bringeth shalt thou not slay." ,o Of whom also did the
forth from his treasure things new and old." s Lord say : "But if the evil servant shall say in

2. Wherefore it is incumbent to obey the his heart, My lord delayeth his coming, and shall
presbyters who are in the Church, --those who, begin to smite the man-servants and maidens,
as I have shown, possess the succession from the and to eat and drink and be drunken ; the lord
apostles; those who, together with the succession of that servant shall come in a day that he
of the episcopate, have received the certain gift looketh not for him, and in an hour that he is

of truth, according to the good pleasure of the not aware of, and shall cut h_m asunder, and ap-
• 1" ,1 IxFather. But [it is also incumbent] to hold in point him his portion wtth the unbe levers.

suspicion others who depart from the primitive 4- From all such persons, therefore, it be-
succession, and assemble themselves together in hoves us to keep aloof, but to adhere to those
any place whatsoever, [looking upon them] who, as I have already observed, do hold the
either as heretics of perverse mmds, or as schis- doctrine of the apostles, and who, together with
matics puffed up and self-pleasing, or again as the order of priesthood (presb),terii ordine),
hypocrites, acting thus for the sake of lucre and display sound speech and blameless conduct for
vainglory. For all these have fallen from the the confirmation and correction of others. '* In
truth. And the heretics, indeed, who bring this way, Moses, to whom such a leadership was
strange fire to the altar of God-- namely, strange entrusted, relying on a good conscience, cleared
doctrines--shall be burned up by the fire from himself before God, saying, "I have not in cov-
heaven, as were Nadab and Abiud. 6 But such etousness taken anything belonging to 6ne of
as rise up in opposition to the truth, and exhort these men, nor have I done evil to one of them." ,3
others against the Church of God, [shall] re- In this way, too, Samuel, who judged the people
main among those in hell (apufl inferos), being so many years, and bore rule over Israel without
swallowed up by an earthquake, even as those any pride, in the end cleared himself, saying, "I
who were with Chore, Dathan, and Abiron.r have walked before you from my childhood even

unto this day : answer me in the sight of God,
x The Latm is "a multis justls," corresponding to the Greek

versionofthe Hebrewtext If the translationbesupposed...... and before His anointed ( Chrisa" q'us) ; whose
.spondmg to the Hebrew comparative the Englmh ¢xlnlvalent will be, OX or whose ass of yours have I taken, or over
"and above(morethan)manyrighteous." whom have I tyrannized, or whom have I op-2 Dan xa 3-

The text and punctuation are here in great uncertainty, and pressed ? or if I have received from the hand ofvery different vmws of both are taken by the editors
s Luk ....... 6, 47. [ThewalktoEm...... the Couo_,-h_d any a bribe or [so much as] a shoe, speak out

of Scrtptural exposmon, and the forty days (Acts 1. 3) ts the river
that came forth hke that which went out of Eden. Ecclestastlcus

_v. 3xM]att. xili. _. I'I must express m_"dehght in the great principle s z Kinl_s xiv to.
ofexpostUon here unfolded. The Old ._cnptures are a night-bound 9 Hist. aus ver. 56.
Wilderness, till Christ rises and illuminates them, glorifying ahke hdl to lt_id ver. 5z, etc. : Ex. xxiii. 7.
and dale, and, as this author suptarses, every shrub and flower, also, n Matt xxtv 48, etc.. Luke xli 45.

zz [Contrast thts spirit of a p_mttive Father, with the sta_ oi
making the smallest leaf with its dewdrops ghtter hke the rainbow.] things which Wichf rose up to purify, five huadred years ago. ]6 Lcv. x. 1,2

7 Num. xvl. 33- aJ Num. xvi• '5,
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against me, and I will restore it to you." ' And ter, s who had heard it from those who had seen
when the people had said to him, "Thou hast the apostles, and from those who had been their
not tyrannized, neither hast thou oppressed us, disciples, the punishment [declared] in Scripture
neither hast thou taken ought of any man's hand," was sufficient for the ancients in regard to what
he called the Lord to witness, saying, "The LORD they did without the Spirit's guidance. For as
is witness, and His Anointed is witness this day, God is no respecter of persons, He inflicted a
that ye have not found ought in my hand. And proper punishment on deeds displeasing to Him.
they said to him, He is witness." In this strain As in the case of David,9 when he suffered per-
also the Apostle Paul, inasmuch as he had a secution from Saul for righteousness' sake, and
good conscience, said to the Corinthians : " For fled from King Saul, and would not avenge
we are not as many, who corrupt the Word of himself of his enemy, he both sung the advent
God : but as of sincerity, but as of God, in the of Christ, and instructed the nations in wisdom,
sight of God speak we in Christ ; "a ,, We have and did everything after the Spirit's guidance,
injured no man, corrupted no man, circumvented and pleased God. But when his lust prompted
no man." 3 him to take Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah, the

5" Such presbyters does the Church nourish, Scripture said concerning him, "Now, the thing
of whom also the prophet says : " I will give thy (serma) which David had done appeared wicked
rulers in peace, and thy bishops in righteous- in the eyes of the LORD; .... and Nathan the
hess." 4 Of whom also did the Lord declare, prophet is sent to him, pointing out to him his
"Who then shall be a faithful steward (ador), came, in order that he, passing sentence upon
good and wise, whom the Lord sets over His and condemning himself, might obtain mercy and
household, to give them their meat in due sea- forgiveness from Christ: "And [Nathan] said
son? Blessed is that servant whom his Lord, to him, There were two men in one c_ty ; the
when He cometh, shall find so doing." s Paul one rich, and the other poor. The rich man
then, teaching us where one may find such, says, had exceeding many flocks and herds ; but the
"God hath placed in the Church, first, apostles ; poor man had nothing, save one little ewe-lamb,
secondly, prophets ; thirdly, teachers." 6 Where, which he possessed, and nourished up ; and it
therefore, the gifts of the Lord have been placed, had been with him and with his children to-
there it behoves us to learn the truth, [namely,] gether : it dxd eat of his own bread, and drank
from those who possess that succession of the of his cup, and was to him as a daughter. And
Church which is from the apostles/and among there came a guest unto the rich man ; and he
whom exists that which is sound and blameless spared to take of the flock of his own ewe-lambs,
in conduct, as well as that which is unadulterated and from the herds of his own oxen, to entertain
and incorrupt in speech. For these also pre- the guest ; but he took the ewe-lamb of the poor
serve this faith of ours in one God who created man, and set it before the man that had come

all things; and they increase that love [which unto him. And David's anger was greatly kin-
we have] for the Son of God, who accomplished died against the man ; and he said to Nathan,
such marvellous dispensations for our sake : and As the I_RD liveth, the man that hath done th_s
they expound the Scriptures to us without dan- thing shall surely die (fllius morris esl) : and he
geT, neither blaspheming God, nor dishonouring shall restore the lamb fourfold, because he hath
the patriarchs, nor despising the prophets, done this thing, and because he had no pity for

the poor man. And Nathan said unto him, Thou
CHAP.¢XXVII. _THE SINS OF THE MEN OF OLD art the man who hast done this." ,, And then

TIbIE, WHICH INCURRED THE DISPLEASUREOF he proceeds with the rest [of the narrauve3,
COD, WERE, BY HIS PROVIDENCE,CoMMnWED upbraiding him, and recounting God's benefits
TO WRITING,THAT WE MIGHTDERIVE INSTRUC- towards him, and [showing him] how much h_s
'lION THEREBY, AND NOT BE FILLED WITH PRIDE. conduct had displeased the LOrd. For [he de-
wE MUSTNOT, THEREFORE, INFER THAT THERE clared-] that works of this nature were not pleas-
WAS A_OTHER GOD THAN HE WHOM CHRIST ing to God, but that great wrath was suspended
PREACHED; WE SHOULD RATHER FEAR, LEST over his house. David, however, was struck w_th
THE ONE AND THE SAMEGOD WHO INFLICTEDremorse on hearing this, and exclaimed, "I have
mmISHMEgr ON THE ANCIF_ZCrS,SHOULD BPaNC sinned against the LORD ; " and he sung a peru-
DOWN HEAVaERUPON US. tential psalm, waiting for the coming of the Lord,
x. As I have heard from a certain presby- who washes and makes clean the man who had

t z Sam. xii. 3. s Polycarp, Paplas, Pothlnus, and others, have been suggested ass a CoT. it. x7
3 a C,or. vii. 2. probablyhere referred to, but the point is revolved m utter uncertainty
4 Iaa. Ix. x7. [Surely this testtmony ts a precaous mumauon of the apostle's mean-
S Matt. xxlv. 45, 46. mg (Rom h. xa'-x6), and the whole chapter is radmnt with the purity
6 x C.or xii. aS. of the Gospel.]

9 x Sam. x_t,iii.7 [Note the limitation; not the sueeesslon only, but with it (x)
im_ morahty and ho|mess and (a) unadulterated tesUmony. No Io _ Sam. x,. 27.
¢atholietty apart from tbes¢.] ix 2 Sam. xii. x,etc
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been fast bound with [the chain of] sin. In like dispensations, the righteous men, the prophets,
mannerit was with regard to Solomon, while he and the patriarchs, to whom He remitted sins in
continued to judge uprightly, and to declare the the same way as He did to us, which sins we
wisdom of God, and built the temple as the type ' should not lay to their charge, if we would not
of truth, and set forth the glories of God, and despise the grace of God. For as these men
announced the peace about to come upon the did not impute unto us (the Gentiles) our trans-
nations, and prefigured the kingdom of Christ, gressions, which we wrought before Christ was
and spake three thousand parables about the manifested among us, so also it is not right that
Lord's advent, and five thousand songs, singing me should lay blame upon those who sinned be-
praise to GOd, and expounded the wisdom of fore Christ's coming. For "all men come short
God in creation, [discoursing] as to the nature of the glory of God," 6 and are not justified of
of every tree, every herb, and of all fowls, quad- themselves, but by the advent of the Lord,
rupeds, and fishes ; and he said, "Will God, they who earnestly direct their eye_ towards His
whom the heavens cannot contain, really dwell light. And it is for our instruction that their
with men upon the earth ?" ' And he pleased actions have been committed to writing, that we
God, and was the admiration of all ; and all kings might know, in the first place, that our God and
of the earth sought an interview with him (¢ua_- theirs is one, and that sins do not please Him
rtbant faciem #us) that they might hear the although committed by men of renown ; and in
wisdom which God had conferred upon him.2 the second place, that we should keep from
The queen of the south, too, came to him from wickedness. For if these men of old time, who
the ends of the earth, to ascertain the wisdom preceded us in the gifts [bestowed upon them],
that was in him :3 she whom the Lord also re- and for whom the Son of God had not yet suf-
ferred to as one who should rise up m the judg- fered, when they committed any sin and served
ment with the nations of those men who do hear fleshly lusts, were rendered objects of such dis-
His words, and do not believe in Him, and grace, what shall the men of the present day
shouldcondemn them, inasmuch as she submitted suffer, who have despised the Lord's coming,
herself to the wisdom announced by the servant and become the slaves of their own lusts ? And
of God, while these men despised that msdom truly the death of the Lord became [the means
which proceeded directly from the Son of God. of] healing and remi_ion of sins to the former,
For Solomon was a servant, but Christ is indeed but Christ shall not die again m behalf of those
the Son of God, and the Lord of Solomon. who now commit sin, for death shall no more
While, therefore, he served God without blame, ihave dominion over Him; but the Son shall
and ministered to His dispensations, then was come in the glory of the Father, requiring from
he glorified: but when he took wives from all His stewards and dispensers the money which
nations, and permitted them to set up idols in He had entrusted to them, withusury ; and from
Israel, the Scripture spake thus concerning him : those to whom He had given most shall He
"And King Solomon was a lover of women, and demand most. We ought not, therefore, as that
he took to himself foreign women ; and it came presbyter remarks, to be puffed up, norbe severe
to pass, when Solomon was old, his heart was not upon those of old time, but ought ourselves to
perfect with the LORDhis God. And the foreign fear, lest perchance, after [we have come to] the
women turned away his heart after strange gods. knowledge of Christ, if we do things displeasing
And Solomon did evil in the sight of the LORD: to God, we obtain no further forgiveness of sins,
he did hot walk after the LORD,as did David his but be shut out from His kingdom.6 And there-
father. And the LORDwas angry with Solomon ; fore it was that Paul said, "For if [God] spared
for his heart was not perfect with the LORD,as not the natural branches, [take heed] lest He
was the heart of David his father." 4 The Scrip- also spare not thee, who, when thou wert a wild
ture has thus sufficiently reproved him, as the olive tree, welt grafted into the fatness of the
presbyter remarked, in order that no flesh may ohve tree, and weft made a partaker of its fat-
glory in the sight of the Lord. ness." 7

2. It was for this reason, too, that the Lord 3" Thou wilt notice, too, that the transgres-
descended into the regions beneath the earth, sions of the common people have been described
preaching His advent there also, and [declaring] in like manner,not for the sake of those who did
the remission of sins received by those who be- then transgress, but as a means of instruction
lieve in Him.S Now all those believed in Him unto us, and that we should understand that it
who had hope towards Him, that is, those who is one and the same God against whom these
proclaimed His advent, and submitted to His

6 Rom. tii. _3. [Another testimony to the mercy of Cod in the
]ud_nent of the unevangellzed. There must have t_en some reason

x _ Kings vfii. _7- for the secrecy with which "that pr_bytcr's" name is guanied. Ire-
s • Kin_gstv. 34, n_us may have scrupled to draw the wgath oi"the Gl_sttc_ upon any
s x Kings x.t. name but his own.]

t Kings xi. z. 7 Rom xl. _t, z7.
s [ x Pet. iii xg, ao.]
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men sinned, and against whom certain persons kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither
do now ttamgress from among those who profess fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
to have believed in Him. But this also, [as the effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with man-
presbyter states,] has Paul declared most plainly kind, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards,
in the Epistle to the Corinthians, when he says, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the
"Brethren, I would not that ye should be igno- kingdom of God." s And as it was not to those
rant, how that all our fathers were under the who are without that he said these things, but
cloud, and were all baptized unto Moses in the sea, to us, lest we should be cast forth from the king-
and did all eat the same spiritual meat, and did dom of God, by doing any such thing, he pro-
all drink the same spiritual drink : for they drank ceeds to say, "And such indeed were ye ; but
of that spiritual rock that followed them ; and ye are washed, but ye are sanctified in the name
the rockwas Christ. But with many of them God of the Lord Jesus Chnst, and by the Spirit of
was not welt pleased, for they were overthrown our God." And just as then, those who led
in the wilderness. These things were for our vicious lives, and put _ther people astray, were
example (in flgurara nostri), to the intent that condemned and cast out, so also even now the
we should not lust after evil things, as they also offending eye is plucked out, and the foot and
lusted ; neither be ye idolaters, as were some of the hand, lest the rest of the body perish in like
them, as it is written : ' The people sat down to manner. 6 And we have the precept : "If any
eat and drink, and rose up to play. Neither let man that is called a brother be a fornicator, or
us commit fornication, as some of them also did, covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or a drunk-
and fell in one day three and twenty thousand, ard, or an extortioner, with such an one no not
Neither let us tempt Christ, as some of them to eat." 7 And again does the apostle say, "Let
also tempted, and were destroyed of serpents, no man deceive you with vain words ; for because
Neither murmur ye, as some of them murmured, of these things cometh the wrath of God upon
and were destroyed of the destroyer. But all the sons of mistrust. Be not ye therefore par-
these things happened to them m a figure, and takers with them."s And as then the condemna-
were written for our admonition, upon whom the tion of sinners extended to others who approved
end of the world (swculorum) is come. Where- of them, and joined m their society ; so also
fore let him that thmketh he standeth, take heed is it the case at present, that "a httle leaven
lest he fall." • leaveneth the whole lump." 9 And as the wrath

4- Since therefore, beyond all doubt and con- of God did then descend upon the unrighteous,
tradiction, the apostle shows that there is one here also does the apostle hkewise say: "For
and the same God, who did both enter into the wrath of God shall be revealed from heaven
judgment with these former things, and who against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
does inquire into those of the present time, and those men who hold back the truth in unright-
points out why these things have been corn- eousness." '° And as, in those times, vengeance
mired to writing; all these men are found to came from God upon the Egyptians who were
be unleaa'ned and presumptuous, nay, even des- subjecting Israel to unjust pumshment, so is it
titute of common sense, who, because of the now, the Lord truly declaring, "And shall not
transgressions of them of old time, and because God avenge His own elect, which cry day and
of the disobedience of a vast number of them, night unto Him ? I tell you, that He will avenge
do allege that there was indeed one God of them speedily." " So says the apostle, in like
these men, and that He was the maker of the manner, in the Epistle to the Thessalonians:
world, and existed in a state of degeneracy ; "Seeing it is a righteous thing with God to rec-
but that there was another Father declared by ompense tribulation to them that trouble you;
Christ, and that this Being is He who has been and to you who are troubled rest with us, at the
conceived by the mind of each of them ; not revealing of our Lord Jesus Christ from heaven
understanding that as, in the former case, God with His mighty angels, and in a flame of fire,
showed Himself not well pleased in many in- to take vengeance upon those who know not
stances towards those who sinned, so also in the God, and upon those that obey not the Gospel
latter, "many are called, but few are chosen." s of our Lord Jesus Christ: who shall also be
As then the unrighteous, the idolaters, and for- punished with everlasting destruction from the
nicators perished, so also is it now : for both presence of the Lord, and from the glory of His
the Lord declares, that such persons are sent power ; when He shall come to be glorified ia
into eternal fire ; 4 and the apostle says, "Know
ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the

z Cot. vi 9, xa.Matt. xv_ 8, 9.
I COl', V. If.

t Ex. xzxii 6. a Epb v 6, 7.
a t COr. a. z, etc. 9tCOr v. 6.
s Matt. xx. x6. to Rom. t. i8.
• Matt. xxv. 4L tz Luke xvtli. 7, 8.
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His saints, and to be admired in all them who the Lord shall say, "Depart from me, ye cursed,
have beheved in Him."' into everlasting fire," 6 these shall be damned for

ever ; and to whomsoever He shall say, "Come,

cuP. xxvIu.--T_OSE PERSOSS PROVE T_EM- ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you for eternity," 7 these do receive

SELVESSENSELESSWHO EXAGGERATETHE MERCY the kingdom for ever, and make constant ad-
OF CHRIST, BUT ARE SILENT AS TO THE JUDG- vance m it ; since there is one and the same
uENT, AND LOOK ONLYAT THE MORE Antra- God the Father, and His Word, who has been
])ANT GRACE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT ; BUT, always present with the human race, by means
FORGETFUL OF THE GREATER DEGREE OF PER- indeed of various dispensations, and has wrought
FECTION WHICH IT DEMANDS FROM US, THEY out many things, and saved from the beginmng
ENDEAVOURTO SHOWTHAT THERE IS ANOTHERthose who are saved, (for these are they who
GOD BEYONDHIM WHO CREATEDTHE WORLD. love God, and follow the Word of God accord-
i. Inasmuch, then, as in both Testaments ing to the class to which they belong,) and has

there is the same righteousness of God [dis- judged those who are judged, that is, those who
played] when God takes vengeance, in the one forget God, and are blasphemous, and trans-
case indeed typically, temporarily, and more gressors of His word.
moderately ; but in the other, really, enduringly, 3. For the sesame heretics already mentioned
and more rigidly: for the fire is eternal, and by us have fallen away from themselves, by
the wrath of God which shall be revealed from accusing the Lord, m whom they say that they
heaven from the face of our Lord (as David believe. For those points to which they call
also says, "But the face of the Lord is against attention with regard to the God who then
them that do evil, to cut off the remembrance awarded temporal punishments to the unbeliev-
of them from the earth"_), entails a heavier ing, and smote the Egyptians, while He saved
pumshment on those who incur it,-- the elders those that were obedient ; these same [facts, I
pointed out that those men are devoid of sense, ]say,] shall nevertheless repeat themselves in the
who, [arguing] from what happened to those Lord, who judges for eternity those whom He
who formerly did not obey God, do endeavour doth judge, and lets go free for eternity those
to bring m another Father, setting over against whom He does let go free : and He shall [thus]
[these punishments] what great things the Lord be discovered, according to the language used
had done at His coming to save those who by these men, as having been the cause of their

received Him, taking compassion upon them ; I most heinous sin to those who laid hands upon
while they keep silence with regard to His judg- Him, and pierced Him. For if He had not so
ment, and all those things which shall come come, it follows that these men could not have
upon such as have heard His words, but done!become the slayers of their Lord; and if He
them not, and that it were better for them if had not sent prophets to them, they certainly
they had not been born, 3 and that it shall be could not have killed them, nor the apostles
more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrha m the either. To those, therefore, who assail us, and
judgment than for that city which did not receive say, If the Egyptians had not been afflicted
the word of His d_sciples. 4 with plagues, and, when pursuing after Israel,

2. For as, in the New Testament, that faith been choked in the sea, God could not have
of men [to be placed] in God has been in- saved His people, this answer may be given ;-
creased, receiving in addmon [to what was Unless, then, the Jews had become the slayers
already revealed] the Son of God, that man too of the Lord (which dxd, indeed, take eternal
might be a partaker of God ; so is also our life away from them), and, by killing the apos-
walk in life required to be more circumspect, ties and persecuting the Church, had fallen into
when we are directed not merely to abstain from an abyss of wrath, we could not have been
evil actions, but even from evil thoughts, and saved. For as they were saved by means of the
from idle words, and empty talk, and scurrilous blindness of the Egyptians, so are we, too, by
langnage:S thus also the punishment of those that of the Jews; if, indeed, the death of the
who do not believe the Word of God, and Lord is the condemnation of those who fastened
despise His advent, and are turned away back- Him to the cross, and who did not believe His
wards, is increased ; being not merely temporal, advent, but the salvation of those who believe
but rendered also eternal. For to whomsoever m Him. For the apostle does also say in the

Second [Epistle] to the Corinthians:" For we
x 2 Thess i 6-to. are unto God a sweet savour of Christ, in them

Ps x_x.... 6. which axe saved, and in them which perish : to
3 Matt xxvi. 24.
, M_tt._.*s. . . . the one indeed the savour of death unto death,
s [Eph v 4 Even from the _-¢Oet*r_Ai_whtch might stgnffy a

_On-mot, hterally, and which certainly is not "scurr/hty," unless the
apostle was tromcal reflecting on jokes wluch heathen considered 6 Matt. xxv 4t.
' good "] ' z Matt. xxv. 34.
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but to the other the savour of life unto life." i edge, God gave them up to a reprobate mind,
To whom, then, is there the savour of death to do those things that are not convenient."
unto death, unless to those who believe not, Speaking of antichrist, too, he says clearly in
neither are subject to the Word of Cod ? And the Second to the Thessalonians : "And for this
who axe they that did even then give themselves cause God shall send them the working of error,
over to death? Those men, doubtless, who do that they should believe a lie ; that they all
not believe, nor submit themselves to God. might be judged who believed not the truth, but
And again, who are they that have been saved, consented to iniquity." 9
and received the inheritance ? Those, doubtless, 2. If, therefore, in the present time also, God,
who do believe God, and who have continued knowing the number of those who will not be-
in His love ; as did Caleb [the son] of Jephun- lieve, since He foreknows all things, has given
neh and Joshua [the son] of Nun, _ and innocent them over to unbelief, and turned away His face
children,s who have had no sense of evil. But from men of this stamp, leaving them in the
who are they that are saved now, and receive darkness which they have themselves chosen for
life eternal ? Is it not those who love God, and themselves, what is there wonderful if He did
who believe His promises, and who "in malice also at that time give over to their unbelief,
have become as little children ?" ¢ Pharaoh, who never would have believed, along

with those who were with him ? As the Word
CHAP.XXIX._ REFUTATIONOF THE ARGUMENTSOF spake to Moses from the bush : "And I am sure

THE MARCIONITES,WHO AI*FEMPTEDTO SHOW that the king of Egypt will not let you go, unless
THAT GOD WAS THE ALrrHOROF SIN, BECAUSEby a mighty hand." '° And for the reason that
HE BLINDEDpHARAOHAND HIS SERVANTS. the Lord spake in parables, and brought blind-
x. "But," say they, "God hardened the heart ness upon Israel, that seeing they might not see,

of Pharaoh and of his servants." s Those, then, since He knew the [spirit of] unbelief in them,
who allege such difficulties, do not read in the for the same reason did He harden Pharaoh'_
Gospel that passage where the Lord replied to heart ; in order that, while seeing that it was the
the disciples, when they asked Him, "Why finger of God which led forth the people, he
speakest Thou unto them in parables ? "--" Be- might not believe, but be precipitated into a sea
cause it is given unto you to know the mystery of unbelief, resting in the notion that the exit of
of the kingdom of heaven ; but to them I speak these [Israelites] was accomplished by magical
in parables, that seeing they may not see, and power, and that it was not by the operation of
heating they may not hear, understanding they God that the Red Sea afforded a passage to the
may not understand ; in order that the prophecy ' people, but that this occurred by merely natural
of Isaiah regarding them may be fulfilled, say- causes (sed naturaliter sw se habere).
ing, Make the heart of this people gross, and
make their ears dull, and blind their eyes. But CHAP. XXX.-- REFUTATIONOF ANOTHER ARGU-
blessed are your eyes, which see the things that MEIer ADDUCED BY THE MARCIONITES,THAT
)re see ; and your ears, which hear what ye do COD DIREC'TEDTHE HEBREWSTO SPOIL THE
hear. ''6 For one and the same God [that EGYPTIANS.
blesses others] inflicts blindness upon those who I. Those, again, who cavil and find fault
do not believe,.but who set Him at naught ; just because the people did, by God's command,
as the sun, which is a creature of His, [acts upon the eve of their departure, take vessels of
with regard] to those who, by reason of any all kinds and raiment from the Egyptians," and
weakness of the eyes, cannot behold his light ; so went away, from which [spoils], too, the tab-
but to those who believe in Him and follow ernacle was constructed m the wilderness, prove
Him, He grants a fuller and greater illumination themselves ignorant of the righteous dealings of
of mind. In accordance with this word, there-God, and of His dispensations; as also the
fore, does the apostle say, in the Second [Epis- presbyter remarked : For if God had not ac-
tle] to the Corinthians : "In whom the god of corded this in the typical exodus, no one could
this world hath blinded the minds of them that now be saved in our true exodus ; that is, in the
believe not, lest the light of the glorious Gospel faith in which we have been established, and by
of Christ should shine [unto them]." 7 And which we have been brought forth from among
again, in that to the Romans : "And as they the number of the Gentiles. For in some cases
did not think fit to have God in their knowl- there follows us a small, and, in others a large

t 2Cor. li. aS, t6. 8 Rom. i. aS.2 Num. xlv. 3o.
[Jonah iv. at. The tenderness of our author comtantly asserts 9 s Thess, ii. at.

itself, as in this reference to chddren.] to Ex ill. x9.
4 i C.or. xiv. ao. xt Ex. ifi. :t._, xL 2. [Our English translation "borrow" is a

SEx. ix. ,_;, gratmtous injury to the text. As 'q_ang of kings" the Lord enio,nsa just tax, whicL any earthly sovereign might have tmpofa_ v"-Matt. am. ix-t6, _ vL to. " _u_2htlY.
Our author argues well,]2 Cot. iv. 4.
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amount of property, which we have acquired having obtained only a little as the result of his
from the mammon of unrighteousness. For own great labours, and out of vast possessions
from what source do we derwe the houses in which have been acquired, and this should be
which we dwell, the garments in which we are made by any one a subject of accusation against
clothed, the vessels which we use, and every- him, as if he had not acted properly? He (the
thingelse ministering to our every-daylife, unless accuser) will rather appear as an unjust judge
it be from those things which, when we were against him who had been forcibly carried away
Gentiles, we acquired by avarice, or received into slavery. Of this kind, then, are these men
them from our heathen parents, relations, or also, who charge the people with blame, because
friends who unrighteously obtained them ?-- not they appropriated a few things out of many, but
to mention that even now we acquire such things who bring no charge against those who did not
when we are in the faith. For who is there thal renderthem the recompense due to their fathers'
sells, and does not wish to make a profit from services; nay, but even reducing them to the
him who buys? Or who purchases anything, most irksome slavery, obtained the highest profit
and does not wish to obtain good value from the from them. And [these objectors] allege that
seller? Or who is there that carries on a trade, [the Israelites] acted dishonestly, because, for-
and does not do so that he may obtain a liveli- sooth, they took away for the recompense of
hood thereby ? And as to those believing ones their labours, as I have observed, unstamped
who are in the royal palace, do they not derive gold and silver in a few vessels; while they say
the utensils they employ from the property which that they themselves (for let truth be spoken,
belongs to Ceesar ; and to those who have not, although to some it may seem ridiculous) do act
does not each one of these [Christians] give honestly, when they carry away in their girdles
accordmg to his ability? The Egyptians were from the labours of others, coined gold, and
debtors to the [Jewish] people, not alone as to silver, and brass, with C_esar's inscription and
property, but as to their very lives, because of image upon it.
the kindness of the patriarch Joseph in former 3. If, however, a comparison be instituted be-
times ; but m what way are the heathen debtors tween us and them, [I would ask] which party
to us, from whom we receive both gain and shall seem to have received [their worldlygoods]
profit? Whatsoever they amass with labour, in the fairer manner ? Will it be the [Jewish]
these things do we make use of without labour, people, [who took] from the Egyptians, who
although we are m the faith, were at all points their debtors ; or we, [who

2. Up to that time the people served the receive property] from the Romans and other
Egyptians in the most abject slavery, as saith nattons, who are under no similar obligation to
the Scripture: "And the Egyptians exercised us ? Yea, moreover, through their instrumental-
their power rigorously upon the children of ity the world is at peace, and we walk on the
Israel ; and they made life bitter to them by highways without fear, and sail where we will:
severe labours, in mortar and in brick, and in all Therefore, against men of this kind (namely, the
manner of service in the field which they did, heretics) the word of the Lord applies, which
by all the works in which they oppressed them says : "Thou hypocrite, first cast the beam out
with rigour." ' And with immense labour they of thine eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to
built for them fenced cities, increasing the sub- pull out the mote out of thy brother's eye." 4
stance of these men throughout a long course of For if he who lays these things to thy charge, and
years, and by means of every species of slavery ; glories m his own wisdom, has been separated
while these [masters] were not only ungrateful from the company of the Gentiles, and possesses
towards them, but had in contemplation their nothing [derived from] other people's goods,
utter annihilation. In what way, then, did [the but is literally naked, and barefoot, and dwells
Israelites] act unjustly, if out of many things homeless among the mountains, as any of those
they took a few, they who might have possessed animals do which feed on grass, he will stand
much property had they not served them, and excused [in using such language], as being igno-
might have gone forth wealthy, while, in fact, by rant of the necessities of our mode of life. But
receiving only a very insignificant recompense if he do partake of what, in the opinion of men,
for their heavy servitude, they went away poor? is the property of others, and if [at the same
It is just as if any free man, being forcibly carried time] he runs down their type: he proves him-
away by another, and serving him for many I
years, and increasing his substance, should be [ • This_n,le,ed_,_t,n_is pomteabyHarveyi_te_vdy,
thou ht wh some su but we re(er the aboveg , en he ultimately obtains p- _ . .
.......... [/_ touchmg tribute to the tmpenal law, at a moment when
P,,,L, _o possess some sman portion oI nls I Christmns v-ere "dyingdal_" and "as sheep for the slaughter."
[In 'g-] nrnnort_ h,,t _hc_,,lA ;n r_l;tv c]_n_rf I So powerfully worked the dtvme command, Luke yr. 29 ]
. aster _-I r---t'-"-.r, ................... j _lr--', 4 Matt vfi
.-_.____ s Thls'ts_ItfSile inveighs against the Israelites for spoiling the

z Egyptians; the former behag a _pc oftl_ Chrditmn Om_h in rela-
Ex. i t3, x4. tion to the Gentries.
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selfmost unjust,turningthiskind of accusationplacefrom among the Gentiles;s and forthis
againsthimself. For he willbe found carryingcauseHe leadsitoutatlastfrom thisworldinto
aboutpropertynot belongingtohim,and covet-His own inheritance,which Moses the servant
inggoodswhich arenot his. And thereforehas of God did not [bestow],but which Jesus the
the Lord said: "Judge not,that ye be not Son of God shallgive foran inheritance.And
judged: forwithwhat judgment ye shalljudge, ifany one willdevotea closeattentionto those
ye shallbe judged."' [The meaning is]not thingswhich arestatedby theprophetswith re-
certainlythatwe shouldnot find faultwith sin-gardto the [timeof the]end,and thosewhich
nets,nor thatwe shouldconsentto thosewho John thediscipleof the Lord saw in the Apoc-
actwickedly; but thatwe shouldnot pronounce alypse,9he w111findthatthe nations[are to]
an unfairjudgment on the dispensationsofGod, receivethe same plaguesuniversally,as Egypt
inasmuch as He has Himself made provisionthendid particularly.
thatallthingsshallturn out forgood,m a way
consistent with justice. For, because He knew CHAP. XXXI.--WE SHOULD NOT HASTILY IMPUTE

thatwe would make a good use ofoursubstance, AS CRIMES TO THE MEN OF OLD TIME THOSE
which we shouldpossessby receivingit from ACTIONSWHICH THE SCRIPTUREHAS NOT CON-
another,He says,"He thathath two coats,let DEMNED, BUT SHOULD RATHER SEEK IN THEM
him imparttohim thathath none ;and he that TYPES OF THINGS TO COME : AN EXAMPLE OF
hath meat, lethim do likewise."* And, " For I THIS IN THE INCEST COMMrt'rED BY LOT.

was an hungered,and ye gave Me meat ; I was I.WHEN recountingcertainmattersof this
thirsty,and ye gave Me drink; I was naked, kindrespectingthem of old time,the presbyter
and ye clothedMe." _ And, "When thoudoest [beforementioned]was inthe habitof instruct-
thinealms,letnot daylefthand know what thy ingus,and saying:"With respecttothose mis-
righthand doeth."4 And we are proved to be deedsforwhich theScripturesthemselvesblame
righteousbywhatsoeverelsewe do well,redeem- the patriarchsand prophets,we oughtnot toin-
ing,asitwere,our propertyfrom strangehands, veighagainstthem,nor become likeHam, who
But thusdo I say,"from strangehands,"not as ridiculedthe shame of his father,and so fell
iftheworldwere not God's possession,but that under a curse; but we should [rather]gnve
we have giftsofthissort,and receivethem from thankstoGod intheirbehalf,inasmuch as thelr
others,inthe same way asthesemen had them sinshave been forgiventhem throughtheadvent
from the Egyptianswho knew not God ; and by ofour Lord ; forHe saidthattheygave thanks
means of thesesame do we erectin ourselves[forus],and gloriedin our salvation.'° With
the tabernacleof God: forGod dwellsin those respectto those actions,again,on which the
who actuprightly,asthe Lord says: " Make to Scripturespassno censure,but which aresimply
yourselvesfriendsof the mammon of unright-setdown [ashavingoccurred],we oughtnot to
eousness,thatthey,when ye shallbe put to become the accusers[of thosewho committed
flight,"s may receiveyou intoeternaltaberna-them],forwe arenot more exactthan God, nor
c]es."6 For whatsoeverwe acquiredfrom un- can we be superiortoourMaster; butwe should

righteousnesswhen we were heathen,we are searchfora type [in them]. For not one of
proved righteous,when we have become be- thosethingswhich havebeen setdown in Scrlp-
lievers,by applying it to the Lord's advan- turewithoutbeingcondemned iswithoutslgnifi-
rage. cance." An example isfound inthecaseofLot,
4. As a matter of course,therefore,these who led forthhis daughtersfrom Sodom, and

thingswere done beforehandina type,and from thesethen conceivedby theirown father; and
them was the tabernacleof God constructed; who ]eftbehindhim withinthe confines[of the

thosepersonsjustlyreceivingthem, as I have land] his wife,[who remains] a pillarof salt
shown,whilewe were pointedout beforehandin unto thisday. For Lot, not actingunder the
them,-- [we] who shouldafterwardsserveGod impulseof hisown will,nor atthepromptingof
by the thingsof others.For thewhole exodus carnalconcupiscence,nor havingany knowledge
of the people out of Egypt,which took place orthoughtofanythingofthekind,did [infact]
under divineguidance,7 was a type and image work out a type [of futureevents]. As saysthe
of theexodus of the Church which shouldtake Scripture: "And thatnightthe elderwent m

s [The Fathers regarded the whole Mosaic system, and the history
t Matt. vii. x, a. of the faithful under tt, as one great allegory In everything they
e Luke iii. xx. saw "slmthtudes," as we do in the Faery _ueen of Spenser, or the
a Matt. xxv. 35, 36. Pdgrtm's -Progress. The ancients may have carned thts principle
4 Matt. vi. 3. ,_ too far, but as a prinmple it receives countenance from our Lord Hun-
s As Harvey remarks, this is "a strange translation for _sA_n'rrre self and His apostles. To us there ts often a barren bush, where the

of the te.t't rec., and he adds that "posstbly the translator read Fathers saw a bush that burned with fire ]

d_eepdwO,re." 9 See Rev. xv, xviLuke xvi.9, to [Thus far we have a most edifying instruction. The reader wdl
be less edtfied wtth what follows, but at is a very strlkmg example of

:r We here follow the punctuation of Massuet in preference to that what is whiten: "to the pure all things are pure.' Tit. t. x5 ]of Harvey.
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and lay with her father ; and Lot knew not when Now this whole matter was indicated through
she lay down, nor when she arose.", And the Lot, that the seed of the Father of all m that is,
same thing took place in the case of the younger : of the Spirit of God, by whom all things were
,'And he knew not," it is said, "when she made m was commingled and united with flesh
slept with him, nor when she arose." 2 Since, q that is, with His own workmanship ; by which
therefore, Lot knew not [what he did], nor was commixture and unity the two synagogues N
a slave to lust [in his actions], the arrangement that is, the two churches qproduced from their
[designed by God] was carried out, by which own father living sons to the living God.
the two daughters (that is, the two churches 3), 3. And while these things were taking place,
who gave birth to children begotten of one and his wife remained in [the territory of] Sodom,
the same father, were pointed out, apart from no longer corruptible flesh, but a pillar of salt
[the influence of] the lust of the flesh. For which endures for ever;9 and by those natural
there was no other person, [as they supposed], processes '° which appertain to the human race,
who could impart to them quickening seed, and indicating that the Church also, which is the salt
the means of their giving birth to children, as it of the earth," has been left behind within the
is written : "And the elder said unto the younger, confines of the earth, and subject to human sufo
And there is not a man on the earth to enter in ferings ; and while entire members are often
unto us after the manner of all the earth : come, taken away from it, the pillar of salt still en-
let us make our father drunk with wine, and let dures, '2 thus typifying the foundation of the faith
us lie with him, and raise up seed from our which maketh strong, and sends forward, children
father." 4 to their Father.

z. Thus, after their simplicity and innocence,
did these daughters [of Lot] so speak, imagin- CHAP. XXXlI• _ THAT ONE GOD WAS THE AUTHOR

ing that all mankind had perished, even as the oF BOTHTESTAMENTS,IS CONFIRMEDBY THE AU-
Sodomites had done, and that the anger of God THORITYOF"A PRESBYTERWHOHADBEENTAUGHT
had come down upon the whole earth. Where- BY THE APOSTLES.
fore also they are to be held excusable, since
they supposed that they only, along with their I. After this fashion also did a presbyter,'3 a
father, were left for the preservation of the human disciple of the apostles, reason with respect to
race ; and for this reason it was that they de- the two testaments, proving that both were truly
ceived their father• Moreover, by the words from one and the same God. For [he main-
they used this fact was pointed out--that there tamed] that there was no other God besides
is no other one who can conf6r upon the elder Him who made and fashioned us, and that the
and younger church the [power of] giving birth discourse of those men has no foundation who
to children, besides our Father. Now the father affirm that this world of ours was made either
of the human race is the Word of God, as Moses by angels, or by any other power whatsoever, or
pomts out when he says, " Is not He thy father by another God. For if a man be once moved
who hath obtained thee [by generation], and away from the Creator of all things, and if he
formed thee, and created thee?"5 At what grant that this creation to which we belong was
time, then, did He pour out upon the human formed by any other or through any other [than
race the life-giving seed--that is, the Spirit of the one God], he must of necessity fall into
the remission of sins, through means of whom much inconsistency, and many contradictions of
we are quickened ? Was it not then, when He this sort ; to which he will [be able to] furnish
was eating with men, and drinking wine upon the
earth> For it is said, "The Son of man came 9CompClemRom,chapxt. Josephus(Antif.,i. at,4)testi-

• ties that he had himself seen this pdlar.

eating and drinking ; "6 and when He had lain ,o TheLatin is "per naturalm,"whichwords,accordingto Har-

down, He fell asleep, and took repose. As He Z,:_tnd_f_j_2_" ' •PorPOkt_f There is a poem entitled Soda-Tertullmn and Cyprtan whtch

does Himself say in David, "I slept, and took _ont_o_th*rolUo:_',;;'J_;_:g :--
repose."z And because He used thus to act "Dmituretviven%ahojamcorpore,_aus

Mumficos sohto dlspungere sanguine menses."

while He dwelt and lived among us, He says ,, Matt.v t3.
again, "And my sleep became sweet unto me." s _ Thepoemjustreferredtoalsosaysinreferencetothtspdlar._

" Ipsaque imago stbi formam sine corpore _rvans
Durat adhuc, et emm nuda stattone sub mthram

t Gen xtx _ Net: pluvns ddapsa sltu, nec dlruta venus.
z Gen" x x" a_- Oulo euam sl quts mutllaverlt advmla formam,
a r_ t . 35- . , . . _ _., #rotintm ex sere suggestu vulnera complet."

"l_l cst dtl_ a 0 _P referring to tile _eW$ ano _nnles . . -
,Some r_,,,_ .h _ g g'.ae, , , __ ..a.:_x. has trent into[ [That a pdlar of salt tssttlltobeseenra thtsvtcml_r, ts no_._ POn-e woro_ as a margmat gm_ m_u . ncn united
the tex-t_e- ....... [ firmed by many modern travellers (report of Lmut. t_y_ _,
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no explanations which can be regarded as either CHAP. xXXnL--WHOSOEVER CONFESSESTHAT ONE
probable or true. And, for this reason, those COD IS THE AUTHOROF BOTH TESTAMENTS,
who introduce other doctrines conceal from us DILIGENTLYREADSTHE SCRIPTURESIN COMPANY
the opinion which they themselves hold respect- WITH THE PRESBYTERS OF THE CHURCH, 1S A

ing God, because they are aware of the unten- TRUE SPIRITUALDISCIPLE; ANDHE WILL RIGHTLY
able, and absurd nature of their doctrine, and UNDERSTANDAND INTERPRET ALL THAT THE
are afraid lest, should they be vanquished, they PROPHETSHAVEDECLAREDRESPECTINCCHRIST
should have some difficulty in making good their AND THE LIBERTYOF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
escape. But if any one believes in [only] one
God, who also made all things by the Word, as i. A spiritual disciple of this sort truly receiv-
Moses likewise says, "God said, Let there be ing the Spirit of God, who was from the begin-
light : and there was light ; "2 and as we read in ning, in all the dispensations of God, present
the Gospel, "All things were made by Him ; and with mankind, and announced things future, re-
without Him was nothing made ; "3 and the vealed things present, and narrated things past
Apostle Paul [says] in like manner, "There is -- [such a man] does indeed "judge all men, but
one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and is himself judged by no man." ,x For he judges
Father, who is above all, and through all, and in the Gentiles, "who serve the creature more than
us all "4__ this man will first of all "hold the the Creator," ,2 and with a reprobate mind spend
head, from which the whole body is compacted all their labour on vanity. And he also judges
and bound together, and, through means of every the Jews, who do not accept of the word of
joint according to the measure of the ministra- hberty, nor are willing to go forth free, although
tton of each several part, maketh increase of the they have a Dehverer present [with them] ; but

they pretend, at a time unsuitable [for such
body to the edification of itself in love." s And conduct], to serve, [with observances] beyond
then shall every word also seem consistent to
him, 6 if he for his part diligently read the Scrip- [those required by] the law, God who stands inneed of nothing, and do not recognise the advent
tures in company with those who are presbyters of Christ, which He accomplished for the salva-
in the Church, among whom is the apostolic doc- tion of men, nor are willing to understand that
trine, as I have pointed out.

2. For all the apostles taught that there were all the prophets announced His two advents:the one, indeed, in which He became a man
indeed two testaments among the two peoples ; subject to stripes, and knowing what it is to bearbut that it was one and the same God who ap-

pointed both for the advantage of those men (for infirmity"3 and sat upon the foal of an ass,'* and
whose 7 sakes the testaments were given) who was a stone rejected by the builders, x5and was led
were to believe in God, I have proved in the as a sheep to the slaughter, '6 and by the stretch-

third book from the very teaching of the apostles; _g f°artth°fe_t_rShat ds ?s_TY_dheAn_a_tk inTto_ll_
and that the first testament was not given with- _ ._ ..........• . rather s IO1(1 tile Cnlloren WtlO were scattere0
out reason, or to no purpose, or in an accidental , - ,8 - • _ - • - -

sort of.manner ivebnUttothtl_etsS_deed; _ho_e ftoO a_o°ahaad f_n°relT_ar_leDere_ee_l,S 9°nW_c(la7_ d°onwens
whom It was gj _ " ds no service from lt° them that He might deliver them: but thetheir oenet_t (tor t_oa nee .... o.............. [ second m which He will come on the clouds,-
men), ana exnlDlteo, a type oI neavenly _nlngs, ..... - , , - 2,

lt_nmUCohf __o_athW_u _°tmYeetnabl _ tOmseedthe t aDr_g_ngt°nngt_eaaeYa_lCnt_u?hSeaSoar_Ur_c_,gs g .... mouth, and sla_ ln_ the impious with the breath
vision ; 9 and foreshadowed the images ot those -c ,-,;21: ..... n'_._;,,- _ ¢_n in His hands and
things which [now actually] exist in the Church, _; ...... e_, _'_ ....... _ _. . . , ', .

in order that our faith might be firmly estab- _tleeea_lsilngot_ snt°°r_,a_u°t gl_thrne_ g t_? whna_atwlith
lished : _° and contained a prophecy of things to .... _

come, 'in order that man might learn that God unquel_iCneao_enr_e_shall also examine the doc-
has foreknowledge of all things. " '

xx i Cor. ii IS- [The argument of this chapter hinges on Ps. xxv
I ,, Quassum et futile." The text varies much in the Mss. r,, and expounds a &flicult text of St. Paul. A man who has the mmu

Gen. i. 3 of God'_ Spire is the only _udge of spmtual things. Worldly men are
John i 3- incompetent critics of Scripture and of Chnstma ¢xposiUon._

4 Eph iv. 5, 6. 12 Rom. t. 2x.
s Eph tv If. Col. li. 19. 13 Isa. hli 3.
6 *, Constabit el " x,t Zcch. Ix. 9.
7 We here read "secundum _,uas " with Mnssaet, instead of the xs Ps. cxviu 22.

usual "secundum quod " x6 Isa Im 7-
s - Concurvans," corresponding to oayV_t.tzr_'tav, which, says x7 Ex. xvit xt.

Harvey, "would be e:,pressive of those who were brought under the xs Isa xt x2.
law, as the neck of the steer ts bent to the yoke " x9 Comp. book m :m, 4-

9 The Latin is, " per proprium vtsum " 20 Dan Vll 13.
to [If thlsand the former chapter seem to us superfluons, we must 2t Mal iv. x.

reflect that such testimony, from the beginning, has established the 22 Isa xi. 4
unity of Holy Scripture, and preserved to US--THE BIBLE ] 23 Matt. m x2, Luke m. x7.
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trine of Marcion, [inquiring] how he holds that say, must appear] when they shall be exam-
there are two gods, separated from each other ined by Christ as to the points [of doctrine]
by an infinite distance.' Or how can he be good which they have invented. Him, too, they af-
who draws away men that do not belong to him firm to have been born at a later period than
from him who made them, and calls them into the Pleroma of the A_ons, and that His pro-
his own kingdom? And why is his goodness, ductlon took place after [the occurrence of]
which does not save all [thus], defective ? Also, a degeneracy or apostasy ; and they maintain
why does he, indeed, seem to be good as respects that, on account of the passion whmh was expe-
men, but most unjust with regard to him who nenced by Sophia, they themselves were brought
made men, inasmuch as he deprives him of his to the birth. But their own special prophet
possessions ? Moreover, how could the Lord, Homer, hstening to whom they have invented
with any justice, if He belonged to another such doctrines, shall himself reprove them, when
father, have acknowledged the bread to be His he expresses himself as follows :-
body, while He took it from that creation to
which we belong, and affirmed the mixed cup "Hateful to me that man as Hades' gates,
to be His blood?: And why did He acknowl- Who one thing thinks, while he another states. "s
edge Hnnself to be the Son of man, if He had [This spiritual man] shall also judge the vain
not gone through that birth which belongs to a speeches of the perverse Gnostics, by showing
human being ? How, too, could He forgive us that they are the disciples of Simon Magus.
those sins for which we are answerable to our 4- He will judge also the Ebiomtes; [for]
Maker and God? And bow, again, supposing how can they be saved unless it was God who
that He was not flesh, but was a man merely in wrought out their salvation upon earth ? Or how
appearance, could He have been crucified, and shall man pass into God, unless God has [first]
could blood and water have issued from His passed into man? And how shall he (man) es-
pierced side? 3 What body, moreover, was it cape from the generation subject to death, if
that those who buried Him consigned to the not by means 6 of a new generation, given m a
tomb ? And what was that which rose again wonderful and unexpected manner (but as a sign
from the dead ? of sMvation) by God-- [I mean] that regenera-

3. [This spiritual man] shall also judge all tion which flows from the virgin through faith ?7
the followers of Valentinus, because they do in- Or how shall they receive adoption from God if
deed confess with the tongue one God the Father, they remain in this [kind of] generation, which
and that all things derive their existence from is naturally possessed by man in this world?
Him, but do at the same time maintain that He And how could He (Christ) have been greater
who formed all things is the fruit of an apostasy than Solomon, s or greater than Jonah, or have
or defect. [He shall judge them. too, because] been the Lord of David,9 who was of the same
they do in like manner confess with the tongue substance as they were ? How, too, could He
one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, but as- have subdued '° hlm who was stronger than men,"
sign in their [system of] doctrine a production who had not only overcome man, but also re-
of his own to the Only-begotten, one of his own mined him under his power, and conquered him
also to the Word, another to Christ, and yet an- who had conquered, while he set free mankind
other to the Saviour ; so that, accordmg to them, who had been conquered, unless He had been
all these beings are indeed said [m Scripture greater than man who had thus been vanquished ?
to be-[, as it were, one ; [while they maintain], But who else is superior to, and more eminent
notwithstanding, that each one of them should than, that man who was formed after the like-
be understood [to exist] separately [from the hess of God, except the Son of God, after whose
rest], and to have [had] his own special origin, image man was created ? And for this reason
according to his peculiar conjunction, lit ap- He did in these last days i, exhibit the simili-
pears], then/that their tongues alone, forsooth, tude ; [for] the Son of God was made man, as-
have conceded the unity [of God], while their suming the ancient production [of His hands]
[real] opinion and their understanding (by their into His own nature, '3 as I have shown in the

habit of investigating profundities) have fallen immediately preceding book.away from [this doctrine of] unity, and taken ....
up the notion of manifold deities,--[this, I 5mad,,_ 3_,3_3.

6 The text ts obscure, and the construction doubtful.

7 The Latin here is "qule est ex vtr_ine per fidem regetmra-
ttonem." According _ Massuet, "vtrgme here refers not to Mary,
but to the Church. Grahe suspects that rome words haw btmtt

t Harvey points this sentence interrogatavely.
• 2 "Temperamentum cahcls:" on whmh Harvey remarks that
' the mixture of water with the wine in the holy Eucharist was the lost

ttmversal practice of antiquity . . . the wine signllymg the mystic.a[ $ Matt xti 4x, 42.
Head of the Church, the water the body" " [Whatever the slgmfi- 9 Matt xxo. 43
cance, tt harmonizes with the Paschal chalice, and with it John v 6, to Matt xxii _9: Luke xi. _t, 2_.
and cot John's Gospel, xix. 34, 35 ] at Literally "who was strong agmnst Iron."

3 Jo]ln xlx 34 12 In fine. hi. " m the end."
x3 In semetipsum: lit. " unto Himself,"

4 This sentence ts very obscure m the Latin text
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5- He shall also judge those who describe 8. True knowledge4 is [that which consists in]
Christ as [having become man] only in [human] the doctrine of the apostles, and the ancient
opinion. For how can they imagine that they constitution s of the Church throughout all the
do themselves carry on a real discussion, when world, and the distinctive manifestation of the
their Master was a mere imaginary being ? Or body 6 of Christ according to the successions of
how can they receive anything stedfast from the bishops, by which they have handed down
Him, if He was a merely imagined being, and that Church which exists in every place, and
not a verity ? And how can these men really be has come even unto us, being guarded and pre-
partakers of salvation, if He in whom they pro- served,7 wxthout any forging of Scriptures, by a
fess to believe, manifested Himself as a merely very complete system s of doctrine, and neither
imaginary being? Everything, therefore, con- receiving addition nor [suffering] curtailment
netted with tkese men is unreal, and nothing [in the truths which she believes]; and lit
[possessed of the character of] truth; and, m consists in] reading [the word of God] without
these circumstances, it may be made a question falsification, and a lawful and diligent exposition
whether (since, perchance, they themselves m m harmony with the Scriptures, both without
like manner are not men, but mere dumb anl- danger and without blasphemy ; and [above all,
mals) the)" do not present,' in most cases, simply it consists in] the pre-eminent gift of love?
a shadow of humanity, which is more precious than knowledge, more

6. He shall also judge false prophets, who, glorious than prophecy, and which excels all the
without having received the gift of prophecy other gifts [of God].
from God, and not possessed of the fear of God, 9. Wherefore the Church does in every place,
but either for the sake of vainglory, or with a because of that love which she cherishes towards
view to some personal advantage, or actmg in God, send forward, throughout all time, a multi-
some other way under the influence of a wicked tude of martyrs to the Father ; while all others ,o
spirit, pretend to utter prophecies, while all the not only have nothing of th_s kind to point to
time they lie against God. iamong themselves, but even maintain that such

7. He shall also judge those who give rise to witness-bearing is not at all necessary, for that
schisms, who are destitute of the love of God, their system of doctrines is the true witness [for
and who look to their own special advantage Christ], with the exception, perhaps, that one
rather than to the unity of the Church ; and who or two among them, during the whole time
for trifling reasons, or any kind of reason which which has elapsed since the Lord appeared on
occurs to them, cut in pieces and dlvade the earth, have occasionally, along with our martyrs,
great and glorious body of Christ, and so far as borne the reproach of the name (as if he too
an them lies, [positively] destroy it,-- men who [the heretic] had obtained mercy), and have
prate of peace whale they give rise to war, and been led forth with them [to death], being, a_
do in truth strata out a gnat, but swallow a _t were. a sort of retinue granted unto them
camel? For no reformation of so great iinpor- For the Church alone sustains with purity the
tance can be effected by them, a.s will compen- reproach of those who suffer persecution for
sate for the mischief arising from their schism, righteousness' sake, and endure all sorts of pun-
He shall also judge all those who are beyond ishments, and are put to death because of the
the pale of the truth, that is, who are outside the love which they bear to God, and their confes-
Church ; but he himself shall be judged by no sion of His Son ; often weakened indeed, yet
one. For to him all things are consistent: he ammediately increasing her members, and be-
has a full faith in one God Almighty, of whom coming whole again, after the same manner a_
are all things; and m the Son of God, Jesus her type," Lot's wife, who became a pillar of
Christ our Lord, by whom are all things, and in salt. Thus, too, [she passes through an ex-
the dispensations connected with Him, by means perience] similar to that of the ancient prophet_,
of which the Son of God became man ; and a as the Lord declares, " For so persecuted they

firm belief in the Spirit of God, who furmshes 4 The foil .... g _ect ....... important .... but very d,fficuh Inus with a knowledge of the truth, and has set tr*_a_tewithundoubtedat.curacyTheed,torsdiffercon,iderab
forth the dispensations of the Father and the both as to the construction and the mterpretat,on. We have doneour best to represent the meaning in Enghsh, but may not have been

Son, in virtue of which He dwells with every altogethersuccessful.
S The Greek is crtM'rO_ta: the Latin text has "status."

generation of men,3 according to the will of the 6 TheLat..... "cha_ct.... rpon,."
:r The text here is, "custodlta sine fictione gcrtpturarum, " some

Father. prefser joining "sctlpturarum" to the following words.
We follow Harvey's text *' tractattone' " others read " tracta-

tio." According m Harvey, th'e creed of the' Church ts denoted bs
I We here follow the reading "profcrant : " the passage is difficult " tractatmne, " but Massuet renders the clause thus: [" True knoll-

and obscure, but the meaning ts as above, edge consists m] a very complete traclatto of the Scriptures, which
2 Matt xxili 24. has come down to us by being preserved (' custodltione' being read
3 The Greek text here ts #_IVOf_s¢o_v {llt." to tabernacle: " comp. instead of' custodita ') without falsification "

du_*}_*_v, $ohn i x4) xa0 d_dowvw yeve;,v iv Tols ,il,O_o+,: the 9 Comp 2 Cor "¢111 i+ I Cor. gill.
Latin is, "Secundum quas (dlspositiones) aderat genert humano " xo l e., the heretics
We have endeavoured to express the meaning of both. ltl Comp. above, xxxt. a.
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the prophets who were before you ;" t inasmuch which my Father has prepared for the devil and
as she does indeed, m a new fashion, suffer per- his angels."9 And the apostle in like manner
secution from those who do not recewe the says [of them], "Who shall be punished with
word of God, while the self-same spirit rests everlasting death from the face of the Lord, and
upon her 2 [as upon these ancient prophets], from the glory of His power, when He shall

_0. And indeed the prophets, along with come to be glorified in His saints, and to be
other things which they predicted, also foretold admired in those who believe in Him." '° There
this, that all those on whom the Spirit of God are also some [of them] who declare, "Thou art
should rest, and who would obey the word of fairer than the children of men ; .... and, "God,
the Father, and serve Him according to their Thy God, hath anointed Thee _ith the oil of
ability, should suffer persecution, and be stoned gladness above Thy fellows ; "t2 and, "Gird Thy
and slain. For the prophets prefigured m them- sword upon Thy thigh, O Most M_ghty, with
selves all these things, because of their love to Thy beauty and Thy fairness, and go forward
God, and on account of His word. For since and proceed prosperously; and rule Thou
they themselves were members of Christ, each because of truth, and meekness, and righteous-
one of them in his place as a member did, in ness." ,3 And whatever other things of a like na-
accordance with this, set forth the prophecy ture are spoken regarding H_m, these indicated
[assigned him]; all of them, although many, that beauty and splendour which exist in His
prefiguring only one, and proclamfing the things kingdom, along with the transcendent and pre-
which pertain to one. For just as the working eminent exaltation [belonging] to all who are
of the whole body is exhibited through means under His sway, that those who hear might desire
of our members, while the figure of a complete to be found there, doing such things as are pleas-
man is not displayed by one member, but ing to God. Again, there are those who say,
through means of all taken together, so also " He is a man, and who shall know him ?" '4 and,
did all the prophets prefigure the one [Christ] ; "I came unto the prophetess, and she bare a
while every one of them, m his special place as son, and His name is called Wonderful, Coun-
a member, d_d, m accordance with this, fill up sellor, the Mighty God ; " ,s and those [of them]
the [established] dispensation, and shadowed who proclaimed Him as hnmanuel, [bom] of
forth beforehand that particular working of the Virgin, exhibited the union of the Word of
Christ which was connected with that member. God with His own workmanship, [declaring]

r. For some of them, beholding Him in that the Word should become flesh, and the Son
glory, saw His glorious life (conversationem) at of God the Son of man (the pure One opening
the Father's right hand ; 3 others beheld Him purely that pure womb which regenerates men
coming on the clouds as the Son of man ; 4 and unto God, and which He Himself made pure) ;
those who declared regarding Him, "They shall iand having become this which we also are, He
look on Him whom they have pierced," 5 indl- [nevertheless-] is the Mighty God, and possesses
cated His [second] advent, concerning which!a generation which cannot be declared. And
He Himself says, "Thmkest thou that when the there are also some of them who say, "The
Son of man cometh, He shall find faith on the]Lord hath spoken in Zion, and uttered His
earth ? "_ Paul also refers to this event when voice from Jerusalem ;" ,6 and, "In Judah is God
he says, "If, however, it m a righteous thing with known ; " ,7_ these indicated His advent which
God to recompense tribulation to them that took place in Judea. Those, again, who declare
trouble you, and to you that are troubled rest that "God comes from the south, and from a
with us, at the revelation of the Lord Jesus from mountain thick with foliage," '_ announced His
heaven, with His mighty angels, and in a flame advent at Bethlehem, as I have pointed out in
of fire." 7 Others again, speaking of Him as a the preceding book29 From that place, also,
judge, and [referring], as if it were a burning He who rules, and who feeds the people of His
furnace, [to] the day of the Lord, who "gathers Father, has come. Those, again, who declare
the wheat into His barn, but will burn up the that at His coming "the lame man shall leap as
chaffwith unquenchable fire,"Swere accustomed an hart, and the tongue of the dumb shall
to threaten those who were unbeliewng, concern- 9 Matt xxv 4 L
ing whom also the Lord Himself declares, "De- ,o _Thess.,. 9, ,o.
part from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, _ P_ ,l ....Ps xlv 7-

t_ Ps xlv 3, 4.
t* Jer. xwi 9 (Sept.). Harvey here remarks: "The LXX. read

t Matt. v t_. _'_,3_ instead of l_'t_. Thus, from a text that teaches us that the
Comp. t Pet iv. x4. - •

";Isa VL t, Ps cx. L keart es deceetfula6owe all g/_:ng's, the Fathers extract a proof of
4 Dan. vii t3. the manhood of Christ."
5 Zech xiu _o XS Isa vial. 3, tx. 6, vu. '4- [A confusion of tcxts.]
o Luke xvan. 8. There is nothing to correspond wtth "putas" in i6 Joel m. x6.

the received text, xz Ps lxxvl x.
r _ Thess L 6--8. xs Hub. fit. 3.
8 Matt m. x2. 19 See IlL IX. 4"
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[speak] plainly, and the eyes of the blind shall speaks concerning Jerusalem : "She that hath
be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall hear," ' ]born [seven] languisheth ; her soul hath become
and that "the hands which hang down, and the lweary ; her sun hath gone down while it was
feeble knees, shall be strengthened," _ and that Iyet noon ; she hath been confounded, and suf-
"the dead which are in the grave shall arise," 3 fered reproach : the remainder of them will I
and that He Himself" shall take [upon Hlm] gave to the sword in the sight of their enemies." ,7
our weaknesses, and bear our sorrows," 4__ [all I 13- Those of them, again, who spoke of His
these] proclaimed those works of heahng which ]having slumbered and taken sleep, and of His
were accomplished by Him. [having risen again because the Lord sustained

i z. Some of them, moreover--[when they]Him, 's and who enjoined the principalities of
predicted that] as a weak and inglorious man, ]heaven to set open the everlasting doors, that
and as one who knew what it was to bear in- the King of glory might go in, '9 proclaimed be-
firmity,S and sitting upon the foal of an ass, 6 He forehand His resurrection from the dead through
should come to Jerusalem ; and that He should the Father's power, and His reception into
give H.s back to stripes,7 and His cheeks to heaven. And when they expressed themselves
palms [which struck Him] ; and that He should thus, " His going forth is from the height of
be led as a sheep to the slaughter; s and that heaven, and His returning even to the highest
He should have vinegar and gall given Him to heaven ; and there is no one who can hide him-
drink ; 9 and that He should be forsaken by His self from His heat," to they announced that very
friends and those nearest to Him ; '° and that He truth of His being taken up again to the place
should stretch forth His hands the whole day from which He came down, and that there is no
long;" and that He should be mocked and one who can escape His righteous judgment.
maligned by those wl_o looked upon Him ; ,2 and And those who said, "The LORD hath reigned ;
that His garments should be parted, and lots let the people be enraged: [even] He who
cast upon His raiment ;,3 and that He should be sitteth upon the cherubim ; let the earth be
brought down to the dust of death,'4 with all moved, ''2' were thus predicting partly that wrath
[the other] things of a like nature -- prophesied ifrom all nations which after His ascension came
His coming in the character of a man as He upon those who beheved in Him, with the move-
entered Jerusalem, in which by His passion and merit of the whole earth against the Church :
crucifixion He endured all the things which and partly the fact that, when He comes from
have been mentioned. Others, again, when they heaven with His mighty angels, the whole earth
said, "The holy Lord remembered HIS own shall be shaken, as He Himself declares, "There
dead ones who slept in the dust, and came lshall be a great earthquake, such as has not
down to them to raise them up, that He might been from the beginning." _2 And again, when
save them," ,s furnished us with the reason on one says, "Whosoever is judged, let him stand
account of which He suffered all these things, opposite ; and whosoever is justified, let him
Those, moreover, who said, "In that day, saith draw near to the servant 23of God ;" 54and, "Woe
the Lord, the sun shall go down at noon, and unto you, for ye shall wax old as doth a garment.
there shall be darkness over the earth in the mad the moth shall eat you up ;" and, "All flesh
clear day; and I will turn your feast days into shall be humbled, and the LoR1) alone shall he
mourning, and all your songs into lamentation," ,6 exalted in the highest," ,s __ it is thus indicated
plainly announced that obscuration of the sun that, after His passion and ascension, God shall
which at the time of His crucifixion took place cast down under His feet all who were opposed
from the sixth hour onwards, and that after this to Him, and He shall be exalted above all, and
event, those days which were their festivals ac- there shall be no one who can be justified or
cording to the law, and their songs, should be compared to Him.
changed into grief and lamentation when they 14. And those of them who declare that God
were handed over to the Gentiles. Jeremiah, would make a new covenant _6 with men, not
too, makes this point still clearer, when he thus such as that which He made with the fathers at

Mount Horeb, and would give to men a new
I,,. _,. s,6. heart and a new spirit ; _7 and again, "And re-
Isa. xzxv, 3.

3 I.. xx_L59. member ye not the things of old : behold, !
4 l_a. lht. 4. ._
5 Ira. liii 3-

Zcch. ix. 9- t7 Jet. xv. 9.
7 Isa. I 6. xs Ps tti. 5.
a lsa liii. 7. 19 Ps. xxlv. 7.
9 Ps. Ixix _t. 2o Ps xix. 6.

_o Ps. xxxviii tt. _z Ps. xetx. 5.
tt Isa. lxv. 2. 22 Matt. xxtv. as.
t: Ps xxii. 7, 23 Or " son."
t_ Ps. nil t_ _ D,a. l, S, 9 (loo_ly quoted).

2s ]sa il t 7.
t4 Ps xxli. g 5. 26 ]_r xxxl. 35_
tS Comp. book ill cap. xx, 4 and book iv. cap. xxli. x. s7 #._ek,xxxvi, 2_a,"|6 Amos rill. 9, to.
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make new things which shall now arise, and ye were from another God [than He who is an-
shall know it ; and I will make a way in the nounced in the Gospel], read with earnest care
desert, and rivers in a dry land, to give dnnk to that Gospel which has been conveyed to us by
my chosen people, my people whom I have the apostles, and read with earnest care the
acquired, that they may show forth my praise," ' prophets, and you will find that the whole con-

plainly announced that liberty which distin- duct, and all the doctrine, and all the sufferings
guishes the new covenant, and the new wine of our Lord, were predicted through them.
which is put into new bottles, 2 [that is], the But ff a thought of this kind should then
faith which is in Christ, by which He has pro- suggest itself to you, to say, What then did the
claimed the way of righteousness sprung up in Lord bring to us by His advent ? -- know ye
the desert, and the streams of the Holy Spirit that He brought all [possible] novelty, by bring-
in a dry land, to give water to the elect people ing Himself who had been announced. For
of God, whom He has acquired, that they might this very thing was proclaimed beforehand, that
show forth His praise, but not that they might a novelty should come to renew and quicken
blaspheme Him who made these things, that is, mankind. For the advent of the King is pre-
God. vlously announced by those servants who are

15. And all those other points which I have sent [before Him], in order to the preparation
shown the prophets to have uttered by means of and eqmpment of those men who are to enter-
so long a series of Scriptures, he who is truly tain their Lord. But when the King has actually
spiritual will interpret by pointing out, in regard come, and those who are His subjects have been
to every one of the things which have been filled with that joy which was proclaimed before-
spoken, to what special point in the dispensation hand, and have attained to that liberty which
of the Lord is referred, and ['by thus exhibiting] tte bestows, and share m the sight of Him, and
the entire system of the work of the Son of have listened to His words, and have enjoyed
God, knowing always the same God, and always the gifts which He confers, the question will not
acknowledging the same Word of God, although then be asked by any that are possessed of
He has [but] now been mamfested to us ; ac- sense what new thing the King has brought be-
knowledgnng also at all times the same Spimt of yond [that proclaimed by] those who announced
God, although He has been poured out upon us His coming. For He has brought Himself, and
after a new fashion m these last times, [knowing has bestowed on men those good things which
that He descends] even from the creation of were announced beforehand, which things the
the world to its end upon the human race simply angels desired to look into3
a_ such, from whom those who believe God and 2. But the servants would then have been
follow His word receive that salvation which proved false, and not sent by the Lord, if Christ
flows from Him. Those, on the other hand, on His advent, by being found exactly such as
who depart from Him, and despise His precepts, He was previously announced, had not fulfilled
and by their deeds bring dishonour on Him who their words. Wherefore He said, "Think not
made them, and by their opinions blaspheme that I have come to destroy the law or the
Him who nourishes them, heap up against them- prophets ; I came not to destroy, but to fulfil.
selves most righteous judgment, s He therefore For verily I say unto you, Until heaven and earth
(i.e., the spiritual man) sifts and tries them all, pass away, one jot or one tittle shall not pass
but he himself is tried by no man : 4 he neither from the law and the prophets till all come to
blasphemes his Father, nor sets aside His dis- pass." 7 For by His advent He Himself fulfilled
pensations, nor inveighs against the fathers, nor all things, and does still fulfil in the Church the
dishonours the prophets, by maintaining that new covenant foretold by the law, onwards to
they were [sent] from another God [than he the consummation [of all things]. To this effect
worships], or again, that their prophecies were also Paul, H_s apostle, says in the Epistle to
derived from different sources.S the Romans, "But now, s without the law, has

the righteousness of God been manifested, being
CHAP.XXXlV._ PROOFAGAINSTTHE MARCIONITES,witnessed by the law and the prophets ; for the

THAT THE PROPHETSREFERREDIN ALL THEIR just shall live by faith." 9 But this fact, that the
PREDICTIONS TO OUR CHRIST. just shall live by faith, had been previously an-
_. Now I shall simply say, in opposition to nounced _oby the prophets.

all the heretics, and principally against the fol- 3. But whence could the prophets have had
lowers of Marclon, and against those who are power to predict the advent of the King, and to
hke to these, in maintaining that the prophets preach beforehand that liberty which was be-

I Isa. xhd i9-at 6 t Pet. i. t_.
2 Matt " ZT. 7 Rom in _x
3 Rorn IL_ 5 8 Matt. v xT, xS.
4 x Cot. 11 i_. 9 Rom, t. x7,
s ,, F_ alla et alla subst_ntaa fulsse prophetms." to Hab, ii. 4-.
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stowed by Him, and previously to announce all people ; and they shall break down their swords
things which were done by Christ, His words, into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-
His works, and His sufferings, and to predict the hooks, and they shall no longer learn to fight."
new covenant, if they had received prophetical i If therefore another law and word, going forth
inspiration from another God [than He who t from Jerusalem, brought in such a [reign of]
is revealed in the Gospel], they being ignorant, I peace among the Gentiles which received it (the
as ye allege, of the ineffable Father, of His king-Iword), and convinced, through them, many a
dora, and His dispensations, which the Son of! nation of its folly, then [only] it appears that
God fulfilled when He came upon earth in these i the prophets spake of some other person. But
last times? Neither are ye in a position to say i if the law of liberty, that is, the word of God,
that these things came to pass by a certain kind / preached by the apostles (who went forth from
of chance, as if they were spoken by the prophets Jerusalem) throughout all the earth, caused such
in regard to some other person, while like events a change in the state of things, that these
happened to the Lord. For all the prophets [nations] did form the swords and war-lances
prophesied these same things, but they never into ploughshares, and changed them into prun-
came to pass in the case of any one of the ing-hooks for reaping the corn, [that is], into
ancients. For if these things had happened to instruments used for peaceful purposes, and that
any man among them of old time, those [proph- they are now unaccustomed to fighting, but
ets] who lived subsequently would certainly not when smitten, offer also the other cheek/then
have prophesied that these events should come, the prophets have not spoken these things of any
to pass in the last times. Moreover, there is in other person, but of Him who effected them.
fact none among the fathers, nor the prophets, This person is our Lord, and in Him is that
nor the ancient kings, in whose case any one of declaration borne out ; since it is He Himself
these things properly and specifically took place, who has made the plough, and introduced the
For all indeed prophesied as to the sufferings of pruning-hook, that is, the first semination of man.
Christ, but they themselves were far from en- which was the creation exhibited in AdamJ and
during sufferings similar to what was predicted, i the gathering in of the produce in the last times
And the points connected with the passion of by the Word; and, for this reason, since He
the Lord, which were foretold, were realized in, joined the beginning to the end, and is the Lord of
no other case. For neither did it happen at the iboth, He has finally displayed the plough, in that
death of any man among the ancients that the i the wood has been joined on to the _ron, and
sun set at mid-day, nor was the veil of the temple has thus cleansed His land ; because the Word,
rent, nor did the earth quake, nor were the rocks having been firmly united to flesh, and in its
rent, nor did the dead rise up, nor was any one mechanism fixed with pins,4 has reclaimed the
of these men [of old] raised up on the third day, savage earth. In the beginning, He figured
nor received into heaven, nor at his assumption forth the pruning-hook by means of Abel, point-
were the heavens opened, nor did the nations mg out that there should be a gathering in of
beheve in the name of any other ; nor did any a righteous race of men. He says, "For behold
from among them, having been dead and rising how the just man perishes, and no man considers
again, lay open the new covenant of liberty, it ; and righteous men are taken away, and no
Therefore the prophets spake not of any one man layeth it to heart." s These things were acted
else but of the Lord, in whom all these aforesaid beforehand in Abel, were also previously declared
tokens concurred, by the prophets, but were accomplished in the

4..If any one, however, advocating the cause Lord's person ; and the same [is still true] with
of the Jews, do maintain that this new covenant regard to us, the body following the example of
consisted in the rearing of that temple which was the Head.
built under Zerubbabel after the emigration to 5" Such are the arguments proper 6 [to be
Babylon, and in the departure of the people from used] in opposition to those who maintain that
thence after the lapse of seventy years, let him the prophets [were inspired] by a different God,
know that the temple constructed of stones was and that our Lord [came] from another Father,
indeed then rebmlt (for as yet that law was ob- if perchance [these heretics] may at length de-
served which had been made upon tables of
stone), yet no new covenant was given, but they , I_ ii.s, _; _n¢. iv.2, s.
used the Mosaic law until the coming of the _ _att. *. 39.

3 Book x p 327, this volume
Lord ; but from the Lord's advent, the new 4 This xsfotlowmg Harvey's conjectural emendanon of the tex_i

covenant which brings back peace, and the law _iz," _,s" fo," tal,_." I-le_ons_d,_the_i,,, here*s syroboh_'of the nazls by whteh our Lord was fastened to the cross The whole
which gives life, has gone forth over the whole passage,s almosthopelesslyobscure,thoughthegeneralmeamt_g
earth, as the prophets said: " For out of Z_on m_y_ gue,_d.s Isa lvu i.

shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord 6 Ill itbe rememberedthatwe knowIre_eus here,o_lythro!*_
a most obscure Latin rendenng, we shall be _low to censure u_

from Jerusalem; and He shall rebuke many _o_cluslon.]
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sist from such extreme folly. This is my earnest not in that of error, He did the very same also
object in adducing these Scriptural proofs, that in the case of the prophets ; for the Word of
confuting them, as far as in me lies, by these God was always the self-same : and if the Spirit
very passages, I may restrain them from such from the Pleroma was, according to these men's
great blasphemy, and from insanely fabricating a system, the Spirit of light, the Spirit of truth,
multitude of gods. the Spirit of perfection, and the Spirit of knowl-

edge, while that from the Demiurge was the
CHAP. XXXV. _ A REFUTATION OF THOSE WHO spirit of Ignorance, degeneracy, and error, and

ALLEGETHATTHE PROPHETSUTTEREDSOMEthe offspring of obscurity ; how can it be, that in
PRED1L_I'IONSUNDERTHE INSPIRATIONOF "/HE one and the same being there exists perfection
HIGHEST,OTHERSFROMTHE DEMIURGE.DIS- and defect, knowledge and ignorance, error and
A_REEMENTSOF THE VALENTtNIANSAMONGItruth, light and darkness? But if it was impos-
THEMSELVESWlTa REGARDTO THESWSAME[sible that such should happen in the case of the
PREDICTIONS. Iprophets, for they preached the word of the Lord
i. Then again, in opposition to the Valentin- from one God, and proclaimed the advent of

ians, and the other Gnostics, falsely so called, His Son, much more would the Lord Himself
who maintain that some parts of Scripture were Inever have uttered words, on one occasion from
spoken at one tlme from the Pleroma (a summt- above, but on another from degeneracy below,
tale) through means of the seed [derived] from thus becoming the teacher at once of knowledge
that place, but at another time from the interme- and of ignorance ; nor would He have ever
diate abode through means of the audacious glonfied as Father at one time the Founder of
mother Prumca, but that many are due to the the world, and at another Him who is above
Creator of the world, from whom also the proph- this one, as He does Himself declare : "No
ets had their mission, we say that It is altogether man putteth a pmce of a new garment upon an
irrational to bring down the Father of the universe old one, nor do they put new wine into old
to such straits, as that He should not be possessed bottles." ' Let these men, therefore, either have

of H_s own proper instruments, by whmh the nothing whatever to do with the prophets, asthings in the Pleroma m,ght be perfectly pro- with those that are ancients, and allege no longer
claimed. For of whom was He afraid, so that that these men, being sent beforehand by the
He should not reveal H_s will after His own way Demiurge, spake certain things under that new
and independently, freely, and without being influence which pertains to the Pleroma; or, on
involved with that spirit which came into being the other hand, let them be convinced by our
in a state of degeneracy and ignorance ? Was Lord, when He declares that new wine cannot
it that He feared that very many would be saved, be put into old bottles.
when more should have listened to the unadul- 3. But from what source could the offspring
terated truth ? Or, on the other hand, was He of their mother derive his knowledge of the
incapable of preparing for Himself those who mysteries within the Pleroma, and power to dis-
should announce the Saviour's advent ? course regarding them ? Suppose that the

2. But if, when the Saviour came to this earth, mother, while beyond the Pleroma, did bring
He sent His apostles into the world to proclaim forth this very offspring ; but what is beyond the
with accuracy His advent, and to teach the Pleroma they represent as being beyond the pale
Father's will, having nothing in common with of knowledge, that is, ignorance. How, then,
the doctrine of the Gentiles or of the Jews, much could that seed, which was conceived in igno-
more, while yet existing in the Pleroma, would rance, possess the power of declaring knowledge ?
He have appointed His own heralds to proclaim Or how did the mother herself, a shapeless and
His future advent into this world, and having undefined being, one cast out of doors as an abor-
nothing in common with those prophecies ongi- tion, obtain knowledge of the mysteries within
nating from the Demiurge. But if, when within the Pleroma, she who was organized outside it
the Pleroma, He availed Himself of those proph- and given a form there, and prohibited by Horos
ets who were under the law, and declared H_s own from entenng within, and who remains outside
matters through their instrumentahty ; much the Pleroma till the consummation [of all things],
more would He, upon His arrival hither, have that is, beyond the pale of knowledge ? Then,
made use of these same teachers, and have again, when they say that the Lord's passion is a
preached the Gospel to us by their means, type of the extension of the Christ above, which
Therefore let them not any longer assert that he effected through Horos, and so imparted a
Peter and Paul and the other apostles proclaimed form to their mother, they are refuted in the
the truth, but that it was the scribes and Phari- other particulars [of the Lord's passion], for they
sees, and the others, through whom the law was have no semblance of a type to show with regard
propounded. But if. at His advent, He sent
forth His own apostles in the spirit of truth, and , Lukev. 36,37-
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to them. For when did the Christ above have regard to the same words. But as we follow for
vinegar and gall given him to drink ? Or when our teacher the one and only true God, and pos-
was his raiment parted? Or when was he sess His words as the rule of truth, we do all
pierced, and blood and water came forth ? Or speak alike with regard to the same things, know-
when did he sweat great drops of blood ? And ing but one God, the Creator of this universe,
[the same may be demanded] as to the other who sent the prophets, who led forth the people
particulars which happened to the Lord, of which from the land of Egypt, who in these last times
the prophets have spoken. From whence, then, manifested His own Son, that He might put the
did the mother or her offspring divine the things unbelievers to confusion, and search out the fruit
which had not yet taken place, but which should of righteousness.
occur afterwards ?

4. They affirm that certain things still, besides CHAP. XXXVL--THE PROPHETSWERE sE_rr FROM
these, were spoken from the Pleroma, but are ONE AND THE SAME FATHER FROM WHOM THE
confuted by those which are referred to in the SON WAS sENT.
Scriptures as bearing on the advent of Christ. x. Which [God] the Lord does not reject,
But what these are [that are spoken from the nor does He say that the prophets [spake] from
Pleroma] they are not agreed, but give differ- another god than His Father; nor from any
ent answers regarding them. For if any one, other essence, but from one and the same Fa-
wishing to test them, do question one by one ther ; nor that any other being made the things
with regard to any passage those who are their in the world, except His own Father, when He
leading men, he shall find one of them referring speaks as follows m His teaching : "There was
the passage in question to the Propator- that a certain householder, and he planted a vine-
is, to Bythus ; another attributing it to Arche -- yard, and hedged it round about, and digged in
that is, to the Only-begotten; another to the it a winepress, and built a tower, and let it out
Father of all-- that is, to the Word ; while an- to husbandmen, and went into a far country'
other, again, will say that it was spoken of that And when the time of the fruit drew near, he
one A_on who was [formed from the joint con- sent his servants unto the husbandmen, that they
tributions] of the _Eons in the Pleroma ; xothers might receive the fruits of it. And the husband-
[will regard the passage] as referring to Christ, men took his servants : they cut one to pieces,
while another [will refer lt] to the Saviour. One, stoned another, and killed another. Again he
again, more skilled than these, 2 after a long pro- sent other servants more than the first : and
tmcted silence, declares that it was spoken of they did unto them likewise. But last of all
Horos; another that it signifies the Sophia which he sent unto them his only son, saying, Per-
is within the Pleroma ; another that it announces chance they will reverence my son. But when
the mother outside the Pleroma ; while another the husbandmen saw the son, they said among
will mention the God who made the world (the ! themselves, This is the heir ; come, let us kill
Demiurge). Such are the variations existing him, and we shall possess his inheritance. And
among them with regard to one [passage], hold- they caught him, and cast him out of the wne-
ing discordant opinions as to the same Scrip- yard, and slew him. When, therefore, the lord
tures ; and when the same identical passage is of the vineyard shall come, what will he do unto
read out, they all begin to purse up their eye- these husbandmen ? They say unto him, He
brows, and to shake their heads, and they say will miserably destroy these wicked men, and
that they might indeed utter a discourse tran- will let out his vineyard to other husbandmen,
seendently lofty, but that all cannot comprehend who shall render him the fruits in their season." 3
the greatness of that thought which is implied in Again does the Lord say : "Have ye never read,
it ; and that, therefore, among the wise the chief The stone which the builders rejected, the same
thing is silence. For that Sige (silence) which is become the head of the corner: this is the
is above must be typified by that silence which Lord's doings-and it is marvellous in our eyes?
they preserve. Thus do they, as many as they Therefore I say unto you, that the kingdom of
are, all depart [from each other], holding so God sha_ be taken from you. and given to a
many opinions as to one thing, and bearing nation bringing forth the fruits thereof." 4 By
about their clever notions in secret within them- these words He clearly points out to His disci-
selves. When, therefore, they shall have agreed ples one and the same Householder-- that is,
among themselves as to the things predicted in one God the Father, who made all things by
the Scriptures, then also shall they be confuted Himself; while [He shows] that there are yaw
by us. For, though holding wrong opinions, ous husbandmen, some obstinate, and proud, and
they do in the meanwhile, however, convict worthless, and slayers of the Lord, but others
themselves, since they are not of one mind with who render Him, with all obedience, the fruits

I Book i p 334, tlu$ volume 3 Matt. xxi 33-4z.
s lllonml; following the Greek form of the comparative degree, 4 Matt. xxi. 4a-44.
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in their seasons ; and that it is the same House- fruits in their seasons, -- the beautiful elect tower
holder who sends at one time His servants, at being also raised everywhere. For the illustrious
another His Son. From that Father, therefore, Church is [now] everywhere, and everywhere is
from whom the Son was sent to those husband- the winepressdlgged : because those who do re-
men who slew Him, from Him also were the ceive the Spirit are everywhere. For inasmuch
servants ['sent]. But the Son, as coming from as the former have rejected the Son of God, and
the Father with supreme authority (_rinci_ah cast Him out of the vineyard when they slew
auctoritate), used to express Himself thus : "But Him, God has justly rejected them, and given to
I say unto you." ' The servants, again, [who the Gentiles outside the vineyard the fruits of its
came] as from their Lord, spake after the man- cultivation. This is in accordance with what
net of servants, [delivering a message]; and Jeremiah says, "The LoaD hath rejected and
they therefore used to say, "Thus satth the cast off the nation which does these things ; for
Lord." the children of Judah have done evil in my

2. Whom these men did therefore preach to sight, sa_th the Low." _ And again in like man-
the unbehevers as Lord, Him did Christ teach net does Jeremiah speak : "I set watchmen over
to those who obey Hm_ ; and the God who had ¢ou; hearken to the sound of the trumpet ; and
called those of the former dispensation, is the they said, We will not hearken. Therefore have
same as He who has received those of the latter, the Gentiles heard, and they who feed the flocks
In other words, He who at first used that law in them." s It is therefore one and the same
which entails bondage, is also He who did in Father who planted the vineyard, who led forth
after times [call His people] by means of adop- the people, who sent the prophets, who sent His
uon. For God planted the vineyard of the own Son, and who gave the vineyard to those
humanrace when at the first He formed Adam other husbandmen that render the fruits in their
and chose the fathers ; then He let it out to hus- !season.
bandmen when He established the Mosaic dis- 3. And therefore did the Lord say to His dis-
pensation: He hedged it round about, that is, ciples, to make us become good workmen:
He gave particular instructions with regard to "'Fake heed to yourselves, and watch continually
their worship : He built a tower, [that is], He upon every occasion, test at any time your hearts
chose Jerusalem : He digged a winepress, that be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness,
is, He prepared a receptacle of the prophetic and cares of this life, and that day shall come
Spirit. And thus did He send prophets prior to upon you unawares; for as a snare shall it come
the transmigration to Babylon, and after that upon all dwelling upon the face of the earth." 6
event others again in greater number than the i" Let your loins, therefore, be girded about, and
former, to seek the fruits, saying thus to themyour hghts burning, and ye like to men who wait
(the Jews): "Thus saith the Logo, Cleanse for their lord, when he shall return from the
your ways and your doings, execute just judg- wedding." z "For as it was in the days of
ment, and look each one with pity and compas- Noe, they did eat and drink, they bought and
sion on his brother : oppress not the widow nor sold, they married and were given in marriage,
the orphan, the proselyte nor the poor, and let and they knew not, until Noe entered into the
none of you treasure up evil against his brother ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all ;
in your hearts, and love not false swearing. Wash as also it was in the days of Lot, they did eat
you, make you clean, put away evil from your and drink, they bought and sold, they planted
hearts, learn to do well, seek judgment, protect and builded, until the time that Lot went out
the oppressed, judge the fatherless (pu2oilla), of Sodom; it rained fire from heaven, and de-
plead for the widow ; and come, let us reason stroyed them all : so shall it also be at the corn-
together, smth the LORD."2 And again : "Keep ing of the Son of man." s "Watch ye therefore,
thy tongue from evil, and thy lips that they speak for ye know not in what day your Lord shall
no guile ; depart from evil, and do good ; seek come." 9 [In these passages] He declares one
peace, and pursue it."_ In preaching these and the same Lord, who in the times of Noah
things, the prophets sought the fruits of right- brought the deluge because of men's disobedi-
eousness. But last of all He sent to those un- ence, and who also in the days of Lot rained fire
believers His own SOn, our Lord Jesus Christ, ¥om heaven because of the multitude of sinners
whom the wicked husbandmen cast out of the among the Sodomites, and who, on account of
vineyard when they had slain Him. Wherefore this same disobedience and similar sins, will
the Lord God did even give it up (no longer bring on the day of judgment at the end of
hedged around, but thrown open throughout all
the world) to other husbandmen, who render the , Jer._h._9,3°.:5Jet. vt XT,x8.

6 Luke xxi 34, 35.
t Matt. v. 22. ? Luke xil. 35, 36.

_er. vii..3 , Zech. vii. 9, xo, vfii. xT, I_. t. x?-z 9. s I_ke xvit. _5, etc.
rs. _xxlv. t3, 4- 9 Matt. xxlv. 42.
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time (in novissimo) ; on which day He declares cient to convince any one that the prophets were
that it shall be more tolerable for Sodom and sent from one and the same Father, from whom
Gomorrah than for that city and house which also our Lord was sent, let such a one, opening
shall not receive the word of His apostles. "And the mouth of his heart, and calling upon the
thou, Capernaum," He said, "is it that thou Master, Christ Jesus the Lord, hsten to Him
shalt be exalted to heaven?' Thou shalt go when He says, "The kingdom of heaven is like
down to hell. For if the mighty works which unto a king who made a marriage for his son,
have been done in thee had been done in Sodom, and he sent forth his servants to call them who
:t would have remained unto this day. Verily were bidden to the marriage." And when they
I say unto you, that it shall be more tolerable would not obey, He goes on to say, "Again he
for Sodom in the day of judgment than for sent other servants, saying, Tell them that are
you."* bidden, Come ye, I have prepared my dinner;

4. Since the Son of God is always one and the my oxen and all the fatlings are killed, and every-
same, He gives to those who believe on Him a thing is ready; come unto the wedding. But
well of water 3 ['springing up] to eternal life, but they made hght of it, and went their way, some
He causes the unfruitful fig-tree immediately to their farm, and others to their merchandize;
to dry up ; and in the days of Noah He justly but the remnant took his servants, and some they
brought on the deluge for the purpose of extin- treated despitefully, while others they slew. But
guishing that most infamous race of men then when the king heard this, hewas wroth, and sent
existent, who could not bring forth fruit to God, his armies and destroyed these murderers, and
since the angels that sinned had commingled iburned up their city, and said to his servants,
with them, and ['acted as He did] in order that The wedding is indeed ready, but they which
He might put a check upon the sins of these were bidden were not worthy. Go out therefore
men, but ['that at the same time] He might pre- into the highways, and as many as ye shall find,
serve the archetype,4 the formation of Adam. gather in to the marriage So the servants went
And it was He who rained fire and brimstone out, and collected together as manyas they found,
from heaven, in the days of Lot, upon Sodom bad and good, and the wedding was furmshed
and Gomorrah, "an example of the righteous with guests. But when the king came in to see
judgment of God," s that all may know, "that the guests, he saw there a man not having on a
every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit shall wedding garment ; and he said unto him, Friend.
be cut down, and cast into the fire." 6 And it is how earnest thou hither, not having on a wedding
He who uses ['the words'], that it will be more garment? But he was speechless. Then said
tolerable for Sodom in the general judgment than the king to his servants, Take him away. hand
for those who beheld His wonders, and did not and foot, and cast him into outer darkness :
believe on Him, nor receive His doctrine.7 For there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
as He gave by His advent a greater privilege to For many are called, but few are chosen." s
those who believed on Him, and who do His Now, by these words of His, does the Lord
will, so also did He point out that those who did clearly show all [these points, viz.,'] that there is
not believe on Hnn should have a more severe one King and Lord, the Father of all, of whom

punishment in the judgment ; thus extending He had previously said, " Neither shalt thou
equal justice to all, and being to exact more from swear by Jerusalem, fcr :t is the city of the great
those to whom He gives the more ; the more, King ; "9 and that He had from the beginning
however, not because He reveals the knowledge prepared the marriage for His Son, and used,
of another Father, as I have shown so fully and with the utmost kindness, to call, by the lnstru-
so repeatedly, but because He has, by means of mentality of His servants, the men of the former
His advent, poured upon the human race the dispensation to the wedding feast; and when
greater gift of paternal grace, they would not obey, He still invited them by

5. If, however, what I have stated be insuffi- sending out other servants, yet that even then
they did not obey Him, but even stoned and

t No other of the Greek Fathers quotes this text as above; from slew those who brought them the message of in-
which fact Grabe infers that the old Latin translator, or his transcrib- vitation. He accordingly sent forth His armies
ers, altered the words of Iren_eus iN B -- From one example refer
therest] tosuittheLatinversions and destroyed them, and burned down their city ;

a Matt. xi 23, a4.
s Johniv. :4. but He called together from all the highways,

Th,_ ,_ M_uet's eonjectur*|emendatlo,_of the te*t, *i*, that is, from all nations, [guests] to the marriage
archety_um for arc_etypum Grabe would insert per before arcw,
andhe thinksthepassagetohaveareferenceto x Pet ifi. 2o Ire- feast of His Son, as also He says by Jeremiah:
n_us, lneommonwiththeotheranclentFathers, beheved that the fallen **I have sent also unto you my servants the
ang¢|s were the "sons of God" who commingled with " the daughters
of men," and thus produced a race of spurious men. [Gen yr. i, 2, 3, prophets to say, Return ye now, every man, from
and Josephus.]

s Jude 7 [And note "strange flesh " (Gr. trap*b5 _*¢pas) as to
the angels. Gem xtx. 4, 5 ] s Matt xxix t, etc

6 Matt. in. to 9 Matt v 35- Instead of placing a period here, as the ethtors do_

_' Matt. yd. a4, Luke x ta. it seems to us preferable to carry on the construcuon.
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his very evil way, and amend your doings.", been healed: "Behold, thou art made whole;
And again He says by the same prophet: "I sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto
have also sent unto you my servants the prophets thee." 7 For he who is good, and righteous,
throughout the day and before the light ; yet and pure, and spotless, will endure nothing
they did not obey me, nor incline their ears unto evil, nor unjust, nor detestable in His wedding
me. And thou shalt speak this word to them : chamber. This is the Father of our Lord, by
This is a people that obeyeth not the voice of whose providence all things consist, and all are
the Lord, nor receiveth correction; faith has administered by His command; and He con-
perished from their mouth." * The Lord, there- fers His free gifts upon those who should Ire-
fore, who has called us everywhere by the apos- ceive them] ; but the most righteous Retributor
tles, is He who called those of old by the metes out [punishment] according to their
prophets, as appears by the words of the Lord ; deserts, most deservedly, to the ungrateful and
and although they preached to various nations, to those that are insensible of His kindness ;
the prophets were not from one God, and the and therefore does He say, "He sent His armies,
apostles from another, but, [proceeding] from and destroyed those murderers, and burned up
one and the same, some of them announced the their city." _ He says here, " His armies," be-
Lord, others preached the Father, and others cause all men are the property of God. For
again foretold the advent of the Son of God, "the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness there-
while yet others declared Him as already present of; the world, and all that dwell therein."9
to those who then were afar off. Wherefore also the Apostle Paul says in the

6. Still further did He also make it manifest, Epistle to the Romans, "For there is no power
that we ought, after our calling, to be also but of God; the powers that be are ordained
adorned with works of righteousness, so that the of God. Whosoever resisteth the power, resist-
Spint of God may rest upon us ; for this is the eth the ordinance of God ; and they that resist
wedding garment, of which also the apostle shall receive unto themselves condemnation.
speaks, " Not for that we would be unclothed, iFor rulers are not for a terror to a good work,
but clothed upon, that mortality might be swal- but to an evil. Wilt thou then not be afraid of
lowed up by immortahty."3 But those who the power? Do that which is good, and thou
have indeed been called to God's supper, yet shalt have praise of the same ; for he is the
have not received the Holy Spirit, because of minister of God to thee for good. But if thou
their wicked conduct "shall be," He declares, do that which is evil, be afraid ; for he beareth
"cast Into outer darkness." 4 He thus clearly not the sword in vain : for he is the minister of
shows that the very same King who gathered God, the avenger for wrath upon him that doeth
from all quarters the faithful to the marriage of evil. Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not
His Son, and who grants them the incorruptible only for wrath, but also for conscmnce sake.
banquet, [-also] orders that man to be cast into For this cause pay ye tribute also ; for they are
outer darkness who has not on a wedding gar- God's ministers, attending continually upon this
ment, that is, one who despises it. For as m very thing." '° Both the Lord, then, and the apos-
the former covenant, "with many of them was ties announce as the one only God the Father,
He not well pleased;" s so also is it the case Him who gave the law, who sent the proph-
here, that " many are called, but few chosen." 6 ets, who made all things; and therefore does
It is not, then, one God who judges, and another He say, "He sent His armies," because every
Father who calls us together to salvation ; nor man, inasmuch as he is a man, is His workman-
one, forsooth, who confers eternal light, but ship, although he may be ignorant of his God.
another who orders those who have not on the For He gives existence to all ; He, "who maketh
wedding garment to be sent into outer darkness. His sun to rise upon the evil and the good, and
But it is one and the same God, the Father of sendeth rain upon the just and unjust.""
our Lord, from whom also the prophets had 7. And not alone by what has been stated, but
their mission, who does indeed, through His also by the parable of the two sons, the younger
infinite kindness, call the unworthy ; but He of whom consumed his substance by living luxu-
examines those who are called, [to ascertain] if riously with harlots, did the Lord teach one and
they have on the garment fit and proper for the the same Father, who did not even allow a kid
.marriage of His Son, because nothing unbecom- to his elder son ; but for him who had been lost,
mg or evil pleases Him. This is in accordance [namely] his younger son, he ordered the fatted
with what the Lord said to the man who had calf to be killed, and he gave him the best robe.'*

t Jet xxxv. x 5. 7 John v x4.
2 Jer vu. 25, etc. e Matt. xxu. 7.
3 a Cor. v. 4. 9 Ps, xxlv t.
4 Matt xxli. x3. to Rom. xtti. x-'7.
5 x Cor. x.s. It Matt v. 4S.
6 Mutt. xxit. i4. I2 Luke xv. xx.
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Also by the parable of the workmen who were for three years I come seeking fruit," and in
sent into the vineyard at different periods of the clear terms, again, [where He says], " How often
day, one and the same God is declared xas hay- would I have gathered thy children together,"
ing called some in the beginning, when the world shall be [found] a falsehood, if we do not under-
was first created ; but others afterwards, and stand His advent, which is [announced] by the
others during the intermediate period, others prophets- If, in fact, He came to them but
after a long lapse of time, and others again in once, and then for the first time. But since He
the end of time ; so that there are many work- who chose the patriarchs and those [who lived
men in their generations, but only one house- under the first covenant], is the same Word of
holder who calls them together. For there is God who did both visit them through the pro-
but one vineyard, since there is also but one phetic Spirit, and us also who have been called
righteousness, and one daspensator, for there is together from all quarters by His advent ; in
one Spirit of God who arranges all things ; and addition to what has been already said, He truly
in like manner is there one hire, for they all declared, " Many shall come from the east and
received a penny each mail, having [stamped from the west, and shall recline with Abralaam,
npon it] the royal image and superscription, the and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven.
knowledge of the Son of God, which is 1minor- But the children of the kmgdom shall go into
tality. And therefore He began by giving the outer darkness; there shall be weeping and
hire to those [who were engaged] last, because gnashing of teeth." 7 If, then, those who do
in the last times, when the Lord was revealed, beheve in Him through the preaching of His
He presented Himself to all [as their reward], apostles throughout the east and west shall

8. Then, in the case of the publican, who ex- recline with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the
celled the Pharisee in prayer, [we find] that it kingdom of heaven, partaking with them of the
was not because he worshipped another Father [heavenly] banquet, one and the same God is
that he received testimony from the Lord that set forth as He who did indeed choose the patri-
he was justified rather [than the other] ; but be- archs, visited also the people, and called the
cause with great humility, apart from all boasting Gentiles.
and pride, he made confession to the same God3
The parable of the two sons also : those who are CHAp. XXXVII.-- MEN ARE PO_qEe-x_EDOF FREE
sent into the vineyard, of whom one indeed op- WILL, AND ENDOWED WITH "lHe FACULTYOF
posed his father, but afterwards repented, when MAKINO A CHOICE. IT IS NOT "I_RUE,THERE-
repentance profited him nothing, the other, FORE, THAT SOMEARE BY NATURE COOD, AND
however, promised to go, at once assuring his OI'HERS BAD.
father, but he did not go (for " every man is a r. This expression [of our Lord], " How often
liar;" 3 ,,to will is present with hma, but he would I have gathered thy children together,
finds not means to perform"4), - [this para- and thou wouldest not, ''8 set forth the ancient
ble, I say], points out one and the same Father. law of human liberty, because God made man a
Then, again, this truth was clearly shown forth free [agent] from the beginning, possessing his
by the parable of the fig-tree, of which the Lord own power, even as he does his own soul, to
says, "Behold, now these three }'ears I come obey the behests (ad utendt_rn senlenl_a) of God
seeking fruit on this fig-tree, but I find none" s voluntardy, and not by compulsion of God. For
(pointing onwards, by the prophets, to His ad- there _s no coercion with God, but a good wall
vent, by whom He came from time to time, [towards us] is present with Him continually.
seeking the fruat of righteousness from them, And therefore does He give good counsel to all.
which he did not find), and also by the circum- And in man, as well as in angels, He has placed

stance that, for the reason already mentioned, l the power of choice (for angels are rational be-
the fig-tree should be hewn down. And, w_th- ings), so that those who had yielded obedience
out using a parable, the Lord said to Jerusalem, might justly possess what is good, given indeed
' O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that klllest the by God, but preserved by themselves. On the
prophets, and stonest those that are sent unto other hand, they who have not obeyed shall,
thee ; how often would I have gathered thy chil- with justice, be not found in possession of the
dren together, as a hen gathereth her chickens good, and shall receive condign punishment:
under her wings, and ye would not! Behold, for God did kindly bestow on them what was
yourhouse shall be left unto you desolate." 6 For good ; but they themselves did not diligently
that which had been said in the parable," Behold, keep it, nor deem it something precious, but

poured contempt upon His super-eminent good °
x Matt..... etc. ness. Rejecting therefore the good, and as it
2 Luke xwu, xo.
3 p_.exvi 2 were spumg it out, they shall all deservedly incur
4 Rom. vii 18,
s Luke xiii 6 7 Matt. vlll xx, x_
e Luke xiH 34, Matt. xxlil. 37. s Matt xxni. 37-
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the just judgment of God, which also the Apos- knows his Lord's will, and does it not, shall be
tle Paul testifies in his Epistle to the Romans, beaten with many stripes." s And, "Why call
where he says, "But dost thou despise the riches ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which
of His goodness, and patience, and long-suffer- I say ? "6 And again, "But ff the servant say
ing, being ignorant that the goodness of God in his heart, The Lord delayeth, and begin to
leadeth thee to repentance ? But according to beat his fellow-servants, and to eat, and drink,
thy hardness and impenitent heart, thou treas- and to be drunken, his Lord will come in a day
urest to thyself wrath against the day of wrath, !on which he does not expect Him, and shall cut
and the revelation of the righteous judgment him in sunder, and appoint his portion with the
of God." "But glory and honour," he says, "to hypocrites." z All such passages demonstrate
every one that doeth good.", God therefore the independent will s of man, and at the same
has given that which is good, as the apostle tells time the counsel which God conveys to him,
us in this Epistle, and they who work _t shall by which He exhorts us to submit ourselves to
receive glory and honour, because they have Him, and seeks to turn us away from [the sin
done that which is good when they had it m their of] unbelief against Him, without, however, in
power not to do it ; but those who do it not shall any way coercing us.
recewe the just judgment of God, because they 4- No doubt, if any one is unwilling to follow
did not work good when they had it in their the Gospel itself, it is in his power [to reject it],
power so to do. but it is not expedient. For it _s in man's power

z. But if some had been made by nature bad, to disobey God, and to forfeit what is good ;
and others good, these latter would not be de- but [such conduct] brings no small amount of
serving of praise for being good, for such were injury and mischief. And on this account Paul
they created ; nor would the former be reprehen- says, "All things are lawful to me, but all things
slble, for thus they were made [originally]. But are not expedient ; "9 referring both to the liberty
since all men are of the same nature, able both of man, in which respect "all things are lawful,"
to hold fast and to do what is good ; and, on God exercising no compulsion in regard to him ;
the other hand, having also the power to cast and [by the expression] "not expedient" point-
it from them and not to do it,--some do justly ing out that we "should not use our liberty as
recewe praise even among men who are under a cloak of maliciousness," xo for this is not expe-
the control of good laws (and much more from dient. And again he says, "Speak ye every man
God), and obtain deserved testimony of their truth with hls neighbour.",, And, "Let no cot-
choice of good in general, and of persevering rupt communication proceed out of your mouth,
therein ; but the others are blamed, and receive neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor scur-
a just condemnation, because of their rejection rility, whlch are not convenient, but rather giving
of what is fair and good. And therefore the of thanks." '_ And, "For ye were sometimes
prophets used to exhort men to what was good, darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord ; walk
to act justly and to work righteousness, as I have honestly as children of the light, not in rioting
so largely demonstrated, because it is in our and drunkenness, not in chamberingand wanton-
power so to do, and because by excessive negli- hess, not in anger and jealousy. And such were
gence we might become forgetful, and thus stand some of you ; but ye have been washed, but ye
in need of that good counsel which the good have been sanctified in the name of our Lord." x3
God has given us to know by means of the If then it were not in our power to do or not to
prophets, do these things, what reason had the apostle, and

3- For this reason the Lgrd also said, " Let much more the Lord Himself, to give us coun-
your light so shine before men, that they may sel to do some things, and to abstain from others ?
see your good deeds, and glorify your Father IBut because man is possessed of free will from
who is in heaven." 2 And, "Take heed to your- the beginning, and God is possessed of free will,
selves, lest perchance your hearts be overcharged in whose likeness man was created, advice is
with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and worldly !always given to him to keep fast the good, which
cares." s And, "Let your loins be girded about, thing is done by means of obedience to God.
and your lamps burning, and ye like unto men 5" And not merely in works, but also in faith,
that wait for their Lord, when He returns from ihas God preserved the will of man free and under
the wedding, that when He cometh and knock- his own control, saying, "According to thy faath
eth, they may open to Him. Blessed is that
servant whom hm Lord, when He cometh, shall s LukextL47.
find so doing." 4 And again, "The servant who 76L_k.... 46.Luke xlt. 45 46; Matt. xxiv. 48 5z.

s _'b ab'e_ovtttot,.
9 x Cot, Vl. I_t.

I Rorn ii 4, 5, 7. Io x Pet..n x6.

_Matt v. x6 Ix Eph. iv. 25.xzEph xv :_9.
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be it unto thee ; "' thus showing that there is a 7. On this account, too, did the Lord assert
faith specially belonging to man, since he has an that the kingdom of heaven was the portion of
opinion specially his own. And again, "All things "the violent ; " and He says, "The violent take
are possible to him that believeth ;"* and, "Go it by force ; ,,6 that is, those who by strength
thy way ; and as thou hast believed, so be it done and earnest striving are on the watch to snatch
unto thee." 3 Now all such expressions demon- it away on the moment. On this account also
strate that man is in his own power with respect Paul the Apostle says to the Corinthians, "Know
to faith. And for this reason, "he that beheveth ye not, that they who run in a racecourse, do all
in Him has eternal life ; while he who believeth indeed run, but one receiveth the prize ? So run,
not the Son hath not eternal life, but the wrath that ye may obtain. Every one also who engages
of God shall remain upon him." 4 In the same in the contest _s temperate in all things : now
manner therefore the Lord, both showing His these men [,do it] that they may obtain a cor-
own goodness, and indicating that man is in his ruptible crown, but we an incorruptible. But I
own free will and his own power, said to Jerusa- so run, not as uncertainty ; I fight, not as one
lem, "How often have I wished to gather thy beatmg the air; but I make my body livid, and
children together, as a hen [gathereth] her chick- bring it into subjection, lest by any means, when
ens under her wings, and ye would not ! Where- )reaching to others, I may myself be rendered
fore your house shall be left unto you desolate." s a castaway." 7 This able wrestler, therefore,

6. Those, again, who maintain the opposite to exhorts us to the struggle for immortahty, that
these [-conclusions], do themselves present the we may be crowned, and may deem the crown
Lord as destitute of power, as if, forsooth, He precious, namely, that which is acquired by our
were unable to accomplish what He willed ; or, struggle, but which does not encircle us of its
on the other hand, as being ignorant that they own accord (sed non ultra coahtam). And the
were by nature "material," as these men express harder we strive, so much is _t the more valua-
it, and such as cannot receive His immortality, ble ; while so much the more valuable it is, so
" But He should not," say they, "have created _much the more should we esteem it. And indeed
angels of such a nature that they were capable of those things are not esteemed so highly which
transgression, nor men who immediately proved come spontaneously, as those which are reached
ungrateful towards Him ; for they were made by much anxious care. Since, then, this power
rational beings, endowed with the power of ex- has been conferred upon us, both the Lord has
amining and judgnng, and were not [-formed] as taught and the apostle has enjoined us the more
things irrational or of a [-merely] animal nature, to love God, that we may reach this [prize] for
which can do nothing of their own will, but are ourselves by striving after it. For otherwise, no
drawn by necessity and compulsion to what is doubt, this our good would be [-virtually] irra-
good, in which things there is one mind and one tional, because not the result of trial. Moreover,
usage, working mechanically in one groove (in- the faculty of seeing would not appear to be so
flextNles el sine/udido), who are mcapable of desirable, unless we had known what a loss it
being anything else except just what they had :were to be devoid of sight ; and health, too, is
been created." But upon this supposition, nei- rendered all the more estimable by an acquamt-
ther would what is good be grateful to them, nor ance with disease ; hght, also, by contrasting it
communion with God be precious, nor would the with darkness ; and life with death. Just in the
good be very much to be sought after, which same way is the heavenly kingdom honourable
would present itself without their own proper to those who have known the earthly one. But
endeavour, care, or study, but would be uu- in proportion as it is more honourable, so much
planted of its own accord and without their con- the more do we prize it ; and if we have prized
cern. Thus it would come to pass, that their it more, we shall be the more glorious in the
being good would be of no consequence, because presence of God. The Lord has therefore en-
they were so by nature rather than by will, and are dured all these things on our behalf, in order that
possessors of good spontaneously, not by choice ; we, having been instructed by means of them all,
and for this reason they would not understand may be in all respects circumspect for the time
this fact, that good is a comely thing, nor would to come, and that, having been rationally taught
they take pleasure in it. For how can those who to love God, we may continue in His perfect
are ignorant of good enjoy it ? Or what credit is love : for God has displayed long-suffering in
it to those who have not aimed at it ? And what the case of man's apostasy ; while man has been
crown is it to those who have not followed in instructed by means of it, as also the prophet says,
pursuit of it, like those victorious in the contest? "Thine own apostasy shall heal thee;" s God

thus determining all things beforehand for the
_t Matt. ix. 29.
2 Mark xx. 23.
S Matt. vin z3. 6 Matt xt z2.
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bringing of man to perfection, for his edification, among you, are ye not carnal, and walk as
and for the revelation of H_s d_spensations, that men ?" 3 That is, that the Spirit of the Father
goodness may both be made apparent, and right- was not yet with them, on account of their im-
eousness perfected, and that the Church may be perfection and shortcomings of their walk in
fashioned after the image of H_s Son, and that hfe. As, therefore, the apostle had the power to
man may finally be brought to maturity at some g_ve them strong meat-- for those upon whom
future time, becoming ripe through such pnvi- the apostles laid hands received the Holy Spirit,
leges to see and comprehend God.1 who is the food of hfe [eternal] nbut they

were not capable of receiving it, because they
CHAP. XxxvnI. --WHY MAN WAS NOT MADE PER- had the sentient faculties of the soul still feeble

FECT FROM THE BEGINNING. and undisciplined in the practice of things per-
I. If, however, any one say, "What then? tainmg to God; so, in like manner, God had

Could not God have exhibited man as perfect power at the beginning to grant perfection to
from the beginning?" let huu know that, inas- man ; but as the latter was only recently created,
much as God is indeed always the same and he could not possibly have received it, or even
unbegotten as respects Hnnself, all things are if he had received it, could he have contained
possible to Him. But created things must be _t, or containing it, could he have retained it.
inferior to Him who created them, from the It was for this reason that the Son of God,
very fact of their later ortgin; for it was not although He was perfect, passed through the
possible for things recently created to have been state of infancy in common with the rest of
uncreated. But inasmuch as theyare notunere- mankind, partaking of It thus not for His own
ated, for this very reason do they come short benefit, but for that of the infantile stage of
of the perfect. Because, as these things are of man's existence, m order that man might be
later date, so are they infantile; so are they able to receive Him. There was nothing, there-
unaccustomed to, and unexercised in, perfect fore, Impossible to and deficient m God, [im-
dlsclphne. For as it certainly is in the power phed in the fact] that man was not an uncreated
of a mother to give strong food to her infant, being; but this merely applied to him who was
[but she does not do so], as the child is not lately created, [namely] man.
yet able to receive more substantial nourish- 3- With God there are suuultaneously exhib-
ment ; so also it was possible for God Himself ited power, wisdom, and goodness. His power
to have made man perfect from the first, but and goodness [appear] in this, that of His own
man could not receive this [perfection], beln_ wilt He called into being and fashioned things
as yet an infant. And for this cause our Lord having no previous existence ; His wisdom ]is
in these last times, when He had summed up all ]shown] xn His having made created things parts
things into H_mself, came to us, not as He might of one harmonious and consistent whole ; and
have come, but as we were capable of beholding those things wh,ch, through His super-eminent
Him. He might easily have come to us in His kindness, receive growth and a long period of
immortal glory, but in that case we could never existence, do reflect the glory of the uncreated
have endured the greatness of the glory; and One, of that God who bestows what is good
therefore it was that He, who was the perfect ungrudgingly. For from the very fact of these
bread of the Father, offered Himself to us as things having been created, [it follows] that
milk, [because we were] as infants. He did they are not uncreated ; but by their continuing
this when He appeared as a man, that we, being in being throughout a long course of ages, they
nourished, as it were, from the breast of His shall receive a faculty of the Uncreated, through
flesh, and having, by such a course of milk- the gratuitous bestowal of eternalexistence upon
nourishment, become accustomed to eat and them by God. And thus in all things God has
drink the Word of God, ma]{ be able also to the pre-eminence, who alone is uncreated, the
contain in onrselves the Bread of immortality, first of all things, and the primary cause of the
which is the Spirit of the Father. existence of all, while all other things remain

2. And on this account does Paul declare to under God's subjection. But being in subjec-
the Corinthmns, "I have fed you with milk, not tion to God is continuance in immortality, and
with meat, for hitherto ye were not able to bear immortality is the glory of the uncreated One.
it." _ That is, ye have indeed learned the ad- By this arrangement, therefore, and these hat-
vent of our Lord as a man ; nevertheless, because monies, and a sequence of this nature, man, a
of your infirmity, the Spirit of the Father has created and organized being, is rendered after
not as yet rested upon you. "For when envy- the image and likeness of the uncreated God, --
ing and strife," he says, "and dissensions are the Father planning everything well and giving

His commands, the Son carrying these into exe-
x [If we hut had the original, this would doubtless be found m all

respects a noble specimen of pnmmv© theology.] 3 x Cor. ih. 3.2 z Cot. i6. 2.
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cution and performing the work of creating, and immortality, and the corruptible by incorrupti-
the Spirit nourishing and increasing [what is bility, and that man should be made after the
made], but man making progress day by day, image and likeness of God, having received the
and ascending towards the perfect, that is, ap- knowledge of good and evil.
proximating to the uncreated One. For the
Uncreated is perfect, that is, God. Now it was CHAP. XXXIX.- MANIS ENDOWEDWITH THE FAC-
necessary that man should in the first instance be ULTY OF DISTINGUISHINGGOOD AND EVIL; SO
created ; and having been created, should receive THAT,WITHOUTCOMPULSION,HE HASTHE POWER,

growth ; and having received growth, should be BV HIS OWNWILL ANDCHOICE,TO PERFORMGOD'S
strengthened ; and having been strengthened, COMMAZ_DMENI_,BY DOING WHICH HE AVOIDS
should abound ; and having abounded, should THE EVILSPREPAREDFOR THE REBELLIOUS.
recover [from the disease of sin] ; and having x. Man has received the knowledge of good
recovered, should be glorified; and being glori- and evil. It is good to obey God, and to be-
fled, should see his Lord. For God is He who lieve in Him, and to keep His commandment, and
is yet to be seen, and the beholding of God this is the hfe of man ; as not to obey God is
is productive of lmmortahty, but immortality evil, and this _s his death. Since God, therefore,
renders one mgh unto God. gave [to man] such mental power (magna-

4. Irrational, therefore, in every respect, are mmztatem) man knew both the good of obeda-
they who await not the time of increase, but ence and the evil of disobedience, that the eye
ascribe to God the infirmity of their nature, of the mind, receiwng experience of both, may
Such persons know neither God nor themselves, with judgment make choice of the better things ;
being insatiable and ungrateful, unwilling to be and that he may never become indolent or neg-
at the outset what they have also been created lectful of God's command ; and learning by ex-
--men subject to passions; but go beyond the perience that it is an evil thing which deprwes
law of the human race, and before that they him of life, that as, disobedience to God, may
become men, they wish to be even now lake never attempt it at all, but that, knowing that
God their Creator, and they who are more des- what preserves his life, namely, obedience to
titute of reason than dumb ammals [insist] that God, is good, he may diligently keep it with all
there is no distinction between the uncreated earnestness. Wherefore he has also had a two-
God and man, a creature of to-day. For these, fold experience, possessing knowledge of both
[the dumb animals], bring no charge against kinds, that with dlclpllne he may make choice
God for not having made them men; but each of the better things. But how, if he had no
one, just as he has been created, gives thanks knowledge of the contrary, could he have had
that he has been created. For we cast blame instruction in that which is good? For there is
upon Him, because we have not been made thus a surer and an undoubted comprehension
gods from the beginning, but at first merely of matters submitted to us than the mere sur-
men, then at length gods; although God has mase arising from an opinion regarding them.
adopted this course out of Has pure benevo- For just as the tongue recewes experience of
lence, that no one may impute to Him invidious- sweet and bitter by means of tasting, and the
ness or grudgingness. He declares, " I have eye discriminates between black and white by
said, Ye are gods ; and ye are all sons of the means of vision, and the ear recognises the dis-
Highest." i But since we could not sustain the tinctions of sounds by hearing ; so also does the
power of divinity, He adds, "But ye shall die mind, receiving through the experience of both
like men," setting forth both truths- the kind- the knowledge of what is good, become more
ness of His free gift, and our weakness, and tenacious of its preservation, by acting in obe&-
also that we were possessed of power over our- ence to God: in the first place, casting away,
selves. For after His great kindness He gra- by means of repentance, disobedience, as being
eiously conferred good [upon us], and made something disagreeable and nauseous ; and after-
men like to Himself, [that is] in their own wards coming to understand what it really _s,
power ; while at the same time by His prescience that it is contrary to goodness and sweetness, so
He knew the infirmity of human beings, and that the mind may never even attempt to taste
the consequences which would flow from it ; but disobedience to God. But if any one do shun
through [His] love and [His] power, He shall the knowledge of both these kinds of things, and
overcome the substance of created nature.* For the twofold perception of knowledge, he un-
it was necessary, at first, that nature should be awares divests himself of the character of a
exhibited ; then, after that, that what was mor- human being.
tal should be conquered and swallowed up by 2. How, then, shall he be a God, who has not

as yet been made a man? Or how can he be
t p_. Ixxxii6,7. perfect who was but lately created ? How, again,
a That is, that man's human nature _hould not prevent him from

becominga partakerof thedlvme, can he be immortal, who in his mortal nature
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did not obey his Maker? For it must be that 4- But God, foreknowing all things, prepared
thou, at the outset, shouldest hold the rank of fit habitations for both, kindly conferring that
a man, and then afterwards partake of the glory hght whtch they desire on those who seek after
of God. For thou dost not make God, but God the hght of incorrul)tion, and resort to it ; but
thee. If, then, thou art God's workmanship, for the despisers and mockers who avoid and
await the hand of thy Maker which creates every- turn themselves away from this hght, and who
thing m due time ; in due time as far as thou art do, as it were, blind themselves, He has prepared
concerned, whose creation is being carried out.' darkness statable to persons who oppose the
Offer to Hnn thy heart m a soft and tractable hght, and He has inflicted an appropriate pun-
state, and preserve the form in which the Crea- lshment upon those who try to avoid being sub-
tor has fashioned thee, having moisture in thy- ject to Him. Submission to God is eternal rest,
self, lest, by becoming hardened, thou lose the so that they who shun the light have a place
impressions of His fingers. But by preserving worthy of their flight ; and those who fly from
the framework thou shalt ascend to that which is eternal rest, have a habitation in accordance
perfect, for the moist clay which is m thee _s with their fleeing. Now, since all good things
hidden [there] by the workmanship of God. are with God. they who by their own determina-
His hand fashioned thy substance ; He will cover tlon fly from God, do defraud themselves of all
thee over [too] within and without with pure gold good things ; and having been [thus] defrauded
and silver, and He will adorn thee to such a de- of all good things with respect to God, theyshaU
gree, that even "the King Himself shall have consequently fall under the just judgment of
pleasure m thy beauty."2 But if thou, being God. For those persons who shun rest shall
obstinately hardened, dost reject the operation of justly incur punishment, and those who avoid
His skill, and show thyself ungrateful towards the hght shall justly dwell in darkness. For as
Him, because thou wert created a [mere] man, m the case of this temporal bght, those who
by becoming thus ungrateful to God, thou hast shun it do deliver themselves over to darkness,
at once lost both His workmanship and hfe. For so that they do themselves become the cause to
creation is an attribute of the goodness of God ; themselves that they are destitute of hght, and
but to be created is that of human nature. If, do inhabit darkness ; and, as I have already
then, thou shalt dehver up to Him what _s thine observed, the light _s not the cause of such an
that is, faith towards Hnn and subjection, thou [unhappy] condition of existence to them; so
shalt recewe His handiwork, and shalt be a per- those who fly from the eternal light of God,
feet work of God. which contains m itself all good things, are

3. If, however, thou wilt not believe in Him, themselves the cause to themselves of their m-
and wilt flee from H_s hands, the cause of _m- habiting eternal darkness, destitute of all good
perfection shall be in thee who didst not obey, things, hawng become to themselves the cause
but not in Him who called [thee]. For He of [their consagnment to] an abode of that
commissioned [messengers] to call people to nature.
the marrmge, but they who d_d not obey Him
deprived themselves of the royal supper) The CHAP, XL._ONE AND THE SAME GOD THE FATHER

skill of God, therefore, is not defectwe, for He INFLICTSPUNISHMENTON THE REPROBATE,AND
has power of the stones to raise up children to BESTOWSREWARDSON THE ELECT.
Abraham ; 4 but the man who does not obtain it, i. It is therefore one and the same God the
is the cause to himself of his own imperfection. Father who has prepared good thmgswith Hml-
Nor, [in hke mannerl, does the light fail because self for those who desire His fellowship, and
of those who have bhnded themselves ; but who remain m subjection to Him ; and who has
while it remainq the same as ever, those who are )repared the eternal fire for the ringleader of
[thus] blinded are revolved in darkness through the apostasy, the devil, and those who revolted
their own fault. The hght does never enslave with him, into which [fire] the Lord s has de-
any one by necessity ; nor, again, does God clared those men shall be sent who have been
exercise compulsion upon any one unwilling to set apart by themselves on His left hand. And
accept the exercise of His skill. Those persons, this is what has been spoken by the prophet, "I
therefore, who have apostatized from the light am a jealous God, making peace, and creating
given by the Father, and transgressed the law of evil things ; "6 thus making peace and friendship
liberty, have done so through their own fault, with those who repent and turn to Him, and
since they have been created free agents, and bringing [them to] unity, but preparing for the
possessed of power over themselves, impemtent, those who shun the hght, eternal fire

and outer darkness, which are evils indeed to

' E_ce_s. those persons who fall into them.
Ps xlv ix. Matt. xxv. 4x.

3 Matt xxll 3, etc.. _ Isa, xlv 7.4 Matt. ui. 9.
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z. If, however, it were truly one Father who had designed to make [man] the enemy of God,
confers rest, and another God who has prepared against the author of it, by removing His own
the fire, their sons would have been equally anger from man, turning it in another direction,
different [one from the other]; one, indeed, and sentfing it instead upon the serpent. As
sending [men] into the Father's kingdom, but also the Scripture tells us that God said to the
the other into eternal fire. But inasmuch as serpent, "And I will place enmity between thee
one and the same Lord has pointed out that the and the woman, and between thy seed and her
whole human race shall be divided at the judg- seed. He s shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt
ment, "as a shepherd divideth the sheep from bruise his heel."9 And the Lord summed up
the goats," ' and that to some He will say, in Himself this enmity, when He was made man
"Come, ye blessed of My Father, receive the from a woman, and trod upon his [the serpent's]
kingdom which has been prepared for you, ''* head, as I have pointed out in the preceding
but to others, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into book.
everlasting fire, which My Father has prepared
for the devil and his angels,"3 one and the same CHAP. XLI.-- THOSE PERSONSWHO DO NOT BE-
Father is manifestly declared [in this passage], LIEVE IN GOD,BUTWHO ARE DISOBEDIENT,ARE
"making peace and creating evil things," pre- ANGELSAND SONS OF THE DEVIL, NOT INDEED
paring fit things for both ; as also there is one By NATURE,Bur BY IMrrniION. CLOSE OF ares
Judge sending both into a fit place, as the Lord BOOK, AND SCOPE OF THE SUCCEEDINCONE.
sets forth in the parable of the tares and the! x. Inasmuch as the Lord has said that there
wheat, where He says, "As therefore the tares are certain angels, [viz., those] of the dewl, for
are gathered together, and burned in the fire, so ] whom eternal fire is prepared ; and as, again,
shall it be at the end of the world. The Son of He declares with regard to the tares, "The tares
man shall send His angels, and they shall gather are the children of the wicked one," ,o it must
from His kingdom everything that offendeth, be affirmed that He has ascribed all who are of
and those who work iniquity, and shall send the apostasy to him who is the ringleader of this
them into a furnace of fire : there shall be weep- transgression. But He made neither angels nor
ing and gnashing of teeth. Then shall the just men so by nature. For we do not find that the
shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their devil created anything whatsoever, since indeed
Father."4 The Father, therefore, who has pre- he is himself a creature of God, like the other
pared the kingdom for the righteous, into which i angels. For God made all things, as also David
the Son has received those worthy of it, is He says with regard to all things of the kind : "For
who has also prepared the furnace of fire, into He spake the word, and they were made ; He
which these angels commissioned by the Son of commanded, and they were created." "
man shall send those persons who deserve it, ac- 2. Since, therefore, all things were made by
cording to God's command. God, and since the devil has become the cause

3- The Lord, indeed, sowed good seed in His of apostasy to himself and others, justly does
own field ; s and He says, "The field is the the Scripture always term those who remain in
world." But while men slept, the enemy came, a state of apostasy "sons of the devil" and
and "sowed tares in the midst of the wheat, and "angels of the wicked one" (mahgm). For
went his way." 6 Hence we learn that this was [the word'] "son," as one before me has ob-
the apostate angel and the enemy, because he served, has a twofold meaning: one [is a son']
was envious of God's workmanship, and took m in the order of nature, because he was born a
hand to render this [workmanship] an enmity son ; the other, in that he was made so, is reputed
with God. For this cause also God has banished ]a son, although there be a difference between
from His presence him who did of his own ae- ibeing born so and being made so. For the first
cord 'stealthily sow the tares, that is, him who is indeed born from the person referred to;
brought about the transgression;7 but He took but the second is made so by him, whether as
compassion upon man, who, through want of respects his creatmn or by the teaching of his
care no doubt, but still wickedly [on the part doctrine. For when any person has been taught
of another], became involved in disobedience; from the mouth of another, he is termed the
and He turned the enmity by which [the devil] son of him who instructs him, and the latter [is

called] his father. According to nature, then_
, Matt.**v s*. that is, according to creation, so to speak --we
* Matt ..... 34. are all sons of God, because we have all been3 Matt xxv. ,$I.

4 Matt _u_.40-43. created by God. But with respect to obedience
5 Matt XfiL _. [Applicable to the origin of heresies.]6 Matt. XIII. .
7 The old Latin translator varies from thts (the Greek of which

was recovered by Grabe from two ancient Calenaf Patrum), making 8 Following the reading of the LXX., _ti,.r_ ¢rot_ 'r_p_oeL _e_bo.A_v.
the clause run thus, that ts, t_e tranxgresszon _vhtct_ _e had htm- Gem ul. 15.
,elfzntroduced, making the explanatory words to refer to the lares, 19° Matt. xill 38.
and not, as in the Greek, to the *a_er o.f the tare$, tl Ps. CXlLX. 5.
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and doctrine we are not all the sons of God: gressed and sinned in the same manner, so did
those only are so who beheve in Him and do they receive the same reproof as did the Sodom-
His will. And those who do not believe, and ites. But when they should be converted and
do not obey His will, are sons and angels of the come to repentance, and cease from evil, they
devil, because they do the works of the devil, should have power to become the sons of God,
And that such is the case He has declared in and to recexve the inheritance of immortahty
Isaiah : "I have begotten and brought up chil- which is given by Him. For this reason, there-

dren, but they have rebelled against Me." ' And [fore, He has termed those "angels of the devd,"
ldr the wicked one," ,, who giveagain, where He says that these children are and "cht en of

aliens : "Strange children have lied unto Me." 2 heed to the devil, and do his works. But these
According to nature, then, they are [His] chil- are, at the same time, all created by the one and
dren, because they have been so created; but the same God. When, however, they believe
with regard to their works, they are not His and are subject to God, and go on and keep
children. His doctrine, they are the sons of God; but

3. For as, among men, those sons who dis-Iwhen they have apostatized and fallen into
obey their fathers, being disinherited, are still]transgression, they are ascribed to their chief,
their sons in the course of nature, but by law the devil -- to him who first became the cause
are disinherited, for they do not become the of apostasy to hnnself, and afterwards to others.
heirs of their natural parents; so in the same 4- Inasmuch as the words of the Lord are
way is it with God,- those who do not obey numerous, while they all proclaim one and the
Him being disinherited by Him, have ceased to same Father, the Creator of this world, it was
be His sons. Wherefore they cannot receive recumbent also upon me, for their own sake, to
His inheritance: as David says, "Sinners are refute by many [arguments] those who are in-
alienated from the womb; their anger is after volved m many errors, if by any means, when
the l_keness of a serpent." 3 And therefore did they are confuted by many [proofs], they may
the Lord term those whom He knew to be the be converted to the truth and saved. But it is
offspring of men "a generation of vipers ; "4 I necessary to subjoin to this composition, in whatf

because after the manner of these animals they follows, also the doctrine of Paul after the words
go about in subtihy, and injure other_. For He of the Lord, to examine the opinion of this man,
sald, "Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and and expound the apostle, and to explain whatso-
of the Sadducees."s Speaking of Herod, too, !ever [passages] have received other interpreta-
He says, " Go ye and tell that fox, ''6 aiming at tions from the heretmcs, who have altogether
his wicked cunning and deceit. Wherefore the misunderstood what Paul has spoken, and to
prophet David says, " Man, being placed in point out the folly of their mad opinions ; and
honour, is made like unto cattle." 7 And again to demonstrate from that same Paul, from whose
Jeremiah says, "They are become like horses, [writings] they press questions upon us. that
furious about females ; each one neighed after his they are indeed utterers of falsehood, but that
neighbour's wife." 8 And Isaiah, when preach- the apostle was a preacher of the truth, and
mg in Judea, and reasoning with Israel, termed that he taught all things agreeable to the preach-
them "rulers of Sodom" and "people of Go- ing of the truth ; [to the effect that] it was one
morrah ; "9 intimating that they were hke the God the Father who spake with Abraham, who
Sodomites in wickedness, and that the same gave the law, who sent the prophets beforehand,
description of sins was rife among them, calling who in the last times sent His Son, and con-
them by the same name, because of the sima- ferred salvation upon His own handiwork g
larity of their conduct. And inasmuch as they that is, the substance of flesh. Arranging, then,
were not by nature so created by God, but had in another book, the rest of the words of the
power also to act rightly, the same person said Lord, which He taught concerning the Father
to them, giving them good counsel, "Wash ye, not by parables, but by expressions taken in
make you clean ; take away iniquity from your their obvious meaning (sed simpliNter ipsis dic-
souls before mine eyes; cease from your iniqui- _ombus), and the exposition of the Epistles
ties," ,o Thus, no doubt, since they had trans- of the blessed apostle, I shall, with God's aid,

I_ i_ furnish thee with the complete work of the
P_ _,,, 4s. exposure and refutation of knowledge, falsely

3 p_. l_,,,.3.4. so called ; thus practising myself and thee in
4 Matt. xx[fi 33.
$ Matt.... 6 [these] five books for presenting opposition to
6 L_k__ia 3,. all heretics.
7 Ps. xlm 2z.
s er.
9 Isa, v'sI Io.

xo Isa. L'L6. zt Matt. xxv. 4x, xisi. 38.
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BOOK V.

PREFACE. [them false doctrines, and lead them away from
IN the four preceding books, my very dear the truth. It wlll be incumbent upon thee, how-

friend, which I put forth to thee, all the heretics ever, and all who may happen to read this writ-
have been exposed, and their doctnnes brought ing, to peruse with great attention what I have
to light, and these men refuted who have devised already said, that thou mayest obtain a knowl-
irreligious opinions. [I have accomphshed this edge of the subjects against which I am con-
by adducing] something from the doctrine pecul- tending. For it is thus that thou wilt both
Jar to each of these men, which they have left controvert them in a legitimate manner, and
in their writings, as well as by using arguments wilt be prepared to receive the proofs brought
of a more general nature, and applicable to them forward against them, casting away their doe-
all.' Then I have pointed out the truth, and trines as filth by means of the celestial faith;
shown the preaching of the Church, which the but following the only true and stedfast Teacher,
prophets proclaimed (as I have already demon- the Word of God, our Lord Jesus Christ, who
strated), but which Christ brought to perfec- did, through His transcendent love, become what
tion, and the apostles have handed down, from we are, that He might bring us to be even what
whom the Church, receiving [these truths], and He is Himself.
throughout all the world alone preserving them CHAP. I. _ CHRIST ALONE IS ABLE TO TEACH DI-
in their integrity (kene), has transmitted them to
her sons. Then also- having disposed of all VINE THINGS, AND TO REDEEM US: HE, THE
questaons which the heretics propose to us, and SAME, TOOK FLESH OF THE VIRGINMARY, NOT
having explained the doctrine of the apostles, MERELYIN APPEARANCE,BUT ACTUALLY,BYTHE
and clearly set forth many of those things which OPERATIONOF THE HOLY SPIRIT, IN ORDERTORENOVATE US. STRI_RES ON THE CONCEITS OF

were said and done by the Lord in parables- I VALENTINUSAND EBION.
shall endeavour, in this the fifth book of the
entire work which treats of the exposure and i. FOR in no other way could we have learned
refutation of knowledge falsely so called, to the things of God, unless our Master, existing
exhibit proofs from the rest of the Lord's doc- as the Word, had become man. For no other
trine and the apostolical epistles: [thus] corn- being had the power of revealing to us the
plying with thy demand, as thou didst request things of the Father, except His own proper
of me (since indeed I have been assigned a Word. For what other person "knew the mind
place in the ministry of the word) ; and, labour- of the Lord," or who else "has become Hxs
ing by every means in my power to furnish thee counsellor ? "a Again, we could have learned
with large assistance against the contradictions in no other way than by seeing our Teacher, and
of the heretics, as also to reclaim the wanderers hearing His voice with our own ears, that, hay-
and convert them to the Church of God, to con- ing become imitators of His works as well as
firm at the same time the minds of the neophytes, doers of His words, we may have communion
that they may preserve stedfast the l_aith which with Him, receiving increase from the perfect
they have received, guarded by the Church in One, and from Him who is prior to all creation.
its integrity, in order that they be in no way We--who were but lately created by the only
perverted by those who endeavour to teach best and good Being, by Him also who has the

gift of immortality, having been formed after
t Ex ratione umversis ostenmombus procedente. The words are

very obscure. 2 Rom. xi 34.
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His likeness (predestinated, according to the!and [to affirm] that He received nothing from
prescience of the Father, that we, who had as Mary. For He would not have been one truly
yet no existence, might come into being), and possessing flesh and blood, bywhich He redeemed
made the first-fruits of creation' --have received us, unless He had summed up in Himself the an-
in the times known beforehand, [the blessings cient formation of Adam. Vain therefore are the
of salvation] according to the ministration of the disciples of Valentinus who put forth this opinion,
Word, who is perfect in all things, as the mighty in order that they may exclude the flesh from
Word, and very man, who, redeeming us by His salvation, and cast aside what God has fashioned.
own blood in a manner consonant to reason, gave 3. Vain also are the Ebionites, who do not
Himself as a redemption for those who had been receive by faith into their soul the union of God
led into captivity. And since the apostasy tyran- and man, but who remain in the old leaven of
nized over us unjustly, and, though we were by [the natural] birth, and who do not choose to
nature the property of the omnipotent God understand that the Holy Ghost came upon
alienated us contrary to nature, rendering us its Mary, and the power of the Most High did
own disciples, the Word of God, powerful in all overshadow her : 3 wherefore also what was gen-
things, and not defective with regard to His own erated is a holy thing, and the Son of the Most
]ustme, did righteously turn against that apos- High God the Father of all, who effected the in-
tasy, and redeem from it His own property, not carnation of this being, and showed forth a new
by violent means, as the [apostasy] had obtained [kmd of] generation ; that as by the former gen-
domimon over us at the beginning, when it in- eration we inherited death, so by this new gener-
satiably snatched away what was not its own, but ation we might inherit life. Therefore do these
by means of persuasion, as became a God of men reject the commixture of the heavenly wine,*
counsel, who does not use violent means to and wish it to be water of the world only, not
obtain what He desires ; so that neither should receiving God- so as to have union with Him,
justice be infringed upon, nor the ancient handl- but they remain in that Adam who had been
work of God go to destruction. Since the Lord conquered and was expelled from Paradise : not
thus has redeemed us through His own blood, considering that as, at the beginning of our for-
gwmg His soul for our souls, and His flesh for marion in Adam, that breath of life which pro-
our flesh, 2 and has also poured out the Spirit of ceeded from God, having been united to what
the Father for the union and communion of God had been fashioned, animated the man, and
and man, imparting indeed God to men by means manifested him as a being endowed with tea-
of the Spirit, and, on the other hand, attaching son ; so also, in [the times of] the end, the
man to God by His own incarnation, and bestow- Word of the Father and the Sprat of God, hav-
ing upon us at His coming immortality durably ing become united with the ancient substance of
and truly, by means of communion with God, -- Adam's formation, rendered man living and per-
all the doctrines of the heretics fall to ruin. fect, receptive of the perfect Father, in order

2. Vain indeed are those who allege that He that as in the natural [Adam] we all were dead,
appeared in mere seeming. For these things so in the spiritual we may all be made alive.S
were not done in appearance only, but in ac-For never at any time did Adam escape the
tual reality. But if He did appear as a man, ]mm'ts 6 of God, to whom the Father speaking,
when He was not a man, neither could the Holy said, "Let Us make man in Our image, after
Spirit have rested upon Him,--an occurrence Our likeness." And for this reason in the last
which did actually take place -- as the Spirit is times (fine), not by the will of the flesh, nor by
invisible ; nor, [in that case], was there any de- the will of man, but by the good pleasure of the
gree of truth in Him, for He was not that which Father,7 His hands formed a living man, in order
He seemed to be. But I have already remarked that Adam might be created [again] after the
that Abraham and the other prophets beheld image and likeness of God.
Him after a prophetical manner, foretelling in
vision what should come to pass. If, then, such CHAP. n.--WHE_¢ CHRIST wsrrED t_S IN mS
a being has now appeared in outward semblance aPACE, HE DID NOT COMETO WHATDID NOT

• ---- BELONG TO HIM : ALSO, BY SHEDDING HIS TRUE
different from what he was in reality, there has
been a certain prophetical vision made to men ; BLOOD FOR US, AI_D EXmmTING TO US HiS
and another advent of His must be looked for- TRUE FLESH IN THE EUCHARIST,HE CONFERRED
ward to, in which He shall be such as He has UPON OUR FLESHTHE CAPACITY"OF SALVATION.
now been seen in a prophetic manner. And I i. And vain likewise are those who say that
have proved already, that it is the same thing to 3 Luke i 35'
say that He appeared merely to outward seeming, , In allusmnto themixtu_of waterin theeucharlr_iccup,

practtsed m these prlmtUve times. "].'he E.btomtes and othedi tttmdto
consecrate the element of water alone.

1 .-_ Imuum facturm. ' whmh Grabe thinks should be thus trans- s x Cor. xv _2
a_u _._ reference to Jas. i. t8 _ Viz., the Son and the Sire'it." L rapar¢ Cl¢ment, cap. 49, p.t8, tta_ volume.] z John L '3.
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God came tothosethingswhich did not belong Christismade,Sfromwhich thingsthesubstance
toHim, asifcovetousofanother'sproperty;in ofour fleshisincreasedand supported,how can
orderthatHe mightdeliverup thatman who had theyaffirmthatthefleshisincapableofreceiving
been createdby another,to thatGod who had the giftof God, whmh is lifeeternal,which
neithermade nor formed anything,but who also ['flesh]isnourishedfrom thebody and bloodof
was deprivedfrom the beginning of His own theLord,and isa member of Him ?--aeven as
properformationof men. The advent,there-theblessedPaul declaresin hisEpistleto the
fore,of Him whom thesemen representascorn- Ephesians,that"we aremembers of His body,
ing to the thingsof others,was not righteous; ofHis flesh,and of His bones."o He doesnot
nor did He trulyredeem us by His own blood,ifspeakthesewords ofsome spiritualand invisible
He did not reallybecome man, restoringtoHis man, fora spirithas not bones nor flesh;7 but
own handiwork what was said [of it] in the be- [he refers to] that dispensation [by which the
ginning, that man was made after the image and Lord became] an actual man, consisting of flesh,
likeness of God ; not snatching away by strata- and nerves, and bones,-- that [flesh] which is
gem the property of another, but taking pos- nourished by the cup which is His blood, and
session of Hm own in a righteous and gracious receives increase from the bread which is His
manner. As far as concerned the apostasy, in- body. And just as a cutting from the vine
deed, He redeems us righteously from it by His planted in the ground fructifies in its season, or
own blood ; but as regards us who have been as a corn of wheat falling into the earth and be-
redeemed, [He does this] graciously. For we coming decomposed, rises with manifold increase
have given nothing to Him previously, nor does by the Spirit of God, who contains all things,
He desire anything from us, as if He stood in and then, through the wisdom of God, serves
need of it; but we do stand in need of fellow- for the use of men, and having received the
ship with Him. And for this reason it was Word of God, becomes the Eucharist. which is
that He graciously poured Himself out, that the body and blood of Christ ; so also our bodies,
He might gather us into the bosom of the being nourished by it, and deposited in the
Father. earth, and suffering decomposition there, shall

2. But vain in every respect are they who de- rise at their appointed time, the Word of God
spise the entire dispensation of God, and disallow granting them resurrection to the glory of God,
the salvation of the flesh, and treat with con- even the Father, who freely gives to this mortal
tempt its regeneration, maintaining that it is not immortality, and to this corruptible incorrup-
capable of incorruption. But if this indeed do tion, S because the strength of God is made per-
not attain salvation, then neither did the Lord fect in weakness,9 in order that we may never
redeem us with His blood, nor is the cup of the become puffed up, as if we had hfe from our-
Eucharist the communion of His blood, nor the selves, and exalted against God, our minds be-
bread which we break the communion of His coming ungrateful; but learning by experience
body.' For blood can only come from veins that we possess eternal duration from the excel-
and flesh, and whatsoever else makes up the sub- ling power of this Being, not from our own nature,
stance of man, such as the Word of God was we may neither undervalue that glory which sur-
actually made. By His own blood he redeemed rounds God as He is, nor be ignorant of our own
us, as also His apostle declares, "In whom we nature, but that we may know what GOd can
have redemption through His blood, even the effect, and what benefits man recewes, and thus
remission of sins." * And as we are His mere- never wander from the true comprehension of
bets, we are also nourished by means of the things as they are, that is, both with regard to
creation (and He Himself grants the creation to God and with regard to man. And might it not
us, for He causes His sun to rise, and sends rain be the case, perhaps, as I have already observed,
when He wills3). He has acknowledged the that for this purpose God permitted our resolu-
cup (which is a part of the creation) as His own tion into the common dust of mortality. '° that
blood, from which He bedews our blood ; and we, being instructed by every mode, may be ac-
the bread (also a part of the creation) He has curate in all things for the future, being ignorant
established as His own body, from which He neither of God nor of ourselves ?
gives increase to our bodies.*

3. When, therefore, the mingled cup and the
manufactured bread receives the Word of GOd, s The Greek text, of which a considerable portion remains here,would give, "and the Eucharist becomes the body of Christ."
and the Eucharist of the blood and the body of 6Eph.v.3o

7 Luke xxiv. 39.
s x Cor. xv. 53.

: x Cor. x. x6. 9 2 Cor. xil 3.
2 Col i. t4. ThLs ts Harvey's free rendering of the passage, which is in the

Greek (as preserved in the Catena of John of Damascus) : g_tt &as Matt. v. 45.
4 [Again be carefully asserts that tbe bread is the /3ody and the roFro _,_o-Xe_ob Oeb, vilv d* _rilv "t_" /ltt&v .h,dA,m*v. In the

_ne (cup) m the Mood. Tbe elements are sanctdied, not changed Latin: Propter hoc passua eat I)eus fwn m nobts _iol_ See
matenany.] Book tit. cap. xx. ,_.
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CHAP. III. -- THE POWER AND GLORY OF GOD SHINE power of Him who raises it up from the dead.
FORTHm T_E WEAKNESSOF HOMANFLESH,AS For if He does not vivify what is mortal, and
HE WILL RENDER OUR BODY A PARTICIPATOR OF does not bring back the corruptible to incorrup-
THE RESURRECTIONAND OF IMMORTALITY,AL- tion, He is not a God of power. But that He
THOUGH HE HAS FORMED IT FROM THE DUST is powerful in all these respects, we ought to
OF THE EARTH ; HE WILL ALSO BESTOW UPON perceive from our origin, inasmuch as God_
1T THE ENJOYMENTOF IMMORTALITY,JUST AS taking dust from the earth, formed man. And
HE GRANTS IT THIS SHORT LIFE IN COMMONsurely it is much more difficult and incredible,
WITH THE SOUL. _from non-existent bones, and nerves, and veins,
i. The Apostle Paul has, moreover, in the and the rest of man's organization, to bring it

most lucid manner, pointed out that man has about that all this should be, and to make man
been delivered over to his own infirmity, lest, an animated and rational creature, than to re-
being uplifted, he might fall away from the truth, integrate again that which had been created and
Thus he says in the second [Epistle] to the then afterwards decomposed into earth (for the
Corinthians: "And lest I should be lifted up by reasons already mentioned), having thus passed
the sublimity of the revelations, there was given into those [elements] from which man, who had
unto me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of no previous existence, was formed. For He who
Satan to buffet me. And upon this I besought in the beginning caused him to have being who
the Lord three times, that it might depart from as yet was not, just when He pleased, shall much
me. But he said unto me, My grace is sufficient more reinstate again those who had a former
for thee ; for strength is made perfect in weak- existence, when it is His will [that they should
ness. Gladly therefore shall I rather glory in inherit] the life granted by Him. And that flesh
infirmities, that the power of Christ may dwell shall also be found fit for and capable of receiv-
in me."' What, therefore ? (as some may ex- ing the power of God, which at the beginning
claim :) did the Lord wish, in that case, that received the skilful touches of God ; so that one
His apostles should thus undergo buffeting, and part became the eye for seeing; another, the
that he should endure such infirmity ? Even so ear for hearing ; another, the hand for feeling
it was ; the word says it. For strength is made and working ; another, the sinews stretched out
perfect in weakness, rendering him a better man everywhere, and holding, the limbs together ;
who by means of his infirmity becomes ac- another, arteries and veins, passages for the
quainted with the power of God. For how blood and the air;3 another, the various inter-
could a man have learned that he is himself an nal organs ; another, the blood, which is the

infirm being, and mortal by nature, but that God bond of union between soul and body. But
is immortal and powerful, unless he had learned why go [on in this strain] ? Numbers would
by experience what is in both ? For there is fail to express the multiplicity of parts in the
nothing evil in learning one's infirmities by en- human frame, which was made in no other way
durance ; yea, rather, it has even the beneficial than by the great wisdom of God. But those
effect of preventing him from forming an undue things which partake of the skill and wisdom of
opinion of his own nature (nan a/_errare tn God, do also partake of His power.
natura sua). But the being hfted up against 3. The flesh, therefore, is not destitute [of
God, and taking His glory to one's self, render- participation] in the constructive wisdom and
ing man ungrateful, has brought much evil upon power of God. But if the power of Him who
him. [And thus, I say, man must learn both is the bestower of life is made perfect in weak-
things by experience], that he may not be des- ness--that is, m the flesh- let them inform
titute of truth and love either towards himself us, when they maintain the incapacity of flesh

or his Creator.* But the experience of both to receive the life granted by God, whether they
confers upon him the true knowledge as to God d° say these things as being living men at pies-
and man, and increases his love towards God. ent, and partakers of life, or acknowledge that,
Now, where there exists an increase of love, having no part in life whatever, they are at the
there a greater glory is wrought out by the power present moment dead men. And if they really
of God for those who love Him. are dead men, how is it that they move about,

and speak, and perform those other functions2. Those men, therefore, set aside the power
of God, and do not consider what the word which are not the actions of the dead, but of
declares, when they dwell upon the infirmity of the living ? But if they are now alive, and if
the flesh, but do not take into consideration the their whole body partakes of life, how can they

venture the assertion that the flesh is not quali-

_x2'_7A',_ ,h l_ _ ,,¢M_'" " " . 3 The ancients erroneously supposed that the arteries were aa'r-

__v_?9ogwtenp_dd_n_km_ein_._tnuar2it_tm_a_eC_:! z,essel*, from the fact that these organs, after demt_, mplmar qulmempty, from all the blood stagnating m the veins when death stq_,ao
_ -- "-------tchseem to us'to be inadmissible, ' venes.
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fled to be a partaker of life, when they do con- nature, to which things life is always present
fens that they have life at the present moment? by their very nature; but he does not benevo-
It is just as If anybody were to take up a sponge lently quicken those things which required his
full of water, or a torch, on fire, and to declare assistance, that they might live, but leaves them
that the sponge could not possibly partake of carelessly to fall under the power of death.
the water, or the torch of the fire. In this very Whether is it the case, then, that their Father
manner do those men, by alleging that they are does not bestow life upon them when he has the
alive and bear life about in their members, con- power of so doing, or is it that he does not
tradict themselves afterwards, when they repre- possess the power? If, on the one hand, it is
sent these members as not being capable of because he cannot, he is, upon that supposition,
[receiving] life. But if the present temporal not a powerful being, nor is he more perfect
life, which is of such an inferior nature to eternal than the Creator ; for the Creator grants, as we
life, can nevertheless effect so much as to quicken must perceive, what 2r/e is unable to afford. But
our mortal members, why should not eternal life, if, on the other hand, [it be that he does not
being much more powerful than this, vivify the grant this] when he has the power of so doing,
flesh, which has already held converse with, and then he is proved to be not a good, but an
been accustomed to sustain, hfe ? For that the envious and mahgnant Father.
flesh can really partake of life, is shown from 2. If, again, they refer to any cause on account
the fact of its being alive ; for it lives on, as of which their Father does not impart life to
long as it is God's purpose that it should do so. bodies, then that cause must necessarily appear
It is manifest, too, that God has the power to supemor to the Father, since it restrains Him
confer life upon it, inasmuch as He grants life from the exercise of His benevolence; and His
to us who are m existence. And. therefore, since benevolence w,ll thus be proved weak, on account
the Lord has power to infuse life into what He of that cause which they bring forward. Now
has fashioned, and since the flesh is capable of every one must perceive that bodies are capable
being quickened, what remains to prevent its of receiving life. For they live to the extent
participating in incorruption, which is a blissful that God pleases that they should live ; and that
and never-ending hfe granted by God ? being so, the [heretics] cannot maintain that

[these bodies] are utterly incapable of receiwng
CHAP. IV'.- THOSE PERSON'S ARE DECEIVED WHO life. If, therefore, on account of necessity andFEIGN ANOTHER GOD THE FATHER BESIDES THE

any othercause,those[bodles]which arecapa-
CREATOR OF THE WORLD ; FOR HE MUST HAVE ble of participating in life are not vivified, their
]]FEN FEEBLE AND USELESS, OR ELSE MALIG- Father shall be the slave of necesmty and that
NANT AND FULL OF ENVY, IF HE BE EITHER cause, and not therefore a free agent, having His
UNABLE OR UNWILLING TO EXTEND EXTERNAL will under His own control.
LIFE TO OUR BODIES.

x. Those persons who feign the existence of CHAP. V.--THE PROLONGEDLIFE OF THE AN-
another Father beyond the Creator, and who CIENTS, THE TRANSLATIONOF ELIJAH AND OF
term him the good God, do deceive themselves ; ENOCHIN THEIR OWN BODIES,AS WELLAS THE
for they introduce him as a feeble, worthless, PRmERVATION OF JONAH, OF SHADRACH,ME-
and negligent being, not to say malign and full SHACH, AND ABEDNEGO,IN THE MIDST OF EX-
of envy, inasmuch as they affirm that our bodies TREMEPERIL, ARECLEARDEMONSTRATIONSTHAT
are not quickened by him. For when they say GOD CAN RAISEUP OUR BODIES TO LIFE ETER-
of things which it is manifest to all do remain NAL.
immortal, such as the spirit and the soul, and i. [In order to learn] that bodies did continue
such other things, that they are quickened by in existence for a lengthened period, as long as
the Father, but that another thing [viz. the it was God's good pleasure that they should
body] which is quickened in no different man- flourish, let [these heretics] read the Scnptures,
ner than by God granting [life] to it, is aban- and they will find that our predecessors advanced
doned by life, -- [they must either confess] that l beyond seven hundred, eight hundred, and nine
this proves their Father to be weak and power- hundred years of age ; and that their bodies kept
less, or else envious and malignant. For since pace with the protracted length of their days,
the Creator does even here quicken our mortal and participated in life as long as God willed
bodies, and promises them resurrection by the that they should live. But why do I refer to
prophets, as I have pointed out; who [in that these men ? For Enoch, when he pleased God,
case] is shown to be more powerful, stronger, or was translated in the same body in which he did
truly good ? Whether is it the Creator who please Him, thus pointing out by anticipation the
vivifies the whole man, or is it their Father, translation of the just. Elijah, too, was caught
falsely so called? He feigns to be the quick- up [when he was yet] in the substance of the
ener of those things which are immortal by [natural] form ; thus exhibiting in prophecy the
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assumption of those who are spiritual, and that "The things which are impossible with men, are
nothing stood in the way of their body being possible with God." s As, therefore, it might
translated and caught up. For by means of seem to the men of the present day, who are
the very same hands through which they were ignorant of God's appointment, to be a thing
moulded at the begmning, did they receive this l incredible and impossible that any man could
translatmn and assumption. For in Adam the live for such a number of years, yet those who
hands of God had become accustomed to set in were before us did hve [to such an age], and
order, to rule, _.mdto sustain His own workman- those who were translated do live as an earnest
ship, and to bring it and place it where they of the future length of days; and [as it might
pleased. Where, then, was the first man placed ? also appear impossible'] that from the whale's
In paradise certainly, as the Scripture declares : belly and from the fiery furnace men issued forth
"And God planted a garden [paradtsum] east- unhurt, yet they nevertheless did so, led forth as
ward in Eden, and there He placed the man it were by the hand of God, for the purpose of
whom He had formed. ''x And then afterwards, declaring His power: so also now, although
when [man] proved disobedient, he was cast out some, not knowing the power and promise of
thence into this world. Wherefore alsb the elders God, may oppose their own salvation, deeming
who were disciples of the apostles tell us that it impossible for God, who raises up the dead,
those who were translated were transferred to to have power to confer upon them eternal dura-
that place (for paradise has been prepared for tion, yet the scepticism of men of this stamp
righteous men, such as have the Spirit ; in which shall not render the faithfulness of God of none
place also Paul the apostle, when he was caught effect.
up, heard words which are unspeakable as re-
gards us m our present condition2), and that CHAP. VI.--GOD WILL B_OW SALVATIONUPON
there shall they who have been translated remain THE WHOLE NATURE OF MAN, CONSISTINGOF
until the consummation [of all things], as a prel- BODY AND SOUL IN CLOSE UNION, SINCE THE
ude to nnmortality, WORD TOOK IT UPON HIM, AND ADORNED IT

2. If, however, any one imagine it impossible WITHTHE GIFTSOF THE HOLYSPIRIT,OF WHOM
that men should survive for such a length of OUR BODIESARE, AND ARE TERMED_ THE TEbl-
time, and that Elias was not caught up in the PLES.
flesh, but that his flesh was consumed in the fiery i. Now God shall be glorified in. His handi-
chariot, let him consider that Jonah, when he work, fitting it so as to be conformable to, and
had been cast into the deep, and swallowed modelled after, His own Son. For by the hands
down into the whale's belly, was by the command of the Father, that is, by the Son and the Holy
of God again thrown out safe upon the land.3 ISpint, man, and not [merely] a part of man,
And then, again, when Ananias, Azarias, and was made in the hkeness of God. Now the soul
Mlsa_l were cast into the furnace of fire seven- and the sprat are certainly a part of the 'man,
fold heated, they sustained no harm whatever, but certainly not the man; for the perfect man
neither was the smell of fire perceived upon consists in the commingling and the union of
them. As, therefore, the hand of God was the soul receiving the spirit of the Father, and
present with them, working out marvellous things the admixture of that fleshly nature which was
m their case- [thmgs] impossible Eto be ac- moulded after the image of God. For this rea-
complished] by man's nature --what wonder was son does the apostle declare, "We speak wisdom
it, if also in the case of those who were translated among them that are perfect," 6 terming those
it performed something wonderful, working in persons "perfect" who have received the Spirit
obedience to the will of God, even the Father ? of God, and who through the Spirit of God do
Now this is the Son of God, as the Scripture speak m all languages, as he used Himself also
represents Nebuchadnezzar the king as having to speak. In hke manner we do also hear z
said, "Did not we cast three men bound into many brethren in the Church, who possess pro-
the furnace ? and, 1o, I do see four walking in phetic gifts, and who through the Spirit speak
the midst of the fire, and the fourth is hke the all kinds of languages, and bring to light for the
Son of GOd." 4 Nexther the nature of any cre- general benefit the hadden things of men, and
ated thing, therefore, nor the weakness of the declare the mysteries of God, whom also the
flesh, can prevail against the will of God. For apostle terms "spirxtual," they being spiritual
God is not subject to created things, but created because they partake of the Spirit, and not be-
things to God ; and all things yield obedience cause their flesh has been stripped off and taken
to His will. Wherefore also the Lord declares, away, and because they have become purely

..... [spiritual. For if any one take away the sub-

t Gen ii 8. t s Luke xwti _7-
_ Cot. xn, 4- 6 r Cot n 6. ,,

3 Jon. :i tz t z TI_ old Laun has "audtvtmtm, have ittard.
4 Dan. lh tg-_ 5.
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stance of flesh, that is, of the handiwork [of which [temple] ye are."* Here he manifestly
God], and understand that which is purely spir- declares the body to be the temple in which the
itual, such then would not be a spiritual man, Sprat dwells. As also the Lord speaks m refer-
but would be the spirit of a man, or the Spirit ence to Himself, "Destroy this temple, and in
of God. But when the spirit here blended with three days I will raise it up. He spake this,
the soul is united to [God's] handiwork, the however," it is said, "of the temple of His
man is rendered spiritual and perfect because of body." 3 And not only does he (the apostle)
the outpouring of the Spirit, and this is he who acknowledge our bodies to be a temple, but even
was made in the image and hkeness of God. the temple of Christ, saying thus to the Corinth-
But if the Spirit be wanting to the soul, he who ians, "Know ye not that your bodies are mere-
is such is indeed of an animal nature, and being bers of Christ? Shall I then take the members
left carnal, shall be an imperfect being, possess- of Christ, and make them the members of an
ing indeed the image [of God] in his formation harlot ? "4 He speaks these things, not in ref-
(in plasmate), but not receiv, ng the similitude erence to some other spiritual man ; for a being
through the Spirit ; and thus is this being imper- of such a nature could have nothing to do with
fect. Thus also, if any one take away the image an harlot : but he declares "our body," that
and set aside the handiwork, he cannot then is, the flesh which continues in sanctity and
understand this as being a man, but as either purity, to be " the members of Christ," but
some part of a man, as I have already said, or that when it becomes one with an harlot, _t be-
as something else than a man. For that flesh comes the members of an harlot. And for this
which has been moulded is not a perfect man in reason he said, " If any man defile the temple
itself, but the body of a man, and part of a man. of God, him will God destroy." How then _s
Neither is the soul itself, considered apart by it not the utmost blasphemy to allege, that the
itself, the man ; but st is the soul of a man, and temple of God, in which the Spirit of the Father
part of a man. Neither is the spirit a man, tbr dwells, and the members of Christ, do not par-
it is called the spirit, and not a man ; but the take of salvation, but are reduced to perditxon ?
commingling and union of all these constitutes Also, that our bodies are raised not from their
the perfect man. And for this cause does the own substance, but by the power of God, he
apostle, explaining himself, make it clear that says to the Corinthians, " Now the body is not
the saved man is a complete man as well as a for fornication, but for the Lord, and the Lord
spiritual man ; saying thus in the first Epistle for the body. But God hath both raised up the
to the Thessalonians, "Now the God of peace Lord, and shall raise us up by H_s own power." 5
sanctify you perfect (_erfectas) ; and may your
spirit, and soul, and body be preserved whole CHAP. VaL--INASMUCH aS CHRTST DID RISE IN
without complaint to the coming of the Lord OUR FLESH, IT FOL_WS THAT WE SHALL BE

_, x - AI_SO RAISED IN THE SAME _ SINCE THE RESUR-Jesus Christ. Now what was his object m l
_ra-in- that these three that is soul ; hod" _ REC_I'IONPROMISEDTO US SHOULDNOT BE RE-P Y _ -- , , y,

and spirit might be _reserved to the comin_ ] FERRED TO SPIRITS NATURALLYIMMORTAL,BUT
TO BODIES IN THEMSELVES MORTAL

of the Lord, unless he was aware of the[future] " •
reintegration and union of the three, and [that _. In the same manner, therefore, as Christ
they should be heirs of] one and the same sal- did rise in the substance of flesh, and pointed
vation? For this cause also he declares that iout to His disdiples the mark of the nails and
those are "the perfect" who present unto the the opening in His side 6 (now these are the
Lord the three [component parts] without of- tokens of that flesh which rose from the dead),
fence. Those, then, are the perfect who have so "shall He also," it is said, "raise us up by
had the Spirit of God remaining in them, and His own power." 7 And again to the Romans
have preserved their souls and bodies blameless, he says, "But if the Spirit of Hnn that raised
holding fast the faith of God, that is, that faith up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, He that
which is [directed] towards God, and maintain- raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken
ing righteous dealings with respect to their your mortal bodies." s What, then, are mortal
neighbours, bodies ? Can they be souls ? Nay, for souls are

2. Whence also he says, that this handiwork incorporeal when put in comparison with mor-
is "the temple of God," thus declaring : "Know tal bodies ; for God "breathed into the face of
ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that man the breath of life, and man became a liwng
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any man, soul." Now the breath of llfe is an incorporeal
therefore, will defile the temple of God, him will * i Cot ill. x6.
God destroy: for the temple of GOd is holy, 3 Johni,. _9_,-

• 4 x Cor. lU x7.
s xC.or vi. x3, x4.

t x Thess v. _3- [I have before referred the student to the 6 John xx 20, 25, 27.
"Bibhcal Psychology" of Prof. Dehtzsch (translauon), T. & T. 7 t Cor vt x4
Clark, Edinburgh, x868 ] s Rom vth _x.
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thing.
And certainlYltheycann°t)reathof ife is mot maintain that sessa perpetual life. "For now," he says, "

we

the very b ,, "e " rtal. Therefore rknow in part, and we prophesy in part, but then
David says, My soul also shall live to Him,"' Iface to face. ' 7 And this it is which has been
just as if its substance were immortal. Neither, Isaid also by Peter : "Whom having not seen, ye
on the other hand, can they say that the spirit is i love ; in whom now also, not seeing, ye believe ;
the mortal body. What therefore is there left to iand believing, ye shall rejoice with joy unspeak-
which we may apply the term "mortal body." !ble." s For our face shall see the face of the
unless it be the thing that was moulded, that is, Lord,9 and shall rejoice with joy unspeakable,
the flesh, of which it is also said that God will --that is to say, when it shall behold its own
vivify it? For this it is which dies and is de- Dehght.
composed, but not the soul or the spirit. For to
die is to lose vital power, and to become hence- CHAP. VIII. _ THE Girls OF THE HOLY SPIRlT
forth breathless, inanimate, and devoid of motion, WHICH WE RECEIVE PREPARE US FOR INCOR o

and to melt away into those [component parts'] RUPTION,RENDER US SPIRITUAL,AND SEPARATE
from which also it derived the commencement us FROM CARNAL MEN. THESE TWO CLASSES

of [lts] substance. But this event happens ARE SIGNIFIED BY THE CLEAN AND UNCLEAN
neither to the soul, for it is the breath of life ; ANIMALSIN THE LEGALDISPENSATION.
nor to the spirit, for the spirit is simple and not i. But we do now receive a certain portion of
composite, so that it cannot be decomposed. His Spirit, tending towards perfection, and pre-
and is itself the life of those who receive it. We paring us for incorruption, being little by little
must therefore conclude that it is in reference to accustomed to receive and bear God ; which also
the flesh that death is mentioned ; which [flesh], the apostle terms "an earnest," that is, a part of
after the soul's departure, becomes breathless the honour which has been promised us by God,
and inanimate, and is decomposed gradually into where he says in the Epistle to the Epheslans,
the earth from which it was taken. This, then, "In which ye also, having heard the word of
ISwhat is mortal. And it is this of which he also truth, the Gospel of your salvation, believing in
says, " He shall also quicken your mortal bodies." which ye have been sealed with the Holy Spirit
And therefore in reference to it he says, m the of promise, which is the earnest of our inherit-
first [Epistle] to the Corinthians: "So also is ance."_° This earnest, therefore, thus dwelling
the resurrection of the dead : it is sown in cot- in us, renders us spiritual even now, and the

ruptlon, it rises in incorruptlon." * For he de- mortal is swallowed up by immortality?' "For
clares, "That which thou sowest cannot be ye," he declares, "are not m the flesh, but in
quickened, unless first it die." 3 the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in

2. But what is that which, like a grain of you." '_ This, however, does not take place by a
wheat, is sown in the earth and decays, unless it casting away of the flesh, but by the impartation
be the bodies which are laid in the earth, mto of the Sprat. For those towhom he was writing

whmh seeds are also cast? And for this reason were not without flesh, but they were those who
he said, " It is sown m dishonour, it rises in had received .the Spirit of God, by. whmh we
_lorv "4 For what IS more i_,noble than dead cry, Abba, Father. 3 If theretore, at the present
_'fle_'l:,_ _._.... u, _._'_ o_ru_ ,_-_n_d,what is more ]tune, havlng_ the, ,,earnest'.• ,we do cry,.. "Abba,.
0_....... ._._ .u ...... uo_ :_ ........ ._ _.. / Father," what snail it oe when, on rising again,
_l'_l|l,Jl_l_ LIII_.iJ. I.llg _LIIIC VVIIgll IL ¢1,11_L,71 gllkt _O*1"

t ? , Iwe behold Him face to face, when all theakes of incorruptlon. ' It is sown in weakness, _
it is raised in power : "s In its own weakness members shall burst out into a continuous hymn
certainly, because since it is earth it goes to earth, of triumph, glorifying Him who raised them from
but Ill is quickened] by the power of God, who the dead, and gave the gift of eternal life ? For
raises it from the dead. "It is sown an animal if the earnest, gathering man into itself, does
body, it rises a spiritual body." 6 He has taught, even now cause him to cry, "Abba, Father,"
beyond all doubt, that such language was not what shall the complete grace of the Spirit effect,
used by him, either with reference to the soul or which shall be given to men by God? It will
to the spirit, but to bodies that have become render us like unto Him, and accomplish the
corpses. For these are annnal bodies, that is, will ,4 of the Father ; for it shall make man after
[bodies] which partake of life, which when they the image and likeness of God.
have lost, they succumb to death; then, rising
through the Spirit's instrumentality, they become _ _Cotx,i 9, ,,.xPct t. 8

spiritual bodies, so that by the Spirit they pos- o Grabe, Massuet. and Stieren prefer to read, "the face of the
hwng God. " while Harvey adopts the above, reathng merely "Do-
roam," and not "Del vtvl "

x Ps. xxii 3t, LXX. ,o Eph. i. x3, etc.
2 z COr. xv. 42, It 2 Cor v 4.

12 Rom. vni 9'
a xCor xv. 36. x3 Rom viii z5
4 x Cor. xv. 43- t* This ts adopting Harvey's emendation of **voluntattm" fors x Cor xv 43.
e x Cor. xv. 44- "voluatatc."
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2. Those persons, then, who possess the ear- easily slip ; but those which have it divided are
nest of the Spirit, and who are not enslaved by more sure-footed, their cleft hoofs succeeding
the lusts of the flesh, but are subject to the Spirit, each other as they advance, and the one hoof
and who in all things walk according to the hght supporting the other. In like manner, too, those
of reason, does the apostle properly term "spirit- are unclean which have the double hoof but do
ual," because the Spn-it of God dwells in them. not ruminate : this is plainly an indication of all
Now, spiritual men shall not be incorporeal heretics, and of those who do not meditate on
spirits ; but our substance, that is, the union of the words of God, neither are adorned with works
flesh and spirit, receiving the Spirit of God, of righteousness ; to whom also the Lord says,
makes up the spiritual man. But those who do" Why call ye Me Lord, Lord, and do not the
indeed reject the Spirit's counsel, and are the things which I say to you?" s For men of this
slaves of fleshly lusts, and lead lives contrary to stamp do indeed say that they believe in the
reason, and who, without restraint, plunge head- Father and the Son, but they never meditate as
long into their own desires, having no longing they should upon the things of God, neither are
after the Divine Spirit, do hve after the manner they adorned with works of righteousness ; but,
of swine and of dogs ; these men, [I say], does as I have already observed, they have adopted
the apostle very properly term "carnal," because i the lives of swine and of dogs, g_ving themselves
they have no thought of anything else except over to filthiness, to gluttony, and recklessness
carnal things, of all sorts. Justly, therefore, d_d the apostle

3. For the same reason, too, do the prophets call all such "carnal" and "animal, ''6- [-all
compare them to irrational animals, on account those, namely], who through their own unbelief
of the lrrationahty of their conduct, saying, "They and luxury do not receive the Divine Spirit, and
have become as horses ragtag for the females ; in their various phases cast out from themselves
each one of them neighing after his neighbour's the hfe-giving Word, and walk stupidly after their
wife." ' And again, "Man, when he was an hon- own lusts : the prophets, too, spake of them as
our, was made like unto cattle." 2 This denotes beasts of burden and wild beasts ; custom like-
that, for has own fault, he is likened to cattle, by wise has viewed them m the light of cattle and
rivalling their irrational life. And we also, as the irrational creatures ; and the law has pronounced
custom is, do designate men of this stamp as them unclean.
cattle and irrational beasts.

4- Now the law has figuratively predicted all
CHAP. IX. -- SHOWING HOW THAT PASSAGE OF

these, delineating man by the [-various]animals :3
THE APOSTLE WHICH THE HERETICS PERVERT,

whatsoever of these, says [-the Scripture], have a SHOULD_E UNDERSTCOr);VlZ., " FLESH AND
double hoof and ruminate, it proclaims as clean ; BLOODSHALLNOT POSSESSTHE KINGDOMOF
but whatsoever of them do not possess one or COD."
other of these [properties'l, it sets aside by
themselves as unclean. Who then are the clean? i. Among the other [truths] proclaimed by
Those who make their way by faith steadily the apostle, there is also this one, "That flesh
towards the Father and the Son ; for this is de- and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God." 7
noted by the steadiness of those which divide This ]s [-the passage] which is adduced by all
the hoof; and they meditate day and night upon the heretics in support of their folly, with an
the words of God,4 that they may be adorned attempt to annoy us, and to point out that the
with good works : for this is the meaning of the handiwork of God is not saved. They do not
ruminants. The unclean, however, are those take this fact into consideration, that there are
which do neither divide the hoof nor ruminate ; three things out of which, as I have shown, the
that is, those persons who have neither faith in complete man is composed--flesh, soul, and
God, nor do meditate on His words : and such spirit. One of these does indeed preserve and
is the abomination of the Gentiles. But as to fashion [the man] --this is the spirit; while as
those animals which do indeed chew the cud, to another it is united and formed _ that is the
but have not the double hoof, and are themselves flesh ; then [comes] that which is between these
unclean, we have in them a figurative description two_ that is the soul, which sometimes indeed,
of the Jews, who certainly have the words of God when it follows the spirit, is raised up by it, but
in their mouth, but who do not fix their rooted sometimes it sympathizes with the flesh, and falls
stedfastness in the Father and in the Son ; where- into carnal lusts. Those then, as many as they
fore they are an unstable generation. For those be, who have not that which saves and forms
animals which have the hoof all in one piece [us] into life [eternal], shall be, and shall be

called, [mere] flesh and blood ; for these are they
! Jer. v. 3.
2 Ps. xhx. _,o. s Luke vi 46.

3 Lev xt 2; Deut. xtv. 3, etc. 6 x Cor it. x4, fit. x, etc.
4 P_,. t. =. 7 x Cor. xv. 5o.
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who have not the Spirit of God in themselves former times in the oldness of the flesh, not
Wherefore men of this stamp are spoken of by obeying God ; so now let us, receiving the Spirit,
the Lord as "dead ;" for, says He, "Let the walk in newness of life, obeying God. Inas-
dead bury their dead," ' because they have not much, therefore, as without the Spirit of God we
the Spirit which quickens man. cannot be saved, the apostle exhorts us through

2. On the other hand, as many as fear God faith and chaste conversation to preserve the
and trust in His Son's advent, and who through Spirit of God, lest, having become non-partici-
faith do establish the Spirit of God in their pators of the Divine Spirit, we lose the kingdom
hearts,- such men as these shall be properly of heaven; and he exclaims, that flesh in itself,
called both "pure," and " spiritual," and " those and blood, cannot possess the kingdom of
living to God," because they possess the Spirit God.

of the Father, who purifies man, and raises him 4. If, however, we must speak strictly, [we
up to the life of God. For as the Lord has test1- would say that] the flesh does not inherit, but is
fled that "the flesh is weak," so [does He als, Inherited, as also the Lord declares, "Blessed
say] that "the spirit is willing." 2 For this latter are the meek, for they shall possess the earth by
is capable of working out its own suggesuons, inheritance,"s as if an the [future] kingdom,
If, therefore, any one admix the ready inchna- the earth, from whence exists the substance of
tlon of the Sprat to be, as it were, a sumulus to our flesh, is to be possessed by inheritance.
the infirmity of the flesh, it inevitably follows This is the reason for His wishing the temple
that what is strong will prevail over the weak, so (i.e., the flesh) to be clean, that the Spirit of
that the weakness of the flesh will be absorbed God may take delight therein, as a bridegroom
by the strength of the Spirit ; and that the man with a bride. As, therefore, the bride cannot
in whom this takes place cannot m that case [be said] to wed, but to be wedded, when the
be carnal, but spiritual, because of the fellow- bridegroom comes and takes her, so also the
ship of the Sprat. Thus it is, therefore, that flesh cannot by itself possess the kingdom of
the martyrs bear their witness, and despise God by inheritance ; but it can be taken for an
death, not after the infirmity of the flesh, but Inheritance into the kingdom of God. For a
because of the readiness of the Spwit. For living person inherits the goods of the deceased ;
when the infirmity of the flesh is absorbed, it and it is one thing to inherit, another to be m-
exhibits the Spirit as powerful ; and again, when hented. The former rules, and exercises power
the Sprat absorbs the weakness [of the flesh], over, and orders the things inherited at his will ;
it possesses the flesh as an inheritance in itself, but the latter things are in a state of subjection,
and from both of these is formed a living man, are under order, and are ruled over by him who
--living, indeed, because he partakes of the has obtained the inheritance. What, therefore,
Spirit, but man, because of the substance of is it that lives ? The Spirit of God, doubtless.
flesh. What, again, are the possessions of the deceased ?

3- The flesh, therefore, when destitute of the The various parts of the man, surely, whmh rot
Spirit of God, is dead, not having life, and can- in the earth. But these are inherited by the
not possess the kingdom of God : In is as] lrra- Spirit when they are translated into the kingdom
tlonal blood, like water poured out upon the of heaven. For this cause, too, did Christ die.
ground. And therefore he says, "As is the that the Gospel covenant being manifested and
earthy, such are they that are earthy."3 But known to the whole world, might in the first
where the Spirit of the Father is, there is a liv- place set free His slaves ; and then afterwards,
ing man ; [there is] the rational blood preserved as I have already shown, might constitute them
by God for the avenging [of those that shed it] ; heirs of His property, when the Spirit possesses
[there is] the flesh possessed by the Spirit, for- them by inheritance. For he who lives inherits,
getful indeed of what belongs to it, and adopting but the flesh is inherited. In order that we
the quality of the Spirit, being made conforma- may not lose life by losing that Spirit which
ble to the Word of God. And on this account possesses us, the apostle, exhorting us to the
he (the apostle) declares, "As we have borne communion of the Spirit, has said, according to
the image of him who is of the earth, we shall reason, in those words already quoted, "That
also bear the image of Him who is from heaven." * flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
What, therefore, is the earthly ? That which was God." Just as if he were to say, " Do not err ;
fashioned. And what is the heavenly ? The for unless the Word of God dwell with, and the
Spirit. As therefore he says, when we were Spirit of the Father be in you, and if ye shall live
destitute of the celestial Spirit, we walked in frivolously and carelessly as if ye were this only,

viz., mere flesh and blood, ye cannot inherit the
L.k_ x 60. kingdom of God."
Matt xxvl. 4t.

3 :t Cor xv 48.
,t x Cor xv. 49. -_ Matt. v. *;.
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CHAP. X. _ BY A COMPARISONDRAWNFROM THE lanother name, being now not a wild olive, but
WILD OLIVE-TREE, WHOSE QUALITY BUT NOT a frmt-bearing olive, and is called so ; so also,
WHOSE NATURE IS CHANGED BY GRAFTING, HE Iwhen man is grafted in by faith and receives
PROVES MORE IMPORTANTTHINGS; HE POINTS the Spirit of God, he certainly does not lose
OUT AlSO THAT MAN WITHOLVl' THE SPIRIT lS the substance of flesh, but changes the quality
NOT CAPABLE OF BRINGING FORTH FRUIT, OR of the fruit [brought forth, i.e.,] of his works,
OF INHERITINGTHE KINGDOMOF GOD. and receives another name,Z showing that he has

I. This truth, therefore, [he declares], in or- become changed for the better, being now not
der that we may not reject the engrafting of the [mere] flesh and blood, but a spiritual man, and
Spirit while pampering the flesh. "But thou, is called such. Then, again, as the wild olive,
being a wild olive-tree," he says, "hast been if it be not grafted in, remains useless to its lord
grafted into the good olive-tree, and been made because of its woody quality, and is cut down
a partaker of the fatness of the olive-tree." ' as a tree beanng no fruit, and cast into the fire ;
As, therefore, when the wild olive has been en- so also man, if he does not receive through faith
grafted, if it remain in its former condition, viz., the engrafting of the Spirit, remains in his old
a wild olive, it is "cut off, and cast into the condition, and being [mere] flesh and blood,
fire ; "2 but if it takes kindly to the graft, and is he cannot inherit the kingdom of God. R_ghtly
changed into the good olive-tree, it becomes a therefore does the apostle declare, "Flesh and
fruit-bearing olive, planted, as it were, in a king's blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God;" s
park (_Oaradtsa) : so likewise men, if they do and, "Those who are in the flesh cannot please

just as ff any one were to say that the wild olive is dead, because of sin ; but the Spirit is life,
is not received into the paradise of God. Ad-! because of righteousness. But if the Splnt of
mirably therefore does the apostle exhibit our Him who raised up Jesus from the dead dwell
nature, and God's universal appointment, in his in you, He that raised up Christ from the dead
discourse about flesh and blood and the wild shall also quicken your mortal bodies, because

olive. For as the good olive, if neglected for a of His Sprat dwelling in you." ,3 And again he
certain time, if left to grow wild and to run to says, in the Epistle to the Romans, "For if ye
wood, does itself become a wild olive, or again, if live after the flesh, ye shall die." ,4 [Now by

these words] he does not prohibit them fromthe wild olive be carefully tended and grafted, it
naturally reverts to its former fruit-bearing con- living their lives in the flesh, for he was himself
dition : so men also, when they become careless, i in the flesh when he wrote to them ; but he cms
and bring forth for fruit the lusts of the flesh like away the lusts of the flesh, those which bring
woody produce, are rendered, by their own fault, death upon a man. And for this reason he says
unfruitful in righteousness. For when men sleep, in continuation. "But if ye through the Spirit
the enemy sows the material of tares ; 4 and for do mortify the works of the flesh, ye shall live.

For whosoever are led by the Sprat of God,this cause did the Lord command His disciples
to be on the watch.5 And again, those persons these are the sons of God."
who are not bringing forth the frmts of righteous- CHAP. xI.-- TREATSUPON THE ACTIONSOF CAR-
ness, and are, as it were, covered over and lost NAL AND OF SPIRITUAL PERSONS ; ALSO_ THAT

among brambles, if they use diligence, and re- THE SPIRnVAL CLEANSINGIS NOT TO BE RE-
ceive the word of God as a graft, 6 arrive at the FERRED TO THE SUBSI'ANCEOF OUR BODIES,
pristine nature of man-- that which was created mrr TO THE MANNEROF OUR FORMER LIFE.
after the image and likeness of God.

2. But as the engrafted wild olive does not i. [The apostle], foreseeing the wicked
certainly lose the substance of its wood, but speeches of unbehevers, has particularized the
changes the quality of its fruit, and receives

7 Rev li. x7.
s x Cor xv 5o.

Rom. xi. 17. 9 Rom viu 8.
Matt. wL x9. so The Latin has, "sed infuslonem Spiritus attrahens."
x Cor. xv. 5o. H x Cor xv 53

( Matt xin. _5. zz Rom, viu 9.
s Matt. xxlv. 42, xxv. x3; Mark xiti. 33. t3 Rom. sin. lo, etc.
6 J_g. I 2I. 14 Rom wn x3.
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works which he terms carnal; and he explains "And as we have borne the image of him who
himself, lest any room for doubt be left to those I is of the earth, we shall also bear the image of
who do dishonestly pervert his meaning, thus Him who is from heaven. For this I say,
saying m the Epistle to the Galatians : "Now brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the
the works of the flesh are mamfest, which are : I kingdom of God." s Now this which he says,
adulteries, formcations, uncleanness, luxurious- [ "as we have borne the image of him who is of
ness, idolatries, witchcrafts,, hatreds, contentions, t the earth," is analogous to what has been de-
jealousies, wraths, emulations, animosities, irri-Iclared, "And such indeed ye were; but ye
table speeches, dlssensaons, heresies, envymgs, I have been washed, but ye have been sanctified,
drunkenness, carousings, and such like ; of which l but ye have been justified in the name of our
I warn you, as also I have warned you, that they t Lord Jesus Christ, and in the Splrit of our God."
who do such things shall not inhent the king-IWhen, therefore, did we bear the image of him

dora of God." 2 Thus does he point out to his [ who is' of the earth ? Doubtless it was when,,
hearers in a more exphcit manner what it is [he I those actions spoken of as "works of the flesh
means when he declares], "Flesh and bloodtused to be wrought in us. And then, again,
shall not inherit the kingdom of God." For when [do we bear] the image of the heavenly?
they who do these things, since they do indeed Doubtless when he says," Ye have been washed,"
walk after the flesh, have not the power of living beheving in the name of the Lord, and recew-
unto God. And then, again, he proceeds to tell ing His Sprat. Now we have washed away,
us the spiritual actions which vivify a man, that not the substance of our body, nor the image of
is, the engrafting of the Spirit ; thus saying, "But our [primary] formation, but the former vain
the fruit of the Sprat is love, joy, peace, long- conversation. In these members, therefore, in
suffering, goodness, benigmty, faith, meekness, which we were going to destruction by working
continence, chastity; against these there is no the works of corruption, in these very members
law." 3 As, therefore, he who has gone forward are we made alive by working the works of the
to the better things, and has brought forth the Sparit.
frmt of the Spirit, is saved altogether because
of the commumon of the Spirit ; so also he who CHAP. XII. -- OF THE DIFFERENCEBETWEEN LIFE
has continued m the aforesaad works of the AND DEAI'H; OF qHE BREATH OF LIFE AND THE

flesh, being truly reckoned as carnal, because he VIVIFYING SPIRIT : ALSO HOW IT IS THAT THE

dtd not receive the Sprat of God, shall not have SUBSTANCEOF FLESH REVIVESWHICHONCEWAS
power to inherit the kingdom of heaven. As, DEAD.
again, the same apostle testifies, saying to the i. For as the flesh is capable of corruption,
Cormthaans, " Know ye not that the unrtghteous so is at also of incorruption ; and as it is of
shall not inherit the kingdom of God ? Do not death, so is it also of hfe. These two do mutu-
err," he says : "neither formcators, nor ldola- ally gJve way to each other ; and both cannot
ters, nor adulterers, nor effernmate, nor abusers remain m the same place, but one is driven out
of themselves with mankind, nor thaeves, nor by the other, and the presence of the one de-
covetous, nor revilers, nor rapacious persons, stroys that of the other. If, then, when death
shall inherit the kingdom of God. And these takes possession of a man, it drives life away
ye indeed have been ; but ye have been washed, from him, and proves him to be dead, much
but ye have been sanctified, but ye have been more does life, when it has obtained power over
justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, the man, drive out death, and restore him as
and m the Sprat of our God." 4 He shows in living unto God. For if death brings mortality,
the clearest manner through what things it is why should not life, when at comes, vivify man?
that man goes to debtructlon, ff he has contm- Just as Esalas the prophet says, "Death de-
ued to lave after the flesh; and then, on the voured when it had prevailed."6 And again,
other hand, [he points out] through what things "God has waped away every tear from every
he is saved. Now he says that the things which iface." Thus that former life is expelled, be-
save are the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, and cause it was not given by the Spirit, but by the
the Sparit of our God. breath.

2. Since, therefore, in that passage he re- _. For the breath of life, which also rendered
counts those works of the flesh which are without man an animated being, is one thing, and the
the Sprat, whach bring death [upon their doers], vivifying Spant another, which also caused him
he exclaimed at the end of his Epistle, in ac- to become spiritual. And for thas reason Isaiah
cordance with what he had already declared, said, "Thus saith the LoRD, who made heaven
_. and estabbshed it, who founded the earth and

x Or. "poisonings." the things therein, and gave breath to the people
=Gal v zg, etc.
3 Gal. v. ==. 5 t Cor. xv. 49, etc.
4 I Cor. vt 9-xl. 6 Isa. xxv. 8, LXX.
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upon it, and Spirit to those walking upon it ;" ' tion, uncleanness, inordinate affection, evil con-
thus telling us that breath is indeed given in cupiscence, and covetousness, which mldolatry."s
common to all people upon earth, but that the The laying aside of these is what the apostle
Spirit is theirs alone who tread down earthly preaches ; and he declares that those who do
desires. And therefore Isaiah himself, distm- such things, as being merely fesh and blood,
guishing the things already mentioned, again cannot inherit the kingdom of heaven. For
exclaims, "For the Spirit shall go forth from their soul, tending towards what is worse, and
Me, and I have made every breath." * Thus descendmg to earthly lusts, has become a par-
does he attribute the Spirit as pecuhar to God, taker in the same designation which belongs to
which in the last times He pours forth upon the these [lusts, viz., "earthly "], which, when the
human race by the adoption of sons ; but [he apostle commands us to lay aside, he says in the
shows] that breath was common throughout the same Epistle, "Cast ye off the old man with his
creaUon, and points it out as something created, deeds." 6 But when he said this, he does not
Now what has been made is a different thing remove away the ancient formation [of man],
from him who makes it. The breath, then, is for in that case it would be incumbent on us
temporal, but the Spirit eternal. The breath, to rid ourselves of its company by committing
too, increases [in strength] for a short period, suicide.
and continues for a certain time ; after that it 4. But the apostle himself also. being one
takes its departure, leaving its former abode who had been formed inawomb, and had issued
destitute of breath. But when the Spirit per- thence, wrote to us, and confessed in his Epistle
vades the man within and without, inasmuch as to the Phlllppians that "to live in the flesh was
it continues there, it never leaves him. "But the fruit of [his] work ; " r thus expressing him-
that is not first which is spiritual," says the self. Now the final result of the work of the
apostle, speaking this as if with reference to us Spirit is the salvation of the flesh. 8 For what
human beings ; "but that is first which is ani- other visible fruit is there of the invisible Spirit,
mal, afterwards that which is spiritual," 3 in ac- than the rendenng of the flesh mature and capa-
cordance with reason. For there had been able of incorruption? If then [he says], "To
necessity that, in the first place, a human being live in the flesh, this is the result of labour to
should be fashioned, and thatwhat was fashioned me," he did not surely contemn the substance
should receive the soul ; afterwards that it should of flesh m that passage where he said, "Put ye
thus receive the comnmnion of the Spirit. off the old manwlth his works ;"9 but he points
Wherefore also " the first Adam was made" by out that we should lay aside our former conver-
the Lord "a hying soul, the second Adam a sation, that which waxes old and becomes cot-
quickening spirit. ''4 As, then, he who was rupt; and for this reason he goes on to say,
made a living soul forfeited life when he turned "And put ye on the new man, that which is
aside to what was evil, so, on the other hand, renewed in knowledge, after the image of Him
the same individual, when he reverts to what is who created him." In this, therefore, that he
good, and receives the quickening Spirit, shall says, "which is renewed m knowledge," he de-
find life. monsuates that he, the selfsame man who was

3- For it is not one thing which dies and in ignorance in times past, that is, in ignorance
another which is quickened, as neither is it one of God, is renewed by that knowledge which
thing which is lost and another which is found, has respect to Him. For the knowledge of God
but the Lord came seeking for that same sheep renews man. And when he says, "after the
which had been lost. What was it, then, which image of the Creator," he sets forth the recapit-
was dead ? Undoubtedly it was the substance ulatlon of the same man, who was at the begin-
of the flesh ; the same, too, which had lost the ning made after the likeness of God.
breath of life, and had become breathless and 5. And that he, the apostle, was the very same
dead. This same, therefore, was what the Lord person who had been born from the womb, that
came to quicken, that as in Adam we do all die, is, of the ancient substance of flesh, he does
as being of an animal nature, in Christ we may himself declare m the Epistle to the Galatians :
all live, as being spiritual, not laying aside God's "But when it pleased God, who separated me
handiwork, but the lusts of the flesh, and receiv- from my mother's womb, and called me by His
ing the Holy Spirit ; as the apostle says in the grace, to reveal His Son in me, that I might
Epistle to the Colossians : " Mortify, therefore, preach Him among the Gentiles," ,o it was not,
your members which are upon the earth." And as I have already observed, one person who had
what these are he himself explains: "Fornica-

s Col !n.5
6 Col m 9-

' lsa. xlii. 5. r z Phil. L _.
Isa Iwi. x6. S Following Harvey'sexplanauon of a somewhat obscure pas_ge,

s x Cot. xv. 46. 9 Col. in zo.
4 z Cor. xv. 45. zo Gal. 1 '5, z6.
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been born from the womb, and another who speak against their own salvation--inform us
preached the Gospel of the Son of God ; but [as to this point] : The deceased daughter of
that same individual who formerly was ignorant, the high priest ;* the widow's dead son, who
and used to persecute the Church, when the was being carried out [to burial] near the gate
revelation was made to him from heaven, and [of the clty] ;s and Lazarus, who had lain four
the Lord conferred with him, as I have pointed days in the tomb,*--in what bodies did they
out m the third book,' preached the Gospel of rise again? In those same, no doubt, in which
Jesus Christ the Son of God, who was crucified they had also died. For if it were not in the
under Pontius Pilate, his former ignorance being very same, then certainly those same individuals
driven out by his subsequent knowledge: just who had dted did not rise again. For [the
as the blind men whom the Lord healed did Scnpture] says, "The Lord took the hand of
certainly lose their blindness, but received the the dead man, and said to him, Young man, I
substance of their eyes perfect, and obtained the say unto thee, Arise. And the dead man sat
power of vision in the very same eyes with which up, and He commanded that something should
they formerly did not see, the darkness being be given him to eat ; and He delivered him to
merely driven away by the power of vision, while his mother." s Again, He called Lazarus "with
the substance of the eyes was retained, in order a loud voice, saying, Lazarus, come forth ; and
that, by means of those eyes through which they he that was dead came forth bound with band-
had not seen, exercising again the visual power, ages, feet and hands." This was symbolical of
they might give thanks to Him who had restored that man who had been bound in sins. And
them again to sight. And thus, also, he whose therefore the Lord said, "Loose him, and let
withered hand was healed, and all who were him depart." As, therefore, those who were
healed generally, did not change those parts of healed were made whole in those members which
their bodies which had at their birth come forth had in times past been afflicted ; and the dead
from the womb, but simply obtained these anew rose in the identical bodies, their limbs and
in a healthy condition, bodies receiving health, and that hfe which was

6. For the Maker of all things, the Word of granted by the Lord, who prefigures eternal
God, who did also from the beginning form man, things by temporal, and shows that it is He who
when He found His handiwork impaired by is Himself able to extend both he_ding and life
wickedness, performed upon it all kinds of heal- to His handiwork, that His words concerning
ing. At one ttme [He did so], as regards each its [future] resurrection may also be believed;
separate member, as it is found in His own so also at the end, when the Lord utters His
handiwork ; and at another time He d_d once voice "by the last trumpet," 6 the dead shall be
for all restore man sound and whole in all points, raised, as He Himself declares : "The hour
preparing him perfect for Himself unto the resur- shall come, in which all the dead which are in
rectlon. For what was His object in heahng the tombs shall hear the voice of the Son of
[different] portions of the flesh, and restoring man, and shall come forth; those that have
them to their original cond,tion, if those parts done good to the resurrection of life, and those
which had been healed by Him were not in a that have done evil to the resurrection of judg-
position to obtain salvation? For if it was ment."7
[merely] a temporary benefit which He con- 2. Vain, therefore, and truly miserable, are
ferred, He granted nothing of importance to those who do not choose to see what is so mani-
those who were the subjects of His healing. Or fest and clear, but shun the hght of truth, blind-
h3w can they maintain that the flesh is incapable ing themselves like the tmgac (Edipus. And as
of receiving the life which flows from Him, when those who are not practised in wrestling, when
it received heal;.ng fi,om Him? For life is they contend with others, laying hold with a
brought about through healing, and incorruption determined grasp of some part of [their oppo-
through life. He, therefore, who confers heal- nent's] body, really fall by means of that which
rag, the same does also confer hfe; and He they grasp, yet when they fall. imagine that they
[who gives] life, also surrounds His own handi- are gaining the victory, because they have obsti-
work with incorruptmn, nately kept their hold upon that part which they

seized at the outset, and besides failing, become
CHAP. XIII.--IN THE DEAD WHO WERE RAISED

BY CHRIST WE POSSESS THE HIGHEST PROOF OF 2 Mark v. 22 Irer_us confounds the ruler of the _nagogue

THE RESURRECTION ; AND OUR HEARTS ARE with the high priest [Let not those who possess prznted Bibles andconcordances and commentaries, and all manner of helps to memory,
SHOWN TO BE CAPABLE OF LIFE ETERNAL, BE- blame the Fathers for such re,stakes, unul theyat least equal them

CAUSE THEY CAN NOW RECEIVE THE SPIRIT OF m the*r marvellous and minute fa_mlmrlty with the inspued wrRers ]s Luke wl. i2.
GOD. ,_John _x 3o.

s The two miracles of raising the widow's son and the rabbi's

x. Let our opponents _ that is, they who daughter are hereamalgamated.Cor. xv. 5a-

z Vol. L pp. 3o6, 3_z. 7 John v. 28.
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subjectsof ridicule; so isitwithrespecttothatnot mortal,neitheristhe spirit.Now, what is

[favour, tel" expression of the heretics: "Flesh,, mortal shall be swallowed up of life, when the
and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God ; flesh is dead no longer, but remains hying and
while taking two expressions of Paul's, without incorruptible, hymning the praises of God, who
having perceived the apostle's meaning, or exam- has perfected us for this very thing. In order,
ined criucally the force of the terms, but keep,ng therefore, that we may be perfected for this,
fast hold of the mere expressions by themselves aptly does he say to the Corinthians, "Glonfy
they die in consequence of their influence (,rcpl God in your body." s Now God is He who
a_rd;), overturning as far as in them lies the gives rise to immortality.
entire dispensation of God. 4. That he uses these words with respect to

3. For thus they will allege that this passage the body of flesh, and to none other, he declares
refers to the flesh strictly so called, and not to to the Corinthians manifestly, indubitably, and
fleshly works, as I have pointed out, so repre- free from all ambiguity : "Always bearing about
senting the apostle as contradicting himself, in our body the dying of Jesus, 6 that also the
For immediately following, in the same Epistle, life of Jesus Christ might be manifested in our
he says conclusively, speaking thus in reference body. For if we who hoe are dehvered unto
to the flesh : "For this corruptible must put on death for Jesus' sake, it is that the hfe of Jesus
incorruption, and this mortal must put on im- may also be manifested in our mortal flesh." 7
mortality. So, when this mortal shall have put And that the Spirit lays hold on the flesh, he
on immortality, then shall be brought to pass says in the same Epistle, "That ye are the epls-
the saying whmh is written, Death is swallowed fie of Christ, ministered by us, inscribed not
up ]n oratory. O death, where is thy sting? O with mk, but with the Spirit of the living God,
death, where is thy victory?"' Now these not in tables of stone, but in the fleshly tables
words shall be appropnately said at the time of the heart." s If, therefore, in the present
when this mortal and corruptible flesh, whmh time, fleshly hearts are made partakers of the
is subject to death, which also is pressed down Spirit, what is there astonishing if, in the resur-
by a certam dominion of death, using up into rectmn, they receive that life which is granted
hfe, shall put on incorruption and immortality, by the Sprat ? Of which resurrection the apos-
For then, indeed, shall death be truly van- tle speaks in the Epistle to the Philippians.
quished, when that flesh which is held down by " Having been made conformable to His death,
it shall go forth from under its dominion. And if by any means I might attain to the resurrec-
again, to the Phihpp_ans he says : "But our con- tion which is from the dead." 9 In what other
versatlon is in heaven, from whence also we look mortal flesh, therefore, can hfe be understood
for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus, who shall trans- as being manifested, unless in that substance
figure the body of our humiliation conformable which is also put to death on account of that
to the body of His glory, even as He is able confession whmh is made of God ?--as he has
(ira u/posslt) according to the working of His himself declared, "If, as a man, I have fought
own power. ''2 What, then, is this "body of with beasts ,o at Ephesus, what advantageth _t
humiliatmn" which the Lord shall transfigure, me if the dead rise not ? For if the dead use
[so as to be] conformed to "the body of His not, neither has Christ risen. Now, if Christ
glory?" Plainly it is this body composed of has not risen, our preaching is vain, and your
flesh, which is indeed humbled when it falls into faith is vain. In that case, too, we are found
the earth. Now its transformation [takes place false witnesses for God, since we have testified
thus], that while it is mortal and corruptible, it that He raised up Christ, whom [upon that sup-
becomes immortal and incorruptible, not after position] He did not raise up.,, For if the
its own proper substance, but after the mighty dead rise not, neither has Christ risen. But if
working of the Lord, who is able to invest the Christ be not risen, your faith is vain, since ye
mortal with immortahty, and the corruptible are yet m your sins. Therefore those who have
with incorruption. And therefore he says,3 fallen asleep in Christ have perished. If in this
"that mortahty may be swallowed up of life. life only we have hope in Christ, we are more
He who has perfected us for this very thing is miserable than all men. But now Christ has
God, who also has given unto us the earnest of
the Spirit." 4 He uses these words most mani- s, co,. _i ,o.
festly in reference to the flesh ; for the soul is 6Agreeingwiththe Syrlacversioninomitting"theLord"before

the word " Jesus," and in reading &d as ei, which Harvey considers
the true text.

x z C.or xv. 53- 7 u Cor. iv. zo, etc.
2 Phil. fit. _9, etc. e 2 Cot. m. 3.
a The original Greek text is preserved here, as above; the Latin 9 Phil. tit. zz.

translator inserts, "m secunda ad Cormthms." Harvey observes, to The Synac translation seems to take a hteral meaning out of this
"The interpolation of the Scriptural reference by the translator sug- passage" "If, as one of the sons of men, I have been cast forth to
gests the suspmton that the greater number of such references have the wdd beasts at Ephesus "
come ra from the margin." tt This ts in accordance with the Syrtac, which omits the clause,

4 u C.or. v. 4. d_ep _ vex,oola_x Iye*povta.
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risen from the dead, the first-fruits of those that righteous blood shall be required which is shed
sleep ; for as by man [came] death, by man also upon the earth, from the blood of righteous
[came] the resurrection of the dead."' Abel to the blood of Zacharias the son of Bara-

5. In all these passages, therefore, as I have chias, whom ye slew between the temple and
already said, these men must either allege that the altar. Verily I say unto you, All these things
the apostle expresses opinions contra&ctmg him- shall come upon this generation." 7 He thus
self, with respect to that statement, "Flesh and points out the recapitulation that should take
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God ;" or, place in his own person of the effusion of blood
on the other hand, they will be forced to make from the beginning, of all the righteous men and
perverse and crooked interpretations of all the of the prophets, and that by means of Himself
passages, so as to overturn and alter the sense there should be a requisition of their blood.
of the words. For what sensible thing can they Now this [-blood] could not be required unless
say, if they endeavour to interpret otherwise this it also had the capability of being saved ; nor
which he writes: "For this corruptible must put would the Lord have summed up these things
on mcorruption, and this mortal put on immor- in Himself, unless He had Himself been madei

tahty ; "2 and, "That the llfe of Jesus may be flesh and blood after the way of the original
made mamfest in our mortal flesh, "3 and all the formation [,of man], saving in his own person
other passages in which the apostle does mani- at the end that which had in the beginning per-
festly and clearly declare the resurrection and !1shed in Adam.
mcorruption of the flesh ? And thus shall they 2. But if the Lord became incarnate for any
be compelled to put a false interpretation upon other order of things, and took flesh of any
passages such as these, they who do not choose !other substance, He has not then summed up
to understand one correctly, human nature in His own person, nor in that

case can He be termed flesh. For flesh has been
CHAP. XlV.- UNLESS THE FLESH WERE TO BE truly made ['to consist m] a transmission of that

SAVED, THE WORD WOULD NOT HAVE TAKEN thing moulded originally from the dust. But if
UPON HIM FLESH OF THE SAME SUBSTANCE AS it had been necessary for Him to draw the mate-
OURS : FROM THIS IT WOULD FOLLOW THAT hal [of H_s body] from another substance, the

NEITHER SHOULDWE HAVE BEEN RECONCILEDFather would at the beginmng have moulded the
BY HIM. material [-of flesh] from a different substance
i. And inasmuch as the apostle has not pro- [than from what He actually did]. But now

Bounced against the very substance of flesh and the case stands thus, that the Word has saved
blood, that it cannot inherit the kingdom of that which really was [-created, viz.,] humanity
God, the same apostle has everywhere adopted which had perished, effecting by means of Him-
the term "flesh and blood" w_th regard to the self that communion which should be held with
Lord Jesus Christ, partly indeed to establish His it, and seeking out its salvation. But the thing
human nature (for He did Himself speak of which had perished possessed flesh and blood.
Himself as the Son of man), and partly that He For the Lord, taking dust from the earth, mould-
might confirm the salvatJon of our flesh. For ed man ; and it was upon his behalf that all the
if the flesh were not in a position to be saved, daspensat_on of the Lord's advent took place.
the Word of God would in no wise have become He had Himself, therefore, flesh and blood, re-
flesh. And if the blood of the righteous were capitulating in Himself not a certain other, but
not to be inquired after, the Lord would cer- that original handiwork of the Father, seeking
tainly not have had blood [in His composition], out that thing which had perished. And for
But inasmuch as blood cries out (vacalis est) this cause the apostle, in the Epistle to the Co-
from the beginning [of the world], God said to lossians, says, "And though ye were formerly
Cain, when he had slain his brother, "The voice alienated, and enemies to His knowledge by evil
of thy brother's blood crieth to Me." 4 And as works, yet now ye have been reconciled in the
their blood will be inquired after, He said to body of His flesh, through His death, to present
those with Noah, "For your blood of your souls yourselves holy and chaste, and without fault in
will I require, ['even] from the hand of all His sight." s He says, "Ye have been recon-
beasts;"s and again, "Whosoever will shed oiled in the body of His flesh," beeanse the
man's blood, 6 it shall be shed for his blood." righteous flesh has reconciled that flesh which
In like manner, too, did the Lord say to those was being kept under bondage in sin, and brought
who should afterwards shed His blood, "All it into friendship with God.

If, then, any one allege that in this respect
, _co..... s, _t_. the3"flesh of the Lord was different from ours,a x COr. xv 53.

• co,. ,_. ,_. because it indeed did not commit sin, neither
4 Gen. iv Io,

Gin ix S, 6, LXX.
60neof th¢_ass reads here. Sgagu_ pro sanguine ejus ©ffunde- :r Matt xxhi. 35, etc.; Lukexa- 5°-

tu.r. s Col. L uG e_,.
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was deceit found in His soul, while we, on the self also. of these proofs drawn from Scripture
other hand, are sinners, he says what is the fact. thou dost easily overthrow, as I have pointed
But if he pretends that the Lord possessed out, all those notions of the heretics which were
another substance of flesh, the sayings respect- concocted afterwards.
ing reconciliation will not agree with that man.
For that thing is reconciled which had formerly CHAP. Xv.- PROOFSor THE RmURREC'nON FROM
been in enmity. Now, if the Lord had taken ISAIAHANDEZEKIEL; THE SAME GOD WHO CRE-
flesh from another substance, He would not, by ATED US WILL ALSO RAISE US UP.
SO doing, have reconciled that one to God which I. Now, that He who at the beginning created
had become inimical through transgression. But man, did promise him a second birth after his
now, by means of communion with Himself, the dissolution into earth, Esaias thus declares :
Lord has reconciled man to God the Father, in "The dead shall rise again, and they who are
reconciling us to Himself by the body of His in the tombs shall arise, and they who are in the
own flesh, and redeeming us by His own blood, as earth shall rejoice. For the dew which is from
the apostle says to the Epheslans, "In whom we Thee is health to them." s And again : "I will
have redemption through His blood, the remission comfort you, and ye shall be comforted in Jeru-
of sins ;"' and again to the same he says, "Ye salem: and ye shall see, and your heart shall re-
who formerly were far off have been brought near ]olce, and your bones shall flourish as the grass ;
in the blood of Christ ;-2 and again, "Abolishing and the hand of the Lord shall be known to
in His flesh the enmities, [even] the law of com- those who worship Him." 9 And Ezekiel speaks
mandments [contained] in ordinances."3 And as follows:"And the hand of the LORD came
in every Epistle the apostle plainly testifies, that upon me, and the LoRD led me forth in the
through the flesh of our Lord, and through His Spirit, and set me down in the midst of the
blood, we have been saved, plain, and this place was full of bones. And He

4. If, therefore, flesh and blood are the things caused me to pass by them round about : and,
which procure for us life, it has not been de- behold, there were many upon the surface of the
clared of flesh and blood, in the literal meaning plato very dry. And He said unto me, Son of
(_raprie) of the terms, that they cannot inherit man, can these bones live ? And I said, Lord,
the kingdom of God ; but [these words apply] Thou who hast made them dost know. And He
to those carnal deeds already mentioned, which, said unto me, Prophesy upon these bones, and
perverting man to sin, deprive him of life. And thou shalt say to them, Ye dry bones, hear the
for this reason he says, in the Epistle to the word of the LORD. Thus saith the LoRD tO
Romans : "Let not sin, therefore, reign in your these bones, Behold, I will cause the spirit of
mortal body, to be under its control: neither life to come upon you, and I will lay sinews
yield ye your members instruments of unright- upon you, and bring up flesh again upon you,
eousness unto sin ; but yield yourselves to God, and I will stretch skin upon you, and will put
as being alive from the dead, and your members my Spirit into you, and ye shall live ; and ye
as instruments of righteousness unto God." 4 In shall know that I am the LORD. And I proph-
these same members, therefore, in which we esied as the Lord had commanded me. And
used to serve sin, and bring forth fruit unto death, it came to pass, when I was prophesying, that,
does He wish us to [be obedient] unto fight- behold, an earthquake, and the bones were
eousness, that we may bring forth fruit unto life. drawn together, each one to its own articulation :
Remember, therefore, my beloved friend, that and I beheld, and, lo, the sinews and flesh were
thou hast been redeemed by the' flesh of our produced upon them, and the skins rose upon
Lord, re-established s by His blood ; and "hold- them round about, but there was no breath in
ing the Head, from which the whole body of them. And He said unto me, Prophesy to the
the Church, having been fitted together, takes breath, son of man, and say to the breath, These
increase "6 __ that is, acknowledging the advent things saith the LORD,Come from the four winds
in the flesh of the Son of God, and [His] divin- (spiri/ibus), and breathe upon these dead, that
ity (a_um), and looking forward with constancy they may live. So I prophesied as the Lord had
to His human nature i (]wmtnem), availing thy- commanded me, and the breath entered into

them; and they did live, and stood upon their
,gph. i. 7- feet, an exceeding great gathering." ,o And again
s Eph. il. _3.
s Eph. ii. zS he says, "Thus saith the LORD, Behold, I will
,J Rom vi.,_,etc. set your graves open, and cause you to comes " gt sanguine ejus redhibitus," corresponding to the Greek term

_we_avanvet&d_."Redhibere"ispropedyaforer_¢ic term, meaning out of your graves, and bring you into the land
to cause any article to he _toted to the vendor, of Israel ; and ye shall know that I am the Log_,Col. iL z9

_' Harvey restores the Greek thus, _d ¢bp _6,ro_ _v0_,,_ro_, Beta/me
_t&,X_a_,o¢, which he thinks has a reference to the patient waiting s lsa. xxvl 19.
for'CChrist's aecondadvent to)udge theworid" The phrase might DIsa. lxw z3.
aim be trandatect, and" receiving stedfasfly His human nature." xo Ezek. xxxvd, x, etc.
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when I shall open your sepulchres, that I may another Father ; knowing that this hand of God
bring my people again out of the sepulchres : which formed us at the beginning, and which does
and I will put my Spirit into you, and ye shall form us in the womb, has in the last times sought
hve ; and I will place you in your land, and ye us out who were lost. winning back His own,
shall know that I am the LORD. I have said, and taking up the lost sheep upon His shoulders,
and I will do, saith the LORD." ' As we at once and with joy restoring it to the fold of life.
perceive that the Creator (Demiurgo) is in this 3. Now, that the Word of God forms us in the
passage represented as vivifying our dead bodies, womb, He says to Jeremiah, "Before I formed
and promising resurrection to them, and resusci- thee in the womb, I knew thee ; and before
tation from their sepulchres and tombs, con- thou wentest forth from the belly, I sanctified
ferring upon them immortality also (He says, thee, and appointed thee a prophet among the
" For as the tree of life, so shall their days nations." 6 And Paul, too, says in like manner,
be" 2), He is shown to be the only God who "But when it pleased God, who sepm'ated me
accomplishes these things, and as Himself the from my mother's womb, that I might declare
good Father, benevolently conferring life upon Him among the nations." 7 As, therefore, we
those who have not life from themselves, are by the Word formed in the womb, this very

2. And for this reason d_d the Lord most same Word formed the visual power in him
plainly manifest Himself and the Father to His who had been blind from his birth; showing
disciples, lest, forsooth, they might seek after ]openly who it is that fashions us in secret, since
another God besides Him who formed man, and the Word Himself had been made manifest to
who gave him the breath of life ; and that men men : and declaring the original formation of
might not rlse to such a pitch of madness as to ]Adam, and the manner in which he was created,
feign another Father above the Creator. And and by what hand he was fashioned, indicating
thus also He healed by a word all the others who the whole from a part. For the Lord who
were in a weakly condition because of sm; to !formed the visual powers is He who made the
whom also He said, "Behold, thou art made whole man, carrying out the will of the Father.
whole, sin no more, lest a worse thing come upon And inasmuch as man, with respect to that
thee:" _ pointing out by this, that, because of formation which was after Adam, having fallen
the sin of disobedience, infirmities have come into transgression, needed the laver of regenera-
upon men. To that man, however, who had tion, [the Lord] said to him [upon whom He
been blind from his birth, He gave sight, not by lhad conferred sight], after He had smeared his
means of a word, but by an outward action ; do- eyes with the clay, " Go to Siloam, and wash ; "8
mg this not without a purpose, or because it so thus restoring to him both [his perfect] confir-
happened, but that He might show forth the mation, and that regeneration which takes place
hand of God, that which at the beginning had by means of the laver. And for this reason
moulded man. And therefore, wheR His discl- when he was washed he came seeing, that he
ples asked Him for what cause the man had might both know Him who had fashioned him,
been born blind, whether for his own or his and that man might learn [to know] Him who
parents' fault, He replied, "Neither hath this man has conferred upon him life.
sinned, nor his parents, but that the works of 4. All the followers of Valentinus, therefore,
God should be made manifest in him." 4 Now lose their case, when they say that man was not
the work of God is the fashioning of man. For, fashioned out of this earth, but from a fluid
as the Scripture says, He made [man] by a kind and diffused substance. For, from the earth out
of process : "And the Lord took clay from the of which the Lord formed eyes for that man,
earth, and formed man." s Wherefore also the from the same earth it is evident that man was
Lord spat on the ground and made clay, and also fashioned at the beginning. For it were
smeared it upon the eyes, pointing out the origi- incompatible that the eyes should indeed be
hal fashioning [of man], how it was effected, and formed from one source and the rest of the body
manifesting the hand of God to those who can from another ; as neither would it be compatible
understand by what [hand] man was formed that one [being] fashioned the body, and another
out of the dust. For that which the artificer, the the eyes. But He, the very same who formed
Word, had omitted to form in the womb, [viz., Adam at the beginning, with whom also the
the blind man's eyes], He then supplied in pub- Father spake, [saying], "Let Us make man after
lic, that the works of God might be manifested Our image and likeness," 9 revealing Himself in
in him, in order that we might not be seeking out these last times to men, formed visual organs
another hand by which man was fashioned, nor (visianem) for him who had been blind [in

t E_ek. xxxvii, za, etc.
2 Ira. lxv. 22. 6 _(er. i 5,
3 John v z4. _' Gal i. tS.
4 John ix. 3, s John _ 7.
$ Gea. it. 7. 9 Gen, i 25.
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that body which he had derived-] from Adam. confirmed both these: for He both showed
Wherefore also the Scripture, pointing out what forth the image truly, since He became Himself
should come to pass, says, that when Adam had what was His image ; and He re-established the
hid himself because of his disobedience, the similitude after a sure manner, by assimilating
lord came to him at eventide, called him forth, man to the invisible Father through means of
and said, "Where art thou?"' That means the visible Word.
that in the last tames the very same Word of 3. And not by the aforesaid things alone has
God came to call man, reminding him of his do- the Lord manifested Himself, but [He has done
ings, living in which he had been hidden from this] also by means of His passion. For doing
the Lord. For just as at that time God spike away with [the effects of] that disobedience of
to Adam at eventide, search,ng him out ; so in man which had taken place at the beginning by
the last times, by means of the same voice, the occasion of a tree, "He became obedient
searching out his posterity, He has visited them. unto death, even the death of the cross ; "3 rec-

tifying that disobedience which had occurred by
CHAP. XVI.- SINCE OUR BODIES RETURN TO THE reason of a tree, through that obedience which

EARTH, IT FOLLOWS THAT THEY HAVE THEIR was [wrought out] upon the tree [of the cross].
SUBSTANCE FROM IT _ ALSO, BY THE ADVENT NOW He would not have come to do away, by
OF THE WORD, THE IMAGE OF GOD IN US AP- means of that same [image], the d_sobedlence
PEARED IN A CLEARERLIGHT. which had been incurred towards our Maker if

i. And since Adam was moulded from this He proclaimed another Father. But inasmuch
earth to which we belong, the Scripture tells us as ,t was by these things that we disobeyed God,
that God said to him, "In the sweat of thy face and did not give credit to His word, so was it
shalt thou eat thy bread, until thou turnest again also by these same that He brought in obedience
to the dust from whence thou wert taken."2 If and consent as respects Has Word ; by which
then, after death, our bodies return to any other things He clearly shows forth God Himself, whom
substance, it follows that from it also they have indeed we had offended in the first Adam, when
their substance. But if it be into this very he did not perform His commandment. In the
[earth], it is manifest that it was also from it second Adam, however, we are reconciled, being
that man's frame was created ; as also the Lord made obedient even unto death. For we were
clearly showed, when from this very substance He debtors to none other but to Him whose corn-
formed eyes for the man [to whom He gave mandment we had transgressed at the beginning.
sight]. And thus was the hand of God plainly
shown forth, by which Adam was fashioned, and CHAP. XVII.- THERE IS BUT ONE LORD AND ONE

we too have been formed ; and since there is GOD, THE FATHERANDCREATOROF ALL THINGS,

one and the same Father, whose voi_e from the WHO HAS LOVEDUS IN CHRIST, GIVEN US COM-
beginning even to the end is present wxth H_s MANBMENTS,AND REMITTEDOUR SINS; WHOSE
handiwork, and the substance from which we SON AND WORD CHRIST PROVED HIMSELF TO
were formed _s plainly declared through the BE, WHEN HE EORGAVEOUR SINS.
Gospel, we should therefore not seek after an- I. Now this being is the Creator (Demiurgus),
other Father besides Him, nor [look for] another who is, in respect of His love, the Father ; but
substance from which we have been formed, be- in respect of His power, He is Lord ; and in re-
sides what was mentioned beforehand, and shown spect of His wisdom, our Maker and Fashioner ;
forth by the lord ; nor another hand of God by transgressing whose commandment we became
besides that which, from the beginning even to His enemies. And therefore m the last times the
the end, forms us and prepares us for life, and Lord has restored us into friendship through His
is present with His handiwork, and perfects it incarnation, having become "the Mediator be-
after the image and likeness of God. tween God and men ; "4 propitiating indeed for

2. And then, again, this Word was manifested us the Father against whom we had sinned, and
when the Word of God was made man, assl,ni- cancelling (conso/atus) our disobedience by His
lating Himself to man, and man to Himself, so own obedience ; conferring also upon us the
that by means of his resemblance to the Son, gift of communion with, and subjection to, our
man might become precious to the Father. For Maker. For this reason also He has tat_ght us
in times long past, it was said that man was cre- to say in prayer, "And forgive us our debts ; "s
ated after the image of God, but it was not since indeed He is our Father, whose debtors
[actually] s]zowt_ ; for the Word was as yet invisi- we were, having transgressed His command-
ble, after whose image man was created. Where- ments. But who is this Being ? Is He some
fore also he did easily lose the similitude. When, unknown one, and a Father who gives no corn-
however, the Word of God became flesh, He ------
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mandment to any one ? Or is He the God who 3. Therefore, by remitting sins, He did indeed
is proclaimed in the Scriptures, to whom we were heal man, while He also manifested Himself
debtors, having transgressed His commandment ? who He was. For if no one can forgive sins but
Now the commandment was gaven to man by the God alone, while the Lord remitted them and
Word. For Adam, it is said, "heard the voice healed men, it is plain that He was Himself the
of the LORD God."' Rightly then does His Word of God made the Son of man, receiving
Word say to man, "Thy sins are forgiven thee ;" 2 from the Father the power of remission of sins ;
He, the same against whom we had sinned in the since He was man, and since He was God, in
beginning, grants forgiveness of sins in the end. I order that since as man He suffered for us, so
But if indeed we had disobeyed the command of as God He might have compassion on us, and
any other, while it was a different being who sa_d, forgive us our debts, in which we were made
"Thy sins are forgiven thee;-2 such an one is debtors to God our Creator. And therefore
neither good, nor true, nor just. For how can he David said beforehand," Blessed are they whose
be good, who does not gave from what belongs iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins are covered.
to himself? Or how can he be just, who snatches Blessed is the man to whom the LORD has not
away the goods of another ? And in what way imputed sin ; "6 pointing out thus that remission
can sins be truly remitted, unless that He against of sins which follows upon His advent, by which
whom we have stoned has Himself granted remts- "He has destroyed the handwriting" of our
slon "through the bowels of mercy of our God," debt, and "fastened _t to the cross ; "7 so that
m which "He has visited us"3 through His Son? as by means of a tree we were made debtors to

2. And therefore, when He had healed the God, [so also] by means of a tree we may oh-
man sick of the palsy, [the evangelist] says : tain the remission of our debt.
"The people upon seeing it glorified God, who 3" This fact has been strikingly set forth by
gave such power unto men." 4 What God, then, many others, and especially through means of
did the bystanders glorify ? Was it indeed that Elisha the prophet. For when his fellow-proph-
unknown Father invented by the heretics? And ets were hewing wood for the construction of
how could they glorify him who was altogether a tabernacle, and when the iron [head], shaken
unknown to them ? It is evident, therefore, that loose from the axe, had fallen into the Jordan
the Israehtes glorified Hnn who has been pro- and could not be found by them, upon Elisha's
claimed as God by the law and the prophets, coming to the place, and learning what had hap-
who _s also the Father of our Lord ; and there- pened, he threw some wood into the water.
fore He taught men, by the evidence of their Then, when he had done this, the iron part of
senses through those signs which He accom- the axe floated up, and they took up from the
plished, to give glory to God. If, however, He surface of the water what they had previously
H_mself had come from another Father, and men lost. s By this action the prophet pointed out
glorified a different Father when they beheld His that the sure word of God, which we had neg-
miracles, He [in that case] rendered the mun- ligently lost by means of a tree, and were not in
grateful to that Father who had sent the gift of the way of finding again, we should receive anew
healing. But as the only-begotten Son had by the dispensation of a tree, [viz., the cross of
come for man's salvation from Him who is God, Christ]. For that the word of God is likened
He did both stir up the incredulous by the mira- to an axe, John the Baptist declares [when he
cles which He was in the habit of working, to says] in reference to it, "But now also is the axe
give glory to the Father ; and to the Pharisees, laid to the root of the trees." 9 Jeremiah also
who did not admit the advent of His Son, and says to the same purport : "The word of God
who consequently did not believe in the remission cleaveth the rock as an axe." '° This word, then,
[of sins] which was conferred by Him, He said, what was hidden from us, did the dispensation
"That ye may know that the Son of man hath of the tree make manifest, as I have already re-
power to forgive sins." s And when He had said marked. For as we lost it by means of a tree, by
this, He commanded the paralytic man to take means of a tree again was it made manifest to
up the pallet upon which he was lying, and go all, showing the height, the length, the breadth,
into his house. By this work of His He con- the depth in itself; and, as a certain man
founded the unbelievers, and showed that He is among our predecessors observed, "Through
Himself the voice of God, by which man re- the extension of the hands of a divine person, _*
ceived commandments, which he broke, and gathering together the two peoples to one God."
became a sinner ; for the paralysis followed as a

1_. xxzlt ,,2.
consequence of sins. _ CoLii ,4.
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For these were two hands, because there were Father wills. 2 To some He gives after the man-
two peoples scattered to the ends of the earth ;ner of creation what is made ; a but to others
but there was one head in the middle, as there [He gives] after the manner of adoption, that
is but one God, who is above all, and through is, what is from God, namely generation. And
all, and in us all. thus one God the Father is declared, who is

above all, and through all, and in all. The
Father is indeed above all, and He is the HeadCHAP. XVIII. -- GOD THE FATHER AND HIS WORD

HAVE FORMED ALL CREATED THINGS (WHICH of Christ ; but the Word is through all things,
ThEY USE) BY THEIR OWN POWER JU_D WIS- and is Himself the Head of the Church ; while

the Spirit is in us all, and He is the living water/
DOM, NOT OUT OF DEFECT OR IGNORANCE.

THE SON OF GOD, WHO RECEIVED ALL POWER which the Lord grants to those who rightly be-
FROM THE FATHER, WOULD OTHERWISENEVER lieve in Him, and love Him, and who know that

"there is one Father, who is above all, and
HAVE TAKEN FLESH UPON HIM. through all, and in us all." s And to these things
I. And such or so important a dispensation does John also, the disciple of the Lord, bear

He did not bring about by means of the crea- witness, when he speaks thus in the Gospel : "In
tions of others, but by His own ; neither by those the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
things which were created out of ignorance and with God, and the Word was God. This was in
defect, but by those which had their substance the beginning with God. All things were made
from the wisdom and power of His Father. For by Him, and without Him was nothing made." 6
He was neither unrighteous, so that He should And then he said of the Word Himself: "He was
covet the property of another ; nor needy, that in the world, and the world was made by Him,
He could not by His own means impart life to and the world knew Him not. To His own
His own, and make use of His own creation for things He came, and His own people received
the salvation of man. For indeed the creation Him not. However, as many as did receive
could not have sustained Him [on the cross], if Him, to these gave He power to become the
He had sent forth [simply by commission] what ! sons of God, to those that believe in His name." z
was the fruit of ignorance and defect. Now we And again, showing the dispensation with regard
have repeatedly shown that the incarnate Word to His human nature, John said: "And the
of God was suspended upon a tree, and even the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us." s
very heretics do acknowledge that He was cruci-And in continuation he says, "And we beheld
fled. How, then, could the fruit of ignorance i His glory, the glory as of the Only-begotten by
and defect sustain Him who contains the knowl-the Father, full of grace and truth." He thus
edge of all things, and is true and perfect ? Or plainly points out to those willing to hear, that
how could that creation which was concealed is, to those having ears, that there is one God,
from the Father, and far removed from Him, the Father over all, and one Word of God, who is
have sustained His Word ? And if this world through all, by whom all things have been made ;
were made by the angels (it matters not whether and that this world belongs to Him, and was
we suppose their ignorance or their cognizance made by Him, according to the Father's will, and
of the Supreme God), when the Lord declared, not by angels; nor by apostasy, defect, and igno-
"For I am in the Father, and the Father in Me,"' rance ; nor by any power of Prunicus, whom cer-
how could this workmanship of the angels have tain of them also call "the Mother ;" nor by any
borne to be burdened at once with the Father other maker of the world ignorant of the Father.
and the Son ? How, again, could that creation 3. For the Creator of the world is truly the
which is beyond the Pleroma have contained Word of God : and this is our Lord, who in the
Him who contains the entire Pleroma ? Inas- last times was made man, existing in this world,
much, then, as all these things are impossible and and who in an invisible manner contains all things
incapable of proof, that preaching of the Church created, and is inherent in the entire creation,
is alone true [which proclaims] that His own since the Word of GOd govems and arranges all
creation bare Him, which subsists by the power,

the skill, and the wisdom of God ; which is sus- * Fromthispass.ageHarveyinfer_that Irenaeusheld theproces-
rained, indeed, after an invisible manner by the sion of the Holy Spa'it from the Father and the Son,-- a doctrine

domed by the Oriental Church m after umes. [Here ss nothing _t
Father, but, on the contrary, after a visible man- t_" p._ion: " on_ the" mi_,on"oftheSp,n.t,s he_ _And the Easterns object to the double processmn itself olny m .so
ner it bore His Word : and this is the true _s_nyone_n_ therchytode_y"qnoa _ol_ P_tcr_t dlv_,_r_
[Word]. pe ..... Pnnc,pium et Fons,"-- #Cot K_ rq_. See ProcopO-

2. For the Father bears the creation and His ,_c,. z_ p_o_._io_,. Goth_..77.l- . ......
s Grabe and Harveyiasert the words_ "quod est ¢.o_ditioms, ott_

own Word simultaneously, and the Word borne onslender*_tho_.
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things ; and therefore Fie came to His own in a of the virgin Eve. And thus, as the human race
visible' manner, and was made flesh, and hung fell into bondage to death by means of a virgin,
upon the tree, that He might sum up all things so is it rescued by a virgin ; virginal disobedi-
in Himself. "And His own peculiar people did ence having been balanced in the opposite scale
not receive Him," as Moses declared this very by virginal obedience. For in the same way the
thing among the people : "And thy life shall be sin of the first created man (protaplasti) receives
hanging before thine eyes, and thou wilt not be- amendment by the correction of the First-
lieve thy hfe." * Those therefore who did not begotten, and the coming of the serpent is con-
receive Him did not receive life. "But to as quered by the harmlessness of the dove, those
many as received Him, to them gave He power bonds being unloosed by which we had been fast
to become the sons of God." 3 For it is He bound to death.
who has power from the Father over all things, 2. The heretics being all unlearned and igno-
since He is the Word of God, and very man, rant of God's arrangements, and not acquainted
communicating with invisible beings after the with that dispensation by which He took upon
manner of the intellect, and appointing a law Him human nature (inscit ejusquav estseeundutn
observable to the outward senses, that all things hominem dtsi_ensatiants), inasmuch as they blind
should continue each in its own order ; and He themselves with regard to the truth, do in fact
reigns manifestly over things visible and pertain- speak against their own salvation. Some of
mg to men ; and brings in just judgment and them introduce another Father besides the Cre-
worthy upon all ; as David also, clearly pointing] ator ; some, again, say that the world and its
to this, says, "Our God shall openly come, and ]substance was made by certain angels ; certain
wdl not keep silence." 4 Then he shows also Iothers [maintain] that it was widely separated
the judgment which is brought in by Him, saying, ]by Horus z from him whom they represent as
"A fire shall burn in His sight, and a strong lbeing the Father--that it sprang forth (flaru.
tempest shall rage round about Him. He shall i tsse) of itself, and from itself was born. Then,
call upon the heaven from above, and the earth, iagain, others [of them assert] that it obtained
to judge His people." substance in those things which are contained

CHAP. XIX.-- A COMPARISONIS msrrrtrrED BE- by the Father, from defect and ignorance ; others
TWEENTHE DISOBEDIENTAND SINNINGEYE AND still, despise the advent of the Lord manifest
THE VIRGIN MARY, HER PATRONESS. VARIOUS [to the senses], for they do not admit His incar-
AND DISCORDANTHERESIESARE MENTIONED. nation; while others, ignoring the arrangement

"that He should be born] of a virgin, main-
i. That the Lord then was manifestly coming tain that He was begotten by Joseph. And still

to His own things, and was sustaining them by further, some affirm that neither their soul nor
means of that creation which is supported by their body can receive eternal life, but merely
Himself, and was making a recapitulation of that the inner man. Moreover, they will have it that
disobedience which had occurred m connection this [inner man] is that which is the understand-
with a tree, through the obedience whmh was ing (sensum) in them, and which they decree
[exhibited by Himself when He hung] upon a as being the only thing to ascend to "the per-
tree, [the effects] also of that deception being feet." Others [mamtaln], as I have said in the
done away with, by which that virgin Eve, who first book, that while the soul is saved, their body
was already espoused to a man, was unhappily does not participate in the salvation which comes
misled, _was happily announced, through means from God ; in which [book] I have also set for-
of the truth [spoken] by the angel'to the Virgin ward the hypotheses of all these men, and in
Mary, who was [also espoused] to a man: the second have pointed out their weakness and
For rest as the former was led astray by the word ;..... ;=_,_v
of an angel, so that she fled from God when she[ .............. _"
had transgressed His word ; so did the latter, [ cmtP. xx. --THOSE PASTORSARETO BE HEARDTO
by an angelic communication, receive the glad WHOMTHEAPOSTLESCOMMITTEDTHE CHURCHES_

tidings that she should sustain (partare 0 God, [ r_SSESSIN_ ONEANDTHESaMEIxg=rmNE OF s_-
being obedient to His word. And if the former [ rATION; THE HERETICS,ON THE OTHER rU_ND,
did disobey God, yet the latter was persuaded [ ARE TO BE AVOmED. WE MUSTTruNK SOB_Y
to be obedient to God, in order that the Virgin [ WITH gEGARDTOTHP._'¢STERmS or THE FAITH.

Mary might become the patroness 6 (advacata) ] x. Now all these [heretics] are of much Inter
t'----Thetext read* "invlsibihter," whaeh seems clearly an error. [ date than the bishops to whom the apostles corn-
* Deut. xxviti.66. I mitted the Churches; which fact I have in the
s John i. t3. t
' ]',. L3,4. I third book taken all pains to demonstrate. It
S The text is here most uncertain and obscure [ follows, then, as a matter of course, that these6 [This word patronea$ is ambiguous. The Latin may stand for [

Gr. grriAn_tg , --a person called m to help, or to take hold of the ]
otherend of a burden. The argument imphes that Mary wasthus I 7 The text reads"poryo,'which makes no sense; sot batHarvey
the counterpart or balance of Eve. l I looks upon it as a corrupuon of the rendigg "per Horum.
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heretics aforementioned, since they are blind to garden," 6 that is, Eat ye from every Scripture of
the truth, and deviate from the [right] way, will the Lord ; but ye shall not eat with an uplifted
walk in various roads ; and therefore the foot- mind, nor touch any heretical discord. For these
steps of their doctrine are scattered here and men do profess that they have themselves the
there without agreement or connection. But the knowledge of good and evil ; and they set their
path of those belonging to the Church circum- own impious minds above the God who made
scribes the whole world, as possessing the sure them. They therefore form opinions on what is
tradition from the apostles, and gives unto us to beyond the limits of the understanding. For this
see that the faith of all is one and the same, cause also the apostle says, "Be not wise beyond
since all receive one and the same God the what it is fitting to be wise, but be wise pru-
Father, and believe in the same dispensation dently," 7 that we be not cast forth by eating of
regarding the incarnation of the Son of God, the "knowledge" of these men (that knowledge
and are cognizant of the same gift of the Spirit, which knows more than it should do) from the
and are conversant with the same command- paradise of life. Into this paradise the Lord has
ments, and preserve the same form of ecclesi- introduced those who obey His call, "summing
astlcal constitution,' and expect the same advent up in Himself all things which are in heaven, and
of the Lord, and await the same salvation of the which are on earth ; "8 but the things in heaven
complete man, that is, of the soul and body. are spiritual, while those on earth constitute the
And undoubtedly the preaching of the Church dispensation in human nature (secundum homz-
is true and stedfast, in which one and the same nero est dis_ositio). These things, therefore, He
way of salvation is shown throughout the whole recapitulated m Himself: by umting man to the
world. For to her is entrusted the light of God ; Sprat, and causing the Spirit to dwell in man,
and therefore the "wisdom" of God, by means He is Himself made the head of the Spirit, and
of which she saves all men," is declared in [its] gives the Spirit to be the head of man : for
going forth; it uttereth [its voice] faithfully in through Him (the Spirit) we see, and hear, and
the streets, is preached on the tops of the walls, speak.
and speaks continually in the gates of the city." 3
For the Church preaches the truth everywhere, CHAP.xxt. -- CHRISTIS THEHEADOFALLTHINGS
and she is the seven-branched candlestick which ALREADY MENTIONED. IT WAS FITTING THAT HE

bearsthehghtofChrist.
2. Those, therefore, who desert the preaching SHOULDBESENTBYTHEFATHER,THECRE.ATOR

of the Church, call in question the knowledge of or ALLTHn_GS,TOASSUMEHUMANNATURE,ANDSHOULD BE TEMI_FED BY SATAN, THAT HE MIGHT
the holy presbyters, not taking into consideration FULFIL THE PROMISES, AND CARRY OFF A GLORI-
of how much greater consequence is a rehgious ous ANDPERFEC_I' VICTORY.
man, even in a private station, than a blasphemous
and impudent sophist.4 Now, such are all the i. He has therefore, in His work of recapitu-
heretics, and those who imagine that they have lation, summed up all things, both waging war
hit upon something more beyond the truth, so against our enemy, and crushing him who had
that by following those things already menuoned, at the beginning led us away captives in Adam,
proceeding on their way variously, inharmoni- and trampled upon his head, as thou canst per-
ously, and foolishly, not keeping always to the ceive in Genesis that God said to the serpent,
same opinions with regard to the same things, "And I will put enmity between thee and the
as blind men are led by the blind, they shall woman, and between thy seed and her seed;
deservedly fall into the ditch of ignorance lying He shall be 6n the watch for (obst'rvgbil 9) thy
in their path, ever seeking and never finding out head, and thou on the watch for His heel." '°
the truth.s It behoves us, therefore, to avoid For from that time, He who should be born of
their doctrines, and to take careful heed lest we a woman, [namely] from the Virgin, after the
suffer any injuryfrom them ; but to flee to the likeness of Adam, was preached as keeping watch
Church, and be brought up in her bosom, and for the head of the serpent. This is the seed of
be nonrished with the Lord's Scriptures. For the which the apostle says in the Epistle to the Gala-
Church hasbeen planted as a garden (paradisus) tians, "that the law of works was established until
in this world ; therefore says the Spirit of God, the seed should come to whom the promise was
"Thou mayest freely eat from every tree of the made."" This fact is exhibited in a still clearer

,light in the same Epistle, where he thus speaks :
t "Etamdem figuram ejus qu_.est erga eccles'.mrn ordmafionm [ , R, lt who_ thr, _llnP_ of tirno wn_ r'nrn_ r'.od

ctmtodtentibus." Grabe supposes this refers to the orda,ned ministry ] .................................. '
of the Church but l'].arvey thinks st refers more probably to tm gcn- .........
¢ml constitution. ..

.a [He thus _mtlin_.. the creed, and epitomizes "the faith once 6 Gen n..x6.

* That'm', _ p_va_e Christian as contrasted w*th the sophist of 9 _o't_,, and _#q*L have probably beets confott__,_l__
the schools, to Gen. iti. x5. ----

5 a Tzm. iii. 7. 1 zt Gal. m. x9.
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sent forth His Son, made of a woman."* For was done away with by ['the Lord's] want of
indeed the enemy would not have been fairly food in this world.4 But he, being thus van-
vanquished, unless it had been a man ['born] of quished by the law, endeavoured again to make
a woman who conquered him. For it was by an assault by himself quoting a commandment
means of a woman that he got the advantage of the law. For, bringing Him to the highest
over man at first, setting himself up as man's pinnacle of the temple, he said to Him, "If thou
opponent. And therefore does the Lord profess art the Son of God, cast thyself down. For it is
Himself to be the Son of man, comprising in written, That God shall give His angels charge
Himself that original man out of whom the we-concerning thee, and in their hands they shall
man was fashioned (ex qua ea fua_ secundum bear thee up, lest perchance thou dash thy foot
mu/terem esl/lasma/iofacla es/), in order that, against a stone ;"s thus concealing a falsehood
as our species went down to death through a under the guise of Scripture, as is done by all
vanquished man, so we may ascend to life again the heretics. For that was indeed written,
through a victorious one ; and as through a man [namely], "That He hath given His angels
death received the palm [-of victory] against us, charge concerning Him ;" but "cast thyself
so again by a man we may receive the palm down from hence" no Scripture said in reference
against death, to Him : this kind of persuasion the devil pro-

z. Now the Lord would not have recapitulated duced from himself. The Lord therefore con-
in Himself that ancient and primary enmity futed him out of the law, when He said, "It is
against the serpent, fulfilling the promise of the written again, Thou shalt not tempt the Low
Creator (Demiurgi), and performing His corn- thy God ; "6 pointing out by the word contained
mand, if He had come from another Father. in the law that which is the duty of man, that he
But as He is one and the same, who formed us should not tempt God ; and in regard to Him-
at the beginning, and sent His SOn at the end, self, since He appeared in human form, [declar-
the Lord did perform His command, being made ing] that He wouldnot tempt the LogD his God.7
of a woman, by both destroying our adversary, The pride of reason, therefore, which was in the
and perfecting man after the image and likeness serpent, was put to nought by the humility found
of God. And for this reason He did not draw in the man [-Christ], and now twice was the
the means of confounding him from any other devil conquered from Scripture, when he was
source than from the words of the law, and made detected as advising things contrary to God's
use of the Father's commandment as a help commandment, and was shown to be the enemy
towards the destruction and confusion of the of God by [.the expression of] his thoughts.
apostate angel. Fasting forty days, like Moses He then, having been thus signally defeated, and
and Elias, He afterwards hungered, first, in then, as it were, concentrating his forces, drawing
order that we may perceive that He was a real up in orderall his available power for falsehood,
and substantial manta for it belongs to a man in the third place "showed Him all the king-
to suffer hunger when fasting; and secondly, doms of the world, and the glory of them," s
that His opponent might have an opportunity saying, as Luke relates, "All these will I give
of attacking Him. For as at the beginning it thee,--for they are delivered to me; and to
was by means of food that [-the enemy] per- whom I will, I give them,--if thou wilt fall
suaded man, although not suffering hunger, to down and worship me." The Lord then, ex-
transgress God's commandments, so in the end ?osing him in hxs true character, says, "Depart,
he did not succeed in persuading Him that was Satan ; for it is written, Thou shalt worship the
an hungered to take that food which proceeded Lord thy God, and Him only shatt thou serve." 9
from God. For, when tempting Him, he said, He both revealed him by this name, and showed
"If thou be the SOn of God, command that [at the same time] who He Himself was. For
these stones be made bread." * But the Lord the Hebrew word "Satan" signifies an apostate.
repulsed him by the commandment of the law, And thus, vanquishing him for the third time,
saying, "It is written, Man doth not live by He spurned him from Him finally as being con-
bread alone." s As to those words [of His quered out of the law ; and there was done away
enemy,] "If thou be the SOn of God," [.the with that infringement of God's commandment
Lord] made no remark; but by thus acknowl- which had occurred in Adam, by means of the
edging His human nature He baffled His ad- precept of the law, which the Son of man ob-
versary, and exhausted the force of his first[ 4TheLatlnofthisobseun_ntenceis:QumergofmtinParafllso

attack by means of His Father's word. The [ lmplctio bemires per dupli._m .gtmtauonem, dmsoluta est per e.am,

corruption of man, therefore, which occurred in qua: fuit in hoc mundo, mdigentmm. Har_ thinks that rctdtf_ isan error of the translation reading d.mz*rA*j_ fm'd*_.
paradise by both [of our first parents] eating, _o_ _ _ _o_s Ps. Ixxx_. zz.

6 Deut. vi, z6.

: _al iv.. 4. _ Thisaemcn_ hem _'grcat olaJcur_.
• Matt. 1v..3. s Luke iv. 6, 7-
s Deut. vu*. 3. 9 Matt. iv. to.
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served, who did not transgress the command- been set forth by the law; for Him whom the
ment of God. law proclaimed as God, the same did Christ

3. Who, then, is this Lord God to whom point out as the Father, whom also it behoves
Christ bears witness, whom no man shall tempt, the disciples of Christ alone to serve. By means
whom all should worship, and serve Hm_ alone ? of the statements of the law, He put our adver-
It is, beyond all manner of doubt, that God who sary to utter confusion ; and the law d_rects us
also gave the law. For these things had been to praise God the Creator (1)emiu_lm), and
predicted in the law, and by the words (senten- to serve Him alone. Since this is the case, we
tiara) of the law the Lord showed that the law must not seek for another Father besides Him,
does indeed declare the Word of God from the or above Him, since there is one God who jus-
Father ; and the apostate angel of God is titles the circumcision by faith, and the uncir-
destroyed by its voice, being exposed in his cumcision through faith. 2 For if there were any
true colours, and vanquished by the Son of man other perfect Father above Him, He (Christ)
keeping the commandment of God. For as in would by no means have overthrown Satan by
the beginning he enticed man to transgress his means of His words and commandments. For
Maker's law, and thereby got him into his one ignorance cannot be done away with by
power ; yet his power conmsts m transgression means of another _gnorance, any more than one
and apostasy, and with these he bound man [to defect by another defect. If, therefore, the law
himself] ; so again, on the other hand, it was is due to ignorance and defect, how could the
necessary that through man himself he should, statements contamed therein brmg to nought
when conquered, be bound with the same chains the ignorance of the devil, and conquer the
with which he had bound man, in order that strong man? For a strong man can be con-
man, being set free, might return to h_s Lord, quered neither by an inferior nor by an equal,
leaving to him (Satan) those bonds by which but by one possessed of greater power. But the
he hunself had been fettered, that is, sin. For Word of God is the supenor above all, He who
when Satan is bound, man ts set free; since is loudly proclaimed in the law: " Hear, O
"none can enter a strong man's house and Israel, the LORD thy God is one God ; " and,
spoil his goods, unless he first brad the strong "_ihou shalt love the I_RD thy God with all thy
man lnmself ''' The Lord therefore exposes heart; " and, " Him shalt thou adore, and Him
him as speaking contrary to the word of that alone shalt thou serve."a Then in the Gospel,
God who mxde all things, and subdues him by casting down the apostasy by means of these
means of the commandment. Now the law is expresmons, He did both overcome the strong
the commandment of God. The Man proves man by His Father's vmce, and He acknowl-
him to be a fugitive from and a transgressor of edges the commandment of the law to express
the law, an apostate also from God. After [the His own sentiments, when He says, "Thou shalt
Man had done this], the Word bound hfin not tempt the LORD thy God. ''4 For He d_d
securely as a fugitive from Himself, and made not confound the adversary by the saying of any
spoil of his goods,- namely, those men whom other, but by that belonging to His own Father,
he held in bondage, and whom he unjustly used and thus overcame the strong man.
for his own purposes. And justly indeed is he _. He taught by His commandment that we
led captive, who had led men unjustly into bond- who have been set free should, when hungry, take
age; while man, who had been led captive in that food which is gwen by God ; and that, when
times past, was rescued from the grasp of hi_ placed in the exalted potation of every grace
possessor, according to the tender mercy of God [that can be received], we should not, either
the Father, who had compassion on His own bv trusting to works of righteousness, or when
handiwork, and gave to it salvation, restoring it a_torned w_th super-eminent [gifts of] ministra-
by means of the Word --that is, by Christ--in ! tion, by any means be lifted up with pride, nor
order that men might learn by actual proof that should we tempt God, but should feel humility
he receives incorruptibility not of himself, but in all things, and have ready to hand [this say-
by the free gift of God. ing], "Thou shalt not tempt the LORD thy God." s

As also the apostle taught, saying, " Minding not
CHAP. XXII.--THE TRUE LORD AND THE ONE GOD high things, but consenting to things of low

IS DECLAREDBY THE LAW,AND MANIFESTEDBY estate ; "6 that we should neither be ensnared
CHRIST HIS SON IN THE GOSPEL ; WHOI_,I ALONE with riches, nor mundane glory, nor present
WE SHOULD ADORE, AND FROM HIM WE MUST fancy, but should know that we must "worship
I,OOK FOR ALL GOODTmNGS, NOT fROM SATAN. the LORD thy God, and serve Him alone," and
L Thus then does the Lord plainly show that Rom.i_i.30.

it was the true Lord and the one God who had _ Deut vl.4, 5, x3.
s Deut. vl. ,

x Matt. xfi. 29 and Mark in. z7. 6 Rom. xh. x6,
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give no heed to him who falsely promised things ye die : "6 when he had [thus] learned from the
not his own, when he said, "All these will I give woman the command of God, having brought
thee, if, falling down, thou wilt worship me." his cunning into play, he finally deceived her by
For he himself confesses that to adore him, and a falsehood, saying, "Ye shall not die by death ;
to do his will, is to fall from the glory of God. for God knew that in the day ye shall eat of it
And in what thing either pleasant or good can your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as
that man who has fallen participate? Or what gods, knowing good and evil." 7 In the first
else can such a person hope for or expect, except place, then, in the garden of God he disputed
death ? For death is next neighbour to him who about God, as if God was not there, for he was
has fallen. Hence also it follows that he will ignorant of the greatness of God ; and then, in
not give what he has promised. For how can he the next place, after he had learned from the
make grants to him who has fallen ? Moreover, woman that God had said that they should die
since God rules over men and him too, and with- if they tasted the aforesaid tree, opening his
out the will of our Father in heaven not even a mouth, he uttered the third falsehood," Ye shall
sparrow falls to the ground,' it follows that his not die by death." But that God was true, and
declaration, "All these things are delivered unto the serpent a liar, was proved by the result,
me, and to whomsoever I will I give them," pro- death having passed upon them who had eaten.
ceeds from him when puffed up w]th pride. For For along with the fruit they did also fall under
the creation is not subjected to his power, since the power of death, because they did eat in dis-
indeed he is himself but one among created obedience; and disobedience to God entails
things. Nor shall he give away the rule over death. Wherefore, as they became forfeit to
men to men; but both all other things, and all death, from that [moment] they were handed
human affairs, are arranged according to God the over to it.
Father's disposal. Besides, the Lord declares 2. Thus, then, in the day that they did eat, in
that "the devil is a liar from the beginning, and the same did they die, and became death's debt-
the truth is not in him." 2 If then he be a liar ors, since it was one day of the creation. For
and the truth be not in him, he certainly did not it is said, "There was made in the evening, and
speak truth, but a lie, when he said, " For all there was made in the morning, one day." Now
these things are delivered to me, and to whom- in this same day that they did eat, in that also
soever I will I give them." 3 did they die. But according to the cycle and

progress of the days, after which one is termed
CHAP. xxln.--THE DEVIL IS WELL PRACTISED IN first, another second, and another third, if any-

FALSEHOOD,BY"WHICH ADAMHAVINGBEEN LED body seeks diligently to learn upon what day
ASTRAY", SINNED ON THE SIXTH DAY OF THE out of the seven it was that Adam died, he
CREATION, IN WHICH DAY ALSOHE HAS BEEN will find it by examining the dispensation of
RENEWEDBY CHRIST. the Lord. For by summing up in Himself the
i. He had indeed been already accustomed whole human race from the beginning to the

to he against God, for the purpose of leading end, He has also summed up its death. From
men astray. For at the beginning, when God this it is clear that the Lord suffered death, in
had given to man a variety of things for food, obedience to His Father, upon that day on
while He commanded him not to eat of one which Adam died while he disobeyed God.
tree only, as the Scripture tells us that God said Now he died on the same day in which he did
to Adam : "From every tree which is in the gar- eat. For God said, "In that day on which ye
den thou shalt eat food ; but from the tree of shall eat of it, ye shall die by death." The
knowledge of good and evil, from this ye shall Lord, therefore,r ecapitulating in Himself this
not eat : for in the day that ye shall eat of it, ye day, underwent His sufferings upon the day
shall die by death ; "_ he then, lying against the preceding the Sabbath, that is, the sixth day of
Lord, tempted man, as the Scripture says that the creation, on which day man was created ;
the serpent said to the woman : " Has God in- thus granting him a second creation by means
deed said this, Ye shall not eat from every tree of His passion, which is that [creation] out of

- _"5
of the garaen. And when she had exposed death. And there are some, again, who relegate
the falsehood, and simply related the command, the death of Adam to the thousandth year; for
as He had said, "From every tree of the garden since "a day of the Lord is as a thousand
we shall eat ; but of the fruit of the tree which is years," s he did not overstep the thousand years,
in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye but died within them, thus bearing out the sen-
shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest tence of his sin. Whether, therefore, with re-

spect to disobedience, which is death ; whether
x Matt. x. =9.
e John wii. 44.
I Luke iv. 6. 6 Crcn ui. st.3-
4 Gen. i_. x6, t7. 7 Gen. iii. 4.
S Gen, ih. z. ,BstPeL hi. 8.
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[we consider] that, on account of that, they the ministers of God, serving for this very
were delivered over to death, and made debtors thing."
to it ; whether with respect to [the fact that on] 2. For since man, by departing from God,
one and the same day on which they ate they reached such a pitch of fury as even to look
also died (for it is one day of the creation) ; upon his brother as his enemy, and engaged
whether [we regard this point], that, with re- without fear in every kind of restless conduct,
spect to this cycle of days, they died on the and murder, and avarice ; God imposed upon
day in which they did also eat, that is, the day mankind the fear of man, as they did not ac-
of the preparation, which is termed "the pure knowledge the fear of God, in order that, being
supper," that is, the sixth day of the feast, subjected to the authority of men, and kept
which the Lord also exhibited when He suffered under restraint by their laws, they might attain
on that day ; or whether [we reflect] that he to some degree of justice, and exercise mutual
(Adam) did not overstep the thousand years, forbearance through dread of the sword sus-
but died within their limit,--it follows that, m pended full in their view, as the apostle says :
regard to all these significations, God is indeed "For he beareth not the sword in vain ; for he
true. For they died who tasted of the tree ; is the minister of God, the avenger for wrath
and the serpent is proved a liar and a murderer, upon him who does evil." And for this reason
as the Lord said of him: "For he is a mur- too, magistrates themselves, having laws as a
derer from the beginning, and the truth is not clothing of righteousness whenever they act in
in him." ' a just and legitimate manner, shall not be called

in question for their conduct, nor be liable to
CHAP. XXIV.-- OF THE CONSTANT FALSEHOOD OF punishment. But whatsoever they do to the sub-

THE DEVIL, AND OF THE POWE_ AND GOV- version of justice, iniquitously, and impiously, and
ERNMENTS OF THE WORLD, WHICH WE OUGHT illegally, and tvrannlcally, In these things shall
TO OBEY, INASMUCHAS THEY ARE APPOLWI'EDthey also perist_ ; for the just judgment of God
OF GOD, NOT OF THE DEVIL. comes equally upon all, and m no case is defec-
i. As therefore the devil lied at the begin- tire. Earthly rule, therefore, has been appointed

ning, so did he also in the end, when he said, by God for the benefit of nations,9 and not by
"All these are dehvered unto me, and to whom- the devil, who is never at rest at all, nay, who
soever I will I give them." 2 For it is not he does not love to see even nations conducting
who has appointed the kingdoms of this world, themselves after a quiet manner, so that under
but God ; for "the heart of the king is in the the fear of human rule, men may not eat each
hand of God." 3 And the Word also says by other up like fishes ; but that, by means of the
Solomon, "By me kings do reign, and princes establishment of laws, they may keep down an
administer justice. By me chiefs are raised up, excess of wickedness among the nations. And
and by me kings rule the earth." 4 Paul the considered from this point of wew, those who
apostle also says upon this same subject : "Be exact tribute from us are "God's ministers, serv-
ye subject to all the higher powers; for there ing for this very purpose."
is no power but of God : now those which are 3. As, then, "the powers that be are ordained
have been ordained of God." s And again, in of God," it is clear that the devil lied when he
reference to them he says, " For he beareth not said, "These are delivered unto me ; and to
the sword in vain ; for he is the minister of God, whomsoever I will, I give them." For by the
the avenger for wrath to him who does evil." 6 law of the same Being as calls men into existence
Now, that he spake these words, not in regard axe kings also appointed, adapted for those men
to angelical powers, nor of invisible rulers-- as who are at the time placed under their govern-
some venture to expound the passage- but of ment. Some of these [rulers] are given for the
those of actual human authorities, [he shows correction and the benefit of their subjects, and
when] he says, "For this cause pay ye tribute for the preservation of justice ; but others, for the
also : for they are God's ministers, doing service purposes of fear and punishment and rebuke :
for this very thing." 7 This also the Lord con- others, as [the subjects] deserve it, are for de-
firmed, when He did not do what He was ception, disgrace, and pride; while the just
tempted to by the devil ; but He gave directions judgment of God, as I have observed already,
that tribute should be paid to the tax-gatherers passes equally upon all. The devil, however, as
for Himself and Peter ; s because "they are he is the apostate angel, can only go to this

length, as he did at the beginning, [namely] to
t $ohn,ali.¢,. deceive and lead astray the mind of man into
• Matt. Iv. 9, Luke iv. 6.
*Pro*.xxi ,. disobeying the commandments of God, and grad-
4 Prov viii. x5.
$ Rom. xih. L
6 Rom. xtit 9 [Well says Benjamin Franklin" " He who shall introdtlce

Rom xiti _" into public affairs the principles of primitive Chrtstmnlt,/wtll change
s Matt. xvfi. _7- the face of the world." See Bancroft, Htat. U.S , vol. _x. p. 49a 1
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ually to darken the hearts of those who would man of sin shall be revealed, the son of perdi-
endeavour to serve him, to the forgetting of tion, who opposeth and exalteth himself above
the true God, but to the adoration of himself all that is called God, or that is worshipped ; so
as God. that he sitteth in the temple of Cod, showing

4. Just as if any one, being an apostate, and himself as if he were God." The apostle there-
seizing in a hostile manner another man's terri- fore clearly points out his apostasy, and that he
tory, should harass the inhabitants of it, m order is lifted up above all that is called God, or that
that he might claim for himself the glory of a is worshipped--that is, above every idol--for
king among those ignorant of his apostasy and these are indeed so called by men, but are not
robbery; so likewise also the devil, being one [really] gods; and that he will endeavour in a
among those angels who are placed over the tyrannical manner to set himself forth as God.
spirit of the air, as the Apostle Paul has declared 2. Moreover, he (the apostle) has also pointed
in his Epistle to the Ephesians/ becoming en- out this whmh I have shown in many ways, that
vious of man, was rendered an apostate from the the temple in Jerusalem was made by the direc-
divine law : for envy is a thing foreign to God. tion of the true God. For the apostle himself,
And as his apostasy was exposed by man, and speaking in his own person, distinctly called it
man became the [means of] searching out his the temple of God. Now I have shown in the
thoughts (et examtnatw senten_ce ejus, homofac- third book, that no one is termed God by the
lus esO, he has set himself to this with greater apostles when speaking for themselves, except
and greater determination, in opposition to man, Him who truly is God, the Father of our Lord,
envying his life, and wishing to involve him in by whose directions the temple which is at Jeru-
his own apostate power. The Word of God, salem was constructed for those purposes which
however, the Maker of all things, conquering I have already mentioned; in which [temple]
him by means of human nature, and showing the enemy shall sit, endeavouring to show him-
him to be an apostate, has, on the contrary, self as Christ, as the Lord also declares : "But
put h_m under the power of man. For He says, when ye shall see the abomination of desolation,
"Behold, I confer upon you the power of tread- which has been spoken of by Daniel the prophet,
ing upon serpents and scorpions, and upon all standing in the holy place (let him that readeth
the power of the enemy," 2 m order that, as he understand), then let those who are m Judea
obtained dominion over man by apostasy, so flee into the mountains ; and he who is upon the
again his apostasy m_ght be deprived of power house'top, let him not come down to take any-
by means of man turning back again to God. thing out of his house : for there shall then be great

hardship, such as has not been from the beginning
CHAP. XXV.--THE FRAUD, PRIDE, AND TYRANNI-of the world until now, nor ever shall be."_

CAL KINGDOM OF AN_CttRlSr, aS DESCRmED 3" Daniel too, looking forward to the end of
BY DANIELAND PAUL. the last kingdom, i.e., the ten last kings, amongst
i. And not only by the particulars already whom the kingdom of those men shall be parti-

mentioned, but also by means of the events tioned, and upon whom the son of perdition
which shall occur m the time of Antichrist is it shall come, declares that ten horns shall spring
shown that he, being an apostate and a robber, from the beast, and that another little horn shall
is anxious to be adored as God ; and that, al- arise in the midst of them, and that three of the
though a mere slave, he wishes himself to be former shall be rooted up before his face. He
proclaimed as a king. For he (Antichrist) be- says: "And, behold, eyes were in this horn as
ing endued with all the power of the dewl, shall the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great
come, not as a righteous king, noras a legitimate things, and his look was more stout than hia fel-
king, [i.e., one] in subjection to God, but an lows. I was looking, and this horn made war
impious, unjust, and lawless one ; as an apostate, against the saints, and prevailed against them,
iniquitous and murderous ; as a robber, concen- unttl the Ancient of days came and gave judg-
tratmg in himself [all] satanic apostasy, and ment to the saints of the most high God, and
seJ:ting aside idols to persuade [men] that he the time came, and the saints obtained the king-
himself is God, raising up himself as the only dom." 4 Then, further on, in the interpretation
idol, having in himself the multifarious errors of of the vision, there was said to him : "The fourth
the other idols. This he does, in order that beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth,
they who do [now] worship the devil by means which shall excel all other kingdoms, and devour
of many abominations, may serve himself by this the whole earth, and tread it down, and cut it in
one idol, of whom the apostle thus speaks in pieces. And its ten horns are ten kings which
the second Epistle to the Thessalonians : "Un- shall arise ; and after them shall arise another,
less there shall come a falling away first, and the who shall surpass in evil deeds all that were be-

t E,ph. u.g. 3 Matt. xxiv. 1:5, 21.
2 Luke x z9. *'.Dan. vu. 8, etc.
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fore him, and shall overthrow three kings ; and in his hand, and he shall be lifted up in his
he shall speak words against the most high God, heart : he shall also ruin many by deceit, and lead
and wear out the saints of the most high God, many to perdition, bruising them in his hand
and shall purpose to change times and laws ; and hke eggs." 7 And then he points out the time
[everything] shall be given into his hand until a that his tyranny shall last, during which the saints
time of times and a half time,", that is, for three shall be put to fllgl_t, they who offer a pure sacri-
years and six months, during which time, when he rice unto God : "And in the midst of the week,"
comes, he shall reign over the earth. Of whom he says, "the sacrifice and the libation shall be
also the Apostle Paul again, speaking in the taken away, and the abomination of desolation
second [Epistle] to the Thessalonians, and at [shall be brought] into the temple: even unto
the same time proclaiming the cause of his ad- the consummation of the time shall the desola-
vent, thus says : "And then shall the wicked one tion be complete." s Now three years and six
be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus shall slay with months constitute the half-week.
the spirit of His mouth, and destroy by the pres- 5- From all these passages are revealed to us,
ence of His coming; whose coming [i.e., the not merely the particulars of the apostasy, and
wicked one's] is after the working of Satan, in all [the doings] of him who concentrates m himself
power, and signs, and portents of lies, and wath ever), satanic error, but also, that there is one
all deceivableness of wickedness for those who and the same God the Father, who was declared

perish ; because they did not receive the love of by the prophets, but made manifest by Christ.
the truth, that they might be saved. And there- For if what Daniel prophesied concerning the
fore God will send them the working of error, end has been confirmed by the Lord, when He
that they may believe a lie ; that they all may be said, "When ye shall see the abomination of
judged who did not believe the truth, but gave desolation, which has been spoken of by Daniel
consent to iniqmty. ''2 the prophet" 9 (and the angel Gabriel gave the

4. The Lord also spoke as follows to those interpretation of the vasions to Daniel, and he is
who did not believe in Him : "I have come in the archangel of the Creator (Demuzrgt), who
my Father's name, and ye have not received also proclaimed to Mary the visible coining and
Me : when another shall come in his own name, the incarnation of Christ), then one and the
him ye will receive," 3 calhng Antichrist " the same God is most manifestly pointed out, who
other," because he is alienated from the Lord. sent the prophets, and made promise'° of the
This is also the unjust judge, whom the Lord Son, and called us into His knowledge.
mentioned as one "who feared not God, neither
regarded man," 4 to whom the widow fled in her CHAP.XXVL--JOHN AND DANIELHAVEPREDICTED
forgetfulness of God, -- that is, the earthly Jeru- THE DISSOLUTIONAND DESOLATION OF THE
salem, -- to be avenged of her adversary. Which ROMAN EMPIRE, WHICH SHALL PRECEDE THE
also he shall do m the time of his kingdom : he END OF THE WORLDAND THE ETERNAL KING-
shall remove his kingdom into that [city], and DOM OF CHRIST. THE GNOSTICSARE REFUTED,
shall sit in the temple of God, leading astray THOSE TOOLS OF SATAN,WHO INVENTANOTHER
tho_e who worship him, as if he were Christ. FATHER DIFFERENTFROM THE CREATOR.
TO this purpose Daniel says again: "And he _. In a still clearer light has John, in the
shall desolate the holy place ; and sin has been Apocalypse, indicated to the Lord's disciples
given for a sacrifice, s and righteousness been cast what shall happen in the last times, and concern-
away in the earth, and he has been active (feczt), ing the ten kings who shall then arise, among
and gone on prosperously. ''6 And the angel whom the empire which now rules [the earth]
Gabriel, when explaining his vision, states with shall be partitioned. He teaches us what the ten
regard to this person : "And towards the end of horns shall be which were seen by Daniel, telling
their kingdom a king of a most fierce coun- us that thus at had been said to him : "And the
tenance shall arise, one understanding [dark] ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, who
questions, and exceedingly powerful, full of won- have received no kingdom as yet, but shall re-
ders ; and he shall corrupt, direct, influence ceive power as if kings one hour with the beast.
Oeaciet), and put strong men down, the holy These have one mind, and gwe their strength
people likewise ; and his yoke shall be directed and power to the beast. These shall make war
as a wreath [round their neck] ; deceit shall be with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome

them, because He is the Lord of lords and the
, Dan.,i,. "3,etc. King of kings." _' It is manifest, therefore, that

2 Thcss. It, 8.
3 Johnv. 4_
,L Luke x_rllt. 2, etc. 7 Dan. vati _3, etc.
s This may refer to Antiochus Eplphanes, Antichrist's prototype, 8 Dan xx. 27.

who offered swine upon the altar in the temple at Jerusalem. The 9 Matt. xxiv. xs.
LXX. version has, d_071 _f't 1"_v Overt_u k_taor_a _ t.e., san lags been xo The MSS. l_ve "pra=rl_it," but Harvey suggests "promlslt,"
given against (or, uf_on) the sacnfice, whxch we have adopted.

6 Dan. vfil. xa. xt Rev. xvti. x_, etc.
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of these [potentates], he who is to come shall things by Daniel, and confirmed them by His
slay three, and subject the remainder to his Son, and if Christ is the stone which is cut out
power, and that he shall be himself the eighth without hands, who shall destroy temporal king-
among them. And they shall lay Babylon waste, doms, and introduce an eternal one, which is the
and burn her with fire, and shall give their king- resurrection of the just ; as he declares, "The
dom to the beast, and put the Church to flight. God of heaven shall raise up a kingdom which
After that they shall be destroyed by the coming shall never be destroyed,"-- let those thus con-
of our Lord. For that the kingdom must be luted come to their senses, who reject the Crea-
divided, and thus come to rum, the Lord [de- tor (Demzurgltm), and do not agree that the
clares when He] says:" Every kingdom divided prophets were sent beforehand from the same
against itself is brought to desolation, and every Father from whom also the Lord came, but who
city or house divided against itself shall not assert that prophecies originated from diverse
stand." t It must be, therefore, that the king- powers. For those things which have been pre-
dom, the city, and the house be dwided into ten ; dinted by the Creator alike through all the
and for th_s reason He has already foreshadowed prophets has Christ fulfilled in the end, minister-
the parntion and dwlslon [which shall take mg to His Father's will, and completing His din-
place]. Daniel also says particularly, that the pensatlons with regard to the human race. Let
end of the fourth kingdom consists m the toes those persons, therefore, who blaspheme the
of the _mage seen by Nebuchadnezzar, upon Creator, e_ther by openly expressed words, such
which came the stone cut out without hands ; as the disciples of Marcion, or by a perversion
and as he does himself say: "The feet were in- of the sense [of Scripture], as those of Valen-
deed the one part iron, the other part clay, until tinus and all the Gnosties falsely so called, be
the stone was cut out without hands, and struck recognised as agents of Satan by all those who
the image upon the iron and clay feet, and worship God; through whose agency Satan now,
dashed them into pieces, even to the end."2iand not before, has been seen to speak against
Then afterwards, when interpreting th_s, he says:[ God, even Him who has prepared eternal fire
"And as thou sawest the feet and the toes, partly [ for every kind of apostasy. For he did not yen-
indeed of clay, and partly of iron, the kingdom ture to blaspheme his Lord openly of himself; as
shall be dwxded, and there shall be in xt a root [ also in the begmning he led man astray through

of iron, as thou sawest iron lmxed with baked]the instrumentahty of the serpent, concealing
clay. And the toes were indeed the one part lhimself as it were from God. Truly has Justin
iron, but the other part clay." 3 The ten toes, remarked : 6 That before the Lord's appearance
therefore, are these ten kings, among whom the Satan never dared to blaspheme God, inasmuch
kingdom shall be partitioned, of whom some m- as he dM not yet know his own sentence, be-
deed shall be strong and acnve, or energenc ; cause it was contained in parables and allegories ;
others, again, shall be sluggish and useless, and but that after the Lord's appearance, when he
shall not agree ; as also Daniel says : "Some had clearly ascertained from the words of Christ
part of the kingdom shall be strong, and part and His apostles that eternal fire has been pre-
shall be broken from it. As thou sawest the _ron pared for him as he apostatized from God of his
mxxed with the baked clay, there shall be rain- own free-will, and hkewlse for all who unrepent-
glings among the hmnan race, but no cohesion ant continue m the apostasy, he now blasphemes,
one wath the other, just as iron cannot be welded by means of such men, the Lord who brings
on to pottery ware." 4 And smce an end shall judgment ['upon him] as being already con-
take place, he says : "And in the days of these demned, and imputes the guilt of his apostasy
kings shall the God of heaven raise up a king- to his Maker, not to his own voluntary disposl-
dora which shall never decay, and His kingdom tion. Just as it is with those who break the laws,
shall not be left to another people. It shall when punishment overtakes them: they throw
break in pieces and shatter all kingdoms, and the blame upon those who frame the laws, but
shall itself be exalted for ever. As thou sawest not upon themselves. In like manner do tho_
that the stone was cut without hands from the men, filled with a satanic spirit, bring innumera-
mountain, and brake in pieces the baked clay, ble accusations against our Creator, who has both
the iron, the brass, the silver, and the gold, God given to us the spirit of life, and established a
has pointed out to the king what shall come to law adapted for all ; and they will not admit that
pass after these things ; and the dream is true, the judgment of God is just. Wherefore also
and the interpretation trustworthy." s they set about imagining some other Father who

_. If therefore the great God showed future neither cares about nor exercises a providence

Matt. xiL 25. 6 The G_ek text is here preserved by Eusebms, Hf_/. Eccl., iv.
2 Dan. i! 33.34. xfl, but we are not told from what work of Justin Martyr g is ex-3 Dan h 4x,42. tracted The work is now losL An ancleJat catena c,o_tmues tha
4 Dan. u, 4_, 43. Greek for several hnes further.s Dan. fi 44, 45-
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over our affairs, nay, one who even approves of according to their own choice, depart from God
all sins. He inflicts that separation from Himself which

they have chosen of their own accord. But
CHAP, XXVII.--THE FUTURE JUDGMENT BY CHRIST. separation from God is death, and separation

COMMUNIONWITH AND SEPARATIONFROM THE from hght is darkness ; and separation from God
DIVINE BEING. THE ETERNALPUNISHMENTOF consists in the loss of all the benefits which
UNBELIEVERS. He has m store. Those, therefore, who cast
x. If the Father, then, does not exercise judg- away by apostasy these forementioned things,

merit, [it follows] that judgment does not belong being in fact destitute of all good, do experience
to Him, or that He consents to all those actions every kind of punishment. God, however, does
which take place ; and if He does not judge, all not punish them immediately of Himself, but
persons will be equal, and accounted in the same that pumshment falls upon them because they
condition. The advent of Christ will therefore are destitute of all that is good. Now, good
be without an object, yea, absurd, inasmuch as things are eternal and without end with God,
[m that case] He exercises no judicial power, and therefore the loss of these is also eternal
For" He came to divide a man against his father, and never-ending. It is in this matter just as
and the daughter against the mother, and the occurs in the case of a flood of hght: those who
daughter-in-law against the mother-in-law;"' have bhnded themselves, or have been blinded
and when two are m one bed, to take the one, by others, are for ever deprived of the enjoyment
and to leave the other ; and of two women grind- of hght. It is not, [however], that the light has
ing at the mill, to take one and leave the other • 2 inflicted upon them the penalty of blindness,

e J[also] at the time of the nd, to order the reap- t but it is that the bhndness itself has brought
ers to collect first the tares together, and bind]calamity upon them: and therefore the Lord
them m bundles, and burn them with unquench- [ declared, " He that beheveth in Me is not con-
able fire, but to gather up the wheat into the demned," 7 that is, is not separated from God,
barn;3 and to call the lambs mto the kingdom for he is umted to God through froth. On the
prepared for them, but to send the goats into[other hand, He says, "He that believeth not is
everlasting fire, which has been prepared by His Icondemned already, because he has not believed
Father for the devil and h_ angels. 4 And why in the name of the only-begotten Son of God ;"
is this ? Has the Word come for the ruin and that is, he separated himself from God of his
for the resurrection of many) For the ruin, own accord. "For th_s is the condemnation,
certainly, of those who do not believe Him, to that hght is come into tlns world, and men have
whom also He has threatened a greater damna- loved darkness rather than hght. For every one
tlon in the judgment-day than that of Sodomwho doeth evil hateth the hght, and cometh not
and Gomorrah ; s but for the resurrection of to the hght, lest lus deeds should be reproved.
believers, and those who do the will of His ]3ut he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that
Father in heaven. If then the advent of the his deeds may be made mamfest, that he has
Son comes indeed ahke to all, but is for the pur- wrought them in God."
pose of judging, and separating the believing
from the unbelieving, since, as those who believe CHAP. xxvin. -- THE DISTINCTIONTO BE MADE
do His will agreeably to their own choice, and BETWEEN THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE WICKED.
as, [also] agreeably to their own choice, the dis- THE FUTURE APOSTASYIN THE TIME OF ANTI-
obedient do not consent to His doctrine ; _t is CHRIST, AND THE END OF THE WORLD.
manifest that His Father has made all in a like i. Inasmuch, then, as in this world (a_&v0
condition, each person having a choice of his some persons betake themselves to the light, and
own, and a free understanding ; and that He has by faith unite themselves with God, but others
regard to all things, and exercises a providence shun the light, and separate themselves from
over all, "making His sun to rise upon the evil God, the Word of God comes preparing a fit
and on the good, and sending rain upon the just habitation for both. For those indeed who are
and unjust." 6 in the light, that they may derive enjoyment

2. And to as many as continue in their love from it, and from the good things contained in
towards God, does He grant communion with it ; but for those an darkness, that they may
Him. But communion with God is life and partake in its calamities. And on this account
light, and the enjoyment of all the benefits He says, that those upon the right hand are
which He has in store. But on as many as, called into the kingdom of heaven, but that

those on the left He will send into eternal fire ;

x Matt x..?5, for they have deprived themselves of all good.
Luke xw,. 34. 2. And for this reason the apostle says : "Be-3 Matt. xitl. 3o.

,; Matt. xxv. 33, etc.
s Luke x. t_.
6 Matt. v. 45. :rJohn ill. xS, _x.
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cause they received not the love of God, that Let no one imagine that he performs these
they might be saved, therefore God shall also wonders by divine power, but by the working
send them the operation of error, that they may of magic. And we must not be surprised if,
believe a lie, that they all may be judged who since the demons and apostate spirits are at his
have not believed the truth, but consented to service, he through their means performs won-
unrighteousness."' For when he (Antichrist) ders, by which he leads the inhabitants of the
is come, and of his own accord concentrates in earth astray. John says further : "And he shall
his own person the apostasy, and accomphshes order an image of the beast to be made, and
whatever he shall do according to his own will he shall give breath to the image, so that the
and choice, sitting also in the temple of God, image shall speak ; and he shall cause those to
so that his dupes may adore him as the Christ ; be slain who will not adore it." He says also :
wherefore also shall he deservedly "be cast into "And he will cause a mark [to be put] m the
the lake of fire : "* [this will happen according forehead and in the right hand, that no one may
to divine appointment], God by His prescience be able to buy or sell, unless he who has the
foreseeing all this, and at the proper time send- mark of the name of the beast or the number
ing such a man, "that they may beheve a lie, of his name; and the number is six hundred
that they all may be judged who did not believe and sixty-six," s that is, six times a hundred, six
the truth, but consented to unrighteousness ;" tlmes ten, and six units. [He gives this] as a
whose coming John has thus described m the summing up of the whole of that apostasy which
Apocalypse : "And the beast which I had seen has taken place during six thousand years.
was hke unto a leopard, and his feet as of a 3- For m as many days as this world was
bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a hon; made, in so many thousand years shall it be
and the dragon conferred his own power upon concluded. And for this reason the Scripture
hun, and h_s throne, and great might. And one says : "Thus the heaven and the earth were
of his heads was as it were slain unto death; fimshed, and all their adornment. And God
and his deadly wound was healed, and all the brought to a conclusion upon the sixth day the
world wondered after the beast. And they wor- works that He had made ; and God rested upon
shipped the dragon because he gave power to the seventh day from all His works." 6 This is
the beast ; and they worshipped the beast, say- an account of the things formerly created, as
rag, Who is hke unto this beast, and who is able also it is a prophecy of what is to come. For
to make war with him? And there was given the day of the Lord is as a thousand years;7
unto him a mouth speaking great things, and and in six days created things were completed :
blasphemy and power was given to him during it _s evident, therefore, that they will come to an
forty and two months. And he opened his end at the sixth thousand year.
mouth for blasphemy against God, to blaspheme 4. And therefore throughout all time, man,
His name and His tabernacle, and those who hawng been moulded at the beginning by the
dwell in heaven. And power was gwen him hands of God, that is, of the Son and of the
over every tribe, and people, and tongue, and Sprat, is made after the image and likeness of
nation. And all who dwell upon the earth wor- God : the chaff, indeed, which is the apostasy,
shipped him, [every one] whose name was not being cast away ; but the wheat, that is, those
wntten m the book of the Lamb slam from the who bring forth fruit to God in faith, being
foundation of the world. If any one have ears, gathered into the barn. And for this cause
let him hear. If any one shall lead into cap- tribulation _s necessary for those who are saved,
tiwty, he shall go into captiwty. If any shall that having been after a manner broken up, and
slay with the sword, he must be slain with the rendered fine, and sprinkled over by the patience
sword. Here is the endurance and the faith of of the Word of God, and set on fire ffor punfi-
the saints." s After th_s he hkewlse describes cation], they may be fitted for the royal banquet.
his armour-bearer, whom he also terms a false As a certain man of ours said, when he was
prophet : "He spake as a dragon, and exercised condemned to the wild beasts because of his
all the power of the first beast in h_s sight, and ' testimony with respect to God : "I am the
caused the earth, and those that dwell therein, wheat of Christ, and am ground by the teeth of
to adore the first beast, whose deadly wound was the wild beasts, that I may be found the pure
healed. And he shall perform great wonders, bread of God." s
so that he can even cause fire to descend from
heaven upon the earth m the sight of men, and _Rev.xifi x4,etc.
he shall lead the inhabitants of the earth astray." 4 76Gen ,....2 Pet ill 8.

s This =s quoted from the Eptstle of Ignatius to the Romans, oh.
,v It is found m the two Greek recensmns of his works, and also in

s 2 Thess. fi xo-x2, the Syrmc See pp 75 and _o3 of thts volume The Latin transla-
= Rev xix. ao. tton Is here followed the Greek of lgnatms would gwe " the wheat
-_ Rev xm _, etc. 3f God," and ormts "of God" towards the end, as quoted by
4 Rev Xlll ii, etc. _LlseblLta.
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CHAp. XXIX._ALL THINGS HAVE BEEN CREATED what happened to them, the wrath against the
Fog TIiE SERVICEOF MAN. THE DECEITS,WICK- righteous which shall arise towards the [time of
EDN_SS, AYD APOSTATEPOWER OF ANTICHRI.Wr the] end. For that 1maRe, taken as a whole,
THIS WAS PREFIGURED AT THE DELUGE, AS AFTER- was a prefiguring of this man's coming, decree-
WARDS BY THE PERSECtn'ION OF SHADRnCH, lng that he should undoubtedly himself alone
MESHACH,AND ABEDNEGO. be worshipped by all men. Thus, then, the six

i. In the previous books I have set forth the hundred years of Noah, in whose time the deluge
causes for which God permitted these thing_ to occurred because of the apostasy, and the num-
be made, and have pointed out that all such ber of the cubits of the image for whmh these
have been created for the benefit of that human just men were sent into the fiery furnace, do

indicate the number of the name of that man
nature which is saved, ripening for immortahty
that which is [possessed] of its own free will m whom is concentrated the whole apostasy of
and its own power, and preparing and rendering six thousand years, and unrighteousness, and
it more adapted for eternal subjection to God. wickedness, and false prophecy, and deception;

for which things' sake a cataclysm of fire shallAnd therefore the creation is suited to [the wants
of] man ; for man was not made for its sake, but also come [upon the earth].
creation for the sake of man. Those nations,
however, who did not of themselves raise up CHAP. xXX -- ALTHOUGHCERTAIN AS TO THE
their eyes unto heaven, nor returned thanks to! NUMBEROF THE NAME OF ANTICHRIST, YET WE
their Maker, nor wished to behold the hght of SHOULDCOMETO NO RASH CONCLUSIONSAS TO
truth, but who were hke blind mice concealed THE NAMEITSELF,BECAUSETHISNUMBERISCAPA-
in the depths of ignorance, the word justly reck- BLEOF BEINCvrrrED TOMANYNAMES. REASONS
ons "as waste water from a sink, and as the FOR THIS POINT BEING RESERVEDBYTHE HOLY
turning-weight of a balance--in fact, as noth- sPmrr. A.',nICHRIST'SREIGNANDDEATH.
ing ; "' so far useful and serviceable to the just,
as stubble conduces towards the growth of the I. Such, then, being the state of the case, and
wheat, and its straw, by means of combustion, this number being found In all the most approved
serves for working gold. And therefore, when and ancient copies 3 [of the Apocalypse], and
in the end the Church shall be suddenly caught those men who saw John face to face beanng
up from this, it is said, "There shall be tribula- their testimony [to it] ; while reason also leadsus to conclude that the number of the name of
tion such as has not been since the beginning,
neither shall be." * For this is the last contest the beast, [ff reckoned] according to the Greek
of the righteous, in which, when they overcome, mode of calculation by the [value of] the letters
they are crowned with incorruption, contained in it, will amount to six hundred and

2. And there is therefore in this beast, when sixty and six ; that is, the number of tens shall
he comes, a recapitulation made of all sorts of be equal to that of the hundreds, and the num-
iniquity and of every deceit, in order that all her of hundreds equal to that of the units (for
apostate power, flowing into and being shut up that number which [expresses] the digit six
in him, may be sent into the furnace of fire. being adhered to throughout, indicates the reca-
Fittingly, therefore, shall his name possess the pltulations of that apostasy, taken in its full

extent, which occurred at the beginning, duringnumber six hundred and sixty-six, since he sums
up in his own person all the eonmuxture of the intermediate periods, and which shall take
wickedness which took place previous to the place at the end), _ I do not know how it is
deluge, due to the apostasy of the angels. For that some have erred following the ordinary
Noah was six hundred years old when the deluge mode of speech, and have vitiated the middle
came upon the earth, sweeping away the rebel- number in the name, deducting the amount of
lious world, for the sake of that most infamous fifty from it, so that instead of six decads they
generation which lived in the times of Noah. _ll have it that there is but one. [I am in-
And [Antichrist] also sums up every error of clined to think that this occurred through the
devised idols since the flood, together with the fault of the copyists, as is wont to happen, since

!numbers also are expressed by letters ; so that
slaying of the prophets and the cutting off of th e Greek letter which expresses the number
the just. For that image which was set up by
Nebuchadnezzar had indeed a height of sixty sixty was easily expanded into the letter Iota of
cubits, while the breadth was six cubits ; on ac- the Greeks.] 4 Others then received this read-

count of which Ananias, Azarias, and Misa_l, I
when they did not worship it, were cast into a 3 _v ira .... % .... 8._ot, K.t a0X..... a,,_,,vod_o,,. This pas-

sage is interesting, as showing how very soon the autographs of the
furnace of fire, pointing out prophetically, by Ne_, Testament must have perished, and various readings crept into

the MSS.of the canonical books
4 That ,s. E into EI, according to Harvey, who considers the whole

I Isa. xl. t_. of thts clause as an evident mterpolauon. It does not occur m the
Matt xxtv 2x. Greek here preserved by F_,usebms(Hzst. EccL, v, 8).
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ing without examination; some in their simpli- in the Apocalypse along with those which are
city, and upon their own responsibility, making saved.4
use of this number expressing one decad ; while 3- It is therefore more certain, and less haz-
some, in their inexperience, have ventured to ardous, to await the fulfilment of the prophecy,
seek out a name which should contain the erro- than to be making surmises, and casting about
neous and spurious number. Now, as regards for any names that may present themselves, in-
those who have done this in simplicity, and with- asmuch as many names can be found possessing
out evil intent, we are at liberty to assume that the number mentioned ; and the same question
pardon will be granted them by God. But as will, after all, remain unsolved. For if there are
for those who, for the sake of vainglory, lay it many names found possessing this number, it will
down for certain that names containing the spu- be asked which among them shall the coming
rious number are to be accepted, and affirm that man bear. It is not through a want of names
this name, hit upon by themselves, is that of containing the number of that name that I say
hzm who is to come ; such persons shall not this, but on account of the fear of God, and zeal
come forth without loss, because they have led for the truth : for the name EvantAas (EYAN-
into error both themselves and those who con- OAX) contains the required number, but I make
tided In them. Now, in the first place, it is loss no allegation regarding it. Then also Zateinos
to wander from the truth, and to imagine that (AATEINO_) has the number six hundred and
as being the case which is not ; then again, as sixty-six ; and it is a very probable [solution],
there shall be no light punishment [inflicted] this being the name of the last kingdom [of the
upon him who either adds or subtracts anything four seen by Daniel]. For the Latim are they
from the Scripture,' under that such a person who at present bear rule : s I will not, however,
must necessarily fall. Moreover, another dan-make any boast over this [colnc_dence]. Teitan
ger, by no means trifling, shall overtake those too, (TEITAN, the first syllable being wntten
who falsely presume that they know the name of w_th the two Greek vowels _ and ,), among all
Antichrist. For if these men assume one Inure- the names which are found among us, is rather
ber], when this [Antichrist] shall come having worthy of credit. For it has in itself the pre-
another, they will be easily led away by him, as dieted number, and is composed of six letters,

each syllable containing three letters; and [the
mustSUpp°singbeguardedhimnOtagainst.tobe the expected one, who word _tself] is ancient, and removed from ordi-

2. These men, therefore, ought to learn [what nary use ; for among our kings we find none
really is the state of the case], and go back to bearing this name Titan, nor have any of the
the true number of the name, that they be not idols which are worshipped in public among the
reckoned among false prophets. But, knowing Greeks and barbarians th,s appellation. Among
the sure number declared by Scripture, that is, many persons, too, this name is accounted divine,
six hundred sixty and six, let them await, in the so that even the sun is termed "Titan" by those
first place, the division of the kingdom into ten ; who do now possess [the rule]. Th_sword, too,
then, in the next place, when these kings are contains a certmn outward appearance of ven-
reigmng, and beginning to set their affairs in or- geance, and of one inflicting merited punishment
der, and advance their kingdom, [let them learn] because he (Antichrist) pretends that he vindi-
to acknowledge that he who shall come claiming cates the oppressed. 6 And besides this, it is
the kingdom for himself, and shall terrify those an ancient name, one worthy of credit, of royal
men oi whom we have been speaking, having a dignity, and still further, a name belonging to a
name containing the aforesaid number, is truly tyrant. Inasmuch, then, as this name "Titan"
the abomination of desolation. This, too, the has so much to recommend it, there is a strong
apostle affirms : "When they shall say, Peace degree of probability, that from among the many
and safety, then sudden destruction shall come [names suggested], we infer, that perchance he
upon them." * And Jeremiah does not merely!who is to come shall be called "Titan." We
point out his sudden coming, but he even in- will not, however, incur the risk of pronouncing
dlcates the tribe from which he shall come, positively as to the name of Antichrist ; for if it
where he says, "We shall hear the voice of were necessary that his name should be distinctly
his swift horses from Dan ; the whole earth revealed in this present time, it would have been
shall be moved by the voice of the neighing of announced by him who beheld the apocalyptic
his galloping horses: he shall also come and vision. For that was seen no very long time
devour the earth, and the fulness thereof, the
city also, and they that dwell therein." 3 This, , Rev. vii.5"7 [TheDanites (thoughnotall)corruptedtimHebrew church and the Levmcal priesthood, by image-worship,
too, is the reason that this tribe is not reckoned Cludgxviit), andforfeiledtheblessingsoftheoldcovenant.]

[A very pregnant passage, as has often been noted. But ]et u._
] imitate the pious reticence wRh whmh this section concludes, l

z Rev xxti z9. 6 Massuct here quotes Cicero and Ovid m proof of the sun being
z z Thess. v. 3. termed T:gatt The Titans waged war against the gods, to a_eag¢
3 Jet. vm. x6. ! thernsalvvs upon Saturn.
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since, but almost in our day, towards the end of immediately upon His expiring on the cross,
Domitian's reign, undoubtedly departed on high, leaving His body

4- But he indicates the number of the name to the earth. But the case was, that for three
now, that when this man comes we may avoid days He dwelt m the place where the dead were,
him, being aware who he is : the name, however, as the prophet says concerning Him : "And the
is suppressed, because it is not worthy of being Lord remembered His dead saints who slept
proclaimed by the Holy Spirit. For if it had been formerly in the land of sepulture ; and He de-
declared by Him, he (Antichrist) might perhaps scended to them, to rescue and save them." 3
continue for a long period. But now as "he was, And the Lord Himself says, "As Jonas remained
and is not, and shall ascend out of the abyss, and three days and three nights in the whale's belly,
goes into perdition," ' as one who has no ex- so shall the Son of man be in the heart of the
istence ; so neither has his name been declared, earth." 4 Then also the apostle says, "But when
for the name of that which does not exist is not He ascended, what is it but that He also de-
proclaimed. But when this Antichrist shall have scended into the lower parts of the earth?" s
devastated all things in this world, he will reign This, too, Dawd says when prophesying of Him,
for three years and six months, and sit m the "And thou hast delivered my soul from the
temple at Jerusalem ; and then the Lord will nethermost hell, "6 and on H_s rising again the
come from heaven in the clouds, in the glory of third day, He said to Mary, who was the first to
the Father, sending this man and those who fol- see and to worship Him, "Touch Me not, for I
low him mto the lake of fire ; but bringing in have not yet ascended to the Father ; but go to
for the righteous the times of the kingdom, that the disciples, and say unto them, I ascend unto
is, the rest, the hallowed seventh day ; and re- My Father. and unto your Father." 7
storing to Abraham the promised inheritance, in 2. If, then, the Lord observed the law of the
which kingdom the Lord declared, that "many dead, that He might become the first-begotten
coming from the east and from the west should from the dead, and tarried until the third day
sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob." a "in the lower parts of the earth ; "s then after-

wards rising in the flesh, so that He even showed
CHAP. XxxI.- THE PRESERVATIONOF OUR BODIES the print of the nails to His disciples,9 He thus

IS CONFIRMEDBY THE RESURRECTIONAND AS- ascended to the Father ;--[if all these things
CENSIONOF CHRIST: THE SOULSOF THE SAINTS occurred, I say], how must these men not be
DURING THE INTERMEDIATEPERIOD ARE IN A put to confusion, who allege that "the lower
STATE OF EXPECTATIONOF THAT TIME WHEN parts " refer to this world of ours, but that their
THEYSHALLRECEIVETHEIR PERFECTAND CON-inner man, leaving the body here, ascends into
SUMMATEDGLORY. the super-celestial place? For as the Lord
I. Since, again, some who are reckoned among "went away in the midst of the shadow of

the orthodox go beyond the pre-arranged plan death," ,o where the souls of the dead were, yet
for the exaltation of the just, and are ignorant afterwards arose in the body, and after the resur-
of the methods by which they are disciplined rection was taken up [-into heaven], it is mani-
beforehand for incorruption, they thus entertain lest that the souls of His disciples also, upon
heretical opinions. For the heretics, despising whose account the Lord underwent these things,
the handiwork of God, and not admitting the shall go away into the invisible place allotted to
salvation of their flesh, while they also treat the them by God, and there remain until the resur-
promise of God contemptuously, and pass be-recfion, awaiting that event ; then receiving
yond God altogether in the sentiments they their bodies, and rising in their entirety, that is
form, affirm that immediately upon their death bodily, just as the Lord arose, they shall come
they shall pass above the heavens and the Demi- thus into the presence of God. "For no dis-
urge, and go to the Mother (Achamoth) or to ciple is above the Master, but every one that is
that Father whom they have feigned. Those perfect shall be as his Master." " As our Master,
persons, therefore, who disallow a resurrection therefore, did not at once depart, taking flight
affecting the whole man (universam re_roban/ [to heaven], but awaited the time of His resur-
resurreca'anem), and as far as in them lies rection prescribed by the Father, which had
remove it from the midst [of the Christian been also shown forth through Jonas, and rising
scheme], how can they be wondered at, if again again after three days was taken up [to heaven],
they know nothing as to the plan of the resur-
rection ? For they do not choose to under- 3 Seethenote,bookiil.xx. 4-
stand, that if these things are as they say, the * Matt xl 4o.Eph. iv. 9.
Lord Himself, in whom they profess to believe, [ Ps lx,xv,. 23.
did not rise again upon the third 'day; but r John .... 7s Eph. iv. 9,

9 ,John xx. 2o, _7.
t Rev. xvii. 8. Io Ps. xxiii 4-
a Matt. viii. zx. xt Luke w. 4o.
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sooughtwe alsotoawaitthe timeof our resur-and south,and eastand west. For alltheearth

rectionprescribedby God and foretoldby the which thouseest,I willgiveto theeand to thy
prophets,and so,rising,be taken up, as many seed,even for ever."4 And again He says,
asthe Lord shallaccountworthyof this[privi-"Arise,and go throughthe lengthand breadth
lege].' of the land, since I will give it unto thee;" s

and [yet] he did not receive an inheritance in
CHAP. XXXII. _ IN THAT FLESH IN WHICH THE it, not even a footstep, but was always a stranger

SAINTSHAVE SUFFERED SO MANYAFFLICTIONS,and a pilgrim therein. 6 And upon the death of
THEY SHALL RECEIVE THE FRUITS OF THEIR Sarah his wife, when the Hittites were willing to
LABOURS; ESPECIALLYSINCE ALL CREATIONbestow upon him a place where he might bury
WAITS FOR THIS, AND GOD PROMISES IT TO her, he declined it as a gift, but bought the
ABRAHAMAND HIS SEED. burying-place (giving for it four hundred talents
x. Inasmuch, therefore, as the opinions of cer- of silver) from Ephron the son of Zohar the

tain [orthodox persons] are derived from heretical Hittite3 Thus did he await patiently the prom-
discourses, they are both ignorant of God's dis- ise of God, and was unwilling to appear to re-
pensations, and of the mystery of the resurrec- ceive from men, what God had promised to give
tion of the just, and of the Eearthly] kingdom him, when He said again to him as follows : "I
which is the commencement of lncorruption, by will give this land to thy seed, from the river of
means of which kingdom those who shall be Egypt even unto the great river Euphrates." s
worthy are accustomed gradually to partake of If, then, God promised him the inheritance of
the divine nature (capere Deum _) ; and it is the land, yet he did not receive it during all the
necessary to tell them respecting those things, time of his sojourn there, it must be, that to-
that it behoves the righteous first to receive the gether w_th his seed, that is, those who fear
promise of the inheritance which God promised God and believe in Him, he shall receive it at
to the fathers, and to reign m it, when they use the resurrection of the just. For his seed is the
again to behold God m this creation which is Church, which receives the adoption to God
renovated, and that the judgment should take through the Lord, as John the Baptist said:
place afterwards. For it is just that in that very "For God is able from the stones to raise up
creation in which they toiled or were afflicted, children to Abraham."9 Thus also the apostle
being proved in every way by suffering, they says in the Epistle to the Galatians : "But ye,
should receive the reward of their suffering ; brethren, as Isaac was, are the children of the
and that in the creation in which they were slam promise." xo And again, in the same Epistle, he
because of their love to God, in that they should plainly declares that they who have believed in
be revived again ; and that in the creation in Christ do receive Christ, the promise to Abraham
which they endured servitude, m that they should thus saying, "The promises were spoken to
reign. For God is rich in all things, and all Abraham, and to his seed. Now He does not
things are His. It is fitting, therefore, that the say, And of seeds, as if ['He spake] of many,
creatton itself, being restored to its primeval but as of one, And to thy seed, which is Christ.""
condition, should without restraint be under the And again, confirming his former words, he says,
dominion of the righteous ; and the apostle has " Even as Abraham believed God, and it was
m_de this plain in the Epistle to the Romans, accounted to him for righteousness. Know ye
when he thus speaks : "For the expectation of therefore, that they which are of faith are the
the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the children of Abraham. But the Scripture, fore-
s_ns of God. For the creature has been sub- seeing that God would justify the heathen through
jected to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of faith, declared to Abraham beforehand, That in
him who hath subjected the same m hope; thee shall all nations be blessed. So then they
since the creature itself shall also be delivered which are of faith shall be blessed with faithful

from the bondage of corrupuon into the glorious Abraham." i_ Thus, then, they who are of faith
liberty of the sons of God." 3 shall be blessed with faithful Abraham, and these

2. Thus, then, the promise of God, which He are the children of Abraham. Now God made
gave to Abraham, remains stedfast. For thus promise of the earth to Abraham and his seed ;
He said: " Lift up thine eyes, and look from yet neither Abraham nor his seed, that is, those
this place where now thou art, towards the north who are justified by faith, do now receive any

x The five following chapters were omitted in the earlier editions, 4 Gem xlli. z3, r4.
but added by Feuardentlus Most MSS, too, did not contain them S C-on mh. z7.
It ts probable that the scribes of the middle ages rejected them on 6 Acts vu 5; Heb. xL x3.
account of their mculcaung millenanan notions, winch had been long 7 Gem xxiil ,_.

inetIn the Church. Quotations from these five chapters have s Gen xv. x3.9 Luke in. 8.
to l'_hC_Ileeted by Harvey from Syriac and Armenian Mss lately come zo Gal iv. _8.

Or,C'gr_.uallytocomprehendGod." IxGal. ,ii x6.
-_om. vm. z9, etc. x2 Gal. iii. 6, etc.
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inheritance in it ; but they shall receive it at the world an hundred-fold, and in that to come he
resurrection of the just. For God is true and shall inherit eternal life." s For what are the
faith fir; and on this account He said, "Blessed hundred-fold [rewards] in this world, the enter-
are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth." z tainments given to the poor, and the suppers for

which a return is made ? These are [to take
CHAP. xxxm. -- FURTHER PROOFS OF THE SAME place] in the times of the kingdom, that is, upon

PROPOSrnoN, D_W_ FROMTHE PROMISES_L_E the seventh day, which has been sanctified, in
BYCnmST, WHEN HE DECLAREDTHATHE WOULD which God rested from all the works which He
Dmm_ OF THE FRUIT OF THE VINE wrrH HIS created, which is the true Sabbath of the right-
DISCIPLESIN" HIS FATHER'S KINGDOM,WHILE AT eons, which they shall not be engaged in any
THE SAME TIME HE PROMISED TO REWARD earthly occupation ; but shall have a table at
THEM AN HUNDRED-FOLD,AND TO MAKETHEM hand prepared for them by God, supplying them
PARTAKE OF BANQUETS. THE BLESSING" PRO- with all sorts of dishes.

NOtmCED BY JACOB _ POINTED OUT 'rms 3. The blessing of Isaac with which he blessed
ALREADY,ttS PAPIASAND THE ELDERS HAVE his younger son Jacob has the same meaning,
INTERPRETEDIT. when he says, " Behold, the smell of my son is
I. For this reason, when about to undergo as the smell of a full field which the Lord has

His sufferings, that He might declare to Abra- blessed." 6 But "the field is the world." 7 And
ham and those with him the glad tidings of the therefore he added, "God give to thee of the
inheritance being thrown open, [Christ], after dew of heaven, and of the fatness of the earth,
He had given thanks while holding the cup, and plenty of corn and wine. And let the nations
had drunk of it, and given it to the disciples, serve thee, and kings bow down to thee ; and be
said to them : "Drink ye all of it : this is My thou lord over thy brother, and thy father's sons
blood of the new covenant, which shall be shed shall bow down to thee: cursed shall be he
for many for the remission of sins. But I say who shall curse thee, and blessed shall be he
unto you, I will not drink henceforth of the fruit who shall bless thee." s If any one, then, does
6f this vine, until that day when I will drink it not accept these things as referring to the ap-
new with you in my Father's kingdom." * Thus, pointed kingdom, he must fall into much contra-
then, He will Himself renew the inheritance of diction and contranety, as is the case with the
the earth, and will re-organize the mystery of the Jews, who are involved in absolute perplexity.
glory of [His] sons ; as Dawd says, "He who For not only did not the nations in this life serve
hath renewed the face of the earth. ''3 He this Jacob; but even after he had received the
promised to drink of the fruit of the vine with blessing, he himself going forth [from his home],
His disciples, thus indicating both these points: served his uncle Laban the Syrian for twenty
the inheritance of the earth in which the new years ; 9 and not only was he not made lord of
fruit of the vine is drunk, and the resurrection his brother, but he did himself bow down before
of His disciples in the flesh. For the new flesh his brother Esau, upon his return from Mesopo-
which rises again is the same which also received tamia to his father, and offered many gifts to
the new cup. And He cannot by any means be him. '° Moreover, in what way did he inherit
understood as drinking of the fruit of the vine much corn and wine here, he who emigrated to
when settled down with his [disciples] above in Egypt because of the famine which possessed
a super-celestial place ; nor, again, are they who the land in which he was dwelling, and became
drink it devoid of flesh, for to drink of that subject to Pharaoh, who was then ruling over
which flows from the vine pertains to flesh, and Egypt? The predicted blessing, therefore, be-
not spirit, longs unquestionably to the times of the king-

2. And for this reason the Lord declared, dora, when the righteous shall bear rule upon
"When thou makest a dinner or a supper, do their rising from the dead;" when also the crea-
not call thy friends, nor thy neighbours, nor thy tion, having been renovated and set free, shall
kinsfolk, lest they ask thee in return, and so repay fructify with an abundance of all kinds of food,
thee. But call the lame, the blind, and the poor, from the dew of heaven, and from the fertility
and thou shalt be blessed, since they cannot of the earth: as the elders who saw John, the
recompense thee, but a recompense shall be disciple of the Lord, related that they had heard
made thee at the resurrection of the just. ''4
And again He says, "Whosoever shall have left s Mattxix.29; Lukexviii._9,3°.Gen, xxvii. 27, etc.
lands, or houses, or parents, or brethren, or chil- _ Mutt.xin. 38.

dren because of Me, he shall receive in this 9*c_n._vl,.,s,,9.Gea. xxxt 4z.
xo Gen xxxin. 3
xz From thas to the end of the section there is an Armenian ver-

slon extant, to be found in the Spicd. Solesm i. p. T, edited by IVl.t Matt. v. 5.
a Matt. xxvt. a7. Pttra, Parts x852, and which was taken by him from an Armenian us
_t Pr,. civ. 30. in the Mechtta_t Library at Vemce, described as being of the
_t Luke xtv.x2, x3. [ twelfth century.
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from him how the Lord used to teach in regard habits, who come to believe, and when they have
to these times, and say: The days will come, believed, act in harmony with the righteous.
in which vines shall grow, each having ten thou- But although this is [true] now with regard to
sand branches, and m each branch ten thousand some men coming from various nations to the
twigs, and in each true, twig ten thousand shoots, harmony of the faith, nevertheless in the resur-

and in each one of the shoots ten thousand rection of the just [the words shall also app!y_
clusters, and on every one of the clusters ten to those animals mentioned. For God Is ncn
thousand grapes, and every grape when pressed in all things. And it is right that when the crea-
will give five and twenty metretes of wine. And tion is restored, all the animals should obey and
when any one of the saints shall lay hold of a be in subjection to man, and revert to the food
cluster,* another shall cry out, "I am a better originally given by God (for they had been origi-
cluster, take me ; bless the Lord through me." nally subjected in obedience to Adam), that is,
In like manner [the Lord declared] that a grain the productions of the earth. But some other
of wheat would produce ten thousand ears, and occasion, and not the present, is [to be sought]
that every ear should have ten thousand grains, for showing that the lion shall [then] feed on
and every gram would yield ten pounds (quinque straw. And this indicates the large size and rich
&hbres) of clear, pure, fine flour; and that all quality of the fruits. For if that animal, the
other fruit-bearing trees,3 and seeds and grass, lion, feeds upon straw [at that period], of what
would produce in similar proportions (secundum a quality must the wheat itself be whose straw
congruena'am iis consecuentem) ; and that all shall serve as suitable food for lions?
animals feeding [only] on the productions of
the earth, should [in those days] become peace- CHAP. xxxrv.--nE FORTIFIESHIS oPrNIoNs wrrH
ful and harmomous among each other, and be REGARDTO THE TEMPORALAND EARTrlLYKING-
in perfect subjection to man. r)OMOF THE SAINTSAFTERTHEIRRESURRECTION,

4- And these things are borne witness to in BY THE VARIOUSTESTIMONIESOF ISAIAH_ EZE-
writing by Papias, the hearer of John, and a _EL, JEREMIAH, AND DANIEL; ALSO BY THE
companion of Polycarp, in his fourth book ; for PARABLEOFTHE SERV_rI_ WATCHmO,TO WHOM
there were five books compiled (o'v'/rcray/_m) THE LORD PROMISED THAT HE WOULD MINISTER.

by him.4 And he says in addition, "Now these t. Then, too, Isaiah himself has plainly de-
things are credible to believers." And he says clared that there shall be joy of this nature at
that, "when the traitor Judas did not give credit the resurrection of the just, when he says : "The
to them, and put the question, ' How then can dead shall rise again ; those, too, who are in the
things about to bring forth so abundantly be tombs shall arise, and those who are in the earth
wrought by the Lord ?' the Lord declared, ' They shall rejoice. For the dew from Thee is health
who shall come to these [times] shall see.' " to them." 6 And this again Ezekiel also says:
When prophesying of these times, therefore, "Behold, I will open your tombs, and will bring
Esaias says : "The wolf also shall feed with the you forth out of your graves ; when I will draw my
lamb, and the leopard shall take his rest with people from the sepulchres, and I will put breath
the kid ; the calf also, and the bull, and the lion in you, and ye shall hve ; and I will place you
shall eat together; and a little boy shall lead on your own land, and ye shall know that I am
them. The ox and the bear shall feed together, the LORD." 7 And again the same speaks thus :
and their young ones shall agree together ; and "These things saith the LORD, I will gather
the lion shall eat straw as well as the ox. And Israel from all nations whither they have been
the infant boy shall thrust his hand Into the asp's driven, and I shall be sanctified in them in the
den, into the nest also of the adder's brood ; sight of the sons of the nations : and they shall
and they shall do no harm, nor have power to dwell in their own land, which I gave to my ser-
hurt anything in my holy mountain." And again vant Jacob. And they shall dwell in it in peace ;
he says, in recapitulation, "Wolves and lambs and they shall build houses, and plant vineyards,
shall then browse together, and the lion shall eat and dwell in hope, when I shall cause judgment
straw like the ox, and the serpent earth as if it to fall among all who have dishonoured them,
were bread ; and they shall neither hurt nor an- among those who encircle them round about ;
noy anything in my holy mountain, saith the and they shall know that I am the LORD their
Lord." 5 I am quite aware that some persons God, and the God of their fathers." s Now I
endeavour to refer these words to the case of have shown a short time ago that the church is

savage men, both of different nations and various ]the seed of Abraham ; and for this reason, that
s Th " . . ,we may know that He who in the New Testa-|s worn" true" is not found in tl_¢ _xrtnerltan. I e - ..t_

. 2 Or, following Arm vers., "But ff any one shall lay hold of an ] ment "ratses up lrom tire stones Cnll(lren unto
holy clu_ter." . . -

s The Arm. vers. is here followed; the old Lama reads, Et re- ] --
hqua autem poma." [ 6 Isa. xxvc x9.

4 _See pp xSX.X54, thts volume.] [ 7 Ezek xxxvla, x2, etc.
5 L_. xl. 6, etc. I .t E.zek. xxvm. 25, 26..
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Abraham,"' is He who will gather, according to Him." s And lest the promise named should
the Old Testament, those that shall be saved be understood as referring to this time, it was
from all the nations, Jeremiah says : "Behold, declared to the prophet : "And come thou, and
the days come, saith the LORD, that they shall stand in thy lot at the consummation of the
no more say, The I_RD liveth, who led the chil- days." 9
dren of Israel from the north, and from every 3. Now, that the promises were not announced
region whither they had been driven ; He will to the prophets and the fathers alone, but to the
restore them to their own land which He gave Churches united to these from the nations, whom
to their fathers. ''2 also the Spirit terms "the islands" (both be-

2. That the whole creation shall, according to cause they are established in the midst of turbu-
God's will, obtain a vast increase, that it may lence, suffer the storm of blasphemies, exist as a
bring forth and sustain fruits such [as we have harbour of safety to those in peril, and are the
mentioned], Is_h declares : "And there shall refuge of those who love the height [of heaven],
be upon every high mountain, and upon every and strive to avoid Bythus, that is, the depth of
prominent hill, water running everywhere in that error), Jeremiah thus declares : "Hear the word
day, when many shall perish, when walls shall of the LORD, ye nations, and declare it to the
fall. And the light of the moon shall be as the isles afar off; say ye, that the LORD will scatter
light of the sun, seven times that of the day, Israel, He will gather him, and keep him, as one
when He shall hem the anguish of His people, feeding his flock of sheep. For the Lord hath
and do away with the pain of His stroke." a redeemed Jacob, and rescued him from the hand
Now "the pain of the stroke" means that in- of one stronger than he. And they shall come
flicted at the beginning upon disobedient man and rejoice in Mount Zion, and shall come to
in Adam, that is, death ; which [stroke] the what is good, and into a land of wheat, and wine,
Lord will heal when He raises us from the dead and fruits, of animals and of sheep ; and their
and restores the inheritance of the fathers, as soul shall be as a tree bearing fruit, and they

Isaiah again says: "And thou shalt be confident shall hunger no more. At that time also shall
in the LORD, and He wdl cause thee to pass over the virgins rejoice in the company of the young
the whole earth, and feed thee with the inherit- men : the old men, too, shall be glad, and I will
ance of Jacob thy father." 4 This is what the turn their sorrow into joy ; and I will make them
Lord declared : "Happy are those servants whom exult, and will magnify them, and satiate the
the Lord when He cometh shall find watching, souls of the priests the sons of Levi ; and my
Verily I say unto you, that He shall gird Him- people shall be satiated with my goodness." '°
self, and make them to sit down [to meat], and Now, in the preceding book,, I have shown that
will come forth and serve them. And if He all the disciples of the Lord are Levites and
shall come in the evening watch, and find them priests, they who used in the temple to profane
so, blessed are they, because He shall make the Sabbath, but are blameless." Promises of
them sit down, and minister to them ; or if this such a nature, therefore, do indicate in the clear-
be in the second, or it be in the third, blessed est manner the feasting of that creation in the
are they." s Again John also says the very same kingdom of the righteous, which God promises
in the Apocalypse : "Blessed and holy is he who that He will Himself serve.
has part in the first resurrection." 6 Then, too, 4. Then again, speaking of Jerusalem, and of
Isaiah has declared the time when these events Him reigning there, Isaiah declares, "Thus smth
shall occur ; he says : "And I said, LOrd, how the LOw, Happy is he who hath seed in Zion,
long ? Until the cities be wasted without inhab- and servants in Jerusalem. Behold, a righteous
itant, and the houses be without men, and the king shall reign, and princes shall rule with judg-
earth be left a desert. And after these things ment." '_ And with regard to the foundation on
the LoRD shall remove us men far away (bnge which it shall be rebuilt, he says : "Behold, I
nos faciet Deus homines), and those who shall will lay in order for thee a carbuncle stone, and
remain shall multiply upon the earth." 7 Then sapphire for thy foundations ; and I will lay thy
Daniel also says this very thing: "And the ramparts with jasper, and thy gates with crystal,
kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of and thy wall with choice stones: and all thy
those under the heaven, is given to the saints children shall be taught of God, and great shall
of the Most High God, whose kingdom is ever- be the peace of thy children ; and in righteous-
lasting, and all dominions shall serve and obey ness shalt thou be built up." ,4 And yet again

I Matt. ill. 9. I Dan, vii. _.
2 ,T_._clil.7,6. _ Dan xil: '3-
S ISa. XXX.25j26, er. XXXI. zoI 4_tC.
4 Ira. Ivlil. x4. x, ._ iv. 8, 3-
5 Luke xd. 37, 38. xz Matt. xfi. 5-
6 Rev. xx. 6. z3 I_. xxxi. 9, xxxll, t.
7 Is_ vi. zx. _ lsm. hv. _x-s4-
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does he say the same thing: "Behold, I make tercourse and communion with the holy angels,
Jerusalem a rejoicing, and my people [a joy] ; and union with spiritual beings ; and [with re-
for the voice of weeping shall be no more heard spect to] those whom the Lord shall find in the
m her, nor the voice of crying. Also there shall flesh, awaiting Him from heaven, and who have
not be there any immature [one], nor an old suffered tribulation, as well as escaped the hands
man who does not fulfil his time. for the youth of the Wicked one. For it is in reference to
shall be of a hundred years ; and the sinner shall them that the prophet says : "And those that are
die a hundred years old, yet shall be accursed, left shall multiply upon the earth." And Jere-
And they shall build houses, and inhabit them miah z the prophet has pointed out, that as many
themselves ; and shall plant vineyards, and eat believers as God has prepared for this purpose,
the fruit of them themselves, and shall drink to multiply those left upon earth, should both be
wine. And they shall not build, and others under the rule of the saints to minister to this
inhabit ; neither shall they prepare the vineyard, Jerusalem, and that [His] kingdom shall be in
and others eat. For as the days of the tree of it, saxing, "Look around Jerusalem towards the
life shall be the days of the people in thee ; for east, and behold the joy which comes to thee
the works of their hands shall endure." ' from God Himself. Behold, thy sons shall come

whom thou hast sent forth : they shall come in a
CHAP. XXXV.-- HE CONTENDSTHAT THESE TESTI- band from the east even unto the west, by the

_ONIES ALREADYALLECEDCANNOTBE tn_DF.R-word of that Holy One, rejoicing in that splen-
STOODALLEOORICALLVOF CELESTIALBLESSINGS,dour whach is from thy God. O Jerusalem, put
BUTTHATTHEY SHALLHAVETHEIR FULFILMENTOff thy robe of mourning and of affliction, and
AFTER THE COMING OF ANTICHRIST,AND THE put on that beauty of eternal splendour from thy
gESURRECTIOn,IN THE TERRESTRIALJERUSALEM.God. Gird thyself with the double garment of
TO THE FORMER PROPHECIES HE SUBJOINS OTHERS that righteousness proceeding from thy God ;
DRAWN FROM ISAIAH, JEREMIAH, AND THE APOC- place the mitre of eternal glory upon thine head.
ALVrSE OF Jom'_. For God will show thy glory to the whole earth
i. If, however, any shall endeavour to alleg- under heaven. For thy name shall for ever be

orize [prophecies] of thin kind, they shall not called by God Himself, the peace of righteous-
be found consistent with themselves in all points, ness and glory to him that worships God. Arise,
and shall be confuted by the teaching of the Jerusalem, stand on high, and look towards the
very expressions [in question]. For example : east, and behold thy sons from the rising of the
"When the cities " of the Gentiles "shall be sun, even to the west, by the word of that Holy
desolate, so that they be not inhabited, and the One, rejoicing in the very remembrance of God.
houses so that there shall be no men in them, For the footmen have gone forth from thee,
and the land shall be left desolate. ''_ "For, while they were drawn away by the enemy.
behold," says Isaiah, "the day of the LORD God shall bring them in to thee, being borne
cometh past remedy, full of fury and wrath, to with glory as the throne of a kingdom. For
lay waste the city of the earth, and to root sin- God has decreed that every high mountain shall
ners out of it." 3 And again he says, "Let him be brought low, and the eternal hills, and that
be taken away, that he behold not the glory of the valleys be filled, so that the surface of the
God." * And when these things are done, he earth be rendered smooth, that Israel, the glory
says, "God will remove men far away, and those of God, may walk in safety. The woods, too,
that are left shall multiply in the earth." s "And shall make shady places, and every sweet-smell-
they shall build houses, and shall inhabit them ing tree shall be for Israel itself by the command
themselves: and plant vineyards, and eat of of God. For God shall go before with joy in
them themselves." 6 For all these and other the light of His splendour, with the pity and
words were unquestionably spoken in reference righteousness which proceeds from Him."
to the resurrection of the just, which takes place 2. Now all these things being such as they
after the coining of Antichrist, and the destruc- are, cannot be understood in reference to super-
tton of all nations under his rule ; in [the times eelestml matters ; "for God," it is said, "will
ofj which [resurrection] the righteous shall show to the whole earth that is under heaven thy
reign in the earth, waxing stronger by the sight glory. " But in the times of the kingdom, the
of the Lord: and through Him they shall be- earth has been called again by Christ [to its
come accustomed to partake in the glory of God pristine condition], and Jerusalem rebuilt after
the Father, and shall enjoy in the kingdom in- the pattern of the Jerusalem above, of which the

prophet Isaiah says, " Behold, I have depicted
, I_. t,,v._s thy walls upon my hands, and thou art always in
2 Isa vt x:[

s Isa xlit 9. 7 The long quotatmn following is not found in Jmmiah, but in4 Is.a xxvl io.
5 Isa vl x_. the apocryphal book of Baruch, chap. iv. 36, ere., and the whole d
b Isa. lxv _x. chap v.
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my sight."' And the apostle, too, writing to the John, the Lord's disciple, says that the new
Galatians, says in like manner, "But the Jerusa- Jerusalem above shall ['then] descend, as a bride
lem which is above is free, which is the mother adorned for her husband ; and that this is the
of us all." 2 He does not say this with any tabernacle of God, in which God will dwell with
thought of an erratic ./Eon, or of any other men. Of this Jerusalem the former one is an
power which departed from the Pleroma, or of image- that Jerusalem of the former earth in
Prnnicus, but of the Jerusalem which has been which the righteous are disciplined beforehand
delineated on [God's] hands. And in the Apoc- for incorrnption and prepared for salvation. And
alypse John saw this new [Jerusalem] descend- of this tabernacle Moses received the pattern
ing upon the new earth.3 For after the times of m the mount ; 12and nothing is capable of being
the kingdom, he says, "I saw a great white allegorized, but all things are stedfast, and true,
throne, and Him who sat upon it, from whose and substantial, having been made by God for
face the earth fled away, and the heavens ; and righteous men's enjoyment. For as it is God
there was no more place for them." 4 And he sets truly who raises up man, so also does man truly
forth, too, the things connected with the general rise from the dead, and not allegorically, as I
resurrection and the judgment, mentioning "the have shown repeatedly. And as he rises actually,
dead, great and small." "The sea," he says, "gave so also shall he be actually disciplined before-
lip the dead which it had m it, and death and hell hand for incorruption, and shall go forwards
delivered up the dead that they contained ; and and flourish in the times of the kingdom, in order
the books were opened. Moreover," he says, that he may be capable of receiving the glory
"the book of life was opened, and the dead were of the Father. Then, when all things are made
judged out of those things that were written in new, he shall truly dwell in the city of God. For
the books, according to their works ; and death _t is said, " He that Sltteth on the throne said,
and hell were sent into the lake of fire, the second Behold, I make all things new. And the Lord
death." s Now this is what is called Gehenna, says, Write all this ; for these words are faithful
which the Lord styled eternal fire. 6 "And if any and true. And He sa'.d to me, They are done." ,3
one," it is said, "was not found written in the And this is the truth of the matter.
book of life, he was sent into the lake of fire." 7
And after this, he says, " I saw a new heaven CHAP.XXXVL--MEN SHALLBE ACTUALLYRAISED:
and a new earth, for the first heaven and earth THE WORLDSHALLNOT BE ANNIHILATEDj BUT
have passed away ; also there was no more sea. THERE SHALL BE VARIOUSMANSIONSFOR THE
And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming SAIWrs, ACCORDINGTO THE RANKALLOTTEDTO
down from heaven, as a bride adorned for her EACH INDIVIDUAL. ALL THINGSSHALL BE SUB-
husband." "And I heard," it is said, "a great JECT TO GOD THE FATHER,AND SO SHALL HE
voice from the throne, saying, Behold, the taber- BE ALL IN ALL.
nacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with L For since there are real men, so must there
them ; and they shall be His people, and God also be a real establishment (planlatwnem), that
Himself shall be with them as their God. And they vanish not away among non-existent things,
He will wipe away every tear from their eyes ; but progress among those which have an actual
and death shall be no more, neither sorrow, nor existence. For neither is the substance nor the
crying, neither shall there be any more pain, essence of the creation annihilated (for faithful
because the former things have passed away." s and true is He who has estabhshed it), but "the
Isaiah also declares the very same : "For there firsheon of the world passeth away ;" ,4 that is,
shall be a new heaven and a new earth ; and those things among which transgression has oc-
there shall be no remembrance of the former, curred, since man has grown old m them. And
neither shall the heart think about them, but therefore this [present] fashion has been formed
they shall find in it joy and exultation." 9 Now temporary, God foreknowing all things ; as I
this is what has been said by the apostle : "For have pointed out in the preceding book/S and
the fashion of this world passeth away." ,o To have also shown, as far as was possible, the cause
the same purpose did the Lord also declare, of the creation of this world of temporal things.
" Heaven and earth shall pass away." " When But when this [present] fashion [of things]
these things, therefore, pass away above the earth, passes away, and man has been renewed, and

flourishes in an incorruptible state, so as to pre-
, I_ xh_ ,6. clude the possibility of becoming old, [then]
*G_a,_..6. there shall be the new heaven and the new3 Rev. xxx. 2

* R_ ..... _. earth, in which the new man shall remain [con-
Rev. XX. X2-14.

6 Matt. xxv. 41,
Y Rex,. xx IS.
s Rev. xxi x- 4. z2 Ex xxv 4o.
9 lsa lxv r7, x$. ls Rev. xxl. 5, O.
xo _ Cor. vii.3x _4 z Cor _i_ 3_.
tx Matt xxw 35- xs Lib. iv. 5, 6.
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tinually], always holding fresh converse with excepted who did put all things under Him.
God. And since (or, that) these things shall And when all things shall be subdued unto Him,
ever continue without end, Isaiah declares, "For then shall the Son also Himself be subject unto
as the new heavens and the new earth which I Him who put all things under Him, that God
do make, continue in my sight, salth the LORD, may be all in all." 6
so shall your seed and your name remain.", 3. John, therefore, did distinctly foresee the
And as the presbyters say, Then those who are first "resurrection of the just," 7 and the inherit-
deemed worthy of an abode in heaven shall go ance m the kingdom of the earth; and what
there, others shall enjoy the delights of paradise, the prophets have prophesied concerning it ha.r-
and others shall possess the splendour of the monize [with his vision]. For the Lord also
city ; for everywhere the Saviour • shall be seen taught these things, when He promised that He
according as they who see Him shall be worthy, would have the mixed cup new with His disci-

2. [They say, moreover], that there is this ples in the kingdom. The apostle, too, has
distinction between the habitation of those who confessed that the creation shall be free from

produce an hundred-fold, and that of those who i the bondage of corruption, [so as to pass'] into
produce sixty-fold, and that of those who pro- i the liberty of the sons of God. s And in all these
duce thirty-fold : for the first will be taken up things, and by them all, the same God the Father
into the heavens, the second will dwell in para- is manifested, who fashioned man, and gave
dise, the last will inhabit the city ; and that it promise of the inheritance of the earth to the
was on this account the Lord declared, "In My fathers, who brought it (the creature) forth [from
Father's house are many mansions." a For all bondage] at the resurrection of the just, and ful-
things belong to God, who supplies all with a ills the promises for the kingdom of His Son ;
suitable dwelling-place ; even as His Word says, subsequently bestowing in a paternal manner
that a share is allotted to all by the Father, those things which neither the eye has seen, nor
according as each person is or shall be worthy, the ear has heard, nor has [thought concerning
And this is the couch on which the guests shall them] arisen within the heart of man. 9 For
recline, having been invited to the weddmg.¢ there is the one Son, who accomplished His
The presbyters, the disciples of the apostles, Father's will ; and one human race also in which
affirm that this is the gradation and arrangement the mysteries of God are wrought, "which the
of those who are saved, and that they advance angels desire to look into ; "'° and they are not
through steps of this nature ; also that they as- able to search out the wisdom of GOd, bymeans of
cend through the Spirit to the Son, and through which His handiwork, confirmed and incorpo-
the Son to the Father, and that in due time the rated with His Son, is brought to perfection ; that
Son will yield up His work to the Father, even His offspring, the First-begotten Word, should
as it is said by the apostle, "For He must reign descend to the creature (facturam), that is, to
tzll He hath put all enemies under His feet. The what had been moulded (plasma), and that it
last enemy that shall be destroyed is death." s should be contained by Him ; and, on the other
For in the times of the kingdom, the righteous hand, the creature should contain the Word, and
man who is upon the earth shall then forget to ascend to Him, passing beyond the angels, and
din. "But when He salth, All things shall be be made after the image and likeness of God.,'
subdued unto Him, it is manifest that He is

6 x Cot, xv 27, 28.
7 Luke xlv. x4.

x Isa. Ixvi 22 8 Rom. vln 2x.
2 Thus m a Greek fragment, an the Old Laun, Deus. 9 z Cor, il 9 ; Isa. lxiv, 4.
3 John xlv, 2 to z Pet t x2
4 Matt. xxit xo. tx Grabe and others _uppose that some part of the work has been
-_ x Cor. xx. 25, 26. lost, so that the above was not its original conclusion.



FRAGMENTSFROMTHE LOSTWRITINGSOF IRENA US.

I. His miracles and His teaching, Polycarp having
I ADJUREthee, who shalt transcribe this book,' thus received [reformation] from the eye-wit-

by our Lord Jesus Christ, and by His glorious nesses of the Word of life, would recount them
appearing, when He comes to judge the living all in harmony with the Scriptures. These
and the dead, that thou compare what thou hast things, through God's mercy which was upon
transcribed, and be careful to set it right accord- me, I then listened to attentively, and treasured
ing to this copy from which thou hast tran- them up not on paper, but in my heart ; and I
scribed; also, that thou in like manner copy am continually, by God's grace, revolving these
down this adjuration, and insert it in the tran- things accurately in my mind. And I can bear
script, witness before God, that if that blessed and apos-

II. tolical presbyter had heard any such thing, he

These * opinions, Florinus, that I may speak would have cried out, and stopped his ears,
in mild terms, are not of sound doctrine ; these exclaiming as he was wont to do : "0 good
opinions are not consonant to the Church, and God, for what times hast Thou reserved me,
involve their votaries in the utmost impiety ; that I should endure these things?" And he
these opinions, even the heretics beyond the would have fled from the very spot where, sitting
Church's pale have never ventured to broach; or standing, he had heard such words. This

fact, too, can be made dear, from his Epistles
these opinions, those presbyters who preceded
us, and who were conversant with the apostles, which he despatched, whether to the neighbour-
did not hand down to thee. For, while I was ing Churches to confirm them, or to certain of
yet a boy, I saw thee in Lower Asia with Poly- the brethren, admonishing and exhorting them.
carp, distinguishing thyself in the royal court,s III.
and endeavouring to gain his approbation. For
I have a more vivid recollection of what occurred For 4 the controversy is not merely as regards

at that time than of recent events (inasmuch as the day, but also as regards the form itself of
the experiences of childhood, keeping pace with the fast.S For some consider themselves bound
the growth of the soul, become incorporated to fast one day, others two days, others still
with it) ; so that I can even describe the place more, while others [do so during] forty : the di-
where the blessed Polycarp used to sit and dis- urnal and the nocturnal hours they measure out
course--his going out, too, and his coming in together as their [fasting] day. 6 And this vari-
--his general mode of life and personal appear- ety among the observers [of the fasts-] had not
ance, together with the discourses which he its origin in our time, but long before in that of
delivered to the people; also how he would our predecessors, some of whom probably, being
speak of his familiar intercourse with John, and not very accurate in their observance of it,
with the rest of those who had seen the Lord ;

4 See pp 3r and 312, of this volume. We are indebted again to
and how he would call their words to remem- Eusebius for thLs valuable fragment from the Epistle of Irenzas to

brance. Whatsoever things he had heard from VictorBlshopofRome(Hz._t.Ecd,v 24. copiedal_obyNicephorus,iv. 39). It appears to have been a synodical epistle to the head of the
them respecting the Lord, both with regard to [ Roman Church, the historian saying that It was wrmen by Irena_us,

" in the name of (& 7r0o_&Trol,)those brethren over whom he ruled
I throughout Gaul." Neither are these expressions to be himted to the

x This fragment m quoted by Eusebius, Hist. Ecd, v. 2o. It [ Church at Lyons for the same authority records (v. 23) that it was
oeeurred at the close of the lost treause of Irenaeus enufled De [ the testimonY' "of the dioceses throughout Gaul, wl_lch Iren_eus
Ogdaade. ] supenntende_'" (Harvey).

s This interesting extract we also owe to Eusebtus, who (ut s_#.) ] s According to Har_ey, the early paschal controversy resolved
took it from the work De Og'doade, written after this former friend of ] itself into two _artlculars- (a) as regards the precise day on which
Ireamus had lapsed to Valentimams m. Flonnus had previously held ] our Lord's resui'recuon should he celebrated, (b) as regard_ the cus-
that _ was the author of evil, which sentiment Irena:us opposed in [ tom of the fast preceding it
a treatise, now lost, called _r_,ol_tovao_ia_. [ 6 Both reading and punctuatmn are here subjects of controversy.

a Comp. p. 3a, thin volume, and Phil. iv. a2. I We have followed Massuet and Harvey.
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handed down to posterity the custom as it had, good to his neighbours, and does not do so, he
through simplicity or private fancy, been [intro- shall be reckoned a stranger to the love of the
duced among them]. And yet nevertheless all Lord. 6
these lived in peace one with another, and we v.

also keep peace together. Thus, in fact, the The 7 will and the energy of God is the effec-
difference [in observing] the fast establishes tire and foreseeing cause of every time and place
the harmony of [our common] faith.' And the and age, and of every nature. The will is the
presbyters preceding Soter in the government of reason (A_o_) of the intellectual soul, which
the Church which thou dost now rule w I mean, [reason] is within us, inasmuch as it is the fac-
Anicetus and Pius, Hyginus and Telesphorus, ulty belonging to it which is endowed with free-
and Sixtus--did neither themselves observe it dom of action. The will is the mind desiring
[after that fashion], nor permit those with them* [some object], and an appetite possessed of in-
to do so. Notwithstanding this, those who did telligence, yearning after that thing which is
not keep [the feast in this way] were peacefully desired.
disposed towards those who came to them from VL

other dioceses in which xt was [so] observed, Since s God is vast, and the Architect of the
although such observance was [felt] in more world, and omnipotent, He created things that
decided contrariety [as presented] to those who reach to immensity both by the Architect of the
did not fall in with it ; and none were ever cast world and by an omnipotent will, and with a
out [of the Church] for this matter. On the new effect, potently and efficaciously, in order
contrary, those presbyters who preceded thee, that the entire fulness of those things which have
and who dM not observe [this custom], sent the been produced might come into being, although
Eucharist to those of other dioceses who did they had no previous existence m that is, what-
observe it.3 And when the blessed Polycarp ever does not fall under [our] observation, and
was sojourning m Rome in the time of Anicetus, also what lies before our eyes. And so does He
although a shght controversy had arisen among contain all things in particular, and leads them
them as to certain other points, they were at on to their own proper result, on account of
once well inclined towards each other [with re- which they were called into being and produced,
gard to the matter in hand], not willing that any in no way changed into anything else than what
quarrel should arise between them upon this it (the end) had originally been by nature. For
head. For neither could Anicetus persuade this is the property of the working of God, not
Polycarp to forego the observance [in his own merely to proceed to the infinitude of the under-
way], inasmuch as these things had been always standing, or even to overl6ass [ourJ powers of
[so] observed by John the disciple of our Lord, mind, reason and speech, time anct place, and
and by other apostles with whom he had been every age ; but also to go beyond substance, and
conversant ; nor, on the other hand, could Poly- fulness or perfection.
carp succeed in persuading Anicetus to keep
[the observance in his way], for he maintained VII.
that he was bound to adhere to the usage of the This 9 [custom], of not bending the knee upon
presbyters who preceded him. And m this state Sunday, is a symbol of the resurrection, through
of affairs they held fellowship with each other ; which we have been set free, by the grace of
and Amcetus conceded to Polycarp in the Church Christ, from sins, and from death, which has been
the celebration of the Eucharist, by way of show- put to death under Him. Now this custom
ing him respect ; so that they parted in peace took its rise from apostolic times, as the blessed
one from the other, maintaining peace with the Irenmus, the martyr and bishop of Lyons, de-
whole Church, both those who did observe [this clares in his treatise On Easter, in which he
custom] and those who did not. 4 makes mention of Pentecost also ; upon which

[feast] we do not bend the knee, because it is
IV.

AsS long as any one has the means of doing 60neofth¢ lass.readshere_o; _o;.of God.
7 Also quoted by Maxtmus Turinensit, O/t. u. x5=, who re[ers it

to Irena:us's Sermo de Fide, which work, not being referred to by
t ,, The observance of a day, though not everywhere the same, Eusebius orJerome, causes Massuet to doubt the authenticaty of the

showed untty, so far as fatth m the Lord's r_urrectton was con- fra_wt. Harvey, however, accepts itceraed." _ HAtev_v. We owe thts fragment also to Maximus, who quoted it from the
2 Following the reading of Rufinus, the ordinary text has _te_' same work, de 2_ide, written by Ircnzas to Demetrius, a deacon of

Vienne. This and the last fragment were first printed by Feuatd_en-
abro,_,, i e, .after them. • flus, who obtained them from Faber, no roference, however, .beings This practice was afterwards forbidden by the Council of Landi-
cea [held about A.D. _6o]. • . -- -- gaven as to the source from whence the Latin version was derived.The Greek of this Fragment ,It. zs not extant.

4 It w_Lsperhaps mreferencetothts pleasingepisedemmeannms 9 Taken from awork (Qu_s et Res_ ad Oread.) agctiI_ to
of the Church, that the Councd of Aries, A D. 3x_, decreed that the Justin Martyr, but certainly wrttten aft.er the i_icene Council. It it
holy Eucharist should be consecrated by any foretgn bishop present evident that this is not an exact quotatton from lrenmtm, but a tmm-
atlts celebratlon, maryofhisworda. The " Sunday " here referred to muat be Easters Quotod bv Maxtmus Bishop of Turin, A.v. 4_2, Serm vii. de
•Eleemoe., as t'rom the Epistle to Pope Victor. It is also found h Sunday. Massuet's emendatton of the text hag been adopted, iw"
SOmeother ancient waters. _t/rra_for _tr'a/_r:.t,.
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of equal significance with the Lord's day, for the one, possessing in every respect the things per-
reason already alleged concerning it. taining to it, it shall receive these with perfect

accuracy ; 4 it shall not receive bodies diverse
viii. from what they had been, nor delivered from

For' as the ark [of the covenant] was gilded suffering or disease, nor as [rendered] glorious,
within and without with pure gold, so was also but as they departed this life, in sins or in right-
the body of Christ pure and resplendent ; for it eous actions : and such as they were, such shall
was adorned within by the Word, and shielded they be clothed with upon resuming life ; and
without by the Spirit, in order that from both such as they were in unbelief, such shall they be
[materials] the splendour of the natures might faithfully judged.
be clearly shown forth. XIII.

For s when the Greeks, having arrested the
IX. slaves of Christian catechumens, then used force

Ever*, indeed, speaking well of the deserving, against them, in order to learn from them some
but never 111of the undeserving, we also shall secret thing [practised] among Christians, these
attain to the glory and kingdom of God. slaves, having nothing to say that would meet

the wishes of their tormentors, except that they
X. had heard from their masters that the divine

It is indeed proper to God, and befitting His communion was the body and blood of Christ,
character, to show mercy and pity, and to bring and imagining that it was actually flesh and
salvation to His creatures, even though they be blood, gave their inquisitors answer to that effect.
brought under danger of destruction. "For Then these latter, assuming such to be the case
with Him," says the Scripture, "is propitia- with regard to the practices of Christians, gave
tion." 3 information regarding it to other Greeks, and

XI. sought to compel the martyrs Sanctus and Blan-
dina to confess, under the influence of torture,

The business of the Christian is nothing else [that the allegation was correct]. To these men
than to be ever preparing for death (/z_._Tr_v Blandina rephed very admirably in these words :
_'rr°&'_i°'K_v)" " How should those persons endure such [accusa-

XII. tions], who, for the sake of the practice [of
We therefore have formed the belief that [our] piety], did not avail themselves even of the flesh

bodies also do rise again. For although they go that was permitted [them to eat] ?"
to corruption, yet they do not perish ; for the
earth, receiving the remains, preserves them, XVI.

even like fertile seed mixed with more fertile How 6 is it possible to say that the serpent,
ground. Again, as a bare grain is sown, and, created by God dumb and irrational, was en-
germinating by the command of God its Creator, dowed with reason and speech ? For if it had
rises again, clothed upon and glorious, but not the power of itself to speak, to discern, to under-
before it has died and suffered decomposition, stand, and to reply to what was spoken by the
and become mingled with the earth ; so [it is woman, there would have been nothing to prevent
seen from this, that] we have not entertained a every serpent from doing this also. If, however,
vain belief in the resurrection of the body. But : they say again that it was according to the divine
although it is dissolved at the appointed time, will and dispensation that this [serpent] spoke
because of the primeval disobedience, it is placed, with a human voice to Eve, they render God the
as it were, in the crucible of the earth, to be re- author of sin. Neither was it possible for the
cast again ; not then as this corruptible [body], evil demon to impart speech to a speechless
but pure, and no longer subject to decay : so nature, and thus from that which is not to pro-
that to each body its own soul shall be restored ; duce that which is ; for if that were the case, he
and when it is clothed upon with this, it shall never would have ceased (with the view of lead-
not experience sorrow, but shall rejoice, continu- ing men astray) from conferring with and deceiv-
ing permanently in a state of purity, having for ing them by means of serpents, and beasts, and
its companion a just consort, not an insidious birds. From what quarter, too, did it, being a

beast, obtain information regarding the injunc-
I Cited by Leontlus of Byzantmm, who flourished about the year

A.v 6co; but he doesuot menuon the wntmg of Iren_us from which 4 Th_sentencelntheorlg{nal seemsincompletc; wehave followed
Âttsextractcd. MassuctconJecturcsthatRtsfromtheDe Ogd_l¢, the con_tural restoratlon of Harvey
addreL_ ' to the apostate Florinas. 5 "This extract ts found in (_.cumenius upon x Pet. c. ill. p. z98;

2 Thts fragment and the next three are from the Parallela of and the words used by him indicate, as Grabe has justly observ_l,
John of Damascus. Frag ix. x. xii seem to be quotation_ from the thathe only condensed a longer passage."--H_.RVE¥.
mire of Iren_eus on the resurrectton, No xi. is extracted from his 6 From the Con_emplatwn_ _3fAnastasius Sinaita, who flourished

M_cella_ Disser_atio_,a work menttmm_ by Eusehius,_t_dov duct_o.n of Iranm.us; and its whole style of reasmung confirms theJtta)t*_Gmv _t_b_V* A.D. 685. Harvey doubts as to this fragment being a genuine pro-
5 Ps. c.zxx. 7- suspscum.
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tion of God to the man given to him alone, and XV.

in secret, not even the woman herself being When,* in times of old, Balaam spake these
aware of it ? Why also did it not prefer to make things in parables, he was not acknowledged ;
its attack upon the man instead of the woman ? and now, when Christ has appeared and fulfilled
And if thou sayest that it attacked her as being them, He was not believed. Wherefore [Ba-
the weaker of the two, [I reply that], on the laam], foreseeing this, and wondering at it, ex-
contrary, she was the stronger, since she appears claimed, "Alas ! alas l who shall live when God
to have been the helper of the man in the trans- brings these things to pass ?" s
gression of the commandment. For she did by
herself alone resist the serpent, and it was after XVI.

holding out for a while and making opposition Expounding again the law to that generation
that she ate of the tree, being circumvented by which followed those who were slain m the
craft ; whereas Adam, making no fight whatever, wilderness, he published Deuteronomy ; not as
nor refusal, partook of the fruit handed to him giving to them a different law from that which
by the woman, which is an indication of the had been appointed for their fathers, but as re-
utmost imbecility and effeminacy of mind. And capitulating this latter, in order that they, by
the woman indeed, having been vanquished in heanng what had happened to their fathers,
the contest by a demon, is deserving of pardon ; might fear God with their whole heart.
but Adam shall deserve none, for he was worsted
by a woman,- he who, in his own person, had XVII.
received the command from God. But the wo- By these Christ was typified, and acknowl-
man, having heard of the command from Adam, edged, and brought into the world ; for He was
treated it with contempt, either because she prefigured in Joseph: then from Levi and Judah
deemed it unworthy of God to speak by means He was descended according to the flesh, as
of it, or because she had her doubts, perhaps King and Priest ; and He was acknowledged by
even held the opinion that the command was Simeon in the temple: through Zebulon He
given to her by Adam of his own accord. The was believed in among the Gentiles, as says the
serpent found her working alone, so that he was prophet, "the land of Zabulon ;" 6 and through
enabled to confer with her apart. Observing her Benjamin [that is, Paul] He was glorified, by
then either eating or not eating from the trees, being preached throughout all the world.7
he put before her the fruit of the [forbidden]
tree. And if he saw her eating, it is manifest XVIII.
that she was partaker of a body subject to cor- And this was not without meaning ; but that
ruption. "For everything going m at the mouth, by means of the number of the ten men, s he
is cast out into the draught." ' If then corrupti- (Gideon) might appear as having Jesus for a
ble, it is obvious that she was also mortal. But helper, as [is indicated] by the compact entered
if mortal, then there was certainly no curse ; nor into with them. And when he did not choose
was that a [condemnatory] sentence, when the to partake with them in their idol-worship, they
voice of God spake to the man, "' For earth thou threw the blame upon him: for "Jerubbaal"
art, and unto earth shalt thou return,"_ as the sigmfies the judgment-seat of Baal.
true course of things proceeds [now and always].
Then again, if the serpent observed the woman XIX.
not eating, how did he induce her to eat who "Take unto thee Joshua ('I_-o_) the son of
never had eaten ? And who pointed out to this Nun." 9 For it was proper that Moses should
accursed man-slaying serpent that the sentence lead the people out of Egypt, but that Jesus
of death pronounced against them by God would (Jas/lua) should lead them into the inheritance.
not take [immediate] effect, when He said, "For Also that Moses, as was the case with the law,
in the day that ye eat thereof, ye shall surely should cease to be, but that Joshua ('I_o_), as
die ?" And not this merely, but that along with the word, and no untrue type of the Word made
the impunity 3 [attending their sin] the eyes of
those should be opened who had not seen until , This and the eight following fragments may be mferr_ to the

then ? But with the opening [of their eyes] re- M,'sceZZa*,o_s9,'s_e_*t¢o_sa ou_ author; _ee note on Fray.They are found in three MSS.m the Imperial Cnilectwn at Jeans, ¢m
ferred to, they made entrance upon the path of thePentateuch,Josh., J=d_e,,andR_.
death. 5 Nu_ xxlv..5.6 Isa. ix. t.

7 Compare the statement of Clemens Romanus (page .6.of this
volume), where, speaking of St. Paul, he sa_.s: "After preaching .both
in the east and west .... hawng taunt nghteousno_ to tl3ewaole

f Matt. xv. z7. world and come to the extreme hnut 04"the west."
s Geu. hi. z9. s _e Judg. vi. _'/. It ts not very clear how Iren_us make. o_
3 The Greek tea& the barbarous word _0pt_a, which Massuet this allegc_/,lmt it is thottght that he refe_ to the initial letter m me

thinks is a corruption of _Oavo-o'ig,immortality. We have, however, name '111_'o_¢,whtch stands for ten in the Greek enumeration.
followed the conjecture of Harvey, who would substttute _rA_jfta, pare the .glObUleof Barna_a._ cap. ix. p. z43, of this volmae.
which seems to agree better with the context. " 9 Num. xxv/i, zS.
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flesh (_vwroo'rdrov), should be a preacher to the XXlV.
people. Then again, [it was fit] that Moses "God is not as a man." io He thus shows
should give manna as food to the fathers, but that all men are indeed guilty of falsehood,
Joshua wheat ; ' as the first-fruits of life, a type inasmuch as they change from one thing to
of the body of Christ, as also the Scripture de- another (_¢r_6cp@cvo 0 ; but such is not the
clares that the manna of the Lord ceased when case with God, for He ahvays continues true,
the people had eaten wheat from the land. z perfecting whatever He wishes.

iX. XXV.

"And 3 he laid his hands upon him." 4 The "To inflict vengeance from the Lord on
countenance of Joshua was also glorified by the Midian." ,1 For this man (Balaam), when he
imposition of the hands of Moses, but not to speaks no longer in the Spirit of God, but con-
the same degree [as that of Moses]. Inas- trary to God's law, by setting up a different law
much, then, as he had obtained a certain degree wath regard to fornication, '2 is certainly not then
of grace, ['the Lord] said, "And thou shalt to be counted as a prophet, but as a soothsayer.
confer upon him of thy glory." s For [in this For he who did not keep to the commandment
case] the thing given does not cease to belong of God. received the just recompense of his
to the giver, own evil devices. 13

XXL XXVL

But he does not give, as Christ did, by means Know _* thou that every man is either empty
of breathing, because he is not the fount of the or full. For if he has not the Holy Spirit, he
Spirit. has no knowledge of the Creator; he has not

XXII. received Jesus Christ the Life; he knows not

"Thou shalt not go with them, neither shalt the Father who is in heaven; if he does not hve
thou curse the people."° He does not hint at after the dictates of reason, after the heavenly
anything with regard to the people, for they all law, he is not a sober-minded person, nor does
lay before his view, but [he refers] to the rays-, he act uprightly : such an one is empty. If, on
tery of Christ pointed out beforehand. For as I the other hand, he receives God, who says. "I
He was to be born of the fathers according to will dwell with them, and walk in them, and I
the flesh, the Splrit gives Instructions to the will be their God," _ssuch an one is not empty,
man (Balaam) beforehand, lest, going forth in but full.
ignorance, he might pronounce a curse upon the XXVII.
people/ Not, indeed, that [hm curse] could The little boy, therefore, who guided Samson
take any effect contrary to the will of God; but bythe hand, _° pre-typified John the Baptist, who
[this was done] as an exhibition of the provi- showed to the people the faith in Christ. And
dence of God which He exercised towards;the house m whmh they were assembled signi-
them on account of their forefathers, ties the world, m whsch dwell the various heathen

and unbelieving nations, offenng sacrifice to their
XXIII. idols. Moreover, the two pillars are the two

"And he mounted upon his ass." s The ass covenants. The fact, then, of Samson leaning
was the type of the body of Christ, upon whom himself upon the pillars, [indicates] this, that
all men, resting from their labours, are borne as the people, when instructed, recognized the
in a chariot. For the Saviour has taken up the mystery of Christ. XXVIII.
burden of our sins3 Now the angel who ap-
peared to Balaam was the Word Himself; and "And the man of God said, Where did it
in His hand He held a sword, to indicate the fall ? And he showed him the place. And he
power which He had from above, i cut down a tree, and cast it in there, and the

iron floated." ,z This was a sign that souls should
: Harveyconceivesthereadinghere(whmhis doubtful)to have be borne aloft (,ivayo, yTl_ tl,vX_ot') through the

_oeen,by v/or er_rov,the new wheat,and sees an allu_mnto the instrumentality of wood, upon which He suffered
,wave-sheaf of the new corn ofl'eied in the temple on the morning of who can lead those souls aloft that follow His<mr Lord's resurrection.

* Josh.v x2.
s Massuet seems to more than doubt the genuineness of this ascension. This event was also an indication of

ftag'ment and the next, and would a,tribe them to the pen of Apolli-
tans', bishop of Hmrapohs m Phrygm, a contemporary of Irenmus. lo Num. xxni. 19.
Harvey passes over these two fragments, n Num. xxxi

4 Num. xxviL _3- x2 Num. xxxt 36.
s Num. xxvil, no. t3 Num. xxxl 8
6 Num. xxit. r2 i4 Jt ts not certain from what work of Iremeu_ this extract ts

_' The co.njecturalemendation of Harvey has been adopted here, derived; Harvey thinks It to be from Ms work trept dw*o'r_*, t e.,
but the text is very Corrupt and uncertain concernin K Knowledge.

S Num. xxlt. _2, _3 xS Lev xxvi x2

9 From one of the Mgs Stteren would insert iv eG i_i_ _6_att, I6 Judg xvx z6
ia His own body; see t Pet it. 24. t7 2 Kings yr. 6. Comp book v. chap. xvil. 4.
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the fact, that when the holy soul of Christ de- affection for him, she delivered the city up to
scended [to Hades], many souls ascended and him.7
were seen m their bodies., For just as the Why was it, that when these two (Aaron and
wood, which is the lighter body, was submerged Mmam) had both acted with despite towards
in the water; but the iron, the heavmr one, him (Moses), the latter alone was adjudged
floated: so, when the Word of God became punishment? _ First, because the woman was
one with flesh, by a physical and hypostatlc the more culpable, since both nature and the
union, the heavy and terrestrial [part], having law place the woman an a subordinate condition
been rendered immortal, was borne up into to the man. Or perhaps it was that Aaron was
heaven, by the divine nature, after the resurrec- to a certain degree excusable, in consideration
tion. of his being the elder [brother], and adorned

xxIx. with the digmty of high priest. Then again,
T- _ ........... inasmuch as the leper was accounted by the lawne c, osDel aceommg to lvtatmew was writ- , ,., ,

..... _ ......... uncman, wnue at the same time the origin andten to me je "s. for mey mlfl parucmar stress .....
.................. , tounclatlon ot the priesthood lay in Aaron, [theuDon me iact tnat t_nrlst ksnoum De/ oi the I ....... t.

_ r •.............. ,., Loct/ chcl not award a stmllar onnlshment toseen oi t_avlfl, lvtatmew also, WFIO nag a StlU r. _ . ._. , ,_ *, . -- -
• - _. . -, - .-. . _.. - [nlm, lest tins sngma snouia attacn itself to them'eamr fles_re /to estaousn tins pomtt tOOK oar- .......

._ , • Y ...... _'. , - .! entire LsacerctotalJ race ; but by means o! his
tlCular pains to auom mere convincing proo/i 1" , • , .. . .. . ,• • . s 5ter's exam le tie awoice nls tears, annthat Christ is of the seed of DavM; and there-I . .k P _1 .... ,
.... , . .. .. tauffht him the same lesson ror lvllrlam s pun-rare ne commences wlm tan account or/ ills,.._ ..... " ".
enealog _ _ _shment at_ectecl him to such an extent, that no

g Y" XXX 3 sooner did she experience it, than he entreated
.... [Moses], who had been injured, that he would

"The axe unto the root," 4 he says, urging us ' by his mtercessmn do away with the affliction.
to the knowledge of the truth, and purifying' And he did not neglect to do so, but at once
us by means of fear, as well as preparing [us] Ipoured forth his supplication. Upon this the
to bring forth fruit in due season. Lord, who loves mankind, made him understand

how He had not chastened her as a judge, but
XXXI. as a father ; for He said, " If her father had spit

Observe s that b" means of the rain of rm her face, should she not be ashamed? Let
.... ".- Y ..... g., - [her be shut out from the camp seven days, andmustam seen in me oarame, me neavenl', hoe-. . ....

" " " " - dwhich'l w "" _ ' _. iaIterthatlethercomemagmn."9
trine is flenote s so n nKe seen m met
world, as in a field, [seed] which has an inherent t XXXIII
force, fiery and powerful. For the Judge of the
whole world is thus nroclalmed who havln _*/ Inasmuch '° as certain men, impelled by what

conslderatmns I know not, remove from God thebeen hidden in the heart of the earth in a tomb l " . .
1 half of His creative power, by asserting that Hefor three days, and Iavmg become a great tree, [ ..

I _s merely the cause of quahty res_aent in matter,has stretched forth His branches to the ends of
the earth. Sprouting out from Hml, the twelve I and by mamtainmg that matter lt_lf is uncreated,
apostles, having become fair and fi'mtful boughs, come now let us put the questmn, What is a._
were made a shelter for the nations as for the any time . . . is mlmutable. Matter, then, is
fo _lmmutable But ff matter be immutable, andwls of heaven, under whtch boughs, all havmg ' . •
tak the _mmutable suffers no change m regard toen refuge, as birds flocking to a nest, have'
been made partakers of that wholesome and quality, it does not form the substance of the
celestial food which is derived from them. world. For whmh reason it seems to them su-

perfluous, that God has annexed qualities to

xxxii. 6 matter, since indeed matter admits of no possi-
ble alteration, tt being in itself an uncreated

Josephus says, that when Moses had been thing. But further, if matter be uncreated, it
brought up in the royal palaces, he was chosen has been made altogether according to a certain
as general against the Ethiopians; and having
proved victorious, obtained m marriage the 7 See _osephus' A_tlq_t¥1es, book h. chap x, where we read

that tht_ king's dau_hterwas called Tharbls Immedmtely upon the
daughter of that king, since indeed, out of her surrenderofthts city (Saba,afterwardsca.lledMero_)Mosesmar-

ned her, and returned m E_t Whiston, in the notes to his trans-
lauon of Josephus, says, Nor, perhaps, dtd St. Stephen refer to

x Matt. xxvin 52 anything else when he said of Moses before he was sent by God to
2 Edited by P Possin, m a Catena Patrum on St. Matthew. the Israelite_ that he was not only learned in all the wisdom d the

See book m chap xt 8 .. Egyptians, but was also mighty in words and in deeds" (Acts vu. a2).
a From the same Cate_a Compare book v. chap. xvn. 4. Num. xu. x, etc.
4 Matt. in xo. 9 Num xn. x4.
S Ftrst echted in Latin by Cordenus, afterwards in Greek by to Harvey considers this fragment to be a part of the work of

Grabe, and also by Dr Cramer m his Catena on St Luke Irena_us referred to by Photms under the utle De Universe, or de
Massuet's Fragment xxxu _s here passed over, tt ts found m Su_s_a_td Mg_d_ It is to be found m Codex 3oxt of the Bodtcmn

book m. chap xvm 7- L_brary, Oxford.
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quality, and this immutable, so that it cannot be delivered unto us," ,s which the unlearned receive,
receptive of more qualities, nor can it be the and those of slender knowledge have taught,
thmg of which the world is made. But if the not "givmg heed to endless genealogies," ,4 but
world be not made from it, [this theory] entirely stud)nng rather [to observe] a straightforward
excludes God from exercising power on the course ofhfe; lest, having been deprived of the
creation [of the world]. Divine Spirit, they fail to attain to the kingdom

of heaven. For truly the first thing is to deny
XxxIv. one's self and to follow Christi and those who

"And, dipped himself," says [the Scripture], do this are borne onward to perfection, having
" seven times in Jordan. ''2 It was not for fulfilled all their Teacher's wall, becoming sons
nothing that Naaman of old, when suffering from of God by spiritual regeneration, and heirs of the
leprosy, was purified upon has being baptized, kmgdom of heaven ; those who seek which first
but lit served] as an mdacation to us. For as shall not be forsaken.
we are lepers in sin, we are made clean, by
means of the sacred water and the invocation XXXVII.

of the Lord, from our old transgressions ; being Those who have become acquainted with the
spiritually regenerated as new-born babes, even secondary (i.e., under Christ) constitutions of
as the Lord has declared : "Except a man be the apostles,'S are aware that the Lord instituted
born again through water and the Spire, he shall a new oblauon in the new covenant, according
not enter into the kingdom of heaven." s to [the declaration of] Malachi the prophet.

For, "from the rising of the sun even to the
XXXV. setting my name has been glorified among the

If the corpse of Ehsha raised a dead man,4 Gentiles, and in every place incense is offered
how much more shall God, when He has quick- to my name, and a pure sacrifice ; " ,6 as John
ened men's dead bodies, bring them up for also declares in the Apocalypse: "The incense
judgment ? is the prayers of the saints." ,7 Then agam, Paul

XXXVI. exhorts us "to present our bodies a hvmg sacri-

True s knowledge, then, consists in the under- rice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your
standing of Christ, which Paul terms the wisdom reasonable servace." is And agam," Let us offer
of God h_dden in a mystery, which "the natural the sacrifice of praise, that is, the fruit of the
man receiveth not,"6 the doctrine of the cross ; hps." x9 Now those oblations are not accordmg
of which if any man "taste," 7 he will not accede to the law, the handwrmng of which the Lord
to the disputations and quibbles of proud and took away from the midst by cancelling it; 2°
puffed-up men, s who go into matters of which but they are according to the Spirit, for we must
they have no perception. 9 For the truth is un- worship God "in spirit and in truth. ''2' And
sophisticated( _o'xr//zdrurro_ ) ; and "the word is therefore the oblauon of the Eucharist is not a
nigh thee, in thy mouth and m thy heart," ,o as carnal one, but a spiritual ; and in this respect it
the same apostle declares, bemg easy of compre- is pure. For we make an oblation to God of
hension to those who are obedient. For it ren- the bread and the cup of blessing, g_ving Him

ders us like to Christ, if we experience "the thanks in that He has commanded the earth to
power of his resurrection and the fellowship bring forth these fruits for our nourishment.
of His sufferings." " For this is the affinity 12of And then, when we have perfected the oblation,
the apostolical teaching and the most holy "faith we invoke the Holy Spirit, that He may exhibit

this sacrifice, both the bread the body of Christ,
t Tins and the next fragment first appeared m the Benedmtine and the cup the blood of Christ, in order that

edition repnnted at Venice, x734. They were taken from a MS Ca-
tena on the book of Kangs an the Cotslin Collecuon. the receivers of these antitypes 2_may obtain re-

* 2 Km_ v. _4. mission of sins and life eternal. Those persons,
3 John m 5
* _ Kings xm 2i. then, who perform these oblations in remem-
S This extract and the next three were discovered in the year r7x 5

by [Christopher Matthew] Pfaff, a learned Lutheran, in the Royal
Library at Turin. The MSS from which they were taken were nenher t3 Jude 3-
catalogued nor classified, and have now dasappeared from the collec- t4 x Tam i. 4-
tton It is impossible to say with any degree of prohabdityfrom what IS ¢a_¢ 3*v¢epat¢ ¢_v _rowr6Aov &ard_*¢. Harvey thinks that
tr*.auses of our author these four fragments have been culled. For'a these words imply, "the formal constltuuon, whmh the apostles, act-
full account of their hlstary, see Staeren's edmon of Irenmus, vol ik mg under the impulse of the Splrih though stln in a secondary capacity,
p 38x. [But, in all candor, let Pfaff himself he heard His httle gave to the Church."
work Is full of learmng, and I have long possessed it as a treasure to t6 Mal. t. xL
whmhIoftenrecur. Pfaff'sZren_z Fragmenta was pubhshed at The t7 Rev. v. 8. The sameviewof the eucharistic oblation, etc., is

m book iv chap. xvit : as also in Justm Martyr ; see Try2_ka,found
x Cot. tL I4. cap. xli. supra in t.hm volume.

7 z Pet. ii. 3. ts Row. xii. x.
s t Tim. yr. 4, S. t9 Heb xih x5,
9 Col. it. z8. _o Col. ti x4.

_t Row. x. 8; Deut. xxx. x4. 2I John iv. 24.
Phil. tit. io. 22 Harvey explains this word ,Iv,rt¢61¢ov as meaning an "exactt* ' "Harvey s conjectural emendation, _trttrkos_ for itr_o¥_l, has eount©rpart." He refers to the word where it occurs in Cantra Hee-

been adopted here. resea, l_. t. chap xmv. (p. 349, this vol.} as confmnatory of his vlew.
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brance of the Lord, do not fall in with Jewish nizable to the senses ; ,, secondly, by the finding
views, but, performing the service after a spirit- of the jaw-bone of an ass. Now the type of the
ual manner, they shall be called sons of wisdom, jaw-bone is the body of Christ.

XXXVIII. XLII.

The ' apostles ordained, that "we should not Speaking always well of the worthy, but never
judge any one in respect to meat or drmk, or m ill of the unworthy, we also shall attain to the
regard to a feast day, or the new moons, or the glory and kingdom of God.
sabbaths."* Whence then these contentions?
whence these schisms? We keep the feast, but XLIII.
m the leaven of mahce and wickedness, cutting In ,2 these things there was signified by proph-
m pieces the Church of God ; and we preserve ecy that the people, having become transgress-
what belongs to its exterior, that we may cast ors, shall be bound by the chains of their own
away these better things, faith and love. We sins. But the breaking of the bonds of their
have heard from the prophetic words that these own accord indicates that, upon repentance,
feasts and fasts are displeasing to the Lord.S they shall be again loosed from the shackles of

sin.
XXXIX. XLIV.

Christ, 4 who was called the Son of God before It ,3 is not an easy thing for a soul, under the
the ages, was manifested m the fulness of time, influence of error, to be persuaded of the con-
in order that He might cleanse us through His trary opinion.
blood, who were under the power of sin, pre- XLV.
sentmg us as pure sons to His Father, if we yield "And ,4 Balaam the son of Beor they slew with
ourselves obediently to the chastisement of the the sword." ,s For, speaking no longer by the
Spirit. And m the end of time He shall come Sprat of God, but setting up another law of for-
to do away with all evil, and to reconcile all nlcation contrary to the law of God/6 this man
things, in order that there may be an end of shall no longer be reckoned as a prophet, but as
all impurities, a soothsayer. For, as he did not continue in

XL. the commandment of God, he received the just
"And 5 he found the jaw-bone of an ass." 6 reward of his evil devices.

It is to be observed that, after [Samson had
committed] fornication, the holy Scripture no XLVI.
longer speaks of the things happily accomplished "The x7god of the world ;" ,s that is, Satan,
by him in connection with the formula, "The who was designated God to those who beheve
Spirit of the Lord came upon him." z For thus, not.
according to the holy apostle, the sin of formca- XLVII.
tion is perpetrated against the body, as involv- The 19birth of John [the Baptist] brought the
ing also sin against the temple of God. s dumbness of Zacharias to an end. For he did

not burden his father, when the voice issued
XLI. forth from silence ; but as when not believed it

This9 indicates the persecution against the rendered him tongue-tied, so did the voice
Church set on foot by the nations who still con- sounding out clearly set his father free, to whom
tmue in unbelief. But he (Samson) who suf- he had both been announced and born. Now
feted those things, trusted that there would be the voice and the burning hght so were a precur-
a retaliation against those waging this war. But sor of the Word and the Light.
retaliation through what means ? First of all, zl That as, when he fled to the rock Etam, he typified the true
by his betaking himself to the Rock zonot cog- hehavertakingrefugem thespiritualRock,Chrtst.

12 Most probably from a homdy upon the third and fourth chapters
of Ezekiel. It ts found repeated m Stieren's and Migne's echuoa as

x Taken ammrently from the E2_istle to Blastus, de Schismate. Fra_jnent xlvm. extracted from a Ca_ena on the Book of Judges.Compare a stmxl""ar passage, lib. xv. chap. xxxm. 7. We .give thts brief fragment as tt appears in the edittons of
2 Cot it. x6. Stmren, Migne, and Harvey, who speculate as to tts origin. They

seem to have overlooked the fact that it m the Greek original of the3 Isa. i. x4.
4"FromthesameoollectinnatTurln Thepassageseemstobe old Latin, non facde ea ab errare ap2breAemam, reeffnseer_ am-

of cognate matter with the treatise De Resurrec. Pfaff referred it mare, -- a sentence found towards the end of book m. cnap..u.
either to the 8,crUiSer, Bte_bopot or to the _r_,_+q_,¢ a_oan-oXt_o_ z, With the exception of the maual text, that fragment at alm¢_
wOPfrY_a'r_¢."_ HARVEy. identical with No. xxv.

s This and the four following fragments are taken from MSS.in ts Num. xxxi. 8

the Vaucan Lthrar_r at Rome. They are apparently quoted from the 16 ReVmn_hXe4,CateKa on St. Paul's Eplstles to tim Corlnthiatm,
homiletmal expositaorm of the historical books already referred tO. edit_ _y°_r. Cramer, and reprinted by Staten.6 Judg. xv. x5.

7 Judg xiv. 6--x9. zs u C.or. iv. 4,
a x Cot. xti. x6, XT. , t9 Extracted from a us. of Greek theo.logy in t}_..Palat_feHLt_rary
9 These words were evidently written during a season oT perse- at Vienna The succeedi.ng fragtr_.erx.tm the edttmns .o arvey,

euUon m Gaul; but what that persecutxon was, tt ts ascln_s to con- Magne, and Stierenj m omittedj as ttm merely a transctapt o_ book
Jectott ul. ch. x. 4-

x* Judg. xv. xx. 2o John v. 3S-
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XLVIII. but have come under our notice, I call your at-
As, therefore seventy tongues are indicated tentlon to them, that for the sake of your reputa-

by number, and from * dispersion the tongues tion you may expel these writings from among
are gathered into one by means of their rater- you, as bringing disgrace upon you, since their
pretatlon ; so is that ark declared a type of the author boasts himself as being one of your corn-
body of Christ, which is both pure and immacu- pany. For they constitute a stumbling-block to
late. For 3 as that ark was gilded with pure many, who simply and unreservedly receive, as
gold both within and without, so also is the coming from a presbyter, the blasphemy which
body of Christ pure and resplendent, being they utter against God. Just [consider] the
adorned within by the Word, and shielded on writer of these things, how by means of them he
the outside by the Spirit, in order that from both does not injure assistants [m dwine service]
[materials] the splendour of the natures might only, who happen to be prepared in mind for
be exhibited together, blasphemies against God, but also damages those

among us, since by his books he imbues their
XLIX. minds wxth false doctrines concerning God.

Now4 therefore, by means of this which has
been already brought forth a long time since, LII.
the Word has assigned an interpretation. We The 7 sacred books acknowledge with regard
are convinced that there exist [so to speak] two to Christ, that as He is the Son of man, so is the
men in each one of us. The one is confessedly same Being not a [mere] man; and as He is
a hidden thing, while the other stands apparent; flesh, so _s He also sprat, and the Word of God,
one is corporeal, the other spiritual; although and God. And as He was born of Mary in the
the generation of both may be compared to last times, so did He also proceed from God as
that of twins. For both are revealed to the the First-begotten of every creature ; and as He
world as but one, for the soul was not anterior hungered, so did He satisfy [others]: and as
to the body m its essence ; nor, in regard to its He thirsted, so did He of old cause the Jews
formation, did the body precede the soul. but to drink, for the "Rock was Christ" s Himself.
both these were produced at one trine; and thus does Jesus now gwe to His believing people
their nourishment consists in purity and sweet- power to drink spmtual waters, which spring up
ness. to hfe eternal.9 And as He was the son of David,

L. so was He also the Lord of David. And as He
For s then there shall in truth be a common was from Abraham, so did He also exist before

joy consummated to all those who believe unto Abraham.'° And as He was the servant of God,
hfe, and m each individual shall be confirmed so is He the Son of God, and Lord of the universe.
the mystery of the Resurrection, and the hope And as He was spit upon ignominiously, so also
of incorruptlon, and the commencement of the did He breathe the Holy Spirit into His disci-
eternal kingdom, when God shall have destroyed plesW And as He was saddened, so also did He
death and the devil For that human nature and give joy to His people. And as He was capable
flesh whmh has risen again from the dead shall of being handled and touched, so again did He,
die no more ; but after it had been changed to in a non-apprehensible form, pass through the
incorruption, and made llke to spirit, when the midst of those who sought to injure Him, l* and
heaven was opened, [our Lord] full of glory entered without impediment through closed
offered it (the flesh) to the Father. doors. '3 And as He slept, so did He also rule

the sea, the winds, and the storms. And as He
LI. suffered, so also 15 He ahve, and life-giving, and

Now, 6 however, inasmuch as the books of these healing all our infirmity. And as He died, so is
men may possibly have escaped your observation, He also the Resurrectmn of the dead. He suf-

fered shame on earth, while He is higher than
t This fragment commences a series derived from the Nitnan all glory and praise m heaven ; who, "thoughCollectmn of Synac MSS m the British Museum

2 The Syriac text ts here corrupt and obscure He was crucified through weakness, yet He liveth
3 See No vm., which is the same as the remainder of this frag- by diwne power ; " ,4 who "descended into the

mentThe Synae MS. introduces this quotation as follows: "From the lower parts of the earth," and who "ascended
holy Irenmus Bp of L ons, from the first section of his lnteroretation _ - _ -- -
of the Song of Songs ff -- up aDore the neavens;" ,s lor wnom a manger

5 This extract is mtroduced as follows: "For Irenmus Bishop of [ --
Lyons, who was a contemporary of the disciple of the apostle, Polycarp ] 7 This extract had already been printed by M. Pttra m his S2btctle-
Bishop of Smyrna, and martyr, and for this reason is held m just esti- ] glum Solesmense, p. 6. - - -
matron, wrote to an Alexandrian to the effect that it is right, with I s x Cor. x. 4-
respect to the feast of the Resurrection, that we should celebrate it / 9 John ,v x4.
upon the first day of the week." This shows us that the extract must io John viii 58.
haveheentakenfr°mthew°rkAK atnstScktsmaddressedtoBlastus / ,t Johnxx 22.

6 From the same r.ts as the preceding fragment It is thu_ mtro- / i2 John via, 59-

duced: " And Iren_eus Bp. of Lyons, to Victor Bp of Rome, concern- ] t3 John xx 26.
mg Flormus, apresbyter, who wasapartasan of theerror of Valentinus, x4 2 C.or. xlil 4
and. published an abominable book, thus wrote." ] t5 Eph ,v. 9, to.
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sufficed, yet who filled all things; who was dead, but was not held by the people as worthy of
yet who liveth for ever and ever. Amen. credit ; was arrested by the priests, conducted

before Herod, and condemned in the presence
LIIL of Pilate ; He manifested Himself in the body,

With' regard to Christ, the law and the proph- was suspended upon a beam of wood, and raised
ets and the evangelists have proclaimed that He rfrom the dead ; shown to the apostles, and, hay-
was born of a virgin, that He suffered upon a lng been carried up to heaven, sitteth on the
beam of wood, and that He appeared from the ]ri_htio hand of the Father, and .........h,_ h .... b.v...1,_,q
dead ; that He also ascended to the heavens, and !fled by Him as the Resurrection of the dead.
was glorified by the Father, and is the EternalMoreover, He is the Salvation of the lost, the
King ; that He is the perfect Intelhgence, the Light to those dwelling in darkness, and Redemp-
Word of God, who was begotten before the light ; tlon to those who have been born ; the Shepherd
that He was the Founder of the universe, along of the saved, and the Bridegroom of the Church ;
with it (light), and the Maker of man ; that He the Charioteer of the cherubim, the Leader of
is All in all : Patriarch among the patriarchs ; the angelic host ; God of God ; Jesus Chrm our
Law in the laws; Chief Priest among priests; Saviour.
Ruler among kings ; the Prophet among proph- LV.
ets; the Angel among angels ; the Man among "Then4 drew near unto Him the mother of

men; Son in the Father; God in God; King Zebedee's children, with her sons, worshipping,
to all eternity. For it is He who sailed [in the and seeking a certain thing from Him."s These
ark'] along with Noah, and who guided Abraham ; people are certainly not void of understanding,
who was bound along wlth Isaac, and was a nor are the words set forth in that passage of
Wanderer with Jacob ; the Shepherd of those no sigmfication : being stated beforehand like a
who are saved, and the Bridegroom of the preface, they have some agreement with those
Church; the Chief also of the cherublm, the points formerly expounded.
Pnnce of the angelic powers - God of God ; Son "Then drew near." Sometimes virtue excites

of the Father ; Jesus Christ ; King for ever and our admiration, not merely on account of the
ever. Amen. display which is given of it, but also of the occa-

LIV. sion when it was manifested. I may refer, for
The 2 law and the prophets and evangelists example, to the premature fruit of the grape, or

have declared that Christ was born of a virgin, of the fig, or to any fruit whatsoever, from which,
and suffered on the cross ; was raised also from during its process [of growth'], no man expects
the dead, and taken up to heaven ; that He was maturity or full development ; yet, although any
glorified, and reigns for ever. He is Himself one may perceive that it is still somewhat imper-
termed the Perfect Intellect, the Word of God. fect, he does not for that reason despise as use-
He is the First-begotten,3 after a transcendent less the immature grape when plucked, but he
manner, the Creator of man, All in all ; Path- gathers it with pleasure as appearing early in the
arch among the patnarchs; Law in the law; season; nor does he consider whether the grape
the Priest among priests; among kings Prime is possessed of perfect sweetness ; nay, he at
Leader ; the Prophet among the prophets ; the once experiences satisfaction from the thought
Angel among angels ; the Man among men ; Son that this one has appeared before the rest. Just
in the Father; God in God ; King to all eter- in the same way does God also, when He per-
nity. He was sold with Joseph, and He graded celves the faithful possessing wisdom though still
Abraham ; was bound along with Isaac, and wan- imperfect, and but a small degree of faith, over-
dered with Jacob; with Moses He was Leader, look their defect in this respect, and therefore
and, respecting the people, Legislator. He does not reject them ; nay, but on the contrary,
preached in the prophets ; was incarnate of a He kindly welcomes and accepts them as pre-
virgin ; born in Bethlehem ; received by John, mature fruits, and honours the mind, whatsoever
and baptized in Jordan; was tempted in the it maybe, whmh is stamped with wrtue, although
desert, and proved to be the Lord. He gath- not yet perfect. He makes allowance for it, as
ered the apostles together, and preached the being among the harbingers of the vintage, 6 and
kingdom of heaven ; gave light to the bhnd, esteems it highly, inasmuch as, being of a readier
and raised the dead ; was seen in the temple, &sposition than the rest, it has forestalled, as it

were, the blessing to itself.

z This extract from the Syriae is a shorter form of the next fr-._g- 4 From an Armenian Ms m the Library of the Mechltarist Con-
ment, which seems to be mterpolated in some places The latter Is vent at Vienna, edited by M Pltra, who considers th, s fragment as
froman Armeman _s m the Mechitarist Library at Vemce. ot very doubtful attthonty It commences with this heading: " Fromthe second series of Homilies of Saint Iremeus, follower oftbe Apos-2 This fragment ts thus introduced m the Armeman copy. "From

S_Iren_us, bishop, follower of the apostles, on the Lord's resurrec- tles:s aMatt.HomilYxxupOn2o,the Sons of Zebedee."
s The Armenian text is confused here; we have adopted the can- 6 That is, the wine whch flows from the grapes before they axe

jectm_l emendation of Quatremere. trodden out.
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Abraham therefore, Isaac, and Jacob, our These things the Saviour told in reference to
fathers, are to be esteemed before all, since they His sufferings and cross ; to these persons He
did indeed afford us such early examples of vir- predicted His passion. Nor did He conceal
rue. How many martyrs can be compared to the fact that it should be of a most ignominious
Daniel? How many martyrs, I ask, can rival kind, at the hands of the chief priests. This
the three youths in Babylon, although the mere- woman, however, had attached another meaning
ory of the former has not been brought before to the dispensation of His sufferings. The Say-
us so conspicuously as that of the latter ? These iour was foretelling death ; and she asked for
were truly first-fruits, and indications of the the glory of immortality. The Lord was assert-
[succeeding] fructification. Hence God has ing that He must stand arraigned before impious
directed thelr life to be recorded, as a model judges; but she, taking no note of that judg-
for those who should come after, ment, requested as of the judge : "Grant," she

And that their virtue was thus accepted by said, "that these my two sons may sit, one on
God, as the first-fruits of the produce, hear what the right hand, and the other on the left, in Thy
He has Himself declared: "As a grape," He glory." In the one case the passion is referred
says, "I have found Israel in the wilderness, and to, in the other the kingdom is understood.
as first-ripe figs your fathers." ' Call not there- The Saviour was speaking of the cross, while
lore the faith of Abraham merely blessed because she had m view the glory which admits no suf-
he believed. Do you wish to look upon Abra- fering. This woman, therefore, as I have already
ham with admiration? Then behold how that sald, is worthy of our admiration, not merely
one man alone professed piety when in the for what she sought, but also for the occasion of
world six hundred had been contaminated with her making the request.
error. Dost thou wish Daniel to carry thee She did indeed suffer, not merely as a pious
away to amazement ? Behold that [city] Baby- person, but also as a woman. For, having been
lon, haughty in the flower and pride of impious- instructed by His words, she considered and
ness, and its inhabitants completely given over believed that it would come to pass, that the
to sin of every description. But he, emerging kingdom of Christ should flourish in glory, and
from the depth, spat out the brine of sins, and walk in its vastness throughout the world, and
rejoiced to plunge into the sweet waters of piety, be increased by the preaching of piety. She
And now, in hke manner, with regard to that understood, as was [in fact] the case, that He
mother of Zebedee's children, do not admire who appeared in a lowly guise had delivered
merely what she said, but also the time at which and received every promise. I will inquire upon
she uttered these words. For when was it that another occasion, when I come to treat upon
she drew near to the Redeemer? Not after the this humility, whether the Lord rejected her
resurrection, nor after the preaching of His petition concerning His kingdom. But she
name, nor after the establishment of His king- thought that the same confidence would not be
dora ; but it was when the Lord said, "Behold, possessed by her, when, at the appearance of
we go up to Jerusalem, and the Son of man shall the angels, He should be ministered to by the
be delivered to the chief priests and the scribes ; angels, and receive service from the entire hear-
and they shall kill Him, and on the third day enly host. Taking the Saviour, therefore, apart
He shall rise again."* in a retired place, she earnestly desired of Him

those things which transcend every humant Hos ix. xo
Matt. xx. xS. nature.

POSTSCRIPT.

THE American editor omitted in the proper place (p. 315, note 4, after what is said by the

translator) to insert this important note : viz.,

[On this matter of quotations from anonymous authors of the apostolic tames, not infrequently made by henmus, consult the important
tractate of Dr. Routh, in hxs Reliquiar Sacrw, vol. i. pp 45-68.]
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Abel, 6, 55, 89. Chastisement, 47. Diognetus, Epistle to, wherein the
Abraham, 7, 9, 13, 142. Christ, I-Its person, 9, 52, 55, 57, 61- writer shows why he wrote it,
Adultery, 35, lO8, 143. 6z, 64, 7o, 7I, 76, 8i, 84, 86j 87, 25; the vanity of idols, 25; the
Affhctlons of Christ, 139. 88, 94, 145. superstitions of the Jews, 26;

the manifestation of Christ, 27 ;Alms-giving, 16, x48. .Uls sufferings, 9, 64, 66, 7o, 7r, 83,
Angels, 68, 88, 118, 148. 84, 86, 88, 89, 139, t4 o, 142, 145. the state of the world before
Anger, 17, 35, 54. I-lls resurrection, iI, 33, 7I, 87. Christ came, 28; why Christ
Animals, cloven-footed, 144. came so late, z8; the blessingsHis secondcommg, el, 33, 64, 87.

ruminant, 143. t/ze source afblessing_, I4, 84. He brings, 29; the importanceforbidden allowed as food to Chastity, 34, 148. of divine knowledge, 29.
Israel, spiritual significance of, Christians, heirs of the covenant, I45. Dircae, martyrdom of, 6.
143- true and false,55, 61. Doctrines, false, 34, 53, .56,62, 68, 7I,

Antichrist, 34, 138. manners of, 26; their relation to 83, 88, I46.
Antioch, church at, 48, 85, 9I, 96, the world, z7. profound, 68.

Duties, Christian, 9, 2o, 54, 6z, 8I, 95,1oo, iz 9. called children, 153.
Antiochlans, supposed Epistle of Ig- Church, ordf.r _nth. _,16, 17.r/.,. order 148.

natiustothem,whereinhespeaks of ministers :n, 16; :he ;egard of deacons, etc., 34, 8I.
of his bonds, of the true doctrine Moses had for order in, x7 ; the of presbyters, etc., 34, 9°.
concerning Christ against the regard the apostles had for order relative, 81, 9o.
views of the early heretics, and in, 18 ; this order disturbed by Duties of husbands and wives, 34, 35,
exhorts them to Certain duties, the wicked, I7-2o. 8I, 95"
I IO, I I2. Circumcision, spiritual meaning of, of the Christian flock, 35, 95.

Apostates, 68. 7_, 82"83. I42-143"
Apostles, ordinances as to the miuis- Clement, introductory notice of, z- 3. Ebionlte, 83.

try, I6, 17, 18, 66, 84. his first epistle, 5-21. Enoch, 7-
Commandments, of God, 33, 148. Envy, 67; its effects on Corinthian

Baptism prefigured in Old Testament Confession of sin, 19. Church, 6, 17, t8; on the Church
144. of Christ, 4t, 55, 83, t29" in all ages, 6, 17.

Barnabas, who he was, I33. Conformity to Christ, 5o. Ephesians, Epistle of Ignatius to,
his Epistle, _herein he warns hi_ Corinthians, Epistle of Clement to, 49-58; he commends them, 49,

readers against Judaism, and wherein he commends them, 5; 52; exhorts them to unity, 50;
seeks to explain some Jewish shows the effects of envy among to various duties, 55, 57 ; warrm
customs, 137-149. them, 5, 6, 18; exhorts them to against false teachers and doe-

Believers, a spiritual temple, I47; repentance, 7; to humility, 9, 11, trines, 52; SyriacversionofEpla-
what Chrmt is to them, Ii, 14, I5; topeace, 16; togood works, tie, lox-xoz.
15, I8, 33. I4; to Church order, r6--17; to Esther, her example_ 20.

Benediction, forms of, t5, 2I, 3O, 43, brotherly love, 18, 19. Eucharist, 16, 17, 55, 76-77, 81, 89,
58, 7z, 85, 92, 96. Covenant, the, lost by the Jewst 139;

Birds, allowed as food to Israel, I43. I who are heirs of, I45. Evilg_eeds, 6.
Bishop, sublection to him, 17, _o-96. Covetousness, 35" desires, 35.

though yduthful, to be obeyed, 6o. ] Crocus of Ephesus, 5o. . . speaking, 17.
Bishop to be consulted iu all things, Cross, the, of Christ pretxgurea in Example of Christ, 9, 35, 54.

5o, 6z, 79, 89. l Old Testament, 144. F.aamples of love, 19, no.
tobe honoured, 9° 0_. the glory of, 56.

eS_illg_ _Vll_l_O_V:*_)_ai'' ---- I31 Damns, bishop of Magnesia, 59, 60BldUt,es nf_(-_ _ ,_ nA o_ ned' Faith,86,8,89.,3,'4, 29, 53, 55, 64, 66, 84,
I4, 21, 28, 29. Danaids, martyrdom of, 6. Falsehood, 56.

to be sought, 28, I49. Daniel, 60, 61. Fasting, 34; the acceptable, 138; a
Brazen serpent, t45. Darkness, the way of, 149. type of Christ, I41.
BurrhusofEphesus, 5o. David, his humility, Io. Fathers exhorted, 8I.Y_s,_rtm_. "to. L 60.V2.8 .8¢. O_ Fear of God, 54, 69.
Cain, 6. _;v_.'sna_es6of (1_e',3o,555: 6"9.'83, Fish, Israel may not eat, spiritual
Catholic, 39, 40, 42, 9o. x17-x 19, 148. significance of, 143.
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Goat, the, sent away, 14r. Impure thoughts, Ixl, x49. Offlce-bearers of Church at Ephesus,
God, His character, xo, II--X2_13, 16, Isaa£, 13. 50; at Magnesia, 59; at Phila-

delphia, 85 .
8o. _aeob, x2, x3. Onesimns, bishop of Ephesus, 49.

how12,toi4,draw2o,34nearand serve Him, _ames the Just, 69, 155. Order in the Church, 16, I7, 9¢x
imitators of, 13"; of faith in, :35. Jews not heirs of covenant, x38--139.

Good deeds, 13, 95. superstitions of, 26. Papias, fragments of, XSL
Gospel superior to law, 63, x46, I47. observances of, 6z, 8z. Patience, 35.
Grace, 63, 92. Jewmh sacrifices abolished, r37. Paul and Peter, martyrdom of, II.
Graces, Christian, 35, 8L John the Apostle, Epistles of Igna- Peace, io; of universe, Io; of Church,
Grief, 35. tius to him, 124-1z5, I9.

Jonah, 7, 7o. Philadelphians, Epistle of Ignatius
Happiness, 28. [os.;ah, 6o. to them, consisting chiefly of
Harmony in the Church, 6I ; in the [udaizing teachers, 63, 7I, 82. exhortations to unity, 79, 85.

universe, to. Judas, 40, x17, I53-154. Philippians, Epistle of "Polycarp to
Heretics, views of early, 34, 56, 62, Judith, zo. them, consisting of commends-

63, 68, 71, 80, 8I, 88, 89, 138, fudged in the flesh, 85, Io8. tions of them, and exhortations
Justification, I3, 63, 64.I49. to Christian duties, 33-36 .

Hero, deacon of Antioch, Epistle of Spurious Epistle of Ignatius to
Ignatius to him, wherein he is ex- Kingdom of God looked for, 43, 76, them, wherein he declares the
horted to earnestness and rood- I5I 4. unity of the Godhead, also facts
eration, cautioned against false Know_edge, 29, 64, 68, i37. in the history of Christ ; shows
teachers, instructed as to certain the malignity, folly, inconsis-
duties, and pointed out as the Law of Christ, I38. tency, and Ignorance of Satan,
future bishop of Antioch, xr 4- Life, 29" 76, 89. and concludes with exhortations,

Light, way of, 148. It6-H9.
Lot, his example, 8. Phoenix, the, xz.

II5.
Holy Spirit, 5, x7, 43, 5z, 53, 56, 57,

83, 85, 92, xoI, 14o, x46. Lord's day, 63. Polybius, bishop of Tralles, 66, 67.
Holiness, x3, 42, 43, 53, 67, xo8. Love commended, I9, 55" Polycarp. Introductory notice, 3 x,
Humility enjoined, 9, Ix, I5, 53; of brotherly, 18, 19" 55. his Epistle,33; his humility, 33;

Christ, 9; of saints, 9, to" 2o. Moses an example of, I9. his praise of Paul, 35; he is be.
Husbands, duty of, z6_ 35, 95, IIl, other examples of, 19. frayed, 40; he refuses to revile

I48. to God, 18, 89, t37. Christ, 4I ; confesses Christ, 4I ;
Luxury abjured, 13, 27, 63, 82.Hyssop, 142. his last prayer, 4z; in the fire,

42 ; his body burned, 43-
Idols, vanity of, z5, 56, xz9. Magneslans, Epistle of Ignatius to, mentioned by Ignatius, 58, 92 ;
Ignatius, mentionedby Polycarp, 35, 59-65; wherein he shows the Epistle of Ignatius to him, con-

36 ; introductorynote to his Epls-. honour and submission due by slsting of counsels as to his
ties, 45, 48. [ them to their bishop, 61-64; I work, 93-96; Syriac version of

Epistle to the Ephesians, 49, 58. [ warns against Judaism, 63, and ] the same, 99-
Epistle to the Magnesians, 59" 65. I false doctrine, 62. Prayer, 34, 53, 82.
Epistle to the Trallians, 66, 72. [ Magus, Simon, 82. Prayers requested, 58, 65, 8a.
Epistle to the Romans, 73, 78. / Marriage, 26, 8h 95" Presbyters, duties of, 17, 34, 72.
Epistle to the Philadelphians, 79" Martyrdom of Polycarp, 37, 44- Presbytery, submission to, 5o, 5h 67,

85. I of Ignatius, I29, I3o. 89; its function, 69.
Epistle to the Smyrn_eans, 86, 9z. [ Martyrs, 6, 3_, 74. Priestly otfice, contentmn regarding,
Epistle to Polycarp, 93, 96. [ Maries, the, m the Gospels, I55. I6, r7, t8.
In them he speaks of his bonds, Mary at Neapolis, spurious Epistle, Prophets, the, speak of Christ, i4o;

izz. to be esteemed, 82.5o, 58, 59" 7o, 72, 75, 91 ; his de-
sire for martyrdom, 49, 74, 75, 76, Maria the Proselyte, her spurious Purification, 138, I42.
96; seeks the prayers of the letter to Ignatms, Izo. Purity of heart, IZ.
Churches, 53, 54, 77; speaks of Mary, the Virgin, spurious letter of of conduct, 95.
his need of humility, 67; of his Ignatius, and her reply, 12&
knowledge, 64, 68. Mathetes, his Epistle to Diognetus, Quintus the apostate, 4o.

Syriac versmns of his Epistles to 23, 3o.
Polvcarp, Ephesians, Romans, Matthew's and Mark's Gospels ac- Rahab, her example, 8.
98, "Io4. cording to Papias, x_4-x55. Red heifer, I42.

Account of his martyrdom, I29- Messengers of Magnesmn Church, Repentance, 7, 53, 147.
x3r ; condemned by Trajan, 48 ; 9.
sails to Smyrna, i3o; writes to toS_e sent to Antioch, 96. Reprobate men, varmus classes of,I49.
the Churches, 13o; is brought to Millennium, questionable traditions Resurrection, Christ s, xx, 12, 33, 7o'
Rome, 13o; is devoured by wild of, 153. 87.
beasts at Rome, x3I ; appears in Ministers, order of, in Church, I6' I7, our, r r, I2, 34.
a vision after de_th, 131. 5o, 6h 64. Revelation, inspiration of the, I55.

Spurious Epistles of, ro5-I26; In- Moses, 6, lo, t44-I46; quelling Righteous, the, their sufferings, I7,
troductory note, Io5-Io6; to the strife, I6; his love for Israel, I8; we should cleave to them,
Tarsians, IO7; to the Antiochi- 19. 4o.
aus, ixo; to Hero, a deacon of Myster_ of circumdslon, 14_-143. Romans, Epistle of Ignatius to,
Antioch, 1_4 ; to the Philippiaus, ] Mysteries, three, hid from Satan, 57, wherein he expresses his desire
116; from Maria the Proselyte, [ 1oz. [ for martyrdom, and his reasons
I_o; to Mary at Neapolis, I_z; [ [ for the same,73, 78.
to John the Apostle, Iz4; a 1Noah, 7. ] Syriacversion ofthesame, 1o3-m4.
second Epistle to John, _25; [ Nicolaitans, 71, 83. [ Sabbath, the true, 146; how to b¢
to the Virgin Mary, I_6. _ ] kept, 63.

Imitators of tlie Creator, Io, _; of] Obedience to God, 8, x_, x_, $o, 61. ] Sacrifices, Jewish, abolished, 137.
Christ, _o, 69, 7& I to Christ, I_ 5L I Sadness, _o_
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Saints, examples of, 7, 9, 1o. of authors of sedition, *I. Trees, the similitude of, 3o, I44.
their reward, 8, 14. ISufferings of Christ, 76. See Christ. Tribulation, patience in, 35.

Salutations to Churches, etc, 5, 33, of men, 6, 39, I29.
39, 65, 72, 73, 77, 85, 9h 96, IO4, Superstitions, of Jews, 26. Unbelievers, 88.
lO9, 112, 114, 1I9, lz3, I37 , 149. Swine not allowed as food to Israel, Unity, exhortations to, 5o, .51, 57, 62,

Salvation, 14, 28, 55, 59, 82, I39. i43. 64, 72, 80, 81, 9O.
Samuel, 6o, 12I. Unity of Godhead, 116.
Satan, his malignity, folly, inconsis- Tarsians, spurious Epistle of Igna-

tency, ignorance, 57, lO2, 117, flus to, wherein he speaks of Valens the presbyter, 35.
118(I38, 148. his sufferings, the true doctrine Vice forsaken and virtue followed,

Schismatlcs, how to be dealt with, concerning Christ as against pre- 34, 35, I48.
2o, 80. vaihng errors, and exhorts to Vine, I53.

Scdttlon m Church of Corinth, 8, dutms, lO8-1o 9. Virgins exhorted, 34, 81, IOO.
20. Teachers, false, I I, 52, .53, 56, 89. Virgin Mary, 57, 71 ; spurious letter

to be avoided, tI. fate of such, 56. of Ignatius to her, and her re-
Self-conceit condemned, 15. Temple, Jewish view of, 147. ply, 126.

the true, I47. Vision seen by Polycarp, 40.Self-restraint enjoined, 94-
Sheep and shepherd, 6, 8o, 84, IlO, Temptation, 34, 5.5"

12o, 14o, 147. Testament given to Moses and to Waterof baptism prefigured in Old
Silence (&ge), 6a. i us, 84, I46. Testament, I44.
Sinners, I49. Thoughts, silent, 5.5. Way, the, of light, I48.
Sins confessed, 19, 5.5, r49. Tower, Jewish Church compared to, of darkness, I49.

Widows, 34, 82, 94.Slaves, duty of, 94, 95, 99, I14. 147.
Smyrna_ans, Epistle of Ignatms to, Traditions, Jewish, iS. Wives, duties of, 34, 8I, 9.5, xoo.

86-92 ; wherein he states inci- Trallians, Epistle of Ignatius to, 66- Works, good, 13, 14, 95.
dents in the history of Christ, 72 ; wherein he commends them, evil, 149.
87 ; gives views of early here- and exhorts them to be subject World, relations of Christians to,. 27.
tics, 88, and enjoins submission to thmr spiritual rulers, 67; its state before Christ's coming,
to their bishop, 89, 9° . warns them against heretics, 68 28.

Strife, its effects, 5, 6, 17. -71 ; shows the reality of the Worship of God, 5.5,62, 81.
Submission to Christ, 9o. history given us of Christ, 7o,

to one another, 15. 71. Youthful piety, 6o.
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JUSTIN MARTYR.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Adrian, Emperor, his Epistle in be- Christ Jesus, crucified, 166, t73, 174, Christians, their moral life, 165-r66_
half of the Christians, i86. t79, 2zz, 247-251. I72, 189, I92.

Advents of Christ, 21o, 22I, 253-254. His work, x79" their worship, t85.
2Eschylus on the unity of God, 29o. blood of, t73, 2oo, 222, 228. their treatment at the hands of the
Amen, 186. His cross, symbols of, I81, 242- Jews, 203, 114, 246-247, 256.
_nalo_ies, heathen, to Christ's doc- 244, 247. blamed for not observing the law,

trine, t69. the curse He endured, 246-248. 199, .2°3 ; for. not submitting to
to Christ's history, t7o. His advent foretold, 173, 175, be arcumcmed, 206, 208, 256.
to the Sonship of Christ, 17o. 26o. have the true righteousness,

_naximander and Anaximenes, 274. His appearances before His corn- shown to be called like Abraham,
Angels, how they transgressed, I9o , ing m the flesh, 26_-263. 258 ; promised as seed to the

23/8; their freedom, 25o, 269"3oI ; His titlesin Scripture, 19O, 262. patriarchs, 259; are the true
who taught them, I64. His first and second coming, 2o9" Israel 26I, 267 ; are the sons of

Antoninus, Emperor, Epistle in be- zio, 22t, 253-254. God, 261
half of the Christians, t86. testimony of Scripture regarding Church, Jacob's marriage a figure of,

Apostles, 175, x79. Him: of Moses, 173, 22t, 223, 266-2267.
Archelaus, the Athenian, 274. 236; of David, t75, i76 , 2tl, 2t2, Circumcision, zoz, 203, 2o6, 2o8, 245_
Argument, the, of Justin's Apology 213, 229, 235, 240, 24t, 248, 252 ; 256.

stated, x7o. of Isaiah, I74, I79, 20o, 236-237 , Continence of Christians, 17_
Aristotle, opinions of, 275. 24t ; of Micah, t74; of Zepha- Corruption, 3ot.
Atheism, 164. niah, I75 ; of Zechariah, 22x. Crescens, his prejudices, 189.
Aurelius, 187. His teaching, t67, i68, 246. Cross, symbols of the, 181, z4a, 244,

the Holy Spirit received by Him, 247-
Baptism, Christian, 183, 2Ol, 216. 243.

its imitation by demons, z83. figures of: Joshua, 255-2,58, 265; Curse, the, 246-248.
Birds, the two, in Lev. xiv., 3oi. Noah, 268-269; Mosam laws, Death, 165, I92.

214-216. Deeds, evil, their punishment, "65;
Chariton, examination of, by the Pre- caUed Jacob, Israel, and Son of their detection, 166.

fect Rusticus, 305. man, 248, 262. Demons, I67, l_g_ 192 ; their imita-
Chastity, x67. His reign and majesty, x76, t78, tion of divine things, 181, t8a,
Children, exposed, 172. 179, 2o9_..236, 267. 183-184; cause persecution, 18a.

Devil as a roaring lion against Christ,Christ Jesus, 17o, t77, 19o, 219, 236- not a maglcmn, I72.
23_, 253, 265,3oL comparedto Socrates, 19L 251.

shown to be God, from His appear- His resurrection 252-253, _8. why plots against us, 3oo.
ances to Abraham, 222-225; oh- His rejection by the Jews, 175, Devils, ISI, 182, I84, 185, 2_,

_ection met, that He ate, 225; .17_,. 2153,267. . distort the truth, 233, 234.
trom visions to Jacob, 225 ; from ot talth in, I9I , I99, 257, 2co. Dialogue of Jnstyn Martyr with Try-
His interviews with Moses, 226; salvation alone in, 2o7, 216-217. pho the Jew, t94-270.
from the testimony of Proverbs, Christians, Apologies for, by Justin Divinations, 168-i69.
azS. Martyr, t64-i93 , Dream-senders, 168-169.

called the Lord of Hosts, ziz, 24 I, their treatment at the hands of the
3ol. heathen world, I7o, s8z, I88, 191, Elijah, 2I_

distinguished from the Father, 264. z_3-z .54. .
called the Word, 164, 166, x7o, testimonies ot Korean emperors as i Emperors, Roman, testimony toChristians, _86-187.

174, 192, 263-264. to, I86-187. Epicurus, opinions of, I92-q93, X/C-
the Son of God, I64_ I66, I70 , I78 , accused of atheism, x64. 275.

182, Igo, 2t6, zt 9, 25o, 257, 258, inquiry into charges against them Eucharht, 185.
263 demanded, 163-I65. Euripides, on furore jmlgtn_t, 291 i

His humanity, 17o, 174, I79" I93, charges refuted; shown they do on false gods, 292, 293.
216, 219, 218, 231, 241,3oI. not worship idols, 169, I_I.

His early history, 237-238, 25o. worship God, 164, x65. Fables, heathen, 233.
ss7
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Faith in Christ, 19t , I99, 257, 26o. Fews, their treatment of Christ, x75- Marcion, I7t, ISz.
Fasting, 2_02. i79 , 253. Marcus Aurelius, the emperor, his
Fate, t77-I78, treatment of Christians, i75, 2o3, testimony of the Christians, [87.
Forgiveness of sin, aoo, 217. at4, 247. Marriages, impure, I67.
Foreknowledge of God, 178. blame the Christians for not ob- Martyrdom of holy martyrs at Rome,
Forerunner of Christ, 22o-22I. serving the law, 199. 3o5-3o6.
Free-will in man and angels, 249- they violate the eternal, and inter- Meats, choice of, why prescribed to

25o, 270, 3ol. pret thai of Moses, zoo. Israel, zo4.
why circumcision was given, 2o2. Menander, 171 ; his views of God,

Gentiles, 18o; conversion of, 253, why the law wasgiven them, 203. 292.
26o, 264, 265. why the choice of meats, 204. Millennium, 236-240.

Goats, 3ol. the Sabbaths instituted, and sacri- Mithras, mysteries of, 234.
God, 164-I6_ 172, I77-I78, 190, I97 , rices and oblations, 205. Monotheism, testimonies to: of Or-

i98 , 199, 2oo, 3oo. the injury to God from their opin- pheus, 279 ; of the Sibyl, 280 ;
His care for men, 172. ion of the law, 2o6. nf Homer, 280, 282 ; of Pythag-
how He appeared to Moses, I84. they boast in vain that they are the oras, 28o; of Plato, 281, 282, 283.
how known, 246--247. sons of Abraham, 2o6, 269. Moses predicts Christ's coming, 173.
not give His glory to another, in disputations, 256. God appears to, 184-I85, 223-226.

23o. how they treat Scriptures, I76, 232. foretells Christ's cross, 224.
His righteousness, 245-246. their interpretations, 26I. his antiquity proved by Greek
what He decreed concerning their circumcision differs from the writers, 277-278.

Christ, 25o. Christian, 256. heathen oracles testify of, 278.
His namelessness, 281. their hardheartedness, 266. training and inspiration of, 278.

salvation for them only in Christ, Plato indebted to, 182, 283, 284,rejected by the Jews, 262-263 •
His unity and sole government, 2o7, 216-217. 286.

treatise by Justin Martyr on, rejecting Christ, they reject God, Homer indebted to, 284.
2_o-.29.3. 267-268. Mosaic laws, figures of things which

testlmomes to unity from Greek exhorted to repent and be con- pertain to Christ, 214-2r5, 216.
poets : z_schylus, 290; Sopho- verted, 258, 268. Mythology, heathen, its origin, ISx.
cles, 29o; Philemon and Or- John the Baptist, 220-22L Greek, the follies of, 272.
pheus, 29o. [onah, the sign of, 252. i

opinions of Greek philosophers Joshua, a figure of Christ, 255, 265- ]Names of God and Christ, I9o, 262.
266. Necromancy, I68-I69.as to, 274-275.

Gods, false, I7 I, I81, 233. Judea, its desolations foretold, I78. Noah, a figure of Christ, 268, 269.
Greeks, Justin's Discourse to, 27I- Judge, the, i8o.

274; wherein he justifies his de- Judgment, future, testimonies of Obedience, civil, 168.
parture from Greek customs, Greek writers to, 291. Oracles, heathen, I69; testify of
271-272 ; exposes the Greek the- Jupiter, I64, 17o, I92. Moses, 278.
ogony, ZTI; follies of Greek Justice demanded for Christians, Orpheus, his testimony to Mono-
mythology, 272 ; the shameless I63-I64. theism, 279, 29o.
practices of the Greeks, 274; Justin Martyr, introductory notice
calls upon them to study the of, I59-16I. Patience, t68,

Peripatetics, 19_.
divine word, 272. his First Apology for Christians Philemon, testihes to a future judg-Justin's Hortatory Address to,
273-289; wherein he shows that ment, 291 ; shows how God is

163-187.
his Second Apology, 188-I93.

their poets are unfit to be reli- his Dialogue with Trypho a Jew appeased, 29I.
[_ious teachers, 273-274. i94-27o; he studies philosoph}', Philosophers, I64-I65, 177.

opinions of their philosophers, as I95 ; his conversion, I95; his have not true knowledge, 288.
Thales, 274 ; of Pythagoras and arguments in favor of Chris- Greek, their opinions of God, 274,

27_.
Epicurus, 274-275; of Plato and tianity as against Judaism, I94- opinions as to resurrection, 296,Aristotle, 275-276. 27o.

what their philosophers and poets his Discourse to the Greeks, 27 I- their indebtedness to Moses, I8_
learned from Moses' writings, 272. 278-28o, 288-28_
276, 277, 278. his Hortatory Address to the Philosophy, I95.

Greeks, 273-289; spurious, 289. Phylactery, 2I_.
Happiness, I96. on the Sole Government of God, Plato, 165, I69, 177, 183p 275, 276_
Hell, 17o. 29o-293 28I; ambiguity of, 282; self-
Heraclitus and Hippasus, 274. on the Resurrection, 294-299. contradictory, 282 ; his agree-
Hercules, I92. fragments from his lost writings, ment with Homer, 282-28 3 ; his
Human doctrine, I82, 219. 3ol-3o2. knowledge of God's eternity,
Homer, passages from, showing his he is examined and condemned by 283; indebted to Moses, 182,

views as to his gods, 273-274; the Prefect Rusticus, 305. 183, 284, 285, 286; to the proph-
his testimony to monotheism, ets, 283-284; his knowledge of
280; his obligations to the sacred Kingdom, Christians look for, 166. judgment, 284 ; his doctrine of
writer, 282-283; his knowledge Knowledge, 196. form, 285-286; of the heavenly
of man's origin, 286. gift, 286-287; of the beginning

of time, 287; of the universe,Hystaspes, 169. Lamb, a type of Christ, 214.
Law, the, I99, 2oo, 203, 214-216. 296.

Idols, I65, I7L Life, I98. Ptatonists, x95.
Images, 287. Lord's Day, i86. Polytheism, i8I, I9o, 192.
Immorality of the heathen, 17I, 27_. Lucius, the philosopher, I63. Prayers, i86, 257.
Israel applied to Christ, _4; He is Prophecy, different modes of, t75.

King of, 267. Magi, 237-238. certainly, fulfilled, xSo.
Man, his creation, i65, 228, 290; cor- concerning Christ, I73-175, 210--

Jacob, Leah and Rachel figures of ruption of, 3OI. 216, 220, 221-225, 235-238, 240"
the Church, 256. origin of Homer's opinion of, 286. 242.
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Prophets, Hebrew, t73 ; use the past Salvation, 207, 216"-217. Trinity, the, 164, 185.
tense, t76--I77 ; truth learned Satan, I72; blasphemes, 3oo. Truth, the, 166; known [rom the
from them, I98. Saturn, 1o2. .prophets, I98, 289.

Psalms that speak of Christ, I76, Scriptures, 198, I9c9, 232, 234-235, misrepresented, I83, 184-185.
2ii, 212-2t 3, 228, 235, 240, 24 I, 245; searched, 232. its power, 272, 294.
248-252. Semo, the inscription, 171, I87. Types of Christ, 214-216 , 252_ 265-

Punishment, everlasting, 165, 166, 266_ 268.Septuagint, history of, 278-279.
169, 172, x9t, 3oo. treatment of, by Jews, 234.

Pythagoras, opinions of, 274-275, Sibyl, the, I69, zSo, 288-289. Unity of God, 29o-293.
28o--28L Simon, the Samaritan, 171-172, 182, Urbicus condemns the Christians to

Pythagorean, t95. 193. death, 188.
Sins, forgiven, 2oo.
Six, the number, 3oi-3o2. Verissimus the philosopher, 163.Repentance, I67, 258.

Responsibility, human, 177, 19o. Socrates, I9L Vice and virtue, 192.
Resurrection, treatise of Justin on, Sophocles, on unity of God, 29o; on

294-299. future judgment, 29I. Wicked, their punishment, i64-I65,
objections to, 294, 295 ; not impos- Souls, 196-I97. 166, I68.

slble, 295. Spirit, Holy, 164, I67, 177, 243. Wine, in the Eucharist, unchanged
argument_ for; Christ has risen, Stoics, the, I69, I9o, 191, 192. but not common, 285.

298. Sunday, 185-I86. Wisdom, Christ the, 227-228.

Christ's, I78, 298. ]Swearing, 168. Word, the, is Christ, I64, 166, 17o,I78 , I90, 19I. I92-193, 263, 272.
Righteousness,245_246.2oi, 2o8, 2o9, 217, Teachers, Christian, their antiqui_, World preserved for sake of Chria-
Rustlcus, the prefect, examines Chris- inspiration, and harmony, 21_ tians, 19o.

tians, 305-306. 269 Worship, weekly,of Christians, I85-
Teaching of Christ, 164, 167, I68. 186.

Sabbath, why instituted, 2o4, 207, Thales, his views as to God, 274. who is worthy, 232.
3oi-3o2. i Theogony, Greek, exposed, 271. heathen, 17I.

Sacrmnents, the, 185. Titus, the emperor, 163.
Sacrifices, why instituted, 205. Traditional opinions, I63. Xenophons 192.
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Aaron and Miriam, their sin against Aiethela, the ._Eon so called, 317 ; absurd notion of. as to the death
Moses, and its punishment, 573. how her passion is said to be of Jesus,349; this notion of, re-

Abel and Cain, the offerings of, 485 indicated in Scripture, I ; of luted, 4t2
Abominations, the, practised by the Ptolemy, 333; revealed _y9Tet- Beast, the, 557, 558, etc.

Valentinians, 324, etc. rad, 337, etc. Bel and the dragon, 467.
Abraham, saw the day of Christ, 467, the numerical value of, does not Bishops, a succession of, in various

4bg, etc.; vain attempt of Mar- square with Valentinianism, 396. churches, 415) etc.; firsh of
cion to exclude him from Christ's Anaxagoras, 376. Rome, 4z6.
.salvation, 4.7o, etc.; had faith Anaximander, 376. Blandina, the martyr, 57o.
Identical with our_ 492; both Angels, the world not made by, 361 ; Blood, the, of Christ, redeems, 527,
covenants prengureain, 495,496; could not be ignorant of the 528.
waited for the promises of GOd, Supreme. God, 365 . the Christians accu_d, of eating,

• o. . . " • . . o •

Adam and Eve, the story of, accor_t- 554; concentrate_a_mChimself _e ;Breath of life, the, 537. 5 •
ing to the Ophites, 356. i apostasy, 557; the number of the I Bythus, 316, 3.33; a_urdity of, 36_

Adam, the first, made a partaker of name of, 558. 363.
salvation, 455; his repentance I Antiphanes, the theogony of, 376. I
signified by tI_e girdle which he I Apator, 32z. I Cain, 456; and Abel, the respective
maae, 457 ; why driven out of I Apocryphal Scriptures, the, of the [ offerings of, 485.
Paradise, 457 ; in Paradise, 531 ; I Marcosians, 394, 395. l Calnites, the doctrines of the, 358.
sinned on the sixth day of crea- I Apostles, the twelve, not types of the ]Carnal and spiritual, 536, 537.
tion, 551 ; death of,55z. I . twelve ._Eons, 389. / Carpocrates, the docu'ines of, 35o;

analogy between the first and the I the, did not begin to preach till ] the followers of, practised magic
second, 454- 1 endued with the Holy Spirit,[ and incantations, 35o; hnmo-

JEdth the twelfth, the sufferings of, ] 414; preached one God, 414; l raiity of the system of, 350, 35; ;
not to be deduced from Scrip- I the doctrine of, 4z9--436; the ] his views of the devi], 35 ! ; his
ture, 387; nor typified by the labours of, lessened by their I followers branded with external
woman with the issue of blood, predecessors, 494, 495. [ marks, and have images of Jesus,
39z. [ Aquila and Theodotion, their inter- [ etc., 35 I.

._.ons, the thirty, of Valentinus, 316, pretation of Isa. viL x4 referred / Centurion, the, of the Gospels, u-
etc.; English equivalents of the t to, 45 L l aerted by the Valentinians to be
Greek names of, 3x6, note; how [ Ark of the covenant, 394, 57°. the Demiur_e, 3"z6.
the thirty are said to be indicated ] Autogenes, 353. Cerdo, the doctnnes of, 352.
in Scripture, 3t9; the production t Axe, the, mlide to float by means of Cerinthmb the doctrines of, 35i, 3_-
of, 773. etc., 379, etc. ; further ] wood, 57z. Christ, Valentinus's views of, 319,
inqmrv into and refutation of the I the, laid at the root, 573. 323. 3_._ 332, 334; the origin of,
speculations respecting, 38o, 38 t ; I according to -the Ophites, 354;
the theory of, further exposed, [ Balaam, 57t ; forbidden to curse the descent of, upon Jeamh ae-
382, 383. etc. ; the twelve apos- Israel, 57z ; his ass a type, 57z ; cording to the Ophite_ _57; the
ties not types of the twelve, 389; slain,57z, apostles of, their preaching, 417;
the thirty, not typified by the Baptism of Jesus in His thirtieth year and Jesus, the uane, the only.
baptism of Jesus m His thirtieth not a type of the thirty ._gons, begotten Son of God, 440-444|

. year, 390. 39 o. . not, but the Holy Spirit,
A_ape, 39_ Barl_liotes or Bor .borians, the, 353- scended upon _esus, 444; and
A/_,, meaning of the term, 3t6. Basilides, the doctnnes of, 348, etc.; Jeeam of Nazareth proved fa'om

593
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the writings of Paul to be one Death, the, and life, 537. Faith, the unity of the, in the uni-
and the same, 445, etc. ; did not Decalogue, the, at first inscribed on versal Church, 33 o.
flee away from Jesus at the the hearts of men, 479; not can- Faith of Abraham, the, the same as
cross, 446; did not suffer in up- celled by Chrmt, 485,482. ours, 332.
pearance merely, 446; assumed Demiurge, the, the formation of, ac- Father, the, the world made by,
actual flesh, conceived and born cording to Valentinus, 3z2 ; the through the Word, 36t. "

creator of all things outside the the, how no one knows, but theof the Virgin, 454, etc.; the
advent of, foretold, 473; the ad- Pleroma, 32z; Ignorant of what Son, 467 ; reveals the Son, 468.
vent of, foreknown and desired he created, 3z2 ; ignorant of the Fear produces (according to Valen.

offspnng of his mother Acha- finus) animal substances, 323 .by righteous men, 474; did not
abolish the law, 475; ss the end moth, 323; passes into the Five, the number, the frequent use
of the law, 476; did not abrogate intermediate habitation, 325 ; in- of, in Scripture, 394, 395.
the natural precepts of the law, structed by the Saviour, 3z6 ; is Flesh, the, as nourished by the body
but removed the bondage, 477 ; the centurion of the Gospels, of the Lord, incorruptible, 485 ;
came for the sake of men of alt 326; views of the heretics re- made capable of salvation, 5z7,
ages, 485. etc.; is the treasure specting, exposed and confuted, 528 ; quickened, 537, etc. ; saved
hid in the field, 496; descended 385, etc.; declared by the heretics by the Word taking flesh, 541 ;
into regions beneath the earth, to be ammal, 403; if animal, the saints having suffered m,

how could he make things spir- shall receive their rewards m,499; foreseen and foretold by
the prophets, 5o9; the prophets itual ? 405, 4o6. 56h 562, etc.
referred all their predictions to, Devil, v_ews of the Carpocrafians and blood, 534, 535.
5th etc.; alone able to redeem respecting, 35o. the works of the, 536, etc.
us, 526, etc; took flesh, not practised m falsehoods, he tempted Flonnus, 568.
seemingly, but really, 527; con- man, 55I; his lie in regard to Free-will, man endowed with, 5t8,
ferred on our flesh the capacity the government of the world, 5x9.
of salvation, 5_7, 528; his res- 552, 553- Fruit of the belly and of the loins,

the sons of the, 525. 453-urrectlon a proof of ours, 53z,
etc. ; the dead raised by, a proof IDeuteronomy, 57 L
of the resurrectmn, 539; fitting _Diatheses, the, of Ptolemy, 333" Gentiles, the conversion of, more
that He should take human na- Disciples, the true spiritual, _o6, etc. ddficult than that of the Jews,

Discriminating faculty, the, m man,ture, and be tempted by the 495.
devil, 548, etc. ; His victory over 5:22. Gideon, a type, 445, 57L
Satan, 549; temptation of, 549, Disobedient, the, are the angels of Gifts, the, of the Holy Spirit, 533-
etc.; His kingdom eternal, 554, the devil, 5.,4. Gnostics, the hypocrisy and pride of,
555; the resurrection of, 56o; Duodecad, the, of Valentinus, how 4 9.
how prefigured, 57i; testimony said to be indicated in Scripture, God, 3_ut one, proved against Mar-
of the sacred books to, 576, 577- 319" cion and others, 359, 36o; the

Christians, calumnies against the, 570- Dyad, the, of Valentinus" 332. world made by, 36h 362 ; created
Church, the, her gifts, 4o9; performs all things out of nothing, 369,

nothing by incantations or curl- Earthly things, types of heavenly, 37o; not to be sought after by
ous arts, 4o9; of Rome, founded 486. means of syllables and letters,
by Peter and Paul, 4t5; the Ebionites, the, 35I, 352; refutation 396,etc.; many things, the knowl-
catholic, the depository of truth, of, who disparaged the writings edge of which must be left in His
416, etc. of Paul, 439, etc.; strictures on, hand_, 399,40o; alone knows all

Clean and unclean, 534. 527• things, 40o; all things made by,
Colorbasus, the doctrines of, 333- Ecclesia, the, of the Valentinians, 405; different names of, in the
Commandment, the first aod greatest, 323; of Ptolemy, 333. Hebrew Scriptures, 4_z, 413;

476- Egyptians, the Israelites commanded one, proclaimed by Christ and
Communion with God, 556. to spoil the goods of, an exposi- the apostles, 417 ; the Holy
Cosmocrator, the, 323. tion and vindication, 502-5o4 . Ghost throughout the Old Testa-
Covenant, the new, 51z. Elements, the twenty-four, of Marcus, merit mentions but one, 418 ; ob-
Covenants, one author and one end 329, etc. jectiou to the doctrine of one,

to both, 472, etc.; the oneness Elijah, 53o. deduced from z Cot. iv. 5, an-
of both proved by Jesus' reproof Elisha, 545. swered, 42o ; objection from
of customs repugqmnt to the tor- Elucidation, by the American editor, Matt. vi. "4 answered, 42_ ;
mer, 475. end of book fii., 46o, 46L proved to be one and the same,

Created things,made after the image Emanatmns, the, of Valentinus and the Creator, from the Gospel
of invisible things, according to of Matthew, 422; from Markothers, an account of, 31&328,
the Marcosians, 34-', etc. 332, 333, etc., 339, etc.; ridicule and Luke, 4._3; from John, 426,

not images of .,Eons within the poured on, 332, 333- 428, etc.; showed Himself to be
Pleroma, 366-368; not a shadow Encratites, the, 353- merciful and mighty to save,

Enmity, the, put between Eve and after the fall of man, 449, etc. ;
His providential rule over the

of the Pleroma, 368, 369.
Creation, the, of all things out of the serpent, 457-

nothing by Cod, 369, 37o- Enno_e, $t6, 333. etc., 35_, 354. world, 459; just to punish and
Creator, but one, of the world, 569. Enoch, the translation ot, 53o. good to save, 459; but one, who

the, made all things, spiritual and Enthymesis, the, of Sophia or Acha- is the Father, 463; the unity of,
material, 4o5, 4o6; is the Word moth, 318, 322 ; the absurdity of, proved from Moses, the prophet3,
of God, 54tg 383, etc. ; the treachery of Judas and Christ, 463, 464 ; immutable

the, could not be ignorant of the n-ot a type of, 387, 3_. andeternal, 465; the destruction
Supreme God, 365. Error, how'often set off, 315• of Jerusalem derogates nothing

Eucharist, the, 485, 527, 528. fro/n His majesty, 465 ; but one,
Day, the, does not square with the E_antl*a_, 559" announced by the law and the

Eve and the Virgin Mary compared,
theory of Valentinus" 395- prophets, whom Christ confessesDay of retribution, the, 39o. 547, etc. as t is Father, 466, etc. ; has

Dead, the, raised by Christ, a proof Eve, the story of, according to the placed man under law for man's
of the resurrection, 539. Ophites, 356. own benefit, 478, etc. ; needs
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nothing from man, 482, 483 ; [ at His baptism, not Christ nor ! Kelt_, the, 316.
formed all things by the Word [ the Saviour, 444- Kingdom, the, of Christ, eternal, 556.
and Spirit,487-489; declared by Holy Spirit, gifts of the, 533. the earthly, of the saints after
the Son, 489; seen by men, yet[Homer, laid under conlribution by their resurrection, _63, 564 ; the
invisible, 49° ; not the author of [ the Valentinians, curious in- prophecies respecting, not alle-
sin, 5oz; the author of both [ stances of, 33 o. gorical, 564, 565, etc.

Knee, bending the, a symbol of the
resurrection, 569.

testaments, _5 ; attributes of, ] Hope, 399, 476.
_21 ; the misery of departure [ Horos and Stauros, 318, 319.
xrom, 523; one and the same, [ Knowledge, puffs up, 397 ; perfects
inflicts punishments and bestows I Ialdabaoth, 355. not attainable in this llfe, 399-
rewards, 5z3, etc.; Hzs power [ I AM THAT I AM, 41q_ 4OZ.
and glo W will shine forth in the [ Iao, 32I. -- the true, 508, 574.
resurrectmn, 529, etc. ; those I Ignorance, human, of divine things,
deceived who feign another, 53o, i 399-402. Lateinos, 559"
etc. ; the image of, in which man !Image of God, the, in which man Law, the old and the new, has but
was made, 544; umty of, re-af- was created, 544. one author, 472, etc. ; Christ did
firmed, 544 ;- pardons our sins Immorality, the, of the Valentinian not abrogate the natural pre.
544, 545, etc. ; and the Word, heretics, 324. cepts of, but removed the bond-
formed all things by their own Initiation, modes of, practised by the age of, 477, etc. ; llmn was placed
power, 546, etc. ; declared by the heretics, 346. z under, for his own benefit, 478 ;
law andmamfested in Christ Intermediate state, the, 56o. 1 originally inscribed on the hearts
_5._ etc. ; communion w_th, 556; Isaac, the history of, symbolical, 492, J of men, but afterwards, as the
rxis infimtude, 569, always true 493; the blessing of, 562. J Mosaic, made by God to bridle
and faithful,572. Isaiah, his prophecy respecting the [ the desires of the Jews,479--48o;

God of this world" the, 420. virgin conceiving, vindicated I perfect righteousness not oh-
Gods, the so-called" in the Old Testa- against Theodotion, Aquila, and rained by, 48o-482:

ment, 419. the Ebionites, 45h etc. Letters and" syllables, the absurd
Good works not necessary for Valen- theories of Mare/on respecting,tinian heretics, 324 . Jacob, the actions of, typical, 493. 339"34I ; absurdity of arguments
Gospels, the four, there can be Jerusalem, the destruction of, dero- derived from, 393 ; God not to

neither more nor fewer, 428 ; gates nothing from the majesty be sought after by means of, 396,
symbolized by the four living of God, 465, etc. etc.
creatures, 428 ; respective char- .Jesus, the significance of the letters Levitical dispensation, the, not ap-
acteristics of, 428, 429; those of the name, 339"393. pointed by God for His own
who destroy the form of, vain how certain /Eons are said to he sake, 482, etc.
and unlearned, 4z 9 indicated by the name of, 319 ; I Life and death, 537, etc.

Government, civil, of God, and to be meanin_ ot the letters of the [ Linus, bishop of Rome, 416.
obeyed, 552, etc. name .o.x,339 ; the generation of, ] Living creatures, the symbolic ira-

Grain of mustard seed, the, 573- accoraing to Marcus, 339" 340 ; port of the four, 428.
Greater and less, application of the according to Basilides, was not I Logos, the _Eon so-called, and Sige,

phrase, 472, 473- crucified, but Simon of Cyrene[ 372; absurdity of the Valen-
Grief, evil spirits said by Valentinus in His stead, 349; descent of [ tinian account of the generation

to derive their origin fxom, 323. the Christ upon, according to of, 381, etc., 4ol.
the Ophites, 357 ; His baptism Lord, the, is one God, the Father,
when thirty years old, not a type 463 ; testimony of Moses to, 463.

Heaven, the, of Valentinus, 3zz. of the thirty Agons, 39o ; passed etc.
Heavens, the new, different abodes through every stage of life, to Lot and his daughters, the typical

in, 566, 567. sanctify all, 391 ; the ministry of, import of the story of, 5o4, 5o 5;
IIelena and Simon Magus, 348. the wife of, turnedinto a p|llarextended over ten years, 392;
Henotes, 332. lived at least till near fifty _hrs of salt, 5o4.
Heresies, of recent origin, 4_6, 417. old, _392; HIS teaching, 4o8"; the Luke, and Paul, 437 ; refutation of
Heretics, the, resort to Scripture to bapUsm of, 423 ; the same with the Ebionites who tried to dis.

support their opinions, 319, 343 Christ, the only-begotten Son of parage the authority of Paul
344; modes of initiation prac God, perfect God and perfect from the writings of, 439.
tised by, 346-349; deviation of man, 44o; with Him nothing
from the truth, 347, etc. ; thei_ incomplete -- His time, 443 ; Magic, our Lord's miracles not per-
perverse interpretations of Scrip- neither Christ nor Saviour, but formed by, 4o9.
ture, 369; have fallen into an the Holy Spirit descended upon Magical practices, the, of Marcus,
abyss of error,37o, etc.; the Him at His baptism, 444, etc.; 334.
first order of productions main- and Christ, proved from the Man, the first, according to the
rained by (viz., Agons), indefen- writings of Paul to be one and O_hites, 354.
sible, 37_, etc.; borrow their the same, 445, etc.; not a mere God s mercy to, after the fail, 449;
systems from the heathen, 376- man, but veryGod, 448; became the object of God's long-suffer.
379; miracles claimed to be man so as to he capable of heing rag, 450; t_eeds a greater than
wrought by, 4o7, etc. ; blasphe- tempted and crucified, 449; His man to save, 450, 451 ; why not
mous doctrines of, further ex- birth foretold by Isaiah, 45z; at first made perfect, 5_het¢.;
]_n_d, 4o8, etc. ; follow neither His reply to the Sadducees, 466, endowed with the faculty of dis-
Scripture nor tradition, 4z5 467. [See Christ.] tinguishing good and evil, .¢_z;
refutation of, from the orderl ohn, and Cerinthus, a curious story the whole nature of, has aslva-
succession of bishops in th relating to, 416. tion conferred on it, 53x, etc.;
churches, 415; tossed about b oshua, 571. unfruitful, wathout the Holy
every wind of doctrine, 418, 419 udas not an emblem of the twelfth Spirit, 536, etc.; all things cre-
unlearned, ignorant, and divide _Eon, 388. ated for the service of, 558;

every, either empty or full, 572-
in opinion, 547; to he avoided, udgment,thefuture,byJesus Christ, the threefold kind,feigned bi, theHo1547, etc. 523, 556, etc.y Spirit, the, descended on Jesus Justin quoted against Marcion, 468. heretics, 3a3; the re_cfive des.
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tinations of the threefold kind Ogdoad, the first, of Valcntinus, 3t6, Ptolemy the heresiarch, the doctrines
of, 3z5, 326. . 322; John asserted to have set of, 333, etc.

Mansions, the many, 507.. forth, 3z8. Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, procures
Marc-ion, the doctrines or, 352 ; mu- Old Testament, the, everywhere a translation of the Jevnsh Scrip-

tilates the Gospels, 352 ; yam mentions and predicts the advent tures to be made, 45 z.
attempt of, to exclude Abraham of Christ, 473. Pythagoras, the heretics borrow from,
from Christ's salvation, 47 o, etc. Olive, the wild, the symbolical sig- 377.

Marcionites, the, refuted, in relation nificanee of, 536, etc.
to prophecy, 51 t, etc. Ophites, the, 354.

Marcosians, the, absurd interpreta- Redemption, the views of, enter-
tlons of, 34x, 342 ; absurd theo- rained by heretics, 345, etc.
ries of, respecting things created, Papias, quoted, 563. Resurrection, the, of the dead, as-
342, 343; appeal of, to Moses, Parables, 517, 518. serted by Jesus against the Sad-

343, 344 ; cite Scripture to prove the 9_roper mode of interpreting, ducees, 466; of the flesh asserted,
that the Father was unknown Paschal" solemnities, differences in 529: etc. ; of the body, 53o, etc. ;various proofs of, from the Oldbefore the coming of Chrmt, 344 ;
the apocryphal Scriptures of, the observance of, 568. Testament, 5_o, etc. ; proved by
_4; pervert the Gospels, 345; Passion of the twelfth ._Eon, how the resurrectmn of Christ, 532,
wews of, respecting redemption, said to be indicated m Scripture, etc., 539, etc. ; proofs of, from
345-347; departure of, from the _23; not to be proved tom Isaiah and Ezekiel, 542; an ac-
truth, 347. Scripture, 387, 388. tual, 565, etc.; illustrated, 57o.

Marcus, the deceitful arts and nefa- Passions, animal, produce, accord- Retributmn, the day of, 39o.
ing to Valentinus, material sub- Ridicule, poured upon the emana-rious practices of, 334; pretends

to confer the gift of prophecy, stances, 323 . tions and nomenclature of Val-
334; corrupts women, 334; hy- Pastors, the, to whom the apostles entinus, 33 z, 333, etc.
pothesis of, respecting letters committed the churches, to be Righteous, the, and the wicked, 553.
and syllables, 336-338 ; pre- heard, 547, etc. Righteousness, perfect, not conferred
tended revelations of Sige to, Patriarchs and prophets foretold the by the law, 48o.
339, 34o. advent of Christ, 494. Rod, the, of Moses, 453.

Mary, would hasten on _'esus, but is Paul, caught up into the third Roman Empire, the dissolution of
checked by Him,443; and Eve, heavens, 405; and Peter, found- the, predicted, 534.
compared, 547- ers of the Church of Rome, 41_; Rome, the Church of, founded and

Matter, 57.$- sometimes uses words not m organized by Peter and Paul,
Men possessed of free-will, 518 ; not their grammatical sequence, 420 ; 415 ; the first bishops of, 416.

true that some are by nature knew no mvsteries unrevealed to
good, and some bad, 519. the other _postles, 437 ; refuta-

spiritual, 5o6, etc. ; 53_3-536, etc. tion of the Ebiomtes who dispar- Sabaoth, 412 and note.
the three kinds of, feigned by the aged the writings of, 439, etc. Sabbath-day, the law did not pro-

heretics, 3z3, 3"4. Perfect, why man was not made, hlbit the hungry eating food
Menander, successor to Simon Ma- 52t. ready to hand on the, 471-

gus, 348- Persecution foretold, 5o9. Sacrifices, not required by God for
Mercy, not to be exaggerated at the Pharaoh's heart hardened, how, 5oz. their own sake, 482, 483 ; further

expense of justme, 5OL Plato, quoted, 459- remarks on, 484-
Metropator, 3zz. Pleroma, the, of Valentinus, 316, Saddueees, the reply of Jesus to the
Miracles claimed to be performed 3zo; shown to be absurd, 36z, question asked by the, 466, 467-

by heretics, 407. 408; performed 379, 38o. Samson, and the boy who guided
by Christ and His disclples,4o9. Polycarp, conversed with the apos- him, types, 57z ; further reter-

Moral faculty, the, in man, 52z. ties, 4x6; his reply to Marcion ence to, 575.
Monogenes,'the, of Valenfinus, 318; 416; the epistle of, 416; Ire- Satan, 549; blasphemes God, 555.

of Ptolemy, 333. neeus' testimony respecting, 416. Saturmnus, the doctrines of, 348-
Monotes, 33 z. Predictions of the prophets, the, 507, Saviour, the, asserted by the Valen-
Months, the, do not fall in with the 5o8, etc. ; all uttered under the tinians to be derived from all the

Valentinian theories of 3Eons, same inspiration, 5x3• zEons, 321, 3z3; various opm-
394- Presbyters, the, ought to be obeyed, ions of, among the heretics, 333-

Moses, _73; Aaron and Miriam sin 497; false, 497 ; faithful, 497, Scriptures, the, appealed to by the
against, 573- 498. heretics, _319; how perverted by

Mother, the, of the Valentinian Proarehe, the, of Valentinus, 333- the heretms, 3z6, etc. ; refutation
heresy, 386. Production, the first order of, main- of false interpretations of, 3z9,

rained bX heretics proved to be etc. ; perverted by the Marco-
indefeoslble, 373, etc.; and ab- sians to support their absurdi-

Naaman, cleansed of his leprosy, 574. surd 379, 383. ties, 343-345 ; perverse interpre-
Names of God, different, in the Prophets, the, refutation of the tations of the heretics, 3.69;

Hebrew Scriptures, 4t 3. notion that they uttered their proper method of interpreting
of our Lord, 393, 396 predictions under the inspiration the obscure passages of, 398,

New covenant, the, 512. of different gods, 4t2, 413, 513; 799; translation of the Hebrew,
Nicolaitanes, the, 35 L their predictions, 5o7, etc. ; re- into Greek, 45 r ; interpreted

ferred all their predictions to with fidelity by the LXX. trans-Nous, or Monogenes, 3t7, 333, 355.
Number of the beast, the, 558, 559- [ Christ, 5o9, etc. ; sent by th_ ]ators, 452.
Numbers and letters, the folly of} same Father who sent the Son Seed, Valentinian absurdities re-

deriving arguments from, 393- 514, etc. specung, exposed, 385.
396. Propator, the, of Valentinus, 3t6; of Seeing God, 489-492.

Ptolemy, 333" Separatists, to be shunned, 497.
[ Protarchontes, "_53- Septuagint, the story of the origin

Oblation, the new, instituted by Providence of Cod, the world ruled [ of, 45 t.
Christ, 535" by, 459- [ Serpent, the, cursed, 456; spe_. la-

Oblatimm m_d sacrificeab 484, etc. t Pruulcus, 354, 356. 1 tions respecting, 570, 57 L
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Sethians, the doctrines of the, 354. Spiritual men, 506, 533 ; and animal, etc. ; refutation of their false in-
Shadrach, etc., m the fiery furnace, 536, etc. terpretataons of Scripture, 329,

53 I. Spoiling the Egyptians, the act ex- etc.; quote tIomer to support
Sige, 3t6 and note, 3[7; pretended ammed and vindicated, 5oz. their views, 330; the inconsis-

revelation made by, to Marcus, Stauros and Horos, 3x8, 3t9 . tent and contradictory opinions
339 ; and Logos, mutually con- Steslchorus, the story of, 348. of, 33 z, etc.
tradictory and repugnant, 372. Stone, the, cut out withouthands, 453. Valentinus, the absurd ideas held by,

Simeon and Jesus, 44t. 316; his system derived from
Simon of Cyrene, curious opinion of Tatian, the doctrines of, 353 ; refuted the heathen, with only a change

Basilides respecting, 349. in his denial of the salvation of of terms, 376--379; recapitula-
Simon Magus, 347; the pretensions tion of arguments against the

views of, 4o6, etc.
Adam, 457.

of, 347 ; honoured with a statue, Teaching, the, of Jesus, or,posed to
348; and Helena, 348; the the opinions of heretics, 408. Virgin, Jesus born of a, 446, 454,
priests of, 348; succeeded by Teltan, 559. 455; prophecy of Isaiah relatang
Menander, 348. Temptation, the, of Christ, 549. to, 45 I, etc.

Sin, God not the author of, refuta- Testaments, the two, God the author Virgin Mary, the, and Eve, a com-
tion of the Marcionites, 5oz, etc. of both, 505. parison between, 547.

the pardon of, 544. Tetrad" the first, 316; of Marcus Visions of God, 489,49 o.
Sins of former tunes, recorded in reveals Alethela, 337.

Scripture for a warning to us, Thamar, her labour typical, 495. Will, the freedom of the, in man,
498. Thelesls, 333. 5t8, etc.

Son, meaning of the term, 5_.4. Theodotion and Aquila, their inter- Wine, and water, the mixture of,
of God, the, not made man m ap- pretation of Isa. vii. I4 refuted, 527 ; and bread, in the Eucharist,

pearance only, 447-448; every- 45L 5:_8.
where set forth in the Old Testa- Translation, the, of Enoch and Eli- Woman, the, with the issue of blood.
ment, 473, etc. jah, 53o. not a type of the suffering AEon,

the, reveals the Father, 468; re- Transmigration of souls, the, the 392.
vealed by the Father, 468. absurdity of the doctrine of, 4o9, Word, the, the world made through,

Sons of the dewl, 5z5 . 4IO. 362; reveals the Father, 467,
Soul and body, views of the heretics Treasure hid in a field, the, 496. 468 ; always with the Father, 487;

relating to the future destruction Triacontad, the, of the heretics, 37t. all things created by, 487, 488;
of, refuted, 4o2, etc. Truth, the, to be found in the Catho- declares God, 489 ; takes flesh

Souls, absurdity of the doctrine of lic Church, 426. to save the flesh, 54I ; the linage
the transmigration of, 4o9; ex- Types, earthly, of heavenly things, of God, 544; the creator, 546.
istence of, after death, 4Io; ira- 486, 487, etc. Works of the flesh, the, 536.
mortal, although they had a World, the, not made by angels, but
beginning, 4 t x. Unity, the, of the faith of the uni- by God through the Word, 36I,

Soter, 393. versal Church, 33 o. _362; not formed by any other
Sophm, the ./Eon, so called, 317 ; her of God, 418, etc., 544, 55o. be,ngs within the territory con-

passion, 317; another name of Utter emptiness, the, of Valentlnus, tained by the Father, 364, etc.;
Achamoth, 3._o, 353; could have 33a, 333" the Creator of, one, 369; ruled
produced nothing apart from her by the providence of God, 459;
consort, 372; exposure of the Vacuum, the absurdity of the, of the to be annihilated, 536.
absurdity of the whole Valentin- heretics, 36z.
ian theory respecting, 383, etc. Valentinian views of Jesus refuted Year, the divisions of, do not really

Spirit, the Holy, gifts of the) 533. from the apostolic writings, 44o. smt the Valentinian theory of
Spiritual, the absurdity of heretics Valentmians, the, their immoralopm- AEons, 395-

claiming to be, while they de- ions and practices, 324; how Year of the Lord, the acceptable, 391.
clare the Demiurge to be ani- they pervert Scripture to sup-
real, 4o 3. port their own opinions, 326, Zoe, 3t6.
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